MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION

The following marks are published in compliance with section 12(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946. Applications for the registration of marks in more than one class have been filed as provided in section 30 of said act as amended by Public Law 772, 87th Congress, approved Oct. 9, 1962, 76 Stat. 769. Opposition under section 13 may be filed within thirty days of the date of this publication. See rules 2.101 to 2.105.

A separate fee of two hundred dollars for opposing each mark in each class must accompany the opposition.

SECTION 1.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in more than one class

SN 75-343,943. INTERFACE, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 8-20-1997.

EVERGREEN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,856,333.

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS

FOR CARPET TILES (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR LEASING OF INTERIOR BUILDING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CARPETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DO-IT DRILLING OPERATIONS INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 97675696, FILED 4-25-1997, REG. NO. 37675696, DATED 4-25-1997, EXPIRES 4-25-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRILLING OPERATIONS INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR 44(E) SCIENTIFIC, MEASURING, CONTROL, ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, DOWNHOLE SENSORS; APPARATUS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS, NAMELY, ACCELEROMETER, MAGNETOMETER; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR ANALYSIS OF WELL DRILLING FOR HOLE INCLINATION AND HOLE DIRECTION, DOWNHOLE PRESSURE, DOWNHOLE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT, OF OIL AND GAS RESERVOIRS FOR ROCK PERMEABILITY, WELL STABILITY, AND ANALYSIS OF EVALUATION AN QUANTIFICATION OF RESERVOIRS FOR OPTIMIZATION OF THE FLOW EFFLUENT IN THE DRAIN, INSTRUMENTS FOR SEISMIC DATA ACQUISITION, LABORATORY APPARATUS, NAMELY, GEOPHONES, MUD ANALYSERS, CHROMATOGRAPHS, CALCULATING MACHINES; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS DEVICES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WELL DRILLING AND RESERVOIR ENGINEERING DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN FOR OTHERS AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH SERVICES, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS, RESERVOIR ENGINEERING SERVICES, DESIGN FOR OTHERS OF ANALYTICAL COMPUTER EQUIPMENT, ANALYSIS SERVICES RELATING TO OIL FIELD EXPLORATION AND DRILLING; EVALUATION AND QUANTIFICATION OF RESERVOIRS; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND ENGINEERING IN THE FIELD OF WELL DRILLING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YES TELEVISION


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TELEVISION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF VIDEO RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PAY-PER-VIEW TELEVISION TRANSMISSION SERVICES, NAMELY, VIDEO ON DEMAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND VIDEO RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHENEGA

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROJECT MANAGEMENT; PROJECT COST AND SCHEDULE DEVELOPMENT; INVENTORY MANAGEMENT AND MATERIAL MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT; BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY ADMINISTRATIVE AND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT TO GOVERNMENT AND MILITARY OPERATIONS; LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, PLANNING AND ARRANGING THE PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS OF OTHERS; OPERATION OF ELECTRICAL PLANT FACILITIES FOR OTHERS, CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT FOR OTHERS, COMPUTER RESEARCH SERVICES, TECHNOLOGY AND SUPPORT; BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, VIDEO ON DEMAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS, BRIDGES, ROADS, STORM DRAINS AND FLIGHT-LINE PUMP HOUSES; INSTALLATION OF ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, AND UTILITY SYSTEMS; REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE SYSTEMS; MAINTENANCE SERVICES, NAMELY MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRICAL PLANTS FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLES; REFUSE COLLECTION, DEMOLITION OF BUILDINGS; REPAIR OF CIRCUIT BOARDS; RECYCLING AND DISPOSAL OF DEBRIS AND CONTAMINATED OILS; ENVIRONMENTAL SPILL REMOVAL THROUGH BOOM AND RECOVERY OPERATIONS, DRUM OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 3-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1989.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION, INCLUDING BAR-CODED ARTICLES ON MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS; PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION THROUGH VACUUM BONDING; TRANSPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, SHIPMENT BY GROUND, BOAT, RAIL AND AIR; ASBESTOS AND LEAD REMOVAL; DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICAL POWER FOR USE IN THE HULLS OF SHIPS, TANKS AND THE LIKE VESSELS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM ASSEMBLY KITTING OF CONTROL PANEL KITS; CUSTOM MANUFACTURE AND ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY OF INSTRUMENT CONTROL PANELS, DRIVER'S CONTROL PANELS, WARNING LIGHT PANELS, WIRE-CABLE HARNESS AND PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, ENGINEER COMMAND AND CONTROL KEYBOARDS, ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS CONTROL PACKAGES, NAVIGATION CONTROL PANELS AND JUNCTION BOXES; CUSTOM PRECISION SHEET METAL FORMING, MACHINING AND WELDING; CHEMICAL COATING OF ELECTRICAL PANELS AND CIRCUITY; PRINTING AND DIGITAL REPLICATION OF DATA; CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF OIL DRUMS; SEGREGATION OF WASTES FOR RECYCLE OR DISPOSAL; RECYCLING, AND COMPOSTING; DEMOLITION SERVICES; MATERIAL TREATMENT SERVICES, NAMELY VACUUM BONDING; CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRICAL MACHINERY BASED ON THE THEORY OF DEMAND FLOW DELIVERY; PROVIDING ONLINE RELATIONAL DATABASES IN THE FIELD OF PRINTING; DIGITIZATION OF PAPER FILES DATA ONTO COMPUTER MEDIA; DIGITAL REPLICATION OF DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ONLINE LONG DISTANCE COURSES IN THE FIELD OF AVIATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, NAMELY DEVELOPMENT, OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT, AND ANALYSIS; COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS DESIGN, COMPUTER SYSTEMS INTEGRATION, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES, DATA BACKUP AND COMPUTER SYSTEM SECURITY MONITORING SERVICES, DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA OR INFORMATION, COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN MANAGEMENT SERVICES, DATABASE MIGRATION IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCTION OPERATIONS, DESIGN OF LOCAL AREA NETWORKS FOR OTHERS, COMPUTER MODELING AND SIMULATION FOR OTHERS, COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION WARFARE, COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF MODERNIZATION OF IT AND INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS, COMPUTER CONSULTATION, NAMELY DATA AND LOGISTICAL ANALYSIS, AND ENGINEERING ANALYSES AND STUDIES; BUILDING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS, COMPUTER RESEARCH SERVICES, TECHNICAL ENGINEERING SUPPORT SERVICES, SOFTWARE CONTROL OF IT COMPUTER NETWORK AND SYSTEMS; ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE TESTING;
ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE CULTURAL, ECONOMIC, BUSINESS, SOCIAL AND OTHER INTERESTS OF ALASKA NATIVE CORPORATION SHAREHOLDERS; NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT; ENVIRONMENTAL SITE REMEDIATION SERVICES AND ENVIRONMENTAL SITE RESTORATION, NAMELY SOIL, WASTE AND OR WATER TREATMENT SERVICES; SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SERVICES FOR THE GOVERNMENT; ASBESTOS TREATMENT SERVICES; MANUFACTURING AND PRINTING RESEARCH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-598,235. TREMA (EUROPE) AB, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, FILED 12-2-1998.


THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR THE COLOR GREEN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR ORGANIZATION AND ENTITIES WORKING IN FINANCIAL MARKETS, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR MAKING DECISIONS, MEASURING PERFORMANCE, AND MANAGING INFORMATION, TRANSACTIONS AND RISK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1995.

KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MAGNETIC PRODUCTS FOR USE WITH PRESENTATION BOARDS FOR OFFICE USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR OFFICE ARTICLES, NAMELY, PRESENTATION BOARDS, INTERACTIVE PRESENTATION BOARDS, DRY ERASE WRITING BOARDS AND WRITING SURFACES, DRY ERASE BOARDS FOR USE WITH MAGNETIC PRODUCTS, BULLETIN BOARDS, OFFICE COMBINATION BOARDS COMPRISED OF IN PART OF DRY ERASE BOARDS AND OF BULLETIN BOARDS, DAILY PLANNERS, DESKTOP PLANNERS, MARKERS, WHITE BOARD ERASERS, CORKBOARD PUSHPINS, PRESENTATION EASELS, AND FLIP CHART PADS (U.S. CLS. 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR OFFICE FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-649,186. CKT FOOD GMBH, 22761 HAMBURG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-3-1999.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POMMES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLORS BLUE AND YELLOW ARE CLAIMED AS A DISTINCTIVE FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "POMMES" IN THE MARK IS "FRENCH FRIES", IN GERMAN, AND "APPLES", IN FRENCH.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS CKTS AND POMMES FOR PRESIDENT IN YELLOW, WITH WHITE AND YELLOW STARS, ON A BACKGROUND OF BLUE, WITH THIN YELLOW LINES.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "POMMES" IN THE MARK IS "FRENCH FRIES", IN GERMAN, AND "APPLES", IN FRENCH.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEXICAN FOODS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME BOBBY SALAZAR IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO CROSSED RED AND GREEN CHILIES SUPERIMPOSED OVER A RAINBOW-TYPE ARCH CONSISTING OF GREEN, RED BLACK, AND YELLOW CONCENTRIC HALF-CIRCLES ALL OF WHICH REST UPON VERY WIDE, CONCENTRIC, ELLIPTICAL OVALS OF GREEN, YELLOW, AND RED BANDS UPON WHICH IS SUPERIMPOSED THE NAME "BOBBY SALAZAR'S MEXICAN FOODS" IN YELLOW BLOCK LETTERS.


CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR REFRIED BEANS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR ENCHILADAS, TAMALES, TACOS, RICE, SAUCES AND SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK (U.S. CL. 100 AND 101).
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PATIOCARE

SN 75-727,084. CFM CORPORATION, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 6-11-1999.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR SEAT CUSHIONS; FITTED FABRIC FURNITURE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "REPRONET" AND THE FANCIFUL LETTER "R" CLAIMING THE COLORS BLUE AND YELLOW; THE WORDS "PICKING PACK" ON A RED BACKGROUND.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR AGENCIES FOR ADVERTISING; DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES AND ADVERTISING MATERIAL; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTERIZED FILE MANAGEMENT, PAYROLL PREPARATION, PROMOTION OF SALES FOR THIRD PERSONS, PROMOTING THE SALES OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIAL, ORGANIZATION OF ADVERTISEMENT DOCUMENTATION RELATED TO STATIONERY, OFFICE FURNITURE, OFFICE ESSENTIALS, DESIGN EQUIPMENT AND REPROGRAPHIC SERVICES, MAIL SORTING, HANDLING AND RECEIVING, PREPARING MAILING LISTS; PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION CONNECTED WITH FRANCHISE BUSINESS; MANAGEMENT OF FRANCHISE CONTRACTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PHOTOVOLTECH


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS, PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULES, PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS, PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR PRODUCTION OF PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, TECHNICAL PROJECT STUDIES, LICENSEING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RELATED TO PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS, MODULES, AND RELATED PRODUCTS AND THE PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-824,992. NEW ZEALAND TOURISM BOARD, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND, FILED 10-18-1999.

PHOTOVOLTECH


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON NEW ZEALAND APPLICATION NO. 308239, FILED 4-20-1999, REG. NO. 308239, DATED 1-12-2000, EXPIRES 4-20-2006.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON NEW ZEALAND APPLICATION NO. 308238, FILED 4-20-1999, REG. NO. 308238, DATED 1-12-2000, EXPIRES 4-20-2006.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON NEW ZEALAND APPLICATION NO. 308240, FILED 4-20-1999, REG. NO. 308240, DATED 12-20-1999, EXPIRES 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF IN PART OF A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF NEW ZEALAND.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS SERVICES PROVIDED IN CONNECTION WITH THE TOURISM INDUSTRY, NAMELY, MARKETING, PUBLICITY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MARKET RESEARCH IN CONNECTION WITH THE TOURISM INDUSTRY; CHAMBER OF COMMERCE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING OF BUSINESS AND TOURISM IN NEW ZEALAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-824,992. NEW ZEALAND TOURISM BOARD, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND, FILED 10-18-1999.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF IN PART OF A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF NEW ZEALAND.
BLITZ

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES FEATURING SPORTS AND SPORTS MEN AND WOMEN; PROTECTIVE CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 38 AND 38).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, POSTERS, BOOKS ON SPORTS, MOUNTED AND UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR SPORTS BAGS; HOLDALLS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 43).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR MARTIAL ARTS FOOTWEAR AND HEAD WEAR; MARTIAL ARTS CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, TOPS, SHORTS, MASKS AND GLOVES; JOGGING/TRACK SUITS; AND CLOTHING BELTS AND SASHES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR APPARATUS AND ARTICLES FOR USE IN MARTIAL ARTS SPORTS AND TRAINING, NAMELY, STICKS, STAFFS FIGHTING GLOVES AND MITTS, HAND PADS, ELBOW PADS, FOREARM PADS, SHIN PADS, ANKLE PADS, HEAD GUARDS, BODY ARMOR, GROIN GUARDS, CHEST GUARDS, GUM SHIELDS AND TOOTH PROTECTORS, SUPPORTS FOR KNEES, ELBOWS, WRISTS, ANKLES, THIGHS AND BACKS, PUNCH BAGS, BREAK BOARDS, TARGET PADS, SHIELDS FOR CONTACT SPORTS PRACTICE AND ACCESSORIES FOR MOUNTING SAID PUNCH BAGS, BREAK BOARDS, TARGET PADS AND SHIELDS ON WALLS, CEILINGS AND OTHER SUPPORTS, SPRING-LOADED TARGET BOARDS, NUNCHAKU, EXERCISE MACHINES AND APPARATUS, MEDICINE BALLS AND SKIPPING ROPES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.

CONTRAVES SPACE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPACE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY SIMULATION SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF AIMING LASERS, UMPIRE AND TESTING APPARATUS FOR MEASURING NATURAL RADIATION, COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS WITH DATA PROCESSING ARRANGEMENTS CONTAINING DATA INPUT AND OUTPUT PORTS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEMS, AND MICROCONTROLLER SYSTEMS IN THE FIELD OF CONTROL ENGINEERING, LASERS FOR DETERMINING THE POSITION OF SATELLITES, NAMELY SOLID STATE LASERS FOR COMMUNICATING BETWEEN SATELLITES, ELECTRO-OPTICAL SENSORS, DEVICES AND INSTRUMENTS FOR ENERGY SUPPLY, NAMELY SECONDARY POWER SUPPLIES AND SOLAR RAY PANEL STRUCTURES, HYBRID CIRCUITS, CIRCUIT BOARDS WITH OR WITHOUT PRINTING, TRANSITS, TELESCOPE, REGISTRATION ARRANGEMENTS, NAMELY OPTICAL TERMINALS IN THE FIELD OF INTER-SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS, SATELLITES FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

FOR CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS NOT MADE OF METAL, NAMELY NON-METALLIC LIGHT CONSTRUCTION ELEMENTS FOR MISSILES, NAMELY NON-METALLIC COMPOSITES FOR PAYLOAD Fairings; ROCKET LAUNCH RAMPS NOT MADE OF METAL, PLATES AND FOILS AS LOAD SHEATHING FOR SPACE TRANSPORT (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR COMPUTERIZED DATABASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY CONFIGURATION DATA MANAGEMENT, FILE MAINTENANCE BY MEANS OF COMPUTERS, SYSTEMIZING DATA IN COMPUTER DATA BANKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR MANAGEMENT OF REAL ESTATE, PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, MORTGAGES ON AND LOANS OF HARD GOODS, STOCK BROKERAGE SERVICES, INVESTMENT FUND BROKERAGE, COLLECTION AGENCY SERVICES, UNDERWRITING INSURANCE FOR PRE-PAID HEALTH CARE, RENTAL OF APARTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF SPACE TRAVEL; PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN THE FIELD OF SPACE TRAVEL; CONSULTING SERVICES REGARDING CONSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF SPACE TRAVEL AND SATELLITE SYSTEMS, COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES, PREPARATION OF EXPERT TECHNICAL OPINIONS IN THE FIELD OF SPACE TRAVEL, ENGINEERING WORK, DEVELOPMENT SERVICES IN REGARD TO NEW PRODUCTS IN THE FIELD OF SPACE TRAVEL AND SATELLITE SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR ROCKET LAUNCH RAMPS MADE OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY SIMULATION SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF AIMING LASERS, UMPIRE AND TESTING APPARATUS FOR MEASURING NATURAL RADIATION, COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS WITH DATA PROCESSING ARRANGEMENTS CONTAINING DATA INPUT AND OUTPUT PORTS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND MICROCONTROL SYSTEMS FOR THE FIELD OF CONTROL ENGINEERING, LASERS FOR DETERMINING THE POSITION OF SATELLITES, NAMELY SOLID STATE LASERS FOR COMMUNICATING BETWEEN SATELLITES, ELECTRO-OPTICAL SENSORS, DEVICES AND INSTRUMENTS FOR ENERGY SUPPLY, NAMELY SECONDARY POWER SUPPLIES AND SOLAR RAY PANEL STRUCTURES, HYBRID CIRCUITS, CIRCUIT BOARDS WITH OR WITHOUT PRINTING, TRANSITS, TELESCOPES, REGISTRATION ARRANGEMENTS, NAMELY OPTICAL TERMINALS IN THE FIELD OF INTER-SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS, SATELLITES FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS NOT MADE OF METAL, NAMELY NON-METALLIC LIGHT CONSTRUCTION ELEMENTS FOR MISSILES, NAMELY NON-METALLIC COMPOSITES FOR PAYLOAD FAIRINGS; ROCKET LAUNCH RAMPS NOT MADE OF METAL; PLATES AND FOILS AS LOAD SHEATHING FOR SPACE TRANSPORT (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR COMPUTERIZED DATABASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY CONFIGURATION DATA MANAGEMENT, FILE MAINTENANCE BY MEANS OF COMPUTERS, SYSTEMIZING DATA IN COMPUTER DATA BANKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR MANAGEMENT OF REAL ESTATE, PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, MORTGAGES ON AND LOANS OF HARD GOODS, STOCK BROKERAGE SERVICES, INVESTMENT FUND BROKERAGE, COLLECTION AGENCY SERVICES, UNDERWRITING INSURANCE FOR PREPAID HEALTH CARE, RENTAL OF APARTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF SPACE TRAVEL; CONSULTING SERVICES REGARDING CONSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF SPACE TRAVEL AND SATELLITE SYSTEMS, COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES, PREPARATION OF EXPERT TECHNICAL OPINIONS IN THE FIELD OF SPACE TRAVEL, ENGINEERING WORK, DEVELOPMENT SERVICES IN REGARD TO NEW PRODUCTS IN THE FIELD OF SPACE TRAVEL AND SATELLITE SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPACE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER AND GOODS THEREOF: NAMELY, TRAVELING BAGS, TRUNKS, SUITCASES, BRIEFCASES, RUCKSACKS, JUTE TOTE BAGS; LUGGAGE SUCH AS TRAVELING BAGS, TRUNKS, SUITCASES AND JUTE SACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PACKING, TRANSPORT, AND STORAGE receptacles and containers, particularly of plastic, but not of metal or paper (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR PACKING BAGS OF TEXTILE MATERIAL, NAMELY, TEXTILE BAGS FOR MERCHANDISE, FOR PACKING, TRANSPORTING AND STORING GOODS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES, NAMELY, BOARD GAMES; TOYS, NAMELY, MODEL POSTAL BUSES AND MODEL POST OFFICES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 30).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES NAMELY PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF THE POSTAL TRANSPORTATION AND TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRIES THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTION ADVICE; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES AND MARKETING RESEARCH; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL CONSULTING, MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS CONSULTING, AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTING; ADMINISTRATION OF CUSTOMER MAILING FILES, NAMELY, MAIL SORTING, HANDLING, AND RECEIVING; CUSTOMER SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF POSTAL SERVICES VIA TELECOMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONICALLY; DATA OF PROCESSING SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING OF BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENTS; PROCUREMENT, NAMELY, PURCHASING NEWS AND INFORMATION FOR OTHERS; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF DATA PROCESSING; ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF MAIL FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, MAIL SORTING, HANDLING, AND RECEIVING; EXPORT AND IMPORT AGENCIES, NAMELY, OPERATION OF AN AGENCY FOR IMPORTATION OF VEHICLES, TICKET AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, OPERATION OF AN ADVANCE TICKET BOOKING OFFICE FOR ALL TYPES OF TICKETS INCLUDING THEATRICAL, CULTURAL AND SPORTING EVENTS; ACCOUNTANCY SERVICES; LEASING OF AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; MONETARY TRANSACTIONS, NAMELY, BANKING SERVICES; BILL PAYMENT SERVICES; COLLECTION TRANSACTIONS, NAMELY, DEBT RECOVERY AND COLLECTION; REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; RENTAL OF OFFICE SPACE; INSURANCE, NAMELY, INSURANCE AGENCIES IN THE FIELD OF LIFE AND RISK INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR VEHICLE REPAIR AND CLEANING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SERVICES; ELECTRONIC VOICE MESSAGING, NAMELY, THE RECORDING, STORAGE AND SUBSEQUENT TRANSMISSION OF VOICE MESSAGES BY TELEPHONE; AND ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; ADMINISTRATION OF CUSTOMER MAILING FILES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; TELEPHONE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, FACSIMILES TRANSMISSIONS, VIDEO TELECONFERENCING AND MOBILE RADIO COMMUNICATION; PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR FREIGHT AND POSTAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PARCEL DELIVERY, PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION, RENTAL OF MAILBOXES, MAIL DELIVERY, FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY WATER, AIR, LAND OR SECONDARY TRANSPORTATION, NAMELY, PLANNING OF TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS FOR PASSENGER AND FREIGHT TRAFFIC, CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF LOGISTICS AND OF TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKING FOR TRANSPORTATION AND FREIGHT; COURIER SERVICES; TRAVEL BOOKING AGENCIES; ARRANGING TRAVEL TOURS; STORAGE OF LETTERS, DOCUMENTS, VALUABLE AND OTHER FREIGHT GOODS; RENTAL OF STORAGE CONTAINERS, WAREHOUSING SERVICES FEATURING INFORMATION CONCERNING WAREHOUSING, RENTAL OF CARS; CAR-TIME SHARING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, LECTURES AND CONTINUING EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION, CONVEYANCE OF PERSONS, GOODS AND FREIGHT, BUSINESS, FINANCE AND MONETARY TRANSACTIONS; DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, VEHICLE DRIVING INSTRUCTIONS; SPONSORING ACTIVITIES, NAMELY, SPONSORING SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGNED FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, CREATING DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS; PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF POSTAL SERVICES IN WHICH ACCESS TIME IS LEASED; COMPUTER TIME SHARING AND PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT; LEASING SPACE IN COMPUTER FACILITIES SET-UP FOR COMPUTER TRAINING; LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, NAMELY, LICENSING INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND WORKING PATENTS; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF SECURITIES; MAKING HOTEL RESERVATION FOR OTHERS; PRINTING WORK, DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION; LEGAL SERVICES, NAMELY LEGAL CONSULTING; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONIC TM TRANSMISSION OF DOCUMENTS, IMAGES, DATA AND INFORMATION AND IN THE FIELD OF CUSTOMER SERVICING AND CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS BY MEANS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-007,970. MAX-PLANCK-GESELLSCHAFT, 14476 GOLM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-23-2000.

CACTUS COMPUTATIONAL TOOLKIT

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 1522317; FILED 2-23-2000, REG. NO. 1522317, DATED 6-29-2001, EXPIRES 2-23-2010. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,105,834. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPUTATIONAL TOOLKIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE SOLD ONLY TO SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS FOR USE IN BUILDING APPLICATION SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF NATURAL SCIENCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
**CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER**  
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

**CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES**  
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR PARALLEL COMPUTATION FOR SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-014,493. ELEMICA, INC., WAYNE, PA. FILED 3-30-2000.

---

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**  
FOR INTERNET ACCESSIBLE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SERVICES, TO AID IN CREATING AND MANAGING SHIPMENTS THROUGH ALL PHASES OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).  
FIRST USE 4-24-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2000.

**CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES**  
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF INTERNET ACCESSIBLE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SERVICES, TO AID IN CREATING AND MANAGING SHIPMENTS THROUGH ALL PHASES OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).  
FIRST USE 4-24-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2000.

TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-049,351. NEUROKINETICS HEALTH SERVICES (B.C.) INC., VANCOUVER B.C., CANADA, FILED 5-12-2000.

---

**CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS**  
FOR DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC APPARATUS, NAMELY, STIMULATORS COMPRISED OF INTEGRATED FILTERS APPLICABLE TO THE LOWER SURFACE OF PATIENTS FOOT OF SOLES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

**CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES**  
FOR MEDICAL TREATMENT SERVICES FOR POSTURAL DEFICIENCIES, NEUROPHYSIOLOGY AND HOMEOPATHY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).  
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


---

**OPTIMUM LOGISTICS**  
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOGISTICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

---

**HIPATH**  
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 39981428, DATED 2-10-2000, EXPIRES 12-31-2009.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR OPTICAL, ELECTROTECHNICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND DEVICES, AND ELECTRICAL DEVICES FOR RECORDING; EMISSION, TRANSMISSION, SWITCHING, RECEPTION AND REPRODUCTION AND PRODUCTION OF SOUNDS, SIGNALS, CHARACTERS AND IMAGES, NAMELY, COMMUNICATION SERVERS, ROUTERS, SWITCHES, AND GATEWAYS; DEVICES NAMELY ROUTERS, SWITCHES, AND GATEWAYS FOR THE INTEGRATION OF VOICE, IMAGE, TEXT, DATA, MULTIMEDIA, FULL-MOTION VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS IN COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTERS; SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRATION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER TELEPHONE SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF VOICE AND DATA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER NETWORKS; OPTICAL, ELECTROTECHNICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR VOICE, IMAGE, TEXT, DATA, MULTIMEDIA AND FULL-MOTION VIDEO NAMELY COMMUNICATION SERVERS, ROUTERS, SWITCHES AND GATEWAYS; AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALING DEVICES; TELEPHONES, VIDEO PHONES, AND VOICE BOXES; DOMESTIC TELEPHONE SYSTEMS COMPRISING PRIVATE AUTOMATIC BRANCH EXCHANGES; PHOTO COPIERS; TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS CONSISTING OF EXCHANGE AND TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT, INDIVIDUAL MODULES AND COMPONENTS OF SUCH EQUIPMENT; NAMELY, POWER SUPPLY UNITS, TRANSMISSION MEDIA IN THE NATURE OF TELECOMMUNICATION CABLES AND OPTICAL FIBER ELEMENTS IN THE NATURE OF CABLE AND ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS; WIRELESS TRANSMISSION MEDIA, NAMELY, INFRARED RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS AND RADIO TELEPHONES FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION; AND STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS OPERATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION, MOUNTING, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICES, SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS; SUCH AS COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR OPERATION OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, NAMELY, TELECOMMUNICATION GATEWAY SERVICES, TECHNICAL OPERATION AND MONITORING OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS OF OTHERS AND PROVIDING BACK-UP COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES; CONSULTATION IN THE SETTING-UP OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT AND NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING IN THE SETTING-UP AND OPERATION OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DEVELOPMENT AND PROJECT DESIGN OF TELECOMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION PROCESSING NETWORKS; PROJECT DESIGN OF TELECOMMUNICATION AND DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF DATA PROCESSING COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; RENTAL OF DATA PROCESSING COMPUTER PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUDIO HEADPHONES FOR AIRLINE PASSENGERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MATISS

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR COLLATING LINE AUTOMATION MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NOWLIVE!

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING GENERAL INTEREST INFORMATION ABOUT MUSIC, TELEVISION, FILM, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, CULTURE, SPECIAL EVENTS VIA THE INTERNET FOR WIRED OR WIRELESS DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For writing paper; cardboard; cardboard containers; printed matter, namely, printed forms; publications, namely, newspapers, newsletters, magazines; reviews, journals, educational books, manuals, pamphlets, brochures; toilet paper; paper napkins and cellulose disposable dinner plates; paper or cardboard signs; blank or partially printed non-fabric labels; paper pennants; posters; postcards; transfers, namely, temporary tattoos; sketches; art prints; photo engravings; paper tape; blank paper recordings for recording programs; coloring books; playing cards; printing characters, namely, dry transfer characters; book plates; engraving plates; all of the preceding goods relating to sales and promotion of alcoholic beverages, liqueurs, aperitifs and spirits (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 39).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

For providing multiple-user access to a global computer information network, relating to sales and promotion of alcoholic beverages, liqueurs, aperitifs and spirits (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For teaching in the field of sales and promotion of alcoholic beverages, liqueurs, aperitifs and spirits; training in the use of sales and promotional techniques in the field of alcoholic beverages, liqueurs, aperitifs and spirits; educational and entertainment services, namely, providing motivational and educational speakers; organizing exhibitions for educational activity in the field of sales and promotion of alcoholic beverages, liqueurs, aperitifs and spirits; education in the field of sales and promotion of alcoholic beverages, liqueurs, aperitifs and spirits rendered through correspondence courses; publication of text books, illustration books, journals, newspapers, periodicals, and magazines; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text and graphic works of others on CD-ROMs featuring education in the field of sales and promotion of alcoholic beverages, liqueurs, aperitifs and spirits; educational services, namely, conducting seminars and courses in the field of sales and promotion of alcoholic beverages, liqueurs, aperitifs and spirits; arranging for ticket reservations for educational conferences; film and video editing; arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events; arranging and conducting athletic competitions; entertainment, namely, production of news shows, radio programs, television programs, and audio-visual and multimedia programs; organizing exhibitions for live performances by musical groups; production of film studies; rental of film libraries; video track editing; lottery services; all of the preceding services relating to sales and promotion of alcoholic beverage, liqueurs, aperitifs and spirits (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).
STRUMENTS, NAMELY COMPUTERS FOR PROVIDING A REMOTE AUTHENTICATION SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR SALES VOLUME TRACKING FOR OTHER BUSINESSES; BILLING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR PAYMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA; FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF BANKING SERVICES, ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSACTION AUTHORIZATION AND SETTLEMENT SERVICES, INVESTMENT AND SAVINGS CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, UPDATING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES; UPDATING, AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS VIA TELEPHONE, EMAIL AND IN PERSON; TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR BUSINESS AUTHENTICATION SERVICES, NAMELY AUTHENTICATION SERVICES FOR AUTHENTICATING THE IDENTITY OF A SPECIFIC USER TO AN ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONDUCTING TRANSACTIONS OR TO ACCESS SERVICES OR RESOURCES USING AN ELECTRONIC GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK ONLINE OR A COMPUTER DATABASE; SECURITY CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY AUTHENTICATION SERVICES FOR AUTHENTICATING THE IDENTITY OF A SPECIFIC USER TO AN ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONDUCTING TRANSACTIONS OR TO ACCESS SERVICES OR RESOURCES IN THE FIELD OF CONTROLLING ACCESS TO COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SYSTEMS, BANKING SERVICES, SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, AND TRANSACTION AUTHORIZATION AND SETTLEMENT SERVICES, INTERNET BANKING AND HOME BANKING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WOTCH.COM


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EZYBONDS

SN 76-168,539. EZYBONDS, INC., RAROTONGA, COOK ISLANDS, FILED 11-20-2000.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SWEETLEAF

SN 76-169,762. MANSON, JOEL D., WILLOWDALE, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 11-21-2000.


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER AND PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, LABELS, CALENDARS, COMIC BOOKS, ALL RELATING TO YOUTH CULTURE; ENVELOPES, PHOTOGRAPHS, POSTCARDS, PRESSURE SENSITIZED LABELS, STAMP PADS, POSTERS, SELF ADHESIVE PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HOUSEWARES, NAMELY, DRINKING GLASSES, (BASED ON 44(E)) GRINDERS FOR HERBS AND SIMILAR PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATERS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, MADE PRIMARILY OF HEMP (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, ACTION FIGURES MADE OF PLASTIC, BALLOONS, INFLATABLE TOYS, SKATEBOARDS, SURFBOARDS, SNOW BOARDS, PUSH OR PULL TOYS, ROLE PLAYING DOLLS AND DRESS UP DOLLS, PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, OPERATION OF RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OUTLETS SPECIALIZING IN HEMP AND PRODUCTS MADE WITH HEMP; PROMOTION AND OPERATION OF CONCERTS, PLAYS AND SPORTING EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RECORD PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION AND PROVIDING TELEVISION PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION, ALL FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR COMPACTS CONTAINING POWDER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC RAZORS, ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC HAIR CLIPPERS FOR PERSONAL USE, SCISSORS, ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC DEPILATORY APPLIANCES, BEAUTY CARE TOOLS, NAMELY NAIL CLIPPERS, NAIL FILE, MANICURE KIT (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NORDEA BANK

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON LATVIA APPLICATION NO. M-00-768, FILED 6-8-2000, REG. NO. 348589, DATED 9-7-2001, EXPIRES 9-7-2011.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “BANK”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUTOMATED BANKING MACHINES, AUTOMATIC BANK NOTE DISPENSERS, BANK CARDS INCORPORATING MAGNETIC OR ELECTRONIC DATA CARRIERS, ENCODED AND MAGNETIC BANK CARDS, NAMELY MAGNETICALLY ENCODED BANK CARDS, BANK CARDS BEING MACHINE READABLE, ELECTRONIC CARD READERS FOR CREDIT CARDS, COMPUTER TERMINALS FOR USE WITH CREDIT CARDS AND BANK CARDS, ENCODED AND MAGNETIC CREDIT CARDS, ENCODED AND MAGNETIC CREDIT CARDS FOR USE IN RELATION TO ELECTRONIC TRANSFER OF FUNDS AND FOR USE IN RELATION TO FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS, APPARATUS FOR PAYMENT WITH MAGNETIC MEMORY CARDS, NAMELY COMPUTER TERMINALS, APPARATUS FOR RECEIVING CASH PAYMENTS, NAMELY AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES, AUTOMATIC PAYMENT MACHINES, NAMELY AUTOMATED BANKING MACHINES, ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION CARDS, NAMELY MAGNETIC ENCODED IDENTITY CARDS FOR USE IN PAYING FOR SERVICES, MACHINE READABLE DEVICES CONSISTING OF DISKETTES, MAGNETIC TAPES AND BAR CODED CARRIERS FOR CASHLESS PAYMENT SYSTEMS, MAGNETIC AND ENCODED PAYMENT CARDS, PAYMENT CARDS INCORPORATING DATA CARRIERS, NAMELY ELECTRONICALLY AND MAGNETICALLY ENCODED PAYMENT CARDS, EQUIPMENT, NAMELY COMPUTERS, TELEPHONES, RADIOS AND TELEVISIONS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION AND INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION, COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND TRANSACT BANKING BUSINESS, COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE FOR VERIFYING AND FACILITATING ON-LINE RETAIL SALES AND BUSINESS TO BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS, COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING, BUSINESS RESEARCH, MARKET RESEARCH, PROVISION OF BUSINESS STATISTICAL INFORMATION; MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO E-COMMERCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR INSURANCE SERVICES; NAMELY, LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, DISCLAIMER INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, REAL ESTATE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, HOME INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, MARINE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, FIRE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, ACCIDENT INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, TRAVEL INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, LOSS OF PROFIT INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, LIABILITY INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, MEDICAL INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, INSURANCE FOR PREPAID LEGAL SERVICES UNDERWRITING, INSURANCE BROKERAGE, INSURANCE CONSULTATION, INSURANCE SERVICES; NAMELY BANKING SERVICES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION, FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS, FINANCIAL PLANNING, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL RESEARCH, FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN INVESTMENT SECURITY, FINANCIAL GUARANTEE AND ASSURANCE UNDERWRITING, CASH MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, LEASE-PURCHASE FINANCING, SET MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS, INVESTMENT OF SECURITY, FINANCIAL CLEANSING HOUSES, CREDIT AND DEBT RECOVERY AND COLLECTION, CREDIT CARD SERVICES, DEBIT CARD SERVICES, BONDING SERVICES, ELECTRONIC PAYMENT NAMELY ELECTRONIC PAYMENT AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA, ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER, MONEY ORDER SERVICES, AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE SERVICES, TRAVELERS CHECK ISSUANCE, CASH DEPOSIT BOX SERVICES; MONETARY SERVICES, NAMELY CURRENCY EXCHANGE SERVICES, CASH MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR CORPORATE CUSTOMERS, REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, REAL ESTATE LISTING, REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL, LEASING OF REAL ESTATE, LEASING AND RENTAL OF APARTMENTS, LEASING AND RENTAL OF OFFICE SPACE, ESTATE TRUSTEE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION


BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "NORDEA" AND THE STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF A SAIL.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUTOMATED BANKING MACHINES, AUTOMATIC BANK NOTE DISPENSERS, BANK CARDS INCORPORATING MAGNETIC OR ELECTRONIC DATA CARRIERS, ENCODED AND MAGNETIC BANK CARDS, NAMELY MAGNETICALLY ENCODED BANK CARDS, BANK CARDS BEING MACHINE READABLE, ELECTRONIC CARD READERS FOR CREDIT CARDS, COMPUTER TERMINALS FOR USE WITH CREDIT CARDS AND BANK CARDS, ENCODED AND MAGNETIC CREDIT CARDS, ENCODED AND MAGNETIC CREDIT CARDS FOR USE IN RELATION TO ELECTRONIC TRANSFER OF FUNDS AND FOR USE IN RELATION TO FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS, APPARATUS FOR PAYMENT WITH MAGNETIC MEMORY CARDS, NAMELY COMPUTER TERMINALS, APPARATUS FOR RECEIVING CASH PAYMENTS, NAMELY AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES, AUTOMATIC PAYMENT MACHINES, NAMELY AUTOMATED BANKING MACHINES, ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION CARDS, NAMELY MAGNETICALLY ENCODED IDENTIFICATION CARDS FOR USE IN PAYING FOR SERVICES, MACHINE READABLE DEVICES CONSISTING OF DISKETTES, MAGNETIC TAPES AND BAR CODED CARRIERS FOR CASHLESS PAYMENT SYSTEMS, MAGNETIC AND ENCODED PAYMENT CARDS, PAYMENT CARDS INCORPORATING DATA CARRIERS, NAMELY ELECTRONICALLY AND MAGNETICALLY ENCODED PAYMENT CARDS, EQUIPMENT NAMELY COMPUTERS, TELEPHONES, RADIOS AND TELEVISIONS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION AND INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION, COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND TRANSACT BANKING BUSINESS, COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE FOR VERIFYING AND FACILITATING ON-LINE RETAIL SALES AND BUSINESS TO BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS, COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING, BUSINESS RESEARCH, MARKET RESEARCH, PROVISION OF BUSINESS STATISTICAL INFORMATION; MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO E-COMMERCE.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR INSURANCE SERVICES; NAMELY, LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, INDEMNITY INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, REAL ESTATE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, HOME INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, MARINE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, FIRE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, ACCIDENT INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, TRAVEL INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, LIABILITY INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, MEDICAL INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, INSURANCE FOR PREPAID LEGAL SERVICES UNDERWRITING, INSURANCE BROKERAGE, INSURANCE CONSULTATION, FINANCIAL SERVICES; NAMELY BANKING SERVICES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION, FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS, INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT SECURITY, FINANCIAL PLANNING, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL RESEARCH, FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN INVESTMENT SECURITY, FINANCIAL GUARANTEE AND ASSURANCE UNDERWRITING, CASH MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, LEASE-PURCHASE FINANCING, DEBT MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS, INVESTMENT OF SECURITY, FINANCIAL CLEANSING HOUSES, CREDIT AND DEBT RECOVERY AND COLLECTION, CREDIT CARD SERVICES, DEBIT CARD SERVICES, BONDING SERVICES, ELECTRONIC PAYMENT NAMELY ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, DECISION MAKING SERVICES, ELECTRONIC PAYMENT NAMELY ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, ELECTRONIC FUND SERVICE, NAMELY ELECTRONIC FUND SERVICE, ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SERVICES, AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE SERVICES, TRAVELERS CHECK ISSUANCE, SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX SERVICES; MONETARY SERVICES, NAMELY CURRENCY EXCHANGE SERVICES, CASH MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR CORPORATE CUSTOMERS; REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, REAL ESTATE LISTING, REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL, LEASING OF REAL ESTATE, LEASING AND RENTAL OF APARTMENTS, LEASING AND RENTAL OF OFFICE SPACE, REAL ESTATE TRUSTEES SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION


BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FINLAND APPLICATION NO. T20002985, FILED 3-29-2000, REG. NO. 001980051, DATED 3-5-2002, EXPIRES 11-29-2010.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF A SAIL.
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR AUTOMATED BANKING MACHINES, AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES, NAMELY MAGNETIC OR ELECTRONIC DATA CARRIERS, ENCODED AND MAGNETIC BANK CARDS, NAMELY MAGNETICALLY ENCODED BANK CARDS, BANK CARDS BEING MACHINE READABLE, ELECTRONIC CARD READERS FOR CREDIT CARDS, CASH TERMINAL FOR USE WITH CREDIT CARDS AND BANK CARDS, ENCODED AND MAGNETIC CREDIT CARDS, ENCODED AND MAGNETIC CREDIT CARDS FOR USE IN RELATION TO ELECTRONIC TRANSFER OF FUNDS AND FOR USE IN RELATION TO FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS, APPARATUS FOR PAYMENT WITH MAGNETIC MEMORY CARDS, NAMELY COMPUTER TERMINALS, APPARATUS FOR RECEIVING CASH PAYMENTS, NAMELY AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES, AUTOMATIC PAYMENT MACHINES, NAMELY AUTOMATED BANKING MACHINES, ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION CARDS, NAMELY MAGNETIC ENCODED IDENTITY CARDS FOR USE IN PAYING FOR SERVICES, MACHINE READER DEVICES CONSISTING OF DISKETTES, MAGNETIC TAPES AND BAR CODED CARRIERS FOR CASHLESS PAYMENT SYSTEMS, MAGNETIC AND ENCODED PAYMENT CARDS, PAYMENT CARDS INCORPORATING DATA CARRIERS, NAMELY ELECTRONICALLY AND MAGNETICALLY ENCODED PAYMENT CARDS, EQUIPMENT, NAMELY COMPUTERS, TELEPHONES, RADIOS AND TELEVISIONS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION AND INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION, COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING, BUSINESS RESEARCH, MARKET RESEARCH, PRINTING, PROVISION OF BUSINESS STATISTICAL INFORMATION; MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO E-COMMERCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION


BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEXT 150 INDEX

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON BENELUX APPLICATION NO. 0966499, FILED 6-7-2000, REG. NO. 0670756, DATED 6-7-2000, EXPIRES 6-7-2010. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "150 INDEX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PLACING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF STOCKS, BONDS, AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS; BUSINESS INFORMATION, NAMELY, PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION, TRADE INFORMATION, AND MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS IN THE FIELD OF STOCKS, BONDS, AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR BROKERAGE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STOCKS, BONDS, MUTUAL FUNDS AND DEBT INSTRUMENTS; PRICE QUOTATIONS FOR STOCKS, BONDS, MUTUAL FUNDS, COMMODITIES, AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTING SERVICES; OPERATION OF A STOCK EXCHANGE; COMPILATION, MAINTAINING AND OPERATING A STOCK INDEX (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, NEWSLETTERS, DAILY LISTS FEATURING FINANCIAL STATISTICS, BUSINESS INFORMATION, MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-176,204. EURONEXT INDICES B.V., 1012 JW AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS, FILED 12-5-2000.

EURONEXT 100 INDEX

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON BENELUX APPLICATION NO. 0968115, FILED 6-30-2000, REG. NO. 0670751, DATED 6-30-2000, EXPIRES 6-30-2010.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "100 INDEX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PLACING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF STOCKS, BONDS, AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS; BUSINESS INFORMATION, NAMELY, PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION, TRADE INFORMATION, AND MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS IN THE FIELD OF STOCKS, BONDS, AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-176,383. WORLD LOTTERY ASSOCIATION, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 12-6-2000.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1067108, FILED 7-13-2000.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLD LOTTERY ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, NEWSLETTERS, DAILY LISTS FEATURING FINANCIAL STATISTICS, TRADE INFORMATION, MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-176,992. DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG, 53113 BONN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 12-7-2000.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30043200338, FILED 6-7-2000, REG. NO. 30043200, DATED 9-7-2000, EXPIRES 6-30-2010.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CONTROLLING OR TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ALL FOR USE WITH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, NAMELY, APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING SOUND, IMAGES OR DATA, MAGNETIC AND OPTICAL DATA CARRIERS, DATA PROCESSORS AND COMPUTERS, NAMELY, MICRO-COMPUTERS, MINICOMPUTERS, COMPUTER CENTRAL ProcessORS, COMPUTER MONITORS, COMPUTER KEYBOARDS, COMPUTER TERMINALS, COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS, COMPUTER MEMORIES, COMPUTER LASER PRINTERS, COMPUTER IMPACT PRINTERS, COMPUTER DOT MATRIX PRINTERS, COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS, COMPUTERS AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT, COMPUTER INTERFACE APPARATUS, NAMELY, COMPUTER MODEMS, COMPUTER MOUSE AND MOUSE PAD, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND PARTS THEREOF, COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DATA BASES FOR USE IN OPERATING TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND RELATED INSTRUCTION MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT, OPTICAL CABLES, OPTIC FILTERS, OPTICAL SCANNERS, OPTICAL CHARACTER READERS, OPTICAL DISCS, OPTICAL FIBERS, OPTICAL GLASS FOR SIGNAL TRANSMISSION, OPTIC TRANSMITTERS, OPTIC RECEIVERS, OPTICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS, OPTIC SWITCHES, OPTICAL NETWORKS COMPRISING COMMUNICATION TRANSMISSION SWITCHING AND RECEPTION APPARATUS, OPTICAL ATTENUATORS, OPTICAL AMPLIFIERS, OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION APPARATUS, AUDIO, VIDEO AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, NAMELY, DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE SIGNAL TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS AND CONVERTERS, RADIO AND TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS AND ANSWERING MACHINES, TELECOMMUNICATION TRANSMISSION, RECEIVING AND STORAGE
APPARATUS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTING SETS, DATA TRANSMITTERS, FACSIMILE MACHINES, ELECTRONIC MAIL APPARATUS FOR ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE OF DATA IMAGES AND MESSAGES, REMOTE CONTROLS AND SET-TOP UNITS, CINEMATOGRAPHIC TELEVISION AND AMUSEMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SIGNAL DECODERS AND INTERACTIVE AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT THAT FACILITATE INTERACTION BETWEEN CONSUMERS AND PROVIDERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ELECTRICAL WIRE, ELECTRICAL WIRE CONNECTORS, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, PRINTED CIRCUITS, ELECTRIC CIRCUITS, CIRCUIT BREAKERS, PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, ELECTRIC CIRCUIT BOARDS, CIRCUIT CONNECTORS, ELECTRICAL CONTROLLERS, ELECTRICAL CONVERTERS, ELECTRICAL FUSES, ELECTRIC LUMINESCENT DISPLAY PANELS, ELECTRICAL SWITCH PLATES, ELECTRIC PLUGS, ANTENNAS, ELECTRICAL CABLES, COMPUTER CABLES, COMPUTER CHIPS, SILICON CHIPS, CHROMOGRAPHS FOR USE AS SPECIALIZED TIME RECORDING APPARATUS, ELECTRIC COILS, COMPUTER BUFFERS, BLANK COMPUTER DISCS, BLANK COMPUTER FLOPPY DISKS, COMPUTER HARD DISCS, ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS, ACOUSTIC CONDUITS, ELECTRICAL CONDUITS, FIBER OPTIC CONDUITS AND PARTS THEREOF, DISC PLAYERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE PLAYERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTE PLAYERS, BLANK AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE Cassettes, DISCS AND MICROFICHE, AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE Cassettes, DISCS AND MICROFICHE Featuring INFORMATION Concerning TELECOMMUNICATIONS, PERSONAL AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, VIDEO MONITORS, AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND TIMING NETWORKS, ELECTRONIC AND PARTS THEREOF DATA PROCESSORS AND READERS, WORD PROCESSORS, MAGNETIC CODED CARD READERS, MAGNETIC CARDS, ELECTRONIC ENCRYPTION UNITS, LASERS, LIGHT EMITTING DIODES, LIGHT EMITTING DIODE DISPLAYS, MICROPROCESSORS, BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, DEMAGNETIZERS FOR MAGNETIC TAPES, AND PARTS THEREOF COMMUNICATIONS AND VIDEO TRANSMISSION SWITCHING AND RECEPTION APPARATUS, COMPUTER, DATA AND VIDEO NETWORKING AND CONFERENCING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TELECONFERENCE EQUIPMENT, AUDIOVISUAL TEACHING EQUIPMENT, OVERHEAD FILM, PHOTOGRAPHIC AND SLIDE PROTECTORS, PROJECTOR SCREENS, COMPUTER BASED INFORMATION DISPLAY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTERS WHICH DISPLAY INFORMATION ON AN OVERHEAD SCREEN, TELEPHONE AND TELETRANSMISSION DEVICES, ELECTRONIC ANSWERING MACHINES, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS, TELEPHONE NETWORKS, TELEPHONE WIRES, TELEPRINTERS, TELETYPEWRITERS, AND PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY, CALLER IDENTIFICATION BOXES, RADIO TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CALL BOXES AND SYSTEMS, DIALING ASSEMBLIES, TELEPHONE UNITS, AUDIO OPERATED RELAYS, SIGNALING DEVICES, RECEIVING DEVICES, TERMINATION EQUIPMENT, FILTERS, PROTECTORS AND AUTOMATIC SIGNALING AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT, TELEMETERS, WIRELESS AND CELLULAR TELEPHONES, PAGERS, PAGING EQUIPMENT, PORTABLE COMPUTER DEVICES, FACSIMILE TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS, WIRELESS FAX MACHINES, PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (PDA), CALCULATORS AND RELATED PERIPHERALS, SATELLITE PROCESSORS, SATELLITES AND SATELLITE COMMUNICATION EARTH STATIONS, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND MOVEABLE BALL BATTING HELMETS; PREPREROCED COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES, VIDEO CASSETTE TAPES, DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE TRAYS AND DIGITAL VIDEO TAPE TRAYS, NAMELY, MUSICAL, VARIETY, NEWS AND COMEDY SHOWS; AND COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PRINTED AND STAMPED PLASTIC AND CARDBOARD AND METAL, BLANK, NOTE, AND INDEX CARDS, AS WELL AS BOOKS OR MAGAZINES ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS; NOTE PAPER AND ENVELOPES, STAMPS, NAME TAGS, AND LABELS MADE FROM PAPER OR CARDBOARD, NOTEBOOKS, DIARIES, NOTE PAPERS, NOTE PADS, ADDRESS BOOKS, FOLDERS FOR LETTERS, FILES OR MAGAZINES; LOOSE PAPER, CLEAR HOLE REINFORCEMENTS, STUDENT CALENDARS, STAMP ALBUMS AND PHOTO-ALBUMS; PAPER WEIGHTS, LETTER OPENERS, BLOTTING PADS; DESK TRAYS (CASES FOR STATIONERY AND OFFICE IMPLEMENTS); PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS; STATIONERY, NAMELY RULERS, ERASERS, STAPLERS, STAPLES, PAPER CLIPS, BOOK MARKERS, CUTOUT SAMPLES AND STENCILS; TRANSPARENT PICTURE APPLICATIONS, SCRATCH PICTURES, PAPER, PVC STICKERS, PAPER BACKS, GIFT WRAP PAPER, BLACKBOARDS, CHALK STICKS, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSE-HOLD PURPOSES; DRAWING AND PAINTING MATERIALS, PENCIL CASES, DRAWING AND PAINTING MATERIALS, NAMELY, PENCILS, DRAWING PENCILS, PENS, DRAWING PENS, PAINT TRAYS, PAINTING SETS FOR ARTISTS, PAINTING SETS FOR CHILDREN, CRAFT PAINT KITS, AND PENCIL CASES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, AND ORGANIZING JOB FAIRS; PROMOTION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR ONLINE ACTORS FOR CONSUMER FACILITATING AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF COMPLEX NETWORK SYSTEMS; MANAGEMENT OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS; PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF DATA PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR ONLINE ACTORS FOR CONSUMER FACILITATING AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF COMPLEX NETWORK SYSTEMS; CLEARING OF SECURE FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS THROUGH ONLINE SERVICES; FINANCIAL AND MONETARY AFFAIRS, NAMELY FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION, FINANCIAL INFORMATION, ISSUANCE OF SECURITIES, COMMERCIAL LENDING SERVICES, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, DISCOUNT SERVICES, BROKERAGE OF STOCK, AND BUSINESS VENTURES, BROKERAGE OF FUND SHARES, SECURITIES CONSULTING AND SAFE KEEPING; BROKERAGE OF PRODUCTIVE INVESTMENTS AND FUNDS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, NAMELY BROKERAGE, MANAGEMENT, LEASING, APPRAISAL OF REAL PROPERTY; CUSTOMS BROKERAGE FOR THIRD PARTIES; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO BANK AFFAIRS; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO INSURANCE AFFAIRS, NAMELY INFORMATION AND BROKERAGE OF INSURANCES; AND MONETARY EXCHANGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRIC, DIGITAL, CELLULAR AND WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, INFORMATION, IMAGES, SIGNALS AND MESSAGES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS OVER A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK, ELECTRONIC MAIL, VOICE MAIL AND TEXT MESSAGE SERVICES; AUDIO AND VIDEO TELECONFERENCING, RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, EQUIPMENT FOR ELECTRONIC ACCESS TO OR TRANSMISSION THROUGH A TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK, EQUIPMENT FOR TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, RECORDING AND MONITORING VOICE, DATA, IMAGES, SIGNALS, MESSAGES, COMPRISED OF DATA AND WORD PROCESSORS, AND TELECOMMUNICA-
TIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDING COMPONENTS AND PERIPHERALS THEREOF FOR USE IN THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY, AND FOR TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, RECORDING AND MONITORING COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN OPERATING AND ACCESSING TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS; AUDIO AND VIDEO BROADCASTING FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, AND MUSICAL, VARIETY, NEWS AND COMEDY SHOWS, AND PROVIDING ACCESS TO COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR WAREHOUSE STORAGE OF GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATION IN THE NATURE CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTERS, AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS THEREWTH; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, MUSICAL BAND, ROCK GROUP, GYMNASTIC, DANCE, AND BALLET PERFORMANCES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MUSICAL, VARIETY, NEWS AND COMEDY SHOWS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS; ORGANIZATION OF COMMUNITY SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, MANUALS, BROCHURES, AND LEAFLETS; ORGANIZING FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, MUSICAL BAND, ROCK~GROUP, GYMNASTIC, DANCE, AND BALLET PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR OTHERS; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATION, RENTAL OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR ONLINE ACCESS; SERVICES OF AN INTERNET TRUST CENTER, NAMELY ASSURANCE AND ADMINISTRATION OF DIGITAL KEYS AND/OR DIGITAL CERTIFICATES; RENTAL OF DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

GENERATION@BUSINESS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "E-BUSINESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING SYSTEM FUNCTIONS FOR USE IN COMMERCIAL INTERACTIONS IN THE FIELD OF GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPER INSERTS, BOOKLETS ALL RELATING TO COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN COMMERCIAL INTERACTIONS IN THE FIELD OF GLOBAL NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 58).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING, CREATING, IMPLEMENTING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING; DATA ENCRYPTION SERVICES; ALL FOR USE IN COMMERCIAL INTERACTIONS OVER GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ATHLETES@RISK

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH AND FITNESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES AND HOSPITAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR WHEELCHAIR LIFT ACCESSORIES, NAMELY WIRED AND WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR OPERATING AND CONTROLLING WHEELCHAIR LIFTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIFTPRO

HY-DRIVE

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING FEASIBILITY STUDIES IN THE AREA OF THE IMPLEMENTATION, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE REGARDING FUEL ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS, HYDROGEN GENERATING SYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS; SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS; LEASING OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS; MAINTENANCE OF AND SUPPORT SERVICES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR OTHERS; MAINTENANCE OF AND SUPPORT SERVICES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS; CARRYING ON THE BUSINESS OF THE MANUFACTURE, DISTRIBUTION AND OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS; TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES, SEMINARS AND TRAINING MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-222,590. PAYFLEX SYSTEMS USA, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 3-12-2001.

PAYFLEX

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-223,811. CONSENSURE, INC., REDDING, CT. FILED 3-7-2001.

CONSENSURE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-222,590.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NUCLEAR SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "TVO" IN STYLIZED CAPITAL LETTERS, SET FORTH IN THE CENTER OF AN ANGLED OVAL, WHEREIN THE LETTER "O" BISECTS THE OVAL AND THE TERM "NUCLEAR SERVICES" IS SET FORTH TO THE RIGHT OF THE OVAL.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR AND INSTALLATION SERVICES OF NUCLEAR PLANTS AND THEIR COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF NUCLEAR ENERGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR NUCLEAR ENGINEERING SERVICES; CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PURE ZONE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,928,407.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, FACIAL CLEANSERS, TONERS AND MOISTURIZERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SILMO
Salon International de l’Optique Lunetterie


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SALON INTERNATIONAL DE L’OPTIQUE LUNETTERIE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE APPLIED FOR MARK IS SILMO INTERNATIONAL TRADE SHOW FOR OPTICAL AND SPECTACLES.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ORGANIZING OF EXHIBITIONS, FAIRS, TRADE FAIRS, FORUMS, TRADE SHOWS FOR COMMERCIAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES IN THE FIELDS OF ALL OPTICAL AND SPECTACLES (OPTICS) TRADE AND MORE PARTICULARLY OPTICAL GLASSES, SPECTACLE FRAMES AND SPECTACLES; CONTACT LENSES; MATERIALS, COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR MANUFACTURING OPTICAL GLASSES, SPECTACLE FRAMES AND SPECTACLES (OPTICS); MATERIALS, HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS FOR OPTICIANS; MATERIALS, HAND TOOLS, AND INSTRUMENTS FOR OPTOMETRIC AND OPHTHALMOLOGIC USE; MANAGEMENT OF EXHIBITIONS PLACES AND SHOW ROOMS FOR THE ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS, FAIRS, TRADE FAIRS, FORUMS AND SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, AUDIO PLAYERS/RECORDERS WHICH USE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AS RECORDING MEDIA, AUDIO TAPE PLAYERS/RECORDERS, AUDIO DISC PLAYERS/RECORDERS, RADIO RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES, EARPHONES, MICROPHONES, CELLULAR TELEPHONES, FACSIMILE MACHINES, TELEPHONES, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (PDAS), COMPUTERS, CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, NAMELY, DISK DRIVES, MONITORS, KEYBOARDS, MICE AND LOUDSPEAKERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PLAYING, RECORDING, EDITING AND PROCESSING AUDIO, VIDEO AND/or COMPUTER DATA, SCANNERS, PRINTERS, AUDIO AND/or VIDEO DATA PROCESSORS, DATA TRANSMISSION CABLES, AND ROBOTS FOR ENTERTAINMENT USE; PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OPTICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, VIDEO CAMERAS, VIDEO CAMERAS COMBINED WITH VIDEO RECORDERS/PLAYERS, AND ELECTRONIC STILL CAMERAS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, TELEVISION SETS, LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS, PROJECTORS, TELEVISION TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, VIDEO TAPE PLAYERS/RECORDERS, VIDEO DISC PLAYERS/RECORDERS, AND SET TOP BOXES, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE WHICH CAN CONVERT, SUPPLY AND TRANSMIT AUDIO AND VIDEO DATA; ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS USED TO TRANSMIT COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS CONTAINING PROGRAMMING USED FOR AUDIO, VIDEO AND COMPUTER DATA PROCESSING; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS UTILIZING SEMICONDUCTORS, INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHIPS; STORAGE MEDIA, NAMELY, BLANK OPTICAL DISCS, BLANK MAGNETIC DISCS, BLANK MINI DISCS, BLANK DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS, BLANK MAGNET OPTICAL DISCS AND BLANK INTEGRATED CIRCUITS IN CARD FORM, ALL FOR AUDIO/VISUAL/COMPUTER DATA, AND ADAPTORS THEREFOR; BATTERIES; AND VIDEO GAME PLAYERS FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS AT HOME (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR STANDALONE VIDEO GAME PLAYERS FOR HOME USE AND HANDHELD VIDEO GAME PLAYING UNITS FOR HOME USE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BARNETT INTERNATIONAL. RESULTS POWERED BY EXPERIENCE.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROVIDING STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES AIMED AT OPTIMIZING THE DRUG DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS OF PHARMACEUTICAL, BIOTECHNOLOGY AND MEDICAL DEVICE COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNICAL AND CLINICAL CONSULTING SERVICES AIMED AT OPTIMIZING THE DRUG DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS OF PHARMACEUTICAL, BIOTECHNOLOGY AND MEDICAL DEVICE COMPANIES AND RELATED STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-266,873. CONSUMER ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION, ARLINGTON, VA. FILED 6-5-2001.

TECHHOME

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEATING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELDS OF ELECTRONIC HOME SYSTEMS, HEATING SYSTEMS, AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS, CABLE TELEVISIONS, AUDIO EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS, FOOD HEATING AND COOLING APPLIANCES, FOOD PROCESSING APPLIANCES, CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR COORDINATING AND CONTROLLING THE OPERATION OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS IN THE HOME, LIGHTING SYSTEMS, SECURITY SYSTEMS, COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, TELEPHONES, PAGERS, INTERCOM SYSTEMS, GLOBAL NETWORK COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS, SYSTEMS FOR CONTROLLING HEATING, VENTILATION, AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS, WATER MANAGEMENT, ELECTRICAL WIRING OF HOUSES FOR PROPER ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION, CONTROLLING SECURITY, AND COMPUTER AND TELEVISION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LABELFLEX

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2257147, FILED 1-4-2001, REG. NO. 2257147, DATED 8-17-2001, EXPIRES 1-4-2011.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR (BASED ON 44E) COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DESIGN, GENERATION AND PRINTING OF LABELS, LABELLING, SIGNS AND OTHER IDENTIFYING MEANS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR (BASED ON USE) BLANK AND PRINTED PAPER LABELS AND LABEL TAPES; PLASTICS SHEET AND LABELS FOR WRITING, PRINTING AND MARKING; BLANK AND PRINTED LABELS, NOT OF TEXTILES; BLANK AND PRINTED PAPER SIGNS; BLANK AND PRINTED PAPER IDENTIFICATION TAGS; BLANK AND PRINTED LABELS AND CHARACTERS SOLELY ADAPTED FOR MOUNTING ON MODULAR RAILS AND MODULAR RAILS SOLELY ADAPTED THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WARRIOR KINGS


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE GAMES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS, NAMELY COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO CARTRIDGES FEATURING A COMPUTER GAME AND VIDEO GAME MACHINES ADAPTED FOR USE WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS, NAMELY GAMES FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; VIDEO CARTRIDGES FEATURING A COMPUTER GAME AND VIDEO GAME MACHINES ADAPTED FOR USE WITH PERSONAL COMPUTERS; TOKEN OPERATED VIDEO GAME MACHINES ADAPTED FOR USE WITH PERSONAL COMPUTERS; PROGRAMMED VIDEO GAMES PROVIDED ON MAGNETIC MEDIA; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FEATURING WAR GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, BOOKS, PERIODICALS RELATING TO GAMES; BOOKS FOR GAMES; RULE BOOKS FOR GAMES; SCORE SHEETS FOR GAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR ARTICLES OF CLOTHING RELATING TO GAMES OR SPORT, NAMELY ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, JUMPSUITS, JACKETS, SOCKS, T-SHIRTS, FOOTWEAR; TOY CLOTHING; NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, JUMPSUITS, JACKETS, SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR STAND-ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; HANDHELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; HANDHELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRICAL GAMES; STAND-ALONE ARCADE GAMES MACHINES; HANDHELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ARCADE GAMES; GAMES RELATING TO FICTIONAL CHARACTERS, NAMELY BOARD GAMES; GAMES RELATING TO SPORTS, NAMELY BOARD GAMES RELATING TO GOLF, FOOTBALL, FISHING; GAMES RELATING TO MONEY, NAMELY BOARD GAMES; MINIATURES FOR USE IN GAMES, NAMELY GAME PIECES; TOY MODELS FOR USE WITH BOARD GAMES; ROLE PLAY GAMES; ROLE PLAYING GAMES; ARTICLES FOR USE WITH GAMES, NAMELY GAME PIECES; WAR GAMES USING MODELS, NAMELY BOARD GAMES; TOYS, NAMELY ACTION FIGURES AND FIGURINES; MODELS, NAMELY TOY MODEL FIGURES, TOY MODEL VEHICLES, TOY MODEL BUILDINGS, TOY MODEL LANDSCAPES; CHILDREN'S TOYS, NAMELY ACTION FIGURES AND FIGURINES; KITS OF PARTS FOR CONSTRUCTING TOYS AND MODELS, NAMELY ACTION FIGURES AND FIGURINES TOY MODEL FIGURES, TOY MODEL VEHICLES, TOY MODEL BUILDINGS, TOY MODEL LANDSCAPES; PLASTIC TOYS, NAMELY ACTION FIGURES AND FIGURINES; TOY MODEL FIGURES, TOY MODEL VEHICLES, TOY MODEL BUILDINGS, TOY MODEL LANDSCAPES; PLUSH TOYS AND SOFT TOYS, NAMELY STUFFED FIGURES; HANDHELD UNIT IN THE NATURE OF CHILDREN'S ELECTRONIC ACTIVITY TOYS, INCLUDING SUCH ELECTRONIC ACTIVITY TOYS WITH TALKING MECHANISMS; BOARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER GAMING AND PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MOBIPAY


CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR ANTENNAS; AUDIO CASSETTE RECORDERS; AUDIO MIXERS; AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS; AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALERS; BATTERIES; BATTERY CHARGERS; BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES; CALCULATORS; CHRONOGRAPHS FOR USE AS SPECIALIZED TIME RECORDING APPARATUS; COAXIAL CABLES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT; FOR USE AS A SPREAD SHEET AND FOR USE IN WORD PROCESSING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND TRANSACT BANK BUSINESS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING INFORMATION DIRECTORIES THAT MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO AUTOMATE DATE WAREHOUSING; COMPUTER TELEPHONE SOFTWARE TO ENABLE TELEPHONE ACTIVITIES TO BE PERFORMED THROUGH A COMPUTER; COMPUTERS; COMPUTERS AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT; CONVERTERS; DATA PROCESSORS; DICTATION MACHINES; DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE PLAYERS; BLANK FLOPPY AND HARD DISKS FOR COMPUTERS; DOT MATRIX PRINTERS; FAX/MILME MACHINES; FIBER OPTIC CABLES; FIBER OPTIC LIGHT AND IMAGE CONDUITS; IMPACT PRINTERS; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; LASER PRINTERS; MAGNETIC CODED CARD READERS; MAGNETIC CODED CREDIT CARDS; MAGNETIC CODED TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS; MICROPROCESSORS; MICROCOMPUTERS; MINICOMPUTERS; MODEMS; PHOTO-COPYING MACHINES; PRINTED CIRCUITS; RADIO TELEPHONES; SATELLITE PROCESSORS; SATELLITES; SILICON CHIPS; SILICON WAFERS; SUPERCOMPUTERS; TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES; TELEPHONE APPARATUS; NAMELY, IN UNITS; COVERS FOR TELEPHONE RECEIVERS NOT MADE OF PAPER; TELEPHONES; CELLULAR PHONES; TELEVISION SETS; VIRTUAL REALITY SOFTWARE USED IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL, ECONOMIC, TELECOMMUNICATION AND BANKING MATTERS; WORD PROCESSORS; X-Y PLOTTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). ANDREW BENZMILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE; BROKERAGE HOUSES IN THE FIELD OF SECURITIES, FUTURES, STOCKS AND BONDS, INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS, CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND INVESTMENT IN THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY; CURRENT EXCHANGE SERVICES, FINANCIAL CLEARINGHOUSES, CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT ORGANIZATIONS; HOLDING COMPANY SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; CREDIT BUREAUS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, BANKING SERVICES, CAPITAL INVESTMENT, CONSULTATION, DEBT COLLECTION AND CREDIT AGENCIES, FIDUCIARY REPRESENTATIVES, FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, FINANCING SERVICES, LOAN FINANCING, SAFE DEPOSIT BOX SERVICES; COMMODITY AND PRICE QUOTATIONS; INSURANCE AGENCY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, LIFE, HOME DISABILITY, ACCIDENT, FIRE AND AUTO INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALERS; BATTERIES; BATTERY CHARGERS; BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES; CALCULATORS; CHRONOGRAPHS FOR USE AS SPECIALIZED TIME RECORDING APPARATUS; COAXIAL CABLES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT; FOR USE AS A SPREAD SHEET AND FOR USE IN WORD PROCESSING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND TRANSACT BANK BUSINESS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING INFORMATION DIRECTORIES THAT MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO AUTOMATE DATE WAREHOUSING; COMPUTER TELEPHONE SOFTWARE TO ENABLE TELEPHONE ACTIVITIES TO BE PERFORMED THROUGH A COMPUTER; COMPUTERS; COMPUTERS AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT; CONVERTERS; DATA PROCESSORS; DICTATION MACHINES; DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE PLAYERS; BLANK FLOPPY AND HARD DISKS FOR COMPUTERS; DOT MATRIX PRINTERS; FAX/MILME MACHINES; FIBER OPTIC CABLES; FIBER OPTIC LIGHT AND IMAGE CONDUITS; IMPACT PRINTERS; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; LASER PRINTERS; MAGNETIC CODED CARD READERS; MAGNETIC CODED CREDIT CARDS; MAGNETIC CODED TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS; MICROPROCESSORS; MICROCOMPUTERS; MINICOMPUTERS; MODEMS; PHOTO-COPYING MACHINES; PRINTED CIRCUITS; RADIO TELEPHONES; SATELLITE PROCESSORS; SATELLITES; SILICON CHIPS; SILICON WAFERS; SUPERCOMPUTERS; TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES; TELEPHONE APPARATUS, NAMELY, IN UNITS; COVERS FOR TELEPHONE RECEIVERS NOT MADE OF PAPER; TELEPHONES; CELLULAR PHONES; TELEVISION SETS; VIRTUAL REALITY SOFTWARE USED IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL, ECONOMIC, TELECOMMUNICATION AND BANKING MATTERS; WORD PROCESSORS; X-Y PLOTTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 25, 26, 36 AND 38). CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS

FOR ASBESTOS, MICA, SLAG WOOL FIBERS, Talcum, Glass fibers, Mineral wool fibers for the use in sealing and gasketing applications in the automotive and building industries; asbestos, mica, slag wool fibers, talcum, glass fibers, mineral wool fibers, for use in friction applications in the automotive, train, insulation and building industries; rubber-based packing materials; gutta-percha for use in the manufacture of thermal insulation, fire protection, vibration damping and sound control; plastics in extruded form for general industrial use; packing materials for forming seals; stopping and insulating materials and reinforcing and filling materials, all for use in the manufacture of materials for thermal, acoustical and fire resistant insulation; insulating materials for protection against chemical actions and radiation; loose mineral wool, plates of bound mineral wool, shells of mineral wool, blankets of mineral wool, mineral wool stucco and mineral wool felt, loose or semi-finished granulated mineral wool and mineral wool fibers, for manufacture of reinforcing and/or filling material for insulation; granulated mineral wool and mineral wool fibers for manufacturing of reinforcing and/or filling materials for buildings; non-metallic building materials of mineral wool and mineral wool fibers for thermal and acoustic insulation, namely plasters, adhesives, adhesive seals, filling bags, flame retardant boards, caulkings, sealants, pastes and phenolic molding compounds (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 30). BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

SN 76-289,448. ROSCH AG MEDIZENTECHNIK, BERLIN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-17-2001.

NIMOS


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ANALYZER APPARATUS USED TO CAPTURE FLUID AND TEST GLUCOSE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON BENELUX APPLICATION NO. 991235, FILED 6-8-2001, REG. NO. 0689554, DATED 6-8-2001, EXPIRES 6-8-2011.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAPOLI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE NAME "LUIGI BORELLI" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "NAPOLI" IS "NA-PLES".

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR PERFUMERY, COSMETICS, NAMELY MASCARA, LIPSTICK, EYE SHADOW, CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS, SHOWER GEL, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, DEODORANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS TO WITHDRAW LYMPH FROM A LIVING BEING; MEDICAL TEST KITS FOR GLUCOSE MONITORING FOR HOME USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-296,342. BOC GASES AUSTRALIA LIMITED, NEW SOUTH WALES, 2113, AUSTRALIA, FILED 8-7-2001.

OSCAR

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON AUSTRALIA APPLICATION NO. 865465, FILED 2-8-2001, REG. NO. 865,465, DATED 2-8-2001, EXPIRES 2-8-2011.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR MINING EXTRACTION SERVICES, NAMELY EXTRACTION OF MINERALS FROM MINERAL ORE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES, NAMELY TREATMENT OF WASTE, EFFLUENT AND SEWAGE, AND TREATMENT AND PURIFICATION OF MINERALS FROM MINERAL ORE; NONE OF THE FOREGOING SERVICES BEING IN RELATION TO WATER TREATMENT PROGRAMS FOR INDUSTRIAL OR MUNICIPAL WATER COOLING, OR MARINE ENGINEERING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR MATERIAL TESTING SERVICES, NAMELY TESTING OF MINERAL IN MINERAL ORE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "AMI" IN STYLIZED FORM AND A DOUBLE HELIX DESIGN. THE DOUBLE HELIX DESIGN IS ON THE LETTERS.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, NAMELY NEWSLETTERS AND JOURNALS IN THE FIELD OF MOLECULAR IMAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AND CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, MEETINGS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF MOLECULAR IMAGING; AND COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE NEWSLETTERS AND JOURNALS IN THE FIELD OF MOLECULAR IMAGING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

CANDACE R. KENNEDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AGTCHIP

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH REAGENTS AND ASSAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC KITS CONSISTING OF DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS FOR CLINICAL AND MEDICAL LABORATORY USE FOR THE DETECTION OF PATHOGENS AND PROTEINS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF LEGAL SERVICES; PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION, NAMELY TESTING, INSPECTION, AND RESEARCH SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACEUTICALS, COSMETICS, FOOD STUFFS, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL GUIDANCE, PHYSICAL EXAMINATION, DENTISTRY, BIOCHEMISTRY, TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINES, AND WESTERN MEDICINES, BIOCHEMISTRY TESTING AND PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL GUIDANCE AND CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF MEDICINES, MEDICAL TESTING, CHEMICALS, BIOLOGY, BACTERIOLOGY, MICROBIOLOGY, AND ANALYSIS AND QUALITY CONTROL FOR THE ABOVE-IDENTIFIED FIELDS; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF SCREENING ANALYSIS FOR BIOLOGICAL INGREDIENTS IN THE NATURAL RESOURCES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-7-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2004.
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-303,158. KABUSHIKI KAISHA NTT DOCOMO, DBA NTT DOCOMO, INC., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 8-22-2001.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN LETTER "I".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS AND OVER THE GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK; ROBOTS FOR PERSONAL OR ENTERTAINMENT USE; ELECTRONIC GAMES ADAPTED FOR USE WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS ONLY ENABLING THE USERS TO COMMUNICATE WITH EACH OTHER VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ATLASES, BLUE PRINT PAPER, BOOKLETS RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC AND MOVIES; CARDBOARD ARTICLES, NAMELY, CARDBOARD CARTONS, CARDBOARD CONTAINERS AND CARDBOARD BOXES; ROSARIES; COMIC BOOKS; PAPER CONTROL TOKENS FOR FOREIGN EXCHANGE AND FOR USE AS ADMISION PASSES; GRAPHIC PRINTS ART PRODUCTIONS; PRINTED TIMETABLES; INSTRUCTION MANUALS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC AND MOVIES; PERIODICALS RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC AND MOVIES; PRINTED PLANS AND ARCHITECTURAL PLANS; POSTERS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, LEAFLETS AND BROCHURES RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC AND MOVIES, NEWSLETTERS RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC AND MOVIES; PROSPECTUSES RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC AND MOVIES; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL TEACHING MATERIALS RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC AND MOVIES; TEAR-OFF CALENDARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES, NAMELY, COIN-OPERATED VIDEO GAMES, ELECTRONIC DART GAMES AND HANDHELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES, TOYS, NAMELY, INFANT DEVELOPMENT TOYS, MECHANICAL TOYS AND PET TOYS, BACKGAMMON GAMES; DOLLS; DOMINOS; BILLIARD MARKERS; TOY MOBILES; PARLOR GAMES; PLAY BALLOONS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS DIRECTORY INFORMATION RELATING TO ADVERTISEMENTS, TO THE SALE OF GOODS, ADVERTISING AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; COLLECTING LIABILITIES FOR PRODUCING ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES, ON-LINE FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES, PROVIDING ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES, LINKED BY COMMON PROTOCOLS; ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING AUCtion SERVICES FOR THE PROCESSING OF SALES MADE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING AUCTION SERVICES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS BY CHAT ROOMS FOR TRANSMISSION VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR RENTAL OF OFFICE SPACE FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; OPENING EDITORIAL OFFICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO STOCK, FINANCE AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET CONDITIONS; REAL ESTATE, AND INSURANCE; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES; BANKING SERVICES CONDUCTED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK LINKED BY COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS; ELECTRONIC MONEY TRANSFER; FINANCIAL SERVICES RELATING TO ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, NAMELY, PROVIDING ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES, NAMELY, TELECOMMUNICATION PREPAID DEBIT CARD SERVICES, ON-LINE FINANCIAL PLANNING RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS SERVICES; COLLECTION AGENCY SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; COLLECTING LIABILITIES FOR OTHERS FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION OVER COMPUTERS; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFERS AND THEORIES PROVIDED VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES; COMPUTERIZED FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE INFORMATION PROVIDED VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES; INTERNET HOME BANKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION OF TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, INSTALLATION OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS, INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTERS, INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF SUBMARINE CABLES, AERIAL POWER TRANSMISSION WIRE, COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT FOR CONTROL IN BUILDINGS, TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, TELECOMMUNICATION FOR CONTROL IN BUILDING, TELECOMMUNICATION FACILITIES, DATA COMMUNICATION FACILITIES, COMPUTER SYSTEMS; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; CONSTRUCTION OF COMMUNICATION PLANTS, INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF TELEPHONE SETS AND TELEPHONE WIRE; UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION; RENTAL AND LEASING OF CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT, CIVIL ENGINEERING MACHINERY, EARTH MOVING EQUIPMENT AND EXCAVATORS; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO CONSTRUCTION, CONSULTATION AND SUPERVISION IN THE FIELD OF CONSTRUCTION AND CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKS; MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT INSTALLED IN BUILDINGS, AND OF BUILDING FACILITIES; DISINFECTING TELEPHONE SETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING CHAT ROOMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE, MUSIC, SPORTS, FASHION, LANGUAGE, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, IT RELATED MATTER, CURRENT EVENTS AND LIFESTYLES; STREAMING OF AUDIO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AND/OR GOODS BY AIR, RAIL, BOATS AND VEHICLES; MERCHANDISE PACKAGING FOR TRANSPORTATION AND WAREHOUSE STORAGE; CHARGING OF LIABILITIES AND CONSERVATION SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION; PROVIDING TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR CHEMICAL TREATMENT OF CLOTHING, LEATHER STAINING, PAPER FINISHING, ELECTROPLATING FOR METALS, FOOD TREATMENT FOR STORAGE, CERAMIC BURNING, GILD-PLATING FOR DYEING, GLASS ETCHING; INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO TREATMENT OF MATERIALS, PROVIDED VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS BY USING COMPUTER GRAPHICS; DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS FOR CHILDREN USING COMPUTERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO LIBRARIES AND ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIES, SPORTS, SCENIC SPOTS, PLACES OF HISTORIC INTEREST, AND RECREATION; THEATRICAL BOOKING AGENCIES, FOUNDATION IN THE USE AND OPERATION OF A WIDE VARIETY OF EQUIPMENT NAMELY, COMPUTERS, CAMERAS, COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND AUDIO-VIDEO EQUIPMENT; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES; PROVIDING A COMPUTER GAME PLAYED BY USING
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR EXHIBITIONS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE PUBLICATIONS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES; MONITORING SERVICES, NAMELY, TWO WAY WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS MONITORING, GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS ELECTRONIC MONITORING SERVICES AND COMPUTER INTEGRATION SERVICES TO ASCERTAIN THE GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS OF MOVABLE OBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTER MATTER, NAMELY BOOKS, WORKBOOKS AND NEWSLETTERS FOR USE IN EDUCATION AND CONSULTATION ACTIVITIES RELATING TO THE THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS AS APPLIED TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS PROCESS CONSULTING; AND BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-31-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-31-1990.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, SOIL, WASTE AND/OR WATER TREATMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CMG CONSTRAINTS MANAGEMENT GROUP THE THOUGHTWARE PEOPLE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONSTRAINTS MANAGEMENT GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For computer education training; technical training in fields of troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems, monitoring of network systems, and providing back-up computer programs and facilities; educational services, namely, conducting classes, conferences, seminars, workshops in the field of security training and environmental and regulatory compliance support (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).


BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For basic and applied research services in the fields of health, telecommunications, national security, environment, space, transportation, law enforcement, and financial services; computer systems integration services; computer systems engineering services; computer and telecommunications network design for others and integration services; engineering services; engineering services in the field of environmental remediation; technical engineering and consulting services; business and technical support services, namely, developing technologies for others in the fields of artificial intelligence, spectral imaging, inspections technologies, weather forecasting, software development, data source integration, modeling and simulation technology, biomedical research, contact centers in the nature of network systems for supporting customer interactions via multiple channels and multiple media, customer relationship management, data mining and data warehousing, distributed enterprise management, energy, enterprise resource planning, the environment, ecommerce solutions, financial services, health care, imaging, information technology, knowledge management, maritime markets, it outsourcing, supply chain management, telecommunications, network management, transportation, wireless products and services, aviation and unmanned vehicles, computer hardware, software, and security and transportation computer network design and application development for others, implementing network web pages for others in the aforesaid areas, integration of computer systems and networks for others, computer software design and development services for others, advanced research and development services for others in the fields of health, telecommunications, national security, energy, environment, space, transportation, law enforcement, and financial services; information systems and website security services; computer hardware development services; registration, transfer, and account management services of domain names for identification of user on a global computer network; data management in the fields of health, telecommunications, national security, energy, environment, space, transportation, law enforcement, and financial services; computer project and program management new product development services for others; testing and design of new products development services for others; and policy development for others in the fields of health, telecommunications, national security, space, transportation, law enforcement, and financial services; electronic commerce services, namely, data encryption services, namely, troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems, monitoring of network systems, and providing back-up computer programs and facilities (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First use 8-7-1984; in commerce 8-7-1984.
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR THE PROCESSING OF SALES MADE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING AUCTION SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; WORLDWIDE BILLING SERVICES; MANAGING AND MONITORING SERVICES FOR TWO-WAY WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS, AND COMPUTER INTEGRATION SYSTEMS TO ASCERTAIN THE GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS OF MOVABLE OBJECTS NAMELY, MOTOR VEHICLES AND INDIVIDUALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR RENTAL OF OFFICE SPACE FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; RENTAL OF TELEPHONE SETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING CHAT ROOMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE, MUSIC, SPORTS, FASHION, LANGUAGE, IMAGES, LIVING INFORMATION, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, IT RELATED MATTER, CURRENT EVENTS AND LIFESTYLES; STREAMING OF AUDIO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AND/OR GOODS BY AIR, RAIL, BOATS AND VEHICLES; MERCHANDISE PACKAGING FOR TRANSPORTATION AND WAREHOUSE STORAGE; VIRTUAL EVENTS AND LIFESTYLES; STREAMING OF AUDIO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR CHEMICAL TREATMENT FOR CLOTHING, LEATHER STAINING, PAPER FINISHING, ELECTROPLATING FOR METALS, CERAMIC GLAZING, GOLD-PLATING, GLASS ETCHING; INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO TREATMENT OF CLOTHING, LEATHER STAINING, PAPER FINISHING, ELECTROPLATING FOR METALS, FOOD TREATMENT FOR STORAGE, CERAMIC BURNING, GOLD-PLATING, FOR DYING, GLASS ETCHING, PROVIDED VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS BY USING COMPUTER GRAPHICS; DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIES, SPORTS, SCENIC SPOTS, PLACES OF HISTORIC INTEREST, AND RECREATION; THEATRICAL BOOKING AGENCIES; TRAINING IN THE USE AND OPERATION OF A WIDE VARIETY OF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTERS, CAMERAS, COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND AUDIO-VIDEO EQUIPMENT; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES; PROVIDING A COMPUTER GAME PLAYED BY USING COMPUTER TERMINAL TELECOMMUNICATION; RENTAL AND LEASING OF TELEVISION GAME TOYS; RENTAL OF AMUSEMENT FACILITIES EQUIPPED WITH GAME MACHINES; ELECTRONIC LIBRARIES FOR USE WITH GAME MACHINES; ELECTRONIC LIBRARIES AND DATABASES; ELECTRONIC LIBRARIES PROVIDED VIA COMPUTER TERMINAL TELECOMMUNICATION; RENTAL OF TELEVISION GAME TOYS; PUBLISHING OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PICTURES, MUSIC, ANIMATED CARTOONS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR COMPUTERS LINKED VIA THE INTERNET; LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS, PROVIDED BY TELEPHONE, IN THE FIELD OF SALES TECHNIQUE; ORGANIZATION, BY TELEPHONE, OF SEMINARS RELATING TO SALES TECHNIQUE; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION PROCESSING; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, SYMPOSIUMS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE, IMAGES, FASHION, NEWS, SPORTS AND LIVING INFORMATION; RENTAL OF CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES IN THE FIELDS OF ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE, IMAGES, FASHION, SPORTS AND LIVING INFORMATION; RENTAL OF RECORDED MAGNETIC TAPES, GAME CARTRIDGES, MAGNETIC DISKS AND OPTICAL RECORDING MEDIA IN WHICH GAME PROGRAMS ARE RECORDED, VIDEO TAPES, SOUND RECORDINGS, RADIOS AND TELEVISIONS, LENDING LIBRARIES, PROVIDING MUSEUM FACILITIES; RENTAL OF EXHIBITION HALLS AND STADIUM FACILITIES; INFORMATION
RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT OR EDUCATION, PROVIDED VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRONIC LIBRARY SERVICES, NAMELY, SERVICES WHICH FEATURE NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, PHOTOGRAPHS AND PICTURES VIA COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING DIGITAL MUSIC NOT DOWNLOADABLE FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING ON-LINE PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSPAPERS, BOOKS, MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE VIA WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,214,700 AND 2,478,286.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEL INTERNET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED LETTERS "STI" BELOW A PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF A GLOBE WITH THE WORDING "SIERRA TEL INTERNET", IN SMALLER FONT, BELOW THE STYLIZED LETTERS "STI".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN TELEPHONE BILLING, DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE, FILE TRANSFER UTILITIES, SERVICE ORDER PROCESSING, AND AUTOMATED SWITCH SERVICE PROVISIONING; TELEPHONES; CELLULAR TELEPHONES; RADIO PAGERS; TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ISDN TERMINAL ADAPTORS, HDSL ADAPTORS, ROUTERS, ACCESS SERVERS, TELECOMMUNICATION SWITCHES, HUBS, AND PROTOCOL CONVERTERS; TWO-WAY RADIOS; TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES; AND TELEPHONE APPARATUS, NAMELY INTERCOMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 3-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1999.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR TELEPHONE DIRECTORY INFORMATION; TELEPHONE OPERATOR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 3-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1999.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, AUDIO TELECONFERENCE, CELLULAR TELEPHONE SERVICES, ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS, ELECTRONIC VOICE MESSAGING, NAMELY, THE RECORDING, STORAGE, AND SUBSEQUENT TRANSMISSION OF VOICE MESSAGES BY TELEPHONE, FAXMILE TRANSMISSION, ISDN SERVICES, GATEWAY SERVICES, PAGING SERVICES, PBX DIALING SERVICES, PBX DIALING SERVICES, RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES, VIDEO TELECONFERENCE, VIDEOTEXT SERVICES, WIRELESS DIGITAL MESSAGING SERVICES, WIRELESS FACSIMILE MAIL SERVICES, AND PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). FIRST USE 3-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1999.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS, TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS BY TELEPHONE, BUT NOT FOR USE FOR COMPUTER GAMES, ELECTRONIC GAMES, OR INTERACTIVE GAMES; COMPUTER GAMES SOFTWARE OR ENTERTAINMENT AND AMUSEMENTS ASSOCIATED OR CONNECTED WITH COMPUTER GAMES, ELECTRONIC GAMES, INTERACTIVE GAMES OR ONLINE INTERACTIVE GAMING SOFTWARE PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR ELECTRONIC GAMES PLAYED ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 3-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1999.

JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,050,113, 2,495,317 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DESIGN AND TESTING OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL PRODUCTS; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE PRESENTATION OF THE COSTS, COVERAGE AMOUNTS AND BENEFITS OF POLICIES TO CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS, AND LEASING COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR NON-FICTION BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS; NON-FICTION SCHOLARLY MONOGRAPHS IN THE FIELD OF LITERATURE; HISTORICAL, POLITICAL, SOCIAL, SPORT, CRITICISM, PERFORMING ARTS, RELIGION, SPIRITUALITY, PSYCHOLOGY, WOMEN'S STUDIES, BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL BOOKS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY JOURNALS, CATALOGS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION, RELIGION AND LITERATURE; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY JOURNALS, CATALOGS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION, RELIGION AND LITERATURE; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION, RELIGION AND LITERATURE; ADDRESS BOOKS, CALENDARS, DIARIES; CATALOGUES AND DIRECTORIES OF LITERACY, EDUCATIONAL, ACADEMIC, RELIGIOUS AND PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR BOOK PUBLISHING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF TEXT AND GRAPHIC WORKS OF OTHERS ON CD-ROMS FEATURING LITERARY, EDUCATIONAL, ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE; AUDIO RECORDING PRODUCTION; VIDEO TAPE PRODUCTION; ORGANIZATION OF CULTURAL EVENTS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF PUBLISHING; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO PUBLISHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER


CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED


BULLY

SMOKEPORT


CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR AIR PURIFIER WHICH IS USED PRIMARILY TO ABSORB AND FILTER CIGARETTE AND OTHER SMOKE BUT WHICH ALSO PROVIDES LIGHTING AND HEATING (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING AND VENTILATING, NAMELY, APPARATUS THAT ENCOURAGES DEXTERITY OR RECOGNITION; APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING AND HEATING; FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 30).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FAST KLEEN


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLEAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR DENTIFRICIES; NON-MEDICAL MOUTHWASHES FOR ORAL HYGIENE PURPOSES; MOUTH SPRAYS AND RINSES, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 30, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR TOOTHBRUSHES; ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POLYINK


CLASS 2—PAINTS

FOR INK USED FOR LIGHT EMITTING LAYERS OF ORGANIC ELECTRO LUMINESCENCE MATERIALS; INK FOR INK JET COATING (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR ORGANIC EL DISPLAY MANUFACTURING MACHINES AND THEIR PARTS; INK JET COATING MACHINES FOR ORGANIC EL DISPLAYS AND THEIR PARTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ORGANIC EL DISPLAYS AND THEIR PARTS; ORGANIC EL DISPLAY APPARATUS AND THEIR PARTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANUFACTURING ORGANIC EL DISPLAYS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF ORGANIC EL DISPLAY MANUFACTURING MACHINES, ORGANIC EL DISPLAY APPARATUS AND INK JET COATING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR RENTAL OF ORGANIC EL DISPLAY MANUFACTURING MACHINES, ORGANIC EL DISPLAY APPARATUS AND INK JET COATING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTANCY, NAMELY, TECHNICAL GUIDANCE AND ADVICE ON USE AND APPLICATION OF ORGANIC EL DISPLAY MANUFACTURING MACHINES AND INK JET COATING MACHINES; DESIGNING, PRODUCTION, MAINTENANCE OR RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANUFACTURING OF ORGANIC EL DISPLAYS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRANSPORT OF GASOLINE BY TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105). FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001. JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FUELS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PLASTIC FILM-BASED PACKAGING AND WRAPPING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BAKERY BAGS, CARRYOUT BAGS, PAPER CUP BAGS, SANDWICH BAGS, ZIP CLOSURE BAGS AND VACUUM POUCHES FOR STORAGE OF FOOD AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS; PLASTIC SHOPPING BAGS; AND PLASTIC BUBBLE PACK SHEETS FOR WRAPPING AND PACKING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 5-5-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2001.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PICTURE POSTCARDS; SHEET MUSIC; SONG BOOKS; CATALOGUES IN THE FIELD OF COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC, MOVIES, NEWS, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND LIVING INFORMATION, GENERAL CIRCULATION; MAPS; DIARIES; PAMPHLETS RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC, MOVIES, NEWS, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND LIVING INFORMATION; NEWSPAPERS FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION; MAGAZINES RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC, MOVIES, NEWS, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND LIVING INFORMATION; PERIODICALS RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC, MOVIES, NEWS, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND LIVING INFORMATION; NEWSLETTERS RELATING TO COMMUNICATION, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, PDA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MUSIC, MOVIES, NEWS, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT AND LIVING INFORMATION; DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL IN BULK (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR PLASTIC SACKS OR BAGS FOR TRANSPORT OR STORAGE OF MATERIAL IN BULK (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, COMPUTERS, MODEMS; NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS FOR GLOBAL POSITIONING; COMPUTER SEARCH ENGINE SOFTWARE; COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE DOWNLOADABLE FROM A COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORK, FOR USE IN MANAGEMENT OF A DATABASE, FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET AND COMPUTER SEARCH ENGINE, FOR WORD PROCESSING, COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN (CAD), RETRIEVAL, GAMES AND UTILITY; ELECTRONIC DOWNLOADABLE PUBLICATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURES, MUSIC, IMAGES, FASHION, NEWS, SPORTS AND LIVING INFORMATION; DOWNLOADABLE DIGITAL MUSIC SOUNDFILES; RECORDINGS PROVIDED FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS AND OVER THE GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK; ROBOTS FOR USE WITH THE WORD STAGE BENEATH IT.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS DIRECTORY INFORMATION RELATING TO ADVERTISEMENTS, TO THE SALE OF GOODS, AND TO SHOPS CLASSIFIED BY THE TYPE OF BUSINESS VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION RELATING TO SALES VOLUME TRACKING AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES; ADVERTISING AGENCIES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, NAMELY: PREPARING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS; THE BRINGING TOGETHER, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY MEANS OF OPERATING AN ON LINE SHOPPING MALL WITH LINKS TO THE RETAIL WEB SITES OF OTHERS VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES; COMPUTERIZED ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FOOD, DAILY NECESSITIES AND ENTERTAINMENT, VIA TELEPHONE, COMPUTER TERMINAL CALLS, CELLULAR TELEPHONES AND PDA (WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES); MANAGEMENT OF TRADE SHOW AND BUSINESS EXHIBITIONS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE; TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICES; SECRETARIAL SERVICES FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF CALLS; MARKET RESEARCH VIA A COMPUTER DATABASE; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTA-

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES, NAMELY: COIN-OPERATED VIDEO GAMES, ELECTRONIC DART GAMES AND HANDHELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES, TOYS, NAMELY: INFANT DEVELOPMENT TOYS, MECHANICAL TOYS AND PET TOYS; BACKGAMMON GAMES; DOLLS; BILLIARD MARKERS; TOY MOBILES; PARLOUR GAMES; PLAY BALLOONS; PROVIDING A COMPUTER GAME PLAYED BY USING A COMPUTER TERMINAL TELECOMMUNICATION (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 35 AND 38).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "M" WITH THE WORD STAGE BENEATH IT.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR RENTAL OF OFFICE SPACE FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO STOCK, FINANCE AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET CONDITIONS; REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES; BANKING SERVICES CONDUCTED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK LINKED BY COMMON PROTOCOLS; ELECTRONIC MONEY TRANSFER; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT FUND TRANSFER AND TRANSACTION SERVICES; COLLECTION AGENCY SERVICES FOR OTHERS; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFERS AND TRANSACTIIONS; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC BANKING SERVICES; COMPUTERIZED FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE INFORMATION PROVIDED VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION APPARATUS; HOME BANKING SERVICES; INTERNET HOME BANKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION OF TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; INSTALLATION OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS; INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES, DATA COMMUNICATION FACILITIES, COMPUTER SYSTEMS; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; CONSTRUCTION OF TELECOMMUNICATION PLANTS; INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF TELEPHONE SETS AND TELEPHONE WIRE; UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION; RENTAL AND LEASING OF TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND AUDIO-VIDEO COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND AUDIO-VIDEO EQUIPMENT; INSTALLATION AND OPERATION OF A WIDE VARIETY OF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTERS, CAMERAS, COMMUNICATION FACILITIES, NAMELY, COMPUTERS, CAMERAS, COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND AUDIO-VIDEO COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND AUDIO-VIDEO EQUIPMENT; UBSTRUCTION AND CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKS, MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRICAL FACILITIES INSTALLED IN BUILDINGS, AND OF BUILDING FACILITIES; DISINFECTING TELEPHONE SETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING CHAT ROOMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONDUCTED VIA THE INTERNET; CELLULAR TELEPHONES; RADIO AND WIRELESS SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK BY MEANS OF A WIDE VARIETY OF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TELEPHONES FACSIMILE APPARATUS, PDA, PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND HANDHELD COMPUTER DEVICES RELATED TO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TELEPHONES FACSIMILE MACHINES, PDA, PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND HANDHELD COMPUTER DEVICES RELATED TO COMMUNICATION NETWORK; DELIVERY OF MUSIC BY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AND/OR GOODS BY RAIL, AIR, BOATS AND VEHICLES, MERCHANDISE PACKAGING FOR TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION ARRANGEMENT; PROVIDING TRAVEL AND ON-LINE DATA BASE CONTAINING TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR CHEMICAL TREATMENT FOR CLOTHING, LEATHER STAINING, PAPER FINISHING, ELECTROPLATING FOR METALS, FOOD TREATMENT FOR STORAGE, CERAMIC BURNING, GOLD-PLATING, DYEING, GLASS ETCHING; INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO THE TREATMENT OF CLOTHING, LEATHER STAINING, PAPER FINISHING, ELECTROPLATING FOR METALS, FOOD TREATMENT FOR STORAGE, CERAMIC BURNING, GOLD-PLATING, DYEING, GLASS ETCHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS BY USING COMPUTER GRAPHICS; DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS FOR CHILDREN USING COMPUTERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIES, SPORTS, SCENIC SPOTS, PLACES OF HISTORIC INTEREST, AND RECREATION, THEATRICAL BOOKING AGENCIES, TRAINING IN THE USE AND OPERATION OF A WIDE VARIETY OF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTERS, CAMERAS, COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND AUDIO-VIDEO EQUIPMENT; PUBLICATION OF MAGAZINES, HANDBOOKS AND BOOKS; RENTAL AND LEASING OF TELEVISION GAME TOYS; RENTAL OF AMUSEMENT FACILITIES EQUIPPED WITH GAME MACHINES; EDUCATION, PROVIDED BY TELEPHONE, IN THE FIELD OF SALES TECHNIQUE; ORGANIZATION, BY TELEPHONE, OF SEMINARS RELATING TO SALES TECHNIQUE; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER INFORMATION PROCESSING; EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNIQUE; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE, IMAGES, FASHION, NEWS, SPORTS AND LIVING INFORMATION; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE, IMAGES, FASHION, NEWS, SPORTS AND LIVING INFORMATION; RENTAL OF RECORDED MAGNETIC Tapes, Magnetic Disks and Optical Recording Media in which Game Programs are Recorded, Video RECORDS, Sound Recordings, Radio and Television Broadcasts; LENDING LIBRARIES; PROVIDING MUSEUM FACILITIES; RENTAL OF FURNITURE, MACHINES, AND EQUIPMENT RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT OR EDUCATION, PROVIDED VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUT-
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR PROVIDING PRE-PUBLISHED FINANCIAL INFORMATION, NAMELY, PUBLICLY AVAILABLE FINANCIAL INFORMATION ABOUT COMPANIES; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION AND RESEARCH DATABASES IN THE FIELD OF PRE-PUBLISHED CORPORATE AND FINANCIAL REGULATORY DOCUMENTS; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND PRE-PUBLISHED CORPORATE AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; CREDIT ASSESSMENT RATINGS AND INFORMATION; FINANCIAL VALUATION OF REAL ESTATE; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE BY MEANS OF LINKING THE WEB SITE TO OTHER WEBSITES FEATURING REAL ESTATE INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MARKET BY CHICO’S

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,519,904, 2,316,484 AND 2,318,478.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY; NAMELY, BRACELETS FOR WRISTS AND ANKLES, NECKLACES AND RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR LEATHER ACCESSORIES; NAMELY, HANDBAGS, TRAVELING BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

MICHAEL ENGL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MERLIN’S

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, HATS, CAPS, VESTS, BOXERS, BANDANAS, JACKETS, SOCKS, SHIRTS, NECK WARMERS, FOOTWEAR, NECK WEAR, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, SUSPENDERS, RAIN WEAR, BATHROBES, CLOTH BABY BIBS, AND APRONS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-335,245. BRIESKE, STEVEN G., ASPEN, CO. FILED 11-7-2001.


PERFECT INFORMATION

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2,266,220, FILED 4-20-2001, REG. NO. 2266220, DATED 4-20-2001, EXPIRES 4-20-2010.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INFORMATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROVIDING PRE-PUBLISHED BUSINESS INFORMATION, NAMELY, PUBLICLY AVAILABLE INFORMATION ABOUT COMPANIES; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES; BUSINESS RESEARCH AND ACCOUNTING SERVICES; BUSINESS RESEARCH AND BUSINESS INFORMATION, NAMELY CONCERNING CORPORATE AND FINANCIAL REGULATORY FILINGS; STATISTICAL INFORMATION; MARKET RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


OWNED OF FRANCE REG. NO. 013100783, DATED 5-17-2001, EXPIRES 5-17-2011.

A CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHARMACOGNOSIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK IS LINED FOR THE COLORS GREEN AND GRAY.

AN ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE TERM "PHARMACOGNOSIE" IS "PHARMACOGNOSY".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED MEDIA FOR THE STORAGE AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND AND VIDEO, FEATURING MUSIC AND THEATRICAL OR DRAMATIC PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, AUDIOCASSETTES, VIDEOCASSETTES, AUDIO DISKS, VIDEO DISKS, COMPACT DISKS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, INTERACTIVE COMPACT DISCS, DISKETTES, MOTION PICTURE FILMS, CASES FOR HOLDING AUDIO-TAPE AND VIDEO TAPE CASSETTES AND DISCS, SUNGLASSES, SUNGLASSES CASES, DECORATIVE Magnets, MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CO-ROMS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, AND COMPACT DISCS FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC, DRAMA, AND VARIETY ACTS: MAGNETICALLY-ENCODED DEBIT CARDS FOR USE IN PUBLIC TELEPHONES, BINOCULARS, MOUSE PADS (U.S. CLS. 2, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR FINE AND ImitATION JEWELRY, NAMELY, PINS, NAMELY, LAPEL PINS, TIE CLIPS, BROOCHES, EARRINGS, BRACELETS, NECKLACES, RINGS, CHARMS, HAIR BARRETTEs, CANDLE HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, SCULPTURES OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH, CLOCKS AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER GOODS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES AND BROCHURES REGARDING THE ARTS; PHOTOS, POSTERS, LITHOGRAPHS, CALENDARS, DIARIES, MEMO BLOCKS, ALSO KNOWN AS MEMO PADS, DECALS, COLORING BOOKS, PAINTING AND COLORING SETS FOR CHILDREN, COMIC BOOKS; MUSIC BOOKS, SCRAP BOOKS, ADDRESS BOOKS; BOOKMARKS; PHOTO ALBUMS; SOUVENIR PROGRAMS; APPOINTMENT BOOKS; LOOSE-LEAF BINDERS; PENS, PENCILS, PEN AND PENCIL SETS, DESC SETS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; BOOKS REGARDING THE ARTS; STATIONERY, NAMELY, WRITING PAPER, NOTE PAPER, ENVELOPES, GREETING CARDS, POST CARDS, NOTE CARDS, CARDS, PAPER FIGURES, DECORATIVE TATTOOS, PAPER FLAGS, BANNERS AND PENCILS; LAMINATED PICTURES, PICTURE FRAMES; RUBBER BANDS; DEBIT CARDS WITHOUT MAGNETIC CODING FOR USE IN PUBLIC TELEPHONES, BOOKENDS, BOOKMARKS, LETTER OPENERS; BOOKENDS, GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 3, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR BAGS AND CASES, NAMELY—TOTE BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, LUGGAGE, SUITCASES, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, SUIT BAGS, TRUNKS, ATTACHE CASES, ClUTCH BAGS, CARRYING CASES, HAND BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, WALLETS, PURSES, KNAPSACKS, FANNY PACKS, GYM BAGS, KEY CASES, COIN-KEY CASES, UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR HOUSEHOLD AND NOVELTY ITEMS, NAMELY—MUGS, CUPS, DRINKING GLASSES, PITCHERS, DINING UTENSILS, BOTTLES, PLATES, BOWLS, SERVING PLATTERS, TEAPOTS, COFFEE POTS, SERVING AND EATING UTENSILS, FIGURES AND SCULPTURES MADE OF PORCELAIN, TERRA-COTTA, AND GLASS; VASES, BOTTLE STOPPERS, DECORATIVE HANGING BOTTLES, WIND CHIMES; CANDLESTICKS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; CANDLE HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS; NON-METAL DECORATIVE AND NON-METAL KEY CHAINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING


CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR GAMES, TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, JUGGLING BALLS, JUGGLING PLATES, JUGGLING PINS, DIABOLOS, JIGSAW PUZZLES, 3-D PUZZLES, JUGGLING STICKS, JUGGLING SCARVES, SKIPPING ROPES, FLOWER STICKS, VIEWERS FOR 3-D PLASTIC TRANSPARENCIES, PLAYING CARDS, SPIN TOYS, TOY MOBILES, YOYOS, DOLLS, DOLL ACCESSORIES, MECHANICAL ACTION TOYS, GOLF BALLS, SOAP BUBBLES, KITES, BALLS, JACKS-IN-THE-BOX, CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS, THEATRICAL MASKS, PUPPETS, MARIONETTES, CLOWN NOSES, SNOWGLOBES, COSTUME MASKS, SOFT SCULPTURE TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY; CONCEPTION, CREATION, PRODUCTIONS AND PRESENTATION OF THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES FEATURING ARTISTIC ACROBATIC ACTS, COMICAL ACTS, CHOREOGRAPHY AND DANCE, SET TO MUSIC AND SONG; CONCEPTION, CREATION, PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF AUDIOVISUAL WORKS, NAMELY; TELEVISION PROGRAMS/ENTERTAINMENT, RADIO PROGRAMS/ENTERTAINMENT, MOTION PICTURE FILMS AND VIDEO CASSETTES, AS WELL AS THE PRODUCTION OF RECORDED THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES IN THE FORM OF MULTIMEDIA RECORDED ON CD-ROM, IN THE NATURE OF A VIDEO, AKIN TO VIDEOTAPE, TO BE VIEWED ON A COMPUTER IN CD-ROM FORMAT, ALL FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC, DRAMA, AND VARIETY ACTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). A. AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SKI GOGGLES, SKI GLASSES, SAFETY HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR ROLLERBLADE POLES, GYMNASTIC RUNNING POLES; EXERCISE WEIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR COPY AND PRINTING SHEETS MADE OF TEXTILE FABRICS; PAPER OR TEXTILE SHEETS FOR USE IN COLOR AND/OR MONOCROME PRINTING BY INK-JET PRINTERS; COPY AND PRINTING PAPERS; CARDBOARD; PAPER PATTERNS FOR MAKING CLOTHS; PAPER STENCILS FOR DYEING FABRICS; STATIONERY; CLOTH AND COVERS FOR BOOKBINDING; CALLIGRAPHIC PRINTS; PICTORIAL PRINTS; MOUNTED AND UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS; SIGN-BOARDS MADE OF PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR PROVIDING PRINTING SERVICES OF COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN PATTERNS ON PAPER AND CLOTH FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR WOVEN AND KNITTED TEXTILE FABRICS FOR BANNERS AND FLAGS IN USE OF ADVERTISEMENT AND DISPLAY; WOVEN AND KNITTED TEXTILE FABRICS IN USE OF UPHOLSTERING CHAIRS, SOFAS AND OTHER INTERIOR FURNITURE; WOVEN, NON-WOVEN AND KNITTED TEXTILE FABRICS FOR APPAREL; FELT CLOTH; FABRIC APPAREL ACCESORIES, NAMELY, TOWELS, NAPKINS, HANDKERCHIEFS, DISH CLOTHS; BED SHEETS; BED COVERS AND BEDSPREADS; TABLE CLOTHS NOT OF PAPER; TABLE COVERS MADE OF TEXTILE; PILLOWCASES; COVERS FOR CUSHIONS; UNFITTED TOILET SEAT COVERS MADE OF FABRIC; UNFITTED FURNITURE COVERINGS MADE OF TEXTILE FABRIC; BED BLANKETS; CURTAINS MADE OF TEXTILE FABRIC; WINDOW CURTAINS; STAGE CURTAINS; SHOWER CURTAINS; CLOTH BANNERS AND FLAGS; OIL-CLOTHS; RUBBER-COATED CLOTHS FOR BANNERS AND FLAGS FOR USE IN ADVERTISEMENTS AND DISPLAYS; WATERPROOFED CLOTH FOR BANNERS AND FLAGS IN USE OF ADVERTISEMENT AND DISPLAY; TAPESTRIES AND WALL HANGINGS MADE OF TEXTILE FABRIC; LABELS MADE OF CLOTH; SIGN-BOARDS MADE OF TEXTILE SHEET (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN SERVICES OF PRINT PATTERNS ON PAPER, WOVEN OR NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS, KNITTED TEXTILE FABRICS AND FELT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR WINDOW BLINDS MADE OF TEXTILE FABRIC (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

SN 76-354,389. STEINBICHLER OPTOTECHNIK GMBH, 83115 NEUBEUERN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 1-3-2002.

STEINBICHLER

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30142303.2, FILED 7-12-2001, REG. NO. 30142303, DATED 9-10-2001, EXPIRES 7-31-2011.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR OPTICAL MEASUREMENT AND TEST SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF LASER BEAMS, SCANNERS, SENSOR HEAD, A CONTROLLER, A HIGH-PERFORMANCE PERSONAL COMPUTER WITH OPERATING SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE, ELECTRONIC SPECKLE-PATTERN INTERFEROMETER FOR DEFORMATION AND VIBRATION ANALYSIS, 3-D SCANNER, INTACT TIRE TREAD TESTER, OPTICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FOR TESTING SURFACES COMPRISED OF A GRID PROJECTOR OR LASER SCANNER, SENSORS, CAMERA WITH A CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE (CCD) CHIP OR COMPLEMENTARY METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOR (CMOS) CHIP, PERSONAL COMPUTER WITH OPERATING SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE, OPTICAL TEST SYSTEMS FOR NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION OF MATERIALS COMPRISED OF LASER INTERFEROMETER, SENSORS, CCD-CHIP CAMERA, AND SOFTWARE, HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETERS AND ELECTRONIC SPECKLE-PATTERN INTERFEROMETERS, DIGITIZERS, NAMELY, 3-D DIGITIZERS; SCANNERS, NAMELY, 3-D SCANNERS; TRICOLITE SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF A LASER BEAM OR A GRID ON A POSITION SENSITIVE DEVICE (PSD) OR ON A CCD OR CMOS CHIP DEVICE TO MEASURE THE 3-D COORDINATES AND DIMENSIONS OF POINTS ON THE SURFACE OF A SAMPLE; OPTICAL SURFACE INSPECTION SYSTEM PRODUCT COMPRISED OF GRID PROJECTOR, CCD-CHIP CAMERA FOR DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF FLAWS ON A SMOOTH SURFACE; OPTICAL 3-D DIGITIZING SCANNING SYSTEM COMPRISED OF SENSORS AND SOFTWARE FOR ACQUIRING AND PROCESSING DATA FOR THE GENERATION OF IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR MATERIALS TESTING FOR OTHERS USING DEFORMATION AND VIBRATION ANALYSIS, NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING, QUALITY CONTROL FOR OTHERS USING DEFORMATION AND VIBRATION ANALYSIS, NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING, AND DIGITAL IMAGING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IDEA SPHERE

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR ADHESIVES FOR COSMETIC USE, SKIN lotions, FACIAL LOTION AND BODY LOTION, ALL PURPOSE CLEANERS, SKIN CREAMS, ANTI-PERSPIRANTS, ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM, CONDITIONING HAIR BALM, BATH OILS, BEAUTY MASKS, BLUSH, BODY OILS, BODY POWDERS, BODY SCRUBS, SCALP SCRUBS, BUBBLE BATH, DENTURE CLEANERS, TOOTHPASTE, COMPACTS CONTAINING MAKE-UP, CONCEALERS, BODY SOAPS, BODY WASH, PERSONAL DEODORANTS, DEPILATORIES, HAIR DYES, EAU DE TOILETTE NOT IN THE NATURE OF ESSENTIAL OILS, ENAMEL FOR NAILS, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, EYE CREAM, EYE MAKE-UP, EYE MAKE-UP REMOVER, FOUNDATION MAKE-UP, NON-MEDICATED FOOT POWDER, LIPSTICK, LIPGLOSS, SHOWER GEL, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, MAKE-UP, MAKE-UP REMOVER, NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NON-MEDICATED POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, NON-MEDICATED MOUTHWASH AND GARGLE, SUNSCREENS, SUN BLOCK, PERFUMES, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, SKIN TANNING GELS FOR ACCELERATING, ENHANCING AND EXTENDING TANS, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS NAMELY MOISTURIZERS AND SKIN CLEANSERS, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, MASSAGE OILS, AND MASSAGE LOTIONS, PET GROOMING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, PET SHAMPOOS, PET CONDITIONERS, COAT IMPROVERS, BREATH IMPROVERS, BABY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY BABY SHAMPOOS, BABY OIL, BABY POWDER, BABY WIPES, AND BABY LOTIONS, DETERGENT SOAP, FABRIC SOFTENERS, FURNITURE POLISH, HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS

FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINK MIX FOR USE AS A FOOD REPLACEMENT, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES, DOMESTIC PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES FOR DOMESTIC USE, INSECTICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE, NUTRITIONAL ADDITIVES FOR LIVESTOCK FEED, FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR LIVESTOCK, BABY FOOD, BABY FORMULA, ACNE TREATMENT PREPARATIONS, DIET CAPSULES, DIET PILLS, DIETARY DRINKS USED FOR FOOD REPLACEMENT, DIETARY FOODS, NAMELY, FOOD REPLACEMENT BARS AND SUPPLEMENTAL DRINKS, HERBAL AND ORGANIC SUPPLEMENTS IN TABLET AND GEL TAB FORM, HOMEOPATHIC HERBAL AND ORGANIC SUPPLEMENTS IN TABLETS AND GEL TABLET FORM FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF HEADACHES, MEDICAL CONDITIONS AND DISEASES, HERBICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE AND HERBICIDES FOR DOMESTIC USE, VITAMINS, PET FOOD SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR ELECTRIC JUICERS AND VACUUM CLEANER FILTERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 25, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR CUTLERY, DOMESTIC GARDENING TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS, NAMELY, SHOVELS, PRUNERS, WEEDEARS, PITCH FORKS, TROWELS, BULB PLANTERS, SPADES, HATCHETS, AXES, SHEARS, LOPPERS AND SAWs (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For audiocassettes featuring motivation, inspiration, meditation, exercise and organizational skills; compact discs featuring motivation, inspiration, meditation, exercise and organizational skills; digital versatile discs featuring motivation, inspiration, meditation, exercise and organizational skills; batteries, battery chargers, and batteries for vehicles; solar batteries, solar collectors, and solar heaters (U.S. Cls. 21, 22, 25, 36 and 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

For magnetic therapeutic devices, namely, magnets, wraps and orthopedic soles; magnetic bracelets for medical purposes (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

For alternative energy sources, namely, similar cell power, humidifiers, lawn systems comprising pumps, valves and filters and sprinklers, electric coffee pots, shower heads, water filters for domestic and commercial use, air filters for domestic and commercial use, electric light bulbs, electric lighting fixtures, solar lighting devices, namely for domestic and household use, water purification units, water demineralization and softening units for domestic use, air purifying unit for domestic use (U.S. Cls. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

For jewelry, precious and semi-precious gemstones for jewelry (U.S. Cls. 2, 27, 28 and 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For biodegradable plastic garbage bags, disposable diapers, books featuring motivation, inspiration, meditation, health, exercise and organizational skills, artwork; namely, art etchings, art prints; plastic bags for storage use in recycling (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

For pet cushions, non-metal bins; portable beds for pets and infant pillows (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

For dishes, pots, metal pans, non-metal pans, hair brushes, cleaning sponges, loofahs for personal purposes, mops, cleaning dusters for domestic use, tea kettles, non-electric coffee pots not of precious metal; tea diffusers and infusers not of precious metal, non-electric juicers, insect traps, gardening planters (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

For bedding, namely, sheets, spreads, pads, linens, blankets, canopies, comforters, infant bedding, namely, sheets, comforters, and pads (U.S. Cls. 42 and 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

For lingerie, gloves, shoes, slippers, clothing, namely, hats, shirts, pants, skirts, dresses, and underwear, cloth diapers, infant clothing in the form of undershirts, tee-shirts, shirts, pants, dresses, skirts, shorts, jackets, sweaters, socks and pajamas (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS

For rugs (U.S. Cls. 19, 20, 37, 42 and 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

For dolls, exercise equipment for personal use, namely, ellipticals, treadmills, stationary bicycles, stairclimbers, portable and home exercise machines, abdominal rollers, gymnastic balls, inversion boots, freeweights and dumbbells, boxing gloves, back belts and weightlifting gloves, infant toys, stuffed toys, stuffed animals, pet toys (U.S. Cls. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

For tofu, dairy products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt, jellies, milk-based beverages, namely, flavored milks, yogurt drinks, soy milk drinks; canned vegetables, canned jellies, soy-based food bars and ready to eat protein derived food bars (U.S. Cl. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

For sauces, processed herbs for dietary and food purposes, breakfast cereals, pasta, table syrups and flavored syrups, spices, tea, coffee, flavored extracts used as flavoring, extracts used as food; milk-based dietetic and nutritional beverages, namely milkshakes; dietary ready to eat cereal bars; sports food bars, namely, granola-based snack and meal replacement bars, fruit based snack and meal replacement bars, vegetable based snack and meal replacement bars; fruit based snack and meal replacement bars, vegetable based snack and meal replacement bars (U.S. Cl. 46).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

For fresh, unprocessed and raw mushrooms, pet food, plant seeds for agricultural purposes, namely, gardening (U.S. Cls. 1 and 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

For fruit drinks, juice beverages, milk-based beverages, soft drinks flavored with tea, fruit juices, herbal beverages, beers, drinking water and sports drinks (U.S. Cls. 45, 46 and 48).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

For wine, extracts of spirituous liquors, extracts of alcoholic liquids (U.S. Cls. 47 and 49).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RESTAURANT FRANCHISING, RETAIL OUTLETS FEATURING FOODS, BEVERAGES AND VITAMINS, RETAIL STORE SERVICES AVAILABLE THROUGH COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS AND INTERACTIVE TELEVISION FEATURING FOODS, BEVERAGES AND VITAMINS, DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF VITAMINS AND SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR BROKERAGE IN THE FIELD OF RAW ORGANIC MATERIALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF VITAMINS AND SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR TERMITE AND PEST CONTROL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR SITE REMEDIATION SERVICES, NAMELY FORESTIZATION AND CHEMICAL SPILL AND POLLUTION TREATMENT SERVICES, WATER DEMINERALIZATION AND SOFTENING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-356,163. ZUFFA, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 1-7-2002.

ULTIMATE FIGHTING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,939,276, 2,576,367 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES, PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, COMPACT DISCS, LASER VIDEO DISCS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS AND CD-ROM DISCS, ALL FEATURING SPORTS EVENTS, MINED ARTS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROGRAMMING VIDEO GAMES IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AND DISCS, COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES; MOTION PICTURE FILMS FEATURING SPORTS EVENTS, MIXED MARTIAL ARTS AND PROFILES OF ATHLETES; EYEGlasses; SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) WARM-UP SUITS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, TEE-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, SPORTS SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; VESTS; PANTS FOR BABIES; BABY BOOTS; BELTS; NECKTIES; SUSPENDERS; HANDGUNS; BEACH SAN-DALS; INFANT AND TODDLER SLEEPWEAR; ROBES; NIGHTSHIRTS AND NIGHT GOWNS; PAJAMAS AND LOUNGWEAR; BATHING SUITS; BEACHWEAR, NAMELY COVER-UPS; DIAPER SETS, NAMELY UNDERGARMENTS FOR INFANTS; TODDLER SHORT SETS; JOGGING SUITS; ROMPERS; BOYS SHORT SETS; SOCKS; PLAY SUITS, NAMELY A CHILDREN'S PLAY OUTFIT CONSISTING OF A BLOUSE AND SHORTS; COVERALLS; WRIST BANDS, NAMELY BANDS WORN AROUND THE WRIST; UNION SUITS; HENLEY SUITS; SHORTS; SKIRTS; BLOUSES; PANTS; SLACKS; SHIRTS; JACKETS; REFERRERS AND UMPIRES UNIFORMS; ATHLETIC UNIFORMS; TEAM UNIFORM REPRODUCTIONS, NAMELY JERSEYS FEATURING REPRODUCTIONS OF PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC TEAM LOGOS; SWEATERS; PARKAS; TURTLENECKS; MITTENS AND GLOVES; UNDERWEAR; JERSEYS; BOW TIES; HEADWEAR AND SCARVES; EAR MUFFS; HEAD BANDS; NAMELY BANDS WORN AROUND THE HEAD; HOSEN; RAINWEAR, NAMELY RAIN PONCHOS AND JACKETS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY SHOES, BOOTS SLIP- PERS AND BATH THONGS; NYLON SHELLS, NAMELY SHORTS; HATS; CAPS; VISORS; APRONS; CLOTH BABY AND SKI BIBS; CANVAS FOOTWEAR; KNICKERS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS; HALLOWEEN AND MASQUEURADE COSTUMES; BLOUSES; LEG WARMERS, NAMELY KNITTED COVERINGS FOR THE LEGS; JEANS; LEOTARDS; WORKOUT AND SPORTS APPAREL, NAMELY SHORTS, JACKETS, SLACKS, SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR RUBBER BALLS; ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES; BEAN BAG DOLLS; PLUSH TOYS; BALLOONS; GOLF BALLS; TENNIS BALLS; BATH TOYS; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS; HOBBY CRAFT KITS; BUILDING BLOCKS; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES, DOLLS AND DOLL CLOTHING; DOLL PLAY SETS; CHILDREN'S PLAY COSMETICS; CRIB TOYS; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; GOLF GLOVES; GOLF BALL MARKERS; JIGSAW PUZZLES; KITES; MOBILEs; MUS-IC BOX TOYS; PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS, INFLATABLE POOL TOYS; MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS; WIND-UP TOYS; TARGET GAMES; DISC-TYPE TOSS TOYS; BOWS AND ARROWS; TOY VEHICLES; TOY CARS; TOY TRUCKS; TOY BUCKET AND SHOVEL SETS; ROLLER SKATES; TOY MODEL HOBBY CRAFT KITS; TOY ROCKETS; TOY GUNS; TOY HOSIETERS, MUSICAL TOYS; BADMINTON SETS; BUILDING SETS; BRICK BUILDING SETS; CHESS SETS; DISC TYPE TOSS TOYS; TARGET GAMES; GAME SETS; TOY ROCKETS; TOY GUNS; TOY HOSIETERS; SCHOOL BOARD TOYS; WORKOUT AND SPORTS APPAREL, NAMELY SHORTS, JACKETS, SLACKS, SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.
LAURIEL DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-357,651. WYCOFF, JEFFREY, BOULDER, CO. FILED 1-11-2002.

WHEN WOMEN RULE THE WORLD

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS; BOOKS FEATURING WOMEN'S ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

TM 44 OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUNE 1, 2004
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSOCIATION" AND "ESTABLISHED 1974", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CIRCLE CONTAINING THE WORDS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACKS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE AROUND THE TOP AND THE PHRASE ESTABLISHED IN 1974 AROUND THE BOTTOM, WITH AN INNER CIRCLE CONTAINING A SET OF SCALES ATOP A RECTANGLE CONTAINING THE LETTERS NABCJ.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACKS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE".

SN 76-359,471. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACKS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE, DURHAM, NC. FILED 1-16-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF SALES AND MARKETING; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THIRD PARTIES, IN THE FIELD OF SALES AND MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-369,866. WINTERHALTER GASTRONOM GMBH, 88074 MECKENBEUREN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 2-12-2002.

WINTERHALTER


CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS, RINSING AGENT POWDERS AND LIQUIDS FOR USE IN DISH WASHING MACHINES, SOAPS, DETERGENTS FOR DISHWASHING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR COMMERCIAL DISHWASHING MACHINES, NAMELY UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHERS, PASS THROUGH DISHWASHERS, RACK CONVEYOR DISHWASHERS, FLIGHT-TYPE DISHWASHERS, GLASS WASHERS, TALL WASHERS, AND DISHWASHERS MADE TO SPECIFICATION; COMMERCIAL SALAD AND VEGETABLE WASHING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ACCESSORIES FOR COMMERCIAL DISHWASHING MACHINES, NAMELY THERMOMETERS, HYGROMETERS, AND INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING THE LEVELS OF CHALK, DIRT, AND DETERGENT IN THE WASH WATER; ACCESSORIES FOR COMMERCIAL DISHWASHING MACHINES, NAMELY UNITS FOR MEASURING THE AMOUNT OF LIQUID AND POWDER TO BE DISPENSED INTO THE DISHWASHING MACHINE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR WATER PURIFYING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY WATER SOFTENING UNITS, PARTIAL AND FULL DEMINERALIZING UNITS, REVERSE OSMOSIS FILTRATION UNITS, WASH WATER PURIFIER, AND PRESSURELESS FURNACE BOILER WITH RINSE BOOSTER PUMP (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-371,000. RADIO ONE, INC., LANHAM, MD. FILED 2-14-2002.

RADIO ONE

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH ADVERTISEMENTS BROADCAST VIA RADIO AND TELEVISION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO PROGRAMS; RADIO ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION; AND RADIO PROGRAMMING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-373,726. UPM-KYMMENE CORPORATION, 00130 HELSINKI, FINLAND, FILED 2-20-2002.

UPM Eco


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER, NAMELY, PACKAGING PAPER, WRAPPING PAPER, ENVELOPE PAPER, PRINTING PAPER; RELEASE AND FACE PAPER TO PRODUCE SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS, SILICONE RELEASE PAPER; WRAPPING FOR INDUSTRY OF PAPER OR PLASTICS, NAMELY, LAMINATED PAPER, PLASTIC COATED PACKAGING PAPERS AND BOARDS; PAPER WRAPINGS FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS; PACKAGING PRODUCTS AND MATERIALS OF PAPER OR PLASTIC, NAMELY PAPER POUCHES FOR PACKAGING AND PLASTIC POUCHES FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING, PACKAGING PAPER AND PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING; PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING; PLASTIC FILM NOT FOR COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; PAPER AND PLASTIC SACKS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND INDUSTRIAL USE, SHOPPING BAGS OF PLASTIC AND PAPER; PAPER SACKS AND BAGS; REEL WRAPPINGS OF PAPER AND REEL END-DISCs OF CARDBOARD FOR THE PAPER AND PACKAGING INDUSTRY; SELF-ADHESIVE LAMINATED PAPER; STATIONERY PRODUCTS OF PAPER, NAMELY, ENVELOPES, NOTEBOOKS, NOTEPADS, EXERCISE BOOKS, PADS FOR SKETCHING, DRAWING AND WATERCOLOR PAINTING; LAMINATED PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING; VACUUM SEALABLE, LAMINATED BAGS AND POUCHES FOR PACKAGING FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR PLASTIC FILMS USED AS PACKAGING FOR FOOD; MULTILAYER PLASTIC FILM USED FOR FOODSTUFFS PACKAGING; PLASTIC FILM FOR INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL PACKING USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-373,749. UPM-KYMMENE CORPORATION, 00130 HELSINKI, FINLAND, FILED 2-20-2002.

UPM Matt

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MATT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER, NAMELY, PACKAGING PAPER, WRAPPING PAPER, ENVELOPE PAPER, PRINTING PAPERS; RELEASE AND FACE PAPER TO PRODUCE SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS, SILICONIZED RELEASE PAPER; WRAPPING FOR INDUSTRY OF PAPER OR PLASTICS, NAMELY, LAMINATED PAPER, PLASTIC COATED PACKAGING PAPERS AND BOARDS; PAPER WRAPPINGS FOR MEDICAL, INSTRUMENTS; PAPER AND PLASTIC SACKS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND INDUSTRIAL USE; SHOPPING BAGS OF PLASTIC AND PAPER; PAPER SACKS AND BAGS; REEL WRAPPINGS OF PAPER AND REEL END-DISCs OF CARDBOARD FOR THE PAPER AND PACKAGING INDUSTRY; SELF-ADHESIVE LAMINATED PAPER; STATIONERY PRODUCTS OF PAPER, NAMELY, ENVELOPES, NOTEBOOKS, NOTEPADS, EXERCISE BOOKS; PADS FOR SKETCHING, DRAWING AND WATERCOLOR PAINTING; PACKAGING PRODUCTS AND MATERIALS OF PAPER OR PLASTIC, NAMELY PAPER POUCHES FOR PACKAGING AND PLASTIC POUCHES FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING; PACKAGING PAPER AND PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING; PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING; PLASTIC FILM NOT FOR COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, LAMINATED PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING; VACUUM SEALABLE, LAMINATED PLASTIC BAGS AND POUCHES FOR PACKAGING FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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STEMBANC

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION REGARDING THE COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION OF BIOLOGICAL MATTER, NAMELY TISSUE AND CELLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-377,386. DEXIT INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 2-28-2002.

DEXIT


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TRANSPONDERS, POINT-OF-SALE READERS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-379,801. PENDRAGON MEDICAL AG, 8050 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND, FILED 3-7-2002.

PENDRAGON

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC MEASURING DEVICES FOR DETERMINING THE CONCENTRATION OF A SUBSTANCE IN AN IN-VITRO OR IN-VIVO SPECIMEN CONTAINING BODY OR OTHER LIQUIDS, COMPRISING OF A FIRST ELECTRODE COVERED BY A COVER LAYER OF INSULATING MATERIAL, A SIGNAL SOURCE CONNECTED TO THE FIRST ELECTRODE APPLYING A MODULATED ELECTRICAL VOLTAGE TO THE FIRST ELECTRODE FOR GENERATING AN ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE SPECIMEN, A MEASURING CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING AT LEAST ONE PARAMETER DEPENDING ON A RESPONSE OF THE SPECIMEN TO THE FIELD, AND A DATA PROCESSOR DETERMINING THE CONCENTRATION FROM THE PARAMETER; ELECTRONIC MEASURING DEVICES AND ELECTRONIC MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC GLUCOSE SENSORS AND ELECTRONIC STEERING DEVICES FOR INSULIN PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR DATA PROCESSING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, SCIENCE, AND MEDICINE, NAMELY, COMPILATION, COLLECTION, ANALYSIS, AND SYSTEMATIZATION OF DATA IN COMPUTER DATABASES AND DATA ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA FROM COMPUTER DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DESIGN OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR DATA PROCESSING FOR OTHERS, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NETWORK WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS, TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF SCIENCE AND MEDICINE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101); LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR NON-ELECTRIC PORTABLE SMALL HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS FOR KITCHEN USE, NAMELY, STRAINERS, GRATERS, GRINDERS FOR GRINDING COFFEE, BEATERS, NAMELY, EGG BEATERS, MIXERS, SIEVES, FRUIT PRESSES AND MASHERS, PLASTIC SALAD DRYING BASKETS, NON-ELECTRIC FILTER COFFEE MAKERS, TEA POTS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, FOOD COOKING VESSELS, NAMELY, CAKE PANS, CAKE MOLDS; HAIR COMBS; VIBRATING HAIR BRUSHES AND HAIR COMBS; SALT MILLS AND PEPPER MILLS; VESSELS FOR FOODS AND BEVERAGES, NAMELY, CUPS, JUGS, BOWLS AND PLATES; SIPHONS FOR AERATED WATER OR CREAM; FOOD COOKING VESSELS, NAMELY, STEW PANS, FRYING PANS, SAUCE PANS; NON-ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKERS; CLEANING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, CRUMB CLEANERS, BROOMS, CARPET SWEEPERS, SPONGE MOPS, WRINGER MOPS, WINDOW GLASS WASHERS, NAMELY, CLEANING CLOTHS, SHOE BRUSHES; ELECTRIC TOOTH BRUSHES; NON-ELECTRIC KETTLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50); TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR ELECTRIC FOOD PROCESSING MACHINES, NAMELY, GRATTERS, BLENDERS, MIXERS, KNEADERS, MINCERS, GRINDERS AND FOOD CUTTING MACHINES, COFFEE MILLS, FRUIT JUICERS, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTORS, VEGETABLE PEELERS, SLICERS, VEGETABLE CUTTING MACHINES, ELECTRIC KNIVES, SALAD DRAINERS, KNIFE GRINDING MACHINES; CAN OPENING MACHINES; DISH WASHING MACHINES; CLOTHES WASHING MACHINES; MACHINES FOR TREATING FLOORS AND WALLS, NAMELY, SANDERS AND WASHING MACHINES; LOW GLASS WASHING MACHINES; VACUUM CLEANERS; ICE SHAVING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR NON-ELECTRIC FOOD MINCERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR WEIGHING APPARATUS, NAMELY, SCALES; ELECTRIC PRESSING IRONS; REMOTE CONTROL DEVICES FOR USE WITH AUDIO OR VIDEO RECEIVERS; APPARATUS FOR TRANSMISSION, RECORDING, AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES AND DATA PROCESSING, NAMELY, COMPUTERS FOR DOMESTIC USE; CLOTH IRONING MACHINES, AND CLOTH IRONING PRESSES, HEATING HAIR BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRIC HANDHELD HAIR DRYERS; ELECTRIC SPACE HEATERS; ROOM HUMIDIFIERS; ELECTRIC ROOM FANS; ELECTRIC APPARATUS FOR COOKING FOODS, NAMELY, Ovens, ROTISSERIES, SPLIT ROASTERS, ELECTRIC GRILLS, MEAT BROILERS, DEEP FAT FRYERS, COOKING STOVES, WARMERS, PLATE WARMERS, ELECTRIC SAUCE PANS, CREPE COOKERS, EGG COOKERS, BABY BOTTLE WARMERS, AND ELECTRIC MACHINES FOR PREPARING INFUSION, NAMELY, ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS; APPARATUS FOR PREPARING YOGURTS, NAMELY, ELECTRIC YOGURT MAKERS; WATER FILTERS FOR PRODUCING PORTABLE WATER FOR HOUSEHOLD USE; ICE CREAM FREEZERS; REFRIGERATING APPARATUS, NAMELY, REFRIGERATORS, REFRIGERATED BEVERAGE DISPENSING CABINETS; GRILLS FOR SUPPORTING GOODS DURING COOKING, NAMELY, ELECTRIC GRILLS, ELECTRIC KETTLES; CLOTHES DRYERS, ELECTRIC HOT AIR HAND DRYERS; AIR FILTERS FOR DOMESTIC USE; FUME AND ODOR EXHAUSTING OR DESTRUCTING HOODS FOR RANGES OR KITCHENS; WATER PURIFICATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, WATER SOFTENERS; ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS FOR DOMESTIC USE; ICE MAKING MACHINES; ELECTRIC GRILLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CONFIGURATION OF A SPHERE WITH A CURVED-LINE DESIGN ON THE EXTERIOR OF THE SPHERE.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR HOUSEHOLD CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS; HOUSEHOLD BLEACHING PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; DETERGENT SOAPS; LAUNDRY DETERGENTS; COSMETICS; PERFUMES; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; INCENSE, INCENSE CONES, INCENSE STICKS, INCENSE Sachets, INCENSE SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS

FOR CANDLES, FRAGRANCED OR SCENTED CANDLES, CANDLES FOR SCENTING OR PERFUMING THE ATMOSPHERE; ILLUMINANTS, NAMELY CANDLES AND WICKS THAT CREATE LIGHT, TAPERS, FRAGRANCE DISPENSING UNIT WHICH ALSO FEATURES A NIGHT LIGHT AND CANDLE WICKS. (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR ALL-PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS; ANTISEPTICS; PREPARATIONS FOR REPELLING AND/OR DESTROYING INSECTS; GENERAL PURPOSE GERMICIDES; NON-PERSONAL DEODORANTS IN THE NATURE OF AEROSOLS, SPRAYS, AND GELS WHICH DEODORIZE OR NEUTRALIZE ODORS IN THE ATMOSPHERE OR ON HOUSEHOLD SURFACES; AIR FRESHENING PREPARATIONS; ROOM FRESHENERS; AROMATIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR FRESHENING THE AIR; PERFUMED AIR-FRESHENING PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR FRESHENING THE AMBIENT ATMOSPHERE; ROOM AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-382,011. VIVENTIA BIOTECH INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 3-14-2002.

BHD WORLDWIDE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLDWIDE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK IS LINED FOR THE COLORS RED, WHITE AND BLUE.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDING CATFISH DRESSED IN PANTS, COAT AND TOP HAT, WITH THE DASHED, VERTICAL STIPPLING REPRESENTING THE COLOR BLUE, AND THE VERTICAL, SOLID LINES REPRESENTING THE COLOR RED.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FARM RAISED FISH, NAMELY, ICTRALURIDAE NAMELY CATFISH (U.S. CLS. 46).
FIRST USE 2-15-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-7-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR WHOLESALE FISH FACILITIES FEATURING U.S. GROWN ICTRALURIDAE, NAMELY CATFISH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SCOTTSDALE CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CONSULTING AND PLANNING SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS MEETINGS AND TRADE SHOWS IN A WIDE VARIETY OF FIELDS, NAMELY, ASSISTING OTHERS TO PLAN, PROMOTE AND CONDUCT BUSINESS MEETINGS AND BUSINESS TRADE SHOWS IN A WIDE VARIETY OF FIELDS; AND ASSISTING OTHERS TO PROMOTE SPECIAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1998.
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SCOTTSDALE VISITORS BUREAU

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VISITORS BUREAU", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO SCOTTSDALE.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CONSULTING AND PLANNING SERVICES RELATING TO SPECIAL EVENTS, NAMELY ASSISTING OTHERS TO PLAN AND CONDUCT SPECIAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1998.
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR CONSULTING AND PLANNING SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS MEETINGS AND TRADE SHOWS IN A WIDE VARIETY OF FIELDS, NAMELY, ASSISTING OTHERS TO PLAN, PROMOTE AND CONDUCT BUSINESS MEETINGS AND BUSINESS TRADE SHOWS IN A WIDE VARIETY OF FIELDS; AND ASSISTING OTHERS TO PROMOTE SPECIAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR CONSULTING AND PLANNING SERVICES RELATING TO SPECIAL EVENTS, NAMELY ASSISTING OTHERS TO PLAN AND CONDUCT SPECIAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
THEREOF HOSPITALITY

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1119710, FILED 10-26-2001, REG. NO. TMA594246, DATED 11-6-2003, EXPIRES 11-6-2018.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOSPITALITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR CONDUCTING SIGHT-SEEING TOURS FOR OTHERS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ADVENTURE TOURS, HELI-FISHING TOURS, HIKING EXPEDITIONS, KAYAKING EXPEDITIONS, RIVER RAFTING EXPEDITIONS, HELICOPTER TOURS, WHALE WATCHING EXPEDITIONS, AND ECOCLOGICAL EXPEDITIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR FISHING GUIDE SERVICES; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CORPORATE TEAM BUILDING, LEADERSHIP, AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR RESTAURANT AND RESORT LODGING SERVICES; OPERATION OF A FISHING LODGE AND CORPORATE RETREAT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-390,128. ORDO SUPREMS SUPREMUS MILITARIS TEMPLO HIEROSOLYMITEI (OSMTH), ALEXANDRIA, VA. FILED 4-2-2002.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CROSS PATTEE IN THE CENTER OF THE MARK WITH THE LATIN WORDS "ORDER SUPREMUS MILITARIS TEMPLO HIEROSOLYMITEI" IN A HALF-MOON SHAPE OVER THE TOP OF THE CROSS PATTEE.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THE SOVEREIGN MILITARY ORDER OF THE TEMPLE OF JERUSALEM.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FIRST USE 11-1-2000; IN COMMERCe 11-1-2000.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FIRST USE 11-1-2000; IN COMMERCe 11-1-2000.

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-393,696. CBC KABUSHIKI KAISHA, DBA CBC CO., LTD., CHUO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 4-10-2002.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON JAPAN APPLICATION NO. 201108115, FILED 12-4-2001, REG. NO. 4621915, DATED 11-15-2012.

THEDRAWINGISLINEDFORTHECOLORSRED,BLUE AND GREEN, AND COLOR IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR SURGICAL CATGUTS; FEEDING CUPS; TEATS, NAMELY, PACIFIERS, BABY BOTTLES; DIAPHRAGMS FOR CONTRACEPTION; ARTIFICIAL TYMPANIC MEMBRANES, NAMELY, HEARING AIDS; BREAST PROSTHESSES AND HAND PROSTHESSES; GLOVES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; ELECTRIC MASSAGE APPARATUS FOR HOME USE; BED PANS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, COATS, FUR COATS, LAB COATS, LEATHER COATS, OVER COATS, RAIN-COATS, SPORTS COATS, SUIT COATS, TOP COATS AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONE SERVICES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; COMMUNICATION BY TELEGRAM; TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES; FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION; RADIO AND TELEPHONE PAGING SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; RADIO BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SWEETWATER


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR WALLPAPER SAMPLE BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS

FOR WALLPAPER AND VINYL WALLCOVERINGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
STEVEn R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GOODBYE CHAIN

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES DIRECTED TO THE RECYCLING INDUSTRY; BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING START-UP SUPPORT FOR BUSINESSES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF RECYCLING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DESIGN AND TESTING FOR NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF RECYCLING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER AND TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH PROVIDED IN THE FIELD OF RECYCLING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF RECYCLING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-398,808. DIGITAL CROWN HOLDINGS (H.K.) LIMITED, CAUSEWAY BAY, HONG KONG, FILED 4-22-2002.

亮碧思

ESTEBEL

THE TRANSLITERATION FOR THE CHINESE CHARACTERS IN THE MARK, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, IS "LIANG", "BI" AND "SI" AND THIS MEANS "BRIGHT", "BLUE, GREEN JADE" AND "TO THINK, TO CONSIDER".

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR FRAGRANCES FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PERFUMES, COSMETICS, BATH PRODUCTS AND OTHER SCENTED PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR PERFUMES, COSMETICS, BODY SPRAY, ROOM FRAGRANCES, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PERFUMES, COSMETICS, BATH PRODUCTS AND OTHER SCENTED PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-401,387. LAFAURGE BUILDING MATERIALS GMBH, D-61440 OBERURSEL, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-29-2002.

AVIUS

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. GB2284383, FILED 10-31-2001.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR METAL ROOF TILES AND CHIMNEY FLUES; METAL GUTTERS; METAL ROOF FLASHING; METAL ROOF WINDOWS; METAL WINDOW FASTENERS IN THE NATURE OF WINDOW LOCKS; METAL CLIPS AND BOLTS FOR ROOFS; METAL BARS FOR ROOFING; METAL BUILDING PANELS; METAL NON-ELECTRIC CABLES; METAL CHIMNEY POTS; CHIMNEY COWLS OF METAL; METAL CLADDING; METAL ACCESS DOORS FOR USE ON ROOFS; METAL FRAMEWORKS FOR BUILDING AND ROOFING; GUARD RAILS OF METAL FOR ROOFING; METAL NAILS, NUTS AND BOLTS, SCREWS FOR ROOFING; METAL PIPES FOR HEATING AND VENTILATION SYSTEMS; METAL TILES; WAINTSCOTING OF METAL; METAL PIPES FOR HEATING INSTALLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 30).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SOLAR PANELS FOR GENERATING ELECTRICITY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER HARDWARE; SOLAR PANELS FOR HEATING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR VENTILATING FANS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE, AIR CONDITIONERS; APPARATUS FOR HEATING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY, NAMELY, HEATERS, VENTILATING EXHAUST FANS, AND FAUCETS; HEATING APPARATUS, NAMELY, HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS

FOR INSULATING PLASTER; ELECTRICAL INSULATION TAPES; SOUNDPROOFING MATERIALS FOR BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

FOR NON-METAL CHIMNEY FLUES; PLASTIC FITTINGS, NAMELY, SCREWS; ROOFING UNDERLAYMENTS; ARTIFICIAL STONE COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF PLASTIC; BALUSTRADES; BUILDING FRAMEWORKS NOT OF METAL; NON-METAL BUILDING PANELS; NON-METAL WINDOWS; NON-METAL CHIMNEY COWLS, CHIMNEY POTS, CHIMNEY SHAFTS, AND CHIMNEYS; NON-METAL CLADDING; NON-METAL ROOFING DUCTS FOR VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATIONS; NON-METAL BUILDING FACINGS; NON-METAL GUTTERS; NON-METAL MOLDINGS; NON-METAL PIPING FOR CHIMNEYS; NON-METAL ROOF FLASHINGS; ROOFING SLATES AND NON-METAL ROOFING TILES; NON-METAL SHINGLES; SLATE; STONES; LUMBER FOR ROOFING; ROOFING LUMBER (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR ROOFING INSTALLATION; AIR CONDITIONING APPARATUS INSTALLATION AND REPAIR; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ROOFING INSTALLATION; RENTAL OF CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT; ONLINE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION; PROVIDING ONLINE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION; PROVIDING ONLINE ROOFING INSTALLATION INFORMATION; MASONRY SERVICES; SCAFFOLDING SERVICES; ONLINE CONSULTATION AND INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ROOFING INSTALLATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A "KETCHUP MAN" CHARACTER COMPOSED OF A RED KETCHUP BOTTLE BODY WITH A FACE, GREEN STEM ARMS WITH WHITE GLOVES, GREEN STEM LEGS, A BROWN COWBOY HAT ON ITS HEAD, AND BROWN COWBOY BOOTS ON ITS FEET.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO RECORDINGS AND VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING CHILDREN'S SONGS AND STORIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN'S BOOKS AND PAPER CONTAINERS FOR FOOD (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL KEY CHAINS AND PLASTIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, BASEBALL CAPS, AND INFANT BABY BIBS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR PLUSH TOYS, STUFFED ANIMALS AND TOY FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRACCO

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "BRACCO" IS "GUN DOG".

SN 76-405,251. BRACCO SPA, 20134 MILANO, ITALY, FILED 5-8-2002.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SCANNERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MEDICAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT, FOR MEDICAL RECORD KEEPING AND FOR MEDICAL BILLING, MAKING PATIENT CLINICAL CHARTS, PATIENT AND STAFF SCHEDULING AND FOR CODING DIAGNOSTICS AND PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS, NAMELY, ULTRASONIC SURGICAL ASPIRATOR; MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, URETHRAL PROBE SYRINGES, UTERINE SYRINGES, AND CATHETERS AND CATHETER GUIDES FOR IMAGING PROCEDURES, NAMELY, X-RAY, MAGNETIC RESIDENCE, ULTRASOUND AND NUCLEAR MEDICINE IMAGING (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-410,826. OY ACOMARIN ENGINEERING LTD, NAANTALI, FINLAND, FILED 5-16-2002.

PUSHPIN


CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR COUPLINGS FOR MACHINES USED FOR COUPLING A PUSHER TO A BARGE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR VEHICLES BY WATER, NAMELY, BOATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR MAGAZINES, AND BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF ANIMATED CARTOONS, COMICS, MOVIES, ENTERTAINMENT AND PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, GREETING CARDS, PICTURE POSTCARDS, POSTERS AND CALENDARS; STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR HUNTING BAGS, NAMELY, HUNTERS' GAME BAGS; WALKING BAGS, NAMELY, HIKERS' BAGS FOR FOOD AND NECESSITIES FOR HIKING; RUCKSACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 34—SMOKERS' ARTICLES

FOR CIGARETTE LIGHTERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CUSTOMIZED WRITING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ELECTRONIC DRIVE, POSITIONING, CONTROL AND SAFETY SYSTEMS FOR LONG GUNS, HANDGUNS AND FIREARMS; WRITING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ELECTRONIC GAMES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES, NAMELY, SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH A COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COMPUTER TERMINALS FOR USE WITH MODEL AND REPLICA WEAPONS FOR VIRTUAL SHOOTING AND WITH MODEL AND REPLICA WEAPONS THAT ARE EQUIPPED WITH ELECTRONIC TARGETS AND ELECTRONIC DISPLAY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
"NO LIMITS WATER HEATER"

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATER HEATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR OIL HEATERS FOR WATER FOR INDUSTRIAL USE AND REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR OIL HEATERS FOR WATER FOR DOMESTIC USE; REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR GAS HEATERS FOR WATER FOR INDUSTRIAL USE AND REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR GAS HEATERS FOR WATER FOR DOMESTIC USE; REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR ELECTRIC HEATERS FOR WATER FOR INDUSTRIAL USE AND REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR ELECTRIC HEATERS FOR WATER FOR DOMESTIC USE; REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR OIL HEATERS FOR WATER FOR DOMESTIC USE; REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR FURNACE BOILERS FOR BATH TUBS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR TOILET CUBICLE UNIT, NAMELY, A TOILET, WASHBASIN, WATER FAUCET, MIRROR AND LIGHT FIXTURE ENCLOSED WITHIN A SINGLE HOUSING FORMED OF WALLBOARDS, FLOORBOARDS, AND TOP BOARDS, SOLD AS A UNIT; BATH CUBICLE UNIT, NAMELY, A SHOWER, BATHTUB, WASH AREA, VANITY, MIRROR, AND LIGHT FIXTURE ENCLOSED WITHIN A SINGLE HOUSING FORMED OF WALLBOARDS, FLOORBOARDS, AND TOP BOARDS, SOLD AS A UNIT; SAUNAS FOR DOMESTIC USE; SAUNAS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; DRYING APPARATUS, NAMELY, ELECTRIC HOT AIR HAND DRYERS, HAND-HELD ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS, STATIONARY HAIR DRYERS FOR COMMERCIAL USE, STATIONARY ELECTRIC CABINETS USED TO CONTROL TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY FOR HEATING AND INSULATING FOOD GOODS, ELECTRIC HEATERS FOR COMMERCIAL USE, ELECTRIC RADIATORS FOR HEATING BUILDINGS, ELECTRICALLY HEATED DIFFUSION FURNACES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, HEAT ACCUMULATORS, HEAT PUMPS, HEAT REGISTERS, HEAT SINKS FOR USE IN HEATING, COOLING, AND VENTILATING APPARATUS, HOT WATER HEATERS, PORTABLE ELECTRIC HEATERS, STEAM RADIATORS FOR HEATING BUILDINGS, WATER HEATERS, AND REMOTE CONTROLLERS SOLD AS A UNIT; BATH TUBS; FURNACE BOILERS FOR BATHS, FURNACE BOILERS FOR DOMESTIC USE AND REMOTE CONTROLLERS SOLD AS A UNIT; SHOWERS; DISINFECTANT DISPENSERS AS STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR TOILETS, TOILET BOWLS, TOILET SEATS AS STRUCTURAL PARTS OF JAPANESE STYLE TOILETS, ELECTRIC BRAZIERS; AND ELECTRIC STOVES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR INTERNET SERVICES, NAMELY MULTI-DATABASE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROUTE ONE

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CREDIT APPLICATION INFORMATION, CREDIT DECISION INFORMATION, ELECTRONIC CONTRACTING AND ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES; PROVIDING A WEBSITE THAT RENDERS CREDIT DECISIONS TO AND FROM FINANCIAL SOURCES; LEASING AND RENTAL FINANCING IN THE FIELD OF VEHICLE LEASE-PURCHASE FINANCING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-3-2003.

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MARKABLE

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MARKABLE

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURED SOFTWARE USED FOR PROVIDING CREDIT APPLICATION INFORMATION, CREDIT DECISION INFORMATION, ELECTRONIC CONTRACTING AND ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES AND RENDERING CREDIT DECISIONS TO AND FROM FINANCIAL SOURCES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-3-2003.

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERS, NAMELY BUSINESS PLANNING AND IDENTIFYING SITES FOR ANTENNAS AND CELLSITES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS; BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY OBTAINING BUILDING PERMITS AND APPROVAL FOR ANTENNA AND CELLSITE CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION FROM GOVERNMENTS, GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, AND PUBLIC SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS AND LAND ACQUISITION SERVICES FOR WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERS, NAMELY ACQUISITION AND ZONING OF SITES FOR ANTENNAS AND CELLSITES CONSTRUCTION, LEASING AND LICENSING OF SITES, AND NEGOTIATING LEASES AND LICENSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION SERVICES, NAMELY SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION OF ANTENNAS AND CELLSITES FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION CARRIERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR LEGAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ZONING, NEGOTIATING LEASES AND LICENSES, OBTAINING BUILDING PERMITS AND APPROVALS FOR ANTENNA AND CELLSITE CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION FROM GOVERNMENTS, GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, AND PUBLIC UTILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-424,805. BLUE SWAN SYSTEMS, ANNISSE NORD 3200 HELSINGE, DENMARK, FILED 6-24-2002.

BLUE SWAN

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMMES, NAMELY SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMES FOR USE IN ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA, SOFTWARE, TEXT AND IMAGES; ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION PROGRAMMES; COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SERVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND MONETARY EXCHANGE; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER, NAMELY ELECTRONIC COMMERCE PAYMENT SERVICES, NAMELY ESTABLISHING FUNDED ACCOUNTS USED TO PURCHASE GOODS AND SERVICES ON THE INTERNET, ELECTRONIC TRANSFER OF MONEY AND FUNDS FROM BANK ACCOUNTS AND/OR CREDIT CARDS; ELECTRONIC ADMINISTRATION OF SAVINGS ACCOUNTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONTARIO PORK" AND "QUALITY PORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING FRESH, FROZEN AND/OR PROCESSED MEATS; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS IN AN ELECTRONIC MAGAZINE ACCESSED THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA ON-LINE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET IN THE FIELD OF WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SALE OF MEAT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-427,150. SOCIÉ TÉ DE COURTAGE ET DE DIFFUSION - CODIF INTERNATIONAL SA, 35404 SAINT MALO CEDEX, FRANCE, FILED 7-3-2002.


CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR SLAUGHTERING OF ANIMALS FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET IN THE FIELDS OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, ANIMAL SLAUGHTERING, AND MEAT PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR LAUNDRY BLEACH; SCOURING POWDERS; GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANING, POLISHING, AND ABRASIVE LIQUIDS AND POWDERS; SKIN SOAPS; PERFUME; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; COSMETICS; HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICE; DEPILATORY WAX; BATH GELS; SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; LOTIONS FOR CELLULITE REDUCTION; COSMETIC CREAMS; MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS; BEAUTY MASKS; MAKE-UP POWDER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR MEDICAL CLEANSERS FOR SKINS AND WOUNDS; DISINFECTING HAND WASH; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; BABY FOOD; DISINFECTANTS FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES FEATURING THALASSOTHERAPY AND BALENO THERAPY SERVICES; ANIMAL GROOMING; BEAUTY SALONS; HAIRDRESSING SALONS; MASSAGE; PROVIDING PUBLIC BATH FACILITIES; HEALTH CARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-428,928. OLIVE CREST TREATMENT CENTERS, INC., DBA OLIVE CREST, SANTA ANA, CA. FILED 7-10-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR EMERGENCY SHELTER SERVICES; CHILD CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 1-0-1982; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1982.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TREATMENT CENTERS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN; FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES RELATED TO MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF ABUSED, ABANDONED OR NEGLECTED CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS; RESIDENTIAL GROUP HOME CARE SERVICES; INDIVIDUAL, GROUP AND FAMILY PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELING; PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELING FOR THOSE INVOLVED IN FOSTER CARE AND ADOPTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 1-0-1982; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1982.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 2699221, FILED 5-16-2002, REG. NO. 2699221, DATED 10-14-2003, EXPIRES 5-16-2012.

THE DESIGN FEATURE OF THE MARK CONSIST OF A COMBINATION OF SQUARES, RECTANGLES, TRIANGLES AND CIRCLES.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS FEATURING FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT INFORMATION AND PROGRAMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT ANALYSIS, PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT, AND MANUALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH; COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES FEATURING FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT INFORMATION AND PROGRAMS, PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES FEATURING FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT INFORMATION AND PROGRAMS, CALCULATORS; MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CREDIT CARDS; MAGNETICALLY ENCODED DEBIT CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR ACCOUNT BOOKS, ACCOUNTING FORMS, BANK CHECKS, BINDERS; BOOKKEEPING FORMS, CHECKBOOKS; CASH RECEIPT BOOKS, LEDGER BOOKS, CHECKBOOK AND PASSBOOK WALLETS, CHECKBOOK COVERS AND HOLDERS, COIN WRAPPERS, CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS WITHOUT MAGNETIC CODING; FLOW SHEETS FOR ACCOUNTING AND MONEY MANAGEMENT, NEWSLETTERS ON THE TOPIC OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, PERSONAL INVESTING AND MONEY MANAGEMENT; SERIES OF PRINTED REPORTS FEATURING INFORMATION ON FINANCIAL ADVICE AND BANKING SERVICES; PAMPHLETS ON THE TOPIC OF FINANCIAL ADVICE; PENS, PENCILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ACCOUNTING SERVICES, BUSINESS ACQUISITIONS CONSULTATION SERVICES; BUSINESS APPRAISALS; BUSINESS AND ACCOUNT AUDITING; BOOKKEEPING, BOOKKEEPING FOR ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER; ECONOMIC FORECASTING AND ANALYSIS; TAX CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES FOR ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE, ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE PENSION PLANS; ANNUITY UNDERWRITING; PROVIDING BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY SAVINGS BANK SERVICES, PERSONAL BANKING SERVICES; CASH MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES; CHECKING ACCOUNT SERVICES; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION, INSURANCE CONSULTATION AND ADVICE; INVESTMENT CONSULTATION AND ADVICE; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; DEBIT CARD SERVICES; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER; BILL PAYMENT SERVICES ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA; PROVISION OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF RATES OF EXCHANGE; CURRENCY EXCHANGE AND ADVICE; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING; FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER; SECURITY SERVICES, NAMELY, GUARANTEED LOANS AND LOAN FINANCING; MORTGAGE BANKING AND LENDING SERVICES; FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SERVICES, SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX SERVICES; PROVIDING FINANCIAL RESEARCH; AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR MARTIAL ARTS AND CHEERLEADING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, DUFFEL BAGS AND ALL-PURPOSE SPORT BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR MARTIAL ARTS AND CHEERLEADING CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, HEADWEAR, SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, UNIFORMS, VESTS, UNDERWEAR, SKIRTS, AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR MARTIAL ARTS AND CHEERLEADING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, STRIKING BAGS, POM-POMS, MARTIAL ARTS HEAD GUARDS, AND HAND PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

YOUNG CHAMPIONS OF AMERICA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OF AMERICA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR MARTIAL ARTS AND CHEERLEADING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, DUFFEL BAGS AND ALL-PURPOSE SPORT BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DOUBLE DRAGON

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR MARTIAL ARTS AND CHEERLEADING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, DUFFEL BAGS AND ALL-PURPOSE SPORT BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR MARTIAL ARTS AND CHEERLEADING CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, HEADWEAR, SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, UNIFORMS, VESTS, UNDERWEAR, SKIRTS, AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR MARTIAL ARTS AND CHEERLEADING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, STRIKING BAGS, POM-POMS, MARTIAL ARTS HEAD GUARDS, AND HAND PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INSPIRING TRADITIONS

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL EASTER BASKETS, METAL FLOWER BASKETS AND UNFITTED METAL PICNIC BASKETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR NUTCRACKERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 15—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR MUSIC BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY POST CARDS, PAPER BAGS, LUMINARIA BAGS, SHREDDED PAPER GRASS, PAPER CHINESE LANTERNS, AND PAPER MACHE FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE, PICTURE FRAMES, PILLOWS, DECORATIVE ORNAMENTS EXCLUDING CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, FIGURES AND FIGURINES MADE OF PLASTIC, RESINS AND WOOD, AND GIFTFWARE, NAMELY PYRAMID FIGURES MADE OF WOOD AND PLASTIC; SANTA AND NATIVITY FIGURE OF PLASTER, PLASTIC, WAX, AND WOOD; EASTER, VALENTINES, THANKSGIVING AND THANKSGIVING ORNAMENTS OF PLASTER, PLASTIC, WAX AND WOOD NOT BEING TREE ORNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR FIGURES AND FIGURINES MADE OF EARTHENWARE, PORCELAIN, AND TERRA COTTA, TEAPOTS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, TEA SETS, STOCKING HOLDERS, AND ORNAMENTS MADE OF RATTAN AND COGAN GRASS; STOCKING HOLDERS, AND ORNAMENTS MADE OF CHINA, CRYSTAL, GLASS, PORCELAIN AND TERRA COTTA FOR DECORATIVE PURPOSE NOT INCLUDING CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, SANTA AND NATIVITY FIGURES OF CHINA, CRYSTAL, EARTHENWARE, GLASS, PORCELAIN, AND TERRA COTTA; EASTER, VALENTINES, THANKSGIVING AND THANKSGIVING ORNAMENTS OF GLASS, PORCELAIN, AND TERRA COTTA NOT BEING TREE ORNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NAMELY, WALL HANGINGS, BANNERS, TABLE RUNNERS, AND TABLE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR ARTIFICIAL PAPER, FABRIC AND BEADED GARLAND, BRAIDS, ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, STEMS, AND LEAF SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY STUFFED ANIMALS, JUMPROPES, MARIONETTES, CHRISTMAS GARLAND, CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, CHRISTMAS TREE SKIRTS; CHRISTMAS STOCKING HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES AND WHOLESALE SHOWROOM STORES FEATURING DECORATIVE GIFT AND ART ITEMS, TABLETOP GIFT AND ART ITEMS, COLLECTIBLES, FIGURES AND FIGURINES, MUSIC BOXES, DECORATIONS; LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL FOLK ART; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, LIGHTS AND ACCESSORIES; NUTCRACKERS, NATIVITIES, GARLANDS; CHRISTMAS, EASTER, THANKSGIVING, HALLOWEEN AND OTHER HOLIDAY OR SEASONAL DECORATIONS; BASKETS, DECORATIVE CONTAINERS, STUFFED TOY ANIMALS, JEWELRY, TEA SETS AND DISHES, ADVENT CALENDARS, CHOCOLATE, CANDY, AND TABLETOP AND DISPLAY ACCESSORIES FOR THE HOME (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "U.S. SPORTSMEN'S ALLIANCE FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102); FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PUBLIC EDUCATION CONCERNING THE IMPORTANCE OF HUNTING, FISHING AND TRAPPING IN WILDLIFE CONSERVATION AND THE PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107); FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR LEGAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LEGAL REPRESENTATION CONCERNING THE RIGHTS AND INTERESTS OF SPORTSMEN AND SPORTSWOMEN WHO ENGAGE IN HUNTING, FISHING AND TRAPPING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101); FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MERYL ACTISYSTEM

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 023145429, FILED 2-4-2002, REG. NO. 023145429, DATED 2-4-2002, EXPIRES 2-4-2012.

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR CORDS, STRINGS, COMMERCIAL FISHING NETS, CAMOUFLAGE NETS FOR VISUAL AND RADAR USES, TENTS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, Padding MATERIALS NOT OF RUBBER OR PLASTIC; RAW FIBRE TEXTILE MATERIALS, SYNTHETIC TEXTILE FIBRES, ARTIFICIAL TEXTILE FIBRES AND POLYAMIDE TEXTILE FIBRES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 23—YARNS AND THREADS
FOR YARNS AND THREADS USED IN TEXTILES; SYNTHETIC TEXTILE YARNS AND THREADS, POLYAMIDE TEXTILE YARNS AND THREADS AND ARTIFICIAL AND SYNTHETIC YARNS AND THREADS (U.S. CL. 43).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR BEDSPREADS, TABLE CLOTHS NOT MADE OF PAPER, NET CURTAINS; DRAPES, TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS; UPHOLSTERY FABRICS; FABRICS MADE FROM POLYAMIDE, ARTIFICIAL, AND SYNTHETIC TEXTILE FIBRES FOR THE FURTHER MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING, LUGGAGE, LEATHER GOODS, LINGERIE, SHOES AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SPORTSWEAR AND ACTIVEWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, HATS, SOCKS, SOCKETTES, UNDERWEAR, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, JACKETS, SWIMWEAR, TRACKSUITS, PANTS, SWEATERS, BAGS; TIGHTS, LINGERIE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

THE AMERICAN COMPANIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COMPANIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR EXPORTING AND IMPORTING AGENCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-26-1996; IN COMMERCE 11-26-1996.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR FREIGHT FORWARDING AND COMMON CARRIER SERVICES BY OCEAN AND FREIGHT CONSOLIDATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSOLIDATION OF CARGO IN PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 11-26-1996; IN COMMERCE 11-26-1996.

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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VISONCELL

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT FOR CALIBRATING ROBOTICS ASSOCIATED WITH SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DESIGNING, TARGETING, TESTING, EXECUTING AND MANAGING MOBILE MARKETING AND MESSAGING CAMPAIGNS FOR USE IN THE WIRELESS DISTRIBUTION OF DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR WIRELESS DIGITAL MESSAGING AND WIRELESS VOICEMAIL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE SAVVY TRAVELER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,820,206 AND 2,534,182.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRERECORDED VIDEOTAPES FEATURING TRAVEL INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR ALARM CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2002.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR CERAMIC MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ANCIENT ATLANTIS


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR GAMBLING MACHINES; GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY SLOT MACHINES WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT; MACHINES FOR PLAYING GAMES OF CHANCE; GAMING MACHINES; AND GAMING MACHINES FOR USE IN PLAYING GAMES OF CHANCE INVOLVING AT LEAST ONE JACKPOT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR STAND-ALONE VIDEO GAMES AND GAME MACHINES WITHOUT PAYOUT OF WINNINGS; AND STAND-ALONE VIDEO OUTPUT GAMES WITHOUT PAYOUT OF WINNINGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE HISTORY OF THE SPORT OF REINING THROUGH A HALL OF FAME FOR OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUALS AND HORSES RELATED TO THE SPORT OF REINING; ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF REINING HORSE ENTHUSIASTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HAWKEYE SYSTEMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SN 76436.917, MINNESOTA PUBLIC RADIO, ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 8-1-2002.

SN 76438.396, REINING HORSE SPORTS FOUNDATION, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK. FILED 8-7-2002.
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CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR LIGHTING FIXTURES, NAMELY LAMPS, CEILING FANS AND SCONCES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR EASELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR FURNITURE, NAMELY SOFAS, CHAIRS, TABLES, DESKS, MIRRORS, Screens, CABINETS, SHELVING, OUTDOOR FURNITURE, TEA CARTS, VANITY SETS COMPRISED OF DRESSING TABLES AND STOOLS OR BENCHES, STOOLS, BENCHES, UMBRELLA STANDS, COAT RACKS, FIGURES OF WOOD, WOOD CARVINGS, NON-METAL LADDERS AND MAGAZINE RACKS, DECORATIVE BOXES OF WOOD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR VASES, BOWLS, SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS, GARBAGE CANS, ROLLING PINS, CANDLESTICK HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, SCULPTURES OF PORCELAIN, GLASS AND TERRA COTTA (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES

FOR ASHTRAYS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, SMOKING PIPES, SMOKING PIPE HOLDERS, CIGARETTE LIGHTERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, AND NON-ELECTRIC CIGAR LIGHTERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-440,975. PULBROOK & GOULD LIMITED, LONDON SW1X 9AS, ENGLAND, FILED 8-16-2002.

PULBROOK & GOULD


CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR TOILETRIES, NAMELY, COLOGNE; COSMETICS; BATH PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, BUBBLE BATH, SHAMPOO AND BODY WASH; BATH SALTS; SOAPS, NAMELY, SKIN SOAPS AND LIQUID SKIN SOAPS; PREPARATIONS FOR THE FEET AND HANDS, NAMELY NON-MEDICATED HAND CREAM AND BODY LOTION; AND HAND CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

SN 76-440,396. BIRCH, JOHN N. JR., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-8-2002.

WYETH

SEC. 2(F).
CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NAMELY, CURTAIN FABRIC AND UPHOLSTERY FABRIC, COVERS FOR CUSHIONS, TEXTILE TABLECLOTHS, TEXTILE NAPKINS, DUVET COVERS, BED THROWS, TEXTILE SERVIETTES, TABLE LINEN, BED LINEN, BED BLANKETS, TOWELS, TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

FOR LIVE NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; ARRANGEMENTS OF LIVE FLOWERS, BOUQUETS OF LIVE FLOWERS; LIVE BUTTON HOLE ARRANGEMENTS OF FLOWERS AND LIVE TABLE ARRANGEMENTS OF FLOWERS; LIVE HOUSE PLANTS AND LIVE TOPIARIES, LIVE TREES AND LIVE SHRUBS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WATER-WORKS

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR METAL HANDLES FOR BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR NON-METAL HANDLES FOR BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR BRUSHES FOR CLEANING, NAMELY, FLOOR BRUSHES, SCRUBBING BRUSHES, SCRAPING BRUSHES, WINDOW BRUSHES, SIDING BRUSHES, DECK BRUSHES AND BRUSHES FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VIDEO PROFESSOR SOFTWARE SAVERS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,566,793 AND 1,574,578.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SOFTWARE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR SOFTWARE CONTINUITY SALES SERVICES, NAMELY COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE UPDATES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-442,638. TRUSTED SOLUTIONS, LLC, NORTH ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 8-20-2002.

TRUSTED SOLUTIONS

TITLE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TITLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR REAL ESTATE TITLE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES; REAL ESTATE ESCROW SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR REAL ESTATE CLOSING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KBA-GIORI


CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR MECHANICAL MACHINES FOR THE MANUFACTURING AND PACKING OF BANK NOTES; MECHANICAL MACHINES USED FOR THE PRINTING OF BANK NOTES; MACHINES USED TO APPLY SECURITY ELEMENTS ON SECURITIES, NOTABLY BANK NOTES AND FIDUCIARY PAPERS; ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL MACHINES FOR THE MANUFACTURING OF SECURITY DOCUMENTS AND SECURITIES WITH BIOMETRIC DATA (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC MACHINES FOR THE CONTROL OF THE PRINTING QUALITY OF PRINTED DOCUMENTS, NOTABLY BANK NOTES, FIDUCIARY PAPERS; BANK NOTES SORTING ELECTRONIC MACHINES; MECHANICAL MACHINES FOR THE MEASURE AND CONTROL OF BIOMETRICAL DATA; ELECTRONIC MACHINES FOR MEASURING AND CONTROLLING BIOMETRIC DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REPAIR SERVICES FOR MECHANICAL AND ELECTRONIC MACHINES INTENDED FOR THE PRODUCTION, PRINTING, AND CONTROLLING THE PRINTING QUALITY OF BANK NOTES AND FIDUCIARY DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GignoSystem

THE TERM "GIGNO" IS LATIN FOR "GIVE BIRTH TO", "BRING FORTH", "BEAR", "TO BEGET".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC IMAGES DOWNLOADABLE VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, INCLUDING THOSE FOR USE ON DISPLAY OF CELLULAR PHONES; MUSIC AND MELODIES DOWNLOADABLE VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, INCLUDING THOSE FOR USE AS RINGING TONE OF CELLULAR PHONES; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF CARTOONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ELECTRONIC BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY PREPARING BUSINESS PLANS, MARKET RESEARCH, NEW MEDIA MARKETING IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF RINGING TONE MELODIES FOR CELLULAR PHONES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF IMAGES FOR DISPLAY DURING INOPERATIVE PERIOD OF CELLULAR PHONES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR PHOTOGRAPH PRINTING; PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE PROCESSING BY COMPUTER; INPUT/OUTPUT PROCESSING, EDITING AND PRINTING OF DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES; BOOKBINDING; PRINTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING STAFF TRAINING FOR A READY-FOR-USE INSTALLATION OF MECHANICAL OR ELECTRONIC MACHINES INTENDED FOR PRODUCING AND/OR PRINTING AND/OR CONTROLLING THE PRINTING QUALITY OF BANK NOTES AND FIDUCIARY PAPERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-444,134. GIGNOSYSTEM JAPAN, INC., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 8-22-2002.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF RINGING TONE MELODIES FOR CELLULAR PHONES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF IMAGES FOR DISPLAY DURING INOPERATIVE PERIOD OF CELLULAR PHONES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS; DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NETWORK WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SITE DESIGN; DESIGNING E-BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; IMPLEMENTING E-BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS IN THE NATURE OF INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; COMPUTER DATABASE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING FEASIBILITY STUDIES AND SITE SURVEYS; DESIGNING DIGITAL IMAGES IN THE NATURE OF GRAPHIC ART DESIGN; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; APPLICATION SERVICES PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS, INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRONIC MAIL SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE FOR IMAGE STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION, AND SOFTWARE FOR CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT IN THE NATURE OF CUSTOMER SERVICE SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO RECTANGLES VERTICALLY ALIGNED HAVING A SMALL SPACE BETWEEN THE RECTANGLES. THE UPPER RECTANGLE CONTAINS THE WORD "SIMPSON" IN WHITE CAPITAL LETTERS ON A BLACK BACKGROUND. THE LOWER RECTANGLE CONTAINS THE WORDS "STRONG-TIE ANCHOR SYSTEMS" IN BLACK LETTERING ON A YELLOW BACKGROUND, THE WORD "STRONG-TIE" BEING DISPLAYED IN UPPER AND LOWER CASE LETTERS AND POSITIONED ABOVE THE WORDS "ANCHOR SYSTEMS" BEING DISPLAYED IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 801,188, 2,572,020 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ANCHOR SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL FASTENERS; NAMELY NAILS, PINS, STUDS, CLIPS, STRAPS, HANGERS, COUPLINGS AND WASHERS FOR USE WITH POWDER ACTUATED TOOLS IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR POWDER ACTUATED FASTENER TOOLS, NAMELY MANUALLY OPERATED, SINGLE SHOT, SEMI-AUTOMATIC OR AUTOMATIC, PISTON-TYPE HAND-HELD TOOLS FOR DRIVING FASTENERS, AND POWDER LOADS FOR POWDER-ACTUATED FASTENER TOOLS FOR USE IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOTAL COCKTAILS
OWNER OF BENELUX REG. NO. 0710658, DATED 8-8-2002, EXPIRES 8-8-2012.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COCKTAILS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUBLICITY PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, TABLE CARDS, PAPER BANNERS, PAPER NAPKINS, AND BARTENDER AND COCKTAIL MANUALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER AND RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE ON BILLBOARDS FOR HOTELS, RESTAURANTS AND CAFES PROVIDING CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT OF OUT-DATED PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FROM HOSPITALS, PHARMACIES, AND OTHER MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR TECHNICAL RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY TESTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR PACKAGING FOR TRANSPORTATION AND THEN PICK-UP OF OUT-DATED PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FROM HOSPITALS, PHARMACIES, AND OTHER MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENTS AND DELIVERY TO EITHER MANUFACTURERS OR DISTRIBUTORS OF SUCH PRODUCTS OR ENTITIES THAT DISPOSE OF OUT-DATED DRUGS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

DIFFERENT & BETTER

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SPECIAL EVENTS SERVICES, NAMELY CONSULTING, PLANNING AND ARRANGING ALL ASPECTS OF EVENTS, PARTIES AND MEETINGS, FOR BUSINESS FUNCTIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PARTY PANIC

SN 76-447,325. PARTY PANIC, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 9-5-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
REGENTE, LA BAGUETTE MINCEUR


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LA BAGUETTE MINCEUR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE FOREIGN WORDS IN THE MARK, "LA BAGUETTE MINCEUR" TRANSLATE INTO ENGLISH AS "REGENTE, THE SLIMMING BAGUETTE".

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR BREAD; PASTRIES; PREPARED CONFECTIONS; PACKAGED CONFECTIONS; BAKERY GOODS AND BAKERY DESERTS; PROCESSED CEREAIS; MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF BREAD (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF BAKERIES; PASTRY SHOPS AND RESTAURANTS THROUGH DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND AUDIO MATERIALS AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTIONAL ADVICE; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER FOR OTHERS; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES IN THE FIELDS OF BAKERY, PASTRY AND RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TRADEMARK AND SERVICE MARK LICENSING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 023167145, FILED 6-3-2002, REG. NO. 023167145, DATED 6-3-2003, EXPIRES 6-3-2013.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,814,967, 2,629,900 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARIS" AND "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHES, NAMELY, PAJAMAS, DRESSING GOWNS, KIMONOS, NIGHTSHIRTS; FOOTWEAR; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S HATS; BATH CLOTHES, NAMELY, BATH ROBES, SCARVES, TIES; CHILDREN'S CLOTHES, NAMELY, BATH ROBES, BABY SLEEPWEAR, NAMELY, SLEEPERS, BABY NESTS, SLEEP SUITS AND PAJAMAS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-454,486. SAMMY CORPORATION, TOSHIMA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 9-24-2002.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES ADAPTED FOR USE WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS ONLY, VIDEO CASSETTES AND DISCS FEATURING ANIMATED CARTOONS AND CARTOONS, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR VIDEO GAMES, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR AUTOMATIC AND COIN-OPERATED STAND-ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES, BALLS FOR GAMES, SMALL BALLS FOR GAMES, COUNTERS FOR GAMES, TABLES FOR INDOOR FOOTBALL, HUNTING GAMES CALLS, HANDHELD UNIT FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES, HANDHELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES, MARBLES FOR GAMES, HANDHELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES, HORSESHOE GAMES, TOY MOBILES, SCALE MODEL VEHICLES, PARLOR GAMES, PLAY BALLOONS, PLAYING BALLS, PLAYING CARDS, RADIO-CONTROLLED TOY VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
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CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES ADAPTED FOR USE WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS ONLY, VIDEO CASSETTES AND DISCS FEATURING ANIMATED CAR- TOONS AND CARTOONS, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR VIDEO GAMES, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR AUTOMATIC AND COIN-OPERATED STAND-ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES, BALLS FOR GAMES, SMALL BALLS FOR GAMES, COUNTERS FOR GAMES, TABLES FOR INDOOR FOOTBALL, HUNTING GAMES CALLS, HANDHELD UNIT FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES, HANDHELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES, MARBLES FOR GAMES, HORSESHOE GAMES, TOY MOBILES, SCALE MODEL VEHICLES, PARLOR GAMES, PLAY BALLOONS, PLAYING BALLS, PLAYING CARDS, RADIO-CONTROLLED TOY VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RIBOPHAGE


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL Prepara- TIONS FOR LABORATORY USE AND FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY, INCLUDING NUCLEIC ACIDS, PROTEINS, ANTIBODIES, ANTIvIRAL MOLECULES, ENZYMES, PEPTIDES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR TEXTILE FABRICS, FOR USE IN MANUFAC- TURE OF CLOTHING; MULTI-LAYER FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF A VARIETY OF COTTON, POLYESTER, ELASTANE AND NYLON COMBINA- TIONS USED IN PERFORMANCE APPAREL; COTTON FABRIC; MAN-MADE FABRIC AND TEXTILE FABRIC FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ATHLETIC APPAREL, CLOTHING, RAIN WEAR, CAMPING EQUIP- MENT, PANTS, SLEEPING BAGS, SHOES AND PRO- TECTIVE GARMENTS; NON-WOVEN FABRICS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A VARIETY OF COTTON, POLYESTER, ELASTANE AND NYLON COMBINA- TIONS USED IN PERFORMANCE APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POLARMOTION SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SYSTEM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR THERAPEUTIC MAGNETS, MAGNETIC TREAT- MENT APPARATUS, NAMELY MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATORS FOR MEDICAL USE, MAGNETS FOR MEDICAL AND THERAPEUTIC USE, PERMANENT MAGNETS FOR MEDICAL AND THERAPEUTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR TEXTILE FABRICS, FOR USE IN MANUFAC- TURE OF CLOTHING; MULTI-LAYER FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF A VARIETY OF COTTON, POLYESTER, ELASTANE AND NYLON COMBINA- TIONS USED IN PERFORMANCE APPAREL; COTTON FABRIC; MAN-MADE FABRIC AND TEXTILE FABRIC FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ATHLETIC APPAREL, CLOTHING, RAIN WEAR, CAMPING EQUIP- MENT, PANTS, SLEEPING BAGS, SHOES AND PRO- TECTIVE GARMENTS; NON-WOVEN FABRICS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A VARIETY OF COTTON, POLYESTER, ELASTANE AND NYLON COMBINA- TIONS USED IN PERFORMANCE APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLAYS AND CLAY MINERALS

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATION, NAMELY, A PRINTED PERIODIC SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL FEATURING INFOR- MATION ABOUT CLAYS AND CLAY MINERALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1968; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1968.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAIN- MEINT

FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE PUBLICATION OF A PERIODIC SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL FEATURING INFOR- MATION ABOUT CLAYS AND CLAY MINERALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR CATALOGS FEATURING PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATIONS, AND NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, HOME CARE PRODUCTS, NUTRITIONAL, AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, AND EXERCISE, NUTRITION, FITNESS AND WELLNESS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR SOY BASED AND VEGETABLE BASED FOOD BEVERAGES, SOY BASED ENERGY BARS, READY TO EAT SOY BASED FOOD BARS, SOY BASED SNACK FOODS, AND PROTEINS FOR USE AS FOOD ADDITIVES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR SPORTS DRINKS AND PREPARATIONS FOR THE SAME (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MULTILEVEL MARKETING BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MARKETING AND INCOME OPPORTUNITIES TO OTHERS THROUGH THE SALE OF NUTRITIONAL CARE, PERSONAL CARE, AND HOME CARE PRODUCTS, AND THROUGH THE DEVELOPMENT OF MARKETING ORGANIZATIONS; DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, AND HOME CARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE TOTAL HEALTH COMPANY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATIONS; PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS AND SKIN CARE AND COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, NAMELY DEODORANTS, ANTI-PERSPIRANTS, NON-MEDICATED CLEANSING BARS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN, FACIAL, AND HAND NOURISHING MOISTURIZERS, LOTIONS, CREAMS AND CLEANSERS, HAIR SHampoos, HAIR CONDITIONERS, TOOTHPASTES, MOUTHWASHES, MOUTH SPRAYS, SUNBLOCKS, SHAVING CREAMS, COLOGNES AND FRAGRANCES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 30, 51 AND 52).

WASHINGTHON POST. NEW WEEK INTERACTIVE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 603,656, 2,418,759 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE WEB SITES FEATURING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1998.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE WEB SITES FEATURING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS IN A WIDE VARIETY OF FIELDS GENERALLY FOUND IN DAILY NEWSPAPER FEATURING CURRENT EVENTS, POLITICS, POLICY, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS, LEISURE, AND TRAVEL; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS IN A WIDE VARIETY OF FIELDS GENERALLY FOUND IN DAILY NEWSPAPER FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF CURRENT EVENTS, POLITICS, POLICY, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS, LEISURE AND TRAVEL VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS IN A WIDE VARIETY OF FIELDS GENERALLY FOUND IN DAILY NEWSPAPERS FEATURING CURRENT EVENTS, POLITICS, POLICY, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS, LEISURE AND TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1998.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE WEB SITES FEATURING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS IN THE FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS IN THE FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS IN THE FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1998.

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WELSPRING INTERNATIONAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING UTILITY BILLING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF WATER AND SEWER, AND CONSULTATION SERVICES THEREWITH; ENERGY MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF SHIFTING UTILITY EXPENSES FROM OWNERS TO TENANTS IN APARTMENTS WITH METERING TECHNOLOGY, AND CONSULTING IN ASSOCIATION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION OF WATER AND SEWER MANAGEMENT DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES FOR DEVELOPING, ACQUIRING AND APPLYING PRODUCTS IN THE FIELD OF WATER MANAGEMENT TO REDUCE WATER, SEWER AND RELATED EXPENSE FACILITIES AND TO ACCOUNT FOR WATER USAGE; PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GRADE-MAKER

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS ON THE SUBJECT OF ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS FOR SUCCESS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING SEMINARS AND COURSES IN THE SUBJECT OF ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS FOR SUCCESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2002.
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-465,548. SYSTEMS-DRIVEN, INC., WINDERMERE, FL. FILED 11-4-2002.

WELSPRING INTERNATIONAL

SN 76-465,466. WELSPRING INTERNATIONAL, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-8-2002.

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF A STYLIZED "B".

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR FURNACE BOILERS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF BITUMEN-IN-WATER, BITUMEN-IN-WATER LIQUID FUEL FOR HEATING INSTALLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR BITUMEN-IN-WATER EMULSION FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE OF ASPHALT (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-466,357. ZANOTTO SA, 6300 ZUG, SWITZERLAND, FILED 11-1-2002.

NIVES ZANOTTO

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR TEXTILE GOODS, NAMELY, HAND TOWELS, NAPKINS, HANDKERCHIEFS, CURTAINS, AND UPHOLSTERED FABRICS; TAPESTRY; BED LINENS, HOUSEHOLD LINENS, BATH AND TABLE LINENS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-466,505. TCJ, INC., COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 11-13-2002.

THE HUB

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BOTTLE OPENERS, PLASTIC COASTERS, COCKTAIL SHAKERS, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, PORTABLE BEVERAGE COOLERS, DECORATIVE PLATES, DRINKING FLASKS, MUGS, CUPS, BEER JUGS, PORTABLE ICE BUCKETS, ICE CHESTS FOR FOOD OR BEVERAGES, THERMAL INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD OR BEVERAGE, SALT SHAKERS, SUN CATCHERS, TEA CADDIES, TOOTHPICK Holders, TRIVETS, TRAYS, FOR MEALS, WASTEPAPER BASKETS, WIND CHIMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR CAR WASHING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-469,023. BEIJING UFSOFT CO., LTD., BEIJING 100085, CHINA, FILED 11-21-2002.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO YONG YOU, AND THIS MEANS USE FRIEND IN ENGLISH.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTERS, PORTABLE COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS TO ENABLE THE USERS TO IMPLEMENT INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT OF OPERATING AND RESOURCES WITHIN THE ENTERPRISES AND TO IMPLEMENT THE OVERALL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT BY MEANS OF PRODUCTION CONTROL, LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF FINANCE, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; LAPTOP COMPUTERS; BLANK FLOPPY COMPUTER DISKS; BLANK COMPUTER LASER DISKS; BLANK MAGNETIC DATA DISKS AND TAPES; AND COMPUTER MONITORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ARRANGING, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING TRAINING COURSES IN THE FIELD OF FINANCE, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCE, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE; TEACHING IN THE FIELD OF FINANCE, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS; ARRANGING AND ORGANIZING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF FINANCE, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; PUBLICATION OF A SERIES OF INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS AND MANUALS ON FINANCE, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; UPDATING COMPUTER SOFTWARE; UPGRADEING COMPUTER SOFTWARE; RENTAL AND LEASING OF COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DATA RECOVERY SERVICES; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; TECHNICAL CONSULTING AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ACQUISITIONS AND Mergers, FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING, SALES AND MARKETING, DEBT RESOLUTION, REFINANCING, EQUITY INVESTMENT, INSURANCE PROGRAM RESTRUCTURING, BANKRUPTCY, FORENSIC ACCOUNTING, FRAUD INVESTIGATION, LIQUIDATION ANALYSIS, BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE NATURE OF TROUBLESHOOTING, IMPLEMENTING AND ADMINISTERING BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS BY ASSISTING COMPANIES IN REVIEWING AND IMPLEMENTING CHANGES IN CAPITALIZATION, Mergers, ACQUISITIONS, CASH MANAGEMENT, INTERNAL REPORTING, BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS, HUMAN RESOURCES, BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION, LITIGATION MANAGEMENT, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE; PROVIDING ACCOUNTING SERVICES; OUTSOURCING SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING SERVICES AND BILLING AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ACQUISITIONS AND Mergers, FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING, PORTFOLIO ACQUISITION, SALES AND MARKETING, DEBT RESOLUTION, REFINANCING, EQUITY INVESTMENT, INSURANCE PROGRAM RESTRUCTURING, BANKRUPTCY, FORENSIC ACCOUNTING, FRAUD INVESTIGATION, LIQUIDATION ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF TROUBLESHOOTING, IMPLEMENTING AND ADMINISTERING BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS BY ASSISTING COMPANIES IN REVIEWING AND IMPLEMENTING CHANGES IN CAPITALIZATION, Mergers, ACQUISITIONS, CASH MANAGEMENT, INTERNAL REPORTING, BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS, HUMAN RESOURCES, BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION, LITIGATION MANAGEMENT, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE; OUTSOURCING SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, CREDIT RECOVERY AND COLLECTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101, 102).

FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACTI


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PERSON AND ANIMAL MONITORING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, ELECTRICAL OR ELECTRONIC SENSORS FOR MEASURING THE PHYSICAL MOVEMENT OF HUMANS AND ANIMALS AND THEIR TEMPERATURE, HEART RATE, BLOOD PRESSURE, MUSCLE TONE, LIGHT SENSITIVITY AND ENERGY EXPENDITURE; PERSON AND ANIMAL MONITORING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, ELECTRICAL OR ELECTRONIC SENSORS FOR MEASURING CARDIOVASCULAR DISTURBANCES AND ENERGY EXPENDITURE FOR FITNESS APPLICATIONS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR SENSING AND MEASURING THE PARAMETERS OF THE ENVIRONMENT OF A PERSON OR ANIMAL, NAMELY ENVIRONMENT SENSORS USED TO DETECT AND MONITOR LIGHT, TEMPERATURE AND SOUND, MOVEMENT AND SLEEP PATTERNS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FROM WHICH DATA MAY BE DOWNLOADED TO A COMPUTER, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT, AND DIGITAL CELLULAR PHONE, NAMELY, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS AS DEFINED ABOVE, AMBULATORY DEVICES, NAMELY, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS AS DEFINED ABOVE; INTERFACE AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER HARDWARE AND Firmware FOR DOWNLOADING AND PROCESSING MOVEMENT, CARDIOVASCULAR AND ENVIRONMENTAL DATA COLLECTED FROM PERSON AND ANIMAL MONITORING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, AND FIRMWARE FOR DOWNLOADING AND PROCESSING DATA REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS AND MEASUREMENT OF MOVEMENT, ACTIVITY, TEMPERATURE, SOUND, HEART RATE, BLOOD PRESSURE, MUSCLE TONE AND LIGHT SENSITIVITY OF PERSONS AND ANIMALS FOR USE IN THE MEDICAL OR VETERINARY FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY MONITORING APPARATUS, NAMELY ELECTRONIC BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURING APPARATUS, BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORS, MEDICAL DIGITAL ELECTRO-CARDIOGRAPH MONITORS, PHYSICAL-MOVEMENT-MEASURING APPARATUS, AND ENERGY-EXPENDITURE-MEASURING APPARATUS FOR USE ON HUMANS AND ANIMALS; MONITORS FOR SENSING CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION, TEMPERATURE OR BLOOD PRESSURE OF A PERSON OR AN ANIMAL; CARDIOVASCULAR RATE MONITOR; DIGITAL ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHS FOR USE ON HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PORTABLE MEDICAL APPARATUS FOR USE IN MONITORING AND DIAGNOSING A VARIETY OF MEDICAL CONDITIONS, NAMELY, DIABETES, EATING AND PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, COMIC BOOKS, COMICS, POSTERS, STATIONERY, AND GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, MEN'S APPAREL, NAMELY, FLEECE OUTERWEAR TOPS, WOMEN'S APPAREL, NAMELY, FLEECE OUTER WEAR TOPS, CHILDREN'S APPAREL, NAMELY, TOPS AND BODY WRAPS, AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, BOARD GAMES AND GAMES THAT USE RECORDED INSTRUCTIONS DIRECTING PLAYERS PHYSICAL MOVEMENT, STUFFED ANIMALS, ACTION FIGURES, FLYING DISCS, PINATAS, COSTUME MASKS, BALLS, NAMELY HAND SIZED RESILIENT POLYMER BALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

STOWMASTER

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR FLASHLIGHTS FOR USE ON HAND-HELD FISHING NETS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 13—FIREARMS
FOR GUN CASES (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).

HiTek Power

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION, NAMELY, MINIATURE HIGH VOLTAGE DC-DC CONVERTERS, INKJET PRINTER POWER SUPPLIES, PHOTOMULTIPLIER POWER SUPPLIES, PRECISION PHOTOMULTIPLIER POWER SUPPLIES, PRECISION SCIENTIFIC MODULES FOR POWERING LIGHT SOURCES, 10 WATT COMPACT HIGH VOLTAGE MODULES, VERSATILE HIGH VOLTAGE MODULAR POWER SUPPLIES, ION PUMP POWER SUPPLIES, COMPACT HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES, HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLIES, 4 KW X-RAY GENERATOR POWER SUPPLIES, MODULAR X-RAY POWER SUPPLIES, CO2 LASER POWER SUPPLIES, SIMMER POWER MODULES, FLASH LAMP DRIVER UNITS, CAPACITOR CHARGERS, ELECTRON GUN POWER SUPPLIES, PC BOARD POWER SUPPLIES, WALL MOUNT AND DESKTOP POWER SUPPLIES, SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLIES, SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLIES WITH PFC, DC-DC CONVERTERS, MODULAR POWER SYSTEMS, OPEN-FRAME POWER SUPPLIES, AND SYSTEM POWER SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2000.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FIRST USE 5-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2000.

LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THERMASTAR BY PELLA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,458,170.
CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METAL WINDOWS AND DOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION OF DOORS, WINDOWS AND SCREENS, AND CUSTOM FABRICATION OF ACCESSORIES FOR RETROFITTING DOORS AND WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES FOR RETROFITTING DOORS AND WINDOWS AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

BRENDA MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-472,428. INTERCO GESELLSCHAFT FUR DIE PLANUNG UND DEN VERTRIEB VON REHA HILFEN MBH, 53783 EITORF, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 12-3-2002.

DYNALINE
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30227218.6/1, FILED 6-3-2002, REG. NO. 30227218, DATED 8-29-2002, EXPIRES 6-30-2012.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE LINING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SQUARE-LIKE DESIGN HAVING A TWO-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION OF BANK NOTES AND COINS. THE BANK NOTES AND COINS APPEAR TO BE ARRANGED IN A RANDOM PATTERN, WITH SOME NOTES AND COINS OVERLAPPING EACH OTHER. THE MARK FEATURES VARIOUS GRADATIONS IN THE BANK NOTES OF THE COLORS YELLOW, GREEN, BEIGE, BROWN AND PINK. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SQUARE-LIKE DESIGN HAVING A TWO-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION OF BANK NOTES AND COINS. THE BANK NOTES AND COINS APPEAR TO BE ARRANGED IN A RANDOM PATTERN, WITH SOME NOTES AND COINS OVERLAPPING EACH OTHER. THE MARK FEATURES VARIOUS GRADATIONS IN THE BANK NOTES OF THE COLORS YELLOW, GREEN, BEIGE, BROWN AND PINK.

ALL COLORS ARE CLAIMED AS A DISTINCTIVE FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ARTICLES MADE OF LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER, NAMELY, HANDBAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, SUITCASES, AND WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN AND WOMEN, NAMELY, DRESSES, SKIRTS, COATS, JACKETS, SLACKS, CHEMISES, OVERCOATS, PULLOVERS, WAISTCOATS, VESTS, CARDIGANS, SHOES, BOOTS, AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRERECORDED AUDIO DISCS, TAPES AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS FEATURING MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT, PRERECORDED VIDEO DISCS AND TAPES FEATURING MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT, AND PROVIDING DOWNLOADABLE AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 25, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR POSTERS AND STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, JACKETS, CAPS, AND JERSEYS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT; AND PROVIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC AND VIDEO ONLINE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ILLUSION

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR BICYCLE HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SKATEBOARDS, INLINE SKATES AND PADS
(U.S. CLS. 22, 27, 38 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-474,235. FITNESS RENAISSANCE, LLC, HOBOKEN, NJ. FILED 12-12-2002.

THE HONEST FITNESS SITE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FITNESS SITE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FITNESS AND WEIGHT LOSS BOOKS
(U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTATION AND COUNSELING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF NUTRITION; ONLINE CONSULTATION AND COUNSELING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF NUTRITION
(U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, TO YAH, LI, SAN, AND DAH, RESPECTIVELY. LITERALLY, THESE CHINESE CHARACTERS TRANSLATE TO SECONDARY, FORCE, MOUNTAIN, AND BIG, RESPECTIVELY. HOWEVER, IN THE PRESENT APPLICATION, THOSE NON-LATIN CHINESE CHARACTERS ARE, COLLECTIVELY, A PHONETIC TRANSLATION OF THE WORD ALEXANDER AND DO NOT CONVEY ANY SPECIAL MEANING.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, TO YAH, JYUE, HWEI, AND KUAN, RESPECTIVELY. LITERALLY, THE FIRST TWO CHINESE CHARACTERS TRANSLATES TO SECONDARY, AND A TITLE FOR NOBLES IN ANCIENT CHINA, RESPECTIVELY. THE LAST TWO CHINESE CHARACTERS COLLECTIVELY TRANSLATE INTO MEETING PLACE, OR GUEST HOUSE.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN; INTERIOR DECORATING; LAND SURVEYING; COMPUTER PROGRAM DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; DATA RECOVERY SERVICES; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA OR INFORMATION; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE
(U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR HOTELS; MOTELS; MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS; RESTAURANTS; CAFETERIAS; CAFES
(U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SN 76-474,386. ALEXANDER HEALTH CO., LTD., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 12-9-2002.

Aegius

亞爵會館

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR BEAUTY SALONS; HAIRDRESSING SALONS; HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SAUNA FACILITIES; MASSAGE; MANICURING; PROVIDING PUBLIC BATH FACILITIES FOR HYGIENE PURPOSES; PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY FOR BEAUTY RELATED TREATMENT; FOOD NUTRITION COUNSELING; HEALTH CARE; LANDSCAPE GARDENING
(U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN; INTERIOR DECORATING; LAND SURVEYING; COMPUTER PROGRAM DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; DATA RECOVERY SERVICES; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA OR INFORMATION; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE
(U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR HOTELS; MOTELS; MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS; RESTAURANTS; CAFETERIAS; CAFES
(U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR BEAUTY SALONS; HAIRDRESSING SALONS; HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SAUNA FACILITIES; MASSAGE; MANICURING; PROVIDING PUBLIC BATH FACILITIES FOR HYGIENE PURPOSES; PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY FOR BEAUTY RELATED TREATMENT; FOOD NUTRITION COUNSELING; HEALTH CARE; LANDSCAPE GARDENING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-474,388. ALEXANDER HEALTH CO., LTD, TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 12-9-2002.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANS-LITERATE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, TO YAH, TZU, SHU, HUO, AND JIA, RESPECTIVELY. LITERALLY, THESE CHINESE CHARACTERS TRANSLATE TO ELEGANT, POLISHED, GRACEFUL, MANNER, POSTURE, LOOKS, TO STRETCH, TO RELAX, LEISURELY, COMFORTABLE, TO BE ALIVE, ACTIVE, AND HOUSE, HOME, FAMILY, RESPECTIVELY.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANS-LITERATE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, TO YAH, TZU, SHU, HUO, AND JIA, RESPECTIVELY. LITERALLY, THESE CHINESE CHARACTERS TRANSLATE TO ELEGANT, POLISHED, GRACEFUL, MANNER, POSTURE, LOOKS, TO STRETCH, TO RELAX, LEISURELY, COMFORTABLE, TO BE ALIVE, ACTIVE, AND HOUSE, HOME, FAMILY, RESPECTIVELY.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN; INTERIOR DECORATING; LAND SURVEYING; COMPUTER PROGRAM DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; DATA RECOVERY SERVICES; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA OR INFORMATION; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-474,388. ALEXANDER HEALTH CO., LTD, TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 12-9-2002.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR HOTEL; MOTELS; MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS; RESTAURANTS; CAFETERIAS; CAFES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-475,039. OKAIDI INTERNATIONAL, 59100 ROUBAIX, FRANCE, FILED 12-11-2002.

OWNER OF FRANCE REG. NO. 023151510, DATED 3-4-2002, EXPIRES 3-4-2012.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE; TEXTILE FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHING; TEXTILE FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF FURNISHINGS; BED LINENS, NAMELY, BED BLANKETS, BED SHEETS, PILLOWCASES AND BED-COVERS; EIDERDOWNS AND MATTRESS COVERS; TABLE LINENS, NAMELY, TABLECLOTHS, NAPKINS AND TOWELS; BATH LINENS, NAMELY, HAND, BATH AND FACE TOWELS AND WASHCLOTHS; FABRIC TISSUES FOR REMOVING MAKE-UP; FABRIC LABELS; FABRIC HANDKERCHIEFS; TEXTILE TAPESTRIES; FABRIC AND PLASTIC CURTAINS; MOSQUITO NETS; AND FABRIC WINDOW CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING AND KNITWEAR, NAMELY, LIN-GERIE, UNDERWEAR, PAJAMAS, DRESSING GOWNS, JUMPERS, SKIRTS, FROCKS, DRESSES, TROUSERS, JACKETS, COATS, RAINCOATS, SHIRTS, TIES, SCARVES AND SHAWLS; BELTS, GLOVES, AND SUS-PENDERS; HEADWEAR, NAMELY, HATS AND CAPS; HOSIERY, NAMELY, SOCKS, STOCKINGS AND PAN-TYHOSE; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, SLIPPERS, BOOTS, BEACH SHOES, SKI BOOTS, AND SPORT SHOES; SWIMWEAR; CLOTHING FOR PRACTICING SPORTS, NAMELY, SHORTS, SHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, WARM-UP SUITS AND SWEATSUITS; LAYETTES, FABRIC DIAPERS AND BABIES PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BALSAN


CLASS 2—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR PERFUMES, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, AND TOOTHPASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR MEDICAL PLASTER; MATERIAL FOR MEDICAL DRESSINGS FOR BURNS AND WOUNDS; MATERIAL FOR FILLING TEETH; ALL-PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS; ANTI-FUNGAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY,, NAIL FUNGUS TREATMENT PREPARATIONS; AND ANTI-WEED PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, SCALPELS FOR FEET AND NAIL CARE; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES, AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC DEVICES, NAMELY, ORTHOPEDIC SHOES, AND SUTURE MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FLAVIO CASTELLANI


CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR HANDBAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, ATTACHE CASES, BRIEFCASES, WALLETs, PURSES, NON-MOTORIZED, COLLAPSIBLE LUGGAGE CARTS; SCHOOL BAGS, KEYCASES, BUSINESS CARD CASES, CREDIT CARD CASES, TRUNKS, SUITCASES, TRAVELING BAGS, RUCKSACKS, BACKPACKS, GARMENT BAGS, TOTE BAGS, WAIST PACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, CLUTCH BAGS, WALKING STICKS, UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOP DOG COUNTRY CLUB

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR VACATION CLUB FOR DOGS, NAMELY DOG KENNEL AND BOARDING SERVICES; AND DOG DAY-CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR VACATION CLUB FOR DOGS, NAMELY DOG GROOMING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR WINDOW DECALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-477,141. BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
SYSTEM OF GEORGIA, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 12-20-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING SPORTS EXHIBITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-477,141. BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
SYSTEM OF GEORGIA, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 12-20-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS; AUTOMOBILE SALVAGE AGENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WINGNUT MOTORS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOTORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SN 76-477,368. BARTLETT, WILLIAM A., ATLANTA, GA.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LANES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR BOWLING ALLEYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-477,879. RENT-A-CENTER WEST, INC., PLANO, TX.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,212,820, 1,763,556 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR RENTAL SERVICES, NAMELY, RENTAL OF HOME APPLIANCES, NAMELY, AIR CONDITIONERS, FREEZERS, RANGES, REFRIGERATORS, WASHERS AND DRYERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-29-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-29-1990.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RENTAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER ELECTRONICS AND HOME ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, RENTAL OF TELEVISIONS, STEREOS, VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS, CAMCORDER, DVD PLAYERS, AND VIDEO GAME CONSOLES AND WALL HANGINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-29-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-29-1990.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RENTAL SERVICES, NAMELY, RENTAL OF COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR RENTAL SERVICES, NAMELY, RENTAL OF FURNITURE AND HOME FURNISHINGS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BEDROOM FURNITURE, DINETTE SETS, HOME THEATER WALL UNITS, LIVING ROOM FURNITURE, CHAIRS, TABLES, LAMPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 1-29-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-29-1990.

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VIRGIN GORDA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE TERM "GORDA" IS "FAT".

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR BAGS, NAMELY, ALL-PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS, BEACH BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, GYM BAGS, LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, TOTE BAGS AND COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, PURSES, COIN-PURSES, POCKET WALLETS, TRAVELING BAGS, TRUNKS, MAKE-UP BAGS SOLD EMPTY, EMPTY VANCY CASES, BRIEFCASES, UMBRELLAS, AND HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-480,858. EBUISU KASEI CO., LTD., OSAKA 532-0011, JAPAN, FILED 12-31-2002.

MOGU

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR BEDS FOR PREVENTING PRESSURE SORES ON PATIENT BODIES, CUSHIONS FOR PREVENTING PRESSURE SORES ON PATIENT BODIES, MEDICAL BAGS DESIGNED TO HOLD MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS SOLD EMPTY, MEDICAL PATIENT TREATMENT CHAIRS AND BIRTHING CHAIRS, SUPPORTS FOR BACK, ANKLE AND WRIST FOR MEDICAL USE, HEATING PADS, MATTRESSES OF CLOTH FOR PREVENTING PRESSURE SORES ON PATIENT BODIES, AND PILLOWS OF CLOTH FOR PREVENTING PRESSURE SORES ON PATIENT BODIES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR SLEEPING BERTHS FOR VEHICLES, HEAD RESTS FOR VEHICLE SEATS, VEHICLE SEATS, BABY CARRIAGES AND WHEELCHAIRS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR BEDS, BED FITTINGS, BENCHES, CHAIRS, SEATS, DIVANS, EASY CHAIRS, SOFAS AND OTHER ITEMS OF FURNITURE, NAMELY TABLES, ARMCHAIRS, COUNTERS AND DESKS, BOLSTER CUSHIONS, CRADLES, CUSHIONS, MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, SLEEPING BAGS AND BEDS FOR HOUSEHOLD PETS; MATTRESSES OF CLOTH FOR BACK SUPPORT (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-481,057. CHENMING INDUSTRIAL CORP., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 1-8-2003.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR ELBOW GUARDS, KNEE GUARDS, SHIN GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE AND ATHLETIC SUPPORTERS; TOYS, NAMELY, STUFFED TOYS, AND DOLLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

SN 76-481,057. CHENMING INDUSTRIAL CORP., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 1-8-2003.

CLASS 29—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC BILLBOARDS; COPIERS; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER SCANNERS; BLANK CD-ROMS; COMPUTER MEMORIES; COMPUTER MICE; CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS, KNOWN AS CPU'S; COMPUTER GRAPHIC MACHINES; AUTOMATIC TRANSITION MACHINES; CAMERAS; PROJECTORS; ELECTRONIC TELEVISION VIDEO PLAYERS; TELEVISIONS; STEREOS; DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS; SPECTROSCOPE; MICRO TITRATION BOARDS; CHROMATOGRAPHY APPARATUS; MONOCHROMATORS; BATH OSCILLATORS; BEAM SPECTROSCOPES; HIGH SPEED CENTRIFUGALS; GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY APPARATUS; BI-BEAM SPECTROSCOPES; DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING HEAT MEASURES; TELEVISION PLAYERS; ELECTRONIC LIGHT INCREASES; STORAGE BATTERIES; ELECTRONIC BANK WIRES; WIRE RECEIVERS; COMPUTER CONNECTING WIRES; TELEPHONES; FACSIMILE MACHINES; ELECTRONIC EXCHANGERS; SILICON CHIPS; SEMICONDUCTORS; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; SWITCH PANELS; POWER SUPPLIES; UNINTERUPTED POWER SUPPLIES; REMOTE CONTROLLERS; BATTERY CHARGERS; TIMERS; OZONE GENERATORS; MATERIAL TEST MACHINES; CIRCUIT TEST MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR INFUSION PUMPS; DOSEMENT MIXERS; SYMPOTOM TESTERS; HEART BEAT TESTERS; SURGICAL MICROSCOPES; HEARING TESTERS; HYDROTHERAPEUTIC WHOLE BODY WATER TREATMENT TANKS; VENTILATORS; BIOSTATOR GLUCOSE TESTING APPARATUSES; BLOOD DRIVER CIRCULATORS; SUTURE EQUIMENT; OPHTHALMOLOGY; MEDICAL EXAMINATION ARTERIOGRAPH APPARATUSES; MEDICAL ELECTRODES; MASSAGING INSTRUMENTS; ELECTROCOOLING EQUIPMENTS; MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND SCANNERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CHUBBY BUBBY

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR DOLLS AND ACTION FIGURES WITH ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR COOKED FOODS, NAMELY CHICKEN OR MEAT OR VEGETABLE SOUPS, CHICKEN, CHOPPED LIVER, COOKED MEATS, COOKED FRUIT DISHES, COOKED VEGETABLE DISHES, COOKED CHEESE DISHES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR BAKED GOODS, NAMELY KUGELS, NOODLE PUDDING, BREAD, MATZOH, UNLEAVENED BREAD, NOODLE DISHES, PASTRIES, RUGELACH, CAKES, POPPY SEED PASTRIES AND CANDY, AND BLINTZES (U.S. CL. 46).

FARMTASTIC


CHUBBY BUBBY

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR DOLLS AND ACTION FIGURES WITH ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR COOKED FOODS, NAMELY CHICKEN OR MEAT OR VEGETABLE SOUPS, CHICKEN, CHOPPED LIVER, COOKED MEATS, COOKED FRUIT DISHES, COOKED VEGETABLE DISHES, COOKED CHEESE DISHES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR BAKED GOODS, NAMELY KUGELS, NOODLE PUDDING, BREAD, MATZOH, UNLEAVENED BREAD, NOODLE DISHES, PASTRIES, RUGELACH, CAKES, POPPY SEED PASTRIES AND CANDY, AND BLINTZES (U.S. CL. 46).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AGENCY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING, DIRECT MARKETING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS, PUBLIC OPINION POLLING, PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICES AND PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF THE FOOD INDUSTRY, BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY, COSMETIC INDUSTRY AND AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND BY RENDERING PROMOTION ADVICE AND PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIAL AND PROMOTIONAL CONTESTS; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION ABOUT COSMETIC PRODUCTS ALL DIRECTED TOWARD SENIOR CITIZENS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION DIRECTED TOWARD SENIOR CITIZENS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOP SAND LECTURES IN THE FIELDS OF NUTRITION AND WELLNESS, FASHION AND COSMETICS AND GERONTOLOGY DIRECTED TOWARD SENIOR CITIZENS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING, RESTAURANTS AND MEALS; MAKING RESERVATIONS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING AND RESTAURANTS AND MEALS AT HEALTH RESORTS AND SPAS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT HEALTH RESORT SERVICES THAT PROVIDE FOOD AND LODGING THAT SPECIALIZE IN PROMOTING PATRONS GENERAL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING ALL DIRECTED TOWARD SENIOR CITIZENS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT NUTRITION AND PHYSICAL WELLNESS DIRECTED TOWARD SENIOR CITIZENS; PROVIDING HEALTH CARE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF GERONTOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING FASHION INFORMATION DIRECTED TOWARD SENIOR CITIZENS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-481,873. JOY ART MUSIC, INC., EVANSTON, IL. FILED 1-10-2003.

**HUGG-A-THUGG**

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY KEY CHAINS, PENDANTS, EARRINGS, BRACELETS, BELT BUCKLES OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY HATS, SHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, BLUE JEANS, SCARVES, ATHLETIC SHOES, ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR, BANDANNAS, HEAD BANDS, NECK BANDS, SWEAT BANDS, BATHING SUITS, BATHROBES, BEACHWEAR, CLOTHING BELTS, CLOTH BABY BIBS, BLAZERS, BLOUSES, BODY SUITS, BOOTS, BOXER SHORTS, CAPS, LEATHER COATS, OVER COATS, RAIN COATS, TOP COATS, COVERALLS, DUNGAREES, EAR MUFFS, FOOTWEAR, GLOVES, GOLF SHIRTS, GOLF SHOES, GOWNS, GYM SHORTS, GYM SUITS, CLOTH JERSEYS, JOGGING SUITS, SWEAT PANTS, POLO SHIRTS, RAINWEAR, SANDALS, SPORT SHIRTS, UNDER SHIRTS, SOCKS, SUITS, SWEAT SUITS, T-SHIRTS, THERMAL UNDERWEAR, UNDERWEAR, WARM UP SUITS, AND SWEATERS, CARGO HATS, SKULL CAPS, WAVE CAPS, BASEBALL CAPS, LAMPSHADE HATS, HEAD WRAPS, OVERALLS, CAT SUITS, AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR DOLLS, NAMELY ACTION FIGURE TOYS, PUPPETS, MUSICAL TOYS, MECHANICAL AND BATTERY OPERATED ACTION TOYS, STUFFED AND PLUSH TOYS AND DOLLS, STUFFED AND PLUSH TOY ANIMALS, AND BOARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**DURAL**

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR TILE RAILS AND BARS AND SECTIONAL RAILS AND BARS OF METAL FOR EXPANSION JOINTS FOR FLOORS; TILE RAILS AND BARS AND SECTIONAL RAILS AND BARS OF METAL FOR EXPANSION JOINTS FOR PARQUET FLOORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR TILE RAILS AND BARS AND SECTIONAL RAILS AND BARS OF PLASTIC FOR EXPANSION JOINTS FOR FLOORS; TILE RAILS AND BARS AND SECTIONAL RAILS AND BARS OF PLASTIC FOR EXPANSION JOINTS FOR PARQUET FLOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE DEALERSHIP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE DEALERSHIPS; PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR PROVIDING AUTOMOTIVE FINANCING, UNDERWRITING WARRANTY PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOBILES FOR AUTOMOTIVE DEALERSHIPS; UNDERWRITING VEHICLE TOTAL LOSS PROTECTION FOR FINANCING FOR THE LEASE OR PURCHASE OF AUTOMOBILES; UNDERWRITING CREDIT, LIFE, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE; PROVIDING INSURANCE AGENCY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PROPERTY, CASUALTY, GENERAL LIABILITY, AND WORKER’S COMPENSATION INSURANCE; ADMINISTRATION OF VEHICLE TOTAL LOSS PROTECTION PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS; ADMINISTRATION OF PRE-PAID MOTOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE PLANS; INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION SERVICES OF VEHICLE PROTECTION PLANS, AND PROVIDING CREDIT UNION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION OF THEFT PREVENTION DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR PROVIDING AUTOMOTIVE LEASING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR ETCHING IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS ONTO WINDOWS OF MOTOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,314,379.
THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

SN 76-482,703. SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE, BRONXVILLE, NY. FILED 1-16-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING AUTOMOTIVE DEALER TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NOTEBOOKS AND PENS; PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTERS, NAMELY, JOURNALS, CATALOGUES, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PAPER PENNANTS, ALL RELATED TO EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1926; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1926.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 0-0-1926; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1926.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1926; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1926.

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR CLOTH AND FELT PENNANTS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1926; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1926.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, JACKETS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 0-0-1926; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1926.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTEREST OF UNIVERSITY ALUMNI VIA A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; RETAIL BOOKSTORE SERVICES; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING BOOKS, ONLINE RETAIL BOOKSTORE SERVICES; BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 0-0-1926; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1926.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTIONS AND TRAINING AT THE UNIVERSITY, GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL LEVELS; PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, TEXTBOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS IN THE FIELDS OF FICTION AND NON FICTION WRITINGS, POETRY AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT IN PRINT AND ELECTRONIC FORMAT; AND PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 0-0-1926; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1926.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

MELVIN AXILBUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) NOTEBOOKS AND PENS; PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTERS, NAMELY, JOURNALS, CATALOGUES, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PAPER PENNANTS, ALL RELATED TO EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1950; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1950.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) CLOTH AND FELT PENNANTS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, JACKETS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 0-0-1950; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1950.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF UNIVERSITY ALUMNI VIA A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; RETAIL BOOKSTORE SERVICES; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING BOOKS, ONLINE RETAIL BOOKSTORE SERVICES; BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 0-0-1950; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1950.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTIONS AND TRAINING AT THE UNIVERSITY, GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL LEVELS; PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, TEXTBOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS IN THE FIELDS OF FICTION AND NON FICTION WRITINGS, POETRY AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT IN PRINT AND ELECTRONIC FORMAT; AND PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 0-0-1950; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1950.
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) HOSTING THE WEBSITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-482,940. AMERICAN COLLEGE OF CARDIOLOGY,
BETHESDA, MD. FILED 1-16-2003.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWSLETTERS, PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES, BROCHURES, ARTICLES AND JOURNALS IN THE FIELD OF CARDIOLOGY AND CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE AND HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING AND ADVOCATING THE INTERESTS OF CARDIOLOGISTS AND THE CARDIOLOGY PROFESSION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION COURSES, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, GUIDELINES, AND INFORMATION, ON-LINE NEWSLETTERS AND ARTICLES IN THE FIELD OF CARDIOLOGY AND CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE AND HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COLLEGE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MONITORING CONSUMER CREDIT REPORTS AND PROVIDING AN ALERT AS TO ANY CHANGES THEREIN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CREDIT RATING SERVICES; CREDIT CONSULTATION TO VICTIMS OF IDENTITY THEFT AND CREDIT CONSULTATION IN THE NATURE OF UNDERSTANDING CREDIT PROFILES OF INDIVIDUALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF IDENTITY THEFT AND CREDIT PROFILING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE, NAMELY, BODY LOTION, SCENTED BODY OIL, PERFUME, COLOGNE, ROOM FRAGRANCES, BODY WASH, DEODORANT SOAP, LIQUID SOAP FOR HAND, FACE AND BODY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR MULTI-PURPOSE BAGS, NAMELY, ATHLETIC BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, FANNY PACKS, WAIST PACKS, GARMENT BAGS, BEACH BAGS, BOOKBAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, DUFFEL BAGS, SHAVING BAGS SOLD EMPTY, TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,689,654.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ID", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MONITORING CONSUMER CREDIT REPORTS AND PROVIDING AN ALERT AS TO ANY CHANGES THEREIN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,179,825.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE, NAMELY, BODY LOTION, SCENTED BODY OIL, PERFUME, COLOGNE, ROOM FRAGRANCES, BODY WASH, DEODORANT SOAP, LIQUID SOAP FOR HAND, FACE AND BODY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR MULTI-PURPOSE BAGS, NAMELY, ATHLETIC BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, FANNY PACKS, WAIST PACKS, GARMENT BAGS, BEACH BAGS, BOOKBAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, DUFFEL BAGS, SHAVING BAGS SOLD EMPTY, TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR NOVELTY BUTTONS AND NOVELTY RIBBONS
(U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SPORTING GOODS AND ATHLETIC EQUIP-
MENT, NAMELY, TENNIS RACKETS, BASEBALL BATS;
SPORTS BALLS, NAMELY, BASEBALLS, SOCCER
BALLS, AND FOOTBALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 30).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-485,790. LIFE OFFICE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIA-
TION, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 1-29-2003.

LIC

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED
MATTER
FOR NEWSLETTERS AND PRINTED RESEARCH
REPORTS FEATURING INFORMATION ON LIFE INSUR-
ANCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-0-1948; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1948.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOT-
ING THE INTERESTS OF BUSINESSES IN THE FIELD
OF LIFE INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-0-1948; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1948.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAIN-
MENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, SEMI-
NARS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF LIFE
INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-0-1948; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1948.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-485,793. LIFE OFFICE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIA-
TION, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 1-29-2003.

LIFE INSURERS COUNCIL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "COUNCIL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED
MATTER
FOR NEWSLETTERS AND PRINTED RESEARCH
REPORTS FEATURING INFORMATION ON LIFE INSUR-
ANCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOT-
ING THE INTERESTS OF BUSINESSES IN THE FIELD
OF LIFE INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAIN-
MENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, SEMI-
NARS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF LIFE
INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-486,027. ACORDIS ACETATE CHEMICALS LIMITED,
DERBY, DERBYSHIRE, DE21 7BP, GREAT BRITAIN,

CLARIFOIL ECO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,688,645.

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR CELLULOSE ACETATE FILMS, SHEETS, OR
PELLICLES IN THE FORM OF ROLLS, SHEETS OR
NARROW REELS USED AS AN INDUSTRIAL OR
COMMERCIAL PACKING, OVERLAMINATING FOR
PRINTED OR UNPRINTED PAPER, AND FOR USE IN
THE MANUFACTURE OF PRESSURE SENSITIVE
TAPES AND LABELS, STORAGE MEDIA FOR PHOTO-
GRAPHIC MATERIAL, OPTOELECTRONIC COMPO-
NENTS, LASER AND DIGITAL PRINTING
MATERIALS AND INSULATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12,
35 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PACKAGING CONTAINERS OF PLASTIC (U.S.
CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-486,348. BROTHER INDUSTRIES, LTD., NAGOYA,
467-0841, JAPAN, FILED 1-29-2003.

WORK STYLE INNOVATION

CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR TONER FOR PRINTERS, FACSIMILE MA-
CHINES, COPYING MACHINES, AND MULTIFUNC-
TION MACHINES, NAMELY, COMBINATION OF
PRINTERS/FACSIMILE MACHINES/COPYING MA-
CHINES/SCANNERS/VIDEO CAPTURES; FILLED TO-
NER CARTRIDGES FOR PRINTERS, FACSIMILE
MACHINES, COPYING MACHINES, AND MULTIFUNC-
TION MACHINES, NAMELY COMBINATION OF PRIN-
TERS/FACSIMILE MACHINES/COPYING MACHINES/
SCANNERS/VIDEO CAPTURES; INK FOR PRINTERS,
FACSIMILE MACHINES, COPYING MACHINES, AND
MULTIFUNCTION MACHINES NAMELY COMBINATION
OF PRINTERS/FACSIMILE MACHINES/COPYING
MACHINES/SCANNERS/VIDEO CAPTURES; FILLED
INK CARTRIDGES FOR PRINTERS, FACSIMILE MA-
CHINES, COPYING MACHINES, AND MULTIFUNC-
TION MACHINES, NAMELY COMBINATION OF
PRINTERS/FACSIMILE MACHINES/COPYING
MACHINES/SCANNERS/VIDEO CAPTURES (U.S. CLS. 6,
11 AND 16).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR SEWING MACHINES; KNITTING MACHINES;
MACHINE TOOLS FOR CUTTING AND FORMING OF
MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER PRINTERS; FACSIMILE MACHINES; SCANNERS; COPYING MACHINES; MULTIFUNCTION MACHINES, NAMELY COMBINATION OF PRINTERS/FACSIMILE MACHINES/COPYING MACHINES/SCANNERS/VIDEO CAPTURES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREOF FOR USE IN COPYING, PRINTING, SCANNING, VIDEO CAPTURING AND/OR TRANSMITTING DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES AND REPLACEMENT DRUM UNITS FOR USE WITH COMPUTER PRINTERS OR MULTIFUNCTION MACHINES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN OPERATING COMPUTER PRINTERS, FACSIMILE MACHINES, SCANNERS, COPYING MACHINES, MULTIFUNCTION MACHINES NAMELY COMBINATION OF PRINTERS/FACSIMILE MACHINES/COPYING MACHINES/SCANNERS/VIDEO CAPTURES AND PARTS THEREOF FOR USE IN COPYING, PRINTING, SCANNING, VIDEO CAPTURING AND OR TRANSMITTING DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES, SEWING MACHINES, KNITTING MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; ELECTRONIC STAMP MAKING MACHINES; ELECTRONIC LAMINATING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR LABEL PRINTING MACHINES; TYPEWRITERS; PRINTING RIBBONS FOR TYPEWRITERS, PRINTERS, FACSIMILE MACHINES, AND MULTIFUNCTION MACHINES, NAMELY COMBINATION OF PRINTERS/FACSIMILE MACHINES/COPYING MACHINES/SCANNERS; VIDEO CAPTURES; PRINTING RIBBON CARTRIDGES FOR TYPEWRITERS, PRINTERS, FACSIMILE MACHINES, AND MULTIFUNCTION MACHINES, NAMELY COMBINATION OF PRINTERS/FACSIMILE MACHINES/COPYING MACHINES/SCANNERS/VIDEO CAPTURES; PRINTING RIBBON ROLL REFILLS FOR TYPEWRITERS, PRINTERS, FACSIMILE MACHINES, AND MULTIFUNCTION MACHINES, NAMELY COMBINATION OF PRINTERS/FACSIMILE MACHINES/COPYING MACHINES/SCANNERS/VIDEO CAPTURES; TAPE CARTRIDGES AND TAPE REFILLS FOR LABEL PRINTING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-486,381. THE BREAKTHROUGH GROUP LIMITED, LONDON SW11 3UF, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 1-30-2003.

THE BIG TALK

OWNER OF UNITED KINGDOM REG. NO. 2023456, DATED 6-8-1995, EXPIRES 6-8-2005.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ORGANIZATION AND ARRANGEMENT OF SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, TRAINING SESSIONS, CONFERENCES, SYMPOSIUMS, CONGRESSES, AND COLLOQUIUMS IN THE FIELD OF MOTIVATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, NAMELY MOTIVATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT; PRACTICAL TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF MOTIVATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT; TEACHING IN THE FIELD OF MOTIVATIONAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND TEXTBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DIAMOND.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR COSMETIC CREAMS FOR CLEANSING AND MOISTURIZING THE SKIN; COSMETICS; SKIN LOTIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; CLEANSING PREPARATIONS FOR THE SKIN; COSMETIC CREAMS; SKIN CLEANSING GELS; SKIN REVITALIZING TOOTHPASTE; SKIN CARE PRODUCTS FOR MOISTURIZING AND FIRMING THE SKIN. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR SKIN TREATMENT MACHINE, NAMELY A MOTORIZED SKIN ABRASION AND STIMULATION MACHINE USED IN BEAUTY TREATMENTS FOR REMOVAL OF DEAD SKIN CELLS; STIMULATION OF NEW COLLAGEN AND ELASTIN; REDUCTION IN APPEARANCE OF OPEN PORES, WRINKLES, BLEMISHES, AND SCARS; REJUVENATING AND LIFTING FACIAL MUSCLES; AND STIMULATION OF BLOOD SUPPLY TO SKIN SURFACE. (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COPYING AND PRINTING; OUTPUT MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COPYING AND PRINTING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CUSTOMIZED PRINT AND IMAGING OUTPUT SYSTEMS; PROVIDING TRACKING SERVICES TO OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF PRINTING AND COPYING; DISTRIBUTORSHIPS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COPYING AND PRINTING SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-14-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2000.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR PROVIDING MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES OF PRINTING AND COPYING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 7-14-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2000.

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED TAPES, CD ROMS, AND COMPACT DISCS IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2002.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR EDUCATIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND CURRICULUM COURSE MATERIALS, NAMELY, BOOKS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, POSTERS, NOTEBOOKS, AND TEACHER’S MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2002.

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRINT, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SN 76-487,065. SANSU LIMITED, LONDON SW10 0TH, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 1-31-2003.

OWNER OF UNITED KINGDOM REG. NO. 2306630, DATED 1-10-2003, EXPIRES 7-30-2012.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS "IN LIFE".

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PERSONAL ORGANIZERS AND PLANNERS, SKETCHBOOKS, CALENDARS, ADDRESS BOOKS, DIARIES, GIFT WRAP PAPER, STATIONERY, AGENDAS, APPOINTMENT BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING, PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR PACKAGING, PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HANDBAGS, PURSES, AND WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY PANTS, JEANS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, TIES, COATS, SUITS, SWEATERS AND PULL-OVERS, TOPS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, GLOVES, BELTS AND UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR AUTOMOTIVE RESTRAINTS FOR VEHICLE SEATS, AUTOMOTIVE AIR BAGS, AUTOMOTIVE SEAT BELT PRETENSIONERS, RETRACTORS AND AUTOMOTIVE AIR BAG ACTUATORS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CIAO!

THE WORD "CIAO" MAY BE TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH AS "HELLO" OR "GOODBYE"!

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR CANNED GOODS, NAMELY, CANNED TOMATOES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR TOMATO-BASED FOOD SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CIAO!

THE WORD "CIAO" MAY BE TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH AS "HELLO" OR "GOODBYE"!

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY PANTS, JEANS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, TIES, COATS, SUITS, SWEATERS AND PULL-OVERS, TOPS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, GLOVES, BELTS AND UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SEAMANT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,254,527 AND 2,575,356.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION OF PRECAST CONCRETE STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS, NAMELY "L" WALLS, INVERTED T-SHAPED STRUCTURES, INVERTED DOUBLE-T OR "PI" SHAPED STRUCTURES, PRECAST CONCRETE BOXES, RAILROAD TIE-SHAPED RAMPS, ENGINEERED RIP-RAP AND PILINGS, IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF SHORELINE STRUCTURES FOR EROSION CONTROL, SOIL STABILIZATION AND SHORE-TO-WATER/WATER-TO-SHORE ACCESS, NAMELY WALLS OR BULKHEADS, BREAKWATERS, GROINS AND PIER/WHARF STRUCTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN OF SHORELINE STRUCTURES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THINK ON


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, Namely BOOKS, BROCHURES, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, ALL IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL SERVICES, MEDICAL OR CHEMICAL RESEARCH AND SCIENCE, HEALTH-CARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PUBLICATION AND EDITING OF BOOKS, NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, TEACHING MATERIAL AND PRINTED MATTER, ALL IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL SERVICES, MEDICAL OR CHEMICAL RESEARCH AND SCIENCE, HEALTH-CARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,694,444.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR PERSONNEL HYGIENE PRODUCTS, Namely, MASSAGE OILS; NON-MEDICATED CREAM FOAM AND GEL TO PROLONG THE SEXUAL ACT; APHRODISIACS, Namely, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, BODY OIL AND CREAM, BATH OIL AND BODY LOTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, Namely, FOR THE INDUCEMENT OF MALE ERECTIONS; APHRODISIACS, Namely, GELS AND CREAMS FOR USE AS PERSONAL LUBRICANTS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR AROUSING SEXUAL DESIRES; MEDICATED MASSAGE OILS; CREAMS AND GELS FOR USE AS PERSONAL LUBRICANTS AND VAGINAL LUBRICANTS; MEDICAL SEXUAL AUXILIARIES, Namely, ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES; SUBSTANCES FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USE TO BUILD UP POTENCY, NAMELY, CREAMS AND GELS USED TO PROLONG THE PHYSICAL ERECTION IN MEN DURING SEXUAL INTERCOURSE, ORAL GELS TO ENHANCE ORAL STIMULATION AND MASTURBATION; ORGASM CREAMS, Namely, GENITAL VASODILATORS IN FORM OF A TOPICAL CREAM FOR PROMOTING ORGASMS IN FEMALES, SUBSTANCES TO PROLONG THE SEXUAL ACT, NAMELY, SPRAY USED TO PROLONG THE PHYSICAL ERECTION IN MEN DURING SEXUAL INTERCOURSE AND MASTURBATION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR CONDOMS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR HANDBAGS, LUGGAGE SETS, AND COSMETIC CASES SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR FURNITURE FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR APPAREL, Namely, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, LOUNGE PANTS, SLACKS, SWEATERS, Socks, SLEEPWEAR, GLOVES, SCARVES, HATS, JACKETS, EXERCISE PANTS, SHOES, UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SN 76-487,796. ABC DISTRIBUTING, LLC, NORTH MIAMI, FL. FILED 2-4-2003.

ABI-B-COOL

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, Namely, LIPGLOSS, COSMETICS, PERFUMES, COLOGNES, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, BUBBLE BATH, BODY LOTION, BODY POWDER, AND SHOWER GELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR STATIONERY AND BLANK PERSONAL JOURNALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

TM 90 OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUNE 1, 2004
SN 76-487,882. BERNARD HODES GROUP INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-6-2003.

RESQ

SN 76-487,964. TOKUYAMA CORPORATION, YAMAGUCHI, JAPAN, FILED 2-6-2003.

CERAESTE

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON JAPAN APPLICATION NO.2002-096784, FILED 11-15-2002, REG.NO. 4688261, DATED 7-4-2003, EXPIRES 7-4-2013.

CULTUREFIT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,105,826.

SN 76-487,969. LIMRA INTERNATIONAL, INC., WINDSOR, CT. FILED 2-6-2003.

CULTUREFIT


SYNERBOTICS

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF MEDICAL DEVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, MANUFACTURING OF NON-INVASIVE OR MINIMALLY INVASIVE DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL DEVICES, MANUFACTURE OF MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, MANUFACTURING OF NON-INVASIVE OR MINIMALLY INVASIVE DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL DEVICES TO THE ORDER AND/OR SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR MEDICAL DEVICE DESIGN FOR OTHERS, NAMELY DESIGN OF NON-INVASIVE OR MINIMALLY INVASIVE DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FALLPROOF NETWORKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FALL PROOF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SN 76-488,972. SYNERBOTICS LLC, BEAVERCREEK, OH. FILED 2-6-2003.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF FALL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF FALL PREVENTION AND FALL HAZARDS PROTECTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF FALL PREVENTION AND FALL HAZARDS PROTECTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CHELSEA FLOWERS

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMELY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COCKS

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL LICENSE PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1978; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1978.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER; NAMELY, STICKERS, BUMPER STICKERS, DECALS, NOTEBOOKS, SPIRAL NOTEBOOKS, LOOSE LEAF BINDERS, PENS AND PENCILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1978; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1978.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING; NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, FLEECE JACKETS, SWEATPANTS, BASEBALL HATS, AND UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC TEAM JERSEYS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 0-0-1978; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1978.

Baker

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DENTAL AND ORTHODONTIC CASTING ALLOYS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-1941; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1941.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR DENTAL AND ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCES, NAMELY, WIRES, FOILS AND FACIAL SPLINTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-1941; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1941.
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRINCESS HAILEY

THE NAME PRINCESS HAILEY DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

TURNING THE SUNDAY STUFF INTO MONDAY STUFF FOR BETTER LIVES AND BETTER BUSINESSES

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, PROGRAMS, INFORMATIONAL LETTERS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE AREA OF RELIGION AND BUSINESS TRAINING, MOTIVATION AND INSPIRATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL TRAINING AND INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES FOR TEACHING AND APPLYING BIBLICAL RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES IN BUSINESS; PROVIDE MOTIVATION AND INSPIRATION TO EDUCATIONAL TRAINING AND INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES FOR TEACHING AND APPLYING BIBLICAL RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES TO BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SM 76-488,319. UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, COLUMBIA, SC. FILED 2-6-2003.

SM 76-488,322. BAKER DENTAL CORPORATION, LAKE ZURICH, IL. FILED 2-6-2003.


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL PHARMACY SERVICES FOR LONG TERM AND ACUTE CARE FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-489,449. LEONHARD KURZ GMBH & CO. KG, FUERTH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 2-12-2003.

CONTRUST

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30258566.4, FILED 11-29-2002, REG. NO. 30258566, DATED 4-3-2003, EXPIRES 11-30-2012.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TRUST, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL FOILS FOR PAINTERS AND DECORATORS; GOODS MADE PRIMARILY OF METAL, NAMELY TOKENS, STICKERS, LABELS, STAMPS, VIGNETTES, BANDS, SHEETS, COVERS, CARDS AND SHEATHS PROVIDED WITH CODING MEANS AND/OR DIFFRACTION STRUCTURES AND/OR HOLOGRAPHIC STRUCTURES FOR USE AS MEANS OF IDENTIFICATION OR AUTHENTICATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR GOODS IN THE NATURE OF MAGNETIC, OPTICAL OR ELECTRONIC CARRIERS OF INFORMATION, NAMELY TOKENS, STICKERS, LABELS, STAMPS, VIGNETTES, BANDS, SHEETS, COVERS, CARDS AND PLATES PROVIDED WITH CODING MEANS AND/OR DIFFRACTION STRUCTURES AND/OR HOLOGRAPHIC STRUCTURES FOR USE AS MEANS OF IDENTIFICATION OR AUTHENTICATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR COMEDY CLUB SERVICES; CABARET; CABARET FOR CONVENTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PEAK VITALITY

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTAL DRINK FOR ENERGY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KISS RECORDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RECORDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MOTION PICTURE FILMS FEATURING COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION AND ANIMATION, AND MOTION PICTURE FILMS FOR BROADCAST ON TELEVISION FEATURING COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE AND ANIMATION; PRERECORDED VINYL, PAPER AND PLASTIC RECORDS AND CARTRIDGES, AUDIO TAPES, VIDEO TAPE CASSETTES, AUDIO VIDEO DISCS AND DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS FEATURING MUSIC, COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE AND ANIMATION; CD-ROM GAMES; SHORT MOTION PICTURE FILM CASSETTES FEATURING COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE AND ANIMATION TO BE USED WITH HANDHELD VIEWERS OR PROJECTORS, MOUSE PADS; BOOKLETS SOLD WITH AUDIO TAPE AS A UNIT, AND VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AND CASSETTES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AND DEALERSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MODEL TOY TRAINS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; DIRECT MAIL AND DEPOSIT ACCOUNT ORDERFULMENT SERVICES; PACKAGING GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON THE INTERNET; ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES; PACKAGING MACHINES; PROMOTIONAL GAME MATERIALS; BOARD GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING ACTION TYPE TARGET GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING BOARD GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; PADDLE BALL GAMES; PARLOR GAMES; PINBALL-TYPE GAMES; GAMING TABLES; ROCKING HORSES; MARIONETTE PUPPETS; MUSIC BOX TOYS; PLUSH TOYS; PUPPETS; PLAY WANDS; YO-YOS, TOY ZIP GUNS; MECHANICAL ACTION TOYS; TOY Banks; Toy Building Blocks; Toy Blocks; Toy Boxes; Cases For Play Accessories; Cases for Toy Vehicles; Doll House Furnishings, Dolls and Play Sets Therefor; Electric Action Toys; Game Wheels; Toy Model Vehicles; Electronically operated Toy Motor Vehicles; Toy Noisemakers; Soft Sculpture Plush Toys; Toy Animals; Toy Vehicles; Wind-Up Working Toys; Wind-Up Walking Toys and Wind-Up Toys (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 1-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PREPARING ADVERTISING, PROMOTIONAL AND MERCHANDISING MATERIAL FOR OTHERS, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET AND PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISING MATERIALS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON THE INTERNET; ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES; PACKAGING ARTICLES TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MODEL TOY TRAINS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP AND DEALERSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MODEL TOY TRAINS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING; COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MODEL TOY TRAINS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2003.

JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 76-490,706. ERNST PAUL LEHMANN PATENTWERK, D-90475 NURNBERG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 2-12-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,575,184, 2,769,695 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR MODEL TOY TRAIN SETS AND THEIR RELATED ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TOY TRAIN VEHICLE ENGINES, TOY CARS AND RAILWAY CARS, TOY WIND-UP WORKING TOYS; ACTION SKILL GAMES, ACTION TYPE TARGET GAMES; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; GAME EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CHIPS; ROLE PLAYING GAMES; GAME EQUIPMENT IN THE NATURE OF ROLE PLAYING GAME BOOK MANUALS; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES; VIDEO GAME MACHINES; PROMOTIONAL GAME MATERIALS; BOARD GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING ACTION TYPE TARGET GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; PADDLE BALL GAMES; PARLOR GAMES; PINBALL-TYPE GAMES; GAMING TABLES; ROCKING HORSES; MARGONET PUPPETS; MUSIC BOX TOYS; PLUSH TOYS; PUPPETS; PLAY WANDS; YO-YOS; TOY ZIP GUNS; MECHANICAL ACTION TOYS; TOY BANKS; TOY BUILDING BLOCKS; TOY CONSTRUCTION BLOCKS; TOY BOXES; CASES FOR PLAY ACCESSORIES; CASES FOR TOY VEHICLES; DOLL ACCESSORIES; DOLL HOUSE FURNISHINGS; DOLLS AND PLAY SETS THEREFOR; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; GAME WHEELS; TOY MODEL VEHICLES ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED TOY MOTOR VEHICLES; TOY NOISE-MAKERS; SOFT SCULPTURE PLUSH TOYS; TOY ANIMALS; TOY VEHICLES; WIND-UP WORKING TOYS; WIND-UP WALKING TOYS AND WIND-UP TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 1-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PREPARING ADVERTISING, PROMOTIONAL AND MERCHANDISING MATERIAL FOR OTHERS; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET AND PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON THE INTERNET; ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES, PACKAGING ARTICLES TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MODEL TOY TRAINS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP AND DEALERSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MODEL TOY TRAINS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING; COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MODEL TOY TRAINS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2003.


CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR MODEL TOY TRAIN SETS AND THEIR RELATED ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TOY TRAIN VEHICLE ENGINES, TOY CARS AND RAILWAY CARS, TOY RAILWAY TRACKS, TOY CABLE RAILROADS, ACTION SKILL GAMES, ACTION TYPE TARGET GAMES; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; GAME EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CHIPS; ROLE PLAYING GAMES; GAME EQUIPMENT IN THE NATURE OF ROLE PLAYING GAME BOOK MANUALS; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES; VIDEO GAME MACHINES; PROMOTIONAL GAME MATERIALS; BOARD GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING ACTION TYPE TARGET GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; PADDLE BALL GAMES; PARLOR GAMES; PINBALL-TYPE GAMES; GAMING TABLES; ROCKING HORSES; MARGONET PUPPETS; MUSIC BOX TOYS; PLUSH TOYS; PUPPETS; PLAY WANDS; YO-YOS; TOY ZIP GUNS; MECHANICAL ACTION TOYS; TOY BANKS; TOY BUILDING BLOCKS; TOY CONSTRUCTION BLOCKS; TOY BOXES; CASES FOR PLAY ACCESSORIES; CASES FOR TOY VEHICLES; DOLL ACCESSORIES; DOLL HOUSE FURNISHINGS; DOLLS AND PLAY SETS THEREFOR; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; GAME WHEELS; TOY MODEL VEHICLES ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED TOY MOTOR VEHICLES; TOY NOISE-MAKERS; SOFT SCULPTURE PLUSH TOYS; TOY ANIMALS; TOY VEHICLES; WIND-UP WORKING TOYS; WIND-UP WALKING TOYS AND WIND-UP TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 1-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PREPARING ADVERTISING, PROMOTIONAL AND MERCHANDISING MATERIAL FOR OTHERS; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET AND PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON THE INTERNET; ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES, PACKAGING ARTICLES TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MODEL TOY TRAINS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP AND DEALERSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MODEL TOY TRAINS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING; COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MODEL TOY TRAINS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2003.

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**SN 76-490,733. MUNCHKIN, INC., VAN NUYS, CA. FILED 2-11-2003.**

**CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS**

FOR PET CLOTHING, PET BANDANAS, SEASONAL PET COSTUMES, ANIMAL LEASHES, PET COLLARS, SCRATCHING POSTS, ANIMAL CARRIERS, BACKPACKS, CARRY-ON BAGS, AND TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

**CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED**

FOR PET CUSHIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

**CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS**

FOR PET TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**SN 76-490,860. CERES ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS INDUSTRIES, INC., MAXVILLE, ONTARIO KOC 1TO, CANADA, FILED 2-14-2003.**

**CLASS 1—CHEMICALS**

FOR LAWN AND GARDEN PRODUCTS AND LANDSCAPING AND HORTICULTURE PRODUCTS, HOME-CARE HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOIL CONDITIONERS, SOIL SUPPLEMENTS, CHEMICAL COMPOST ACCELERATORS, ORGANIC COMPOST ACCELERATORS, FERTILIZERS FOR AGRICULTURAL OR DOMESTIC USE, MINERAL-BASED WATER CLEANSERS, PH SUPPLEMENTS FOR SOIL, AND SOIL AMENDMENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

**CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS**

FOR HERBICIDES AND WEED KILLERS FOR AGRICULTURAL OR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

**CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES**

FOR LAWN AND GARDEN CARE, HORTICULTURAL AND LANDSCAPE GARDENING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**SN 76-491,126. OHIO DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 2-19-2003.**

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING BUSINESS APPLICATIONS, TAX REPORTING FORMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


**CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL**

FOR TAX PAYMENT PROCESSING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
OTTO BOCK ORTHOBIONIC

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30242577.2/1, FILED 8-30-2002. REG. NO. 30242577, DATED 2-26-2003, EXPIRES 8-31-2012.

THE NAME OTTO BOCK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE OF MEDICAL AND SURGICAL DEVICES; CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF MEDICAL AND SURGICAL DEVICES FOR THE MEDICAL ORTHOPAEDIC AND COSMETIC FIELD (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL JOINT ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES, NAMELY ORTHOPAEDIC BELTS, BRACES, FOOT WEAR, JOINT IMPLANTS, SOLES, SUPPORT BANDAGES, SUPPORTS, PADDINGS AND SPLINTS, WHEELED SURGICAL STRETCHERS, CANES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES AND CRUTCHES; PHYSICAL EXERCISE APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; ELECTRIC AND NONELECTRIC MASSAGE APPARATUS; CUSHIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES AND FABRIC OR PLASTIC INPAKING TREATMENT OF PRESSURE COMPLAINTS AND DECUBITUS OF SICK PERSONS, PROPHYLAXIS OF DECUBITUS, PATIENT SUBSTRATUM, MATTRESSES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; SEMI-PROCESSED RESINS AND PLASTICS IN PELLET AND BLOCK FORM OR AS GEL FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES, NAMELY TRUSSES, ORTHOPAEDIC HARNESS, ORTHOPAEDIC BRACES, ABDOMINAL BANDAGES, TRUSS PADS FOR ORTHESSES AND ORTHOPAEDIC SHOES, ARCH SUPPORTS, SOLES,HEELS, HEEL WEDGES, SHOE TOPS AND INLAYS, SEALING, PACKING AND INSULATING MATERIALS, ORTHOPAEDIC WALKING, STANDING, LYING AND SUPPORTING APPLIANCES, ARTIFICIAL FEET, LEGS, ARMS HANDS AND PARTS THEREOF; CUSHIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES AND SUPPORTING TREATMENT OF PRESSURE COMPLAINTS AND DECUBITUS OF SICK PERSONS, PROPHYLAXIS OF DECUBITUS, PATIENT SUBSTRATUM, MATTRESSES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, VARICOSE VEIN STOCKINGS, SHOCK ABSORBER FOR ORTHOPAEDIC AND MEDICAL PURPOSES; SEMI-PROCESSED PLASTIC, NAMELY PADDING INLAYS AND COVERS FOR ORTHOPAEDIC AND MEDICAL PURPOSES; AND PLASTIC FILM FOR USE IN THE ORTHOPAEDIC AND MEDICAL FIELD (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS

FOR SEMI-PROCESSED RESINS AND PLASTICS IN PELLET AND BLOCK FORM OR AS GEL FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF UPHOLSTERY MATERIAL OR COVERS IN THE FURNITURE INDUSTRY; SEMI-PROCESSED RESINS AND PLASTICS IN PELLET AND BLOCK FORM OR AS GEL FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SHOCK ABSORBING MATERIAL AS WELL AS FOR PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION PURPOSES IN THE GOLF, TENNIS, FOOTBALL, SOCCER, FIELD HOCKEY, MOTOR SPORT AND CYCLING SPORTS AND FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE SOFT TOUCH IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES, NAMELY TRUSSES, ORTHOPAEDIC HARNESS, ORTHOPAEDIC BRACES, ABDOMINAL BANDAGES, TRUSS PADS FOR ORTHESSES AND ORTHOPAEDIC SHOES, ARCH SUPPORTS, SOLES, HEELS, HEEL WEDGES, SHOE TOPS AND INLAYS, SEALING, PACKING AND INSULATING MATERIALS, ORTHOPAEDIC WALKING, STANDING, LYING AND SUPPORTING APPLIANCES, ARTIFICIAL FEET, LEGS, ARMS HANDS AND PARTS THEREOF; CUSHIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES AND SUPPORTING TREATMENT OF PRESSURE COMPLAINTS AND DECUBITUS OF SICK PERSONS, PROPHYLAXIS OF DECUBITUS, PATIENT SUBSTRATUM, MATTRESSES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, VARICOSE VEIN STOCKINGS, SHOCK ABSORBER FOR ORTHOPAEDIC AND MEDICAL PURPOSES; SEMI-PROCESSED PLASTIC, NAMELY PADDING INLAYS AND COVERS FOR ORTHOPAEDIC AND MEDICAL PURPOSES; AND PLASTIC FILM FOR USE IN THE ORTHOPAEDIC AND MEDICAL FIELD (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR WOOLEN FABRIC, HOUSEHOLD LINEN, TABLE LINEN, BED LINEN, MATTRESS COVERS, CLOTH FABRIC-GAUZE, SANITARY FLANNEL, FACE TOWELS OF TEXTILE, JUTE FABRIC, WOOLEN CLOTH (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR POST MASTECTOMY CLOTHING, NAMELY, CAMISOLE, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, NIGHTGOWNS, SWIMWEAR, BODYSUITS, AND BRASIERES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENTREPRENEURIAL GIVING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIVING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRERECORDED VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORDINGS RELATED TO CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RELATED TO CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES TO STAFF MEMBERS OF APPLICANT'S LOCAL AFFILIATES AND TO VOLUNTEER FUNDRAISERS BY DISSEMINATING TRAINING MATERIALS, AND CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES AND PROVIDING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR AND TO DISASTER VICTIMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, EDUCATING PEOPLE TO FULFILL THEIR MORAL RESPONSIBILITIES IN ALLEVIATING HUMAN SUFFERING, REMOVING ITS CAUSES, AND PROMOTING SOCIAL JUSTICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR AND TO DISASTER VICTIMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR AND TO DISASTER VICTIMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLOTHING TO THE POOR AND TO DISASTER VICTIMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR DISSEMINATION THROUGH DIRECT MAIL, TELEVISION AND RADIO COMMERCIALS, PRINT PUBLICATIONS, BILLBOARDS, THE INTERNET AND OTHER PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA OUTLETS, PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES, BRAND PLANNING, E-COMMERCE BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES, AND BRAND PRODUCTION; PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY MEDIA RELATIONS, INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS, SPECIAL EVENT COORDINATION, WEB MONITORING, CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS, EXECUTIVE VISIBILITY CONSULTING, AND PRESS KIT PREPARATION; DIRECT MARKETING ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY MARKETING DESIGN, AND DIRECT MAIL PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER WEB SITE DESIGN AND CUSTOM BUSINESS SOFTWARE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR THEFT PREVENTION SYSTEMS, NAMELY ANTI-THEFT ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DEVICES FOR SUBSTITUTING FIXED DIRECTION CASTERS FOR SWIVEL WHEELS, FOR USE ON CARTS, NAMELY SHOPPING CARTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 25, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-30-1999; IN COMMERCE 9-30-1999.

IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION OF THEFT PREVENTION SYSTEMS, NAMELY INSTALLATION OF ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AT A FACILITY AND ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DEVICES THAT INTERACT WITH THE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR DISABLING THE SWIVEL WHEELS ON SHOPPING CARTS AND SUBSTITUTING FIXED DIRECTION CASTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-30-1999; IN COMMERCE 9-30-1999.
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
HOMELAND SECURITY SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOMELAND SECURITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR MAGAZINE SUPPLEMENT IN THE FIELDS OF ELECTRONICS AND DEFENSE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS CONFERENCES IN THE FIELDS OF ELECTRONICS AND DEFENSE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BADGER

OWNED OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,036,929.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR NONMEDICATED, HERBAL, AND COSMETIC BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MASSAGE OILS, BODY OILS, CHEST RUBS, SLEEP BALMS, AFTER SUN CARE BALMS, INSECT REPELLENTS, BATH SALTS, SOAP, HERBAL STEAM INHALANTS, CHEST RUBS TO AID IN REDUCING SINUS CONGESTION, HERBAL AROMATHERAPY OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR MEDICATED, HERBAL, AND THERAPEUTIC BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MASSAGE OILS, BODY OILS, CHEST RUBS, SLEEP BALMS, AFTER SUN CARE BALMS, INSECT REPELLENTS, BATH SALTS, HERBAL STEAM INHALANTS, CHEST RUBS TO AID IN REDUCING SINUS CONGESTION, THERAPEUTIC RUBS FOR SORE MUSCLES, HERBAL AROMATHERAPY OILS AND ORALLY ADMINISTERED MEDICATION TO FACILITATE REDUCTION IN MUSCLE SORENESS AND BRUISING (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TANIMURA & ANTLE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,179,013, 2,309,410 AND 2,309,439.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR PRE-CUT FRESH VEGETABLES AND PRE-CUT GARDEN SALADS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR FRESH VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FRESH VEGETABLES, VEGETABLE SALADS, AND OTHER FRESH FOOD PRODUCTS; BUSINESS CONSULTATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE, NAMELY, PROVIDING BUSINESS CONSULTATION AND MANAGEMENT FOR PRODUCERS OF FRESH VEGETABLES, VEGETABLE SALADS, AND OTHER FRESH FOOD PRODUCTS; CUSTOMER SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FRESH PRODUCE AND OTHER FRESH FOODS; PURCHASING AGENTS; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES; BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE, NAMELY, PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION FEATURING PRODUCTION OF FRESH VEGETABLES, VEGETABLE SALADS, AND OTHER FRESH FOOD PRODUCTS; MARKET ANALYSIS; PREPARING BUSINESS REPORTS CONCERNING PRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT; ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF THE AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY THROUGH A COMBINATION OF SERVICES, AND MEMBER BENEFIT PROGRAMS, NAMELY, ADMINISTRATION OF A DISCOUNT PROGRAM FOR ENABLING PARTICIPANTS TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS ON GOODS AND SERVICES THROUGH USE OF A DISCOUNT MEMBERSHIP CARD; RETAIL STORES IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE SEED, NURSERY STOCK, AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS, AND AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES; PROCUREMENT, NAMELY, PURCHASING FARM PRODUCTS AFTER HARVEST FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, FRUITS, GRAINS, HAY, NUTS, VEGETABLES, ANIMAL PRODUCTS, Namely, ANIMAL FEED, AND OTHER FARMS PRODUCTS, NAMELY, COMPOST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BLACK LIBRARY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIBRARY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, A SERIES OF BOOKS, JOURNALS, AND TEACHING MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF WAR GAMES, ROLE PLAYING GAMES, SKIRMISH GAMES, AND FANTASY/SCIENCE FICTION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1997.
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND JOURNALS RELATING TO WAR GAMES, ROLE PLAYING GAMES, SKIRMISH GAMES, AND FANTASY/SCIENCE FICTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1997.
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR VIDEO SURVEILLANCE AND FOR MONITORING VIDEO STREAMS TO DETERMINE ACTIVITIES, EVENTS, AND/OR BEHAVIORS RELATING TO THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF STRUCTURES, AREAS, PEOPLE, OR THINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SOFTWARE AND VIDEO STREAM MONITORING SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING ACTIVITIES, EVENTS, AND/OR BEHAVIORS RELATING TO THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF STRUCTURES, AREAS, PEOPLE, AND THINGS, AND COMPUTER VISION CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF VIDEO SURVEILLANCE AND VIDEO STREAM MONITORING AND COMPUTER VISION CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-492,244. ACORN CONSULTING GROUP CORPORATION, CONCORD, ONTARIO L4K 1 Y7, CANADA, FILED 2-19-2003.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1159913, FILED 11-21-2002.
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR VIDEO SURVEILLANCE AND FOR MONITORING VIDEO STREAMS TO DETERMINE ACTIVITIES, EVENTS, AND/OR BEHAVIORS RELATING TO THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF STRUCTURES, AREAS, PEOPLE, OR THINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER GOODS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY HANDBAGS, SHOULDERS BAGS, WALLETS, ATTACHE CASES, BRIEFCASES, AND SUITCASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

COLLECT DUNBAR
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 789,995
CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR WOODEN FURNITURE, NAMELY TABLES, CHESTS, SIDEBOARDS, DESKS, CHINA CLOSETS, CABINETS, ARMOIRES, AND BEDS; AND UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE, NAMELY CHAIRS, SOFAS, STOOLS, LOVESEATS, DIVANS, OTTOMANS, SETTEES, AND BENCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR FLOOR COVERINGS, NAMELY AREA RUGS AND WALL-TO-WALL CARPETING (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-493,381. RIGHT MFG. CO., LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 2-26-2003.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, DEVICES FOR TESTING BLOOD VESSEL ELASTICITY; MEDICAL EYE TESTING MACHINES AND APPARATUS, NAMELY, OPTOMETERS, KERATOSCOPIES, AUTO REFRACTOMETERS, AUTO REFRACTO-KERATOMETERS, SLIT LAMPS, SUBJECTIVE REFRACTOMETERS AND EYE TESTING CHART PROJECTORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED TO PRESERVE THE LEGACY, CONTRIBUTIONS, HERITAGE AND ARTIFACTS OF THOMAS A EDISON (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES; CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES FOR PRESERVING THE LEGACY AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THOMAS A EDISON AND FOR THE PRESERVATION AND REHABILITATION OF SITES, ARTIFACTS, AND PAPERS REFLECTING THE SCIENTIFIC AND HISTORICAL HERITAGE OF THOMAS A EDISON; PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FINANCIAL GRANTS TO OTHER CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS TO GENERALLY SUPPORT THEIR FUNDRAISING EFFORTS, AND FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH, SCIENCE, EDUCATION, AND HISTORICAL PRESERVATION PURPOSES; AND PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES CONCERNING MONETARY DONATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,061,595.

THE ABBREVIATION CH IDENTIFIES A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD. THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS CH IN STYLIZED FORM.
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR PERFUMES, COLOGNES, TOILETRIES, NAMELY, AFTERSHAVE, SOAP, BATH GEL, BODY SHAMPOO, DEODORANTS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS, TALCUM POWDER, SHAMPOS, CONDITIONERS, AND OTHER LOTIONS FOR THE HAIR (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR EYEWEAR, NAMELY, EYEGLASSES, EYEGLASS CASES AND SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2000.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, HANDBAGS, BRIEFCASES, TRAVEL BAGS, WALLETS AND UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2000.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN’S AND WOMEN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, TROUSERS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, JACKETS, SOCKS, LINGERIE, UNDERWEAR, DRESSES, DRESSING GOWNS, SKIRTS, GOWNS, ROBES, BLOUSES, KNITS, CARDIGANS, GABARDINES, OVERCOATS, SUITS, RAINCOATS, CAPES, GLOVES, SCARVES, TIES, NIGHTWEAR, T-SHIRTS, FUR COATS, SHORTS, VESTS, JEANS, SWIMSUITS, SWIM TRUNKS, BELTS, SHOES, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, SANDALS, HATS, BERETS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2000.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION IN THE NATURE OF BUSINESS FACILITIES SECURITY MANAGEMENT AND DISASTER MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION; LABOR INTERRUPTION MANAGEMENT AND CRISIS RESPONSE MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION IN THE EVENT OF A LABOR STRIKE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1993.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF WORKPLACE VIOLENCE PREVENTION, STRIKE AWARENESS, AND SECURITY AWARENESS, AND SECURITY TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1993.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1993.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR SECURITY SERVICES, NAMELY, SECURITY GUARD SERVICES, WORKPLACE VIOLENCE PREVENTION SERVICES BY ASSESSING VULNERABILITY, REVIEWING COMPANY POLICIES SPECIFICALLY WITH REGARD TO SECURITY AND THE TRAINING FOR MANAGEMENT, SUPERVISORS AND EMPLOYEES INCLUDING HOW TO RESPOND TO POTENTIAL PROBLEMS, AND MONITORING OF FACILITIES’ SECURITY SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1993.

SN 76-494,093. HUFFMASTER MANAGEMENT, INC., TROY, MI. FILED 3-3-2003.

KEEPING BUSINESS IN BUSINESS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,755,878.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC BUSINESS CARDS WHICH INCLUDE PHOTOGRAPHS AND DETAILED BUSINESS INFORMATION REGARDING INDIVIDUALS, PRODUCTS AND/OR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DESIGNING BUSINESS CARDS AND/OR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING BUSINESS CARDS WHICH INCLUDE PHOTOGRAPHS AND DETAILED BUSINESS INFORMATION REGARDING INDIVIDUALS, PRODUCTS, AND/OR SERVICES FOR OTHERS FOR EVENTUAL DOWNLOADING BY THE PURCHASER (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-494,276. BASS, MARGOT S., TAKOMA PARK, MD. FILED 3-3-2003.

FINDING SPECIES
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SPECIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DATABASES ON CD-ROM FORMAT FEATURING ANIMAL AND PLANT SPECIES INFORMATION AND IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, A SERIES OF ANIMAL AND PLANT SPECIES FIELD GUIDES, BOOKS AND NEWSLETTERS, POSTERS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND ART WORKS, NAMELY, PAINTINGS, AND ART ETCHINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ONLINE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE CONTAINING ANIMAL AND PLANT SPECIES INFORMATION AND IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

GMACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-494,305. LOHSE, VICTORIA, DBA PURE HEART, SAUSALITO, CA. FILED 3-3-2003.

PAPER GOODS

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BOTTLED TONICS AND ELIXERS, NAMELY FLAVORED CARBONATED OR NON-CARBONATED BEVERAGES, HERBAL BEVERAGES, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES INCLUDING SWEETENED AND NON-SWEETENED AROMATIC SOLUTIONS OF ALCOHOL AND WATER, ESSENCES FOR MAKING HERBAL BEVERAGES; OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY FLAVORED WATERS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR PLASTIC LUMBER EXTRUDED FOR MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR PLASTIC LUMBER USED FOR BUILDING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).


SN 76-495,089. DEKA IMMOBILIEN INVESTMENT GMBH, D-60325 FRANKFURT AM MAIN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-6-2003.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IMMOBILIEN" AND "INVESTMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "IMMOBILIEN" IN THE MARK IS "REAL ESTATE".

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO AND ASSET MANAGEMENT, MONEY LENDING, INVESTMENT FUND TRANSFER, FUND CASH INVESTMENT AND TRANSACTION SERVICES; MONETARY SERVICES, NAMELY MONETARY EXCHANGE; REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT, REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, REAL ESTATE FUND MANAGEMENT, REAL ESTATE EQUITY SHARING, NAMELY, MANAGING AND ARRANGING FOR CO-OWNERSHIP OF REAL ESTATE, FINANCIAL VALUATION OF REAL ESTATE AND RENTAL OF OFFICE SPACE AND COMMERCIAL PREMISES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

SN 76-495,363. SNOWSPORTS GROUP INC., WACCABUC, NY. FILED 3-7-2003.

THE STIPPLING IN THE DRAWING INDICATES SHADING; IT IS NOT A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN OVAL FEATURING SNOW-COVERED MOUNTAINS, TREES, CROSSED SKIS AND A SNOWBOARD.
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
For clothing, footwear and headwear items for skiing, snowboarding, and other snow sports activities, namely, ski suits, ski boots, jackets, gloves, hats and scarves (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
For organizing and conducting exhibitions in the field of skiing, snowboarding, and other snow sports for promoting the goods and services of retailers and snow sports area operators; promoting the goods and services of retailers and snow sports area operators by arranging for sponsors to affiliate their goods and services with skiing competitions, snowboarding competitions, and other snow sports activities (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
For educational services, namely offering training and instruction in the field of skiing, snowboarding and other snow sports activities; and entertainment services namely, organizing and conducting athletic events and competitions in the field of skiing, snowboarding and other snow sports, and musical entertainment performances (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

LESLEY RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-495,485. NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE AUTHORITY, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ. FILED 3-5-2003.

THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
For decorative magnets (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
For stickers and bumper stickers (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
For dinnerware; namely, mugs and drinking glasses (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
For men's, women's and children's clothing; namely, jackets, wind resistant jackets, denim jackets, rain jackets, leather jackets, shirts, sweatshirts, knit shirts, golf shirts, camp shirts, and polo shirts (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
For toys; namely, bendable toys, electric action toys, drawing toys, fantasy character toys, infant toys, mechanical toys, plush toys, pop up toys, pull toys, push toys, ride-on toys, rubber character toys, sandbox toys, soft sculpture plush toys, squeezeable squeaking toys, squeeze toys, tossing disc toys, talking toys, water squirting toys, wind-up toys, inflatable toys, musical toys and pet toys (U.S. Cls. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-495,486. NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE AUTHORITY, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ. FILED 3-5-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "1951", "2001", "50 YEARS OF SERVICE", "TURNPIKE", AND "NJ", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
For lapel pins (U.S. Cls. 2, 27, 28 and 50). FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
For tote bags (U.S. Cls. 1, 2, 3, 22 and 41). FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
For non-metal key chains (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50). FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR HIGHWAY TOLL COLLECTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES; NAMELY, PROVIDING A PRIVATE HIGHWAY FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,487. NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE AUTHORITY, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ. FILED 3-5-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TURNPIKE", "NJ", "1951", "2001", "TP" AND "50 YEARS OF SERVICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DECORATIVE MAGNETS AND REFRIGERATOR MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STICKERS AND BUMPER STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DINNERWARE; NAMELY, MUGS AND DRINKING GLASSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS; NAMELY, BENDABLE TOYS, ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS, DRAWING TOYS, FANTASY CHARACTER TOYS, INFANT TOYS, MECHANICAL TOYS, PLUSH TOYS, POP UP TOYS, PULL TOYS, PUSH TOYS, RIDE-ON TOYS, RUBBER CHARACTER TOYS, SAND BOX TOYS, SOFT SCULPTURE PLUSH TOYS, SQUEEZABLE SQUEAKING TOYS, SQUEEZE TOYS, TOS SING DISC TOYS, TALKING TOYS, WATER SQUIRTING TOYS, WIND-UP TOYS, INFLATABLE TOYS, MUSICAL TOYS AND PET TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,705. CONCORD EFS, INC., MEMPHIS, TN. FILED 3-7-2003.

EFTLOGIX

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES MANUFACTURED BY OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE SERVICES AND LEASING OF AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES MANUFACTURED BY OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR MONITORING THE AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES OF OTHERS FOR TECHNICAL PURPOSES AND ON-LINE REPORTING OF FUNCTIONS AND MAINTENANCE NEEDS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AIR FLORA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,073,747.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FLORA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR COLD CAST RESIN FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1993.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR FIGURINES MADE OF CERAMIC AND EARTHENWARE; FLOWER PLANTERS MADE OF RESIN, GLASS, CERAMICS AND NON-PRECIOUS METALS; VASES MADE OF GLASS, CERAMICS, RESIN AND NON-PRECIOUS METALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1993.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR PRESERVED, DRIED, COOKED, CANDIED FRUIT, POTATO CHIPS, PROCESSED PEANUTS, ROASTED CORN, MACADAMIA NUTS AND EDIBLE NUTS IN GENERAL, SNACK MIXTURES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PROCESSED FRUITS AND EDIBLE NUTS, ROASTED CORN (U.S. Cl. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR LONG-LIFE PASTRY, RUSKS, BISCUITS, PRETZELS, SALTED PRETZELS, BREAD STICKS, SALTED BREAD STICKS, ZWIEBACK, CHOCOLATE COATED ALMONDS AND PEANUTS, SUGAR COATED ALMONDS, PUDDED CORN, EXTRUDED STARCH-CONTAINING SNACK PRODUCTS, NAMELY CANDY BARS, SPICED CORN-BASED SNACK PRODUCTS ALL IN THE FORM OF FRUITS, FRUITS, PRETZELS, CANDIED NUTS AND/OR POPPED POPCORN (U.S. Cl. 46).

THE STATE OF RECOGNITION

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER AND PLASTIC GOODS, NAMELY, PAPER BAGS, PAPER PRESENTATION FOLDERS, BOOK COVERS, DESK PADS AND NOTEPADS, PAPER GROWTH CHARTS, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS, COLORING BOOKS, CALENDARS, GENERAL PURPOSE PLASTIC BAGS, AND PLASTIC GROWTH CHARTS (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-LUMINOUS NON-MECHANICAL PLASTIC SIGNS (U.S. Cls. 1, 12, 33 and 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR AWARDS, RECOGNITION AND PROMOTIONAL ITEMS, NAMELY, TROPHIES AND PLAQUES MADE OF PLASTIC, GLASS, ACRYLIC, WOOD AND MARBLE (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AWARDS AND PROMOTIONAL AND RECOGNITION GOODS (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM ETCHING AND ENGRAVING OF AWARDS, INCENTIVES AND PROMOTIONAL ITEMS (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR MACHINERY FOR TREATMENT OF PLASTICS, NAMELY INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES; EXTRUDERS AND EXTRUSION MACHINES FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATION, MACHINE AND MACHINE PARTS AND MODULES THEREFORE NAMELY CLOSING UNITS FOR CLOSING THE INJECTION MOLDS, FORM TOOLS, UNITS FOR PLASTIFICATION CYCLES AS PART OF AN INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE, INJECTION PUMPS, INJECTION MOLDS, INJECTION NOZZLES, PLASTIFICATION SCREWS, BACKFLOW REGULATING VALVES, DRIVES, NAMELY HYDRAULIC DRIVES, ELECTRICAL DRIVES, PUMPING AGREGATES FOR USE IN INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES; MECHANICAL TOOLS AND DEVICES FOR PARTIAL WITHDRAWAL, DEPOSIT AND REMOVAL OF SPRUE; MECHANICAL AND HYDRAULIC QUICK ACTING MOLD TOOL MOUNTING DEVICES, AUTOMATIC MOLD TOOL CHANGERS AND MOLD TOOL CONVEYOR CARS (U.S. Cls. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 and 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUSES AND DEVICES FOR WEIGHING, MEASURING CONTROLLING AND SIGNALING IN THE FIELD OF INJECTION MOLDING AND EXTRUSION FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PLASTIC ARTICLES, NAMELY ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR EXTRUDERS AND INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE CONTROL OF EXTRUDERS AND INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES; DATA CARRIERS FOR SOFTWARE FOR THE CONTROL OF EXTRUDERS AND INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES NAMELY MAGNETIC AND NON MAGNETIC MACHINE READABLE DATA CARRIERS, NAMELY TAPES, FLOPPY DISKS, DISKETTES, COMPUTER-READABLE DISKS (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS NAMELY, START-UP SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT NAMELY PROVIDING START-UP SUPPORT FOR BUSINESS OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF INJECTION MOLDING AND EXTRUSION, AND PROVIDING ASSISTANCE OF KNOW-HOW AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR SERVICING AND REPAIR SERVICES OF ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC AND PRECISION MECHANICAL PARTS AND MACHINERY IN THE FIELD OF INJECTION MOLDING AND EXTRUSION TECHNOLOGY OF PLASTICS, SERVICING, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF MACHINERY FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF PLASTICS AND ROBOTIC SYSTEMS THEREFOR; LEASING OF MACHINERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF PLASTICS, NAMELY INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES AND EXTRUSION INSTALLATIONS; CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING PLANNING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PLASTICS TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR MATERIAL PROCESSING SERVICES, NAMELY, PLASTICS AND PLASTIC PARTS PROCESSING, CUSTOM MANUFACTURE FOR OTHERS OF ELECTRIC AND PRECISION MECHANICAL PRODUCTS AND MACHINES CONSTRUCTION AND HYDRAULICS; EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF LECTURES SEMINARS AND CLASSES FOR INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF SERVICING, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF INJECTION MOLDING AND EXTRUSION MACHINERY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR SERVICES OF AN ENGINEER, PHYSICISTS AND CHEMIST RELATING TO PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY; PROVIDING TECHNICAL OPINIONS, MATERIAL TESTING IN THE FIELD OF PLASTICS TREATMENT; DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR MACHINERY IN THE FIELD OF PLASTICS; SERVICES OF AN ATTORNEY AND A PATENT ATTORNEY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-496,613. SOCIAL LIGHT CONSULTING, INC., EMERYVILLE, CA. FILED 3-12-2003.

BABY LIGHT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING, TOYS, FOOD AND CHILD CARE PRODUCTS FOR INFANTS, TODDLERS AND YOUNG CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING EXPOSITIONS, EXHIBITIONS, SHOWS, EXHIBITS, CIRCUS, FORUMS, TRADE FAIRS, MUSEUMS OR CONVENTIONS FOR INFANTS, TODDLERS AND YOUNG CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GIF

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING SERVICES FOR COMPUTER ARCHITECTURES, NAMELY, CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS AND WEBCASTS IN THE FIELD OF THE INTERACTION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR RESEARCH, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER ARCHITECTURES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY RESEARCH, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERACTION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINGER LAKES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR WAGERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-1-1986; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1986.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING HORSE RACES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION OF HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS, HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS, SATELLITE AND TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 9-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-3-2002.
JOHN E. MICHIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHRIS BY CHRIS MESTDAIGH
THE NAME “CHRISMESTDAIGH” IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, ARMOIRES, BEDS, BEDFRAMES, MATTRESSES, MATTRESS CUSHIONS, PILLOWS AND BOX SPRINGS; COAT AND CLOTHES HANGERS; RACKS AND STANDS FOR STORAGE OF MAGAZINES, BOOKS AND DECORATION ITEMS; CURTAIN RAILS AND RODS; DIVANS AND SOFAS; FOOT RESTS AND FOOT STOOLS; ORNAMENTS OF WOOD OR PLASTIC NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR BED BLANKETS, CANOPIES FOR BEDS AND CRIBS, LINEN, PADS FOR BEDS AND MATTRESSES, BED SHEETS AND BED SPREADS, DUVETS AND DUVET COVERS, FEATHER BEDS AND FEATHER BED COVERS, CURTAINS, CURTAIN FABRICS AND DRAPERIES, HOUSEHOLD LINEN AND TOWELS; MATTRESS COVERS AND PADS, TABLE CLOTHS NOT MADE OF PAPER, TABLE LINEN, NAMELY, COASTERS, NAPKINS AND PLACEMATS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR CARPETS, RUGS, DOOR MATS, FABRIC DOOR MATS, LINOLEUM AND VINYL FLOOR COVERINGS, HARD SURFACE COVERINGS FOR FLOORS, TAPES-TRY-STYLE WALL HANGINGS, NOT OF TEXTILE, AND WALLPAPER (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-498,858. PATRIOT HR, INC., CANTON, OH. FILED 3-12-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR SERVING AS A HUMAN RESOURCES CENTER FOR OTHERS; ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESS PAY-ROLL FOR OTHERS; ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOY-EE BENEFIT PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR REVIEWING STANDARDS AND PRACTICES TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULA-TIONS, NAMELY, EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR, IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION, INCOME TAXES, TAX FORMS, COBRA, RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS, EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENTS, EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK NOTICES, FEDERAL DEPOSITS AND FILINGS, STATEMENT OF DEPOSITS AND FILINGS, UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, TAX RECONCILIATION, EMPLOYEE EARNINGS RECORD, WAGE GARNISHMENTS, NEW HIRE REPORTING, EMPLOYEE CENSUS RACE DATA, WORKERS’ COMPENSATION AUDIT INFORMATION, HIPAA PRIVACY REGULATIONS, AND ANNUAL RETURN/REPORT OF AN EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACL

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL CARGO AIRLINE AND AIRCRAFT CONTAINERS AND PALLETS; METAL CARGO TIE DOWN HARDWARE FOR AIRLINES AND AIRCRAFT, NAMELY FITTINGS AND HOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-20-1985; IN COMMERCE 5-20-1985.

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR AIRLINE AND AIRCRAFT CARGO ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CARGO NETS, CARGO STRAPS AND NET REPAIR ROPE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-20-1985; IN COMMERCE 5-20-1985.
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR AIRLINE EQUIPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF AIRCRAFT CONTAINERS, PALLETS AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 5-20-1985; IN COMMERCE 5-20-1985.

APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CAREERCONNECT

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED CD-ROMS FEATURING INFORMATION ON JOBS AND CAREERS PERFORMED BY VISUALLY HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS AND INSTRUCTION IN RESUME WRITING AND JOB INTERVIEW SKILLS AS WELL AS POSSIBLE MENTORS FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED INDIVIDUALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE DESIGNED FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED, Featuring Information On Jobs And Careers Performed By Visually Handicapped Individuals; Providing Information For Visually Impaired Individuals Featuring Information On Jobs And Careers Performed By Visually Handicapped Individuals (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE INSTRUCTION IN RESUME WRITING AND JOB INTERVIEW SKILLS; INSTRUCTION IN RESUME WRITING, JOB INTERVIEW SKILLS, AND INSTRUCTION IN HOW TO OBTAIN POSSIBLE MENTORS, ALL FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED INDIVIDUALS, PROVIDED BY TOLL FREE PHONE SERVICE; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE OF POSSIBLE MENTORS FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED INDIVIDUALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YELLOWPAGES TRAVEL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRAVEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING TRAVEL INFORMATION AND MAPS AND FOR BOOKING AND CHECKING TRAVEL RESERVATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWSLETTERS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, INSTRUCTION MANUALS, USER GUIDES AND REFERENCE GUIDES, ALL IN THE FIELDS OF TRAVEL, ENTERTAINMENT, COMPUTERS, AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE CHAT ROOMS AND ON-LINE BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMITTING MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION; PROVIDING TRAVEL INFORMATION; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE INTERACTIVE DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF TRAVEL, TRANSPORTATION BY AIR, BOAT, BUS, TRAIN, AND GROUND TRAFFIC AND PARKING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE INTERACTIVE DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF MUSICAL EVENTS, THEATRICAL EVENTS, LIVE DRAMATIC EVENTS, FILMS, AND SPORTING EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE INTERACTIVE DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF DINING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR NEWSLETTERS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, INSTRUCTION MANUALS, USER GUIDES AND REFERENCE GUIDES NOT INCLUDING DIRECTORIES ALL IN THE FIELDS OF TRAVEL, ENTERTAINMENT, COMPUTERS, AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE CHAT ROOMS AND ON-LINE BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMITTING MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION; PROVIDING TRAVEL INFORMATION; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE INTERACTIVE DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF TRAVEL, TRANSPORTATION BY AIR, BOAT, BUS, TRAIN, AND GROUND TRAFFIC AND PARKING, ALL NOT INCLUDING DIRECTORY INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE INTERACTIVE DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF MUSICAL EVENTS, THEATRICAL EVENTS, LIVE DRAMATIC EVENTS, FILMS, AND SPORTING EVENTS NOT INCLUDING DIRECTORY INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLUE DAY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER-MOUSE PADS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR BOOKS FEATURING HUMOROUS OR PHILOSOPHICAL CONTENT IN TEXT, PICTORIAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC FORM; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY PHOTOGRAPHS; PERIODICALS AND MAGAZINES FEATURING HUMOROUS OR PHILOSOPHICAL CONTENT IN TEXT, PICTORIAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC FORM; STATIONARIES; BLANK NOTEBOOKS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, NAMELY BOOKS IN THE FIELDS OF PHILOSOPHY, LIFE-EDUCATION, LITERARY TECHNIQUES AND CREATIVE WRITING TECHNIQUES AND SKILLS FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN; POSTCARDS; NOTEPAPER; RETAIL GREETING CARDS; PENCIL TINS, PAPER BOXES AND CASES; STORAGE BOXES MADE FROM PAPER OR CARDBOARD; POSTERS; BOOKMARKS; PAPER BAGS; INVITATIONS MADE FROM PAPER OR CARDBOARD; LOOSE-LEAF BINDERS; JOURNALS FEATURING HUMOROUS OR PHILOSOPHICAL CONTENT IN TEXT, PICTORIAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC FORM; STICKERS; ENVELOPES; WRAPPING PAPER; WRITING PAPER; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS; ADHESIVE PAPER NOTES; PENCIL SHARPENERS; DRAWING RULERS; ERASERS; INK STAMP-SEALS; GIFT TAGS MADE FROM PAPER OR CARDBOARD; PAPER RIBBON, TISSUES FOR REMOVING MAKE-UP (BUT EXCLUDING PRE-MOISTENED TISSUES); MANILA FOLDERS; INDEX FLAGS FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; PENCILS; PENS; TEXTS FEATURING HUMOROUS OR PHILOSOPHICAL CONTENT IN TEXT, PICTORIAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC FORM; STICKERS; ADHESIVE TAPES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; STAPLERS; STAPLES; POSTAGE STAMPS; GLUE STICKS FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; BLANK DIARIES; GIFT BOXES MADE FROM PAPER OR CARDBOARD; SKETCH PADS; ADHESIVE BOOK COVERINGS FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SINCE 1846", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR METAL KEY RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR NAIL CLIPPERS AND SOUVENIR SPOONS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR LAPEL PINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PENS, PENCILS, PENCIL CASES, PHOTO ALBUMS, PHOTO FRAMES, PAPER AND PLASTIC BAGS FOR MERCHANDISE, SOUVENIR BOOKS, POSTCARDS, CALENDARS, AND PAPER AND PLASTIC PLACEMATS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR TOTE BAGS, FANNY PACKS, COIN PURSES AND PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR WOODEN PLAQUES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BELLS MADE OF CHINA, COASTERS, MUGS, SAUCERS, TEA SETS, NON-METAL PIGGY BANKS, PLATES, SHOT GLASSES, SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS, SPOON RESTS, TOOTH PICKS, TRIVETS, BEVERAGE COOLERS AND WIND CHIMES. (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR COVERS FOR KEEPING BREAD AND LIKE WARM, OVEN MITTS AND POT-HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR LADIES', MENS' AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, FLEECE TOPS, PONCHOS, HATS, AND BASEBALL CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR THIMBLES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR WATERBALLS AND BOAT MODELS AND PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 34—SMOKERS' ARTICLES
FOR ASH TRAYS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
ARETHA MASTERSOHN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DVDS AND CD-ROMS CONTAINING GAMES, BOARD GAMES, INTERACTIVE GAMES, VIDEO GAMES, COMPUTER GAMES, GAME SHOWS, AND GAMES CONTAINING INTERACTIVE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, INSTRUCTIONS RELEVANT TO GAMES, AND VIDEO GAMES FROM TELEVISION SHOWS, CARTOONS, AND FILMS; MULTIMEDIA GAMES THAT MAY BE PLAYED VIA A DVD MACHINE, COMPUTER AND TELEVISION OR MONITOR; SOFTWARE, NAMELY MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON DVD OR CD-ROM TO PROVIDE THE ABOVE FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, PLAYTHINGS, AND GAMES, NAMELY BOARD GAMES, PARTY GAMES AND PARLOR GAMES; INTERACTIVE GAMES THAT MAY BE PLAYED VIA A DVD MACHINE, COMPUTER AND TELEVISION OR MONITOR AND THAT COMPRISE COMPONENT PIECES, NAMELY GAME BOARDS, CARDS AND GAME PIECES THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH CONTENT CONTAINED ON A DVD OR CD-ROM (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

MIND GAMES
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GAMES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DVDS AND CD-ROMS CONTAINING GAMES, BOARD GAMES, INTERACTIVE GAMES, VIDEO GAMES, COMPUTER GAMES, GAME SHOWS, AND GAMES CONTAINING INTERACTIVE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, INSTRUCTIONS RELEVANT TO GAMES, AND VIDEO GAMES FROM TELEVISION SHOWS, CARTOONS, AND FILMS; MULTIMEDIA GAMES THAT MAY BE PLAYED VIA A DVD MACHINE, COMPUTER AND TELEVISION OR MONITOR; SOFTWARE, NAMELY MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON DVD OR CD-ROM TO PROVIDE THE ABOVE FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, PLAYTHINGS, AND GAMES, NAMELY BOARD GAMES, PARTY GAMES AND PARLOR GAMES; INTERACTIVE GAMES THAT MAY BE PLAYED VIA A DVD MACHINE, COMPUTER AND TELEVISION OR MONITOR AND THAT COMPRISE COMPONENT PIECES, NAMELY GAME BOARDS, CARDS AND GAME PIECES THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH CONTENT CONTAINED ON A DVD OR CD-ROM (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BEAT THE PARENTS

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DVDS AND CD-ROMS CONTAINING GAMES, BOARD GAMES, INTERACTIVE GAMES, VIDEO GAMES, COMPUTER GAMES, GAME SHOWS, AND GAMES CONTAINING INTERACTIVE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, INSTRUCTIONS RELATIVE TO GAMES, AND VIDEO GAMES FROM TELEVISION SHOWS, CARTOONS, AND FILMS; MULTIMEDIA GAMES THAT MAY BE PLAYED VIA A DVD MACHINE, COMPUTER AND TELEVISION OR MONITOR; SOFTWARE, NAMELY MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON DVD OR CD-ROM TO PROVIDE THE ABOVE FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR TOYS, PLAYTHINGS, AND GAMES, NAMELY BOARD GAMES, PARTY GAMES AND PARLOR GAMES; INTERACTIVE GAMES THAT MAY BE PLAYED VIA A DVD MACHINE, COMPUTER AND TELEVISION OR MONITOR AND THAT COMPRISE COMPONENT PIECES, NAMELY GAME BOARDS, CARDS AND GAME PIECES THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH CONTENT CONTAINED ON A DVD OR CD-ROM (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF COMPETITIONS, KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES AND GAME SHOWS; PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF COMPETITIONS, KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES AND GAME SHOWS; LIVE PERFORMANCES IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS, KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES AND GAME SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MYSTIC BALL

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DVDS AND CD-ROMS CONTAINING GAMES, BOARD GAMES, INTERACTIVE GAMES, VIDEO GAMES, COMPUTER GAMES, GAME SHOWS, AND GAMES CONTAINING INTERACTIVE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, INSTRUCTIONS RELATIVE TO GAMES, AND VIDEO GAMES FROM TELEVISION SHOWS, CARTOONS, AND FILMS; MULTIMEDIA GAMES THAT MAY BE PLAYED VIA A DVD MACHINE, COMPUTER AND TELEVISION OR MONITOR; SOFTWARE, NAMELY MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON DVD OR CD-ROM TO PROVIDE THE ABOVE FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR TOYS, PLAYTHINGS, AND GAMES, NAMELY BOARD GAMES, PARTY GAMES AND PARLOR GAMES; INTERACTIVE GAMES THAT MAY BE PLAYED VIA A DVD MACHINE, COMPUTER AND TELEVISION OR MONITOR AND THAT COMPRISE COMPONENT PIECES, NAMELY GAME BOARDS, CARDS AND GAME PIECES THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH CONTENT CONTAINED ON A DVD OR CD-ROM (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF COMPETITIONS, KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES AND GAME SHOWS; PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMMING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF COMPETITIONS, KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES AND GAME SHOWS; LIVE PERFORMANCES IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS, KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES AND GAME SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

EASY MONEY

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A MESSAGING SERVICE FOR MESSAGES ORIGINATING FROM TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION, NAMELY AN ELECTRONIC MESSAGING SYSTEM; ELECTRONIC VOICE MESSAGING, NAMELY, THE RECORDING, STORAGE, AND SUBSEQUENT TRANSMISSION OF VOICE MESSAGES BY TELEPHONE; TEXT AND NUMERIC WIRELESS DIGITAL MESSAGING SERVICES; WEB MESSAGING; WIRELESS DIGITAL MESSAGING SERVICES; TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ADVISORY AND CONSULTATION SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF COMPETITIONS, KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES AND GAME SHOWS; PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMMING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF COMPETITIONS, KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES AND GAME SHOWS; SCHEDULING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMMING; DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE AND/OR OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, NAMELY COMPETITIONS, KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES AND GAME SHOWS; LIVE PERFORMANCES IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS, KNOWLEDGE QUIZZES AND GAME SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SN 76-503,539. KETAN AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT, INC., CLAREMONT, CA. FILED 4-2-2003.

KETAN AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "KETAN AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT".
CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR PRODUCTION LINE MACHINERY NAMELY, INDUSTRIAL LABELING MACHINES, CONVEYORS, BOTTLE RINSERS, BOTTLE FILLERS, BOTTLE SEALERS, BOTTLE CAPPERS, BOTTLE TORQUERS, PALLETTIZERS AND DEPALLETTIZERS FOR ARRANGING AND STACKING ITEMS. CASE ERECTORS FOR ERECTING CARTONS FROM THEIR FLATTENED STATE. CARTONER MACHINES FOR FILLING CARTONS. PACKING MACHINES, PRODUCTION LINE TURN TABLES, PRODUCTION LINE PRINTING APPLICATORS, FORM FILL AND SEAL MACHINES, SORTING MACHINES, FEEDERS FOR FEEDING PACKAGING SUCH AS BOTTLES AND POUCHES, SEQUENTIALLY INTO A PRODUCTION LINE, AND SEALING MACHINES, NAMELY CASE TAPERS FOR TAPPING CASES SHUT (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR VISION SYSTEMS FOR PRODUCTION LINE MACHINES NAMELY INTELLIGENT INSPECTION SYSTEMS COMPRISING A CPU AND OPTICAL TRANSCIEVERS, USED FOR INSPECTING PRODUCTS AND PACKAGING; THERMAL TRANSFER PRINTERS, CHECKWEIGHERS, INDUSTRIAL INK JET CODERS FOR PRINTING CODES ON PACKAGING AND CONTAINERS AS THEY COME DOWN THE PRODUCTION LINE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR IMPORT AGENCY FEATURING PRODUCTION LINE MACHINERY; DEALERSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCTION LINE MACHINERY; DISTRIBUTORS IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCTION LINE MACHINERY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-503,567. THOMPSON PRODUCTS, INC, LAKEVILLE, MA. FILED 4-2-2003.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ALBUMS, ALBUM COVERS AND ALBUM PAGES USED FOR PHOTOGRAPHS, NEGATIVES, MEMORABILIA, COLLECTIBLES, RECIPES AND ADDRESSES; STATIONERY, IMPRINTABLE STATIONERY, MEMO PADS, NOTE CARDS, NOTE PADS, MAGNETIC MEMO PADS, NOTE PADS, WRITING PADS, NOTE CARDS, NOTE CARDS IN TIN CONTAINERS, ENVELOPES, ADDRESS BOOKS, COMPOSITION BOOKS, STATIONERY BOXES, STATIONERY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND STATIONERY FOLDERS, WRITING PAPER, STATIONERY TYPE PORTFOLIOS, BLANK AND LINED JOURNALS FOR WRITING, WRITING TABLETS, MAGNETIC BOARD MESSAGE CENTER COMPRISING OF A MAGNETIC BOARD, PEN AND WRITING PAPER, ADHESIVE NOTE PADS, AND GIFT SETS, NAMELY, STATIONERY BOXES, BLANK JOURNALS, LINED JOURNALS, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER, NOTE CARDS, MEMO PADS, MEMO CUBES, ADDRESS BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PICTURE FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2003. TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-503,877. TALBOTPARTNERS MEDIA PTY LIMITED, NEW SOUTH WALES 2103, AUSTRALIA, FILED 4-3-2003. PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON AUSTRALIA APPLICATION NO. 931,237, FILED 10-16-2002, REG. NO. 931237, DATED 10-16-2002, EXPIRES 10-16-2012. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOLF ADS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS AND DISPLAY BOARDS FOR ADVERTISING, NAMELY NON-METAL ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS AND NON-METAL DISPLAY BOARDS FOR ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR OUTDOOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY RENTAL OF OUTDOOR SIGNS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). JOHN LINCOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GOLD STAR PHONICS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHONICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES FEATURING READ-ALONG PHONICS WORKBOOK LESSONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1998.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR WORKBOOKS, PRINTED LETTER CARDS, WORD CARDS, DIAGNOSTIC TESTS, AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS, ALL FOR LEARNING PHONICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1998.
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

META-THOUGHTS

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUBLISHED WORKS FEATURING INSPIRATIONAL AND MOTIVATIONAL WRITINGS OF INGRID COFFIN, NAMELY, BOOKS, CALENDARS AND GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF INSPIRATIONAL AND MOTIVATIONAL WRITINGS OF INGRID COFFIN VIA E-MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CLIENT CONSULTING ON APPLICATION OF CYANIDES, PROVIDING TECHNICAL PROCESSES FOR LEACHING AND DETOXIFICATION, PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING THE HANDLING AND APPLICATION OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR HOME HEALTH SERVICES, NAMELY, PHYSICAL REHABILITATION SERVICES, LANGUAGE AND SPEECH SKILL REHABILITATION SERVICES, THOUGHT PROCESS REHABILITATION SERVICES, SKILLED NURSING SERVICES, WOUND, OSTOMY AND CONTINENCE NURSING SERVICES, MEDICAL AIDE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR SOCIAL WORK SERVICES, NAMELY, SHORT-TERM COUNSELING, CRISIS INTERVENTION, EVALUATION OF HOME ENVIRONMENT, ASSISTANCE WITH ADVANCED DIRECTIVES AND END-OF-LIFE ISSUES AND COMMUNITY RESOURCE PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICALS PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, NAMELY, CYANIDES IN THE FORM OF LIQUIDS, GRANULES, POWDER AND BRIQUETTES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CLIENT CONSULTING ON APPLICATION OF CYANIDES, PROVIDING TECHNICAL PROCESSES FOR LEACHING AND DETOXIFICATION, PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING THE HANDLING AND APPLICATION OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,015,548 AND 2,435,219
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME HEALTH SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR HOME HEALTH SERVICES, NAMELY, PHYSICAL REHABILITATION SERVICES, LANGUAGE AND SPEECH SKILL REHABILITATION SERVICES, THOUGHT PROCESS REHABILITATION SERVICES, SKILLED NURSING SERVICES, WOUND, OSTOMY AND CONTINENCE NURSING SERVICES, MEDICAL AIDE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR SOCIAL WORK SERVICES, NAMELY, SHORT-TERM COUNSELING, CRISIS INTERVENTION, EVALUATION OF HOME ENVIRONMENT, ASSISTANCE WITH ADVANCED DIRECTIVES AND END-OF-LIFE ISSUES AND COMMUNITY RESOURCE PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRECISION SURGICAL INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SURGICAL INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,015,548 AND 2,435,219
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME HEALTH SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING MEDICAL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION, AND USE OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-14-2003.
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-506,243. EXPANSION JOINT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, TARRYTOWN, NY. FILED 4-14-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXPANSION JOINT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PERIODICALLY PUBLISHED MANUALS, NAMELY, MANUALS OF INDUSTRY STANDARDS FOR THE SPECIFICATION, DESIGN, AND INSTALLATION OF BELLOW-CONTAINING EXPANSION JOINTS FOR PIPE LINES, DUCTS AND VESSELS; AND GUIDE BOOKS FOR PERSONS BUYING, SELLING, SPECIFYING AND INSTALLING BELLOW-CONTAINING EXPANSION JOINTS IN PIPE LINES, DUCTS AND VESSELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-1969; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1969.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MEMBERS OF THE EXPANSION JOINT MANUFACTURERS INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-1969; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1969.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FIRST USE 4-1-1969; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1969.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-506,903. HARDING, SHERWOOD M., PORTLAND, ME. FILED 4-4-2003.

NOSTALGIA GARAGE

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING OLD AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT, PARTS AND MEMORABILIA FOR HOBBYIST ENGAGED IN THE RESTORATION AND MAINTENANCE OF OLD AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING FOR HOBBYISTS IN THE FIELD OF OLD AUTOMOBILE RESTORATION AND MAINTENANCE, AND OPERATION OF MUSEUMS FOR OLD AUTOMOBILES, PARTS AND MAINTENANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107)
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 899,119, 2,558,197 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SKIING AND SNOWBOARDING HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ALL-PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS AND RUCKSACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, AFTER-SKI BOOTS, SKI BOOT BAGS, SKI BIBS, BOOTS, SPORT COATS, WINTER SPORT GLOVES, HEADWEAR, WINTER SPORTS MITTENS, ATHLETIC SHOES AND SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ORGANIZING FESTIVALS FEATURING WINTER SPORTS, ORGANIZING WINTER SPORTS TOURNAMENTS AND PROVIDING FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR WINTER SPORTS TOURNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SN 76-507,139. DIGEX, INCORPORATED, BELTSVILLE, MD. FILED 4-16-2003.

ARCHITEX

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR COMPUTER ADMINISTRATION SERVICES, NAMELY, INSTALLATION OF INFRASTRUCTURES OF COMPUTER NETWORKS AND WEBSITES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CONFIGURING, MAINTAINING AND UPGRADING INFRASTRUCTURES OF COMPUTER NETWORKS AND WEBSITES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101)

KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FRUITS AND NUTS, NAMELY, NUTS AND FRUIT TOPPINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

TASTI TWISTI

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,525,999 AND 1,803,350. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TASTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FROZEN CONFECTIONS WITH MIXED IN TOPPINGS AND DESSERTS WITH MIXED IN TOPPINGS FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES, NAMELY ICE CREAM CAKES, PIES, LOGS, PASTRIES, SHERBETS, MILK SHAKES, ICE CREAM SANDWICH, ICE CREAM BROWNIES AND ICE CREAM CONES; MIXED IN TOPPINGS FOR CONFECTIONS AND DESSERTS, NAMELY CHOCOLATE, CANDY, COOKIE, BROWNIE, SYRUP OR SAUCES TOPPINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

SN 76-507,390. HYMAN'S, CHARLESTON, SC. FILED 4-17-2003.

ODLE

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY WORK WEAR, IN THE NATURE OF SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, FASHION COLLAR SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS, COVERALLS AND BIB OVERALLS, MEDICAL UNIFORMS, NAMELY, SCRUB TOPS, SCRUB BOTTOMS, LAB COATS, CULINARY WEAR, NAMELY, CHEF COATS, CHEF PANTS, COOK PANTS, CHEF SHIRTS, APRONS, BUTCHER COATS, AND CHEF HATS; BOOTS AND FOOTWEAR; AND OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, JACKETS, COATS AND VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF OCCUPATIONAL WEAR AND UNIFORMS, NAMELY NURSING APPAREL AND FOOTWEAR, CULINARY APPAREL, CORPORATE APPAREL, WORK WEAR APPAREL AND FOOTWEAR, AND SECURITY APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL PORTABLE BUILDINGS MADE FROM COMPOSITE MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METAL PORTABLE BUILDINGS MADE FROM COMPOSITE MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PORTABLE BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC VIDEO RECORDINGS OF AUDIO AND VISUAL PRESENTATIONS ON BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND IMPROVING THE SERVICE PROVIDED BY A BUSINESS TO ITS CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND IMPROVING THE SERVICE PROVIDED BY A BUSINESS TO ITS CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MARKET TRAVEL
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRAVEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR CAR AND AIRLINE RESERVATIONS, BOOKINGS FOR EXCURSIONS, CRUISES AND TOURS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR LODGINGS, RESTAURANT AND MEALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-508,546. DEGUSSA AG, 40474 DÜSSELDORF, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-21-2003.

MALPHOS

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICALS PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CATALYSTS AND CATALYST SUPPORTS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS, FINE CHEMICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS; PRECIOUS METAL CATALYSTS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS, FINE CHEMICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVISION OF INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF CHEMICALS VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GLOBAL INVENTORY LEVELING
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLOBAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES AND ONLINE CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING PACKAGING, WRAPPING AND SHIPPING SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1990.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR BROKERAGE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-0-2003.
KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CALIFORNIA MENTOR FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUND-RAISING; PROVIDING GRANTS TO YOUTH MENTORING ORGANIZATIONS AND YOUTH MENTORING PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-14-1997; IN COMMERCE 10-14-1997.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PUBLICATION OF EDUCATIONAL BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS IN THE FIELD OF YOUTH MENTORING; EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF YOUTH MENTORING; DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF YOUTH MENTORING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-14-1997; IN COMMERCE 10-14-1997.

VICTORY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DEALERSHIP IN THE FIELD OF NEW AND USED AUTOMOBILES AND TRUCKS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF NEW AND USED VEHICLE PARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REPAIR, MAINTENANCE AND BODY SHOP SERVICES FOR AUTOMOBILES AND TRUCKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


SN 76-511,881. FRESENIUS KABI AG, 60323 FRANKFURT, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-30-2003.


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ELECTRONIC COMMERCE BILLING SERVICES, NAMELY MAINTAINING A DATABASE OF MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION AND BILLING FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND INTERNET ACCESS USING WIRELESS LAN PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE PREVENTION OF FORMATION OF ADHESIONS AFTER SURGICAL PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, BAGS AND CATHETERS FOR THE PREVENTION OF FORMATION OF ADHESIONS AFTER SURGICAL PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

SN 76-511,881. FRESENIUS KABI AG, 60323 FRANKFURT, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-30-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ELECTRONIC COMMERCE BILLING SERVICES, NAMELY MAINTAINING A DATABASE OF MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION AND BILLING FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND INTERNET ACCESS USING WIRELESS LAN PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE PREVENTION OF FORMATION OF ADHESIONS AFTER SURGICAL PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, BAGS AND CATHETERS FOR THE PREVENTION OF FORMATION OF ADHESIONS AFTER SURGICAL PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ELECTRONIC COMMERCE BILLING SERVICES, NAMELY MAINTAINING A DATABASE OF MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION AND BILLING FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND INTERNET ACCESS USING WIRELESS LAN PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE PREVENTION OF FORMATION OF ADHESIONS AFTER SURGICAL PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, BAGS AND CATHETERS FOR THE PREVENTION OF FORMATION OF ADHESIONS AFTER SURGICAL PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COYOTE SPRINGS

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR BEEF, BEEF PRODUCTS, NAMELY, GROUND BEEF, BEEF PATTIES, STEAKS, FILETS, TIPS, ROASTS, RIBS, STEW MEATS AND ROAST BEEF (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR HONEY (U.S. CL. 46).
CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR LIVE ANIMALS AND LIVESTOCK; FRESH GRAPES GROWN AND SOLD TO WINE PRODUCERS FOR WINE MAKING; RAW PINON NUTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR BREEDING AND STUD SERVICES FOR CATTLE; COLLECTING BULL SEMEN AND HEIFFER EGGS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE VIRTUAL LEARNING INSTITUTE, LLC, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PUNK ROCK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CUSTOM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BRAIN & SPINAL INJURY TRUST FUND COMMISSION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUSTOM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE VIRTUAL LEARNING INSTITUTE, LLC, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUNK ROCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATION-RELATED ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING AND SPONSORING COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS AND ACTIVITIES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING COLLEGIATE SPORTING EVENTS, NAMELY, FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, CROSS COUNTRY, GOLF, TENNIS, SOCCER, SWIMMING AND DIVING, TRACK AND FIELD, AND VOLLEYBALL GAMES; LECTURES AND EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF ART, GRAPHIC AND COMMERCIAL ART, PAINTING, CERAMICS, SCULPTURE, MUSIC, BEHAVIORAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND POLITICAL ISSUES AND THOSE OF PUBLIC INTEREST; RECREATION PROGRAMS, NAMELY, INTRAMURAL SPORTS, FITNESS CLASSES, CONCERTS AND THEATRICAL EVENTS, NAMELY, PLAYS, READINGS, MUSICALS AND MUSICAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE LINING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL AND EDUCATION-RELATED ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING AND SPONSORING COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS AND ACTIVITIES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF COLLEGE SPORTING EVENTS, NAMELY, FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, CROSS COUNTRY, GOLF, TENNIS, SOCCER, SWIMMING AND DIVING, TRACK AND FIELD, AND VOLLEYBALL GAMES; LECTURES AND EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF ART, GRAPHIC AND COMMERCIAL ART, PAINTING, CERAMICS, SCULPTURE, MUSIC, BEHAVIORAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND POLITICAL ISSUES AND THOSE OF PUBLIC INTEREST; RECREATION PROGRAMS, NAMELY, INTRAMURAL SPORTS, FITNESS CLASSES, CONCERTS AND THEATRICAL EVENTS, NAMELY, PLAYS, READINGS, MUSICALS AND MUSICAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 10-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-31-2001. RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CITRUS

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR PHOTOPOLYMERS AND POLYMERS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PRINTING ELEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR PRINTING SLEEVES USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PRINTING ELEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35). TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-518,146. OMEGA PROTEIN, INC., HAMMOND, LA. FILED 5-30-2003.

HEALTHY PRODUCTS FOR A HEALTHY WORLD

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR FISH OIL FOR USE AS AN INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE AND SOIL ADDITIVE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR FISH OIL USED AS AN INSECTICIDE AND FUNGICIDE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR PROTEIN AND FISH OIL FOR USE AS NON-MEDICATED ADDITIVES IN ANIMAL AND MARINE FEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR ELECTRONIC ACQUISITION AND STORAGE OF LEGAL DATA IN A CENTRAL ELECTRONIC DATABASE AND IN A CLIENT-FIRM EXTRANET, ACCESSIBLE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR LEGAL SERVICES; PROVIDING ACCESS TO LEGAL INFORMATION AND DATABASES FEATURING NEWS AND INFORMATION IN THE LEGAL FIELD BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET, EMAIL, IN-HOUSE INTRANET AND FIRM-CLIENT EXTRANET CONNECTIONS; ONLINE DISTRIBUTION OF NEWS AND INFORMATION RELATED TO THE LEGAL FIELD; COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION OF LEGAL DATA, BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET, EMAIL, AND FIRM-CLIENT INTRANET AND EXTRANET; PROVIDING FIRM-CLIENT EXTRANET SERVICES FOR THE SHARING OF DOCUMENTS, CORRESPONDENCE, TO DO LISTS, FIRM CONTACT INFORMATION, NEWS AND INFORMATION IN THE LEGAL FIELD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-521,044. ELIOS IMPORTS, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 6-6-2003.

NATURALLY GREEK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GREEK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR OLIVE OIL, PROCESSED OLIVES, AND VEGETABLE-BASED SPREADS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR HONEY, PROCESSED HERBS, AND SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

FOR FRESH MUSHROOMS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

WOOD & CASE UNIVERSE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,561,793.

THE RELEVANT CHURCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CHURCH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SERIES OF PRERECORDED COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO TAPES, VIDEO TAPES, CD-ROMS AND DVD-ROMS OF SERMONS, SEMINARS, SPEECHES, AND OTHER SIMILAR PRESENTATIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ENCOURAGING AND TRAINING LEADERS TO DEVELOP A HEALTHY AND GROWING CHURCH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, SERIES OF BOOKS, NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, BOOKLETS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, BULLETINS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MANUALS, AND NOTEBOOKS AND WORKBOOKS CONTAINING TRANSCRIPTS AND CURRICULUM MATERIALS, POSTERS, NOTEPADS, AND CALENDARS ALL FOR THE PURPOSE OF ENCOURAGING AND TRAINING LEADERS TO DEVELOP A HEALTHY AND GROWING CHURCH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.

Chris Wells, Examining Attorney


The lining is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.
The color(s) blue, black, gray, yellow, white and pink are claimed as a distinctive feature of the mark.
The color blue appears in the pants, lower boots and collar of the human figure depicted in the drawing. The color blue also appears in the rectangular carrier box as the background for the wording "Captain Hydro".
The color yellow appears in the human figure's belt and belt buckle. The color black appears in the human figure's belt and around the rim of the belt buckle, as well as in the figure's gloves and top portion of the boots. The color gray appears in the human figure's wrist mounted blaster units, hoses and backpack. The color white appears in the wording "Captain Hydro", as well as in the human figure's leg straps, holster, hair and in the stylized letter "H" on each of the figure's boots. The color pink appears in the human figure's torso, arms and face.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR COMIC BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES AND WATER SQUIRTING TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
Nelson Snyder, Examining Attorney


The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Flavio Olivera, whose consent(s) to register will be submitted.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR COOKED AND FROZEN READY TO HEAT AND SERVE PREPACKAGED MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT AND STEAKS, POTATOES, POULTRY, AND PORK (U.S. CL. 46).

G. Mayerschoff, Examining Attorney


CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR COOKED AND FROZEN READY TO HEAT AND SERVE PREPACKAGED MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR PURSES AND TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

G. Mayerschoff, Examining Attorney

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR SHOES AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

G. Mayerschoff, Examining Attorney
CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICALS, NAMELY, COMPOSITIONS FOR FILTERING CONTAMINATED WATER AND FOR SEPARATING HYDROCARBONS FROM WATER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR PLASTIC AND RUBBER PLANTERS AND POTS FOR PLANTS AND PLASTIC AND RUBBER DISKS FOR PROTECTING SURFACES FROM STAINING BY PLANTERS AND PET BOWLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2000.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR PET TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50),

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR OAT GRASS KIT FOR PETS, COMPRISING OF OAT GRASS SEEDS, POTTING SOIL AND PLASTIC CONTAINER (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-524,334. WHITE HOUSE, INC., THE, FT. MYERS, FL.
FILED 6-20-2003.

MAKE WOMEN FEEL BEAUTIFUL

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING, GIFTS, CHINA, BAGS, BELTS, ACCESSORIES, SHOES, AND HOUSEWARES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING, GIFTS, CHINA, BAGS, BELTS, ACCESSORIES, SHOES, AND HOUSEWARES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CUSTOMER INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAM, NAMELY, A CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES STORE CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAM THAT PROVIDES DISCOUNTS AND RELATED BENEFITS TO REWARD REPEAT CUSTOMERS; ADMINISTERING A SHOPPING REBATE PROGRAM AND A CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAM; DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING, AND MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES, ALL FEATURING CLOTHING, GIFTS, CHINA, BAGS, BELTS, ACCESSORIES, SHOES, AND HOUSEWARES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ONLINE RETAIL ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING, GIFTS, CHINA, BAGS, BELTS, ACCESSORIES, SHOES, AND HOUSEWARES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR METAL KEY CHAINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY, SLIDES FOR BOLO TIES, AND COMMEMORATIVE COINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR CUPS, MUGS, GLASSES AND COMMEMORATIVE PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR NECKERCHIEFS, T-SHIRTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS

FOR CLOTH PATCHES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

MANOPLEX 137

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR FERRIC CYANIDE FOR SCIENTIFIC USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR FERRIC CYANIDE FOR MEDICAL USE AS AN ACTIVE INGREDIENT IN AN ANTIDOTE FOR RADIATION POISONING (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, LOTIONS, MOISTURIZERS, SOAPS, CLEANSERS, CLARIFIERS, CREAMS, TONERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AGELESS EFFECTS

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR EYE PILLOWS CONTAINING AROMATIC SUBSTANCES FOR RELIEF FROM HEADACHES, INSOMNIA AND SINUS DISCOMFORT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 11-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
**CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS**

FOR YOGA GYM BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 11-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

**CLASS 25—CLOTHING**

FOR YOGA CLOTHING, NAMELY, WOMEN'S T-SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, TANK TOPS, HATS, CAPS, SHORTS AND JACKETS; YOGA MEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, TANK TOPS, HATS, CAPS, SHORTS AND JACKETS; YOGA CLOTHING, NAMELY, CHILDREN'S T-SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, TANK TOPS, HATS, CAPS, SHORTS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 11-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**SPA ATLANTIC**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

**CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT**

FOR HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

**CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES**

FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES, AND BEAUTY SALONS. (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**E-Z DESIGNS**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGNS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

**CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER**

FOR PAPER DECORATIVE COVERS FOR ELECTRONIC TOLL PAYMENT TRANSPONDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED**

FOR PLASTIC DECORATIVE COVERS FOR ELECTRONIC TOLL PAYMENT TRANSPONDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

---

**FOOD LION**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,427,887, 2,654,055 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOOD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

**CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS**

FOR FRANKFURTERS MADE OF BEEF, CHICKEN OR PORK; PREPARED PACKAGED MASHED POTATOES; TACO DINNER KIT CONSISTING OF HARD OR SOFT TACO SHELLS, SEASONING AND SAUCE; CANNED VEGETABLES, NAMELY, SWEET PEAS; CANNED MIXED FRUIT; CANNED DICED PEACHES; CHICKEN, NAMELY, FLAVORED READY-TO-COOK CHICKEN SNACK WINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

**CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS**

FOR SEASONED COATING FOR MEAT AND POULTRY; ENCHILADA SAUCE; JELLIED CRANBERRY SAUCE; CANDY, NAMELY, GUMMI WORMS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.

**CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS**

FOR CAT FOOD, NAMELY, CRUNCHY CAT MIX (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**IBEX HEALTHDATA SYSTEMS**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,594,952.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTHDATA SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING AND REPORTING PATIENT AND HEALTH CARE PROVIDER INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS SOLD THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1998.

**CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES**

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, INSTALLING, MAINTAINING, AND TROUBLESHOOTING OF PROBLEMS IN COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING AND REPORTING PATIENT AND HEALTH CARE PROVIDER INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1998.
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR SKIN CLEANSING CREAM, SKIN MOISTURIZER, SKIN TONER, DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS FOR PERSONAL USE; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, TALCUM POWDER, HAND LOTIONS, COLD CREAM; FACIAL MAKEUP; FACE POWDER, EYE MAKEUP AND REMOVER; DEPILATORY LOTIONS; BATH OILS AND BATH SALTS; TOILET SOAP; TOOTHPASTE; NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR DYE, HAIR COLOR, HAIR BLEACH, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR WAVING LOTIONS; PERFUME AND COLOGNE; AFTER SHAVE LOTION AND SHAVING CREAM; SUN TAN LOTION AND NAIL POLISH (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY, PRECIOUS GEMSTONES, WATCHES, AND CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 30).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER


CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, NAMELY, SUITCASES, TRUNKS, LUGGAGE AND TRAVELING BAGS, BRIEFCASES, WALLETS AND PURSES, HANDBAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS, AND WALKING STICKS MADE IN PART OF LEATHER (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR GLASS BEVERAGEWARE FOR DOMESTIC USE; EARTHENWARE AND PORCELAIN, NAMELY, BASINS, BOXES, JUGS, NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE POTS, COFFEE SERVICES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, NON-ELECTRIC TEA POTS, TEA SERVICES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, MUGS, FIGURELINES, CROCKERY AND DINNERWARE, NAMELY, CUPS, SAUCERS, DISHES AND TABLE PLATES; AND VASES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR STUFFED TOY ANIMALS; ARM GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE; ATHLETIC SUPPORTERS; TENNIS BALLS; STATIONARY EXERCISE BICYCLES; BILLIARD EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BALLS, BRIDGES, BUMPERS, CHALK, CUE RACKS, CUES, CUSHIONS, NETS, TABLES, TIPS, TRIANGLES; DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL COSTUMES, DOLLS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; ELBOW GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE; GOLF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BAGS, BAG COVERS, BAG TAGS, BALLS, NON-MOTORIZED CARTS, CLUBS, GRIP TAPES FOR CLUBS, HAND GRIPS FOR CLUBS, CLUB COVERS FOR CLUBS, CLUB HEADS, CLUB INSERTS, CLUB SHIRTS, PUTTER COVERS, GOLF TEES; HANDLE GRIPS FOR SPORTING EQUIPMENT; TENNIS RACKET PRESSES; PROMOTIONAL GAME CARDS; TENNIS RACKETS; SKIS AND SKIING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SNOW SKIS, WATER SKIS, SKI BINDINGS AND PARTS THEREOF, PORTABLE SKI CARRIERS, SKI EDGES, SKI GLOVES, SKI POLES, SKI ROPES; TEDDY BEARS; TENNIS BALL RETRIEVERS; GUT FOR TENNIS RACKETS; SOFT SCULPTURED TOYS; STUFFED TOYS; TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; EXERCISE TRAMPOLINES; AND TENNIS UPRIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 34—SMOKERS' ARTICLES

FOR TOBACCO AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS, NAMELY, PIPES, CIGARETTE LIGHTERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, AND MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS BARKING MAD WITH A LINE DRAWING OF A DOG.

**CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER**

FOR STATIONERY, GREETING CARDS, POSTCARDS AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 30).

**CLASS 25—CLOTHING**

FOR TEE SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS AND BASEBALL CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SEE THE MUSIC**

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

FOR PRERECORDED DVDS FEATURING LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

**CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT**

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES AND TELEVISION PROGRAM FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**


**CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR**

FOR CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF REMODELING AND RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

**CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT**

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF REMODELING AND RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**CLASS 12—VEHICLES**

FOR AUTOMOBILES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL PARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 33 AND 44).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY MODEL VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38
AND 50).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-531,026. DAIMLERCHRYSLER AG, 70567 STUTTGART, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-21-2003.

CLK 63

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP
GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30303259, DATED 2-21-2003, EXPIRES 1-31-
2013.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "63", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR AUTOMOBILES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL
PARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY MODEL VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38
AND 50).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-531,070. DAIMLERCHRYSLER AG, 70567 STUTTGART, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-21-2003.

S 65

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "65", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR AUTOMOBILES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL
PARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY MODEL VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38
AND 50).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-531,071. DAIMLERCHRYSLER AG, 70567 STUTTGART, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-21-2003.

SLK 63

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP
GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30303264, DATED 2-21-2003, EXPIRES 1-31-
2013.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,231,472, 2,751,997 AND
OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "63", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY MODEL VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38
AND 50).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-531,073. DAIMLERCHRYSLER AG, 70567 STUTTGART, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-21-2003.

R 63

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP
GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30303255, DATED 2-21-2003, EXPIRES 1-31-
2013.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,475,380, 2,785,416 AND
OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "63", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR AUTOMOBILES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL
PARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY MODEL VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38
AND 50).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-531,088. DAIMLERCHRYSLER AG, 70567 STUTTGART, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-21-2003.

CL 65

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP
GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30303265, DATED 2-24-2003, EXPIRES 1-31-
2013.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,028,111 AND 2,774,311.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "65", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR AUTOMOBILES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL
PARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY MODEL VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38
AND 50).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SLK 55

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR AUTOMOBILES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL PARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY MODEL VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KINDNESS IN ACTION

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE PLIGHT OF CHILDREN AND THE NEED FOR MONETARY ASSISTANCE, HEALTHCARE, EDUCATION, ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS, AND VOLUNTEERISM IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND THE NEED FOR DEVELOPING INCOME-GENERATING ACTIVITIES FOR WOMEN IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NODUS

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROCESSING AND CREDIT CARD PAYMENT PROCESSING (EXCLUDING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING ON-LINE PAYMENT IN THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY) (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AMERINET

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PREPARING AND PROVIDING BUSINESS REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON REDUCED SUPPLY CHAIN COSTS, IMPROVED OPERATING EFFICIENCY, MATERIALS MANAGEMENT, INVENTORY CONTROL, AND STRATEGIC SUPPLY MANAGEMENT, IN THE HEALTH CARE AND NURSING CARE INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,764,832.
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL RESEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY, COLLECTING AND ANALYZING DATA REGARDING MEMBER OPERATING EXPENSES AND COSTS FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SUPPLIES, PHARMACEUTICALS, LABORATORY SUPPLIES AND MEDICAL/HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BAMBOO, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SPHERE MADE WITH BAMBOO POLES ENCIRCLED BY A BANNER CONTAINING THE WORDS "BAMBOO PLANET".

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR BAMBOO FURNITURE AND POLES; DECORATIVE ART AND ART OBJECTS MADE OF BAMBOO, NAMELY WALL HANGINGS, DECORATIVE DESIGNS FOR WALLS, DOORS AND WINDOWS, RAFTS FOR VASES, SUPPORTS FOR FANS OR KIMONOS, WIND CHIMES AND CONTAINERS FOR PLANTS AND FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR LIVING BAMBOO PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THEME PARK FEATURING MANY DIFFERENT KINDS OF BAMBOO, MAZES, GAMES, GIFT SHOPS, AND PRODUCTS MADE OF BAMBOO; THEME PARK FEATURING EDUCATIONAL DISPLAYS, DEMONSTRATIONS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF BAMBOO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TELART

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PERSONAL AND LAPTOP COMPUTERS; CRT COMPUTER MONITORS; FLAT SCREEN COMPUTER MONITORS; CLOSED CIRCUIT VIDEO EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CAMERAS, MONITORS, AND DVR RECORDERs; LCD TELEVISIONS; PLASMA TELEVISIONS; AND ALARM RADIOS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR REFRIGERATORS; ELECTRIC-POWERED RICE COOKERS; AIR PURIFIERS FOR HOME USE; AND MICROWAVE OVENS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 25, 31 AND 34).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-533,303. ALBERT USTER IMPORTS, GAITHERSBURG, MD. FILED 7-17-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FROZEN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR PRESERVED FROZEN FRUITS; DRIED FROZEN FRUITS; COOKED FROZEN FRUITS; FROZEN JELLIES; JAMS, DAIRY PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK, AND FROZEN YOGURT (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FROZEN BAKED OR UNBAKED PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTS NAMELY CAKES, MUFFINS, CROISSANTS, TORTS, CREPES, PETIT FOURS, MACAROONS, TARTS; DANISH PASTRIES; FROZEN DESSERTS NAMELY WHOLE OR PORTION CAKES, PIES, MOUSSES, FAT FREE DAIRY-BASED FROZEN DESSERTS, ICE MILK, ICE CREAM, FROZEN YOGURT, FROZEN BREAD (U.S. CL. 46).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-533,609. WAKEFERN FOOD CORP., ELIZABETH, NJ. FILED 7-30-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,530,270, 2,467,334 AND OTHERS.
JUNE 1, 2004
U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL SUPERMARKET SERVICES; WHOLE-
SALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FOR GROCERY
STORES; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE
NEEDS OF THE HUNGRY THROUGH COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUND-RAISING SERVICES (U.S.
CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-533,610. WAKEFERN FOOD CORP., ELIZABETH, NY.
FILED 7-30-2003.

THIS IS YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD THIS IS YOUR SHOP RITE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,530,270, 2,467,334 AND
OTHERS.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL SUPERMARKET SERVICES; WHOLE-
SALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FOR GROCERY
STORES; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE
NEEDS OF THE HUNGRY THROUGH COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-533,789. GOLFSMITH INTERNATIONAL, INC., AUS-
TIN, TX. FILED 7-31-2003.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUND-RAISING SERVICES (U.S.
CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-535,495. REAL, BRYAN, ELGIN, IL. AND EVON,
MICHAEL, ELGIN, IL. FILED 8-8-2003.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HERICO

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF
PROCESSED NUTS; CONCENTRATES, POWDERS AND
LIQUIDS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF DIARY-
BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR CONCENTRATES, POWDERS AND LIQUIDS
USED IN THE PREPARATION OF FRUIT DRINKS
AND COFFEE DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,763,507.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE; NAMELY, CHAIRS, SOFAS, OTTO-
MANS, COUCHES, PILLOWS, LOVE SEATS, TABLES,
ROOM DIVIDER SCREENS, FIRE PLACE SCREENS,
WALL CABINETS, DRESSERS, FITTED FABRIC SLIP
COVERS FOR FURNITURE; CHAIR PADS, WALL
UNITS, END TABLES, NIGHT STANDS, VANITY TA-
BLES; COFFEE TABLES; DINING TABLES; ARMOIRES;
AND BOOK CASES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.
KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR FABRICS, LINENS AND TEXTILES FOR THE
FURTHER MANUFACTURE OF HOUSEWARES; FAB-
RICS, LINENS AND TEXTILES FOR BEDDING, BATH-
WARE, FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS,
HOUSEHOLD GOODS, WINDOW TREATMENTS AND
CLOTHING; BED SPREADS; BED SHEETS; FITTED BED
SHEETS; FLAT BED SHEETS; POPLIN AND T-SHIRT
BED SHEETS; BED BLANKETS; RECEIVING BLAN-
KETS; BED CANOPIES; DUVETS; DUVET COVERS;
BED PADS; BEDDING LINEN; DUST RUFFLES; PIL-
LOW CASES; PILLOW SHAMS; DECORATIVE FABRIC
PILLOWS; POTATOSACK PILLOW CASES; PILLOW
CASES WITH RUFFLES; PILLOW SHAMS WITH RUF-
FLES; Boudoir Pillows; Ruffled BedSkirts;
BEDSKIRTS; COMFORTERS; TEXTILE BATH MATS;
TOWELS; HOODED TOWELS; BATH LINENS; BATH
MATS; CLOTH BANNERS; FABRIC CURTAINS; DRAP-
ERIES; DRAPERY PANELS; DISH CLOTHS; CLOTH
DOILIES; FABRIC, CLOTH AND TEXTILE NAPKINS;
DISH CLOTHS; WASH CLOTHS; CLOTH AND TEXTILE
PLACEMATS; PUFFS FOR WINDOW TREATMENTS;
FABRIC TABLE RUNNERS; SHROUDS; TABLE CLOTHS
NOT OF PAPER; TEXTILE TAPESTRIES; FABRIC VA-
LANCES; FABRIC CHAIR PADS; QUILTS; QUILTED
SHAMS; SHOWER CURTAINS; TOWELS; BATHROOM
TOWELS; HAND TOWELS; WASH TOWELS; KITCHEN
TOWELS; POT HOLDERS; MATTRESS PADS; LINENS
AND TEXTILES FOR CHILDREN'S BEDDING AND
CLOTHING; CRIB DUVETS; CRIB SHEETS; CRIB BUM-
PERS; CRIB DUST RUFFLES; AND COMFORTERS (U.S.
CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.
KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
P2V

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING, TESTING, TRANSFORMING, MANIPULATING AND USING MULTIPLE OPERATING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER UTILITY SOFTWARE; AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS THEREFOR SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GENUINE SCOOTER COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR BADGES FOR VEHICLES, LUGGAGE CARRIERS FOR VEHICLES, VEHICLE SEAT COVERS, FITTED COVERS FOR VEHICLES, HUB CAPS, LICENSE PLATE HOLDERS, MOPEDS, MOTORCYCLE AND MOTOR SCOOTER SIDECARS, MOTORCYCLES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFORE, MOTORIZED SCOOTERS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFORE, CAMPING TRAILERS, CARGO TRAILERS AND VEHICLE WHEEL COVERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FIRST USE 3-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2003.

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR MEAT AND MEAT BY-PRODUCTS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR PROCESSING OF MEAT AND MEAT BY-PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-538,906. ARTVIEW INC., SPARKS, NV. FILED 8-8-2003.

ARTVIEW

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ONLINE COMPUTER SERVICES VIA THE INTERNET NAMELY, PROVIDING VISUAL GRAPHIC DISPLAYS IN THE FIELD OF ART; PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF VENDORS OF ARTWORK, BY PROVIDING HYPERTEXT LINKS TO THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS, BY DISPLAYING VENDOR'S ARTWORK TO THE PUBLIC AND ADVERTISING VENDORS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES THROUGH THE INTERNET THROUGH WEBSITES AND EMAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR IMAGE AND TEXT STORAGE ON COMPUTER GLOBAL NETWORKS FOR USE IN LISTING, DISPLAYING AND SELLING ARTWORK. (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION FROM DATABASES AND COMPUTER NETWORKS IN THE FIELD OF ART. (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "D" AND "G" AS MIRROR IMAGES INTERSECTING ABOVE THE WORDS "THE DEVLIN GROUP", ALL ENCLOSED WITHIN A RECTANGULAR BORDER WITH ROUNDED CORNERS.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, AND REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, REPORTS, BROCHURES AND PAMPHLETS CONCERNING BUSINESS FORMS, BUSINESS PRINTING AND THE DOCUMENT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 3, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING SERVICES TO THE MANUFACTURING, TECHNOLOGY, AND SERVICES INDUSTRIES IN THE FIELD OF APPLICATIONS ENGINEERING, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING, START-UP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, APPLICATIONS ENGINEERING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HORSE EQUIPMENT; NAMELY SADDLES, BRIDLES, BREAST COLLARS, AND SADDLEBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHIRTS, PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING, START-UP, PLANNING AND PROCESSING PRODUCT AND SERVICES MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ARMORCOM

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, APPLICATIONS ENGINEERING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101)
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHIRTS, PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BRUIZER CRUIZER

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR LIGHTS FOR BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR BICYCLE PARTS, NAMELY, HANDLEBARS, HANDLEBAR GRIPS, HANDLEBAR STEMS, SADDLES, SEAT POSTS, FORKS, FENDERS, TIRES, RIMS, CRANKS, CHAIN RINGS, CHAIN GUARDS, STREAKERS, PEDALS, VALVE CAPS, MUD FLAPS, PEGS, BELLS, WHEELS AND CARRIERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STICKERS FOR BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BICYCLE BAGS, NAMELY, BAGS THAT MAY BE ATTACHED TO BICYCLES FOR CARRYING ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENVIRO RITE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRICAL CONTROLS FOR USE IN THE OPERATION OF LIGHT FIXTURES, MOTOR STARTERS, AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL DEVICES; ELECTRICAL FITTINGS USED FOR PROVIDING ACCESS AND CONNECTIVITY TO ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS, ELECTRICAL SWITCH HOUSINGS, ELECTRICAL ENCLOSURES USED TO PROVIDE WIRING SPACE AND MOUNTING FOR CONTROL OPERATORS, CIRCUIT BREAKERS AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS; AND ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2003.

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRICAL LIGHTING FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 7-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2003.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR FOOTBALL HELMETS, TELEPHONES, CELL PHONE COVERS, CELL PHONE STRAPS, PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, MAGNETIC CODED CHARGE CARDS, DECORATIVE MAGNETS, COMPACT DISCS, TAPES, PRE-RECORDED VIDEOTAPE AND DVD'S FEATURING THE SPORT OF FOOTBALL, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND DISKS, AND VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, COMPUTER MOUSE PADS, CAMERA CASES, SUNGLASSES, EYEGLASS CASES, EYEGLASS CHAINS, BINOCULARS, LIGHT SWITCH COVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 9-0-1965; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1965.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR POSTERS, CALENDARS, TRADING CARDS, SERIES OF BOOKS RELATING TO FOOTBALL, NEWSLETTERS RELATING TO FOOTBALL, NOTEPADS, STICKERS, BUMPER STICKERS, PAPER PENNANTS AND GREETING CARDS; PRINTED TICKETS TO SPORTS GAMES AND EVENTS; NON-MAGNETICALLY CODED PRE-PAY PHONE CARDS, PENS AND PENCILS, PENCIL CASES, RUB ON DECORATIVE TRANSFERS, NOTE PAD, PICTORIAL PRINTS, PICTURE POSTCARDS, ART PICTURES, STATIONERY, ENVELOPES, STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, PHOTO ALBUMS, SCRAPBOOK, ALBUMS, RING BINDERS, CHECKBOOK COVERS, TISSUE PAPER, WRAPPING PAPER, PLAYING CARDS, PAPER TABLE CLOTHS, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER PARTY HATS, PAPER PARTY INVITATIONS, PAPER GIFT CARDS, PAPER GIFT BOXES, PAPER DECORATIONS, COLLECTIBLE CARDS; COLLECTIBLE CARD AND MEMORABILIA HOLDERS, SOUVENIR PROGRAMS FOR SPORTS EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-0-1965; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1965.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, FLEECE TOPS AND BOTTOMS, CAPS, HEADWEAR, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHORTS, TANK TOPS, SWEATERS, PANTS, JACKETS, TURTLE-NECKS, GOLF SHIRTS, WOVEN SHIRTS, KNIT SHIRTS, JERSEYS, WRISTBANDS, WARM UP SUITS, SWIMWEAR, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, RAINCOATS, PARKAS, PONCHOS, GLOVES, TIES, SUSPENDERS, CLOTH BABY BIBS, SLEEPWEAR, NAMELY, ROBES, NIGHT SHIRTS AND PAJAMAS, MITTENS, KNIT HATS AND CAPS, SCARVES, APRONS, HEADBANDS, EAR MUFFS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, SHOES, ATHLETIC SHOES, BOOTS, SNACKERS AND SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 9-0-1965; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1965.
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, PLUSH TOYS, STUFFED ANIMALS, PLAY FIGURES, GOLF BALLS, GOLF BAGS, GOLF CLUBS, GOLF CLUB COVERS, BOWLING BAGS, FOOTBALLS, TOY BANKS, BOARD GAMES RELATING TO FOOTBALL, CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, BALLOONS, JIGSAW PUZZLES, TOY AND DECORATIVE WINDSOCKS, KITES, TOY TRUCKS, BILLIARD BALLS, DART BOARDS, PLAYING CARDS, TOY REPLICA MINIATURE FOOTBALL HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 9-0-1965; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1965. ARETHA MASTERSOON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-541,017. FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY, WEST PALM BEACH, FL. FILED 8-29-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A MAIN TRIANGLE WITH A PLURALITY OF DIAGONAL, INTERIOR TRIANGLES EMANATING FROM THE BASE OF THE MAIN TRIANGLE.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WRAP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED SOUND RECORDINGS CONTAINING RELIGIOUS AND INSPIRATIONAL MUSIC, NAMELY AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES, ENHANCED COMPACT DISCS AND CD ROMS; PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES AND DVDs FEATURING RELIGIOUS AND INSPIRATIONAL CONTENT, MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING RELIGIOUS AND INSPIRATIONAL CONTENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS, BOOKLETS, ACTIVITY BOOKS, MAGAZINES, SHEET MUSIC, STATIONERY, POST CARDS, POSTERS AND CALENDARS, ALL FEATURING MUSICAL, RELIGIOUS, INSPIRATIONAL OR FAMILY ORIENTED ENTERTAINMENT SUBJECT MATTER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

INTEGRITY HOUSE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES, PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTE TAPES, COMPACT DISCS, CD-ROMS FEATURING MUSICAL AND RELIGIOUS CONTENT FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES, MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING MUSICAL AND RELIGIOUS CONTENT FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

Hans' Wrap

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SANDWICH WRAPS, NAMELY, FULLY COOKED CHICKEN SAUSAGE WRAPPED INSIDE GOURMET BREAD (U.S. CL. 46). CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL MAIL ORDER CATALOG AND DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FOR OTHERS FEATURING SOUND RECORDINGS, VIDEO TAPES, PUBLICATIONS AND CLOTHING CONDUCTED OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION, CABLE, AND RADIO PROGRAMS; MOTION PICTURE FILM PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, RELIGION, AND ANIMATION FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES; LIVE INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL MUSICAL PERFORMANCES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


DHEC


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED CD-ROMS AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS THEREFOR IN THE FIELD OF DIABETES EDUCATION, DIABETES DIAGNOSIS AND DIABETES MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR EDUCATIONAL BOOKS, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, BROCHURES IN THE FIELD OF DIABETES EDUCATION, DIABETES DIAGNOSIS AND DIABETES MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CONTINUING EDUCATION CLASSES AND SEMINARS FOR MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS AND DIABETES EDUCATORS IN THE FIELD OF DIABETES EDUCATION, DIABETES DIAGNOSIS AND DIABETES MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-541,984. ONSALE, INC., TORRANCE, CA. FILED 9-3-2003.

ONSALE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,005,667 AND 2,126,681.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES IN WHICH SELLER POSTS ITEMS TO BE SOLD AT A SET OR NEGOTIATED PRICE OR ALTERNATIVELY, IN AN AUCTION-STYLE FORMAT WHERE BIDDING IS DONE ELECTRONICALLY, AND PROVIDING EVALUATIVE FEEDBACK AND RATINGS OF SELLERS’ GOODS AND SERVICES, THE VALUE AND PRICES OF SELLERS’ GOODS, BUYERS’ AND SELLERS’ PERFORMANCE, DELIVERY AND OVERALL TRADING EXPERIENCE IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; PROVIDING CUSTOMER SUPPORT SERVICES CONCERNING ONLINE ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND USE OF ONLINE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; MAINTENANCE SERVICES FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE; PROVIDING ACCESS TO NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ALLOW SELLERS TO AGGREGATE LISTINGS TO CONSTRUCT A VIRTUAL STORE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CREATE YOUR LEGACY NOT A MESS

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, PRINTED GUIDES, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS, PRINTED LECTURES AND LESSONS, ALL IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONAL AND ESTATE ORGANIZATION AND RESOLUTION; MAGAZINE COLUMNS AND SECTIONS DEALING WITH PERSONAL ESTATE ORGANIZATION AND RESOLUTION; CALENDARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, CLASSES, AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONAL AND ESTATE ORGANIZATION AND RESOLUTION AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONAL AND ESTATE ORGANIZATION AND RESOLUTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MULTICORE

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DENTAL MATERIALS, NAMELY MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES FOR MAKING DENTAL IMPRESSIONS, MODELS, CROWNS AND BRIDGES, INLAYS, PROSTHESSES AND ARTIFICIAL TEETH, FOR RELINING, FOR ISOLATING, FILLING MATERIALS, BONDING MATERIALS, MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS, ADHESIVE AGENTS, PROTECTIVE VARNISHES, SEALING VARNISHES FOR TEETH, COMPOSITES, CEMENTS, ADHESIVES, CAVITY-LINING MATERIALS, ROOT-FILLING MATERIALS, OPAQUE MATERIALS, RECEP TACLES FOR DENTAL MATERIALS, CORE MATERIALS, DENTAL VENEERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR DENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY ARTICULATOR, SHADE GUIDES, DENTURE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, AN APPARATUS FOR THE POLYMERIZATION OF DENTAL PROSTHESSES, DENTAL CURING LIGHT, DENTAL HAND-PIECES, POLISHING WHEELS AND BITS FOR POLISHING AND FINISHING TEETH, DENTAL MATRIX BANDS, CROWNS, BRIDGES, INLAYS AND ARTIFICIAL TEETH (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CERAMIC AND PLASTIC TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS, TUMBLERS, LOTION BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY, WASTEPAPER BASKETS AND SOAP DISHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR CURTAINS, DRAPERIES, FABRIC WINDOW VALANCES, BED SHEETS, PILLOWCASES, COMFORTERS, BED BLANKETS, PILLOW SHAMS, DUST RUFFLES, BEDSPREADS, FEATHERBEDS, TOWELS, WASH CLOTHS, SHOWER CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).


OPTIMUM COMFORT AND FEEL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE KITTY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) ANIMAL LEASHES, COLLARS, CLOTHING, AND CARRIERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) CAT TOYS AND TOYS CONTAINING CATNIPS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) PET FOOD, SPECIFICALLY, CAT TREATS, CATNIP (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) PET FOOD, SPECIFICALLY, CAT TREATS, CATNIP (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,792. THOMPSON, ANTHONY M., BRANFORD, CT. FILED 9-4-2003.

PLANS AHEAD

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ARCHITECTURAL PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS, PRINTED PLANS, ARCHITECTURAL MODELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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ENJOYING EVERYDAY LIFE

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR RELIGIOUS MAGAZINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ONGOING RELIGIOUS TELEVISION SHOW (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR EVANGELISTIC AND MINISTERIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LEYLAND

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PLUMLAX

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR LAXATIVE TABLETS, HERBAL TEA FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, NAMELY LAXATIVE TEA FOR THE TREATMENT OF INTESTINAL IRREGULARITY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR NATURAL FRUIT JAM FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF INTESTINAL IRREGULARITY (U.S. CL. 46).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OCEANSIDE

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR FUNERAL HOME AND FUNERARY SERVICES, NAMELY CREMATION, BURIAL, UNDERTAKING AND CEMETARY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 4-30-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1998.
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FLABBERGASMIC

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ALM PUBLISHING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLISHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AS PEN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,990,699, 2,498,644 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROCESS SIMULATION AND MODELING, ENGINEERING, MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-544,901. LEE KUM KEE COMPANY LIMITED, TAI PO, NEW TERRITORIES, HONG KONG, FILED 9-4-2003.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR SESAME OIL (U.S. CL. 46).

CLAS S 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SAUCES; OYSTER FLAVORED SAUCE; CHILI SAUCE; SHRIMP FLAVORED SAUCE; TERIYAKI SAUCE; MARINADE SAUCE; SPICES; SPICE SAUCE; SOY SAUCE; SWEET AND SOUR SAUCE; SEASONINGS; FOOD ADDITIVES FOR NON-NUTRITIONAL PURPOSES FOR USE AS A FLAVORING AND FLAVORINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,347. STEINER VENTURES LLC, MT. KISCO, NY. FILED 9-4-2003.

THERAVATION

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FULL LINE OF COSMETICS, NAMELY, COSMETICS AND SOAPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR ANTIBIOTIC CREAMS AND OINTMENTS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC USE IN THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES, PSORIASIS AND OTHER COMPLICATIONS DUE TO POOR BLOOD CIRCULATION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AP PARATUS
FOR TOWEL RINGS, CLOTHES RAILS; TOOTHMUG HOLDERS; TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS; SOAP DISHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,500. GLOBE UNION INDUSTRIAL CORP., TAI CHUNG, TAIWAN, FILED 9-17-2003.

ADONIS

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AP PARATUS
FOR TOWEL RINGS, CLOTHES RAILS; TOOTHMUG HOLDERS; TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS; SOAP DISHES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


SEMPRE

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE TERM "SEMPRE" IS "ALWAYS".

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AP PARATUS
FOR TOWEL RINGS, CLOTHES RAILS, FAUCET SET COMPRISED OF FAUCET SPOUTS AND HANDLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR TOWEL RINGS, CLOTHES RAILS, NAMELY, CLOTHING DRYING RACKS; TOOTHMUG HOLDERS; SOAP DISHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,503. GLOBE UNION INDUSTRIAL CORP., TAI CHUNG, TAIWAN, FILED 9-17-2003.

ETERNO

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE TERM "ETERNO" IS "ETERNAL".

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AP PARATUS
FOR TOWEL RINGS, CLOTHES RAILS, FAUCET SET COMPRISED OF FAUCET SPOUTS AND HANDLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR TOWEL RINGS, CLOTHES RAILS, NAMELY, CLOTHING DRYING RACKS, TOOTHMUG HOLDERS, TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS; SOAP DISHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING SERVICES, BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES, DIRECT MAIL CONSULTING SERVICES, DIRECT MARKETING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS, PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION, ACCOUNTING SERVICES, ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESS PAYROLL FOR OTHERS, PAYROLL PREPARATION, ADVERTISING AGENCIES, AUCTIONEERING, BILLING SERVICES, BUSINESS ACQUISITIONS CONSULTATION, BUSINESS APPRAISALS, BUSINESS AUDITING, BUSINESS CONSULTATION, DEVELOPING PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGNS FOR BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY AUCTIONING, LIQUIDATING AND REMARKETING OF INDUSTRIAL ASSETS OF OTHERS, INSURANCE CLAIMS AUDITING SERVICES, MARKET RESEARCH, MARKET ANALYSIS, AND PROMOTING THE SALE OF CREDIT CARD ACCOUNTS THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INVESTRAN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,293,438, 2,798,974 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, COURSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE RELATING TO FINANCIAL INVESTMENT TRANSACTIONS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING ON-LINE CLASSES, COURSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE RELATING TO FINANCIAL INVESTMENT TRANSACTIONS; TRAINING IN THE USE AND OPERATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE RELATING TO FINANCIAL INVESTMENT TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 4-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1998.

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LCBLUE

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL INVESTMENT TRANSACTIONS; COMPUTER CONSULTATION AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION SERVICES RELATING TO FINANCIAL INVESTMENT TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 4-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1998.

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR FLUORESCENT DYES, CHEMICAL DYES, CHEMICAL DYE MIXTURES, REAGENTS, DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS, CHEMICAL BUFFERS THAT MINIMIZE CHANGE IN PH, AND KITS COMPRISED PRINCIPALLY OF THE FOREGOING, FOR SCIENTIFIC OR RESEARCH USE, ALL FOR SCANNING, DETECTING, TESTING, ANALYZING, EXPRESSING, IDENTIFYING, TAGGING, LABELING, CLASSIFYING, MEASURING, COUNTING, DETERMINING SEQUENCE, AMPLIFYING, AND MAPPING CELLS, GENES, NUCLEIC ACIDS AND BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR FLUORESCENT DYES, CHEMICAL DYES, CHEMICAL DYE MIXTURES, REAGENTS, DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS, CHEMICAL BUFFERS THAT MINIMIZE CHANGE IN PH, AND KITS COMPRISED PRINCIPALLY OF THE FOREGOING, FOR CLINICAL, MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC, MEDICAL LABORATORY, VETERINARY LABORATORY, AND INDUSTRIAL LABORATORY USE, ALL FOR SCANNING, DETECTING, TESTING, ANALYZING, EXPRESSING, IDENTIFYING, TAGGING, LABELING, CLASSIFYING, MEASURING, COUNTING, DETERMINING SEQUENCE, AMPLIFYING, AND MAPPING CELLS, GENES, NUCLEIC ACIDS AND BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR FLUORESCENT DYES, CHEMICAL DYES, CHEMICAL DYE MIXTURES, REAGENTS, DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS, CHEMICAL BUFFERS THAT MINIMIZE CHANGE IN PH, AND KITS COMPRISED PRIORI-MARILY OF THE FOREGOING, FOR SCIENTIFIC OR RESEARCH USE, ALL FOR SCANNING, DETECTING, TESTING, ANALYZING, EXpressING, IDENTIFYING, TAGGING, LABELING, CLASSIFYING, MEASURING, COUNTING, DETERMINING SEQUENCE, AMPLIFYING, AND MAPPING CELLS, GENES, NUCLEIC ACIDS AND BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR FLUORESCENT DYES, CHEMICAL DYES, CHEMICAL DYE MIXTURES, REAGENTS, DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS, CHEMICAL BUFFERS THAT MINIMIZE CHANGE IN PH, AND KITS COMPRISED PRIORI-MARILY OF THE FOREGOING, FOR CLINICAL, MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC, MEDICAL LABORATORY, VETERINARY LABORATORY, AND INDUSTRIAL LABORATORY USE, ALL FOR SCANNING, DETECTING, TESTING, ANALYZING, EXPRESSING, IDENTIFYING, TAGGING, LABELING, CLASSIFYING, MEASURING, COUNTING, DETERMINING SEQUENCE, AMPLIFYING, AND MAPPING CELLS, GENES, NUCLEIC ACIDS AND BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE WHICH WALKS THE USER THROUGH THE VALUE ADDED TAX PROCESS AND PREPARES THE NECESSARY DOCUMENTATION TO COMPLY WITH THE LAW (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE WHICH WALKS THE USER THROUGH THE VALUE ADDED TAX PROCESS AND PREPARES THE NECESSARY DOCUMENTATION TO COMPLY WITH THE LAW AND PROVIDES LINKS TO A VALUE ADDED TAX LEGISLATION DATABASE CONSISTING OF PRIMARY LAW AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTS AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, EDUCATIONAL MANUALS, WORKBOOKS, POSTERS, CUT OUT FORMS AND PRINTED ACTIVITY SHEETS IN THE FIELD OF CHILD SAFETY EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TRAINING REGARDING USE OF A CURRICULUM ABOUT THE DANGERS OF CHILD ABDUCTION AND EXPLOITATION AND TEACHING CHILDREN PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES TO MINIMIZE THE INCIDENTS OF CHILD ABDUCTION AND EXPLOITATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTS AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, EDUCATIONAL MANUALS, WORKBOOKS, POSTERS, CUT OUT FORMS AND PRINTED ACTIVITY SHEETS IN THE FIELD OF CHILD SAFETY EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1998.

KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TRAINING REGARDING USE OF A CURRICULUM ABOUT THE DANGERS OF CHILD ABDUCTION AND EXPLOITATION AND TEACHING CHILDREN PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES TO MINIMIZE THE INCIDENTS OF CHILD ABDUCTION AND EXPLOITATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1998.

KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES RENDERED TO THE PUBLIC BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK, PERTAINING TO CANCER, CANCER RESEARCH, TREATMENT OF CANCER, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TREATMENT OF CANCER, VACCINES AND DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-552,630. ACCORDANT HEALTH SERVICES, INC., IRVING, TX. FILED 10-20-2003.

APOTH

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS PLANNING SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND MODELING DERIVATIVE SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, ANALYSIS AND CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, PREPARATION OF FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE REPORTS, INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE MONITORING, RISK ANALYSIS, INSURANCE AND REINSURANCE STRATEGY SERVICES, INSURANCE CONSULTING CATASTROPHIC AND FINANCIAL MODELING; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CAPITAL MARKET RISK HEDGING INSTRUMENTS, AND ACTUARIAL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR COST MANAGEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE PLANS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF CHRONIC ILLNESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1995.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CHRONIC ILLNESSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1995.

CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,061,985.

ACCORDANT

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR COST MANAGEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE PLANS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF CHRONIC ILLNESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1995.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CHRONIC ILLNESSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1995.

CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STUDIO 12

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR COST MANAGEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE PLANS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF CHRONIC ILLNESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CHRONIC ILLNESSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DOT WORKS

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE TERM DOT, WITH THE LETTER "O" CONTAINING A PLUS SIGN, AND THE TERM WORKS, UNDERLINED AND OVERLINED, APPEARING DIRECTLY BENEATH THE TERM DOT

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR SENSITIZED PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 35).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR ALUMINUM AND POLYESTER PRINTING PLATES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR GRAPHIC ARTS PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR POTPOURRI (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR STUFFED ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR ARTIFICIAL FOLIAGE AND GREENERY, NAMELY, FLOWERS, PLANTS AND WREATHS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR STUFFED TOYS, CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS, CHRISTMAS TREE SKIRTS, AND ARTIFICIAL HOLIDAY FOLIAGE, NAMELY, CHRISTMAS TREES AND GARLANDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COOKIES BY DESIGN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,072,927, 2,072,928 AND 2,486,414.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, MAIL ORDER SERVICES AND ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COOKIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STUDIO 12

MOTHER PARKERS

THE NAME SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY ANY PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR BEVERAGES, NAMELY-COFFEE, TEA, COCOA
AND CAPPUCINO (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 0-0-1930; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1930.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF BEVERAGE PRO-
DUCTS TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF
OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 0-0-1930; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1930.

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-975,859. SPIRIT OF WOMEN FOUNDATION, INC.,

DAY OF DANCE

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAIN-
MENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CON-
DUCTING DANCE FAIRS AND DANCE DEMONSTRATIONS;
EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH AWARENESS (U.S. CLS.
100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICUL-
TURAL SERVICES
FOR HEALTH FAIR SERVICES; PROVIDING HEALTH
SCREENINGS AND HEALTH COUNSELING AT HEALTH FAIRS; HEALTH CARE; HEALTH INFORMA-
TION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING HEALTH IN-
FORMATION AND HEALTH SCREENING INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 103).

LESLEY RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-976,355. GRAND ELK, LLC, RADOR, PA. FILED 5-31-

GRAND ELK

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS,
GOLF SHIRTS, JACKETS, CAPS, GOLF SHOES, GYM
SHORTS, GYM SUITS, HATS, HEAD WEAR, JOGGING
SUITS, PULLOVERS, SHOES, SHORTS, SOCKS, SPORT
COATS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEAT SUITS, WARM-UP
SUITS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEATERS, BOW TIES, TIES, TURTLENECKS,
VESTS, VISORS, GLOVES, SCARVES, COATS, BOOTS,
SKI BOOTS, SKI PANTS, SKI JACKETS, SKI GLOVES,
FISHING VESTS, FISHING HATS, FISHING WADERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2002.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF BAGS, GOLF BALL MARKERS, GOLF
BALL RETRIEVERS, BASEBALLS, BASKETBALLS,
GOLF BALLS, GOLF CLUB HEADS, GOLF CLUB GRIPS,
TAPES FOR GOLF CLUBS, HAND GRIPS FOR GOLF
CLUBS, HEAD COVERS FOR GOLF CLUBS, GOLF
GLOVES, GOLF BAG COVERS, GOLF BAG TAGS,
NON-MOTORIZED GOLF CARTS, GOLF CLUB IN-
serts, GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, GOLF IRONS, GOLF
PUTTER COVERS, GOLF PUTTERS, GOLF TEES, GOLF
DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS, GOLF ACCESSORY POUCHES,
SOCCER BALLS, BASEBALL BATS, BASEBALL GLOVES,
BASEBALL MITTS, BASEBALL GOALS, SOFTBALL
BATS, DISC TOSSTOYS, HANDHELD FISHING NETS
FOR SPORTSMEN, SPORTSMEN'S FISHING BAGS,
FISHING RODS, FISHING REELS, FISHING FLIES,
HUNTING CAMOUFLAGE USED AS HUNTING BLINDS, STUFFED TOY ANIMALS, SKIS, SNOW-
BOARDS, SKI POLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; RES-
IDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING CON-
STRUCTION; CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION; CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING,
LAYING OUT AND CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL COMMUNITIES;
INSPECTION OF CONSTRUCTION PLANS (U.S. CLS.
100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-976,545. HIGH CO. SOCIETE ANONYME A DIREC-
TOIRE ET CONSEIL DE SURVEILLANCE, 13799 AIX-EN-

BRANDLINKING

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE
APPLICATION NO. 013103284, FILED 5-31-2001, REG. NO.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF
VOICE, DATA, GRAPHICS BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE,
TELEGRAPHIC, VIDEOPHONE, CABLE AND SATEL-
LITE TRANSMISSIONS; ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL
TRANSMISSION OF CABLES AND MESSAGES; VIDEO
TELECONFERENCING SERVICES; TELEVISION AND
RADIO BROADCASTING; STREAMING OF AUDIO
AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET; BROAD-
CASTING PROGRAMS VIA THE INTERNET; PROVID-
ING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO THE
INTERNET; TELEGRAM TRANSMISSION; PROVIDING
MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO THE INTERNET (U.S.
CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAIN-
MENT
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCA-
TIONAL CONFERENCES; AUDIO RECORDING AND
PRODUCTION; PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURE
FILMS, VIDEO TAPES AND CASSETTES AND MULTI-
MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE; RENTAL OF
FILMS, VIDEOTAPES AND CASSETTES AND SOUND
RECORDINGS; LIBRARY SERVICES; ON-LINE LI-
BRARY SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE
LIBRARY SERVICES WHICH FEATURE NEWSPAPERS,
MAGAZINES, PHOTOGRAPHS AND PICTURES VIA
THE INTERNET; EDITORIAL CONSULTATION (U.S.
CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; ENGINEERING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; DATABASE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KETO ELF

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR HIGH PROTEIN, LOW CARBOHYDRATE COOKIE MIXES AND PANCAKE MIXES (U.S. CL. 46).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


USER’S SIDE


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES, NAMELY, HARD DISK DRIVE, FLOPPY DISK DRIVE, KEYBOARD, MOUSE, MONITOR, PRINTER, SCANNER AND MODEM; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ESTABLISH AND OPERATE A NETWORK, AND TO ESTABLISH AND IMPLEMENT A SYSTEM OF GENERAL AFFAIRS, FOR USE IN SALES MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER MEDIA, NAMELY, MAGNETIC DISCS; BLANK MAGNETIC DATA MEDIA; BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES; OPTICAL DISCS; AND COMPUTERS AND NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; RENTAL OF COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE SECURITY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL REAGENTS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND RESEARCH; BIOCHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND RESEARCH; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; PREPARATIONS FOR DIAGNOSIS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS, ISOTOPES, PREPARATIONS AND REAGENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL, RESEARCH AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES. (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR CONTRAST MEDIA FOR MEDICAL IMAGING; DIAGNOSTIC SCANNING AGENTS FOR IN VIVO USE; RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR CLINICAL, MEDICAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND RESEARCH USE; RADIOACTIVE SOURCES AND STANDARDS FOR USE IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE; RADIOACTIVE PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR IN VIVO DIAGNOSTIC OR THERAPEUTIC USE; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN DIAGNOSIS; PRE-FILLED VIALS CONTAINING MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS; PRE-FILLED CARTRIDGES CONTAINING SALINE SOLUTION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS USED FOR RADIOLOGY FOR THE PURPOSE OF MEASURING, MONITORING AND SURVEYING; COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, AND SOFTWARE PROGRAMS USED FOR THE PURPOSE OF LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH; RADIOLOGY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR THE READING AND INTERPRETATION OF AUTORADIOGRAPHS AND FILMS INCLUDING AUTOMATED FILM READERS AND SCANNERS; APPARATUS FOR MICROFABRICATION; APPARATUS FOR SCINTILLATION; IMAGING APPARATUS FOR RADIOACTIVE AND LUMINESCENT EMISSIONS; SYNTHESIS AND PURIFICATION INTEGRATED SYSTEMS FOR USE IN RADIOLOGY; APPARATUS MANUFACTURING OLIGONUCLEOTIDES; APPARATUS FOR MICROARRAYS; MICROARRAY SLIDES; GLASSWARE; VIALS AND MICROVIALS; MICROTITRE PLATES; AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
For surgical and medical apparatus and instruments used for the purpose of measuring, monitoring and surveying in the field of radiotherapy, comprised of medical needles, suture needles, implantable radiation therapy devices consisting of encapsulated radioisotope brachytherapy sources, radiotherapy delivery system consisting primarily of radioactive seeds and a bio-absorbable carrier assembly; magnetic resonance imagers, MRI; x-ray apparatus for medical use; x-ray diagnostic apparatus; computerized tomography, CAT scanners and ultrasound imagers; radiographic apparatus for diagnostic and medical purposes; test kits for clinical medical use comprised of test tubes, test plates and indicator charts for evaluating test results; medical vials; medical cannulas; medical vials access cannulas; syringes; injectors; cartridges; infusion pumps for intravenous administration of fluids; needles for medical purposes and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
For education services, namely, conducting classes and seminars in the field of medical imaging and diagnostics; holding educational seminars, conferences, symposiaums and workshops relating to the pharmaceutical industry, for medical practitioners and employees of pharmaceutical companies (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
For consulting services for pharmaceutical companies in the field of purification and chromatography research and development services in the field of pharmaceutical and life sciences; high throughput put screening assays for drug development services; customer synthesis services consisting of isotopically labeling chemical biological molecular and statistical services in the chemical analytical field, the diagnostic field, and the medical imaging field (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

Jennifer Krisp, Examining Attorney

ENERFLEX

Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 2,324,730. The mark consists of the color burgundy which is claimed as a feature of the mark.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
For distribution of parts and services of others in the field of oilfield machinery, namely, compressor units, pumping units, power transmission equipment and engines (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
For maintenance and repair of gas compression and gas powered equipment for use in the production and processing of natural gas; rebuilding and maintenance of power generation plants, gas compressor units, pump units, power equipment and engines and parts thereof (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
For leasing of gas compression and power generating equipment for use in the production and processing of natural gas; custom manufacture and custom assembly of products for others, namely, gas compression and power generating equipment for use in the production and processing of natural gas (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
For on-site training in the operation and maintenance of gas compression and power generating equipment (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
For engineering of gas compression and power generating equipment for use in the production and processing of natural gas (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
First use 8-1-2001; in commerce 8-1-2001.

John Gartner, Examining Attorney

IQMETRIX

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Canada application No. 113728, filed 8-23-2001, Reg. No. 585839, dated 7-23-2003, expires 7-23-2018.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR POINT-OF-SALE COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE THAT PERFORMS FUNCTIONS SIMILAR TO A CASH REGISTER AND ALSO PROVIDES FOR INVENTORY MANAGEMENT; ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE; CONTACT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE; SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR THE DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERTION OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SITES ON THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRONIC COMMERCE AND TRANSACTION APPLICATION SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING CUSTOMER CONTACT INFORMATION AND PURCHASING PREFERENCES AND OTHER INFORMATION PERTAINING TO BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VENDORS AND CUSTOMERS OR PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY INSTALLING, MAINTAINING AND TESTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ANALYZING CUSTOMERS' EXISTING SOFTWARE AND BUSINESS OBJECTIVES WITH REGARD TO INDIVIDUAL HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION, DESIGNING AND CUSTOMIZATION OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMS AND MANUALS FOR USE Therewith TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS FOR THEIR SPECIFIC FIELD OR INDUSTRY; FIXED-PRICE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE AND PERIODIC RELEASE OF MAINTENANCE SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY, NAMELY PROVIDING METHOD SKILLS, PROCESSES AND APPROACH TO CUSTOMERS FOR THE USE AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS; COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ACCESS BY TELEPHONE OR FACSIMILE TO TECHNICIANS CAPABLE OF SOLVING ANY PROBLEMS, INTERPRETING WRITTEN MATERIALS AND EXPLAINING FUNCTIONS OF FEATURES OF SOFTWARE AND CORRECTING PROGRAMMING ERRORS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIGHTPHARMA

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS UTILIZING PROCESS ANALYTICAL TECHNOLOGIES AND INCORPORATING COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY LIGHT INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SENSORS, NEAR INFRARED SENSORS, RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY SENSORS, CHEMOMETRICS SENSORS, HPLC LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY INSTRUMENT, INFRARED SENSORS, PARTICLE SIZE ANALYZERS, ULTRA VIOLET SENSORS, ABSORPTION SENSORS, IMAGE ANALYSIS SENSORS, MASS SPECTROMETRY SENSORS, FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SENSORS, ALL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND BIOTECHNOLOGY MANUFACTURING AND TESTING PROCESSES, PRODUCT AND PRODUCT DATA, FOR THE PURPOSES OF ENSURING THE QUALITY OF SUCH PROCESSES, ENSURING COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL REGULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-096,564. SANOFI-SYNTHELABO, PARIS, FRANCE, FILED 12-4-2001.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A WHITE CRESCENT MOON NEXT TO A YELLOW STYLIZED SUN ON A BLUE BACKGROUND.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUDIO CASSETTES IN THE MEDICAL FIELD; VIDEO CASSETTES IN THE MEDICAL FIELD; CD-ROMS IN THE MEDICAL FIELD; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTS IN THE MEDICAL FIELD FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC, DOCTORS AND MEDICAL STAFFS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS FROM THESE MATERIALS, NAMELY, CARDBOARD, BAGS OF PAPER AND PLASTICS FOR PACKAGING, ENVELOPES, PRINTED LABELS NOT OF TEXTILE; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NEWSPAPERS FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION, PERIODICALS, AND BOOKS IN THE MEDICAL FIELD; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL IN THE MEDICAL FIELD (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND CONGRESSES IN THE MEDICAL FIELD, PUBLICATION OF MAGAZINES, BOOKS AND LEAFLETS IN THE MEDICAL FIELD (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, NAMELY, RENTAL OF LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, PROVIDING TEMPORARY RESEARCH ACCOMMODATIONS, MEDICAL CONSULTATION SERVICES, PROVIDING HEALTH INFORMATION FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC, DOCTORS AND MEDICAL STAFF (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


O'CONNELL & ASSOCIATES

Document Management & Analysis
Litigation Support

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "O'CONNELL & ASSOCIATES", "DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS", AND "LITIGATION SUPPORT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, ANALYSIS, CATEGORIZATION, CLASSIFICATION, TRACKING AND INDEXING OF DOCUMENTS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR LITIGATION SUPPORT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIGHT MY FIRE

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR COMBUSTIBLE CHARCOAL BRIQUETTES AND WOOD BRIQUETTES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY FIRE IRONS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.

CLASS 13—FIREARMS
FOR FIRE LIGHTERS AND FIRE INGITERS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES
FOR MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-137,100. SAND TECHNOLOGY INC., WESTMOUNT, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 6-19-2002.

SANDONLINE


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DATA HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER DIAL-UP, SATELLITE, WIRELESS AND DEDICATED ACCESS TO THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 5-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1999.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGNING WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS; REGISTRATION OF DOMAIN NAMES FOR IDENTIFICATION OF USERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1999.
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
WORLD CHAMBERS FEDERATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHAMBERS FEDERATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO EXCHANGE DATA AND INFORMATION BETWEEN CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND BETWEEN MEMBER COMPANIES, FOR USE IN MEMBERSHIP DATABASE MANAGEMENT, FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, NEWSLETTERS, REPORTS AND BROCHURES IN ELECTRONIC FORM記錄ED ON DATA CARRIERS AND DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, GUIDELINES, REPORTS, STANDARDS, CASE STUDIES AND NOTICES ALL RELATING TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE, PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS, LEAFLETS, BROCHURES, NEWSLETTERS AND REPORTS ALL ABOUT THE BUSINESS OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, BOOKLETS, BROCHURES, LEAFLETS, NEWSLETTERS AND REPORTS REGARDING GUIDELINES, STANDARDS, CASE STUDIES AND NOTICES ALL ABOUT THE BUSINESS OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE; PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS FOR USE IN CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOP SESSIONS RELATING TO THE BUSINESS OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE MANAGEMENT, STRUCTURE, SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE, MEMBERS BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES AND DIRECTORIES OF CHAMBERS AND MEMBERS; IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES; COMPUTER DATABASE MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COMPUTER DATABASES REGARDING THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, NAMELY MARKETING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND OF SUPPLIERS AND COMMERCIAL PARTNERS OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE; CUSTOMS CLEARANCE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CUSTOMS BROKERAGE SERVICES, NAMELY, FINANCIAL GUARANTEE SERVICES FOR CUSTOM DUTIES AND TAXES IN THE FORM OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMS CARNET, KNOWN AS ATA CARNET, SERVICES FOR FACILITATING DUTY-FREE TEMPORARY IMPORTATION AND RE-EXPORTATION OF GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES AND WORKSHOPS; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES RELATING TO MANAGEMENT, SERVICES, DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT FOR CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE, NON GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND TEXTS IN ANY MEDIUM, INCLUDING IN ELECTRONIC FORM; ALL IN THE FIELDS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS, IMPORT-EXPORT SERVICES AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRANSPORT BY RAIL, BUS, FERRY, AIR, TRAIN; PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION; AND STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, NAMELY, IMAGES, TEXT AND AUDIO DATA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ORGANIZATION AND PERFORMANCE OF ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS IN THE NATURE OF MUSICAL CONCERTS, PLAYS, THEATER, FESTIVALS, PARADES, SPORTING EVENTS, NAMELY SOCCER MATCHES, BASEBALL GAMES, FOOTBALL GAMES, RACES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, NAMELY, SOCIAL INTRODUCTION AGENCIES, SOCIAL CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NAMELY PAPER BAGS, PAPER BANNERS, CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER NAMELY MAGAZINES AND BROCHURES IN THE FIELD OF BANKING SERVICES; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, NAMELY BOOKBINDERS; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, NAMELY PASTELS AND PENCILS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWriters AND OFFICE REQUISITES, NAMELY ENVELOPES; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF BANKING SERVICES; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, NAMELY PLASTIC BAGS; PRINTING TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING, NAMELY COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESS PAYROLL FOR OTHERS; RENTAL OF VENDING MACHINES; PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST FOR PERSONNEL SELECTION FOR OFFICE FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY UNDERWRITING AND CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH INSURANCE, BURGLAR INSURANCE, SECURITIES INSURANCE, ACCIDENT INSURANCE, LIFE INSURANCE AND PENSION INSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, NAMELY INTERNATIONAL FINANCING SERVICES, FINANCE INVESTMENT BROKERAGE, FINANCIAL CONSULTATION, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL PLANNING; GUARANTEE SERVICES; COMMERCIAL FINANCING SERVICES; MONETARY EXCHANGE; MONEY ORDER SERVICES; REAL ESTATE, NAMELY REAL ESTATE BROKERAGES; BROKERAGE HOUSES IN THE FIELD OF STOCKS, COMMODITIES AND FUTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, GRAPHICS BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPHIC, CABLE AND SATELLITE TRANSMISSIONS; TELECOMMUNICATION CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WILDFLOWER DOWNHILL
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DOWNHILL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, WINDSHIRTS, PARKAS, JACKETS, VEST AND HATS, EXCLUDING BOOTS AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2000.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A SKI RUN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2000.
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-139,170. WESTERN HOLDINGS, L.L.C., CASPER, WY.
FILED 6-26-2002.

DYNAKOR PHARMACAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHARMACAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR COSMETICS APPLIED TOPICALLY FOR HEALTH, WELLNESS, AND BODYBUILDING (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ARTURO BRACCHETTI

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES ARTURO BRACHETTI, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPACT DISCS FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT IN THE FIELD OF VARIETY SHOWS AND THEATRICAL PRESENTATIONS; DVD’S FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT IN THE FIELD OF VARIETY SHOWS AND THEATRICAL PRESENTATIONS, ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS, SUN GLASSES AND READING GLASSES, INTERACTIVE, MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER PROGRAMS FEATURING VARIETY SHOWS AND THEATRICAL PRESENTATIONS, APPARATUS FOR RECORING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, NAMELY COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NAMELY, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELDS OF ENTERTAINMENT, THEATER AND DRAMATICS; CHECK-BOOK HOLDERS AND PASSPORT HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 30).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ARTICLES OF LEATHER AND ImitATIONS OF LEATHER, NAMELY, PORTABLE COSMETIC CASES SOLD EMPTY, BACKPACKS, BEACH BAGS, BOSTON BAG BRIEFCASES, BUSINESS CARD CASES, CREDIT CARD CASES, DIAPER BAGS, HANDBAGS, KEY CASES OF LEATHER, KNAPSACKS, MOUNTAIN CLIMBING BAGS, OPERA BAGS, POLYVINYL ALL-PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, PURSES NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS, RUCKSACKS, SCHOOL BAGS SATCHELS, SUITCASES, TRAVELING BAGS, TRAVELING TRUNKS, POUCHES OF LEATHER FOR PACKAGING, BEACH PARASOLS, FRAMES FOR UMBRELLAS OR PARASOLS, PAPER UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS, RIBS FOR UMBRELLAS OR PARASOLS, UMBRELLAS, UMBRELLA COVERS, UMBRELLA FITTINGS, UMBRELLA HANDLES, UMBRELLA RINGS, UMBRELLA STICKS, LEATHER STRAPS FOR LUGGAGE, ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES, WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR ARTICLES OF CLOTHING, NAMELY, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, SHOES, TROUSERS, PANTS, KNICKERS, SHORTS, DRAWERS, CORSETS, WHITE SHIRTS, CHEMISETTES, PAJAMAS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, PULLOVERS, COATS, JACKETS, RAINWEAR, ANORAKS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, BLOUSES, SUITS, OVERALLS, JOGGING SUITS, SCARVES, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, TIGHTS, SPORT JERSEYS, UNDER CLOTHING, UNDERWEAR, BATHING SUITS, GYMNASIc WEAR, NAMELY TRACKSUITS, GYMNASIc TROUSERS, GYMNASIc T-SHIRTS, JOGGING T-SHIRTS AND SHORTS, GYMNASIc FOOTWEAR, ARTICLES OF CLOTHING TO BE USED ON STAGE, NAMELY THEATRICAL COSTUMES FOR USE IN VARIETY SHOWS AND THEATRICAL PRESENTATIONS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES AND PLAYTHINGs, NAMELY, PARLOR GAMES, MAGIC TRICKS, PUPPETS, SOFT TOYS; AND DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF THEATRICAL SHOWS AND PERFORMANCES BY LIVE COMEDIANS, ILLUSIONISTS AND ACTORS, LIVE BANDS, AND TELEVISION SHOWS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING, SEMINARS AND SYMPOSIUMS AND PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF THEATER, DRAMATICS, ENTERTAINMENT FOR STUDENTS OF ALL AGES AND LEVELS. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR CONTRACT FOOD AND DRINK SERVICES. (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DELARITZ

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY HAIR SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER, STYLING GEL, BODY SPRAYS AND FRAGRANCES, PERFUMES, AND LOTIONS FOR THE BODY, SKIN HAIR AND FACE (U.S.CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR ANTIBACTERIAL ALCOHOL SKIN SANITIZER GELS (U.S.CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-141,731. AMWAL INC., MANAMA, BAHRAIN, FILED 7-8-2002.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, BROKERAGE SERVICES, FINANCIAL ADVISORY SERVICES, FINANCIAL TRADING SERVICES, ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES OVER THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND OFF-LINE (U.S.CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-143,945. AVOTUS CORPORATION, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO L6H 5S9, CANADA, FILED 7-15-2002.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RECORDING USAGE DATA, TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND PATTERNS RELATING TO VOICE AND DATA NETWORKS AND FOR PROGRAMMING AND OPERATING VOICE AND DATA EQUIPMENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANALYZING AND TRACKING USAGE, ALLOCATING NETWORK USAGE, ALLOCATING COST, TROUBLE-SHOOTING AND CONTROLLING THE OPERATION OF NETWORK EQUIPMENT THROUGH OPERATING SOFTWARE AND ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION TO DESKTOP AND WIRELESS DEVICES (U.S.CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR VOICE AND DATA NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY MONITORING AND ANALYZING TRANSACTIONS THAT TAKE PLACE OVER A VOICE OR DATA NETWORK FOR THE PURPOSE OF EFFICIENTLY ALLOCATING NETWORK USAGE WITHIN A NETWORK ENVIRONMENT AND PERMITTING ANALYSIS OF DATA TRAFFIC FOR MONITORING NETWORK USAGE, ALLOCATING COSTS AND TROUBLE-SHOOTING AND MANAGING INSTALLATION, PROVISIONING, MODIFICATIONS AND REPAIRS OF NETWORK EQUIPMENT (U.S.CLS. 100 AND 101).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-143,971. AVOTUS CORPORATION, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO L6H 5S9, CANADA, FILED 7-15-2002.

AVOTUS CORPORATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CORPORATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RECORDING USAGE DATA, TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND PATTERNS RELATING TO VOICE AND DATA NETWORKS AND FOR PROGRAMMING AND OPERATING VOICE AND DATA EQUIPMENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANALYZING AND TRACKING USAGE, ALLOCATING NETWORK USAGE, ALLOCATING COST, TROUBLE-SHOOTING AND CONTROLLING THE OPERATION OF NETWORK EQUIPMENT THROUGH OPERATING SOFTWARE AND ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION TO DESKTOP AND WIRELESS DEVICES (U.S.CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR VOICE AND DATA NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY MONITORING AND ANALYZING TRANSACTIONS THAT TAKE PLACE OVER A VOICE OR DATA NETWORK FOR THE PURPOSE OF EFFICIENTLY ALLOCATING NETWORK USAGE WITHIN A NETWORK ENVIRONMENT AND PERMITTING ANALYSIS OF DATA TRAFFIC FOR MONITORING NETWORK USAGE, ALLOCATING COSTS AND TROUBLE-SHOOTING AND MANAGING INSTALLATION, PROVISIONING, MODIFICATIONS AND REPAIRS OF NETWORK EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAXJAZZ

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING JAZZ MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-5-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-5-1997.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS, NAMELY JAZZ MUSICIANS; DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF JAZZ MUSIC AND JAZZ-RELATED MERCHANDISE; ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING JAZZ MUSIC AND JAZZ-RELATED MERCHANDISE; PROMOTING MUSICAL EVENTS FEATURING JAZZ MUSIC AND JAZZ-RELATED MERCHANDISE; PLACING RADIO ADVERTISEMENTS AND ARRANGING PROMOTIONAL RADIO INTERVIEWS, AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS IN WEB SITES ACCESSSED THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, SPONSORING MUSICAL EVENTS FEATURING JAZZ; AUDIO RECORDING AND PRODUCTION OF JAZZ MUSIC; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF JAZZ MUSIC VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, AND PROVIDING JAZZ RELATED INFORMATION ABOUT ARTISTS AND CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CUSTOM DESIGN OF INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SIGNAGE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ICON ONLINE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONLINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY MANAGING BRANDING PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SIGNAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SIGNAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CUSTOM DESIGN OF INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SIGNAGE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
DYNAPLANT

SN 78-149,288. PAPIERFABRIK SCHOELLER & HOESCH
GMH & CO. KG, GERNSBACH, FED REP GERMANY,
FILED 7-31-2002.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN
CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 2712776, FILED 5-27-
2002, REG. NO. 2712776, DATED 5-27-2002, EXPIRES 5-27-
2012.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR PAPER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL USE, NAMELY, CHEMICALLY TREATED PAPERS FOR USE IN THE DETECTION OF ANALYTES AND PAPER FOR STICKING PLASTERS FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER, NAMELY, FILTER PAPER AND WRAPPING PAPER, SPECIALLY BIOLOGICALLY DECOMPOSABLE PAPER FOR PLANT SHEATHS AND LIQUID FILTERS; COMPOSTABLE PAPER FOR PLANT SHEATHS AND LIQUID FILTERS; SPECIALLY LONG FIBER PAPER FOR THE FILTERING OF BEVERAGES; FILTER PAPER; PAPER FILTERS FOR COFFEE MAKERS; WRAPPING PAPER; PAPER WRAPS FOR PLANTS AND ROOT BALLS; PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING, CUSHIONING OR PADDING MADE OF PAPER FOR PACKING PURPOSES; BASIS PAPER, NAMELY, LONG FIBER SPECIAL PAPER, PAPER TAPE; CREPE PAPER FOR MEDICAL USE; FILTER BAGS FOR BREWING PURPOSES, NAMELY, PAPER FILTER BAGS SOLD EMPTY FOR BREWING COFFEE AND TEA, PAPER TEA BAGS AND SPICE BAGS SOLD EMPTY; HEAT-SEALABLE PAPER FOR LIQUID FILTRATION, ADHESIVE TAPES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; PAPER PACKAGING, NAMELY, PLANT SHEATHS; PAPER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR NONWOVEN FABRICS AND KNITTED FABRICS COMPRISING OR CONSISTING OF BIOLOGICALLY DECOMPOSABLE AND COMPOSTABLE NATURAL FIBERS FOR COVERING NONWOVEN FABRICS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-152,431. PNEUMATIC TECHNOLOGY, INC., TROPHY CLUB, TX. FILED 8-8-2002.

PneTech
PNEUMATIC TECHNOLOGY, INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PNEUMATIC TECHNOLOGY, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BROKERAGE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TANK TRAILERS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR LEASING OF TANK TRAILERS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


DETERMINE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AND ORGANIZING BUSINESS DATA, DOCUMENTS AND CONTRACTS FOR USE BY BUSINESSES IN BUSINESS ENTERPRISE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT, IN ADMINISTRATION, MANAGEMENT AND NEGOTIATION IN THE FIELDS OF FINANCING, LINES OF CREDIT, REAL ESTATE, FACILITIES, PROCUREMENT, MARKETING AND SALES, HUMAN RESOURCES AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AND ORGANIZING BUSINESS DATA, DOCUMENTS AND CONTRACTS FOR USE BY BUSINESSES IN BUSINESS ENTERPRISE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELDS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, MARKETING AND SALES, AND HUMAN RESOURCES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ONLINE IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONVEYOR COMPANY INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION OF AIRPORT BAGGAGE HANDLING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURING OF AIRPORT BAGGAGE HANDLING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF AIRPORT BAGGAGE HANDLING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROVIDING COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING FOR OTHERS, AND REFERRALS TO SERVICE PROVIDERS, REGARDING RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT; PROMOTING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS REGARDING RAPE, SEXUAL ASSAULT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1994.

NATIONAL SEXUAL ASSAULT HOTLINE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SEXUAL ASSAULT HOTLINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING ADVOCACY AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND CONFERENCES REGARDING RAPE, SEXUAL ASSAULT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1994.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING COUNSELING, NAMELY OFFERING ADVICE REGARDING RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT TO VICTIMS AND TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS OF VICTIMS OF RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1994.

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, OUTSOURCING IN THE FIELD OF VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING TRANSFER OF INFORMATION RELATING TO CAPTIONS AND SUBTITLES FOR AUDIO VISUAL WORKS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF LONG- AND SHORT-FORM ASSETS IN THE FIELD OF MEDIA PRODUCTION; MUSIC RIGHTS ACQUISITION AND CLEARANCE; CREATION OF ON-LINE PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND PROMOTIONAL CONTENT FOR CABLE AND BROADCAST NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, BUILDING TELEVISION FACILITIES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY VIDEO, AUDIO AND COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FOR BROADCAST, SATELLITE AND CABLE NETWORKS, PRODUCTION STUDIOS, POST-PRODUCTION FACILITIES AND CORPORATE VIDEO FACILITIES; AND ON-SITE INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT FOR OTHERS, NAMELY VIDEO, AUDIO AND COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FOR BROADCAST, SATELLITE AND CABLE NETWORKS, PRODUCTION STUDIOS, POST-PRODUCTION FACILITIES AND CORPORATE VIDEO FACILITIES, MAINTENANCE OF BROADCAST AND INDUSTRIAL VIDEO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR SATELLITE TRANSMISSION SERVICES; MICRO-WAVE TRANSMISSION SERVICES; FIBER OPTIC TRANSMISSION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONNECTIONS TO A DIGITAL NETWORK FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF FULL MOTION VIDEO, DATA AND IMAGES; SATELLITE TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION SERVICES, FIBEROPTIC UPLINK AND SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY SATELLITE TRANSPONDER SERVICES, SATELLITE UPLINK, BACKHAUL AND DATA DELIVERY SERVICES; TELECONFERENCE AND VIDEOCONFERENCE SERVICES, OPTICAL TRANSFER OF DIGITAL MEDIA CONTENT; DIGITAL PROVISION OF DVD PROGRAM CONTENT VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER DIAL-UP AND DEDICATED ACCESS TO THE INTERNET; PROVIDING STREAMING VIDEO SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL IMAGES; DELIVERY OF MEDIA CONTENT DATA BY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION, AND ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MEDIA CONTENT VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR VAULTING AND STORAGE OF FILM; VIDEO TAPE, DATA TAPE, SOUND TRACKS AND DISCS, NAMELY, DIGITAL STORAGE OF MOTION PICTURE FILMS AND VIDEOTAPE, DATA DISK STORAGE; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VIDEO AND AUDIO DATA; ELECTRONIC TRANSFER AND DELIVERY SERVICES; TELECONFERENCE AND VIDEO CONFERENCES; OPTICAL TRANSFER DELIVERY SERVICES; SATELLITE UPLINK, BACKHAUL AND DATA DELIVERY SERVICES; PROVIDING DIGITAL IMAGERY STORAGE SERVICES; STORAGE SERVICES, NAMELY, BARCODE OR DIGITAL IMAGE SCANNING, CHIVING AND DELIVERY BY POST AND/OR MESSEN- GER OF ANALOG AND DIGITAL MEDIA IN ALL FORMATS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR TREATMENT OF CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS AND VIDEOTAPE, NAMELY PROCESSING, PRINTING, RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC FILMS, CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS, AUDIO- TAPES AND VIDEO- TAPE, DATA TAPE, SOUND TRACKS AND DISCS, AND REDUCTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM PRINTS; FILM PROCESSING, DEVELOPING, PRINTING, CLEANING, AND NEGATIVE FILM CUTTING; FILM PROCESSING SERVICES; MOTION PICTURE FILM AND VIDEO COLOR CORRECTION SERVICES; VIDEO TRANSFER, NAMELY, PROVIDING COLOR CORRECTION AND IMAGE CONVERSION OF MOTION PICTURE FILM TO VIDEO FILM; TELECINE FILM TO Video TRANSFER SERVICES; MOTION PICTURE FILM, FILM AND VIDEO DATA COMPRESSION; DATA COMPRESSION AND CONTRACT MANUFACTURING IN THE FIELD OF DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS; DUPLICATION OF VIDEO TAPE IN ALL PROFESSIONAL FORMATS; VIDEO SERVICES, NAMELY, MASTERING AND DUPLICATION OF PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPE FORMATS; FILM- TO-VIDEO TAPE, VIDEO TAPE- TO- FILM, TAPE-
TO-TAPE AND DATA-TO-FILM TRANSFERS AND DU-
PLICATIONS, AND SERVICES RELATED TO THE
FOREGOING; VIDEO TRANSFER SERVICES, NAMELY,
PROVIDING CONVERSION OF PROGRAMS REC-
ORDED ON VIDEO TAPE FROM ONE VIDEO TAPE
STANDARDS FORMAT TO ANOTHER VIDEO TAPE
STANDARDS FORMAT; MOTION PICTURE
EDITING AND EFFECTS ANIMATION SERVICES FOR
OTHERS, IN VIDEO, FILM, BROADCAST, TELEVISION
AND PASSIVE AND INTERACTIVE ELECTRONIC MED-
IA; PREPARATION OF SPECIAL EFFECTS; SPECIAL
EFFECTS ANIMATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS;
MASTERCOPY PRODUCTION; PRODUCTION AND
POST-PRODUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, SOUND,
VIDEO, FILM AND ANCILLARY POST-PRODUCTION
SERVICES TO THE MOTION PICTURE, TELEVISION
AND CABLE TELEVISION INDUSTRIES, IN THE NATURE
OF 1) SOUND AND VIDEO SERVICES, NAMELY,
MUSIC RECORDING; SOUND EDITING AND EN-
HANCEMENT; AUDIO MIXING OF DIALOGUE, MU-
SIC AND EFFECTS, DIALOGUE AND EFFECTS, NAMELY,
AUDIODUBBING AND LOOPING SERVICES TO
THE FIELD OF AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL WORKS; 2)
AUTOMATED DIALOGUE REPLACEMENT, RE-
CORDING LIVE SOUND EFFECTS; 3) AUDIO POST-
PRODUCTION, AUDIO PLAYBACK AND AUGMENTA-
TIONS, CINEMATOGRAPHIC SOUND EDITING AND
ADDITION OF SOUND EFFECTS, NAMELY, AUDIO
EDITING AND ADDITION OF SOUND AND FOLEY
EFFECTS, PRE-LAY TREATMENT OF AUDIO TRACKS,
LAUGH TRACK INTEGRATION, AND SOUND MIXING;
4) PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION SERVICES
IN THE FIELD OF AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL WORKS;
5) DIALOG AND SOUND DUBBING AND LOOPING
SERVICES; 6) FOREIGN LANGUAGE DIALOG TRANSLA-
TION AND VOICE-OVER AND DIALOGUE
RECORDING; 7) PROVIDING VISUAL EFFECTS AND
GRAPHICS TO VIDEO TAPE, AUDIO TAPE AND FILM;
8) RENTING OF AUDIOVISUAL AND COMPUTER-
BASED EDITING AND RELATED EQUIPMENT FOR
USE IN POST-PRODUCTION WORK AND RENTING
OF CAMERAS AND SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT
FOR USE IN CREATING FILM AND VIDEO CONTENT
AND FOR USE IN POST-PRODUCTION WORK AND
CONSULTATION RELATING TO THE FOREGOING;
9) DIGITALIZATION OF STILLS, CLIP EDITING AND
CONVERSION OF AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION
FACILITIES TO ACCOMMODATE DIGITAL MEDIA FORMATS;
10) ELECTRONIC IMAGE PROJECTION SERVICES;
11) CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EQUIPMENT AND
PRO- DUCTS FOR FILM LABORATORY, EDITING AND EFFECTS, SOUND
RECORDING, SCORE PRODUCTION AND SONG PLAY-
BACK FOR BROADCAST, SATELLITE, AND CABLE NET-
WORKS, PRODUCTION STUDIOS, POST-PRODUCTION
FACILITIES AND CORPORATE VIDEO FACILITIES;
12) ADDING VISUAL EFFECTS AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS TO FILM AND VIDEO
POST-PRODUCTION, NAMELY, DIGITIZING AND
SCANNING OF STILL IMAGES AND MOVING IMAGES,
DIGITAL IMAGE MANIPULATION SERVICES; BROAD-
CAST STANDARDS CONVERSION; CLOSED CAPTION-
ING AND COMPOSITION OF VIDEO, FILM, BROADCAST,
TELEVISION AND PASSIVE AND INTERACTIVE
ELECTRONIC MEDIA; EDITING SERVICES US-
ING STREAMING VIDEO; SUBTITLING OF BROAD-
CAST TELEVISION CONTENT; CONSULTATION
RELATED TO THE PRESERVATION OF TAPES AND
RECORDINGS; MASTERING, EDITING, AND AUG-
MENTATION OF FILM AND VIDEO TAPE; DVD MAS-
TERING; HIGH DEFINITION MASTERING AND
REMASTERING OF PROGRAM CONTENT FOR HIGH
DEFINITION TELEVISION FORMATS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101
AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND
LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN OF COMPUTER GENERATED SPECIAL
EFFECTS FOR OTHERS, AND SOFTWARE DEVELO-
PMENT, NAMELY, CREATION AND AUTHORING OF
INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT; NAMELY, DES-
IGN OF COMPUTER-GENERATED SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR OTHERS;
HOSTING OF INTERNET SITES FOR OTHERS ON A
GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING TELE-
VISION FACILITIES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, FACILITIES
FOR BROADCAST, SATELLITE, AND CABLE
NETWORKS; PRODUCTION STUDIOS, POST-PRODUCTION
FACILITIES AND CORPORATE VIDEO FACILITIES;
BROADBAND HOSTING FOR OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; BACKHAUL SERVICES; DESIGNING ON-SCREEN TELEVISION BROADCAST GRAPHICS AND SPECIAL EFFECTS; SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, INTERACTIVE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT; DATA ENCRYPTION SERVICES; PRODUCT EVALUATION, QUALITY CONTROL AND QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR AUDIOTAPE, VIDEOTAPE, FILM AND DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC; SPECIAL EFFECTS DESIGN FOR OTHERS, IN VIDEO, FILM, BROADCAST, TELEVISION AND PASSIVE AND INTERACTIVE ELECTRONIC MEDIA; COMPUTER ENGINEERING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF FILM, VIDEO AND AUDIO, FOR VIDEO, FILM, BROADCAST, TELEVISION AND PASSIVE AND INTERACTIVE ELECTRONIC MEDIA; DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC CONTENT CREATION SERVICES, NAMELY, AUTHORING AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MEDIA CONTENT; SUPPORT, NAMELY, PROVIDING ASSISTANCE IN THE USE OF BROADCAST AND INDUSTRIAL VIDEO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRIBAL

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) METAL KEY RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) EYEGLASS RETAINERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) NON-METAL KEY RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 23, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) LANYARDS FOR HOLDING EYEGASSES, BADGES, KEYS, NAME TAGS,伺服器和CREDENTIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUCCESS MADE SIMPLE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE, NAMELY, LINE CARDS THAT PROVIDE AN INTERFACE TO ONE OR MORE ANALOG OR DIGITAL TELEPHONE LINES, FAX CARDS, SPEECH RECOGNITION CARDS, NETWORK INTERFACE CARDS, CENTRAL PROCESSORS, VOICE DISCS, SYSTEM DISCS, DISC CONTROLLERS, BACK-UP STREAMING TAPES, POWER SUPPLIES, CONTROL MODULES, MODEMS AND NETWORK INTERFACE MODULES, ALL FOR USE IN TELEPHONY SYSTEMS, MULTIMEDIA MESSAGING SYSTEMS, VOICE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, VOICE PORTAL SYSTEMS, SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEMS, AND SPEECH GENERATION SYSTEMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TELEPHONY AND MULTIMEDIA MESSAGING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, FOR PROVIDING CALL ANSWERING, UNIVERSAL MAILBOX, MESSAGE STORE AND FORWARDING AND RETRIEVAL, VIRTUAL TELEPHONE, FAX MESSAGING, TEXT MESSAGING, E-MAIL MESSAGING, VIDEO MESSAGING, INTEGRATED AND NON-INTEGRATED SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE, NETWORK ANNOUNCEMENTS, FAMILY MAILBOX, CLOSED USER GROUP, CALL MANAGEMENT, PERSONAL ASSISTANT, AND INTEGRATED VOICE, FAX, TEXT, E-MAIL AND VIDEO MESSAGING FUNCTIONS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS OF WIRELESS AND WIRED NETWORKS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEMS, NAMELY, FOR PROVIDING VOICE NAVIGATION AND VOICE PORTAL FUNCTIONS IN TELEPHONY AND MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR SPEECH GENERATION SYSTEMS, NAMELY, FOR PROVIDING TEXT-TO-SPEECH CONVERSION IN TELEPHONY AND MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PROVIDING DATA NETWORK ACCESS TO MULTIMEDIA MESSAGING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO CONTENT AND INFORMATION ON COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA VIA WIRED AND WIRELESS DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CUSTOMIZED SEARCHING AND PROVIDING INFORMATION AT THE SPECIFIC REQUEST OF END USERS VIA COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTERS; COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, DATABASE COMPUTER SOFTWARE, FOR PERSONAL USE, FOR USE IN TELECOMMUNICATION, COMMERCE, INDUSTRY, EDUCATION, SCIENCE; SOFTWARE FOR PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, FOR E-MAIL MESSAGING, FOR INFORMATION ACCESS AND TRANSMISSION, FOR CONTENT CREATION, FOR NET MEETINGS AND COMMUNICATIONS; COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING COMPUTER NETWORK USERS AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK SOFTWARE FOR DESIGNING WEB SITES, FOR COMPUTER AIDED MECHANICAL DESIGN, FOR NET MEETINGS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES, NAMELY, CREATING COMPUTER GAMES, INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; EDUCATION SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN IT APPLICATIONS AND BUSINESS; SOFTWARE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION ON EVENTS IN THE AREA OF IT AND MOBILITY SOLUTIONS, FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF BIOMETRIC PATTERNS AND OR SPEECH AND FOR AUTHENTICATION; COMPUTER TELEPHONY SOFTWARE; COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND TRANSACT BUSINESS, SOFTWARE FOR ISSUING CUSTOMER CARDS, FOR TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES, FOR COMPUTER-AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES, FOR DATABASE COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, FOR BUILDING UP OF COMPUTER DATABASES, FOR DATA PROCESSING, DEVELOPMENT, CONFIGURATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF VOICE AND DATA NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONE SERVICES; TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES FOR THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES, ELECTRONIC TELETEXT TRANSMISSION SERVICES, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION BY TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA, TEXT, SOUND AND IMAGES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER-AIDED ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVISION OF COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH NARROW-BAND AND BROADBAND ON-LINE SERVICES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRONIC NETWORKS; PROVISION OF SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH NARROW-BAND AND BROADBAND ON-LINE SERVICES, NAMELY, TECHNICAL COMPUTER CONSULTATION RELATED TO THE ACQUISITION AND SALE; PROVISION OF COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH NARROW-BAND AND BROADBAND ON-LINE SERVICES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRONIC NETWORKS; PROVISION OF SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH NARROW-BAND AND BROADBAND ON-LINE SERVICES, NAMELY, TECHNICAL COMPUTER CONSULTATION RELATED TO THE ACQUISITION AND SALE OF GOODS, PRODUCTS RUNNING ON COMPUTER NETWORKS IN THE FORM OF DATA, TEXT, IMAGES, SOUND OR ANY COMBINATIONS OF THESE ELEMENTS FOR THE SALE OF GOODS OF ALL KINDS AND SERVICES AND CORRESPONDING INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION SERVICES FOR THIRD PARTIES, TO ENABLE CARRYING OUT OF ALL COMMERCIAL AND SERVICES TASKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE OPERATION OF THE ABOVE BUSINESS TO BE OFFERED TO THIRD PARTIES; RENTAL OF COMPUTER MEMORY ON COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR CONTENT PROVIDERS FROM A WIDE RANGE OF INDUSTRIES AND FOR PRODUCERS OF GOODS AND PROVIDERS OF SERVICES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NOVABLAST

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRENCH APPLICATION NO. 023153135, FILED 3-12-2002, REG. NO. 023153135, DATED 3-12-2002, EXPIRES 3-12-2012.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, NAMELY, CHEMICALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS; METALWORKING CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TEMPERING AND SOLDERING; ADHESIVES USED FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS AND ADDITIVES FOR SCOURING SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE LIQUIDS AND POWDERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MURRPLASTIK SYSTEM-TECHNIK GMBH

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRENCH APPLICATION NO. 30211965.S/2, FILED 3-6-2002, REG. NO. 30211965, DATED 3-6-2002, EXPIRES 3-12-2012.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SYSTEMTECHNIS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

APPLICANT SUBMITS THAT "MURRPLASTIK" HAS NO ENGLISH EQUIVALENT AND THAT "SYSTEMTECHNIS" TRANSLATES TO "SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY" OR "SYSTEMS ENGINEERING".
CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL GUIDE CHANNELS FOR CHAINS AND TUBES FOR RECEIVING AND GUIDING ENERGY CONDUCTORS; METAL SPACERS FOR DIVIDING RECEIVING SPACES FOR CHAINS AND TUBES FOR RECEIVING AND GUIDING ENERGY CONDUCTORS; METAL STRAIN RELIEF CLIPS, METAL COMB STRIPS WITH CABLE BINDERS, METAL CONNECTION FITTINGS FOR PROTECTIVE HOSES, NAMELY DISTRIBUTORS, HEXAGON COUNTER-NUTS, SEALING CAPS, SYSTEM HOLDERS, SECURING STRAPS, PIPE CLAMPS, END CLOSURES, AND SCREW CONNECTIONS; METAL CARRIERS FOR THE MOVABLE END OF ARTICULATED CHAINS AND TUBES USED TO RECEIVE AND GUIDE ENERGY CONDUCTORS, AS WELL AS STRUCTURAL PARTS OF SUCH CARRIERS; SELF-ADHESIVE METAL FOILS; NON-LUMINOUS AND NON-LUMINOUS MECHANICAL METAL SIGNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR POWER-OPERATED INScribing DEVICES FOR PLASTIC SIGNS, NAMELY, ENGRAVING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRICAL CABLES AND CONDUITS, ELECTRICAL CABLE AND CONDUIT CONNECTORS; CLASS PLASTIC HOOKS AND LOOP CONNECTORS AND CONNECTING ELEMENTS FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUITS, OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES; COMPONENTS FOR SHIELDING AGAINST ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES, NAMELY WOVEN COPPER MESH WIRE INSULATION; PROTECTORS FOR ELECTRICAL TUBES; SOFTWARE FOR PROGRAMMING INScribing DEVICES FOR PLASTIC SIGNS AND LABELS NOT MADE OF TEXTILE MATERIALS; X-Y PLOTTERS; RUBBER ELECTRIC SOCKETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR PLASTIC GUIDE CHANNELS FOR CHAINS AND TUBES FOR RECEIVING AND GUIDING ENERGY CONDUCTORS, PLASTIC SPACERS FOR DIVIDING RECEIVING SPACES FOR CHAINS AND TUBES FOR RECEIVING AND GUIDING ENERGY CONDUCTORS; PLASTIC STRAIN RELIEF CLIPS, PLASTIC COMB STRIPS WITH CABLE BINDERS, PROTECTIVE HOSES MADE OF PLASTIC, PLASTIC CONNECTION FITTINGS FOR PROTECTIVE HOSES, NAMELY DISTRIBUTORS, HEXAGON COUNTER-NUTS, SEALING CAPS, SYSTEM HOLDERS, SECURING STRAPS, PIPE CLAMPS, END CLOSURES, AND SCREW CONNECTIONS; PLASTIC CARRIERS FOR THE MOVABLE END OF ARTICULATED CHAINS AND TUBES TO RECEIVE AND GUIDE ENERGY CONDUCTORS, AS WELL AS STRUCTURAL PARTS OF SUCH CARRIERS; INSULATION FOR ELECTRICAL CABLES AND CONDUITS; PLASTIC LABELS; SELF ADHESIVE PLASTIC FOIL; CABLE FEED-THROUGH STRIPS MADE OF PLASTIC (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 15 AND 35).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR ARTICULATED CHAINS MADE OF PLASTIC FOR RECEIVING AND GUIDING ENERGY CONDUCTORS; FASTENING CLIPS AND CLAMPS MADE OF PLASTIC FOR ELECTRICAL CABLES AND CONDUITS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 35).

TRICIA THOMPSONS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PHOSEON

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING AND PROCESSING EQUIPMENT NAMELY, WAFER INSPECTION SYSTEMS, COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS, INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PACKAGE INSPECTION SYSTEMS, COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS, USING LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING LIGHTING SYSTEMS; SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING AND MAINTAINING LIGHT EMITTING DIODE MODULES FOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING, MANUFACTURING AND INSPECTION; MEASURING AND CHECKING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY INFRARED MICROSCOPY INSTRUMENTS AND ULTRAVIOLET MICROSCOPY INSTRUMENT, FLUORESCENT THICKNESS MEASUREMENT OF SOLDER FLUX, ADHESIVES, POLYMER COATINGS, ORGANICS MATERIALS USED IN MEDICAL OR CHEMICAL RESEARCH; LED ARRAYS; ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT SYSTEMS NAMELY FLUORESCENT INSPECTION SYSTEMS COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS, EXPOSURE SYSTEMS COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS; LIGHT EMITTING DIODES; LIGHT EMITTING DIODE MODULES AND PARTS THEREOF; AND LIGHT EMITTING DIODE MODULES AND PARTS THEREOF FOR SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING AND INSPECTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR LIGHTING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, SOLID STATE LIGHTING SYSTEMS COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS, ULTRAVIOLET CURING LAMPS; ILLUMINATION SYSTEMS COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS; UV DRYERS, FOR PHOTO POLYMER POLYMERIZATION FOR PRINTING, LITHOGRAPHY, COATINGS, ADHESIVES, PROCESSES USED IN THE SEMICONDUCTOR, CIRCUIT BOARD MANUFACTURE, PUBLISHING, PACKAGING, AND OTHER MANUFACTURING AND INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING FOR INDUSTRY; FLUORESCENT LIGHT SYSTEMS, NAMELY SOLID STATE LIGHT EMITTERS; ULTRAVIOLET ILLUMINATION SYSTEMS COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS, UV CLEANING SYSTEMS COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS, UV STERILIZATION SYSTEMS COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS, AND UV FLUORESCENT IMAGING SYSTEMS COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS, FOR INSPECTION AND MEASUREMENT TASKS, CLEANING PROCESSES, AND STERILIZATION, WHICH SPAN ELECTRONICS, MEDICINE, AND CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES; LIGHTING SYSTEMS, NAMELY MULTICOLOR OR MONOCHROMATIC SOLID STATE LIGHT SOURCES FOR USE IN PROJECTION, EXPOSURE, CURING, STERILIZATION, CLEANING, AND MATERIAL ABLATION; LIGHTING SYSTEMS; NAMELY ULTRAVIOLET EXPOSURE AND CURING SYSTEMS COMPRISING SOLID-STATE LIGHT EMITTERS FOR USE IN MATERIALS PROCESSING, NAMELY, PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD EXPOSURE AND CURING OF INKS AND COATINGS USED FOR CIRCUIT BOARDS, AND COATINGS USED FOR CD ROM AND DVD (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR MANUFACTURE OF COATINGS AND CURING OF INKS USED FOR CIRCUIT BOARDS, CD-ROMS AND DVD'S OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
KÉMIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "KÉMIA" WITH AN ACCENT OVER THE LETTER "E". THE MARK IS PRESENTED IN STANDARD CHARACTER FORMAT WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL DISEASES, NAMELY CANCER, INFECTIOUS DISEASES, MUSCULOSKELETAL DISEASES, NEUROLOGIC DISEASES, CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES, AND METABOLIC AND ENDOCRINE DISEASES, AND MEDICINAL COMPOUNDS INCORPORATED AS AN INGREDIENT IN HUMAN AND VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-170,111. APERION AUDIO, INC., TIGARD, OR. FILED 10-2-2002.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR STEREO SYSTEMS AND STEREO COMPONENTS COMPRISING AMPLIFIERS, SUBWOOFERS, SPEAKER DRIVERS AND AUDIO SPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


URREA

DISEÑO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DISEÑO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "DISEÑO" IN SCRIPT. THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSVALUES INTO ENGLISH AS DESIGN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL PIPES AND FITTINGS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 30).

JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR PLUMBING ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS, NAMELY, LOW AND HIGH PRESSURE VALVES, MIXER FAUCETS FOR WATER PIPES, WATER FAUCET SPOUTS, SHOWERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
ELISSA GARRIER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-171,343. BENFIELD SPORTS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 10-4-2002.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2304295, FILED 7-3-2002, REG. NO. 2304295, DATED 7-3-2002, EXPIRES 7-3-2012.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SPEEDWAY GRAND PRIX, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRERECORDERED VIDEO TAPES FEATURING SPEEDWAY COMPETITIONS AND EVENTS, MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS AND VIDEO GAMES RELATING TO SPEEDWAY, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, HAND HELD JOYSTICKS FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES, VIDEO GAME INTERACTIVE HAND HELD REMOTE CONTROLS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR MAGAZINES AND BROCHURES RELATING TO SPEEDWAY, UNMOUNTED AND MOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS, LEATHER APPOINTMENT BOOK COVERS, LEATHER BOOK COVERS, MERCHANDISE BAGS, PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING, PLASTIC SHOPPING BAGS, PAPER BADGES, PENS, STICKERS, DECALS, POST CARDS, NOTE CARDS, MEMO PADS, BALL POINT PENS, PENCILS, 3-RING BINDERS, FOLDERS, WIRE BOUND NOTEBOOKS, PORTFOLIO NOTEBOOKS, POSTERS, CALENDARS, BUMPER STICKERS, BOOK COVERS, WRAPPING PAPER, ACTIVITY BOOKS, STATISTICAL BOOKS, GUIDE BOOKS AND REFERENCE BOOKS FOR SPEEDWAY, SOUVENIR PROGRAMS CONCERNING SPEEDWAY RACING, PAPER PENS, NEWSLETTERS AND PAMPHLETS IN THE FIELD OF SPEEDWAY FOR DISTRIBUTION TO THE TELEVISION AND RADIO MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 30).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER BAGS FOR MERCHANDISE PACKAGING, LEATHER KEY CHAINS, LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS, ALL-PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, ALL-PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, SCHOOL BOOK BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, SOUVENIR BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, AND UMBRELLAS. (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HOISIERY, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, PANTS, TANK TOPS, JERSEYS, SHORTS, PAJAMAS, VESTS, SPORT SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, BELTS, TIES, NIGHTSHIRTS, HATS, WARM-UP SUITS, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, FLEECE PULLOVERS, PARKAS, COATS NOT MADE OF LEATHER, JACKETS NOT MADE OF LEATHER, LEATHER COATS, LEATHER JACKETS, CHILDREN'S CLOTH EATING BIBS AND BIB OVERALLS, HEAD BANDS AND WRIST BANDS, T-SHIRTS, CAMISOLE, HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CAPS, HATS, VISORS, BANDANAS, HEADBANDS AND SKI HATS, FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ACTION TOYS, BATH TOYS, BATTERY OPERATED ACTION TOYS, ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS, FANTASY CHARACTER TOYS, INFANT ACTION CRIB TOYS, INFANT TOYS, INFLATABLE TOYS, MECHANICAL ACTION TOYS, MECHANICAL TOYS, NON-RIDING TRANSPORTATION TOYS, PLASTIC CHARACTER TOYS, PULL TOYS, PUSH TOYS, RIDE-ON TOYS, STUFFED TOYS, TOY MOTORCYCLES, TOY TRUCKS, TOY VEHICLES, TOY MODEL TRAIN SETS, YO-YOS, ELBOW, HAND AND KNEE PADS, ALL FOR ATHLETIC USE; ACTION SKILL GAMES; SPEEDWAY BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES, COIN-OPERATED VIDEO GAMES, HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES, HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES, TOY, NAMELY, BATTERY-POWERED COMPUTER SPEEDWAY GAME WITH LCD SCREEN WHICH FEATURES ANIMATION AND SOUND EFFECTS, ELECTRONIC VIDEO ARCADE GAMES, JIGSAW PUZZLES AND CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, BALLOONS, TOY WINDSOCKS AND KITES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS GATEWAY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS VIA THE INTERNET TO AUDIO, VISUAL AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT RELATING TO SPEEDWAY, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA VIA THE INTERNET, WEB CASTING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING ON-LINE CHAT ROOMS AND ON-LINE INTERACTIVE CHAT ROOMS WITH GUESTS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING THE FIELD OF SPEEDWAY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF SPEEDWAY GAMES, COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF SPEEDWAY, PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF SPEEDWAY RACING, AND ORGANIZING COMMUNITY SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE USE OF SPEEDWAY-RELATED COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET RELATING TO SPEEDWAY RACING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR VEHICLE PARTS MADE OF PLASTICS, NAMELY, AUTOMOTIVE INTERIOR TRIM, INNER ROOF LINERS FOR VEHICLES, FITTED DASHBOARD COVERS FOR VEHICLES, FLOOR LININGS FOR THE CARGO AREA OF VEHICLES, STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR AUTOMOBILES, HOOD SHIELDS AS STRUCTURAL PARTS OF VEHICLES, WHEEL HOUSING LINING FOR VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILE OIL PANS, AUTOMOBILE ENGINE COVERS, AUTOMOBILE BUMPERS, AND MUD GUARDS; LINERS FOR VEHICLE TRUNKS, PACKAGE TRAYS FOR VEHICLES, FITTED COVERS FOR VEHICLE FLOOR PANS, STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR LAND VEHICLES IN THE NATURE OF DOOR MOUNTING PLATES, DOOR PANELS FOR LAND VEHICLES WITH SOUND, HEAT AND MOISTURE INSULATING PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS

FOR PACKING MATERIAL FOR FORMING SEALS, SOUND INSULATING AND SOUND ABSORBING MATERIALS MADE OF PLASTICS, NAMELY, INSULATING PRODUCTS MADE OF PLASTICS OR MADE MAINLY OF PLASTICS, NAMELY, ACOUSTICAL INSULATION BARRIER PANELS, HEAT AND ACOUSTICAL COMPOSITE INSULATING SHELLS FOR AUTOMOBILES AND MACHINERY, AND PIPE INSULATION FOR EXHAUST PIPES OF VEHICLES, VEHICLE PIPES AND TUBES OF PLASTIC WITH SOUND-ABSORBING LINING; HEAT AND ACOUSTICAL COMPOSITE INSULATING SHELLS AND LINERS FOR AUTOMOBILES, NAMELY, SOUND ABSORBER SHELLS FOR AUTOMOBILE ENGINES, SOUND INSULATING LINERS FOR VEHICLE HOODS, LINING FOR VEHICLE DASH PANELS ARRANGED BETWEEN THE ENGINE COMPARTMENT AND THE DRIVERS COMPARTMENT, SOUND AND HEAT INSULATING SHELLS MOUNTED ON TRANSMISSION TUNNELS OF CAR BODIES, SOUND AND HEAT INSULATING SHELLS MOUNTED ON EXHAUST PIPE TUNNELS OF CAR BODIES, SOUND INSULATING LINERS FOR VEHICLE FENDERS, SOUND ABSORBING HEAT SHIELDS FOR LAND VEHICLES, AND TUBULAR AIR CONDITIONING CONDUITS AND AIR DUCTS WITH A SOUND ABSORBING LINING FOR USE IN LAND VEHICLES, PLASTIC IN BARS, BLOCKS, PELLETS, RODS, SHEETS AND TUBES FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE; PLASTIC IN THE FORM OF BARS, BLOCKS, PELLETS, RODS, SHEETS AND TUBES FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING; INSULATING PRODUCTS MADE OF FOAMED PLASTICS, NAMELY, SINGLE-LAYER AND MULTI-LAYER SLABS, MATS, PROFILES, JACKETS AND PANELS FOR SOUND AND THERMAL INSULATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS

FOR SHAPED AND PLAIN CARPETING, RUGS, MATS AND PROTECTIVE FLOOR COVERINGS WITH FLEXIBLE AND RIGID HEAVY LAYERS AND FOAMED PLASTICS LAYERS FOR ACOUSTICAL AND THERMAL INSULATION, IN LAND VEHICLES; CARPET FOR AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF TOOLS AND FORMS FOR THE TECHNOLOGIES OF PRESSING, FOAM INJECTION, CASTING AND FORMING, INCLUDING THE DESIGN OF COMPONENTS PRODUCED BY THESE TECHNOLOGIES; DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF DEVICES FOR SOUND AND OR HEAT INSULATION FOR USE IN VEHICLES, MACHINES, INSTALLATIONS AND BUILDINGS; SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF ACOUSTICS, IN PARTICULAR IN THE FIELD OF NOISE REDUCTION, AND IN THE FIELD OF HEAT INSULATION; INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF ACOUSTICS, IN PARTICULAR, IN THE FIELD OF NOISE REDUCTION AND HEAT INSULATION: MATERIALS TESTING FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF NOISE REDUCTION AND/OR HEAT INSULATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHORTS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWIMSUITS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, SCARVES, GLOVES, PANTS, SWEATERS, JERSEYS, SOCKS, JACKETS, SUITS, TRAINING SUITS, VESTS, NECKTIES, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, DRESSES, COATS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, SMOCKS, UNDERWEAR, PAJAMAS, BRASSIERES, CORSETS, SLIPS, LINGERIE; HEADWEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS AND BERETS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, BOOTS, SANDALS, SHOES AND SLIPPERS (SECTION 1(B)); FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, SANDALS, BOOTS, GYMNASTIC SHOES, SLIPPERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHORTS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SCARVES, GLOVES, PANTS, SKIRTS, SWEATERS, JERSEYS, SOCKS, JACKETS, WAISTCOATS; SUITS, TRAINING SUITS, VESTS, NECKTIES, BELTS, DRESSES, COATS, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, HATS, UNDERWEAR, PAJAMAS, CORSETS, SLIPS, NEGILIGEES (SECTION 44(D)) (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DISINFECTANTS, NAMELY, ANTISEPTIC AND ANTIMICROBIAL CLEANING SOLUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1990.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR MANICURE IMPLEMENTS, NAMELY, NAIL FILES, CUSHIONED NAIL FILES, EMERY BOARDS, BUFFING IMPLEMENTS AND BLOCKS, NAIL SANDERS, CUTICLE PUSHERS, FINGER AND TOE SEPARATORS, PEDICURE FILES, AND WAX BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR NAIL BRUSHES, MAKE-UP BRUSHES AND MANICURE BOWLS AND DISHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 44).
FIRST USE 11-1-1979; IN COMMERCE 11-1-1979.
CATHERINE FAINT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-178,190. HOPKINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, EMPORIA, KS. FILED 10-24-2002.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR AUTOMOBILE OIL PANS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR FLUID HANDLING PRODUCTS, NAMELY FUNNELS, POURING SPOUTS FOR PERSONAL MOTOR VEHICLE USE, AND OIL RECYCLING CONTAINERS FOR PERSONAL MOTOR VEHICLE USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GAMES MEDIA PROPERTIES
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GAMES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTION AND ORGANIZATION OF VIDEO GAME CONVENTIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY, ORGANIZATION OF VIDEO GAME COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANTICA CORTE

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "ANTICA CORTE" AND THE DESIGN OF A SMALL AGRICULTURAL VILLAGE WHICH IS COMPRISED OF BUILDINGS, A TOWN SQUARE AND AGRICULTURAL FIELDS.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS ANCIENT COURT.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR EDIBLE OIL (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC." AND "INDUSTRIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PROTECTIVE SAFETY APPAREL AND SAFETY GEAR, NAMELY, SAFETY PANTS, SAFETY VESTS, HARD HATS, HARD HAT NAPE PROTECTORS AND NAPE LINERS, AND SPECIALTY LINERS FOR HARD HATS, HEAD WEAR, APRONS, DUST MASKS, WELDING JACKETS, WELDING GLOVES, VESTS, VISORS, AND BACK SUPPORT BELTS, SAFETY HARNESSES, SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS FOR FALL PURPOSES, PROTECTIVE SUITS, PROTECTIVE GLASSES, PROTECTIVE GLOVES, WORK GLOVES, LATEX UTILITY GLOVES, VINYL GLOVES, BOOTS; HEARING PROTECTION, NAMELY EAR MUFFS, FOAM EAR PLUGS AND CORDED EAR PLUGS; SAFETY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, WARNING FLAGS, SAFETY FLAGS, BARRICADE TAPE, WARNING/BARRICADE SAFETY TAPE, WARNING BARRIER FENCES, MEASURING MARKERS, SAFETY ROPES, WARNING TAPE, REFLECTIVE WARNING TAPE, HAZARD STRIPE TAPE, TRAFFIC BARRICADES, AND BARRICADE LIGHTS, WELDING ELECTRODES, AND WELDING TORCHES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING SAFETY PANTS, SAFETY VESTS, HARD HATS AND HARD HAT ACCESSORIES INCLUDING NAPE PROTECTORS, NAPE LINERS, SPECIALTY LINERS, PROTECTIVE SUITS, PROTECTIVE GLASSES, PROTECTIVE GLOVES, WORK GLOVES, LATEX UTILITY GLOVES, VINYL GLOVES, BOOTS, REBAR CAPS, FIRST AID KITS, INDUSTRIAL BURN KITS, PERIMETER MARKERS, SPRAY PAINT, BARRICADE TAPE, SAFETY TAPE, WARNING FLAGS, SAFETY FLAGS, SAND BAGS, JUTE, WARNING BARRIER FENCES, SILT FENCES, HEAD WEAR, OVERALLS, APRONS AND DUST MASKS, WELDING SAFETY ACCESSORIES, VESTS, VISORS, BACK SUPPORT BELTS, HEARING PROTECTORS, NAMELY EAR MUFFS, FOAM PLUGS, CORDED EAR PLUGS, BLOOD BORNE PATHOGENS PROTECTION SYSTEMS, EYE WASH STATIONS, SAFETY HARNESS, SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, MEASURING TAPE, MEASURING MARKERS, SAFETY ROPE, WARNING TAPE, REFLECTIVE WARNING TAPE, HAZARD STRIPE TAPE, TRAFFIC BARRICADES, AND BARRICADE LIGHTS, WELDING ELECTRODES, AND WELDING TORCHES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY ARRANGING FOR SPONSORS TO AFFILIATE THEIR GOODS AND SERVICES WITH MOTOR VEHICLE RALLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF RALLIES EXCLUSIVELY FOR MOTOR VEHICLES STAGED OVER A RACECOURSE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE, CONTENT, TEMPLATE AND WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT, FOR USE IN EMAIL, SMS, MMS, FAX AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS DELIVERY, FOR USE IN CONTENT DISTRIBUTION, FOR USE IN UNIFIED MESSAGING SOLUTION, FOR USE IN BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SOLUTION, FOR USE IN DATA CLEANUP, FOR USE IN DATA MINING, FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, FOR WORD PROCESSING; BLANK COMPACT DISCS; COMPACT DISCS RECORDED ON CD-ROM FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SERVICES, SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEBSITES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, NEWSLETTERS, JOURNALS, MAGAZINES, USER MANUALS, INSTALLATION GUIDES, TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS, AND BOOKS IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE, CONTENT, TEMPLATE AND WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN EMAIL, SMS, MMS, FAX AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS DELIVERY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONTENT DISTRIBUTION, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN UNIFIED MESSAGING SOLUTION, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA CLEANUP, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA MINING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WORD PROCESSING, DEMONSTRATION, INSTALLATION, DIAGNOSTIC AND TROUBLE-SHOOTING OF THE SAID SOFTWARE; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, NEWSLETTERS, JOURNALS, MAGAZINES, USER MANUALS, INSTALLATION GUIDES, TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS, AND BOOKS IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS VIA EMAIL, FAX, SMS, MMS, WIRELESS COMMUNICATION AND THE INTERNET, PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, EMAIL AND ONLINE MARKETING AND ADVERTISING, AFFILIATE MARKETING, DEVELOPING PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGNS FOR BUSINESS, BUSINESS MARKETING AND DIRECT MAIL, CONSULTING SERVICES, DIRECT MARKETING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA EMAIL, FAX, SMS, MMS, WIRELESS COMMUNICATION AND THE INTERNET; PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; DEVELOPING PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGNS FOR BUSINESS; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES FOR OTHERS BY PROVIDING HYPERTEXT LINKS TO THE WEBSITE OF OTHERS; PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIAL AND PROMOTIONAL CONTESTS; BUSINESS MARKETING AND DIRECT MAIL CONSULTING SERVICES; DIRECT MARKETING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE USE AND IN THE FIELD OF MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; DEVELOPING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEBSITES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-183,756. RESONANCE PTE LTD, SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE,Filed 11-11-2002.


For use in data cleanup, computer software for use in database, content, template and workflow management, for use in email, sms, mms, fax and wireless communications delivery, for use in content distribution, for use in unified messaging solution, for use in business intelligence solution, for use in data cleanup, for use in data mining, for use as a spreadsheet, for word processing; blank compact discs; compact discs featuring computer software for use in database, content, template and workflow management, for use in email, sms, mms, fax and wireless communications delivery, for use in content distribution, for use in unified messaging solution, for use in business intelligence solution, for use in data cleanup, for use in data mining, for use as a spreadsheet, for word processing; blank video tapes; pre-recorded video tapes featuring computer software for use in database, content, template and workflow management, for use in email, sms, mms, fax and wireless communications delivery, for use in content distribution, for use in unified messaging solution, for use in business intelligence solution, for use in data cleanup, for use in data mining, for use as a spreadsheet, and for word processing (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
JUNE 1, 2004 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 169

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR PARTS OF MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS IN THE NATURE OF HOT TAPPING MACHINES USED FOR TAPPING INTO LIVE PRESSURIZED PIPELINES, NAMELY, DRILL SHAFTS, HOLE SAWS, HOLE BITS, TAPPING VALVE ADAPTERS AND CHIP HOSE ADAPTERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PIPE AND PLUG FLUSHER ACCESSORIES, NAMELY PLUG INFLATION CONTROLLED, NAMELY PRESSURE GAUGE AND PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE, HOSES, AND AUTOMATIC MECHANICAL VALVE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR HYDRAULIC DRAIN FLUSHERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR NON-METAL SEALS FOR USE IN SEALING SECTIONS OF PIPE AND PIPELINES; INFLATABLE RUBBER PIPE AND PIPELINE STOPPERS, RUBBER PLUGS AND RUBBER HOSE FOR USE WITH HYDRAULIC PIPE AND PIPELINE FLUSHERS AND RUBBER ANCHORING HARNESS USED TO GUIDE INFLATABLE PLUG INTO PLACE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR METAL SEALS AND METAL TAPPING SEALS FOR USE IN SEALING SECTIONS OF PIPES AND PIPELINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1916; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1916.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR COLLECTIBLE CARD GAME PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR 8 TO 12 YEAR OLD BOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING INFORMATION SECURITY PRODUCTS, INCLUDING FIREWALL AND ANTIVIRUS PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-8-2002.
BLAZE THE WORLD RECORDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRERECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES, VIDEO-TAPES, AND OPTICAL MEDIA, NAMELY, CD'S AND DVDS Featuring MUSIC AND PROVIDING ONLINE DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, AUDIO RECORDING AND PRODUCTION AND MUSIC PUBLISHING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


SKY CLUB

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR LEASING OF OFFICE SPACE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR WAREHOUSE STORAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

T-45 GOSHAWK

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE RELATING TO AIRCRAFT AND FLIGHT SIMULATION, COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS RELATING TO FLIGHT SIMULATION FOR USE IN TRAINING PILOTS, MOUSE-PADS AND SUNGLASSES. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR SHIRTS, HEADWEAR AND FOOTWEAR, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

COTTON ADVANTAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COTTON ADVANTAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS CONTAINING REFERENCE GUIDES USED FOR AGRICULTURAL ADVICE, CROP MANAGEMENT, CROP TREATMENT, PRODUCT USE DIRECTIONS AND GROWTH GUIDES FOR USE BY DISTRIBUTORS AND AGRICULTURAL CUSTOMERS; CONTAINING COMPUTERIZED PRODUCT LABELS FOR USE IN CROP MANAGEMENT, CROP TREATMENT, PRODUCT USE DIRECTIONS AND COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS; CONTAINING DATABASE ADMINISTRATIVE FORMS USED FOR CROP REGISTRATION, CROP TREATMENT AND PRODUCE AND COMPLIANCE, ALL IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE, AND CONTAINING AN ELECTRONIC INTERACTIVE DATABASE OF INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR CONSULTING AND ADVICE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE BY PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE THROUGH AN ONLINE ELECTRONIC INTERACTIVE DATABASE; TECHNICAL, SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL CONSULTATION REGARDING FARMING TECHNIQUES IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE FOR DISTRIBUTORS AND AGRICULTURAL (FARMERS) CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
EVERYBODY'S HOMETOWN TEAM

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY POSTERS, TRADING CARDS, CALENDARS, STICKERS, BUMPER STICKERS AND SOUVENIR PROGRAMS CONCERNING PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL. (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BEVERAGE CONTAINERS, NAMELY MUGS, CUPS AND DRINKING GLASSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, COATS, RAINCOATS, PARKAS, PONCHOS, DOWN JACKETS, LEATHER JACKETS, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, JEANS, PANTS AND SOCKS. (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL GAMES AND EXHIBITIONS. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BILL DAWES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROTECH

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, NEBULIZERS, PORTABLE OXYGEN CONCENTRATORS FOR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS AND OXYGEN MASKS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; RESPIRATORY CONCENTRATORS FOR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS AND RESPIRATORY MASKS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MASKS FOR USE BY MEDICAL PERSONNEL; SURGICAL MASKS; ANESTHETIC MASKS; MEDICAL PATIENT TREATMENT CHAIRS AND INVALID LIFTS; SLINGS; MEDICAL TUBING FOR DRAINAGE, TRANSFUSION AND ADMINISTERING DRUGS; RESPIRATORY FILTERS; WALKERS; HEADGEAR FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NASAL PILLOWS; THERAPEUTIC AND PRESSURE RELIEF MATTRESSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED SCOOTERS AND WHEELCHAIRS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR CANES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR HOSPITAL BEDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LANTERNS FOR LITERACY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PAJAMAS, T-SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, SHOES, SOCKS, SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, INFANTS AND CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR, SHIRTS, TURTLENECKS, SCARVES, GLOVES, BLOUSES, JEANS, MITTENS, BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER, AUTOPHOTOGH SHIRTS, JACKETS, MICRO FLEECE PULLOVERS, SWEATERS, COLLARS, NIGHTSHIRTS, SHOE FLAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROMOTING LITERACY FOR CHILDREN BY SPONSORING AND CONDUCTING READING GROUPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

URBAN LEATHER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LEATHER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE AND HOME FURNISHINGS, NAMELY, SOFAS, SECTIONALS, CHAIRS, OTTOMANS, BEDS, TABLES, CHAIRS, BAR STOOLS, PILLOWS AND LAMPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 30).

SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRERECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES, AND AUDIO AND VIDEO OPTICAL AND LASER DISCS, ALL FEATURING BASKETBALL GAMES AND CONTESTS AND MUSIC; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, POLO SHIRTS, JERSEYS, SPORT SHIRTS, JACKETS, WARM-UP SUITS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, PANTS, SHORTS, SWEAT PANTS, GYM SHORTS, CAPS, HATS, SWEAT BANDS, HEAD BANDS, NECK BANDS, WRIST BANDS, AND SOCKS; FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


BIOSTEEN

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF SKIN DISEASES, CANCER AND METABOLIC DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COSMETIC, PHARMACEUTICAL, DIETETIC, BIOTECHNOLOGICAL AND BACTERIOLOGICAL RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-197,186. LASCO DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED, KINGSTON 10, JAMAICA. FILED 12-22-2002.

EverSoy

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD EVERSOY IN SPECIAL FORM.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR MILK, NAMELY, SOY MILK AND SOYA-BASED MILK SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, NAMELY, SOFT DRINKS, SPORTS DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS; SYRUPS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ORTHOPEDIC ARCHITECTS

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30239425.7/1, FILED 8-9-2002, REG. NO. 30239425, DATED 2-4-2003, EXPIRES 8-31-2012.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,752,257 AND 2,770,623.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORTHOPEDIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, IMPLANTS AND ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, NAMELY PROSTHESES AND ORTHESSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ARTSCAPE

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 002768281, FILED 7-8-2002.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR FABRIC USED IN THE MANUFACTURE FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY, NAMELY POOL TABLES, CASINO TABLES AND GAMING TABLES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR POOL TABLES, BILLIARD TABLES, AND CASINO TABLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DEPEND ON US

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR ELECTRICAL DOMESTIC KITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD MACHINES, NAMELY CLOTHES WASHING MACHINES; VACUUM CLEANERS AND VACUUM CLEANER ACCESSORIES, NAMELY HOSES, BRUSHES, BAGS; FLOOR BUFFING, WAXING AND POLISHING MACHINES; DISHWASHERS; TRASH COMPACTORS; GARBAGE DISPOSALS; STEAM CLEANING MACHINES; CARPET CLEANING MACHINES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; ELECTRIC FOOD PROCESSORS AND PREPARATION MACHINES; ELECTRIC KITCHEN MIXERS; ELECTRIC TIN AND CAN OPENERS; ELECTRIC KNIFE OR BLADE SHARPENERS; ELECTRIC CARVING KNIVES; ELECTRIC PEALING AND PEARLING MACHINES; ELECTRIC BLENDERS; ELECTRIC WHISK; ELECTRIC CRUSHERS, NAMELY ICE CRUSHERS; ELECTRIC CARVING MACHINES FOR FOOD; ELECTRIC JUICERS AND ELECTRIC FRUIT PRESSES FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ELECTRIC COFFEE GRINDERS; AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS. (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR IRON PRESSING MACHINES; ELECTRIC AND STEAM IRONS. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRICAL DOMESTIC KITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD MACHINES, NAMELY, CLOTHES DRYERS; FANS, NAMELY, VENTILATING EXHAUST FANS; REFRIGERATED CABINETS FOR FOOD; REFRIGERATORS; REFRIGERATOR-FREEZERS; ICE MAKING MACHINES; MACHINES FOR DISPENSING CHILLED BEVERAGES; AIR CONDITIONERS AND FILTERS FOR AIR CONDITIONERS; VENTILATION HOODS FOR KITCHENS AND RANGES, STOVES, GRILLS AND Ovens; HOBS, COOK TOPS AND COOKING SURFACES AND GRIDDLES; WATER COOLERS AND HEATERS; MICROWAVE OVENS; ELECTRIC FOOD STEAMERS AND FOOD DEHYDRATORS; ELECTRIC SKILLETS; ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRONS AND GRIDDLES; SLOW COOKERS; PASTA MAKERS; BAR-BECUE UNITS FOR ELECTRIC STOVES; OUTDOOR COOKING GRILLS, NAMELY, GAS GRILLS; COOKING RINGS AND COOKING APPARATUS, NAMELY, ELECTRIC FRYING PANS; ELECTRIC DEEP FRYERS; AUTOMATIC BREAD MAKERS; PRESSURE COOKERS; STEAM BROILERS; ROTISSERIES; ELECTRONIC ROASTERS; ELECTRIC ROASTERS; ELECTRIC COFFEE POTS AND COFFEE MAKERS; ELECTRIC COFFEE PERCOLATORS; ELECTRIC COFFEE ROASTERS; ICE CREAM MAKERS; PLATE WARMERS; HUMIDIFIERS; DEHUMIDIFIERS; WATER PURIFYING UNITS FOR DOMESTIC USE; WATER FILTERS; WATER SOFTENING UNITS FOR DOMESTIC USE; WATER STERILIZERS; GAS DRYERS; GAS RANGES; GAS OVENS AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SERVICES, INC., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, NAMELY, IMAGES, TEXT AND AUDIO DATA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 12-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-30-2002.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR DOCUMENT DATA TRANSFER AND PHYSICAL CONVERSION SERVICES FROM DIGITAL FORMATS TO COMPACT DISCS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 12-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-30-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR VIEWING STORED IMAGES, DATA, AND TEXT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 12-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-30-2002.

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,085,421.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A NUT AND BOLT.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR FILE SERVERS DEDICATED TO PERFORM A SINGLE FUNCTION AND DEDICATED COMPUTER HARDWARE AND OPERATING SOFTWARE; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR STORING, MANAGING, REPLICATING, TRANSFERRING, SECURING, RETRIEVING AND RESTORING DATA AND FILES; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR SHARING, UPDATING, PARTITIONING, AND ACCESSING COMMON FILES OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR OPTIMIZING THE ACCESSIBILITY, DELIVERY, BACKUP, SECURITY, RESTORATION AND REPLICATION OF DATA; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING, MONITORING AND SECURING NETWORKS, COMPUTER DISC DRIVES, ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS, DATABASES AND OTHER STORAGE DEVICES ACROSS COMPUTER NETWORKS; AND DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN TROUBLESHOOTING COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1993.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ONLINE AND INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING COURSES, LECTURES, CLASSES, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE, COMPUTER STORAGE NETWORKS, COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES, DATA AND COMPUTER FILE STORAGE, MANAGEMENT, REPLICATION, SECURITY, RETRIEVAL, RESTORATION AND DISTRIBUTION, AND MANAGEMENT, MONITORING AND SECURITY OF COMPUTER NETWORKS, COMPUTER DISC DRIVES, ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS, DATABASES AND OTHER STORAGE DEVICES ACROSS COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING TESTING AND CERTIFICATIONS TO DETERMINE PROFESSIONAL SKILLS IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE, COMPUTER STORAGE NETWORKS, COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES, DATA AND COMPUTER FILE STORAGE, MANAGEMENT, REPLICATION, SECURITY, RETRIEVAL, RESTORATION AND DISTRIBUTION, AND MANAGEMENT, MONITORING AND SECURITY OF COMPUTER NETWORKS, COMPUTER DISC DRIVES, ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS, DATABASES AND OTHER STORAGE DEVICES ACROSS COMPUTER NETWORKS; AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1993.
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS, IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE, COMPUTER STORAGE NETWORKS, COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES, DATA AND COMPUTER FILE STORAGE, MANAGEMENT, REPLICAION, SECUR-
ITY, RETRIEVAL, RESTORATION AND DISTRIBUTION, AND MANAGEMENT, MONITORING, AND SECURITY OF COMPUTER NETWORKS, COMPUTER DISC DRIVES, ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE SYS-

TEMS, DATABASES AND OTHER STORAGE DEVICES ACROSS COMPUTER NETWORKS, AND PROVIDING BACK-UP COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1993.

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-201,957. ART FOR A CAUSE, BIRMINGAM, MI.
FILED 1-10-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOOLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR PIZZA CUTTERS; HAND TOOLS, NAMELY HAMMERS, SHOVELS, TROWELS AND SCREW DRI-
VERS; NONELECTRIC VEGETABLE PEEVERS; HAND OPERATED SPREADERS; RAKES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAINT BRUSHES; LETTER OPENERS; PENS (U.S.

CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR BOTTLE OPENERS; ICE CREAM SCOOPS; CHEESE GRATERS; WHISK; PLUNGERS; PIE SERV-
VERS; CORK SCREWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40
AND 50).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASSICAL SHEET MUSIC DOWNLOADS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLASSICAL" AND "DOWNLOADS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "CLASSICAL" AND "DOWNLOADS".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICA-
TIONS IN THE NATURE OF SHEET MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-7-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-7-1999.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ELECTRONIC RETAILING SHEET MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS VIA AN INTERNET WEBSITE (U.S. CLS.

100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-7-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-7-1999.

ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-202,897. LAB SAFETY SUPPLY, INC., JANESVILLE, WI. FILED 1-14-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES AND MAIL OR-DER CATALOG SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EQUIP-
MENT AND SUPPLIES FOR FORESTRY, SURVEYING AND MAPPING, HORTICULTURE, SCIENCE AND LA-
BORATORY, CIVIL/LANDSCAPE ENGINEERING, WEATHER AND TEMPERATURE, WILDLIFE MAN-
AGEMENT, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND EDUCATION, AND FOR PERSONAL, ENVIRON-
MENTAL AND LABORATORY SAFETY; ON-LINE DIS-
TRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES AND MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EQUIP-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES FOR FORESTRY, SURVEYING AND MAPPING, HORTICULTURE, SCIENCE AND LA-
BORATORY, CIVIL/LANDSCAPE ENGINEERING, WEATHER AND TEMPERATURE, WILDLIFE MAN-
AGEMENT, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND EDUCATION, AND FOR PERSONAL, ENVIRON-
MENTAL AND LABORATORY SAFETY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "LSS" INSIDE AN OBLONG SHAPE IN GREEN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR CATALOGS IN THE FIELD OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES FOR FORESTRY, SURVEYING AND MAPPING, HORTICULTURE, SCIENCE AND LABORATORY, CIVIL/LANDSCAPE ENGINEERING, WEATHER AND TEMPERATURE, WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND EDUCATION, AND FOR PERSONAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND LABORATORY SAFETY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR CATALOGS IN THE FIELD OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES FOR FORESTRY, SURVEYING AND MAPPING, HORTICULTURE, SCIENCE AND LABORATORY, CIVIL/LANDSCAPE ENGINEERING, WEATHER AND TEMPERATURE, WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND EDUCATION, AND FOR PERSONAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND LABORATORY SAFETY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES FOR CORPORATE AND INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS, TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, INFORMATION ABOUT TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 1-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING COMPANIONSHIP FOR PLAYING GAMES AND CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2003.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING PERSONAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS, NAMELY CLOTHING SELECTION AND PERSONAL HYGIENE ASSISTANCE; PROVIDING NON-MEDICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS, NAMELY SOCIAL ESCORT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CONVERSATION AND COMPANIONSHIP BY ACCOMPANYING INDIVIDUALS ON OUTINGS; ERRAND SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE NATURE OF SHOPPING, DROP OFF AND PICK-UP LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING; HOME NON-BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, NAMELY ANSWERING TELEPHONE CALLS, GREETING VISITORS, MAILING CORRESPONDENCE AND MAINTAINING APPOINTMENT CALENDAR; MEAL PLANNING AND PREPARATION; FOOD AND GROCERY SHOPPING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2003.
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EXPRESS HOME HELP
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,647,022, 1,651,735 AND 1,700,779.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HOME HELP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING SERVICES, NAMELY HOUSECLEANING; ASSISTING WITH PET CARE AND HOUSE PLANT CARE, LAUNDRY AND IRONING, MAKING BEDS AND CHANGING LINENS; CLEAN UP OF HOME KITCHENS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2003.
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CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, INFORMATION ABOUT HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PROXI

SN 78-204,042. TRX, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 1-16-2003.
ENGINEERS WITH ANSWERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENGINEERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION SERVICES; INVESTIGATION AND FIRE INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS SERVICES RELATED TO INSURANCE CLAIMS; EXPLOSION AND FIRE INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS SERVICES; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 12-31-1994; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1994.

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION SERVICES; ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION SERVICES; INVESTIGATION SERVICES RELATED TO INSURANCE CLAIMS; EXPLOSION AND FIRE INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS SERVICES; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 12-31-1994; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1994.

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHINGASO GEAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE WORD "CHINGASO", THAT TERM IS A SLANG TERM, MEANING A "HIT" OR A "BLOW".

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR GYM SHORTS, ROBES, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, CAPS, SWEAT SHIRTS AND PANTS, PANTS, SHOES, BOOTS, JACKETS, BELTS AND WARM-UP SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR BOXING TRUNKS, HAND WRAPS FOR BOXERS, BOXING GLOVES, FIGHTING GLOVES, GUARDS AND PROTECTORS FOR BOXING AND OTHER SPORTS, AND STRIKING BAGS FOR BOXERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BEER, STOUT, DARK BEER, MINERAL WATER, VEGETABLE JUICE, EXTRACT OF HOPS FOR MAKING BEER, LEMONADES, NON-ALCOHOLIC BEER, GINGER ALES AND SYRUP FOR MAKING COFFEE (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
FOR WHISKEY, DISTILLED LIQUOR, RUM, VODKA, BRANDY, GIN, PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS, WINE, KAOLIANG LIQUOR AND PINE LEAVES WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING LIQUOR AND MINERAL WATER, WHOLESALE STORES FEATURING LIQUOR, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, MARKET RESEARCH, PURCHASING AGENT, CHAIN STYLE RESTAURANTS MANAGEMENT FOR OTHERS, BEER HOUSE MANAGEMENT FOR OTHERS, AND HOTEL MANAGEMENT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,186,117, 1,292,519 AND 2,188,437.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ADVISORS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, MARKETING CONSULTATION AND ASSISTANCE; ADVISORY SERVICES FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; MARKET RESEARCH; CONDUCTING MARKETING STUDIES; PROVIDING BUSINESS STATISTICAL INFORMATION; BUSINESS RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BANKING, CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS AND FINANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POLYZENE

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, NAMELY POLYPHOSPHORCENES AND SPECIAL POLYMERS FOR COATING OF MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL AND THERAPEUTIC PREPARATIONS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF FINISHED MEDICINES AS END PRODUCTS OBTAINABLE ON PRESCRIPTION ONLY, FOR CANCER THERAPY AND PAIN TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR COATED AND UNCOATED DENTAL CERAMICS, DENTAL PLASTICS AND DENTAL CEMENTS; COATED AND UNCOATED SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY INSTRUMENTS NAMELY, STENTS, STENTGRAPHS, CATHERETERS, TUBINGS, LINERS, ARTIFICIAL VESSELS, ABUTMENTS, AND MEMBRANES FOR SEALING AND OR SEPARATION OF TISSUE; COATED IMPLANTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR TREATMENT OF MATERIALS, NAMELY COATING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS COMPRISING IMMUNOGLOBULINE YOKE USED IN THE TREATMENT OF DISEASES OF DIGESTIVE ORGANS OF PETS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR EGGS AND PROCESSED EGGS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR EGGS TO BE USED AS AN INGREDIENT OF ANIMAL FEEDS OR ADDITIVES TO ANIMAL FEEDS THAT CONTAIN ANTIBODIES TO SPECIFIC PATHOGEN; LIQUID EGGS OR POWDERED EGGS TO BE USED IN THE INGREDIENT OF ANIMAL FEEDS OR ADDITIVES TO ANIMAL FEEDS THAT CONTAIN ANTIBODIES TO SPECIFIC PATHOGEN; MIXED ANIMAL FEEDS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KINDERGOTH

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MOTION PICTURE FILMS, AND PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES, CASSETTES, AND DISCS FEATURING GOTHIC POPULAR CULTURE, FASHION, AND MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FIGURINES OF PLASTIC (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 30).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR FIGURINES OF CERAMIC (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 30).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, DOLLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 30).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RUSH
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,445,063 AND 2,481,615.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PENS, PENCILS, HIGHLIGHTING PENS, STATIONERY, ENVELOPES, NOTE PADS, POSTER BOARD, CALENDARS, INDEX CARDS, WRITING PAPER, NOTE BOOKS, FOLDERS, CHECK BOOK AND PASSBOOK WALLETS, DECALS, BUMPER STICKERS, BUSINESS CARD HOLDERS, AND STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR LANYARDS FOR HOLDING BADGES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-209,071. RUSH UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 1-30-2003.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BAGS, NAMELY TOTE BAGS, BRIEFCASE-TYPE FOLDER PORTFOLIOS, NAME CARD CASES, BILLFOLDS, WALLETs, AND UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR CHAIRS, PLASTIC KEY CHAINS, PLASTIC NAME CARD HOLDERS, AND PICTURE FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

LAURIEL DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DEMCOIDEAS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
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CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR INTERIOR DESIGN CONSULTATION FOR PUBLIC AND ACADEMIC LIBRARIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHERE IDEAS GLOW

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS FOR MEMBER USERS, IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF CANDLES, CANDLE PRODUCTS, USE OF CANDLES, AND NEWS AND EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING CANDLE RELATED ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RED BULL BIKE BATTLE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,935,272, 2,494,093 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BIKE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-209,768. RED BULL GMBH, FUSCHL AM SEE, 5330, AUSTRIA, FILED 1-31-2003.

RED BULL RAMPAGE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,935,272, 2,494,093 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RED BULL HEAVY METAL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,935,272, 2,494,093 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 5-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-11-2002.

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS, SPORTS EXHIBITIONS, ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS AND CONTESTS IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS, JUMPING, RACES, EXHIBITIONS AND SKILLS-BASED EVENTS INVOLVING SNOWBOARDS AND OTHER PLATFORMS SLIDING DOWN METAL AND CONCRETE BANNISTERS, RAILINGS, ABUTMENTS, SHELVES, LEDGES AND OTHER NATURAL AND CONSTRUCTED SURFACES AND FORMATIONS; SNOWBOARDING COMPETITIONS AND EXHIBITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TELEVISION PROGRAMS, CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMS, VIDEO AND STILL PHOTO EXHIBITIONS AND WEBCAST TELEVISION OR VIDEO PROGRAMS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ALL IN THE FIELD OF THE FOREGOING SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-11-2002.
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ICE BREAK

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-4-2004.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS, SPORTS EXHIBITIONS, ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS AND CONTESTS IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS, JUMPING, RACES, EXHIBITIONS AND SKILLS-BASED EVENTS INVOLVING SURFING, WIND SURFING AND AQUATIC SKILLS IN FRIGID WATERS AND EXTREME WEATHER CONDITIONS; SURFING, WIND SURFING AND AQUATIC SKILLS COMPETITIONS, ESPECIALLY IN FRIGID WATERS AND EXTREME WEATHER CONDITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TELEVISION PROGRAMS, CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMS, VIDEO AND STILL PHOTO EXHIBITIONS AND WEBCAST TELEVISION OR VIDEO PROGRAMS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ALL IN THE FIELD OF THE FOREGOING SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-4-2002.
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-210,099. THE NEW ZEALAND RUGBY FOOTBALL UNION (INCORPORATED), WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND, FILED 2-3-2003.

ALL BLACKS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,690,278, 2,391,221 AND OTHERS.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS ALL BLACKS BENEATH A FERN LEAF DESIGN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR FOOTWEAR, HEADWEAR AND CLOTHING, NAMELY BATH ROBES, BEACHWEAR, SHORTS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, PANTS, VESTS, CAPS, HATS, BEANIES, APRONS, JACKETS, MITTENS, SOCKS, SPORTS JACKETS, SPORTS SHOES, UNDERCLOTHING, NAMELY UNDERPANTS AND ANTI SWEAT UNDERCLOTHES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF RUGBY GAMES; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION SHOWS AND RADIO SHOWS; TELEVISION PROGRAM SYNDICATION, DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; RENTAL OF MOTION PICTURE FILMS, SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDINGS; PUBLICATION OF EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, NAMELY TEXT BOOKS, BROCHURES AND MANUALS; PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE RUGBY RELATED PUBLICATIONS; ORGANIZING AND ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS, GAMES AND LIVE MUSIC VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRUST THE POWER

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ENGINE POWERED LAWN AND GARDEN TILLERS, POWER LEAF BLOWERS, LAWN AND GARDEN SHREDDERS, LAWN AND GARDEN EDGERS, ENGINE DRIVEN GENERATORS, MULTI-PURPOSE HIGH PRESSURE WASHERS, AIR COMPRESSORS, FLUID PUMPS, CHAIN SAWS, AND SNOW BLOWERS; COMPRESSORS FOR MACHINES; ELECTRIC GENERATORS; LAWN MOWERS; ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MACHINES; ALTERNATORS FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES; MOTORIZED SCOOTERS; MOTOR BIKES; MOTORCYCLES; VEHICLE TRANSMISSIONS; LAWN TRACTORS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING IN OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF ENGINES AND OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OMEGA BETTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE OMEGA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR READY TO EAT NUTRITIONAL FOOD BARS AND NUTRITIONAL DRINK MIXES FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR PREPARED MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA OR RICE; CROUTONS (U.S. CL. 46).

STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EINNOVATE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN GENERATING AND NEGOTIATING SCHEDULES, REQUISITIONS, REPAIR ORDERS, MANUFACTURING RESOURCE PLANNING AND SCHEDULING, REQUESTS FOR QUOTES, REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION, AND PURCHASE ORDERS FOR SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROCESS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES TO EFFECT COLLABORATIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, DEPLOYMENT AND MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN GENERATING AND NEGOTIATING SCHEDULES, REQUISITIONS, REPAIR ORDERS, MANUFACTURING RESOURCE PLANNING AND SCHEDULING, REQUESTS FOR QUOTES, REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION, AND PURCHASE ORDERS FOR SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND FOR USE IN PROCESS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES TO EFFECT COLLABORATIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, DEPLOYMENT AND MANUFACTURING FOR INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-211,076. MESOPHOTONICS LIMITED, SOUTHAMPTON, ENGLAND, FILED 2-5-2003.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2322796, FILED 2-4-2003, REG. NO. 2322796, DATED 7-25-2003, EXPIRES 2-4-2013.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR OPTO- AND OPTO-ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, PHOTONIC CRYSTAL LASERS, PHOTONIC CRYSTAL AMPLIFIERS, PHOTONIC CRYSTAL SPLITTERS, PHOTONIC CRYSTAL SWITCHES, PHOTONIC CRYSTAL SUPERPRISMS, CHROMATIC AND POLARIZATION MODE DISPERSION COMPENSATORS, AND PHOTONIC CRYSTAL TIME-DELAY ELEMENTS, ALL FOR USE IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTING; MULTIPLEXERS AND DEMULTIPLEXERS AND PHOTONIC CRYSTAL CIRCUITS AND PHOTONIC CRYSTALS FOR USE IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTING; OPTICAL FILTERS; MEMORY DEVICES, NAMELY OPTICAL DISC CONTAINING CONTENT IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, GRAPHICS BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPHIC, CABLE AND OPTICAL CABLE, AND SATELLITE TRANSMISSIONS UTILIZING ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING AND OPTICAL AND PHOTONIC CRYSTAL DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR OPTICAL AND PHOTONIC CRYSTAL DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GOTIME

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRAVEL INFORMATION AND RESERVATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TRAVEL INFORMATION RELATING TO TRANSPORTATION PACKAGES, AIRLINE SCHEDULING, CRUISES, HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS, AND AIRLINE BOOKINGS, AND MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION RENTALS, ALL BY MEANS OF AN ELECTRONIC COMPUTERIZED NETWORK WEBSITE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR MAKING TRAVEL RESERVATIONS FOR TEMPORARY HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KORD-VALMARK

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1165501, FILED 1-22-2003.

THE NAMES "KORD" AND "VALMARK" DO NOT IDENTIFY LIVING INDIVIDUALS.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, Petri DISHES, SCINTILLATION VIALS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY MEDICAL PRESCRIPTION VIALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).


GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MEDIEVAL - TOTAL WAR

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTERS, COMPUTER HARDWARE, AND COMPUTER PRODUCTS, NAMELY, COMPUTER GAME DISKS, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE, MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON A CD-ROM, FEATURES COMPUTER GAMES, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE THAT IS DOWNLOADABLE FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER GAMES, COMPUTER MOUSE PADS; ELECTRONIC GAMES APPARATUS, NAMELY, COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES FOR HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC GAME UNITS; COMPUTER GAME CASSETTES AND TAPES, AND COMPUTER GAME CONTROLLERS AND DISKS; VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISION SETS; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES FEATURING COMPUTER GAMES AND CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS FEATURING ANIMATED CHARACTERS BASED ON COMPUTER GAMES, DOWNOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MAGAZINES, JOURNALS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER GAMES INFORMATION, INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE FOR PLAYING GAMES IN THE NATURE OF COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND ANIMATED CHARACTERS FOR USE WITH COMPUTER GAMES; PRE-RECORDED MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS FEATURING TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND FILMS FEATURING INFORMATION ON COMPUTER GAMES AND ANIMATED CHARACTERS BASED ON COMPUTER GAMES, CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS FEATURING INFORMATION ON COMPUTER GAMES AND ANIMATED CHARACTERS BASED ON COMPUTER GAMES, MOTION PICTURE FILMS FOR BROADCAST ON TELEVISION FEATURING ACTION, ADVENTURE, HISTORICAL DOCUMENTARY DRAMA AND GAME SHOWS AND; PRE-RECORDED DISCS FEATURING COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES, TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, BOARD GAMES, ACTION SKILL GAMES, CARD GAMES, HAND-HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE, DOLLS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE; TOY VEHICLES AND ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED TOY VEHICLES; PLAYSETS FOR DOLLS AND TOY ACTION FIGURES AND CASES FOR PLAY ACCESSORIES; TOY CRAFT KITS COMPRISING MOLDS AND MOLDING COMPOUNDS FOR MAKING TOY FIGURES; TOY MODEL VEHICLES AND RELATED ACCESSORIES SOLD AS UNITS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS FEATURING INFORMATION ON COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES, AND CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS FEATURING ANIMATED ACTION CHARACTERS BASED ON COMPUTER VIDEO GAMES; PRODUCTION AND EDITING OF DIGITAL AND MOTION PICTURE FILMS, RADIO PROGRAMS AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS; AMUSEMENT ARCADE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS, BUSINESS CONFERENCES AND EXPOSITIONS IN THE FIELDS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, HIGH TECHNOLOGY, COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TECHNICAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, HIGH TECHNOLOGY, COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS VIA A WEBSITE ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY, HIGH TECHNOLOGY, COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TECHNICAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, HIGH TECHNOLOGY, COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS VIA A WEBSITE ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR POWER OPERATED TOOLS, NAMELY, MITER SAWS, CIRCULAR SAWs AND RADIAL ARM SAWs (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR STUD SENSORS FOR SENSING STUDS IN WALLS; LASER LINE GENERATORS FOR PROJECTING A LASER LINE ILLUMINATION; AND LASER TORPEDO LEVELS FOR MEASURING A HORIZONTAL LEVEL OR A VERTICAL LEVEL OF AN ITEM AND HAVING A LASER LINE ILLUMINATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BACKPACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN’S WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, HOODS, JEANS, NON-LEATHER JACKETS, OVERALLS, VESTS, BELTS, PANTS, VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INSTINCT

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2308238, FILED 8-15-2002.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2308238, FILED 8-15-2002.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2308238, FILED 8-15-2002.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER FIRMWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AIDING IN BUSINESS DECISION MAKING, PARTICULARLY RELATING TO BUT NOT RESTRICTED TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND ASSET ASSESSMENT, VALUATION AND EXPLOITATION, BUSINESS INVESTMENT, PROJECT AND SALES MANAGEMENT, RISK ASSESSMENT, STRATEGIC BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN THE FIELD OF DECISION MAKING IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND ASSETS, CORPORATE PLANNING AND INVESTMENT ASSESSMENT, VALUATION AND SALES, MARKET AND COMPETITION ANALYSIS, MARKETING AND PROSPECT PRIORITIZATION AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT INCLUDING RISK ASSESSMENT, PROVISION OF BUSINESS INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND ASSET MANAGEMENT AND VALUATION (INCLUDING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY), MARKET AND BUSINESS OPERATIONS, BUSINESS CONSULTATION. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS AND INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ASSET MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT, RISK AND PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS, CORPORATE AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS, MODELLING AND DESIGN, MARKET AND COMPETITION ANALYSIS, MARKETING AND SALES AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER. (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EUREKA

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE IN THE FIELDS OF MATH, SPELLING, GRAMMAR, GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, SCIENCE, TRIVIA AND LANGUAGE ARTS; COMPUTER GAMES SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR EDUCATIONAL TOYS; GAMES, NAMELY HANDHELD ELECTRONIC GAMES, PLAYTHINGS OR PLAY ACCESSORIES, NAMELY BABY TOYS, INFANT TOYS, MUSICAL TOYS, TALKING TOYS, INTERACTIVE TALKING TOYS, INTERACTIVE TALKING GLOBES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING A COMPUTER GAME THAT MAY BE ACCESSED NETWORK-WIDE BY NETWORK USERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SNOWBOARD HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SNOWBOARD GLOVES AND BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SNOWBOARDS AND SNOWBOARD BINDINGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,036,462.
THE Lining AND/OR STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE DEPICTION OF A LIGHT HOUSE WITH BEAMS OF LIGHT, WITH LARGE CIRCLES, EMERGING FROM THE TOWER. NEXT TO THE LIGHT HOUSE IS A SMALLER HOUSING STRUCTURE, BOTH STRUCTURES ARE ATOP A ROCKY GROUND AREA.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES TO BUSINESSES, EDUCATORS AND INDIVIDUALS IN THE FIELDS OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE, SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


COMMUNICATION SERVICE FOR THE DEAF

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING; JOB PLACEMENT; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR THE DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING MARKET; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF ISSUES RELATED TO DEAFNESS AND HEARING LOSS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO IMAGES, BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, CABLE AND THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ALL FOR THE DEAF, HARD OF HEARING AND SPEECH IMPAIRED (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 0-0-1976; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1976.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETING; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION COURSES IN THE FIELDS OF SIGN LANGUAGE, DEAFNESS AND HEARING LOSS, DEAF CULTURE, SENSITIVITY TRAINING, INDEPENDENT LIVING SKILLS, AND ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAMMING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE AND PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELING FOR THE DEAF, HEARING IMPAIRED AND THEIR FAMILIES; ADDICTION AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNSELING AND TREATMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GÜTKNECHT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "GÜTKNECHT" IS "SERVANT OF AN ESTATE".

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR MEAT, POULTRY, GAME; MEAT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TURKEY, BEEF, HAMBURGER, MINCED MEAT, MEAT BALLS, PORK, LAMB, SALAMI, FRANKFURTER, BACON, PASTRAMI, HAM; SAUSAGE PRODUCTS AND SMALL SAUSAGE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SAUSAGES, MEAT PRESERVES, SAUSAGE PRESERVES AND SMALL SAUSAGE PRESERVES; MEAT JELLIES, READY-TO-SERVE-MEALS, SEMI-READY-TO-SERVE-MEALS AND SALADS ESSENTIALLY CONSISTING OF MEAT, MEAT PRODUCTS, SAUSAGES, SMALL SAUSAGES AND/OR POULTRY ALSO WITH THE ADDITION OF BREAD AND/OR CHEESE AND/OR FARINACEOUS PASTES AND/OR POTATOES AND/OR RICE AND/OR VEGETABLES; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; CHEESE, CHEESE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CHEESE SPREADS, CHEESE SUBSTITUTES, FRESH CHEESE, WHITE CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOUR SEASONS

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CERAMIC GLAZING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

FOR TILES MADE OF CLAY, GLASS, GYPSUM, CERAMIC OR EARTHWARE FOR WALL, FLOOR OR CEILING; CERAMIC ENAMEL TILES; STUCCO TILES; PAVING TILES; STONES; PAVING STONES; SLABS MADE OF CONCRETE, CEMENT, CLAY OR SLATE; NON-METAL ROOFING TILES; WOOD TILE FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-217,270. EXTRACT TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, HUDERSFIELD, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 2-21-2003.

CARLISLE LIFE SCIENCES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIFE SCIENCES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR PREFABRICATED METAL BUILDINGS AND BUILDING STRUCTURES, PREFABRICATED METAL CONTAINMENT BUILDINGS, ALL BEING IN MODULAR FORM; PREFABRICATED METAL LABORATORIES; METAL CONTAINMENT BOOTHS; METAL DOWFLOW CONTAINMENT BOOTHS; METAL SOLVENT CONTROL BOOTHS; METAL CONTAINED ENVIRONMENTS FOR MANIPULATION AND HANDLING OF PHARMACEUTICAL, CHEMICAL, BIOTECHNOLOGICAL AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS; CONTAINMENT DRUMS; AND REPLACEMENT PARTS, FITTINGS FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR CLEAN ROOMS, GLOVE BOXES, STERILE BOOTHS, STERILE PALLET STAGING AREAS, MODULAR BARRIER ISOLATORS FOR ESTABLISHING CONTROLLED AND ISOLATED INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS; LAMINAR FLOW CONTAINMENT BOOTHS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
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URBAN BEHAVIOR


CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR EARRINGS, NECKLACES, RINGS BEING JEWELRY, JEWELRY BRACELETS OF PRECIOUS METAL AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOUR SEASONS

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CERAMIC GLAZING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

FOR TILES MADE OF CLAY, GLASS, GYPSUM, CERAMIC OR EARTHWARE FOR WALL, FLOOR OR CEILING; CERAMIC ENAMEL TILES; STUCCO TILES; PAVING TILES; STONES; PAVING STONES; SLABS MADE OF CONCRETE, CEMENT, CLAY OR SLATE; NON-METAL ROOFING TILES; WOOD TILE FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-217,270. EXTRACT TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, HUDERSFIELD, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 2-21-2003.

CARLISLE LIFE SCIENCES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIFE SCIENCES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR PREFABRICATED METAL BUILDINGS AND BUILDING STRUCTURES, PREFABRICATED METAL CONTAINMENT BUILDINGS, ALL BEING IN MODULAR FORM; PREFABRICATED METAL LABORATORIES; METAL CONTAINMENT BOOTHS; METAL DOWFLOW CONTAINMENT BOOTHS; METAL SOLVENT CONTROL BOOTHS; METAL CONTAINED ENVIRONMENTS FOR MANIPULATION AND HANDLING OF PHARMACEUTICAL, CHEMICAL, BIOTECHNOLOGICAL AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS; CONTAINMENT DRUMS; AND REPLACEMENT PARTS, FITTINGS FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR CLEAN ROOMS, GLOVE BOXES, STERILE BOOTHS, STERILE PALLET STAGING AREAS, MODULAR BARRIER ISOLATORS FOR ESTABLISHING CONTROLLED AND ISOLATED INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS; LAMINAR FLOW CONTAINMENT BOOTHS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
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CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METAL BUILDINGS AND BUILDING STRUCTURES, NON-METAL PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS, NON-METAL CONTAINMENT BUILDINGS, ALL BEING IN MODULAR FORM; NON-METAL LABORATORIES, CONTAINED ENVIRONMENTS FOR MANIPULATION AND HANDLING OF PHARMACEUTICAL, CHEMICAL, BIOTECHNOLOGICAL, AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS; NON-METAL CONTAINMENT BOOTH; NON-METAL DOWNFLOW CONTAINMENT BOOTH; NON-METAL LAMINAR FLOW CONTAINMENT BOOTH; NON-METAL SOLVENT CONTROL BOOTH; REACTOR CONTAINMENT BOOTH MADE OF GLASS; AND REPLACEMENT GLOVE BAG CONTAINMENT FACILITIES; CONTAINMENT DRUMS; ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS AND PARTS, FITTINGS AND FURNITURE FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLING, COMMISSIONING, VALIDATING, AND REPAIRING THE FOLLOWING—BUILDINGS AND BUILDING STRUCTURES, PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS, CONTAINMENT BUILDINGS, ALL BEING IN MODULAR FORM; LABORATORIES; CONTAINED ENVIRONMENTS FOR MANIPULATION AND HANDLING OF PHARMACEUTICAL, CHEMICAL, BIOTECHNOLOGICAL, AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS; GLOVE BOXES; ISOLATORS; BARRIER ISOLATORS; ASEPTIC PROCESSING ISOLATORS; PAIL STAGING AREAS; CONTAINMENT BOOTH; DOWNFLOW CONTAINMENT BOOTH; LAMINAR FLOW CONTAINMENT BOOTH; SOLVENT CONTROL BOOTH; REACTOR CONTAINMENT BOOTH MADE OF GLASS; CONTAINMENT BAGS AND SEALING HEADS THEREFOR; GLOVE BAG CONTAINMENT FACILITIES; CONTAINMENT DRUMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR AUTOMOBILE BRAKE SYSTEM LEAK SEALANTS; AUTOMOBILE COOLING SYSTEM LEAK SEALANTS; AUTOMOBILE POWER STEERING SYSTEM LEAK SEALANTS; ADHESIVE CEMENT FOR HOBBYISTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR UNDERCOATING FOR SURFACES TO BE PAINTED; UNDERCOATING FOR VEHICLE CHASSIS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR AUTOMOTIVE CLEANERS; ALL PURPOSE CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR AUTOMOTIVE OIL; AUTOMOTIVE LUBRICANTS; ALL PURPOSE OIL; ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR ADHESIVE SEALANTS FOR GENERAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50). GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HANDBAGS, PURSES, POCKETBOOKS, EVENING BAGS, ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY KNITS AND WOVEN COLLECTIONS IN THE NATURE OF WOMEN'S HIGH FASHION DESIGN BLOUSES, SKIRTS AND SUITS; JACKETS, SKIRTS, PANTS, DRESSES, SUITS, BLOUSES, SHIRTS, COATS, VESTS, BUSTIERS, BELTS, RAINCOATS, JEANS, CARDIGANS, PULLOVERS, SOCKS, BODYSUITS AND T-SHIRTS; LINGERIE; SCARVES, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, BELTS AND SANDALS; DESIGNER COLLECTIONS, IN THE NATURE OF WOMEN'S HIGH FASHION DESIGN BLOUSES, SKIRTS AND SUITS; JACKETS, SKIRTS, PANTS, DRESSES, SUITS, BLOUSES, SHIRTS, COATS, VESTS, BUSTIERS, BELTS, RAINCOATS, JEANS, CARDIGANS, PULLOVERS, SOCKS, BODYSUITS AND T-SHIRTS; LINGERIE; SCARVES, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, BELTS AND SANDALS; AND SHIRTS, HALTER TOPS, TANK TOPS, CROP TOPS, DRESSES, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, COATS, BELTS, SCARVES, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, BELTS AND SANDALS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DR. DYNO

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, NAMELY TUNING, MODIFYING AND REBUILDING ENGINES AND ENGINE RELATED COMPONENT PARTS FOR INCREASED POWER AND PERFORMANCE OF AUTOMOBILE, MOTORCYCLE, ATV, SNOWMACHINE AND PERSONAL WATERCRAFT ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 3-6-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-6-1999.


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TRAINING OTHERS IN THE USE OF DYNAMOMETERS FOR MEASURING, TESTING, TUNING, MODIFYING AND REBUILDING ENGINES AND ENGINE RELATED COMPONENT PARTS FOR INCREASED POWER AND PERFORMANCE OF AUTOMOBILE, MOTORCYCLE, ATV, SNOWMACHINE AND PERSONAL WATERCRAFT ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-6-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-6-1999.

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WINWARE

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR COOKING KNIVES, FLATWARE, NAMELY KNI- VES, FORKS, SPOONS; PIZZA CUTTERS, DOUGH KNI- VES. (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COOKING THERMOMETERS. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR CHAFING DISHES. (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS; PITCHERS; NON-ELECTRIC TEA AND COFFEE POTS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, PORTABLE DISPENSERS FOR TEA AND COFFEE; COOKWARE, NAMELY POTS AND PANS; MIXING BOWLS, CASSEROLES, STEAM PANS; PORCELAIN DINNERWARE, NAMELY PLATES, CUPS AND SAUCERS; BAKE WARE, NAMELY COOKIE TRAYS, CAKE AND MUFFIN PANS; BARWARE, NAMELY, SHAKERS, JIGGERS, STRAINERS, MANUAL TRAY STANDS; PIZZA PANS; PIZZA TRAYS; AND CHEESE SHAKERS; SERVING PIECES, NAMELY SERVING SPOONS, SERVING FORKS, LADLES, SERVING TONGS; WHISKS, NON-ELECTRIC HAND MIXERS. (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PHOSAIC

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, FOR THE TREATMENT OF ONCOLOGY, ARTHRITIS, CARDIOVASCULAR, PAIN, AND OPHTHALMIC DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CONSULTING SERVICES AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND TESTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF BIOTECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WILD CHERRY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR HAIR REMOVER AND DEPILATORY KIT COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF A DEPILATORY CREAM WAX FOR APPLICATION AND ADHESION TO HAIR AND TO HAIR REMOVAL STRIPS, HAIR REMOVAL STRIPS, APPLICATORS FOR APPLYING THE DEPILATORY MATERIAL TO THE HAIR AND TO THE HAIR REMOVAL STRIPS, AND PROTECTIVE COLLARS FOR USE WITH THE CONTAINERS IN WHICH THE DEPILATORY MATERIAL IS CONTAINED (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR HAIR REMOVER AND DEPILATORY KIT COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF AN ELECTRIC DEPILATORY APPLIANCE, PROTECTIVE COLLARS FOR THE DEPILATORY APPLIANCE, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES AND COMPACT DISCS AND DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS FEATURING INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC AND VOICE MUSIC, AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC ONLY, AND DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, CATALOGS FEATURING ACOUSTICAL AUDIO RECORDINGS PROVIDED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ON ACOUSTICAL MUSIC AND MUSICIANS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1995.

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR SYNTHETIC RESINS, CHEMICAL ADDITIVES AND SOLVENTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF INKS, COATINGS, ADHESIVES, PAINTS AND VARNISHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 2—PAINTS

FOR COLOR PIGMENTS AND COLOR PIGMENT DISPERSIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR MACHINES FOR PNEUMATIC CONVEYING OF REFUSE, FOR RECOVERY OF MATERIALS FROM SOLID WASTE, FOR GRAIN CLEANING, FOR DRYING PULP, PAPER AND WOOD PRODUCTS BY THE CIRCULATION OF AIR, AND FOR PAINT FINISHING; CONVEYING UNITS, SEED CLEANING AND FEED MILLS, WET SCRUBBERS; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR AIR CONDITIONERS, VENTILATORS, ELECTRIC FANS, CASSETTE AND BAG AIR FILTERS, AIR DRYERS, HEAT EXCHANGERS FOR HEAT RECOVERY, AND COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL WATER RECOOLERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF AIR CONDITIONERS, VENTILATORS, FANS, CASSETTE AND BAG FILTERS, AIR DRYERS, HEAT EXCHANGERS AND COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL WATER RECOOLERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DENTAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, DENTAL FLOSS, DENTAL TAPE, ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC TOOTH BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, ADVISING BUSINESS OWNERS REGARDING THE PURCHASE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-220,800. SANDHILLS PUBLISHING COMPANY, LINCOLN, NE. FILED 3-3-2003.

TRUCK PAPER
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,642,781, 2,619,703 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PAPER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWSPAPERS DISTRIBUTED TO SUBSCRIBERS AND MAILING LIST RECIPIENTS WHICH ADVERTISE TRUCKS AND TRACTOR TRAILERS FOR SALE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-4-1981; IN COMMERCE 12-4-1981.

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-220,951. OLYMPUS OPTICAL CO., LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 3-3-2003.

YOUR VISION, OUR FUTURE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS; DIGITAL CAMERAS; AUDIO TAPE RECORDERs AND BLANK AUDIO TAPES; VOICE RECORDERS; BATTERIES AND CELLS; OPTICAL, ACOUSTIC AND SCANNING MICROSCOPES; MEASURING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY MEASURING MICROSCOPES; GOGGLE-TYPE COLOR MONITOR VISUAL DISPLAY HEADSETS FOR PERSONAL USE; BINOCULARS; MAGNETO-OPTICAL DISK DRIVES; PRINTERS; BAR-CODE SCANNERS; DOT-CODE READERS AND WRITERS; COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONDUCTING GENE ANALYSIS FOR OPERATING DIGITAL CAMERAS, FOR PERFORMING DATA PROCESSING AND DATA STORAGE FUNCTIONS, FOR OPERATING AUTOMATED WAGER INSPECTION SYSTEMS, FOR MANAGING MEDICAL DATA AND IMAGES; COPYING MACHINES; ENDOSCOPES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS, BIOLOGICAL AND SURGICAL MICROSCOPES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ENDOSCOPES; ULTRASONIC MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT; MEDICAL CLINICAL ANALYZERS; MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, MEDICAL FURNITURE AND BED FOR ENDOSCOPIC EXAMINATION PURPOSES; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, NAMELY, ORTHOPEDIC SHOE INSERTS, ORTHOPEDIC IMPLANTS AND INSTRUMENTS USED FOR ORTHOPEDIC IMPLANTATION, SUTURES AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-221,382. CENET, S.A., BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, FILED 3-4-2003.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN TRANSACTION PROCESSING, BUSINESS SYSTEMS INTEGRATION, BUSINESS APPLICATIONS, INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND ENCRYPTION, AND WEB BASED APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,408. LINDEN CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 3-4-2003.

LYSOL EASY MOP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 128,764, 2,426,855 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 2—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR HOUSEHOLD FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR DISINFECTANT FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATION FOR HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR HOUSEHOLD FLOOR CLEANING DEVICE CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MOP AND CLEANING PADS WITH LIQUID CLEANING/DISINFECTING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,531. KRAFT FOODS HOLDINGS, INC., NORTHFIELD, IL. FILED 3-4-2003.

KRAFT ENRIQUECE TU VIDA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 534,187, 801,424 AND OTHERS.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "KRAFT ENRICHES YOUR LIFE".

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR CHEESE, MAYONNAISE-BASED SANDWICH SPREADS, SOUR CREAM, LUNCH MEATS AND HOT DOGS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR COOKIES, CRACKERS, SALAD DRESSINGS, COFFEE, PACKAGED MEALS CONSISTING OF PASTA AND CHEESE SAUCE, PIZZA, BREAKFAST CEREALS AND PREPARED AND PACKAGED CEREAL-BASED, RICE-BASED, OR GRANOLA-BASED SNACK FOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,617. LEAPFROG ENTERPRISES, INC., EMERYVILLE, CA. FILED 3-4-2003.

LEAPFROG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,120,195, 2,534,370 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR SOAPS, SHAMPOO, HAIR AND SKIN CONDITIONER, BUBBLE BATH, FACE PAINTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR TABLEWARE, NAMELY KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL MATTER FOR INFANTS, CHILDREN, YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS, COMPUTER SCREENSAVERS, COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DISPLAYING COMPUTERIZED THUMBNAIL IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR BABY BOTTLES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRIC HEATERS FOR BABY BOTTLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR BABY JUMPERS; BABY CARRIAGES; BABY STROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PAPER PRODUCTS, CARDBOARD FLOOR DISPLAYS FOR MERCHANDISING PRODUCTS, CARDBOARD CARTONS, BOOKS FOR INFANTS, CHILDREN, YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS; PICTURE BOOKS; BOOKS MADE OF PAPER, CLOTH AND PLASTIC FOR INFANTS, CHILDREN, YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS; CRAYONS, DECALS, INSTRUCTION MANUALS IN THE FIELDS OF MATH, SPELLING, GRAMMAR, GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, SCIENCE, TRIVIA AND LANGUAGE ARTS; FLASH CARDS, MAPS, WORKBOOKS, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, GIFT CARDS, PAPER PARTY BAGS, PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS, PAPER PARTY HATS, BOOK COVERINGS, WORD PUZZLES, STATIONERY, SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY NOTEPADS, NOTEBOOKS, DRAWING PADS, CONSTRUCTION PAPER, BINDERS, PAPER FOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BABY BAGS, BACKPACKS, SCHOOL BACKPACKS, BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR BABY WALKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HAIR BRUSHES, TOOTHBRUSHES, COMBS, HAIR ORNAMENTS, BEVERAGE GLASSES, PLATES, BOWLS, CUPS ALL MADE OF PLASTIC AND GLASS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR TOWELS, WASH CLOTHS, BEDDING, NAMELY SHEETS, PILLOW CASES, BLANKETS, BED SPREADS, COMFORTERS FOR BEDS, PILLOW SHAMS, BEDSKIRTS; WINDOW COVERINGS, NAMELY WINDOW SHADERS, WINDOW BLINDS, DRAPERIES, CURTAINS, FABRIC VALANCES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHOES, BABY BIBS, CLOTHING, NAMELY SWEATERS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, BATHING SUITS, BEACHWEAR, UNDERWEAR, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, DRESSES, HATS, CAPS, GLOVY, INFANT WEAR, JACKETS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORTS, SLEEPERS, SOCKS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, TIGHTS, FLEECE PULLOVERS, BATHROBES, BOOTIES, BOXER SHORTS, CLOTH BIBS, COATS, OVERALLS, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, JUMPERS, HANDKERchieFS, NECKTIES, VESTS, PANTS, POLO SHIRTS, PONCHOS, PULLOVERS, SCARVES TURTLENECKS, SUN VISORS, AND WIND RESISTANT JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR WALLPAPER (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR BABY TOYS, BATHTUB TOYS, BABY SWINGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,030. FIGI'S INC., MARSHFIELD, WI. FILED 3-5-2003.

MADISON & 29TH

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES AND ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING FOOD AND GIFT ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-21-2003.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PREPARATION OF CUSTOMIZED GIFT BASKETS AND GIFT PACKAGES WITH SELECTED FOOD AND/OR GIFT ITEMS REGARDING A PARTICULAR OCCASION OR THEME (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-21-2003.
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,675. LASER ADVANTAGE, LLC, SAN RAMON, CA. FILED 3-6-2003.

LASER ADVANTAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LASER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MEDICAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES FOR ORGANIZATIONS PRACTICING IN THE FIELD OF SKIN CARE, NAMELY LASER HAIR REMOVAL, LASER VEIN REMOVAL, SKIN REJUVENATION, MICRODERMABRASION, REMOVAL OF TATTOOS AND PIGMENTED LESIONS, COLLAGE AND BOTOX INJECTIONS, LASER SKIN RESURFACING, AND ACNE THERAPY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, LASER HAIR REMOVAL, LASER VEIN REMOVAL, SKIN REJUVENATION, MICRODERMABRASION, REMOVAL OF TATTOOS AND PIGMENTED LESIONS, COLLAGE AND BOTOX INJECTIONS, LASER SKIN RESURFACING, AND ACNE THERAPY, ALL PROVIDED THROUGH AFFILIATED PHYSICIANS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,917. LINDEN OAKS CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 3-7-2003.


THANK YOU
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, APPLESAUCE, FLAVORED APPLESAUCE, FRUIT BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES, PIES, AND PASTRIES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 9-0-1993. THE MARK WAS FIRST USED ANYWHERE IN A DIFFERENT FORM OTHER THAN THAT SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED ON 06/00/1912.; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1993, THE MARK WAS FIRST USED IN COMMERCE IN A DIFFERENT FORM OTHER THAN THAT SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED ON 06/00/1912.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR CHOCOLATE BASED AND CUSTARD BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES, PIES, AND PASTRIES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR NON ALCOHOLIC FRUIT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

POWER TO THE PEOPLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR UTILITY SERVICES RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF NATURAL GAS AND TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICITY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR UTILITY SERVICES, NAMELY, THE GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY AND NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

BIOSOMNIA

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING PROGRAMS FOR USE IN MEDICAL NEURAL NETWORK TECHNOLOGY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED IN THE MEDICAL FIELD FOR SLEEP ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS USED IN DIAGNOSING AND TREATING NEURAL AND SLEEP CONDITIONS; MEDICAL APPARATUS FOR USE IN TESTING SLEEP AND NEURAL CONDITIONS; MEDICAL APPARATUS FOR ANALYSING THE NEURAL NETWORK; MEDICAL APPARATUS USED FOR SLEEP MONITORING AND DIAGNOSIS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-223,750. IMAGINATION TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED, HERTFORDSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 3-10-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,150,378 AND 2,288,986. THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR WEBSITE DESIGN SERVICES; LICENSING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR GRAPHICS AND VIDEO APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MVI

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MAGNETIC CARDS, NAMELY CREDIT CARDS, DEBIT CARDS, IDENTITY CARDS, BANK CARDS, MAGNETIC CARDS, WITH OR WITHOUT A CHIP, CONTAINING ELEMENTS HAVING A VARIABLE OPTICAL EFFECT OR A LATENT IMAGE, USED FOR ACCESSING AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES; MAGNETIC CARDS, WITH OR WITHOUT A CHIP, CONTAINING ELEMENTS HAVING A VARIABLE OPTICAL EFFECT OR A LATENT IMAGE, USED FOR TRANSFERRING FUNDS OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR SECURITIES, NAMELY BANK NOTES, CHECKS, TRAVELER’S CHECKS, TICKETS, SHARES, STOCKS, PASSPORTS AND IDENTITY CARDS; SECURITIES, NAMELY BANK NOTES, CHECKS, TRAVELER’S CHECKS, TICKETS, SHARES, STOCKS, PASSPORTS AND IDENTITY CARDS, ALL PRESENTING A VARIABLE OPTICAL EFFECT OR A LATENT IMAGE USED TO GUARD AGAINST COUNTERFEITING; LABELS FORMED BY A SUBSTRATE PRESENTING A VARIABLE OPTICAL EFFECT OR A LATENT IMAGE EFFECT, USED TO GUARD AGAINST COUNTERFEITING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS, IN PART, OF A REPRESENTATION OF A HUNTER IN GREEN SHOOTING AT GOLF BALLS.

CLASS 13—FIREARMS

FOR FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIREWORKS; BAGS FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHES, NAMELY, SHOES, HATS, SHIRTS, TEE-SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, PULLOVERS, JACKETS, COATS, TROUSERS, SHORTS, BERMUDA SHORTS, SOCKS, GLOVES, TRACK SUITS, UNDERWEAR, SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22, 38 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GOLF CLUBS, GOLF GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 39).

SN 78-224,447. AVUE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, TACOMA, WA. FILED 3-12-2003.

AVUE DIGITAL SERVICES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DIGITAL SERVICES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, PROVIDED VIA TELEPHONE, INCLUDING PERSONNEL FORECASTING, POSITION DESIGN, STAFFING, RECRUITMENT, HIRING, TRAINING, EVALUATION, DEVELOPMENT, COMPENSATION, COMPLIANCE, ANALYSIS, ORGANIZATIONAL ARCHITECTURE ANALYSIS, MANAGEMENT AND SUCCESSION PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, INCLUDING PERSONNEL FORECASTING, POSITION DESIGN, STAFFING, RECRUITMENT, HIRING, TRAINING, EVALUATION, DEVELOPMENT, COMPENSATION, COMPLIANCE, ANALYSIS, ORGANIZATIONAL ARCHITECTURE ANALYSIS, MANAGEMENT AND SUCCESSION PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-224,575. ATREUS SYSTEMS CORPORATION, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 3-12-2003.

ATREUS XAUTHORITY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,733,738.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) AND (BASED ON 44(E)) COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR USE IN THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY, NAMELY COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR USE BY CUSTOMERS AND SUBSCRIBERS, TO IDENTIFY GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS OR SUBSCRIBERS WITH COMMON USAGE PATTERNS, INTERESTS, NEEDS OR REQUIREMENTS, AND TO CREATE AND MANAGE THE DELIVERY OF MIXED MEDIA CONTENT, COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER SERVICES AND INTERNET PORTALS SPECIFICALLY DIRECTED TO THE INTERESTS, NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS OF SUCH GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS OR SUBSCRIBERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) DESIGN SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGNING FOR OTHERS COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE AND SYSTEMS USED BY CUSTOMERS AND SUBSCRIBERS TO IDENTIFY GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS OR SUBSCRIBERS WITH COMMON USAGE PATTERNS, INTERESTS, NEEDS OR REQUIREMENTS, AND TO CREATE AND MANAGE THE DELIVERY OF BUNDLES OF SERVICES COMPRISING MIXED MEDIA CONTENT, COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER SERVICES AND INTERNET PORTALS SPECIFICALLY DIRECTED TO THE INTERESTS, NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS OF SUCH GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS OR SUBSCRIBERS; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION SERVICES, NAMELY, INSTALLING, MAINTAINING AND REPAIRING COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SYSTEMS USED BY CUSTOMERS AND SUBSCRIBERS TO IDENTIFY GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS OR SUBSCRIBERS WITH COMMON USAGE PATTERNS, INTERESTS, NEEDS OR REQUIREMENTS, AND TO CREATE AND MANAGE THE DELIVERY OF BUNDLES OF SERVICES COMPRISING MIXED MEDIA CONTENT, COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER SERVICES AND INTERNET PORTALS SPECIFICALLY DIRECTED TO THE INTERESTS, NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS OF SUCH GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS OR SUBSCRIBERS; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION SERVICES, NAMELY, INSTALLING, MAINTAINING AND REPAIRING COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SYSTEMS USED BY CUSTOMERS AND SUBSCRIBERS TO IDENTIFY GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS OR SUBSCRIBERS WITH COMMON USAGE PATTERNS, INTERESTS, NEEDS OR REQUIREMENTS, AND TO CREATE AND MANAGE THE DELIVERY OF BUNDLES OF SERVICES COMPRISING MIXED MEDIA CONTENT, COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER SERVICES AND INTERNET PORTALS SPECIFICALLY DIRECTED TO THE INTERESTS, NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS OF SUCH GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS OR SUBSCRIBERS; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION SERVICES, NAMELY, INSTALLING, MAINTAINING AND REPAIRING COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND SYSTEMS USED BY CUSTOMERS AND SUBSCRIBERS TO IDENTIFY GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS OR SUBSCRIBERS WITH COMMON USAGE PATTERNS, INTERESTS, NEEDS OR REQUIREMENTS, AND TO CREATE AND MANAGE THE DELIVERY OF BUNDLES OF SERVICES COMPRISING MIXED MEDIA CONTENT, COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER SERVICES AND INTERNET PORTALS SPECIFICALLY DIRECTED TO THE INTERESTS, NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS OF SUCH GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS OR SUBSCRIBERS.
SN 78-224,742. GEOFFREY, INC., WAYNE, NJ. FILED 3-12-2003.

GAME TIME

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR MIRRORS; PICTURE FRAMES; SHELVES; CHAIRS; HAMPERS; MAGAZINE RACKS; TABLES; NON-METAL PEGS; PILLOWS; WALL PLAQUES; PLASTIC BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 36).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR BED SHEET SETS; COMFORTERS; PILLOW CASES; BATH AND HAND TOWEL SETS; FABRIC VALANCES; BLANKET THROWS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR PERFUMES, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, PRODUCTS FOR BODY AND BEAUTY CARE, NAMELY, CREAMS, FACIAL MASK PASTE, NON-MEDICATED SKIN MOISTURIZING OINTMENTS, LOTIONS, SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS, TANNING LOTIONS, SOAPS, MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

SISTINA


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TYPEFACE FONTS RECORDED ON MAGNETIC MEDIA; DATA CARRIERS, NAMELY COMPACT DISKS, OPTICAL DISKS, HARD DRIVES, AND DISKETTES ALL FEATURING TYPEFACE FONTS; AND DIGITAL TYPEFACE FONTS RECORDED ON DISKETTES, HARD DRIVES, OPTICAL DISKS AND COMPACT DISKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTING FONTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

EROZ-ONE

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR PERFUMES, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, PRODUCTS FOR BODY AND BEAUTY CARE, NAMELY, CREAMS, FACIAL MASK PASTE, NON-MEDICATED SKIN MOISTURIZING OINTMENTS, LOTIONS, SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS, TANNING LOTIONS, SOAPS, MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR GELS FOR USE AS A PERSONAL LUBRICANT, MEDICAL LUBRICANT, NAMELY, VAGINAL LUBRICANTS, WATER-BASED PERSONAL LUBRICANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NORTH MISSISSIPPI ALLSTARS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NORTH MISSISSIPPI, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS, MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS, DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-22-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-22-1996.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR POSTERS, PRINTED STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-22-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-22-1996.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANKTOPS, PANTS, BANDANNAS, JACKETS, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-22-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-22-1996.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR STREAMING OF VIDEO AND AUDIO CONTENT VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; BROADCASTING MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMMING VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES INCLUDING LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, PROVIDING A WEBSITE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FEATURING INFORMATION ON A MUSICAL GROUP AND SUCH GROUP’S MUSIC VIDEOS, SOUND RECORDINGS, NEWS, PICTURES, SPECIAL PROJECTS, TOURS, PERSONAL APPEARANCES AND BIOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PREPARING AUDIO-VISUAL PRESENTATIONS FOR USE IN ADVERTISING, TRADESHOWS, AND EMPLOYEE RECRUITING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURE FILMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR CANNED FRUIT, CANNED VEGETABLES, FROZEN FRUIT, FROZEN VEGETABLES, FRUIT FILLED FOR PIES, COBBLERS, COBBLERS, JUICES, AND TURNOVERS, APPLE SAUCE, MIXED FROZEN VEGETABLES, MIXED CANNED VEGETABLES, CANNED SOUPS, CHOWDER, CHILL STEW, BEEF STROGANOFF, REFRIED BEANS, CORNED BEEF HASH, AND SCALLOPED POTATOES; COCONUT, DAIRY AND NON-DAIRY BASED CHIP DIPS, FROZEN VEGETABLES WITH PASTA, MEAT AND SAUCE, POTATO CHIPS, FLAVORED POTATO CHIPS, FRIED PORK RINDS, POTATO STICKS, SALTED AND UNSALTED ROASTED NUTS, PRESERVED SPICY SAUSAGE STICKS, KETTLE STYLE POTATO CHIPS (U.S. CL. 46).

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NOS. 284,641, 2,137,971 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FOODS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR LASAGNA, MACARONI AND CHEESE, DAIRY AND NON-DAIRY BASED SALAD DRESSINGS, CHILI SEASONING, HUSH PUPPIES, MAYONNAISE, PRETZELS, SALSA, SALSA WITH CHEESE, NACHOS, TORTILLAS, CORN CHIPS, SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PRETZELS, CRACKERS, AND/OR POPPED POPCORN, PUFFED CORN SNACKS, POPPED POPCORN, CARAMEL CORN WITH ALMONDS AND PECANS, FLAVORED POPPED POPCORN, CRACKERS, CORN CHIPS, COOKIES, CHEESE FLAVORED WAFFLES, CHEESE FLAVORED PUFFED CORN SNACKS, BUTTER TOFFEE, BROWNIES, BAKED AND FRIED EXTRUDED CHEESE SNACKS, KETCHUP (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR FRESH FRUIT, FRESH VEGETABLES, UNPOPPED POPCORN (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR FRUIT JUICES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LANDJUNKER
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS ESQUIRE.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR MEAT, MEAT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MEAT PASTE, MEAT JUICE, SAUSAGES, SMALL SAUSAGES, BLOOD SAUSAGES, FRANKFURTERS, HAMBURGER MEAT, HOT DOGS, MEAT-BASED MOUSE, MEAT-BASED SPREADS, HAM BACON, SALAMI, MORTADELLA, BACON RINDS, ROAST BEEF, CORNED BEEF, BEEF PATTIES, MEAT PRESERVES, MEAT JELLIES, MEAT SALAD, MEAT EXTRACTS, SLAUGHTERED POULTRY, GAME MEAT, SAUERKRAUT; PRESERVED AND DRIED VEGETABLES AND MUSHROOMS; DISHES PREPARED FROM DRIED LEGUMES, NAMELY, LENTILS, PEAS AND BEANS; PROCESSED POTATOES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR FRESH VEGETABLES AND MUSHROOMS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR TRUCK STOP SERVICES, NAMELY, RETAIL GASOLINE AND DIESEL FUEL SUPPLY, AND RETAIL STORES FEATURING GROCERIES AND SUNDRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR TRUCK STOP SERVICES, NAMELY RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PHOTON
CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILES, BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, AND SNOWMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SNOW SLEDS FOR RECREATIONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ANTARES
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, INDUSTRIAL ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES, AUCTIONING, LIQUIDATING AND RE-MARKETING INDUSTRIAL ASSETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES; REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION AND INVESTMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "IL BISONTE" IS "BISON".

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR SOAP, PERFUMES, BATH FOAMS, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS AND AFTER SHAVE GELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR EYEGLASSES AND EYEGLASS CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR WRISTWATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CAPITAL ONE ANYTIME REWARDS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,992,626, 2,352,122 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REWARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH AN INCENTIVE AND DISCOUNT PROGRAM WHEREBY CREDIT CARD USERS ACCUMULATE POINTS BASED ON CREDIT CARD USAGE WHICH THEY CAN REDEEM FOR FREE AND DISCOUNTED GOODS AND SERVICES. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-226,294. MAZDA MOTOR CORPORATION, HIROSHIMA, JAPAN, FILED 3-17-2003.

MAZDA RX-8

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR AMUSEMENT APPARATUS ADAPTED FOR USE WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS ONLY, NAMELY, VIDEO GAME MACHINES, COMPUTER GAME MACHINES; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT, FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, FOR WORD PROCESSING, FOR COMPUTER GAMES, FOR VIDEO GAMES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT, FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, FOR WORD PROCESSING, FOR VIDEO GAMES; MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO, FOR COMPUTER GAMES AND FOR VIDEO GAMES; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS AND DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF BOOKS, BOOKLET, COMIC BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, NEWS-PAPER, CATALOGUES, AND POSTCARDS IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOBILES; ELECTRONIC TAGS FOR GOODS; BLANK COMPACT DISCS FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDING; EYEGLASSES; EYEGLASS CASES; EYEGLASS CHAINS; EYEGLASS CORDS; FILTERS FOR RESPIRATORY MASKS; PROTECTIVE HELMETS; ANTI-GLARE GLASSES; LIFE JACKETS; GASOLINE GAUGES; ELECTRIC CIGAR LIGHTERS FOR AUTOMOBILES; VEHICLE BREAKDOWN WARNING TRIANGLES; MOUSE PADS, STRAPS FOR PORTABLE TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR WATCHES; CLOCKS; ALARM CLOCKS; ATOMIC CLOCKS; STOPWATCHES; WATCH BANDS; BADGES OF PRECIOUS METAL; ASHTRAYs OF PRECIOUS METAL FOR SMOKERS; CIGAR BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; CIGAR CASES OF PRECIOUS METAL; CIGARETTE CASES, OF PRECIOUS METAL; BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; CUPS OF PRECIOUS METAL; DISHES OF PRECIOUS METAL; GOLD AND SILVER WARE, OTHER THAN CUTLERY, FORKs AND SPOONS; JEWELRY; JEWELRY CHAINS; JEWELRY ORNAMENTS; CUFF LINKS; BUCKLES OF PRECIOUS METAL; ORNAMENTAL PINS; TIE PINS; SHOE ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; MEDALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STATIONERY; WRITING MATERIALS; BOOKENDS; CLIPBOARDS; NON-METAL CLIPS FOR OFFICES; ENVELOPES; RUBBING ERASERS, AND ERASING SHIELDS; PENS; FOUNTAIN PENS; PENCIL LEAD HOLDERS; PENCILS; PAPER KNIVES FOR OFFICE USE, NAMELY, LETTER OPENERS, PAPER CUTTERS FOR OFFICE USE; PAPER SHREDDERS FOR OFFICE USE; PAPER-CLIPS; PAPERWEIGHTS; PEN CASES; PENCIL HOLDERS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; PENCILHOLDERS; PUNCHES FOR OFFICE USE; BOOKS; WRAPPING PAPER; WRITING PADS; WRITING PAPER; PAPER; FILES FOR OFFICE USE; FOLDERS FOR PAPERS; PASTES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSE-
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For slip ring assemblies and components thereof; fiber optic rotary joints, fiber optic components and systems, namely, hybrid and discrete transmitters, receivers, transceivers, modems, sensor systems, and optical switches; computer database software; aircraft navigation and engineer instrumentation; liquid crystal display engine instrumentation; and navigation directional gyroscopes and emergency locator transmitters (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First Use 0-0-1962; in commerce 0-0-1962.

Allison Holtz, Examining Attorney


No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "INK", apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 2—PAINTS

For toner for printers, toner cartridges, printer ink cartridges, inkjet printer cartridges (U.S. Cls. 6, 11 and 16).

First Use 3-17-2003; in commerce 3-17-2003.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For computer parts and peripherals, computers, computer cleaning cartridges, inkjet printer cleaning cartridges, inkjet printers (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First Use 3-17-2003; in commerce 3-17-2003.

Alice Sue Carruthers, Examining Attorney


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For printing paper, thermal paper, photo paper, computer disk labels, computer printer paper, envelopes, printer ribbons, stationery (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

First Use 3-17-2003; in commerce 3-17-2003.

Alice Sue Carruthers, Examining Attorney


CLASS 12—VEHICLES

For yachts and structural parts thereof (U.S. Cls. 19, 21, 23, 31 and 44).

First Use 12-31-1994; in commerce 11-30-1996.
CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR YACHT INTERIORS, NAMELY, FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-31-1994; IN COMMERCE 11-30-1996.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM YACHT AND YACHT INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION AND MANUFACTURE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 12-31-1994; IN COMMERCE 11-30-1996.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR YACHT DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-31-1994; IN COMMERCE 11-30-1996.
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPTIBIN

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR REFRIGERATORS; REFRIGERATOR COMPARTMENTS FOR STORING VEGETABLES, FRUITS, AND MEALS IN REFRIGERATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TWIST'N'SERVE

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR PLASTIC COMPARTMENTS FOR STORING VEGETABLES, FRUITS, AND MEALS IN REFRIGERATORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR HOUSE MARK FOR FROZEN APPETIZERS, AND HOR'S D'OEUVRES, ALL CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEATS, POULTRY, FISH, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES AND CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR HOUSE MARK FOR FROZEN APPETIZERS, HOR'S D'OEUVRES, AND DESSERT TARTLETS, ALL CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF BREAD PRODUCTS, STUFFING, PASTRIES, DOUGHS, SAUCES AND SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-228,206. SZABO, PETER, BASEL, SWITZERLAND, FILED 3-20-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION, NAMELY, CONSULTING ON ENTERPRISE-SPECIFIC PROJECTS FROM PLANNING UNTIL REALIZATION; EXAMINATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF ENTERPRISE-SPECIFIC WORK FLOWS FOR DIFFERENT KINDS OF BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATION AND TEACHING, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND WORK SHOPS, PERSONAL COACHING OF EMPLOYEES, AND STANDARDIZED CORRESPONDENCE COURSES VIA MAIL AND TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS ON THE SUBJECTS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND WORK FLOW PROCESSES; PUBLICATION OF HANDBOOKS, WORKSHÈETS, PERIODICAL MANUALS, AND PAMPHLETS FOR THIRD PARTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON SWITZERLAND APPLICATION NO. 2612003, FILED 1-17-2003, REG. NO. 509445, DATED 4-17-2003, EXPIRES 1-17-2013.
FIELDRANGER

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR RECORDING, MAKING, AND COMMUNICATING WORK ORDERS, CHANGE ORDERS, SPECIFICATIONS, CHANGES TO SPECIFICATIONS, TIME RECORDS, MATERIAL USAGE, SITE PLANS, AND CUSTOMER APPROVALS AND USED FOR DISPATCHING, BILLING, INVOICING, MATERIALS ORDERING, FIELD CALCULATIONS, WORK FLOW MANAGEMENT, SCHEDULING, AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELDS OF WORKFORCE AUTOMATION AND ACCOUNTING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR PRODUCT AND COMPONENT ORDERING, CALCULATORS FOR SELECTING, SIZING, AND SPECIFYING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, CELLULAR PHONES AND COMMUNICATION ADAPTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS BETWEEN COMPUTER SERVERS AND MOBILE COMPUTER DEVICES; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; VOICE MAIL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CUSTOMIZATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; DATA ENCRYPTION SERVICES FOR OTHERS; DATA SYNCHRONIZATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

TCHERASSI

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,606,452.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY JACKETS, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SOCKS, SHOES AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NATURALLY HAWAIIAN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAWAIIAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTERIALS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, MANUALS, ART PRINTS FEATURING ART, WILDLIFE AND SPORTS SUBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-4-1983; IN COMMERCE 7-4-1983.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, DRESSES, PANTS, BATHING SUITS, AND HATS. (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-4-1983; IN COMMERCE 7-4-1983.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, WHOLESALE STORES AND ON-LINE WHOLESALE STORES FEATURING ART PRINTS, PAINTINGS, CLOTHING AND GIFTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-4-1983; IN COMMERCE 7-4-1983.
PASSPORT

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR TRANSDERMAL DRUG DELIVERY PATCHES, SOLD WITH CONVENTIONAL DRUGS, PROTEINS, PEPTIDES, GENETIC MATERIAL, VACCINES AND LIVE VIRAL VECTORS, FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF DIABETES, ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC DISORDERS, INFECTIOUS DISEASES, ACUTE AND CHRONIC PAIN CAUSED BY INJURY, SURGERY, CANCER, AND OTHER CAUSES, CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES AND HEMATOLOGICAL DISORDERS, NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS, GASTRO-INTESTINAL DISEASE AND NEOPLASTIC DISEASE; TRANSDERMAL DRUG DELIVERY PATCH SYSTEMS, SOLD WITH CONVENTIONAL DRUGS, PROTEINS, PEPTIDES, GENETIC MATERIAL, VACCINES AND LIVE VIRAL VECTORS, AND COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF TRANSDERMAL PATCH CONTAINING MEDICINE, FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF DIABETES, ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC DISORDERS, INFECTIOUS DISEASES, ACUTE AND CHRONIC PAIN CAUSED BY INJURY, SURGERY, CANCER, AND OTHER CAUSES, CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES AND HEMATOLOGICAL DISORDERS, NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS, GASTRO-INTESTINAL DISEASE AND NEOPLASTIC DISEASE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

RUDY R. SINGLETTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEALIX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,258,592.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR TRANSDERMAL DRUG DELIVERY PATCHES SOLD WITHOUT MEDICATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

RUDY R. SINGLETTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEALIX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,258,592.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEALIX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,982,687 AND 2,258,592.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADMINISTERING PHARMACY REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAMS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
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CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR MAINTAINING PERSONAL MEDICAL HISTORY RECORDS AND FILES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INTRASPEC SOLUTIONS

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR COMMERCIAL WORK STATIONS INCLUDING ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENTS THEREFOR; COMPUTER FURNITURE; CREDENZAS; DESKS; DIVIDERS FOR DRAWERS; DRAWERS; DRAWERS AND DIVIDERS THEREFOR; FILING CABINETS; FREE STANDING OFFICE PARTITIONS; FURNITURE; FURNITURE PARTITIONS; FURNITURE PARTS; FURNITURE PARTS, NAMELY, COUNTERTOPS; MOVABLE OFFICE PARTITIONS, OFFICE FURNITURE, PEDESTALS, SHELVES; SHELVING; AND TABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RAINBOW SPORTS NETWORKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPORTS NETWORKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INTRASPEC SOLUTIONS

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR OFFICE FURNITURE RESTORATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE; MODIFICATION OF OFFICE FURNITURE TO THE ORDER OF OTHERS; MODIFICATION OF OFFICE FURNITURE TO THE SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS; REMANUFACTURE OF OFFICE FURNITURE TO THE ORDER OF OTHERS; REMANUFACTURE OF OFFICE FURNITURE TO THE SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS; DEINSTALLATION OF OFFICE FURNITURE; INSTALLATION OF OFFICE FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR BROADCASTING SERVICES, NAMELY, AUDIO AND VIDEO BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 11-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 11-0-1996.

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, SCHEDULING AND PRODUCTION OF SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 11-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 11-0-1996.

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR LABORATORY APPARATUS USED TO DISPENSE MICROFLUIDIC REAGENTS TO MICROPLATES OR OTHER RECEPACLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FRD

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR LABORATORY APPARATUS USED TO DISPENSE MICROFLUIDIC REAGENTS TO MEDICAL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,690. BIGWORLD PTY LIMITED, WATSON ACT, AUSTRALIA. FILED 4-3-2003.

BIG WORLD

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON AUSTRALIA APPLICATION NO. 929664, DATED 10-4-2002, EXPIRES 10-4-2012.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON AUSTRALIA APPLICATION NO. 929664, DATED 10-4-2002.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR CLINICAL APPARATUS USED TO DISPENSE MICROFLUIDIC REAGENTS TO MEDICAL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE FOR PLAYING GAMES ONLINE AND OFFLINE; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER SERVER SOFTWARE FOR HOSTING ONLINE GAMES AND MANUALS SOLD THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER GAME AND SUPPORT SERVICES PROVIDED THEREWITH; PROVIDING TRAINING AND EDUCATION FOR COMPUTER GAME DEVELOPERS AND PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,745. DIDIER COP, PASO ROBLES, CA. FILED 4-3-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL DELICATESSEN SERVICES AND BAKERY SHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,930. THIS OLD HOUSE VENTURES, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-4-2003.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR RESTAURANTS AND GOURMET DELICATESSEN RESTAURANT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,930. THIS OLD HOUSE VENTURES, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-4-2003.

CLASS 2—PAINTS

FOR HOUSE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINTS; WOOD STAINS; AND COATINGS, NAMELY, COATINGS USED FOR FURNITURE FINISHING OR DECORATIVE SPRAY COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-234,079. EPPENDORF AG, HAMBURG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-4-2003.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAINTBRUSHES, AND PAINT APPLICATOR ROLLERS, AND PAINT ROLLER COVERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ONEIDA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-234,079. EPPENDORF AG, HAMBURG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-4-2003.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, NAMELY, REAGENTS FOR THE VISUALIZATION OF BONDBING REACTIONS ON MICROARRAYS; KITS FOR COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES COMPRISED OF REAGENTS FOR THE VISUALIZATION OF BONDBING REACTIONS ON MICROARRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

SN 78-234,604. KWO KUNSTWERBE-WERKSTATTEN OLBERNHAU GMBH, OLBERNHAU, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-7-2003.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR BIOCHEMICAL LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS FOR USE IN THE EVALUATION OF MICROARRAYS, NAMELY, MICROARRAY SCANNERS AND READERS AND FITTINGS AND PARTS THEREFOR; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE CONTROL AND OPERATION OF MICROARRAY SCANNERS AND READERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR WORKS OF WOOD AND DECORATIVE OBJECTS OF WOOD, NAMELY, NUTCRACKERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR GOODS OF WOOD, NAMELY WORKS OF ART OF WOOD AND DECORATIVE OBJECTS OF WOOD, NAMELY, SMOKING MEN FIGURES, SMOKING FIGURES, PYRAMID SCULPTURES AND MINIATURE FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR WORKS OF ART OF WOOD AND DECORATIVE OBJECTS OF WOOD, NAMELY, CANDLE HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS NAMELY, WOODEN DOLLS; DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-235,002. WALDEN MEDIA, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-8-2003.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRERECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES AND PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES AND DVDS, ALL FEATURING MOTION PICTURES, TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND MUSIC; PRE-RECORDED COMPACT AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS ALL FEATURING MUSIC, MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS; MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE-recorded on CD-ROM on the subject of science, biography, social studies, math, history, English, music, art and literature featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features; comic books; children’s books; magazines on the subject of science, biography, social studies, math, history, English, music, art and literature featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and drama features; coloring books; children’s activity books, arts and crafts paint by number kits; stationery; writing paper; art paper; construction paper; tracing paper; bond paper; envelopes; address; paper and shipping labels; notebooks; scrapbooks; sketchbooks; binders; photograph albums; slateboards for writing; clip boards; drawing boards; magnetic boards; memorandum boards; mounting boards; paper boards; easels; diaries; note cards; greeting cards; trivia cards; postcards; trading cards; lithographs; pens; pencils; cases for pens and pencils; erasers; crayons; markers; colored pencils; pencil sharpeners; painting sets; chalk and chalkboards; decals; iron-on heat transfers; stickers; posters; mounted and/or unmounted photographs; book covers; book marks; book holders; book plates; bookends; temporary tattoos; calendars; maps; paperweights; rubber stamps; gift wrapping paper and paper gift wrapping ribbons; card board boxes, paper boxes; paper party favors and paper party decorations; namely, paper party horns, paper party bags, paper napkins, paper doilies, paper placemats, crepe paper, paper party hats, invitations, paper table cloths, paper cake decorations; printed iron-on heat transfers used as embroidery design patterns; printed patterns for costumes, pajamas, sweatshirts and t-shirts (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER AND PAPER GOODS, NAMELY, BOOKS ON THE SUBJECT OF SCIENCE, BIOGRAPHY, SOCIAL STUDIES, MATH, HISTORY, ENGLISH, MUSIC, ART AND LITERATURE FEATURING CHARACTERS FROM ANIMATED, ACTION ADVENTURE, COMEDY AND/OR DRAMA FEATURES; COMIC BOOKS; CHILDREN’S BOOKS; MAGAZINES ON THE SUBJECT OF SCIENCE, BIOGRAPHY, SOCIAL STUDIES, MATH, HISTORY, ENGLISH, MUSIC, ART AND LITERATURE FEATURING CHARACTERS FROM ANIMATED, ACTION ADVENTURE, COMEDY AND DRAMA FEATURES; COLORING BOOKS; CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY BOOKS, ARTS AND CRAFTS PAINT BY NUMBER KITS; STATIONERY; WRITING PAPER; ART PAPER; CONSTRUCTION PAPER; TRACING PAPER; BOND PAPER; ENVELOPES; ADDRESS; PAPER AND SHIPPING LABELS; NOTEBOOKS; SCRAPBOOKS; SKETCHBOOKS; BINDERS; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS; SLATEBOARDS FOR WRITING; CLIP BOARDS; DRAWING BOARDS; MAGNETIC BOARDS; MEMORANDUM BOARDS; MOUNTING BOARDS; PAPER BOARDS; EASELS; DIARIES; NOTE CARDS; GREETING CARDS; TRIVIA CARDS; POSTCARDS; TRADING CARDS; LITHOGRAPHS; PENS; PENCILS; CASES FOR PENS AND PENCILS; ERASERS; CRAYONS; MARKERS; COLORED PENCILS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; PAINTING SETS; CHALK AND CHALKBOARDS; DECALS; IRON-ON HEAT TRANSFERS; STICKERS; POSTERS; MOUNTED AND/OR UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS; BOOK COVERS; BOOK MARKS; BOOK HOLDERS; BOOK PLATES; BOOKENDS; TEMPORARY TATTOOS; CALENDARS; MAPS; PAPERWEIGHTS; RUBBER STAMPS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER AND PAPER GIFT WRAPPING RIBBONS; CARD BOARD BOXES, PAPER BOXES; PAPER PARTY FA VORS AND PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; NAMELY, PAPER PARTY HORNS, PAPER PARTY BAGS, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER DOILIES, PAPER PLACEMATS, CREPE PAPER, PAPER PARTY HATS, INVITATIONS, PAPER TABLE CLOTHS, PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS; PRINTED IRON-ON HEAT TRANSFERS USED AS EMBROIDERY DESIGN PATTERNS; PRINTED PATTERNS FOR COST UMES, PAJAMAS, SWEATSHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR PRINTED TRANSFERS IN THE NATURE OF FABRIC APPLIQUES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR PLAYING CARDS; PAPER PARTY HORNS IN THE NATURE OF BLOW-OUTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES; PROVIDING INTERACTIVE ONLINE NEWS ANALYSIS AND FEATURES DISTRIBUTION ON SUBJECTS OF GENERAL INTEREST TO CHILDREN AND FAMILIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COTTON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR CUSHIONS; FITTED FABRIC SOFA COVERS; DRAPERY HARDWARE, NAMELY TRAVERSE RODS, POLES, CURTAIN HOOKS, CURTAIN RODS AND FINIALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-235,101. LIDL STIFTUNG & CO. KG, NECKARSULM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-8-2003.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR QUILT COVERS, PILLOWS, BED SHEETS, BED SPREADS, CUSHION COVERS, COMFORTER SHELLS, BED SKIRTS, DUST RUFFLES, UNFITTED FABRIC SOFA COVERS, GRAND FoulARDS, TABLE LINEN, FABRIC KITCHEN LINEN; SATEEN BED SHEETS 180, 200, 250, 310 THREADS COUNTS; SYNTHETIC FILLED QUILTS, COMFORTERS AND PILLOWS; FABRIC BABY LINEN NAMELY, BUMPER PADS, QUILTS, PILLOWS, SHEETS, FLANNEL BLANKETS, COT COVERS, NAPKINS; READY MADE CURTAINS AND DRAPERY FABRICS; COATED DIM OUT AND BLACK OUT COATED LINEN, NYLON, POLYESTER AND RAYON FABRIC FOR CURTAINS; COATED LINEN, NYLON, POLYESTER AND RAYON FABRIC FOR ROLLER AND VENETIAN BLINDS; SYNTHETIC SHOWER CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-235,107. LIDL STIFTUNG & CO. KG, NECKARSULM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-8-2003.

TWINNER

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 2102372, DATED 12-12-1996, EXPIRES 3-31-2012.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR MEAT, POULTRY, GAME, MEAT PRODUCTS, NAMELY MEAT PASTE, MEAT JUICES, SAUSAGES, SMALL SAUSAGES, BLOOD SAUSAGES, FRANKFURTERS, HAMBURGERS, HOT DOGS, MEAT-BASED MOUSSE, MEAT-BASED SPREADS, HAM, BACON, SALAMI, MORTADELLA, BACON RINDS, ROAST BEEF, CORNED BEEF, BEEF PATTIES; MEAT PRESERVES, SAUSAGE PRESERVES AND SMALL SAUSAGE PRESERVES, MEAT JELLIES; PREPARED MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, SAUSAGE, SMALL SAUSAGE, SALAD AND/OR POULTRY, ALSO WITH THE ADDITION OF CHEESE AND/OR FIGINACEOUS PASTES AND/OR POTATOES AND/OR RICE AND/OR VEGETABLES; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEMI-PREPARED MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, SAUSAGE, SMALL SAUSAGE, SALAD AND/OR POULTRY, ALSO WITH THE ADDITION OF CHEESE AND/OR FIGINACEOUS PASTES AND OR POTATOES AND/OR RICE AND/OR VEGETABLES, CHEESE, CHEESE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY CHEESE FONDUE, CHEESE SPREADS, COTTAGE CHEESE, CREAM CHEESE AND PROCESSED CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLAS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR SAUCES, NAMELY SALAD DRESSINGS; VINEGAR; MUSTARD; SPICES; BREAD; PASTRY (U.S. CL. 46).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-235.105. LIDL STIFTUNG & CO. KG, NECKARSULM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-8-2003.

TWINNER

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 2100544, DATED 1-29-1996, EXPIRES 3-31-2012.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR MEAT, POULTRY, GAME, MEAT PRODUCTS, NAMELY MEAT PASTE, MEAT JUICES, SAUSAGES, SMALL SAUSAGES, BLOOD SAUSAGES, FRANKFURTERS, HAMBURGERS, HOT DOGS, MEAT-BASED MOUSSE, MEAT-BASED SPREADS, HAM, BACON, SALAMI, MORTADELLA, BACON RINDS, ROAST BEEF, CORNED BEEF, BEEF PATTIES; MEAT PRESERVES, SAUSAGE PRESERVES AND SMALL SAUSAGE PRESERVES, MEAT JELLIES; PREPARED MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, SAUSAGE, SMALL SAUSAGE, SALAD AND/OR POULTRY, ALSO WITH THE ADDITION OF CHEESE AND/OR FIGINACEOUS PASTES AND/OR POTATOES AND/OR RICE AND/OR VEGETABLES; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEMI-PREPARED MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, SAUSAGE, SMALL SAUSAGE, SALAD AND/OR POULTRY, ALSO WITH THE ADDITION OF CHEESE AND/OR FIGINACEOUS PASTES AND OR POTATOES AND/OR RICE AND/OR VEGETABLES, CHEESE, CHEESE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY CHEESE FONDUE, CHEESE SPREADS, COTTAGE CHEESE, CREAM CHEESE AND PROCESSED CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLAS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR SAUCES, NAMELY SALAD DRESSINGS; VINEGAR; MUSTARD; SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-235.107. LIDL STIFTUNG & CO. KG, NECKARSULM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-8-2003.

TWINNER

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 2100544, DATED 1-29-1996, EXPIRES 3-31-2012.
CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, PRINTED WIRING BOARDS AND DISPLAY PANELS; CHEMICAL POLISHING SLURRY FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SEMICONDUCTOR WAFERS; UNPROCESSED SYNTHETIC RESINS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS; PHOTO RESISTS, DRY FILM RESISTS, SOLDER RESISTS AND OTHER CHEMICAL RESISTS, FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING MACHINES AND COMPONENTS THEREOF; POLISHING PADS FOR POLISHING MACHINES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SEMICONDUCTOR WAFERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Sea•far

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BAGS, NAMELY, NON-CANVAS TOTE BAGS, FOR GOLFERS, AND UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, VISORS, CAPS, SWEATERS, SLACKS, SHORTS, JACKETS, AND SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY GOLF CLUBS, GOLF GRIPS, PUTTERS, SHAFTS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF GLOVES, GOLF TEES, GOLF CLUB COVERS, AND GOLF BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR PROCESSED, DRIED AND PRESERVED FISH AND SHELLFISH, FISH PASTES, SHRIMP COCKTAILS, FISH BALLS, FISH CAKES, FISH SOUPS, FISH EGGS, CAVIAR, PICKLES, EDIBLE OILS, PROCESSED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, AND CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TMAG

SN 78-236,952. NATIONAL IMPORTERS INC., NEW WESTMINSTER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 4-11-2003.
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR PROCESSED HERBS, SPICES AND BREAKFAST CEREALS (U.S. CL. 46).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-237,270. LIFE KEY, INC., CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 4-14-2003.

ENZYTE, THE ONCE DAILY TABLET FOR MEN
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,621,998.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DIETARY HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DENVIN FIELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-237,350. KERMACK, DAVID S., BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 4-14-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR MOTORCYCLE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TANK PADS, FRAME PADS AND KICK STAND SUPPORTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PACKAGING CONTAINERS OF PLASTIC MATERIAL FOR FOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ENVALIGHT

OtoContur

CLASS 23—RUBBER GOODS
FOR PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR (BASED ON 44(E) REG NO 2535417) VINEGARS (U.S. CL. 46).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,736. ERNST MÜHLBAUER GMBH & CO. KG, NORDERFRIEDRICHSKOOG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-17-2003.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30257860.9, FILED 11-26-2002, REG. NO. 30257860, DATED 11-26-2003, EXPIRES 11-30-2012.

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
 FOR (BASED ON 44(E) REG NO 2216932) WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

ERNESTO MÜHLBAUER GMBH & CO. KG, NORDERFRIEDRICHSKOOG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-17-2003.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) PLASTIC MOLDING COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN THE MAKING OF MOLDED PLASTIC ARTICLES; PLASTIC MOLDING COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN THE MAKING OF EARPLUGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) EAR PLUGS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

OtoContur
CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) (BASED ON 44(E)) PLASTIC MOLDING COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN THE MAKING OF MOLDED PLASTIC ARTICLES; PLASTIC MOLDING COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN THE MAKING OF EARPLUGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) (BASED ON 44(E)) EARPLUGS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC MEDICAL CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR ELECTRONIC PROCESSING OF INSURANCE CLAIMS AND PAYMENT DATA TO ENSURE REIMBURSEMENT BY HEALTH CARE PAYMENT PROGRAMS; AND ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA TO ENSURE REIMBURSEMENT BY HEALTH CARE PAYMENT PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR LAND VEHICLE ENGINE PARTS, NAMELY, U-JOINT, SLACK ADJUSTER, NOZZLE, WASHER, GASKET, O-RING, BELT, INJECTION TUBE, GEAR, VALVE, CLUTCH ASSEMBLY, CLUTCH PLATE, SPLINED YOKE, SLEEVE BEARING CENTER, REAR AXLE DIAPHRAGM, BRAKE CHAMBER, ROD END, KING PIN KIT, PISTONS, PISTON RINGS, BEARINGS, DISC COVER, RETAINER, ARMATURE SOLENOID, ROTOR, STARTER, COIL, FIELD, BRUSH, TOGGLE SWITCH, FAN, CRANKSHAFT, OIL PUMP, WATER PUMP, FILTER, LAMPS, CABLES, RIM WHEELS, FUEL INJECTION PARTS, AND AIR COMPRESSOR PARTS; LAND VEHICLE ELECTRONIC PARTS, NAMELY ELECTRONIC IGNITIONS FOR VEHICLES; AND MECHANICAL ENGINE PARTS FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR LAND VEHICLES; AND LAND VEHICLE TRANSMISSIONS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BOEHM at Home

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FIGURINES, STATUES AND SCULPTURES MADE OF RESIN. (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR FIGURINES, STATUES AND SCULPTURES MADE OF CHINA, CERAMIC AND PORCELAIN; COLLECTIBLE DECORATIVE PLATES; COLLECTIBLE ORNAMENTS MADE OF CHINA. (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CASA LOPEZ

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SERVICES IS "HOUSE OF LOPEZ".

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER GOODS, NAMELY, LUGGAGE, BRIEF CASE TYPE PORTFOLIOS, ATTACHE CASES, TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY, PURSES, WALLETs, HANDBAGS, POCKET Wallets, CLUTCH PURSES, KEY CASES AND FUR PELTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-0-1944; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1944.

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ORNAMENTAL PAPER RIBBONS AND WRAPPING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR ORNAMENTAL RIBBONS MADE OF TEXTILES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-243,052. LIND, DAWN I., RUTLAND, VT. AND LIND, DAVE, RUTLAND, VT. FILED 4-29-2003.

FOCUS ON PURPOSE

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP, PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP BUILDING AND ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PERSONAL COACHING AND CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP, PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP BUILDING AND ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS; TRAINING, NAMELY, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP, PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP BUILDING AND ORGANIZATION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Glen Riddle

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING, LAYING OUT AND CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES, REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, AND DEVELOPMENT OF GOLF COURSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 6-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR OPERATION OF GOLF COURSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2002.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WORDS THAT STICK

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED CD'S AND AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES FEATURING ENCOURAGING/INSPIRATIONAL THOUGHTS AND/OR QUOTES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STICKERS WITH ENCOURAGING/INSPIRATIONAL THOUGHTS AND/OR QUOTES PRINTED THEREON (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 39).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SQUIDS

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL KEY CHAINS; NON-METAL KEY HOLDERS; NON-METAL RETRACTABLE BADGE HOLDERS; AND NON-METAL HOLDERS FOR IDENTIFICATION BADGES; PLASTIC NAME BADGES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR LANYARDS FOR HOLDING TOOLS, EYEWEAR, EYEWEAR CASES, GLOVES, IDENTIFICATION BADGES, SECURITY PASSES AND KEYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-244,882. KALEUGHER, DOUGLAS, ALIQUIPPA, PA. FILED 5-2-2003.

MED-FAST DIABETES OUTLET
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,349,764.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DIABETES OUTLET, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION, NAMELY INSULIN; MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC TEST STRIPS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF DIABETES; ALCOHOL PADS FOR TOPICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL TEST KITS FOR DIABETES MONITORING FOR HOME USE; HYPODERMIC NEEDLES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACCESSORIZE YOUR RIGHTS

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR CATALOGS IN THE FIELD OF TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, GAMES, PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL ACCESSORIES, DOLL PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE; TOY VEHICLES, TOY FIGURES, ACCESSORIES AND PLAYSETS FOR THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-245,476. HUFFY SERVICE SOLUTIONS, INC., MIAMISBURG, OH. FILED 5-5-2003.

RETAIL SERVICE PRO
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RETAIL SERVICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PRODUCT MERCHANDISING FOR OTHERS AT RETAIL LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INFONOX

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SELF-SERVICE ELECTRONIC KIOSKS FOR CONDUCTING FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS; COMPUTER HARDWARE, PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE FOR FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 38 AND 38).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR ASSEMBLY OF PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS AT RETAIL LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SECTION 2(F)

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DATAHIDING

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

SN 78-247,290. ETAC AB, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, FILED 5-8-2003.

ETAC

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR BATH BOARDS, BATH TUB STOOLS, BATH CHAIRS, SHOWER CHAIRS, SHOWER STOOLS, TOILETS, PORTABLE TOILETS, TOILET SEAT RAISERS, TOILET ARMRESTS, TOILET SEATS, SOFT CUSHIONS FOR TOILET CHAIRS, AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34). FIRST USE 3-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-29-1999.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN CONTAINERS; BOWLS AND BASINS; CUTTING BOARDS FOR THE KITCHEN; ROLLING PIN; DRINKING GLASSES; TABLE PLATES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; COFFEE SERVICES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; FRYING PANS; BOTTLE OPENERS; DISHWASHING BRUSHES; KITCHEN UTENSILS; NAMELY SPATULAS, COMBS; BRUSHES, SPONGES FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; TOILET SPONGES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50). FIRST USE 3-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-29-1999.

G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A PARTIAL CIRCLE WITH LINES, CIRCLES, A PARTIAL CIRCLE AND A SWEEPING CURVE CONTAINED THEREIN AND A ROUNDED CONE SHAPE ON THE OUTSIDE UPPER RIGHT SIDE OF THE MAIN PARTIAL CIRCLE; THE WORDS "DEEP BLUE" UNDERNEATH AND TO THE RIGHT OF THE DESIGN ELEMENT AND THE WORD "INSIGHT" UNDERNEATH THE WORDING "DEEP BLUE".

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES, MARKET ANALYSIS SERVICES, BRAND STRATEGY PLANNING SERVICES, COMPANY IMAGE PLANNING SERVICES, NEW MARKET DEVELOPMENT PLANNING SERVICES, ACCOUNT PLANNING SERVICES, MARKETING COMMUNICATION PLANNING SERVICES, COMPANY AND BRAND POSITIONING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PLANNING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GATES

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL BUILDING MATERIALS - NAMELY, CONCRETE FORMS, FORM TIES, LOCKING BRACKETS, PANELS, ANGLES, CORNERS, HINGES, FORM BRACES, COLUMN CLAMPS, STIFF BACK CLAMPS, SCAFFOLD BRACKETS, BREAKAWAY CORNERS, CURVED RAILS, FORM CONNECTING ANGLES, SUP- PORT GANG FORM BRACKETS, U-CLAMPS, PICK-UP LOOPS, HOLD-DOWN CLIPS, FORM BRACES, COLLABORATIVE CRYPT FORMS, DRILL STANDS, GANG FORM SUPPORT AND SCAFFOLD BRACKET ADAPTER, FORM PULLER, AND WINDOW WELL GRATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-1-1948; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1951.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS NAMELY, NON-METAL CONCRETE FORMING PANELS, PLASTIC SLEEVES USED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AND PLASTIC FORM TIES FOR CONCRETE FORMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-1-1948; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1951.
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BRAIN HIGHWAYS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BRAIN". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER MULTIMEDIA CD'S AND PRE-RECORDED VIDEOTAPES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL LECTURES AND ACTIVITIES ABOUT MAXIMIZING LEARNING THROUGH BRAIN DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS RELATED TO MAXIMIZING LEARNING THROUGH BRAIN DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTING IN CONNECTION THEREWITH MULTIMEDIA EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS DESIGNED FOR USE BY ADULTS AND CHILDREN THAT MAXIMIZE LEARNING THROUGH BRAIN BASED CURRICULA; DISSEMINATION OF THE MULTIMEDIA EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS OF OTHERS DESIGNED FOR USE BY ADULTS AND CHILDREN THAT MAXIMIZE LEARNING THROUGH BRAIN BASED CURRICULA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2003.
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-248,335. VIDEOJET TECHNOLOGIES INC., WOODDALE, IL. FILED 5-12-2003.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF INK JET PRINTERS, LASER PRINTERS, THERMAL TRANSFER OVERPRINTERS, LABEL APPLICATORS, AND CONTROLLERS FOR CONTROLLING PRODUCTION AND BINDERY LINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TECHNICAL TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF INK JET PRINTERS, LASER PRINTERS, THERMAL TRANSFER OVERPRINTERS, LABEL APPLICATORS, AND CONTROLLERS FOR CONTROLLING PRODUCTION AND BINDERY LINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT, APPLICATIONS SUPPORT AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION SUPPORT, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING TO IDENTIFY PROBLEMS AND PROVIDE SOLUTIONS IN THE FIELDS OF INK JET PRINTERS, LASER PRINTERS, THERMAL TRANSFER OVERPRINTERS, LABEL APPLICATORS, AND CONTROLLERS FOR CONTROLLING PRODUCTION AND BINDERY LINES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPACT DISCS FEATURING FINANCIAL DATA; READ-ONLY MEMORY COMPACT DISCS FEATURING FINANCIAL DATA; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN TRADING STOCKS AND BONDS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING, SELECTING AND MONITORING FINANCIAL INFORMATION, FINANCIAL EXCHANGES, SHARE DEALING, STOCK DEALING, FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS AND NEWS AGENCIES; BLANK MAGNETIC ENCODED CARDS; USER INTERFACES FOR COMPUTERS; TELEPRINTERS; TELEVISION APPARATUS, NAMELY, TELEVISIONS, TELEVISION SCREENS; TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, FACSIMILE MACHINES; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES; PRINTERS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS; MODEMS; COMPUTER MOTHERS; COMPUTER TERMINALS; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTERS SOFTWARE AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MAGAZINES AND NEWSLETTERS FOR USE IN E-MAIL STOCK TRADING, SUPPLIED ON-LINE FROM DATABASES OR ON-LINE COMPUTER NETWORKS; TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS, NAMELY, MODEMS, TELEPHONES FOR CONNECTING COMPUTERS TO LOCAL DATABASES AND/OR GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SEARCHING DATA IN THE FIELD OF INVESTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 4-23-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-23-2001.

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-249,956. GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES CORP., AUBURN HILLS, MI. FILED 5-14-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ULTRAWHITE

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR GLASS PANELS AND SHEETS FOR USE IN DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL APPLIANCES; GLASS PANELS AND SHEETS FOR USE IN DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL APPLIANCES HAVING PROTECTIVE COATINGS. (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR WINDOW AND DOOR GLASS PANELS AND SHEETS FOR USE IN THE ARCHITECTURAL FIELD; WINDOW AND DOOR GLASS PANELS AND SHEETS FOR USE IN THE ARCHITECTURAL FIELD HAVING PROTECTIVE AND/OR HYDROPHOBIC COATINGS; WINDOW AND DOOR GLASS PANELS AND SHEETS TREATED TO CONTROL LIGHT CHARACTERISTICS. (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE PARTS, NAMELY, GLASS PANELS AND SHEETS; MIRRORS AND MIRRORS HAVING PROTECTIVE COATINGS. (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOR TO CONTROL LIGHT CHARACTERISTICS. WINDOW AND DOOR GLASS PANELS AND SHEETS FOR USE IN THE ARCHITECTURAL FIELD; WINDOW AND DOOR GLASS PANELS AND SHEETS TREATED TO CONTROL LIGHT CHARACTERISTICS. (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR HOUSE MARK FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH ALL OF THE FOLLOWING GOODS: COSMETICS, COLOGNE, PERFUME, MAKE-UP, BATH GEL AND BATH FOAM LOTION, TOILET SOAP, LIPSTICK, LIP PENCIL, EYELINER PENCIL AND APPLICATOR, MAKEUP REMOVERS, INCENSE, FACIAL CLEANERS, EYE MAKEUP REMOVERS, SOAP, FACIAL MOISTURIZERS; SKIN MASKS, FOUNDATIONS, CONCEALERS, BODY POWDER, BLUSHER, EYE SHADOWS, EYE LINERS, EYE PENCILS, MASCARA, LIPSTICKS, NON-MEDITATED LIP BALM, LIP PENCILS, NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL ENAMEL REMOVER, NAIL STRENGTHENER, PERFUME, COLOGNE, EAU DE TOILETTE, EAU DE PARFUM, AFTER SHAVE LOTION, AFTER SUN GEL, BODY LOTION, HAND CREAM, DEODORANT FOR PERSONAL USE, ANTIPERSPIRANT, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONERS, NON-MEDICATED FOOT POWDER, BABY SHAMPOO, BABY TALCUM POWDER, TALC, BABY COLOGNE, BUST CREAM, ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, BUBBLE BATH, COSMETIC CONTAINING COMPACTS, EMERY BOARDS, HAIR DRESSING, ARTIFICIAL EYELASHES, ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS, HAIR COLOR, POTPIVOURI, BATH OIL, BATH SALTS, BABY OIL, BABY POWDER, HAIR BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, BODY OIL, BODY POWDER, BREATH FRESHENER, SKIN CLEANSING LOTIONS, COLD CREAMS, COSMETIC PENCILS, COSMETIC COTTON, COTTON PUFFS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, COTTON STICKS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COTTON SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COTTON SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, EYE CREAM, HAIR REMOVING CREAM, HAND CREAM, NIGHT CREAM, SKIN CLEANSING CREAM, SKIN CREAM, VANISHING CREAM, CUTICLE REMOVING PREPARATIONS, DEODORANT SOAP, PERSONAL DEODORANT, DEPILATORY CREAM, HAIR DYES, HAIR GEL, HYDROGEN PEROXIDE FOR USE ON THE HAIR, ENAMEL FOR NAILS, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, EYE MAKEUP, FACE POWDER, FACIAL SCRUBS, BATH GEL, TOOTH GEL, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR RELAXING PREPARATIONS, HAIR RINSES, HAIR SPRAY, MAKEUP, NAMELY, FACIAL MAKEUP, FOUNDATION MAKEUP, LIP GLOSS, MASSAGE OIL, SKIN MOISTURIZER, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER, NAIL HARDENERS, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH BASE COAT, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, NAIL POLISH TOP COAT, PETROLEUM JELLY FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, BATH POWDER, FACE POWDER, TALCUM POWDER, PRE-MOISTENED COSMETIC TOWELLETTS, PRE-MOISTENED COSMETIC WIPES, ROUGE, SACHETS, SADDLE SOAP, SHAVING BALM, SHAVING CREAM, SHAVING GEL, SHAVING LOTION, SHOWER GEL, SKIN CLARIFIERS, SKIN CLEANSING LOTIONS, SKIN EMOLLIENTS, SKIN LIGHTENERS, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN MOISTURIZERS, SKIN SOAPS, SKIN TONER, TOILET SOAP, LIQUID SOAP FOR FACE, HANDS AND BODY, SUNBLOCK PREPARATIONS, SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS, SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS, COTTON SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES AND WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 55).

WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR HOUSE MARK FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH ALL OF THE FOLLOWING GOODS: JEWELRY RINGS, EARRINGS, JEWELRY BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL, JEWELRY CASES OF PRECIOUS METAL, CLOCKS, MONEY CLIPS OF PRECIOUS METAL, ANKLE BRACELETS, BADGES OF PRECIOUS METAL, BELT BUCKLES OF PRECIOUS METAL, JEWELRY CHAINS, WATCH CHAINS, CHRONOMETERS, EAR CLIPS, TIE CLIPS, NON-MONETARY COINS OF PRECIOUS METAL, COSTUME JEWELRY, DIAMONDS, EMERALDS, NECKTIE FASTENERS, JEWELRY IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS, JEWELRY, JEWELRY FINDINGS, LAPEL PINS, MEDALLIONS, ORNAMENTAL PINS, WACHES, POCKET WATCHES AND BIBIETFUIE (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR HOUSE MARK FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH ALL OF THE FOLLOWING GOODS—PAPER FOR GIFT WRAPPING, COMPUTER PAPER, COPY PAPER, LOOSE LEAF PAPER, PRINTING PAPER, RE-CYCLED PAPER, REPRODUCTION PAPER, TYPEWRITER PAPER, WRITING PAPER, CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF FASHION, BEAUTY CARE AND CLOTHING, AND CATALOGS PROMOTING AND ADVERTISING THE SALE OF COSMETICS, MAKEUP, PERFUMES, SOAPS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE, JEWELRY, LUGGAGE, CARRY BAGS, CLOTHING, LACE, EMBROIDERY, ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, TOYS, GAMES, SPORTING GOODS, CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS AND LEATHER GOODS; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, NAMELY, BOOKBINDING, BOOKBINDING TAPE, BOOKBINDING WIRE, AND CLOTH FOR BOOKBINDING; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, NAMELY LIQUID AND PASTE GLUE; PAINT BRUSHES; SACKS AND BAGS FOR GIFT WRAPPING AND PACKAGING. (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR CURL PAPERS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LIFEKNOWLEDGE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS IN THE FIELD OF LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, AUDIO-TAPES, VIDEOTAPES, CDROMS, DVDS, AND SOFTWARE, ALL FEATURING INSTRUCTION; EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS IN THE FIELD OF LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, VIDEO GAMES OF VIRTUAL REALITY COMPRISED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, CURRICULA AND LESSON PLANS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS IN THE FIELD OF LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, BOARD GAMES AND HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC VIDEO GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT, AND COURSE MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT, AND COURSE MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS IN THE FIELD OF LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT AND COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VP TECHNOLOGY

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR TRUCK BED LINERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR MATTRESSES, MATTRESS TOPPERS, PILLOWS, CHAIRS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50). KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,105,010, 2,315,972 AND OTHERS. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A WREATH DESIGN OVER THE LETTERS "USA" AND FIVE INTERLOCKING RINGS BELOW THE LETTERS.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR LAPEL PINS, JEWELRY AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PENS, PENCILS, PEN AND PENCIL SETS, BUMPER STICKERS, POSTERS, AND WINDOW CLINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, MUGS AND WATER BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR CLOTH PENNANTS AND FLAGS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, POLO-STYLE SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, VESTS, WRIST BANDS, BASEBALL CAPS, VISORS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ORGANIZING AND PROMOTING PARTICIPATION WITH AND SELECTION FOR THE US TEAM FOR AN INTERNATIONAL ATHLETIC EVENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SING WITH POWER

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR AUDIO TAPES AND CDs FOR INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF VOICE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTION MANUALS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF VOICE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING LESSONS, SEMINARS, AND PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF VOICE DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING VINYL, METAL, PLASTIC, STEEL, COPPER COIL, AND ALUMINUM EXTRUSIONS, COILS, STAINLESS STEEL, SIGNS, AND BUILDING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, FLOORING, FLOOR TRIM, VENTILATION PRODUCTS, STORM AND SCREEN DOORS, STORM WINDOWS, SCREEN COMPONENTS, THRESHOLDS, DOOR BOTTOMS, WEATHER STRIP, MOLDINGS, AND ROOFING PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE FOR OTHERS OF VINYL, METAL, PLASTIC, STEEL, COPPER COIL, AND ALUMINUM EXTRUSIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING PRODUCTS; METAL, VINYL, PLASTIC, STEEL, COPPER COIL, AND ALUMINUM FABRICATION AND FINISHING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "METALSOURCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

LOXCREEN METALSOURCE

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY WIRELESS AND WIRED VOICE AND DATA TRANSMISSION; HIGH SPEED DATA TRANSMISSION; VIDEO AND TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES; PAGING SERVICES; TELEPHONE VOICE AND VIDEO MESSAGING; LOCAL AREA NETWORK INTERCONNECTION AND DATA TRANSMISSION SERVICES; AUTOMATED TELEPHONE ATTENDANT SERVICES; NAMELY PROVIDING DIRECTORY VOICE RECOGNITION AND AUTOMATED ATTENDANT SERVICES; PROVIDING VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS OVER WIRELESS, FIBER, WIRED LINES FOR RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS APPLICATIONS; STREAMING OF PROTOCOL CONVERSION AND ENCAPSULATION OF DATA, VOICE, AND VIDEO STREAMS; TELECOMMUNICATION SWITCHING AND AGGREGATION OF VOICE, DATA AND VIDEO STREAMING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; CONFIGURATION AND CONSULTATION REGARDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS THROUGH NETWORKS AND GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A WREATH DESIGN TO THE LEFT OF THE LETTERS "USA" WITH FIVE INTERLOCKING RINGS BELOW THE LETTERS.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,105,010, 2,315,972 AND OTHERS.
CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR LAPEL PINS, JEWELRY AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, MUGS AND WATER BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR CLOTH PENNANTS AND FLAGS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, POLO-STYLE SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, VESTS, WRIST BANDS, BASEBALL CAPS, VISORS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ORGANIZING AND PROMOTING PARTICIPATION WITH AND SELECTION FOR THE US TEAM FOR AN INTERNATIONAL ATHLETIC EVENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MAY THE SOURCE BE WITH YOU

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING TOGETHER ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AND PLATFORMS, CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS AND PLATFORMS, TRADING EXCHANGE AND MARKETPLACE SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AND PLATFORMS, ELECTRONIC COMMERCE APPLICATIONS AND PLATFORMS, MIDDLEWARE PLATFORMS; ENTERPRISE SERVER SOFTWARE FOR WEB APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT, DATABASE CONNECTIVITY, TRANSACTION PROCESSING, DATA PRESENTATION, AND DIRECTORY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BEN & SONS

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DO NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PENS AND WRITING INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER BAGS FOR MERCHANDISE PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, AGE SPOT REDUCING CREAM, ANTI-AGING CREAM, ANTI-WRINKLE CREAM, BEAUTY MASKS, SKIN CLEANSING CREAMS AND LOTIONS; FACIAL SCRUBS, ANTI-BACTERIAL SKIN SOAP, AND SUN SCREEN (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 5, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR ANTI-AGING VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS; AND ACNE TREATMENT CREAMS, GELS, AND LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DERMATOLOGY, AND NUTRITION COUNSELING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.

WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GREENCARPET PREMIERE

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA AND WORKSHOPS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND TEXTS; VOCATIONAL EDUCATION; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; FILM AND VIDEO TAPE FILM PRODUCTION; ALL IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY, VINCULATURE, NUTRITION, ANIMAL HEALTH AND SEED PLANTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.

WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CT REPEATER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,794,655.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REPEATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR VOICE AND DATA COMMUNICATION DEVICES, NAMELY, MODEMS, TELEPHONES, IP-ENABLED HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES, NAMELY PERSONAL COMPUTERS, INTERNET BRIDGES, ROUTERS, REPEATERS, IP-ENABLED ELECTRIC METERS, VOLTAGE COUPLERS, POWER LINE SERVERS; ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE, NAMELY, DRIVER SOFTWARE FOR THE MODEMS, COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE FOR TRANSMITTING INFORMATION VIA POWER LINES, RADIO FREQUENCIES, FIBER, AND COPPER, AND FOR PROVIDING ACCESS TO POWER LINE SERVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MYCRA PAC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR TOTE BAGS, HAND BAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, TRAVEL BAGS, CARRY ON BAGS, UMBRELLAS, Purses, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, COATS, JACKETS, RAINWEAR, RAINCOATS, RAIN JACKETS, VESTS, PANTS, HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1990.

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE LIFESTYLE THAT FITS

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, DENIM JEANS, SKIRTS AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL CLOTHING STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR EYEGLASSES, SUNGLASSES, MAGNIFIERS, FRAMES, LENSES, EYEWEAR, ACCESSORIES, NAMELY CASES, CHAINS, CLEANING CLOTHS PACKAGED AS A UNIT WITH EYEGLASSES AND/OR EYEGLASS CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY, JEWELRY BOXES AND CASES OF PRECIOUS METAL, ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR BED, BATH, HOUSEHOLD AND TABLE LINENS; DRAPERIES AND FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF DRAPERIES; BEDSPREADS AND COMFORTERS; SHOWER CURTAINS; AFGHANS, COVER FOR Pillows AND CUSHIONS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-27-1978; IN COMMERCE 6-27-1978.
NAAKWAMA ANKRRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LIFE IS A JOURNEY. WOK WITH FRIENDS.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, NAMELY FOOD DELIVERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 6-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2002.
CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, CATERING SERVICES, AND CARRYOUT FOOD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2002.
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YOUR COW’S CHOICE

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR DAIRY MILKING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MILKING MACHINES CONSISTING OF MILK STIMULATORS, MILKING MONITORS, HOSES, MILKING LINERS, AUTOMATIC TAKEOFFS AND RECEIVERS FOR USE IN EXTRACTING MILK FROM COWS AND PARTS THEREOF SOLD AS A UNIT AND REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR THE DAIRY MILKING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MILK STIMULATORS, MILKING MONITORS, HOSES, MILKING LINERS, AUTOMATIC TAKEOFFS AND RECEIVERS FOR USE IN EXTRACTING MILK FROM COWS AND PARTS THEREOF SOLD INDIVIDUALLY (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR NON-METAL FLOORING AND NON-METAL PROTECTIVE FLOOR COVERING FOR LIVESTOCK, COMMERCIAL, RECREATIONAL, AND HOME APPLICATION (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-261,062. WHITES COVE CORPORATION, YARMOUTH, ME. FILED 6-11-2003.

MAINE LOBSTER DIRECT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAINE LOBSTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FISH, SHELLFISH, AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1996.
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAM COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR HAM SOLD OVER THE COUNTER IN RETAIL STORES SPECIALIZING IN HAM (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STICKERS USED IN ASSOCIATION WITH SKATEBOARDING AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 3, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-29-2003.
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SKATEBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-29-2003.
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOILSERV

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR ADJUVANTS FOR USE WITH HERBICIDES, PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, AND FUNGICIDES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 5-31-1979; IN COMMERCE 5-31-1979.
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PESTICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL, COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AMERICAN TUNER

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS NAMELY, ENGINE SUPERCHARGERS, EXHAUST SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF PIPES, MANIFOLD, HEADER, MUFFLER, RESONATOR AND CATALYTIC CONVERTER (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR MOTOR VEHICLE HEAD LIGHTS AND TAIL LIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS NAMELY, HOODS, CUSTOM FASCIA, SIDE ROCKER MOLDINGS, SPOILERS, GAUGES, DASH BOARD TRIM AND WHEELS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RANGEXCHANGE

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR PROVIDING CLEAN UP SERVICES FOR BALLISTIC PRACTICE SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TARGET SHOOTING RANGE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TARGETS FOR SHOOTING PRACTICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AÑORANZAS
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORD AÑORANZAS IN THE MARK IS “NOSTALGIA”.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 6-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2003.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AÑORANZAS LATINA
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF AÑORANZAS LATINA IS LATIN NOSTALGIA.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 6-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2003.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-267,570. HEARTLAND INTERNATIONAL TRADE SHOWS, INC., IOLA, WI. FILED 6-26-2003.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD OF COLLECTIBLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1990.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADESHOWS AND EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF COLLECTIBLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1990.
M. E. BOIDSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PRODUCT MERCHANDISING FOR OTHERS AT RETAIL LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REPAIR OF PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, BICYCLES; PHYSICAL FITNESS EQUIPMENT; OUTDOOR ELECTRIC, GAS, AND CHARCOAL GRILLS; OUTDOOR AND INDOOR FURNITURE; AND OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT, ALL AT RETAIL LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR ASSEMBLY OF PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS AT RETAIL LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

LIFE UNRETOUCHED
CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR UNEXPOSED PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC AND DIGITAL CAMERAS; DIGITAL PRINTERS; PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTERS; THERMAL PRINTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; PRINTING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

GLU-ON
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SELF-SERVICE ELECTRONIC KIOSKS FOR CONDUCTING FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS; COMPUTER HARDWARE, PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE FOR FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING A COMPUTERIZED NETWORK OF SELF-SERVICE TRANSACTIONAL SYSTEMS FOR RENDERING AUTOMATED FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

GRACE POINT
CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR WATCHES, NECKLACES, BRACELETS AS JEWELRY, ANKLE BRACELETS, EARRINGS, PINS BEING JEWELRY AND RINGS BEING JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HANDBAGS, WALLETS, CHANGE PURSES, CLUTCH PURSES, TOTE BAGS, FANNY PACKS, COSMETIC AND TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY, BRIEFCASES, KEY CASES, BACKPACKS, RUCKSACKS, DUFFEL BAGS AND UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

JANE STREET
THE NAME, JANE STREET THAT APPEARS IN THE RECORD IS NOT THAT OF A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR WATCHES, NECKLACES, BRACELETS AS JEWELRY, ANKLE BRACELETS, EARRINGS, PINS BEING JEWELRY AND RINGS BEING JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HANDBAGS, WALLETS, CHANGE PURSES, CLUTCH PURSES, TOTE BAGS, FANNY PACKS, COSMETIC AND TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY, BRIEFCASES, KEY CASES, BACKPACKS, RUCKSACKS, DUFFEL BAGS AND UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

**CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS**
FOR BACKPACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

**CLASS 25—CLOTHING**
FOR FOOTWEAR; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**PACFOLIO**

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF PACKAGING MATERIALS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

**CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE**
FOR WAREHOUSING SERVICES, NAMELY, DISTRIBUTION OF PACKAGING MATERIALS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

**CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT**
FOR PRINTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

**CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES**
FOR PACKAGING DESIGN FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-272,584. LEXIPOL, LLC, MISSION VIEJO, CA. FILED 7-10-2003.

**LEXIPOL**

**CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL**
FOR RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, RISK REDUCTION POLICY DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES AND PUBLIC AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**
FOR NEW AND REFURBISHED COMPUTER CONNECTIVITY HARDWARE, NAMELY, CABLES, CABLE ASSEMBLIES, WIRING HARDWARE, AND MAINFRAME DATA CENTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER NETWORK HARDWARE, NAMELY, SERVERS, LAN ADAPTORS, SWITCH BOXES, POWER SUPPLYING HARDWARE, TRANSCIEVERS, WIRELESS NETWORK EQUIPMENT, BRIDGES, ROUTERS, HUBS, ADAPTOR CARDS, MEMORY HARDWARE, MODEMS, AND COMPUTER COMMUNICATION HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2000.


**ARIELLE**

**CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS**
FOR BATHTUBS, FAUCETS, LAVATORIES, SHOWERHEADS, TOILETS, AND WHIRLPOOL BATHS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

**CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED**
FOR FURNITURE FOR BATHROOMS, NAMELY, VANITIES, SHELVES, CABINETS, AND TABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

**CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS**
FOR BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, ROBE HOOKS, CUP HOLDERS, SOAP DISHES, SOAP DISPENSERS, RAZOR HOLDERS, SHOWER CADDIES, TOILET PAPER HOLDERS, TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS, TOWEL BARS, TOWEL RINGS AND TUMBLER HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLING, MAINTAINING, CLEANING, RE-FURBISHING AND REPAIRING COMPUTER HARDWARE, CABLES, NETWORK HARDWARE, AND COMMUNICATION HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 2-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2000.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR TECHNICAL COMPUTER SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY TESTING OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE; TECHNICAL COMPUTER SUPPORT, CONSULTING AND CONFIGURATION SERVICES FOR CABLES, TESTING EQUIPMENT, MAINFRAME DATA CENTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE, CONNECTORS, WIRING SYSTEMS, CONNECTORS, WIRING HARDWARE, COMPUTER STORAGE HARDWARE PRODUCTS, AND NETWORK AND COMMUNICATION COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 2-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2000.

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EQUAL2NEW
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,135,368.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DON LUCAS

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPA AND GOLF ESCAPE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,646,607.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPA AND GOLF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION TO DESTINATIONS FEATURING SPA AND GOLF FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING AT DESTINATIONS FEATURING SPA AND GOLF FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-274,760. TRIVANTUS, INC., MANCHESTER, NH. FILED 7-16-2003.

TRIVANTUS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES FOR OTHERS; AND ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESS PAYROLL FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2003.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2003.
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-274,945. VERISPAN, LLC, YARDLEY, PA. FILED 7-16-2003.

OPINION LEADER MAPPING
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAPPING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING RESEARCH AND CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, MARKET RESEARCH ANALYSIS SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH CARE, PHARMACEUTICALS, PHARMACOGENOMICS, AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS AND DEVICES PROVIDED BY NON-ELECTRONIC OR ELECTRONIC MEANS, INCLUDING BY MEANS OF WIDE AREA NETWORKS OR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; CUSTOMIZED ANALYSIS OF DATA FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR ELECTRONIC AND NON-ELECTRONIC COMMERCIAL PURPOSES, IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH CARE, PUBLIC HEALTH, PHARMACEUTICAL, PHARMACOGENOMIC, AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS AND DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF DATA IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH CARE, PUBLIC HEALTH, PHARMACEUTICALS, PHARMACOGENOMICS, AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS AND DEVICES, INCLUDING BY MEANS OF WIDE AREA NETWORKS OR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH CARE, PUBLIC HEALTH, PHARMACEUTICALS, PHARMACOGENOMICS, AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS AND DEVICES BY ELECTRONIC OR NON-ELECTRONIC MEANS, INCLUDING BY MEANS OF WIDE AREA NETWORKS OR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH CARE, PUBLIC HEALTH, PHARMACEUTICALS, PHARMACOGENOMICS, AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS AND DEVICES PROVIDED BY NON-ELECTRONIC OR ELECTRONIC MEANS, INCLUDING BY MEANS OF WIDE AREA NETWORKS OR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

Catherine Cain, Examining Attorney

NO. 1 SAID NO.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR ANKLE BRACELETS; ARTIFICIAL FINGER-NAILS OF PRECIOUS METAL; ASHTRAYS OF PRECIOUS METAL; BADGES OF PRECIOUS METAL; BEADS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF JEWELRY; BELT BUCKLES OF PRECIOUS METAL; BOLT TIES WITH PRECIOUS METAL TIPS; BOOK MARKERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; BRACELETS; BRACELETS OF PRECIOUS METAL; BROOCHES; BUSTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CANDLE HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CANDLE RICHS; CANDLES; PRECIOUS METAL; CANDLE SNUFFER AND TRAY COMBINATION MADE IN WHOLE OR IN PART OF PRECIOUS METAL; CANDLESTICKS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CHRONOGRAPHS FOR USE AS WATCHES; CIGARETTE CASES MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; CIGARETTE HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CIGARETTE LIGHTERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CLIP EARRINGS; COFFEE POTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; COFFEE SERVERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; COMMERCIAL STATUARY CUPS MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; COSTUME JEWELRY; CRUET STANDS FOR OIL OR VINEGAR OF PRECIOUS METAL; CRUETS OF PRECIOUS METAL; DECORATIVE BOXES MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; DESIGNS ON STATUARY MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; DRAWER PULLS OF PRECIOUS METAL; EARRINGS; EGG CUPS OF PRECIOUS METAL; FIGURES OF PRECIOUS METAL; FIGURINES OF PRECIOUS METAL; FLOWER BOWLS OF PRECIOUS METAL; FORKS MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; GRAVE Markers OF PRECIOUS METAL; HAT ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; HAT PINS OF PRECIOUS METAL; HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS; INGOTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; JEWELRY BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; JEWELRY CASES OF PRECIOUS METAL; JEWELRY CHAINS; JEWELRY FINDINGS; JEWELRY PINS FOR USE ON HATS, JEWELRY, NAMELY, BROOCHES, JEWELS, JEWELRY; LETTER OPENERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; MATCH BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; MATCH HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; NAPKIN HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; NAPKIN RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CANDYLABRAS MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE SERVERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; NUT CRACKERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; PARTS FOR WATCHES; PIGGY BANKS MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; PILLAR CANDLE PLATE MADE IN WHOLE OR IN PART OF PRECIOUS METAL; PILLBOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; PINS BEING JEWELRY; POCKET WATCHES; POTPOURRI DISHES MADE IN WHOLE OR IN PART OF PRECIOUS METAL; PRECIOUS GEMSTONES; PRECIOUS METAL ALLOYS; PRECIOUS METAL MONEY CLIPS; PRECIOUS METAL TROPHIES; PRECIOUS METAL TROPHY COLUMNS; PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; RINGS BEING JEWELRY; SALT SHAKERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; SCULPTURES MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; SLIDES OF PRECIOUS GEMSTONES; SERVIETTE RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL; SERVING PLATTERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; SERVING TRAYS OF PRECIOUS METAL; SHOE ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; SNUFF BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; STATUES OR FIGURES MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; STATUETTES OF PRECIOUS METAL; STIRRING RODS OF PRECIOUS METAL; STOP WATCHES; SUGAR BOWLS OF PRECIOUS METAL; TANKAS OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA BALLS OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA INFUSERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA POTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA TOWELS OF PRECIOUS METAL; TOMBSTONES OF PRECIOUS METAL; TOOTH PICK HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; VASES OF PRECIOUS METAL; WATCHES; WATER COCKTAILS; WASTE Baskets OF PRECIOUS METAL; WASTE Baskets WITH A GAME FUNCTION; WATCHES CONTAINING AN ELECTRONIC GAME FUNCTION; WRIST WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 30).

William Breckenfeld, Examining Attorney

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR ANKLET; BALLOON PANTS; BED JACKETS; BERMUDA SHORTS; BICYCLE GLOVES; BICYCLING GLOVES; BLOUSES; BOXER SHORTS; BRAS; BRIEFS; CAMP SHIRTS; COATS; CROP TOPS; DENIM SHORTS; DISPOSABLE UNDERWEAR; FUR COATS; FUR JACKETS; GLOVES; GOLF SHIRTS; GYM SHORTS; HALTER TOPS; HOSIERY; JACKETS; KNIT SHIRTS; LAB COATS; LEATHER COATS; LEATHER JACKETS; LIGHT-REFLECTING COATS; LIGHT-REFLECTING JACKETS; MOTORCYCLE GLOVES; NIGHT SHORTS; NURSE PANTS; PANTIES; PANTS; POLO SHIRTS; RAIN COATS; RAIN JACKETS; RIDING COATS; RIDING GLOVES; SHORTS; SHORTS; SKI GLOVES; SKI PANTS; SLACKS; SLEEP SHIRTS; SNOW PANTS; SNOWBOARD GLOVES; SOCKS; SPORT COATS; SPORT SHIRTS; SUIT COATS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHORTS; TANK TOPS; TAP PANTS; THERMAL SOCKS; THERMAL UNDERWEAR; THONGS; NIGHTWEAR; TOP COATS; TOPS; T-SHIRTS; UNDERWEAR; WALKING SHORTS; WATER SOCKS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS; WIND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 26, 27, 38).

William Breckenfeld, Examining Attorney

KARAMIA

THE MARK IS PHONETICALLY EQUIVALENT TO THE ITALIAN PHRASE "CARA MIA" WHICH TRANSLATES TO "MY DEAR" IN ENGLISH.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STATIONERY, GREETING CARDS, PRINTED INVITATIONS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-6-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-6-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-276,726. EMERA UTILITY SERVICES INC., HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA, CANADA, FILED 7-21-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE SINGLE WORD "UTILSMART", ALL IN LOWER CASE LETTERS, WITH THE FINAL FIVE LETTERS (CORRESPONDING TO THE FRAGMENT "SMART") BEING REPRESENTED IN A BOLD FONT OF SLIGHTLY LARGER TYPE SIZE THAN THE FIRST FIVE LETTERS.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING, COLLECTING, ANALYZING, PROCESSING, REPORTING, AND DELIVERING ENERGY INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF UTILITY BILLS AND UTILITY METER DATA RATE SCHEDULES FOR THE ENERGY AND UTILITY INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR UTILITY BILL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, TRACKING, REPORTING, ANALYZING AND DELIVERING ENERGY INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF UTILITY BILLS AND UTILITY METER DATA RATE SCHEDULES, FOR THE ENERGY AND UTILITY INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS PERTAINING TO THE TRACKING, COLLECTING, ANALYZING, PROCESSING, REPORTING, AND DELIVERING ENERGY INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF UTILITY BILLS AND UTILITY METER DATA RATE SCHEDULES FOR THE ENERGY AND UTILITY INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BARRABAR A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR INTERNET ENABLED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DEVELOPING AND DEPLOYING INTERNET/INTRANET/EXTRANET APPLICATIONS TO BUSINESSES AND PROPRIETARY ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPLICATIONS TO IMPROVE BUSINESS PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1996.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR MANAGED SOLUTIONS PROVIDER ASSISTING BUSINESS TO EMPLOY INTEGRATED INTERNET/INTRANET/EXTRANET APPLICATIONS AND OFFERING COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT, NETWORK DESIGN, AND INTEGRATION COMPUTER NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES, NAMELY, HARDWARE AND DESKTOP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1996.
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RUN FOR YOUR LIFE

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, GLOVES, SOCKS, JACKETS, AND RACING SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1996.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING RUNNING EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING FOR RUNNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1996.
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR ENTRY ACCESS PRODUCTS, NAMELY RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL METAL ENTRANCEWAY DOORS AND METAL GARAGE DOORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC BARRIER OPENERS, NAMELY, GARAGE DOOR OPENERS AND GATE OPENERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL NON-METAL ENTRANCEWAY DOORS, NAMELY, GARAGE DOORS, ROLL-UP DOORS AND CURTAIN DOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

Dawn Feldman, Examining Attorney

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR RADIATION THERAPY COMPOUNDS, AND IMPLANTABLE ENCAPSULATED RADIOISOTOPE BRACHYTHERAPY SOURCES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

Carolyn Gray, Examining Attorney


"MANAGED STORMWATER IS GOOD WATER"

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR RADIATION THERAPY AND IMAGING DEVICES AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, IMPLANTABLE RADIATION THERAPY DEVICES CONSISTING OF ENCAPSULATED RADIOISOTOPE BRACHYTHERAPY SOURCES, AND RADIATION THERAPY DELIVERY SYSTEMS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF RADIOACTIVE SEEDS AND A BIO-ABSORBABLE MEDIUM; NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, SUTURE NEEDLES; AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

Carolyn Gray, Examining Attorney


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING IN PERSON AND ONLINE COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS FOR STUDENTS AND PROFESSIONALS AT THE PRIMARY, SECONDARY, COLLEGIATE AND GRADUATE LEVELS IN THE FIELDS OF SOIL DYNAMICS, HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING, WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING, GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY, OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS, GROUNDWATER MODELING, FINITE DIFFERENCES/ELEMENTS IN SURFACE WATER MODELING, FATE AND TRANSPORT OF SUBSURFACE CONTAMINANTS, STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, ALTERNATIVE WATER CONSERVATION PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION OF WATER RESOURCES, IMPROVING STORMWATER QUALITY PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, STORMWATER FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER NON-POTABLE APPLICATIONS, AWARENESS PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS ON WATER CONSUMPTION ALL PROVIDED VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND PROVIDING ON-LINE REGISTRATION IN CONNECTION THERewith; PROVIDING IN PERSON AND ONLINE COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING FOR OUTREACH PROGRAMS TO PUBLIC COMMUNITIES, BUSINESSES AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN THE FIELD OF STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, ALTERNATIVE WATER CONSERVATION PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION OF WATER RESOURCES, IMPROVING STORMWATER QUALITY PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, STORMWATER FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER NON-POTABLE APPLICATIONS, AWARENESS PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS ON WATER CONSUMPTION ALL PROVIDED VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE EDUCATIONAL NEWSLETTER IN THE FIELDS OF SOIL DYNAMICS, HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING, WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING, GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY, OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS, GROUNDWATER MODELING, FINITE DIFFERENCES/ELEMENTS IN SURFACE WATER MODELING, FATE AND TRANSPORT OF SUBSURFACE CONTAMINANTS, STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, ALTERNATIVE WATER CONSERVATION PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION OF WATER RESOURCES, IMPROVING WATER QUALITY PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, STORMWATER FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER NON-POTABLE APPLICATIONS, AWARENESS PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS ON WATER CONSUMPTION ALL PROVIDED VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING ON-LINE INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELDS OF SOIL DYNAMICS, HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING, WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING, GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY, OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS, GROUNDWATER MODELING, FINITE DIFFERENCES/ELEMENTS IN THE FIELDS OF SOIL DYNAMICS, HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING, WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING, GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY, OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS, GROUNDWATER MODELING, FINITE DIFFERENCES/ELEMENTS IN THE FIELDS OF SOIL DYNAMICS, HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING, WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING, GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY, OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS, GROUNDWATER MODELING, FINITE DIFFERENCES/ELEMENTS IN THE FIELDS OF SOIL DYNAMICS, HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING, WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING, GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY, OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS, GROUNDWATER MODELING, FINITE DIFFERENCES/ELEMENTS IN
SURFACE WATER MODELING, FATE AND TRANSPORT OF SUBSURFACE CONTAMINANTS, STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, ALTERNATIVE WATER CONSERVATION PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION OF WATER RESOURCES, IMPROVING WATER QUALITY PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, STORMWATER FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER NON-POTABLE APPLICATIONS, AWARENESS PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS ON WATER CONSUMPTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESEARCH IN THE FIELDS OF SOIL DYNAMICS, HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING, WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING, GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY, OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS, GROUNDWATER MODELING, FINITE DIFFERENCES; ELEMENTS IN SURFACE WATER MODELING, FATE AND TRANSPORT OF SUBSURFACE CONTAMINANTS, STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, ALTERNATIVE WATER CONSERVATION PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION OF WATER RESOURCES, IMPROVING WATER QUALITY PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS, STORMWATER FOR IRRIGATION AND OTHER NON-POTABLE APPLICATIONS, AWARENESS PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS ON WATER CONSUMPTION, ALL PROVIDED VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-279,674. ARAB INTERNATIONAL MINISTRY, INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 7-28-2003.
CRESCE PROJECT
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROJECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY, OFFERING TRAINING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS TO EDUCATE OTHERS ABOUT CHRISTIAN MINISTRY, RELIGION, AND CULTURAL AWARENESS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY, OFFERING TRAINING, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS, TO TEACH THE CHRISTIAN FAITH, AND TO TEACH OTHERS REGARDING ISLAM, MUSLIM CULTURE, AND MINISTRY SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2003.
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR CHRISTIAN MINISTRY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2003.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BABY GIFT ITEMS NAMELY, DIAPER BAGS, INFANT CARRY-ALL BAGS, BABY BACKPACKS, BABY CARRIERS WORN ON THE BODY, BABY HARNESSSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR BABY GIFT ITEMS NAMELY, RECEIVING BLANKETS, BABY BLANKETS, BURP CLOTHS, PILLOW CASES, TOWELS, FABRIC BOTTLE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLESSED

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BABY GIFT ITEMS, NAMELY, DIAPER BAGS, INFANT CARRY-ALL BAGS, BABY BACKPACKS, BABY CARRIERS WORN ON THE BODY, BABY HARNESSSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR BABY GIFT ITEMS, NAMELY, RECEIVING BLANKETS, BABY BLANKETS, BURP CLOTHS, PILLOW CASES, TOWELS, FABRIC BOTTLE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LA QUINTA

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, BODY SCRUB, SHOWER GEL, LOTION, AND HAND SOAP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR COINS FOR COLLECTION AND DISPLAY, MEDALLIONS, CUFF LINKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LUGGAGE TAGS, BRIEF CASES, DUFFEL BAGS, ATHLETIC BAGS, CARD CASES, TOILETRY BAGS, CARRYALLS, TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR GLASSES, CUPS, MUGS, COASTERS NOT OF PAPER AND NOT BEING TABLE LINEN, CANDLE HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR TOWELS AND GOLF TOWELS, CLOTH PENNANTS, FABRIC FLAGS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, ROBES, HATS, CAPS, AND VISORS; HEADWEAR AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF BAGS, GOLF BALLS, HEAD COVERS FOR GOLF CLUBS, GOLF BAG TAGS, DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS, PLUSH TOYS, DOLL CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-282,673. LUCKENBACH, TEXAS, INC., FREDERICKSBURG, TX. FILED 8-4-2003.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR DECORATIVE PINS FOR HATS; SILVER NECKLACES, SILVER BELT BUCKLES, SILVER EARRINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS, INCLUDING EMBROIDERED T-SHIRTS, BANDANNAS, DENIM JACKETS, DENIM SHIRTS, COWBOY HATS AND BALL CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR SCULPTURES MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL; CONSTRUCTION ELEMENTS MADE OF METAL, NAMELY, SHORES, SUPPORTS AND BRACES; METAL POLES FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES, NAMELY, ALUMINUM AND STEEL LAMP POSTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR FLEXIBLE WIRING SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS, NAMELY, FLEXIBLE BRANCH INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, ELECTRIC ATTACHMENT PLUGS, ELECTRICAL OUTLETS, ELECTRIC JACKS, ELECTRIC SOCKETS, ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS, AND LAMP SET COMPONENTS; EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT INVERTERS; COMPUTERS FOR THE CONTROL OF BUILDING LIGHTING; ELECTRIC DIMMERS; DIMMING UNIT COMPRISING CABINETS, CONTROL PANEL AND ELECTRICAL WIRES FOR CONTROL OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES AND OTHER ELECTRIC LOADS; ELECTRONIC SENSING DEVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC ULTRASONIC OCCUPANCY SENSORS AND RANGE EXTENDERS FOR LIGHTING ENERGY MANAGEMENT; LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEMS COMPRISING AN ELECTRIC LOW VOLTAGE SWITCHING RELAY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE ORDERING AND SALE OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES AND FOR THE DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION OF LIGHTING SYSTEMS; INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CALCULATING LIGHTING SPECIFICATION, FOR LIGHTING DESIGN, FOR TRACKING JOB IDENTIFICATION, PRICING, QUOTATION, ORDER ENTRY AND STATUS INFORMATION, AND FOR ELECTRONIC MESSAGING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED BY LIGHTING ENGINEERS FOR DESIGNING AND CALCULATING THE SPECIFICATIONS OF LIGHTING SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN TRACKING ORDER STATUS, INVENTORY STATUS, QUOTATION OF ORDERS, WILL-CALL ORDERS AND LIGHTING CALCULATIONS; BATTERY-POWERED EMERGENCY WARNING LIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES; BATTERY POWERED LIGHTING FIXTURES; ELECTRIC LIGHTING TRACK UNITS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR FRANCHISING SERVICES, NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF RETAIL FURNITURE AND HOME FURNISHING STORES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FURNITURE, LIGHTING FIXTURES, HOUSEWARES AND HOME FURNISHINGS; MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING FURNITURE, LIGHTING FIXTURES, HOUSEWARES AND HOME FURNISHINGS; SECOND HAND DEALERSHIPS FEATURING FURNITURE; RETAIL FURNITURE STORES; BUSINESS ACQUISITIONS CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR LANDSCAPE LIGHTING DESIGN; RENTAL OF COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; INTERIOR DECORATING; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN; AND CONSTRUCTION DRAFTING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DANCING TOAD

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRERECORDERED VIDEOTAPES, CD'S AND DVD'S OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS ON A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PRODUCTION OF AUDIO-VISUAL WORKS, NAMELY VIDEO WORKS AND MOTION PICTURES ON A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ORQUESTA LA SOBERANA DE CALI

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORQUESTA" AND "CALI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "THE SOVEREIGN ORCHESTRA OF CALI".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED CD'S, AUDIO TAPES, VIDEO TAPES, AND DVD'S ALL FEATURING MUSIC AND/OR VIDEO RECORDINGS OF MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE INNER DOG

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR PET TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR PET FOODS, SNACKS AND EDIBLE TREATS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).


THE INNER DOG


KÜSTER

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD KÜSTER IN THE MARK IS SEXTON.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR FLATWARE AND CUTLERY, NAMELY, KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS; BOXES FOR STORAGE OF CUTLERY AND FLATWARE (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR FEEDING BOTTLES; TEATS IN THE NATURE OF NIPPLES FOR BABY BOTTLES; BABY SOOTHERS, NAMELY, PACIFIERS FOR BABIES AND TEETHING RINGS; BREAST PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR STERILIZERS AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE; FURNITURE FOR BABIES; FURNITURE FOR CHILDREN; CHAIRS; HIGH CHAIRS; TABLES; DESKS; CHANGING TABLES FOR BABIES; COTS; BEDS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-283,828. OPERATIONS.COM LLC, STAMFORD, CT. FILED 8-6-2003.

OPERATIONSINC.COM

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES; HUMAN RESOURCE CONSULTING SERVICES; PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES; REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL HUMAN RESOURCE PRACTICES FOR OTHERS; DEVELOPING HUMAN RESOURCE STRATEGIES, SOLUTIONS AND PRACTICES; AND EMPLOYEE RECRUITING AND RETENTION CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

**CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT**

For educational services, namely, providing sessions, classes, seminars, lectures in the field of human resources, labor laws, employment issues and organizational internship programs; developing organizational internship programs for others; and custom writing of employee handbooks and related materials for others (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).


**CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES**

For reviewing organizational standards and practices to assure compliance with labor and employment laws (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).


Inga Ervin, Examining Attorney

---

**SN 78-284,033. Galper, Ari, Santa Monica, CA. Filed 8-6-2003.**

**UNLOCK THE GAME**

---

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

For electronic media, namely, prerecorded audio and video cassettes, tapes, CD-ROM, e-books in the nature of electronic books recorded on computer media, e-newsletters in the nature of downloadable newsletters distributed electronically, and magnetic disks featuring lectures or spoken word in the fields of sales improvement, communication skills, dating, parenting, doctor/patient relationships, motivation, customer service, self-improvement, business management, leadership training, personal and professional inspiration and achievement and developing self-esteem (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

---

**CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT**

For providing on-line nondownloadable books and newsletters in the fields of sales improvement, communication skills, dating, parenting, doctor/patient relationships, motivation, customer service, self-improvement, business management, leadership training, personal and professional inspiration and achievement and developing self-esteem (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

Joanna Mateja, Examining Attorney

---

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

For sales technique consultation (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

First Use 6-1-1987; In Commerce 6-1-1987.

---

**CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT**

For education services, namely, providing seminars and courses on the subject of sales techniques (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

First Use 12-1-1979; In Commerce 12-1-1979.

Laura Kovaisky, Examining Attorney

---

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

For providing seminars and courses on the subject of sales techniques (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

First Use 12-1-1979; In Commerce 12-1-1979.

Laura Kovaisky, Examining Attorney

---

**BLACK HAUS**

The English translation of Haus is House.

---

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

For musical sound recordings, musical video recordings (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

---

**CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT**

For entertainment in the nature of live performances by a musical band (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

Edward Nelson, Examining Attorney

---
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS NAMELY, HEMOSTATICS, TISSUE SEALANTS, WOUND DRESSINGS AND WOUND SPONGES; SURGICAL IMPLANTS COMPRISING LIVING TISSUE; TISSUE SEALANTS AND HEMOSTATICS FOR SURGICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR SURGICAL IMPLANTS COMPRISING ARTIFICIAL MATERIAL; SURGICAL SPONGES; AND WOUND FLEECE FOR SUTURE SUPPORT (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHIC DOGGIE

CLASS 14—JEWELRY


CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR DOG CLOTHING, DOG SCARVES, DOG BLANKETS, DOG COLLARS, DOG LEASHES, PET CARRIERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). FIRST USE 8-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1998.

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SOCIETYWEST

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LA INDIA MARIA

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLACK GOLD

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-12-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 8-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-12-2003.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-286,361. EPANA NETWORKS INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-12-2003.

LA INDIA MARIA

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-286,361. EPANA NETWORKS INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-12-2003.

LA INDIA MARIA

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-286,361. EPANA NETWORKS INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-12-2003.

LA INDIA MARIA

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-286,361. EPANA NETWORKS INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-12-2003.

LA INDIA MARIA

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-286,361. EPANA NETWORKS INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-12-2003.

LA INDIA MARIA

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-286,361. EPANA NETWORKS INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-12-2003.

LA INDIA MARIA

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-286,361. EPANA NETWORKS INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-12-2003.

LA INDIA MARIA

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LONG DISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PIRANHAS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,770,392.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS, MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; AND PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHADYBABY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR SUN SCREEN LOTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR HATS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, SHOES, SANDALS, AND SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BODYBLOCKS

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR HIGH ENERGY AND HIGH NUTRIENT FOOD BARS USED AS A NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, BOTTLED WATERS, MINERAL WATERS, AERATED WATERS, CARBONATED WATERS, FLAVORED WATERS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, FLAVORED SPORTS DRINKS, ENERGY DRINKS, ISOTONIC DRINKS, HYPERTONIC DRINKS, AND HYPOTONIC DRINKS, AND OTHER HIGH PERFORMANCE AND HIGH NUTRIENT DRINKS FOR USE BY ATHLETES AND THOSE ENGAGED IN ACTIVE OR STRESSFUL SPORTS AND ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
HOW DO YOU STACK UP?

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR HIGH ENERGY AND HIGH NUTRIENT FOOD BARS USED AS A NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, BOTTLED WATERS, MINERAL WATERS, AERATED WATERS, CARBONATED WATERS, FLAVORED WATERS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, FLAVORED SPORTS DRINKS, ENERGY DRINKS, ISO-TONIC DRINKS, HYPERTONIC DRINKS, AND HYPOTONIC DRINKS, AND OTHER HIGH PERFORMANCE AND HIGH NUTRIENT DRINKS FOR USE BY ATHLETES AND THOSE ENGAGED IN ACTIVE OR STRESSFUL SPORTS AND ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR VISIT

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NON-FICTION BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PUBLICATION OF BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

LUTION

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR IMPROVING BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY, NAMELY, DOCUMENT CREATION, MESSAGING, COMPUTER USAGE MONITORING, ADMINISTRATION, DATA AND NETWORK SECURITY, AND REMOTE ACCESS TO SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE THROUGH AN INTERNET WEB SITE FOR IMPROVING BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY, NAMELY, DOCUMENT CREATION, MESSAGING, COMPUTER USAGE MONITORING, ADMINISTRATION, DATA AND NETWORK SECURITY, AND REMOTE ACCESS TO SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

OWNED OF U.S. REG. NOS. 914,451 AND 2,710,625.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY PROCESS AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS, DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF PROCESSES AND SYSTEMS, SYSTEM INTEGRATION, SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND DEPLOYMENT, AND THE EXECUTION AND MANAGEMENT OF SUCH PROJECTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DESTINATION CASH

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF A REWARD AND/OR DISCOUNT PROGRAM FOR ENABLING PARTICIPANTS TO OBTAIN REWARDS AND/OR DISCOUNTS ON TRAVEL RELATED GOODS AND/OR SERVICES THROUGH USE OF A REWARD AND/OR DISCOUNT MEMBERSHIP CARD AND/OR ACCOUNT, PROMOTING THE TRAVEL RELATED GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF REWARD AND/OR DISCOUNT CARDS AND ADMINISTRATION OF A REWARD AND/OR DISCOUNT PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AND RELAYING INFORMATION AND SECURING PAYMENT IN CONNECTION WITH MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION NAMELY AIRLINE TRANSPORT, AUTOMOBILE TRANSPORT, CRUISE SHIP TRANSPORT, TRAIN TRANSPORT, AND/OR BUS TRANSPORT, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION, AND PROVIDING INFORMATION ON TRANSPORTATION BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, THE MAILS AND/OR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVIDING TRAVEL RELATED INFORMATION BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, THE MAILS AND/OR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AND RELAYING INFORMATION AND SECURING PAYMENT IN CONNECTION WITH MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING, AND PROVIDING INFORMATION ON TEMPORARY LODGING BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, THE MAILS AND/OR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IPOTENTIAL

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTATION, LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JENZ

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY ADULT ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ADULT ENTERTAINMENT WEBSITE FEATURING IMAGES AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 12-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-30-2002.

BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TITLE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

For real estate escrow services, insurance underwriting in the field of real estate; and providing information in the field of real estate by means of linking the web site to other web sites featuring real estate information (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).
First use 1-1-1974; in commerce 1-1-1974.

CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CULTIVATING HEALTH

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Health", apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For educational books in the field of personal health and educational kits in the field of personal health containing books, stickers, posters and inspirational motivational notepads provided as a unit (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).
First use 0-0-1998; in commerce 0-0-1998.

CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshop, seminars and conferences in the field of personal health (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
First use 0-0-1998; in commerce 0-0-1998.

MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INSCAP

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For marketing financial investments, namely, providing business marketing information for life insurance-backed and life annuity-backed securities (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

For financial investment services, namely, structuring life insurance-backed and life annuity-backed securities (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POLAROID 1200

Owner of U.S. reg. nos. 422,100, 2,751,335 and others. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use 1200, apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

For unexposed photographic film (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 10, 26 and 46).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For photographic and digital cameras (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ERFERT & GERBERT'S

Owner of U.S. reg. no. 2,557,729.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For franchising, namely, providing technical assistance in the establishment and operation of restaurants (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

For restaurant services (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIVE AS YOU PLEASE

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

For mortgage brokerage services, mortgage lending services, mortgage banking services, commercial lending services, consumer lending services, loan financing services, loan administration services, loan underwriting services, banking services, insurance brokerage services, insurance administration services, real estate brokerage services, home appraisal services (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR HOME REMODELING SERVICES; HOME REPAIR SERVICES; HOME PAINTING SERVICES; INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF HOME HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING APPARATUS; DECK AND PORCH CONSTRUCTION SERVICES; HOME CLEANING SERVICES; CARPET CLEANING SERVICES; CHIMNEY SWEEPING SERVICES; FLOOR SANDING SERVICES; INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF BLINDS; INSTALLATION OF HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS; HOME PAVING SERVICES; SNOW REMOVAL SERVICES; INSECTICIDE SPRAYING SERVICES; PEST CONTROL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR LANDSCAPING AND GARDENING SERVICES; LAWN CARE SERVICES; PET WALKING AND SITTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POLAROID IMAGE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 422,100, 2,751,335 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE IMAGE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR UNEXPOSED PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS; DIGITAL CAMERAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GET IN LINE

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR EYE MASCARA; EYE MAKEUP KITS COMPRISING MASCARA, BRUSHES, STENCILS AND COMPACT CASES, ALL SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR STENCILS FOR USE IN APPLICATION OF EYE MAKEUP; EYE MAKEUP APPLICATION BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEATERS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, GOLF SHIRTS, JACKETS, POLO SHIRTS; HEADWEAR, NAMELY, HATS, BILLED CAPS, SKI CAPS, VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STRUT

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR SPECIALTY PAPER FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC OUTPUT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PICTUREMATE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT FOR USE IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; CUSTOMIZATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NETWORK WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY MANAGING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; DISPLAYING THE WEB SITES AND IMAGES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING CUSTOMIZED ON-LINE WEB PAGES FEATURING USER-DEFINED INFORMATION, WHICH INCLUDES SEARCH ENGINES AND ONLINE WEB LINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR SALES AND PROSPECTUS INFORMATION FOR USE IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), NAMELY HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY SYSTEMS INTEGRATION; AND PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING CRUCIAL SALES AND PROSPECTUS INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR WEBCASTING SERVICES; COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY TRANSMITTING STREAMED SOUND AND AUDIO-VISUAL RECORDINGS VIA THE INTERNET; AND STREAMING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


DOES YOUR LEARNING MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; CUSTOMIZATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NETWORK WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY MANAGING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; DISPLAYING THE WEB SITES AND IMAGES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING CUSTOMIZED ON-LINE WEB PAGES FEATURING USER-DEFINED INFORMATION, WHICH INCLUDES SEARCH ENGINES AND ONLINE WEB LINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR SALES AND PROSPECTUS INFORMATION FOR USE IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), NAMELY HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY SYSTEMS INTEGRATION; AND PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING CRUCIAL SALES AND PROSPECTUS INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, NAMELY, BOOKS, BOOKLETS, MANUALS, POSTERS, INDEX CARD-SIZED INSTRUCTION CARDS, AND LOOSE LEAF MATERIALS SUITABLE FOR BINDING, IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT LAW TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, WORKSHOPS, AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT LAW (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
RID THE WORLD OF CHOCOLATE, ONE BITE AT A TIME

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DRINKING MUGS AND DRINKING CUPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHIRTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR CHOCOLATE CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STICKER, BUMPER STICKER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, CAPS, LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, STOCKINGS, UNDERGARMENT, SWEAT PANTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, BEANIES, SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MAKE LIFE SMILE

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES, SCENTED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-294,404. FUENTES, OSCAR M., MUNSTER, IN. FILED 8-30-2003.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHIRTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR HAIR STYLING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EXTREME FREEZE

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR REHEATABLE AND RECOOLABLE SHEETS USED FOR MAINTENANCE OF TEMPERATURE, NAMELY, CHEMICALLY ACTIVATED HOT AND COLD SHEETS USED TO KEEP FOOD OR DRINK WARM OR COLD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FACE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR COSMETICS; PERFUMERY, NAMELY COLOGNE, EAU DE PARFUM, EAU DE TOILETTE, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; AND NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY ANTI-PERSPIRANT/DEODORANTS, BODY CREAMS, BODY EXFOLIATING PREPARATIONS, BODY LotIONS, BODY OILS, BODY POWDERS, BODY SCRUBS, BODY TONERS, BODY WASHES, EYE CREAMS, EYE GELS, EYE MAKEUP REMOVERS, FACE CREAMS, FACE GELS, FACE LOTIONS, FACE MASKS, FACIAL CLEANSERS, FACIAL EMULSIONS, FACIAL EXFOLIATING PREPARATIONS, FACIAL MAKEUP REMOVERS, FACIAL MOISTURIZERS, FACIAL SOAPS, FACIAL TONERS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR MAKEUP, HAIR MASCARA, HAIR MOUSSES, HAIR REVITALIZING TREATMENTS, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR SPRAYS, HAIR STRAIGHTENERS, HAIR STYLING GELS, HAIR SUNSCREENS, HAIR THICKENERS, HAND CREAMS, NON-MEDICATED ANTI-WRINKLE CREAMS, LOTIONS AND GELS, NON-MEDICATED FACIAL SKIN OIL CONTROLLERS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN BLEMISH PREPARATIONS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN RENEWAL CREAMS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN REPAIR CREAMS, LOTIONS AND GELS, PERSONAL SOAPS, SKIN BALANCING LOTIONS, SKIN BLENNISH PREPARATIONS, SKIN CLEANSING PREPARATIONS, SKIN CLEANSERS, SKIN CREAMS, SKIN EXFOLIATING PREPARATIONS, SKIN FIRMING PREPARATIONS, SKIN MOISTURIZERS, SKIN OIL CONTROLLERS, SKIN RENEWAL PREPARATIONS, SKIN SOAPS, SKIN TOWERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 4—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATERIAL
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS; NAMELY, ADVERTISEMENTS, BROCHURES, BULLETINS, BUSINESS REPORTS, CATALOGS, EQUIPMENT MANUALS, FORMS, GUIDES, INSERTS, INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS, LABELS, OPERATING MANUALS, PAMPHLETS, PRESS RELEASES, SERVICE MANUALS, SIGNAGE, STATIONERY, WALL CHARTS AND OTHER PRINTED MATERIALS REGARDING CLEANING, SANITIZING, DISINFECTING AND PEST ELIMINATION PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2000.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR SANITIZERS, DISINFECTANTS, AIR FRESHENERS AND ODOR COUNTERACTANTS FOR USE IN COMMERCIAL, HOSPITALITY AND INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2000.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS; NAMELY, ADVERTISEMENTS, BROCHURES, BULLETINS, BUSINESS REPORTS, CATALOGS, EQUIPMENT MANUALS, FORMS, GUIDES, INSERTS, INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS, LABELS, OPERATING MANUALS, PAMPHLETS, PRESS RELEASES, SERVICE MANUALS, SIGNAGE, STATIONERY, WALL CHARTS AND OTHER PRINTED MATERIALS REGARDING CLEANING, SANITIZING, DISINFECTING AND PEST ELIMINATION PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2000.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR SOAP DISPENSERS AND DISPENSERS FOR COMMERCIAL, HOSPITALITY AND INSTITUTIONAL CLEANING, SANITIZING AND DISINFECTING PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2000.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HANDBAGS, Wallets, Change purses, Clutch purses, BRIEFCASE-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, COSMETIC AND TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY AND KEY CASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR LICENSE PLATE FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DRINK AND BEVERAGE CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, JACKETS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS; HEADWEAR, NAMELY, VISORS, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LANDRIA M


CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR DOOR MATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BRUSHMINTS

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR TOOTHPASTE AND DENTIFRICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LANDRIA

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FULL LINE OF SOAPS, NAMELY, DEODORANT, SADDLE, SHAVING, SKIN AND HAND SOAPS, AND LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS, FACE AND BODY; A FULL LINE OF HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; A FULL LINE OF NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; A FULL LINE OF NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; COLOGNE; PERFUME; NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM; MASSAGE OILS; AND AROMATHERAPY OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR SCENTED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE DAIRY SOLUTION FOR THOSE COUNTING THEIR CARBS

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FLUID MILK, NAMELY, WHOLE MILK, REDUCED FAT MILK, LOW FAT MILK, SKIM MILK, FLAVORED MILK-BASED DAIRY BEVERAGES, FLAVORED MILK DRINKS, CREAM, AND HALF AND HALF (U.S. CL. 46).

M. E. BOIDSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR DIARY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, ICE CREAM AND ICE MILK, FROZEN YOGURT AND FROZEN DAIRY CONFECTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).

M. E. BOIDSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**SUZIECAMP**

THE NAME "SUZIECAMP" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

**CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS**

FOR BAGS, NAMELY ATHLETIC BAGS, ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS, GYM BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, AND GARMENT BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-296,033. JUDISCH, JOHN H., DES MOINES, IA. FILED 9-4-2003.

**LIFE. IT'S THE RIGHT CHOICE**

**CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER**

FOR BUMPER STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


**BASSKING**

**CLASS 12—VEHICLES**

FOR BOATS FOR USE IN RECREATIONAL BOATING AND FISHING (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


**SUPER GYM**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GYM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES, DVDS, CDS FEATURING EXERCISE, FITNESS AND DIETARY INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


**SPEEDPOINT**

**CLASS 7—MACHINERY**

FOR DRILL BITS FOR USE WITH POWER TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


**CUBE NATION**

**CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER**

FOR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-297,589. IGENE THERAPEUTICS, INC., IBARAKI, JAPAN, FILED 9-8-2003.

**PIGENE**

**CLASS 1—CHEMICALS**

FOR CHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN GENE THERAPY, NAMELY VECTORS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR GENE THERAPY AND PROPHYLAXIS PRODUCTS, NAMELY VECTORS FOR CLINICAL AND MEDICAL LABORATORY USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VECCELI
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,450,228 AND 2,458,615.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR GREETING CARDS WHICH ALLOW ONE TO RECORD AN AUDIO MESSAGE THAT MAY BE REPLAYED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR GREETING CARDS, ENVELOPES, POSTCARDS, CALENDARS, JOURNAL BOOKS, NOVELTY GIFT BOOKS, APPOINTMENT BOOKS, PERSONAL ORGANIZERS, NOTE CARDS, NOTE PADS, ADHESIVE-BACKED MEDICAL LABORATORY USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PICTURE FRAMES WHICH ALLOW ONE TO RECORD AN AUDIO MESSAGE THAT MAY BE REPLAYED (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DINNERWARE, MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEMORIAL KITE PROJECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FREEK RACING
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RACING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR WEARING APPAREL, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, HATS, VISORS, SHOES AND BELTS, MOTORCYCLE APPAREL, NAMELY, GLOVES, RAIN SUITS AND LEATHER RIDING SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR BOARD GAMES, ACTION FIGURINES AND ATHLETIC SPORTING ARTICLES, NAMELY, WRIST AND JOINT SUPPORTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, EMPLOYMENT AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES; EMPLOYING, LEASING, ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESS PAYROLL; FOR OTHERS, TESTING TO DETERMINE EMPLOYMENT SKILLS AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING FOR THE SELECTION OF PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-299,531. CREATIVE GROUP, LLC, SHAWNEE, KS. FILED 9-12-2003.

NEXTAFF

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR PRE-EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND SCREENING AND PRE-EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


ALL WE DO IS GOLF

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR BUMPER STICKERS; STICKERS; APPLIQUES IN THE FORM OF DECALS; DECALS; AND IRON-ON AND PLASTIC TRANSFERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
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TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ALL WE DO IS BANK

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR BUMPER STICKERS; STICKERS; APPLIQUÉS IN THE FORM OF DECALS; DECALS; AND IRON-ON AND PLASTIC TRANSFERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 39).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR AFTER SKI BOOTS; ALBS; ANKLE GARTERS; SOCKS IN THE NATURE OF ANKLETS; PARKAS IN THE NATURE OF ANORAKS; APRONS; ASCOTS; ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR; ATHLETIC SHOES; ATHLETIC UNIFORMS; BABUSHKAS; BABY BUNTING; BALACLAVAS; BALLOON PANTS; BANDANAS; BANDEAUX; BARREL CAPS; BATH SLIPPERS; BATHING CAPS; BATHING SUITS; BATHING TRUNKS; BATHROBES; BEACH COVER-UPS; BEACH SHOES; BEACHWEAR; BEANIES; RED JACKETS; BELTS; BERETTS; BERMUDA SHORTS; BIB OVERALLS; CLOTH GLOVES; BIKINIS; BLAZERS; BLOOMERS; BLOUSES; BLOUSONS; BOAS; BODY SHAPERS; BODY SUITS; BOLOROS; BOLO TIES; BONNETS; BOOTS; BOTTOMS; BOW TIES; BOXER BRIEFS; BOXER SHORTS; BRAS; BRASSIERES; BREECHES; UNDERWEAR, NAMELY, BRIEFS; BUSTERS; CAFTANS; CAMISOLE; CAMP SHIRTS; CAPPERS; CARDIGANS; CASNACKS; CHAPS; CHASUBLES; CHEFS' HATS; CHEMISES; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTES; CHEMISES; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTS; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHEMISETTE; CHIRPERS; CROP TOPS; CUFFS; CULOTTES; CUMMERBUNDS; DENIM JACKETS; DICKIES; DISPOSABLE SLIPPERS; DISPOSABLE UNDERWEAR; DRESSES; DRESSING GOWNS; DRY SUITS; DUNGAREES; DUSTERS; EAR MUFFS; ESPADRILLES; EVENING GOWNS; FISHING VESTS; FISHING WADERS; FLEECE PULLOVERS; FLUFFY SUITS; FOAM PEDICURE SLIPPERS; FOAM BALL SHOES; FOOTWEAR; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, PUMPS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, RUBBERS; FOLDING WEATHER GEAR; FOULARDS; FOUNDATION GARMENTS; FROCKS; FUR CLOAKS; FUR COATS; FUR JACKETS; FUR STOLES; GABERDINES; GAITERS; GAUCHOS; FOURS; FOUNDATION GARMENTS, NAMELY, GIRDLES; GLOVES; GOLF CLEATS; GOLF SHIRTS; GOLF SHOES; GOLF SPIKES; GOWNS; GREATCOATS; GYM SHORTS; GYM SUITS; GYMNASITC SHOES; HALLOWEEN COSTUMES; HALTER TOPS; HAT BANDS; HATS; HEAD BANDS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS; VISORS; CAPS; AND BRIMLESS HATS; HEADWEAR; HEEL INSERTS; HEELS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, HOODS; HOSIERY; HOUSECOATS; HUNTING BOOT BAGS; HUNTING VESTS; INFANT CLOTH DIAPERS; TEXTILE INFANT DIAPER COVERS; INFANTWEAR; INNER SOLES; INNER VESTS; J A C K E T S; JACZ; JERSEYS; JODHPURS; JOGGING SUITS; JUMPERS; JUMPSUITS; KERCHIEFS; KILTS; KIMO- NOS; KNEE HIGHS; KNICKERS; KNIT SHIRTS; LAB COATS; LACE BOOTS; LAYETTES; LEATHER COATS; LEATHER JACETS; LEG WARMLERS; LEGGINGS; LEOTARDS; LIGHT-REFLECTING COATS; LIGHT-REFLECTING JACKETS; LINGERIE; LOUGWEAR; MAILLOTS; MANILLAS; MANNERING; CLOTHING, NAMELY, MAN- TLES; MASQUERADE COSTUMES; MASQUERADE COSTUMES AND MASKS SOLD IN CONNECTION THERETO; MINI SKIRTS; MITTENS; MOCCASINS; MOCK TURTLE-NECK SWEATERS; MONEY BELTS; MOTORCYCLE GLOVES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, MUF- FLETS; MUKLUKS; MUU MUUS; NECK BANDS; NECKERCHIEFS; NECKTIES; NECKWEAR; NEGUGIES; NIGHT GOWNS; NIGHT SHIRTS; NUR- SING APPAREL, NAMELY PANTS; DRESSES AND OVERALLS; OVER COATS; OVERALLS; OVERCOATS; OVERSHOES; PAJAMAS; PANTALOONS; PANTS; PANTS; PANTS SUITS; PANTYHOSE; PARAMENTS; PARU; PAKAS; PEDAL PUSHERS; PEDICURE SANDALS; PEDICURE SLIPPERS; PEIGNOIRS; PELOREINES; PE- LISSES; PETTICOATS; PINAFORES; PLAY SUITS; PLUS FOURS; POCKET SQUARES; POLO SHIRTS; PONCHOS; PULLOVERS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, PUMPS; QUILTED VESTS; RAIN BOOTS; RAIN COATS; RAIN JACKETS; RAINWEAR; RASH GUARDS; RIDING BOOTS; RIDING COATS; RIDING GLOVES; ROBES; ROMPERS; RUBBERS; SANDALS; SARONGS; SASHES; SCARVES; SHAWLS; SHIRTS; SHIRT FRONTS; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORT SETS; SHORTALLS; SHORTS; SHOULDER PADS FOR CLOTHING; SHOWER CAPS; SINGLET; SKATING OUTFITS; SKI BIBS; SKI GLOVES; SKI MASKS; SKI PANTS; SKI SUITS; SKI WEAR; SKIRTS; SKORTS; SLACKS; SLEEP MASKS; SLEEP SHORTS; SLEEPWEAR; SLIPPERS; SLIPS; SNOMCS; SNEAKERS; SNOW PANTS; SNOW SUITS; SNOWBOARD BOOTS; SNOWBOARD GLOVES; SOCKS; SPORT COATS; SPORT SHIRTS; STOCKINGS; STOLES; SUIT COATS; SUITS; SUN VISORS; SUNSUITS; SURF WEAR; SUSPENDERS; SWADDLING CLOTHES; SWELL BANDS; SWELLWEAR; SWEET SHORTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATSHIRTS; SWIM CAPS; SWIM TRUNKS; SWIM WEAR; SWIMMING CAPS; SWIM- SUITS; TAILLEURS; TANGAS; TANK TOPS; TAP PANTS; TEDDIES; TENNIS WEAR; THERMAL SOCKS; THERMAL UNDERWEAR; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, THONGS; UNDERWEAR, NAMELY, THONGS; TIES; TIGHTS; TOE BOXES; TOGAS; TOP COATS; TOPCOATS; TOPS; TOQUES; TRACKSUITS; TROUSERS; TUNICS; TURBANS; TURTLENECK SWEATERS; TURTLENECKS; TUXEDOS; T-SHIRTS; UNDERARM CLOTHING SHIELDS; UNDERCLOTHES; UNDERGARMETS; UN- DERPANTS; UNDERSHIRTS; UNDERWEAR; UNIFORMS; UNITARDS; VEILS; VESTED SUITS; VESTS; VISORS; V-NECK SWEATERS; WAISTCOATS; WALKING SHORTS; WARM UP SUITS; WATER SOCKS; WATER WEAR; WEEDING GOWNS; WET SUITS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS; WIND SHIRTS; WINDSHIRTS; WRAPS; WRIST BANDS; WRISTBANDS CONTAINING A COOLING SUBSTANCE TO COOL THE WEARER; ZOOT SUITS; ZORI (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR REFRIGERATORS, FREEZERS, CLOTHES DRYERS, MICROWAVE OVENS FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC TOASTERS, ELECTRIC TOASTER OVENS, ELECTRIC HOT PLATES, ELECTRIC COOKING GRILLS, CHARCOAL COOKING GRILLS, BARBECUE COOKING GRILLS, ELECTRIC COOKING CASSEROLES, AIR PURIFIERS, WATER PURIFIERS, ELECTRIC RICE COOKERS, ELECTRIC FOOD STEAMERS AND ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR FURNITURE, NAMELY, STORAGE CABINETS, SHELVES, COUNTER TOPS AND TABLE TOPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEALTHBUILD

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE FACILITIES; CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE FACILITIES; CONSTRUCTION PLANNING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE FACILITIES; AND CONSULTING SERVICES IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEALTHBUILD ONE

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE FACILITIES; CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE FACILITIES; CONSTRUCTION PLANNING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE FACILITIES; AND CONSULTING SERVICES IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,528,507, 1,968,301 AND OTHERS.


CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR HONEY BUTTER, OLIVE OIL AND SALAD OIL (U.S. CL. 46).


CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR FLAVORED VINEGAR, VINEGAR, BBQ SAUCE, COCKTAIL SAUCE, SALAD DRESSING, MARINADE, SOY SAUCE, HONEY, STEAK SAUCE, MUSTARD, LEMON PEPPER, MOLASSES, TARTAR SAUCE, PANCAKE SYRUP, WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).


ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AMERICAN CARGO EXPRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARGO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CUSTOMS CLEARANCE SERVICES; INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION FIELD, NAMELY, SHIPMENT PROCESSING, PREPARING SHIPPING DOCUMENTS AND INVOICES, TRACKING DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES AND FREIGHT OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND INTERNETS; ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES; AND FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS, NAMELY, PLANNING AND ORGANIZING LARGE SCALE FREIGHT AND EQUIPMENT TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CUSTOMS BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CUSTOMS BROKERAGE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY


TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, MANTLES; MASQUERADE COSTUMES AND MASKS IN THE NATURE OF ANORAKS; APRONS; ASCOTS; ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR; ATHLETIC SHOES; ATHLETIC UNIFORMS; BABUSHKAS; BABY BUNTING; BALACLAVAS; BALLOON PANTS; BANADANS; BANDEAUX; BASEBALL CAPS; BATH SLIPPERS; BATHING CAPS; BATHING SUITS; BATHING TRUNKS; BATHROBES; BEACH COVER-UPS; BEACH SHOES; BEACHWEAR; BEANIES; BED JACKETS; BELTS; BERETS; BERMUDA SHORTS; BIB OVERALLS; BICYCLE GLOVES; BIKINIS; BLAZERS; BLOOMERS; BLOUSES; BLOUSONS; BOAS; BODY SHAPERS; BODY SUITS; BORELON; BOLO TIES; BONNETS; BOOTIES; BOOTS; BOTTOMS; BOW TIES; BOXER BRIEFS; BOXER SHORTS; BRAS; BRASSIERES; BREECHES; UNDERWEAR, NAMELY, BRIEFS; BUS- TIES; CAFTANS; CAMISOLEs; CAMP SHIRTS; CAPES; CARDIGANS; CASSOCKS; CHAPS; CHASUBLES; CHEF'S HATS; CHEMISES; CHIMNEY-SLEETS; CLEAR STICKERS FOR ATTACHMENT TO SPORTS SHOES; CLOGS; CLOTH DIAPERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, WRAP- AROUNDS; COATS; COLLARS; COLLAR TIES; CORSETS; PETITORS' NUMBERS OF TEXTILE; CORSELETS; FOUNDATION GARMENTS, NAMELY, CORSETS; COSTUMES FOR USE IN ROLE-PLAYING GAMES; COVER-ALLS; COVER-UPS; CRAVATS; CREEPERS; CROP TOPS; CUFFS; CULOTTES; CUMMERBUNDS; DENIM JACKETS; DICKIES; DISPOSABLE SLIPPERS; DISPOSABLE UNDERWEAR; DRESSES; DRESSING GOWNS; DRY SUITS; DUNGAREES; DUSTERS; EAR MUFFS; ESPADRILLES; EVENING GOWNS; FISHING VESTS; FISHING WADERS; FLEECE PULLOVERS; FLIGHT SUITS; FOAM PEDICURE SLIPPERS; FOOTWEAR; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, PUMPS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, RUBBERS; FOUL WEATHER GEAR; FOULARDS; FOUNDATION GARMENTS; FOULARDS; FOUNDATION GARMENTS, NAMELY, CORSETS; FOULARDS; FOUNDATION GARMENTS; FROCKS; FUR CLOAKS; FUR COATS; FUR JACKETS; FUR STOLES; GABERDINES; GAITERS; GALOSHES; GARTER BELTS; GAUCHOS; FOUNDATIONS; FOUNDATION GARMENTS, NAMELY, GIRDLES; GLOVES; GOLF CLEATS; GOLF SHIRTS; GOLF SHOES; GOLF SPIKES; GOWNS; GREATCOATS; GYM SHORTS; GYM SUITS; GYMNASTIC SHOES; HALLOWEEN COSTUMES; HALTER TOPS; HAT BANDS; HATS; HEAD BANDS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS; VISORS; CAPS; AND BRIMLESS HATS; HEADWEAR; HEEL INSERTS; HEELS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, Hoods; HosIery; HOUSECOATS; HUNTING BOOT BAGS; HUNTING VESTS; INFANT CLOTH DIAPERS; TEXTILE INFANT DIAPER COVERS; INFANTWEAR, INNER SOLES; INSOLES; JACKETS; JEANS; JERKINS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, JERSEYS; JODHPURS; JOGGING SUITS; JUMPSUITS; KERCHIEFS; KILTS; KIMONOS; KNEE HIGHS; KNICKERS; KNIT SHIRTS; LAB COATS; LACE BOOTS; LAYETTES; LEATHER COATS; LEATHER JACKETS; LEG WARMERS; LEGGINGS; LEOTARDS; LIGHT-REFLECTING COATS; LIGHT-REFLECTING JACKETS; LIN- GERIE; LOUNGEWEAR; MAILLOTS; MANTILLAS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, MANTELES; MASQUERADE COSTUMES; MASQUERADE COSTUMES AND MASKS SOLD IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; MINISKIRTS; MITTENS; MOCASSINS; MOCK TURTLE-NECK SWEATERS; MONEY BELTS; MOTORCYCLE GLOVES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, MUFFLERS; MUFFS; MUK- LUks; MUU MUUS; NECK BANDS; NECK CIRCUM- FERENCES; NECKWEAR; NEGLIGEES; NIGHT GOWNS; NIGHT SHIRTS; NURSING APPAREL, NAMELY PANTS; DRESSES AND OVERALLS; OVER SHIRTS; OVERCOATS; OVERSHOES; PAJAMAS; PANTALOONS; PANTS; PANTSUITS; PANTYHOSE; PARA-
MEMENTS; PAREUS; PARKAS; PEDAL PUSHERS; PEDICURE SANDALS; PEDICURE SLIPPERS; PEIGNOIRS; PELEHERINES; PELICANS; PETTICOATS; PINAFORES; PLAY SUITS; PLUS FOURS; POCKET SQUARES; POLO SHIRTS; POUCH; PULLOVERS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, PUMPS; QUILTED VESTS; RAIN BOOTS; RAIN COATS; RAIN JACKETS; RAINWEAR; RASH GUARDING, RIDE BOTTIES; RIDING COATS; RIDING GLOVES; ROBES; ROMPERS; RUBBERS; SANDALS; SASHES; SCARVES; SHAWLS; SHIRTS; SHIRT FRONTS; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORT SETS; SHORTS; SHORTALLS; SHORTS; SHOULDER PADS FOR CLOTHING; SHOULDER STRAPS; SINGLETS; SKATING OUTFITS; SKI BIBS; SKI GLOVES; SKI MASKS; SKI PANTS; SKI SUITS; SKI WEAR; SKIRTS; SKORTS; SLACKS; SLEEP MASKS; SLEEP SHIRTS; SLEEPWEAR; SLIPPERS; SLIPS; SMOKES; SNEAKERS; SNOW PANTS; SNOW SUITS; SNOWBOARD BOOTS; SNOWBOARD GLOVES; SOCKS; SPORT COATS; SPORT SHIRTS; STOCKINGS; STOLES; SUIT COATS; SUITS; SUN VISORS; SUNSUITS; SURF WEAR; SUSPENDERS; SWADDLING CLOTHES; SWEAT BANDS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATERS; SWEATSOCKS; SWIM CAPS; SWIM TRUNKS; SWIMWEAR; SWIMMING CAPS; SWIMSUITS; TAILLEURS; TANGAS; TANK TOPS; TAP PANTS; TEDDIES; TENNIS WEAR; THERMAL SOCKS; THERMAL UNDERWEAR; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, THONGS; UNDERWEAR, NAMELY, TIES; TIGHTS; TOE BOXES; TOGAS; TOP COATS; TOPCOATS; TOPS; TOQUES; TRACKSUITS; TROUSERS; TUNIC; TURBANS; TURTLENECK SWEATERS; TURTLENECKS; TUXEDOS; T-SHIRTS; UNDERWEAR; UNDERWEAR; UNIFORMS; VESTED SUITS; VESTS; VISORS; V-NECK SWEATERS; WAISTCOATS; WALKING SHORTS; WARMS UP SUITS; WATER SOCKS; WEDDING GOWNS; WET SUITS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS; WIND SHIRTS; WINDSHIRTS; WRAPS; WRIST BANDS; WRISTBANDS CONTAINING A COOLING SUBSTANCE TO COOL THE WEARER; ZOODS; ZONCHIS; ZORI (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY<br><br>SN 78-301,686, MAY DEPARTMENT STORES INTERNATIONAL, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 9-17-2003.<br><br>EXOTIC GETAWAYS<br><br>CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS<br> FOR CANDLES, CANDLES CONTAINED IN GLASS JARS; AND SET OF CANDLES SOLD WITH A NON-PRECIOUS METAL OR CERAMIC TRAY (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).<br><br>CLASS 6—METAL GOODS<br> FOR GENERAL PURPOSE STORAGE CONTAINERS MADE OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).<br><br>CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS<br> FOR FLATWARE MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY, FORKS, SPOONS AND KNIVES; AND FLATWARE CADDY MADE OF WOOD, PLASTIC OR NON-PRECIOUS METAL; CONTAINING FORKS, SPOONS AND KNIVES MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).<br><br>CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS<br> FOR ELECTRIC TREE LIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).<br><br>CLASS 14—JEWELRY<br> FOR CLOCKS MADE OF CRYSTAL OR GLASS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).<br><br>CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS<br> FOR LUGGAGE AND BACKPACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).<br><br>CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED<br> FOR PICTURE FRAMES MADE OF CRYSTAL, GLASS, WOOD, NON-PRECIOUS METAL, CERAMIC, RESIN; CHAIR PADS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).<br><br>CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS<br> FOR ALL PURPOSE PORTABLE HOUSEHOLD STORAGE CONTAINERS MADE OF WOOD, PLASTIC, CANVAS OR WICKER; DINNERTIME MADE OF CERAMIC OR PORCELAIN, NAMELY, ELATICS, BOWLS, CUPS, SAUCERS, PLATTERS, TRAYS, SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS, SUGAR BOWL AND CREME SETS, GRAVY BOATS, MUGS, PITCHERS, DIVIDED SERVERS, CANNISTER SETS, MIXING BOWLS, COVERED BUTTER DISHES, TRIVETS, PIE PLATES, CAKE PLATES, TEA POTS, COFFEE CARAFES, CRUET SETS, TIERED PLATE STANDS, SPOON RESTS AND SOUP TUREENS; STEMWARE AND DRINKWARE MADE OF CRYSTAL, CRYSTAL OR ACRYLIC, NAMELY, WINE GLASSES, WATER GOBLETS, CHAMPAGNE FLUTES, MARTINI GLASSES, BEER GLASSES, BANDY SNIFTERS, MARGARITA GLASSES, HI-BALL GLASSES, TUMBLERS, DOUBLE OLD FASHIONED GLASSES AND ALL PURPOSE GLASSES, BARWARE MADE OF CRYSTAL, GLASS, NON-PRECIOUS METAL OR ACRYLIC, NAMELY, BOTTLE STOPPERS NOT MADE OF RUBBER, DECANTERS, COCKTAIL SHAKERS, COCKTAIL STRAINERS, ICE BuckETS, CHAMagne Buckets, CoAsters not of paper and not being table linen, and wine charms for attachment to beverage glassware for identification purposes; CRYSTAL OR GLASS CANDLE HOLDERS; VASES AND BOWLS MADE OF CRYSTAL, GLASS OR CERAMIC; NAPKIN RINGS MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL, PLASTIC, WOOD, FABRIC OR CERAMIC; BATH ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TOWEL HOOKS, TOWEL HANGERS, SOAP DISHES, COVERS FOR TISSUE BOXES, TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS, HAIR COMBS; HAIR BRUSHES; ELECTRIC AND NONELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES; SPICE RACKS MADE OF WOOD, PLASTIC OR NON-PRECIOUS METAL; WOOD SALAD SETS, NAMELY, SPOON BOWLS, SET OF SERVERS AND NAPPY BOWLS; WOOD CHEESE BOARDS WITH GLASS OR ACRYLIC CATCH BASKETS MADE OF WOOD, WICKER OR CANVAS CONTAINING ACRYLIC OR PORCELAIN DISHES, FLATWARE MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY, FORKS, SPOONS AND KNIVES, AND ACRYLIC DRINKWARE, NAMELY, INCLUDES GLASSES AND CUPS, ALL SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT, AND CANDLE HOLDERS MADE OF CRYSTAL, GLASS, NON-PRECIOUS METAL, ACRYLIC, CERAMIC OR WOOD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).<br><br>CLASS 24—FABRICS<br> FOR TABLE LINENS MADE OF CLOTH, VINYL AND STRAW, NAMELY, TABLECLOTHS, FABRIC TABLE RUNNERS, NAPKINS AND PLACEMATS; KITCHEN TEXTILES MADE OF CLOTH, VINYL OR STRAW, NAMELY, TOWELS, OVEN MITTS, POT HOLDERS, SHOWER CURTAINS; BATH AND BEACH TOWELS; BED THROWS, DOWN COMFORTERS, COMFORTER COVERS, BEDSPREADS AND QUILT SETS, NAMELY, SHEETS, PILLOWCASES, SHAMS, COMFORTERS AND DUST RUFFLES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).<br><br>CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS<br> FOR BATH RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HOME FURNISHINGS, AND KITCHEN AND BATH FURNISHINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ATRUA

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SENSORS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USER IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION; SENSORS FOR USE IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT; SENSORS FOR CREATING IMAGES OF FINGERPRINTS AND FOR FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION AND AUTHENTICATION; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FOR USE IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT; SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR INTEGRATING, LAUNCHING AND NAVIGATING APPLICATIONS; LAPTOP COMPUTERS; MOBILE COMPUTERS; MOBILE PHONES; PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS; MOBILE COMPUTING HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT; REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CUSTOMIZATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT; CONSULTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT; COMPUTER CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRUSS RITE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TRUSS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR PREFABRICATED BUILDING TRUSSES MADE OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOMIZED STEEL FABRICATION SERVICES USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


BLAZING QUARTERS

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SOFTWARE FOR USE IN OPERATING A WAGERING FEATURE IN ELECTRONIC GAME EQUIPMENT THAT IS USED AS AN AID TO THE PLAYING OF BINGO (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES, NAMELY, BINGO GAME PLAYING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GRIZZLY RANCH

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106), FIRST USE 12-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-31-2000.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DELIVER THE AUDIENCE.
DRIVE THE REVENUE.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES, NAMELY, PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION AND MARKETING DATA TO OTHERS; DATA PROCESSING SERVICES; COMPUTERIZED REAL-TIME AND DELAYED TRANSACTIONAL DATA MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, SEARCHING, GATHERING, PROCESSING, ORGANIZING AND DISSEMINATING INFORMATION FOR OTHERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION PERTAINING TO COMPUTERIZED REAL-TIME AND DELAYED TRANSACTIONAL DATA MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, INFORMATION OBTAINED BY SEARCHING, GATHERING, PROCESSING, ORGANIZING AND DISSEMINATING INFORMATION FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DUREAL


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR UREA BASED SOLUTIONS USED AS CHEMICAL FUEL ADDITIVES AND ADDITIVES FOR CHEMICAL REDUCTION OF NITROGEN OXIDE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF CHEMICALS, ADDITIVES FOR CHEMICAL REDUCTION, AND, FUEL ADDITIVES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRANSPORTATION OF CHEMICALS, ADDITIVES FOR CHEMICAL REDUCTION AND FUEL ADDITIVES BY TRUCK, RAIL AND AIR (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PALMOLIVE MEGA ORANGE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 861,145, 1,961,815 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORANGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR DISH DETERGENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CLEANSING CLOTHS IMPREGNATED WITH DETERGENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOME MADE SIMPLE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,564,638.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR MANUAL DISH DETERGENTS, AUTOMATIC DISHWASHING DETERGENTS, KITCHEN CLEANERS/DEGREASERS, BATHROOM CLEANERS AND TOILET BOWL CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DISINFECTANT BATHROOM CLEANERS; DISINFECTANT TOILET BOWL CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ABT SERVICES
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,337,543.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF DRAINAGE AND TRENCH FORMING SYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL FILTER SYSTEMS, ATHLETIC AND SPORTING EQUIPMENT AND ELECTRICAL PATHWAY SYSTEMS AND PARTS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-309,121. MOVIELINK, LLC, SANTA MONICA, CA. FILED 10-3-2003.

MOVIES IN MINUTES
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,905,160.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOVIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN OF DRAINAGE AND TRENCH FORMING SYSTEMS, ENVIRONMENTAL FILTER SYSTEMS, ATHLETIC AND SPORTING EQUIPMENT AND ELECTRICAL PATHWAY SYSTEMS AND PARTS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MOTION PICTURES, MOTION PICTURE TRAILERS, MUSIC, AND MUSIC VIDEOS AND VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS, ALL DOWNLOADABLE FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO STREAMING SERVICES, NAMELY, STREAMING AUDIO AND VIDEO CONTENT VIA INTERNET; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF AUDIO AND VISUAL CONTENT IN THE NATURE OF MOTION PICTURES, MOTION PICTURE TRAILERS, MUSIC, MUSIC VIDEOS AND VIDEO GAMES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MW PRO
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,542,227 AND 2,367,605.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METALLIC WINDOWS AND DOORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METALLIC WINDOWS AND DOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-314,884. MW MANUFACTURERS INC., ROCKY MOUNT, VA. FILED 10-17-2003.

MW CLASSIC
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,542,227 AND 2,367,605.
CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METALLIC WINDOWS AND DOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-314,885. MW MANUFACTURERS INC., ROCKY MOUNT, VA. FILED 10-17-2003.

SMART CHOICES - SUPERIOR SERVICE

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METALLIC WINDOWS AND DOORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METALLIC WINDOWS AND DOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
KAREN M. STRZYZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YOUR MONEY WELL SPENT

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR MAGAZINES, BOOKS, NEWSPAPERS FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT SHOPPING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES NAMELY INTERNET SITE FEATURING INFORMATION CONCERNING ALL ASPECTS OF SHOPPING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SURFWATCH

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY FINANCING, MANAGEMENT, BROKERAGE AND LEASING OF TIMESHARE PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR HOTEL, RESTAURANT, CATERING, BAR AND LOUNGE SERVICES; PROVISION OF GENERAL PURPOSE FACILITIES FOR MEETINGS, CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS; RESERVATION SERVICES FOR HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF FROG PALM PRINT WITH FOUR DIGITS DEPICTED IN GREEN. THE COLOR GREEN IS CLAIMED, AND IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR DISPOSABLE IMPREGNATED WIPES FOR PERSONAL CLEANSING PURPOSES, DISPOSABLE IMPREGNATED BATHING CLOTHS FOR PERSONAL CLEANSING PURPOSES, WASH MITTS PRE-IMPREGNATED WITH SOAP, TOOTHPASTE, LIQUID HAND SOAP, SHAMPOO, AND BODY MOISTURIZER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR TOOTHBRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF FROG PALM PRINT WITH FOUR DIGITS.
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR TOOTHBRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-324,951. WALK IN THE WORD, ROLLING MEADOWS, IL. FILED 11-7-2003.

WALK IN THE WORD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 7,829,959.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRERECORDED VIDEO CASSETTE TAPES, DVDS, AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES, AND CDs CONTAINING CHRISTIAN EDUCATIONAL TEACHING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY BOOKS, CALENDARS, AND BROCHURES PERTAINING TO THE BIBLE AND THE CHRISTIAN FAITH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAIL CLERKS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DECORATIVE ELECTRIC SWITCHPLATE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STATIONERY SETS COMPRISED OF PENS, PENCILS, WRITING PAPER, STATIONERY, AND NOTECARDS; PENS, PENCILS, WRITING PAPER, NOTE-CARDS, STATIONERY, CHALKS, CRAYONS, MARKERS, BULLETIN BOARDS, ORGANIZERS FOR STATIONERY AND PERSONAL ORGANIZERS, DIARIES, TRADING CARDS, DECORATIVE BOXES MADE OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD AND DECORATIVE BOXES SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO HOLD STATIONERY, POSTERS, STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, NOTEBOOKS, BINDERS, FOLDERS, MEMO PADS, STICKERS, ERASERS, COLORING BOOKS, STICKER ALBUMS, AND LUNCH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-331,000. UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE, WASHINGTON DC, DC. FILED 11-20-2003.
POSTAL CLERKS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DECORATIVE ELECTRIC SWITCHPLATE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STATIONERY SETS COMPRISED OF PENS, PENCILS, WRITING PAPER, STATIONERY, AND NOTECARDS, STATIONERY, CHALKS, CRAYONS, MARKERS, BULLETIN BOARDS, ORGANIZERS FOR STATIONERY AND PERSONAL ORGANIZERS, DIARIES, TRADING CARDS, DECORATIVE BOXES MADE OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD AND DECORATIVE BOXES SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO HOLD STATIONERY, POSTERS, STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, NOTEBOOKS, BINDERS, FOLDERS, MEMO PADS, STICKERS, ERASERS, COLORING BOOKS, STICKER ALBUMS, AND LUNCH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POINTSAVERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE TIMESHARING SERVICES FEATURING AN INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR HOTEL SERVICES FEATURING AN INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

* * * * *
SECTION 2.—INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in one class

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS


PIMEX


FOR ABRASIVE RESISTANT COMPOSITIONS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAINTS; CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ASPHALT; WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY ON ARTICLES OF WOOD, MASONRY AND OTHER BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUMIKON SFM


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,500,928 AND 2,069,523.

FOR PLASTIC MOLDING COMPOUND FOR ENCAPSULATING SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OLIGOPREP


FOR CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AND FORESTRY, NAMELY, POLYMER BASED FUNCTIONALIZED SOLID PHASE RESINS FOR CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-472,526. ASAHI GLASS COMPANY, LIMITED, TOKYO 100-8405, JAPAN, FILED 12-4-2002.

CLASS 1—(Continued).

CYTOP

FOR UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, NAMELY, FLUOROPOLYMER RESINS IN THE FORM OF DISSOLVED IN SOLVENTS, DISPERSIONS, PELLETS ANDINGOTS FOR USE AS COATINGS, MOLDINGS, FIBERS AND MEMBRANES IN FURTHER MANUFACTURING IN THE ELECTRONICAL, OPTELECTRONICAL AND MECHANICAL INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).


ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-473,856. NORSK HYDRO ASA, N-0240 OSLO, NORWAY, FILED 12-11-2002.

HYDROCOMPLEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR FERTILIZERS FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).

SN 76-483,895. PROVIRON, 8400 OOSTENDE, BELGIUM, FILED 1-17-2003.

PROVIRON

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,197,103.
FOR CHEMICALS FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL, SCIENTIFIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, AND WATER PURIFICATION APPLICATIONS AND FOR THE USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY CHEMICALS, NAMELY, BENZENE SULPHONYL CHLORIDE, DIPHENYL SULPHONE, DIPHENYL SULPHONE-3-SULPHONIC ACID POTASSIUM SALT, BENZENE SULPHONAMIDE, N-BUTYLATION, SULPHONAMIDE, SODIUM VINYL SULPHONATE, BENZIMIDAZOLE, 4-CHLOROBENZHYDRYL CHLORIDE, DIETHYL MALEATE, DIOXOPROPYL MALEATE, DIISOBUTYL MALEATE, DITRIDECYL MALEATE, MONOETHYL MALEATE, MONOBUTYL MALEATE, DIMETHYL ADIPATE, DIETHYL ADIPATE, DIISOPROPYL ADIPATE, DIISOBUTYL ADIPATE, DIBUTYLGLYCOL ADIPATE, DIHEXYL ADIPATE, DITRIDECYL ADIPATE, MONOMETHYL ADIPATE, MONOETHYL ADIPATE, DIBUTYLGLYCOL PHThALATE, TRIMETHYL TRIMELLITATE, 2-CHLOROETHOXY-ETHANOL, METHOXY TRIGLYCOL BORATE, HIGH BORON, POLYSALICYLATE, P-CHLOROBENZOPHENONE, 2-(2-(2-CHLOROETHOXY)ETHOXY)ETHANOL, TRIETHYLAMINE HYDROCHLORIC ACID, IMIDAZOLINES, BUTYLBENZENSULPHONAMIDE, TRIETHYLENE GLYCOL DIHEPTANOATE, TRIETHYLENE GLYCOL OCTANOATE, TRI-(2-ETHYLHEXYL) TRIMELLITATE, DIISOBUTYL PHThALATE, DIMETHYL PHThALATE, DIETHYL PHThALATE, TRIETHYLENE GLYCOL DIHEXANOATE, ETHYLENE GLYCOL DIHEPTANOATE, DI-BUTYL MALEATE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 0-0-1983; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1996.
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TARAMET STERLING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,156,976, 1,473,899 AND 1,908,118.
FOR SOLDERING FLUX (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 7-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1999.
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-505,903. INFINITY2, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 4-11-2003.

PLANTODERM

FOR FORMULAS COMPOSED OF BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE, BOTANICAL, AND HERBAL INGREDIENTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-507,977. YELLOJACKET, INC., HOLLY HILL, FL. FILED 4-21-2003.

SAFFTEX

FOR CHEMICAL COMPOUND USED TO INCREASE LONGEVITY OF TOILET FLAPPERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2003.
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "A BALANCE OF FAST AND SLOW-RELEASE ELECTRON DONORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FOOD GRADE CHEMICALS IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRON DONOR FORMULATIONS FOR TREATMENT OF CONTAMINATED SOIL AND GROUNDWATER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-9-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-9-2003.
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ETHYLEX

FOR STARCH USED IN SIZING AND COATING OF PAPER AND IN SIZING OF TEXTILES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 8-30-1956; IN COMMERCE 8-30-1956.
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-528,134. IPS CORPORATION, GARDENA, CA. FILED 7-7-2003.

724

FOR SOLVENT CEMENT FOR PLASTIC PIPE AND FITTINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1996.
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—(Continued).

FOR AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL INOCULANTS, NAMELY BENEFICIAL BACTERIA AND SOIL SUPPLEMENTS FOR IMPROVED PLANT GROWTH (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-532,403. BECKER-UNDERWOOD, INC., AMES, IA. FILED 7-25-2003.

BioStacked
Stacking your Yields.

OPTICEL

FOR WATER-SOLUBLE CELLULOSE ETHER POLYMER USED IN MANUFACTURE IN THE FOOD, PERSONAL CARE AND PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-535,104. ICOR INTERNATIONAL, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 8-7-2003.

ONE SHOT

FOR REFRIGERANTS FOR USE IN HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS AND REFRIGERATION UNITS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


A MODO MIO

A MODO MIO IS ITALIAN FOR "MY WAY". FOR CHEESE MAKING KITS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF BACTERIAL CHEESE-MAKING CULTURE WITH LABELS, A WHISK AND RECIPES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-533,315. HERCULES INCORPORATED, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 7-17-2003.

A MODO MIO
SPECK-SAVER
FOR CHEMICALS FOR AQUARIUMS AND TANKS USED TO HOLD LIVE SALTWATER FISH (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IFFMAN
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,260,709, 2,701,070 AND OTHERS.
FOR NON-SYNTHETIC AND SYNTHETIC FRAGRANCE MATERIALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COLOGNES, COSMETICS, HAIR PREPARATIONS, TOILETRIES, DETERGENTS, FABRIC SOFTENERS, ODORANTS, DEODORANTS, BLEACHES, BRIGHTENERS AND AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LOTSA
FOR CHEMICAL FUEL ADDITIVE USED TO REMOVE WATER AND CLEAN FUEL SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-548,592. WRIGHT ENRICHMENT, INC., CROWLEY, LA. FILED 10-2-2003.

WRISE
FOR DOUGH CONDITIONERS FOR BAKERY PRODUCTS, WHICH PROVIDE BETTER PROOFING SUCH AS RISING; AND DOUGH CONDITIONERS THAT IMPROVE THE FINAL BAKED PRODUCT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FEED & FORGET
FOR FERTILIZERS FOR DOMESTIC USE AND AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FERTIVANT
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ISRAEL APPLICATION NO. 157430, FILED 6-3-2002, REG. NO. 157430, DATED 7-2-2003, EXPIRES 7-2-2010.
FOR CHEMICAL AGENTS AND ADDITIVES TO INCREASE THE PERFORMANCE OF NUTRIENTS, HORMONES, BIO-STIMULANTS, AND PESTICIDES FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; FERTILIZERS FOR AGRICULTURAL AND DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SUPERSCRIPT

FOR BIOCHEMICAL LABORATORY PROTEIN AND KITS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF REVERSE TRANSCRIPTIONASE, DNA POLYMERASE AND BIOCHEMICAL LABORATORY PROTEINS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-224,676. REICHHOLD, INC., DURHAM, NC. FILED 3-12-2003.

NORPOL

FOR SYNTHETIC RESIN COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF REINFORCED PLASTICS IN THE MARINE, AUTOMOTIVE, CONSTRUCTION AND CORROSION RESISTANT INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-232,259. EPICENTRE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, MADISON, WI. FILED 4-1-2003.

DURASCRIPIT

FOR NUCLEIC ACID COMPRISING THE PYRIMIDINE 2'-FLUORO-2'-DEOXYRIBONUCLEOTIDES 2'-F-DUMP AND 2'-F-DCMP AND THE CANONICAL PURINE RIBONUCLEOTIDES AMP AND GMP FOR SCIENTIFIC OR RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NITRATEST PAPER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAPER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CHEMICAL INDICATORS FOR TESTING pH LEVELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
CATHERINE FAINT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-247,057. SYNGENTA PARTICIPATIONS AG, BASEL, SWITZERLAND, FILED 5-8-2003.

QUANTUM

FOR CHEMICAL ENZYME FOR ANIMAL FEED ADDITIVES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


METALGUARD

FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES USED IN AUTOMOTIVE ANTIFREEZE, HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS AND FIRE RESISTANT HYDRAULIC FLUIDS, NAMELY, A MIXTURE OF CHEMICALS CREATING ADDITIVE PACKAGES FOR USE IN THE AUTOMOTIVE AND HEAT TRANSFER FLUID INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 2-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2003.
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PURE ENERGY FOR HEALTHY SKIN

FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NATURCLEAN

FOR BACTERIA FOR WASTE WATER TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1994.
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-259,310. HELENA CHEMICAL COMPANY, COLLiERVILLE, TN. FILED 6-6-2003.

BINARY CQ

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BINARY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR FERTILIZER FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-259,310. HELENA CHEMICAL COMPANY, COLLiERVILLE, TN. FILED 6-6-2003.

MIRACLE-AERATOR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 668,868, 2,787,356 AND OTHERS.
FOR INDOOR PLANT FOOD SPIKES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-262,131. E.T. PRODUCTS CO., INC., BREMEN, IN.

WAX BUSTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WAX, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIESEL FUEL CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR TREATMENT TO IMPROVE FUEL FLOW, MODIFY WAX BUILDUP, PREVENT ICE, AND LUBRICATE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 2-3-1994; IN COMMERCE 2-3-1994.
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-280,064. GULF SCIENTIFIC, INC., HOUSTON, TX.
FILED 7-29-2003.

HSS SULFUR BLOCK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SULFUR BLOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHEMICALS FOR THE REMOVAL OF HYDROGEN SULFIDE AND OTHER SULFUR-CONTAINING COMPOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 2-3-1994; IN COMMERCE 2-3-1994.
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-283,220. KING INDUSTRIES, INC., NORWALK, CT.
FILED 8-5-2003.

K-PURE

FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES AND HIGH PURITY CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRONICS, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, PLASTICS AND CHEMICAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-25-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-25-2003.
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FLORA KLEEN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLEAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WATER AND SOIL TREATMENT CHEMICALS FOR USE IN PLANT GROWING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-287,543. BIOLAB SERVICES, INC., WILMINGTON, DE.
FILED 8-14-2003.

SMART SHOCK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS FOR SWIMMING POOLS AND SPAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACT-SL

FOR UNPROCESSED RESIN COMPOSITIONS, NAMELY, COATED AND UNCOATED POWDERS, ORGANIC AND INORGANIC POWDERS, MELTABLE POLYMERS FOR EXTRUSION DEPOSITION, COMPOSITE LIQUID RESINS, LIQUID PHOTO-POLYMERS AND COMBINATIONS THEREOF, ALL FOR USE IN SOLID IMAGING, STEREOLITHOGRAPHY AND RAPID PROTOTYPING PROCEDURES IN THE MANUFACTURING AND PROTOTYPING INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WE MAKE PIPELINE ENERGY SAVINGS AFFORDABLE!

FOR CHEMICALS, NAMELY, POLYMER CONTAINING DRG REDUCERS AND FLOW IMPROVERS FOR USE IN TRANSPORTATION OF HYDROCARBONS IN PIPELINES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).


**DUROBOND**

FOR SYNTHETIC POLYMER RESIN BASED BODY FILLER FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

NAAKWAMA ANKRRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**NEXXSTAR**

FOR SYNTHETIC RESINS FOR USE IN FURTHER MANUFACTURE OF PACKAGING PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**AMERIGLUE**

FOR INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVES, INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE PRECURSORS, CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVES, INSULATING ADHESIVES, INSULATING ADHESIVE PRECURSORS, SPRAY-APPLIED CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVES AND PRECURSORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).


RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**ARCTIC**

FOR DEICER FLUIDS USED ON AIRCRAFT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**ARCTIC PLUS**

FOR DEICER FLUIDS USED ON AIRCRAFT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—(Continued).


**PROTASIL**

FOR FABRIC PROTECTANT FOR CARPETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**REACTIVATE**

FOR WASTEWATER TREATMENT CHEMICAL FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**COBO**

FOR LIQUID NITROGEN FERTILIZER FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**PERFORMATROL**

FOR DRILLING FLUID ADDITIVE USED TO CONTROL OR INHIBIT SHALE IN OIL AND GAS WELL DRILLING OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-301,152. WHITFORD WORLDWIDE COMPANY, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 9-16-2003.

**TEXCEL**

FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS BEING FLUOROPOLYMER COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF YARNS AND THREADS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).

ETERNITEX
FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS BEING FLUOROPOLYMER COATINGS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF TEXTILES TO GIVE REDUCED FRICTION, WATER REPELLENT AND PROTECTIVE PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OCTASPERSE
FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, NAMELY CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS; CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, NAMELY CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAINTS, INK, PIGMENTS, DYES, ADHESIVES, PAPER, FLOOR COVERINGS, CARPETING, DETERGENTS, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, CERAMICS, BUILDING PRODUCTS, WATER TREATMENT PRODUCTS AND SCALE CONTROL PRODUCTS; CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AS PIGMENT DISPERSANTS, MINERAL DISPERSANTS AND SCALE CONTROL AGENTS; CHEMICALS USED IN WATER TREATMENT; CHEMICALS USED IN MINING; CHEMICALS USED IN THE EXTRACTION AND PROCESSING OF MINERALS; CHEMICAL DISPERSING AGENTS FOR USE IN A WIDE VARIETY OF INDUSTRIES; CHEMICALS FOR USE AS DISPERSING AGENTS IN THE PRINTING AND PAINT INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DMAX
FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR FUEL TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


QUANTOFIX
FOR TEST PAPERS WITH COLOR SCALE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF WATER, WASTE WATER AND PROCESS SOLUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 2—PAINTS

PIMEX
FOR EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR PAINTS; LACQUERS IN THE NATURE OF A COATING; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST IN THE NATURE OF A COATING; WOOD PRESERVATIVES; COLOR PIGMENTS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS AND DECORATORS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Roto
Flex

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 1532050, FILED 2-29-2000, REG. NO. 1532050, DATED 3-21-2001, EXPIRES 3-21-2010.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,118,004.
FOR METALLIC PIGMENTS IN POWDER FORM FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PRINTING INKS THAT ARE SOLELY USED BY THE MANUFACTURERS OF PRINTING INKS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-488,311. FAUX EFFICIENT, INC., EFFINGHAM, IL. FILED 2-6-2003.

PERFETTO
ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "PERFETTO" IS "PERFECT".
FOR FULL LINE OF PAINTS, GLAZES, PAINT PRIMERS, HIGH VISCOITY TROWELABLE COATINGS FOR USE IN CREATING ARTISTIC AND DECORATIVE EFFECTS AND HIGH VISCOITY WATER BASED TROWELABLE CRACKLE COATINGS FOR USE IN CREATING AGE SIMULATED AND DISTRESSED EFFECTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ABR LIQUID SHIELD

FOR PROTECTIVE SACRIFICIAL COATING IN THE NATURE OF PAINT (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 6-14-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2000.
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SEAL KRETE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,591,542, 2,039,024 AND 2,039,025.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SEAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-CEMENTITIOUS, ACRYLIC, NON-SLIP, TEXTURED COATINGS FOR EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR USES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 3-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2003.
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TUSCANY EXPRESSIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TUSCANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TWO COLOR ONE COAT PAINT (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 11-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-21-2002.
NAAKWAMA ANKRRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BILTMORE ESTATE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. S. 1,616,971, 2,316,670 AND OTHERS.
FOR EXTERIOR PAINT; HOUSE PAINT; INTERIOR PAINT; AND WOOD STAIN (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MEGALAQ

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,674,877.
FOR COATINGS IN THE NATURE OF CLEAR AND PIGMENTED FINISHES FOR USE ON INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SURFACES OF WOOD, PARTICLE BOARD, AND PLYWOOD (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ULTRAMAX

FOR COATINGS IN THE NATURE OF CLEAR AND PIGMENTED FINISHES FOR USE ON INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SURFACES OF WOOD, PARTICLE BOARD, AND PLYWOOD (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CORO-LAQ

FOR COATINGS IN THE NATURE OF CLEAR AND PIGMENTED FINISHES FOR USE ON INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SURFACES OF WOOD, PARTICLE BOARD, AND PLYWOOD (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CORO-VAR

FOR COATINGS IN THE NATURE OF CLEAR AND PIGMENTED FINISHES FOR USE ON INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SURFACES OF WOOD, PARTICLE BOARD, AND PLYWOOD (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CORO-CAT

FOR COATINGS IN THE NATURE OF CLEAR AND PIGMENTED FINISHES FOR USE ON INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SURFACES OF WOOD, PARTICLE BOARD, AND PLYWOOD (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 2—(Continued).
SN 76-552,405. CORONADO PAINT COMPANY, INC., EDGEWATER, FL. FILED 10-17-2003.

**COROTECH**
FOR ACRYLIC INDUSTRIAL COATINGS FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**COROPOXY**
FOR EPOXY INDUSTRIAL COATINGS FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-552,408. CORONADO PAINT COMPANY, INC., EDGEWATER, FL. FILED 10-17-2003.

**COROTILE**
FOR ALKYD INDUSTRIAL COATINGS FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**MAKING AMERICA BEAUTIFUL**
FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**OCEAN**
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1115073, DATED 7-14-2003, EXPIRES 7-14-2013.
FOR HEAT AND FIRE PROTECTIVE COATINGS TO BE APPLIED IN THE NATURE OF PAINT; INTUMESCENT FIRE PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL; EPOXY-BASED INTUMESCENT FIRE PROTECTIVE COATING MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 2—(Continued).
SN 78-146,931. CORROCOAT LIMITED, LEEDS, UNITED KINGDOM. FILED 7-24-2002.

**CORROCOAT**
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,384,887.
FOR ANTI-CORROSIVE PAINTS FOR USE IN THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING PLANTS, MARINE ENGINEERING PLANTS, SHIPS, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTIONS, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING STRUCTURES, CIVIL ENGINEERING STRUCTURES, CRETE, ENGINEERING STRUCTURES; VARNISHES OTHER THAN INSULATING VARNISHES, LACQUERS IN THE NATURE OF COATINGS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST IN THE NATURE OF COATINGS; ENAMELS IN THE NATURE OF ANTI-CORROSIVE PAINTS; COATINGS IN THE NATURE OF ANTI-CORROSIVE PAINTS AND RESINOUS COATINGS FOR THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, MARINE ENGINEERING PLANTS, SHIPS, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTIONS, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING STRUCTURES, CIVIL ENGINEERING STRUCTURES, CONCRETE ENGINEERING STRUCTURES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**ACRODIZE**
FOR COATINGS FOR METAL SUBSTRATES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**VOGEL**
FOR COATINGS, FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR USE, PIGMENTED AND CLEAR IN THE CHARACTER OF PAINT (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 7-1-1950; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1950.
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-290,080. LORD'S ADDITIVES LLC, SEWELL, NJ. FILED 8-20-2003.

**LORD'S ZB-SHIELD**
FOR PRESERVATIVES FOR WOOD COMPOSITES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EVER-PRO

FOR PROTECTIVE COATING, NAMELY, A POLYMERIC URETHANE COATING FOR FLOORS, WALLS, AND OTHER SUBSTRATES THAT PROTECTS AGAINST GRAFFITI AND WEATHER AND PROVIDES CHEMICAL AND ABRASION RESISTANCE (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 3-8-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2001.
BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-293,413. HOMER TLC, INC., CLAYMONT, DE. FILED 8-28-2003.

MICROTEC

FOR COATING APPLIED TO AN INNER TUBE OF A WATER HOSE TO PREVENT THE GROWTH OF BACTERIA (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CUSTOM HOME

FOR COATINGS IN THE NATURE OF PAINTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VIBE

FOR METALLIC EFFECT POWDER COATINGS FOR FINISHING USE ON AUTOMOTIVES, APPLIANCES, BUILDING HARDWARE, EQUIPMENT, TOOL, SHELVING, METAL FURNITURE AND LIGHTING FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-299,703. CARBOLINE COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 9-12-2003.

C-GARD

FOR ANTIFOULING COATINGS TO MINIMIZE/ELIMINATE THE ATTACHMENT OF MARINE GROWTH ON THE SURFACE OF MARINE ASSETS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS


FOOT FROG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,286,716 AND 1,600,004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAILS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL BUFFING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CREAMS; NAIL ENAMELS; NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER; NAIL ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, CHARMS, JEWELRY, AND STONES FOR AFFIXATION TO THE NAIL; NAIL POLISHES; NAIL POLISH REMOVERS, NAIL STRENGTHENERS; NAIL ACRYLICS, AND NAIL STENCILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOOT FROG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,286,716 AND 1,600,004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAILS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL BUFFING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CREAMS; NAIL ENAMELS; NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER; NAIL ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, CHARMS, JEWELRY, AND STONES FOR AFFIXATION TO THE NAIL; NAIL POLISHES; NAIL POLISH REMOVERS, NAIL STRENGTHENERS; NAIL ACRYLICS, AND NAIL STENCILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOOT FROG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,286,716 AND 1,600,004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAILS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL BUFFING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CREAMS; NAIL ENAMELS; NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER; NAIL ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, CHARMS, JEWELRY, AND STONES FOR AFFIXATION TO THE NAIL; NAIL POLISHES; NAIL POLISH REMOVERS, NAIL STRENGTHENERS; NAIL ACRYLICS, AND NAIL STENCILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOOT FROG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,286,716 AND 1,600,004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAILS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL BUFFING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CREAMS; NAIL ENAMELS; NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER; NAIL ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, CHARMS, JEWELRY, AND STONES FOR AFFIXATION TO THE NAIL; NAIL POLISHES; NAIL POLISH REMOVERS, NAIL STRENGTHENERS; NAIL ACRYLICS, AND NAIL STENCILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOOT FROG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,286,716 AND 1,600,004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAILS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL BUFFING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CREAMS; NAIL ENAMELS; NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER; NAIL ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, CHARMS, JEWELRY, AND STONES FOR AFFIXATION TO THE NAIL; NAIL POLISHES; NAIL POLISH REMOVERS, NAIL STRENGTHENERS; NAIL ACRYLICS, AND NAIL STENCILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOOT FROG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,286,716 AND 1,600,004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAILS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL BUFFING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CREAMS; NAIL ENAMELS; NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER; NAIL ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, CHARMS, JEWELRY, AND STONES FOR AFFIXATION TO THE NAIL; NAIL POLISHES; NAIL POLISH REMOVERS, NAIL STRENGTHENERS; NAIL ACRYLICS, AND NAIL STENCILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOOT FROG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,286,716 AND 1,600,004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAILS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL BUFFING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CREAMS; NAIL ENAMELS; NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER; NAIL ORNAMENTS, NAMELY, CHARMS, JEWELRY, AND STONES FOR AFFIXATION TO THE NAIL; NAIL POLISHES; NAIL POLISH REMOVERS, NAIL STRENGTHENERS; NAIL ACRYLICS, AND NAIL STENCILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1997.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).


FOOT CRITTERS

FOR FOOT CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NON-MOTORIZED, HANDS-FREE CALLUS REMOVER COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF PUMICE STONE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOOT FISH

FOR FOOT CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NON-MOTORIZED, HANDS-FREE CALLUS REMOVER COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF PUMICE STONE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRIFUSION TECHNOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMBINATION OF INGREDIENTS SOLD AS A COMPONENT PART OF PERMANENT WAVE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BRELIL


FOR EMULSIFYING OXYGEN PREPARATIONS FOR HAIR CARE; PERMANENT WAVE PREPARATIONS; SHAVING FOAM; SHAVING BALM; HAIR REMOVING CREAMS; HAIR LOTIONS; HAIR SHAMPOO; HAIR SPRAY; HAIR DYE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STRAIGHT-UP

FOR HAIR STYLING GEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DERMARREPAIR BY DERMALI

FOR ANTI-AGING CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Savage Soaps

Get wet with Savage!

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOAP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BATH AND BODY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAPS, LOTIONS, SHOWER GELS, MASSAGE OILS, ESSENTIAL OILS AND LINEN WATER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOY MOCHA

FOR NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIP BALM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TOUT BEAU TOUT PROPRE
TOTALLY GORGEOUS
SQUEAKY CLEAN

THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH TO "ALL BEAUTIFUL ALL PROPER TOTALLY GORGEOUS SQUEAKY CLEAN."
FOR SOAPS; PERFUMERY, PERFUMES, TOILET WATER, PERFUME WATER, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, CLEANSING MILK FOR TOILETRY PURPOSES, TALCUM POWDER FOR TOILETRY USE, BATH AND BODY OILS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN AND BODY CREAMS, MAKE-UP, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, GELS FOR HAIR, GELS FOR SHAVING, LOTIONS FOR SHAVING AND AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS, SKIN AND BODY CREAMS, TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH COSMETIC LOTIONS, DEPILATORIES, FROST FOR HAIR, HAIR DYES, BEAUTY MASKS, SHAVING SOAPS, COSMETIC KITS PRIMARILY COMPRISED OF SKIN LOTIONS AND ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, HAIR SHampoos, BATH SALTS AND BATH LOTIONS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INEBRYA

FOR HAIR LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, COLORING SHAMPOOS, HAIR DYES, FIXING GELS, HAIR SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).


AMOR AMOR

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 02/3197314, FILED 12-3-2002, REG. NO. 02/3197314, DATED 12-3-2002, EXPIRES 12-3-2012.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "AMOR AMOR" IS "LOVE LOVE". FOR PERFUME, TOILET WATER; GELS, SALTS FOR THE BATH AND THE SHOWER NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE; TOILET SOAPS, BODY DEODORANTS; COSMETICS NAMELY CREAMS, MILKS, LOTIONS, GELS AND POWDERS FOR THE FACE, THE BODY AND THE HANDS; SUN CARE PREPARATIONS; MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS; HAIR SHAMPOOS; GELS, SPRAYS, MOUSSES AND BALMS FOR THE HAIR STYLING AND HAIR CARE; HAIR LACQUERS; HAIR COLOURING AND HAIR DECOLORANT PREPARATIONS; PERMANENT WAVING AND CURLING PREPARATIONS; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-481,494. AIR TECHNIQUES, INC., HICKSVILLE, NY. FILED 1-10-2003.

CLEANSTREAM

FOR DETERGENTS USED BY DENTAL PROFESSIONALS IN DENTAL EVACUATION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MENOFLAVON


FOR COSMETICS; PERFUMERY; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS AND FOR SKIN AND BODY CARE; NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS FOR VAGINAL USE; NAMELY, CREAMS, GELS, OINTMENTS AND LOTIONS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS CONTAINING HERBS, HERBAL PRODUCTS, CASTOR OIL, OILS OR ANY COMBINATION OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS CONTAINING RED CLOVER, PROCESSED RED CLOVER, EXTRACT OR RED CLOVER OR AN COMBINATION OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS AND COSMETIC PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF CREAMS, OINTMENTS, GELS, LOTIONS AND CONCENTRATES; CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR THE SKIN AND BODY; SKIN AND BODY MOISTURIZING PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS FOR THE HAIR; NAMELY, SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS; DENTAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, TOOTHPASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 50, 51 AND 52).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PASTEL REPAIR

THE MARK COMPRISES STYLIZED MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN.

FOR NON-MEDICATED MOISTURIZING LOTIONS FOR RELIEF OF DRY AND DAMAGED SKIN TISSUE; AND UNDER EYE CREAM TO HELP DIMINISH FINE LINES AND WRINKLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 1-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2000.

G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

DERMATUS

FOR FACIAL TONIC LOTIONS, MAKE UP FOUNDATION, LIP GLOSS, POWDER BLUSH, COLOGNES, HAIR CONDITIONERS, EYEBROW PENCILS, CREAMS, NAMLY EMBELLISHING CREAMS, PASSION FRUIT CREAM, MAKEUP FOR CLEANSING HAIR CREAM, HAND CREAM, BODY CREAM, SKIN CREAM, REVITALIZING LOTIONS, TOOTH PASTES, CREAM HAIR REMOVERS, PERSONAL DEODORANTS, BODY EMULSIONS, EXFOLIATORS, NAMLY SKIN AND FEET EXFOLIATORS, NAIL POLISH, BUBBLE BATH, PERFUME ESSENCES, BOTANICAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETICS, PERFUMES AND HAIR SPRAY, CELLULAR REVITALIZING FLUID, GELS, NAMLY GEL CREAM WITH GINKGO BILOBA, GEL CREAM WITH VITAMINS AND CERAMIDES, HAIR GEL, MOISTURIZING GEL FOR MEN, MOISTURIZING GEL CREAM FOR DRY SKIN, SKIN MOISTURIZERS. LIPLINER PENCIL, EYELINER PENCIL, SUPER MOISTURIZING CREAM, WET WIPE, LOTIONS, ASTRINGENT LOTIONS, FACIAL LOTION WITH CHAMOMILE, FACIAL LOTION FOR DULL SKIN, FACIAL TONIC LOTION, NAMLY HAIR LOTIONS, MASCARA, HYDRA CLEANSING MASK, HAIR MOUSSES, BODY MOUSSES, CONCEALER CREAM, BATH OIL, BATH OIL WITH VITAMIN E, PANCAKE MAKEUP, PRESSER POWDER, PERFUMES, LOOSE POWDER, SUNSCREENS, WITH OR WITHOUT INSECT REPELLENT, MAKEUP REMOVER, REVITALIZERS, ROUGE, SOAPS, NAMLY ABRASIVE SOAP WITH MENTHOL AND LIQUID SOAP FOR NORMAL, DRY, SENSITIVE AND COMBINATION SKIN, SCENTED NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS, EYE SHADOWS, AND TALC POWDERS, SHAMPOOS AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMLY, NON-MEDICATED SKIN SERUM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-488,126. LAURICE EL BADRY RAHME LTD., DBA LAURICE & CO., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-7-2003.

GRAMERCY PARK

FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMLY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-488,129. LAURICE EL BADRY RAHME LTD., DBA LAURICE & CO., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-7-2003.

EAU DE NOHO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EAU DE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMLY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-488,133. LAURICE EL BADRY RAHME LTD., DBA LAURICE & CO., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-7-2003.

BROADWAY NITE

FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMLY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-488,136. LAURICE EL BADRY RAHME LTD., DBA LAURICE & CO., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-7-2003.

CHEZ BOND

FOR FRAGRANCES, NAMLY PERFUMES, COLOGNES, AFTER BATH SPLASHES, BODY SPRAYS, SHOWER GELS, SCENTED BODY SOAPS, BODY LOTIONS AND MASSAGE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-488,258. L’OREAL, PARIS, FRANCE, FILED 2-7-2003.

NUTRI-PURE

FOR FACIAL CLEANSER, TONER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-488,663. INTERMARK USA, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-7-2003.

FLAT PENCIL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PENCIL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COSMETICS, NAMLY, EYELINER, EYESHADOW, LIPLINER, LIPSTICK (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LAST FITTING

SN 76-490,175. AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, FILED 2-14-2003.


FOR EYEBROW PENCILS, MASCARAS, EYE SHADOWS, SKIN MILK LOTIONS, PERFUMES, LAVENDER OILS, NAMLY, LAVENDER BODY OILS, LAVENDER BATH OILS, AND LAVENDER MASSAGE OILS, TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH COSMETIC LIQUIDS, COSMETIC SOAP, SHAMPOOS, TOOTHA PASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COMFORT


FOR SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMLY FOOT AND CUTICLE FOWRITING AND CONDITIONING LOTIONS, CREAMS, NON-MEDICATED SERUMS AND OINTMENTS, SPRAYS, WASHES, CLEANSERS AND BATH LOTIONS; FOOT EXFOLIATORS AND SCRUBS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TARAMET STERLING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,156,976, 1,473,899 AND 1,908,118.

FOR ABRASIVE SAND CLOTH AND MESH SAND CLOTH (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 7-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1999.

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LAEL LAEL PRODUCTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRE-MOISTENED COSMETIC WIPES FOR HAIR AND SKIN PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 9-26-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-8-2002.

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LAURA DUPRIEST RADIANCE ESSENTIALS

SN 76-508,811. AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION, YONGSAN-KU, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, FILED 4-8-2003.

THE NAME LAURA DUPRIEST IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LANEIGE EYE DESIGNER


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,110,811 AND 2,408,553.

NO CLAIM MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EYE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GARNIER BELLE COLOR


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF BELLE COLOR IS BEAUTIFUL COLOR.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BIOSHIELD


FOR DETERGENT SOAP BASED CLEANING PREPARATION FOR HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CONCARE

FOR ALL PURPOSE CLEANING AND DEGREASING PREPARATIONS FOR USE ON CONCRETE FLOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-521,609. COSMETICS BASED ON NATURE INC., RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 6-10-2003.

MICHA

FOR SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY CREAMS, CLEANSER AND LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-522,313. OLYMPIAN LABS, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 6-4-2003.

SCINATURE

FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SPRAYS, GELS, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, DYES, NON-MEDICATED TOPICAL SOLUTIONS AND MOUSSE; AND COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RASAGE VELOURS


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RASAGE" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "RASAGE" IS "SHAVING".

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY CREAMS, MILKS, LOTIONS, GELS AND POWDERS FOR THE FACE, BODY AND HANDS; SHAVING CREAM, AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS, SHAVING GEL, SHAVING FOAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


J. PETERMAN E.M. COLLECTION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,792,689, 1,909,959 AND 2,273,761.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME J. PETERMAN IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

FOR PERFUMERY, NAMELY, PERFUME, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, GELS, AND BALMS, COLOGNE, EAU DE PARFUM, EAU DE TOILETTE, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, FRAGRANCED BODY CREAMS, GELS AND LOTIONS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, ANTI-PERSPIRANT/DEODORANTS, BATH GRAINS, BATH OILS, BATH POWDERS, BATH SALTS, BODY CLEANSERS, BODY CREAMS, BODY EXFOLIATING PREPARATIONS, BODY LOTIONS, BODY OILS, BODY POWDERS, BODY SCRUBS, BODY TONERS, BODY WASHES, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAND CREAMS, PERSONAL SOAPS, SALT SCRUBS FOR THE SKIN, SHAVING FOAMS, CREAMS, LOTIONS AND GELS; COSMETICS NAMELY, MOISTURIZERS, FACE TONICS, FACE MASKS, FACE POWDER, FOUNDATION, BLUSHERS, MASCARA, EYE SHADOW, EYELINER, EYE MAKEUP REMOVER, LIP STICK, LIP PENCIL, NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL TREATMENT IN THE NATURE OF A NAIL CARE PREPARATION, SUN BLOCK, AFTER SUN BALM, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CREAM RINSE, HAIR SPRAY, DEODORANT AND ANTI-PERSPIRANT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR NON-MEDICATED, NON VETERINARY GROOMING PREPARATIONS FOR PETS, NAMELY, SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SOPHIE

THE NAME SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, DEODORANT SOAPS, HAND SOAPS, LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS, FACE AND BODY, ANTIBACTERIAL SKIN SOAPS, ANTIPERSPIRANT SOAPS, EYE-BROW PENCILS, COSMETIC PENCILS, MAKE-UP KITS (COMPRISED OF LIPSTICK, LIP GLOSS, EYE BROW PENCILS, COSMETIC PENCILS, MAKE-UP POWDERS, SKIN CREAMS, NAIL VARNISH); MAKE-UP POWDERS, SKIN CREAMS, LIPSTICKS, BEAUTY MASKS; NAIL VARNISH, SUN-TANNING PREPARATIONS, SKIN LOTIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, COMPACTS, COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR THE BATH, NAMELY BATH, GEL, BATH OIL AND BATH POWDER; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; HAIR COLORING; HAIR LOTIONS; AND HAIR SHAMPOOS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NATURAL FACES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FACES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ANTI-AGING SKIN THERAPY FACIAL AND BODY CREAM WITH LIVE YEAST ACTIVE INGREDIENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NICLO

FOR HAIR PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HAIR TONICS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR TREATMENTS IN THE NATURE OF NON-MEDICATED PREPARATIONS, HAIR CLEANSERS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, AND HAIR STRAIGHTENERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-535,143. INTERNATIONAL FLAVORS & FRAGRANCES INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-7-2003.

HEIRLOOM FRAGRANCES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRAGRANCES", Apart From the Mark as Shown.

FOR ESSENTIAL OILS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COLOGNES, COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIPSTICKS, LIP OIL, FACE POWDER, CAKE ROUGE, LIQUID ROUGE, MASCARA, CAKE MAKE-UP, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE SHADOW AND NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, LOTIONS, GELS, OILS, MOUSSES, SCENTED BODY SPRAYS, BATH FOAMS, MOISTURIZERS, CREAMS AND FACIAL MASQUES, SKIN TANNING PRODUCTS, NAMELY LOTIONS, SUNSCREENS, GELS, OILS, MOUSSES, SPRAYS, FOAMS AND CREAMS, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOOS, RINSES, GELS, FOAMS, CONDITIONERS AND SPRAYS, DETERGENTS, FABRIC SOFTENERS, ODORANTS, DEODORANTS, BLEACHES, BRIGHTENERS, AND AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-535,145. INTERNATIONAL FLAVORS & FRAGRANCES INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-7-2003.

ORGANIC GEMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORGANIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ESSENTIAL OILS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ALL OF THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS, NAMELY– COLOGNES; COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIPSTICKS, LIP OIL, FACE POWDER, CAKE ROUGE, LIQUID ROUGE, MASCARA, CAKE MAKE-UP, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYE SHADOW AND NAIL CARE PRODUCTS; SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, LOTIONS, GELS, OILS, MOUSSES, SCENTED BODY SPRAYS, BATH FOAMS, MOISTURIZERS, CREAMS AND FACIAL MASQUES; SKIN TANNING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, LOTIONS, SUNSCREENS, GELS, OILS, MOUSSES, SPRAYS, FOAMS AND CREAMS; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOOS, RINSES, GELS, FOAMS, CONDITIONERS AND SPRAYS; DETERGENT SOAPS, FABRIC SOFTENERS, ODORANTS, DEODORANTS, BLEACHES, LAUNDRY BRIGHTENERS AND AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-535,675. EUROPEAN COSMETIC GROUP, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-8-2003.

DOCTOR Z & C

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOCTOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BEAUTY AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TOILET SOAPS, SKIN CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, FACIAL MASKS AND SCRUBS, SKIN SERUMS, SKIN GELS, AND DEPIGMENTARY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAPS, CREAMS, LOTIONS, MILKS, SERUMS AND GELS FOR THE FACE AND BODY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


NAAKWA Operations, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
COLOR-FORCE

FOR HAIR CONDITIONER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, HAND LOTION, BODY LOTION, FOOT CREAM, SKIN SCRUB, AND BODY SCENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SPARITUAL

FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, HAND LOTION, BODY LOTION, FOOT CREAM, SKIN SCRUB, AND BODY SCENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COWGIRL COMPANY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,331,288, 2,736,084 AND 2,736,085.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY NON-MEDICATED FACIAL AND SKINCARE TREATMENT LOTIONS AND CREAMS MADE WITH VEGETABLE OILS, HERBAL EXTRACTS, VITAMINS AND ESSENTIAL OILS; NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM; SKIN AND BODY LOTION BARS MADE WITH VEGETABLE OILS, BEESWAX AND ESSENTIAL OILS; BATH AND BODY SHOWER GELS; FACE AND BODY LOTIONS; AND SOAPS FOR FACE AND BODY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LINE DEFENSE SPF-30

FOR SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, DAY CREAM, LOTIONS AND SUNSCREEN (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TO FALL IN HELL OR SOAR ANGELIC IT TAKES A PINCH OF PSYCHEDELIC

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIPSTICK, LIP PENCIL, ROUGE, NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, SUN BLOCK, FACIAL, BODY AND SKIN CLEANSERS, FACIAL, BODY AND SKIN MOISTURIZERS, ASTRINGENTS, FACE TONICS, FACIAL MASKS, FACE POWDER, FOUNDATION, BLUSHERS, Mascara, EYELiner, EYE BROW PENCIL, EYE MAKE-UP REMOVER, SHAMPOO, HAIR RINSE IN CREAM FORM, HAIR SPRAY, PERSONAL DEODORANT AND ANTIPERSPIRANT, PERFUME AND COLOGNE, SKIN LOTIONS, BODY CREAMS, NIGHT CREAMS, EYE GEL, CELLULITE REDUCING CREAMS, FACE SOAP, FACE SCRUBS, SHAVING CREAM, AFTER SHAVE, BRONZERS, BLEMISH CONCEALER, BODY LOTION, BODY OIL, PERFUMED BODY MIST, BODY EMULSIONS, BATH OILS, BATH AND SHOWER GEL, SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS, SUN SCREEN, SUN TAN OIL AND LOTION, AFTER-SUN SKIN LOTION AND BALM, SELF-TANNING AND TANNING ACCELERATORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NICE HAIR CARE SYSTEM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,744,005, 2,784,171 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAIR CARE SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS; HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR COLOR; HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR MOUSSE, HAIR SPRAY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-541,907. KOSE CORPORATION, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 8-21-2003.

ASSORT

FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,244. KAPSANDOY, LLC, MURRAY, UT. FILED 9-2-2003.

CLASS 3—(Continued).

FOR COSMETICS AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY BODY LOTIONS, BODY CREAMS, BODY CLEANSERS, HAND-MADE SOAP, SCRUBS, MASQUES, GELS, SERUMS, MOISTURIZERS, TONERS, AND BODY BUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PIXIE GIRL

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY NAIL POLISH, FALSE NAIL STICK-ONS, AND LIP GLOSS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACTIVA

FOR TOOTH WHITENING SYSTEM COMPRISED OF A TOOTH WHITENING SOLUTION, AN APPLICATOR, AND PRINTED INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE; NON-MEDICATED MOUTH RINSE AND MOUTH WASH; TOOTH-PASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MoistureRise

FOR PERFUMES, TOILET WATERS, COLOGNES, AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS NAMELY SKIN LOTIONS, EYE CREAMS AND BLEMISH CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 76-544,095. OXI BRITE INC., MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 9-11-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEAVY DUTY OXYGEN ACTIVATED LAUNDRY DETERGENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, STAIN REMOVERS AND ODOR REMOVERS FOR CLOTHING AND TEXTILE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE KITCHEN SINK
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, BLUSHERS FOR THE FACE, BRONZING CREAMS AND Powders FOR THE FACE AND BODY, CONCEALERS FOR THE EYES AND FACE, COSMETIC COMPACTS CONTAINING Pressed FACE Powder AND CREAM FOUNDATION, FOUNダTION MAKEUP, LOOSE FACE POWDER, LIP GLOSS, LIPSTICK, MascARA, NAIL POLISH, EYE MAKEUP, NAMELY, EYE SHADOWS, EYE PENCILS AND EYELINERS ALL SOLD INDIVIDUALLY OR IN SELF-CONTAINED CARRYING CASE; AND ROOM FRAGRANCES; BATH BEADS, BATH CRYSTALS, BATH FOAM, BATH GEL, BATH OIL, BATH SALTS NON-MEDICATED, AND BUBBLE BATH (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AQUATRIX
FOR NON-MEDICATED HYDROGEL SKIN MOISTURIZERS FOR USE AS AN INGREDIENT IN COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52), FIRST USE 9-9-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-9-2003.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,005. LANCOME PARFUMS ET BEAUTE & CIE, PARIS, FRANCE, FILED 9-3-2003.

ABSOLUE HAND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,592,464 AND 2,719,719.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE WORD "ABSOLUE" IS TRANSLATED TO MEAN "ABSOLUTE".
FOR MOISTURIZER FOR THE HANDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPTI-BLEND COMPLEX

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPLEX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FOUNDATION MAKEUP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


META GODS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,186,087.
FOR COSMETICS; FACIAL MAKEUP, CONCEALERS, BLUSHERS, FACIAL POWDERS, FOUNDATION MAKEUP, EYE MAKEUP, EYE PENCILS, EYEBROW PENCILS, MascARA, FALSE EYELASHES, COSMETIC PENCILS, LIPSTICK, LIP GLOSS, LIP PENCILS, MAKEUP REMOVERS, MAKEUP APPLICATORS IN THE NATURE OF COTTON SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, FACIAL CLEANSERS, TONERS, FACIAL EXFOLIANTS, FACIAL CREAMS, FACIAL LOTIONS AND NON-MEDICATED FACIAL TREATMENTS, NAIL POLISHES, NAIL POLISH REMOVERS, NAIL CREAMS, HAND CREAMS, BATH BEADS, BATH CRYSTALS, BATH FOAM, BATH GELS, BATH OILS, BATH SALTS, SKIN CLEANSERS, BODY SCRUBS, BODY FRAGRANCES, BODY LOTIONS, BODY CONDITIONERS, BODY GELS, BODY POWDERS, BODY EXFOLIANTS, BODY CREAMS, SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS, SUNTANNING PREPARATIONS AND AFTER-SUN LOTIONS; SELF-TANNING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SELF TANNING MILK AND CREAM, ACCELERATED TANNING CREAM, SELF-TANNING LOTIONS, GELS AND SPRAYS; PERFUMES, COLOGNES, TOOTHPASTE AND DEODORANT; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, MOUSSE, GELS, HAIR REMOVING CREAMS AND HAIR CARE CREAM PREPARATIONS; SOAP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
OXY ACTIVE

FOR ALL PURPOSE CLEANERS, KITCHEN CLEANERS, BATHROOM CLEANERS, TOILET CLEANERS, TUB, TILE AND GROUT CLEANING PREPARATIONS, CARPET CLEANERS, SPOT REMOVERS, STAIN REMOVERS, GLASS CLEANING PREPARATIONS, AND DEGREASING PREPARATIONS NOT USED IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR USE ON KITCHEN SURFACES, BATHROOM SURFACES, BATHROOM WALLS, CERAMIC TILES AND GROUT, BATHTUBS, SHOWER ENCLOSURES, TOILETS, SINKS AND OTHER HOUSEHOLD SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THUNDER POWER

FOR ALL PURPOSE CLEANERS, KITCHEN CLEANERS, BATHROOM CLEANERS, TOILET CLEANERS, TUB, TILE AND GROUT CLEANING PREPARATIONS, CARPET CLEANERS, SPOT REMOVERS, STAIN REMOVERS, GLASS CLEANING PREPARATIONS, AND DEGREASING PREPARATIONS NOT USED IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR USE ON KITCHEN SURFACES, BATHROOM SURFACES, BATHROOM WALLS, CERAMIC TILES AND GROUT, BATHTUBS, SHOWER ENCLOSURES, TOILETS, SINKS AND OTHER HOUSEHOLD SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DAYS REFORM TREATMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DAY" AND "TREATMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY EXFOLIATING CREAMS, SKIN CLEANSER, FACIAL SCRUB, NON-MEDICATED SKIN ASTRINGENT, SKIN MOISTURIZER AND NIGHT CREAM, HAND AND BODY MOISTURIZER, BATH AND SHOWER GEL, HAIR SHAMPOO AND HAIR CONDITIONER, SUN BLOCK PREPARATIONS, BATH OIL, ANTI-WRINKLE CREAM, MOISTURE CREAM AND UNDER EYE COVER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOOTGLIDE

FOR SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ANGEL DUST

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, EYESHADOW (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOOTGLIDE

FOR SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ARCANE

FOR PERFUME (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ESSENTIALLY LAVENDER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAVENDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR BODY LOTION, MASSAGE OIL, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, FACIAL WASH, BODY POLISH, MOUTH WASH, LIP BALM, FACIAL AND SKIN TONER, FACIAL MOISTURIZING CREAM, HAND LOTION, ALOE GEL, ANTI-AGING CREAM, BATH OIL, BODY MOISTURIZERS, BODY OIL, BODY MISTS, AND PERSONAL DEODORANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.
MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-557,104. UNITE EURO THERAPY, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 10-6-2003.

GO 365

FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS; NAMELY, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, SCULPTING LOTION, SCULPTING FOAM, SPRAYS AND WAVYING AND SETTING LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-558,675. PRL USA HOLDINGS, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 11-7-2003.

RALPH LAUREN BEAUTY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,222,278, 2,643,114 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAUTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PERFUME, EAU DE TOILETTE, COLOGNE, BODY SPRAY, FACE AND BODY MOISTURIZERS, BATH AND SHOWER GEL, EXFOLIATING BODY GEL, BATH CRYSTALS, PERSONAL DEODORANT, FACE AND BODY CLEANSERS AND TONERS, FACE WASH, EYE GELS AND CREAMS, FACE AND BODY SOAP, AND MAKEUP REMOVER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIVING WATERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR WATER CONCENTRATE OF AROMATIC VOLATILE ESSENTIAL OILS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING BY PERFUMERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

LASH MATCH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MASCARA (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ASSORT

SN 76-570,636. KOSE CORPORATION, CHUO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 1-9-2004.

NUTRILEUM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR TREATMENT CREAM AND HAIR MASQUE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-105,960. MODELS ONE LIMITED, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 1-31-2002.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 2555613, FILED 1-30-2002.

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES.

FOR COSMETICS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR SHAMPOOS; HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS; HAIR STYLING AND WAVING PREPARATIONS; HAIR CONDITIONERS; HAIR LOTIONS, DYES AND COLORANTS; NON-MEDICATED TOILETTE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY HAIR SPRAY, TOILETTE WATER, FACIAL LOTION, SCENTED POWDERS, TONERS, MOISTURIZERS AND LOTIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; NAIL VARNISH AND POLISH; MAKEUP REMOVING PREPARATIONS; TOILET SOAP; PERFUME, TALCUM POWDER FOR TOILET USE, SCENTED POWDER AND TISSUES IMregnATED WITH COSMETIC LOTIONS AND DEPILATORY WAX; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; PERSONAL DEODORANT; DENTIFRICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-141,026. BUCKEYE INTERNATIONAL, INC., MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO. FILED 7-3-2002.

LIQUID SHOVEL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIQUID, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FLOOR FINISH STRIPPER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUPER WHITE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WHITE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ORAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY TOOTHPASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VIENNO PERFUME & COLOGNE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PERFUME & COLOGNE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COLOGNE AND PERFUME (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-184,376. RECKITT BENCKISER N.V., HOOFDDORP, NETHERLANDS, FILED 11-12-2002.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,416,625.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE REPRESENTATION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL RECTANGULAR TABLET WITH ROUNDED CORNERS AND BEVELED EDGES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A THREE DIMENSIONAL CONFIGURATION OF A DUAL-LAYER RECTANGULAR TABLET THAT CONSISTS OF A TOP LAYER, WITH A BEVELED EDGE, IN THE COLOR BLUE AND A BOTTOM LAYER IN THE COLOR WHITE. COLOR IS CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR AUTOMATIC DISHWASHING DETERGENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 7-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1997.

KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).
INCREdiBLE TOUCH


FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, CREAM, MILK, LOTION, SERUM, GEL, FLUID, AND OIL FOR MOISTURIZING THE BODY, FACE AND EYES; NON-MEDICATED CELLULITE-REDUCING SKIN LOTIONS AND SKIN GELS; CLEANSING, MOISTURIZING, ANTI-AGING, AND NON-MEDICATED ANTI-WRINKLE FACIAL MASKS; NON-MEDICATED MOISTURIZING LIP MASKS; ANTI-WRINKLE CREAM FOR EYES; MASSAGE OIL; TALCUM POWDER; SUN PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SUN SCREEN, SUN TANNING OILS AND LOTIONS, SUN BLOCK, AFTER-SUN CREAM, SELF-TANNING MILK AND CREAM, ACCELERATED TANNING CREAM; COSMETICS, NAMELY, SKIN SOAP, MAKE-UP REMOVER, LIP AND EYE MAKE-UP REMOVER, NAIL POLISH, DENTIFRICES, DEPILATORIES, LIQUID FOUNDATION, TINTED SKIN CREAMS, MAKE-UP POWDER AND CREAM BLUSHER, LIPSTICK, Mascara, eye shadow, EYELINER PENCIL, PERFUMES, NAMELY, PERFUMED WATER, TOILET WATER, COLOGNE WATER, SCENTED WATER, PERFUMED TALCUM POWDER, PERFUMED SKIN CREAM, PERFUMED BODY OILS, PERFUMED SKIN CLEANSING FOAM, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, PERFUMED BATH PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BODY LOTIONS, BODY POWDER, BODY OILS AND PERSONAL DEODORANTS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONERS, SPRAYS, LOTIONS, HAIR GELS, MOUSSE, MASKS, FOAMS, SUN SCREEN AND HAIR COLOR (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
COOCHY

FOR RASH FREE SHAVE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SHAVING CREMES, PRE AND POST SHAVING PRODUCTS IN THE NATURE OF SKIN CREAMS, LOTIONS, TALCUM POWDER, SKIN CONDITIONERS DESIGNED FOR ALL SKIN TYPES, INCLUDING SENSITIVE SKIN; DEODORANTS, ANTIPERSPIRANTS, COLOGNES, PERFUMES, AND BODY SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 1-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1985.

JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MINICURE

FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS NAMELY, NAIL ENAMEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-222,442. WELLKA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, DARMSTADT 64274, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-6-2003.

CURL MANAGER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CURL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR SOAPS, PERFUMERIES, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, PREPARATIONS FOR BODY AND BEAUTY CARE, NAMELY, SHAMPOOS AND HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR STYLING AND FINISHING PRODUCTS, HAIR SPRAYS, SPRAY GELS, GELS, MOUSSES, CREAMS, LOTIONS, POMADES AND WAXES, HAIR AND SCALP TREATMENTS, RESTRUCTURIZERS AND SCALP CONDITIONERS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AWESOME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,689,750. FOR ANTI-STATIC CLEANER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LES FLUIDRANTANTS

FOR COSMETICS; SKIN HYDRATING CREAMS, BALMS, GELS, SERUMS, LOTIONS AND MILKS; SKIN MOISTURIZING CREAMS, BALMS, GELS, SERUMS, LOTIONS AND MILKS; HYGIENE PRODUCTS NAMELY CLEANSING CREAMS, BALMS, GELS, SERUMS, LOTIONS AND MILKS; LINE REDUCING CREAMS, BALMS, GELS, SERUMS, LOTIONS AND MILKS; LIP CONTOUR CREAMS, BALMS, GELS, SERUMS, LOTIONS AND MILKS; NECK CREAMS, BALMS, GELS, SERUMS, LOTIONS AND MILKS; SKIN NOURISHING CREAMS, BALMS, GELS, SERUMS, LOTIONS AND MILKS; SKIN SMOOTHING CREAMS, BALMS, GELS, SERUMS, LOTIONS AND MILKS; SKIN COOLING BALMS; SKIN CLEANSING MUD PACKS; HYGIENE PRODUCTS NAMELY EXFOLIATING PACKS; SLIMMING GELS; CLARIFYING CREAMS, BALMS, GELS, SERUMS, LOTIONS AND MILKS; MAKEUP; FOUNDATION MAKEUP; BODY POWDER; FACE POWDER; BLUSH; PALETTES CONTAINING MAKEUP; EYELINERS, MASCARA; EYE SHADOW; EYE MAKEUP REMOVERS; COSMETIC PENCILS; EYE PENCILS; LIP LINER PENCILS; LIPSTICKS; LIP GLOTTES; NAIL LACQUERS; COSMETIC KITS COMPRISING COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IRON SMOOTHER

FOR HAIR STYLING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

SN 78-236,474. KASTENSEN, SUE, DBA SUE'S AMAZING LIP STUFF, INC., WESTBY, WI. FILED 4-1-2003.

**SUNDOG**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,220,841.
FOR BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM, LOTIONS, SALVES, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS AND HAIR CONDITIONERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-234,915. PASEK, GEORGE J., BLAINE, WA. FILED 4-7-2003.

**REDNECK**

FOR VEHICLE SURFACE CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, WAXES, POLISHES, SEALANTS, EMULSIFYING PREPARATIONS, WASHES, CLEANING PREPARATIONS AND PROTECTANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2003.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**FOOT FACIAL**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOOT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SKIN AND FOOTCARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY SKIN CREAM AND MOISTURIZER; SKIN CLEANSING LOTION AND NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**HUMIDITY LOCK**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HUMIDITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR STYLING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

SN 78-253,075. NH & PARTNERS, AMMAN 11181, JORDAN, FILED 5-22-2003.

**ICE DIRECT DEODORANT**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DEODORANT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BODY SOAPS, BODY CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, BODY POWDERS, NON-MEDICATED DEODORANTS AND ANTI-PERSPIRANTS; SUN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SUNSCREEN, SUN BLOCK AND SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS TO PROTECT THE SKIN FROM THE SUN; BATH PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BATH BEADS, BATH FOAM, BATH GELS, BATH LOTION, BATH OIL, BATH POWDER, AND NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; PERFUME, COLOGNE, COSMETICS AND MAKEUP. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**FULL SATURATED COLOR POWDER**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COLOR POWDER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BODY SOAPS, BODY CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, BODY POWDERS, NON-MEDICATED DEODORANTS AND ANTI-PERSPIRANTS; SUN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SUNSCREEN, SUN BLOCK AND SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS TO PROTECT THE SKIN FROM THE SUN; BATH PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BATH BEADS, BATH FOAM, BATH GELS, BATH LOTION, BATH OIL, BATH POWDER, AND NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; PERFUME, COLOGNE, COSMETICS AND MAKEUP. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LUMINIZING BRUSH POWDER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BRUSH POWDER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BODY SOAPS, BODY CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, BODY POWDERS, NON-MEDICATED DEODORANTS AND ANTI-PERSPIRANTS; SUN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SUNSCREEN, SUN BLOCK AND SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS TO PROTECT THE SKIN FROM THE SUN; BATH PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BATH BEADS, BATH FOAM, BATH GELS, BATH LOTION, BATH OIL, BATH POWDER, AND NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; PERFUME, COLOGNE, COSMETICS AND MAKEUP. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-256,847. SHISEIDO COMPANY, LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 6-2-2003.

PINCEAU POUDE PERLEE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PINCEAU POUDE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORDING, "PINCEAU POUDE PERLEE" IS "PEARLY BRUSH POWDER".

FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BODY SOAPS, BODY CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, BODY POWDERS, NON-MEDICATED DEODORANTS AND ANTI-PERSPIRANTS; SUN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SUNSCREEN, SUN BLOCK AND SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS TO PROTECT THE SKIN FROM THE SUN, NAMELY, SUN CREAMS AND AFTER-SUN LOTIONS; BATH PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BATH BEADS, BATH FOAM, BATH GELS, BATH LOTION, BATH OIL, BATH POWDER, AND NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; PERFUME, COLOGNE, COSMETICS AND MAKEUP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-256,866. SHISEIDO COMPANY, LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 6-2-2003.

OMBRE QUADRI SOYEUSES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SHADOWS QUAD, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORDING, "OMBRE QUADRI SOYEUSES" IS "SILKY SHADOWS QUAD".

FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BODY SOAPS, BODY CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, BODY POWDERS, NON-MEDICATED DEODORANTS AND ANTI-PERSPIRANTS; SUN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SUNSCREEN, SUN BLOCK AND SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS TO PROTECT THE SKIN FROM THE SUN, NAMELY, SUN CREAMS AND AFTER-SUN LOTIONS; BATH PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BATH BEADS, BATH FOAM, BATH GELS, BATH LOTION, BATH POWDER, BATH POWDER, AND NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; PERFUME, COLOGNE, COSMETICS AND MAKEUP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-258,364. DIANA COSMETICS, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 6-4-2003.

PURAGANCE

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, STYLING GELS, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN CREAM, NON-MEDICATED OINTMENTS FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF SUNBURN; SOAPS, MAKE-UP AND HAIR GELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-258,574. SHISEIDO COMPANY, LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 5-29-2003.
INDULGEINSCENTS

FOR BATH BEADS, NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS, BATH GELS, BATH FOAM, BATH MILK, BATH OILS, BUBBLE BATHS, AND SKIN SOAP, AND NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, BATH LOTIONS, BODY LOTIONS, NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM, BATH POWDERS, MASSAGE OILS, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SCENTED PRODUCTS, SCENTED OILS USED TO PRODUCE AROMAS WHEN HEATED, AND INCENSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-268,530. DEE CEE, INC., SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NJ. FILED 6-30-2003.

NATURAL HOT

FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OUTLANDISH

FOR COSMETIC LIP COLOR AND TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RIFLESSI

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "RIFLESSI" IN THE MARK IS "REFLECTIVE" OR "REFLECTS".

FOR HAIR PRODUCTS, NAMELY HAIR TINTING, DYING, AND COLORING PREPARATIONS, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR SPRAYS, HAIR STYLING CREAMS, AND HAIR MOUSSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).


OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,655,995.
FOR DRAIN OPENERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,987. RÖSCH (SWISS) AG, 9000 ST. GALLEN, SWITZERLAND, FILED 8-8-2003.

FRANCESCA DE FILIPPI

THE NAME IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR SHAMPOO, SHOWER GEL, BODY LOTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PUREX SOFT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 312,493, 1,876,375 AND OTHERS.
FOR LAUNDRY CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, LAUNDRY DETERGENT, FABRIC SOFTENER, STAIN REMOVERS AND WRINKLE REDUCERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BEAUTIFULLY RADIANT FACE WASH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FACE WASH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ULTIMATTE

FOR COSMETICS; SKINCARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, CLEANSERS, LOTIONS, MOISTURIZERS, TONERS, MASKS AND EXFOLIANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUNSHOWER

FOR SKIN SOAP, NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS, BODY LOTION AND NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACTIVMIX

FOR LAUNDRY DETERGENT, IN-WASH STAIN REMOVERS, FABRIC SPOT AND STAIN REMOVERS, LAUNDRY ADDITIVES, NAMELY, FABRIC SOFTENER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SALON FUSIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SALON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COLORFINITY

FOR HAIR COLORING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

BEST UNDER THE SUN UNDER THE CLOUDS UNDER YOUR MAKEUP
FOR SUN SCREENS AND SUNBLOCK PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BABY MAGIC
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 580,657, 1,397,315 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SUNSCREENS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ROBERT COGGINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STARR TALENT
FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS, NAMELY, HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR GEL, HAIR CONDITIONERS, BUBBLE BATH, SKIN SOAPS, LIQUID SKIN SOAP, COSMETICS, NAMELY, PERFUME AND COLOGNE; TOOTHPASTE, BODY WASH, FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; BATH OIL, BODY OIL, MASSAGE OIL, BATH SALTS, BODY LOTION, SKIN LOTION, INCENSE, BODY CREAM, BODY POWDER, SKIN CLEANING CREAM, FACIAL SCRUBS, BATH GEL; MAKEUP, PERSONAL DEODORANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DYH DESIGNING YOUR HAIR
FOR HAIR PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONERS, GEL, POMADES, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR COLOR AND HAIR COLOR REMOVERS; HAIR DYES, AND LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


XTRA
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,637,328, 2,726,860 AND OTHERS.
FOR FABRIC SOFTENERS; STAIN REMOVERS, AND FABRIC REFRESHERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIQUID LEGS
FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN AND BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, PREPARATIONS FOR SOOTHING, MOISTURIZING AND CONDITIONING THE SKIN, PREPARATIONS FOR CONCEALING VEINS, BLEMISHES, AND SKIN IMPERFECTIONS, AND BODY GLOSS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CURVE CRUSH
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,027,829, 2,171,423 AND OTHERS.
FOR PERFUMES, COLOGNES, BODY CREAMS/LOTIONS, TALCUM POWDER, BATH SOAP, TOILET SOAP, BATH GEL, SHOWER GEL AND BODY SCRUB (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHEER VOLUME
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VOLUME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SLEEPWEAR
FOR SKIN CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

LOTTA LUV

FOR BABY OIL, POWDER AND SHAMPOO; NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; BEAUTY MASKS; BLUSHER; BODY GLITTER; BODY SPRAY; BREATH FRESHENER; BUBBLE BATH; COLOGNE; COSMETICS, NAMELY, COMPACTS AND PENCILS; COTTON PUFFS AND SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES AND PERSONAL USE; CREAMS, NAMELY, BODY, COLD, EYE, HAIR REMOVAL, HAND, NAIL, SHAVING, SKIN CLEANSING, SKIN AND VANISHING; PERSONAL DEODORANTS; EMMETT BOARDS; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; EYE SHADOW AND LINER; FACIAL SCRUBS; GELS, NAMELY, BATH, HAIR, SHAVING, SHOWER AND TOOTH; NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR CLEANING PREPARATIONS; HAIR CONDITIONER; HAIR SPRAY; INCENSE; NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM; LIP GLOSS; LIPSTICK; LOTIONS, NAMELY, SKIN, HAIR, FACIAL, BODY AND HAIR WAVING; MAKEUP, NAMELY, EYE, EYELASHES AND FOUNDATION; MASCARA; MOUTH WASH; NAIL BUFFERING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL ENAMEL; NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER; NAIL HARDENERS; NAIL POLISH; FALSE NAILS; OILS, NAMELY, BABY, BATH, BODY AND MASSAGE; PENCILS, NAMELY, COSMETIC, EYE AND EYEBROW; PERFUME; PERFUME OIL; POWDER, NAMELY, BABY, BATH, BODY, FACE, Talcum and Non-Medicated Foot; PRE-MOISTENED COSMETIC TISSUES, TOWEL-ETTES AND WIPES; ROUGE; SACHETS; SHAMPOO, NAMELY, BABY AND HAIR; SKIN CLARIFIERS, CLEANSING CREAM, EMOLLIENTS, LIGHTENERS, LOTION, MOISTURIZER, SOAP AND TONERS; SOAP, NAMELY, DEODORANT, SKIN AND TOILET; LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS, FACE AND BODY; SUN BLOCK AND SCREEN PREPARATIONS; SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; TOOTH PASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FUNKY SEXY COOL

FOR FRAGRANCE PRODUCTS FOR PERSONAL USE, NAMELY, COLOGNE, SCENTED BODY LOTIONS AND CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OXYSPOTTER

FOR HYDROGEN PEROXIDE-BASED CLEANERS AND STAIN REMOVERS FOR USE ON FABRIC, CARPET AND APPAREL, BUT EXCLUDING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; PET ODOR REMOVERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

DEGREE ACTIVE RESERVES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,574,203, 1,627,911 AND 2,744,693 FOR ANTI-PERSPIRANT AND DEODORANT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PROFORMANCE

FOR ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TREAT YOURSELF BEAUTIFULLY

FOR COSMETICS AND MAKEUP; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HADASSAH

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "HADASSAH" IN THE MARK IS "JOY, MYRTLE OR ESTHER" FOR ASSORTED COSMETICS; PERFUMES; FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE, SOAPS, SKIN LOTIONS, HAIR LOTIONS, FACIAL LOTIONS, BODY LOTIONS; AND BODY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BODY CREAM, BODY EMULSIONS, BODY OIL, BODY POWDER AND BODY SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LOSGING IT

FOR MAKE-UP KITS COMPRISED OF LIPSTICK, LIP GLOSS, LIP LINER, LIP BALM, BLUSH, FOUNDATION, EYE SHADOW, EYE LINER, MASCARA, CONCEALER, COSMETIC PENCILS, AND FACIAL POWDER; COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIPSTICK, LIPGLOSS, LIP LINER, LIP BALM, BLUSH, FOUNDATION, EYE SHADOW, EYE LINER, MASCARA, CONCEALER, COSMETIC PENCILS, AND FACIAL POWDER; FRAGRANCES, NAMELY, PERFUME, COLOGNE, AND AFTER-SHAVE LOTION AND GEL; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAP, SCRUBS, TONER, CONDITIONER, EXFOLIATORS, SKIN CLARIFIER, WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, AND MOISTURIZERS; FACE AND BODY LOTION, CREAM, OIL, GEL AND SPRAY; SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, LOTION, CREAM, GEL, POWDER, AND SPRAY; NON-MEDI CATED FACE AND BODY SKIN LIGHTENER; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, RINSE, GEL, MOUSSE, SPRAY AND TONIC; BATH CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAP, SALTS, CRYSTALS, BEADS, GEL, OIL, POWDER, AND BUBBLE BATH; SCENTED HEAD-TO-FOE BODY WASH; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, CUTICLE CREAM, CUTICLE REMOVING PREPARATIONS, NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, NAIL POLISH BASE COAT, NAIL POLISH TOP COAT, AND NAIL STRENGTHENERS; PERSONAL DEODORANT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEANDERTHAL GIRL

FOR MAKE-UP KITS COMPRISED OF LIPSTICK, LIP GLOSS, LIP LINER, LIP BALM, BLUSH, FOUNDATION, EYE SHADOW, EYE LINER, MASCARA, CONCEALER, COSMETIC PENCILS, AND FACIAL POWDER; COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIPSTICK, LIPGLOSS, LIP LINER, LIP BALM, BLUSH, FOUNDATION, EYE SHADOW, EYE LINER, MASCARA, CONCEALER, COSMETIC PENCILS, AND FACIAL POWDER; FRAGRANCES, NAMELY, PERFUME, COLOGNE, AND AFTER-SHAVE LOTION AND GEL; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAP, SCRUBS, TONER, CONDITIONER, EXFOLIATORS, SKIN CLARIFIER, WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, AND MOISTURIZER; DEPILATORY CREAM, LOTION, LIQUID AND WAX; FACE AND BODY LOTION, CREAM, OIL, GEL AND SPRAY; SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, LOTION, CREAM, GEL, AND SPRAY; NON-MEDI CATED FACE AND BODY SKIN LIGHTENER; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, RINSE, GEL, MOUSSE, SPRAY AND TONIC; BATH CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAP, SALTS, CRYSTALS, BEADS, GEL, OIL, POWDER, AND BUBBLE BATH; SCENTED HEAD-TO-FOE BODY WASH; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, CUTICLE CREAM, CUTICLE REMOVING PREPARATIONS, NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, NAIL POLISH BASE COAT, NAIL POLISH TOP COAT, AND NAIL STRENGTHENERS; PERSONAL DEODORANT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WOOLY MAMMOTH

FOR MAKE-UP KITS COMPRISED OF LIPSTICK, LIP GLOSS, LIP LINER, LIP BALM, BLUSH, FOUNDATION, EYE SHADOW, EYE LINER, MASCARA, CONCEALER, COSMETIC PENCILS, AND FACIAL POWDER; COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIPSTICK, LIPGLOSS, LIP LINER, LIP BALM, BLUSH, FOUNDATION, EYE SHADOW, EYE LINER, MASCARA, CONCEALER, COSMETIC PENCILS, AND FACIAL POWDER; FRAGRANCES, NAMELY, PERFUME, COLOGNE, AND AFTER-SHAVE LOTION AND GEL; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAP, SCRUBS, TONER, CONDITIONER, EXFOLIATORS, SKIN CLARIFIER, WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, AND MOISTURIZERS; DEPILATORY CREAM, LOTION, LIQUID AND WAX; FACE AND BODY LOTION, CREAM, OIL, GEL AND SPRAY; SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, LOTION, CREAM, GEL, AND SPRAY; NON-MEDI CATED FACE AND BODY SKIN LIGHTENER; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, RINSE, GEL, MOUSSE, SPRAY AND TONIC; BATH CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAP, SALTS, CRYSTALS, BEADS, GEL, OIL, POWDER, AND BUBBLE BATH; SCENTED HEAD-TO-FOE BODY WASH; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, CUTICLE CREAM, CUTICLE REMOVING PREPARATIONS, NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, NAIL POLISH BASE COAT, NAIL POLISH TOP COAT, AND NAIL STRENGTHENERS; PERSONAL DEODORANT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NOT SO FINE BIKINI LINE
YANBAL O2 = OXYGEN

FOR COLOGNE, PERFUME, EAU DE TOILETTE, EAU DE PARFUM, AFTER SHAVE LOTION, TOILET SOAP, TALCUM POWDER, BODY DEODORANT FOR PERSONAL USE, ANTIPERSPIRANT, BODY LOTION, BODY GEL, BATH SALTS, SKIN CREAM, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONERS, SHOWER GEL, LIQUID FACIAL SOAP, LIQUID HAND SOAP, LIQUID BODY SOAP, HAND CREAM, FACIAL CREAM, BODY CREAM; COSMETIC CREAMS, FACIAL SOAP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SKEIN SOLVED

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SKIN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SKINCARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CLEANSING GELS, SKIN LOTIONS, AND CREAMS, SKIN SERUMS, EYE CREAMS, AND BODY LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAKING ADVANCED SKINCARE SIMPLE

FOR SKINCARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CLEANSING GELS, SKIN LOTIONS, AND CREAMS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN SERUMS, EYE CREAMS, AND BODY LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FANSLLY

FOR COSMETICS; SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIRE IN A WOMANS HEART

FOR PERFUMERY, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, SOAPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FLOWERSTRIP

FOR NON-MEDICATED BREATHE FRESHENER STRIPS CONTAINING CAFFEINE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IMASK

FOR FACIAL MASKS, EYE COMPRESSES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, FACIAL EMULSIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPULASH

FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHADEBENDER

FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

FRENCH BEAUTY

FOR PERFUMES IN SPRAY AND NON SPRAY FORM; AFTER SHAVE IN SPRAY AND NON SPRAY FORM; BODY LOTIONS, HAND SOAP, LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS, FACE AND BODY SOAP, SHAVING SOAP, SKIN SOAP, PERSONAL DEODORANT SPRAYS, AND SHOWER GELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FREAK 'EM FRESH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRESH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHIP 'EM WATERMELON

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATERMELON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COLOR CAMO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HAIR COLOR (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPOT DEFENSE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPOT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, CONCEALER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR A REFUEL LAND AT KIEHL’S

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SHAVING PREPARATIONS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS


FOR INDUSTRIAL OILS, GREASES, LUBRICANTS, BENZENE, BENZOL, CRUDE OIL, DIESEL OIL, PETROLEUM ETHER, KEROSENE, METHYLATED SPIRITS, RAW PETROLEUM FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; REFINED PETROLEUM FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC FUEL GASES, COAL, COKE, COAL NAPHTHA AND COAL TAR OIL (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIACOOL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,218,343.

FOR LUBRICATING, CUTTING AND DEFOAMING FLUID USED FOR CUTTING, GRINDING AND MACHINING FERROUS METALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).


EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE KITCHEN SINK

FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VITALITY

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1106440, FILED 6-14-2001, REG. NO. TMA596601, DATED 12-4-2003, EXPIRES 12-4-2018.

FOR ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING FLUID USED TO COOL MACHINE PARTS IN INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL METAL WORKING SHOPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—(Continued).


AROMAFLAME

FOR SCENTED FIRELOGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-259,512. SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL. FILED 6-6-2003.

COMING HOME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,766,752.

FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

LAURIEL DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOY•OLOGY

FOR SOY CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SERENITY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,463,130.

FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-294,405. FUENTES, OSCAR M., MUNSTER, IN. FILED 8-30-2003.

PHATWICKS

FOR CANDLES; SCENTED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 4—(Continued).

CHARISMA
FOR FRAGRANCED CANDLE NAME (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SATIN SHEETS
FOR FRAGRANCED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SWEET DREAMS
FOR SCENTED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LAZY DAYS
FOR SCENTED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FANTASY
FOR SCENTED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHRISTMAS SPLENDOR
FOR FRAGRANCED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
SN 76-139,650. BIONUTRIGEN (BNG), LTD., SOUTH KOREA, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, FILED 10-2-2000.

LIPIBURSTER
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION IN THE NATURE OF AN IMMUNOMODULATION AGENT FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION IN THE NATURE OF A MEDICINAL ALIMENTOTHERAPY AGENT FOR THE TREATMENT OF ALLERGY; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION IN THE NATURE OF BLOOD GLUCOSE LOWERING AGENT FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION IN THE NATURE OF BLOOD LIPID LOWERING AGENT FOR THE TREATMENT OF FATTY LIVER CONDITIONS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION IN THE NATURE OF A CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC AGENT FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF STROKES; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF ATHEROGENESIS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOTAL PACKAGE
FOR HEALTH PRODUCTS, NAMELY NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OVALUTE
FOR PHARMACEUTICALS IN THE FIELD OF REPRODUCTION FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF INFERTILITY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 76-219,005. DOLISOS SANTE ANIMALE, 31500 TOULOUSE, FRANCE, FILED 3-2-2001.

HARPAPHYT


FOR PHYTOTHERAPY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, PLANT AND VEGETABLE BASED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE; HOMEOPATHIC NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


NEUROSPA

FOR NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-252,089. CYTOMATRIX, LLC, WOBURN, MA. FILED 5-4-2001.

PROFORM

FOR HERBICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL, COMMERCIAL AND DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-290,716. PAUL HARTMANN AG, HEIDENHEIM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-26-2001.

OMNIPOR


FOR MEDICAL PLASTERS, SURGICAL DRESSINGS, WOUND DRESSINGS, BURN DRESSINGS, ADHESIVE BANDAGES, BANDAGES FOR SKIN WOUNDS, AND SURGICAL BANDAGES ALL OPTIONSALY IMPREGNATED WITH OINTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


METRIS THERAPEUTICS


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THERAPEUTICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRESCRIPTION PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF GYNECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS, AND CANCER AND UROLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-428,014. VG AMERICA, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 7-8-2002.

GERM JAM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GERM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DISINFECTING HAND WASH, ANTI-MICROBIAL HAND WASH, ANTI-MICROBIAL SKIN SANITIZING GEL (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
DE-SKUNK

SEC. 2(F).
FOR TOPICAL GELS AND SOLUTIONS TO ELIMINATE SKUNK ODOR (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BNG-1

FOR COMPOSITION OF TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINES, NAMELY, MEDICINAL HERBS, MEDICINAL BARK AND ROOTS OF PLANTS, MEDICINAL FLOUR, MEDICINAL STARCH FOR PREVENTING AND TREATING ISCHEMIC CEREBOVASCULAR DISEASE/ISCHEMICS TROKE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HYPOSURE

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ELEVATED BLOOD PRESSURE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PANCOLD

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF RELIEVING COLDS, FEVER, AND COUGHS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OXY-Q

FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY, ORAL BIOFLAVONOIDS FOR USE IN CADAVERIC RENAL TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PROTERM

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, COMPOUNDED 17-ALPHA HYDROXYPROGESTRONE CAPROATE, A PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF AND TO PREVENT PRE-TERM BIRTHS FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-7-2003.
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CARBAGLU

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF HYPERAMMONEMIA (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CORALIFE

FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL BLENDS, NAMELY, VITAMINS AND MINERALS, FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOODS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMINS, TEAS, AND MEAL REPLACEMENT BARS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Q-SIL

FOR ANTI-MICROBIALS NAMELY ANTI-FUNGALS; TOPICAL ANTI-MICROBIALS NAMELY ANTI-FUNGALS IN THE FORM OF OINTMENTS AND LIQUIDS FOR APPLICATION TO A NAIL OR NAIL BED (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MITOBAR

FOR READY TO EAT HIGH ENERGY FOOD BAR FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ON GUARD

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1160392, FILED 11-27-2002.
FOR INSECT REPELLENTS FOR USE ON HUMANS AND ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR THE COLORS RED AND YELLOW.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LABEL DESIGN AND COLORS.
FOR INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES, RODENTICIDES, MITICIDES, PARASITICIDES; FOR DOMESTIC USE; BIOLOGICAL INSECT SPRAY CONCENTRATE FOR OUTDOOR HOME AND GARDEN USE, ANIMAL REPELLENTS, ANIMAL POISONS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, INSECT REPELLENTS, INSECT REPELLENT IN TOPICAL FORM; FLEA-KILLER, FIRE ANT BAIT, FIRE ANT GRANULES; TERMITIC, CARPENTER ANT AND FIRE ANT KILLERS FOR DOMESTIC USE; SLUG AND SNAIL BAIT FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 12-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 12-4-2001.
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


M.D. DESIGNS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE M.D., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-517,783. ORION CORPORATION, 02200 ESPOO, FINLAND, FILED 5-26-2003.

LENTRIVEL
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF NEUROLOGICAL, CARDIOVASCULAR, HORMONAL, AND RESPIRATORY DISEASES AND DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-522,251. DYNASLIM LLC, BATAVIA, IL. FILED 6-12-2003.

DYNA SLIM
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SLIM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN;
THE MARK IS A WORD MARK ONLY, CONSISTING OF THE TEXT DYNA SLIM.
FOR WEIGHT LOSS PATCHES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-524,083. AROMATE INDUSTRIES CO., LTD., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 6-12-2003.

THE WAVE
FOR AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-524,085. AROMATE INDUSTRIES CO., LTD., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 6-12-2003.

FUNKY DICE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DICE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN;
FOR AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CADESORB
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF WOUNDS, MEDICATED OINTMENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF WOUNDS; BANDAGES FOR WOUND DRESSINGS; WOUND DRESSINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-529,983. CONCEPTUAL MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT, INC., LINCOLN, CA. FILED 7-14-2003.

ATTRACTINOL 440
FOR CHEMICAL LURES THAT ARE SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF MOSQUITO TRAPS, AND SOLD SEPARATELY FOR REFILLING MOSQUITO TRAPS, FOR AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND DOMESTIC USES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
STEELER GEL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOPICAL GEL FOR MEDICAL AND THERAPEUTIC USE, NAMELY, ULTRASOUND GEL (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-535,938. LIFECORE BIOMEDICAL, INC., CHASKA, MN. FILED 7-29-2003.

EQUILURE

FOR VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS UTILIZING HYALURONIC ACID, ITS SALTS OR DERIVATIVES FOR HORSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEMORRHOIDIN

FOR HERBAL FOOD SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-538,013. ESSENTIAL MARKETING, INC., PLAINVIEW, NY. FILED 8-6-2003.

KITTY FRESH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KITTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT FOR CATS TO REDUCE BODILY ODORS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ALLAYSIC

FOR MEDICATED VETERINARY OINTMENT FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANINE ACUTE AND CHRONIC OTITIS EXTERNA (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YONTEVE

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS THAT ACT ON THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF URINARY INCONTINENCE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52)
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ETERNAL BEAUTY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "ETERNAL BEAUTY" AS SHOWN IN THE DRAWING.
FOR MEDICATED COSMETICS, NAMELY, MEDICATED COSMETIC REMOVERS; MEDICATED EYE CREAMS; MEDICATED COSMETIC FACIAL CLEANERS; MEDICATED BALANCERS AND MOISTURIZERS; MEDICATED HERBAL BATH GEL FLUID; MEDICATED FOUNDATION MAKEUP; MEDICATED FACE POWDERS; MEDICATED MASCARA; MEDICATED LIP POLISH; MEDICATED LIP GLOSS; MEDICATED EYE MAKEUP POWDERS; MEDICATED EYE SHADOWS; MEDICATED LIP COLOR IN THE FORM OF LIPSTICKS; MEDICATED NAIL ENAMEL; MEDICATED ROUGE; MEDICATED CONTOUR POWDER; MEDICATED EYEBROW PENCILS; MEDICATED CONTOUR POWDERS FOR USE ON CHEEKS; MEDICATED LIP SEALERS; MEDICATED FACE AND BODY CREAMS AND TONERS; AND MEDICATED FACIAL MASKS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
NAIKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FLUSHFREE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,285,404 AND 2,648,137. FOR FEMININE SANITARY PROTECTION PRODUCTS, NAMELY PANTILINERS PADS, TAMpons, AND SANITARY BELTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2003.
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).


PROTECTION
PERSONNELLE AJUSTEE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE PROTECTION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF PERSONNELLE
AJUSTEE IS PERSONAL FIT.
FOR TAMpons (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,158. BEIERSDORF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT,

SILVER HEALING

FOR ADHESIVE BANDAGES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51
AND 52).
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,215. BRAINTREE LABORATORIES, INC., BRAIN-

LESS LYTELY

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE
DIAGNOSIS AND/OR MITIGATION OF DISEASE OF
THE COLON (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,247. ENCYSIVE PHARMACEUTICALS INC., BEL-

THELIN

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE
TREATMENT OF HEART FAILURE, ESSENTIAL HY-
PERTENSION, PROSTATE CANCER, PULMONARY HY-
PERTENSION, SUBARACHNOID HEMORRHAGE,
ASTHMA, PSORIASIS AND ORGAN REPERFUSION
INJURY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,265. SWEETLIX, L.L.C., SALT LAKE CITY, UT.
FILED 9-4-2003.

COPERHEAD

FOR ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR CATTLE,
NOT FOR USE WITH COPPERHEADS OR OTHER
SNAKES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,309. EME ENTERPRISE, INC., UNION CITY, CA.

THE LINING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE MARK CONSISTS OF A
STYLIZED DEPICTION OF THE WORDS "LA MOLINA"
WITH A LEAF AS THE DOT ABOVE THE 'I'. NO CLAIM IS
MADE AS TO COLOR.
FOR GELATINIZED MACA HERBAL SUPPLEMENT
(U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.
DOMINICK J. SALÉMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,826. PURPLE EMU LTD., WOXALL, PA. FILED 9-

ACNE TREATMENT Crème

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,437,129 AND 2,484,792.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE AR CREME, EMU OR ACNE TREATMENT CREME,
APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF
THE MARK IS INTENDED TO INDICATE SHADING.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE
TREATMENT OF ACNE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-543,717. ECOSMART TECHNOLOGIES, INC., FRANK-

ECOSMART

FOR PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, AND
FUNGICIDES, ALL FOR DOMESTIC AND AGRICUL-
TURAL USE, INSECT AND PEST REPELLENTS; CHE-
MICAL PREPARATIONS USED TO KILL INSECTS AND
EXTERNAL PARASITES FOR DOMESTIC USE; AND
INSECT AND PEST REPELLENTS IN THE NATURE OF
OILS, LOTIONS AND SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51
AND 52).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 76-544,900. SERGENT'S PET CARE PRODUCTS, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 9-4-2003.

BANSECT


KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RAYCIDE

FOR ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,794. GATEWAY DISTRIBUTORS, INC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 9-12-2003.

GHF

FOR DIETARY/NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,795. GATEWAY DISTRIBUTORS, INC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 9-12-2003.

Grandma Hamman's Specialty Foods

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPECIALTY FOODS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME GRANDMA HAMMAN DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STIMEREX

FOR VITAMINS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THERMO-RX

FOR VITAMINS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-549,582. ARES TRADING S.A., 2028 VAUMARCUS, SWITZERLAND, FILED 10-7-2003.

HEALTHY MOMENTS

FOR VITAMINS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NORPEG

FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY, ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANEZZA

FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY, ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ZENAMAX

FOR HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-28-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-28-2003.

JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CARDIOCEL

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS, NAMELY, MESENCHYMAL STEM CELL (MSC) COMPOSITIONS FOR THE REGENERATION OF CARDIAC TISSUE AND THE TREATMENT OF HEART DISEASE. (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ARETHA MASTERSO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RESTENOXX

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES TO TREAT DISEASES AND DISORDERS OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AIDSRIX

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2257997, FILED 7-23-2001, REG. NO. 0689931, DATED 7-4-2001, EXPIRES 7-4-2011.
FOR VACCINES FOR HUMAN USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEURAGEN RL

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1109980, FILED 7-23-2001.
FOR MEDICATED TOPICAL OIL, LOTION, GEL, SPRAY AND OINTMENT FOR SKIN OR LIP USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.
BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "RXELITE" WITH THE "R" AND THE WORD "ELITE" IN BOLD LETTERS AND A SUBSCRIPT, ITALICIZED "X".
FOR GENERIC PHARMACEUTICALS AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT CHRONIC PULMONARY DISEASE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VENTACUTE

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF RESPIRATORY DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MEMORYSECRET

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON SPAIN APPLICATION NO. 2507863, DATED 4-24-2003, EXPIRES 10-14-2012.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, PILLS, CAPSULES, MEDICATED CANDIES, MEDICATED CHEWING GUMS OR OTHER DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS, FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR CATS, DOGS AND LIVESTOCK (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 78-180,621. LIL’ DRUG STORE PRODUCTS, INC., CEDAR RAPIDS, IA. FILED 10-31-2002.

TAKE 2

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,993,921.

FOR UNIT DOSE NON-PRESCRIPTION DRUG ITEMS SOLD OVER THE COUNTER, NAMELY, ANALGESICS, ANTACIDS, PREPARATIONS FOR TREATING COUGHS, Colds AND FLU, ALLERGY RELIEF MEDICATIONS, PREPARATIONS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS, PREPARATIONS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF SINUS CONGESTION SYMPTOMS, SLEEPING AIDS, MOTION SICKNESS TREATMENT PREPARATIONS, CAFFEINE PREPARATIONS FOR STIMULATIVE USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-181,489. THE COBURN COMPANY, INC., WHITEWATER, WI. FILED 11-4-2002.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,867,944.

FOR FLY TAPE AND RIBBONS, NAMELY FLY CATCHING PRODUCTS CONSISTING OF TAPES AND RIBBONS COVERED IN PART WITH AN ADHESIVE AGENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 7-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1999.

RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VECAFIX

OWNER OF SWITZERLAND REG. NO. 379451, DATED 2-2-1990, EXPIRES 2-2-2010.

FOR BANDAGES, NAMELY ADHESIVE BANDAGES USED TO SECURE AN INTRAVENOUS NEEDLE, SURGICAL DRESSINGS, AND MEDICAL PLASTER; ADHESIVE DRESSING FOR INTRAVENOUS CATHETERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ALICE BENMANAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VECA-C

OWNER OF SWITZERLAND REG. NO. 384201, DATED 7-3-1991, EXPIRES 8-16-2010.

FOR BANDAGES, NAMELY ADHESIVE BANDAGES USED TO SECURE AN INTRAVENOUS NEEDLE, SURGICAL DRESSINGS, AND MEDICAL PLASTER (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ALICE BENMANAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZAM ZAM

FOR TOOTH PASTE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-201,328. BIOMEDIS, MOLDE, NORWAY, FILED 1-8-2003.

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES.

FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY, GROWTH MEDIA MANUFACTURED FROM A CO-CULTURE OF BACTERIA AND FUNGI FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-204,137. CARGILL, INCORPORATED, WAYZATA, MN. FILED 1-16-2003.

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-217,357. CELLTECH PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED, SLOUGH, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 2-21-2003.

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NUTRINEEDS


KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MELON BURST

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,494,914.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MELON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MEDPOINTE PHARMACEUTICALS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS MEDPOINTE PHARMACEUTICALS IN STYLIZED FORM.
FOR PHARMACEUTICALS TO TREAT HUMANS, NAMELY, PREPARATIONS USED TO TREAT ALLERGIES, RESPIRATORY ILLNESSES, COUGHS AND COLDS, EPILEPSY, CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS, GASTRO-INTESTINAL AND SKELETAL DISORDERS, CONDITIONS OF MENOPAUSE, PEDIATRIC INFECTIONS, AND DISEASES OF THE AGED (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PERMETHRYL

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, NAMELY, ALLERGY MEDICATIONS, ANGELICS, ANTI-INFLAMMATORY, ANTIBACTERIAL PHARMACEUTICALS, ANTIBIOTICS, ANTICOAGULANTS, ANTIDEPRESSANTS, ANTIHISTAMINES, BRONCHODILATORS, CARDIOVASCULAR PHARMACEUTICALS, CLINICAL MEDICAL REAGENTS, DECONGESTANT TABLETS, EXPECTORANTS, HEMOGLOBIN, HORMONES, HYDROCORTISONE, MEDICATED LOZENGES, MIGRAINE TREATMENT PREPARATIONS, MUSCLE RELAXANTS, NASAL SPRAY PREPARATIONS, NAUSEA TREATMENT PREPARATIONS, PAIN RELIEF MEDICATION, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN CHEMOTHERAPY, VACCINES, ANTI-CONVULSANTS, GASTROINTESTINAL MEDICATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF BONE DISORDERS, CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS OR SHOCK; COUGH TREATMENT PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DURAHUM

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, NAMELY, ALLERGY MEDICATIONS, ANGELICS, ANTI-INFLAMMATORY, ANTIBACTERIAL PHARMACEUTICALS, ANTIBIOTICS, ANTICOAGULANTS, ANTIDEPRESSANTS, ANTIHISTAMINES, BRONCHODILATORS, CARDIOVASCULAR PHARMACEUTICALS, CLINICAL MEDICAL REAGENTS, DECONGESTANT TABLETS, EXPECTORANTS, HEMOGLOBIN, HORMONES, HYDROCORTISONE, MEDICATED LOZENGES, MIGRAINE TREATMENT PREPARATIONS, MUSCLE RELAXANTS, NASAL SPRAY PREPARATIONS, NAUSEA TREATMENT PREPARATIONS, PAIN RELIEF MEDICATION, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN CHEMOTHERAPY, VACCINES, ANTI-CONVULSANTS, GASTROINTESTINAL MEDICATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF BONE DISORDERS, CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS OR SHOCK; COUGH TREATMENT PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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INSTAREAD

FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC TEST KITS TO BE USED AT THE POINT-OF-CARE FOR TESTING SERUM LITHIUM LEVELS, WHITE BLOOD CELL AND ABSOLUTE NEUTROPHIL CELL BLOOD LEVELS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-20-2002.
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR BATH PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NAMELY, BATH SALTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; STERILIZING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTING PREPARATIONS, DISINFECTING HANDWASH, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, DIET PILLS, DIET CAPSULES; MEDICATED MOUTH WASHES AND RINSES; DISINFECTANTS FOR CHEMICAL TOILETS; TAMpons; SANITARY PADS; SANITARY NAPKINS; PRE-MOISTEN MEDICATED ASEPTIC TISSUES; ASEPTIC COTTON FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; ADHESIVE TAPES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, ANTIBACTERIAL PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, ANTIBACTERIAL PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; BABY FOOD; WOUND DRESSINGS; BURN DRESSINGS; SURGICAL DRESSINGS; ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS; DISINFECTANTS FOR DOMESTIC USE; FUNGICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE; FUNGICIDES FOR DOMESTIC USE; PESTICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE; PESTICIDES FOR DOMESTIC USE; PESTICIDES FOR COMMERCIAL USE; PESTICIDES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; PESTICIDES FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,709. HINZ, MARTIN C., DULUTH, MN. FILED 3-6-2003.

FOR AMINO ACIDS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF NEUROTRANSMITTER DYSFUNCTION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,717. HINZ, MARTIN CHARLES, DULUTH, MN. FILED 3-6-2003.

THE "D" STANDS FOR THE LETTER "D" IN THE WORD "L-DOPA". THE "5" STANDS FOR THE NUMBER "5" IN THE WORD "5-HYDROXYTRYPTOPHAN". EXTRA MEANS THE PRODUCT SOLD UNDER THE MARK IS INTENDED TO BE USED IN ADDITION TO THE PRODUCT SOLD UNDER THE MARK "D5".
FOR AMINO ACIDS FOR TREATMENT OF NEUROTRANSMITTER DYSFUNCTION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,718. CHARLES, HINZ MARTIN, DULUTH, MN. FILED 3-6-2003.

THE "D" STANDS FOR THE LETTER "D" IN THE WORD "L-DOPA". THE "5" STANDS FOR THE NUMBER "5" IN THE WORD "5-HYDROXYTRYPTOPHAN". "MUCUNA" IS SHORT FOR "MUCUNA PRURIENS" THE SOURCE OF THE L-DOPA IN THE PRODUCT.
FOR AMINO ACIDS FOR TREATMENT OF NEUROTRANSMITTER DYSFUNCTION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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APPLIED COGNITIVE SCIENCES

FOR VITAMINS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,710. HINZ, MARTIN C., DULUTH, MN. FILED 3-6-2003.

NeuroReplete

D5 Extra

D5 Mucuna
CLASS 5—(Continued).


SIMPLIRIX

OWNER OF BELGIUM REG. NO. 588296, DATED 3-4-1996, EXPIRES 3-4-2006.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,240,730, 2,545,040 AND OTHERS.
FOR VACCINE FOR HUMAN USE TO PREVENT HERPES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEMOVOL

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 51 AND 52).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THERAFIBER

FOR VITAMINS, VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, HOMEOPATHIC SUPPLEMENTS, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINK MIX FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT, AND FOOD FOR MEDICALLY RESTRICTED DIETS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ARRANON

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2325925, FILED 3-7-2003, REG. NO. 2325925, DATED 3-7-2003, EXPIRES 3-7-2013.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES, PAIN, INFLAMMATION, SEPSIS, ALOPECIA AND OBESITY AND FOR THE TREATMENT OF METABOLIC MUSCULAR-KELETAL, CARDIOVASCULAR, CARDIOPULMONARY, GENITOURINARY, SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION, RESPIRATORY, NEUROLOGICAL, GASTROINTESTINAL, HORMONAL, DERMATOLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC RELATED DISEASES AND DISORDERS AND SKIN AND TISSUE REPAIR PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SEA-LYTE

FOR SEA SALT BASED, GRANULATED ELECTROLYTE FOR USE WITH ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RHEUMATOKILL

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF RHEUMATISM AND OTHERAILMENTS CHARACTERIZED BY INFLAMMATION OR PAIN IN MUSCLES, JOINTS, OR FIBROUS TISSUES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ESCAPELLE

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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ISTEBLIX

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE, CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISEASES AND DISORDERS, NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS, UROLOGICAL DISORDERS, UROGENITAL DISORDERS, GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS, MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS, ALLERGIES, DIABETES, HYPERTENSION, ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION, SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION, STROKE, CANCER, MIGRAINES, PAIN, OBESITY, INFLAMMATION, INFLAMMATORY DISEASES, RESPIRATORY DISEASES, INFECTIOUS DISEASES, IMMUNOLOGICAL DISORDERS, VIRAL DISORDERS, FUNGAL DISORDERS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, CHOLESTEROL PREPARATIONS, SMOKING CESSATION PREPARATIONS, DERMATOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS, GYNECOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS, OSTEOPOROSIS PREPARATIONS, OPHTHALMOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS, PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF HIV AND AIDS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-240,945. GLAXO GROUP LIMITED, MIDDLESEX, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 4-23-2003.

SYNCRIA


MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).

RADICAL PRO

FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR ATHLETES, VITAMINS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-244,405. TERBOL, INC., DORAL, FL. FILED 5-1-2003.

RADICAL PLUS

FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR ATHLETES, VITAMINS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZANVYREZ


JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-257,745. WAGNER PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 6-3-2003.

ROVICID

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2003.
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-260,376. SANOFI-SYNTHELABO, PARIS, FRANCE, FILED 6-10-2003.

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES, INCLUDING BLOOD PRESSURE DISORDERS, AND KIDNEY DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LACTOMIL

FOR DIETARY AID – NAMELY- LACTOSE, DEXTROSE AND MALTOSE USED TO RELIEVE DISCOMFORT ASSOCIATED WITH CONSUMING MILK AND DAIRY FOODS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-270,950. FISCHER, THOMAS, WINDERMERE, FL. FILED 7-7-2003.

TESTROMAX

FOR NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FEET ACCOMPLI

FOR MEDICATED REJUVENATING FOOT CREAM FOR USE IN TREATING ATHLETE’S FOOT AND IN PEDICURES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Pro-Stone

FOR PLASTER FOR DENTAL, MEDICAL AND SURGICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-273,753. DIAL BRANDS, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 7-14-2003.

RAINFLOWER MIST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MIST, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AIR FRESHENERS, CARPET FRESHENERS AND ROOM DEODORIZERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EPINECAINE

FOR ANESTHETICS FOR SURGICAL AND NON-SURGICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2003.
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STING THING

FOR MEDICATED FIRST AID PAD USED TO EASE PAIN, ITCHING AND IRRITATION DUE TO BIOLOGICAL ENVENOMATION SUCH AS BITES AND STINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-4-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CYSTOLAMINE

FOR VETERINARY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF CANINE URINARY INCONTINENCE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-21-2002.
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-282,864. INTERPET LLC, DBA AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, GLEN BURNIE, MD. FILED 8-4-2003.

ALGAE CLEAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALGAE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ALGAECIDES FOR USE IN AQUARIUMS AND PONDS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-283,090. GLAXO GROUP LIMITED, MIDDLESEX UB6 0NN, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 8-5-2003.

TYCERB

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER, INFECTIOUS DISEASES, PAIN, INFLAMMATION, SEPSIS, ALOPECIA AND OBESITY, AND FOR THE TREATMENT OF METABOLIC, MUSCULOSKELETAL, CARDIOVASCULAR, CARDIOPULMONARY, GENITOURINARY, RESPIRATORY, NEUROLOGICAL, GASTROINTESTINAL, HORMONAL, DERMATOLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC RELATED DISEASES AND DISORDERS AND SKIN AND TISSUE REPAIR PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-283,096. GLAXO GROUP LIMITED, GREENFORD MIDDLESEX UB6 0NN, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 8-5-2003.

KATREMA

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER, INFECTIOUS DISEASES, PAIN, INFLAMMATION, SEPSIS, ALOPECIA AND OBESITY, AND FOR THE TREATMENT OF METABOLIC, MUSCULOSKELETAL, CARDIOVASCULAR, CARDIOPULMONARY, GENITOURINARY, RESPIRATORY, NEUROLOGICAL, GASTROINTESTINAL, HORMONAL, DERMATOLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC RELATED DISEASES AND DISORDERS AND SKIN AND TISSUE REPAIR PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PERSONAL FITNESS TRAINER IN A BOTTLE

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PHASOL

FOR AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES NAMELY, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROOSTER BOOSTER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,174,102.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PELLET OR LIQUID FORMS OF FEED SUPPLEMENT FOR POULTRY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WONDERFUL

FOR SANITARY FEMININE NAPKINS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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NICO WATER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS ShOWN.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS TO ASSIST WITH THE CESSION OF SMOKING AND/OR COMPENSATE FOR WHEN SMOKING IS PROHIBITED, NAMELY, DRINKING WATER CONTAINING NICOTINE SUPPLEMENTATION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2001.
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PERSONAL FITNESS TRAINER IN A BOTTLE

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PHASOL

FOR AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES NAMELY, HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROOSTER BOOSTER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,174,102.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PELLET OR LIQUID FORMS OF FEED SUPPLEMENT FOR POULTRY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WONDERFUL

FOR SANITARY FEMININE NAPKINS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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AERIS

FOR PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, NAMELY, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, AND FUNGICIDES, ALL FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AERIS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,956,483.
FOR LECITHIN DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
G. MAYSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


A GREAT BODY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE

FOR DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AVENAVIN

FOR HERBAL SUPPLEMENT IN CAPSULE, PILL, TRANSDERMAL OR LIQUID FORM; HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2003.
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BE THE SIZE TO TANTALIZE

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MAXIPOST

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF DIABETES, INCONTINENCE, CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES, CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISEASES AND DISORDERS, STROKE, CANCER, INFLAMMATION AND INFAMMATORY DISEASES, RESPIRATORY AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES, AUTO-IMMUNE DISEASES, SOLID ORGAN TRANSPLANT REJECTION; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, ANTI-BIOTICS, ANTI-FUNGALS, ANTI-VIRALS AND IMMUNOSUPPRESSANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRACTITIONER’S CHOICE

FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, UNREFINED ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS FROM SEED AND NUT OILS BLENDED WITH OTHER NUTRIENTS, DEFATTED AND FORTIFIED NUT AND SEED CAKE SUPPLEMENTS AND FIBER SUPPLEMENTS, INCLUDING DIGESTIVE ENZYMES, PROBIOTICS, PREBIOTICS, HERB AND VEGETABLE EXTRACTS, AND GREEN CEREAL GRASSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VAPO-MINT

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE RELIEF OF THROAT AND MOUTH SORENESS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,251. INNOVATICS LABORATORIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 9-4-2003.

THICK ’N THIN

FOR MEAL REPLACEMENT SHAKE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ISOPTHOR

FOR PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, TERMITICIDES, HERBICIDES, FUNGICIDES, ALGAECIDES, PARASITICIDES AND PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RABANO YODADO

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "IODIZED RADISH".
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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AFFINITY
FOR HERBICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TODAY’S BALANCE
FOR DIETARY DRINK MIXES FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT; MEAL REPLACEMENT AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT DRINK MIXES; NUTRITIONAL DRINK MIXES FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT; NUTRITIONAL DRINK MIXES FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT; NUTRITIONAL DRINK MIXES FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT; NUTRITIONAL DRINK MIXES FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT; VITAMINS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, KETO (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SEQATRIA
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES, PAIN, INFLAMMATION, SEPSIS, ALOPECIA AND OBESITY, AND FOR THE TREATMENT OF METABOLIC, MUSCULOSKELETAL, CARDIOVASCULAR, CARDIOPULMONARY, GENITOURINARY, SEXUAL, DYSPNOSIS, ONCOLOGICAL, RESPIRATORY, NEUROLOGICAL, GASTROINTESTINAL, HORMONAL, DERMATOLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC RELATED DISEASES AND DISORDERS AND SKIN AND TISSUE REPAIR PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHONDROGEN K-9
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "K-9", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANIMAL FEED ADDITIVE FOR USE AS A NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COGNI BOOST
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TIMELESS COLOR
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICATED SKIN PROTECTANTS AND MOISTURIZERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHAP STICK TIMELESS COLOR
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 86,819 AND 2,540,172.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICATED SKIN PROTECTANTS AND MOISTURIZERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SLING SHOT
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ODORZONE
FOR ODOR NEUTRALIZING PREPARATIONS FOR USE ON ATHLETIC BAGS AND SHOES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2003.
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 78-309,070. YASOO HEALTH INC., JOHNSON CITY, TN. FILED 10-3-2003.

YASOO NEOMEDICA

FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PHYTOGENIX

FOR DIETARY, NUTRITIONAL, AND HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


UROPHOS-K

FOR ORALLY ADMINISTERED POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE PREPARATION UTILIZED FOR TREATMENT OF KIDNEY STONES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS


FOR SEMIFINISHED AND FINISHED PRODUCTS OF COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS SOLD IN BULK, NAMELY RODS, PROFILED PANELS, BILLETS, BARS AND ROLLED FORMS; METAL CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS FOR BUILDING INDUSTRY, NAMELY, SHEETS, STRIPS, PROFILED FOR ROOF COVERINGS AND WALL CLADDINGS; NON-ELECTRIC METAL CABLES AND WIRES; METAL LOCKS AND PARTS THEREOF; METAL PIPES AND TUBES; METAL SAFES; METAL ELEMENTS FOR CONSTRUCTION, NAMELY SOLID AND HOLLOW BARS, RODS AND PROFILES, METAL MINERALS FOR FURTHER MANUFACTURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POST LEMOND

FOR HITCHING POSTS FOR BICYCLES, MADE PRIMARILY OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-455,709. HALL, DAVID W., TORRANCE, CA. FILED 10-3-2002.

MOTO ART

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ART", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AVIATION ART SCULPTURES OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2002.
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-483,941. ROLLADEN, INC., HALLENDALE, FL. FILED 1-17-2003.

BEAUTYGUARD

FOR METAL IMPACT RESISTANT WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-489,508. SELLNER MANUFACTURING CO., INC., FARIBAULT, MN. FILED 2-14-2003.

GOAL VISION

FOR PREFABRICATED, FREESTANDING, PORTABLE BUILDING STRUCTURES, NAMELY ELEVATED ENCLOSED BOOTHS HAVING METAL FRAMES AND ALUMINUM PANELS, AND ALSO HAVING SHATTER-RESISTANT TRANSPARENT WINDOWS OF NONMETALLIC MATERIALS, FOR USE AS PROTECTED VIEWING STATIONS BY REFEREES OR JUDGES AT SPORTING EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL FRAMES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARCHITECTURAL FRAMES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ALUMINUM FRAMES FOR DOORS AND WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-0-1987; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1987.

ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF A DOOR FRAME.

FOR ALUMINUM FRAMES FOR DOORS AND WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-0-1987; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1987.

ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ULTRASHIELD

THE ULTIMATE SOLID GUTTER DEFENSE SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHIELD" OR "THE ULTIMATE SOLID GUTTER DEFENSE SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "ULTRASHIELD THE ULTIMATE SOLID GUTTER DEFENSE SYSTEM" AND THE STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF A SHIELD AND A GUTTER AND GUTTER COVER.

FOR METAL COVERS THAT FIT OVER GUTTERS TO KEEP LEAVES AND DEBRIS OUT (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STA-DOCK

FOR METAL BRACES USED TO STABILIZE SMALL DOCKS AND FINGER PIERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GO BIG READ

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "READ", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR METAL DOG TAGS FOR USE IN GIVING INDIVIDUALS REWARDS FOR READING (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANCORMIX HGS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 674,432, 1,647,866 AND 2,362,723.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HGS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR METAL POWDERS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 6—(Continued).

SN 76-506,769. WYNN RESORTS HOLDINGS, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 4-16-2003.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "LE RÊVE" IS "THE DREAM".
FOR GOODS MADE FROM NON-PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY, KEY CHAINS, BANKS, BOXES AND JEWELRY BOXES, MONEY CLIPS AND SCULPTURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-511,880. OVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION, FARMERS BRANCH, TX. FILED 4-30-2003.

BANNER COLLECTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FULL LINE OF GARAGE DOORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ABINGTON LIGHTHOUSE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIGHTHOUSE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FIGURINES IN THE FORM OF A LIGHTHOUSE MADE OF BRASS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-20-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2003.
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RAMP-RITE

FOR RECEIVER HITCH-HELD RAMP SUPPORT IN THE NATURE OF TUBULAR STEEL IN THE SHAPES OF "L" AND "T" FOR USE IN LOADING VEHICLES ONTO PICKUP TRUCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VECTORFORM

FOR COMPONENTS FOR METAL MOLD ASSEMBLIES, NAMELY DEVICES FOR FORMING AND RELEASING UNDERCUTS IN MOLDED ARTICLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KRAZY KLUCKERS

FOR METAL GARDEN STAKES AND WEATHER-VANES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TREEBOX

FOR METAL BRACKETS AND BOXES FOR MOUNTING ELECTRIC LIGHTS; METAL POSTS, SPIKES AND RISERS FOR MOUNTING ELECTRIC LIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-547,748. NSW, LLC, ROANOKE, VA. FILED 9-29-2003.

STRATA CUBE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CUBE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR METAL LANDSCAPING AND EROSION CONTROL BLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2003.
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WEARx

FOR METALLIC POWDER-FILLED WIRE FOR USE IN THERMAL COATING PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 6—(Continued).


BONDXY

FOR METALLIC POWDER-FILLED WIRE FOR USE IN THERMAL COATING PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-552,767. ALLIED STEEL STRUCTURES, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 10-1-2003.

ALLIEDSTEEL

STRUCTURES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STRUCTURES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRE-ENGINEERED METAL BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAXGRADE

FOR METAL DOOR HARDWARE, NAMELY, LOCKS, HANDLES, LATCHES AND LEVERSETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FXKJ

FOR STEEL WIRES; CORDS OF METAL; ROPES OF METAL; WIRES OF COMMON METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES ON WHICH TELPHERS ARE SUSPENDED AND MOVED; WIRES OF COMMON METAL ALLOYS (EXCEPT FUSE WIRE); METAL THREADED FASTENERS; BUILDING MATERIALS OF METAL, NAMELY, NON-ELECTRIC SINGLE STRAND WIRE FOR PRE STRESSED CONCRETE; SLINGS OF METAL (CARGO); REINFORCING MATERIALS OF METAL FOR BUILDING, NAMELY, NON-ELECTRIC MULTI-STRAND WIRE FOR PRE STRESSED CONCRETE; WIRES; WIRE ROPES; WIRE ROPE FITTINGS; WIRE ROPE SLINGS; METAL ROPES; METAL CABLE WIRES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-31-2002.

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,894. COPPERWELD BIMETALLIC PRODUCTS COMPANY, FAYETTEVILLE, TN. FILED 3-7-2003.

TUFF TRACER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRACER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COPPER-CLAD STEEL WIRE INSIDE A POLYETHYLENE INSULATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


A/C CANNON

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE A/C. APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HAND-HELD DEVICE, NAMELY, A METAL WATER NOZZLE FOR CLEANING AIR CONDITIONING HANDLER VENTILATION INTAKE COOLING FINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,322. PRECISE SOLUTIONS CORP., WELLINGTON, FL. FILED 4-3-2003.

-H-Z-duit->

CLASS 6—(Continued).


FOR METAL CONDUIT CONNECTORS FOR USE IN HOUSING ELECTRIC WIRES, CABLES AND LINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DELVAL

FOR MANUALLY OPERATED METAL VALVES AND MOUNTING HARDWARE THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FLOWSCREEN

FOR METAL GUTTER GUARD (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RING-LOC

FOR METAL HARDWARE, NAMELY NUTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SECURE MS SPECIAL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,082,575.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR SOLDERED PREFORMS MADE OF METAL OR METAL ALLOYS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BUILDMARK

FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL GARAGE DOORS MADE IN PART FROM METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**B60**

FOR COPPER-BASED ALLOYS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURING OF ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**COMPOSITEK**

FOR SELF-DRILLING, SELF-TAPPING, SELF-SEALING, STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS FOR THE ASSEMBLY OF FIBERGLASS AND OTHER COMPOSITE STRUCTURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**PULL-TOGGLE**

FOR METAL ANCHOR WITH PLASTIC INSTALLATION DEVICE FOR HEAVY DUTY FASTENING APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 11-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-6-2003.

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**SCHRÖDER**

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 2266153, FILED 6-20-2001, REG. NO. 002266153, DATED 8-18-2003, EXPIRES 6-20-2011; "SCHRODER" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD. SEC. 2(F).

FOR MACHINES FOR THE FOOD INDUSTRY, NAMELY, MACHINES FOR THE PROCESSING OF FOOD, NAMELY BRINE INJECTORS, MEAT MASSAGERS, PICKLING MACHINES, TUMBLERS AND PACKAGING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**LUDOWICI SILENT KNIGHT**


FOR EXCITER GEAR BOXES FOR MINING EQUIPMENT THAT ELIMINATE GEAR NOISE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-432,085. OYAMA, NOBUO, TOKYO, 167-0031, JAPAN, FILED 7-17-2002.

**ALGATRON**


FOR EQUIPMENT FOR CULTURING ALGAE THROUGH PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES, FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACEUTICALS, AQUACULTURE FEED PRODUCTION, OIL PRODUCTION, HYDROGEN FUEL PRODUCTION, AND CLOSED ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS, NAMELY, A PHOTOBioreactor, NAMELY, A DEVICE WHICH CULTURES MICRO ALGAE OR PLANT CELLS WITH LIGHT ENERGY PROVIDED FROM LIGHT DIFFUSING LINES DISPOSED IN A VERTICAL ARRAY IN WATER IN A CYLINDRICAL VESSEL ADAPTED TO PROVIDE AN OPTIMUM DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT INTENSITY; LIGHT IS RECEIVED INTO THE ARRAY FROM ONE END OF THE VESSEL AND CARBON DIOXIDE MIXED GAS IN SUPPLIED THROUGH THE OPPOSITE END AS FINE BUBBLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ROTO GRADER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRADER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ROTARY-CUTTER DRUM ATTACHMENT FOR A MOTOR GRADER (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-492,666. HAGEMEYER NORTH AMERICA, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA. FILED 1-16-2003.

CAMBAR

FOR ABRASIVE WHEELS FOR USE ON POWER TOOLS, NAMELY, CUT-OFF WHEELS, CENTER WHEELS, AND DEPRESSED CENTER WHEELS; GENERAL-PURPOSE ABRASIVE BELTS FOR USE ON POWER TOOLS; POWER-OPERATED PNEUMATIC DRILLS, RATCHETS, IMPACT WRENCHES, GRINDERS, SANDERS, SCALERS, AND HAMMERS; POWER-OPERATED JOBBER DRILLS AND SCREW MACHINE DRILLS; POWER-OPERATED TAPER SHANK DRILLS AND REDUCED SHANK DRILLS; DRILL SETS FOR USE ON POWER-OPERATED DRILLS; END MILLS, TAPS, PIPE TAPS, HAND TAPS, AND BURS FOR USE WITH POWER TOOLS; POWER-OPERATED FLUID MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BELT SKIMMER AND COOLANT PREMIXER/PROPOR-TIONER; INDUSTRIAL MACHINE TOOL SUMP FILTRATION EQUIPMENT FOR REMOVING WASTE COOLANT, METAL CHIPS, TRAMP OILS, AND SLUDGE; BAND SAW BLADES FOR POWER-OPER-ATED BAND SAWS; PAINT STRIPING MACHINE; AND POWER-OPERATED DRUM PUMP (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SIMO

FOR ELECTRIC GRINDERS FOR OPTICAL DISCS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHEAVE-GRIP

FOR ELECTRICALLY RELEASED BRAKES FOR MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-500,179. NORTHLAND PRODUCTS, INC., CHINO VALLEY, AZ. FILED 3-25-2003.

INTREPID

FOR CARPET AND HARD SURFACE CLEANING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-509,529. KUNZ CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 4-25-2003.

UBB UNIVERSAL BEADBREAKER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEADBREAKER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTROHYDRAULICALLY OPERATED MACHINE, WHICH BREAKS THE RUBBER BEAD OF AIRCRAFT TIRES OFF OF THE METAL WHEEL RIM, THEREBY SEPARATING THE RUBBER FROM THE METAL IN ORDER FOR TIRE AND WHEEL TO BE SERVICED (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-513,017. LITZ HITECH CO., LTD., TAICHUNG HSIEN, TAIWAN, FILED 5-9-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,420,812.
FOR MACHINES, NAMELY, COMPUTERIZED NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC) MACHINE CENTER AND COMPUTERIZED NUMERICAL CONTROL CNC LATHE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 3-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2003.
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,509,031, 2,509,391 AND 2,629,978.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ENGINE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AIRCRAFT PISTON ENGINE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPEERALL
FOR COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATORS AND REFRIGERATING APPARATUS; REFRIGERANT MOTOR COMPRESSORS; HERMETIC COMPRESSORS; HERMETIC MOTOR COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATORS AND REFRIGERATING APPARATUS; HERMETIC SCROLL COMPRESSORS; REFRIGERATION SCROLL COMPRESSORS, AND CONDENSING UNITS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-529,178. VECTOR PRODUCTS, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 7-14-2003.

TUFF AIR
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PORTABLE AIR COMPRESSORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 7—(Continued).
FOR VEHICLE WASHING, WAXING AND POLISHING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.
M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ECI
FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINE REPLACEMENT PARTS; NAMELY, CYLINDERS, CAMSHAFTS, CONNECTING RODS, CRANKSHAFTS, CRANKCASES, GEARs, PISTONS, RING SETS, VALVES, GUIDES, SEATS, SPRINGS, AND SUMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINE CYLINDER ASSEMBLIES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PALEOTOOLS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TOOLS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR TOOLS USED IN FOSSIL RECOVERY AND FOSSIL PREPARATION LABORATORY WORK, NAMELY, HANDHELD PNEUMATIC AIR SCRIBE TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35). FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MANATEE DRIVE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PROPULSION SYSTEMS, NAMELY, MARINE DRIVES, MOTORS, SHAFTS, PROPellers, SCREW PROPELLERS, WATER JETS, GEAR BOXES OR BELT DRIVES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MINI-JECT


FIRST USE 8-0-1974; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1974.

NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).

FOR MACHINES FOR HARVESTING, NAMELY,
SELF-PROPELLING AGRICULTURING MACHINES
FOR HARVESTING VEGETABLES AND CUCURBITS,
AND MACHINES FOR HARVESTING TOMATOES (U.S.
CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NOBILI
FOR TRACTOR TOWED AND MOUNTED AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, NAMELY, CULTIVATORS,
SPRAYERS, IRRIGATORS, WEEDERS, MOWERS AND MULCHERS; PUMPS USED WITH TRACTOR TOWED
AND MOUNTED AGRICULTURAL SPRAYERS AND MIST BLOWERS; AND TRACTOR MOUNTED FORK-
LIFTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SLUG-VAYOR
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,335,129, 1,340,098 AND 2,109,157.
FOR CONCISE AND COMPACT END-LESS BELT CONVEYOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-555,824. MAGIC CIRCLE CORPORATION, COATES-
VILLE, IN. FILED 10-31-2003.

X-BLADE TECHNOLOGY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LAWN MOWER BLADES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-574,708. EGRIPMENT B.V., VAN NUYS, CA. FILED 8-

XTREME T12
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "T12", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELESCOPIC CRANES FOR THE MOUNTING OF PHOTOGRAPHIC AND SOUND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS.
13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-154,115. KBA-GIORI S.A., LAUSANNE, SWITZER-
LAND, FILED 8-14-2002.

OPTI-NOTA
OWNER OF SWITZERLAND REG. NO. 415575, DATED 3-
FOR MACHINES TO APPLY SECURITY ELEMENTS TO PAPER SECURITIES, NAMELY BANK NOTES AND
FIDUCIARY PAPERS, THROUGH ENGRAVING, HEAT TRANSFER OR OTHER APPLICATION PROCESS. (U.S.
CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ATC
FOR PLASMA CUTTING TORCH ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, QUICK-DISCONNECT CONNECTORS (U.S.
CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-203,818. THE FLETCHER-TERRY COMPANY, FARMING-
TON, CT. FILED 1-16-2003.

FLEXIMASTER
FOR POWER-ASSISTED MACHINES FOR DRIVING FRAMER’S AND GLAZIER’S POINTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19,
21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2002.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).


SUPER STRENGTH
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY, UNIVERSAL JOINTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 8-1-1986; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1986.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


R-III
FOR FILTERS FOR OIL, GAS, AIR, WATER AND OTHER TYPES OF FLUID APPLICATION. ALL FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TIBROC
FOR POWER-OPERATED CONCRETE FINISHERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SCREENTITAN
FOR HEAVY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY MACHINES FOR SHAKING, SCREENING AND SORTING AGGREGATE MATERIALS FOR USE IN THE DEMOLITION, EXCAVATION, CONSTRUCTION, MINING, LANDFILL, AGRICULTURAL AND RECLAMATION INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPLIT-SHOT
FOR FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS FOR LAND VEHICLES COMPRISED OF INJECTORS AND CONTROL-lers (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1997.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-234,622. KUHN S.A., SAVERNE, FRANCE, FILED 4-7-2003.

DIAMOND BLOCK
FOR ROLLER MACHINES FOR CONDITIONING GRASS; GRASS MACHINES FOR CONDITIONING GRASS, NAMELY, GRASS CONDITIONERS WITH CONDITIONING ROLLERS; GRASS MACHINES, NAMELY, GRASS MOWER-CONDITIONERS WITH CONDITIONING ROLLERS; AND REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR THE AFOREMENTIONED MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,935. SARCOS INVESTMENTS LC, SALT LAKE CITY, UT. FILED 4-17-2003.

HYDROWAVE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,724,485.
FOR UNDERWATER POWER GENERATOR USED IN CONNECTION WITH WATER FOUNTAINS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-244,900. RSB-USA, LLC, LAGUNA HILLS, CA. FILED 5-2-2003.

LUX ENGINE PARTS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENGINE PARTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE BEARINGS; AUTOMOTIVE PISTONS FOR USE WITH INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES; PISTON RINGS; MECHANICAL SEALS; GASKETS FOR USE IN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).
SN 78-245,035. DUKANE CORPORATION, ST. CHARLES, IL.
FILED 5-2-2003.

FOR ULTRASONIC ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS COMPRIS-
ING ULTRASONIC GENERATORS AND PRESSES FOR
JOINING PLASTIC COMPONENTS MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS.
13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-247,349. FIMAP S.P.A., SAN MARTINO BUON AL-
BERGO (VERONA), ITALY, FILED 5-8-2003.

FOR POWER OPERATED ABRASIVE WHEELS; ELECT-
RICALLY OPERATED BRUSHES, BEING PARTS OF
MACHINES; BRUSHES FOR USE WITH FLOOR CLEAN-
ING MACHINES; ROTARY BRUSHES FOR MACHINES;
WIRE BRUSHES FOR USE IN MACHINES; VACUUM
PUMPS; FLOOR CLEANING MACHINES AND SCRUB-
BERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-268,489. HEIDELBERGER DRUCKMASCHINEN AG,
D-69115 HEIDELBERG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 6-
30-2003.

FLEXIFOLD

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP
GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30306566407, FILED 2-6-
2003, REG. NO. 30306566, DATED 3-6-2003, EXPIRES 2-28-
2013.

FOR PRINTING PRESSES AND PARTS THEREOF;
MACHINES FOR THE FURTHER PROCESSING OF
PRINTING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MACHINES FOR
BINDING, CUTTING, FOLDING (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21,
23, 31, 34 AND 35).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-279,555. GROUND BREAKERS, INC., CANTON, MI.

FIMAP

EAGERATOR ATTACHMENT FOR LAWN MOWER
(U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-280,957. CATERPILLAR INC., PEORIA, IL. FILED 7-
30-2003.

NEXUS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,553,130.
FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR EARTH MOVING
MACHINERY AND DIESEL ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19,
21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-282,974. EURO-PRO OPERATING LLC, WEST NEW-
TON, MA. FILED 8-4-2003.

Pursuit

FOR VACUUM CLEANERS AND MULTI-PURPOSE
STEAM CLEANING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21,
23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,893. EURO-PRO OPERATING LLC, WEST NEW-
TON, MA. FILED 8-8-2003.

Spectra

FOR VACUUM CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31,
34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2002.

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-286,085. EURO-PRO OPERATING LLC, WEST NEW-
TON, MA. FILED 8-12-2003.

Shark Transformer

FOR VACUUM CLEANERS FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S.
CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).


FOR MACHINES AND MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY, LATHES, ROCK DRILLING MACHINES, ELECTRIC WELDING MACHINES, MILKING MACHINES, PRINTING MACHINES, TOBACCO PROCESSING MACHINES, CONVEYORS, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS AND PAPER MAKING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 4-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2000.

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TWIN CUTTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CUTTER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR POWER OPERATED TOOLS, NAMELY, POWER OPERATED SAWS AND ELECTRIC OPERATED SAWS; POWER SAW BLADES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YARDGLIDE

FOR WAYSIDE RAILROAD CAR WHEEL LUBRICATOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SDT

FOR WET AND DRY VACUUM CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—(Continued).


GUV

FOR FLOOR CARE APPLIANCES, NAMELY, VACUUM CLEANERS, CARPET EXTRACTORS, BARE FLOOR CLEANERS, CARPET POLISHERS AND SHAMPOOERS, AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


H27

FOR BREAD AND BUN SLICING BLADES FOR COMMERCIAL BREAD AND BUN SLICING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IF IT’S DOWN THERE, WE’LL GET IT

FOR DEVICES FOR HOUSEHOLD MAINTENANCE, NAMELY, VACUUM CLEANERS, POWER-OPERATED FLOOR DUSTERS, CARPET SHAMPOOING MACHINES, FLOOR POLISHING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POWERSCOUR

FOR FLOOR CLEANING APPLIANCES, NAMELY VACUUM CLEANERS, FLOOR SCRUBBERS AND COMBINATIONS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE WORKS

FOR KIT CONTAINING VARIOUS POWER TOOLS, POWER TOOL ACCESSORIES, BATTERY PACKS, BATTERY CHARGER, FLASHLIGHT, HAND-HELD VACUUM CLEANER, MEASURING TOOL, FILES AND STORAGE BAG (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).

SN 78-298,517. OMEGA SEWMAC, INC., WESTON, ONTARIO M91 IV9, CANADA, FILED 9-10-2003.

EURO-PRO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,906,387, 2,390,249 AND OTHERS.
FOR PRESSURE WASHERS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SMARTLATHE

FOR MACHINE TOOLS, NAMELY LATHES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 3-8-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2001.
DANIELLE MATTESSICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REDHEAD

FOR DOWNHOLE MOTORS FOR DRILLS USED IN OIL AND GAS WELL CONSTRUCTION OR OIL AND GAS WELL INTERVENTION, TO HYDRAULICALLY GENERATE ROTATION OF THE DRILL STRING (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ENVIRO-GUARD

FOR OIL AND GAS WELLHEAD TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, POLLUTION CONTROL STUFFING BOXES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ITW SAFE ZONE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,624,665, 2,752,594 AND OTHERS.
FOR MACHINES FOR APPLYING AND REMOVING ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY MARKERS, REFLECTIVE TABS AND SAFETY CONES TO AND FROM THE HIGHWAYS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACE BOAT HOIST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOAT HOIST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MECHANICAL, POWER-OPERATED, ELECTRONIC AND HYDRAULIC LIFTS, DAVITS, CRADLE LIFTS AND STRUCTURAL OR REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-1-1962; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1962.
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

SN 76-409,824. CLARKE POWER PRODUCTS, INC., PERRYSBURG, OH. FILED 5-20-2002.

CLARKE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,467,772, 2,344,332 AND OTHERS.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, SOCKET SETS, END WRENCHES, RATCHET SETS, TORQUE WRENCHES, ALLEN KEY SETS, ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES, BALL JOINT REMOVERS, HYDRAULIC PULLER SETS, GEAR PULLER SETS, AUTOMOTIVE PIPE BENDERS, HAMMERS, DENT PULLERS, PLIERS, TIN SNIPS, PIPE WRENCHES, PIPE CUTTERS, HOSE CUTTERS, CABLE CUTTERS, WIRE CUTTER/STRIPPERS, SCREWDRIVER, TAP AND DIE SET, METAL FILES, HACKSAWS, PUNCH AND CHISEL SETS, CHISELS, PRY BARS, CHISELS, CLAMPS, TILE CUTTERS, COLD CHISELS, AND PUNCHES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CONTRACTOR'S, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HAND-OPERATED TOOLS, NAMELY, SCOOPS, SHOVELS, SPADES, CULTIVATORS, POSTHOLE Diggers, SOIL AUGERS, RAKES, HOES, FORKS, SHEARS, VALVE LAPPERS, TRIMMERS AND TREE PRUNERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).


TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


D-finER


FOR ELECTRIC SHAVERS, HAIR CLIPPERS, HAIR AND BEARD TRIMMERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 8—(Continued).


KoalKeeper
Live Ember Recovery Tool

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIVE EMBER RECOVERY TOOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE WORD "KOAL" IS IN RED AND "KEEPER" IS BLACK AND COLOR IS CLAIMED AS A DISTINCTIVE FEATURE OF THE MARK.

FOR FIREPLACE ACCESSORY, NAMELY, SHOVEL FOR SIFTING AND RECOVERING HOT EMBERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Angel Touch

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,103,657.

FOR ELECTRIC DEVICE FOR TRIMMING AND REMOVING HAIR, SPECIFICALLY FOR USE ON THE BIKINI AREA, ARMPITS, AND LEGS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-538,476. DALE HIATT & ASSOCIATES, INC., COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 7-26-2003.

EZ-FLARE

FOR HAND OPERATED TOOL TO EXPAND FLEXIBLE PIPE FOR IRRIGATION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ENGINEERED TO LAST A LIFETIME

FOR NON-ELECTRIC NOSE HAIR TRIMMERS WITH ROTARY BLADES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).


TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CENTURION
FOR POLICE BATONS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SPRAYPOUCH
FOR TOOL AND EQUIPMENT CARRYING BELTS AND APRONS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LADDERPOUCH
FOR TOOL AND EQUIPMENT CARRYING BELTS AND APRONS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FISHMATE
FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, MULTIFUNCTIONAL TOOL FEATURING IMPLEMENTS IN THE NATURE OF FISHING KNIVES AND FISHING LINE CUTTERS FOR USE BY FISHERMEN AND WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ECO PAINTMISER
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ECO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PAINT SCRAPER WITH FEATURES FOR REMOVING RESIDUAL PAINT FROM PAINT CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FINGER-SAVER
FOR HAND-OPERATED TOOLS USED IN THE OIL PUMPING INDUSTRY, NAMELY, TOOLS FOR INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL OF ROD TONG JAWS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIN-KEY
FOR SMALL HAND TOOL FOR ADJUSTING SURFBOARD FINS WITH AN INTEGRATED BOTTLE OPENER ON ONE SIDE (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 8—(Continued).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EASE-OUT

FOR BROKEN BULB REMOVER WHICH IS PRIMARILY PLASTIC TO ENGAGE INTERIORS OF BROKEN LIGHT BULBS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

SN 75-256,152. KABUSHIKI KAISHA MORITA, DBA MORITA FIRE PUMP MFG. CO., LTD., IKUNO-KU, OSAKA-SHI, OSAKA-FU, JAPAN, FILED 3-12-1997.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON JAPAN APPLICATION NO. 8-104392, FILED 9-13-1996, REG. NO. 4363778, DATED 3-3-2000, EXPIRES 3-3-2010.
FOR VEHICLE BREAKDOWN WARNING TRIANGLES, LUMINOUS OR MECHANICAL ROAD SIGNS, FIRE ALARMS, FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, FIRE HYDRANTS, FIRE HOSE NOZZLES, FIRE TRUCKS, FIRE BOATS, BURGLAR ALARMS NOT FOR VEHICLES, PROTECTIVE HELMETS, CLOTHING FOR PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE, DUST MASKS, GAS MASKS, CIGAR LIGHTERS FOR LAND VEHICLES, ELECTRIC COILS, WELDING ELECTRODES, WELDING MASKS, METERED GASOLINE PUMPS FOR SERVICE STATIONS, VENDING MACHINES, COIN-OPERATED GATES FOR CAR PARKS OR PARKING LOTS, WELDING TORCHES, ELECTRIC ARC WELDERS, ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENERS, FIRE SPRINKLER HEADS, AUTOMATIC OXYGEN TANK EJECTOR BRACKETS, AIRBAGS FOR USE IN RESCUE, POISON RESISTANT CLOTHING, PERSONAL SECURITY ALARMS, HALON FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, CARBON-DIOXIDE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, MECHANICAL FOAM FIRE EXTINGUISHERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
SN 75-154,918. SHANGHAI 3E ENTERPRISE CO., LTD., SHANGHAI 200050, CHINA, FILED 8-23-1996.

SUNMEDIA

FOR AUDIO EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MICROPHONES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, POWER MEGAPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JESSIE B. BILLINGS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAKE YOURSELF HEARD

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE FROM THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, THAT COLLECTS AND DISTRIBUTES INFORMATION AND DATA REGARDING USE OF THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK BY THOSE USERS WHO DOWNLOAD THIS SOFTWARE, WHICH INFORMATION IS DEMOGRAPHIC AND PSYCHOGRAPHIC INFORMATION ABOUT USERS WHO ACCESS PARTICULAR SITES ON THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND ONLINE ACTIVITIES ENGAGED IN BY PERSONS WITH PARTICULAR DEMOGRAPHIC AND PSYCHOGRAPHIC PROFILES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-21-1997; IN COMMERC 4-21-1997.
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TECHMEDIA

ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-256,152. KABUSHIKI KAISHA MORITA, DBA MORITA FIRE PUMP MFG. CO., LTD., IKUNO-KU, OSAKA-SHI, OSAKA-FU, JAPAN, FILED 3-12-1997.
CLASS 9—(Continued).


KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INFINITY

FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIAMOND

FOR AUDIO SPEAKERS FOR AUTOMOBILES AND MULTIMEDIA AUDIO SPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIAMOND AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUDIO TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR AUDIO SPEAKERS FOR AUTOMOBILES AND MULTIMEDIA AUDIO SPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOOL DIRECT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TOOL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, AND COMPONENTS, NAMELY: EPITAXIAL REACTORS, CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION REACTORS, PHYSICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION REACTORS, PLASMA ETCHERS, ION IMPLANTERS, AND CHEMICAL MECHANICAL POLISHERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ASI COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FIRST USE 0-0-1978; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1978.

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIAMOND AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUDIO TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR AUDIO SPEAKERS FOR AUTOMOBILES AND MULTIMEDIA AUDIO SPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Golf Design

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,759,435.

FOR MAGNETS MOUNTED IN A PLASTIC POCKET WHICH CAN BE FASTENED TO CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GLOBAL STREAMING SOLUTIONS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, MULTIMEDIA STREAMING SERVER AND CLIENT APPLICATIONS, LIVE REAL-TIME BROADCAST SERVER AND CLIENT APPLICATIONS, ENTERTAINMENT APPLICATIONS TO HELP INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS TO SUPPORT MEDIA STREAMING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MICKEY JONES


THE NAME IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR GAMING MACHINES; GAMING MACHINES FEATURING SLOT MACHINE TYPE GAMES VIA VIDEO DISPLAY; ELECTRONIC SLOT MACHINES INCORPORATING OPERATING SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SAFE-T-TALK

FOR PORTABLE HANDS-FREE SPEAKER WITH A PLUG-IN ADAPTER FOR USE WITH A CELLULAR TELEPHONE IN A VEHICLE AND A PORTABLE HANDS-FREE SPEAKER FOR THE EAR FOR CONNECTION TO A CELLULAR TELEPHONE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOBBES

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAM FOR THE PURPOSE OF NAVIGATING A WEB SITE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 76-247,034. PHIL SOLUTIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, HUNT VALLEY, MD. FILED 4-26-2001.

FLEETSPECS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT RELATING TO THE LEASE, PURCHASE AND SALE OF VEHICLES AND VEHICLE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-261,714. ALGORITHMIC INCORPORATED, TORONTO, ONTARIO M5T 2C6, CANADA, FILED 5-23-2001.

MARK-TO-FUTURE

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1101790, FILED 4-30-2001, REG. NO. TMA578245, DATED 3-26-2003, EXPIRES 3-26-2018.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-270,158. PREVENTON TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED, READING RG30 3UN, BERKSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 6-13-2001.

PREVENTON


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROTECTING COMPUTERS FROM UNAUTHORIZED OR UNDESIRABLE COMMUNICATIONS OVER A NETWORK, ANTI-VIRUS SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING COMPUTER NETWORK SECURITY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING ACCESS TO COMPUTERS, PRE-RECORDED MAGNETIC OR OPTICAL DATA CARRIERS, NAMELY, COMPUTER TAPES AND COMPUTER DISKS, COMPACT DISKS, CD ROMS, AND DVDs, CARRYING THE AFORESAID COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLLECTOR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,424,525.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR DEBT COLLECTION AND REVENUE RECOVERY SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1993.

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOUNDBUG


FOR SOUND REPRODUCING APPARATUS, NAMELY, LOUDSPEAKERS, EQUIPMENT CONTAINING LOUD SPEAKERS, NAMELY, STEREOS, CD PLAYER, RADIO, MP3 PLAYER, TV, MINIDISK PLAYER, PHONOGRAPH, AND CASSETTE PLAYERS, AND EQUIPMENT CONTAINING ACTUATORS WHICH CREATE SOUND, NAMELY, AMPLIFIERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS, ACOUSTIC CONDUITS, ACOUSTICAL TRANSDUCERS, HEADPHONES, AND MICROPHONES; PERSONAL AUDIO DEVICES, NAMELY, PORTABLE EQUIPMENT WHICH CONTAINS LOUD SPEAKERS, NAMELY RADIO, MP3 PLAYER, STEREO CD PLAYER, MINIDISK PLAYER, CAMCORDER, PORTABLE COMPUTER AND PORTABLE EQUIPMENT WHICH CONTAINS ACTUATORS WHICH GENERATE SOUND BY CREATING A SOUNDINGBOARD, PERSONAL AUDIO DEVICES, NAMELY, CD PLAYER RADIO, MP3 PLAYER, TV, PHONOGRAPH, AND CASSETTE PLAYERS, TELEPHONES, CORDLESS TELEPHONES AND CELLULAR TELEPHONES, OFFICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, NAMELY, TELEPHONE CONFERENCE, PUBLIC ADDRESS AND OFFICE INTERCOMS, HANDS-FREE ATTACHMENTS FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES, NAMELY, LOUDSPEAKERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS, EARBUDS, MICROPHONES, AND HEADPHONES ATTACHED BY WIRE AND WIRELESS MEANS; PROTECTIVE HELMETS INCORPORATING COMMUNICATION DEVICES, NAMELY, COMMUNICATION DEVICES ATTACHED BY WIRE AND WIRELESS MEANS THAT CONTAIN ACTUATORS WHICH CREATE SOUND NAMELY, AUDIO SPEAKERS, LOUD SPEAKERS, ACOUSTIC CONDUITS, AND ACOUSTICAL TRANSDUCERS, ACOUSTIC OUTPUT DEVICES, NAMELY, AMPLIFIERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS, ACOUSTIC CONDUITS, ACOUSTICAL TRANSDUCERS, HEADPHONES, AND MICROPHONES FOR USE WITH PERSONAL AUDIO DEVICES, NAMELY RADIO, CD PLAYER, RADIO, MP3 PLAYER, TV AND CASSETTE PLAYERS ATTACHED BY WIRE AND WIRELESS MEANS; MAGNETOSTRICTIVE DRIVE UNITS FOR SOUND REPRODUCTION DEVICES ATTACHED BY WIRE AND WIRELESS MEANS, NAMELY, LOUDSPEAKERS AND EQUIPMENT CONTAINING LOUD SPEAKERS THAT CREATE SOUND, NAMELY, AUDIO SPEAKERS, LOUD SPEAKERS, ACOUSTIC CONDUITS, AND ACOUSTICAL TRANSDUCERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CAROLINE WEIMER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EYEWEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A PICTURE OF AN APPLE WITH THE WORD "APPLE" GOING THROUGH THE CENTER AND THE WORD "EYEWEAR" APPEARING ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE PICTURE.

FOR EYEGLASS FRAMES AND SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-9-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-2-2001.
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR COMPUTER MEMORIES; PROGRAMS FOR OPERATION OF COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT; RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS, NAMELY, COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS WHICH CONTROL OPERATIONS OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING THE OPERATIONS OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES, COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE RECTANGULAR FLAT COMPUTER SCREEN NOR TO THE ADJUSTABLE ARM CONNECTED TO THE SCREEN NOR TO THE VENTILATION HOLES IN THE BASE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE CONFIGURATION OF A COMPUTER, INCLUDING A ROUGHLY HEMISPHERICAL BASE, A CYLINDRICAL ADJUSTABLE ARM (WITH A SINGLE CYLINDRICAL MEMBER, TERMINATED AT EACH END OF THE CYLINDER WITH A SMOOTHLY INTEGRATED HEMISPHERIC CAP, AND ATTACHED TO THE TOP OF THE HEMISPHERICAL BASE COMPONENT), AND A RECTANGULAR FLAT COMPUTER SCREEN (WITH A RELATIVELY THIN SCREEN CASING, SUR- ROUNDED AT THE EDGE BY A TRANSPARENT OUTER RIM) SUSPENDED FROM THE ADJUSTABLE ARM, AS SHOWN IN THE DRAWING ACCOMPANYING THE AP- PICATION.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2002.
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-368,387. SHARP LABORATORIES OF AMERICA, INC., CAMAS, WA. FILED 2-6-2002.

HI-IMPACT!

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SUMMARIZING AND INDEXING HOME VIDEO CASSETTES AND TAPES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CONTROL PANEL FOR FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-7-2001.
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


FOR HOMEGATEWAYS FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-394,152. AROMAT CORPORATION, PROVIDENCE, NJ. FILED 4-10-2002.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "M" IN A SHADED RECTANGLE.

FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL POLARIZED RELAYS, GENERAL PURPOSE RELAYS, AUTOMOTIVE RELAYS, COMPACT POWER RELAYS, SOLID-STATE RELAYS, PHOTO MOS RELAYS, SURFACE MOUNTED RELAYS, HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTRICAL RELAYS, NARROW PITCH SURFACE MOUNT ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS, SOP NAMELY AN ELECTRICAL SOCKET, PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS, LASER ANALOG SENSORS, COMPACT MULTI-FUNCTION, MULTI-RANGE Timers and Counters, PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS, MULTI-FUNCTION OPERATOR TERMINALS, ELECTRONIC METAL HALIDE BALLASTS, ELECTRONIC FLORESCENT BALLASTS, WIRING DEVICES, NAMELY, THE MECHANISM THAT CONNECTS AN ON-OFF SWITCH TO AN OUTLET OR POWER SOURCE; COPPER CLAD LAMINATES AND ULTRA THIN PREPREGS FOR MULTILAYER PC BOARDS AND GPS ANTENNAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 9-1-1974; IN COMMERCE 9-1-1974.

GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-411,328. LEVENGER COMPANY, DELRAY BEACH, FL. FILED 5-21-2002.

LAPTOP LANDING PAD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAPTOP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR LEATHER MATS FOR COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE PROFIT EQUATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROFIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF EFFECTIVE BUSINESS PERFORMANCE AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SWISSFLEX


FOR CORRECTION SPECTACLES, SUN GLASSES AND PROTECTIVE SPECTACLES, SPECTACLE CASES AND SPECTACLE FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
HAL-CVD
FOR SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER PROCESSING TOOL FOR DEPOSITING A THIN FILM ONTO A WAFER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DEEPSIREN

FOR SONAR AND ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT, WHICH CONSIST OF TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, HOUSINGS FOR THE SAME THAT MAY BE SUBMERSED, MOUNTED, TOWED, OR FLOATED, AND OPERATING SOFTWARE, ALL FOR COMMUNICATION WITH UNDERWATER VESSELS; PARTS AND FITTINGS, NAMELY, TRANSMITTERS, TRANSDUCERS, RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, AND HOUSINGS FOR THE SAME THAT MAY BE SUBMERSED, MOUNTED, TOWED, OR FLOATED, FOR USE WITH SONAR AND ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT; INSTRUCTIONAL, TRAINING, AND TEACHING MATERIAL SOLD AS PART OF THE PACKAGES CONTAINING THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-436,299. ANDREAS HELBRECHT, 40723 HILDEN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-30-2002.

SKIPPER
FOR SPORT GOGGLES AND FRAMES OF SPORT GOGGLES FOR USE IN SAILING, DIVING OR FISHING; ACCESSORIES FOR SPECTACLES, NAMELY, SPECTACLE FRAMES; SPECTACLE CASIGE, SPECTACLE RETAINING BANDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ITS KOOL
FOR VEHICLE AND SPORTS HELMETS; ANTENNAS; ARCHERY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TELESCOPIC BOW SIGHTS; ARM RESTS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS; AUDIO TAPE RECORDERs; AUTOMATED AND AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES; BEEPER AND RACK PAGER CARRYING CASES; BINOCULARS; BULLET-PROOF VESTS; CALCULATORS; CAMCORDERS; CAMERA CASES, FILTERS, FLASHES AND TRIPODS; CAR NAVIGATION COMPUTERS; CD PLAYERS; CELLULAR TELEPHONES; COMPUTER CARRYING CASES; COMPUTER GAME JOYSTICK; COMPUTER HARDWARE; JOYSTICKS, KEYBOARDS, MOUSE, TRACKBALLS, TOUCHPADS; COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS, COMPRISING CURSORS AND KEYBOARDS, COMPUTERS AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS; CONTACT LENSES AND LENS CASES; CORDLESS TELEPHONES; COVERS FOR TELEPHONE RECEIVERS NOT MADE OF PAPER; DECOMPRESSION CHAMBERS; DECORATIVE MAGNETS; DESKTOP COMPUTERS; DICTATING MACHINES; DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; DIGITAL CAMERAS; VIDEO DISC DRIVES AND VIDEO RECORDERS; DISC STORAGE CONTAINERS; DISPATCH RADIOS; DISPOSABLE CAMERAS; DISPOSABLE LATEX GLOVES AND PLASTIC GLOVES FOR LABORATORY USE; DISPOSABLE REUSABLE DISPENSER SYRINGES FOR LABORATORY USE; DIVING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, HELMETS, GLOVES, AND SUITS; DOG WHISTLES; DUST COVERS FOR COMPUTERS; DUST MASKS; DV DRIVES; EAR PLUGS NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; EGG TIMERS; ELECTRIC GATE OPENERS; HAIR CURLERS; CURLING IRONS; HOT BRUSHES AND HOT COMBS; ELECTRICAL CONTROLLERS; ELECTRONIC DOOR OPENER; ELECTRONIC PRINTER; ELECTRONIC COMPUTERIZED HARDWARE; ELECTRONIC TESTING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SOUND LEVEL METERS; ENCLOSED ELECTRONIC CHIP CARDS FOR ACTIVATION OF NON-SPECIFIC COMPUTERIZED HARDWARE; ENCLOSED INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS CONTAINING PROGRAMMING USED TO ACTIVATE NON-SPECIFIC COMPUTERIZED HARDWARE; EVENT RECORDERS; EXTERNAL MODEMS; EYEGLASES; EYEGLASS FRAMES AND LENSES; FABRIC STEAMERS; FACE SHIELDS; FILM PORTRAIT CAMERAS; FIRE RESISTANT GLOVES; FOLDING RULERS; GAMES; GAMBLING MACHINES; GAS MASKS; GRAPHICS CARDS; HAND HELD JOY STICK UNITS FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES; HANDHELD PERSONAL COMPUTERS; HANDHELD PROTECTIVE SHIELD FOR USE BY POLICE, DETENTION CENTERS, CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES AND THE LIKE; HEADPHONES; HEAT SINKS FOR USE IN COMPUTERS; HELMET SAFETY LIGHTS; HOLDERS FOR COMPACT DISCS; INTERNAL COOLING FANS FOR COMPUTERS; INTEGRAL MODEMS; INVERTERS; IRON PRESSING MACHINES; IRONS; JACKETS FOR COMPUTER DISKS AND VIDEO CASSETTES; JOYSTICKS FOR VIDEO GAMES; KNEE PADS FOR WORKERS; LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES, NAMELY, INCUBATORS, SPECTROSCOPES, THERMOMETERS; LAPTOP COMPUTERS; LASER POINTERS; LASERS FOR MEASURING PURPOSES; LASERS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; LIFE BELTS, JACKETS, NETS, PRESERVERS AND SAVING RAFTS; MACHINES FOR PLAYING GAMES OF CHANCE; MAGNETICALLY ENCODED DEBIT CARDS AND CREDIT CARDS; MAGNETS; MAGNIFYING GLASSES; MEGAPHONES; METAL DETECTORS; MICROCOMPUTERS; MICROPHONES; MICROSCOPES; MICRO-PROCESSORS; MINICOMPUTERS; MOBILE RADIOS AND TELEPHONES; MODEMS; MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS; MOTORCYCLE GOGGLES; MOUSE PADS; NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS; LASER, RADAR AND ULTRASONIC OBJECT DETECTORS FOR USE ON VEHICLES; OPERA GLASSES; OPTICAL FRAMES; LENS SIGHTS; MIRRORS AND SCANNERS; OSCILLOSCOPES; OXYGEN MASKS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; PEDOMETERS; PERISCOPIES; PERSONAL SECURITY ALARMS; PERSONAL STEREOS; PHOTOCOPYING MACHINES; PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS; PLASTIC CASES;
USED AS A SECURITY DEVICE FOR PROTECTING AND SECURING DVDS AND OTHER MAGNETIC AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA FROM THEFT; PORTABLE LISTENING DEVICES, Namely, MP3 PLAYERS; PORTABLE TELEPHONES; PRESSURE GAUGES; PRE-PAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS; MAGNETICALLY ENCODED, PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, NAMELY, EYEWEAR, GLOVES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; INDUSTRIAL BOOTS AND INDUSTRIAL SHOES; RADAR DETECTORS; RADIO PAGERS; RADIO TELEPHONES; RADIOS; REGULATORS FOR USE IN SCUBA DIVING; REMOTE CONTROLS FOR RADIOS; TELEVISIONS; AND STEREOS; REMOTE CURSOR CONTROLS FOR COMPUTERS; RIFLESCOPES; REFLECTIVE HELMET SKIRTS AND REFLECTIVE SAFETY BANDS TO BE WORN ON THE BODY; SATELLITE NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEM, NAMELY, A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM; SATELLITE TELEPHONES; SCALPELS FOR LABORATORY USE; SCANNERS; SCUBA EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GOGGLES, MASKS AND SNORKELS; SELF-RESCUING APPARATUS, NAMELY, RESPIRATORY GAS CONTAINERS, AND OXYGEN BREATHING UNITS; SKIN DIVING MASKS; SPEAKERPHONES; SPECIALTY HOLSTER FOR CARRYING CELLULAR PHONES, PAGERS AND PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS; SPECTACLES AND SPECTACLE CASES AND FRAMES; SPORTS GOGGLES AND MASKS; TELEPHONES AND TELESCOPES; TELESCOPIC GUN SIGHTS AND LENS SIGHTS; THERMOCOUPLES; THERMOMETERS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; THERMOSTATS; TIRE PRESSURE GAUGES AND TREAD DEPTH GAUGES; TWOWAY RADIOS; VIDEO CAMERAS; VIDEO GAME INTERACTIVE CONTROL FLOOR PADS OR MATS; REMOTE CONTROL UNITS; VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS; VIDEOphones; WALKIE-TALKIES; WATCHMAN'S TIME RECORDERS, NAMELY, A DEVICE FOR RECORDING THE ACTIVITIES OF SECURITY GUARDS TO INSURE THAT THE SECURITY GUARD ARRIVES AT SCHEDULED CHECKPOINTS; WELDING TORCHES; WIRELESS TELEPHONES; WRIST RESTS FOR COMPUTERS USE AND 35MM CAMERAS, ALL CONTAINING COOLING DEVICES THAT ARE PORTABLE, BATTERY-POWERED, AND THERMO-ELECTRIC IN NATURE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CMSTUDIO

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO MANAGE CONTENT FOR CATALOG WEBSITES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2002.

HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.


FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDE TRANSPARENCIES; PRERECORDED VIDEO TAPES AND MOTION PICTURE FILMS FEATURING ANIMATED CARTOONS; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; MULTI-MEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM FEATURING MUSIC; PORTABLE COMMUNICATION APPARATUS, NAMELY, CELLULAR TELEPHONES; ELECTRONIC VENDING MACHINES; AND ELECTRONIC POCKET CALCULATORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 76-450,464. ATRONIC INTERNATIONAL GMBH, FED
REP GERMANY, FILED 7-9-2002.

THE SIGN OF ZODIAC
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED
KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2309373, FILED 8-30-2002,
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS
SHOWN.
F OR FA C I L I T IE S M A N A G E M E NT SO F T W A R E ,
NAMELY, SOFTWARE TO CONTROL BUILDING ENVIRONMENT, ACCESS AND SECURITY SYSTEMS;
ELECTRONIC CONTROL APPARATUS AND ALARM
APPARATUS INCORPORATING COMPUTER HARDWARE, CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISIONS, ENCODED
AND ENCRYPTED MAGNETIC CARDS, KEYPADS
AND CARD READERS; ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLLERS FOR LIGHTING AND HEATING;
ALL SOLD AS A UNIT; ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR SECURITY
AND CONTROL ACCESS SYSTEMS, NAMELY, ELECTRIC LOCKS AND ELECTRONIC LOCKS; INTRUDER
DETECTORS; FIRE SENSORS; CONTROLLERS FOR
FIRE SENSORS, INTRUDER SENSORS, EXTERNAL
LIGHTING, PARKING BARRIERS, AND HEATING
SYSTEMS; CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION CAMERAS;
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION MONITORS; CLOSED
CIRCUIT TELEVISION CONTROLLERS; CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION SWITCHERS AND MULTIPLEXERS;
ANTI-INTRUSION ALARMS; FIRE ALARMS; ALARM
SENSORS; ALARM CONTROLLERS AND ALARM CONTROL PANELS; ACCESS MONITORS; DOOR MONITORS; ACCESS CONTROLLERS; TELEPHONE
APPARATUS, NAMELY, INTERCOMS; INTERCOM
CONTROLLERS; INTERCOM CONTROL SCREENS;
MAGNETICALLY ENCODED IDENTIFICATION
BADGES; DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS; ENCODED
SMART CARDS CONTAINING PROGRAMMING USED
TO CONTROL ACCESS TO SECURE FACILITIES;
SMART CARD ENCODERS; SMART CARD READERS;
MAGNETIC ENCODED ACCESS CARDS, MAGNETIC
STRIPE CARD ENCODERS, MAGNETIC STRIPE CARD
READERS; PROXIMITY READERS FOR MAGNETIC
CODED CARDS; CONTACT CARD READERS; MUSTER
READERS; WALL SWITCH READERS; COMPUTER
KEYPADS; LCD DISPLAYS; LED DISPLAYS; ELECTRICAL CABLES; MODEMS; FINGERPRINT SENSORS;
FINGERPRINT READERS AND OTHER BIOMETRIC
READERS, NAMELY, HAND, IRIS, AND FACE RECOGNITION READERS; MAGNETIC PULSE-ENCODED
CARD READERS; REMOTE CONTROLS FOR DOORS;
REMOTE CONTROLS FOR ALARMS; CONTROL PANELS FOR ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS; ALL
THE AFORESAID GOODS RELATING TO SECURITY
AND CONTROL ACCESS SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26,
36 AND 38).
JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-446,509. ALLEGRO MICROSYSTEMS, INC., WORCESTER, MA. FILED 9-3-2002.

ALLEGRO
FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS
THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN
FOR ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GAMING, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING APPARATUS, DEVICES
AND MACHINES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINE TYPE
GAMES VIA VIDEO DISPLAY; GAMING EQUIPMENT,
NAMELY GAMING MACHINES, SLOT MACHINES,
VIDEO SLOT MACHINES, CASINO GAMBLING DEVICES AND PARTS THEREFORE; ELECTRIC AND
ELECTRONIC GAMING AND GAMBLING MACHINES;
GAMING MACHINES; GAMING MACHINES FEATURING SLOT MACHINE TYPE GAMES VIA VIDEO DISPLAYS; COIN-OPERATED GAMING EQUIPMENT,
NAMELY, GAMBLING MACHINES, SLOT MACHINES,
VIDEO SLOT MACHINES, CASINO GAMBLING MACHINES; ELECTRONIC SLOT MACHINES AND OPERATING SOFTWARE THEREFORE; ELECTRONIC SLOT
MACHINES INCORPORATING OPERATING SOFTWARE; ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC, ELECTRO MECHANICAL AND ELECTRO PNEUMATIC SPORTING
ACTIVITIES AND GAME PLAYING SIMULATORS;
MULTI-USER AND NETWORKED GAMING, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING APPARATUS AND MACHINES, NAMELY, MULTI-STATION SIMULATORS,
APPARATUS AND DEVICES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES; MULTI-USER AND NETWORKED GAMING
AND GAMBLING MACHINES, NAMELY, MULTI-STATION SIMULATORS; APPARATUS, DEVICES, MACHINES AND SIMULATORS ARRANGED FOR
OPERATION UPON PAYMENT BY MEANS OF COINS,
BANK NOTES, TOKENS, MAGNETIC STRIP CARDS
AND SIMILAR MONEY SURROGATE CARRIERS; COMPUTER VIDEO GAME MACHINES AND VIDEO AND
COMPUTER GAME APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS,
NAMELY, VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH
TELEVISIONS AND CATHODE RAY TERMINALS; VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAME MACHINES FOR USE
WITH TELEVISIONS; PRE-RECORDED MAGNETIC
DATA CARRIERS FEATURING RECORDED PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH GAMBLING, AMUSEMENT
AND GAMBLING APPARATUS, DEVICES AND MACHINES; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AND DISCS;
MONEY EXCHANGE APPARATUS, NAMELY, TOKEN,
JET ON PROVIDING TOKEN DISPENSING MACHINES;
VENDING MACHINES FEATURING SCRATCH-OFF
LOTTERY GAME CARDS; FIRMWARE AND SOFTWARE FEATURING ACTION FILMS AND SIMULATED
GAMES FOR USE IN ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC
GAME, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING APPARATUS,
DEVICES AND MACHINES; FIRMWARE AND COMPUTER OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRIC AND
ELECTRONIC GAME, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING
APPARATUS, DEVICES AND MACHINES; FIRMWARE
AND SOFTWARE PROVIDING ELECTRONIC GAMING
MACHINES AND SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONNECTION THEREWITH OR PROVIDING ELECTRONIC
GAMING MACHINES AND COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; DATA RECORDING APPARATUS, NAMELY,
MAGNETIC DISC DRIVES, MAGNETIC TAPE DRIVES
AND SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY FOR USE WITH
ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GAMES, AMUSEMENT
AND GAMBLING APPARATUS, DEVICES AND MACHINES; VENDING MACHINES FEATURING CD ROM
GAMES, CASSETTE GAMES, CARTRIDGE GAMES,
VIDEO GAMES; DATA COLLECTION AND DATA PRO-
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CESSING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, DIGITAL TAPE RECORDERS, VIDEO GAME RECORDERS, VIDEO MONITORS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, VIDEO GAME CONTROLLERS, NETWORK AND SERV UNITS, DISPLAY TERMINAL, DATA ENTRY CONSOLES FOR USE IN GAMES, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING APPARATUS, DEVICES AND MACHINES; DATA COLLECTION AND DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, DIGITAL TAPE RECORDS IN CLASS 9 FOR USE IN GAMES, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING APPARATUS, DEVICES AND MACHINES; PARTS FOR THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BEACH PATROL


FOR ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GAMING, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING APPARATUS, DEVICES AND MACHINES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINE TYPE GAMES VIA VIDEO DISPLAY, GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY GAMING MACHINES, SLOT MACHINES, VIDEO SLOT MACHINES, CASINO GAMBLING DEVICES AND PARTS THEREOF; ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GAMING AND GAMBLING MACHINES; GAMING MACHINES FEATURING SLOT MACHINE TYPE GAMES VIA VIDEO DISPLAYS, COIN-OPERATED GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GAMBLING MACHINES, SLOT MACHINES, VIDEO SLOT MACHINES, CASINO GAMBLING MACHINES; ELECTRONIC SLOT MACHINES AND OPERATING SOFTWARE THEREOF; ELECTRONIC SLOT MACHINES INCORPORATING OPERATING SOFTWARE; GAMING AND GAMBLING MACHINES APPARATUS AND DEVICES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES; MULTI-USER AND NETWORKED GAMING AND GAMBLING MACHINES, NAMELY, MULTI-STATION SIMULATORS; AFOREMENTIONED APPARATUS, DEVICES, MACHINES AND SIMULATORS ARRANGED FOR OPERATION UPON PAYMENT BY MEANS OF COINS, BANK NOTES, TOKENS, MAGNETIC STRIP CARDS AND SIMILAR MONEY SURROGATE CARRIERS; COMPUTER VIDEO GAME MACHINES AND VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAME APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS AND CATHODE RAY TERMINALS; VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS: PRE-RECORDED MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS FEATURING RECORDED PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH GAMBLING, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING APPARATUS, DEVICES AND MACHINES; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AND DISCS; MONEY EXCHANGE APPARATUS, NAMELY, TOKEN AND GAME CARD DISPENSING MACHINES; VENDING MACHINES FEATURING SCRATCH-OFF LOTTERY GAME CARDS, Firmware and software featuring action films and simulated games for use in electric and electronic game, amusement and gambling apparatus, devices and machines; Firmware and computer operating software for electric amusement and gambling apparatus, devices and machines; Firmware and computer software for in operat-

DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ING ELECTRONIC GAMING MACHINES; DATA RECORDING APPARATUS, NAMELY, MAGNETIC DISK DRIVES, MAGNETIC TAPE DRIVES AND SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY FOR USE WITH ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GAMES, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING APPARATUS, DEVICES AND MACHINES; VENDING MACHINES FEATURING CD ROM GAMES, CASSETTE GAMES, CARTRIDGE GAMES, VIDEO GAMES; DATA COLLECTION AND DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, DIGITAL TAPE RECORDERS, VIDEO GAME RECORDERS, VIDEO MONITORS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, VIDEO GAME CONTROLLERS, NETWORK SERVER UNITS, DISPLAY TERMINAL, DATA ENTRY CONSOLES FOR USE IN GAMES, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING APPARATUS, DEVICES AND MACHINES; DATA COLLECTION AND DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, DIGITAL TAPE RECORDS FOR USE IN GAMES, AMUSEMENT AND GAMBLING APPARATUS, DEVICES AND MACHINES; REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,062,487, 1,935,826 AND 2,388,309.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO BUILD PROGRAMMING APPLICATIONS IN ANY FIELD USING AN OBJECT ORIENTED ENVIRONMENT PROVIDING IN- STANT BINARY PORTABLE CROSS-PLATFORM APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF FOLEY MATERIAL HANDLING CO., INC." AND "OVERHEAD CRANE CONTROL SYSTEMS" AND THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF AN OVERHEAD CRANE APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS FOR USE WITH OVERHEAD CRANES, HOISTS AND MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 002652311, FILED 4-12-2002, REG. NO. 002652311, DATED 6-6-2003, EXPIRES 4-12-2012.

THE LETTERS "C" AND "E" IN THE MARK ARE ALWAYS CAPITALIZED AND THE LETTERS "AP" AND "ASE" ARE ALWAYS IN LOWER CASE.

FOR APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, TUBES, TUBE STRIPS, AND TUBE PLATE OPENERS AND SEALERS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN LABORATORIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-461,523. DPS CONSULTING, LLC, HERNDON, VA. FILED 10-25-2002.

RESULTS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN TRACKING BUSINESS CONTACTS, TRACKING BUSINESS ACTIVITIES, MANAGING WORKGROUP CALENDAR, AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, NAMELY DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT, INVOICING AND ORDER PROCESSING MANAGEMENT, TIME BILLING MANAGEMENT, TRACKING PAYMENTS, TRACKING INVENTORY AND TRACKING EXPENSES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 10-5-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-4-2002.

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CCI

FOR COMMUNICATION CABLE, ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS, POWER CABLES, WELDING CABLE, METAL COVERED ELECTRICAL CABLE, JUMPER CABLES, POWER STRIPS, ELECTRICAL OUTLETS, ELECTRICAL AUTOMOTIVE WIRE, ELECTRICAL MARINE CABLES, ELECTRICAL WIRE COVERINGS MADE OF RUBBER AND OR SYNTHETIC MATERIAL, ELECTRICAL CONDUIT AND CABLE, BULK PORTABLE ELECTRICAL CORD, ELECTRICAL EXTENSION CORDS, AND ELECTRICAL POWER CORDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-464,158. TELEKINESYS RESEARCH LIMITED, DUBLIN 2, IRELAND, FILED 11-5-2002.

IPION

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 002690782, FILED 5-7-2002, REG. NO. 2690782, DATED 10-16-2003, EXPIRES 10-16-2013.

FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT COMPRISED PRINCIPALLY OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS USED FOR DEVELOPING COMPUTER GAME AND SIMULATION APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE DESIGN OF A MAN, HERCULES, GRASPING A CABLE.

FOR LOAD MEASURING APPARATUS FOR INDICATING THE LOADS SUSTAINED BY LINES OR CABLES OF TACKLE SYSTEMS OF CRANES, DERRICKS, OR THE LIKE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-11-1979; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1979.

ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-465,537. BENNETT, WILLIAM AARON, HARVEY, LA. FILED 11-12-2002.

FOR PHOTO IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS, NAMELY COMPUTER PRINTERS, MAIN FRAME COMPUTERS, COMPUTER TERMINALS, IDENTIFICATION CARDS CONTAINING COMPUTER CHIPS USED TO IDENTIFY AND AUTHENTICATE INDIVIDUALS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
The mark contains the colors black and red. The color red is claimed for the apostrophe between the prefix “WILL” and the suffix “TEK”; the terms “WILL” and “TEK” are in black lettering.

For electronic testing devices and components thereof: all sold and used for identification of defects in and analysis of the operation and performance of wireless mobile telephone equipment, and all sold to manufacturers of and service centers for wireless mobile telephone equipment, and not for installation and maintenance of hardware and software for voice and data networks, namely mobile telephone testers; prerecorded magnetic data carriers, floppy disks, CDs, CD-ROMs and DVDs for use in testing, monitoring evaluating and manufacturing telecommunications equipment; computer peripherals, computer terminals; electric luminescent display panels, light emitting diode displays, testing equipment for telecommunications, namely, LAN/WAN analyzers, spectrum analyzers, oscilloscopes, network analyzers, digital signal testers and analyzers, bit error rate testers for monitoring, evaluating, testing, servicing and installing transmitters and receivers, transmission lines and signals, measurement receivers and frequency down converters for radio frequency propagation measurement, general purpose radio frequency receivers, radio frequency adapters, antenna couplers, cable connectors, electrical connectors, radio frequency connectors, coaxial cables, computer cables, modem cables, power cables, printer cables, Ethernet cables, electrical cables, electric adapter cables, optical fiber cables, adapters for mobile telephones, batteries, electric rechargeable batteries, charging devices for electric rechargeable batteries, electric power supplies, antennas, cards with integrated circuits, namely, subscriber identity module cards, radio frequency shielding cases; utility software for assisting in the development, service, repair and maintenance of mobile telephone equipment; software for testing the performance of mobile telephones (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Chrisie B. King, Examining Attorney

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use “FUTURISTIC BLUES”, apart from the mark as shown.

For musical sound recordings (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).


James A. Raun, Examining Attorney

Handscope

For scientific apparatus, namely, portable forensic illuminating lights, portable battery powered forensic illuminating lights, portable forensic illuminating lights comprising medium intensity lamps mounted in a housing with a filtering stage, lamp, adjustable collimator lens and output optics; portable forensic illuminating lights sold as a kit with one or more of the following accessories—re-chargeable batteries, built-in wheels, optical light filters, goggles, camera filters, AC supply/charger, spare electric lamp and aluminum carrying case (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First use 4-30-2001; in commerce 4-30-2001.

Theodore McBride, Examining Attorney
THE MAGIC ROUNDBOUT

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2313010, FILED 10-11-2002, REG. NO. 2313010, DATED 10-11-2002, EXPIRES 10-11-2012. FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS; BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS; PHONOGRAPH RECORDS FEATURING MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; OPTICAL DISCS; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; VIDEO RECORDINGS; PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES; TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND FILMS FOR CHILDREN; PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES FEATURING MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND SPOKEN WORD RECORDINGS; MULTI MEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD ROM OR DVD FEATURING MUSIC, STORIES, LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND GAMES AND OTHER SUCH EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT TOPICS FOR CHILDREN; DIGITAL MUSIC PROVIDED IN MP3 FORMAT, PROVIDED THROUGH INTERNET WEBSITES; DIGITAL MUSIC PROVIDED VIA THE INTERNET; DVDS FEATURING CARTOONS; TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND MOTION PICTURE FILMS; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF CARTOONS AND CHILDREN'S BOOKS; MOTION PICTURE FILMS; ANIMATED CARTOONS AND FILMS FOR CHILDREN; COIN OR TOKEN OPERATED AMUSEMENT MACHINES; CALCULATING MACHINES; DATA PROCESSORS, COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING MUSIC, STORIES, LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND GAMES AND OTHER SUCH EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT TOPICS FOR CHILDREN; ELECTRONIC GAMES ADAPTED FOR USE WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS ONLY; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; SUNGLASSES; EGG TIMERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OMNI SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PROPORIONING SYSTEM CONSISTING OF RESERVOIRS, VALVES, NOZZLE, LEVER AND PIPES FOR DISPENSING GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANERS, GLASS CLEANERS, FLOOR CLEANERS, AIR DEODORIZERS, DISINFECTANTS, SANITIZERS AND OTHER CONCENTRATED LIQUID CLEANING COMPOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

VIVIAN MICZNICK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIGITAL DIALYSIS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIGITAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DIGITAL CONTENT DISTRIBUTION, NAMLY FOR MANAGING, AUTHORIZING, TRANSFERRING AND LICENSING COPIES OF DIGITAL FILES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SKY-EYE TRIBUNE


FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT, NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR ASSET MANAGEMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE AND FOR SUPERVISING SERVERS AND PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND FOR PROVIDING REPORTS IN RELATION TO THE FOREGOING FACILITIES; PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES, MAGNETIC TAPES, MAGNETIC CARDS, COMPACT DISCS, FLOPPY DISCS, LASER DISCS AND OPTICAL DISCS FEATUREING INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE AND OPERATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS, COMPUTER PRINTERS; CD-ROM PLAYERS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS PROVIDED VIA THE INTERNET AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA, IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND MANUALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE ARGENT DEFENDER


ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CRYPTOCARD


FOR "SELF-CONTAINED VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION CARDS, NAMELY ENCODED ELECTRONIC CHIP CARDS AND KEY FOBS CONTAINING PROGRAMMING USED TO AUTHENTICATE, VERIFY AND VALIDATE IDENTIFICATION OF USER WITH VALIDATION MACHINES, NAMELY SERVERS USED FOR VALIDATION PURPOSES, COMPRISING AN INTERNAL MICROPROCESSOR, MEMORY, POWER BATTERY, INPUT-KEYBOARD, OUTPUT DISPLAY AND ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 4-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1989.

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CRYPTOCARD SECURE PASSWORD TECHNOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SECURE PASSWORD TECHNOLOGY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, NAMELY SELF-CONTAINED VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION CARDS, NAMELY ENCODED ELECTRONIC CHIP CARDS AND KEY FOBS CONTAINING PROGRAMMING USED TO AUTHENTICATE, VERIFY AND VALIDATE IDENTIFICATION OF USER WITH VALIDATION MACHINES, NAMELY SERVERS USED FOR VALIDATION PURPOSES, COMPRISING AN INTERNAL MICROPROCESSOR, MEMORY, POWER BATTERY, INPUT-KEYBOARD, OUTPUT DISPLAY AND ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM, MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS HAVING ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM EMBEDDED IN A CARRIER (OTHERWISE KNOWN AS "SMART CARD"), AND RELATED INPUT-OUTPUT DEVICES, (OTHERWISE KNOWN AS "SMART CARD READER") USED TO CONNECT A "SMART CARD" TO A COMPUTER; COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS USED TO EMULATE ANY OF THE AUTHENTICATION, VERIFICATION AND/OR VALIDATION FUNCTIONALITY OF DEVICES AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE OPERATING PROGRAMS FOR THE FOREGOING TO PROVIDE ADMINISTRATIVE, CONTROL AND RECORD-KEEPING FUNCTIONS FOR THE AUTHENTICATION PROCESS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 12-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2000.

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ABRA SECURE QUERY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,840,381, 2,413,004 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SECURE QUERY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HUMAN RESOURCE, EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT, PAYROLL, W-2 PROCESSING SOFTWARE AND USER MANUALS THEREFOR SOLD AS A UNIT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO PROVIDE INTERACTIVE INFORMATION AND TRAINING ON THE USE OF FUNCTIONS OR FEATURES OF DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EQUIPMENT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-484,911. ARCHOS, 91430 IGNY, FRANCE, FILED 1-24-2003.

ARCHOS

FOR VIDEO, AUDIO, RADIO AND MUSIC PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; HARD DISKS; CAMERAS; MEMORY CARDS; MEMORY CARD READERS; HEADPHONES; SPEAKERS; POWER SUPPLIES; MICROPHONES; AUDIO AND CAR KITS CONSISTING OF HEADPHONES, SPEAKERS AND ADAPTERS FOR MUSIC PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; INTERFACE POWER CABLES; MUSIC PLAYER AND RECORDER ADAPTERS; MP3, AUDIO, RADIO PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; HANDHELD PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND DEVICES COMBINING VIDEO PLAYERS AND RECORDERS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, DIGITAL PHOTO WALLETS AND DATA STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1999.

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IMAGESTUDIO

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED TO ANALYZE IMAGES FROM MICROBEAD ARRAYS, IN PARTICULAR, MICROBEAD ARRAYS WHICH ARE USED IN BIOLOGICAL ASSAYS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POWERWIFI

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WIFI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR NETWORKING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES THE DELIVERY OF HIGH-SPEED BROADBAND DATA OVER MEDIUM-VOLTAGE POWER LINES, AND LINKS THE MEDIUM-VOLTAGE POWER LINE EQUIPMENT TO THE NETWORK AND TO END USERS BY MEANS OF A WIRELESS BROADBAND LAN CONNECTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


A ROUND WORLD

FOR MUSICAL RECORDINGS NAMELY PRERECORDED RECORDS; COMPACT DISCS; AUDIO CASSETTES; DIGITAL RECORDINGS; AND AUDIOVISUAL WORKS NAMELY VIDEOCASSETTE TAPES AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISKS ALL FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BUILDING A BETTER WORLD TUNE BY TUNE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,677,600.

FOR MUSICAL RECORDINGS NAMELY PRERECORDED RECORDS; COMPACT DISCS; AUDIO CASSETTES; DIGITAL RECORDINGS; AND AUDIOVISUAL WORKS NAMELY VIDEOCASSETTE TAPES AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISKS ALL FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AGENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR SOFTWARE ENABLING USERS TO EFFECTIVELY FIND AND MANAGE INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND OTHER PUBLIC AND PRIVATE NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TEAMRISK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,369,358.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAM FOR AUDIT RISK ASSESSMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JACKPOT DELUXE

FOR GAMING DEVICES, NAMELY, GAMING MACHINES AND ASSOCIATED SOFTWARE FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE TERM "P.A.R.I.S." IS AN ACRONYM FOR THE PHRASE "POLICY ADMINISTRATION RATING ISSUANCE SYSTEM".
FOR SOFTWARE FOR INTERFACING AN INSURANCE AGENCY MANAGING SYSTEM OF AUTHORIZED INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENTS WITH A CENTRALIZED PROPRIETARY ELECTRONIC INSURANCE POLICY ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

FOR ELECTRONIC MEDIA PRODUCTS, NAMELY, AUDIOTAPE, VIDEO TAPES, CDS, DVDS, AND EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION AND INTERACTIVE TRAINING FOR THE PURPOSE OF COACHING USERS IN THE FIELDS OF IMPROVING PERSONAL AND BUSINESS SKILLS, ABILITIES AND PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


FOR ELECTRONIC MEDIA PRODUCTS, NAMELY, AUDIOTAPES, VIDEO TAPES, WDVS, AND DVDs, IN THE FIELDS OF IMPROVING PERSONAL AND BUSINESS SKILLS, ABILITIES AND PERFORMANCE; AND EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION AND INTERACTIVE TRAINING FOR COACHING USERS IN THE FIELDS OF IMPROVING PERSONAL AND BUSINESS SKILLS, ABILITIES AND PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CRS

FOR SOFTWARE FOR CALCULATING THE CREDIT RATING, PROBABILITY OF DEFAULT, LOSS GIVEN DEFAULT, OR EXPECTED LOSS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL CREDIT ASSESSMENTS OF COMPANIES AND SECURITIES ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR LEVEL SENSING DEVICE FOR LABORATORY DIGESTION BLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-493,616. ARISTOCRAT TECHNOLOGIES, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 2-28-2003.

CHAMPIONSHIP GOAL

FOR GAMING DEVICES, NAMELY, GAMING MACHINES AND ASSOCIATED SOFTWARE FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DON'T STOP AT SEARCH

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT, DATA NAVIGATION, AND DATA PRESENTATION FOR USE BY BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ONEZIG

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON BENELUX APPLICATION NO. 1017647, FILED 9-6-2002, REG. NO. 0714494, DATED 9-6-2002, EXPIRES 9-6-2012.

FOR ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER DEVICES ENABLED FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION, NAMELY—COMPUTERS, COMPUTER MICE; VIDEO CONFERENCE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, VIDEO MONITORS, MICROPHONES, AUDIO SPEAKERS, AND CAMERAS; REMOTE CONTROLS FOR RADIOS, TELEVISIONS, STEREOS, LIGHTS, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, DVD MACHINES, AND ELECTRONIC DOOR OPENERS; CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TELEVISIONS, RADIOS, STEREOS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, AND DVD MACHINES; VIDEO GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, JOYSTICKS, INTERACTIVE REMOTE CONTROL UNITS, VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS AND COMPUTERS, AND MONITORS; SECURITY SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF SECURITY ALARMS, ANTI-INTRUSION ALARMS, INTRUSION DETECTORS, PERSONAL SECURITY ALARMS, AND ELECTRONIC MOTION SENSITIVE SWITCHES; ELECTRICAL AND HEATING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF CONTROLLERS, THERMOSTATS, AND ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE HEATING WIRES; GLASS BREAKAGE MONITORING SENSORS; WIRELESS KEYPADS; CHILD MONITORING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF VIDEO CAMERAS, AND AUDIO SPEAKERS; SMOKE AND FIRE DETECTORS; FIRE ALARMS; ALARM STATIONS; PERSONAL TRANSPONDERS; GARAGE DOOR OPENERS; VOICE CONTROL SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF VOICE SENSORS AND VOICE RECOGNITION SOFTWARE THEREFOR; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND COMPUTER CHIPS FOR USE IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BTGPS

SN 76-494,425. EMTAC TECHNOLOGY CORP., HSINCHU, TAIWAN, FILED 3-4-2003.

FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, COMPUTER INTERFACE CARD, FILTERS FOR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS; DIELECTRIC RESONATORS; MODEMS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE, NAMELY HUBS; GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM CONSISTING OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS AND NETWORK INTERFACE DEVICES; WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM CONSISTING OF TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS AND CONNECTION MODULES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-24-2002.

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ALIZÉ

SN 76-494,331. ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL (COMPAGNIE GENERALE D'OPTIQUE), 94220 CHARENTON LE PONT, FRANCE, FILED 3-4-2003.


THE MARK MAY BE TRANSLATED AS "TRADE WIND."

FOR NON-IMPLANTABLE OPHTHALMIC LENSES; SPECTACLE LENSES; SPECTACLE LENSES OF PLASTICS MATERIAL; PROGRESSIVE SPECTACLE LENSES; SUNGLASS LENSES; TINTED SPECTACLE LENSES; LIGHT-SENSITIVE SPECTACLE LENSES; TREATED SPECTACLE LENSES; COATED SPECTACLE LENSES; ANTI-REFLECTIVE SPECTACLE LENSES; SEMI-FINISHED SPECTACLE LENSES; CONTACT LENSES; CASES FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CONSTRUCTION MAESTRO

SN 76-495,788. SYMUN SYSTEMS, INC., FLINT, MI. FILED 3-5-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONSTRUCTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAM FOR PLANNING, DESIGNING AND ESTIMATING BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 76-496,469. KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V., EINDHOVEN, NETHERLANDS, FILED 3-4-2003.

VEQUION

SN 76-496,471. ECOPY, INC., NASHUA, NH. FILED 3-4-2003.

PERFECTIVE

MESSAGE OF HOPE


Teresa M. Rupp, Examining Attorney

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION FACTORY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOVERNMENT INFORMATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTERS, NAMELY WORK STATION COMPUTERS, SERVER COMPUTERS, CLIENT COMPUTERS, HOST COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE FOR STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

Georgia Carty, Examining Attorney

NEUROSHIFTS

FOR EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT, SELF-AWARENESS AND MENTAL FITNESS TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

James Griffin, Examining Attorney

ENGLISHFREE

FOR ELECTRONIC DICTIONARIES, ELECTRONIC NOTEBOOKS; VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; VIDEO GAME TAPE CASSETTES; ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL MACHINES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC OVERHEAD PROJECTORS, ELECTRONIC ORGANIZERS, ELECTRONIC TRANSLATORS AND ELECTRONIC HANDHELD GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS; ELECTRONIC BOOKS FEATURING COMPUTER, HISTORY AND SCIENCE; BLANK INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CARDS; MEMORY CARDS; CALCULATORS; DATA PROCESSORS; WORD PROCESSORS; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER TERMINALS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COMPUTER DISK DRIVES; BLANK COMPUTER DISCS; CD-ROM DRIVES; COMPUTER MICE; IMAGE SCANNERS; COMPUTER LIGHT PENS; OPTICAL CHARACTER INPUT RECOGNITION APPARATUS; ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARDS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER PRINTERS; COMPUTER INTERFACE CARDS; COMPUTER SOUND CARDS; COMPUTER MICRO-PROCESSOR CHIPS; TELEPHONE; FACSIMILE MACHINES; MODEMS; CELLULAR TELEPHONES; CORDLESS TELEPHONES; TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES; IMAGE TELEPHONES; RADIO-FREQUENCY MODULATORS; COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, RADIO RECEIVERS; BLANK VIDEO TAPES; BLANK AUDIO TAPES; NETWORK COMPUTERS; PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS; COMPACT DISCS FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING LEARNING LANGUAGE PROGRAMS; COMPUTER ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; MOVING PICTURE EXPERTS GROUP AUDIO LAYER 3 PLAYERS; MUSIC PLAYERS USING SOLID STATE MEMORY; DIGITAL CAMERAS; VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS PROVIDED FROM THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ENCODED MAGNETIC CREDIT CARDS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, AND NOTEBOOKS FEATURING NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS, CURRENT EVENTS, AND REFERENCE MATERIALS RECORDED ON FLOPPY DISCS, COMPACT DISCS; DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS; BLANK MAGNETIC TAPE CASSETTES; BLANK COMPACT DISCS; COMPUTER WHITEBOARDS; OPTICAL SCANNERS FOR USE WITH COMPUTER; PLOTTERS; COMPUTER TRACK BALLS; COMPUTER JOYSTICKS; BLANK SMART CARDS; BLANK MICRO-CIRCUIT CARDS; COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS PROGRAMS AND UTILITY PROGRAMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTHENTICATING SIGNATURES AND SAFETY LOCKS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR DEVELOPING OTHER COMPUTER PROGRAMS, COMPILERS SOFTWARE; DEBUGGERS SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ASSISTING DEVELOPERS IN CONSTRUCTING CODES FOR SMART CARDS AND OTHER SMART CARD PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

Allison Holtz, Examining Attorney

CONCOURSE


Darryl Spruill, Examining Attorney

SCRATCH-LESS

FOR BLANK OPTICAL DISKS; BLANK CDS AND DVDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

Nelson Snyder, Examining Attorney
CLASS 9—(Continued).

DIVING UNLIMITED INTERNATIONAL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,259,919.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIVING" AND "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR UNDERWATER GARMENTS, NAMELY, DIVING SUITS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE, NAMELY, BOOTS, GLOVES AND HOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-31-1963; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1963.
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


jewelry designer MANAGER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE JEWELRY DESIGNER MANAGER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ACCURATELY COSTING AND PRICING JEWELRY, ORGANIZING PARTS AND VENDORS, AND TRACKING AND MANAGING CUSTOMERS AND SALES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-2-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2001.
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-500,786. GIVAUDAN SA, 1214 VERNIER, SWITZERLAND, FILED 3-26-2003.

SCENTZONE

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON SWITZERLAND APPLICATION NO. 00756/2003, FILED 2-7-2003, REG. NO. 511429, DATED 6-11-2003, EXPIRES 2-7-2013.
FOR SCENT DISPERSION SYSTEM CONSISTING OF A COMPUTER, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ADJUSTABLE SCENT TRANSMITTERS, AND NETWORK INTERFACE DEVICES, ALL OF WHICH CAN BE SYNCHRONIZED FOR A MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RHEOSTRESS

FOR SCIENTIFIC MEASURING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, RHEOMETERS AND VISCOMETERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JIMI HENDRIX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,020,197, 2,383,500 AND OTHERS.
FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES; PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES AND COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-0-1967; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1971.
NAKWAMAANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,250,912, 2,383,500 AND OTHERS.
THE NAME "JIMI HENDRIX" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEOCASSETTES AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES; PRE-RECORDED AUDIOCASSETTES, PHONOGRAPH RECORDS AND COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-0-1966; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1967.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR AUTOMATED TEST EQUIPMENT FOR MEASURING AND TESTING ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRICAL SIGNALS IN ELECTRONIC DEVICES, ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS AND INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BABY’S FIRST SHADES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY’S" AND "SHADeS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN:
FOR SUNGLASSES AND COMPONENT PARTS THEREOF AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, EARSTEMS, NOSE PIECES, FOAM STRIPS, SHIELDS AND LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-509,257. DIGI INTERNATIONAL INC., MINNETONKA, MN. FILED 4-24-2003.

DESXCAPE

FOR COMPUTER MONITORS, DETACHABLE COMPUTER MONITORS, FLAT PANEL DISPLAY SCREENS, AND OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR THE SAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BRAINCESS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA ANALYSIS AND DATA MODELING IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS AND COMMERCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-507,559. OSAKI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., SHINAGAWA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN. FILED 4-17-2003.

FOR MECHANICAL INDUCTION TYPE WATTHOUR METERS; ELECTRONIC TYPE WATTHOUR METERS; AUTOMATIC METER READING SYSTEMS PRIMARILY COMPRISING METER READING TERMINALS, TERMINAL INTERROGATION MODULES, AND HAND OPERATED DATA ENTRY AND VERIFICATION DEVICES; ELECTRICAL CONTROLS; ELECTRICAL DEMAND CONTROLLERS; INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS; AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-507,284. KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V., EINDHOVEN, NETHERLANDS. FILED 4-3-2003.

DIGI CONNECT ME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,666,495, 2,392,683 AND OTHERS.
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK CONNECTIVITY HARDWARE COMPUTER NETWORK CONNECTIVITY SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
G.T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PNP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BLANK OPTICAL DISCS, CD-RW DRIVERS, NAMELY, CD-REWITRABLE DRIVERS; CD RECORDING DEVICES IN THE NATURE OF CD DUPLICATORS, AND VIDEO COMPACT DISC DRIVES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PINBALL
FOR ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC INTERCONNECTIONS, TERMINAL PINS, CONNECTORS, LGA/BGA TEST SOCKETS, AND INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TEST PROBES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-510,574. TENKOLINI, INC., MIAMI, FL. FILED 5-1-2003.
THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR. FOR SUNGLASSES, OPTICAL FRAMES; AND OPTICAL ACCESSORIES—NAMELY, EYEGLASS CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2002.
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-511,669. TRS QUALITY, INC., FORT WORTH, TX. FILED 5-5-2003.

SHACKPACK
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,655,078, 1,707,423 AND 1,720,904.
FOR WIRELESS TELEPHONES; WIRELESS TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY ANTENNAS, ANTENNA ADAPTERS, BATTERIES, BATTERY CHARGERS, WIRELESS TELEPHONE HOUSINGS, CASINGS OR COVERS, CARRYING CLIPS, WIRELESS TELEPHONE CARRYING CASES, FACEPLATES, KITS FOR ADAPTAION OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICES AND INSTRUMENTS FOR VEHICULAR USE CONTAINING POWER ADAPTERS, EAR SETS, CABLES, AND HANDSFREE MICROPHONES, MOUNTABLE TELEPHONE HOLDERS FOR USE IN VEHICLES, SPEAKERS, CAR CHARGERS, AND MAGNETICALLY ENCODED PREPAID TELEPHONE SERVICE CARDS, AND DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES, MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS, GAMES AND GRAPHICS FOR USE WITH WIRELESS TELEPHONES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-26-2003.
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TURNING THE WORLD ON
FOR ELECTRICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, MOTION ACTIVATED LIGHT SWITCHES, MOTION ACTIVATED ELECTRICAL CONTROL DEVICES FOR CONTROLLING LIGHTS, MOTION ACTIVATED INTERFACES IN THE NATURE OF MOTION ACTIVATED OPTICAL INTERFACES, TRACK BALL INTERFACES, OR TOUCH SCREEN INTERFACES, MOTION ACTIVATED ELECTRICAL DEVICES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRICAL LIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STUD4SURE
FOR MAGNETIC STUD FINDERS; MAGNETIC STUD FINDERS AND STUD SENSORS FOR LOCATING WALL STUDS, NAILS AND OTHER OBJECTS LOCATED BEHIND WALLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

BODYSHARE

FOR PORTABLE AUDIO DEVICES, NAMELY, MP3 PLAYERS, CD PLAYERS, MINIDISC PLAYERS, RADIO CASSETTE RECORDERS/PLAYERS, HEADPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-516,349. EXFO PHOTONICS SOLUTIONS INC., MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 5-21-2003.

OMNICURE

FOR APPARATUS FOR APPLYING LIGHT TO PHOTOSENSITIVE MATERIALS TO INITIATE CURING, DRYING, HARDENING OR OTHER PHOTOSENSITIVE REACTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIPLOCK SEAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SEAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVERS FOR THE READ SIDE OF OPTICAL DISCS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


高明電器

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIAN QI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The English translation of the Chinese characters is "GAO MING ELECTRIC APPLIANCES".
FOR ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SATELITE DISH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-9-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-9-1996.
CATHERINE FAINT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MWM

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WEB-BASED MANAGEMENT OF BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK BUSINESS OPERATIONS TO PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING—ACQUISITION OF WORK ORDERS FROM ONE OR MORE SOURCES; DETERMINATION OF WORK DEMAND; ALLOCATION AND SCHEDULING OF PERSONNEL, PARTS, AND EQUIPMENT TO SPECIFIC JOBS; DELIVERY OF WORK ORDERS TO FIELD PERSONNEL AND ACQUISITION OF STATUS REPORTS; ACCUMULATION OF STATUS INFORMATION FOR USE IN BUSINESS REPORTS, ACTIVITIES, AND ANALYSIS OF TRENDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-521,156. BROADBAND ROYALTY CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 6-9-2003.

IMWM

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WEB-BASED MANAGEMENT OF BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK BUSINESS OPERATIONS TO PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING—ACQUISITION OF WORK ORDERS FROM ONE OR MORE SOURCES; DETERMINATION OF WORK DEMAND; ALLOCATION AND SCHEDULING OF PERSONNEL, PARTS, AND EQUIPMENT TO SPECIFIC JOBS; DELIVERY OF WORK ORDERS TO FIELD PERSONNEL AND ACQUISITION OF STATUS REPORTS; ACCUMULATION OF STATUS INFORMATION FOR USE IN BUSINESS REPORTS, ACTIVITIES, AND ANALYSIS OF TRENDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE SAFEST PLACE FOR YOUR DATA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER DRIVE ENCLOSURE WITHIN WHICH A COMPUTER DRIVE IS TO BE HOUSED AND INTERFACED WITH A COMPUTER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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COMPLETE PACKAGE ENT

FOR PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-522,096. BEWITH ENTERPRISE JAPAN, LTD., TOSU, SAGA, JAPAN, FILED 6-2-2003.

BEWITH

FOR AUDIO SOUND REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC AUDIO EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MUSICAL AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, BATTERIES FOR VEHICLES, CABLES AND WIRES FOR MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, AND STEREO RECEIVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RNET

FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROL APPARATUS FOR INTERCONNECTING MULTI-ROOM AUDIO/VIDEO CONTROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DSTAG

FOR ELECTRONIC ARTICLE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM EMBEDDED IN OPTICAL STORAGE DEVICES SUCH AS CDs, DVDS AND OTHER MAGNETIC AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA TO PREVENT THEFT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POLock

FOR ELECTRONIC COMPUTER LOCKS, DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS, COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, MEMORY CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2002.
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING IN THE MARK IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
FOR BATTERIES, STORAGE BATTERIES, ACCUMULATORS, BATTERIES FOR CELL PHONE, BATTERIES FOR PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT, BATTERY CHARGERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAXFILL

FOR ELECTRONIC SENSOR ARRAYS FOR USE IN MEDICAL, NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING, AND SECURITY TYPE X-RAY SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,744,660, 2,614,259 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WIRELESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS THQ IN STYLISTIZED TYPE APPEARING ON A PARALLELOGRAM BACKGROUND. THE STYLISTIZED LETTERS THQ ARE UNDERLINED BY A LINE ON THE PARALLELOGRAM BACKGROUND. THE LETTERS WIRELESS IN STYLISTED TYPE APPEAR ACROSS A SERIES OF OVALS.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE USED AND PLAYED ON MOBILE AND CELLULAR TELEPHONES, HANDHELD COMPUTERS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT IS DOWNLOADABLE FROM A REMOTE COMPUTER SITE; NAMELY, ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS, RING TONES FOR MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEVICES; SCREEN SAVERS AND PROGRAMS FOR DOWNLOADING IMAGES; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND EXECUTION OF WIRELESS COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-24-2002.

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-526,189. UNIVERSAL LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 6-26-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,534,476.

FOR LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR SIGNS, NAMELY, FLUORESCENT SIGN LIGHTING BALLASTS AND NEON ELECTRIC TRANSFORMERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-526,224. IPSIL, INCORPORATED, BETHESDA, MD. FILED 6-17-2003.

ETHERBAND

FOR CHIPSETS IMPLEMENTING COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOLS USED IN CONNECTION WITH ELECTRONIC REMOTE CONTROLS FOR CLUSTERS OF COMPUTERS IN A COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.

TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,783,245.

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DEVELOPING COMPUTER PROGRAMS; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMMUNICATIONS TRANSCEIVERS, ROUTERS, NETWORK MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE; COMPUTER OPERATING SOFTWARE AND APPLICATION PROGRAM INTERFACES FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING NETWORKS, VEHICULAR AUTOMATION NETWORKS, EMBEDDED SYSTEMS NETWORKS, HOME AUTOMATION NETWORKS, COMMERCIAL AUTOMATION NETWORKS, INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION NETWORKS, AND UTILITY AUTOMATION NETWORKS; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT, DATA AGGREGATION AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-527,335. ECHELON CORPORATION, SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 6-30-2003.

LNS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,469,011.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LNS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DEVELOPING COMPUTER PROGRAMS; COMPUTER HARD-WARE; COMMUNICATIONS TRANSCEIVERS, ROUTERS, NETWORK MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE; COMPUTER OPERATING SOFTWARE AND APPLICATION PROGRAM INTERFACES FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING NETWORKS, VEHICULAR AUTOMATION NETWORKS, EMBEDDED SYSTEMS NETWORKS, HOME AUTOMATION NETWORKS, COMMERCIAL AUTOMATION NETWORKS, INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION NETWORKS, AND UTILITY AUTOMATION NETWORKS; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT, DATA AGGREGATION AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-527,343. ECHELON CORPORATION, SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 6-30-2003.

PANORAMIX POWERED BY ECHELON

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,535,141, 1,536,275 AND 1,783,245.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DEVELOPING COMPUTER PROGRAMS; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMMUNICATIONS TRANSCEIVERS, ROUTERS, NETWORK MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE; COMPUTER OPERATING SOFTWARE AND APPLICATION PROGRAM INTERFACES FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING NETWORKS, VEHICULAR AUTOMATION NETWORKS, EMBEDDED SYSTEMS NETWORKS, HOME AUTOMATION NETWORKS, COMMERCIAL AUTOMATION NETWORKS, INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION NETWORKS, AND UTILITY AUTOMATION NETWORKS; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT, DATA AGGREGATION AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-528,501. HAND HELD PRODUCTS, INC., SKANEATELES FALLS, NY. FILED 7-1-2003.

IMAGETEAM

FOR OPTICAL DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY, NAMELY, INTEGRATED OPTICAL ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING IN THE FIELD OF DATA COLLECTION; OPTICAL DATA COLLECTION DEVICES, NAMELY, PORTABLE AND NON-PORTABLE WIRELESS AND NON-WIRELESS READERS, IMAGERS, SCANNERS AND DATA ENTRY TERMINALS; IMAGE SEARCH ENGINE SOFTWARE FOR INCORPORATION INTO READERS, IMAGERS, SCANNERS, AND DATA ENTRY TERMINALS; SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR OPTICAL IMAGE DECODING AND PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SILENT COURTESY

FOR VEHICLE ACCESSORY, NAMELY, ILLUMINATED SIGN FOR USE IN A MOTOR VEHICLE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 76-529,180. WALDNER LABOREINRICHTUNGEN GMBH & CO. KG, 88239 WANGEN, ALLGAU, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-14-2003.

SECUFLOW

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30332351.5/1, FILED 6-27-2003, REG. NO. 30332351, DATED 7-21-2003, EXPIRES 6-30-2013.

FOR LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, LABORATORY EXHAUSTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-533,005. GENVAULT CORPORATION, CARLSBAD, CA. FILED 7-17-2003.

DYNAMIC ARCHIVE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ARCHIVE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR AUTOMATED ARCHIVING SYSTEMS COMPRISING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—(Continued).


JUNGLE STORM

FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND ELECTRONIC GAMES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS RECORDED ON CD-ROM AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS FOR COMPUTERS; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS RECORDED ON CD-ROMS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, AND CARTRIDGES FOR CONSOLE AND INDIVIDUAL, PORTABLE GAMING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS THAT ARE DOWNLOADABLE FROM A REMOTE COMPUTER SITE; AND ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS FOR MOBILE PHONES, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, AND HANDHELD COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 1, 2004 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 357

SN 76-536,692. DESA IP, LLC, BOWLING GREEN, KY. FILED 7-7-2003.

CLASSIC DÉCOR SERIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRONIC WIRELESS DOOR CHIMES AND ELECTRONIC WIRELESS PUSHBUTTONS FOR DOORBELLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,693. DESA IP, LLC, BOWLING GREEN, KY. FILED 7-7-2003.

8-NOTE MELODY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "8-NOTE MELODY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRONIC WIRELESS DOOR CHIMES AND ELECTRONIC WIRELESS PUSHBUTTONS FOR DOORBELLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 76-536,694. DESA IP, LLC, BOWLING GREEN, KY. FILED 7-7-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE 2-NOTE MELODY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRONIC WIRELESS DOOR CHIMES AND ELECTRONIC WIRELESS PUSHBUTTONS FOR DOORBELLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VISUAL INFINITY
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


XPC TARGETBOX
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-538,496. HAMILTON, RODNEY, MANSFIELD, LA. FILED 8-4-2003.

DOIN’ BIG THANGZ RECORDS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACDB
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH BUILDING FACILITY SECURITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INFERNAL ENGINE
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER VIDEO GAMES AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ICM CONTROLS
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REVIEWSCAN
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FIRST IN POWER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POWER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS AND BATTERIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SCINTIPLEX

FOR GAMMA CAMERA IMAGE ACQUISITION, DISPLAY AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM, COMPRISING AN INTERFACE, PERSONAL COMPUTER DATA ACQUISITION CARD, AND PROPRIETARY IMAGE GRABBER, FOR ACQUERING IMAGES FROM A GAMMA CAMERA AND DISPLAYING THE IMAGES OR PARTS THEREOF IN REAL TIME (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ORCHID

FOR EYEGLASS FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VARIATIONS

FOR EYEGLASS FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-541,822. DESA IP, LLC, BOWLING GREEN, KY. FILED 8-21-2003.

SAY WHAT?! WIRELESS DOORBELL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WIRELESS DOORBELL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR ELECTRONIC WIRELESS DOORBELLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-5-2003.

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OSGI


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE DELIVERY, MANAGEMENT AND EXECUTION OF NETWORKED SERVICES AND APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1999.

MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,293. ELECTRONIC ACCESS DATA TECHNOLOGIES, INC., EAST PRAIRIE, MO. FILED 9-3-2003.

FieldHAND

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COLLECTING, FORMATTING, COMPRESSING AND TRANSMITTING OVER THE INTERNET OF SPATIAL AND NON-SPATIAL GEO-REFERENCED DATA IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-25-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-25-2003.

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAGICSPoon

FOR ELECTRONIC HARDWARE THAT ENABLES REAL TIME CALCULATION OF CALORIES, WEIGHT, TEMPERATURE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DietFork

FOR ELECTRONIC HARDWARE THAT ENABLES REAL TIME CALCULATION OF CALORIES, WEIGHT, TEMPERATURE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DietSpoon

FOR ELECTRONIC HARDWARE THAT ENABLES REAL TIME CALCULATION OF CALORIES, WEIGHT, TEMPERATURE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR AUDIO SPEAKERS; BATTERY CHARGERS; COMPUTER CABLES; COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER MONITORS; COMPUTER MOUSE; COMPUTERS; ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS; HEADPHONES; MICROPHONES; ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLIES FOR COMPUTER; COMPUTER CASE; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY FOR COMPUTER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR PRERECORDED AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES AND COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-543,274. LEGEND LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS CORP., TAPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 9-8-2003.

EZ-CHECK

FOR DIGITAL METERS FOR MEASUREMENT OF REFRIGERANT PRESSURE; INFRARED THERMOMETERS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; THERMOMETERS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; PROPANE TANK SCALES; PRESSURE GAUGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2003.

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ECENTRE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DIAGNOSIS OF A MANUFACTURING PROCESS OVER A GLOBAL OR LOCAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-5-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2001.

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PIANO LOGIC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIANO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TEACHING MUSIC THEORY, COMPOSITION, AND PERFORMANCE; PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES AND DVD'S FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN MUSIC THEORY, COMPOSITION, AND PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACCUMIC

FOR MICROPHONES USED IN CONNECTION WITH VIDEO CONFERENCING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-6-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-6-2000.

RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAX

FOR WIRELESS AND HARDWIRED CONFERENCING PHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


QWIKCAST

FOR DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE CREATION AND PUBLICATION OF COMMUNICATIONS IN THE AREA OF MULTIMEDIA OVER ANY INTERNET PROTOCOL NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2000.

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


FOR AUTOMATIC ADJUSTING RAPID START ELECTRONIC LIGHTING BALLAST (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2001.
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EARWAVE

FOR LINE OF COMMUNICATION DEVICES, NAMELY HEADSETS, EARPIECES, TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, SPEAKERS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE WITH CELLULAR, WIRELESS, WIRED, COMPUTER, RADIO, PERSONAL DATA ASSISTANT AND TELEPHONE VOICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FONE SITTER

FOR TELEPHONE ACCESSORY, NAMELY, AN OFF-HOOK TELEPHONE LINE DETECTOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-543,920. ADVANCED ENERGY INDUSTRIES, INC., FORT COLLINS, CO. FILED 8-29-2003.

HFV

FOR POWER SOURCE CONTROL UNITS FOR APPLICATION IN MANUFACTURING AND CONTROLLING PROCESSES AS APPLIED TO THE THIN FILM AND SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1996.
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR CONTROL PANEL FOR FIRE ALARMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR EXPLOSION PRESSURE RELIEF VENT FOR SAFETY PURPOSE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ASPEN REFSYS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,990,699, 2,498,644 AND OTHERS.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SIMULATING REFINERY WORKFLOW AND OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,118. WEST MICHIGAN COMPUTER CO-OPERATIVE, INC., DBA CU ANSWERS, KENTWOOD, MI. FILED 9-16-2003.

THE EARNINGS EDGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EARNINGS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOUSE MARK FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT AND HARDWARE FOR USE IN FINANCIAL INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
STICKERLAND


MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,337. JACKSON, C. LEE, HUTTO, TX. FILED 9-4-2003.


TOY-O-MAT


MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,654. PEARCE, JOHN, HONOLULU, HI. FILED 9-22-2003.

FLIP THE BIRD ENTERTAINMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ENTERTAINMENT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SOUND RECORDINGS, NAMELY, PHONOGRAPHS, RECORDS, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO TAPES, COMPACT DISCS, ENHANCED CDS, PRE-RECORDED DIGITAL AUDIO TAPES, PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES, PRE-RECORDED VIDEOCASSETTES, PRE-RECORDED DVDS AND LASER DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WILDPACKETS


HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRACVIEW


M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA

THE MEANING OF THE TERM IN GERMAN IS "THUS SPOKE ZARATHUSTRA".

FOR VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AND COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AIROPEEK


MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

META GODS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,186,087.

FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; AUDIO-VISUAL RECORDINGS, NAMELY, COMPACT DISCS, TAPE CASSETTES, AUDIO CASSETTES, AUDIO TAPES, AUDIO DISCS, RECORDS, CD-ROMS, VIDEO TAPES, VIDEO CASSETTES, VIDEO DISCS, DVDS, DATS, MP3S AND LASER DISCS, ALL FEATURING MUSIC, EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF FICTION AND NON-FICTION BOOKS, BOOKLETS, COMIC BOOKS, SHORT STORIES, NOVELS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, MANUALS, BROCHURES, LEAFLETS, PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS, ALL FEATURING EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, FICTION AND NON-FICTION BOOKS, BOOKLETS, COMIC BOOKS, SHORT STORIES, NOVELS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, MANUALS, BROCHURES, LEAFLETS.
CLASS 9—(Continued).

PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS, ALL FEATURING EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN RECORDED ON CD-ROMS, DVD-ROMS, MP3S, DISKETTES, FLOPPY DISKS, VIDEO CASSETTES, AND MAGNETIC TAPES; CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE; MAGNETS; DECORATIVE MAGNETS; REFRIGERATOR MAGNETS; NOVELTY MAGNETS; MOUSE PADS; COMPACT DISC CASES; FITTED CASES FOR STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION, NAMELY, CASES FOR COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO CASSETTES, VIDEO CASSETTES, CD-ROMS, HOME VIDEO GAMES, HOME VIDEO GAME ACCESSORIES, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, CAMERAS, CAMCorders AND PORTABLE PHONES, COMPUTER CARRYING CASES; WRIST RESTS AND SUPPORTS FOR COMPUTER MOUSE USERS; WRIST RESTS FOR COMPUTER PRODUCTS; COMPUTER KEYBOARD WRIST PADS; PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR; SUNGLASSES; EYEGLASSES; EYEGLASS FRAMES; EYEGLASS, SUNGLASS AND SPECTACLE CASES; EYEGLASS, SUNGLASS AND SPECTACLE STRAPS; EYEGLASS, SUNGLASS AND SPECTACLE CHAINS; EYEGLASS, SUNGLASS AND SPECTACLE CLEANING CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF BLACK & WHITE REPRESENTATION OF A SEAL.

FOR ELECTRICAL APPARATUS; NAMELY, SWITCHES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.

JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


UBISOFT


FOR SOFTWARE AND ELECTRONIC GAMES, NAMELY SOFTWARE GAMES RECORDED ON CD-ROM AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS FOR COMPUTERS; SOFTWARE GAMES RECORDED ON CD-ROMS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, AND CARTRIDGES FOR CONSOLE AND INDIVIDUAL, PORTABLE GAMING SYSTEMS; SOFTWARE GAMES THAT ARE DOWNLOADABLE FROM A REMOTE COMPUTER SITE; AND ON WEB SITES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE GAMES; AND SOFTWARE GAMES FOR MOBILE PHONES, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS AND HANDHELD COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CARRY-A-WEIGH

FOR ELECTRONIC WEIGHT MEASURING SCALES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-547,664. ELECTROCHEM AUTOMATON INC, MONROVIA, CA. FILED 9-3-2003.

PowerRock

FOR RECHARGEABLE BATTERY, BATTERY CHARGERS AND BATTERY PACKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FONOVISA RECORDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RECORDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MUSIC SOUND RECORDINGS IN THE FORM OF COMPACT DISCS, CASSETTE TAPES, MINI-DISCS, AND CD-ROMS; AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS, IN THE FORM OF TAPES, DVDS, AND CARTRIDGES FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-16-2003.

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ALIENS AREN'T FOREIGN TO US

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE THAT SIMPLIFIES THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE'S REPORTING PROCESS, AND FACILITATES INFORMATION ACCESS AND MANAGEMENT RELATING TO THE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES GOVERNING IMMIGRATION, INCLUDING INTERNATIONAL TREATIES AND LAWS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING AND APPLYING NONRESIDENT ALIEN TAX COMPLIANCE LAWS AND INCOME TAX TREATIES, AND RELATED REGULATIONS, RULINGS, AND PROCEDURES, SOFTWARE THAT AUTOMATICALLY GENERATES COMPLETED WITHHOLDING AND REPORTING FORMS AND REPORTS FOR NONRESIDENT ALIEN TAX MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WINDSTAR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,726,348.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE THAT SIMPLIFIES THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE'S REPORTING PROCESS, AND FACILITATES INFORMATION ACCESS AND MANAGEMENT RELATING TO THE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES GOVERNING IMMIGRATION, INCLUDING INTERNATIONAL TREATIES AND LAWS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING AND APPLYING NONRESIDENT ALIEN TAX COMPLIANCE LAWS AND INCOME TAX TREATIES, AND RELATED REGULATIONS, RULINGS, AND PROCEDURES, SOFTWARE THAT AUTOMATICALLY GENERATES COMPLETED WITHHOLDING AND REPORTING FORMS AND REPORTS FOR NONRESIDENT ALIEN TAX MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SECURESHORE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE INSTALLATION, ACTIVATION, UPGRADING AND SUPPORT OF OTHER COMPUTER APPLICATIONS; AND FOR CONFIGURING, MONITORING AND MANAGING COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE IN THE FIELDS OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORK SECURITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GERARD GIBBS & REORGAN’YZ

THE NAME GERARD GIBBS IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

FOR AUDIOCASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE DEFLECTOR

FOR BULLET PROOF CLOTHING, NAMELY BULLET PROOF JACKETS, COATS, VESTS, APRONS, AND HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PAUL J. MEYER RESOURCES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESOURCES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRERECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL, TRAINING, SELF-IMPROVEMENT, MOTIVATIONAL AND MANAGEMENT MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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MAGNUM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,706,243.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES BUSINESSES TO QUALIFY NEW CUSTOMERS FOR CREDIT OR SERVICE MORE EFFICIENTLY, NAMELY, SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES BUSINESSES TO SCORE CREDIT APPLICATIONS, DISCOVER FRAUDULENT INFORMATION, IDENTIFY PREVIOUS CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS, OBTAIN AND ANALYZE A CREDIT BUREAU REPORT, ASSIGN A DEPOSIT OR CREDIT LIMIT, AND MAKE A DECISION REGARDING WHETHER OR NOT TO OFFER SERVICE OR PROVIDE CREDIT TO SPECIFIC CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-556,373. MITSUBISHI DIGITAL ELECTRONICS AMERICA, INC., IRVINE, CA. FILED 11-4-2003.

MORE THAN JUST TELEVISION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TELEVISION SETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-562,479. MUSIC CITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP, GALLATIN, TN. FILED 11-17-2003.

SUNDAY MORNIN’ COUNTRY

TEACHER’S DESK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COUNTRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES OF LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-16-1985; IN COMMERCE 6-16-1985.
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SERKMWARE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ARCHIVING AND DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING OF STRUCTURED AND UNSTRUCTURED INFORMATION FOR PURPOSES OF RECOGNITION, CLASSIFICATION, AND RETRIEVAL, AS WELL AS INTELLIGENT CONTENT IDENTIFICATION AND MATCHING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATICALLY RESPONDING TO INCOMING ELECTRONIC MAIL; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND EXPERT SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUNDOG RIDE

FOR EYE WEAR NAMELY, SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2001.
MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TEACHER’S DESK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEACHER’S", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH DATA RELATED TO SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SAFETY DEVICES FOR USE ON AIR AND SEA VEHICLES, NAMELY LIFESAVING RAFTS AND BUOYANT ENCLOSED CAPSULES WHICH MAY BE OCCUPIED BY PERSONNEL DURING AN EMERGENCY AT SEA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-1-1985; IN COMMERCIAL 4-1-1985.

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-117,486. VICTOR COMPANY OF JAPAN, LIMITED, YOKOHAMA-CITY, JAPAN, FILED 3-26-2002.


FOR BLANK OPTICAL DISCS, PRE-PROGRAMMED OPTICAL DISCS FOR USE IN APPLICATION, INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY PROGRAMS, OPTICAL DISC WRITER-READERS, OPTICAL DISC PRINTERS, AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-139,222. EXPERIENT CORPORATION, BOULDER, CO. FILED 6-26-2002.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGEMENT OF EMERGENCY SUPPORT INFORMATION SYSTEMS, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER SERVERS HOSTING EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION DATABASES, AND SOFTWARE FOR CLIENT PC-BASED WORKSTATIONS FROM WHICH EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION DATA IS ACCESSED (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VISIONAEL

OWNER OF ERPN CMNTY TM OFC REG. NO. 1450808, DATED 2-21-2001, EXPIRES 1-6-2010.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NAS 1,479,385 AND 2,139,996.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DESIGNING, IMPLEMENTING, MONITORING, MAINTAINING AND MANAGING NETWORKS AND FOR PROVIDING ACCESS TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS FOR VOICE, DATA OR VIDEO SERVICES; COMPUTER MANUAL SOLD AS A UNIT WITH THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-143,144. PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL STG., INC., SAN JOSE, CA. AND KAIJO CORPORATION, HAMURA-CITY, JAPAN, FILED 7-11-2002.

MEGALID

FOR ULTRASONIC CLEANING APPARATUS, NAMELY TRANSDUCERS THAT UTILIZE ULTRASONIC OSCILLATIONS TO CLEAN SILICON WAVERS, SEMICONDUCTOR SUBSTRATES, FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS AND DISK MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-147,971. NEOPACE TELECOM CORPORATION, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, FILED 7-26-2002.

NBP


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, RECORDED SOFTWARE FOR TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FOR INTERFACING CLIENT SOFTWARE WITH A SYSTEM SOFTWARE; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, NAMELY, RECORDED OPERATING PROGRAMS ON MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; SEMICONDUCTORS; SILICON WAFERS; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; AMPLIFYING TUBES; PRINTED CIRCUITS; COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IM-AGE

FOR DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE TO ALLOW AND FACILITATE COMMUNICATIONS WITH OTHER COMPUTER USERS OVER A NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SORCERESS

FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ORKO

FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SNAKE MOUNTAIN

FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


ENTERPRISE MET E N V I R O N M E N T

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERPRISE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF A DATA PROCESSING REPOSITORY FOR DATA ABOUT DATA, APPLICATION PROGRAMS, AND APPLICATION PROGRAM EXECUTION RESULTS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR COMMUNICATING AND PROCESSING DATA AMONG MULTIPLE COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND OPERATING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PROCESSING LARGE VOLUMES OF DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MARITIQUE

Nautical Collections

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAUTICAL COLLECTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANTIQUE NAUTICAL AND SURVEYING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS REPRODUCTIONS, NAMELY, DIRECTIONAL COMPASSES, Sextants, Telescopes, Magnifying Glasses, Binoculars, Surveyors’ Levels, Theodolites, Ship’s Telegraphs, Marine Depth Finders (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FANTABULOUS

FOR DOWNLOADABLE SOUND RECORDINGS, FILM AND VIDEOS, ALL FEATURING MUSIC; PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES, CASSETTES, AND COMPACT DISCS Featuring Music; Downloadable Video Recordings Featuring Music; and Downloadable Electronic Publications Featuring Music (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-175,499. THREE RIVERS OPTICAL COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA. FILED 10-17-2002.

DISCOVERY

FOR OPTICAL LENSES FOR EYEGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SDT

FOR ELECTRONIC MEASURING, CHECKING AND DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS INTENDED FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, NAMELY ULTRASONIC AND NON-ULTRASONIC DETECTORS DESIGNED TO DETECT LEAKS AND CRACKS, AND TEST THE TIGHTNESS, QUALITY CONTROL AND PERFORMANCE MAINTENANCE OF MECHANICAL APPLIANCES, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE RELATED THERETO (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LUXURY LINER TYCOON

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-192,179. FIEDELMAN, IRA, CEDAR, MN. FILED 12-6-2002.

PROFESSOR BEAR

FOR PRERECORDED AUDIO TAPES AND COMPACT DISCS, BOTH FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FREEDOMVIEW

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR NETWORK MANAGEMENT PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS, "ONXX", AND MALE FIGURE DESIGN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR USE IN MANAGING MEDICAL OFFICE APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING, PATIENT BILLING, FINANCIAL REPORTING AND CLAIMS PROCESSING AND ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-200,905. UGWUDI, JUSTINA, HUNTINGTON, NY. FILED 1-7-2003.

THE LIKENESS IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR SERIES OF PRE-RECORDED ELECTRICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO VIDEO CASSETTES, AND DVDS, ALL FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**Enterprise Manager**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MANAGER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING THE ADMINISTRATION OF SERVICES FOR A SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-9-2002.

**SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY**

**Why Cry**

THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE MARK IS TO INDICATE THE SHADING IN THE MARK.
FOR ALARM DEVICES, NAMELY ACOUSTIC ALARMS, ANALYZERS AND INDICATORS FOR THE CRYING, SOUND AND IMAGES OF BABIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**GEOJP2**

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND/OR PROGRAMS FOR USE IN IMAGE COMPRESSION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-8-2002.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SONIC X**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SONIC, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ULTRASONIC PEST REPELLERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**PRO TRACKS**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TRACKS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR MUSIC RECORDING AND AUDIO AND MIDI SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF RECORDING MIXERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**POSTCARD BUILDER**

FOR WEB-BASED SOFTWARE USED TO CREATE GRAPHICS FOR A PRINTED AND MAILED POSTCARD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**POSTMAN**

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR AD PLANNING, DESIGN, PRODUCTION AND POST-PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


SN 78-212,411. LITTLE RAPIDS CORPORATION, GREEN BAY, WI. FILED 2-7-2003.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN IMAGE OF A OLIVE TREE.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS IN BIOLOGY AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS AND JOURNALS RELATED TO HEALTH, MEDICINE WITH ITS VARIOUS SPECIALTIES, NAMELY, BIOLOGY, BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES, PHYSIOLOGY, COOKING, TRAVEL, AND COMPUTER SCIENCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR GLOVES THAT PROTECT THE HANDS OF THOSE PROVIDING BARBER, BEAUTY SALON, HAIR CARE AND COSMETIC RELATED SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR COMPUTER SECURITY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROTECTING DATA STORED ON A COMPUTER HARD DRIVE BY HIDING, LOCKING AND ENCRYPTING FILES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE TERM "PC TRANSP" IN STYLIZED UPPER CASE LETTERING WITH A STYLIZED IMAGE OF A FACE WITHIN THE LETTER "O".
FOR LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS (LCD) FOR COMPUTERS; COMPUTER MONITORS; COMPUTER MAIN FRAMES; COMPUTERS; PERSONAL COMPUTER CHASSIS SOLD SEPARATELY TO HOUSE CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS AND DRIVES; INTERFACE CARDS FOR COMPUTERS; COMPUTER MOTHERBOARDS; VIDEO GRAPHIC ADAPTER CARDS; GRAPHIC CARDS; AND INTERFACE CARDS FOR INTERNET APPLIANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR DELIVERING AND MANAGING AUDIO AND VIDEO TRANSMISSIONS; COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR DELIVERING AUDIO AND VIDEO TRANSMISSIONS; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR DISTRIBUTION AUDIO AND VIDEO TRANSMISSIONS TO A TARGETED AUDIENCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VIDEOLOG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PLATFORM FOR DIGITAL VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORDING, DATABASE CREATION, AUDIO AND VIDEO ARCHIVING AND REPLAYING VIDEO AND AUDIO (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—(Continued).

STREAMWEAVER

VIDELOG PARTNER
IN*SIGHT

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ELECTRONIC VIDEO SURVEILLANCE AND SECURITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-14-2002.

EMPOWERING NETWORK PROFESSIONALS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, NETWORK PROTOCOL ANALYZERS, NETWORK SWITCHES, NETWORK MONITORS, MOUNTS FOR MOUNTING NETWORK ANALYZERS, MONITORS, AND SWITCHES ON A NETWORK EQUIPMENT RACK, AND CABLES FOR INTERCONNECTING NETWORK EQUIPMENT, AND USER MANUALS SOLD WITH THE AFOREMENTIONED NETWORK EQUIPMENT; COMPUTER NETWORK SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING AND MONITORING NETWORK EQUIPMENT, AND USER MANUALS SOLD THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SURE GRIP SAFETY GUARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRIP SAFETY GUARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHILD'S SAFETY DEVICE, NAMELY, A DEVICE DESIGNED TO PREVENT INJURY TO CHILDREN'S FINGERS FROM THE ACCIDENTAL CLOSING OF PATIO SLIDING DOORS, SLIDING WINDOWS, SCREEN DOORS, SWINGING DOORS AND THE LIKE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PC TRANSPO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS (LCD) FOR COMPUTERS; COMPUTER MONITORS; COMPUTER MAINFRAMES; COMPUTERS; PERSONAL COMPUTER CHASSIS SOLD SEPARATELY TO HOUSE CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS AND DRIVES; INTERFACE CARDS FOR COMPUTERS; COMPUTER MOTHERBOARDS; VIDEO GRAPHIC ADAPTER CARDS; GRAPHIC CARDS; AND INTERFACE CARDS FOR INTERNET APPLIANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CUESOL

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, KIOSKS AND CART MOUNTED TABLET COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN CONNECTING CUSTOMERS AND RETAILERS, MANAGING AND INTEGRATING CUSTOMER AND RETAILER DATA, SYNCHRONIZING SHOPPING ACTIVITIES, CUSTOMIZING SHOPPING INFORMATION, DISPLAYING RELEVANT SHOPPING SPECIALS, RECEIVING PRODUCT DISCOUNTS, RECEIVING RECIPES, ORDERING PRODUCTS, PRODUCT ORDER COMPLETION NOTIFICATION, CHECKING PRICES, SELF-SCANNING IN THE AISLE, LOCATING PRODUCTS AND DEPARTMENTS, TOTALING ORDER COSTS, CREATING AND UPDATING GIFT REGISTRY, CONNECTING TO IN-STORE AND ONLINE ASSISTANCE, COMPARING PRODUCTS, DISPLAYING PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS, CREATING, UPDATING AND STORING SHOPPING PREFERENCES AND LISTS, AND REVIEWING SHOPPING HISTORY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIRPORT MECHANICAL SERVICES, INC. AIRCRAFT DOOR DETECTOR WARNING DEVICE WWW.AIRPORT-MECHANICAL.COM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRONIC PIECE OF EQUIPMENT, AIRCRAFT DOOR ALARM THAT IS PERMANENTLY INSTALLED, ETL LISTED AND HARDWIRED TO PASSENGER LOADING BRIDGES (TUNNEL BETWEEN TERMINAL AND AIRCRAFT) IT DETECTS IF THE COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT DOOR COMES IN CONTACT WITH THE PASSENGER LOADING BRIDGE (PLB), AN ALARM WILL SOUND ALERTING GATE AGENTS/RAMP PERSONNEL OF POTENTIAL DANGER, WILL MOVE THE PLB DOWN OUT OF HARMS WAY UNTIL THE PLB CAN BE PROPERLY POSITIONED BY THE GATE AGENTS/RAMP PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 11-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2002.

APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, INTEGRATED DIRECT MARKETING COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE CONTAINING REFERENCE FILES FOR NAME, ADDRESSES AND DATA HYGIENE, PROVIDING A MEANS FOR APPENDING ATTITUDES, BEHAVIORS, CHARACTERISTICS AND DEMOGRAPHICS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 12-22-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TERRORIST SHIELD

FOR PERIMETER INTRUSION DETECTION AND DETERRENT SYSTEM COMPRISED OF ELECTRO-OPTICAL TRANSMITTERS AND SENSORS FOR MONITORING ANNULAR SECTORS OF DIFFERENT DISTANCES FROM A CRITICAL OR STRATEGIC FACILITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

WIN TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SEEGULL

FOR RECEIVERS FOR RADIO PROPAGATION MEASUREMENT, FOR DEMODULATION, AND FOR GENERATION OF STATISTICAL DATA REGARDING RADIO PROPAGATION MEASUREMENT AND DEMODULATION, ALL FOR CELLULAR, PCS, AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 3-31-1996.

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACTIVSERVICE

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER SERVERS FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND CHASSIS, CABLE AND SUPPORTING SYSTEM BOARDS FOR ATTACHING AND INTEGRATING MULTIPLE COMPUTER SERVERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING, MANAGING, MAINTAINING AND PREVENTING AND REACTING TO FAILURE OF COMPUTER SERVERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING AND MANAGING ACCESS TO COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND DATABASES ON OTHER SERVERS AMONG MULTIPLE COMPUTER SERVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL APPARATUS, NAMELY, BRANCH BOXES, CAPACITORS, CIRCUIT BREAKERS, COMMUTATORS, CONTROL PANELS, CONVERTERS, RECTIFIERS, DISTRIBUTION BOARDS, BOXES AND CONSOLES, INDUCTORS, INVERTERS, VOLTAGE REGULATORS FOR ELECTRIC POWER, RELAYS, RESISTORS, SWITCHBOARDS, SWITCHES, AUTOMATIC TIME SWITCHES, TRANSFORMERS, AND VOLTAGE SURGE PROTECTORS; ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS FOR THE REMOTE CONTROL OF MOTORS VIA COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRIC CONTROLLERS FOR MOTORS VIA COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR CONTROLLING MOTORS VIA COMPUTER NETWORK, ELECTRIC CALCULATORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ZEN ORGANIZER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORGANIZER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER MOUSE PADS; AUDIO INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES AND DISKS, FEATURING INFORMATION FOR ORGANIZING A HOME ENVIRONMENT, AN OFFICE OR WORK ENVIRONMENT, AND A PERSON'S LIFE; AND AUDIO VISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES AND DISKS, FEATURING INFORMATION FOR ORGANIZING A HOME ENVIRONMENT, AN OFFICE OR WORK ENVIRONMENT, AND A PERSON'S LIFE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-220,865. EVERGREEN SOLAR, INC., MARLBOROUGH, MA. FILED 3-3-2003.

SUNPLICITY SYSTEMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC PRE-PACKAGED SYSTEMS AND KITS COMPRISING PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULES, INVERTERS, CHARGE CONTROLLERS, BATTERIES, ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECTIONS, STRUCTURAL MOUNTING MEMBERS, PERIPHERALS, AND ACCESSORIES, ALL FOR THE PURPOSE OF SOLAR ELECTRIC POWER APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-220,899. CONAIR CORPORATION, STAMFORD, CT. FILED 3-3-2003.

TRIPLE STYLER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STYLER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRIC CURLING BRUSHES, ELECTRIC CURLING IRONS, ELECTRIC HEATED ROLLERS, AND ELECTRIC HAIR STRAIGHTENERS. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,167. TRANSOFT SOLUTIONS INC., RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 3-4-2003.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DESIGN OF PARKING LOTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-221,240. WEBROOT SOFTWARE, INC., BOULDER, CO. FILED 3-4-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,405,273, 2,667,184 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE IMAGE OF A RADAR SCREEN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING SECURITY FEATURES TO DETECT, IDENTIFY, BLOCK AND DELETE TROJAN HORSE PROGRAMS, ADWARE PROGRAMS, SYSTEM MONITOR AND OTHER SPYWARE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2003.
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,498. COSTA DEL MAR SUNGLASSES, INC., ORMOND BEACH, FL. FILED 3-4-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,723,449 AND 2,374,667.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICA'S #1 POLARIZED SUNGLASSES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "COSTA DEL MAR" IN THE MARK IS "COAST OF THE SEA".
FOR OPTICAL AND SUNGLASS LENSES AND FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,569. VALDOR FIBER OPTICS, INC., HAYWARD, CA. FILED 3-4-2003.

HEPTOPORT
FOR FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS AND ARRAYS AND OPTOELECTRONIC PACKAGES, NAMELY, WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXERS AND BUNDLE CONNECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,274. PINNACLE DATA TECHNOLOGIES, INC., NORCROSS, GA. FILED 3-6-2003.

DBA IN A BOX
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DBA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR GENERAL USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,561. IMAX CORPORATION, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 3-6-2003.

IMAX MPX
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 942,747, 1,283,679 AND 2,426,984.
FOR MOTION PICTURE THEATER EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, PROPRIETARY LARGE FORMAT, WIDE ANGLE, LOW DISTORTION, HIGH RESOLUTION, HIGH IMAGE STABILITY CINEMATOGRAPHIC PROJECTION EQUIPMENT AND SCREEN, AND DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSING AND CONTROL SYSTEMS AND LOUDSPEAKERS AND SPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,638. LEXENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC., LEXINGTON, MA. FILED 3-6-2003.

FORGET-ME-NOT
FOR WIRELESS ELECTRONIC TRACKING DEVICE FOR USE IN TRACKING MOBILE COMPUTING DEVICES, CELLULAR PHONES AND PDAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,970. IOLCO PTY LTD, WEST PERTH, AUSTRALIA, FILED 3-7-2003.

TRITON
FOR OCULAR LENS, NAMELY, CONTACT LENS; CONTAINERS FOR CONTACT LENS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PROFESSIONAL PREMIUM

SEC. 2(F).

FOR BLANK AUDIOCASSETTE TAPES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REFLECTEC

FOR MULTIMEDIA EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN THE OFFICIAL RULES, FIELD MANAGEMENT, FIELD MECHANICS, DISCIPLINE, INFRACTIONS, AND OFFICIATING TECHNIQUES FOR COACHES, TRAINERS, ATHLETES, REFEREES, UMPIRES AND OTHER OFFICIALS OF VARIOUS TEAM SPORTS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER, RUGBY, FIELD HOCKEY, ICE HOCKEY, TENNIS, GOLF, AND TRACK AND FIELD AND AT ALL LEVELS OF LEAGUE PLAY INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO JUNIOR, RECREATIONAL, CLUB, HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE, AND PROFESSIONAL LEAGUES. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-224,497. FAGOR, S. COOP, 20500 MONDRAGON, (GUIPUZCOA), SPAIN, FILED 3-12-2003.

HYPRECTIFIER

FOR ELECTRIC SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, NAMELY, DIODES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-224,804. HEAT TRANSFER RESEARCH, INC., COLLEGE STATION, TX. FILED 3-12-2003.

XIST

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-12-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-12-2001.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-224,825. HEAT TRANSFER RESEARCH, INC., COLLEGE STATION, TX. FILED 3-12-2003.

XTLO

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-12-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-12-2001.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-224,833. HEAT TRANSFER RESEARCH, INC., COLLEGE STATION, TX. FILED 3-12-2003.

XPHE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-12-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-12-2001.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRINFINA

FOR PRINTERS, NAMELY COMPUTER PRINTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KAPPA PERFECT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 169,884.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERFECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LOUDSPEAKERS AND LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS COMPRISING SUBWOOFERS, COAXIALS, TRANSDUCERS, LOUDSPEAKER HORNS, TWEETERS, WOOFERS, MID-RANGE SPEAKERS AND TRANSDUCERS AND CROSSOVERS, ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY, AMPLIFIERS AND PROCESSORS, NAMELY, CAR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS AND PROCESSORS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, SOUND PROCESSORS, DATA PROCESSORS AND SURROUND PROCESSORS. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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POSITIVE CABLE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CABLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AUDIO, VIDEO AND DATA-PROCESSING ADAPTERS; CABLES, NAMELY COAXIAL CABLES, ELECTRICAL CABLES, POWER CABLES, COMPUTER CABLES; CONNECTORS FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF CURRENT AND ELECTRIC, OPTICAL, MUSICAL, VOCAL SIGNALS AND AUDIO, VIDEO AND DATA-PROCESSING CONNECTIONS, NAMELY, CABLE CONNECTORS, ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS, INSULATED ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS, MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CONNECTORS; ELECTRIC CABLES WITH DECORATIVE JACKETS; AM, FM, UHF, VHF, HERTZIAN ANTENNAS; RADIO AND DIGITAL TRANSMITTERS; INFRA-RED AND HERTZIAN AUDIO AND VIDEO RECEIVERS; PILES, BATTERIES, ELECTRIC ACCUMULATORS AND CHARGERS FOR ACCUMULATORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR PRODUCTS, NAMELY DISPENSERS THAT COUNT OR MEASURE OUTPUT FOR USE WITH FOOD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MPV

FOR CONSUMER AUDIO, IMAGE, AND VIDEO PLAYBACK DEVICES, NAMELY CD PLAYERS AND DVD PLAYERS AND MEMORY CARD PLAYERS AND HARD DISK DRIVE PLAYERS; OPTICAL MEDIA, NAMELY, BLANK COMPACT DISCS AND DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS AND PRERECOODED COMPACT DISCS AND PRERECODED DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS FEATURING MUSIC, PICTURES, LIVE PERFORMANCES, ENTERTAINMENT AND MOTION PICTURES; CONSUMER AUDIO, IMAGE, AND VIDEO RECORDING DEVICES, NAMELY CD RECORDERS AND DVD RECORDERS AND DIGITAL CAMERAS; CONSUMER AUDIO, IMAGE, AND VIDEO DISC RECORDING SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, NAMELY SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS THAT MANAGE AUDIO, IMAGE, AND VIDEO CONTENT AND RECORD IT TO RECORDABLE CD AND DVD; CONSUMER AUDIO, IMAGE, AND VIDEO CONTENT TRANSFER APPLICATIONS, NAMELY SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS THAT MANAGE AUDIO, IMAGE, AND VIDEO CONTENT AND TRANSFER IT ONTO PORTABLE STORAGE MEDIA SUCH AS MEMORY CARDS AND REMOVABLE HARD DISK DRIVES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRANSONIC SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE CONSISTING OF WEARABLE, HANDHELD, LAPTOP, OR DESKTOP SYSTEMS, THAT STORES SPEECH PROCESSING SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES TWO USERS TO CONDUCT SPEECH-TO-SPEECH MEDIATED HUMAN COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE TRANSLATION AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE TO ENABLE TWO USERS TO CONDUCT SPEECH-TO-SPEECH MEDIATED COMMUNICATION AND PERFORM LANGUAGE TRANSLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRANSONICS

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE CONSISTING OF WEARABLE, HANDHELD, LAPTOP, OR DESKTOP SYSTEMS, THAT STORES SPEECH PROCESSING SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES TWO USERS TO CONDUCT SPEECH-TO-SPEECH MEDIATED HUMAN COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE TRANSLATION AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE TO ENABLE TWO USERS TO CONDUCT SPEECH-TO-SPEECH MEDIATED COMMUNICATION AND PERFORM LANGUAGE TRANSLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
INTELLIGENCE ONLINE

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,050,453.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ONLINE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS AVAILABLE ON THE INTERNET IN THE FIELD OF WORLDWIDE CURRENT EVENTS, POLITICAL AND BUSINESS NEWS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-8-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-8-1995.
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FROM BUYING TO SUPPLYING!

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT USED FOR ACCOUNTING AND MANAGING TRANSACTIONS WITH CUSTOMERS AND VENDORS, TRACKING INVENTORY AND MANAGING DATABASES CONTAINING WAREHOUSE INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SX1

FOR MOBILE TELEPHONES; ELECTRIC ACCUMULATORS AND BATTERIES FOR MOBILE TELEPHONES; AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES FOR MOBILE PHONES NAMELY, HANDS-FREE HOLDERS, CRADLES, HEADSETS AND EARPHONES, CHARGING POWER CABLES, BATTERY CHARGING UNITS, BATTERY CHARGING STATIONS, MOBILE TELEPHONE CONTROL DEVICE IN THE NATURE OF A MOUSE; ENCODED ELECTRONIC CHIP CARDS FOR MOBILE TELEPHONE USERS; PHOTOGRAPHIC AND DIGITAL CAMERAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WINDCAP

FOR CAPACITORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VISUAL SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,601,778.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF MANUFACTURING AND DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MONACO

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DOSAGE PLANNING, SIMULATION AND EVALUATION, DEFINING TARGET VOLUMES, DESIGNING TREATMENT FIELDS, AND MEDICAL IMAGING, ALL IN THE FIELD OF RADIATION TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BAK

FOR ELECTRIC ACCUMULATORS FOR VEHICLES, ACCUMULATOR JARS, ACCUMULATOR BOXES, PLATES FOR BATTERIES, BATTERIES FOR LIGHTING, ANODES, ANODE BATTERIES, CHANGERS FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES, GALVANIC CELLS, GALVANIC BATTERIES, GRIDS FOR BATTERIES, BATTERIES FOR POCKET LAMPS, ELECTRIC BATTERIES, ELECTRIC ACCUMULATORS, CATHODES, SOLAR BATTERIES, CHARGERS FOR BATTERIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SERVICE DELIVERY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, NAMELY FOR NETWORK DATA GATHERING, REPORTING, AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BONZAI
FOR PALM-SIZED PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT USING FLASH CARDS FOR PERSONAL FILE STORAGE, WITH USB CONNECTOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-235,192. BERGER INSTRUMENTS, INC., NEWARK, DE. FILED 4-8-2003.

SFC ANALYTIX
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SFC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SUPERCRITICAL FLUID CHROMATOGRAPHY APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-235,283. VIVA OPTIQUE, INC., SOMERVILLE, NJ. FILED 4-8-2003.

XANADIUM
FOR OPHTHALMIC FRAMES, SUNGLASSES, SPORTS GOGGLES FOR USE IN SKIING, BEACH GAMES AND RACKET SPORTS, CLIP-ON SUN LENS ATTACHMENTS AND SUN LENS ATTACHMENTS WHICH UTILIZE MAGNETS TO SECURE THE SUN LENS, SAFETY GOGGLES AND SAFETY EYEWEAR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


MYBIZ
FOR INTERACTIVE PAGERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2000.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-236,733. BITRON VIDEO SRL, 10044 PIANEZZA (TO), ITALY. FILED 4-11-2003.

BITRON VIDEO
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VIDEO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, NAMELY, TELEVISION CAMERAS, VIDEO RECORDERS, AND AUDIO RECORDERS, INTERCOMS, AUDIO-VISUAL DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS COMPRISING VIDEO CAMERAS, VIDEO MONITORS, VIDEO PHONES, AND ELECTRONIC DOOR OPENERS; TELEPHONES; TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION INSTALLATIONS; AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-236,751. IIR COMMUNISPOND, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-11-2003.

FOR PRERECORDED VIDEOTAPES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF COMMUNICATIONS, SALES, CUSTOMER SERVICE AND BUSINESS; PRE-RECORDED AUDIO TAPES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF COMMUNICATIONS, SALES, CUSTOMER SERVICE AND BUSINESS; PRE-RECORDED CD-ROMS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF COMMUNICATIONS, SALES, CUSTOMER SERVICE AND BUSINESS; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF COMMUNICATIONS, SALES, CUSTOMER SERVICE AND BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PARTY GIRLS GET LOOSE
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-236,784. ELIXIR STUDIOS LIMITED, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 4-11-2003.

EVIL GENIUS
FOR COMPUTER GAME DISCS, CARTRIDGES, TAPES, AND CASSETTES; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, PRE-RECORDED CD-ROM'S AND DVD'S FEATURING VIDEO GAMES FOR ENTERTAINMENT USES; AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY USER'S MANUALS FEATURING INFORMATION ON VIDEO GAMES FOR ENTERTAINMENT USES, RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,728. ESPHION LIMITED, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND, FILED 4-17-2003.

ESPHION
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING PROTECTION AGAINST DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING AND ANALYZING COMPUTER NETWORK TRAFFIC; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING NOTIFICATION OF AND PROTECTION FROM DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACKS, VIRTUAL MONITORING, VIRTUAL FIREWALLING, AND VIRTUAL TRAFFIC ENGINEERING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ENCRYPTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-239,259. GAMBRO LUNDIA AB, LUND, SWEDEN, FILED 4-17-2003.

DIASCAN
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR MONITORING SYSTEM FOR DETECTING, MONITORING AND DISPLAYING OF DIALYSIS TREATMENT PARAMETERS, NAMELY CLEARANCE, DIALLIANCE AND DIALYSIS DOSE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


D-TAR
FOR ELECTRIC SOUND PICKUP FOR GUITARS AND GUITAR PRE-AMPLIFIERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-240,224. INNERWIRELESS, INC., RICHARDSON, TX. FILED 4-21-2003.

INNERWIRELESS
Enabling the wireless utility.

SN 78-240,228. INNERWIRELESS, INC., RICHARDSON, TX. FILED 4-21-2003.

INNERWIRELESS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,727,815.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR DISTRIBUTION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SIGNALS AND RADIO FREQUENCIES FOR WIRELESS VOICE, DATA AND WIRELESS LAN COMMUNICATIONS INSIDE OF BUILDINGS COMPRISED OF CABLES, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AND RADIO FREQUENCY HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHEMPULSE
FOR ON-LINE ANALYZER CONSISTING OF A COMPUTER PROGRAM, MODULES, SENSOR, VALVES, TUBING, AND SOFTWARE USED FOR TRACKING THE CHEMICAL QUALITY IN CHEMICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-244,520. IDEAL INDUSTRIES, INC., SYCAMORE, IL. FILED 5-1-2003.


FOR ELECTRICAL WIRE CONNECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACTIVE VERIFIER

FOR DIGITAL CAMERAS, DIGITAL VOICE RECORDERS, AUDIO CASSETTE RECORDERS, DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDERS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR BIOMETRIC IDENTITY ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPTIMIZATION MATTERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OPTIMIZATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTE PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE FOR PERFORMING OPERATIONS-RELATED MODELING FOR THOSE IN INDUSTRIES PERTAINING TO OR INVOLVING MODES OF TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


SMART TAPE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAPE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEASURING TAPE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-247,452. FOCUS ON THE FAMILY, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 5-8-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,732,534, 2,701,270 AND OTHERS.

FOR SERIES OF AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES, VIDEO-TAPES, COMPACT DISCS AND DVDS OF CHILDREN'S DRAMAS WITH MORAL AND EDUCATIONAL THEMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOFTSWITCHING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,786,146.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR VOLTAGE PROTECTORS FOR USE IN MAINTAINING OPERATION OF SENSITIVE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT, CONTROLS, ELECTRIC DRIVES, LIGHTING, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS AND SCIENTIFIC DEVICES DURING UNEXPECTED VOLTAGE CHANGES AND MOMENTARY LOSES OF ELECTRICAL POWER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


CORONA GUARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GUARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRICAL CABLES, PROTECTIVE SLEEVES FOR ELECTRICAL CABLES, ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIONS, MATERIALS FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION, ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS, CONNECTING BOXES, CONNECTING BLOCKS, ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS, ELECTRICAL CONDUITS, POWER OUTLET, CURRENT RECTIFIERS, CIRCUIT BREAKERS; A FULL LINE OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS; POLE-TYPE PAD MOUNTED, SUBSTATION AND POWER TRANSFORMERS OF ALL CAPACITIES; ELECTRICAL CUT-OUTS; VOLTAGE REGULATORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YANK


DANIELLE MATTESSICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ADRENALINE SEARCH ENGINE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SEARCH ENGINE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR INDEXING, SEARCH, STORAGE, LOCATING, AND RETRIEVING COMPUTER DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VERITAS STORAGE FOUNDATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STORAGE" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER UTILITY SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN FILE, DISK AND SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA STORAGE MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE AREA NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR BACKING UP AND RESTORING COMPUTER DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DISASTER RECOVERY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN REMOVABLE STORAGE MEDIA MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING, IDENTIFYING AND RECTIFYING FILE, DISK, SYSTEM, AND COMPUTER NETWORK PROBLEMS AND ERRORS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF ENTERPRISE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GENERATING REPORTS FROM DATABASES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SCHEDULING AUTOMATED PROCESSES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE CENTRAL MANAGEMENT OF COMPUTERS ATTACHED TO A COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR REPLICAING AND ARCHIVING FILES FROM ONE DATA STORE TO ANOTHER; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR METEERING THE USE OF THE OTHER COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DEVELOPING DATA ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS AND OTHER COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING, ANALYZING, REPORTING AND SOLVING PERFORMANCE AND DATA AVAILABILITY ISSUES OF APPLICATION SOFTWARE, DATABASES, NETWORK, STORAGE, AND OTHER COMPUTER COMPONENTS AND PROGRAMS; INSTRUCTION MANUALS SUPPLIED AS A UNIT WITH THE FOREGOING; PUBLICATIONS IN ELECTRONIC FORM, ON MAGNETIC AND OPTICAL COMPUTER-READABLE MEDIA OR DOWNLOADABLE VIA COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, INCLUDING THE INTERNET, NAMELY, WORK BOOKS, QUICK REFERENCE GUIDES, TECHNICAL REFERENCE MANUALS, USER MANUALS, AND EVALUATION GUIDES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, AND COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RAWVIBE

FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO, VISUAL AND AUDIO-VISUAL PERFORMANCES IN ANALOG AND DIGITAL CONFIGURATIONS AND FORMATS CONTAINED IN ANALOG MAGNETIC AND DIGITAL MAGNETIC TAPES AND DISCS, ALL CONTAINING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-21-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-21-2001.

DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
XVIB

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT, SOLD AS AN INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE MODULE OR AS A COMPONENT OF A SUITE OF SOFTWARE FOR THAT PURPOSE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2001.

REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MAGNERINES

FOR DECORATIVE MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MOTIONMASTER

FOR ACCELERATION DATA RECORDERS, NAMELY, SELF-CONTAINED ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS FOR SENSING AND RECORDING ACCELERATION DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GUTHY-RENKER ENTERTAINMENT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,906,200 AND 2,184,432. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SERIES OF PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES, CDS, AND DVDs FEATURING MUSICAL, VARIETY, NEWS AND COMEDY SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

ING CLOTHS AND CLEANING SOLUTION; CD CLEANING AND REPAIR KIT COMPRISING A MOTORIZED CONTAINER FOR HOLDING AND ROTATING COMPACT DISCS, CLEANING SOLUTION AND WIPES; CD LASER LENS CLEANERS, NAMELY, A COMPACT DISC FOR CLEANING CD LASER LENSES; BLANK FLOPPY DISKETTES, BLANK AUDIO MINI-DISCS; CARRYING CASES AND BOXES FOR STORING MEMORY CARDS; CARRYING CASES, BOXES, SLEEVES AND WALLETs FOR MAGNETIC AND OPTICAL RECORDING MEDIA; AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER CLEANING KITS COMPRISING HEAD CLEANING CASSETTE CARTRIDGES AND CLEANING SOLUTION; CORDED AND CORDLESS TELEPHONES, MOBILE PHONES, DIGITAL TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES; RADIOS; 2-WAY RADIOS; STEREO, AUDIO AND VIDEO RECEIVERS; KARAOKE SYSTEMS, NAMELY, KARAOKE MACHINES, MICROPHONES, AND SOFTWARE, NAMELY COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC WITH ACCOMPANYING LYRICS AND GRAPHICS; MONITOR GLARE FILTERS; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, DRIVERS FOR OPERATING COMPUTER HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS; BATTERIES; RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES; BATTERY CHARGERS. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PARSEC

FOR DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY APPARATUS FOR CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL TESTING, COLLECTING, DIAGNOSING AND STORING BLOOD, URINE, SERUM, FECES AND OTHER HUMAN TISSUES AND FLUIDS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE SUPPLIED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MNOTES

FOR SOFTWARE FOR THE SYCHRONIZATION OF COMPUTER DATABASES BETWEEN DESKTOP COMPUTERS AND HANDHELD COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.

ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

APTIGEN ENTERPRISE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERPRISE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE IP TELEPHONY APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WHAT'S INSIDE MATTERS

FOR COMPUTER TELEPHONY HARDWARE COMPONENTS USED IN TELEPHONY SYSTEMS SERVICING THE VOICE RECORDING AND VOICE DATAlOGGING MARKETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CLASS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE OPTIMIZED SCHEDULING OF TRAINING AND OPERATIONS FOR BASIC MILITARY TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF MILITARY DEFENSE, AND FOR USE IN STRUCTURED COMMERCIAL TRAINING ENVIRONMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FLIGHT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGNED FOR OPTIMIZED SCHEDULING OF MILITARY FLIGHT TRAINING AND OPERATIONS IN LARGE SCALE TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT, ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT, MILITARY FIGHTER AIRCRAFT, AND SIMULATORS SUPPORTING SYNTHETIC TRAINING FOR THESE AIRFRAMES IN THE FIELD OF MILITARY DEFENSE AND COMMERCIAL AVIATION TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-265,021. RSS SOLUTIONS INC., KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 6-20-2003.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,179,911, FILED 6-3-2003.
FOR PRODUCTION PLANNING AND SCHEDULING SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE WHICH FACILITATES THE ABILITY TO QUOTE, MEASURE AND ACHIEVE ACCURATE DELIVERY DATES WHILE OPTIMIZING PLANT SCHEDULES AND RESOURCE USAGE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SILVER EAGLE

FOR POLYMERIC PROJECTION SCREENS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POLAROID DESIGN-A-CARD

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 422,100, 2,751,335 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DESIGN-A-CARD, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MAKING IDENTIFICATION CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VENDOR PASSPORT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VENDOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENCODED ELECTRONIC CARDS THAT TRANSMIT IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION OF PERSONS VIA RADIO FREQUENCY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.
G. MAYER SCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-269,188. GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NY. FILED 7-1-2003.

THERMALED

FOR LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPTIONSOFT

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN GENERATING PRODUCT MENUS AND GENERATING DATABASES OF CUSTOMER SELECTIONS IN THE FIELD OF VEHICLE FINANCING AND INSURANCE AND THE FIELD OF VEHICLE REPAIR AND SERVICE, BY AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS THAT SELL AND/OR LEASE VEHICLES, INCLUDING AUTOMOBILES, SUVS, RVS, ATVS, MOBILE HOMES, AND/OR TRUCKS TO CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2003.
DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MYIICCO

FOR VIDEO GAME AND COMPUTER GAME ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, VIDEO SCREEN FILTERS, BATTERIES, RECHARGEABLE ELECTRIC BATTERIES, BATTERY CHARGERS, CABLES FOR CONNECTING VIDEO/COMPUTER GAME CONSOLES TO TELEVISIONS, CAR BATTERY ADAPTERS, CARRYING CASES FOR VIDEO/COMPUTER GAMES, CARRYING CASES FOR VIDEO/COMPUTER GAME CONSOLES, CONTROL- LER INPUT JACK CONVERTERS, ELECTRICAL AC ADAPTERS, VIDEO GAME INTERACTIVE HAND HELD REMOTE CONTROLS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES, HEADPHONE SPEAKERS, HANDHELD INTERACTIVE REMOTE CONTROLLED CONTRO- LERS, VIDEO GAME INTERACTIVE CONTROL FLOOR PADS, LINK CABLES FOR CONNECTING SEVERAL VIDEO/COMPUTER GAME CONSOLES TOGETHER, MAGNIFYING SCREENS FOR VIDEO/COMPUTER CONSOLES, COMPUTER MEMORY HARDWARE, MULTIPLAYER STATIONS, RF SWITCHES AND ADAPTORS, STANDS AND HOLDING UNITS FOR VIDEO/COMPUTER GAME CONSOLES, SYSTEM SELECTORS FOR INTERCONNECTING MULTIPLE VIDEO/COMPUTER GAME CONSOLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VARI-GAGE

FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER FOR VARIABLE SPEED PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIRECORE

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR INTERNET SECURITY MONITORING AND CONTROL IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, SERVERS, NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MYIICCO

FOR PRERECORDED COMPACT DISCS FEATURING EASY LISTENING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-272,675. CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY LTD., SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, FILED 7-10-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,894,843 AND 1,905,352.
THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR THE COLORS BLUE AND YELLOW.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO CONTROL AND IMPROVE COMPUTER AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT SOUND QUALITY AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE STORAGE, REPRODUCTION, TRANSMISSION AND EDITING OF SOUND, DATA, TEXT, IMAGES, AND VIDEO IN COMPUTER AUDIO COMPONENTS AND MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; DIGITAL VIDEO PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; DIGITAL IMAGE RECORDERS AND VIEWERS; ELECTRONIC AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPONENTS, NAMELY, SOUND SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, SOUND MIXERS, EQUALIZERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDERS AND PLAYERS, AND RADIOS; NETWORK INTERFACE AND COMMUNICATION DEVICES, NAMELY, MODEMS, TELEPHONES, SWITCHES, ROUTERS, HUBS AND ADAPTERS, LOUDSPEAKERS, REMOTE CONTROLS, AND MANUALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
AUDIOWING
FOR COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, NAMELY, MONITORS, DISPLAYS, TELEVISIONS, AND SPEAKERS USED WITH COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VISAGRAPH
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CANT’ HELP FALLING IN LOVE
FOR ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS; NAMELY DECORATIVE MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PROJECTABILITY
FOR PROJECTION DEVICES, NAMELY PRESENTATION PROJECTORS, HOME THEATRE PROJECTORS, MOBILE PROJECTORS, PROJECTION SCREENS; DISPLAYS FOR PROJECTION DEVICES, NAMELY LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS FOR PROJECTION DEVICES; ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENTS FOR PROJECTION DEVICES, NAMELY WIRELESS DEVICES FOR PROJECTION DEVICES, MULTIMEDIA ADAPTERS FOR PROJECTION DEVICES, SOFTWARE FOR INSTALLATION, USE AND MANAGEMENT OF PROJECTION DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LOGICUBE
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, ENCLOSURES AND ELECTRONICS, FOR THE Duplication OF COMPUTER HARD DRIVES AND OTHER COMPUTER STORAGE MEDIA; COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, ENCLOSURES AND ELECTRONICS, FOR THE TRANSFER OF DATA TO AND FROM A COMPUTER; COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, ENCLOSURES AND ELECTRONICS, FOR THE FORENSIC ANALYSIS OF DATA STORED ON A COMPUTER; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DIAGNOSING, ANALYZING, COPYING AND MANAGING HARD DISK DRIVES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COPYING DATA AND RETRIEVING DATA; DATA TRANSFER ADAPTERS TO TRANSFER DATA TO AND FROM A COMPUTER; AND COMBINATIONS OF THE FOREGOING SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIGITALCLARITY
FOR DIGITAL IMAGING DEVICES, NAMELY, SEMICONDUCTOR IMAGE SENSORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LIVEHOUR


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR CREATING AND EXCHANGING DIGITAL MAPS AND MAP DATA, FOR LOCATING POSITIONS ON DIGITAL MAPS, FOR THE RETRIEVAL AND DISPLAY OF MAPS AND FOR UPLOADING OF MAPS TO GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) NAVIGATION RECEIVERS AND PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (PDAS) (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2003.

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

YAUSET


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENGINEERED SYSTEMS, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FOR SECURITY ACCESS PRODUCTS, NAMELY, EMERGENCY PHONE SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF TELEPHONES AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING CALLS FROM EMERGENCY TELEPHONES AND MAGNETICALLY-ENCODED SECURITY ACCESS CARDS FOR ENTRY INTO A BUILDING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALARM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE TEXT "ALARM ARM", THE "L" COMPRised OF A GRAPHIC THAT HAS A HORIZONTAL PORTION AND A VERTICAL PORTION. SAID HORIZONTAL PORTION IS INTENDED TO REPRESENT AN OUTSTRETCHED ARM GRASPING A VERTICAL PORTION, AND SAID VERTICAL PORTION IS INTENDED TO REPRESENT A SMOKE ARM MOUNTING SYSTEM. FOR FIRE ALARMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). WILLIAM BRICKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHARTMINE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO COMPILE AND ANALYZE BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL STATISTICS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 7-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 10-1-1999. FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-283,663. HAMMERSTEIN, BRIAN, BRONX, NY. FILED 8-6-2003.

INFON

FOR INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SEARCH ENGINE SOFTWARE FOR CATEGORIZING INVESTMENT PREFERENCES FOR BUSINESS AND EDUCATIONAL USE FOR VENTURE CAPITAL ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 5-30-1994; IN COMMERCE 5-30-1994. GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-283,912. CON-CISE LENS CO., INC., SAN LEANDRO, CA. FILED 8-6-2003.

BIOLENS

FOR CONTACT LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-283,932. CON-CISE LENS CO., INC., SAN LEANDRO, CA. FILED 8-6-2003.

BIONITE

FOR CONTACT LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,434. APPLIED EXPERT SYSTEMS, INC., MENLO PARK, CA. FILED 8-7-2003.

CLEVER


SN 78-284,809. GARMIN LTD., GEORGE TOWN, CAYMAN ISLANDS. FILED 8-8-2003.

VIRTUAL PARTNER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VIRTUAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR PORTABLE EXERCISE MONITORS; GPS RECEIVERS; AND SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PORTABLE EXERCISE MONITORS AND GPS RECEIVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,891. NEWS AMERICA MARKETING PROPERTIES, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 8-8-2003.

SMARTSOURCE COUPON MACHINE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,318,250, 2,608,682 AND OTHERS. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COUPON MACHINE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR AUTOMATED DISPENSERS OF COUPONS THAT ARE AFFIXED TO RETAIL STORE SHELVES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 2-4-1998; IN COMMERCE 2-4-1998. JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,891. NEWS AMERICA MARKETING PROPERTIES, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 8-8-2003.
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RIOSHORE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AXESSION

FOR UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROLS FOR TELEVISIONS, RADIOS, DVD RECORDERS, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, STEREO AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS, CABLE AND SATELLITE TELEVISION BOXES, PROJECTORS, HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEMS, AND LIGHTING; AUDIO AND VIDEO CABLES; AUDIO CONNECTORS, VIDEO CONNECTORS AND AUDIO/VIDEO CONNECTORS; AUDIO SELECTORS, VIDEO SELECTORS AND AUDIO/VIDEO SELECTORS; RF MODULATORS; AMPLIFIERS; AUDIO SWITCHERS AND VIDEO SWITCHERS; AND EAR MICROPHONES FOR CELL PHONE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DREAM CREATE INSPIRE

FOR DOWNLOADABLE AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK APPLICATION FRAMEWORK SOFTWARE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, FOR WEBSITE HOSTING, NAMELY, CREATING, DESIGNING, CUSTOMIZING, IMPLEMENTING, MAINTAINING, AND MANAGING WEB PAGES AND WEB SITES AND FOR PROVIDING E-MAIL CAPABILITY, CHAT ROOM CAPABILITIES, CONTENT SUBSCRIBING AND PUBLISHING CAPABILITIES, GAME CAPABILITIES AND PERSONAL AND BUSINESS DATA STORAGE CAPABILITIES AT WEBSITES AND FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK APPLICATIONS AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK SERVICES, NAMELY, FOR SCHEDULING IN THE NATURE OF TESTING, ANALYZING AND PREDICTING THE OPERATIONAL NEEDS OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS FOR THE CONTROL, MANAGEMENT, AND DELIVERY VERIFICATION OF ON-LINE SERVICES, FOR CONTROLLING ACCESS TO AND SECURING APPLICATIONS ACCESSED VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS AND FOR BUSINESS TO BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS IN THE NATURE OF CREATING, INTEGRATING AND HOSTING ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES BY RECEIVING AND PROCESSING ONLINE ORDERS ON A SECURE SERVER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DON'T RIDE UNPROTECTED . . . KEEP YOUR HEAD COVERED.

FOR SPORTING ARTICLES, NAMELY DECORATIVE AND FANCIFUL ITEMS FOR COVERING OF, AND FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH, PROTECTIVE HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CAMUNICATOR

FOR CAMERAS, NAMELY, WEBCAMS USED FOR TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND VIDEO IMAGES VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SNAKE MAYHEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SNAKE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COMPUTERIZED VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH CELLULAR TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GRIFTER

FOR SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GAC
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,284,152 AND 1,284,153.
FOR GRAIN MOISTURE TESTERS AND GRAIN CONSTITUENT ANALYZERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-17-1978; IN COMMERCE 4-17-1978.
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-288,423.

WARS AND WARRIORS
FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-288,612.

DIGIN
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR INTEGRATING AND ANALYZING DIGITAL INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-289,050.

SOLAR3
FOR READING GLASSES, SUNGLASSES, CLIP-ON SUNGLASSES, EYEGLASS CASES, EYEGLASS CHAINS, EYEGLASS CORDS, EYEGLASS CLEANING KITS COMPRISED OF EYEGLASS CLEANING CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-289,511.

GLOBEPRO
FOR GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) CONSISTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, AND NETWORK INTERFACE DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-289,630.

NEX
FOR DC VOLTAGE TO DC VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-290,402.

HORIZONS
FOR WIRELESS NETWORKING INTERFACE CARDS; WIRELESS NETWORKING INTERFACE CARDS, NAMELY, PCMICA CARDS, MINI-PCI CARDS, AND USB CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-290,531.

PROSTACK
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER AIDED FACILITIES MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-290,595. CROWN BATTERY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, FREMONT, OH. FILED 8-21-2003.

POWERHOUSE

FOR INDUSTRIAL BATTERY CHARGERS FOR MATERIAL HANDLING VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CAPITAL INTELLIGENCE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, CAPITAL EXPENDITURE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY, NAMELY, HOTELS, MOTELS AND LODGING ESTABLISHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


QUARANTINO

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING EMAIL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HIGHROAD

FOR HEAT MANAGEMENT COMPONENTS FOR INCORPORATION IN ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLIES AND PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, NAMELY, INSULATING HEAT SINK MOUNTS FITTED FOR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS; SILICONE COATED ELECTRICAL INSULATIVE FILM FITTED FOR USE IN COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC INSTALLATIONS; SOLD IN THE FORM OF SHEETS AND SPECIAL SHAPES; MULTIFUNCTION ELECTRONIC MEMBRANE SWITCHES; MOUNTING PAD FITTED FOR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES; INSULATORY COATINGS OF PLASTIC RESIN SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF SEMICONDUCTORS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT; MOUNTING SUBSTRATES FOR INCORPORATION IN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS; ELECTRICAL MEMBRANE SWITCHES; ELECTRICAL INSULATIVE, THERMALLY CONDUCTIVE MOUNTING PADS FITTED FOR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS; AND COMPUTER TOUCHSCREEN MONITORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROUTE SOURCE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE RETRIEVAL AND DISPLAY OF MAPS AND UPLOADING OF MAPS TO GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM NAVIGATION RECEIVERS; PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS (CD-ROMS) CONTAINING MAPS FOR UPLOADING TO GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM NAVIGATION RECEIVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ENVIRONSTAR

FOR PROTECTIVE CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPTICAL INTELLIGENCE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE OPTICAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COMPONENT SOFTWARE ALLOWING WIRELESS AND MOBILE DEVICES, SUCH AS CELLPHONES AND PDAS, EQUIPPED WITH DIGITAL CAMERAS TO CAPTURE AND DECODE BARCODES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DR. OCTAGON

THE NAME IN THE MARK DOES NOT REFER TO A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR SERIES OF COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS, AUDIO TAPES, DVD'S, MOVIE FILMS AND VIDEO TAPES, ALL CONTAINING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ROAD SHARE ALERT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ROAD" AND "ALERT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ROAD HAZARD WARNING DEVICE COMPRISED OF A COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTER AND REMOTE RECEIVER THAT NOTIFIES MOTORISTS WHEN BICYCLES, MOTORCYCLES AND PEDESTRIANS ARE NEARBY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRECISE FLOW

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FLOW, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR OXYGEN CONSERVERS FOR AIRCRAFT USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EPRO CANVAS

FOR SOFTWARE FOR SUPPORTING OPERATOR INTERFACE UNITS, SOFTWARE FOR SUPPORTING VIDEO CONTROL PANELS AND COMPUTER CONTROLLED INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RESHEF OF DESTRUCTION

FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME CD-ROMS; VIDEO GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME CD-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; ELECTRONIC GAME CD-ROMS; ELECTRONIC GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; CARTRIDGES AND CASSETTES FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; CIRCUIT BOARDS CONTAINING GAME PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINE; VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FASTDOCS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO PRODUCE CLOSING DOCUMENTS FOR REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CABINET ARCHITECT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CABINET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT IS USED TO CALCULATE AND STORE CABINET DATA FOR THE CUSTOM WOOD CABINET INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SAMSTAR

FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONICS DEVICES AND HOME THEATER SYSTEMS, NAMELY, TELEVISIONS, LCD MONITORS, PLASMA MONITORS, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, DVD PLAYERS, CD PLAYERS; TELEPHONES, CORDLESS TELEPHONES, CALCULATORS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS OR PDAS, MP3S, VOICE RECORDERS, CASSETTE RECORDERS, FRS TRANSCEIVER-RADIOS, AND MOBILE PHONE HANDS FREE KITS COMPRISING OF A TRANSMITTER AND A RECEIVER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANKIMO

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INTERFACE PRODUCT, NAMELY A SIGNAL PROCESSOR USED TO INTERFACE AND PROCESS PROTECTED DIGITAL TV SIGNALS, NAMELY, CONVERTING THE SIGNAL BETWEEN CONDITIONAL ACCESS AND DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT FORMATS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INTERFACE PRODUCT, NAMELY A SIGNAL PROCESSOR USED TO INTERFACE AND PROCESS PROTECTED DIGITAL CABLE TV SIGNALS INCLUDING CONVERTING THE SIGNAL BETWEEN CONDITIONAL ACCESS AND DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT FORMATS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REBEL
FOR FALL ARREST AND FALL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SELF RETRACTING LIFELINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,502,902, 2,423,714 AND OTHERS.
FOR BATTERIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2001.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ENERGIZONE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,502,902, 2,423,714 AND OTHERS.
FOR BATTERIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SMART ADJUST
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO MANAGE CHECK PROCESSING AND ACCOUNTING, AND TO AUTOMATE THE PROCESSING AND REPORTING OF INFORMATION ABOUT CHECKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ROUTING CUSTOMER INQUIRIES TO THE APPROPRIATE PERSONNEL AND FOR PRIORITIZING THE WORK RESULTING FROM SUCH INQUIRIES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATICALLY RETRIEVING AND ANALYZING INFORMATION REQUIRED TO RESPOND TO CUSTOMER INQUIRIES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATICALLY GENERATING COMMUNICATIONS IN RESPONSE TO CUSTOMER INQUIRIES AND IN RESPONSE TO CIRCUMSTANCES DETECTED DURING CHECK PROCESSING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RESOLVING ISSUES RELATING TO CHECK PROCESSING BY REFERENCE TO APPROPRIATE BUSINESS RULES; AND USER MANUALS PACKAGED AS A UNIT WITH THE FOREGOING GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-20-2003.
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FORESEE
FOR FINANCIAL DECISION-MAKING SOFTWARE FOR USE BY INDIVIDUALS AND WHICH CONDUCTS ANALYSIS OF RISK AND UNCERTAINTY TO ENABLE AND FACILITATE HUMAN DECISION-MAKING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AURA
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ASSESSING INSURABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF APPLICANTS AND ISSUING POLICIES, IN THE FIELD OF LIFE INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-6-2000; IN COMMERCE 11-6-2000.
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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MICROPROX
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAPLOGISTICS
FOR COMPUTER DESKTOP SOFTWARE TO PROVIDE ROUTING OPTIMIZATION FOR VEHICLES BY WAY OF A GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION DATABASE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, NAMELY, MOUSE, DIGITIZER TABLETS, COMPUTER CURSOR CONTROL DEVICES, NAMELY, LIGHT PENS, TOUCH PADS, AND TRACKBALLS, DISC DRIVES, DOCKING STATIONS, CAMERAS, MONITORS, AND CARRYING CASES; COMPUTER COMPONENTS, NAMELY, CARD ADAPTERS, CHASSIS, EXPANSION BOARDS, GRAPHICS BOARDS, HEATSINKS, INTERFACE BOARDS, AND MEMORY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING TO COMPUTER NETWORK USERS AND TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, COMPUTER SCREEN SAVER SOFTWARE, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO CONTROL AND IMPROVE COMPUTER AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT SOUND QUALITY, COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES, GAME CASSETTES, GAME DISCS, AND GAME SOFTWARE, COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, MOUSE PAD AND REMOVABLE STORAGE MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HELPING TEACHERS HELP STUDENTS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING A DATABASE OF EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION FOR USE BY TEACHERS, EDUCATORS, EDUCATIONAL THERAPISTS, PROFESSORS, ADMINISTRATORS, TUTORS AND THE LIKE FOR CREATING LESSON PLANS AND TESTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIGHTNING
FOR HIGH SPEED DIGITAL CAMERAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SARA
FOR COMPUTER POINT OF SALE DOCUMENT IMAGE SCANNERS ALLOWING VALIDATION AND PAYMENT OF BETTING TRANSACTIONS CARRIED OUT ON NETWORKED GAMING SYSTEMS, SUCH AS LOTTERY, BOOKMAKING AND BINGO (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-293,972. OFFICEFORMARKET TECHNOLOGY, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 8-29-2003.

TRADER DNA
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRADER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO COLLECT AND EVALUATE ELECTRONIC TRADING DATA AND ACTIVITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANALYZING THE PERFORMANCE OF FINANCIAL TRADERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


EMMA

FOR COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CONTROLLING NETWORKED GAMING DEVICES, NAMELY SLOT MACHINES; COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER EQUIPMENT ALLOWING VALIDATION AND PAYMENT OF BETTING TRANSACTIONS CARRIED OUT ON NETWORKED GAMING DEVICES, NAMELY SLOT MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FHE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF EMBEDDED SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FHM

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF EMBEDDED SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DOUBLEWIDE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF EMBEDDED SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACAPULCO

FOR CAR RADIOS; CAR CASSETTE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; CAR RADIOS WITH DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCAST RECEIVERS FOR RECEIVING DIGITAL DATA; CAR RADIOS WITH RECEIVERS FOR SATELLITE DATA; CAR CD PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; CAR DVD PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; DVD/MP3 PLAYERS; DVD/MP3/CD PLAYERS; CD/MP3 PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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AUSTIN
FOR CAR RADIOS; CAR CASSETTE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; CAR RADIOS WITH DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCAST RECEIVERS FOR RECEIVING DIGITAL DATA; CAR RADIOS WITH RECEIVERS FOR SATELLITE DATA; CAR CD PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; CAR DVD PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; CAR MD PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; DVD/MP3 PLAYERS; DVD/MP3/CD PLAYERS; CD/MP3 PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-6-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-6-1995.
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEW ORLEANS
FOR CAR RADIOS; CAR CASSETTE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; CAR RADIOS WITH DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCAST RECEIVERS FOR RECEIVING DIGITAL DATA; CAR RADIOS WITH RECEIVERS FOR SATELLITE DATA; CAR CD PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; CAR DVD PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; CAR MD PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; DVD/MP3 PLAYERS; DVD/MP3/CD PLAYERS; CD/MP3 PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-6-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-6-1995.
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOFT FIT
FOR EAR PLUGS NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-295,739. ASYLUM SOFTWARE, INC., MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 9-3-2003.

BIOLOGY FX
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BIOLOGY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN BIOLOGY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TEACHING BIOLOGY AND RELATED CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGY, FOR SOLVING BIOLOGY PROBLEMS, FOR SIMULATION OF BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS, AND FOR CREATING MODELS TO STUDY THE STRUCTURE, FUNCTION, GROWTH, ORIGIN, EVOLUTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF LIFE AND LIVING ORGANISMS; AND USER MANUALS SOLD THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HISPANIC ENTERTAINMENT FOR A NEW GENERATION
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OUTERFUSION
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN HUMAN RESOURCES, TRACKING EMPLOYEE TIME AND ATTENDANCE, AND EMPLOYEE AND MANAGER SELF-SERVICE; APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FIRMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AGRENET
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN REQUESTING, MANAGING AND NEGOTIATING AGREEMENTS ELECTRONICALLY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,069. CONGISTICS, INC., WILTON, CT. FILED 9-4-2003.

CONTROLBOARD
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN SCHEDULING AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-296,159. PENN MEDICAL INFORMATICS SYSTEMS, INC., ALTOONA, PA. FILED 9-4-2003.

EYEDOC

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,282,324.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROVIDING ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS FOR EYE DOCTORS, CREATING DETAILED CHART NOTES, REFERRAL AND CONSULTATION LETTERS, EYEGLASSES, CONTACT LENSES AND MEDICATION PRESCRIPTIONS, PATIENT HANDOUTS AND AUTOMATED OPERATIVE REPORTS, COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VISUALCAL

FOR SOFTWARE FOR DEVELOPING AND EXECUTING AUTOMATED CALIBRATION PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KBX

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SEEING, USING, AND REPORTING DATA BETWEEN THIRD PARTY DATABASE SOFTWARE AND OTHER THIRD PARTY APPLICATION SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AUTOVANTAGE

FOR SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR DATA MANAGEMENT USED TO OPTIMIZE WELLS IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


XTOOL

FOR SECURITY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MONITORING AND PROTECTING COMPUTER HARDWARE AND DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VANESSA DUVELLE

THE NAME "VANESSA DUVELLE" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS IN THE FORM OF CARTRIDGES, DISCS, CD ROMS, CASSETTES AND TAPES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-297,190. KONAMI CORPORATION, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 9-8-2003.

APOCALYPTICA

FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME CD-ROMS; VIDEO GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME CD-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; ELECTRONIC GAME CD-ROMS; ELECTRONIC GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; CARTRIDGES AND CASSETTES FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; CIRCUIT BOARDS CONTAINING GAME PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-297,525. DIRECT SOURCE SPECIAL PRODUCTS, INC., LASALLE, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 9-8-2003.

FOR PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS FEATURING MUSIC; PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS FEATURING LIFESTYLE MATERIAL, ADVICE AND TIPS FOR ACHIEVING HEALTH AND WELLNESS INCLUDING PHYSICAL EXERCISE, COOKING RECIPES AND HOME DECORATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-29-2003.

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-297,554. KONAMI GAMING, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 9-8-2003.

HAWAIIAN DREAM

FOR GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES, GAMING MACHINES AND GAME SOFTWARE USED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

STEVANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HYDRO-RAIN

FOR ELECTRONIC WATER CONTROL DEVICES, NAMELY, CONTROL UNITS AND VALVES FOR USE IN TIMING AND OPERATIONS OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS AND HOSE FAUCETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RANDOMPLUS

FOR AUTOMATIC PLAYING CARD SHUFFLERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EDIMAIL

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONVERTING A TRANSMITTED DOCUMENT INTO A FORMAT READABLE BY THE RECEIVING COMPUTER FOR THE TRANSFER OF DATA BETWEEN COMPANIES ELECTRONICALLY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NAVEXRESS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF NAVIGATION DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ILLICOM

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC DATA INTEGRATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRADEXPRESS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC DATA INTEGRATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INVENTROL

FOR COMPUTERIZED SCALES USED IN INVENTORY CONTROL TO DETERMINE PRODUCT QUANTITY BY WEIGHT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

ORFEO
FOR INTERACTIVE PROGRAM IMBEDDED IN SOFTWARE TO EXPLAIN HOW TO USE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CWLOCATE
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ORDER PROCESSING, POINT OF SALE, BACK OFFICE PROCESSING, FULFILLMENT, CUSTOMER SERVICE AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE IN THE FIELDS OF RETAILING, MARKETING, CATALOG SALES, INVENTORY CONTROL AND INVOICING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


QUICKLITHIUM
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,809,945.
FOR BATTERY CHARGERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-301,512. FLOWMETERS.COM LLC, HAZEL PARK, MI. FILED 9-17-2003.

FLOWMETERS.COM
FOR FLUID FLOW METERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SQUEEZE THE MOST OUT OF YOUR HIGH DEMAND DEVICES
FOR BATTERIES AND BATTERY CHARGERS FOR USE IN CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


I-FASHION
FOR CONTACT LENS CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


QUICKVUE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,809,945.
FOR BATTERY CHARGERS, NAMELY, BATTERY CHARGING MONITORING SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PERSONAL EQUITY MANAGER
FOR MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CREDIT CARDS AND DEBIT CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SMILEY CENTRAL

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAM FOR USE IN ATTACHING FANCIFUL DESIGNS, ICONS OR SYMBOLS, IN E-MAIL CORRESPONDENCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GERMANIA

FOR BINOCULARS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2000.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


I-FASHION LX

FOR CONTACT LENS CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HRX PRESCRIPTION FOR SMALL BUSINESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SMALL BUSINESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS COMPUTER SOFTWARE, SPECIFICALLY SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING EMPLOYEE INFORMATION, DATA AND RECORDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VERBAL THREAT

FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND MUSICAL BASED ENTERTAINMENT; DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; DOWNLOADABLE VISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND MUSICAL BASED ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-313,175. MACK AVENUE RECORDS, INC., GROSSE POINTE FARMS, MI. FILED 10-14-2003.

SLY DOG RECORDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRERECORDED CD-ROMS FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OPEN ROAD

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR VEHICLE DEALER MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, TO TRACK RETAIL VEHICLE DEALER’S SUPPLY CHAIN, VIN DECODING, AND VEHICLE DEPRECIATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SEPRASEAL

FOR LABORATORY PRODUCT, NAMELY AN ELASTOMER LID HAVING CAPS FOR SEALING AN ARRAY OF LABORATORY TUBES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE LIFE MACHINE

FOR STAND-ALONE INSURANCE VENDING KIOSK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NOVERDOSER

FOR MEDICINE BOTTLE CAPS WITH BUILT-IN TIMERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT, VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS, GAMING MACHINES FOR PLAY OF AN INTERACTIVE, ELECTRONIC BINGO GAME (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CataspuITS OF CASH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT, VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS, GAMING MACHINES FOR PLAY OF AN INTERACTIVE, ELECTRONIC BINGO GAME (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CASHMONTD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT, VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS, GAMING MACHINES FOR PLAY OF AN INTERACTIVE, ELECTRONIC BINGO GAME (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HUSH MONEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT, VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS, GAMING MACHINES FOR PLAY OF AN INTERACTIVE, ELECTRONIC BINGO GAME (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAID OF MONEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT, VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS, GAMING MACHINES FOR PLAY OF AN INTERACTIVE, ELECTRONIC BINGO GAME (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FOR THE LOVE OF MONEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT, VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS, GAMING MACHINES FOR PLAY OF AN INTERACTIVE, ELECTRONIC BINGO GAME (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BRENDA REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KINEESY

FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEOTAPES FEATURING CHILDREN DANCING AND MOVING TO MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2003.

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

BIOMESH

FOR MESH PLATES FOR ANATOMIC CONTOURING OF THE CRANIAL SKELETON (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-457,337. PLASMA SURGICAL INVESTMENTS LTD., TORTOLA, BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS, FILED 10-10-2002.

NOA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,235,352 AND 2,468,087.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, PREMOUNTED STENT SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF BALLOONS, STENTS, AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DURELAST


CHANNEL-LOCK

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30221079.2/1, FILED 4-3-2002, REG. NO. 30221079, DATED 8-5-2002, EXPIRES 4-30-2012.

FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF BONES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-457,337. PLASMA SURGICAL INVESTMENTS LTD., TORTOLA, BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS, FILED 10-10-2002.
**TRUE DROP**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DROP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DEVICE FOR ADMINISTERING EYE DROPS IN THE NATURE OF A HEAD-MOUNTED SUPPORT FOR ALIGNING AN EYE DROPPER WITH AN EYE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-529,397. HU-FRIEDY MFG. CO., INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 7-14-2003.

**ERGODYNAMICS**

FOR HAND-HELD DENTAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, PROBES, MIRRORS, EXPLORERS, OPERATIVE INSTRUMENTS, SCALERS AND CURETTES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**BABYFLOW**

FOR MEDICAL RESPIRATORS AND THEIR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TUBINGS, ADAPTORS AND CONNECTORS FOR MEDICAL RESPIRATORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-555,940. LIFECORE BIOMEDICAL, INC., CHASKA, MN. FILED 7-29-2003.

**EQUILURE**

FOR VETERINARY MEDICAL DEVICES FOR THE PREVENTION OF SURGICAL ADHESION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-538,351. INTERNATIONAL HYDROMASAGE INC., WINNIPEG, MANITOBA R3J 3S3, CANADA, FILED 8-6-2003.

**H20MASSAGE SYSTEMS**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SYSTEMS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR THERAPEUTIC DRY MASSAGE BED (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 8-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2003.

MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**FIREFLY**

FOR LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR USE IN MEDICAL APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR ILLUMINATION OF DRIP CHAMBERS OF INTRAVENOUS DRIP SOLUTION BAGS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**SOF STOP**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SOFT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DENTAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, DISPOSABLE FOAM TIPS USED ON DENTAL SALIVA EJECTORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**ACUITY**

FOR DENTAL USE RUBBER DAM CLAMPS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**XOFT IMBT**

FOR MINIATURE X-RAY TUBE, AN APPLICATOR FOR USE WITH THE X-RAY TUBE AND A CONSOLE FOR CONTROLLING THE X-RAY TUBE IN POST TUMOR-EXCISION RADIATION THERAPY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**EMERALD**

FOR LARYNGOSCOPE BLADES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 4-26-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-26-2002.

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ANKLE BANDIT
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,046,468, 2,793,360 AND 2,793,553.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ANKLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANKLE AND ARCH SUPPORTS FOR THERAPEUTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRE-FORMS
FOR DISPOSABLE BABY BOTTLE LINERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ASTROGLIDE LUBRICATED PLEASURE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,293,845 AND 2,670,095.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LUBRICATED, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROPHYLACTIC AND CONTRACEPTIVE APPLIANCES, NAMELY CONDOMS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRANSPORT HA
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CERAMIC MEDICAL IMPLANT MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ENDOS
FOR DENTAL X-RAY MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.
APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROTOGRAFTER
FOR BONE GRAFTING APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-556,710. APNEON, INC, CUPERTINO, CA. FILED 10-16-2003.

APNEOPLASTY
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY SURGICAL IMPLANTS COMPRISED OF ARTIFICIAL MATERIAL AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF FOR TREATING UPPER AIRWAY CONDITIONS INCLUDING OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNEA (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REAL TOOLS FOR REAL THERAPY
FOR SOFT TISSUE THERAPY TOOLS FOR USE BY CHIROPRACTORS, MASSAGE THERAPISTS, PHYSICAL THERAPISTS AND ATHLETIC TRAINERS, NAMELY, TOOLS USED BY HAND DURING MASSAGE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BE WHO YOU WANT TO BE
FOR BLOOD GLUCOSE TESTING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY MONITORS, TEST STRIPS AND LANCETS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LEXICON

FOR ENDODONTIC INSTRUMENTS, namely, ENDODONTIC FILES, DENTAL DAM CLAMPS, DENTAL DAM FRAMES, DENTAL DAM SHEETS, DENTAL DAM FORCEPS, DENTAL DAM HOLE PUNCHES, DENTAL BURS, ABSORBENT POINTS, GUTTA-PERCHA POINTS, FINGER PLUGGERS, FINGER SPREADERS, ENDODONTIC STANDS AND INSTRUMENT ORGANIZERS, ALL FOR USE IN ROOT CANAL PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 8-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2001.

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CARDINAL HEALTH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,249,206, 2,255,186 AND 2,308,398.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC TEST KITS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF GLASS TUBES AND VIALS, DIPSICLES, PIPETTES, PAPER AND GLASS SLIDES, SYRINGES, CALIBRATORS AND CONTROLS, BOTTLES AND CULTURE MEDIUMS, REAGENT RACKS, BLOOD FILTERS, NAMELY, SERUM SEPARATOR, SURGICAL SPONGES; FULL LINE OF SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, HAND-HELD SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY SCALPELS, FORCEPS, SURGICAL SCISSORS, AND RETRACTORS; SOFT TISSUE AND BONE MARROW BIOPSY NEEDLES; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, NAMELY, ARM SLINGS, BODY POSITIONERS, SPLINTS, BANDAGES, ORTHOPEDIC STOCKINETTES, CUSTOMIZED SURGICAL PACKS CONTAINING SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, GLOVES AND OTHER EQUIPMENT NECESSARY FOR SURGICAL PROCEDURES; OXYGEN AND RESPIRATORY MASKS; MEDICAL STRETCHERS; MASKS FOR USE BY MEDICAL AND LABORATORY PERSONNEL; SURGICAL CAPS; PATIENT AND MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS SURGICAL GOWNS; MEDICAL EXAMINATION GOWNS; COMPRESSION BANDAGES; ELASTIC BANDAGES; ORTHOPEDIC SUPPORT BANDAGES; MEDICAL PROCEDURE TRAYS FOR USE IN DIAGNOSING AND OR TREATING PATIENTS; DISPOSABLE EXAM GLOVES FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL USE; WOUND DRAINAGE APPARATUS; WOUND DRAINAGE APPARATUS; RESERVOIR BULBS, NAMELY, EMPTY BULBS MADE OF SILICONE FOR USE IN SUCTION EXUDATE FROM WOUNDS; ADHESIVE MATS FOR SURGICAL AND CLEAN ROOMS; COVERS TO KEEP SURGICAL EQUIPMENT CLEAN; NEEDLE REINSERTION DEVICES; NEEDLE COUNTERS; EQUIPMENT USED TO DISPOSE OF USED NEEDLES; STERILIZATION UNITS FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS; DISPOSABLE MEDICAL STERILIZATION UNITS FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS; DISPOSABLE MEDICAL STERILIZATION POUCHES AND WRAPS; THERMOMETERS FOR MEDICAL USES; CRUTCHES; BEDPANS; ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PATIENTS AND FOR USE BY HANDICAPPED PERSONS; URINALS FOR MEDICAL PATIENTS; CATHETERS AND TURNOUQUETS; SURGICAL DRAPE; SURGICAL SCRUB SUITS; SURGEONS' AND NURSES' CAPS; APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTING RADIOACTIVE PHARMACEUTICALS; RADIOLOGICAL MEDICAL IMPLANTS NOT COMPOSED OF LIVING TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-199,746. BIOWATCH MEDICAL, INC., COLUMBIA, SC. FILED 1-3-2003.

VST3

FOR VITAL SIGNS MONITOR (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


RESTING HEART

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEART", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, CANNULAE, OXYGENATORS FOR BLOOD, AND BLOOD PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


EDIEDGE


FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN GENERAL SURGERY; SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, SURGICAL IMPLANTS COMPRISING ARTIFICIAL MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 10—(Continued).

LEXICON

FOR ENDODONTIC INSTRUMENTS, namely, ENDODONTIC FILES, DENTAL DAM CLAMPS, DENTAL DAM FRAMES, DENTAL DAM SHEETS, DENTAL DAM FORCEPS, DENTAL DAM HOLE PUNCHES, DENTAL BURS, ABSORBENT POINTS, GUTTA-PERCHA POINTS, FINGER PLUGGERS, FINGER SPREADERS, ENDODONTIC STANDS AND INSTRUMENT ORGANIZERS, ALL FOR USE IN ROOT CANAL PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 8-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2001.

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CARDINAL HEALTH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,249,206, 2,255,186 AND 2,308,398.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC TEST KITS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF GLASS TUBES AND VIALS, DIPSICLES, PIPETTES, PAPER AND GLASS SLIDES, SYRINGES, CALIBRATORS AND CONTROLS, BOTTLES AND CULTURE MEDIUMS, REAGENT RACKS, BLOOD FILTERS, NAMELY, SERUM SEPARATOR, SURGICAL SPONGES; FULL LINE OF SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, HAND-HELD SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY SCALPELS, FORCEPS, SURGICAL SCISSORS, AND RETRACTORS; SOFT TISSUE AND BONE MARROW BIOPSY NEEDLES; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, NAMELY, ARM SLINGS, BODY POSITIONERS, SPLINTS, BANDAGES, ORTHOPEDIC STOCKINETTES, CUSTOMIZED SURGICAL PACKS CONTAINING SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, GLOVES AND OTHER EQUIPMENT NECESSARY FOR SURGICAL PROCEDURES; OXYGEN AND RESPIRATORY MASKS; MEDICAL STRETCHERS; MASKS FOR USE BY MEDICAL AND LABORATORY PERSONNEL; SURGICAL CAPS; PATIENT AND MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS SURGICAL GOWNS; MEDICAL EXAMINATION GOWNS; COMPRESSION BANDAGES; ELASTIC BANDAGES; ORTHOPEDIC SUPPORT BANDAGES; MEDICAL PROCEDURE TRAYS FOR USE IN DIAGNOSING AND OR TREATING PATIENTS; DISPOSABLE EXAM GLOVES FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL USE; WOUND DRAINAGE APPARATUS; WOUND DRAINAGE APPARATUS; RESERVOIR BULBS, NAMELY, EMPTY BULBS MADE OF SILICONE FOR USE IN SUCTION EXUDATE FROM WOUNDS; ADHESIVE MATS FOR SURGICAL AND CLEAN ROOMS; COVERS TO KEEP SURGICAL EQUIPMENT CLEAN; NEEDLE REINSERTION DEVICES; NEEDLE COUNTERS; EQUIPMENT USED TO DISPOSE OF USED NEEDLES; STERILIZATION UNITS FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS; DISPOSABLE MEDICAL STERILIZATION UNITS FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS; DISPOSABLE MEDICAL STERILIZATION POUCHES AND WRAPS; THERMOMETERS FOR MEDICAL USES; CRUTCHES; BEDPANS; ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PATIENTS AND FOR USE BY HANDICAPPED PERSONS; URINALS FOR MEDICAL PATIENTS; CATHETERS AND TURNOUQUETS; SURGICAL DRAPE; SURGICAL SCRUB SUITS; SURGEONS' AND NURSES' CAPS; APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTING RADIOACTIVE PHARMACEUTICALS; RADIOLOGICAL MEDICAL IMPLANTS NOT COMPOSED OF LIVING TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-199,746. BIOWATCH MEDICAL, INC., COLUMBIA, SC. FILED 1-3-2003.

VST3

FOR VITAL SIGNS MONITOR (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


RESTING HEART

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEART", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, CANNULAE, OXYGENATORS FOR BLOOD, AND BLOOD PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


EDIEDGE


FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN GENERAL SURGERY; SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, SURGICAL IMPLANTS COMPRISING ARTIFICIAL MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).

SN 78-236,356. BIOSPHERE MEDICAL INC., ROCKLAND, MA. FILED 4-10-2003.

HEPASPHERE

FOR MICROSHERES FOR USE IN VASCULAR EMBOLIZATION AND FOR DELIVERING OTHER AGENTS VIA VASCULAR PATHWAYS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-252,393. ULTRASHAPE INC., TEL AVIV, ISRAEL. FILED 5-21-2003.

ULTRASHAPE

FOR ULTRASONIC THERAPEUTIC MEDICAL APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-253,024. HITACHI MEDICAL SYSTEMS AMERICA, INC., TWINBURG, OH. FILED 5-22-2003.

PEAKS

FOR MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CARESTATION

FOR ANESTHESIA SYSTEMS COMPRISING ANESTHESIA DELIVERY APPARATUS, VENTILATOR APPARATUS, PATIENT MONITORING APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BD Imagn

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,510,232, 2,783,108 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SHADED CIRCLE WITH SUNBURST AND PARTIAL ARC DESIGN.

FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY LASER-BASED OPTICAL SCANNERS FOR ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES IN BLOOD BANKS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INVISITAP

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, DRAINS AND VALVES FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH OSTOMY POUCHES AND UROSTOMY POUCHES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,684. COLTENE/WHALEDENT, INC., CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH. FILED 8-7-2003.

FLEXI DAM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DENTAL DAM (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 11-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 11-8-2000.

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SONA

FOR MASSAGE APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ALLFIT

FOR DENTAL IMPLANTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).

URI-FUNCTIONAL CONTAINER


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONTAINER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR URINATION FUNNEL WITH SPECIMEN CONTAINER FOR WOMEN FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-293,381. DEROYAL INDUSTRIES, INC., KNOXVILLE, TN. FILED 8-28-2003.

MAXALIGN

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, SPINAL ORTHOSES AND BRACES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BOBCAT

FOR ORTHOPAEDIC SPINAL IMPLANTS: SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS USED IN CONNECTION WITH SPINAL IMPLANTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SABER

FOR ORTHOPAEDIC SPINAL IMPLANTS: SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS USED IN CONNECTION WITH SPINAL IMPLANTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPHINX

FOR ORTHOPAEDIC SPINAL IMPLANTS: SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS USED IN CONNECTION WITH SPINAL IMPLANTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JAGUAR

FOR ORTHOPAEDIC SPINAL IMPLANTS: SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS USED IN CONNECTION WITH SPINAL IMPLANTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 10—(Continued).


MAXCESS
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES FOR USE IN THE SPINE, NAMELY RETRACTORS, OBTURATORS, CANNULAE, AND K-WIRES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOOT IGLOO
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FOOT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COLD PACK FOR MEDICAL AND THERAPEUTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPEEDSTITCH
FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY SUTURING DEVICES, NEEDLES, AND SUTURE CARTRIDGES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NOSY
FOR NOSE SHAPING DEVICES FOR THE TEMPORARY COSMETIC ENHANCEMENT OF THE USER’S NOSE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPTISTAR
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,483,445.
FOR MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING CONTRAST MEDIA INJECTORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DERMAPoint
FOR MEDICAL SUTURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOGARTY FORTIS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,172,120.
FOR CATHETERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
P. F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SURE VIEW
FOR EMBRYO TRANSFER CATHETERS, CATHETERS FOR USE UNDER ULTRASOUND SCANNING, ULTRASOUND REFLECTING CATHETERS, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ELUTRA
FOR CELL SEPARATION DEVICE USING COUNTER FLOW ELUTRIATION TO FRACTIONATE CELLS BASED ON SIZE AND DENSITY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEU-thera
FOR COATING SOLD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF MEDICAL GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RAPIDFIRE

FOR BONE SCREW DELIVERY SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF AUTOCLAVABLE CARTRIDGE CONTAINING PRE-LOADED SCREWS ON DISPOSABLE METAL BLADES FOR DISPENSING SCREWS FOR CRANIO-MAXILLOFACIAL FIXATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ENDOBAND

FOR MEDICAL DEVICE AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENT FOR USE IN DIAGNOSIS AND SURGERY OF THE GASTRO-INTESTINAL TRACT (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RAPIDREAD

FOR WIRELESS TELEMETRY FEATURE OF IMPLANTABLE CARDIAC DEFIBRILLATORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

IRENÉ D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NATIONAL PRIME

FOR HEARING AIDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NATIONAL CHOICE

FOR HEARING AIDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NATIONAL CLASSIC

FOR HEARING AIDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

SN 76-054,444. FIESTA BARBEQUES LIMITED, BRAMPTON, ONTARIO, L6T 5E1, CANADA, FILED 5-22-2000.

ADVANTIS

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1057688, FILED 5-4-2000, REG. NO. TMA578478, DATED 3-28-2003, EXPIRES 3-28-2018.

FOR GAS GRILLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SCAT

FOR SELF-CONTAINED WASTEWATER FILTERS COMPOSED OF MODULAR POLYSTYRENE FILTER MEDIA FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH SEPTIC TANKS, ONSITE WASTEWATER SYSTEMS AND EFFLUENT DISCHARGE SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PATENT PENDING" AND "HUMIDIFICATION SYSTEM" AND "6106225800", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HUMIDIFICATION SYSTEM COMPRISED OF A PUMP, FAN, AND HUMIDISTAT FOR CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-419,486. JENSEN ENTERPRISES, INC., DBA JENSEN PRECAST, SPARKS, NV. FILED 6-10-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STORM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE SQUARE PART OF ICON BETWEEN "STORM" AND "VAULT" GRADUATES FROM BACK TO TEAL. THE "DROP" IS GREEN.

FOR STORMWATER TREATMENT APPARATUS COMPRISED OF A CONCRETE VAULT AND PLURALITY OF BAFFLES PERPENDICULAR TO AND OBLIQUE TO THE PRIMARY WATER FLOW DIRECTION USED FOR SEPARATION OF POLLUTANTS IN STORMWATER RUNOFF, UTILIZING GRAVITATIONAL SEPARATION AND TURBOSITY TO TRAP SUBSTANCES LESS DENSE AND MORE DENSE THAN WATER (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REBEL

FOR MANUALLY OPERATED PARTS WASHING UNIT CONSISTING OF A STAINLESS STEEL SINK, HOT WATER TANK, CABINET AND SUMP PUMP USED TO MANUALLY WASH VEHICLE PARTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 6-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2002.

ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AQUA&CO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WATER FILTERING UNITS FOR DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE FOR THE FISH AND SHELLFISH BREEDING INDUSTRY; WATER PURIFYING UNITS FOR POTABLE WATER FOR DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL USE FOR THE FISH AND SHELLFISH BREEDING INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

Won Teak Oh, Examining Attorney


V-MOD

FOR AIR TREATMENT AND DISINFECTION UNITS, ULTRAVIOLET LAMP FIXTURES, AND ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENT PARTS THEREFORE, NAMELY, SAFETY SWITCHES, ACCESS DOORS, BALLAST, RACKS, MOUNTING VIEW PORTS, AND RADIO-METERS, AIR CLEANING FILTERS, CARBON BASED FILTERS, STAND-ALONE AIR CLEANERS, BUILT-IN AIR CLEANING UNITS, PHOTO CATALYTIC AIR CLEANERS, FILTRATION UNITS, AIR STREAM AND SURFACE IRRADIATORS, AND ELECTRON-STATIC AIR CLEANERS; AND HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING UNITS, ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENT PARTS THEREFORE, NAMELY, DUCTWORK AND AIR PLENUMS, AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION COIL, HEAT EXCHANGERS, PORTABLE AIR CONDITIONERS, PORTABLE AIR HEATERS, HUMIDIFIERS, FAN COIL UNITS, PACKAGED AIR CONDITIONING UNITS, CHILLERS, EXHAUST FANS, AIR HANDLING UNITS, FRESH AIR INTAKES AND FILTER BANKS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

Mary Boagni, Examining Attorney


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,597,431.

FOR HALOGEN CAR LAMPS AND BULBS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
HEVI-DUTY
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,997,668.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMMERCIAL FREEZERS AND REFRIGERATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 6-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1995.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JAVA TUNES
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE JAVA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EG II
FOR ENTRAPMENT GUARD IN THE NATURE OF A SUCTION FLOW DIFFUSER FOR USE IN SWIMMING POOLS TO REDUCE THE PROBABILITY OF SUCTION (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VersaTouch
FOR SPAS IN THE NATURE OF HEATED POOLS, WHIRLPOOLS, BATHTUBS, HOT TUBS, WHIRLPOOL BATHS, AND RECREATIONAL POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHEERLYTE
FOR FLASHLIGHTS AND LIGHTING DEVICES, NAMELY A KEY CHAIN OR PEN LIGHT (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BIG DAIRY AIR
FOR AIR MOVEMENT TECHNOLOGIES AND PRODUCTS NAMELY HIGH VOLUME, LOW SPEED ELECTRIC FANS FOR LARGE ENCLOSURE APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ELYSATOR
OWNER OF SWITZERLAND REG. NO. 304475, DATED 6-10-1980, EXPIRES 2-8-2010.
FOR APPARATUS FOR WATER TREATMENT—NAMELY, WATER CONDITIONING UNITS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GIANT HOUSING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOUSING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIQUID AND AIR FILTER HOUSINGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 10-10-1997; IN COMMERCE 10-10-1997.
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FLEX-KLEEN

FOR AIR PURIFICATION EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 11-5-1959; IN COMMERCE 11-5-1959.
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MEMSHIFT

FOR HYDROGEN GENERATORS; PURE HYDROGEN GENERATORS; HYDROGEN GENERATION REACTORS; HYDROGEN GENERATION REFORMERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK APPEARING IN THE OPPOSITE CORNERS OF THE RECTANGULAR FRAME IN WHICH THE MARK APPEARS.
FOR ACETYLENE BURNERS, ARC LAMPS, CHANDELIER, COLOR FILTERS FOR USE IN LIGHTING INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES, ELECTRIC TRACK LIGHTING UNITS, FIBER OPTIC LIGHTING FIXTURES USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ELECTRICAL ILLUMINATORS, FLUORESCENT LIGHTING TUBES, INFRARED LIGHTING FIXTURES, LIGHTING TRACKS, ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS, FIXTURES FOR INCANDESCENT LIGHT BULBS, FLUORESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS, HALOGEN LAMPS, HALOGEN LIGHT BULBS, INCANDESCENT LIGHT BULBS, LIGHT DIFFUSERS, ELECTRIC HOLIDAY LIGHTS, ELECTRIC NIGHT LIGHTS, HIGH INTENSITY SEARCH LIGHTS, Klieg LIGHTS, PEN LIGHTS, SOCKETS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, WALL LIGHTS, LAMP FINIALS, LAMP SHADES, FILAMENTS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS, STANDS FOR LIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 31 AND 34).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BIDANIT

FOR BIDETS AND TOILET SEATS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ESCAPETWIN

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 3033527.0, FILED 7-7-2003, REG. NO. 3033527, DATED 9-5-2003, EXPIRES 7-31-2013.
FOR PLANTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF WASTE GASES FROM INDUSTRIAL SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTION, IN PARTICULAR WASTE GAS COMBUSTION PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 25, 31 AND 34).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RETROLINERS

FOR PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY PLASTIC INSERTS USED TO SUPPORT SPHERICAL BALLS IN UNDERDRAIN SYSTEMS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH WATER AND WASTEWATER FILTRATION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 6-0-1987; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1987.

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-537,444. ETS, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 8-14-2003.

NYRVANA

FOR TANNING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TANNING BEDS AND TANNING ENCLOSURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VORTEX

FOR TANNING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TANNING BEDS AND TANNING ENCLOSURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOLARFORCE

FOR TANNING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TANNING BEDS AND TANNING ENCLOSURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COMFORT WING

FOR FLUORESCENT LAMPS, ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES, LIGHT DIFFUSERS AND REFLECTORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-16-2003.

SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CULTEC

FOR PLASTIC SEPTIC AND EXCESS WATER CHAMBERS FOR USE IN LEACHING FIELDS AND EXCESS WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EFI

FOR INDUSTRIAL AIR FILTERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 6-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1998.

BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VORTALUX

FOR PORTABLE FANS, AIR CONDITIONERS, LAMPS, HEATERS AND AIR FILTERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


S2K

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,518,761.
FOR ICE MAKER WATER LINE CONNECTION BOX FOR USE IN PLUMBING (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).

QUIKSAND

FOR WATER FILTERING UNITS FOR USE IN REMOVING TOXINS FROM WATER (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1994.
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,564. GRAND HALL ENTERPRISE CO., LTD., TAIPEI, TAIWAN,Filed 9-17-2003.

GRAND MARK

FOR BARBECUE GRILLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHISPERFLAME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,215,686, 1,377,093 AND 2,252,524.
FOR INDUSTRIAL BURNERS, NAMELY BURNERS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF ASPHALT COMPOSITIONS FOR PAVING (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 11—(Continued).

Nimbus

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 951,341 AND 1,804,326.
FOR WATER PURIFICATION UNITS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-14-2003.
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AFFORDABLE ELEGANCE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AFFORDABLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLUMBING SUPPLIES, NAMELY GATE VALVES, BALL VALVES, FAUCETS, BOILER DRAINS, SILL COCKS, SINK BIBBS, GAS COCKS, RADIATOR STEAM VALVES, TRAPS, FLOOR FLANGES FOR WATER CLOSETS, SHOWER HEADS, SINK STRAINERS, FLUSH VALVES AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 1-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1993.
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POLYCRYSTAL


FOR EXTRUDED SHEETS OR PANELS OF POLYSTYRENE, CLEAR OR OPAQUE, WITH OR WITHOUT DESIGN, SOLD AS COMPONENT OF SHOWER CUBICLE AND BATHING DOOR KITS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 5-10-1993; IN COMMERCE 5-10-1993.

IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BEVERAGESTATION


FOR REFRIGERATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LUMINESCENCE

FOR UNDERWATER LED SPA LIGHTS FOR SPAS IN THE NATURE OF FREESTANDING HEATED POOLS. (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ECOTHERM TECHNOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HVAC CLIMATE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR COMMERCIAL VEHICLES COMPRISING A HEATER AND OR AN AIR CONDITIONER (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIGHTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,227. LOFTA HAMMER HOLDINGS, LTD., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 3-4-2003.

LFB 12-5

FOR WASTE TREATMENT APPARATUS FOR TREATMENT, REMOVAL, OR RECYCLING OF BIOHAZARD MEDICAL WASTE AND INFECTIOUS WASTE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ECOTECH

FOR AIR PURIFICATION AND TREATMENT UNITS FOR DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SAFEHEARTH

FOR HEATERS, NAMELY PORTABLE ELECTRIC HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 4-20-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-20-2000.

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-232,750. FUJIAN NANAN JIUMU LIGHT INDUSTRY MACHINE CO., LTD., NANAN CITY, FUJIAN, CHINA, FILED 4-1-2003.

FOR HYDRANTS; PRESSURE WATER TANKS; PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY, FLOOR DRAINS, PIPES BEING PARTS OF SANITARY FACILITIES, AND MIXER TAPS FOR WATER PIPES; PLUMBING COMPONENTS, NAMELY, STEAM VALVES, WATER VALVES AND NOZZLES; WATER FLUSHING INSTALLATIONS, NAMELY, TOILET TANK BALLS, AND TOILET TANK FILLER VALVES; BATH FITTINGS, NAMELY, FAUCET VALVES AND FIXED SPOUTS; WATER PURIFICATION INSTALLATIONS, NAMELY, TANKS FOR HOLDING WATER FILTERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VERITA

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIVA STYLER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STYLER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR HANDS-FREE, STATIONARY ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LANDMAPPER


KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INSTA-TOUCH

FOR AUTOMATIC HOT WATER RECIRCULATION PUMP FOR RESIDENTIAL HOT WATER HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INSTA-TOUCH FOR AUTOMATIC HOT WATER RECIRCULATION PUMP FOR RESIDENTIAL HOT WATER HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INSTA-TOUCH

FOR AUTOMATIC HOT WATER RECIRCULATION PUMP FOR RESIDENTIAL HOT WATER HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INSTA-TOUCH FOR AUTOMATIC HOT WATER RECIRCULATION PUMP FOR RESIDENTIAL HOT WATER HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROCKET ROASTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ROASTER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR OUTDOOR COOKING CHARCOAL GRILLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROCKET ROASTER NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ROASTER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR OUTDOOR COOKING CHARCOAL GRILLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LOOK

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30312875.5/1, FILED 3-10-2003, REG. NO. 30312875, DATED 7-7-2003, EXPIRES 3-31-2013.

FOR SANITARY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BATH TUBS, SHOWER TUBS, WASH BASINS, LAVATORIES, BIDETS, URINALS, TOILET TANKS, WHIRLPOOL TUBS, STEAM POOLS, TOILET SEATS; FITTINGS, NAMELY, BATHROOM FITTINGS FOR CONNECTING, MIXING AND DISTRIBUTING WATER, COUPLINGS AND CONTROL FITTINGS; PIPING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FAUCETS, PIPES BEING PART OF SANITARY FACILITIES, COLD AND HOT WATER MIXERS; SHOWERS, SHOWER FITTINGS AND PIPES FOR BATHROOMS AND PUBLIC BATHS, FITTINGS FOR WASH BASINS AND SINKS, AS WELL AS, BATH TUBS, MANUALLY AND AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLABLE VALVES AND MIXING VALVES FOR TOILET EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LOOK PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30312875.5/1, FILED 3-10-2003, REG. NO. 30312875, DATED 7-7-2003, EXPIRES 3-31-2013.

FOR SANITARY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BATH TUBS, SHOWER TUBS, WASH BASINS, LAVATORIES, BIDETS, URINALS, TOILET TANKS, WHIRLPOOL TUBS, STEAM POOLS, TOILET SEATS; FITTINGS, NAMELY, BATHROOM FITTINGS FOR CONNECTING, MIXING AND DISTRIBUTING WATER, COUPLINGS AND CONTROL FITTINGS; PIPING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FAUCETS, PIPES BEING PART OF SANITARY FACILITIES, COLD AND HOT WATER MIXERS; SHOWERS, SHOWER FITTINGS AND PIPES FOR BATHROOMS AND PUBLIC BATHS, FITTINGS FOR WASH BASINS AND SINKS, AS WELL AS, BATH TUBS, MANUALLY AND AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLABLE VALVES AND MIXING VALVES FOR TOILET EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).


AURA
FOR BATHROOM FIXTURES, NAMELY, TOILET BOWLS, TOILET LID COVERS, TOILET SEATS, TOILET TANKS, URINALS, LAVATORIES, WASH BASINS, SINKS, PEDESTAL SINKS, WALL MOUNTED SINKS, DRAINS, WASTE COVERS, NAMELY COVERS FOR PIPES, AND FAUCET STANDS, NAMELY PLATFORMS UPON WHICH FAUCETS AND THE LIKE ARE MOUNTED (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-293,796. INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, SOUTHLAKE, TX. FILED 8-28-2003.

HEAVEN SCENT
FOR AIR PURIFIER AND OZONATOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ENTROPY
FOR SUNTANNING BED FOR INDOOR TANNING SALONS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-295,681. LINDSAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LINDSAY, NE. FILED 9-3-2003.

Z CORNER
FOR AGRICULTURAL IRRIGATION UNITS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HYDRO-RAIN
FOR UNDER AND ABOVE GROUND SPRINKLER AND IRRIGATION SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF, NAMELY, SPRINKLER HEADS, PIPES AND PIPE FITTINGS USED TO MAKE CONNECTIONS TO PIPES, TUBING, SPRAYERS, CLAMPS, RISERS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUNBURST
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS FOR USE TO GROW PLANTS AND FLOWERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 6-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1989.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POWER GUARD
FOR HOT TUB COVERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ASPIRE
FOR HOT TUBS AND SPAS IN THE NATURE OF HEATED WHIRLPOOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FERRIMET
FOR WATER FILTRATION SYSTEM COMPRISING FILTERING TANK AND FILTERING MEDIA, USING IRON-BASED CHEMISTRY TO PRECIPITATE HEAVY METALS, NAMELY, LEAD, ARSENIC AND MERCURY, FROM WATER (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 12-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZEROMET
FOR FILTER SYSTEM COMPRISING ADSORBING AND ADSORBABLE MATERIAL FOR FILTERING HEAVY METALS FROM WATER (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 4-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SCENTSAFE
FOR DRYING APPARATUS USED TO DRY GARMENTS, REMOVE ODORS FROM GARMENTS AND IMPREGNATE GARMENTS WITH A NON-HUMAN SCENT (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENVOY
FOR SELF-CONTAINED FREESTANDING SPAS IN THE NATURE OF HEATED POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GASTECH ECO-FLUX
FOR NATURAL-GAS-FIRED INDIRECT HEATERS FOR HEATING PROCESS FLUIDS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OPTRA
FOR ELECTRICAL LIGHTING FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MYSTIQUE
FOR UNDERWATER LED SPA LIGHTS FOR SPAS IN THE NATURE OF FREESTANDING HEATED POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENSEMBLE
FOR CLOTHES DRYING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TUF-TECK
FOR PLUMBING PRODUCTS NAMELY, FLUID VALVES AND FAUCETS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO-LEAD. NO WORRIES.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NO LEAD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PLUMBING PRODUCTS AND FITTINGS, NAMELY, FLUID VALVES AND CONNECTORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HBII-CLEAR
FOR HEAT REFLECTIVE GLASS FOR USE IN VIEWING AREAS OF COMMERCIAL COOKING OVENS, MICROWAVE OVENS, REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS; HEAT REFLECTIVE GLASS FOR USE IN VIEWING AREAS OF DOMESTIC COOKING OVENS AND MICROWAVE OVENS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—VEHICLES


OWNER OF ERPN CMNTY TM OFC REG. NO. 1543412, DATED 6-12-2001, EXPIRES 3-7-2010.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "SPYKER NULLA TENACI INVIA EST VIA" IN AN OUTER CIRCLE SURROUNDING A STYLIZATION OF A FAN OR PROPELLERS WITH A WIRE WHEEL.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORDING IS "SPYKER FOR THE TENACIOUS NO ROAD IS IMPASSABLE".

FOR AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLUE MULE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, EQUIPMENT TRAILERS, HAND Carts, CARGO TRAILERS, AND STRUCTURAL PARTS OF CARGO TRAILERS, NAMELY, CARGO RACKS FOR TRAILERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-483,147. DAIMLERCHRYSLER AG, 70567 STUTTGART, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 1-17-2003.

UNIT PRO-LINK


TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,794. GORDON, DEBORAH, GENOA, OH. FILED 3-5-2003.

PET BUGÉ

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR NON-MOTORIZED PET TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIFELITE


RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-515,702. RUSCH MACHINE & DESIGN, INC., TWO RIVERS, WI. FILED 5-21-2003.

BEACH CHOPPER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHOPPER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BICYCLES AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DEPICTION OF AN OVERHEAD VIEW OF A KAYAK, TOGETHER WITH A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF THE SURFACE OF WATER.

FOR CANOES, KAYAKS, CANOE AND KAYAK PADDOCKS, BOAT FLOATATION BAGS, AND SPRAY SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FIRST USE 3-4-1995; IN COMMERCE 3-4-1995.

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-530,633. WATERMARK PADDLESPORTS, INC., EASLEY, SC. FILED 7-17-2003.

DURA RACKLIFT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 171,735 AND 2,379,809. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RACKLIFT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR GLASS AND PLASTIC WINDOWS, POWER AND MANUAL LIFTGATES AND POWER AND MANUAL SLIDING PANELS, NAMELY, WINDOW REGULATORS, WINDOW LIFTERS, SLIDING PANEL REGULATORS, SLIDING PANEL LIFTERS, SLIDING PANEL GEAR TRANSMISSIONS, LIFTGATE REGULATORS, LIFTGATE LIFTERS, LIFTGATE GEAR TRANSMISSIONS ALL FOR MOTOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DECK-OUT

FOR PORTABLE DECK FOR RECREATIONAL VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,385. BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, 80809 MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 9-3-2003.

PROSEAL

FOR TIRE AND INNER TUBE REPAIR KITS COMPRISING ONE OR MORE OF SEALANTS, COMPRESSORS, TIRE INFLATOR SEALERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZIPPERSAFE

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,181,175, FILED 6-10-2003.

FOR TRUCK TRAILERS, CARGO TRAILERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-531,570. TRAILCON LEASING INC., MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 7-16-2003.

CLASS 12—(Continued).


FOR STRUCTURED PARTS FOR AUTOMOBILES, AIRPLANES, AND SUBMARINES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 76-542,029. BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, 80809 MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 9-3-2003.

CLYDE COOK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,385. BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, 80809 MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 9-3-2003.

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,385. BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, 80809 MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 9-3-2003.

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).
SN 76-542,386. BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIEN-GESELLSCHAFT, 80809 MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 9-3-2003.


FOR STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR VEHICLES, NAMELY, TRUCK CARGO BOX EXTENSIONS USED TO FACILITATE HAULING ADDITIONAL LOADS IN A TRUCK WHICH IS AVAILABLE FOR OPEN TOPPED BOX TRAILERS, PULLED BY A TRACTOR, OR FOR OPEN TOPPED BOXES ON A PICK-UP TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR MOBILE CABINET FOR STORAGE AND TRANSPORT OF VOTING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POLLCAT

FOR FOLDING STORAGE BASKETS USED IN SHOPPING CARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR FOLDING STORAGE BASKETS USED IN SHOPPING CARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-555,043. MASTERCRAFT BOAT COMPANY, INC., VONORE, TN. FILED 10-29-2003.

X-80

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,746,144 AND 2,766,211.
FOR BOATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 9-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2003.
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
XC60

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN

FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, VANS, SPORT-UTILITY VEHICLES; AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, ELECTRIC HORNS, FUEL TANKS, SUSPENSION SYSTEMS, SUSPENSION SPRINGS AND SHACKLES, SPRING CLIPS, STRUCTURAL BRACKETS AND SUPPORTS, BATTERY MOUNTINGS, AXLE SHAFTS, AXLES, AXLE BEARINGS, PRESSURE RELIEF VALVES FOR GEAR HOUSING, STEERING GEAR COVERS, WHEELS, CHASSIS STRUCTURAL PARTS AND BODY STRUCTURAL PARTS, BRAKE LININGS, BRAKE SHOES, DRIVE GEARS, TRANSMISSIONS, DRIVE SHAFTS, BRAKE CYLINDERS AND PISTONS AND SPRINGS THEREOF, VEHICLE HOODS AND MEMBERS, VEHICLE FENDERS AND FENDER PARTS, RUNNING BOARDS, HUBS, HUB CAPS, DE-MOUNTABLE WHEEL RIMS, BRAKE CALIPERS AND PADS THEREOF, VEHICLE BUMPERS, SHOCK ABSORBERS, CAR TOPS, REARVIEW AND SIDE-VIEW MIRRORS, GLASS WINDOWS AND WINDSHIELDS, WINDSHIELD WIPERS, WINDSHIELD WIPER ARMS AND WIPER BLADES, ENGINES, CLUTCHES, CLUTCH FACINGS, SEATS, INTERIOR TRIM, INSTRUMENTAL PANELS, COCKPIT, STEERING WHEELS, EXTERIOR TRIM, ANTI-THEFT ALARMS FOR VEHICLES, HORNS, AIR-BAGS, SEAT BELTS, DIRECTIONAL SIGNALS, ELECTRIC POWER WINDOW MOTORS FOR VEHICLES; FITTED OR SEMI-FITTED SEAT COVERS, DRIVE BELTS AND DRIVE CHAINS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IT'S THE RIDE!

FOR POWER BOATS AND SAIL BOATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.
JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEXTIRE

FOR TIRES AND WHEELS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIAL HANDLING VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GKN TORQUE TECHNOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TORQUE TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR LAND, AIR AND WATER VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY DIFFERENTIALS, CLUTCHES, DRIVE TRAINS, TRANSFER CASES, TRANSAXLES, TRANSMISSIONS, FRONT AND REAR DRIVE AXLES, DRIVE SHAFTS, PROP SHAFTS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF, ALL OF WHICH ARE FOR LAND VEHICLES, AIRPLANES AND BOATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POP GRAFIX

FOR AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, WINDSHIELD SUNSHADES, SIDE AND REAR WINDOW SUNSHADES, STEERING WHEEL COVER, SEAT COVERS, SEAT CUSHIONS, SEAT POCKETS, TRUNK POCKETS, VISORS POCKETS, AND SEAT BELT PADS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SPORT TEX

FOR AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, WINDSHIELD SUNSHADES, SIDE AND REAR WINDOW SUNSHADES, STEERING WHEEL COVER, SEAT COVERS, SEAT CUSHIONS, SEAT POCKETS, TRUNK POCKETS, VISORS POCKETS AND SEAT BELT PADS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MOOD LIGHT

FOR AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, WINDSHIELD SUNSHADES, SIDE AND REAR WINDOW SUNSHADES, STEERING WHEEL COVER, SEAT COVERS, SEAT CUSHIONS, SEAT POCKETS, TRUNK POCKETS, VISOR POCKETS AND SEAT BELT PADS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, NAMELY PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES, SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS AND ENGINES THEREFOR, BUT NOT INCLUDING TRACKED VEHICLES PRIMARILY USED FOR HAULING IN SNOW COUNTRY AND OFF-THE-ROAD TERRAIN (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

NAKWAAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,622. DAIMLERCHRYSLER CORPORATION, AUBURN HILLS, MI. FILED 2-17-2003.

ATRIUM

FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, NAMELY PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES, PICKUP TRUCKS, SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES, VANS AND MINI VANS, AND STRUCTURAL PARTS AND ENGINES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,060,121.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE CONFIGURATION OF AN AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE WHEEL COMPRISED OF A BRIGHT POLISHED METAL RIM AND FIVE INWARDLY-TAPERING, CURVED IN CROSS-SECTION, BRIGHT POLISHED METAL SPOKES. BRIGHT POLISHED METAL IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. THE OUTLINE OF THE GOODS SHOWN IN BROKEN LINING IS NOT PART OF THE MARK AND SERVES TO INDICATE POSITION ONLY. THE SOLID LINING SHOWN ON THE INNER SPOKES SERVES TO INDICATE THAT THE INNER SPOKES HAVE A CONTOURED OR CURVED SURFACE.


KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROCKFORD

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 574,225.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR LAND VEHICLE CLUTCH AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS, NAMELY CLUTCH ASSEMBLIES, CLUTCH DRIVEN DISCS, MULTIPLE DISC CLUTCHES, CLUTCHES FOR SPROCKET DRIVES, CLUTCHES FOR PULLEY DRIVES, FAN CLUTCHES, HYDRAULIC POWERSHIFT CLUTCHES, MECHANICAL CLUTCHES, POWER DIVIDERS, TORQUE CONVERTERS, AND PARTS OF THE AFORESAID GOODS FOR REPLACEMENT AND REPAIR (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FIRST USE 4-2-1919; IN COMMERCE 4-2-1919.

GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,619. HALLMARK MFG INC, BRIGHTON, CO. FILED 3-4-2003.

FOR CAMPERS, NAMELY SLIDE-IN, POP-UP TRUCK CAMPERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PATRIOT SPIRIT

FOR WAGONS, BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND CARTS, NAMELY TOY RIDING CARTS, GO CARTS, AND MOTORIZED GO CARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).


HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).
SN 78-233,398. DAIMLERCHRYSLER CORPORATION, AUBURN HILLS, MI. FILED 4-3-2003.

CRD

FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, NAMELY PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES, PICKUP TRUCKS, VANS, MINIVANS, SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES, AND RECREATIONAL VEHICLES, NAMELY MOTORHOMES, AND ENGINES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-243,403. DELAWARE CAPITAL FORMATION, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 4-29-2003.

PT 1000 TAILGATE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TAILGATE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR STRUCTURAL PART OF A VEHICLE, NAMELY, REAR LOADING REFUSE COLLECTION TAILGATE (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44). FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KENNER

JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ALPINE COACH

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PEAK CHASSIS

JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AMERIVAN

FOR VANS MODIFIED FOR HANDICAPPED USE (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AIRKIDZ

FOR COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT BULKHEAD WALL THAT INCORPORATES AN INFANT/TODDLER SEAT IN THE WALL (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KUMIAI

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS ASSOCIATION OR UNION, FOR REFURBISHED AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ELVA

FOR VEHICLES, NAMELY, PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES, AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).


SN 78-284,106. WHEEL OUTLET OF GEORGIA, INC., CONYERS, GA. FILED 8-6-2003.


THIRD WHEEL
FOR TRAILERS DESIGNED TO BE PULLED BEHIND MOTORCYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PLATINUM
FOR TIE DOWN STRAPS, TARP STRAPS FOR USE ON MOVING VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SIMBA
FOR RECREATIONAL VEHICLES, NAMELY, MOTORHOMES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UNTAMED
FOR SEATS FOR MOTORCYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SHOOTOUT
FOR SEATS FOR MOTORCYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LORD OF THE BOOMS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,325,366.
FOR FIREWORKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VISUALLOCK
IN THE STYLIZED WORD "VISUALLOCK" THERE IS A LINE ATTACHED TO THE LETTER "O" TO MAKE IT LOOK LIKE A MAGNIFYING GLASS.
FOR GUN LOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—JEWELRY
SN 75-902,357. NORTH AMERICAN JEWELERS, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 1-24-2000.

SPACE
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-17-1996; IN COMMERCE 5-17-1996.
APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-361,270. BHP BILLITON LIMITED, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA. FILED 1-23-2002.

FOR PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; PRECIOUS STONES; JEWELRY; WATCHES AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DOY
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON EPRN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 2533040. FILED 1-8-2002, REG. NO. 2533040, DATED 7-17-2003, EXPIRES 1-8-2013.
FOR PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; PRECIOUS METAL GOODS, NAMELY, ASHTRAYS OF PRECIOUS METAL, BADGES OF PRECIOUS METAL, BELT BUCKLES OF PRECIOUS METAL FOR CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR, BOOK MARKERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLE HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLESTICKS OF PRECIOUS METAL, DECORATIVE BOXES MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL, FIGURINES OF PRECIOUS METAL, HAT ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL, JEWELRY BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL, JEWELRY GOODS, NAMELY, RINGS, BRACELETS, NECKLACES, EARRINGS, AND ANKLETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-416,851. COMMEMORATIVE BRANDS, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 6-4-2002.

GIOVANNI GAVELLO
THE MARK GIOVANNI GAVELLO DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR JEWELRY AND ACCESSORIES NAMELY RINGS, BRACELETS, NECKLACES, EARRINGS, AND ANKLETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MARIECHAVEZ
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES JULIE MARIE CHAVEZ, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 14—(Continued).


FOR WATCHES AND PARTS OF WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR FLORITE JEWELRY AND PRECIOUS METALWARE IN THE NATURE OF BRACELETS, EARRINGS, NECKLACES, PENDENTS AND RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

FIRST USE 12-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-6-2002.

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Louisiana Heritage

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Louis Gllick

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,196,180.

FOR JEWELRY AND DIAMONDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

FIRST USE 0-0-1940; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1940.

TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).


GLITTER GIRLS

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-508,826. TOE MUSIC, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA. FILED 4-18-2003.

CAUTERIZE

FOR JEWELRY AND RELATED ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, PENDANTS; LAPEL PINS; ORNAMENTAL LAPEL PINS; PINS BEING JEWELRY; EAR CLIPS; TIE PINS AND CLIPS; BOLO TIES WITH PRECIOUS METAL TIPS; CUFF-LINKS; BADGES OF PRECIOUS METAL; BELT BUCKLES OF PRECIOUS METAL; JEWELRY; COSTUME JEWELRY; JEWELRY CHAINS; JEWELRY PINS FOR USE ON HATS; HAT ORNAMENTS AND PINS OF PRECIOUS METAL; HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; JEWELRY BOXES AND CASES OF PRECIOUS METAL; MATCH BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; WATCHES AND RELATED ACCESSORIES; WRISTWATCHES; POCKET WATCHES; STOP WATCHES; WATCH STRAPS AND BANDS; WATCH CASES; CLOCKS; ALARM CLOCKS; CLOCKS INCORPORATING RADIOS; WALL CLOCKS; FIGURINES AND SCULPTURES OF PRECIOUS METAL; PIGGY BANKS MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; BOOK MARKERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; PRECIOUS METAL MONEY CLIPS; ASHTRAYS OF PRECIOUS METAL; BOTTLE CLOSURES OF PRECIOUS METAL; TOOTHPICK HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; VASES OF PRECIOUS METAL; FLOWER BOWLS OF PRECIOUS METAL; BUSTS, FIGURES, FIGURINES, STATUES, STATUETTES AND STIRRING RODS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CANDLESTICKS, CANDLE HOLDERS, CANDLE RINGS AND CANDLE HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CANDLABRAS MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL; CIGARETTE HOLDERS AND LIGHTERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; MATCH BOXES AND HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; LETTER OPENERS OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-518,104. EXEMPLAR RECOGNITION, GAITHERSBURG, MD. FILED 5-30-2003.

EXEMPLAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF GOLD LETTERS WITH BLACK SHADING FOR "EXEMPLAR". THE "X" IS SILVER WITH BLACK SHADING. RECOGNITION IS IN BLACK LETTERS.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-518,301. FU, CHAO-CHI, TAIPING CITY, TAICHUNG, TAIWAN. FILED 5-30-2003.

UNCLE SKIPPY'S

(INTERNATIONALLY PATENTED)

BODY JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY NAMELY NECKLACES, BANGLES, RINGS, EARRINGS, DECORATIVE PIN, BADGE, MEDAL, WATCH, AND ALARM CLOCK (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-518,924. HANSON, CARL RALPH, TUCSON, AZ. FILED 6-2-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONALLY PATENTED" AND "BODY JEWELRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BODY PIERCING JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,733,542, 2,741,713 AND 2,780,480.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE UNIVERSITY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IN THE MARK IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
FOR JEWELRY SUCH AS LAPEL PINS AND CHARMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).

SN 76-529,375. RICHEMONT INTERNATIONAL SA, VIL-
LARS-SUR-GLANE, SWITZERLAND, FILED 7-3-2003.

**EGERIE**

OWNER OF SWITZERLAND REG. NO. 508935, DATED 4-

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD EGERIE
IN THE MARK IS EGERIA.

FOR CUFF-LINKS, RINGS, BRACELETS, EARRINGS,
NECKLACES, BROOCHES; WATCHES, CHRON-
OMETERS, CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-532,101. DAMIEN JEWELRY INC., NEW YORK, NY.
FILED 7-11-2003.

**CREATE-A-LINK**

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-17-2002.

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-534,848. BERTOLUCCI SA, 2074 MARIN-EPAGNIER,
SWITZERLAND, FILED 8-4-2003.

**BERTOLUCCI**

OWNER OF SWITZERLAND REG. NO. 510446, DATED 7-
18-2003, EXPIRES 4-17-2013.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "DOPPIA" IS "DOU-
BLE".

FOR PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS SOLD
IN BULK; JEWELRY; PRECIOUS GEMSTONES; HORO-
LOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS,
NAMELY, WATCHES, CLOCKS, CHRONOMETERS
AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

STEVANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,377. EYAL R.D. CORP., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-

**WAVES BY KALLATI**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,680,841 AND 2,688,659.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50),
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-539,652. DIAMOND JEWELRY, INC., ENCINO, CA.

**DISAPPEARING**

FOR JEWELRY AND JEWELRY SETTINGS (U.S. CLS.
2, 27, 28 AND 50).
G. MAYERSCÖFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-541,653. BRILLIANT JEWELERS/MJJ INC., NEW

**AMME**

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-543,939. LUCAS DESIGN INTERNATIONAL INC., LOS

**POSESSION PROTECTOR**

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).

SYNERGY
FOR FINE JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


UGLYBLACKROCK
FOR JEWELRY CONTAINING SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MICROTOr
FOR WATCHES, CHRONOMETERS USED AS WATCHES, AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-152,130. INTER FLORENCE USA, ORINDA, CA. FILED 8-8-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INTER FLORENCE USA, FINE JEWELRY AND WWW.INTERFLORENCE.IT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ITALIAN STAINLESS STEEL AND 18K GOLD FINE JEWELRY, CHARMS, BRACELETS, PENDANTS, RINGS, NECKLACES, AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUNNY
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO SUNNY, AND THIS MEANS A GIRL’S NAME IN ENGLISH.
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, BROOCHES, NECKLACES, BANGLES, BRACELETS, RINGS, EARRINGS, PENDANT EARRINGS, CLIP EARRINGS, CUFF-LINKS, TIE CLIPS, TIARAS, JEWELRY IN THE NATURE OF DECORATIVE HEADBANDS OF PRECIOUS GEMS AND JEWELRY IN THE NATURE OF DECORATIVE BELTS OF PRECIOUS GEMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL BUT CONSISTS OF TWO SURNAMES.
FOR ALARM CLOCKS, ANKLE BRACELETS, ASHTRAYS OF PRECIOUS METAL, BELT BUCKLES OF PRECIOUS METAL FOR CLOTHING, BODY-PIERCING RINGS, BODY-PIERCING STUDS, JEWELRY BRACELETS, BRACELETS OF PRECIOUS METAL, BROOCHES, BUSTS OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLE HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLE RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLE SNUFFER AND TRAY COMBINATION MADE IN WHOLE OR IN PART OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLE SNUFFERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLESTICKS OF PRECIOUS METAL, CIGARETTE CASES MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL, CIGARETTE LIGHTERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, CLIP EARRINGS, CLOCKS, COFFEE POTS OF PRECIOUS METAL, COFFEE SERVICES OF PRECIOUS METAL, CUFF-LINKS, DECORATIVE BOXES MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL, DIAMONDS, EAR CLIPS, EARRINGS, EMERALDS, FIGURINES OF PRECIOUS METAL, FLOWER BOWLS OF PRECIOUS METAL, HAT ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL, JEWELRY, JEWELRY BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL, JEWELRY CASES OF PRECIOUS METAL,
CLASS 14—(Continued).
JEWELRY CHAINS, JEWELRY PINS FOR USE ON HATS, JEWELRY, NAMELY, AMULETS, JEWELRY, NAMELY, CROSSES, MEDALLIONS, NAPKIN HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, NAPKIN RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL, NECK CHAINS, NECKLACES, NON-ELECTRIC CANDELABRAS MADE OF PRECIOUS METAL, NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE SERVERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, PEARLS, PENDANTS, PINS BEING JEWELRY, POCKET WATCHES, PRECIOUS GEMSTONES, PRECIOUS METAL MONEY CLIPS, PRECIOUS METAL IN GENERAL, RINGS BEING JEWELRY, SEMI-PRECIOUS GEMSTONES, SERVING TRAYS OF PRECIOUS METAL, SHOE ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL, SUGAR BOWLS OF PRECIOUS METAL, TEA BALLS OF PRECIOUS METAL, TEA INFUSERS OF PRECIOUS METAL, TEA POTS OF PRECIOUS METAL, TEA SERVICES OF PRECIOUS METAL, TIE CLIPS, TIE FASTENERS, TIE PINS, VASES OF PRECIOUS METAL, WALL CLOCKS, WATCH BANDS, WATCH CHAINS, WATCHES, WEDDING BANDS, WRIST WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-199,629. LINK FOR LIFE, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 1-3-2003.

LINK FOR LIFE

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,147. CORNERSTONE STERLING, SPOKANE, WA. FILED 3-4-2003.

Cornerstone Sterling

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STERLING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, BRACELETS, NECKLACES AND EARRINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50), FIRST USE 3-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-18-2000.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STERLING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, BRACELETS, NECKLACES AND EARRINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50), FIRST USE 3-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-18-2000.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 14—(Continued).
SN 78-222,583. HARRY WINSTON ULTIMATE TIMEPEICE SA, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, FILED 3-6-2003.

SEMIRA

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON SWITZERLAND APPLICATION No. 00652003, FILED 2-4-2003, REG. NO. 508940, DATED 4-2-2003, EXPIRES 2-4-2013.
FOR PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS SOLD IN BULK; GOODS OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH, NAMELY, CROWNS, NECKLACES, SETS OF JEWELS, BROOCHES, BRACELETS, RINGS, EARRINGS, CUFFLINKS; JEWEL CASES IN PRECIOUS METALS; PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; JEWELRY, PRECIOUS GEMSTONES; CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, WATCHES AND CLOCK, WATCH BRACELETS, BRACELET FASTENERS, WATCH CASES; CHRONOMETER (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ASCONA

FOR FASHION JEWELRY AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50), FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-2-2002.
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,966,425.
KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Callaway Golf

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,222,789, 2,224,233 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOLF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SAND DUNE

FOR PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; NAMELY, BEVERAGEWARE AND DISHES OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLE SNUFFERS AND CANDLESTICKS OF PRECIOUS METAL, NAPKIN RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL, VASES OF PRECIOUS METAL, JEWEL CASES OF PRECIOUS METAL, STATUES OF PRECIOUS METAL, RINGS, NECKLACES, BRACELETS, EARRINGS, BROOCHES, DIADEMS MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELRY AND ImitATION JEWELRY, PRECIOUS STONES, SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; DIAMONDS; WATCHES; CLOCKS; CHRONOMETERS AND CHRONOSCOPES; REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-234,080. DE BEERS LV LTD, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 4-4-2003.

AIRWOLF

FOR HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES, STRAPS FOR WRISTWATCHES, WATCH CASES, TRAVEL CLOCKS, CLOCKS, AND PARTS THEREOF, CHRONOGRAPHs FOR USE AS WATCHES, AND CHRONOMETERS; JEWELRY CASES MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS METALS; FACE POWDER COMPACTS SOLD EMPTY MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS METALS; JEWELRY MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS; PRECIOUS GEMSTONES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-245,779. DE BEERS LV LTD, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 5-5-2003.

DB MONOGRAM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MONOGRAM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, NAMELY, JEWELRY AND ImitATION JEWELRY, PRECIOUS STONES, SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; DIAMONDS; WATCHES; CLOCKS; CHRONOMETERS AND CHRONOSCOPES; REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
G. MAYSERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ESPRIT TIMEWEAR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,056,960, 1,340,608 AND 1,898,850.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TIMEWEAR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SPIRIT.
FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-236,072. BREITLING S.A., CH-2540 GRENCHEN, SWITZERLAND, FILED 4-10-2003.
DEFFEKO

FOR COSTUME JEWELRY– BRACELETS AND NECKLACES AND EARRINGS AND RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-16-1997; IN COMMERCE 12-16-1997.
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE PROUD FAMILY

FOR JEWELRY, WATCHES AND CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VAVAMOJO

FOR JEWELRY COLLECTION OF WHICH ALL PIECES FEATURE A CASTING OF A RACOON PENIS BONE (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-11-2003.
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STARR POWER

FOR JEWELRY, INCLUDING, NECKLACES, EARRINGS, RINGS, WATCHES, BRACELETS; ORNAMENTAL PINS; CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STARR TALENT

FOR JEWELRY, INCLUDING, NECKLACES, EARRINGS, RINGS, WATCHES, BRACELETS; ORNAMENTAL PINS; CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BEADYBEAD

FOR EARRINGS, BRACELETS, NECKLACES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,118. CREATIVE GEMS & JEWELRY CO., LTD., BANGKOK 10600, THAILAND, FILED 9-4-2003.

GEMETRICS

FOR PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS GEMSTONES AND JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ATOMAXX

FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 14—(Continued).


VELVET EYEWEAR
FOR WATCHES AND JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RED RIDING HOOD
FOR WATCHES AND JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LOLLICLOCK
FOR WATCHES, CLOCKS AND TIMEPIECES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 15—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS


CAPARISON
FOR GUITARS; ACOUSTIC GUITARS; BASS GUITARS; TUNING FORKS; GUITAR STRAPS; GUITAR PICKS; GUITAR BAGS; GUITAR CASES; GUITAR STRINGS; AND GUITAR CLOTHS FOR EXCLUSIVELY WIPING GUITARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WILHELM EBERLE
"WILHELM EBERLE" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, BASS, VIOLINS, AND CELLOS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
FIRST USE 0-0-1969; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1969.
JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRAFFIC JAMMER
FOR DRUMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HELLION
FOR GUITARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE BAND IN YOUR HANDS
FOR VIRTUAL ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, IN THE NATURE OF GLOVES THAT ALLOW YOU TO MOVE YOUR FINGERS TO PLAY NOTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 15—(Continued).

GIOVANNI COMPACT CONGA

THE MARK IDENTIFIES A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR MUSICAL PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

SN 75-517,167. GIANOPOULOS, CONNIE, ONTARIO, L0P 1K0, CANADA, FILED 7-10-1998.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ART", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ART RELATED ITEMS, NAMELY, ART PADS, COLOURING BOOKS, CALENDARS, ARTISTS' BRUSHES, MARKERS, CRAYONS, EASELS, GREETING CARDS, PLAYING CARDS, PAINT CONTAINERS, PENCILS, DRAWING RULERS AND CHALK (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLUMBERG

SEC. 2(F).
FOR PAPER FOR REGISTRATING DEVICES; GRAPH PAPER; TYPEWRITER RIBBONS FOR WRITING DEVICES AND REGISTRATION DEVICES; PAPER, NAMELY, ADDING MACHINE PAPER, ART PAPER, BOND PAPER, COMPUTER PAPER, AND WRITING PAPER; PAPERBOARD, NAMELY, CARDBOARD; PAPERBOARD GOODS AND PAPER GOODS ESPECIALLY AS SHAPED GOODS OR CONTINUOUS GOODS OR SHAPED AS ROLLS AS WELL AS PRINTING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NOTE PAPER, FILTER PAPER, BLOTting PAPER, PARCHMENT PAPER, RADIOGRAPH PAPER, SILVER PAPER, PACKAGING PAPER, TACHOGRAPH CHARTS MADE OF PAPER OR PAPERBOARD; PAPER FOR TELEPRINTER, TELETExT, FACSIMILE TELEGRAPHY; CARBON PAPER, PRINTER'S BLANKETS, PRINTING TYPES, WRITING DEVICES, NAMELY, PENS, FOUNTAIN PENS, BALL-POINT PENS, AND FELT PENS, STATIONERY, PAPER TAGS, PRESSURE SENSITIVE PAPER TAGS FOR THE USE WITH COMPUTER, PRINTERS, BLOTTERS, THERMOSENSITIVE PAPER, PLASTIC COATED COPYING PAPER, AND THERMOSENSITIVE PAPER TAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-693,293. KABUSHIKI KAISHA, TA PILOT CORPORATION, CHUO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 4-26-1999.

Parallel Pen

OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 43669, DATED 3-10-2000, EXPIRES 3-10-2010.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FOUNTAIN PENS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-077,604. PERRY PUBLICATIONS LIMITED, LONDON EC4B 5EX, ENGLAND, FILED 6-26-2000.

BUSINESS TRAVELLER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,372,466.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
POWERANKING

FOR PRINTED BENCHMARKING SURVEY REPORTS ABOUT MANUFACTURERS AND RETAILERS OF CONSUMER PACKAGED GOODS WHO SET INDUSTRY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AS RATED BY THEIR TRADING PARTNERS AND PEERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PIECE OF THE ACTION

FOR AUTOGRAPHED AND NON-AUTOGRAPHED SPORTS MEMORABILIA KEEPSAKE ITEMS CONSISTING OF MATTED PHOTOGRAPHS, LITHOGRAPHS AND OR TRADING CARDS WITH A CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN OF AN ANIMATED REINDEER WEARING A SANTA CLAUS CAP, KNOWN AS "RUDY REINDEER". FOR BOOKS FOR BABIES, INFANTS AND TODDLERS; FLASHCARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LOVE MOM

FOR DISPOSABLE PAPER GOODS, NAMELY, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER PARTY FAVORS, WRAPPING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-402,069. GOLD LINE TELEMANAGEMENT INC., RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 5-1-2002.

SOCA

FOR PRE-PAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED; TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-405,149. BIONDOLILLO ASSOCIATES, INC., WELLESLEY, MA. FILED 5-10-2002.

MACARONI & CHEESE BROTHERHOOD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BROTHERHOOD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BOOKS, NAMELY, CHILDREN'S BOOKS, FOOD-RELATED BOOKS AND STORYBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-419,613. NORSKE SKOG CANADA LIMITED, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 6-11-2002.

ELECTRACAL

FIRST USE 5-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1995.
GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

FOR GREETING CARD ALBUMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-17-2002.
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


TIP TOAD
FOR CARDBOARD BOXES, POSTERS AND STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-455,452. COAMIX INC., TOKYO 180-0003, JAPAN, FILED 9-30-2002.

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, A SERIES OF COMIC BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS, ALL FEATURING COMICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2002.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-455,865. ARMEL, INC., GLENDALE, CA. FILED 10-4-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICAL IDENTIFICATION CARDS, PRE-PAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED, INDEX CARDS, INK ROLLERS FOR OFFICE MACHINES, VINYL LETTERS AND NUMBERS FOR USE IN MAKING SIGNS AND POSTERS, TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED, BUSINESS CARDS AND BLANK CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


YOUR FIRST TWO YEARS IN YOUTH MINISTRY
FOR SERIES OF BOOKS AND GUIDEBOOKS IN THE FIELD OF YOUTH MINISTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-12-2002.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


G-MATTE
FOR PAPER GOODS, NAMELY CARD STOCK, ENVELOPES, BRISTOL BOARDS, AND WRITING PAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


ANGELDIET
FOR NEWSLETTERS, BOOKLETS, A SERIES OF NON-FICTION BOOKS, INFORMATION SHEETS, INFORMATIONAL BROCHURES, AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELDS OF DIET, EXERCISE, NUTRITION, WEIGHT MANAGEMENT, APPETITE CONTROL, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTATION, WEIGHT LOSS AND FAT CONTROL, COOKING AND LIFESTYLE; AND PRINTED DIET, EXERCISE AND WEIGHT LOSS PLANS; DIARIES FOR TRACKING FOOD CONSUMPTION, WEIGHT LOSS, AND EXERCISE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KIPP:

FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MARKETING MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MARKETING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ERA MAGAZINE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAGAZINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGAZINES, NAMELY, CONSUMER PRINTED PUBLICATIONS COVERING MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT MATERIALS RELATING TO RECENTLY MAINLY 20TH CENTURY, TRENDS, HISTORY AND MEMORABILIA (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GANNETT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,716,449, 2,134,305 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR NEWSPAPERS CONTAINING NEWS ON TOPICS OF GENERAL INTEREST (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1924; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1924.
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-477,938. ABSOLUTE COLD GMBH, D-38106 BRAUNSCHWEIG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 12-23-2002.

ColdSAFE MINUS

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30230932.2/2, FILED 6-26-2002, REG. NO. 30230932, DATED 9-16-2002, EXPIRES 6-30-2012.
FOR PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS, NAMELY, CORRUGATED PAPER, BOND PAPER, CARDBOARD, PLASTIC PACKAGING MATERIAL, NAMELY, PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING, PLASTIC FOILS, PLASTIC GIFT WRAP; BOTTLE WRAPPERS OF CARDBOARD OR PAPER, BAGS OF PAPER, GENERAL PURPOSE PLASTIC BAGS, ENVELOPES, PAPER MAIL POUCHES, PAPER POUCHES FOR PACKAGING, PLASTIC OR PAPER POUCHES FOR MERCHANDISE PACKAGING; PLASTIC FILMS FOR WRAPPING NOT FOR COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; SHEETS OF RECLAIMED CELLULOSE FOR WRAPPING; CARDBOARD ARTICLES, NAMELY, CARDBOARD CARTONS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING, BOXES OF CARDBOARD OR PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-477,944. NATIONAL BUSINESS AVIATION ASSOCIATION, INC., WASHINGTON, DC. AND ASSOCIACAO BRAZILEIRA DE AVIACAO GERAL, 04342-100 SÃO PAULO SP, BRAZIL, FILED 12-23-2002.

LABACE

FOR NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS AND PRINTED SEMINAR NOTES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS AVIATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).


BILL-BUTLER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAID", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PERSONAL ORGANIZERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

G. MAYERSCOFT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-478,976. 50 CALIBER SHOOTER ASSOCIATION, MONROE, UT. FILED 12-26-2002.

VERY HIGH POWER

SEC. 2(F).

FOR MAGAZINES DIRECTED TO FIFTY-CALIBER AND HIGHER FIREARMS IN THE FIELD OF FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-0-1987; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1987.

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BOMBER GIRL

FOR STATIONERY, FILE FOLDERS AND PLASTIC SHEETS FOR WRITING; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY A SERIES OF COMIC BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS AND GRAPHIC NOVELS, ALL FEATURING COMICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2002.

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-482,000. AMERICAN COLLEGE OF CARDIOLOGY, BETHESDA, MD. FILED 1-16-2003.

JACC

FOR PERIODIC PUBLICATION, NAMELY, JOURNAL IN THE FIELD OF CARDIOLOGY AND CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE AND HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LAMINATOR


FOR LAMINATORS FOR HOME AND OFFICE USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


A TAX TO GRIND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TAX, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR NEWSLETTER REGARDING CORPORATE REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX MANAGEMENT AND COMPLIANCE ISSUES AND STRATEGIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FILEAMERICA

FOR MANILA FILE FOLDERS, MEDICAL RECORDS FOLDERS, PRESS BOARD CLASSIFICATION FOLDERS, PRESENTATION FOLDERS, AND PATENT AND TRADEMARK FOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIUSTO MANETTI" AS SHOWN.

"GIUSTO MANETTI" IS THE NAME OF THE PERSON WHO FOUNDED THE COMPANY IN 1820.

FOR STATIONERY; FILMS, NAMELY, HOT STAMPING FOIL, COLOURED METALLIZED SHEETS WITH A POLYESTER BACKING FOR USE BY DECORATORS AND PRINTERS TO DECORATE FRAMES, FURNITURE AND LEATHER PRODUCTS SUCH AS BOOKS, NOTEBOOKS AND DIARIES; INKING PADS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


NAKKWA MANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STAT SLEEVE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SLEEVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MULTI-POCKET DOCUMENT HOLDER FOR MEDICAL DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHECK SLEEVE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SLEEVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MULTI-POCKET DOCUMENT HOLDER FOR MEDICAL DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EXIT

FOR PRINT MATERIALS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES PRESENTING INFORMATION AND COMMENTARY ON RETIREMENT AND RETIREMENT RELATED ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

NAKKWA MANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).


FOR SCHOOL BOOKS AND TEXTBOOKS, NAMELY, SKETCH BOOKS, RELIGIOUS BOOKS, PICTURE BOOKS, NOTE BOOKS, STORY BOOKS, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS, CHILDREN'S FICTIONAL WORKS, AND COLORING BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-488,282. DR PARTNERS, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 2-7-2003.

PINE BLUFF COMMERCIAL

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "PINE BLUFF".

FOR DAILY NEWSPAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-18-1881; IN COMMERCE 4-18-1881.

NAKKWA MANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-488,524. AMERICAN LABELMARK COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 2-4-2003.

COMPLIANCE MADE EASY

FOR NEWSLETTERS AND MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, SAFETY AND MOTOR CARRIER TRANSPORTATION REGULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


NAKKWA MANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-489,496. TAUB, RASHEENA, ANN ARBOR, MI. AND LEVINE, BARBIE, ANN ARBOR, MI. FILED 2-14-2003.

ME TOO

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, WORKBOOKS, PAMPHLETS, AND NON-FICTION BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF COPING WITH LIFE TRANSITIONS, NAMELY FOR ASSISTING OLDER CHILDREN TO ADJUST TO THE INTRODUCTION OF A NEW CHILD INTO THE FAMILY DYNAMIC (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CHECK UP

FOR PAPER ARTICLES NAMELY; A QUARTERLY PUBLISHED MAGAZINE ON THE SUBJECT OF PERSONAL HEALTH AND HEALTH CARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRÁCTICE MADE PERFECT

FOR MEDICAL SIMULATORS, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL OR VIRTUAL ANATOMY MODELS FOR USE IN PRIMARY OR ADVANCED TRAINING OF STUDENTS, PHYSICIANS AND MEDICAL WORKERS, NAMELY, PELVIC MODELS, JOINT MODELS, BREAST MODELS, DERMAL MODELS, THORACIC MODELS, ABDOMINAL MODELS, GASTRO-INTESTINAL AND BILIARY MODELS, SPINAL MODELS, VASCULAR MODELS AND FOOT MODELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EGGSSELENT

FOR PACKAGING MATERIALS MADE WHOLLY OR PARTLY OF CARDBOARD PULP, OF PAPER PULP, OF CARTON, OF PLASTIC MASS OR OF COMBINATIONS THEREOF IN THE FORM OF TRAYS AND CARTONS FOR EGGS AND IN THE FORM OF OTHER MOULDING CARDBOARD PRODUCTS MADE BY A MOULDING SUCTION TECHNIC IN 3-DIMENSIONAL FORM AND SIMILAR PRODUCTS OF PLASTIC MASS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POCKET PAL

FOR WRITTEN MATERIALS, NAMELY BOOKLETS IN THE FIELDS OF GARDENING, LAWN CARE, TREE CARE, INDOOR AND HOUSEPLANTS, CARE OF SPECIALTY PLANTS, IRRIGATION, LANDSCAPING, FLOWER ARRANGING, LAWNMOWER MAINTENANCE, USE OF GARDENING TOOLS, PEST CONTROLS, CREATING AND MAINTAINING DECKS AND PATIOS, POOLS AND SPAS, BARBECUING AND PICNICS, OUTDOOR GAMES, CAMPING; HOME REPAIRING, HOME CLEANING, HOME DECORATING, CHILD PROOFING AND HOME REMODELING, TOOL SELECTION AND TOOL MAINTENANCE, HOME COOLING AND HEATING, HOME IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS, MOVING AND RELOCATION, HOME ORGANIZATION; AUTOMOBILE BUYING, AUTOMOBILE SELLING, AUTOMOBILE MAINTENANCE AND AUTOMOBILE OPERATION, AUTOMOTIVE RECONDITIONING AND REPAIR, AUTOMOBILE SAFETY, AUTOMOBILE CUSTOMIZATION, AUTOMOBILE DRIVING, PLANNING AND TAKING AUTOMOBILE TRIPS, PET TRAINING, PET CARE AND PET SELECTION, WILDLIFE CARE AND WATCHING, BIRD WATCHING, FISH AND AQUARIUMS, HORSEBACK RIDING, HORSE CARE AND SHOWING, LIVESTOCK CARE; FITNESS AND EXERCISE, MAKE-UP AND GROOMING, SKIN CARE, HAIR AND NAIL CARE, TOOTH CARE, CLOTHING SELECTION AND CLOTHING CLEANING, NUTRITION AND DIETING, HEALTHCARE, SELF HELP; WOMEN'S HEALTH; MEN'S HEALTH, CHILDREN'S HEALTH; CONDITION-SPECIFIC HEALTHCARE; PREGNANCY CARE, BABY NAME SELECTING, BABY AND CHILD TRAINING AND EDUCATION, BACK-TO-SCHOOL TOPICS, STUDY HINTS, COLLEGE APPLICATION PREPARATION, FINANCIAL AID; TRAVEL TIPS AND AIDS, LANGUAGE, HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, ART APPRECIATION, MUSIC; PHOTOGRAPHY,SCRAPBOOKING,ARTS AND CRAFTS, COSTUME DESIGNING, GIFT CREATING AND GIFT SELECTION, HOLIDAY PLANNING; SETTING UP A HOME OFFICE, HOME AND BUSINESS COMPUTING AND ELECTRONICS, BUSINESS CREATION AND BUSINESS ORGANIZING, BUSINESS PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT, MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES, MOTIVATIONAL TOPICS, TIME MANAGEMENT, JOB MANAGEMENT, FUND RAISING; COOKING AND BAKING, DRINK PREPARATION AND DRINK MIXING, EVENT AND PARTY PLANNING; WINE BUYING AND WINE APPRECIATION, BEER BUYING AND BEER APPRECIATION, BUYING AND APPRECIATION OF SPIRITS, PREPARATION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, MEAL PLANNING, RECIPES, COOKBOOKS, NUTRITIONAL ADVICE; TEAM AND INDIVIDUAL SPORTS, PLAY AND RULES, GAMES, LEISURE ACTIVITIES, SPORTING EQUIPMENT, COACHING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,511,956, 2,707,701 AND OTHERS.
THE LINING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
SEC. 2(F) IN PART, AS TO SCHOLASTIC.
FOR TEACHER'S GUIDES, PICTURE BOOKS, WORKBOOKS, PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE NATURE OF PHONEMIC AWARENESS CARDS, LETTER AND WORD CARDS AND VOCABULARY CARDS, REPRODUCIBLE PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL PAPER TRANSPARENCIES AND POSTERS, ALL IN THE FIELD OF READING IMPROVEMENT FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-22-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-22-2003.
ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,377,852.
The mark consists of INPHODENTITY KIDSAVE (SYTILIZED) AND PARADING CHILDREN DESIGN.
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY A PRINTED RECORDS ORGANIZATION SYSTEM COMPRISSED OF PAPER FOLDERS, IDENTIFICATION CARDS, INSTRUCTION SHEETS, PHOTO ARCHIVE SHEETS, FINGERPRINT SHEETS, ENVELOPES, POSTERS, PRINTED DECALS, PRINTED FLYERS, AND REGISTRATION FORMS THAT ASSIST THE USER IN ORGANIZING IDENTIFYING DATA, PHOTOGRAPHS AND OTHER RECORDS ABOUT CHILDREN AND OTHER INDIVIDUALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-492,530. DOLPHIN SOFTWARE, INC., LAKE OSWEGO, OR. FILED 2-26-2003.

NON-TOXIC CEO
FOR PRINTED TRAINING MATERIAL FOR USE IN FIELD OF ACQUISITION, STORAGE AND MANAGEMENT OF REGULATED CHEMICALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR GREETING CARDS; PHOTOGRAPHS; WRITING UTENSILS, NAMELY PENS AND PENCILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
P.G. GAFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR GREETING CARDS; PHOTOGRAPHS; WRITING UTENSILS, NAMELY PENS AND PENCILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
P.A. G.S. E., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GLD
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, POSTERS, PROSPECTUSES, AND FFLERS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EQUITY GOLD SHARES: GLD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EQUITY GOLD SHARES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, POSTERS, PROSPECTUSES, AND FLIERS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VALUE FIRST

FOR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM COVERS AND PAGES USED TO STORE AND DISPLAY PHOTOGRAPHS, NEGATIVES, MEMORABILIA, COLLECTIBLES, RECIPES AND ADDRESSES; AND CARDBOARD AND PAPER PHOTOGRAPH BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 12-26-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-26-2002.

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HANDY LOGIC PRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PRESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SERIES OF NON-FICTION BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REVEALING ROOMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ROOMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SERIES OF MAGAZINE SECTIONS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES FEATURING A VARIETY OF PRODUCTS AND MANUFACTURERS RELATING TO HOME DECORATING AND HOME IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2002.

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SISTERS-IN-LAW

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS AND NEWS BULLETINS FEATURING INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL IN THE FIELD OF LAW (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BENEFITS MANAGEMENT BRIEFS

SEC. 2(F).

FOR NEWSLETTERS RELATING TO THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


QUESTCOR

FOR CORRUGATED BOXES AND PLASTIC POLY BAGS FOR PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1998.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ESME


MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TASTE OF THE BAY

FOR GUIDE BOOKS FEATURING RESTAURANTS, SHOPPING, ART GALLERIES AND MARINAS FOR LOCAL CONSUMERS AND TRAVELERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-502,682. TRADE DIMENSIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC., WILTON, CT. FILED 4-1-2003.

RETAIL TENANT DIRECTORY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIRECTORY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, DIRECTORIES LISTING RETAIL STORES IN SHOPPING MALLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PURE CANADA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CANADA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR GUIDE BOOKS AND MAGAZINES FEATURING TOURISM IN CANADA (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WEDDING & EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY

SEC. 2(F).

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY TRADE MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF WEDDING AND EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 76-503,565. THOMPSON PRODUCTS, INC., LAKEVILLE, MA. FILED 4-2-2003.

CYNTHIA ROYCE

THE NAME "CYNTHIA ROYCE" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR ALBUMS, ALBUM COVERS AND ALBUM PAGES USED FOR PHOTOGRAPHS, NEGATIVES, MEMORABILIA, COLLECTIBLES, RECIPES AND ADDRESSES; STATIONERY, IMPRINTABLE STATIONERY, MEMO PADS, MEMO PADS WITH HINGED COVER, BOXED MEMO PADS; MAGNETIC MEMO PADS, NOTE PADS, WRITING PADS, NOTE CARDS, NOTE CARDS IN TIN CONTAINERS, BOXED CARDS, ENVELOPES, ADDRESS BOOKS, COMPOSITION BOOKS, STATIONERY BOXES, STATIONERY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND STATIONERY FOLDERS, WRITING PAPER, STATIONERY TYPE PORTFOLIOS, BLANK AND LINED JOURNALS FOR WRITING, WRITING TABLETS, MAGNETIC BOARD MESSAGE CENTER COMPRISED OF A MAGNETIC BOARD, PEN AND WRITING PAPER; ADHESIVE NOTE PADS, AND GIFT SETS, NAMELY, STATIONERY BOXES, BLANK JOURNALS, LINED JOURNALS, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER, NOTE CARDS, MEMO PADS, MEMO CUBES, ADDRESS BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-504,509. LIVING STREAM MINISTRY, ANAHEIM, CA. FILED 4-7-2003.

RCV

FOR BIBLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOODTRAC

FOR REPORTS FEATURING NEWS, ANALYSIS OF MARKET TRENDS, MARKET SEGMENT POLL DATA, CUSTOMER TRENDS, AND ECONOMIC INDICATORS REGARDING CUSTOMER PREFERENCES IN THE FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-507,950. BRIDGES TO EXCELLENCE, INC., FAIRFIELD, CT. FILED 4-21-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE REWARDING QUALITY ACROSS THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM CARDIAC CARE REWARDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PRINTED GUIDES, PRESS RELEASES, PRODUCT GUIDES, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS AND JOURNALS, IN THE FIELD OF DISEASE AND GENERAL PATIENT STATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMS; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PRINTED GUIDES, PRESS RELEASES, PRODUCT GUIDES, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS AND JOURNALS, CONCERNING INCENTIVE REWARD PROGRAMS FOR THOSE THAT PARTICIPATE IN DISEASE STATE AND GENERAL PATIENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-507,960. BRIDGES TO EXCELLENCE, INC., FAIRFIELD, CT. FILED 4-21-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE REWARDING QUALITY ACROSS THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM DIABETES CARE REWARDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PRINTED GUIDES, PRESS RELEASES, PRODUCT GUIDES, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, PRINTED REPORTS AND PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS AND JOURNALS, PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR IMPROVED QUALITY IN HEALTHCARE AND FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY MEANS OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS FOR PEOPLE, ORGANIZATIONS, DOCTORS, MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS AND PATIENTS PARTICIPATING IN DISEASE STATE AND GENERAL PATIENT STATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND/OR PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WHITE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COPIER PAPER, COMPUTER PAPER, PRINTING PAPER AND PAPERBOARD (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEARTWARMERS... Gifts that show you care

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NOVELTY ITEMS, NAMELY, PRINTED STICKERS, GREETING CARDS, NOTE PAPER, PARTY DECORATIONS, CALENDARS, PAPER PLATES AND NAPKINS, COLORING BOOKS, DECALS, MINIATURE BOOKLETS, PAPER DOLLS, ALBUMS, DIARIES, PRINTED LABELS, STORY CARD SOLD WITH DOLLS, AND CHILDREN'S WALLPAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SAFE RIDE NEWS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,080,739.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEWS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY PERIODICAL NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF TRANSPORTATION SAFETY FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-512,928. KABUSHIKI KAISHA YOMIURI SHIMBUN TOKYO HONSHA, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 5-9-2003.

読報新聞

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE JAPANESE CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLITERATE TO "SHIMBUN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO YOMIURI SHIMBUN AND THIS MEANS SELLING-READING NEWSPAPER IN ENGLISH.

FOR JAPANESE LANGUAGE NEWSPAPER FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 11-2-1874; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1959.

NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).


STATE COURT DOCKET WATCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STATE COURT DOCKET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NEWSLETTERS AND JOURNALS IN THE FIELD OF LAW AND PUBLIC POLICY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ABA WATCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ABA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LAW AND PUBLIC POLICY NEWSLETTERS AND JOURNALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1996.
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPACE COAST LIVING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPACE COAST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERIODICAL PUBLICATION, NAMELY A MAGAZINE, FOR FLORIDA'S SPACE COAST (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR FACIAL TISSUES, BATHROOM TISSUE, CUP PAD MADE BY PAPER, NAMELY, COASTERS MADE OF PAPER, INK STICKS, TATTOO STICKS, NAMELY, TEMPORARY TATTOOS, WATERCOLOR BOARDS, WATERCOLOR PICTURES, GREETING CARDS, MEMORANDUM BOOKS, MEMORANDUM BOARDS, DIARIES, COMIC BOOKS, BROCHURES ABOUT ADVERTISING, PHOTO ALBUMS IN THE NATURE OF A NOTEBOOK, PAINTING ALBUM IN THE NATURE OF A BINDER FOR STORING PAINTINGS, SKETCH BOOKS, CALENDARS, PHOTO ALBUM IN THE NATURE OF A PHOTO STAND, PAPER BAGS, PAPER BOXES, GENERAL PURPOSE PLASTIC BAGS, ADHESIVE TAPE FOR STATIONERY AND HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, IMPRESSION STAMPS, RUBBER STAMPS, SLIPCASES, DRAWING BOARDS, EASELS, LOOSE-LEAF BINDERS, PAPER CUTTERS, WHITE BOARD, CORRECTION FLUID, BULLETIN MADE OF CORK, NAMELY, CORK BOARDS, MESSAGE BOARDS, PENCILS, PROPPELLING PENCILS, BALL POINT PENS, CRAYONS, MARKING PENS, PAINTING PALETTES, PENCIL CASES, DRAWING RULERS FOR PAINTING AND DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, SET SQUARES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-518,532. SMITH, DARIN, SANTA CRUZ, CA. FILED 5-8-2003.

CRE8TE

FOR SHEET MUSIC WITH LYRICS; STORY BOOKS AND MYTH BOOKS; BOOKS FEATURING MULTIMEDIA THERAPY AND/OR EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATION AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE AREA OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE; PRINTED POSTERS; PAPER PARTY SUPPLIES, NAMELY, BAGS, DECORATIONS, FAVORS, HATS RELATING TO STORIES AND MYTHS, NAPKINS, PAPER PLATES, AND PAPER CUPS; PAPER CARDS, NAMELY, FILING CARDS, FLASH CARDS, STORY TRADING CARDS, EDUCATIONAL TRADING CARDS AND CHARACTER TRADING CARDS; BOOKLETS, PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS AND BROCHURES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION RELATING TO EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE, THERAPY, STORIES, MYTHS AND CHARACTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BRAIN FACTS

SEC. 2(F).
FIRST USE 10-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 10-1-1990.
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-522,524. COTAPAXI INC., ENGLEWOOD, NJ. FILED 6-4-2003.

COTAPAXI

FOR WRITING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, PENS, INK PENS, BALL POINT PENS, ROLLER BALL PENS, FOUNTAIN PENS, FELT PENS, FIBERTIP PENS, POROUS TIP PENS, MARKING PENS, HIGHLIGHTING PENS, ARTISTS' PENS; PEN CASES, PEN AND PENCIL TRAYS; AND DESK STANDS AND HOLDERS FOR PENS, PENCILS, INK, AND NOTE PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-11-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-11-2000.
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-523,277. TELLIT, INCORPORATED, FOREST PARK, GA. FILED 6-10-2003.

Tellit, Inc.

Guess What?...Tellit Like It Is

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IN THE DRAWING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-525,773. NORTH STAR PHONE CARD INC., JERSEY CITY, NJ. FILED 6-26-2003.

UNIQUE GOLD PHONE CARD

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,567,427.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOLD PHONE CARD" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HUGS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,778,324.
FOR GREETING CARDS AND CALENDARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-528,215. OURSELVES, INC., NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 7-7-2003.

WOMEN AT THE CENTER OF LIFE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WOMEN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, AND BOOKS FEATURING WOMEN'S ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-528,740. DIVIDELLA AG, 9472 GRABS, SWITZERLAND, FILED 7-8-2003.

BOXWALLET

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,377,896.
FOR PACKAGING MATERIAL IN THE NATURE OF PAPERBOARD OR CARDBOARD; PACKAGING AND PACKAGING INSERTS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 76-529,156. BONGIOVI, JOHN, LOS ANGELES, CA.Filed 7-3-2003.

PHILADELPHIA SOUL
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHILADELPHIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, MAGAZINE SECTIONS AND BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS, SPORTS HISTORY AND SPORTS MEMORABILIA; PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS, SCRAPBOOK ALBUMS, PRINTS, POSTERS, GREETING CARDS, STATIONARY, PAPER, PENCILS, BALLPOINT PENS, PAPER PENCIL HOLDERS, BANK CHECKS, PAPER BANNERS, PAPER PENNANTS, BOOK COVERS, APPOINTMENT BOOKS, ADDRESS BOOKS, DIARIES, CALENDARS, PLANNERS, DECALS, WRAPPING PAPER, PAPER EMBLEMS, NOTEBOOKS, NOTE PADS AND TABLE MATS MADE OF PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BIZ4KIDS
FOR BUSINESS ORIENTED BOOKS, PRINTED WORKSHEETS AND PRINTED TEACHING AND INSTRUCTION MATERIALS, IN A COMPACT PORTABLE CONTAINER DESIGNED TO TEACH CHILDREN BASIC BUSINESS SKILLS INCLUDING MARKETING, ACCOUNTING, ASSET MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE HEART OF THE HOME
FOR PERIODICAL PUBLICATION IN THE FIELD OF HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,171. SUFFOLK OIL COMPANY, INC., DBA VIRGINIA GRAPHIC DESIGN, SUFFOLK, VA. FILED 8-7-2003.

DISCOVER PORTSMOUTH
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PORTSMOUTH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGAZINE FEATURING MATTERS OF GENERAL CIVIC AND BUSINESS INTEREST IN THE PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA AREA (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,367. HOBBY PUBCO. LLC, MORGANVILLE, NJ. FILED 7-31-2003.

MUSIC BUSINESS MADE SIMPLE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MUSIC BUSINESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PERSPECTIVA MUNDIAL
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MUNDIAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORDING PERSPECTIVA MUNDIAL IS WORLDWIDE PERSPECTIVE.
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TEKSING TOWARD TAKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS, NAMELY IN THE FIELD OF PREPARATORY COURSES FOR STATE AND NATIONAL CURRICULUM AND COMPETENCY EXAMINATIONS FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CREATED BY YOU

FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIGIPOCKETS

FOR ALBUMS AND ALBUM PAGES FOR HOLDING PHOTOGRAPHS, COMPACT DISCS AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE WISE CHOICE

FOR TELEPHONE NUMBER BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE LIFETIME HEALTH ORGANIZER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH ORGANIZER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERSONAL ORGANIZERS USED TO RECORD AND STORE INFORMATION REGARDING HEALTH AND MEDICAL CONDITIONS AND TO PROVIDE REMINDERS AND INFORMATION REGARDING HEALTH INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
IMMUNIZATION PASSPORT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IMMUNIZATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PERSONAL ORGANIZERS USED TO RECORD AND STORE INFORMATION REGARDING HEALTH AND MEDICAL CONDITIONS, INCLUDING IMMUNIZATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE REMINDERS AND INFORMATION REGARDING HEALTH INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SEE THRU PAPER WINDOW

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,198,935.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR BUSINESS FORMS, NAMELY, MAILERS AND PAPERS USED IN MANUFACTURING MAILERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPTIMIZING OUTCOMES IN OPHTHALMIC SURGERY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,003,744 AND 2,787,710.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OPTICAL SURGERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICAL NEWSLETTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,834. EL MENSAJERO NEWSPAPERS, LLC, NAPELIVILLE, IL. FILED 9-8-2003.

EL MENSAJERO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,835,438.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORDS "EL MENSAJERO" IN THE MARK IS "THE MESSENGER" FOR BILINGUAL, HISPANIC NEWSPAPERS FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-1986; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1986.
NAAKWAMA ANKRRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ORNAMENT SAVERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORNAMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BAGS OF PLASTIC BUBBLE WRAP FOR PACKAGING CHRISTMAS/COLLECTIBLES ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TARGETMATRIX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,591,813, 2,649,012 AND OTHERS.
FOR PRINTED REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF PRIMARY SCHOOL SUBJECTS AND CONTAINING DATA ANALYZING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS TEXTBOOK SERIES FOR USE AS INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS IN SEQUENTIAL GRADE LEVELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2002.
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DROP DOTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,478,948 AND 2,514,151.
FOR GLUE DISPENSERS AND ADHESIVES, NAMELY GLUE PENS AND ADHESIVES FOR GENERAL HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-543,211. GLUE DOTS INTERNATIONAL, LLC, NEW BERLIN, WI. FILED 9-8-2003.

DOT DROPS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,478,948 AND 2,514,151.
FOR GLUE DISPENSERS AND ADHESIVES, NAMELY GLUE PENS AND ADHESIVES FOR GENERAL HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR PROMOTIONAL ITEMS, NAMELY, STICKERS AND DECALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PLAN BEE

FOR PRINTED PAPER GOODS, NAMELY, SEWING PLANNERS, PLANNERS FOR USE IN QUILTING, EMBROIDERY, CRAFTS AND THE LIKE; AND PATTERNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-544,453. REED ELSEVIER INC., NEWTON, MA. FILED 9-3-2003.

IMPO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,427,423.

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES DIRECTED TO THE PLANT ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 12-1-1953; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1953.

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PHILLY SOUL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHILLY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, MAGAZINE SECTIONS AND BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS, SPORTS HISTORY AND SPORTS MEMORABILIA; PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS, SCRAPBOOK ALBUMS, PRINTS, POSTERS, GREETING CARDS, PAPER BANNERS, PAPER PENNANTS, PRESENTATION BAGS, PAPER BANNERS, BOOK COVERS, APPOINTMENT BOOKS, ADDRESS BOOKS, DIARIES, CALENDARS, PLANNERS, DECALS, WRAPPING PAPER, PAPER EMBLEMS, NOTEBOOKS, NOTE PADS AND TABLE MATS MADE OF PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MR. MARKETING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MR." AND "MARKETING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, BOOKS ALL FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS, MARKETING AND SALES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WEST COAST CHOPPERS

FOR PAPER GOODS, NAMELY, STICKERS, POSTERS AND CALENDARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


UBISOFT


FOR COMPUTER GAME INSTRUCTION MANUALS AND PUBLISHED GUIDES CONTAINING SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO PLAY THE COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LOCATION STRATEGIES

SEC. 2(F).

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS NAMELY MAGAZINES AND MAGAZINES SUPPLEMENTS RELATING TO BUSINESS, ECONOMIC AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 76-547,399. WATT PUBLISHING CO., MOUNT MORRIS, IL. FILED 9-12-2003.

UDM FOR MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF FURNITURE MANUFACTURE, REPAIR, AND RESTORATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-0-1988; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1988.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CURVACEOUS COURSES
FOR CALENDAR OF GOLF COURSES FEATURING MODELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE JEWELRY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERIODIC MAGAZINE FEATURING JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


QUICK SILVER
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SILVER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MARKING AND WRITING INKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GLOBALPLATEAU
FOR PERIODICALS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES DISTRIBUTED TO TRAVELERS AND POTENTIAL TRAVELERS CONTAINING ARTICLES AND INFORMATION CONCERNING THEIR DESTINATIONS OR POTENTIAL DESTINATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2003.
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WELCOME!
FOR PERIODICALS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES DISTRIBUTED TO TRAVELERS AND POTENTIAL TRAVELERS CONTAINING ARTICLES AND INFORMATION CONCERNING THEIR DESTINATIONS OR POTENTIAL DESTINATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2003.
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,975,721, 2,211,212 AND 2,352,715.
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, A SERIES OF COMIC BOOKS FEATURING ILLUSTRATED CARTOONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 76-554,382. FRANCE, AMY LEA, ORMOND BEACH, FL. FILED 10-8-2003.

AMY ALLIGATOR

FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOW TO CLIMB

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,136,975.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR BOOKS AND GUIDES ON OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1997.
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GIRL GENIUS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED MATTER AND PAPER GOODS, NAMELY, BOOKS FEATURING CHARACTERS FROM ANIMATED, ACTION ADVENTURE, COMEDY AND DRAMA FEATURES, CHILDREN'S BOOKS, MAGAZINES FEATURING CHARACTERS FROM ANIMATED, ACTION ADVENTURE, COMEDY AND DRAMA FEATURES, COLORING BOOKS, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; WRITING PAPER, ENVELOPES, NOTEBOOKS, DIARIES, NOTE CARDS; LITHOGRAPHS; PENS, PENCILS, CRAYONS, MARKERS, COLORED PENCILS, PAINTING SETS, CHALK AND CHALKBOARDS; DECALS, HEAT TRANSFERS; MOUNTED AND UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS; BOOK COVERS, BOOK MARKS, CALENDARS, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PARTY FAVORS AND PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS, NAMELY, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER DOILIES, PAPER PLACE MATS, CREPE PAPER, PAPER HATS, INVITATIONS, PAPER TABLE CLOTHS, PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS; PRINTED TRANSFERS FOR EMBROIDERY OR FABRIC APPLIQUES; PRINTED PATTERNS FOR COSTUMES, PAJAMAS, SWEATSHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS; AND PAPER PHOTO FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOMES ON THE MARKET

FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING REAL ESTATE AND RELOCATION INFORMATION; REAL ESTATE COMPANY COVERING REAL ESTATE AND RELOCATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2002.
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CON-TACT CRYSTAL CLING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 615,845, 2,401,497 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMMERCIAL PLASTIC WRAP FOR FOOD (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

RUDDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUSINESS TRAVEL FOOTNOTES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BUSINESS TRAVEL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TRAVEL NEWSLETTER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PALMONE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,613,597, 2,653,036 AND OTHERS.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, BROCHURES, NEWSLETTERS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL ALL IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTING; STATIONERY, NOTE PADS; PENS, PENCILS; AND DESK STANDS AND HOLDERS FOR PENS, PENCILS AND INK (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WINN DEVON

FOR GREETING CARDS, GIFT ENCLOSURE CARDS, NOTE CARDS, CALENDARS, POSTERS, PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS, FINE ART PRINTS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, GIFT-WRAPPING PAPER AND PRINTED ART REPRODUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR GREETING CARDS, GIFT ENCLOSURE CARDS, NOTE CARDS, CALENDARS, POSTERS, PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS, FINE ART PRINTS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, GIFT-WRAPPING PAPER AND PRINTED ART REPRODUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACCURATE INFORMATION" AND THE REPRESENTATION OF A CROSS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE PORTION OF THE MARK CONSISTING OF A CROSS DESIGN IS NOT DISPLAYED IN THE COLOR RED OR A COLORABLE IMITATION THEREOF.
FOR SERIES OF PERSONAL-HISTORY EMERGENCY-RESPONSE BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF UNITED KINGDOM REG. NO. 2309781, DATED 2-7-2003, EXPIRES 9-4-2012.
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS; MAGAZINES; PERIODICALS IN THE FIELDS OF STYLE, FASHION, MUSIC, DANCE, FILM, ARTS, CRAFTS, INTERIORS, NATURAL HISTORY, PET CARE, HISTORY REFERENCES, HEALTH, SEX, NEW AGE, FASHION, PSYCHOLOGY, BEAUTY, SPORTS, STORYTELLING, DESIGN, ANTIQUES, LIVING, ASTRONOMY, ARCHITECTURE, MAPPING/CARTOGRAPHY, CHILDREN AND DECORATING, POSTERS, CALENDARS; STATIONERY; PRINTED STUDY GUIDES, PRINTED SURVEY ANSWER SHEETS, PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, PRINTED ANSWER SHEETS, PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS AND INFORMATION INSTRUCTIONAL SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-223,622. ELEGANT USA, LLC, TOTOWA, NJ. FILED 3-10-2003.

METAL ENERGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "METAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED, ADHESIVE, LOGOS AND DESIGNS FOR APPLICATION TO SOLID SURFACE CONSUMER PRODUCTS, INCLUDING VEHICLES, BOATS, AIRCRAFTS, SKIS, LOCKERS AND HELMETS, NAMELY, STICKERS, BUMPERS STICKERS AND DECALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-224,875. AGC, INC., CLEVELAND, OH. FILED 3-12-2003.

JUST FOR YOU

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,421,047.
FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 78-229,314. FRAZIER, EVERETT, TACOMA PARK, MD.

BRICKHOUSE
FOR ADULT ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINES (U.S.
CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-232,758. ZURIMEDIA, INC., PORTLAND, OR. FILED
4-1-2003.

ZURIBOOKS
FOR REFERENCE BOOKS, GUIDE BOOKS, AND
EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS FEATURING TOPICS
RELATING TO TRAVEL, COOKING, SPORTS, GARDENING, COLLECTION, FIRST AID, AND HOBBIES
(U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,021. WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT,
INC., STAMFORD, CT. FILED 4-2-2003.

SABLE
FOR COLLECTOR ALBUMS, NAMELY, FOR STICKER COLLECTABLE CARDS AND FOR PHOTO COLLECTABLES; LABELS, NAMELY, PRINTED PAPER LABELS, PRINTED SHIPPING LABELS; FOLDERS; PACKAGING, NAMELY, PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING PAPER; PLASTIC BAGS FOR GENERAL USE; PAPER TABLEWARE, NAMELY, PAPER PLACE MATS, PAPER TABLE MATS, PAPER TABLE LINENS; STICKERS; FRAMED PICTURES; PENS; PENCILS; POSTERS; NOTEBOOKS; TRADING CARDS; CALENDARS; PAPER TABLECLOTHS; PHOTOGRAPHS; CHALK; PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; POSTCARDS; GREETING CARDS; PICTURES; DECALS; TEMPORARY TATTOO TRANSFERS; COLORING BOOKS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; SOUVENIR PROGRAMS CONCERNING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; BOOKS FEATURING PICTORIAL BIOGRAPHIES; COMIC BOOKS; BOOK COVERS; PAPER BOOK MARKERS; BOOKPLATES; PAPER LUNCH BAGS; PAPER NAPKINS; PICTURE BOOKS; STICKER ALBUMS; MEMO PADS; DATE BOOKS; ADDRESS BOOKS; AGENDA BOOKS; RUBBER STAMPS; STAMP PADS; COLLECTIBLE PREPAID TELEPHONE CARDS NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED; COLLECTOR STAMPS, NAMELY, COMMEMORATIVE STAMP SHEETS; CUSTOMIZED PERSONAL CHECKS; CHECKBOOK COVERS AND RETURN ADDRESS LABELS NOT OF TEXTILE; PAPER BANNERS; PRINTED PAPER SIGNS FOR DOORS; PENCIL CASES; DRAWING RULERS; ERASERS, NAMELY, RUBBER ERASERS, CHALK ERASERS, BLACKBOARD ERASERS; SCRIBBLE PAD; PHOTO ALBUMS; BUMPER STICKERS; WINDOW DECALS; COLLECTOR STAMPS; LITHOGRAPHS; PAPER PARTY BAGS; PARTY FAVORS, NAMELY, PAPER HATS; STENCILS FOR TRACING DESIGNS ONTO PAPER; PAPER GIFT WRAP; PAPER CUT DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CONNECTIONS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,100,829.
FOR GREETING CARDS, STATIONERY, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, AND GIFT WRAPPING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, PAPER GIFT BAGS, PAPER GIFT TAGS, PAPER GIFT WRAPPING RIBBONS AND PAPER GIFT WRAPPING BOWS ALL FOR DISTRIBUTION THROUGH RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS EXCEPT RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS WHICH IDENTIFY THEMSELVES OR OTHERWISE HOLD THEMSELVES OUT AS DEALING PRIMARILY IN CHRISTIAN GIFTS, CHRISTIAN LITERATURE, OR OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CHRISTIANS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,154. KODAK POLYCHROME GRAPHICS, LLC,
NORWALK, CT. FILED 4-2-2003.

KPGRAPHICS
FOR PAPERS, OTHER THAN SENSITIZED, FOR USE WITHIN THE PROOFING PROCESS, PHOTOFINISHING PROCESS, INKJET PROCESS, AND OTHER PRINTING PROCESSES, NAMELY COPY PAPER, PRINTER PAPER, AND PRE-PRINTED FORMS FOR USE AS A BASE, RECEPTOR OR SUBSTRATE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-234,567. CTX PUBLISHING, INC., MIDDLEBURY, VT.
FILED 4-7-2003.

VERMONT MAGAZINE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAGAZINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR GENERAL FEATURE MAGAZINE ABOUT THE PEOPLE, PLACES, AND INSTITUTIONS OF THE STATE OF VERMONT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FIORI

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "FIORI" IN THE MARK IS "FLOWER".

FOR PAPERS COATED WITH RESINOUS AND PLASTIC FILMS ESPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR BOOK COVERS, AUTOMOBILE TRIM, LEATHER NOVELTIES, BOX AND CASE COVERINGS, CARD TABLE COVERS, PLACE MATS, DESK PAD SETS, DESK CALENDAR COVERS, PICTURE FRAME COVERS, WALLBOARD COVERS, GAME BOARDS, MOVIE SCREENS, PRESSURE SENSITIVE TAPE, FINISHES FOR CHILDREN'S FURNITURE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE PACKAGING. (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WALKIMET

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FINLAND APPLICATION NO. T200300918, FILED 4-8-2003, REG. NO. 229269, DATED 12-31-2003, EXPIRES 12-31-2013.

FOR BARRIER COATED AND LAMINATED PACKAGING AND WRAPPING MATERIALS MADE OF PAPER, PAPERBOARD, PLASTIC, ALUMINUM AND NET (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

S.E.A. BAG

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAG". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PLASTIC BAGS FOR TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF BULK MATERIALS, NAMELY, PLASTIC BAGS FOR USE IN RETAINING WALLS ADJACENT TO BODIES OF WATER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 1-8-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-8-1993.

HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-237,088. BRUDVIG, DEBORAH MILAN, ALEXANDRIA, VA. FILED 4-12-2003.

FOR ART PRINTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BABY MOODS

FOR STATIONERY, NOTE CARDS AND GIFT WRAP.

MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COFFEY PARK GREETINGS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GREETINGS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR GREETING CARDS, STATIONERY AND CALENDARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-244,864. ACCO WORLD CORPORATION, LINCOLNSHIRE, IL. FILED 5-2-2003.

EASYCHOICE THE RIGHT PRODUCTS, EVERY TIME

FOR FILE FOLDERS, INDEX TABS, BINDERS, LEDGERS, RECORD BOOKS, EXPANDING FOLDERS, REPORT COVERS, FILE BOXES FOR STORAGE OF BUSINESS AND PERSONAL RECORDS, LABELS, NOTEBOOKS, PADFOLIOS, AND BINDER TOOLS/ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SPINE INSERTS, POCKET FOLDERS, SHEET LIFTERS, INDEX POCKETS, AND BINDER POCKETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-245,662. WORDS PICTURES COLOURS LLC, BASALT, CO. FILED 5-5-2003.

THE STIPPLING IN THE MARK IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

FOR GREETING CARDS; BLANK NOTEPADS; STATIONARY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; DRAWING PENCILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2002.

SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

HO & GARDEN

SN 78-250,837. HOWORLD PRODUCTIONS, LLC, PORTLAND, ME. FILED 5-16-2003.

FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANYWHERE BOARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DRY ERASE BOARDS, BULLETIN BOARDS, CARDBOARD CORRUGATED BOARDS, NAMELY, DISPLAY BOARDS FOR HOLDING SIGNAGE, MAGNETIC BOARDS, MAGNETIC DRY ERASE BOARDS, FABRIC BULLETIN BOARDS, SLATE-COATED WRITING BOARDS, ERASERS, CHALK, AND MARKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,247,029, 1,531,337 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE NATIONAL DEANS LIST" AND "FOUNDED 1976", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS DIGNITY. FOR ANNUALLY PUBLISHED BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


unisource GLOSS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,381,377, 2,032,562 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLOSS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR PRIVATE LABEL COMMERCIAL COATED PRINTING PAPER, VARIOUS GRADES AND SIZES, INCLUDES BOTH SHEETS AND WEB (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHO'S WHO AMONG AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,044,814, 1,267,914 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ESTABLISHED 1976", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ANNUALLY PUBLISHED BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DATATRAP

FOR PREPRINTED PAPER QUESTIONNAIRE FORMS FOR USE BY SERVICE PROFESSIONALS TO COLLECT CLIENT INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.
MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 78-258,750. WILLOW CREEK PRESS, INC., MINOCQUA, WI. FILED 6-5-2003.

JUST LABS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LABS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BOOKS DEALING WITH LABRADOR RETRIEVERS; CALENDARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE BITTER SHREW

FOR BOOKS, NEWSPAPER COLUMNS AND NEWSLETTERS CONTAINING COMMENTARY AND SATIRE ABOUT PERSONAL EXPERIENCES WITH THE PRODUCTS, WORKS, SERVICES, PERFORMANCES OR CONDUCT OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BITTER IS BETTER

FOR BOOKS, NEWSPAPER COLUMNS AND NEWSLETTERS CONTAINING COMMENTARY AND SATIRE ABOUT PERSONAL EXPERIENCES WITH THE PRODUCTS, WORKS, SERVICES, PERFORMANCES OR CONDUCT OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NOVA X

FOR PAPERBOARD FOR PACKAGES AND GRAPHICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPELLING GENIUS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPELLING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SPELLING INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM IN BOOK FORM COMPRISING PRINTED AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GRINGO LINGO

FOR PRINTED BOOKS AND INSTRUCTIONAL TRAINING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF LANGUAGE FOR IMPROVING COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN ENGLISH AND SPANISH SPEAKING WORKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-266,158. GORDON, ALEXIA LEONTYNE, COLUMBIA, SC. FILED 6-24-2003.

EVERYBODY & THEIR UNCLE

FOR GREETING CARDS, NOTE CARDS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ART PICTURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
INNER DEVELOPMENT IMAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IMAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GRAPHIC ART PRINTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2003.
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LA DEL PUEBLO

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THAT OF THE TOWN.
FOR PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2000.
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR COLUMNS FEATURING MOVIE REVIEWS AND MOVIE RATINGS FOR NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, AND OTHER PRINT PUBLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BOBBY BLESSINGS

THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR PRINTED CERTIFICATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-275,199. SCHUH, MAUREEN, MARCO ISLAND, FL. FILED 7-16-2003.

DINER'S GUIDE TO...

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DINER'S GUIDE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BOOKS IN THE NATURE OF RESTAURANT AND TRAVEL DINING GUIDES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).

FLI DERMRESIDENT

FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY NEWSLETTERS, FOR DISTRIBUTING INFORMATION TO PHYSICIANS IN THE NATURE OF MEDICAL NEWS AND MEDICAL PRACTICE UPDATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BOTTOM LINE BUSINESS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,240,265, 2,088,571 AND 2,146,079.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED PERIODICALS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS DIRECTED TOWARD FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS ISSUES AND CONTAINING SHORT ARTICLES ON THESE TOPICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DESIGN-A-TITLE

FOR STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WOVEN WORD

FOR PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, NAMELY, BROCHURES AND A KIT COMPRISED OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE BOOKS, LESSONS, ACTIVITIES, AND A TEACHER'S GUIDE REGARDING EARLY CHILDHOOD LITERACY AND SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


READS: READING EVALUATION AND DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE READING EVALUATION AND DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED READING SKILLS ASSESSMENT MATERIALS AND TEACHER'S GUIDES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SECRET SOURCES

FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY A SMALL BUSINESS MAGAZINE RELATED TO CLOSEOUT, SURPLUS AND WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE SOURCES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2003.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FRANCHIPRENEUR 100

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "100", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED PRODUCTS, NAMELY, LISTS FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT EMERGING FRANCHISES, DISTRIBUTORSHIPS, BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SAVVY DATING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DATING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SYNDICATED NEWSPAPER COLUMNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

VSR VERTICAL SYSTEMS RESELLER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESELLER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR MAGAZINES ON THE SUBJECT OF MARKETING CHANNEL MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ITHACOLOR

FOR TWO COLOR THERMOSENSITIVE PAPER AND SPECIALTY COATED INKJET PAPER FOR HIGHLIGHT COLOR APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INNOVATIONS FROM HALLMARK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 380,596, 2,802,932 AND OTHERS.
FOR GREETING CARDS, STATIONERY, ENVELOPES, NOTE CARDS, POSTCARDS, GIFT BAGS, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, PAPER GIFT WRAPPING RIBBONS, PAPER GIFT WRAPPING BOWS, STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CURTAIN CALL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,597,570, 2,704,914 AND OTHERS.
FOR BOOKS RELATED TO THE FIELD OF DANCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STARR POWER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NOTEPAPER AND LOOSE LEAF PAPER; DECALS; BUMPER STICKERS; TRADING CARDS; NOTE CARDS; POSTERS; FOLDERS; PENCILS; PENS; AND CALENDARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RICH & FAMOUS THE COLOR OF SUCCESS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,062,207, 2,165,829 AND 2,635,343.
FOR PAPER TOWELS, NAPKINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).


FOR BROCHURES ABOUT PHYSICAL FITNESS AND STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COLORLOC
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,093,626.
FOR PLASTIC BAGS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ELLEQUENT
FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZERO-PAK
FOR PLASTIC WATER-SOLUBLE POUCH USED AS PACKAGING FOR COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE LIFE PICTURE COLLECTION
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 372,500, 2,710,999 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PICTURE COLLECTION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC ART PRINTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JOIE DE VIVRE
FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,059. CHARTIER, TIFFANY, K, ALLEN, TX. FILED 9-4-2003.

ILLUMI-WRITE
FOR WRITING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, PENS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WOVEN-PRO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,461,010, 2,555,936 AND 2,656,730.
FOR PAINT APPLICATORS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY PAINT ROLLERS, PAINT ROLLER COVERS, PAINT BRUSHES, PAINT TRAYS, EXTENSION POLES FOR PAINT APPLICATORS, PAINT MITTS, GRIDS FOR REMOVING EXCESS PAINT FROM A ROLLER TYPE PAINT APPLICATOR AND CAGE Frames (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ADVANTAGE

FOR PERIODICALS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-16-1996; IN COMMERCE 9-16-1996.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NEWS AND MIAMI, FLORIDA AND THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE GLOBE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "NOSOTROS" IN THE MARK IS "US".
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIVA DELIGHTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,606,008 AND 2,760,228.
FOR STATIONERY ACTIVITY KIT CONTAINING TWO OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS—NOTE-CARDS, ENVELOPES, STICKERS, CONFETTI, POSTERS FOR COLORING, MARKERS, CORDING, PLASTIC BEADS AND GEMS, AND FOAM ADHESIVE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FADE

FOR COMIC BOOKS FEATURING FICTIONAL SUPERHERO CHARACTERS, STORYLINES AND SETTINGS; TRADING CARDS FEATURING FICTIONAL SUPERHERO CHARACTERS; POSTERS FEATURING FICTIONAL SUPERHERO CHARACTERS; STICKERS FEATURING FICTIONAL SUPERHERO CHARACTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STAND-OUTS

FOR STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.
KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VIRTUAL ENTREPRENEUR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTREPRENEUR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GENERAL EDUCATION BOOKS FOR SUGGESTIONS AND IDEAS ON HOW TO MAKE MONEY AND SELF IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).


**MINUTE MASKER**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MASKER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HANDHELD APPLICATORS FOR DISPENSING AND APPLYING ADHESIVE TAPE FOR STATIONERY AND HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**THE GULLIVER'S TRAVELER**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,351,778. FOR PERSONALIZED FILE JACKETS, NAMELY, TICKET JACKETS AND FILE JACKETS FOR HOLDING TRAVELER'S ITINERARY INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**WHAT IF IT WERE UP TO YOU?**

FOR BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, AND BROCHURES IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL GROWTH AND EMPOWERMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**GYMBUCKS**

FOR COUPONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.

JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**ADVENTURES WEST**

FOR MAGAZINE DEALING WITH WESTERN TRAVEL AND LIVING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**DDI**

FOR CARTOON PRINTS, CARTOON STRIPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**

FOR PERIODICAL, NAMELY A MONTHLY MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD OF STORE PLANNING AND VISUAL MERCHANDISING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 745,513, 2,780,589 AND OTHERS. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ADVANCED TRAINERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DISPOSABLE DIAPERS AND TRAINING PANTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 30, 38 AND 50).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
SN 76-050,744. URASEAL, INC., DOVER, NH. FILED 5-17-2000.

URASEAL

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


S. O. E.

FOR THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMERS IN PELLET FORM FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD PACKAGES, AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND SHOE SOLES, THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMERS IN PELLET FORM FOR USE AS A MOLDING COMPOUND IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ARTIFICIAL LEATHERS, BUILDING MATERIALS AND ELECTRIC CABLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 17—(Continued).

PAMPERS FEEL 'N LEARN ADVANCED TRAINERS

SEALWELL

FOR POLYTETRAFLUOROEHTYLENE, PLASTIC AND RUBBER IN GASKET FORM, SHEET FORM, TAPE FORM, SEAL FORM AND ROLL FORM, FOR COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH PLUMBING FIXTURES, OTHER PIPE AND VALVE MEMBERS, AND SCREWS, BOLTS AND NUTS BY BEING UTILIZED BETWEEN THE ENDS TO IMPROVE THE SEAL THERE BETWEEN; FOR SEALING FLUID CONDUITS, SUCH AS VALVES OR PIPES TO STOP FLUID LEAKAGE OR FLOW; FOR SEALING LEAKS IN PIPES OR OTHER CONDUITS BY WRAPPING THE MATERIAL THERE AROUND OR BY APPLYING THE MATERIAL THERE TO; FOR SEALING CONTAINERS, BOTTLES OR THE LIKE, SUCH AS BY HEAT SHRINK-WRAPPING THE MATERIAL AROUND THE CONTAINER OR BOTTLE OR PORTIONS THEREOF AND FOR SEALING JOINTS BETWEEN FLUID PATHS TO PREVENT LEAKAGE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,919. LADDER PAD CO., INC., ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 3-10-2003.

LADDER WORKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LADDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR SHOULDER PROTECTION PADDING DEVICE FOR USE IN CARRYING A LADDER COMPOSED OF VINYL COATED FOAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50). FIRST USE 11-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2002.
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 17—(Continued).


QYCELL

FOR CROSSLINKED POLYETHYLENE FOAM FOR USE IN BOAT SEATS, BUOYS, LIFEJACKETS, OVEN SCRUB PADS, CAR WAX APPLICATORS, TREE SAVER TUBES, CAP LINERS FOR MEDICINE AND COSMETICS, INSULATED PIZZA DELIVERY BAGS, TOOL BOX DRAWER LINERS, GASKET SEPARATORS FOR SHIPPING, CORNER BLOCK CUSHIONS, MOLDED CERVICAL COLLARS, EXERCISE AND WRESTLING MATS, VACUUM FORMED INCONTINUITY PADS, NEWBORN MATTRESSES, ADHESIVE TAPES, TUMBLING MATS, ARCHERY TARGETS, SPA COVERS, ATHLETIC FIELD PADS, MARKERS AND WALLS, SPORTS EQUIPMENT PADDING, BACKPACK PADS, BICYCLE FANNY PACKS, GOLF BAGS, SPORTS GLOVES, CHEST PROTECTORS, SHIN GUARDS, AND SHOE LINING, KICKBOARDS, POOL TOYS, WATER PARK SLIDES AND MATS, SURFBOARD LINERS AND SKINS, COSTUMES FOR "LIVE" ANIMATED CHARACTERS, CONCRETE CURING BLANKETS, CONCRETE EXPANSION JOINT SEPARATORS, METAL BUILDING INSULATION, OIL RESISTANT SEALS, PIPE INSULATION, WATERPROOFING AND HEAT INSULATION, VENT AND A/C SYSTEMS SEALS, SEISMIC AND SEPARATION JOINTS, JOINTS FOR PRESSURE RELIEF, ROAD EXPANSION AND ROOF EXPANSION, SAFETY HELMETS, CAN COOLERS, AND TENT FLOOR INSULATION, AND FOR USE AS OUTER PACKAGING OR PROTECTION FOR BRAKE ASSEMBLIES, COMPUTER TAPES, CERAMICS, GLASS, FRUIT, OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, PLANTS, MEDICAL AND ELECTRONICS GOODS, AND BURIED CABLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Eco Energy Solutions

FOR INSULATING PAINTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-541,975. GPC ENTERPRISES INC., DBA GLENN PLUMBING PRODUCTS, EUGENE, OR. FILED 8-25-2003.

STUBBIES

FOR REUSABLE, WATERTIGHT PLASTIC COVERS FOR PLUMBING PIPES, NAMELY COVERS FOR PLUMBED STUD OUTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-204,356. HEB GROCERY COMPANY, LP, SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 1-17-2003.

Work Solutions

FOR ADHESIVE PACKAGING TAPE; DUCT TAPE; MASKING TAPE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Faralloy

FOR TAILORED HIGH PERFORMANCE THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMER RESINS IN PELLET FORM FOR USE IN FURTHER MANUFACTURE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
NAANKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-220,888. CARBOTECH FOSROC GMBH, ESSEN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-3-2003.

Carbofill

FOR PHENOLIC RESIN FOAM FOR FILLING HOLLOW SPACES IN MINING AND TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,186. DANA CORPORATIN, TOLEDO, OH. FILED 3-4-2003.

Performacork

FOR NON-METALLIC GASKETS FOR USE IN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 17—(Continued).
SN 78-221,820. DAP BRANDS COMPANY, BALTIMORE, MD.
FILED 3-5-2003.

SN 78-291,617. DAP BRANDS COMPANY, MEDINA, OH.

DAP CRAFTERS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,279,393, 2,476,020 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRAFTERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FOAMS, NAMELY, ART FOAM AND FLORAL AND WREATH FOAM; AND LATEX COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-291,720. DAP BRANDS COMPANY, MEDINA, OH.

SEE IT, CREATE IT, LOVE IT!!!
FOR FOAM SUPPORTS FOR FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS, WREATHS, AND ART; AND LATEX COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HYDRO RAIN
FOR NON-METAL SOAKER HOSES AND COUPLINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEOPLASTICA
FOR POLYESTER FILMS FOR FOOD PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUNXP
FOR PLASTIC SHEETS FOR USE IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,749. CHATA BIOSYSTEMS, INC., FORT COLLINS, CO. FILED 8-7-2003.

CHEM + NECT
FOR PACKING AND PACKAGING SYSTEMS FOR TRANSPORT AND DISPENSING OF CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF FLEXIBLE PACKAGING MATERIALS, ALONG WITH SUPPORT STANDS, TUBING, FLOW CONNECTORS AND VALVES, ALL SOLD AS COMPONENTS OF PLASTIC PACKING MATERIALS TO AID IN THE TRANSPORT AND DISPENSING OF CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INTERRA
FOR FILM FOR USE AS A CAPACITOR ON PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS


MAX SYSTEM

FOR LUGGAGE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEAR" AND "N.Y.C.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLOTHING FOR DOMESTICATED PETS, SUCH AS CATS AND DOGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "SANTOS LAGUNA" IN THE MARK IS "SAINTS OF THE LAGOON".

FOR LEATHER GOODS, NAMELY, TOTE BAGS, WALLET AND KEY CHAINS MADE OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS, TRUNKS AND SUITCASES; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS AND HARNESING GOODS NAMELY SADDLERY (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WEST INDIES AIRWAYS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.

FOR LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER GOODS, NAMELY, TRAVELING BAGS; UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE TWO CHINESE CHARACTERS, "DIN XIN" IN THE MARK CAN BE IS "TOP FIXED, OR ESTABLISHED" AND "CONFIDENCE OR FAITH, NEW, PROSPEROUS, OR HAPPY", RESPECTIVELY. THEREFORE, THE COMBINATION OF THESE TWO CHINESE CHARACTERS MIGHT HAVE A VARIETY OF TRANSLATIONS SUCH AS "ESTABLISHED CONFIDENCE" OR "NEW TOP".

FOR LUGGAGE; TRUNKS, BAGS, NAMELY, VALISES AND RUCKSACKS; TRAVEL BAGS; SCHOOLBAGS; PORTFOLIOS; BRIEFCASES; SUITCASES; ATTACHE-CASES; HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

FIRST USE 5-29-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-8-1998.

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BIG FAT ZIPPER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ZIPPER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BAGS, NAMELY ROLLER BAGS, GOLF BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS AND DOCUMENT BAGS; BACKPACKS; AND LUGGAGE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FOR CLOTHING FOR PETS; LEATHER GOODS; NAMELY, LEADS FOR DOGS AND CATS, BANDANAS FOR DOGS AND CATS, SHOULDER BAGS FOR CARRYING DOGS, DOG CARRIERS, SHOES FOR DOGS, DOG MUZZLES, HATS AND CAPS FOR DOGS; LEADS AND COLLARS FOR ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR BAGS, NAMELY ATHLETIC BAGS, BACKPACKS, BEACH BAGS, BOOK BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, HAND BAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS, PURSES, SCHOOL BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, TOTE BAGS; FANNY PACKS, WAIST PACKS; COSMETIC BAGS AND CASES SOLD EMPTY; TOILETRY BAGS AND CASES SOLD EMPTY; CARD CASES FOR BUSINESS CARDS, NAME CARDS, CREDIT CARDS AND CALLING CARDS; COIN PURSES, WALLETs; UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR COMFORT SYSTEM FOR A BACKPACK, NAMELY, SHOULDER STRAPS SOLD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF BACKPACKS THAT FEATURE SOFT, FLEXIBLE POLYMER NODES TO DISPERSE THE PACK’S WEIGHT (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SUPERSCRATCHER

FOR SCRATCHING PAD FOR CATS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CODENAME: KIDS NEXT DOOR

FOR TRUNKS, SUITCASES AND TRAVELLING BAGS; GOODS MADE FROM LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, NAMELY, ATHLETIC BAGS, BABY BACKPACKS, BACKPACKS, BEACH BAGS, BOOK BAGS, DIAPER BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, GYM BAGS, TOTE BAGS, FANNY PACKS, KNAPSACKS, WAIST PACKS, SHOPPING BAGS, POCKETBOOKS, HANDBAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, ATTACHE CASES, BRIEF-CASES, BRIEF-CASE TYPE PORTFOLIOS, WALLETS, BILLFOLDS, KEY CASES, COIN CASES, SPORT BAGS; UMBRELLAS, SUN UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS, SMALL LEATHER AND PLASTIC GOODS, NAMELY, CREDIT CARD CASES; PASSPORT CASES, VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY AND WALKING STICKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BACKSIDE GIRL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BACK PACKS, FANNY PACKS, SHOULDERS BAGS, RUCK SACKS, AND DAY PACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-544,075. LIYA INC., MIAMI, FL. FILED 8-29-2003.

TRAVEL WISE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,065,712.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TRAVEL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-MOTORIZED LUGGAGE CARTS AND CARRIERS NOT FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 9-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-3-2003.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,609. FRANZUS COMPANY, LLC, BEACON FALLS, CT. FILED 9-22-2003.
META GODS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,186,087.
FOR ALL-PURPOSE SPORTS AND ATHLETIC BAGS, FANNY PACKS, BACKPACKS, KNAPSACKS, SPORTS PACKS, WAIST PACKS, GYM BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, TOTE BAGS, BOOK BAGS, HAND BAGS, PURSES, CLUTCH PURSES, CHANGE PURSES, SHOULDER BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS, BEACH BAGS, SATCHELS, LUGGAGE, LUGGAGE TAGS, TRUNKS, SUITCASES, COSMETIC CASES SOLD EMPTY, TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY, VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, TOOL BAGS SOLD EMPTY, ATTACHE CASES, BRIEFCASES, BRIEFCASE-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, MEN'S CLUTCHES, BUSINESS CASES, BUSINESS CARD CASES, CREDIT CARD CASES, CALLING CARD CASES, PASSPORT CASES, KEY CASES, LEATHER KEY CHAINS, COIN POUCHES, WALLET, BILLFOLDS, UMBRELLAS, AND PARASOLS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EMME
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,074,781.
FOR HANDBAGS, BRIEFCASES, WALLETS, CHANGE PURSES, BILLFOLDS, BUSINESS CARD CASES AND CREDIT CARD CASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BIRDIE
FOR WALLETS, BRIEFCASES, SUITCASES, HANDBAGS, HAND LUGGAGE; CLOTHING FOR PET ANIMALS, INCLUDING DOG'S SHOES, DOG'S COLLAR, DOG'S CLOTHING, DOG'S COVER (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STRESS MASTER
FOR LUGGAGE, TRAVEL BAGS, BRIEFCASES, AND BUSINESS CASES; AND TRAVEL ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, STRAPS FOR LUGGAGE, LUGGAGE TAGS, AND NON-MOTORIZED, COLLAPSIBLE LUGGAGE CARTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE PLAYERS CHAMPIONSHIP
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,523,862, 1,949,963 AND OTHERS.
FOR ALL PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS, TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY, LUGGAGE, ATTACHE CASES, TOTE BAGS, UMBRELLAS, BRIEFCASES, BUSINESS CARD CASES, LUGGAGE TAGS, WALLET, CREDIT CARD CASES, KEY CASES, ALL PURPOSE SPORTS BAGS, BACKPACKS, BRIEFCASE-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, HANDBAGS, PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LIFE CASE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CASE AND BULLET RESISTANT ATTACHES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ATTACHE CASES; BRIEFCASES; LUGGAGE; SATCHELS; PURSES; KNAPSACKS; SCHOOL BAGS; BACKPACKS; TOTE BAGS; AND BOOK BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2002.
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 18—(Continued).


PSILIAMOS


LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RATCO

FOR BACKPACK; BARREL BAG; EQUIPMENT BAG, NAMELY, PAINT BALL MARKER BAG, PAINT BALL GEAR BAG, PAINT BALL MASK BAG, PAINT BALL GOGGLE BAG; FANNY PACK; FOLD OUT PAINT BALL MAT BAG; GEAR SACK, WHICH IS A GYM BAG; MESSERNEG BAG NOT OF PAPER OR PLASTIC; ROLLING BAG; WAIST PACK; WALLET (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-244,362. SAMSONITE CORPORATION, DENVER, CO. FILED 5-1-2003.

CARBON EXP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,759,888 AND 2,652,204. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR LUGGAGE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ADD-A-DOG

FOR COMPONENT OF AN ELECTRONIC ANIMAL TRAINING SYSTEM, NAMELY, AN ANIMAL COLLAR WITH AN ELECTRONIC RECEIVER ATTACHED (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). FIRST USE 1-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2003. PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,282,548 AND 1,931,728. FOR HANDBAGS, BACKPACKS, PURSES, CLUTCHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF LARGE WORD "UBERDOG" IN EUROSTYLE BOLD FONT WITH DOG PAW PRINTS IN THE UMLAUTS OVER THE U. SMALL WORDS "YOUR OTHER BEST FRIEND." IN THE AVANT GARD FONT. FOR CANVAS AND MICROFIBER TRAVEL BAGS WITH PATTERNED WEBBING AND LEATHER TRIM FOR CARRYING PET FOOD AND PET CARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). FIRST USE 5-25-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-25-2002. STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LITTLE BIRDY BAGS
OUTDOOR ADVENTURES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,033,670, 2,284,139 AND 2,732,419.
FOR TRUCKER WALLETS, WALLETS, TRIFOLD WALLETS, SHAVING BAGS SOLD EMPTY, LEATHER KEY CHAINS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SLINGER

FOR BAGS, BACKPACKS, SOLD EMPTY, USED FOR CARRYING CAMERA AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
SUELEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PAC BACK

FOR CARRYING DEVICE WORN ON THE BACK FOR CARRYING CHILDREN’S CARS AND BOOSTER SEATS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ESF

FOR TOTE BAGS AND UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STARR POWER

FOR UMBRELLAS, LUGGAGE TAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, FANNY PACKS, MESSENGER BAGS, HANDBAGS, WALLETS AND PURSES, ATHLETIC BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, KNAPSACKS, CHANGE PURSES, DUFFLE BAGS, BEACH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STARR TALENT

FOR UMBRELLAS, LUGGAGE TAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, FANNY PACKS, MESSENGER BAGS, HANDBAGS, WALLETS AND PURSES, ATHLETIC BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, KNAPSACKS, CHANGE PURSES, DUFFLE BAGS, BEACH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLIZZARD

FOR CLOTHING FOR HORSES, NAMELY, BLANKETS, BELLY WRAPS AND RUGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
LANA PHAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS


X-TREME

FOR ASPHALT-BASED COATINGS AND SEALANTS FOR USE IN THE REPAIR OF ROOF SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LEPAGE Millwork

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MILLWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS, IN PART, OF A STYLIZED DEPICTION OF A WINDOW AND A DOOR.
FOR NON-METAL DOORS AND WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ISCO GEO-CIRCUIT MAKER

FOR GEOTHERMAL PLASTIC PIPE VAULTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FLEXWALL

FOR CUSTOM ENGINEERED PRESTRESSED CONCRETE MODULAR INSULATED WALL PANELS USED IN CONSTRUCTING EXTERNAL WALLS FOR BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COLPAVE

FOR NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS FOR MAKING ROADS, FOR ROAD MAINTENANCE, FOR ROAD STABILIZATION, AND FOR THE REMAKING AND REPAIR OF ROADS AND OTHER TRAFFIC WAYS AND SURFACES, NAMELY, TAR-BASED EMULSIFIED COLD COATING USED PRIMARILY FOR ROADS AND TRAFFIC WAYS AND SURFACES AND ASPHALT SEALING, ASPHALT AND GRANULITE EMULSIONS FOR MAKING AND COATING ROADS AS WELL AS OTHER TRAFFIC WAYS AND SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CUSHMAN LUMBER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LUMBER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR LUMBER (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-0-1975; IN COMMERCE 11-0-1975.
JOHN E. MICHAOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TILANO FRESCO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FRESCO, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DECORATIVE NON-METAL TILES; DECORATIVE TILE KITS, COMPOSED OF NON-METAL TILES AND AN IMAGE TRANSFER PROCESS USING TRANSFER PAPER AND ARTISTS' MEDIUM (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-17-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-8-2002.
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VESUVIO

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "VESUVIO" IS "VESUVIUS".
FOR PORCELAIN TILE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UNIPROP

FOR CERAMIC PELLETS, SHOTS, OR SPHERES FOR USE IN OIL WELL AND GAS WELL HYDRAULIC FRACTURING OPERATIONS AND AS A GRAVEL PACK MATERIAL FOR SAND CONTROL OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-532,928. CROOK, DALE J., OLATHE, KS. FILED 7-28-2003.

FLEXABOOT

FOR NON-METAL FLEXIBLE RETURN AIR DUCTWORK WITH SOUND DEADENING CAPABILITIES FOR ATTACHMENT TO CEILING VENTILATION GRILLS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,580. CARBO CERAMICS INC., IRVING, TX. FILED 7-1-2003.

HSP

FOR CERAMIC PELLETS, SHOTS, OR SPHERES FOR USE IN OIL WELL AND GAS WELL HYDRAULIC FRACTURING OPERATIONS AND AS A GRAVEL PACK MATERIAL FOR SAND CONTROL OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2003.

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TERAGREN

FOR BUILDING MATERIALS MADE FROM BAMBOO, TIMBER PRODUCTS AND/OR CORK, NAMELY, BEAMS, JOINTS, JOISTS, MOLDINGS, POSTS, SUPPORTS, SIDING, TRIM, PLANKS, BOARDS, TILES, VENEER, FLOORING UNDERLAYMENTS, WINDOW FRAMES, WINDOW CASEMENTS, WINDOW PANES, WINDOW SILLS, DOORS, DOOR FRAMES, DOOR PANELS, DOOR UNITS, THRESHOLDS, PANELS AND PANELING, AND ENGINEERED COMPOSITE AND/OR LAMINATE MATERIAL MADE PRIMARILY OF BAMBOO, WOOD AND/OR CORK, BAMBOO FLOORING, NAMELY TILES, PLANKS, LAMINATES AND PARQUET FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-541,441. IMPACT DESIGN, INC., LANSING, KS. FILED 8-20-2003.

IL FRESCO CREATIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CREATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "FRESCO" IN THE MARK IS "FRESH".

FOR ENGRAVED, PRINTED OR PAINTED STONE TILES AND ENGRAVED, PRINTED OR PAINTED CERAMIC TILES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COOL-LIFE

FOR ELASTOMERIC ROOF COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-543,917. DOSKOCIL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., ARLINGTON, TX. FILED 8-29-2003.

COUNTRY VILLA

FOR PET SHELTERS, NAMELY, PREFABRICATED DOG HOUSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). FIRST USE 8-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-3-2003.

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-544,288. PEBBLE TECHNOLOGY, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 9-12-2003.

PEBBLE FINA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PEBBLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "FINA" IN THE MARK IS "FINE".

FOR ROCK MATERIALS FOR SWIMMING POOL CONSTRUCTION, NAMELY, ROCKS AND PEBBLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).

SN 76-544,289. PEBBLE TECHNOLOGY, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 9-12-2003.

PRODUCTS INSPIRED BY NATURE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ROCK MATERIALS FOR SWIMMING POOL CONSTRUCTION, NAMELY, ROCKS AND PEBBLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PROSHAKE PLUS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,196,193.
FOR CLAY ROOFING TILES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-553,112. UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 10-2-2003.

HUMITEK

FOR WALL PANELS NOT OF METAL; CEILING PANELS NOT OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2003.
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


"MATA" MEANS "FOREST" AND "VERDE" MEANS "GREEN" IN PORTUGUESE.
FOR EXTERIOR WOOD DECKING, NAMELY HARDWOOD LUMBER (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 19—(Continued).


BELIZEAN BREEZE

FOR HURRICANE STORM NON-METAL WINDOW SHUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FAST BRAKE

FOR NON-GATING CRASH CUSHION MADE OF STEEL FOR USE IN WORK ZONE APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GRANACAST

FOR ARCHITECTURAL PRE-CAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS, NAMELY SIGNS, ADDRESS BLOCKS, KEYSTONES, FIREPLACES, WINDOW AND DOOR SURROUNDS, COLUMNS, AND QUOINS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-236,709. BOSTIK FINDLEY, INC., WAUWATOSA, WI. FILED 4-11-2003.

SYL-A-POCKET

FOR POLYMER-BASED SEALANTS FOR ROOFING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
KEVON CHISÖLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ABUSE GUARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ABUSE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GYPSUM BOARD (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 19—(Continued).


CGL

FOR LAMINATED WOOD BEAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). FIRST USE 5-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2003.
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR STORM DOORS MADE PRIMARILY OF WOOD (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-280,144. COLUMBIA INSURANCE COMPANY, OMAHA, NE. FILED 7-29-2003.

SHAW

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BRAXX

JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-283,715. COMPRESSION POLYMERS CORP., MOOSIC, PA. FILED 8-6-2003.

GRIP X

FOR SLIP RESISTANT SURFACE MATERIALS, NAMELY, NON-METAL FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TURADA

FOR BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, NATURAL TROPICAL HARDWOODS FOR MARINE, TRANSPORTATION, MANUFACTURING, RECREATIONAL, INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL HOUSING APPLICATIONS, IN THE FORM OF LUMBER, NON-METAL RAILROAD TIES, WOOD POSTS AND PILINGS, HARDWOOD TIMBER MATS FOR PROVIDING A STABLE PAD FOR CRANES, DECKING, AND NON-METAL ROOF SHINGLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EARTHWISE

FOR VINYL WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). FIRST USE 3-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1995.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZEROSCAPING

FOR STONE, GRAVEL OR SIMILAR PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BOULDERS, STONE VENEER, AND CRUSHED STONE FOR USE IN LANDSCAPING, BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, AND PAVING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).

ZEROSCAPE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,670,268 AND 2,696,621. FOR STONE, GRAVEL OR SIMILAR PRODUCTS, NAMELY BOULDERS, STONE VENEER, AND CRUSHED STONE FOR USE IN LANDSCAPING, BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, AND PAVING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-292,244. DE NEEF CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS, INC., WALLER, TX. FILED 8-26-2003.

MC 300
FOR PORTLAND CEMENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-1989; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1989.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AQUASPAN
FOR BAFFLE PANELS IN THE NATURE OF SUBMERGIBLE FIBERGLASS WALLS USED TO DIRECT WATER FLOW AT WASTE WATER TREATMENT FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TERACLICK
FOR BUILDING MATERIALS MADE FROM BAMBOO, TIMBER PRODUCTS AND/OR CORR, NAMELY, BEAMS, JOINTS, JOISTS, MOLDINGS, POSTS, SUPPORTS, SIDING, TRIM, PLANKS, BOARDS, TILES, VENEER, FLOORING, FLOORING UNDERLAYMENTS, WINDOW FRAMES, WINDOW CASEMENTS, WINDOW PANES, WINDOW SILLS, DOORS, DOOR FRAMES, DOOR PANELS, DOOR UNITS, THRESHOLDS, PANELS AND PANELING, AND Engineered COMPOSITE AND/OR LAMINATE MATERIAL MADE PRIMARILY OF BAMBOO, WOOD AND/OR CORR. BAMBOO FLOORING, NAMELY TILE, PLANK, FLOORBOARDS AND PARQUET FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

PLANO
FOR DINING TABLES AND CONFERENCE TABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-417,962. HUNTER DOUGLAS INC., BROOMFIELD, CO. FILED 6-5-2002.

VISIONELLE
FOR WINDOW COVERINGS, NAMELY INTERIOR BLINDS AND SHUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).


ARAN

FOR FURNITURE, NAMELY, KITCHEN CABINETS, OFFICE FURNITURE AND BATHROOM FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ARAN WORLD

FOR FURNITURE, NAMELY, KITCHEN CABINETS, OFFICE FURNITURE AND BATHROOM FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COIL N' WRAP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-METAL CLIPS FOR USE IN STORING COILED HOSES, ELECTRICAL CORDS, CABLES AND TELEPHONE CORDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TECHFOAM

FOR INTERIOR WINDOW BLINDS, SHADES AND SHUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-500,433. SPACESAVER CORPORATION, FORT ATKINSON, WI. FILED 3-17-2003.

STAT STORAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE STORAGE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FURNITURE, NAMELY, SHELVES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KEEPSAKE ULTRASOUND PHOTO MAGNET

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ULTRASOUND PHOTO MAGNET, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGNETIC FRAME FOR PREGNANT WOMAN TO DISPLAY ULTRASOUND IMAGE ON REFRIGERATOR (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-503,568. THOMPSON PRODUCTS, INC., LAKEVILLE, MA. FILED 4-2-2003.

CYNTHIA ROYCE

THE NAME "CYNTHIA ROYCE" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR PICTURE FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).


BLINDSGALORE.COM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,347,860.
FOR WINDOW BLINDS, NAMELY, WOOD BLINDS, FAUX WOOD BLINDS, WOVEN WOOD BLINDS, MINI BLINDS AND VERTICAL BLINDS; WINDOW SHADES, NAMELY, CELLULAR SHADES, HORIZONTAL SHADES, ROMAN SHADES, ROLLER SHADES AND PLEATED SHADES; INTERIOR WINDOW SHUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1999.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "AJ" IN STYLIZED FORM.
FOR PACKING CONTAINERS OF PLASTIC MATERIAL, PLASTIC BOXES, PLASTIC CAPS, PLASTIC EGG CARTONS FOR COMMERCIAL USE, PLASTIC INSERTS FOR USE AS CONTAINER LINERS, PLASTIC LIDS, PLASTIC LIDS FOR CANS, PLASTIC NAME BADGES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-519,052. DAVAL MEDICAL, LLC, NEW ORLEANS, LA. FILED 5-13-2003.

BEST-REST

FOR PILLOWS; SLEEP PADS; PRESSURE REDUCTION MATTRESSES; FURNITURE, NAMELY, JUVENILE FURNITURE; BEAN BAG CHAIRS, OTTOMANS, NIGHT STANDS; FURNITURE PADS AND MATS, NAMELY, CHAIR PADS; HOSPITAL BED ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SIDE RAILS, OVER-BED TABLES, MULTI-POSITION BED SPRINGS, BASSINET STANDS AND BASKETS, BEDSIDE CABINETS AND TABLES, POSITIONER SUPPORT CUSHIONS FOR BEDS, NAMELY, WEDGES AND CUSHIONS IN THE NATURE OF LIMB ELEVATORS, SEAT CUSHIONS, BACK CUSHIONS AND SUPPORTS, BODY ALIGNERS, HEAD AND NECK POSITIONERS, POSITIONING ROLLS, RING CUSHIONS AND TRAVEL POSITIONING CUSHIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—(Continued).

SN 76-521,833. MOVAL MOVEIS ARAPONGAS LTDA., CEP. 86703-000, PARANA, BRAZIL, FILED 6-2-2003.

MOVAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD MOVAL AND A HIGHLY STYLIZED COMBINATION OF THE LETTERS "M" AND "A".
FOR FURNITURE: BEDS, WARDROBES, NIGHT STANDS; COMMODES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FLY & Sip

FOR PILLOWS WITH BUILT-IN BEVERAGE HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-534,239. WESTMONT VENTURE PARTNERS, LLC, SCARSDALE, NY. FILED 7-17-2003.

HOT FLASHES

FOR FIGURINES MADE OF RESIN AND CLOTH (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).


FOR HEAVY DUTY SHELVING AND SHELF RACKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TERAGREN

FOR FURNITURE AND FURNITURE STRUCTURAL AND REPLACEMENT PARTS MADE FROM TIMBER PRODUCTS, BAMBOO AND/OR CORK; CABINETS AND CABINET STRUCTURAL AND REPLACEMENT PARTS MADE FROM TIMBER PRODUCTS, BAMBOO AND/OR CORK (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
JOHN LINCOSEKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DHC

FOR FURNITURE, COMPRISING TABLES, CHAIRS, SOFAS, COUCHES, BEDS, SHELVES, MODULAR STORAGE UNITS, MODULAR WALL UNITS, BED FRAMES, HEADBOARDS, STOOLS, OTTOMANS, SECTIONAL SEATING BENCHES, DESKS, CREDENZAS, SIDEBOARDS, CHESTS, CUPBOARDS, CABINETS, BAR CABINETS, DRESSES, VANITIES, BOOKCASES, TEA CARTS, SERVING TROLLEYS, RECORD PLAYER BENCHES, CORNER CUPBOARDS, STORAGE CABINETS, STORAGE BOXES, HAT RACKS, COAT RACKS, NIGHTSTANDS, WARDROBES, CRIBS, CRADLES, BUNKS, BUNK LADDERS, PEDESTALS, MAGAZINE STANDS AND SHOE STANDS; MIRRORS; MATTRESSES; CRIB MATTRESSES; PILLOWS AND CUSHIONS; CURTAIN RODS; CARPENTERS’ BENCHES, WALL BARS, AND CLOTHES HANGERS, ALL SPECIFICALLY IN THE NATURE OF FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 30).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-540,977. SANSA DESIGN, INC., RIVER FOREST, IL. FILED 8-29-2003.

NAIL-21

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “NAIL”. APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NAIL POLISH BOTTLE HOLDER IN THE NATURE IF A STAND WITH AN ADJUSTABLE PIVOTING POST AND RETAINING CLIP (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25 AND 50).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GLAMOUR DUST

FOR DECORATIVE GLITTER (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR FURNITURE, ARMCHAIRS, DIVANS AND SOFAS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR MIRRORS, NAMELY SAFETY AND SECURITY MIRRORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1980; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1980.
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LAZY BOY
FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ASH CREEK
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32
AND 50).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LIVE FOREVER PRESENTS
THE DNA BOX
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "DNA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERSONAL DNA CONTAINERS, NAMELY,
VIALS, STORAGE TUBES, AND NOVELTY CONTAIN-
ERS FOR STORING DNA SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22,
25, 32 AND 50).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SEACLIFF
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32
AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RIVER DELTA
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32
AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RENEZVOUS
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32
AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PALM VALLEY
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32
AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MIRANDA
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32
AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PAGENT
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32
AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GARDEN GROVE
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32
AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).

HAYLEA
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STONEWATER
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGÉLA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WINDJAMMER
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VILLAGE CROSS
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGÉLA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CASTLE PEAK
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,519. WAL-MART STORES, INC., BENTONVILLE, AR. FILED 9-17-2003.

EAST MAPLE
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGÉLA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,754. WAL-MART STORES, INC., BENTONVILLE, AR. FILED 9-17-2003.

COLONIAL ESTATE
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGÉLA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,520. WAL-MART STORES, INC., BENTONVILLE, AR. FILED 9-17-2003.

PINE HOLLOW
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGÉLA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROLLING MEADOWS
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGÉLA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GREYSON POINT
FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGÉLA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—(Continued).

RIDGEWATER

FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DELAHEY

FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HILLCREST

FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,760. WAL-MART STORES, INC., BENTONVILLE, AR. FILED 9-17-2003.

GARDEN SPRINGS

FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GABBY GIRLS

FOR TABLES, SETTEES, PILLOWS, AND PURSE PILLOWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MY VERY OWN ANGEL

FOR PILLOWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SMART band

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-METAL CABLE TIES AND TIE HEADS; NON-METAL PLASTIC CABLE CLIPS AND CLAMPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-31-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2000.
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


K2

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,190,062, 2,172,690 AND OTHERS.
FOR DISPLAY RACKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COIL-IT

FOR NON-METAL CLIPS FOR USE IN STORING COILED HOSES, ELECTRICAL CORDS, CABLES AND TELEPHONE CORDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SAND studios

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE STUDIOS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).

FOR JEWELRY BOXES NOT OF METAL, JEWELRY CASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, KEY FOBS NOT OF METAL, LEATHER JEWELRY AND ACCESSORY BOXES, LEATHER PICTURE FRAMES, LOVE SEATS, NON-METAL BOXES, NON-METAL KEY CHAINS, NON-METAL KEY HOLDERS, NON-METAL KEY RINGS, NON-METAL MONEY CLIPS, HANGING ORNAMENTS MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METALS, LEATHER, PLASTIC, WOOD, BONE OR VINY, PAPER PHOTO FRAMES, PAPER PICTURE FRAMES, PERSONAL COMPACT MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAME MOLDINGS, PICTURE FRAMES, PILLOWFORMS, PILLOWS, PLASTIC BOXES, PLASTIC CAKE DECORATIONS, PLASTIC KEY CHAIN TAGS, PLASTIC KEY RINGS, PLASTIC KEY TAGS, PLASTIC MEDICATION CONTAINERS, PLASTIC NOVELTY LICENSE PLATES, PLASTIC PILLOWS, STADIUM CUSHIONS, STUFFED ANIMALS NOT BEING TOYS, VINYL APPLIQUES FOR ATTACHMENT TO WINDOWS, MIRRORS, AND OTHER SOLID SURFACES, AND WOOD BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOLAR DESIGN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PATIO FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MINUTE SHADE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,458,231. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHADE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR WINDOW SHADES AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—(Continued).

UPTOWN BILL

FOR ANIMATED PLASTIC FIGURE WITH A MUSIC CHIP (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CINCH-TITE

FOR NON-METAL TIE DOWN CLIP THAT ALLOWS THE USER, USING A LINE, TO PULL AN OBJECT TOWARDS THE CLIP WHICH THEN HOLDS THE OBJECT IN PLACE FOR STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BOTTLE HEADZ

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOTTLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR NON-METAL CAPS FOR BOTTLES SHAPED INTO VARIOUS SPORTS HELMETS NOTABLY FOOTBALL, BASEBALL, HOCKEY AND CAR RACING HELMETS AND SHAPED INTO TENNIS, SOCCER, FOOTBALL, BASEBALL AND VOLLEYBALL BALLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-245,564. 1 SOURCE OFFICE INTERIORS, LOS GATOS, CA. FILED 5-5-2003.

WORKSPACE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WORKSPACE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR OFFICE FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
COMING HOME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,754,534 AND 1,766,752.
FOR PLASTIC KNOBS AND PULLS FOR CABINETS AND DRAWERS, PICTURE FRAMES, PILLOWS, PLASTIC SHOWER RODS, DRAPERY HARDWARE, NAMELY, POLES, CURTAIN RINGS, CURTAIN HOOKS, CURTAIN RODS AND FINIALS, FURNITURE, NAMELY, MIRRORS, COAT RACKS, DISPLAY RACKS, TELEVISION AND TELEPHONE STANDS, PEDESTALS, STOOLS AND OUTDOOR FURNITURE, NAMELY, TABLES AND CHAIRS, (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
LAURIEL DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BELLA PERFECCIÓN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,569,833, 2,623,949 AND 2,641,999.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS "BEAUTIFUL PERFECTION".
FOR SLEEP PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MATTRESSES, SPRING MATTRESSES, BOX SPRINGS, MATTRESS FOUNDATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2003.
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SURE-GRIP

FOR CLOTHES HANGERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GOURDAMENTS

FOR HAND CRAFTED WHIMSICAL GOURD FIGURINES EMBELLISHED BY CLAY, LEATHER DYE, AND LEATHER PAINT (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,587. DYNASTY CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIES, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 8-7-2003.

KILIMANJARO DREAMS

FOR SLEEP PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MATTRESSES, SPRING MATTRESSES, BOX SPRINGS, MATTRESS FOUNDATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-7-2003.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JEWELRY CARE’ROUSEL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,583,635.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE JEWELRY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DECORATIVE NON-METAL HOLDERS ADAPTED FOR HOLDING JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-286,052. TRENDWAY CORPORATION, HOLLAND, MI. FILED 8-12-2003.

PRELUDE

FOR FURNITURE; NAMELY, OFFICE SEATING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-286,123. WEAVER, DONALD L., PITTSBURG, KS. FILED 8-12-2003.

DRIP SLIPPER

FOR PLASTIC PAN FOR CATCHING FLUIDS FROM A VEHICLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CARPARKIE

FOR VEHICLE PARKING ASSIST DEVICE FOR HELPING MOTORISTS PARK THEIR VEHICLE IN A DESIRED PLACE IN A GARAGE, NAMELY, A NYLON LINE EXTENDING FROM THE CEILING AND SUPPORTING A BALL FOR THE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING THE DEPTH OF ENTRY IN TO A PARKING AREA BY CONTACTING THE VEHICLE WINDSHIELD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUPERIOR FURNITURE CO.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FURNITURE CO.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(f).

FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50), FIRST USE 9-14-1936; IN COMMERCE 9-14-1936.

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TERRAPHARMA

FOR NON-METAL STORAGE AND PROCESS TANKS FOR USE IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL AND BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CELESTE

FOR FURNITURE, NAMELY, OCCASIONAL TABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOLDRITE SNAP CLAMP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,390,687.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SNAP CLAMP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLASTIC DEVICES FOR HOLDING PLUMBING PIPES, ELECTRICAL CONDUIT, AND OTHER TUBES USED IN COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS, NAMELY, PLASTIC CLAMPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LET'S PARTY

FOR NON-ELECTRIC MIRRORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FAMILY OCCASIONS COLLECTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COLLECTION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PICTURE FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BRIGHT SPOTS

FOR NON-ELECTRIC MIRRORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,985. DAWN SLEEP TECHNOLOGIES, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 9-6-2003.

CURVANA

FOR MATTRESSES, CUSHIONS AND PILLOWS MADE OF ELASTIC VISCOUS FOAM (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).


SKYBOX
FOR CEILING MOUNTED ADVERTISING DISPLAY CASES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TERACLICK
FOR FURNITURE AND FURNITURE STRUCTURAL AND REPLACEMENT PARTS MADE FROM TIMBER PRODUCTS, BAMBOO AND/OR CORK; CABINETS AND CABINET STRUCTURAL AND REPLACEMENT PARTS MADE FROM TIMBER PRODUCTS, BAMBOO AND/OR CORK (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MODERN LIFE
FOR UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REMHORSE
FOR WORK SUPPORT PLATFORMS, NAMLY, SAW HORSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HANG LOOSE
FOR PICTURE FRAMES AND THEIR ACCESSORIES, NAMLY, MATTING, FRAMES, AND TRANSPARENT ENVELOPES AND COVERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—(Continued).


FESTIVAL SPARKLERZ
FOR DECORATIVE GLITTER (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MICHELLE WOOD... PILLOWS
FOR DECORATIVE PILLOWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS


COOK’S VIEW
FOR COOKWARE, NAMLY, SAUCEPANS, FRY-PANS, MILK PANS, COVERED SAUTE PANS, SKIL-LETS, CASSEOLE DISHES, STOCKPOTS, CHINESE WOKS AND NON-ELECTRIC GRIDDLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASSIC
FOR TOOTHBRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 21—(Continued).

**HOLD-ON**

FURTHER TENSION CLOSING, FASTENING DEVICES FOR CONTAINER LIDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**CASA STONE**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STONE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "HOUSE".
FOR HOUSEWARES, COOKWARE, AND DINNERWARE MADE OF POTTERY, EARTHENWARE, STONEWARE, AND PORCELAIN, NAMELY, BOWLS, CUPS, CASSEROLES DISHES, SERVING PLATTERS, BAKING DISHES AND BAKING PLATTERS, DRINKING GLASSES, ROASTING PANS, AND COOKING UTENSILS NAMELY, CHEESE GRATTERS, PASTA SERVERS, SPREADERS, AND SPATULAS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DANIELLE MATTESSICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-446,128. GRIMWADES LIMITED, STAFFORDSHIRE, ST3 1PA, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 9-3-2002.

**ROYAL CREAMWARE**

FOR TABLEWARE, NAMELY DINNER SETS COMPRISED OF PLATES, DISHES, BOWLS, CUPS, SAUCERS, MUGS; TEAPOTS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; COFFEE-POTS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA SETS; COFFEE SETS COMPRISED OF COFFEE GRINDERS, COFFEE CUPS, COFFEE STIRRERS, NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS; SOUP TUREENS; GRAVY SAUCE BOATS; JUGS; CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN USE, NAMELY, CONDIMENT CONTAINERS; SALAD AND PEPPER POTS; EGG CUPS; CAKE STANDS; CRUET SETS, NAMELY CRUET STANDS FOR OIL OR VINEGAR NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL AND CRUETS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; COOKIE JARS; LUNCH BOXES; PLASTIC COASTERS; BUTLERS' TRAYS, CRUMB TRAYS, MEAL TRAYS; EARTHENWARE, PORCELAIN AND CERAMIC SCULPTURES, STATUETTES AND FIGURINES; OVENWARE, NAMELY, DISHES, BOWLS, PLATES, CASSEROLES DISHES, COOKING POTS, ROASTING Dishes, CANDLE HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, VASES, NAPKIN RINGS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, TABLE CENTERPIECES, NAMELY, CRYSTAL FIGURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1996.
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 21—(Continued).

**OPTIMIX**

FOR PLASTIC NOZZLES USED FOR MIXING AND EXTRUDING COMPONENTS OF MULTI-COMPONENT SUBSTANCES SUCH AS REACTIVE ADHESIVES OR RESINS USED PRIMARILY IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY FOR REPAIRING CRACKS IN CONCRETE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**SOAP JET**

FOR HOSE MULTIPURPOSE SPRAY NOZZLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**REVERE CLASSIC**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 918,347, 2,767,367 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CLASSIC, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKWARE, NAMELY SAUCEPANS, SKILLETS, GRIDDLES; STOCK POTS AND LIDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**REVERE CONVENIENCE**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 918,347, 2,767,367 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CONVENIENCE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKWARE, NAMELY SAUCEPANS, SKILLETS, GRIDDLES; STOCK POTS AND LIDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 21—(Continued).
SN 76-488,420. HUHTAMAKI COMPANY TECHNOLOGY, DESOTO, KS. FILED 2-10-2003.

CAPTIVA
FOR DISPOSABLE PLASTIC AND PAPER PLATES, CUPS AND FOOD CONTAINERS AND LIDS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE BRAND AMERICA LOVES
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,285,404, 2,648,137 AND 2,802,169.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BRAND AMERICA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOOTH BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-496,624. HARBOR SALES COMPANY, TROY, MI. FILED 3-12-2003.

TRAP-IT SHEETS
FOR KITCHEN AND BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TOILET PAPER HOLDERS, SOAP DISHES, TOOTHBRUSH TUMBLERS, TOWELRINGS, TOWEL BARS, NON-METAL ROBE HOOKS, PAPER TOWEL HOLDERS, TISSUE BOX COVERS, KNIFE RACKS, COOKBOOK RACKS, AND SPICE RACKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 21—(Continued).
SN 76-509,060. DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, INC. NORTH BROOK, IL. FILED 4-23-2003.

PERFECT-FIT
FOR CUP DISPENSERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-509,724. HEALTH CARE SUPPLIERS, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 4-28-2003.

ORAPRO
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,696,643.
FOR TOOTH BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-30-2002.
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CINNAMOROLL
FOR PLASTIC CUPS, PLASTIC ALL-PURPOSE PORTABLE HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS, NON-METAL LUNCH BOXES, NON-METAL LUNCH PAILS, THERMAL INSULATED LUNCH CONTAINERS, THERMAL INSULATED BEVERAGE BOTTLES, SPORT BEVERAGE BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY, CANTEENS, GLASS BEVERAGEWARE, PORCELAIN MUGS, TEA SETS, RICE BOWLS, SERVING PLATTERS, CUPCAKE AND MUFFIN ALUMINUM CUPS, COCKTAIL PICKS, COASTERS, GLASS CANDY JARS, NON-METAL CHEWING GUM DISPENSERS, PORCELAIN FIGURINES, PORCELAIN HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS, GLASS CANDLE HOLDERS, INCENSE BURNERS, AROMA THERAPY CANDLE BURNERS, SOAP CONTAINERS, PLASTIC FACIAL TISSUE HOLDERS, HAIRBRUSHES, HAIR COMBS, HAIRBRUSH SETS COMPRISED OF HAIRBRUSHES, COMBS AND MIRRORS IN A CASE, TOOTHBRUSHES, ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES, TOOTHBRUSH KITS, NAMELY, TOOTHBRUSHES AND TOOTHPASTE IN A CASE, BATH KITS COMPRISED OF A TOOTHBRUSH, CUP, TOWEL, TOOTHPASTE AND TOILET SOAP IN A CASE, BOTTLE OPENERS, CUTTING BOARDS, ICE CUBE MOLDS, NAPKIN RINGS NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS, NAPKIN HOLDERS, SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS, PICNIC BASKETS, SPICE RACKS, TRASH CANS, DECORATIVE ORNAMENTS FOR WINDOWS OR DOORS MADE OF PORCELAIN NOT INCLUDING CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, COOKIE JARS, COOKIE CUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
LAURIEL DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 21—(Continued).

AQUAHOOK
FOR PLASTIC BEVERAGE BOTTLE HOLDERS HAVING A BOTTLE OPENER COMPONENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-514,819. TECH MATS, LLC, ROANOKE, VA. FILED 5-16-2003.

THE SOUND OF CLEAN
FOR ADHESIVE BACKED AND ADHESIVE COVERED DISPOSABLE PLASTIC SHEETS FOR USE ON DOOR MATS AND FLOOR MATS AND FOR CATCHING DIRT AND DEBRIS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-518,099. BLAINE, PAUL EDWIN, HENDERSONVILLE, NC. FILED 5-30-2003.

HummerHanger
FOR HUMMING BIRD FEEDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-24-2003.
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MERLIN
FOR CORK SCREWS AND BOTTLE OPENERS FOR OPENING WINE BOTTLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HYPERLUX PRO
FOR NON-ELECTRIC JUICE EXTRACTORS; NON-ELECTRIC CHAFING DISHES; REAMERS FOR FRUIT JUICE; SOUP TUREENS; MEAL TRAYS; SERVING TRAYS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; GRAY BOATS; BUTTER DISHES; SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS; VASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS; CANDLE HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS, NAMELY, STRAINERS; TEA POTS AND NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE POTS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; JUGS; PITCHERS; SUGAR BOWLS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; CREAM JUGS; WINE AND CHAMPAGNE COOLERS; COCKTAIL SHAKERS; ICE BUCKETS; POCKET FLASKS, COFFEE URNS, CEREAL DISPENSERS AND MILK DISPENSERS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TURTLE
SEC. 2(F) AS TO LNS.
FOR CORK SCREWS AND BOTTLE OPENERS FOR OPENING WINE BOTTLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-521,613. HARPER CORPORATION, DBA TXF PRODUCTS, FAIRFIELD, IA. FILED 6-10-2003.

THE TOILET BRUSH YOU JUST FLUSH!
FOR TOILET BOWL CLEANING ASSEMBLY COMPRISING A HANDLE AND DISPOSABLE PAD, AND REPLACEMENT PADS FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2003.
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AUTHENTIC LOST WAGES
FOR GLASS STORAGE JARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2003.
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 21—(Continued).


MUNCHER SWEEP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SWEEP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HANDHELD FLOOR AND CARPET SWEEPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PURRFORMA

FOR ELECTRIC CAT LITTER PAN (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WOW

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,798,718 AND 2,021,827. FOR PLASTIC COCKTAIL PICKS, PLASTIC STIRRING RODS, PLASTIC BOWLS, PLASTIC CUPS, PLASTIC DRINKING GLASSES, PLASTIC PLATES, AND PAPER PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


BILL DÄWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BRISTLESS

FOR HAIR BRUSHES AND COMBS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REAL RAGS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,090,217. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RAGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR CLEANING CLOTHS NEWLY FABRICATED FOR USE IN PAINTING, STAINING, POLISHING, AND DUSTING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRAVELTREAT

FOR PORTABLE INSULATED CYLINDRICAL STORAGE CONTAINER FOR FOOD MADE OF PLASTIC (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-538,053. LARSON, PAUL, LITTLETON, CO. FILED 8-4-2003.

TREAT KEEP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TREAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PET FEEDING DEVICE, NAMELY, AN OPEN POUCH MADE OF A RUBBER-LIKE MATERIAL THAT SNAPS CLOSED AND COMES ATTACHED ON A RETRACTABLE CLIP (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


METER FEEDER

FOR CUPS AND MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 21—(Continued).


POLAR JACKET

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JACKET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR INSULATED COOLER BAGS FOR TRANSPORTING FOOD AND DRINK (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ICICLES

FOR PLASTIC ICE CUBE TRAYS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ORGANIZE YOUR OFFICE

FOR PORTABLE PLASTIC CONTAINERS FOR STORING OFFICE GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUSHI MAGIC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUSHI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR FOOD PREPARATION IMPLEMENTS, NAMELY, MOLDS, PRESSES AND SERVING PLATTERS FOR THE MAKING, PREPARATION AND SERVING OF SUSHI (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CRAFT MATES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRAFT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR PLASTIC STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, NAMELY, TOTES, AND COVERS FOR SUCH CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GIGGLES & GIFTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIFTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR GIFTWARE ITEMS, NAMELY NON-METAL PIGGY BANKS; CANDLE HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; BOWLS; CANDY DISHES; FIGURINES MADE OF CERAMIC, CHINA, CRYSTAL, EARTHENWARE, GLASS, PORCELAIN AND TERRACOTTA; NAPKIN HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS; GLASS TRINKET BOXES; VASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS OF CHINA, CRYSTAL, GLASS, PORCELAIN, AND TERRACOTTA, NOT INCLUDING CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS; WIND CHIMES. (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-246,776. QMT ASSOCIATES, INC., MANASSES PARK, VA. FILED 5-7-2003.

CORINTHIAN BELLS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BELLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR WIND CHIMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WARCRAFT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,947,586. FOR LUNCH BOXES, VACUUM FLASKS AND THERMALLY INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES; PAPER PLATES, PAPER CUPS; MUGS AND CUPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ESF

FOR DRINKING GLASSES, DISHES, COFFEE CUPS, AND MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SENSI-TONE

FOR COOKWARE, NAMELY POTS AND PANS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOPPULL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,953,700.


ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HYDRO RAIN

FOR LAWN AND GARDEN SPRINKLERS AND HEADS THEREFOR, AND REPAIR KITS COMPRISING METAL, PLASTIC, AND BRASS SPRAY INSERTS, FOR LAWN AND GARDEN SPRINKLERS AND SPRINKLER HEADS, AND FLEXIBLE PLASTIC RISERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HYDRO-RAIN

FOR LAWN AND GARDEN SPRINKLERS AND HEADS THEREFOR, AND REPAIR KITS COMPRISING METAL, PLASTIC, AND BRASS SPRAY INSERTS, AND COMPONENTS FOR LAWN AND GARDEN SPRINKLERS AND SPRINKLER HEADS, AND FLEXIBLE PLASTIC RISERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JUST COLORS

FOR DINNERWARE, NAMELY, PLATES, CUPS, MUGS, SAUCERS, SERVING DISHES, BOWLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BELLA DIA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "BELLA" IN THE MARK IS "BEAUTIFUL" AND "DIA" IS TRANSLATED TO "DAY".

FOR CERAMIC DINNERWARE, BOWLS, ICE BUCKETS, BUTTER DISHES, CAKE STANDS, CANDLE HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, CANDLE STICKS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, CASSEROLE DISHES, COASTERS, COFFEE CUPS, COFFEE POTS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, CRUET STANDS FOR OIL OR VINEGAR NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, CRUETS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, CUPS, GRAY BOATS, PEPPER GRINDERS, TEA KETTLES, KITCHEN LADLES, CERAMIC MUGS, PITCHERS, PLATES, SERVING PLATTERS, SALAD BOWLS, SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS, SOUP TUREENS, SYRUP JUGS, VASES, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE AND NAPKIN RINGS NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS


DIAMOND PEAK

FOR TENTS, NAMELY PORTABLE TENTS MADE OF STEEL OR ALUMINUM WITH FABRIC TOPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50). FIRST USE 3-22-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-22-2002.

JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 22—(Continued).


AER-FLO

FOR COATED POLYESTER FIBER IN SHEET FORM FOR USE AS TARPS, POND LINERS, GROUND COVERS, FUMIGATION TARPS AND AS UNFITTED EQUIPMENT COVERS AND ALL PURPOSE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).


KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ALL-PURPOSE TARPS AND COVERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).


M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUNBEACH

FOR HAMMOCKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HAMMOCKS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HAMMOCKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 22—(Continued).


AmicTech

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON TAIWAN APPLICATION NO. 092008542, FILED 2-17-2003.

FOR POLYESTER FILAMENT FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FABRICS AND YARN, POLYESTER STAPLE FIBER, POLYESTER FIBER, PLASTIC FIBER FOR TEXTILE USE, FIBER FILAMENT FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FABRICS AND YARN, SYNTHETIC FIBER FILAMENT FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FABRICS, YARN AND POLYESTER FALSE TEXTURED YARN, SYNTHETIC FIBER FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FABRICS AND YARN, SYNTHETIC FIBER BUNDLE, SYNTHETIC FIBER RIBBON, AND PLASTIC ROPE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-236,827. GALE PACIFIC LIMITED, BRAESIDE, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA, FILED 4-11-2003.

FR95

FOR FREESTANDING SHADE, SHELTERING AND PROTECTION STRUCTURES, NAMELY PERMANENT, PORTABLE AND DEMOUNTABLE SHADE, SHELTERING AND PROTECTION STRUCTURES HAVING A METAL FRAMEWORK SUPPORTING COVERING FABRIC FORMING A ROOF AND ANY SIDE WALLS; OUTSIDE STRUCTURES FOR SHADING, SHELTERING AND PROTECTION, NAMELY SHADE SAILS, AWNINGS AND CANOPIES; WOVEN, NON-WOVEN AND KNITTED MESH SHEET MATERIAL, PLASTIC WOVEN, NON-WOVEN AND KNITTED MESH FABRIC, FABRICS AND MATERIALS FOR SCREENING, SHADING, SHELTERING, PROTECTION AND WINDBREAK PURPOSES, PLASTIC CLOTH FOR SCREENING, SHELTERING, SHADING, PROTECTION, AND WINDBREAK PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RANGE HUT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HUT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR GOLF COURSE PORTABLE SHELTERS CONSISTING OF NYLON AND CANVAS PANELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 22—(Continued).
SN 78-242,196. AMERICHEM, INC., CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH. FILED 4-25-2003.

FIBERTECH
FOR NATURAL PLANT FIBERS FOR USE AS A FILLER FOR PLASTIC COMPOUNDS THAT ARE USED IN THE FURTHER MANUFACTURE OF PLASTIC BUILDING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,546,830.
FOR POLYPROPYLENE BAG PACKAGES FOR WILD BIRD FOOD, LAWN SEED, ANIMAL LITTER, FERTILIZER AND ICE MELT (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPTIMESH
FOR LAUNDRY BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PREFERENCE
FOR SYNTHETIC TEXTILE FIBER FOR USE AS STUFFING FOR PILLOWS AND STUFFING FOR BEDDING, NAMELY BLANKETS, COMFORTERS, DUVETS AND MATTRESS PADS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 23—YARNS AND THREADS
SN 76-505,999. GÜTERMANN & CO. AG, 8023 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND, FILED 4-14-2003.

PRINCESS
FOR YARNS AND SEWING THREADS FOR TEXTILE USE (U.S. CL. 43).

AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TEXTRA
FOR YARN (U.S. CL. 43).
FIRST USE 5-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2002.

VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-310,160. UNIFI, INC., GREENSBORO, NC. FILED 10-7-2003.

REFLEXX
FOR YARN (U.S. CL. 43).
FIRST USE 3-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2002.

VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 23—(Continued).

SN 78-310,163. UNIFI, INC., GREENSBORO, NC. FILED 10-7-2003.

INHIBIT

FOR YARN (U.S. CL. 43).
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-310,166. UNIFI, INC., GREENSBORO, NC. FILED 10-7-2003.

MERANO

FOR YARN (U.S. CL. 43).
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-310,167. UNIFI, INC., GREENSBORO, NC. FILED 10-7-2003.

AVADA

FOR YARN (U.S. CL. 43).
FIRST USE 4-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2003.
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—FABRICS

SN 76-099,872. GJELSTAD, ANNE HELENE, N-1357 BEKKESTUA, NORWAY, FILED 7-31-2000.

CLOSE KNIT WORLD

FOR INTERIOR TEXTILES FABRICS, NAMELY CURTAIN FABRIC, UPHOLSTERY FABRIC AND UNFITTED FABRIC FURNITURE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-310,186. WAL-MART STORES, INC., BENTONVILLE, AR. FILED 9-7-2001.

NO BOUNDARIES

FOR HOUSEHOLD LINENS FOR BED, BATH, TABLE AND KITCHEN (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—(Continued).

SN 76-419,776. FABRIC EDITIONS LTD., GREENVILLE, SC. FILED 6-12-2002.

Qulter's Palette

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE QUILTER'S, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR FABRIC GIFT PACKS, COMPRISING CUT FABRIC PIECES MADE OF COTTON; CRAFT KITS FOR QUILTING, COMPRISING CUT FABRIC PIECES MADE OF COTTON (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUPREME

FOR WINDOW COVERINGS, NAMELY, CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-1968; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1968.
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Christian Dior

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 519,367, 954,257 AND OTHERS.
FOR TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NAMELY TABLE COVERS, NAMELY, TABLE LINEN, BATH LINEN, BED COVERS, NAMELY, BED LINEN, CURTAINS, BED SPREADS, PILLOW CASES, COMFORTERS, DISH CLOTHS, DRAPERIES, DUST RUFFLES, DUVETS, FABRIC USED FOR CURTAINS, FOR CLOTHING, FOR UPHOLSTERY AND AS DECORATION PER SE PLACE ON WALLS AND FLOORS; FLANNEL, CLOTH HANDKERCHIEFS, TEXTILE NAPKINS, NON-PAPER PLACE MATS, POT HOLDERS, QUILTS, SHAMS, BEDDING SHEETS, TABLECLOTHS NOT OF PAPER, TAPESTRY OF TEXTILE, TOWELS, WASH CLOTHS, WASHING MITTS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 24—(Continued).


ETER-FRESH
FOR TEXTILE FABRICS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-515,887. ELITE HOME PRODUCTS, INC., PASSAIC, NJ. FILED 5-21-2003.

DIAMOND COLLECTION
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEDDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, SHEETS, COMFORTERS AND BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2001.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-515,893. ELITE HOME PRODUCTS, INC., PASSAIC, NJ. FILED 5-21-2003.

RENAISSANCE
FOR BEDDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, SHEETS, COMFORTERS AND BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-515,894. ELITE HOME PRODUCTS, INC., PASSAIC, NJ. FILED 5-21-2003.

IMPERIAL
FOR BEDDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, SHEETS, COMFORTERS AND BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30259411.6, FILED 12-6-2002, REG. NO. 30259411, DATED 2-4-2003, EXPIRES 12-31-2012.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CURTAINS MODERN ART", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The color(s) yellow, blue and red is/are claimed as a distinctive feature of the mark.
The mark comprises the words CURTAINS MODERN ART below three vertically oriented rectangles on top of one elongated light yellow horizontally oriented rectangle, with each of the three vertically oriented rectangles being equally spaced from one another, the leftmost rectangle being a light blue color and having a red semicircle in the vertical center along the leftmost edge, the center rectangle being a cutout section of the left side of a woman's face, the woman having yellow-blonde hair, blue eye shadow, and red lipstick, and the rightmost rectangle being dark blue with a light blue rectangle in the vertical center along the rightmost edge.
For chenille, cotton, cheviot, esparto, foulard, gauze, jersey, linen, nylon, polyester, ramie, rayon, silk, wool and zephyr fabrics, curtain fabric, curtains, draperies, fabric valances, shower curtains, window curtains (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PATIO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The mark consists of fanciful pair of chairs with table and flower vase with the words PATIO DRESSING.
For unfitted fabric patio chair covers (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-5-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LINENS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR HOUSEHOLD LINENS, NAMELY WINDOW CURTAINS, SHOWER CURTAINS, TOWELS, BED SHEETS, AND TABLECLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-28-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-28-2003.
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MANHATTAN DUVET CO.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DUVET CO., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR BEDDING ENSEMBLES, NAMELY, COMFORTERS, BLANKETS, QUILTS, SHAMS, BED SKIRTS, BED SHEETS, AND PILLOWCASES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-530,920. THE CARTOON NETWORK LP, LLLP, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 7-21-2003.

CODENAME: KIDS NEXT DOOR

FOR BATH LINENS, NAMELY, BATH TOWELS, SHOWER CURTAINS, AND WASH CLOTHS, BED LINENS, NAMELY, BED BLANKETS, BED CANOPIES, BED PADS, BED SHEETS, BED SPREADS, PILLOW CASES, COMFORTERS, DUVET COVERS, MATTRESS COVERS, DUST RUFFLES, MOSQUITO NETS, PILLOW SHAMS; KITCHEN LINENS, NAMELY, BARBECUE MITTS, CLOTH DOILIES, CLOTH NAPKINS, DISH CLOTHS, FABRIC TABLE CLOTHS, KITCHEN TOWELS, FABRIC PLACE MATS, OVEN MITTS, WASHING MITTS, FABRIC TABLE RUNNERS, POT HOLDERS AND CLOTH COASTERS, HANDKERCHIEFS, QUILTS, AND GOLF TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POSCH PALS

FOR NON-DISPOSABLE BABY COUTURE, NAMELY, TOWELS, WASH CLOTHS, CHANGING PADS NOT OF PAPER AND, BURP CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-534,190. IWAN SIMONIS INCORPORATED, GURNEE, IL. FILED 7-21-2003.

SIMONIS ON TOP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,395,774. FOR CLOTH FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE AND RE-COVERING OF POOL TABLES, CAROM TABLES AND SNOOKER TABLES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-535,244. RICHLOOM CORPORATION, WARE SHOALS, SC. FILED 7-24-2003.

DECHAMPS

SEC. 2(F). FOR BULK TEXTILE FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-1986; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1986.
WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-144,559. DECHAMPS TEXTIL AG, 52078 AACHEN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-17-2002.
FUSE’N DYE

FOR TEXTILE FABRIC FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING; FABRIC STRENGTHENING PIECES FOR USE IN STRENGTHENING FABRICS USED IN FURTHER MANUFACTURE; TEXTILE LINING FOR CLOTHING; STIFFENING FABRIC WITH CANVAS PIECES FOR USE IN STIFFENING FABRICS USED IN THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY; THERMO-ADHESIVE STIFFENING FABRIC WITH CANVAS PIECES FOR USE IN THERMO-ADHESIVE STIFFENING FABRICS USED IN THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY; THERMO-ADHESIVE STIFFENING FABRIC WITHOUT CANVAS PIECES FOR USE IN THERMO-ADHESIVE STIFFENING FABRICS USED IN THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY; FABRIC SHIRT FRONTS AND PREFABRICATED STIFFENING FABRIC WITH CANVAS FOR CLOTHING PIECES FOR USE IN PREFABRICATED STIFFENING FABRICS USED IN THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY; ADHESIVE FABRICS FOR APPLICATION BY HEAT FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING AND CURTAINS; CHENILLE FABRIC; CREPE CLOTH; DAMASK; MOLESKIN; JERSEY MATERIAL; JUTE CLOTH; WOOLEN CLOTH; LINEN CLOTH; SILK CLOTH; NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS; ELASTIC WOVEN MATERIAL; FIBERGLASS FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE; GUMMED CLOTH, OTHER THAN FOR STATIONERY; PILLOW TICKS, NAMELY, CLOTH CASES FOR PILLOWS; FABRIC OF IMITATION ANIMAL SKINS; TAFFETA CLOTH; BED AND TABLE COVERS; OIL CLOTH FOR USE AS TABLECLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).  

Daniel Capshaw, Examining Attorney

---

EARTH-TEC

FOR FABRIC MADE FROM POLYESTER OR POLYESTER BLENDED WITH OTHER FIBERS, NAMELY, ACRYLIC, OR NYLON, SPANDEX, ACETATE, RAYON, WOOL, LINEN OR COTTON FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING, NAMELY SLEEPWEAR, UNDERWEAR, OUTERWEAR, PANTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, COATS, SWEATERS, VESTS, PULLOVERS, HATS, SOCKS, SCARVES, AND GLOVES AND HOME FURNISHINGS, NAMELY BLANKETS, THROWS, MATTRESS COVERS, SOFA COVERS AND SLEEPING BAGS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).  

Karen Bracey, Examining Attorney

---

CREW

FOR BED LINENS AND HOME FURNISHINGS, NAMELY, PILLOW CASES, PILLOW SHAMS, PILLOW PROTECTORS, DUST RUFFLES, BED SKIRTS, MATTRESS PADS, MATTRESS VESTS, COMFORTERS, QUILTS, BEDSPREADS, DUVETS, DUVET COVERS, BED SHEETS, BLANKETS, TOWELS, WASH CLOTHS, SHOWER CURTAINS, WINDOW CURTAINS, DRAPERIES, TEXTILE BATH MATS, TEXTILE PLACE MATS, TEXTILE TABLE CLOTHS, TEXTILE NAPKINS AND TABLE LINENS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).  

John Hwang, Examining Attorney

---

MASHEA

FOR UPHOLSTERY, NAMELY ELASTOMERIC FABRIC USED TO COVER SEATS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).  

Odessa Bibbins, Examining Attorney

---

GUARDIAN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “CLOTH”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.  

For Anti-Tarnish Cloth for Protecting Silver and Other Precious Metals in Storage (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).  

Brendan Regan, Examining Attorney

---

AQUACHECK

FOR FABRIC FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).  

Mitchell Front, Examining Attorney

---

HYDROCHECK

FOR FABRIC FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).  

Mitchell Front, Examining Attorney
CLASS 24—(Continued).

SN 78-293,981. LANDS’ END DIRECT MERCHANTS, INC., EDINA, MN. FILED 8-29-2003.

THERMACHECK

FOR FABRIC FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THERMACHECK

FOR FABRIC FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIXIE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 120,264, 2,745,307 AND OTHERS.
FOR BATH TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
BRENDA N REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING


DRAWZ KING OF UNDERWEAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRAWZ" AND "UNDERWEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS PANTS, SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, SHOES, COATS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, CAPS/HATS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, NECK-TIES AND BOW-TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING


FIRST USE 8-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1997.
GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-099,874. GJELSTAD, ANNE HELENE, N-1357 BEKKESTUA, NORWAY, FILED 7-31-2000.

FOR KNITWEAR, NAMELY, SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR KNITWEAR, NAMELY, SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF LETTER D AND LETTER E MERGED.

FOR CLOTHING MADE OF VELOUR, POLYESTER, VELVET, LEATHER, COTTON, NAMELY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, LONG SLEEVE ShIRTS, BUTTON-UP SHIRTS, AND SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS WITH COLLARS; JEANS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, JACKETS, SWEATERS, CASUAL SUITS, HATS, FITTED CAPS, AND SKULL CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ATHLETES@RISK


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, PAJAMAS, WARM-UP SUITS, COATS, CLOTH BIBS, SCARVES, SOCKS, BOOTIES, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, ROMPERS, INFANT WEAR, UNDERWEAR, BODY SUITS, UNDERCLOTHES, AND UNDERGARMENTS; AND HEADGEAR, NAMELY HATS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-244,973. WEBER-STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO., PALATINE, IL. FILED 4-23-2001.

WEBER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 811,229,1,464,197 AND OTHERS.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY HATS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS AND CHEF SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-254,666. SHOOFLY DESIGN, INC., JOHNSTOWN, CO. FILED 5-8-2001.

SHOOFLY DESIGN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HAND PAINTED WEARING APPAREL, NAMELY SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 1-17-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-17-2001.

KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,507,272.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "BABY TOGS".

FOR INFANTS' AND CHILDREN'S WEARING APPAREL, NAMELY, DRESSES, SHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, SUITS, PINAFOREs, SHORTS, COVERALLS, CREEPERS AND SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN OF THE LETTER "F" INSIDE AN OVAL CIRCLE.
FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, CAPS, SOCKS, AND SHOES; MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SPORTS APPAREL, NAMELY, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORTS AND SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-375,548. JAMES, JESSE, LONG BEACH, CA. FILED 2-26-2002.

JESSE JAMES

FOR FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SNEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIDITEEN

FOR PANTS, JACKETS AND OVERALLS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 76-381,143. WP PRODUCTIONS, INC., RAY CITY, GA. FILED 3-12-2002.

OUTFITTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OUTFITTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT SUITS, GOLF SHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, HUNTING SHIRTS, FISHING SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, BLOUSES, COATS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS AND SUITS, OVERCOATS, PAKAS, HUNTING VESTS, FISHING VESTS, SNOWSUITS, JEANS, DRESS PANTS, CASUAL PANTS, OVERALLS, COVERALLS, GLOVES, BOOTS, SHOES, SOCKS, SNEAKERS, HATS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-382,059. ZIIPMARK, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 3-14-2002.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,598,111.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN OF A FLAME.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, PULL-OVER COATS AND FLEECE COATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-413,121. INCOR 3 S.R.L., 20050 RONCO BRIANTINO (MI), ITALY, FILED 5-29-2002.

X-CAPE

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY DRESSES, PANTS, JACKETS, OVERCOATS, SHIRTS, SOCKS, T-SHIRTS, AND PULLOVERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

INCOGNITO


FOR FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, WOMEN'S, MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SHOES, SANDALS, SLIPPERS, ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR, BEACH FOOTWEAR, CASUAL FOOTWEAR, EXERCISE FOOTWEAR, OUTDOOR WINTER FOOTWEAR AND RAIN FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DISNEY

FOR BATHING SUITS; BEACHWEAR; BELTS; CLOTH BIBS FOR INFANTS; UNDERWEAR; SWEATERS; HALLOWEEN COSTUMES; MASQUERADE COSTUMES; DRESSES; GLOVES; HATS; CAPS; HOSIERY; INFANT WEAR; JACKETS; MITTENS; PAJAMAS; PANTS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SHORTS; SLEEPERS; SOCKS; T-SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; TIGHTS; VESTS; JERSEYS; SCARVES; NECKTIES; ROBES; NIGHT SHIRTS; NIGHT GOWNS; HEAD BANDS; WRIST BANDS; SKIRTS; COATS; LEOTARDS; LEG WARMERS; STOCKINGS; PANTY HOSE; ATHLETIC SHOES; SLIPPERS; BOOTS; SANDALS; RAINWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GLAZA

GLAZA TRANSLATES TO EYES IN RUSSIAN.

FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING NAMELY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, PANTS, SHORTS, JEANS, CAPRIS, JACKETS AND SOCKS HEADGEAR NAMELY HATS, CAPS, FLAT CAPS, BEANIES AND FEDORAS, FOOTWEAR NAMELY SHOES AND SLIPPERS MEN'S CLOTHING NAMELY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, PANTS, SHORTS, JEANS, CAPRIS, JACKETS, BLAZERS, TIES AND SOCKS, HEADGEAR NAMELY HATS, CAPS, FLAT CAPS, BEANIES AND FIDORAS, FOOTWEAR NAMELY SHOES AND SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-441,030. AMERICAN CLOTHING ASSOCIATES, 9090 MELLE, BELGIUM, FILED 8-14-2002.

ART & REVOLUTION ORGANIZATION

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY PANTS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, JACKETS, COATS, VESTS, HATS, FOOTWEAR, UNDERWEAR, BELTS AND GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-441,644. MOTHERSHIP, LLC, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 8-14-2002.
KAMBRIEL


FOR CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY BERETS, BLOOMERS, BLOUSES, BOOTS, CAPS, CAPES, COATS, DRESSES, GOWNS, HATS, HOODS, JACKETS, KIMONOS, PANTS, ROBES, SHOES, SHIRTS, SKIRTS, VEILS, VESTS, WAISTCOATS, CLOAKS, AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-13-1989; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COSTUMES ON DEMAND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COSTUMES," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSTUMES FOR USE IN SPECIAL EVENTS, NAMELY THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS, DANCE RECITALS, DANCE COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HAPPY HEINY'S


FOR CLOTH DIAPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-21-2002.
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FLY IN\'1

SN 76-461,668. ROBINSON, RHASAIAH JEROME, CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 10-25-2002.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS AND JEANS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, BASEBALL CAPS; AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SANDRO COMFORT WALK

THE NAME "SANDRO" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SANDRO MOSCOLONI VINEYARD

THE NAME SANDRO MOSCOLONI DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING AND HEADGEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DCC

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,051,656.
FOR WOMEN'S SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY KNIT AND WOVEN TOPS AND BOTTOMS, INCLUDING SWEATERS, BLOUSES, SLACKS, SKIRTS AND DRESSES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1996.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DCC CLOTHING

FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COMPETITION APPAREL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, CAPS, STOCKING CAPS, JACKETS, PULLOVERS, PANTS AND WIND RESISTANT JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 76-479,821. BWIA WEST INDIES AIRWAYS LIMITED, Piarco, West Indies, Trinidad/Tobago, Filed 12-31-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEST INDIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS; SHORTS; SKIRTS; BLOUSES; TROUSERS; HATS; COATS; JUMPERS; CARDIGANS; PULLOVERS; SWEATERS; CAPS; ROBES; SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE LORD OF THE RINGS
THE RETURN OF THE KING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, ATHLETIC SHOES, BATHROBES, BELTS, BOXER SHORTS, CAPS, CHILDREN'S FOOTWEAR, COATS, COSTUMES FOR USE IN ROLE PLAYING GAMES, DRESSES, FITNESS TOPS, FOOTWEAR, GLOVES, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, HATS, HEAD WEAR, HEADBANDS, HOISERY, JACKETs, JOGGING SUITS, JUMP SUITS, LONG UNDERWEAR, MASCARADE COSTUMES, ACCESSORIES, AND MASKS SOLD IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, MITTENS, OVERALLS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, PANTS, PARKAS, RAINWEAR, SCARVES, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SLEEPWEAR, SLIPPERS, SOCKS, SPECIAL SPORTING AND GYMNASCTIC FOOTWEAR, SPECIAL SPORTING AND GYMNASCTIC WEAR, SUSPENDERS, SWEATERS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWIM WEAR, TANK TOPS, TIES, TIGHTS, T-SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, VISTORS, WARM-UP SUITS, WIND-RESISTANT JACKETS, AND WRISTBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YARDMAN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,605,621.
FOR APPAREL, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, JEANS JACKET, BASEBALL CAPS, KNIT HATS, UNDERWEAR, SWEAT-SUITS, ATHLETIC JERSEYS, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, SOCKS, SNEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

PUT ME IN COACH!

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-486,710. FENIX INDUSTRIES, INC., SPRINGFIELD, VA. FILED 2-3-2003.

GOT UNITY?

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUWOO

FOR SHOES AND CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, SHIRTS, AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


4HIM

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, UNDERWEAR, T-SHIRTS, TOPS BOTTOMS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, BOXER SHORTS, PAJAMAS, ROBES AND SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,606,109 AND 2,714,826.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "RAYURE" IS "STRIPE" OR "STRIPING".

FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, OUTERWEAR AND UNDERWEAR, NAMELY, BATHING SUITS, BATH ROBES, SWIMWEAR, BERMUDA SHORTS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, PULLOVERS, SWEATERS, BLOUSES, TEDDIES, SHORTS, TRACK SUITS, PANTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, OVERALLS, JACKETS, DRESSES, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, NECKTIES, BLAZERS, TAILOR-MADE PERIOD COSTUMES, NAMELY, SUITS, DRESS SUITS, LOUNGEWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, WAISTCOATS, RAINWEAR, OVERCOATS, COATS, FUR COATS AND FUR JACKETS, VESTS, PANTS, SKIRTS, ANORAKS, CAPES, WIND-RESISTANT JACKETS, MUFFS, TIES, BELTS, SCARVES, STOLES, GIRDLES, FOLLARDS, GLOVES, SHOES, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, HEAD WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 1-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2002.

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MARABOU

FOR APPAREL, NAMELY, WOMEN'S T-SHIRTS, BLOUSES, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES AND LINGERIE, AND GIRLS' T-SHIRTS, BLOUSES, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES AND SLEEPWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHOLE KIDS ORGANIC

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,534,410.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS AND SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

GIANNICARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,084. HARLEQUIN HOUSE INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-6-2003.

PANTALOON SALOON

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PANTALOON, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, COATS, JACKETS, SOCKS, SWEATERS, HATS, AND UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,696. CARSON, JENNIFER L., WOODBRIDGE, VA. FILED 3-7-2003.

MOMFIA

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JERSEYS, JACKETS, HATS, PANTS AND SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-7-2003.

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HUNT PAC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-497,346. HODGMAN, INC., MONTGOMERY, IL. FILED 3-12-2003.
THE DEFINITIVE PANT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PANT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FEBBIE MOUSE

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATERS, BLOUSES, SWEATERS, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, JEANS, SLACKS, SHORTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, PAJAMAS, JACKETS, COATS, SHOES, SLIPPERS, BOOTEES, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, CLOTH BIBS, CLOTH DIAPERS, JUMPERS, PLAY SUITS, MASQUERADE COSTUMES AND INFANTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRONTO MERCH

FOR SHIRTS; JERSEYS; UNIFORMS; PANTS; TROUSERS; SLACKS; JEANS; OVERALLS; COVERALLS; JUMPERS; JUMP SUITS; SHORTS; TOPS; SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORTS AND PANTS; WRAPS; WARM UP SUITS; JOGGING SUITS; BLOUSES; SKIRTS; DRESSES; SWEATERS; VESTS; PULLOVERS; SNOW SUITS; PARKAS; ANORAKS; PONCHOES; JACKETS; COATS; BLAZERS; SUITS; SKI BIBS; SWIMWEAR; BEACHWEAR; INFANTWEAR; BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER; HEADWEAR; HATS; VISORS; HEAD BANDS; WRIST AND SWEAT BANDS; EAR MUFFS; APRONS; SCARVES; BANDANAS; BELTS; SUSPENDERS; NECKWEAR; UNDERWEAR; UNDERCLOTHES; BATHING AND SWIMMING TRUNKS; BRAS; BUSTIERS; CORSETS; PANTIES; GARTERS AND GARTER BELTS; ROBES; PAJAMAS; SLEEPWEAR; NIGHT GOWNS; LINGERIE; CAMISOLE; NEGLEIGES; TEDDIES; FOUNDATION GARMENTS; SINGLETS; LOUNGEWEAR; SLIPS; SARONGS; LEG WARMERS; HOSIERY; LEGGINGS; TIGHTS; LEGTARDS; UNITARDS; BODY SHAPERS AND SUITS; GLOVES; MITTENS; FOOTWEAR; SHOES; SNEAKERS; SLIPPERS; RAINWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-503,081. ONEWORLD APPAREL, INC., EL MONTE, CA. FILED 4-1-2003.

XCIT MODA

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, PANTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, PAJAMAS, JUMPERS, SWEATERS, KNIT TOPS, BELTS, HATS, COATS, SOCKS, AND LOUNGEWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-503,082. ONEWORLD APPAREL, INC., EL MONTE, CA. FILED 4-1-2003.

XCIT

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, PANTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, PAJAMAS, JUMPERS, SWEATERS, KNIT TOPS, BELTS, HATS, COATS, SOCKS, AND LOUNGEWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 76-503,715. SCHIAPARELLI, INC., PORT WASHINGTON, NY. FILED 4-3-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 307,089, 2,372,880 AND OTHERS.
THE NAME COMPRISING THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR GOWNS, CAPES, GLOVES, SUITS, TIES, LINGERIE, BRASSIERES, PANTIES AND SLIPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLIMACARE

FOR SANITARY AND THERMAL TEXTILES MADE FROM SILK, WOOL AND ANGORA WOOL, NAMELY BODY AND KIDNEY WARMERS, SHOULDER WARMERS, JOINT WARMERS, KNEE AND ELBOW WARMERS, FOOT WARMERS, NAMELY THERMAL SOCKS OR BED SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-507,333. BCNY INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-7-2003.

SMALL STEPS

FOR FOOTWEAR AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,753,989.
FOR OUTER CLOTHING FOR WOMEN, NAMELY, JACKETS AND COATS; TOPS, DRESSES, SINGLETS, UNDERPANTS, UNDERCLOTHING FOR WOMEN, BRASSIERES, PANTS, WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR, BATHING SUITS, TIGHTS AND STOCKINGS, DRESSING GOWNS, NIGHT DRESSES, SLIPPERS, HOSIERY, CORSETS, STOCKING SUSPENDERS, TEDDIES, PETTI-COATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PLAINGRAVY

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, SLACKS, JEANS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, HEADWEAR SUCH AS HATS AND CAPS, AND ATHLETIC SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-14-2003.
ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DUE MATERNITY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MATERNITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR APPAREL, NAMELY, WOMEN'S MATERNITY CLOTHING, NAMELY, DRESSES, TOPS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, PANTS, BLOUSES, UNDERWEAR, AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FOR SWIMSUIT, T-SHIRTS, COATS, SPORTS CLOTHES NAMELY SPORTS T-SHIRTS AND SPORTS COATS, JACKETS, SHIRTS, SHOES, SPORTS SHOES, CASUAL SHOES, SCARVES, TIES, SPORTS CAPS, CAPS, SOCKS, BELTS, APRONS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39),
FIRST USE 06-01-1995; IN COMMERCE 06-01-1995.
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OLMeca IS THE NAME OF AN INDIAN TRIBE.
FOR ATHLETIC SHOES, ATHLETIC CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN NAMELY, YOGA PANTS, EXERCISE PANTS, SWEAT PANTS, BIKING SHORTS, EXERCISE SHORTS, YOGA SHORTS, JEANS, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SPORTS JERSEYS, SWEATERS, SOCKS, GLOVES, MITTENS, HATS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-08-1998; IN COMMERCE 12-08-1998.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOOT SWEATERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOOT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SOCKS AND HOISERY (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SMOOTH CAP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CAP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, AN ELASTIC CAP (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SILVER LINING RANCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RANCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING AND APPAREL, NAMELY, SHIRTS, JACKETS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 06-01-1999; IN COMMERCE 06-01-1999.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 76-528,874. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 7-10-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,145,247.


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, JEANS, SHORTS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SKIRTS, AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY SOCKS, STOCKINGS, LINGERIE, NIGHTGOWNS, BRASSIERES, PANTIES, KNICKERS, OVERALLS, TOPS, VESTS, UNDERSHIRTS, UNDERPANTS, PAJAMAS, BATHROBES, SWIMWEAR, TROUSERS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SLACKS, BLOUSES, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATERS, WAISTCOATS, SHAWLS, PULLOVERS, CARDIGANS, JERSEYS, LEOTARDS, JACKETS, BLAZERS, SUITS, TUXEDOS, TIES, CRAVATS, OVERCOATS, COATS, FUR COATS, FUR STOLES, VEILS, ASCOTS, HUNTING JACKETS, TRACK SUITS, RAINCOATS, GLOVES, MITTENS, SUSPENDERS, BELTS, BOAS, PONCHARAS, CAPES AND PONCHOS, FOOTWEAR; HEADGEAR, NAMELY HATS, EAR MUFFS, SCARVES, BERETS, NECKERCHIEFS, MANTILLAS, CAPS, AND HEADBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,157,735.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, WOMEN'S DRESSES, PANTS, SKIRTS, SHORTS, BLOUSES, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, OVERALLS, PANTIES, BRAS, FOUNDATIONS, SLEEPWEAR, SLIPS, CAMISOLAS, TANK TOPS, AND BOYS LEG BRIEFS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 12-6-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-6-1996.

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-532,821. BODINGTON, MARCUS ANTHONY, TORONTO, ONTARIO M3C 1B5, CANADA, AND BODINGTON, ALLAN ANDREW, TORONTO, ONTARIO M3C 1B5, CANADA, FILED 7-14-2003.


FOR NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, SHORTS, TOPS, JERSEYS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, VEST, BLOUSES, POLO SHIRTS, JUMP SUITS, TUXEDOES, SKIRTS, OVERALLS, BODYSUITS, BLAZERS, SLACKS, CARDIGANS, NECK TIES, BOW TIES, BELTS, SCARVES, MITTENS AND WINTER GLOVES, SWIMWEAR AND BEACHWEAR, NAMELY BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, SWIM TRUNKS, BIKINIS, AND BATHROBES; SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY SPORTS SHIRTS, JOGGING SUITS, HOODS, HOODED SWEATS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SOCKS AND THERMAL SOCKS; COATS AND JACKETS, NAMELY SPORT COATS, RAIN COATS, LIGHT REFLECTING COATS, TOP COATS, BED JACKETS, LEATHER COATS AND FUR COATS; UNDERWEAR, NAMELY, UNDER PANTS, UNDER SHIRTS, BOXER BRIEFS, BOXER SHORTS AND SLEEPWEAR; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY SHOES, ATHLETIC SHOES, PUMPS, BEACH SHOES, SLIPPERS, SANDALS, BOOTS, LACE BOOTS, SKI BOOTS AND RAIN BOOTS; HEADWEAR, NAMELY HATS, CAPS, VISORS, EAR MUFFS, TOQUES, BERETS, BEANIES, HEADBANDS AND BANDANAS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EMPIRE BROS.
SN 76-536,650. MON CHERI BRIDALS, INC., TRENTON, NJ. FILED 7-2-2003.

2 BE SOCIAL

FOR CLOTHING AND APPAREL, NAMELY EVENING GOWNS, DRESSES, SUITS AND TUXEDOS FOR GALAS AND OTHER FORMAL OCCASIONS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-537,772. LAND 'N SEA, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-4-2003.

PEQUENO HAVANA

THE SPANISH WORDS "PEQUENO HAVANA" CAN BE TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH AS "LITTLE HAVANA".

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, SHORTS, AND MEN'S AND BOYS' KNIT AND WOVEN SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LOVE AND SERVICE

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, HATS, SHOES AND JOGGING PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TACT

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, UNDER GARMENTS, PANTS, CHEMISES, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SKIRTS, PAJAMAS, NIGHT GOWNS, SOCKS, SHOES AND INFANT WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-538,900. DONNKENNY APPAREL, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-8-2003.

OHI

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,784,207.

FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATERS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SLACKS, SUITS AND VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-539,848. NEW BALANCE ATHLETIC SHOE, INC., BOSTON, MA. FILED 8-8-2003.
SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE

FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-541,389. ELITE FORMAL ACCESSORIES, INC., DA-

GEMINI

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, FORMAL WEAR AND
UNIFORMS, INCLUDING CUMMERBUNDS, VESTS,
TIES, SHIRTS, COATS, PANTS AND POCKET SQUARES
(U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-541,705. LAING BAN INTERNATIONAL INC., HSIN
CHIANG CITY, TAIPEI HSIEN, TAIWAN, FILED 8-21-
2003.

FASTRENDS

FOR SHOES; BOOTS; SOCKS; STOCKING; SUSPEN-
DERS; SCARVES; TIES; BOW TIES; NECKERCHIEF;
HATS; CAPS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, SLEEPWEAR,
BATHROBES, UNDERSHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, SWIM-
SUITS, SUITS, VESTS, SWIMSUITS, T-SHIRTS,
OVER COATS, VESTED SUITS, GOWNS, DRESSES,
SNOW COATS, FEATHER COATS, LEATHER COATS;
GLOVES; AND BELTS FOR CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 22
AND 39).

DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,138. EARTHWORM LLC, WILMINGTON, NC.

EARTHWORM

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTH-
ING, NAMELY SWEATSHIRTS, SHIRTS, JEANS, JACK-
ETS, COATS, SWEATPANTS, SLACKS, T-SHIRTS,
BELTS, HATS, HEADBANDS, VISORS, CAPS, SHOES,
SNEAKERS, DRESSES, BOOTS, SOCKS, SHORTS, LOUN-
GEWEAR, TANKTOPS, RAINCOATS, PARKAS,
SCARVES, BANDANAS, GLOVES, BASEBALL CAPS,
JUMPSUITS, EMBROIDERED CAPS, FOOTWEAR,
VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.

SN 76-542,243. EBICO GROUP, LLC, HOLLAND, MI. FILED

DUTCHBUTT

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHORTS AND PANTS
(U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,266. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS,
OH. FILED 9-4-2003.

BB BLUE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,143,137, 2,445,620 AND
OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "BLUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES,
NAMELY, PANTS, SHORTS, JEANS, DENIM JEANS, T-
SHIRTS, SHIRTS, WIND SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS,
SWEATPANTS, SWEATERS, VESTS, JACKETS, BLAZ-
ERS, COATS, BLOUSES, TOPS, HALTER TOPS,
DRESSES, SKIRTS, ROMPERS, JUMPERS, TIES,
SCARVES, AND BELTS; UNDERGARMENTS; FOOT-
WEAR, NAMELY, SOCKS, AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY,
BANDANAS, SWEATBANDS, HEADBANDS, HATS,
BASEBALL CAPS, BERETS AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22
AND 39).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,267. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS,
OH. FILED 9-4-2003.

BUGLE BOY CLASSICS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,136,693, 2,169,723 AND
2,291,559.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "CLASSICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES,
NAMELY, PANTS, SHORTS, JEANS, DENIM JEANS, T-
SHIRTS, SHIRTS, WIND SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS,
SWEATPANTS, SWEATERS, VESTS, JACKETS, BLA-
ZERS, COATS, BLOUSES, TOPS, HALTER TOPS,
DRESSES, SKIRTS, ROMPERS, JUMPERS, TIES,
SCARVES, AND BELTS; UNDERGARMENTS; FOOT-
WEAR, NAMELY, SOCKS, AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY,
BANDANAS, SWEATBANDS, HEADBANDS, HATS,
BASEBALL CAPS, BERETS AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22
AND 39).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 76-542,268. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 9-4-2003.

BUGLE BOY BRIDGE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,113,214, 1,615,811 AND 2,139,414.
FOR CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, PANTS, SHORTS, JEANS, DENIM JEANS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, WIND SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATERS, VESTS, JACKETS, BLAZERS, COATS, BLOUSES, TOPS, HALTER TOPS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, ROMPERS, JUMPERS, TIES, SCARVES, AND BELTS, UNDERGARMENTS, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SOCKS; AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY, BANDANAS, SWEATBANDS, HEADBANDS, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, BERETS AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SLEEPWORKS

FOR NIGHTGOWNS, NIGHTSHIRTS, PAJAMAS, ROBES, SHORTS, TANK TOPS, TOPS, T-SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MOMSONMEDS

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PAJAMAS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BUGLE BABY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,761,436, 2,748,306 AND OTHERS.
FOR CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, PANTS, SHORTS, JEANS, DENIM JEANS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, WIND SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATERS, VESTS, JACKETS, BLAZERS, COATS, BLOUSES, TOPS, HALTER TOPS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, ROMPERS, JUMPERS, TIES, SCARVES, AND BELTS, UNDERGARMENTS, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SOCKS; AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY, BANDANAS, SWEATBANDS, HEADBANDS, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, BERETS AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOCK TRENDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SOCKS, TIGHTS, HOSIERY, FOOTLESS TIGHTS, LEGWARMERS AND TOE TOPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,335. BRAND, COLLEEN, CABIN JOHN, MD. FILED 9-3-2003.

MOMSONMEDS

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PAJAMAS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BANDANNAS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BELTS, BOXER SHORTS, CAPS, CLOTH BIBS, COATS, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, EAR MUFFS, GLOVES, HATS, HEADBANDS, HOSIERY, HOUSECOATS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, LEGGINGS; LEOTARDS, MITTENS, NIGHTSHIRTS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, RAIN COATS, RAIN WEAR, ROBES, SCARVES, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SOCKS, SUITS, SUN VISORS, SUSPENDERS, SWEATERS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWIMSUITS, SWIM TRUNKS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, TIES, TOQUES, UNDERWEAR, VESTS, WARM-UP SUITS AND WRISTBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOGGY DOG SUN WEAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUN WEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 76-542,598. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 9-5-2003.

BUGLE BOY GIRLS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,761,436, 2,748,306 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,840. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 9-8-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,761,436, 2,748,306 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLASSICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK HAS BEEN LINED FOR THE COLORS RED AND BLUE.


GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,841. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 9-8-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,515,490, 2,198,228 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTER "B" AND A CREST DESIGN.


GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,843. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 9-8-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,515,490, 2,198,228 AND OTHERS.

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.


GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


WTAPYONFR

FOR SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, SOCKS, SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HUNT'EM HIGH

FOR HUNTING JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, POLO SHIRTS, JERSEYS, SPORT SHIRTS, JACKETS, WARM-UP SUITS, PANTS, SHORTS, SWEAT PANTS, CAPS, HATS, SWEAT BANDS AND SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-2-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-7-1997.
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FUSION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,447,629, 2,543,904 AND OTHERS.
THE MARK "FUSION" DOES NOT MEAN OR SIGNIFY ANYTHING AND DOES NOT REFER TO ANY REAL PERSON, LIVING OR DEAD. RATHER, IT IS A FICTIONAL ARBITRARY MARK, INVENTED BY APPLICANT FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPLYING IT TO APPLICANT'S GOODS AS SPECIFIED IN THIS APPLICATION.
FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BATHING SUITS AND SLEEPWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Wright

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORD SUPO IN THE MARK IS "HE FOUND OUT".
FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, MEN'S SUITS, SOCKS, SWEAT SUITS, NECKTIES, GLOVES, CAPS, VESTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, T-SHIRTS, SLACKS, JACKETS, DRESS COATS, RAINWEAR, BELTS, AND SWEATERS– WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, DRESSES, UNDERWEAR, SWEAT SUITS, SCARVES, GARTERS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, VESTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, T-SHIRTS, SLACKS, DRESS COATS, JACKETS, RAINWEAR AND SWEATERS; SHOES, NAMELY, MEN'S AND WOMEN'SATHLETIC SHOES AND DRESS SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FRICTION ADDICTION

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS AND PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

META GODS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,186,087.


DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TACTICAL

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS, HATS AND CAPS, BOOTS AND SHOES, VESTS, PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, DRESSES, SWEATERS, SUITS, RAINCOATS, COATS, CAMISOLE, SLIPS, SHOES AND SKIRTS AND PANTS IN COORDINATED SETS WITH JACkETS AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY SCARVES, GLOVES AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ABARTH


FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S WEARING APPAREL; NAMELY CAPS, SCARVES, GLOVES, JUMPERS, TI-SHIRTS, JACKETS AND LUMBER JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GROOVY GRAPHICS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRAPHICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TEE SHIRTS, SHIRTS, TOPS, SHORTS, PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


BILL DAVE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PEACH BUNS

FOR CLOTHING, Namely, SWIMWEAR, WRAPS, TOPS, PANTS, SKIRTS, SHORTS, DRESSES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


SCOTT OS LiCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-554,231. FAST CHIX, SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA. FILED 10-8-2003.

FAST CHIX AREN'T JUST FOR BOYS

FOR SHIRTS, PANTS, CAPS, JACKETS, SOX, SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHE-ears

FOR HEADWEAR WITH DECORATIVE MEMORABIL-IA (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MY JOY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JESUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLOTHING, Namely, SHIRTS, JACKETS, VESTS, BLOUSES, SWEATERS, SWEATSUITS, PANTS, SHORTS, PAJAMAS, SHAWLS, TIES, EARMUFFS, SCARVES, SOCKS, HATS, HEADBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NISELOOK

FOR FOOTWEAR, Namely, WOMEN'S, MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SHOES, SANDALS, SLIPPERS, ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR, CASUAL FOOTWEAR, EXERCISE FOOTWEAR, OUTDOOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-557,352. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 11-6-2003.

BUGLE BOY MOTORSPORTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,761,436, 2,748,306 AND OTHERS.
FOR CLOTHING, Namely, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT- SHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, GOLF SHIRTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, SWEATSUITS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 76-557,395. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 11-6-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,761,436, 2,748,306 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRLS" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, TOPS, JACKETS, VESTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


L27

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, HEADWEAR, HATS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TIME OFF

FOR BRAS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EGG BY SUSAN LAZAR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,165,358.
FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, JACKETS, PANTS, SKIRTS, LEGGINGS, TOPS, VESTS, DRESSES, PARKAS, COATS, RAINWEAR, SCARVES, CAPS, SWEATERS, CAMISOLES, BODYSUITS, JUMPSUITS, SHORTS, SHOES, AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SHAWLS AND JABOTS, AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY, KNIT CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE LETTERING OF THE WORD "NEXDAY" IS WHITE WITH A BLACK OUTLINE, THE OUTSIDE RECTANGULAR BORDER IS A RUST/RED COLOR WITH SIX SMALL RECTANGLES WITH SIDEWAYS "V" SHAPE INSERTS INCORPORATED THEREIN WHICH ARE OF BLACK OUTLINE, THE INNER RECTANGLE IS OUTLINE IN BLACK AND THE THREE SQUARES IN WHICH ARE FOUND THE WORD "NEXDAY" ARE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, COLORED BLUE, DARK YELLOW/BURNT ORANGE AND DARK BROWN RESPECTIVELY".
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-8-1994; IN COMMERCE 7-8-1994.
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REAL WOMEN'S SWIMWEAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WOMEN'S SWIMWEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-149,297. MOORE, TROY L., TOLEDO, OH. FILED 7-31-2002.

FRactal

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,162,904 AND 2,583,935.
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "APPAREL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, WRISTBANDS, HEADBANDS AND SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-171,650. HO, LUI, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-7-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOUTIQUE" AND "CHINA HONG KONG" AND "NEW YORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO C F G, AND THIS MEANS C F G IN ENGLISH. FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, SHOES, SOCKS, HATS, SKIRTS, DRESSES AND SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). ARETHA MASTERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR JERSEYS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, WIND SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, TOPS, CAPS, HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, BASEBALL CAPS, TIES, PANTS, SWEAT PANTS, JACKETS, LEATHER JACKETS, DENIM JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, RAIN JACKETS, SHORTS, SWEAT SHORTS, WALKING SHORTS, BERMUDA SHORTS, BOXER SHORTS, GYM SHORTS, SWEAT BANDS, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

4 LA


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SHIELD BEARING AN OVERLAPPING "T" AND "U".

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, JUMPERS, PANTS, BABY BIBS NOT MADE OF PAPER, CAPS, SHOES, BATH ROBES, RAIN PONCHOS, JACKETS, TIES, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, SCARVES, CAPS, HATS, VESTS AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EXTREME WETLANDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WETLANDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR HUNTING CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, HEADWEAR, HATS, RAINWEAR, COATS, JACKETS, VESTS, SHIRTS, GLOVES, PANTS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, UNDERWEAR, FOOTWEAR, SOCKS, SHOES, BOOTS AND NECKWARMERS, NAMELY, GATORS AND SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-175,976. HARBRO, LLC, BRIGHTON, MI. FILED 10-18-2002.

EQUI-GRIP

FOR RIDING APPAREL; NAMELY CHAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 7-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2000. RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY PANTS, TROUSERS, SHIRTS, SKIRTS, SOCKS, SWEATERS, T-SHIRTS, PULL-OVERS, UNDERWEAR, FOOTWEAR, AND HEADWEAR. (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-197,046. KAUFMAN, JAMES L., DBA GOOHOO, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 12-20-2002.
GOOHOO
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, BOXER BRIEFS, BOXER SHORTS, PONCHOS AND BERMUDA SHORTS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, BANDANAS, CAPS, BASEBALL caps, HATS, HEAD BANDS, AND MUFFS; BEACHWEAR, NAMELY BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BIKINIS, SUNSUITS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BEACH SHOES, AND SANDALS; SWIMWEAR, NAMELY SWIM CAPS, SWIM TRUNKS, SWIMSUITS, WATER SOCKS, WET SUITs AND BATHROBES; SPORTS WEAR, NAMELY, SPORT SHORTS, GYM SHORTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT SHORTS, WIND SHIRTS, SKATING OUTFITS, AND SURF WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THUG MISSES
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BANDANAS, BATHING Suits, BATHING TRUNKS AND SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR, UNDERSHIRTS, BOXER SHORTS, BRAS, BRASIERES, CAMISOLEs, SLIPS, LOUNGEWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, NIGHTSHIRTS, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, ROBES, WARM-UP SUITS AND JOGGING SUITS, SUITS AND TUXEDOS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPs, JERSEYS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, SHORTS, DRESSES, GOWNS, OVERALLS, COVERALLS, JUMPERS AND JUMPSUITS, PANTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, LEGGINGS AND HOSIERY, SOCKS, SCARVES, GLOVES, HATS, CAPS, SUN VISORS, NECKTIES, COATS, JACKETS, VESTS, PONCHOS, PULLOVERs, FOOTWEAR, SNEAKERS, DRESS SHOES, AND BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-197,046. KAUFMAN, JAMES L., DBA GOOHOO, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 12-20-2002.
GOOHOO
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, TANK TOPs, T-SHIRTS, BOXER BRIEFS, BOXER SHORTS, PONCHOS AND BERMUDA SHORTS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, BANDANAS, CAPS, BASEBALL caps, HATS, HEAD BANDs, AND MUFFS; BEACHWEAR, NAMELY BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BIKINIS, SUNSUITS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BEACH SHOES, AND SANDALS; SWIMWEAR, NAMELY SWIM CAPS, SWIM TRUNKs, SWIMSUITS, WATER SOCKS, WET SUITS AND BATHROBES; SPORTS WEAR, NAMELY, SPORT SHORTS, GYM SHORTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT SHORTS, WIND SHIRTS, SKATING OUTFITS, AND SURF WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THUG MISSES
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BANDANAS, BATHING Suits, BATHING TRUNKs AND SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR, UNDERSHIRTS, BOXER SHORTs, BRAS, BRASIERES, CAMISOLEs, SLIPS, LOUNGEWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, NIGHTSHIRTS, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, ROBES, WARM-UP SUITS AND JOGGING SUITS, SUITS AND TUXEDOS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPs, JERSEYS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, SHORTS, DRESSES, GOWNS, OVERALLS, COVERALLs, JUMPERS AND JUMPSUITS, PANTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, LEGGINGS AND HOSIERY, SOCKS, SCARVES, GLOVES, HATS, CAPs, SUN VISORS, NECKTIES, COATS, JACKETS, VESTs, PONCHOS, PULLOVERs, FOOTWEAR, SNEAKERS, DRESS SHOES, AND BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-201,316. WARRIOR LACROSSE, INC., WARREN, MI. FILED 1-8-2003.
VAPOR PROTEK
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VAPOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY MOISTURE MANAGEMENT GARMENTS, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SLEEVELESS T-SHIRTS, AND RIB T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PALMONE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,613,597, 2,653,036 AND OTHERS.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, PANTS, SHORTS, HATS, VISORS AND CAPS, ALL SPECIFICALLY USED FOR THE PROMOTION OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CURVATION
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,757,539.
FOR SLEEPWEAR, HOSIERY, LOUNGEWEAR, FOUNDATION GARMENTS, SWIMSUITS, COATS, JACKETS, LEGGINGS, SOCKS, SHORTS, PANTS, JEANS, SKIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, VESTS, CLOTHING BELTS, GARTER BELTS, DRESSES, LEOTARDS, UNITARDS, JOGGING SUITS, LEG WARMERS, GLOVES, MITTENS, RAINWEAR AND SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-211,475. WASHBURN, KENNETH, POINT RICHMOND, CA. FILED 2-6-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TRADING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "HAI MA", AND THIS MEANS "DARK HORSE" IN ENGLISH. FOR WOMEN'S, MEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, JACKETS, VESTS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SKIRTS, CAPS, AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MADE IN NEW ZEALAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE NAME "DORIS DE PONT" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD. FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY TROUSERS, LEGGINGS, SHORTS, TEE SHIRTS, TOPS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, COATS, RAINCOATS, JUMPERS, CARDIGANS, SCARVES, DRESSES, SKIRTS, TIGHTS, SOCKS, FABRIC HATS, GLOVES, SWIMWEAR, WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SURF NAKED

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SURF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HATS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SWEATER VESTS, AND HATS, ALL FOR PROMOTING ACTIVITIES OF, SHOWING SUPPORT FOR, AND/OR SHOWING AFFILIATION WITH THE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST; LOUIS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-218,065. TIERNEY, R CHRIS, INDIANAPOLIS, IN, IN, AND SADLER, J JOSEPH, MARTINSVILLE, IN. FILED 2-24-2003.

FOR WEARING APPAREL, NAMELY– T-SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS, HATS, COATS, SOCKS, TANK TOPS, HEADBANDS, WRISTBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,516. BABY MAM, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 3-4-2003.

"BABY MAMA"
FOR SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-222,304. MAGGIE SOTTERO DESIGNS, LLC, SALT LAKE CITY, UT. FILED 3-6-2003.

MAGGIE SOTTERO
RUNWAY COLLECTION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,415,876. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RUNWAY COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME "MAGGIE SOTTERO" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR BRIDAL WEAR, NAMELY, WEDDING GOWNS, VEILS, AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,784. OHAYON, MAURICE, PARIS, FRANCE, FILED 3-7-2003.

MEA CULPA

OWNER OF FRANCE REG. NO. 023172534, DATED 7-4-2002, EXPIRES 7-4-2012.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, PANTS, TROUSERS, T-SHIRTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, COATS, JACKETS, PULLOVERS, SWIMSUITS, UNDERWEAR, BELTS, GLOVES, AND SCARVES; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS, AND VISORS; FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, NAMELY FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL UNIFORMS, ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR, NAMELY FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL FOOTWEAR, T-SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORTS, GYM SHORTS, SWEAT SHORTS, PANTS, SWEAT PANTS, SOCKS, AND HEADGEAR, NAMELY HATS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PAM F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED COMBINATION OF AN UPPER CASE "T" AND A LOWER CASE "T" FOR FOOTWEAR, HEADWEAR, AND APPAREL, NAMELY, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, SLACKS, SOCKS, JACKETS, SWEATSUITS, JUMPSUITS, WARM-UP SUITS, SHOOTING SHIRTS, FLEECE TOPS, TANK TOPS, POLO SHIRTS, PANTS, ATHLETIC BRAS, LEGGINGS, RAIN-SUITS, TURTLENECKS, BATHING SUITS, VESTS, PANTS, JACKETS, GLOVES, WRIST BANDS, THERMAL UNDERWEAR, INFANT-WEAR, COVERALLS, AND RUNNING SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IVERTON

SEC. 2(F).
FOR FOOTWEAR, HEADWEAR, AND APPAREL, NAMELY, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, SLACKS, SOCKS, JACKETS, SWEATSUITS, JUMPSUITS, WARM-UP SUITS, SHOOTING SHIRTS, FLEECE TOPS, TANK TOPS, POLO SHIRTS, PANTS, ATHLETIC BRAS, LEGGINGS, RAIN-SUITS, TURTLENECKS, BATHING SUITS, VESTS, PANTS, JACKETS, GLOVES, WRIST BANDS, THERMAL UNDERWEAR, INFANT-WEAR, COVERALLS, AND RUNNING SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,961,737 AND 2,055,548.
THE NAME GEORGE HORNBSY'S IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR JACKETS, T-SHIRTS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TWILLY

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 03.3.214.124, FILED 3-10-2003, REG. NO. 033214124, DATED 3-16-2003, EXPIRES 3-10-2013.
FOR SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,785. BERLIAVSKY, JOSE, 1000, SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, FILED 4-3-2003.

NEAR SOUTH

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, WINDSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, PANTS, JACKETS, SWEAT BANDS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEAT SUITS, WETSUITS, SWIM WEAR, SKI WEAR, TENNIS WEAR, BODY SUITS, CAPRIS PANTS, PULLOVERS, GOLF SHIRTS, GYM SUITS, JOGGING SUITS, JEANS, AND LEOTARDS; HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


JEFF YOKOYAMA

The name JEFF YOKOYAMA identifies a living individual whose consent is of record.

For clothing, namely, pants, shorts, jeans, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweaters, jackets, swimwear, headwear, and footwear (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AXELER

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Italy application no. TO2002C00343, filed 11-22-2002, Reg. no. 889323, dated 4-22-2003, expires 11-22-2012.

For clothing for sports and leisure, namely, sports suits, jackets, rain proof jackets, t-shirts, trousers, shorts, hats, caps, parkas, sweaters, socks, gloves and sport gloves, blue jeans, jogging suits, shorts, pullovers, jerseys, trousers, cardigans, bathing caps, bathing suits, shirts, ski suits, lingerie, underwear, nightgowns, pajamas, dressing gowns, stockings, tights, leggings, skirts, jerseys, shorts, vests, waistcoats, jumpers, track suits, b以为. jeans, pants, bermuda shorts, sweat-shirts, suits and dresses, overcoats, coats, anoraks, raincoats, belts, braces, footwear and sports footwear, inner soles for footwear, headgear, namely, sweatbands, hats, caps, blue jeans, jogging suits, shorts, pullovers, jerseys, trousers, cardigans, bathing caps, bathing suits, shirts, ski suits, lingerie, underwear, nightgowns, pajamas, dressing gowns, stockings, tights, leggings, skirts, jerseys, shorts, vests, waistcoats, jumpers, track suits, b以为. jeans, pants, bermuda shorts, sweat-shirts, suits and dresses, overcoats, coats, anoraks, raincoats, belts, braces, footwear and sports footwear, inner soles for footwear, headgear, namely, sweatbands, hats, caps, (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-234,552. BON JOUR GROUP, L.P., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-7-2003.

RETO BLUES

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use RETRO, apart from the mark as shown, for men's, women's and children's clothing, footwear and accessories, namely, coats, raincoats, jackets, parkas, anoraks, scarves, mittens, gloves, hats, caps, visors, earmuffs, pants, jeans, shirts, blouses, sweaters, suits, sport coats, vests, skirts, dresses, jumpers, leggings, tights, socks, stockings, bodysuits, leotards, jumpsuits, warm-up suits, ski wear, sweat shirts, sweat pants, tank tops, t-shirts, polo shirts, shorts, boxer shorts, briefs, underwear, bras, slips, camisoles, pajamas, night shirts, night gowns, robes, shoes, sneakers, boots, sandals, slippers, belts, ties, suspenders, bathing suits, bathing trunks, and beachwear. (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ALLVET

For clothing and outerwear, namely, t-shirts, sweat shirts, footwear, hats, jackets, coats, sweaters, gloves, swimwear, and wetsuits (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,695. SARAMAR, L.L.C., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 4-17-2003.

POP FLOWER


LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,699. SARA LEE CORPORATION, WINSTON-SALEM, NC. FILED 4-17-2003.

DEFLEX

For sportswear, namely tops and bottoms; and dress shirts (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-245,266. WNBA ENTERPRISES, LLC, SECAUCUS, NJ. FILED 5-2-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONNECTICUT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY HOSIERY, FOOTWEAR, BASKETBALL SHOES, BASKETBALL SNEAKERS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, PANTS, TANK TOPS, JERSEYS, SHORTS, PAJAMAS, SPORT SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, SWEATERS, BELTS, TIES, NIGHTSHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, WARM-UP SUITS, WARM-UP PANTS, WARM-UP TOPS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, PARKAS, COATS, CLOTH BABY BIBS, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, APRONS, BOXER SHORTS, SLACKS, CAPS, EAR MUFFS, GLOVES, MITTENS, SCARVES, WOVEN AND KNIT SHIRTS, DRESSES, CHEERLEADING DRESSES AND UNIFORMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IMPETUS

OWNER OF ERPN CMNTY TM OFC REG. NO. 2497543, DATED 1-17-2003, EXPIRES 11-12-2011.


MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A WREATH DESIGN ABOVE THE WORDS "USA TEAM 2004" WITH FIVE INTERLOCKING RINGS BELOW THE WORDS.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, POLO-STYLE SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, VESTS, WRIST BANDS, BASEBALL CAPS, VISPORS, HATS AND NECKTIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,105,010, 2,315,972 AND OTHERS.

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN OVAL CONTAINING LA GEAR.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "LA GEAR".

FOR FOOTWEAR, HEADWEAR AND CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, SHORTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, OVERALLS, WARM-UP SUITS, SOCKS, LEOTARDS AND TIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREIGN WORD IN THE MARK IS A HEBREW WORD MEANING "LIFE". FOR ACTIVE WEAR, NAMELY, SPORTS TOPS, BRAS, BRIEFS, TIGHTS, LEOTARDS, CAMISOLE, PANTS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, AND SPORTSWEAR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SPORT BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

NAAKWAMA ANKRHA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, LONG SLEEVE AND SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, BASEBALL HATS, VISORS, SWEATSHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, SPAGHETTI STRAP TOPS, HALTER TOPS, TUBE TOPS, GOLF SHIRTS, KNIT HATS, BUCKET HATS, AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SHORTS, TANKS, CAPS, AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CYCLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ARTICLES OF CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, MUSCLE SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, COLLAR SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SHORTS, PANTS, JACKETS, VESTS, COATS, BANDANNAS, UNDERWEAR, KNITTED HEADWEAR, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, SOCKS, SHOES, BOOTS, SNEAKERS, GLOVES, SUSPENDERS, BELTS AND RAIN COATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE OUTLINE OF A BIRD FACING TO THE LEFT WITH OUTSTRETCHED WINGS BREATHING FIRE OVERLAYING A RECTANGLE THAT HAS A BORDER.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, TURTLENECKS, TANK TOPS, SWEAT PANTS, AND SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY: TROUSERS AND SPORTS COATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIGHTHOUSE POINT, FL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR APPAREL, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STONENWOLL
EXEMPT

FOR CLOTHING AND SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TOPS, TANK TOPS, TURTLE-NECKS, BLOUSES, FOOTWEAR, SHOES AND BOOTS, GLOVES, MITTENS, HEADWEAR, CAPS, HATS, VISORS, PANTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, BEACHWEAR, SWIMWEAR, SWIM SUITS, SWIM TRUNKS, SWEATERS, SWEATBANDS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT JACKETS, COATS, PARKAS, JACKETS, JACKET LINERS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, VESTS, SKI SUITS, SKI PANTS, SKI HATS, PULLOVERS, ANORAKS, SHELL SUITS, SHELL PANTS, UNDERWEAR, BELTS, HOSIERY, AND SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASSIC COMFORT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMFORT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, SHORTS AND CAPRIS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TINY MUSTARD SEEDS

FOR CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, HATS, PANTS, SHORTS, DRESSES, SOCKS, BIBS NOT OF PAPER, SHOES AND BURP CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WARCRAFT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,947,586.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY PAJAMAS, HATS, CAPS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SHOES, JACKETS, SHORTS, SOCKS, TIES AND SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOPHIE & ISABELLE

FOR LADIES APPAREL, NAMELY TOPS, BLOUSES, PANTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, SKIRTS AND DRESSES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-283,734. LUCIDO, GEORGE PAUL, LAGUNA HILLS, CA. FILED 8-6-2003.
FOR SWIMSUITS, LINGERIE, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-283,868. NOVO, LAGUNA HILLS, CA. FILED 8-6-2003.
FOR FOOTWEAR; NAMELY, SHOES, BOOTS, SANDALS, SLIPPERS, SPORTS SHOES, SNEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-284,003. WASHINGTON, ERICK, PASADENA, MD. FILED 8-8-2003.
FOR T-SHIRTS, HATS, SWEATSHIRTS, JEANS, SWEATERS, JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,114. MOLINARO, DAVID, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 8-6-2003.
FOR SHIRTS, HATS, SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,162. RSH HOLDINGS PTE LTD, WISMA GULAB, SINGAPORE, FILED 8-6-2003.
NOVO
FOR FOOTWEAR; NAMELY, SHOES, BOOTS, SANDALS, SLIPPERS, SPORTS SHOES, SNEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SECOND PLACE IS THE FIRST LOSER
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY - T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, CAPS, AND JERSEYS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY TEE SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, UNDERWEAR, FOR MEN AND WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ROCK RUNNER RACING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RACING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING AND HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CASUAL SHIRTS, HATS, SHORTS, JACKETS AND SWEAT-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MADA

FOR CLOTHING; NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, UNDERSHIRTS, NIGHT SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, VESTS, JACKETS, COATS, TIES, BELTS FOR CLOTHING, PANTS, TROUSERS, SHORTS, BOXER SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, BRIEFS, PAJAMA TOPS, PAJAMA BOTTOMS, SWEATPANTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SWIMWEAR, BOARD SHORTS, HOSIERY, SOCKS, JOGGING SUITS, BANDANNAS, NECKERCHIEFS, SCARVES, RAIN COATS, WIND-RESISTANT JACKETS, APRONS, BATH ROBES, CLOTH BIBS, WET SUITS, GLOVES, MITTENS AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS AND VISORS AND HEAD BANDS; AND FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR, CASUAL FOOTWEAR, BOOTS, SANDALS AND BEACH FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LOCO-MF

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, JACKETS, HATS, BALL CAPS, SOCKS, DENIM COLLARED SHIRTS, KNITTED CAPS, SHOES, BOXER SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, SPORTS WEAR AND RIDING APPAREL FOR MOTORCYCLES, PERSONAL WATERCRAFT, BOATS AND CARS NAMELY, GLOVES, SCARVES, LEGGINGS, JEANS; LEATHERWEAR, NAMELY, JACKETS, COATS, PANTS, VESTS, SHIRTS, JUMPSUITS, BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRES MONKEY

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THREE.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, T-SHIRTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, COATS, CARDIGANS, JACKETS, ROBES, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, JEANS, SLEEPWEAR, UNDERGARMENTS, SWIMWEAR, JOGGING SUITS, GYM SHORTS AND SHIRTS, NECKWEAR, VESTS, SUITS, SOCKS, LEATHER JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENTERCOURSE

FOR SPORTS CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, ATHLETIC JACKETS, WIND-REPELLENT JACKETS, ANORAKS AND PONCHOS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “CLOTHING.COM”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, PANTS AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HELLBOUND CLOTHING COMPANY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “CLOTHING COMPANY”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EMMA NEW YORK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “NEW YORK”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHORTS AND PANTS, BELT BUCKLES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


**ESF**

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY JACKETS, TANK TOPS, SWEATSHIRTS, UNIFORMS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SUITS, SHORTS, PANTS, SWEATERS, POLO SHIRTS, SCARVES, TIES, AND VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**DINGLEBERRY**

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, UNDERWEAR, PANTIES, BOXERS, T-SHIRTS AND SOX (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**RAREFORM APPAREL**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "APPAREL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CLOTHING AND RELATED ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, HATS, UNDERWEAR, JACKETS AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**COOLMAX**

FOR SPORTS CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; VESTS; JUMPERS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT PANTS; TROUSERS; SHORTS; SOCKS; TRACK SUITS; JACKETS; COATS; ATHLETIC UNIFORMS; HATS; HIKING BOOTS; WALKING BOOTS; MOUNTAINEERING BOOTS; GOLF SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**STARR POWER**

FOR BATHING SUITS, BATHROBES, BEACHWEAR, CLOTHING BELTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, SOCKS, BANDANAS, SWEATERS, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, DRESSES, GLOVES, GYM SHORTS, EAR MUFFS, NECKWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SKI WEAR, SLACKS, SUN VISORS, SUSPENDERS, TURTLENECKS, UNDERCLOTHES, VESTS, WARM-UP SUITS, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**EQUITY MUSIC GROUP**

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, BANDANAS, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**DIVINE CURVES**

FOR LINGERIE, SLEEPWEAR AND HOISIERY (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**FUN 1'S**

FOR LINGERIE, SLEEPWEAR AND HOISIERY (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
INNATE STYLE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STYLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY—PANTS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, TOPS, JACKETS, COATS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, HATS, UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
P.AUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KITTY KITTY BANG BANG
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, CAMISOLE, PANTIES, TANK, TOPS, HALTER TOPS, LONG SLEEVE TOPS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, SHORT SLEEVE TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GIRLS RIDE TOO
FOR APPAREL, NAMELY TSHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, BIKINI TOPS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, PANTS, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, HATS, VISORS, JACKETS, AND NIGHT SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,014. VIDA ENTERPRISE CORP., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 9-4-2003.

NO SECRET
FOR SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,029. JOHN PASTUOVIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC., ELMHURST, IL. FILED 9-4-2003.

END
Coalition To End The Epidemic of Needless Deaths

FOR SHIRTS AND TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BABY DREAMS
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, JACKETS, HATS, AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PACIFIC COAST CHOPPERS
FOR FOUNDATION GARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FITs EVERYONE
FOR FOUNDATION GARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POTTSVILLE MAROONS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POTTSVILLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

JOCKEY FORM
FOR UNDERWEAR TOPS AND BOTTOMS FOR MEN (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JENNIFER CHICOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MBSTR
FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, BASEBALL HATS, BEANIES, TANK TOPS, JERSEYS, SOCKS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TATZ
FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING; NAMELY, JEANS, TANK TOPS, TEE SHIRTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, PANTS, COATS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, JOGGING SUITS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, UNDERGARMENTS AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COLLEGE AUTHENTICS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,943,086.
FOR APPAREL; NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHORTS, JACKETS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY SWEATSHIRTS, SHIRTS, JEANS, JACKETS, COATS, SWEATPANTS, SLACKS, SUITS, HATS, HEADBANDS, VISORS, CAPS, DRESSES, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, WRISTBANDS, SOCKS, T-SHIRTS, BELTS, UNDERGARMENTS, NECKTIES, DRESS SHIRTS, COLLARED SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, KNIT SHIRTS, SHORTS, AND SANDLES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JORDY
FOR SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING; NAMELY SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, TOPS, POLO SHIRTS, SPORTS SHIRTS, LONG SLEEVED SHIRTS, PULLOVER SHIRTS, LADIES' TANK SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, JACKETS, COATS, SWEATERS, TIES, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, HATS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GOT NUTS?

FOR SHIRTS, PANTS, HATS, GLOVES, JACKETS, AND SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


URBAN WORD

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, POLO-STYLE SHIRTS, JACKETS, SOCKS, JOGGERS, BOXER-TYPE SHORTS, AND BASEBALL-STYLE CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BULL STAR

FOR BOOTS AND SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Baby Quay

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BABY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BABY LAYETTES, DRESSES, SHIRTS, SKIRTS, BODYSTOCKINGS, BLOUSES, PANTS, SOCKS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATS, BOOBOOSTERS, SLEEPING BAGS, COATS, JACKETS, TURTLENECKS, HATS, SCARVES, GLOVES, OVERALLS, PLAYSUITS, JEANS, SHORTS, SWIMSUITS, INFANT DIAPER COVERS, T-SHIRTS, BODYSUITS, SLEEPERS, GOWNS, UNDERWEAR AND CLOTH BABY BIBS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLUE2

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BELTS, BLAZERS, BLOUSES, COATS, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, HALTER TOPS, HATS, JACKETS, JEANS, JEANS, FASHIONS, JUMPERS, JUMPSUITS, OVERALLS, PULLOVERS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SLACKS, SPORT COATS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS AND TANK TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


medium control

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY COLLARED SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, SWIMWEAR, SHORTS, LONG PANTS, SOCKS, BELTS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TECHNOSUN

FOR BATHING SUITS, BLAZERS, BLOUSES, BOOTS, BRAS, BRIEFS, CAMISOLE, CAPS, COATS, DRESSES, GLOVES, HATS, JACKETS, JEANS, JUMPERS, LEOTARDS, NECKTIES, NIGHTGOWNS, OVERALLS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, PANTYHOSE, RAINCOATS, ROBES, SANDALS, SHIRTS, SHOES, SHORTALLS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SLIPPERS, SLIPS, SOX, STOCKINGS, SUITS, SWEATERS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SUITS, TIGHTS, TUXEDOS, VESTS AND WARM-UP SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, CAPS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IMMORALTEES
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SOCKS, JACKETS, PANTS, SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, UNDERWEAR, SCARVES, SKIRTS, SHORTS, HEAD BANDS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEATERS AND COATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
IMMORALTEES

SKINTEASE
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-331,004. UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE, WASHINGTON DC, DC. FILED 11-20-2003.
MAIL CLERKS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, LONG-SLEEVE SHIRTS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SWEATERS, JACKETS, COATS, SHORTS, PANTS, JEANS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSUITS, FLEECE WARMUP Suits, OVERALLS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SLEEPWEAR, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, SHOES, SCARVES, HATS, VISORS, HEADBANDS, FOOTWEAR, AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, CAPS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 78-331,008. UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE, WASHINGTON DC, DC. FILED 11-20-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, LONG-SLEEVE SHIRTS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SWEATERS, JACKETS, COATS, SHORTS, PANTS, JEANS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, FLEECE WARMUP SUITS, OVERALLS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SLEEPWEAR, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, SHOES, SCARVES, HATS, VISORS, HEADBANDS, FOOTWEAR, AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SILK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE, ROBES, SHORTS, SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, AND PANTS MADE IN WHOLE OR IN SUBSTANTIAL PART OF SILK (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 4-14-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-14-1995.

RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,373,948 AND OTHERS.

FOR BATHING SUITS, BATHROBES, UNDERCLOTHES, CLOTHING BELTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, BANDANAS, SWEATERS, DRESSES, GLOVES, EAR MUFFS, NECKWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,373,948 AND OTHERS.

FOR BATHING SUITS, BATHROBES, UNDERCLOTHES, CLOTHING BELTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, COATS, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, BANDANAS, SWEATERS, DRESSES, GLOVES, EAR MUFFS, NECKWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 78-975,267. MANN-INGRAHAM, MARGEAX, SARGA-

URBAN COWGIRL

FOR T-SHIRTS; UNDERWEAR; PANTIES; UNDER-
SHIRTS; SOCKS; TIGHTS; PANTYHOSE; TOPS; SWEA-
TERS; PANTS; SLACKS; LEGGINGS; SKIRTS; DRESSES;
SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT PANTS; BOTTOMS; TROUS-
ERS; SHIRTS; SLEEP SHIRTS; NIGHT SHIRTS; PAJA-
MAS; LINGERIE; BRAS; BLOUSES; BLAZERS; SHORTS;
SWIM WEAR; VISORS; SNEAKERS; SHOES; SCARVES;
JACKETS; BELTS; HOUSECOATS; BATHROBES; HATS;
GLOVES; FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS

SN 78-202,568. WUTHRICH, TOMACINA, LONG BEACH,

RALLYPOM

FOR HAIR SCRUNCHIES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND
50).
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-293,464. VIACOM INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW

FOR HAIR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CLAM CLIPS,
CLAW CLIPS, SNAP CLIPS; HAIR BANDS, HAIR BOWS,
HAIR RIBBONS, SCRUNCHIES, HAIR BUCKLES, HAIR
CURL CLIPS; HAIR ORNAMENTS, HAIR PINS, HAIR
PIECES; NON-ELECTRIC HAIR CURLERS, NON-ELEC-
TRIC HAIR ROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR TODDLER HARNESS THAT IS DESIGNED TO
RESEMBLE A VEST, WITH AN ATTACHED CORD
THAT CAN BE HELD OR WORN AROUND THE
WRIST TO BE USED AS A DEVICE FOR KEEPING
THE CHILD ATTACHED TO THE PARENT OR GUARD-
DIAN (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 26—(Continued).

SN 78-271,187. COORS GLOBAL PROPERTIES, INC., LAKE-
WOOD, CO. FILED 7-7-2003.

FOR ORNAMENTAL BUTTONS AND BLINKING
BUTTONS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-291,771. DR IMPORTS LTD, COSTA MESA, CA. FILED

CRAB APPLES

FOR ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS AND ARTIFICIAL
FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42
AND 50).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-292,763. THE TJX COMPANIES, INC., FRAMING-

STARR TALENT

FOR HAIR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CLAM CLIPS,
CLAW CLIPS, SNAP CLIPS; HAIR BANDS, HAIR BOWS,
HAIR RIBBONS, SCRUNCHIES, HAIR BUCKLES, HAIR
CURL CLIPS; HAIR ORNAMENTS, HAIR PINS, HAIR
PIECES; NON-ELECTRIC HAIR CURLERS, NON-ELEC-
TRIC HAIR ROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CONAIR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,238,852, 2,248,614 AND 2,388,538.
FOR NON-ELECTRIC HAIR ROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1998.
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS

SN 76-380,839. ROOTS CANADA LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO M6A 2W5, CANADA, FILED 3-8-2002.

ROOTS HOME

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BATH RUGS AND THROW RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,954. HARBOR SALES COMPANY, TROY, MI. FILED 3-11-2003.

DECORATOR'S CHOICE

FOR FLOORING SYSTEM COMPRISING OF INTER-LOCKING LAMINATED WOOD FLOORING PLANKS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-21-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-21-2000.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,955. HARBOR SALES COMPANY, TROY, MI. FILED 3-11-2003.

SN 76-539,496. TIMBERGRASS, LLC, BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WA. FILED 8-22-2003.

TERAGREN

FOR RESILIENT, NON-TEXTILE HARD SURFACE COVERING FOR FLOORS AND WALLS; CORK FOR USE AS A FLOOR OR WALL COVERING; HARD SURFACE COVERINGS FOR FLOORS AND WALLS; PROTECTIVE FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-2-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2001.
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DURAVENT

FOR PERFORATED VINYL WALL COVERINGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-4-2003.
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAT WITH MUSCLE!

FOR ABSORBENT AND ADSORBENT MATS FOR COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE IN ABSORBING LIQUID SPILLS AND LEAKS; POLYURETHANE MATS FOR SEALING OFF GRATES, DRAINS, STORM DRAINS AND MANHOLES AGAINST PASSAGE OF SURFACE LIQUIDS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-11-2003.
KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
S TEK.

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COMING HOME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,754,534 AND 1,766,752. FOR BATH AND ACCENT RUGS. (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
LAURIEL DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DECKSTRIP

FOR CARPETING (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TERACLICK

FOR RESILIENT, NON-TEXTILE HARD SURFACE COVERING FOR FLOORS AND WALLS; CORK FOR USE AS A FLOOR OR WALL COVERING; HARD SURFACE COVERINGS FOR FLOORS AND WALLS; PROTECTIVE FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FLOORING FOR YOUR BODY, MIND AND SOUL.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FLOORING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR FLOOR COVERINGS MADE OF LINOLEUM OR VINYL (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ACTION SKILL GAMES, AERO-DYNAMIC DISK FOR USE IN PLAYING CATCHING GAMES, AIR MATTRESSES FOR RECREATION USE, GOLF BALLS, BATH TOYS, BEACH BALLS, CARD GAMES, DART GAMES, DRAWING TOYS, JIGSAW PUZZLES, MAGIC TRICKS, RADIO CONTROLLED TOY VEHICLES, TOY BOXES, TOY GLIDERS, TOY WATCHES, WATER SQUIRTING TOYS, AND YO-YOS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SHAUNIA WALLACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-157,989. DNA (HOUSEMARKS) LIMITED, LONDON, SW1P 1BX, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 11-2-2000.

DUNLOP DUAL FACE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,476,071, 1,890,603 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DUAL FACE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT NAMELY GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).

**FREDDY THE PIG**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR STUFFED TOY ANIMALS; TOY BANKS; BATH TOYS; TOY BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION BLOCKS; BOARD GAMES; TOY MUSIC BOXES; TOY BOXES; EQUIPMENT BAGS ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR CARRYING BASEBALL, BASKETBALL, BOXING, FOOTBALL, AND OR SOCCER EQUIPMENT; BUBBLE MAKING WAND AND SOLUTION SET; CARD GAMES; BALLOONS; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS; DOLLS; DOLL CASES; DOLL CLOTHING; ACTION SKILL GAMES; RUBBER ACTION BALLS; KITES; MANIPULATIVE GAMES AND PUZZLES; MARBLES; MECHANICAL ACTION TOYS; ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS; HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; MOBILES FOR CHILDREN; TOY VEHICLES AND RELATED ACCESSORIES SOLD AS A UNIT; MUSICAL TOYS; TOY NOISEMAKERS; JIGSAW PUZZLES; PLUSH TOYS; SQUEEZABLE SQUEAKING TOYS; WATER SQUIRTING TOYS; WIND-UP TOYS; AND YO-YOS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


**ULTRA SPORTS**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,023,358 AND 2,033,041.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SPORTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR STAND ALONE VIDEOGAME MACHINES AND STAND ALONE OUTPUT GAME MACHINES AND HAND HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES, AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


**TRAINMASTER**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,479,545.
FOR TOY TRAIN ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CONTROL DEVICES TO OPERATE MODEL TOY TRAINS AND REMOTE CONTROL DEVICES TO OPERATE MODEL TOY TRAINS AND ACCESSORIES AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-2-1938; IN COMMERCE 11-2-1938.

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

CLASS 28—(Continued).

**GLOBETER**

FOR PARLOR GAMES, HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES, HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES, STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-435,745. HOLMES, RONEE C., NEW ORLEANS, LA. FILED 7-29-2002.

**FIRECRACKLERS**

FOR TOY LAUNCHERS FOR LAUNCHING SNAP CAPS TO MAKE THE CAPS POP (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.

JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-457,879. GEN-X SPORTS SARL, CH-1630, BULLE, SWITZERLAND, FILED 10-7-2002.

**RAM LASER**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,089,318, 1,366,847 AND 2,349,218.
FOR GOLF CLUBS, GOLF CLUB HEAD COVERS, GOLF BAGS, GOLF ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, GOLF BALLS AND GOLF GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


**Shepherd's Crook**

FOR ARTICLES FOR USE IN THE GAME OF GOLF, NAMELY GOLF CLUBS, GOLF CLUB HEADS, GOLF BALLS, HAND GRIPS FOR GOLF CLUBS, GOLF BAGS, GOLF CLUB COVERS, GOLF TEES, GOLF GLOVES, PROTECTIVE COVERS FOR GOLF BAGS, AND GOLF PUTTING AIDS, NAMELY PUTTING MATS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).


STREET WARRIORS

FOR CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS; GAMES, NAMELY BOARD GAMES WITH AUTOMOTIVE THEMES, TRIVIA GAMES, DRAWING GAMES, AND WORD GAMES WITH AUTOMOTIVE THEMES; TOYS, NAMELY DIE CAST SCALE MODEL AUTOMOBILES, AUTOMOBILE MODELS FOR ASSEMBLY, RADIO-CONTROLLED MODEL CARS, MODEL CAR ACCESSORIES SUCH AS TRACKS AND THE LIKE, AND ACTION FIGURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 30).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-478,554. GOLDGEM DRAGON LTD., TSIMSHATSUI, KOWLOON, HONG KONG, FILED 12-26-2002.


FOR SPORTS GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS FOR USE IN SPORTS, NAMELY, SHUTTLECOCKS, TENNIS BALLS, Rackets, AND NETS FOR USE IN BADMINTON, TENNIS AND RACKET SPORTS; GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES, NAMELY, SKATEBOARDS, IN-LINE SKATEBOARDS, IN-LINE SKATES, ROLLER SKATES, AND ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SKATEBOARD BAGS AND ROLLER SKATE BAGS, ICE SKATES, NAMELY SKATING BOOTS WITH SKATES ATTACHED; ELBOW PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE; KNEE PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE; SNOW SKATE BIKES, NAMELY SKI SLEDS FOR USE IN SNOW; AND PLASTIC AND LEATHER BALLS, NAMELY, SPORTS BALLS FOR USE IN BASKETBALL, RUGBY, SOCCER, VOLLEYBALL AND FOOTBALL (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-482,879. KABUSHIKI KAISHA ADAM JAPAN, SAITAMA-KEN, JAPAN, FILED 1-16-2003.

MUSASHI

"MUSASHI" IS THE NAME OF A GREAT SWORDSMAN IN THE SAMURAI AGE IN JAPAN.

FOR BILLIARD RELATED GOODS, NAMELY, BILLIARD CUES, BILLIARD BALLS, BILLIARD CUE RACKS, BILLIARD CUSHIONS, BILLIARD GAME PLAYING EQUIPMENT BILLIARD TABLES, BILLIARD TIPS, BILLIARD TRIANGLES, BILLIARD CUE CASES AND BAGS, AND BILLIARD CHALKS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).

SN 76-484,780. HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI. FILED 1-24-2003.

GROOVE THING

FOR HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CARDIOSTRENGTH

FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, EXERCISE BIKES, TREADMILLS, ELLIPTICAL TRAINERS, STAIR STEPPING MACHINES, ROWING MACHINES, TRAMPOLINES, AND HOME SKIING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GHOST BOARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, SKATEBOARDS, SKATEBOARD WHEELS, SKATEBOARD TRUCKS, SKATEBOARD WHEEL ASSEMBLIES, NAMELY, SKATEBOARD TRUCKS AND WHEELS SOLD AS A UNIT AND/OR SEPARATELY, SKATEBOARD DECKS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-494,102. ENGINEERING FITNESS INTERNATIONAL CORP., DBA TOTAL GYM, DBA EFI, AND DBA EFI MEDICAL SYSTEMS, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 3-3-2003.

GTS

GRAVITY TRAINING SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRAINING SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EXERCISE MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE SHAPE OF THE CONFIGURATION OF THE GOLF BALL MARKER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.


FOR GOLF BALL MARKERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 76-508,432. CASHEN, WILHELM ALEXANDER, MALIBU, CA. FILED 4-21-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MODELS & MEDIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REPLICA TOY MODEL CARS AND COMPACT DISKS CONTAINING MULTI-MEDIA MATERIALS RELATING TO MODELS SOLD THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR TOYS, GAMES, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES, DOLL PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FOAM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).

FOR BALLOONS, DOLLS, PLASTIC TOYS, NAMELY, MODELED PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES AND PLASTIC CHARACTER TOYS, JIGSAW PUZZLES, PUFFY TOYS, NAMELY, STUFFED TOYS, TOY BUILDING BLOCKS, TENNIS AND SQUASH RACKETS, KNEE PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE, FOOTBALL SHOULDER PADS, ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, HAND GUARDS, GOLF GLOVES, SPORTS CUSHION, NAMELY, POOL CUSHIONS AND BILLIARD CUSHIONS, SPORTS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BOWLING BOWLS, BASKETBALLS, BASEBALLS, BASEBALL BATS AND BOXING GLOVES, PLAYING CARDS, CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS EXCEPT CONFECTIONERY OR ILLUMINATION ARTICLES, PLASTIC TOY HOOPS, AND KALEIDOSCOPES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-519,900. HEARTY RISE CO., LTD., TAIPEI HSIEN, TAIWAN, FILED 6-4-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED LETTERS "HR" FOLLOWED BY THE WORDS "HEARTY RISE".
FOR FISHING TACKLE, FISHING TACKLE BOXES, FISHING TACKLE CONTAINERS, FISHING CREELS, FISHING FLOATS, FISHING RODS, FISHING ROD HANDLES, FISHING ROD HOLDERS, FISHING ROD RACKS, FISHING HOOKS, FISHING REELS, ARTIFICIAL FISHING BAIT, ARTIFICIAL FISHING LURES, ARTIFICIAL FISHING WORMS, FISHING LURE BOXES, HAND-HELD FISHING NETS, SPORTSMAN'S FISHING BAGS, FISHING LINES, FISHING SAFETY HARNESS, FISHING SINKERS, HIP GUARDS FOR FISHING, GOLF BAGS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF CLUBS, GOLF CLUB HEADS, GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, GOLF IRONS, HEAD COVERS FOR GOLF CLUBS, HAND GRIPS FOR GOLF CLUBS AND GOLF GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-520,855. HUMUS MOG CO., LTD., SEOUL, 135-100, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, FILED 6-4-2003.

MOG
OWNER OF REPUBLIC OF KOREA REG. NO. 0546087, DATED 4-24-2003, EXPIRES 4-24-2013.
FOR TREADMILLS, ROWING MACHINES FOR PHYSICAL EXERCISE OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL USE, SURFBOARDS, WATER SKIS, SKATEBOARDS, SKIS, STATIONARY EXERCISE BICYCLES, ROLLERS FOR STATIONARY EXERCISE BICYCLES, AND SAILBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GIG

FOR MANUALLY-OPERATED EXERCISE EQUIPMENT FEATURING A WEIGHTED DEVICE TO ENHANCE THE WORKOUT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OFF THE WALL BUGS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BUGS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR TOY REPRESENTATIONS OF INSECTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SCORPION SERIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SERIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR SPORTING GOODS AND ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, HOCKEY STICKS AND BLADES FOR HOCKEY STICKS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FEEL THE STING


LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRIAN BOLDER

THE NAME BRIAN BOLDER DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL. FOR DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 76-534,940. DON CLEMENTE, INC., RIVERSIDE, CA.
FILED 8-6-2003.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "THE CANOE".
SEC. 2(F).
FOR BINGO CARDS; BINGO GAME PLAYING EQUIPMENT; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING BINGO BOARD GAME; AND LOTTERY CARDS IN THE NATURE OF A BINGO-TYPE GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-9-1913; IN COMMERCE 12-9-1913.
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

START HAVING FUN TODAY
FOR CHILDREN'S TRAMPOLINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ONE MAN ARMY
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, TOY GUNS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-540,460. TARANTINI, SAMUEL M, BLUE BELL, PA.

TRADING DAY
FOR BOARD GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SONGBIRD LANE
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL OUTFITS, DOLL ACCESSORIES, AND DOLL HOUSES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MICHAEL HAMILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


T. P. MILLS
"T. P. MILLS" IS THE NAME OF A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHO CONSENTS TO THE REGISTRATION OF THIS MARK.
FOR GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-20-1966; IN COMMERCE 5-20-1966.
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR ACTION SKILL GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,794. DEVI TO, JOSEPH, WARWICK, NY. FILED 7-24-2003.

AMAZING BUBBLES
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUBBLES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BATTERY OPERATED, HAND-HELD BUBBLE TOYS, NAMELY BUBBLE GUNS, BUBBLE MACHINES, BUBBLE WANDS, AND BUBBLE SOLUTION CONTAINERS, AND NON-BATTERY OPERATED, HAND-HELD BUBBLE TOYS, NAMELY BUBBLE GUNS, BUBBLE MACHINES, BUBBLE WANDS, AND BUBBLE SOLUTION CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-12-2003.
ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BORBALL
FOR ACTION SKILL GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LA CHALUPA

FILL N’ FUN
FOR PLAY SWIMMING POOLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STACKETTE
FOR GOLF BALL CONTAINER UNIT ADAPTED TO CONTAIN LAYERS OF GOLF BALLS BETWEEN THE HOPPER AND TRAY (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-543,178. TY INC., WESTMONT, IL. FILED 8-26-2003.

FROM OUR HEART TO YOURS
FOR PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Reel Security
FOR RUBBER SLEEVE FOR FISHING RODS AND REELS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,343. PLAYMATES TOYS INC., COSTA MESA, CA. FILED 9-4-2003.

HAIR CHICKS
FOR DOLLS AND RELATED DOLL ACCESSORIES AND PLAYSETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GARAGE WORX
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GARAGE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DIECAST TOY CARS, TOY TRUCKS, AND TOY VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


META GODS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,186,087.
FOR GAMES AND RELATED ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES AND COIN-OPERATED VIDEO GAMES, STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES, STAND ALONE VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES, ELECTRONIC DART GAMES, ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL GAME MACHINES FOR CHILDREN, ACTION SKILL GAMES, ACTION TARGET GAMES, PARLOR GAMES, BINGO GAME PLAYING EQUIPMENT, BILLIARD GAME PLAYING EQUIPMENT, PARTY GAMES, PINBALL GAMES, PINBALL-TYPE GAMES, PROMOTIONAL GAME CARDS AND MATERIALS, RING GAMES, ROLE PLAYING GAMES, TARGET GAMES, ARCADE GAMES, ARCADE-TYPE ELECTRONIC EDUCATION VIDEO GAMES, BACK-GAMMON GAME SETS, BOARD GAME, PUZZLES, JIGSAW PUZZLES, MANIPULATIVE PUZZLES, CARDBOARD GAMES, PLAYING CARDS, AND PLAYING CARD CASES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES AND MEMORY GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING ACTION TYPE TARGET GAMES; GAME EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CHIPS; GAME TABLES; LCD GAME MACHINES; TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, PLAY FIGURES, TOY FIGURES, POSITIONABLE TOY FIGURES, CHARACTER MODELS AND FIGURES, SHIP MODELS AND FIGURES, TOY GUN MODELS, BOBBLE HEAD TOY FIGURES, BOBBLE HEAD ACTION FIGURES, ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, TOY ACTION FIGURES, TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, MODELED PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES, PLASTIC CHARACTER TOYS, RUBBER CHARACTER TOYS, CASES FOR ACTION FIGURES, ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL ACTION TOYS, MECHANICAL TOYS, BATTERY OPERATED ACTION TOYS, WIND-UP WALKING TOYS, BENDABLE TOYS, COLLECTABLE TOY FIGURES, ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS, FANTASY CHARACTER TOYS, CONSTRUCTION TOYS, ELECTRONICALLY OPERATED TOY MOTOR VEHICLES, INFLATABLE TOYS, PLUSH TOYS, SOFT SCULPTURE PLUSH TOYS, SOFT SCULPTURE TOYS, SQUEEZABLE SQUEAKING TOYS, SQUEEZE TOYS, POP UP TOYS, MUSICAL TOYS, MUSIC BOX TOYS, PRINTING TOYS, PULL TOYS, PUSH TOYS, PUNCHING TOYS, RIDE-ON TOYS, SAND TOYS, SANDBOX TOYS, SKETCHING TOYS, PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS, CASES FOR TOY STRUCTURES, CASES FOR TOY VEHICLES, TOY BASKETS, AND STUFFED TOYS, STUFFED TOY ANIMALS, TEDDY BEARS, DOLLS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, DOLLS AND PLAYSETS THEREFOR, DOLL COSTUMES, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL CASES, DOLL HOUSES, DOLL FURNITURE, DOLL HOUSE FURNISHINGS, PUPPETS, BALLOONS, KITES, KITE STRING, KITE TAILS, KITE REELS, KITE LINES, KITE HANDLES, KITE PARTS AND YO-YOS, SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, BEACH BALLS, BASKET BALLS, BASEBALLS, SOFTBALLS, SPORT BALLS, BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL BATS, GOLF CLUBS, GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, GOLF
CLASS 28—(Continued).

IRONS, GOLF PUTTERS, GOLF CLUB HEADS, GOLF CLUB INSERTS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF BALL SLEEVES, GOLF ACCESSORY POUCHES, GOLF BAGS, GOLF PUTTER COVERS, HEAD COVERS FOR GOLF CLUBS, GOLF BAG MARKERS, GOLF BAG PEGS, GOLF BAG COVERS, GOLF BAG TAGS, GOLF GLOVES, GOLF BALL RETRIEVERS, GOLF FLAGS, GOLF TEES, GOLF TEE MARKERS, GOLF TOWEL CLIPS FOR ATTACHMENT TO GOLF BAGS, NON-MOTORIZED GOLF CARTS, ATHLETIC SUPPORTERS, ATHLETIC TAPE, SHOULDER PAD ELASTIC FOR ATHLETIC USE, SHOULDER PAD LACES AND LACELOCKS FOR ATHLETIC USE, THROAT PROTECTORS FOR ATHLETIC USE, ELLBOW GUARDS AND PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE, BRACEGUARDS AND PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE, LEG GUARDS AND WEIGHTS FOR ATHLETIC USE, SHIN GUARDS AND PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UBISOFT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,097,109 AND 2,237,933. FOR TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY DOLLS, TOY ACTION FIGURES, PLUSH TOYS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, PLAYSETS FOR DOLLS AND TOY ACTION FIGURES, TOY VEHICLES, TOY MODEL HOBBY CRAFT KITS, AND HAND HELD UNITS FOR ELECTRONIC GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BLACK MAGIC

FOR BASEBALL BATS, GLOVES AND MITTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); FIRST USE 1-28-1983; IN COMMERCE 1-28-1983; TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GLADIATOR

FOR EXERCISE AND FITNESS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY TREADMILLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOUCHLINE BANK

FOR FLYING DISCS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DOUBLE SCOOP

FOR TOY FOR MAKING FOOD AND DESSERT PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROLL-A-GOAL

FOR GOAL NETS FOR SOCCER, HOCKEY, LACROSSE AND THE LIKE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); FIRST USE 9-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-16-2003; DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LITTLE MS. CAREER

FOR DOLLS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OXYPRE

FOR EXERCISE MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOUCHLINE UNDER

FOR FLYING DISCS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOUCHLINE OVER

FOR FLYING DISCS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50); MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TOUCHLINE PUTTER

FOR FLYING DISCS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-041,604. MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA. FILED 1-3-2001.

FUNKY IN PHILLY

FOR DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES
(U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BETTY

FOR TOYS, NAMELY SOFT SCULPTURE AND PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-137,315. SHELDAN TECHNOLOGIES LTD., HAEMEK, ISRAEL. FILED 6-20-2002.

SENSE-IT

FOR TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS, NAMELY PLUSH ANIMALS, PLUSH TOY MOBILES, PLUSH RATTLES, PLUSH LOOPS, PLUSH TELEPHONES AND PLUSH CARS; SOFT SCULPTURE PLUSH TOYS; DOLLS, PUPPETS, BENDABLE TOYS, PLAY TENTS AND PLAY CABINS, CARD GAMES, BATH TOYS, MUSICAL TOYS AND CARPET GAMES, NAMELY, BABY AND CHILDREN’S MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-204,793. TAPMATIC CORPORATION, POST FALLS, ID. FILED 1-17-2003.

SYNCHROFLEX

FOR GOLF CLUBS; GOLF CLUB TO SHAFT COUPLINGS; AND GOLF CLUB SHAFTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TOUGH NOOGIES

FOR PET TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR FABRIC CHRISTMAS TREE SKIRTS AND FABRIC CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE OUTFITTERS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PAINTBALL SPORTING EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, PAINTBALLS, PAINTBALL GUNS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY STORAGE CONTAINERS THAT ACT AS A RESERVOIR FOR PAINTBALLS, PAINTBALL MARKERS, PAINTBALL TUBES, PAINTBALL LOADERS; PAINTBALL HOPPERS, PAINTBALL HOLSTERS; PAINTBALL FEEDERS; PAINTBALL MARKER BARRELS, BLINDS AND INFLATABLE BARRICADES; PAINTBALL MASKS, PADS, AND GLOVES, PAINTBALL CO2 CARTRIDGES AND TANKS AND NITROGEN FILTERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-210,886. MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA. FILED 2-4-2003.

TREETOP CLUBHOUSE

FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL ACCESSORIES, DOLL PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-210,920. KHF SPORTS OY, 30101 FORSSA, FINLAND, FILED 2-4-2003.

KOHO TORPEDO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 900,158, 2,045,318 AND 2,095,440.

FOR HOCKEY STICKS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-211,085. BRINE, INC., MILFORD, MA. FILED 2-5-2003.

FREE POSITION

FOR LACROSSE STICKS, LACROSSE STICK HEADS AND PARTS THEREOF, LACROSSE BALLS, LACROSSE GLOVES, LACROSSE ARM PADS, LACROSSE SHOULDER PADS, LACROSSE RIB PADS, LACROSSE CHEST PROTECTORS, LACROSSE GOGGLES, LACROSSE NETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HIP-HOP-O-POTAMUS

FOR MUSICAL TOYS FEATURING NURSERY RHYMES SET TO MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPEED STRAP NO SPEED LIMIT HERE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE STRAP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR ATHLETIC TRAINING DEVICE IN THE NATURE OF A WEIGHTED STRAP FOR ATTACHMENT TO HOCKEY SKATES, HOCKEY STICKS, AND WEIGHT TRAINING EQUIPMENT AND OTHER SPORTS EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-228,863. TARGET SPORT CO., LTD., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 3-23-2003.
CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 78-234,595. MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA. FILED 4-7-2003.

MY SIZE BARBIE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 689,055, 2,508,173 AND OTHERS.
FOR DOLL, DOLL CLOTHING, AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-235,100. ANDRESEN, ROGER J, DBA A BROADER VIEW, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 4-8-2003.

POINT OF VIEW PUZZLES
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUZZLES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JIGSAW PUZZLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FANGORA
FOR TOYS, GAMES, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,807. MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA. FILED 4-17-2003.

JOYEUX
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS "JOYFUL".
FOR TOYS, GAMES, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL ACCESSORIES, TOY VEHICLES, TOY FIGURES AND PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DOLIBABY
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL ACCESSORIES, DOLL PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, TOY FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES AND PLAYSETS THEREFOR, TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOLLYWOOD DIVINE
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL ACCESSORIES, TOY VEHICLES, TOY FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES AND PLAYSETS FOR THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MAILBOX SURPRISE
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL ACCESSORIES, DOLL PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING; TOY VEHICLES, TOY FIGURES AND PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SWEET SHOPPIN' FUN
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL ACCESSORIES, DOLL PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE, TOY VEHICLES, TOY FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES AND PLAYSETS FOR THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLAZING THUNDER
FOR EXERCISE MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


US GIRLS
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL ACCESSORIES, DOLL CASES, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL COSTUMES, DOLL FURNITURE AND DOLL FURNISHINGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-259,938. HAYES, JAMES, L, HONOLULU, HI. FILED 6-9-2003.

FOR SURFBOARDS, SURFBOARD FINS AND SURFBOARD LEASHES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THINGAMAJIGS

FOR HOBBY CRAFT KIT COMPRISING BUTTONS, CHARMS, BOWS, RIBBONS, PAPER SHAPES, BEADS, RHINESTONES, FRAMES, AND TINY PLUSH FIGURES FOR USE AS EMBELLISHMENTS IN FABRICATING CHILDREN AND ADULT SCRAPBOOKS, JOURNALS, AND SHADOW BOXES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STACK FAST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ACTING SKILL GAMES AND ACTION SKILL GAME CARRYING CASES; PLAY MATS FOR ACTION SKILL GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAT" AND "BAT COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The mark consists of a capital letter "A" extending above and below an oval containing the words "BY SUPERIOR BAT COMPANY" and "BAT".
FOR CUSTOM DESIGNED BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL BATS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-274,832. GRANDPA'S FARM TOYS, INC., HUGO, MN. FILED 7-16-2003.

SLIK TOY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOY VEHICLES, IMPLEMENTS, AND ACCESSORIES; NAMELY GRATERS, TRAILERS, WAGONS, TRACTORS, MOWERS, PLows, DRAGS, PLANTERS, DISCS, SPREADERS, BULLDOZERS, BALERS, AND RAKES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2003.
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIQUID FIRE

FOR DEER LURES AND SCENTS FOR HUNTING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-279,321. BELOG, BARRY D., WINNIPEG, CANADA, FILED 7-26-2003.

VBALLS

FOR TARGET BALLS, GAME AND MARKING SYSTEM COMPRISED OF HOOK AND LOOP FASTENERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-10-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORIGINAL TABLE HOCKEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TABLE HOCKEY GAMING TABLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,078. ELEMENTAL CONCEPTS, INC., MCUMRAY, PA. FILED 8-6-2003.

THE PENALTY

FOR PARTY GAME PACKAGED IN A KIT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TANGO ROCK

FOR GYMNASTIC DEVELOPMENT APPARATUS FOR ELEMENTARY STUDENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,713. DIAMOND BASEBALL COMPANY, INC., DBA DIAMOND SPORTS CO., INC., CYPRESS, CA. FILED 8-7-2003.

SAC O’ TATERS

FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY BASEBALLS AND SOFTBALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).


BATTLE STIKXX RECON

FOR PAINTBALL BARREL THAT HAS REVERSE CHOKING AND BALL REGENERATION FOR SALE TO PAINTBALL INDUSTRY AND PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAGIC POWERS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,757,435.
FOR TOYS, GAMES, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL ACCESSORIES AND DOLL PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING; TOY VEHICLES, TOY FIGURES AND PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEN HOUSE

FOR GAME CALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BACHELORETTE

FOR GAME CALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SQUEEZE BOX

FOR GAME CALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).

LONG SPUR
FOR GAME CALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ESF
FOR TOYS, GAMES, GAME ACCESSORIES AND GAME EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES, MANIPULATIVE PUZZLES, FLYING DISKS, KITES, YO-YOS, SKATEBOARDS, ROLLER SKATES, TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, FIGURINES MADE OF PLASTIC, BUILDING BLOCKS, BATH TUB TOYS, DOLLS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, DOLL CLOTHING, BEAN BAG DOLLS, BENDABLE FIGURINES, INFLATABLE VINYL FIGURINES, MARBLES, PUPPETS, BANKS, TOY VEHICLES, MODEL CRAFT KITS OF TOY FIGURINES, CARRYING CASES FOR TOYS AND DOLLS, CRIB TOYS, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, FACE MASKS, SWIMMING AIDS, NAMELY, ARM FLOATS FOR RECREATIONAL USE; SPORTS AND ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SPORTS BALLS, SKIS, GOLF CLUBS AND BASEBALL BATS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HIDDEN TALENTS
FOR GAMES, NAMELY, CARD GAMES, PARTY GAMES, PUZZLE GAMES, BOARD GAMES, PARLOR GAMES, AND EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING ALL SUCH GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STARR POWER
FOR GAMES, NAMELY, CARD GAMES, PLAYING CARDS, DARTS, STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES UTILIZING CD ROM'S, STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES, STAND ALONE AUDIO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES, AND BOARD GAMES; SPORTING ARTICLES, NAMELY, GOLF CLUBS, BASEBALLS, FOOTBALLS, PADDLE BALLS, BASEBALL BATS; DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KICKITZ
FOR DOLLS AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-294,154. ROGERS BLUE JAYS BASEBALL PARTNERSHIP, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 8-29-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,147,361, 2,619,938 AND OTHERS.
FOR TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY STUFFED TOYS, PLUSH TOYS, BEAN BAG TOYS, BEAN BAGS, PUPPETS, BALLOONS, MARBLES, DICE, CHECKER SETS, CHESS SETS, BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES, DART BOARDS AND DART BOARD ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, DARTS, DART SHAF T S AND DART FLIGHTS, TOY CARS AND TRUCKS, TOY MOBILES, JIGSAW AND MANIPULATIVE PUZZLES, YO-YOS, TOY BANKS, TOY FIGURES, DOLLS AND DOLL ACCESSORIES, BOBBING HEAD DOLLS, INFLATABLE BASEBALL BATS, DECORATIVE WIND SOCKS, FLYING DISCS, MINIATURE BASEBALL BATS, MINI BATTING HELMET REPLICAS, TOY NECKLACES, MINIATURE TOY BASEBALLS, COIN-OPERATED PINBALL MACHINES, BASEBALLS, HOLDERS FOR BASEBALLS, AUTOGRAPHED BASEBALLS, BASKETBALLS, FOOTBALLS, SOFTBALLS, PLAYGROUND BALLS, RUBBER ACTION BALLS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF CLUB HEAD COVERS, GOLF CLUB BAGS, GOLF PUTTERS, BILLIARD ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CUES, BILLIARD BALLS, CUE CASES, AND BOWLING BALLS, BOWLING BAGS, BASEBALL BATS, BASEBALL GLOVE OIL, BATTING GLOVES, BASEBALL GLOVES, BASEBALL MITTS, UMPIRE'S PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT, CHEST PROTECTORS FOR SPORTS, ATHLETIC SUPPORTERS, BASEBALL PITCHING MACHINES, SWIM FLOATS FOR RECREATIONAL USE, PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF NOISE MAKERS, AND CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, EXCLUDING CONFECTIONERY AND ILLUMINATION ARTICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PHENOTECH
FOR BOCCCE BALLS AND TARGET BALLS FOR USE IN BOCCCE GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TRANSFORMER

FOR IN-LINE SKATES AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-31-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-31-1999.
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

I-WIRE

FOR PROTECTIVE WIRE FACE MASK FOR USE IN LACROSSE AND FIELD HOCKEY (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

I-MASK

FOR PROTECTIVE WIRE FACE MASK FOR USE IN LACROSSE AND FIELD HOCKEY (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SWEET & LOVING BABY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DOLLS, DOLL ACCESSORIES AND DOLL CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AB-WHIRLY

FOR ABDOMINAL MUSCLE EXERCISER DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EGG N’ SPLAT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EGG, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, GELATINOUS SIMULATED EGG TOY (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Twinkle Toof

BABY BUTTON NOSE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BABY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DOLLS AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VELVET EYEWEAR

FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT, NAMLY SNOWBOARDS, SNOWBOARD BINDINGS, SNOW SKIS, SKI POLES, IN-LINE SKATES, SKATEBOARDS, AND ICE SKATES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIEND

FOR PAINTBALL MARKERS; AND PAINTBALL ACCESSORIES, NAMLY, PAINTBALLS, PAINTBALL MARKER BARRELS, PAINTBALL MARKER EXPANSION CHAMBERS, NON-TELESCOPIC PAINTBALL MARKER SIGHTS, PAINTBALL MARKER BARREL PLUGS AND PAINTBALL FILLER ADAPTERS, COMPRESSED AIR TANKS, AIR REGULATORS AND AIR PRESSURE GAUGES FOR USE WITH PAINTBALL MARKERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OUTRAGE

FOR PAINTBALL MARKERS; AND PAINTBALL ACCESSORIES, NAMLY, PAINTBALLS, PAINTBALL MARKER BARRELS, PAINTBALL MARKER EXPANSION CHAMBERS, NON-TELESCOPIC PAINTBALL MARKER SIGHTS, PAINTBALL MARKER BARREL PLUGS AND PAINTBALL FILLER ADAPTERS, COMPRESSED AIR TANKS, AIR REGULATORS AND AIR PRESSURE GAUGES FOR USE WITH PAINTBALL MARKERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SCYTHER

FOR PAINTBALL MARKERS; AND PAINTBALL ACCESSORIES, NAMLY, PAINTBALLS, PAINTBALL MARKER BARRELS, PAINTBALL MARKER EXPANSION CHAMBERS, NON-TELESCOPIC PAINTBALL MARKER SIGHTS, PAINTBALL MARKER BARREL PLUGS AND PAINTBALL FILLER ADAPTERS, COMPRESSED AIR TANKS, AIR REGULATORS AND AIR PRESSURE GAUGES FOR USE WITH PAINTBALL MARKERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIMER

FOR PAINTBALLS, PAINTBALL MARKERS; AND PAINTBALL ACCESSORIES, NAMLY, PAINTBALL MARKER BARRELS, PAINTBALL MARKER EXPANSION CHAMBERS, NON-TELESCOPIC PAINTBALL MARKER SIGHTS, PAINTBALL MARKER BARREL PLUGS AND PAINTBALL FILLER ADAPTERS, COMPRESSED AIR TANKS, AIR REGULATORS AND AIR PRESSURE GAUGES FOR USE WITH PAINTBALL MARKERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WILDSIDE

FOR PARLOR GAME FEATURING SHAPE AND COLOR MATCHING PLAYED WITH DICE AND OTHER GAME COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-16-2003.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FISH EAT FISH

FOR BOARD GAME FEATURING BLUFFING PLAYED WITH GAME BOARD, CARDS AND OTHER GAME COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-16-2003.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


10 DAYS

FOR GEOGRAPHY/MAPPING BOARD GAME SERIES PLAYED WITH A GAME BOARD, CARDS, AND OTHER GAME COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-16-2003.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLOUD 9

FOR BOARD GAME OF BLUFFING AND DARING PLAYED WITH A GAME BOARD, CARDS, AND OTHER GAME COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TUTANKHAMEN

FOR BOARD GAME OF STRATEGY PLAYED WITH VARIOUS GAME COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE WISHING WELL

FOR BUBBLE BLOWING KIT CONSISTING OF SOLUTION, CONTAINER AND WAND (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KARMA GIRLZ

FOR DOLLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROBOGOLFER

FOR MOBILE DEVICE THAT LAUNCHES A GOLF BALL WITH PNEUMATIC FORCE IN A MANNER SIMILAR TO STRIKING IT WITH A GOLF CLUB (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BARNSIE

FOR TOYS AND GAMES, NAMELY, PLUSH TOYS, PLUSH ANIMALS, STUFFED ANIMALS AND DOLLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).


THE PASSAGE

FOR BOARD GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CROSS CUT

FOR HUNTING ARROW BROAD POINTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-310,128. NEWVENTIONS, INC., HOMOSASSA, FL. FILED 10-7-2003.

THE BANGSTER

FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GOLF CLUBS, GOLF CLUB HEADS, AND GOLF CLUB SHAFTS; AND GOLF ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, GOLF BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIESTA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 183,559.
FOR SEAFOOD, FROZEN FISH, CHICKEN, CHICKEN FILLETS, AND CHICKEN NUGGETS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-0-1954; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1954.
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-415,735. STATE FISH COMPANY, INC., SAN PEDRO, CA. FILED 5-28-2002.

BANGENSTEIN

FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GOLF CLUBS, GOLF CLUB HEADS, AND GOLF CLUB SHAFTS; AND GOLF ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, GOLF BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRANS PECOS FOODS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS, NAMELY, BREADED, PARTIALLY FRIED, PARTLY PREPARED, PREPARED, READY-TO-EAT AND FROZEN ONION RINGS AND OTHER VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-29-2002.
KAREN M. STRZYZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-421,584. TRANSPECOS FOODS, L.P., SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 6-17-2002.
CLASS 29—(Continued).
SN 76-429,166. P & H FOODS, BRAMPTON, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 7-10-2002.

TURKEY TONIGHT
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TURKEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRESH AND FROZEN TURKEY; FRESH AND FROZEN TURKEY PIECES AND FRESH AND FROZEN TURKEY PRODUCTS, NAMELY SEMI-BONELESS STUFFED TURKEY WITH DRUMSTICKS, STUFFED TURKEY BREAST WITH BONE, BONELESS TURKEY BREAST, BONELESS STUFFED TURKEY BREAST AND BONELESS WHITE AND DARK TURKEY ROAST (U.S. CL. 46).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NATURAL CHOICE
FOR BEEF AND PORK (U.S. CL. 46).
CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POLKA
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,448,595. FOR PROCESSED FRUIT AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-6-2002.
TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 29—(Continued).

Epicuristic
FOR ADDITIVE-FREE BEEF (U.S. CL. 46).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-491,096. ITALIA SALAMI COMPANY LIMITED, GUELPH, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 2-12-2003.

ALPINO
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1165737, FILED 1-23-2003.
ALPINO IS NOT A WORD IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE BUT WHEN TRANSLATED FROM THE ITALIAN, SPANISH OR PORTUGUESE LANGUAGES TRANSLATES INTO ALPINE IN ENGLISH.
FOR DRIED, CURED AND COOKED MEATS (U.S. CL. 46).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-496,463. ORTOCONSERVIERA CAMERANESE S.R.L., CAMERANO (ANCONA), ITALY, FILED 3-4-2003.

PIACERI DALL 'ORTO
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE EXPRESSION "PIACERI DALL 'ORTO" IS: "PLEASURES FROM THE VEGETABLE-GARDEN".
FOR PRESERVED VEGETABLES, NAMELY ARTICHOKES, AUBERGINES, ONIONS, ZUCCHINI, PEPPERS, DRY TOMATOES, GARLIC, BLACK AND GREEN OLIVES IN OIL (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-8-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-8-1998.
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).


SAKTHI

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,530,559.

FOR COCONUT OIL, PROCESSED DATES, FRUIT PULP, JAMS, MARMALADE, PRESERVED MUSHROOMS, PICKLES, POTATO CHIPS, SAUSAGES, SESAME OIL, PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOUP, PRESERVED SOYA BEANS FOR FOOD, SUNFLOWER OIL, TOMATO JUICE FOR COOKING, TOMATO PUREE, VEGETABLE JUICE FOR COOKING, DRIED VEGETABLES, BUTTER, GHEE, PRESERVED VEGETABLES, EDIBLE VEGETABLE FATS, COOKED VEGETABLES, ROASTED VEGETABLES, PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING VEGETABLE SOUP, FRUIT JELLIES, FRUIT JAMS (U.S. CL. 46).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RUTH ANN'S GARDEN STYLE BEEF

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GARDEN STYLE BEEF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME RUTH ANN IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

FOR GRASS-FED BEEF SOLD IN BULK PACKAGES AS WELL AS INDIVIDUAL RETAIL CUTS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 6-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1999.

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


QUESERIA CARIBE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARIBE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "QUESERIA" IS "CHEESE SHOP" AND THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "CARIBE" IS "CARIBBEAN".

FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).


NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BOUNTIFUL FARMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FARMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FRUIT JAM, FRUIT JELLY AND FRUIT FLAVORED TOPPINGS AND SPREADS (U.S. CL. 46).

JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PEPPER STINGERS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,477,915 AND 2,229,175.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PEPPER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROCESSED CHICKEN (U.S. CL. 46).


BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-510,735. DEL PACIFICO FROZEN FOODS, INC., MIAMI, FL. FILED 4-30-2003.

DEL PACIFICO

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "DEL PACIFICO" IN THE MARK IS "FROM THE PACIFIC".

FOR FROZEN SEAFOOD AND FISH FOR FOOD PURPOSES (U.S. CL. 46).


JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-512,799. HEARTSTONE INTERNATIONAL, CORAL GABLES, FL. FILED 5-6-2003.

SCOTTISH KING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCOTTISH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SEAFOOD FROM SCOTLAND, SMOKED SCOTTISH SALMON, SMOKED SALMON, SMOKED SEAFOOD, SALMON, GRAVADLAX (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).

ALPHA FOODS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FOODS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MILK (U.S. CL. 46).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GOLDEN BOUNTY

FOR BREADED AND FROZEN SHRIMP, SCALLOPS, AND OYSTERS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-26-1979; IN COMMERCE 3-26-1979.
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-523,712. ICEBRAND FOODS, INC., PORTLAND, ME. FILED 6-12-2003.

ICEBRAND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,498,822.
FOR SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STARZ

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,728,070.
FOR FROZEN VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2003.
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-537,616. LAMB-WESTON, INC., KENNEWICK, WA. FILED 8-7-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SQUID", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "SQUID", LOCATED WITHIN A FANCIFUL DEPICTION OF A QUANTITY OF CREAM, AND THE HEAD OF A COW WITH A RING THROUGH ITS NOSE.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORDS "LA PURA" IS "THE PURE".
FOR CHEESE AND CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-540,301. LATIN FOOD GROUP, INC., MIAMI, FL. FILED 8-26-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LA PURA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "LA PURA" LOCATED WITHIN A FANCIFUL DEPICTION OF A QUANTITY OF CREAM, AND THE HEAD OF A COW WITH A RING THROUGH ITS NOSE.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORDS "LA PURA" IS "THE PURE".
FOR CHEESE AND CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUTTERNUT FARMS ORGANIC CO-OP, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING AND LINING ARE FEATURES OF THE MARK.
FOR ORGANIC DAIRY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CHEESE, MILK, YOGURT, BUTTER AND SOUR CREAM AND ORGANIC, FROZEN VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
META GODS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,186,087.
FOR POTATO CHIPS, POTATO-BASED SNACK FOODS, PROCESSED NUTS, PROCESSED EDIBLE SEEDS, CANDIED NUTS, CANDIED FRUIT, CANDIED FRUIT SNACKS, FRUIT-BASED SNACK FOOD, SOY-BASED SNACK FOOD, FRUIT CHIPS, FRUIT LEATHERS, FRUIT PASTE, FRUIT PEELS, FRUIT CONSERVES AND PRESERVES, JELLIES AND JAMS, FRUIT PULPS AND RINDS, FRUIT-BASED FILettings FOR CAKES AND PIES, BANANA CHIPS AND YUCCA CHIPS, VEGETABLE PASTE, CUT AND PROCESSED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, FRUIT SAUCES AND FRUIT TOPPING; PROTEIN-BASED, NUTRIENT-DENSE SNACK BARS; DIARY PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT; YOGURT, MILK, CHEESE, CHEESE FOOD, COTTAGE CHEESE, HALF AND HALF, CREAM, SOUR CREAM AND SOUR CREAM SUBSTITUTES, WHIPPED TOPPING AND NON-DIARY CREAMER; BUTTER, MARGARINE, MARGARINE SUBSTITUTES AND COCOA BUTTER FOR FOOD PURPOSES; DAIRY-BASED BEVERAGES AND FOOD BEVERAGES; MILK-BASED BEVERAGE CONTAINING COFFEE; SOY-BASED FOOD BEVERAGE USED AS A MILK SUBSTITUTE; VEGETABLE-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES; WHEY-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES; EGG NOG AND EGG NOG MIXES, EGG PRODUCT, EGGS AND EGG SUBSTITUTE; PROTEIN FOR USE AS A FOOD FILLER OR ADDITIVE; UNFLAVORED AND UNSWEETENED GELATINES; DAIRY-BASED, FRUIT-BASED AND VEGETABLE-BASED SPREADS; HAZELNUT SPREAD, SNACK DIPS AND SNACK FOOD DIPS; VEGETABLE, SALAD, COOKING AND EDIBLE OILS; NUT BUTTERS, PEANUT BUTTER, EDIBLE FATS, PRESERVED TRUFFLES AND TRUFFLE JUICE; FROZEN, PREPARED OR PACKAGED ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, FISH, POULTRY OR VEGETABLES, SALADS, NAMELY, PRE-CUT VEGETABLE, FRUIT, GARDEN AND SEAFOOD SALADS, MEAT, HAMBURGER, HOT DOGS, LUNCHEON MEATS, FRANKFURTERS, FISH, POULTRY, CHICKEN, GAME, VEAL AND PROCESSED LAMB, PICKLES, CHILI, SOUPS, BROTH, SOUP MIXES AND PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOUPS, JERKY, MEAT JELLIES, MEAT PASTE, MEAT EXTRACT, MEAT-BASED SPREADS, MEAT JUICES, MEAT SUBSTITUTES AND MINCE-MEAT, ROYAL JELLY FOR FOOD PURPOSES; FOOD PACKAGE COMBINATIONS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF CHEESE, MEAT AND OR PROCESSED FRUIT, SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF FRUITS, PROCESSED NUTS AND OR RAISINS, AND CHEESE AND CRACKER COMBINATIONS (U.S. CL. 46).

GEOGRAPHIC HAYASH EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NUTRIPRIME

FOR POULTRY (U.S. CL. 46).
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROYAL FJORD

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,162,122 AND 2,165,902.
FOR FISH PORTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-10-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2001.
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KEETERS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,413,260, 2,662,280 AND 2,687,640.
FOR SOY BASED SNACK CHIPS (U.S. CL. 46).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).
SN 78-141,582. FOSTER POULTRY FARMS, DBA FOSTER FARMS, LIVINGSTON, CA. FILED 7-5-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOLDEN STATE DELI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRESH OR FROZEN, PREPARED AND PACKAGED READY TO EAT ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF POULTRY (U.S. CL. 46).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BRAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS NANG FAH (TUE KUNG) BRAND IN RED WITH AN ARBITRARY DESIGN OF A WOMAN IN YELLOW, WITH BLUE AND RED DESIGN FEATURES.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS NANG FAH MEANS THAI LADY ANGEL AND TUE KUNG MEANS HOLDING SHRIMP.
FOR MEAT, FISH AND VEGETABLE PASTE, NAMELY, SHRIMP PASTE, CRAB PASTE, CHILI PASTE, INSTANT SOUR PASTE, INSTANT CHICKEN FLAVOR PASTE, INSTANT DUCK FLAVOR PASTE, INSTANT BEEF FLAVOR PASTE; SOUPS, NAMELY, SOUR AND SPICY SOUP, GREEN CURRY SOUP, TOM KHA SOUP, GREEN YELLOW CURRY SOUP, RED CURRY SOUP, SPICY CRAB SOUP AND SPICY PRAWN SOUP (U.S. CL. 46).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF A STYLIZED POTATO WITH A WAFFLE CUT.
FOR FROZEN PROCESSED POTATOES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 2-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2002.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).

SN 78-204,411. SMOKEY DENMARK SAUSAGE COMPANY, AUSTIN, TX. FILED 1-17-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SMOKED MEATS AUSTIN TEXAS AND EST. 1964, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY, IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR. FOR PROCESSED MEAT, NAMELY, BEEF, PORK, CHICKEN, AND TURKEY; MEAT AND MEAT EXTRACTS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-3-2003.
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FRESH BASKET


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRESH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PROCESSED POULTRY (U.S. CL. 46).
DANIELLE MATTESSICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NOAH'S SHMEARS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,838,799, 2,755,745 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SHMEARS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE NAME NOAH IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD. FOR CREAM CHEESE, FLAVORED CREAM CHEESE, CHEESE SPREADS, VEGETABLE BASED SPREADS, FISH BASED SPREADS, FISH AND FISH SALADS (U.S. CL. 46).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HERSCHEL'S FAMOUS 34

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE OFFICIAL FOOD OF LIFE'S LITTLE JOURNEYS

FOR YOGURT AND YOGURT BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).
SN 78-246,832. GUIXENS FOOD GROUP, INC., MIAMI, FL. FILED 5-7-2003.

LA TRIGUEÑA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,088,917.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as "OLIVE SKINNED WOMAN".
For olive oil/Cooking oil (U.S. Cl. 46).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAYITA

The English translation of "MAYITA" is "LITTLE MAYAN INDIAN", FROM THE TERM MAYA OF THE ANCIENT INDIAN CULTURE FOUND IN LATIN AMERICA.
For G & S: Processed Meats Namely Salami, Ham, Sausages, Cooked Sausage, Longaniza, Mortadella, Frankfurters and Products Made of Poultry. (U.S. Cl. 46).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CARGILL VALUE PORK

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use PORK, apart from the mark as shown.
For PORK (U.S. Cl. 46).
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TROPICAL DELIGHT

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "TROPICAL", apart from the mark as shown.
For Beverages containing soy used as a milk substitute (U.S. Cl. 46).
First use 6-28-2002; in commerce 3-3-2003.
CATHERINE FAINT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—(Continued).

HECKERS

Sec. 2(f).
For egg wash substitute (U.S. Cl. 46).
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CERESOTA

Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 47,204.
For egg wash substitute (U.S. Cl. 46).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BARBE’S MILKY WAVES

For fluid milk (U.S. Cl. 46).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).


THE KRYSSOS OLIVE CO.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OLIVE CO.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "KRYSSOS" IN THE MARK IS "GOLDEN".
FOR PROCESSED OLIVES (U.S. CL. 46).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BETTER EATING BETTER LIVING

FOR FRESH EGGS AND POULTRY (U.S. CL. 46). KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SABOR DE LO MEJOR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,160,779 AND 2,170,017.
SABOR DE LO MEJOR TRANSLATES TO THE VERY BEST IN ENGLISH.
FOR SOUR CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE PERFECT RIB

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RIB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKED RIBS (U.S. CL. 46).
 DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EL LATINO

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "EL LATINO" IS "THE LATINO".
FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,577. QUIK-TO-FIX FOODS, INC., GARLAND, TX. FILED 8-7-2003.

FOR FULLY COOKED, REHEATABLE, INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED ENTREES, MEALS AND SANDWICHES, ALL CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, FISH, POULTRY OR VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR DRIED FRUITS (U.S. CL. 46).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).

FOR RAW, ROASTED, SALTED, AND/OR CARAMELIZED NUTS, NAMELY PEANUTS, PISTACHIOS, AND MACADAMIA NUTS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-31-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2002.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MADE EASY & DELICIOUS
FOR MEAT AND SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LAZIZA
FOR FROZEN VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SENSIBLY SWEET
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SWEET, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JAMS, JELLIES, PRESERVES, MARMALADES, AND FRUIT SPREADS (U.S. CL. 46).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LET US PEEL YOUR SHRIMP
FOR SHRIMP, FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION (U.S. CL. 46).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—(Continued).

WHEN YOU HAVE SOMETHING BETTER TO DO THAN COOK!
FOR TURKEY (U.S. CL. 46).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TODAY’S BALANCE
FOR PACKAGED MEAT, NAMELY, HAM, TURKEY, ROAST BEEF, PASTRAMI, AND BOLOGNA; CHEESE; POTATO CHIPS; PORK RINDS; SHELLED, ROASTED OR OTHERWISE PROCESSED NUTS; PROCESSED EDIBLE SEEDS; JERKY; DRY SMOKED SAUSAGE; FROZEN, PREPARED, OR PACKAGED ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, FISH, POULTRY OR VEGETABLES; FRUIT-BASED SPREADS; PROTEIN BASED SNACK BARS (U.S. CL. 46).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CALIFORNIA CRISP
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PRECUT, PACKAGED FRESH VEGETABLES FOR SALADS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-3-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-3-1997.
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-308,646. ALPHIN BROTHERS, INC., DUNN, NC. FILED 10-2-2003.

FREEZER BOAT
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FREEZER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROCESSED, RAW, FROZEN AND PRECOOKED SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).
SN 78-310,521. AARHUS UNITED USA INC., PORT NEWARK, NJ. FILED 10-7-2003.

CISAO
FOR VEGETABLE OIL USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOODS (U.S. CL. 46).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-312,162. FRANKLIN FOODS, INC., ENOSBURG FALLS, VT. FILED 10-10-2003.

GET YOUR RECOMMENDED DAILY ALLOWANCE OF YUMMY
FOR DAIRY PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT (U.S. CL. 46).
BRENDAN McCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FETIRI
FOR FETA CHEESE FROM GREECE WITH GREEK HERBS AND PEPPERCORNS (U.S. CL. 46).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TROPIC BAY
FOR PREMIUM GOURMET QUALITY CRAB MEAT (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
SN 75-470,971. DIPS LP, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 4-20-1998.

DEAN’S
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,747,280, 2,106,875 AND OTHERS.
FOR SAUCES AND PUDDING (U.S. CL. 46).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 76-072,122. ROWENA’S, INC., NORFOLK, VA. FILED 6-16-2000.

MARLY
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,611,419, 2,701,680 AND OTHERS.
THE LINING AND STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING OF THE MARK ARE FEATURES OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LABEL DESIGN CONTAINING THE LITERAL TERM ROWENA, TOGETHER WITH A RECTANGULAR BOX AND A STYLIZED BACKGROUND DESIGN CONTAINING THE DESIGN OF A PHEASANT, A FISH ON A SERVING PLATE, FEATHERS, A BUCKET CONTAINING VARIOUS RAW VEGETABLES, AND THE DESIGN OF ADDITIONAL RAW VEGETABLES SCATTERED THROUGHOUT THE BACKGROUND.
FOR CURRY SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EL MONTEREY
Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 1,932,924 and 1,935,183.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "QUALITY SINCE 1964", apart from the mark as shown.
The English translation of "EL MONTEREY" is "THE MOUNTAIN KING".
For frozen Mexican-style food products, namely taquitos, quesadillas, and soft tacos (U.S. CL. 46).
First use 4-1-2001; in commerce 5-1-2001.
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).

HONEYGRILLED CHICKEN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,964,791.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHICKEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR CHICKEN SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-6-1994; IN COMMERCE 6-6-1994.
KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ECLIPSE FLASH STRIPS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 210,836, 2,356,143 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STRIPS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BREATH FRESHENING CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, BREATH STRIPS, BREATH MINTS, CANDY, AND GUM (U.S. CL. 46).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COFFEE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GROUND AND WHOLE BEAN COFFEE, HERBAL AND NON-HERBAL TEAS; COFFEE, TEA, BEVERAGES MADE WITH A BASE OF COFFEE AND/OR ESPRESSO; READY-TO-DRINK COFFEE BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).

PRODUCTOS SOBRINO INC., HATO REY, PUERTO RICO, FILED 7-18-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SWEET CHOCOLATE", "1882", "1927" AND THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE ISLAND OF PUERTO RICO, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "SWEET CHOCOLATE SWEET SUIZA", TWO SEALS INSIDE A PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE ISLAND OF PUERTO RICO, ALL ENCASES IN A RECTANGLE.
FOR CONFECTIONARY, NAMELY, CHOCOLATE, CANDY AND BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE NAME "AL BAKER" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR READY-TO-COOK AND FROZEN DOUGH PRODUCTS, NAMELY A THICK FLAT BREAD WHICH IS OFTEN FILLED WITH MEAT OR VEGETABLES AND BAKED THEN FRIED IN OIL CALLED PARATHAS, BREADS, PASTRIES, AND LAMINATED FLAT BREAD (U.S. CL. 46).
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-441,393. HEB GROCERY COMPANY, LP, SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 8-19-2002.

FOR CRACKERS; COOKIES; RICE; KETCHUP; MUSTARD; DESSERT SAUCES, NAMELY, CHOCOLATE SAUCES; FRUIT SAUCES EXCLUDING CRANBERRY SAUCE AND APPLESAUCE; SPICES; HONEY; MAPLE SYRUP; COFFEE, COFFEE BEANS; PROCESSED CEREAL; BREADS; PIZZA; FROZEN CONFECTIONS; PIES; CAKES; PASTRIES; TARTS; ICE CREAM; FROZEN HORDES D'OEUVRES, NAMELY, FROZEN EMPANADAS (U.S. CL. 46).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).


FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY COFFEE, TEA; EDIBLE TAPIOCA/RICE BALLS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRITON’S BANANA BITS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANANA BITS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FROZEN CONFECTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-17-2002.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANTICO MOLINO CAPUTO

OWNER OF ITALY REG. NO. RM2000COO375, DATED 6-12-2000, EXPIRES 6-12-2010.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOLINO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK IN ITS ENTIRETY IN ENGLISH WOULD BE "CAPUTO'S OLD MILL".
FOR FLOUR (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-13-1996; IN COMMERCE 3-13-1996.
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIBERSEAL

FOR FOOD ADDITIVES FOR NON-NUTRITIONAL PURPOSES FOR USE AS A FLAVORING, INGREDIENT OR FILLER (U.S. CL. 46).
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).


TART-O-CREAM

SEC. 2(F).
FOR ACID SALT FOR USE IN ANGEL FOOD CAKE AND OTHER BAKERY PRODUCTS (U.S. CL. 46).
TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SINFULLY DELICIOUS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DELICIOUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-490,373. MARS, INCORPORATED, MCLEAN, VA. FILED 2-12-2003.

SEC. 2(F).
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).


THAI GOLD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THAI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RICE (U.S. CL. 46).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INDIAN GOLD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INDIAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RICE (U.S. CL. 46).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-499,381. EAST OF CHICAGO PIZZA COMPANY, WILLARD, OH. FILED 3-11-2003.

THE TOWER PAN PIZZA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PAN PIZZA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PIZZA FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 2-0-1996.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PETITES

FOR CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, LOLLIPOPS, SWEETMEAT, LICORICE, NON-MEDICATED LOZENGE AND PASTILLE CANDIES, FRUIT CANDIES, PEPPER-MINT CANDY, CARAMEL CANDY AND HARD CANDY; CAKES, BREAD, CRACKERS AND BISCUITS (U.S. CL. 46).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PETITES

FOR CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, LOLLIPOPS, SWEETMEAT, LICORICE, NON-MEDICATED LOZENGE AND PASTILLE CANDIES, FRUIT CANDIES, PEPPER-MINT CANDY, CARAMEL CANDY AND HARD CANDY; CAKES, BREAD, CRACKERS AND BISCUITS (U.S. CL. 46).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-524,638. BEN'S COOKIES (U.S.), INC., SALT LAKE CITY, UT. FILED 6-23-2003.

BEN'S COOKIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COOKIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BAKED GOODS, NAMELY COOKIES; COOKIE DOUGH (U.S. CL. 46).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).

SN 76-506,388. HAWAIIAN MAMAKI TEA PLANTATION, INC., HILO, HI. FILED 4-14-2003.

Hawaiian Mamaki Tea Plantation, Inc.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAWAIIAN MAMAKI TEA PLANTATION, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INDULCÉ

FOR DESSERTS, NAMELY, PUDDINGS AND MOUSSE (U.S. CL. 46).
JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 76-525,257. DREYER'S GRAND ICE CREAM, INC., OAKLAND, CA. FILED 6-16-2003.

CUP FOR GRABS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR BARBECUE SAUCE, CHILI SAUCE AND SALAD DRESSING (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1997.
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHEETZ BROS. COFFEEZ

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,274,635, 2,650,622 AND OTHERS.
NO_claim IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "SHEETZ".
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC PREPARED COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES FOR CONSUMPTION ON AND OFF THE PREMISES (U.S. CL. 46).
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REGAL DYNASTY

FOR CHOCOLATE CANDY BARS (U.S. CL. 46).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 76-539,979. ELENI'S NYC, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-7-2003.

TASTEFULLY SWEET PLAYFULLY UNIQUE

FOR FOOD PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CAKES, COOKIES, CRACKERS, MUFFINS, ICE CREAM AND PASTRIES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2002.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-540,398. TABONG ENTERPRISES INC., SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 8-26-2003.

TABONG ENTERPRISES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERPRISES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) CORNMEAL, CORN DOUGH, AND DOUGHNUT MIX; (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) CHILI PEPPER SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-6-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-6-1997.
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


XII APOSTOLES

FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,484. DAWN FOODS, INC., JACKSON, MI. FILED 9-4-2003.

ICE & PACK

FOR FLAVORED FOOD AND BAKERY ICINGS (U.S. CL. 46).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LA BRISA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "LA BRISA" IS "THE BREEZE".
FOR FROZEN FRUIT BARS, ICE CREAM, FROZEN CONFECTIONS, ICE BARS, FROZEN CREAM BARS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-0-1982; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1996.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
META GODS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,186,087.
FOR CANDY, CANDY BARS, CHEWING AND BUBBLE GUM, CARAMELS, CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES, CHOCOLATE COVERED NUTS, CHOCOLATE POWDER, HOT CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATE CHIPS, PEANUT BUTTER CONFECTIONERY CHIPS, PIES, CAKES, CAKE AND FROSTING MIXES, ICING AND ICING MIXES, EDIBLE CAKE DECORATIONS, CHOCOLATE-BASED AND CUSTARD-BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES AND PIES, MIXES FOR BAKERY GOODS, PANCAKE MIXES, PASTRIES, BAKERY GOODS AND BAKERY PRODUCTS, PUDDINGS, MARSHMALLOWS AND MARSHMALLOW TOPPING, WAFFLES, COOKIES, CRACKERS, GRANOLABASED SNACK BARS, CEREAL-BASED SNACK FOODS, RICE-BASED SNACK FOODS, FLOUR-BASED CHIPS, GRAIN-BASED CHIPS, WHEAT-BASED SNACK FOODS, PROCESSED CEREALS AND BREAKFAST CEREALS, OATMEAL, Grits, Processed Popcorn, Tortilla Chips and Tortilla Shells, Taco Chips, Pretzels, Corn Chips, Corn Curls, Puffed Corn Snacks, Cheese Flavored Snacks in the Nature of Cheese Curls and Cheese Balls, Toasted Corn Kernels, Corn Flakes, Corn Meal, Flour, Processed Oats and Semolina, Rice, Bread, Bread Sticks, Bread Crumbs, CROUTONS, PASTA, SEASONINGS, VEGETABLE CONCENTRATES USED FOR SEASONING, SPICES, PROCESSED HERBS, MARINADES, FOOD STARCH, NATURAL SWEETENER, EXTRACTS USED AS FLAVORING, FLAVORING ADDITIVES FOR NON-NUTRITIONAL PURPOSES AND FOOD FLAVORINGS; FOOD ADDITIVES FOR NON-NUTRITIONAL PURPOSES FOR USE AS A FLAVORING, INGREDIENT OR FILLER; FLAVORED AND SWEETENED GELATINES; FLAVORED, SWEETENED GELATIN DESSERTS; GRAY MIXES, MEAT PIES, MEAT TENDERIZERS AND SWEETMEATS; CORN, MAPLE, CHOCOLATE, PANCAKE, TOPPING, TABLE AND FLAVORING SYRUPS; SUGAR, SALT, PEPPER, KETCHUP, MUSTARD, MAYONNAISE, SALAD DRESSINGS, VINEGAR, SAUCES AND SALSAS; CHOCOLATE FOOD BEVERAGES NOT BEING DAIRYBASED OR VEGETABLE-BASED; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES WITH FRUIT FLAVORING; HERBAL FOOD BEVERAGES; GRAIN-BASED BEVERAGES AND GRAIN-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES; COFFEE, COFFEE BEANS, COFFEE SUBSTITUTEs, TEA, COCOA AND COCOA MIXES; SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF CRACKERS, PRETZELS, CANDIED NUTS AND/OR Popped POPCORN; FOOD PACKAGE COMBINATIONS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF BREAD, CRACKERS AND OR COOKIES; CRACKER AND CHEESE COMBINATIONS; FLAVORED ICES, FROZEN YOGURT, FROZEN CONFECTIONS, ICE CREAM AND ICE MILK; ICE CREAM DRINKS, ICE CREAM SUBSTITUTE, SHAKEs, CUSTARDS AND CONES FOR ICE CREAM; SANDWICHES, PIZZA AND DOUGH; PASTA, MACARONI AND RICE SALADS (U.S. CL. 46).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-547,375. PAPETTI, DONNA, EAST HAMPTON, CT. FILED 9-12-2003.

BREEZECAKE

FOR POWDERED CHEESECAKE MIX (U.S. CL. 46).
GLENN CLARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-547,375. PAPETTI, DONNA, EAST HAMPTON, CT. FILED 9-12-2003.
CLASS 30—(Continued).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,124,971.
FOR POWDER FOR THE PREPARATION OF FLAVORED AND SWEETENED GELATINS AND CUSTARDS (U.S. CL. 46).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,248,554.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CANDY MAKERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN:
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-556,653. MARS, INCORPORATED, MCLEAN, VA. FILED 11-3-2003.

FOR CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LEGACY

FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1997.
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).

NESTLE VITAFORT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 188,089, 2,221,586 AND OTHERS.
FOR CONFECTIONARIES, NAMELY, CANDIES AND TOFFEES; CHEWING GUM (U.S. CL. 46).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHEF JAMIE

FOR COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, FLOUR, PREPARATIONS, NAMELY SPICE BLENDS AND SPICE RUBS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY, CONFECTIONARY, HONEY, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES AND SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLUEBERRY BLISS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLUEBERRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN:
FOR PROCESSED CEREALS; READY TO EAT CEREAL DERIVED FOOD BARS (U.S. CL. 46).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-190,560. SONAFI, VIROFLAY, FRANCE, FILED 12-3-2002.

INITIATION CHOCOLAT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHOCOLAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN:
FOR COCOA, CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CHOCOLATES AND CANDIES, FLAVORED ICES, AND ICES (U.S. CL. 46).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF DIPLOM-IS IN SPECIAL LETTERING AND A REPRESENTATION OF A FIGURE WITHIN A SQUARE DESIGN.

FOR ICE CREAM, FLAVORED WATER ICE; FRUIT ICE, SORBET, FROZEN DESSERTS, NAMELY, PUDDING (U.S. CL. 46).

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GOODNESS FROM THE HIVE

FOR HONEY (U.S. CL. 46).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHEAT THINS SANDWICH BITES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,022,799, 1,718,484 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WHEAT OR SANDWICH BITES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CRACKERS (U.S. CL. 46).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BANGKOK ELEPHANT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BANGKOK AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK THAT TRANSLATE TO BANGKOK AND BRAND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "BANGKOK ELEPHANT BRAND".
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO "MAN GU XIANG PAI", AND THIS MEANS "BANGKOK ELEPHANT BRAND" IN ENGLISH.
FOR RICE STICKS (U.S. CL. 46).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-208,313. CELESTIAL SEASONINGS, INC., BOULDER, CO. FILED 1-29-2003.

CRÈME CARAMEL DREAM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARAMEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR POWDERED DRINK MIXES FOR USE IN PREPARING TEA-BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).

SN 78-211,730. SAECO STRATEGIC SERVICES LTD., DUBLIN, IRELAND, FILED 2-6-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,601,916.
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BERRY CHILL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BERRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, BUBBLE GUM (U.S. CL. 46).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DOROTHY JONES

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR COFFEE, COFFEE BEANS AND GROUND COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,998. VANS GOURMET GIFTS, LONG BEACH, CA. FILED 3-5-2003.

WORLD TRAVELER

FOR GOURMET GIFT PACKS FEATURING CHOCOLATES, CANDIES, AND BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS!

FOR GOURMET GIFT PACKS FEATURING CHOCOLATES, CANDIES, AND BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,416. RENAISSANCE MAN INTERNATIONAL, LLC, SAVANNAH, GA. FILED 3-6-2003.

HARBOR MOON

FOR WHOLE BEAN AND GROUND COFFEE TO BE SOLD AT RETAIL, NAMELY IN GROCERY STORES, CONVENIENCE STORES, COFFEE SHOPS AND GOURMET SHOPS (U.S. CL. 46).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-224,488. MARSH SUPERMARKETS, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 3-12-2003.

GO GO GRAHAMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRAHAMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROCESSED ORGANIC FOODS, NAMELY, GRAHAM-BASED CRACKERS (U.S. CL. 46).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).

ZWIRL
FOR BAKERY DESSERTS AND PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING DESSERTS, NAMELY MIXES FOR BAKERY GOODS; ICE CREAM; FLAVORED ICES; SHERBETS; FROZEN CONFECTIONS; FROZEN CAKES; FLAVORED SOFT ICES; FROZEN DESSERTS, NAMELY, ICE MILK AND FRUIT ICE AND PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SAID FROZEN DESSERTS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING ICE CREAM, FLAVORED ICES, SHERBETS, FROZEN CONFECTIONS, FROZEN CAKES, FLAVORED SOFT ICES (U.S. CL. 46).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MALEE ORIENTAL CAFE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,513,738.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "MALEE" IN THE MARK IS "FLOWER".
ARETHA MASTERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MOM AND KID LUNCHBOX APPROVED
FOR PUDDING (U.S. CL. 46).
SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DI SALVO'S
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THICK AND DELICIOUS AND OLD WORLD FLAVOR AND RESTAURANT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The color(s) black, red, blue, yellow and green is/are claimed as a distinctive feature of the mark.
The building is black, the lettering at the bottom is red and outlined in blue and yellow with black shading surrounding it. The remaining lettering is black. The entire mark is surrounded by a green line. The building contains the wording DI SALVO'S RESTAURANT. Di Salvo in red, pinkish at bottom, outlined yellow and blue colors, black shading is around letters. Logo outlined in green line.
For pasta sauces, sauces, salsas, marinades (U.S. CL. 46).
KATHLEEN M. VASTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GRANESI
FOR PASTA (U.S. CL. . 46).
FIRST USE 6-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2003.
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-269,998. DREYER'S GRAND ICE CREAM, INC., OAKLAND, CA. FILED 7-2-2003.

Snelgrove
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,396,012.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-0-1929; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1955.
G. MAYSERSHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).

COOPER’S

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,740,357 AND 2,774,022.
FOR TEA AND TEA BASED BEVERAGES; TEA EXTRACTS; TEA BAGS; (U.S. CL. 46).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK USED TO INDICATE SHADING AND IS NOT USED TO INDICATE COLORING.
FOR FROZEN CONFECTIONS, NAMELY, FROZEN CONFECTIONS ON A STICK, ICE CREAMS AND SORBETS (U.S. CL. 46).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR GRAY IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE COLOR GRAY IN THE LETTER OF THE WORDS "JAVA JAZZ".
FOR COFFEE, GROUND COFFEE BEANS IN A BAG (U.S. CL. 46).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 78-278,843. BIMBO BAKERIES USA, INC., FORT WORTH, TX. FILED 7-25-2003.

OLD COUNTRY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,747,313 AND 1,751,456.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS OLD COUNTRY WITH A DESIGN OF WHEAT APPEARING IN AN OVAL.
FOR BAKERY PRODUCTS NAMELY, BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS, PITAS, ENGLISH MUFFINS, BREAD STICKS, PIZZA SHELLS, STUFFING MIX, BREAD CRUMBS, CROUTONS AND BAGELS (U.S. CL. 46).
THEODORE McBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VIVALTO

FOR COFFEE AND COFFEE EXTRACTS USED AS FLAVORING (U.S. CL. 46).
M. L. HERSHKOWITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUGAR FREE TIBET

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUGAR FREE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, CANDY MINTS (U.S. CL. 46).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GARY NULL’S NUTRITIOUS CHOCOLATE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,202,686, 2,509,228 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NUTRITIOUS CHOCOLATE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

FOR CHOCOLATE BARS (U.S. CL. 46).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HEALTH BY CHOCOLATE

FOR CHOCOLATE BARS, CHOCOLATE COVERED NUTS, NOVELTY CHOCOLATE CANDIES, COCOA DRINK MIX (U.S. CL. 46).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CRUISIN ALTITUDE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BARBECUE SAUCE AND HOT SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).


YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DENTYNE TANGO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 54,463, 2,791,915 AND OTHERS.

FOR CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BUBBLE GUM, CHEWING GUM AND MINTS (U.S. CL. 46).

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POWER POPS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POPS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FLAVORED LIQUID SOLD IN PACKAGES TO BE FROZEN THEREIN FOR MAKING FROZEN CONFECTIONS; FROZEN CONFECTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MENOPAUSE NITE

FOR TEAS (U.S. CL. 46).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).

SN 78-296,125. CELESTIAL SEASONINGS, INC., BOULDER, CO. FILED 9-4-2003.

MENOPAUSE DAY

FOR TEAS (U.S. CL. 46).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GOLDEN WEST COFFEE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LUCY DAY

FOR TEAS (U.S. CL. 46).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,125. CELESTIAL SEASONINGS, INC., BOULDER, CO. FILED 9-4-2003.

TODAY'S BALANCE

FOR SHAKES; GRANOLA-BASED SNACK BARS; READY-TO-EAT CEREAL DERIVED FOOD BARS; CRACKERS, BROWNIES, COFFEE, FLAVORED SWEETENED GELATIN DESSERTS, AND TAMALE'S (U.S. CL. 46).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS BREAD FOR NOW.
FOR BREAD, CAKES, PIZZA, CRACKERS, BROWNIES, COFFEE, FLAVORED SWEETENED GELATIN DESSERTS, AND TAMAL'S (U.S. CL. 46).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PLACEBO PILLS

FOR CANDY, NON-MEDICINAL PILL SHAPED CONFECTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIBERPAST

FOR PASTA AND SPAGHETTI (U.S. CL. 46).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RONZONI HEALTHY HARVEST

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 518,799, 2,752,319 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTHY" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PASTA (U.S. CL. 46).
K. MARGARET LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MCCORMICK JALISCO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,233,809.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,135,183, FILED 3-21-2002, REG. NO. TMA598,691, DATED 1-7-2004, EXPIRES 1-7-2019.

FOR LIVE PLANTS AND TREES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHOMP’N CHIPS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHIPS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PET FOOD IN THE FORM OF PIECES THAT HAVE A SMALLER THICKNESS THAN WIDTH OR LENGTH, FOR DOGS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOREVER EARTH

FOR FRESH CROPS, NAMELY, LIVE ALOE VERA AND HERB PLANTS, AND HARVESTED ALOE VERA LEAVES AND HERB PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

KAREN M. STRZYZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NUTRITION SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NUTRITION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PET FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BENSON'S CANINE COOKIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CANINE COOKIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSUMABLE FOODSTUFFS AND TREATS FOR DOMESTIC ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ASSOCIATED CITRUS PACKERS, YUMA, AZ. FILED 4-7-2003.

FOR FRESH CITRUS FRUIT, NAMELY GRAPEFRUIT, TANGERINES, AND LEMONS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-503,956. BENSON'S CANINE COOKIES, INC., LAKE-LAND, FL. FILED 4-4-2003.

GARYS' VINEYARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRESH GRAPES FOR WINE PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-508,338. ASSOCIATED CITRUS PACKERS, YUMA, AZ. FILED 4-7-2003.

SADDLE PRO BRAND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PRO BRAND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF SADDLE PRO BRAND.
FOR TURF AND FORAGE SEEDS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASSIC GREEN GLOBE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GREEN GLOBE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRESH VEGETABLES; NAMELY, ARTICHOKE (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
RONALD McMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LONG BOARD SWEET ONIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SWEET ONIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRESH ONIONS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-543,311. GRASSHOPPER PACKING COMPANY, LLC, GIRARD, KS. FILED 9-8-2003.

THUNDER DOG

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**DIGEST "C"**

FOR FEED ADDITIVE FOR NON-NUTRITIONAL PURPOSES FOR USE AS A PROCESSING AID (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

FIRST USE 6-16-1993; IN COMMERCE 6-16-1993.

MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**FIT BITS**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BITS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DOG BISCUITS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SNACKER PACK**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DOG BISCUITS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).


KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**COUNTRY GOLD**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 967,699.

FOR FRESH FRUIT (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).


LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**TADPOLE**

FOR FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, NAMELY–MELONS, NAMELY–WATERMELON, HONEYDEW MELONS, CASABA MELONS, AND CANTALOUPE; CORN, PUMPKINS, PEPPERS, TOMATOES, SQUASH, CUCUMBERS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).


PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**PACIFIC HARVEST**

FOR FRESH FRUITS, NUTS AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**FIELD OF DREAMS**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,264,044.

FOR MIXTURE OF GRASS SEED; AND NONARTIFICIAL TURF, NAMELY, ATHLETIC TURF (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).


GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**HOME & HEART**

FOR PET FOOD FOR DOGS AND CATS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**HORSEMAX**

FOR GRASS SEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

FIRST USE 3-26-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-26-2001.

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**WHOLEAVES**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,267,861.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR FRESH VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

FIRST USE 10-17-1995; IN COMMERCE 10-17-1995.

DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 31—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,267,861.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NO CUT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "WHOLEAVES".
FOR FRESH VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-228,596. CARGILL, INCORPORATED, WAYZATA, MN. FILED 3-21-2003.

CHAMPION LINE
FOR FOOD INGREDIENT FOR DOG FOOD; FOOD INGREDIENT FOR SWINE FOOD; FOOD INGREDIENT FOR POULTRY FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


TEMPTATIONS STIX
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,599,001.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STICKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


Better Than Ears
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,649,032.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EARS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SNACKS AND TREATS FOR DOGS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


FAMILY TREE FARMS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FARMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRESH FRUIT, NAMELY PEACHES, NECTARINES, PLUOTS AND APRICOTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


MONKEY ASS TOMATO SEEDS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TOMATO SEEDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, NAMELY, TOMATO SEEDS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-286,029. GRÜNEWALD, THEO, D-44534 LÜVEN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 8-12-2003.

HOP OFF
FOR LIVE PLANTS AND NATURAL FLOWERS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


PERFECT LANDSCAPE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,126,425.
FOR GRASS SEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


SAINT LOUIS
FOR FRESH FRUITS AND FRESH VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ULTIEM

FOR AGRICULTURAL ANIMAL FEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BUCK BUFFET

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SEEDS FOR WILDLIFE FOOD PLOTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEER", "TRADITIONALLY BREWED" AND "BREWERS OF DISTINCTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE LINING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
FOR BEER, ALE, STOUT, LAGER, PORTER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-405,024. FRUGOSA, S.A. DE C.V., XALOSTOC 55340, ESTADO DE MEXICO, MEXICO, FILED 5-8-2002.

CLASS 32—(Continued).

JUMEX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 973,533.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "8 FRUITS NECTAR FROM CONCENTRATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, PINK, BROWN AND WHITE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR FRUIT JUICE DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 32—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 973,533 AND 2,267,771.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLDWIDE EXCELLENCE IN QUALITY" AND "8 VEGETABLES COCKTAIL FROM CONCENTRATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, BROWN AND WHITE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "EXCELLENCE EN CALIDAD MUDIAL" IN THE MARK IS "EXCELLENCE IN QUALITY WORLDWIDE".

FOR VEGETABLE JUICE DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRINK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS AND POWDER MIXTURES USED IN THE PREPARATION OF SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

MORMON WELLS


MORMON WELLS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WELLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DRINKING AND TABLE WATER, SPRING WATER, ARTESIAN WELL DRINKING WATER, MINERAL WATER, AERATED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 32—(Continued).


COCO PARADISO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "COCO PARADISO".
THE WORD "PARADISO" TRANSLATES TO "PARADISE".
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, FRUIT BASED DRINKS, JUICE DRINKS, FRUIT FLAVORED DRINKS, COCONUT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-483,003. GREENE KING BREWING AND RETAILING LIMITED, SUFFOLK IP33 1QT, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 1-10-2003.

MORMON WELLS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WELLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DRINKING AND TABLE WATER, SPRING WATER, ARTESIAN WELL DRINKING WATER, MINERAL WATER, AERATED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 32—(Continued).

SN 76-477,234. CKK PARADISO, INC., HAYWARD, CA.

COCO PARADISO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "COCO PARADISO".
THE WORD "PARADISO" TRANSLATES TO "PARADISE".
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, FRUIT BASED DRINKS, JUICE DRINKS, FRUIT FLAVORED DRINKS, COCONUT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-483,003. GREENE KING BREWING AND RETAILING LIMITED, SUFFOLK IP33 1QT, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 1-10-2003.

MORMON WELLS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WELLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DRINKING AND TABLE WATER, SPRING WATER, ARTESIAN WELL DRINKING WATER, MINERAL WATER, AERATED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EL NINO TROPICAL FREEZE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TROPICAL FREEZE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN:

FOR FROZEN FRUIT JUICE DRINK BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 6-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1999.
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Genghis Khan

THE NON-LATIN (CHINESE) CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO ENGLISH AS "JINCHUAN", WHICH IF TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH, HAS NO MEANING.

FOR BEERS, SOFT DRINKS, AND FRUIT JUICES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OSA

FOR BOTTLED DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MOUNTAIN FROST

FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES—NAMELY, SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
PAT. F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-521,109. COTT CORPORATION, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 6-6-2003.

META GODS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,186,087.
FOR SOFT DRINKS, COLAS, POP, SPORTS DRINKS, ISOTONIC DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES AND FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT NECTARS, FRUIT JUICE CONCENTRATES, VEGETABLE JUICE AND ALOE VERA DRINKS; WATER BEVERAGES, NAMELY, AERATED, DRINKING, FLAVORED, LITHIA, MINERAL, SELTZER, SODA, SPRING AND TABLE WATER; ESSENCES FOR THE PREPARATION OF MINERAL WATERS; PREPARATIONS, CONCENTRATES, SYRUPS OR POWDERS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS; ESSENCES FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS; PREPARATIONS AND SYRUPS FOR MAKING FRUIT DRINKS; MALT SYRUP FOR BEVERAGES; SYRUP FOR MAKING LEMONADE; NON-ALCOHOLIC MALT BEVERAGE; NON-ALCOHOLIC FRUIT EXTRACTS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF BEVERAGES; SMOOTHIES, BEER AND BEER-BASED COOLERS; ENERGY AND SPORTS DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 76-541,033. LEE, TZONG LONG, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. FILED 8-29-2003.
GEORGI BLUE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 870,204 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ALCOHOLIC MALT BASED COOLERS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CRYSTAL KI

THE TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "KI" IS "ENERGY" OR "LIFE FORCE".
FOR BOTTLED WATER; DRINKING WATER; POTABLE WATER IN CONTAINERS; NATURAL SPRING AND MINERAL WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MOTT'S HEALTHY HARVEST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTHY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT-FLAVORED BEVERAGES, NAMELY, FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES, LEMONADE, CARBONATED BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-183,354. SPECIAL OPS NUTRITION, L.L.C., DRIGGS, ID. FILED 11-8-2002.

FOR SPORTS DRINKS FOR ENHANCING ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JUMEX BETTER FRESH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 973,533.
FOR FRUIT JUICES, FRUIT NECTARS, SPORTS DRINKS, SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS, POWDERS USED TO PREPARE SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FRUITANGO

FOR FRUIT JUICE, NAMELY PINEAPPLE JUICE AND PINEAPPLE JUICE BLENDS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 7-21-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2000.
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-235,065. NU SKIN INTERNATIONAL, INC., PROVO, UT. FILED 4-8-2003.

SPLASH C

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "C", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC FRUIT EXTRACTS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF BEVERAGES, PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING FRUIT DRINKS., BEVERAGE PREPARATIONS IN POWDER FORM TO MAKE FRUIT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 9-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 9-1-1997.
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GREEN APPLE ICE CAP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GREEN APPLE ICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT-FLAVORED SLUSH-TYPE DRINKS AND SLUSH-TYPE SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 32—(Continued).
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FURÉE
FOR MIXED FRUIT BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SOY-BASED FRUIT SMOOTHIES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 5-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-6-2003.
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BEOWULF
FOR MALT BEVERAGE, NAMELY, BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TWILIGHT SUMMER ALE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUMMER ALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MALT BEVERAGES, NAMELY BEERS AND ALES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MUMMY MOUNTAIN
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JUST 4 KIDS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOR KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE IN THE NATURE OF A COMBINATION MILK AND FRUIT DRINK (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-292,152. COORS GLOBAL PROPERTIES, INC., LAKEWOOD, CO. FILED 8-26-2003.

PINT O' THON
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PINT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MUMMY
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CUERNAVACA
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 32—(Continued).

**GRAPERMELON**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 105,032, 2,425,409 AND OTHERS. 
FOR SOFT DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS, POWDERS AND CONCENTRATES FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS AND FRUIT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 43, 46 AND 48).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**LIZARD LIBERATION**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,065,837. 
FOR FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICE DRINKS, SOFT DRINKS, AND SYRUPS AND CONCENTRATES FOR MAKING THE SAME (U.S. CLS. 43, 46 AND 48). 
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**E10 ENERGY DRINK**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ENERGY DRINK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. 
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, ENERGY DRINKS, HERBAL HEALTH DRINKS AND SPORTS DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 43, 46 AND 48). 
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**TODAY’S BALANCE**

FOR FRUIT JUICE; VEGETABLE JUICE; SOFT DRINKS AND SYRUP FOR MAKING COCKTAILS (U.S. CLS. 43, 46 AND 48). 
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-299,882. GRUPO INDUSTRIAL, MEXICO, DF, MEXICO, FILED 9-12-2003.

**Kurumba**

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "FANCIFUL".
FOR NON ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY FRUIT BEVERAGE PREPARATION MIXES; COCONUT CREAM DRINKS, FRUIT CONCENTRATES FOR BEVERAGE PREPARATION, NON ALCOHOLIC FRUIT EXTRACTS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF BEVERAGES, SYRUPS FOR MAKING NON ALCOHOLIC FRUIT BEVERAGES, SYRUPS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 43, 46 AND 48). 
FIRST USE 3-31-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-31-1999. 
DOUGLAS LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**SLING SHOT**

FOR NON ALCOHOLIC FRUIT FLAVORED DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 43, 46 AND 48). 
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-362,781. ENDURANCE BREWING COMPANY, LLC, BOSTON, MA. FILED 2-4-2004.

**TOM CREAN'S ALE**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. 
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALE" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. 
THE LIKENESS (OR, "PORTRAIT") IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL. 
FOR BEERS, NAMELY ALES, LAGERS, PILSNEERS, STOUTS, AND PORTERS (U.S. CLS. 43, 46 AND 48). 
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS


DIVA MAYA

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE, NAMELY TEQUILA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MONTE ROSSO VINEYARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE TERM "MONTE ROSSO" MEANS "RED MOUNTAIN" IN ITALIAN.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 11-1-1941; IN COMMERCE 11-1-1941.

DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-416,268. LUBUSKA WYTWORNIA WODEK GATUNKOWYCH "POLMOS" W ZIELONEJ GORZE SPOLKA AKCYJNA, 65-018 ZIELONA GORA, POLAND, FILED 6-3-2002.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON POLAND APPLICATION NO. Z-243735, FILED 12-3-2003, REG. NO. R-1432381, DATED 1-31-2003, EXPIRES 12-3-2011.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. Nos. 849,557 AND 2,318,234.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POLISH POTATO VODKA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF LUKSUSOWA IS LUXURY.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, VODKA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-417,725. IL BORRO S.R.L., S. GIUSTINO VALDARNO (AREZZO), ITALY, FILED 6-4-2002.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DEPICTION OF BUILDINGS ON A HILLSIDE, SURROUNDED BY TREES AND FIELDS; THE WORDS "PLAN DI NOVA" SUPERIMPOSED OVER THE DRAWING; A SERIES OF RECTANGULAR BORDERS SURROUNDING THE DRAWING; AND THE WORDS "IL BORRO" APPEARING AT THE BOTTOM OF THE OUTER-MOST RECTANGULAR BORDER, WHICH IS COLORED BLACK.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "IL BORRO" IS "THE GULLY".
FOR WINES, SPIRITS AND LIQUORS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).

ENO

SN 76-466,158. VERHAGE, ALEXANDER J., SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 11-4-2002.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).  
KAREN M. STRZYZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GÜSTO

SN 76-449,331. NOBUL RED
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).  
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AI SUMA

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).  
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 33—(Continued).


FASSBIND Brut de Fût

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,758,890.  
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BRUT DE FÛT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.  
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF BRUT DE FÛT IS "NOT SWEET, DRY OUT OF THE CASK".  
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, WINES, CHAMPAGNE, DISTILLED SPIRITS, LIQUOR (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).  
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VINO È BUONO

THE WORDING IN THE MARK MEANS "WINE IS GOOD" IN ENGLISH.  
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).  
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-505,634. BILLINGTON IMPORTS, SPRINGFIELD, VA. FILED 4-10-2003.

NOBUL RED

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.  
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).  
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-513,560. VITICULTORS DEL PRIORAT, S.L., 43738 BELLMUNT DEL PRIORAT, SPAIN, FILED 5-12-2003.

MORLANDA

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).  
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).


DANIEL
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49), AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-519,144. TIRASPOLSKY VINNO-KONYACHNY ZAVOD "KVINT" TA TIRASPOL WINE & COGNAC DISTILLERY "KVINT", MD-3300, TIRASPOL, REPUBLIC MOLDOVA, FILED 6-3-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AGED 3 YEARS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMLY BRANDY (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49). HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 33—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUZET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR WINES OF CONTROLLED APPELLATION FROM BUZET (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49). GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAZZEI
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,705,582. FOR WINES IN GENERAL (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49). FIRST USE 8-0-1902; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002. SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-524,266. MAZZEI, LAPO, ITALY, FILED 6-9-2003.

CLARBEC
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,705,582. FOR WINES IN GENERAL (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49). FIRST USE 8-0-1902; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002. SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-530,331. CLARBEC, INC., GLEN ELLEN, CA. FILED 7-8-2003.

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49). AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).


QUIOTE


CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACONQUIJA

FOR TABLE WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BARKING DOG VINEYARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,602. FERNANDEZ DE ARCAYA GALDIANO, JESUS, 31210 LOS ARCOS (NAVARRA), SPAIN, FILED 9-4-2003.

ALATE

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FROZINI


GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SARHONE

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NAUGHTY OR SPICED

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, VODKA, FLAVORED VODKA AND DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COOL DRINK FOR YOUR HOT PARTIES!

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TIN STAR

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BELFORD SPRINGS

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49). FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUTTERFIELD STATION

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CUTLER CREEK

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 4-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1998.
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LANDSCAPES

FOR WINE. (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLACK PEARL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,595,450.
FOR PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL, ALCOHOLIC PUNCH, FRUIT WINE, WINE COOLERS, PORT WINES, TEQUILA, COOKING WINE, ARRACK, WINE COCKTAIL.

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BELVALE

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, EXCLUDING BEER, NAMELY, WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AMERICA’S FIRST BOTTLED BOURBON

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOTTLED BOURBON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, WHISKEY (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ARRAYAN

THE TERM "ARRAYAN" MAY BE TRANSLATED FROM SPANISH TO ENGLISH AS "MYRTLE".
FOR WINE. (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DRINK GLOBAL

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE PARTY COCKTAILS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COCKTAILS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-234,051. HORVATH’S SPEZEREYEN KONTOR UND LEBENSMITTELPRODUKTIONS GmbH, 2232 DEUTSCH, WAGRAM, AUSTRIA. FILED 4-4-2003.

SINA

FOR HERB LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).

SN 78-235,286. TIA MARIA LIMITED, BRISTOL, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 4-8-2003.

TIA LUSSO

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS AUNT.

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS AND LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LA JACA

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THE "MARE".

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-237,651. NOBILO WINE GROUP LIMITED, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND, FILED 4-14-2003.

MONKEY BAY


FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS AND LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KAIPY

FOR ALCOHOLIC APERITIF BITTERS; ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE PRODUCED FROM A BREWED MALT BASE WITH NATURAL FLAVORS; ALCOHOLIC BITTERS; ALCOHOLIC COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGE; ALCOHOLIC MALT COOLERS; ALCOHOLIC PUNCH; ALCOHOLIC TEA-BASED BEVERAGE; APERITIFS WITH A DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR BASE; PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


.RU

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; NAMELY, VODKA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 6-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-17-2003.

LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TONIQUE

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "TONIC".

FOR PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS, DISTILLED SPIRITS, WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-269,536. LOUIS ROYER, JARNAC, FRANCE, FILED 7-2-2003.

KISS ME BLUE

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 033231205, FILED 6-17-2003, REG. NO. 033231205, DATED 6-17-2003, EXPIRES 6-17-2013.

FOR COGNAC AND VODKA-BASED LIQUORS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 33—(Continued).

SN 78-269,537. LOUIS ROYER, JARNAC, FRANCE, FILED 7-2-2003.

LIPSTICK

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 033231203, FILED 6-17-2003, REG. NO. 033231203, DATED 6-17-2003, EXPIRES 6-17-2013.
FOR COGNAC AND VODKA-BASED LIQIORS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SIDERAL

FOR WINES AND LIQIORS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GESTALT

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HARMONIZE

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WINE FOR THE SENSES

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 33—(Continued).

SN 78-283,268. EXCALIBUR ENTERPRISE, INC., COS COB, CT. FILED 8-5-2003.

D.Z.AK

FOR FLAVORED ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTAINING HERBS, FRUIT JUICES, CACHACA A BRAZILIAN RUM MADE FROM SUGAR CANE, AND BRANDY (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OTHELLO

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KOSHER LIFE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE KOSHER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FRENCH CAT

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OAK MATURED" AND "SINGLE MALT WHISKY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, WHISKY (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SCREW KAPPA NAPA
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RIVER VALLEY
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY WINES AND WINE COOLERS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANKLE BITER ALE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES


CUBAN PAREJO
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUBAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS PARALLEL OR ON THE EDGE.
FOR CIGARS MADE FROM CUBAN SEED TOBACCO (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-300,098. PANAMA JACK INTERNATIONAL, INC., ORLANDO, FL. FILED 9-14-2003.

FOR RUM (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HAPPY FROG
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, VODKA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIFETIME GUARANTEE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
BRAIN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR PYROPHORIC LIGHTERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

BIG WINNER
FOR CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUBAN STOCK", "HECHO A MANO" AND "DOMINICAN REPUBLIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "CUBAN STOCK", "HECHO A MANO" AND "DOMINICAN REPUBLIC" AND DESIGN OF A CIGAR BAND WITH A CENTERED FANCIFUL FLEUR-DE-LIS.
HECHO A MANO IS TRANSLATED TO MEAN HAND MADE.
FOR CIGARS MADE WITH CUBAN SEED TOBACCO (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 9-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 9-1-1997.
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PLAIN-VU
FOR TOBACCO (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WARRIOR
FOR TOBACCO PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CIGARETTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PIEDRA DE APAGUIZ
THE TRANSLATION OF THE FOREIGN WORD IS "STONE OF APAGUIZ" IN SPANISH.
FOR SMOKER'S ARTICLES AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS, NAMELY CIGARS, CIGARETTES, CIGARETTE PAPERS, TOBACCO WRAPS FOR WRAPPING CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CAPITAL
FOR TOBACCO PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CIGARETTES AND FILTER CIGARETTES; SMOKER'S ARTICLES, NAMELY, ASHTRAYS, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, CIGARETTE CASES AND CIGARETTE TINS, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, TOBACCO TINS, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, CIGARETTE PAPER, TOBACCO POUCHES; MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 34—(Continued).


THE NAME IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

FOR CUT TOBACCOS, CIGARETTES, CIGARS, SNUFFS, LEAF TOBACCOS, CHEWING TOBACCOS; JAPANESE SMOKING PIPES, PIPE CASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, CIGARETTE CASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, TOBACCO POUCHES, TOBACCO TRAYS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, ASH TRAYS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, SMOKING PIPES, MINT SMOKING PIPES, SMOKING PIPE CLEANERS, TOBACCO HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, MATCH HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, CIGAR AND CIGARETTE LIGHTERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, LIGHTER FLINTS, FILTERS FOR USE WITH CIGARETTES; SAFETY MATCHES, YELLOW PHOSPHOROUS MATCHES, SULFUR MATCHES, PARAFFIN MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

ANDREW BENZMILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,330. BWT BRANDS, INC., MACON, GA. FILED 4-3-2003.


THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR THE COLOR(S) RED, GREEN AND GOLD AND THE COLOR IS CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK FURTHER CONSISTS OF THE WORD "LUCKY STRIKE" WITH THE SMALLER WORDS "IT'S TOASTED" DIRECTLY THEREUNDER, ALL DISPLAYED IN A CIRCULAR BULL'S-EYE DESIGN POSITIONED ABOVE THE WORD "CIGARETTES".

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "IT'S TOASTED".

FOR CIGARETTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STUDIO


FOR CIGARETTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-309,072. MEIER BROTHERS, INC., BETHLEHEM, PA. FILED 10-3-2003.

LA ESTRELLA CUBANA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUBANA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "LA ESTRELLA CUBANA" IS "THE CUBAN STAR".

FOR CIGARS, CIGAR HUMIDORS, CIGAR CUTTERS, CIGAR CASES, CIGAR LIGHTERS, CIGAR ASHTRAYS NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS, CIGAR BANDS, CIGAR TUBES, AND CIGARILLOS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

FIRST USE 3-20-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2001.

RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


SERVICE MARKS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,475,886.

THE LINING SHOWN IN THE MARK ON THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT DESIGNED TO INDICATE COLOR.

FOR ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS IN DIRECTORIES (U.S. CL. 101).

FIRST USE 12-10-1986; IN COMMERCE 12-10-1986.

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


E-CRUITER

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 870426, FILED 2-26-1998.
FOR JOB RECRUITMENT AND PLACEMENT SERVICES RENDERED THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ELLIOTT COMPANY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES FOR COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-29-1979; IN COMMERCE 5-29-1979.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-875,457. COUNTRY CLUB OF AMERICA, POTOMAC, MD. FILED 1-3-2000.

COUNTRY CLUB OF AMERICA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF GOLF EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STREETSIDE

FOR PROVIDING A COMPUTER DATABASE OF INFORMATION, NEWS, COMMENTARIES, RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS REGARDING CORPORATE ACTIVITIES, CORPORATE TRANSACTIONS, CORPORATE EXECUTIVES, CORPORATE RUMORS AND CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1999.
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


I-FORMATION

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, CREATING, MANAGING AND DEVELOPING NEW BUSINESS ENTERPRISES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPLASHWORKS

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BATHROOM AND KITCHEN FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CO-SOURCING

SEC. 2(F).
FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING OPERATIONAL ASSISTANCE AND CAPABILITIES TO CREDIT UNIONS IN ORDER TO SUPPLEMENT THE CREDIT UNION'S EXISTING BUSINESS OFFERINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1997.
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HISTORIC NEW AMSTERDAM

FOR RETAIL SHOPS FEATURING GIFTS, SOUVENIRS, AND WEARING APPAREL FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BURN AND CANCER FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF A DESIGN OF A BIRD.
FOR CONDUCTING AUCTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK VIA ONLINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PROVIDING AN AUTOMATED MULTILINGUAL AND NON-MULTILINGUAL WEBSITE AT WHICH USERS CAN LINK TO THE WEBSITES OF THIRD PARTY MULTILINGUAL AND NON-MULTILINGUAL VENDORS FEATURING THEIR ONLINE CATALOGS, IMAGES AND SUMMARIES OF GOODS AND SERVICES WITH PRICE AND PRODUCT COMPARISON AND RATINGS COMPARISON ALL VIA THE INTERNET AND WIRELESS INTERCONNECTED NETWORKS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF THEIR RELEVANT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET AND WIRELESS INTERCONNECTED NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

FOR ORGANIZING AND MANAGING TRADE AND CONSUMER EXHIBITIONS AND TRADE SHOW EVENTS IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, COMPUTERS AND GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HERVIE INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 1-2-2002.

CLASS 35—(Continued).

NETWORKS
FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS; INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE THE SAME OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-224,938. CINCINNATI BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 3-14-2001.

NETWORKS
FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS; INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE THE SAME OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TREASURES D’ITALIA
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ITALIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "D’ITALIA" IS "OF ITALY".
FOR DIRECT RESPONSE RETAIL SERVICES BY MEANS OF INFOMERCIALS IN THE FIELD OF JEWELRY; RETAIL SERVICES BY DIRECT SOLICITATION BY SALES AGENTS IN THE FIELD OF JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


FIVE MINUTE FAVORITE

FOR PROVIDING HOME SHOPPING SERVICES FEATURING GENERAL MERCHANDISE BY MEANS OF TELEVISION AND VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INSIDE/OUT

FOR WHOLESALE STORES FEATURING FURNITURE IN A SHOW ROOM SERVING DESIGN PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-6-1984; IN COMMERCE 1-8-1991.

GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-397,160. STROKIN, LLC, CHASKA, MN. FILED 4-17-2002.

HEARTLAND OUTLET

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,686,859.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OUTLET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ON-LINE DISCOUNT RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING ELECTRONICS, CAMERAS, POWER TOOLS, HAND TOOLS, JEWELRY, CLOTHING, SPORTING GOODS, CLOCKS, WATCHES, AND TELEPHONES; SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDING GROCERY STORE SERVICES, KITCHENWARES, AND HOUSEWARES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2002.

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NOBLE MARKETING GROUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MARKETING GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONSULTING AND MARKETING SERVICES TO PROMOTE COMPANY RECOGNITION AND BRAND RECOGNITION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARTNERSHIP FOR PUBLIC SERVICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT THROUGH RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND BY FOSTERING PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-427,441. THE PARTNERSHIP FOR PUBLIC SERVICE, INC., WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 7-3-2002.

PARTNERSHIP FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
FOR COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC; DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BUSINESS EVALUATION OF WEB SITES, CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MARKETING, NAMELY COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF INQUIRY RESPONSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-456,792. GULF STATES FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC., HOUSTON, TX. FILED 10-7-2002.

FOR PROVIDING MARKETING PROGRAMS AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE SALE OF FINANCE AND INSURANCE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2002.

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,370,507.

"THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CIRCULAR BLUE BORDER WITH WHITE LETTERING SURROUNDING A YELLOW AND WHITE CIRCLE CONTAINING BLACK LETTERING AND A BLUE, UPSIDE DOWN DOG FOOTPRINT IN THE CENTER."

SEC. 2(F) PET SITTERS INTERNATIONAL.


FIRST USE 1-17-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-17-1999.

JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-471,484. THE CRITICAL ILLNESS INSURANCE CENTRE LTD., VICTORIA, B.C., CANADA. FILED 11-29-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLD CRITICAL ILLNESS INSURANCE CONFERENCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ORGANIZING CONFERENCES FOR THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY, NAMELY CONFERENCES ON THE MARKETING OF CRITICAL ILLNESS INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-3-2002.

MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SAFER & SMARTER


JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WHOLESALE DONKEE PRODUCTS INC., SOUTH EL MONTE, CA. FILED 12-26-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ON-LINE AND MAIL ORDER WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BOWLING PRODUCTS, NOVELTY TOY BANKS AND APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1985.

JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FONEMAIL

FOR TELEPHONE INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING HUMAN TELEPHONE OPERATORS TO ASSIST CALLERS IN SENDING AND RESPONDING TO EMAIL INCLUDING AUDIO FILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INFORMATION RETENTION, INFORMATION PROCESSING, INFORMATION EVALUATION, INFORMATION UTILIZATION AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-3-2002.

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,630,977.

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPACT DISCS, VINYL RECORDS, AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES, VIDEO CASSETTE TAPES, DVDS, AND ELECTRONIC FILES ALL FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENTITY RESOLUTION

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INFORMATION RETENTION, INFORMATION PROCESSING, INFORMATION EVALUATION, INFORMATION UTILIZATION AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,630,977.

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPACT DISCS, VINYL RECORDS, AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES, VIDEO CASSETTE TAPES, DVDS, AND ELECTRONIC FILES ALL FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NU ALPHA PHI

FOR FRATERNAL ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING CHAPTERS AND REGIONAL GROUPS AND MAINTAINING MEMBERSHIP ROLLS, AND PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MEMBERS OF AN INTERCOLLEGIATE FRATERNITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-21-1921; IN COMMERCE 11-4-1930.

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 1, 2004 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 613
CDROM2GO.COM
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE AND MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING THE SALE OF OPTICAL MEDIA PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2000.
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TREATS WITH SCIENCE AND SOOTHEs WITH NATURE
FOR COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, FEATURING COSMETICS AND CLEANSING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, FACIAL AND BODY CLEANSERS, TONERS, CREAMS, LOTIONS, MOISTURIZERS, SOAPS, SUNSCREENS, SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONERS, AND NAIL, HAIR AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, BOTH MEDICATED AND NON-MEDICATED (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-491,367. CHAPPELL HILL ENTERPRISES, INC., CHAPPELL HILL, TX. FILED 2-21-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CHAPPELL HILL BAKERY & DELI, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FOOD, BEVERAGES, MEAT AND BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LANE INDIVIDUAL PRACTICE ASSOCIATION, INC., EUGENE, OR. FILED 2-24-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INDEPENDENT PROFESSIONAL SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LICENSE VERIFICATION AND CREDENTIALS EVALUATION OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-26-1995; IN COMMERCE 12-26-1995.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR BUSINESS AND PERSONNEL RELOCATION SERVICES; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAM EVALUATIONS OF CORPORATE RELOCATION STRATEGIES INVOLVING BOTH EMPLOYEES AND FACILITIES. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR BUSINESS AND PERSONNEL RELOCATION SERVICES; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAM EVALUATIONS OF CORPORATE RELOCATION STRATEGIES INVOLVING BOTH EMPLOYEES AND FACILITIES. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE VOICE OF PACKET COMMUNICATIONS


FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING GLOBAL COOPERATION AND COORDINATION OF INTERNETWORKING TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FIELD OF INTERNET-BASED REAL-TIME INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WORLD PRAYER TEAM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRAYER TEAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF RELIGION, PRAYER AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION THROUGH PRAYER GROUPS THAT ENABLE PARTICIPANTS IN THE ASSOCIATION TO SUBMIT PRAYER REQUESTS AND RECEIVE PRAYER REQUESTS FROM OTHERS; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR RELIGION AND PRAYER; PROMOTING RELIGION THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIAL AND VIA WEB SITES ON THE INTERNET IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION AND PRAYER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BEHAVIOR PATH MARKETING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MARKETING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES RENDERED TO OTHERS, NAMELY, DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING, ELECTRONIC BILLBOARD ADVERTISING, ADVERTISING AGENCIES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTION ADVICE, COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING, PROVIDING TELEVISION ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER FOR OTHERS, ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ADVERTISING SPACE IN A PERIODICAL, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE, AND OR DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET, BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTATION SERVICES, CONDUCTING MARKETING STUDIES, DIRECT MARKETING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS AND OR PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-496,549. EMPLOYEE NETWORK INC., VESTAL, NY. FILED 3-5-2003.

BALANCEWORKS

FOR PROVIDING WORK AND FAMILY LIFE SERVICES, NAMELY, REFERRALS TO CHILD AND ELDERCARE PROVIDERS, FINANCIAL ADVISORS AND HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DYNAMIC DIFFERENTIATION

FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS AND INVESTOR RELATIONS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-8-2003.
JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HBA HEALTH & BEAUTY AMERICA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HEALTH & BEAUTY AMERICA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARRANGING, PROMOTING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS, BUSINESS CONFERENCES AND EXPOSITIONS IN THE FIELDS OF COSMETICS, SKIN CARE, FRAGRANCES, TOILETRIES, AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HBA HEALTH & BEAUTY AMERICA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HEALTH & BEAUTY AMERICA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARRANGING, PROMOTING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS, BUSINESS CONFERENCES AND EXPOSITIONS IN THE FIELDS OF COSMETICS, SKIN CARE, FRAGRANCES, TOILETRIES, AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 76-500,038. ALBION MOTORS FORD MERCURY, INC., ALBION, MI. FILED 3-24-2003.

VIRGIN ORDER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK DEALERSHIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-500,305. BLAINE BROOKE PHOTOGRAPHY, INC., LOUISVILLE, KY. FILED 3-25-2003.

WE ARE ALL NEW YORKERS

FOR DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING, PROVIDING RADIO AND TELEVISION ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS, CONDUCTING MARKET RESEARCH, BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, MARKETING AND CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, COMMUNICATION, STRATEGIC PLANNING, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, MARKET ANALYSIS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING, BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF MARKETING AND PROMOTION, ENTERTAINMENT MANAGEMENT, ARRANGING TRADE SHOWS AND CONVENTIONS IN THE FIELD OF NEW BUSINESS VENTURES, CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF SELECTING AND PROCURING ADVERTISING SLOGANS, INFOMERCIALS AND COMMERCIALS ON TELEVISION AND RADIO, ELECTRONIC RETAILING SERVICES VIA COMPUTER, RETAIL STORE SERVICES, AND MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES ALL IN THE Filed OF CLOTHING, PRINTED MATTER AND NOVELTY ITEMS; ARRANGING LICENSE AGREEMENTS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT AND FINANCE; ARRANGING TRADE SHOWS AND CONVENTIONS AND ASSISTING OTHERS IN THE SELECTION AND PROCUREMENT OF TRADEMARKS, COPYRIGHTS, AND CARTOON, MOVIE, TELEVISION, AND BOOK CHARACTERS, SCRIPT AND ART, PUBLIC RELATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-500,864. ARCHERY TRADE ASSOCIATION, INC., VIENNA, VA. FILED 3-3-2003.

ATA BOW SHOW

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOW SHOW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTING AND HUNTING AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LANE HOME MEDICAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME MEDICAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, FEATURING DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ATA RETAILERS EXPO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RETAILERS EXPO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTING AND HUNTING AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MORTGAGEXTRAS

FOR CUSTOMER INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS IN WHICH CUSTOMERS RECEIVE REDEEMABLE POINTS FOR PAYING THEIR MORTGAGE ON OR BEFORE THE DUE DATE, SAID PROGRAMS BEING DESIGNED TO INCREASE CUSTOMER LOYALTY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-500,861. ARCHERY TRADE ASSOCIATION, INC., VIENNA, VA. FILED 3-3-2003.
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 76-504,267. AMHERST, L.L.C., MERRIMACK, NH. FILED 4-7-2003.

AMHERST TECHNOLOGIES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,286,855, 2,294,816 AND 2,597,436.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TECHNOLOGIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "AMHERST".
FOR DISTRIBUTOR SERVICES TO BUSINESSES VIA TELEPHONE, MAIL AND A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FEATURING COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SYSTEMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, AND RELATED PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHERE MEMORIES BEGIN

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING COLLECTORS PRODUCTS, NAMELY– MUSIC BOXES, FIGURINES, PLATES, PLAQUES, PLATE-LIKE OBJECTS, CANDLE HOLDERS, ORNAMENTS, TREE TOPPERS, ORNAMENT TREES, PERPETUAL CALENDARS, ARCHITECTURAL MINIATURE VILLAGES, CALENDAR AND ORNAMENT STORAGE BOXES, PHOTO BOXES, FRAMES FOR PLATES, PLAQUES AND PLATE-LIKE OBJECTS, RADIOS, CLOCKS AND PORCELAIN MUGS, TEACUPS AND SAUCERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-506,929. CREATIVE HAIRDRESSERS, INC., FALLS CHURCH, VA. FILED 4-4-2003.

WHERE IT'S ALL ABOUT THE PEOPLE

FOR EMPLOYMENT AND PROFESSIONAL RECRUITING SERVICES FOR HAIR SALONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-507,393. BRAINCESS, INC., PALO ALTO, CA. FILED 4-17-2003.

BRAINCESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION; DATA ANALYSIS AND DATA MODELING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS AND COMMERCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-507,951. BRIDGES TO EXCELLENCE, INC., FAIRFIELD, CT. FILED 4-21-2003.

Bridges To Excellence

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE REWARDING QUALITY ACROSS THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM DIABETES CARE REWARDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR IMPROVED QUALITY IN HEALTHCARE AND PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY MEANS OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS FOR PEOPLE, ORGANIZATIONS, DOCTORS, MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS AND PATIENTS PARTICIPATING IN DISEASE STATE AND GENERAL PATIENT STATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND/OR PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-507,958. BRIDGES TO EXCELLENCE, INC., FAIRFIELD, CT. FILED 4-21-2003.

Bridges To Excellence

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE REWARDING QUALITY ACROSS THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM CARDIAC CARE REWARDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR IMPROVED QUALITY IN HEALTHCARE AND PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY MEANS OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS FOR PEOPLE, ORGANIZATIONS, DOCTORS, MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS AND PATIENTS PARTICIPATING IN DISEASE STATE AND GENERAL PATIENT STATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND/OR PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE REWARDING QUALITY ACROSS THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM ASTHMA CARE REWARDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR IMPROVED QUALITY IN HEALTHCARE AND PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY MEANS OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS FOR PEOPLE, ORGANIZATIONS, DOCTORS, MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS AND PATIENTS PARTICIPATING IN DISEASE STATE AND GENERAL PATIENT STATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND/OR PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TMNG OPA (OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL)

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,220,321, 2,683,139 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2003.

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TMNG QSA (QUALITY SYSTEMS AUDIT)

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,220,321, 2,683,139 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE QSA (QUALITY SYSTEMS AUDIT), APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2003.

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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WALGREEN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,057,249, 2,631,095 AND OTHERS.

FOR PHARMACY, RETAIL DRUG STORE AND GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-1-1992; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1992.

JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-509,647. DENNIS BAMBER, INC., SOUTH BEND, IN. FILED 4-25-2003.

ROCKWIND

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ACCESSORIES; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ACCESSORIES; MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TODOFUT

FOR COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY CLOTHING, CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, HEADGEAR, WATCHES, LUGGAGE AND KNAPSACKS, SPORTING EQUIPMENT, VIDEOS, SOUVENIR ITEMS AND GIFTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-9-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2002.

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DON’T PAY A PENNY MORE

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING OFFICE SUPPLIES; TELEMARKETING AND ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES; RETAIL SERVICES BY DIRECT SOLICITATION BY SALES AGENTS IN THE FIELD OF SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COLUMBIA FINE BEDDING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,961,293.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “FINE BEDDING”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF THE REPRESENTATION OF A FEATHER.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING MATTRESSES AND BOX SPRINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SKULL MUSIC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “MUSIC”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MANAGING AND PROMOTING CONCERTS AND PERSONAL PERFORMANCES OF RECORDING ARTISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-518,539. MONEA, PAUL M., CANTON, OH. FILED 5-5-2003.
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 76-521,328. ICOM INCORPORATED, NORTH CALDWELL, NJ. FILED 6-9-2003.

FOR DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING FEATURING PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS REGARDING PHARMACEUTICALS, HEALTHCARE-RELATED PRODUCTS AND RELATED INFORMATION THEREOF DISSEMINATED TO PHYSICIANS, HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS, CONSUMERS, AND PATIENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-4-2002.
G. T. GlynN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ECO PARTS WASH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PARTSWASH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE AND DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING JANITORIAL PRODUCTS, SANITARY PRODUCTS, CLEANING PRODUCTS, WASHING PRODUCTS, DEGREASERS, AND CLEANING SOLUTIONS FOR REMOVING OIL, GREASE AND CARBON (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-521,842. ECO HOLDINGS, LLC, MIAMI, FL. FILED 6-2-2003.

ECO MARINE

FOR RETAIL STORE AND DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING JANITORIAL PRODUCTS, SANITARY PRODUCTS, CLEANING PRODUCTS, WASHING PRODUCTS, DEGREASERS, AND CLEANING SOLUTIONS FOR REMOVING OIL, GREASE AND CARBON (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CONDUCTING EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS TO PROMOTE JOB QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY; PROMOTING GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY OFFERING MERCHANDISE AWARDS IN PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC CATALOGUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-522,162. CENTRAL INDIANA CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP, INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 6-12-2003.

BIO CROSSROADS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE WAREHOUSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONDUCTING EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS TO PROMOTE JOB QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY; PROMOTING GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY OFFERING MERCHANDISE AWARDS IN PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC CATALOGUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-522,902. ASSOCIATION FOR UNMANNED VEHICLE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, ARLINGTON, VA. FILED 6-17-2003.

AUVSI

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE WAREHOUSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONDUCTING EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS TO PROMOTE JOB QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY; PROMOTING GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY OFFERING MERCHANDISE AWARDS IN PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC CATALOGUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-522,902. ASSOCIATION FOR UNMANNED VEHICLE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, ARLINGTON, VA. FILED 6-17-2003.

AUVSI
WE ARE YOUR HALLOWEEN HAUNTQUARTERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HALLOWEEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES IN THE HALLOWEEN MERCHANDISE FIELD (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-7-2003.

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MDI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "MDI" WITH A STYLIZED DEPICTION OF A DOOR AND A CURVED BAND.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF DOORS AND DOOR FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-23-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-23-2002.

CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INFORMEDRX

FOR ADMINISTERING PHARMACY REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAMS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RECRUITFORCE

FOR EMPLOYMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, TRACKING, MANAGING, ANALYZING AND DELIVERING DATA IN THE FIELD OF RECRUITING, HIRING, STAFFING, INTERVIEWING, REFERENCE AND BACKGROUND CHECKING, EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYEE RETENTION; PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON STAFFING METRICS FOR COST, TIME, EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS, AND GOVERNMENT AND LEGAL EMPLOYMENT COMPLIANCE; PROVIDING CAREER INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING AND RECRUITING IN THE NATURE OF COMMUNICATING AND COLLABORATING WITH PEER PROFESSIONALS, CANDIDATES AND EXTERNAL STAFFING ENTITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-7-2003.

LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ECMD

FOR CATALOG AND ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING CHILDREN'S FURNITURE, EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS AND TOYS, ARTS AND CRAFTS SUPPLIES, AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SONY DREAM WORLD

THE STIPPLING SHOWN IS NOT A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS USED TO INDICATE SHADING.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "SONY DREAM WORLD" WITH ABSTRACT CIRCULAR ELEMENTS.
FOR ORGANIZATION EXHIBITIONS FOR BUSINESSES ENGAGED IN PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT, RETAILING, THE SALE OF FOODS, FINANCIAL SERVICES AND BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 76-530,437. OVERSEAS MARKET DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, PRINCETON, NJ. FILED 7-17-2003.
A LOGO CONSISTING OF THREE OR MORE CONCENTRIC CIRCLES SHARING A COMMON CENTER OF TRIANGLES WITHIN TRIANGLES.
FOR FOREIGN TRADE INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION; INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION, SALES REPRESENTATION, MARKETING, AND RESEARCH FOR COMPANIES INTERESTED IN DEVELOPING OR EXPANDING INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, CONDUCTING BUSINESS RESEARCH, SURVEYS, AND ANALYSIS FOR COMPANIES INTERESTED IN DEVELOPING OR EXPANDING GLOBAL TRADE; ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN BUSINESSES INVOLVED IN TRADE; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF FOREIGN TRADE; EXPORT AND IMPORT AGENCIES; INDEPENDENT SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MANUFACTURERS IN THE FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE; MAILING LIST PREPARATION; ON-LINE BUSINESS DIRECTORIES FEATURING FOREIGN BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS, SALES AGENTS, AND RETAILERS; PREPARING BUSINESS REPORTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF GLOBAL TRADE VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONE STOP SHOP CATALOG
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CATALOG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE FEATURING HOUSEWARES, LAWN AND GARDEN ITEMS, TOOLS, KITCHEN APPLIANCES, SMALL AND MAJOR APPLIANCES, PET SUPPLIES, MEN'S AND WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, TRAVEL SUPPLIES, CAMPING SUPPLIES, ELECTRONICS, RADIO SUPPLIES, BOOKS, COLLECTIBLE AND GIFT ITEMS, COMPUTER SUPPLIES, TRAVEL SUPPLIES, SPORTING GOODS, BABY SUPPLIES, HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS, PERSONAL CARE SUPPLIES, TOYS AND GAMES, AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES, JEWELRY AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 76-531,332. ECMD, INC., NORTH WILKESBORO, NC. FILED 7-11-2003.
WINDOWVATION
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,246,760.
FOR ELECTRONIC ON-LINE ORDERING SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE GREENHOUSE MALL
THE GREENHOUSE MALL
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MALL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF OUTDOOR PATIO FURNITURE, NAMELY, OUTDOOR PATIO FURNITURE, NAMELY, OUTDOOR PATIO SETS, OUTDOOR RUGS, OUTDOOR FIREPLACES, GAS AND CHARCOAL GRILLS, MODULAR GRILL ISLANDS AND PATIO HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-1977; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1977.
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LA RUE MARCHÉ
LA RUE MARCHÉ
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF LA RUE MARCHE IS THE "THE MARKET STREET"
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ARTWORK; GREETING CARDS; PICTURE ALBUMS; INFANT GOODS, NAMELY CLOTHING, CUPS, BIBS AND BLANKETS; SOAP; JEWELRY; AND HOME ACCESORIES, NAMELY LAMPS, FRAMES AND KNOCK-KNACKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VISION BINDER
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT Consulting, NAMELY, PROVIDING ORGANizational STRATEGY, PERFORMANCE PLANNING, OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENTS, CHANGE MANAGEMENT, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, COMPLIANCE IMPLEMENTATION AND MANAGEMENT, AND ENTERPRISE ISSUE MANAGEMENT VIA DYNAMIC, MATRIX-GENERATED, TECHNOLOGY-BASED WORKFLOWS ENABLING INTELLIGENT, REAL-TIME ROUTING OF ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.
JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LEMSTONE CHRISTIAN STORES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,283,721, 1,563,929 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHRISTIAN STORES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL CHRISTIAN BOOK STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IRIS MOON

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,810,023.
"IRIS MOON" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR RETAIL JEWELRY STORES FEATURING JEWELRY, INCLUDING BEADS AND BEAD-RELATED SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NETWORKIO

FOR TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, EVALUATING THE SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORKS OF OTHERS AND SUGGESTING MODIFICATIONS TO SAME (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RV TRADERONLINE.COM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,294,239 AND 2,302,312.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RV, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PREPARING AND DISSEMINATING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA AN ONLINE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-535,975. INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR VASCULAR SURGERY, MOUNT ROYAL, NJ. FILED 7-25-2003.

ISVS INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR VASCULAR SURGERY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR VASCULAR SURGERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTEREST OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF VASCULAR SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DEFENDERS OF THE BRAND

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES; MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES; PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICES; AND MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR DISSEMINATION THROUGH DIRECT MAIL, TELEVISION AND RADIO COMMERCIALS, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, BILLBOARDS AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FEDSOURCE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,612,764.
FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES TO GOVERNMENT AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2000.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,855. HEAR DIRECT, INC., MOORESVILLE, NC. FILED 8-12-2003.

HEAR DIRECT

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEARING AIDS AND RELATED ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
HEAR FOR LIFE

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ITCARD

JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FRESHWORKS

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GFF

FOR WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING PIPING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CARBON AND STAINLESS FITTINGS, FLANGES AND PIPES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UNLOCKING THE POWER OF YOUR PLEDGE

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES FOR THE EVALUATION, STRATEGIC PLANNING AND MARKETING IN CONNECTION WITH A BUSINESS’S PLEDGE OR PROMISE TO UPHOLD, BACK AND SUPPORT ITS GOODS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DETERMINUS

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY AND PUBLIC RELATION SERVICES IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL, BIOTECHNOLOGY AND OTHER HEALTHCARE FIELD (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NECO

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE AREA OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECURITY TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
VoRA

THE V, R AND A IN THE MARK ARE CAPITALIZED AND THE O IS NOT CAPITALIZED.

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE AREA OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECURITY TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BEAUTY & QUALITY BECAUSE WE CARE

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING DOLLS, CRAFTS, BACKPACKS, BOOKS AND PORCELAIN ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENHANCER

THE TRADEMARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "ENHANCER" AS SHOWN IN THE ACCOMPANYING DRAWING.

FOR PREPARATION OF CUSTOM ADVERTISEMENTS AND CUSTOM PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

A

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PHOTOCOPYING, IMAGING, PRODUCING, REPRODUCING, ORGANIZING, LABELING, AND COMPILING DOCUMENTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GEAR UP

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING SWAP MEETS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTING GOODS AND CYCLING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WHO'S GOT THE NEW?

FOR MAIL ORDER AND ELECTRONIC CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING CUPS, MUGS AND PROMOTIONAL ITEMS, NAMELY PERSONALIZED COASTERS, ASHTRAYS, TEAPOTS AND HOLDERS FOR WRITING IMPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NOW OR NEVER

FOR PROVIDING A CONSUMER BENEFIT MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM ENTITLING MEMBERS TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS ON OR PREFERRED ACCESS TO THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


E3

FOR EMPLOYEE ASSESSMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WE ARE IN BUSINESS FOR SMALL BUSINESS.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,027,769, 2,658,692 AND OTHERS.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS IT'S A BIG DEAL! SAM'S CLUB, WE ARE IN BUSINESS FOR SMALL BUSINESS, AND DESIGN. THERE ARE NO INTEGRAL COLORS.
FOR RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LYA

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-6-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-6-1996.
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRINT-A-TOOTH

FOR MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING DENTAL IMAGING SUPPLIES, NAMELY VIDEO PRINT PACKS, VIDEO AND DIGITAL PRINTER PAPER, REPLACEMENT LAMPS FOR INTRAORAL CAMERAS, AND VIDEO AND DIGITAL PRINTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEWSFLOW

FOR MARKET RESEARCH ON PUBLIC PERCEPTION AND EVALUATION OF COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2003.
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AEROTEK AVIATION STAFFING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,595,657, 2,889,735 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AVIATION STAFFING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, PLACEMENT AND RECRUITING SERVICES RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT OF PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PRISMAPAK

FOR CONTRACT PACKAGING SERVICES, NAMELY DECORATING AND FILLING PLASTIC SINGLE-USE AND RECLOSEABLE TUBES, AND GLASS AND PLASTIC BOTTLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WESTERN DESIGN CONFERENCE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN CONFERENCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELDS OF INTERIOR DECORATING, ARCHITECTURE, ART, ANTIQUES, AND RELATED LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SATISFY YOUR CRAVING FOR STYLE

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

S.S.H.!

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY-PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF AUTOMOBILE AND MOTORCYCLE ENTHUSIASTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ESTARNETWORK

FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE MARKETING NETWORK FOR OTHERS TO PROMOTE AND SELL THEIR PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2003.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ESTAR

FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE MARKETING NETWORK FOR OTHERS TO PROMOTE AND SELL THEIR PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2003.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SEASHORE

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FOOD PRODUCTS AND MAIL ORDER AND CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING FOOD PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 76-544,027. ESTAR NETWORK, LLC, EVANSVILLE, IN.

THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF A STYLIZED HUMAN STICK FIGURE.
FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE MARKETING NETWORK FOR OTHERS TO PROMOTE AND SELL THEIR PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2003.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
FOR PROMOTING BUSINESS AND TOURISM IN THE NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF TOURISM, CONVENTIONS, RESTAURANTS, EVENTS, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, BUSINESS, AND BUSINESS INVESTMENT IN NEW YORK CITY THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED, VIDEO, ONLINE, AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS, PRESS RELEASES, PRESS CONFERENCES, AND THE RENDERING OF SALES PROMOTION ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-24-2003.
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-544,296. NYC & COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK, NY.
FILED 9-12-2003.

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
FOR PROMOTING BUSINESS AND TOURISM IN THE NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF TOURISM, CONVENTIONS, RESTAURANTS, EVENTS, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, BUSINESS, AND BUSINESS INVESTMENT IN NEW YORK CITY THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED, VIDEO, ONLINE, AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS, PRESS RELEASES, PRESS CONFERENCES, AND THE RENDERING OF SALES PROMOTION ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-24-2003.
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-546,673. FLINT HILLS RESOURCES, LLC, WICHITA, KS.

FOR PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE WEBSITE THAT PROVIDES PRICING INFORMATION OF GASOLINES AND FUELS, REPORTS MARKET PRICE CHANGES OF GASOLINES AND FUELS, AND ALLOWS CUSTOMERS TO SUBMIT PURCHASE ORDERS TO PURCHASE GASOLINES AND FUELS ONLINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2001.
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
OpWatch

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN AND WORD. THE DESIGN CONSISTS OF A PARTIAL SQUARE MADE UP OF THREE TRIANGLES IN THE CENTER OF THE SQUARE IS A CIRCLE CONTAINING A SMALLER CIRCLE. WITHIN THE SMALLER CIRCLE TO THE TOP RIGHT IS A TINY CIRCLE ATTACHED TO THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE SMALLER CIRCLE. THE WORD "OPWATCH" APPEARS TO THE RIGHT OF THE DESIGN.

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING SERVICES; AND LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2003.

JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SPPKIDS.COM

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES OFFERED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, FEATURING APPAREL, BOOKS, COLLECTIBLES, EDUCATIONAL ITEMS, ELECTRONICS, FOOD PRODUCTS, HOUSEWARES, JEWELRY, PARTY SUPPLIES, SCHOOL, EQUIPMENT, STATIONERY, TOYS AND VIDEOS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

JUMPSTART COALITION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COALITION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


QUESOLUCIONES

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF U.S. DAIRY PRODUCERS, SUPPLIERS, AND EXPORTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LACTITO

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF U.S. DAIRY PRODUCERS, SUPPLIERS, AND EXPORTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

C.TRAC

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING AND DIRECT MAIL CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PETPEOPLE

SEC. 2(F).
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PET FOODS AND SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AEROTEK Energy Services

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,595,657, 2,809,735 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ENERGY SERVICES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, PLACEMENT AND RECRUITING SERVICES RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING, AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LOVE MY ONLINE PARTY

FOR RETAIL SHOP-AT-HOME PARTY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF GIFT ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2003.

JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


C.TRAC

FOR RETAIL SHOPS FEATURING APPAREL ACCESSORIES NAMELY SUNGLASSES, WATCHES AND PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES NAMELY COMPACT DISK PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SENDIT DIRECT MAIL & FULFILLMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DIRECT MAIL & FULFILLMENT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FIRST CLASS AND BULK MAILING SERVICES, NAMELY, MAIL SORTING, HANDLING AND RECEIVING; ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AEROTEK Commercial

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,595,657, 2,809,735 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMERCIAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, PLACEMENT AND RECRUITING SERVICES RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT OF LIGHT INDUSTRIAL, LIGHT TECHNICAL, MANUFACTURING, OFFICE SUPPORT, AND CLERICAL PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
AEROTEK ENERGY SERVICES
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,595,657, 2,809,735 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENERGY SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, PLACEMENT AND RECRUITING SERVICES RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING, AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AEROTEK E & E
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,595,657, 2,809,735 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "E & E", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, PLACEMENT AND RECRUITING SERVICES RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING, AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AEROTEK COMMERCIAL
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,595,657, 2,809,735 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMERCIAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, PLACEMENT AND RECRUITING SERVICES RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT OF LIGHT INDUSTRIAL, LIGHT TECHNICAL, MANUFACTURING, OFFICE SUPPORT, AND CLERICAL PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AEROTEK ENERGY
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,595,657, 2,809,735 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENERGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, PLACEMENT AND RECRUITING SERVICES RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC, ENGINEERING, AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AEROTEK CE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,595,657, 2,809,735 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES, EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, AND RECRUITING SERVICES RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT OF SKILLED AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN THE FIELDS OF AEROSPACE, DEFENSE, ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, ELECTRONICS, AND MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,595,657, 2,809,735 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCIENTIFIC LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT AND PLACEMENT AND BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF MEDICINE AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANT FARM INTERACTIVE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,127,659.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERACTIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES REGARDING MARKETING THROUGH USE OF A GLOBAL INFORMATION NETWORK AND INTERACTIVE COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-7-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-7-1999.
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AEROTEK
Scientific LLC

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,557,200, 2,809,735 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AVIATION LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING, PLACEMENT AND RECRUITING SERVICES RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENT OF PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WALGREENS. THE ANSWER TO LIFE’S SITUATIONS.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,057,249, 2,721,089 AND OTHERS.
FOR RETAIL DRUG STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-555,150. MICHAELS STORES PROCUREMENT COMPANY, INC., GRAND PRAIRIE, TX. FILED 10-29-2003.

THE 100% STORE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,057,249, 2,721,089 AND OTHERS.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FOR THE SALE OF PICTURE FRAMING MATERIALS, SILK AND DRIED FLOWERS, HOBBY AND ART SUPPLIES, CREATIVE CRAFTS, HOME DECOR ITEMS, AND PARTY, SEASONAL AND HOLIDAY MERCHANDISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-557,296. OFFICIAL BUGLE BOY, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 11-6-2003.

BUGLE BOY CLASSICS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,761,436, 2,748,306 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLASSICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS AND PROMOTIONAL EVENTS IN THE FIELD OF WOMEN'S FASHION, BEAUTY AND HEALTH. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BIOMETRICSWORLD CONFERENCE AND EXPO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONFERENCE AND EXPO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS, EXPOSITIONS, EXHIBITIONS, BUSINESS SEMINARS, AND BUSINESS CONFERENCES, IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ON-LINE SERVICES, HIGH TECHNOLOGY, COMMUNICATIONS, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JUST ONE PARK

FOR PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS; PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS IN A MAP OF RECREATIONAL BIKING AND HIKING TRAILS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


VIVIAN MICZNICK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-132,475. LASER REGISTRATION, INC., WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 5-31-2002.


FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF, AND PROVIDING, ON-LINE REGISTRATION SERVICES FOR CONVENTIONS, CONFERENCES, TRADE SHOWS AND SEMINARS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1999.

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-151,869. VIDVERTISE, ORION, MI. FILED 8-7-2002.

VIDVERTISE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICES OVER THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PASSI

FOR DISTRIBUTE AND RESALE SERVICES, NAMELY, RETAIL STORE AND DISTRIBUTORSHIP FEATURING MEN AND LADIES SHOES MADE OF LEATHER AND SYNTHETIC FIBER AND CLOTHES OF ALL MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DEPDIDO

FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION, NAMELY, PROVIDING DOCUMENTS BASED ON DEPOSITION TRANSCRIPTS TO ATTORNEYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-6-2003.

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


RAYLIA

FOR RETAIL CLOTHING STORES, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING CLOTHING, ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, ON-LINE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BRIDAL WEAR, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING BRIDAL WEAR, ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BRIDAL WEAR AND BRIDAL ACCESSORIES, ON-LINE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING BRIDAL WEAR AND BRIDAL ACCESSORIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS, NAMELY TRUNK SHOWS IN THE FIELD OF BRIDAL WEAR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPEEDWAY SPEEDY SAVER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 816,870, 1,867,322 AND OTHERS.


MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPEEDY SAVER


MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ACCOUNTANTS TODAY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACCOUNTANTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY SERVICES AND PERSONNEL PLACEMENT AND RECRUITMENT SERVICES FOR ACCOUNTANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-31-1989; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1989.

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PAY FOR PERFORMANCE

FOR OUTSOURCED TELEMARKETING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-6-2002.

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FLORIDA DEPUTY SHERIFFS ASSOCIATION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,638,114 AND 2,638,115.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DEPUTY SHERIFFS ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING INTERESTS OF LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMUNITY MEMBERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,638,114 AND 2,638,115.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DEPUTY SHERIFFS ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS, IN PART, OF A WOMAN STANDING IN A FIELD, WITH A SUN RISING OVER MOUNTAINS IN THE BACKGROUND AND THE WORDS IN GOD WE TRUST UNDERNEATH, OVERLAID WITH THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA, ALL WITHIN A FIVE-POINTED STAR.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO FLORIDA AND THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING INTERESTS OF LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMUNITY MEMBERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-199,706. SPRINT DIRECTORY TRADEMARK COMPANY, LLC, OVERLAND PARK, KS. FILED 1-3-2003.

FOR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ON-LINE DIRECTORY ADVERTISING PROGRAMS; PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS IN THE NATURE OF PRINT AND ON-LINE DIRECTORY ADVERTISEMENTS AND LISTINGS; ON-LINE BUSINESS DIRECTORIES FEATURING LOCAL COMMUNITY INFORMATION AND SERVICES AND ON-LINE YELLOW PAGES DIRECTORY LISTINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1996.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE ARTIST’S CHOICE

SN 78-200,204. BECK, SPENCER R., DBA THE ARTIST’S CHOICE, EAST NORWALK, CT. FILED 1-6-2003.

FOR RETAIL SALE SERVICES, NAMELY MAIL-ORDER SERVICES FEATURING ORIGINAL CARTOON ARTWORK; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ORIGINAL CARTOON ARTWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-1-1986; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1986.
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE HOUSTON SPORTS MUSEUM


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SPORTS MUSEUM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FIRST USE 3-0-1979; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1979.
GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-204,420. WORLD CUP STACKING ASSOCIATION, HIGHLANDS RANCH, CO. FILED 1-17-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,641,310 AND 2,701,310.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WORLD CUP STACKING ASSOCIATION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE SPORT OF CUP STACKING, AND PUBLIC INTEREST IN THE FIELD OF CUP STACKING ACTION SKILL GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-7-2002.
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SAFETY & SECURITY INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLORS BLUE, RED, BLACK, GRAY ARE CLAIMED AS A DISTINCTIVE FEATURE OF THE MARK. THE WORDS "SAFETY & SECURITY" ARE WRITTEN IN BLUE AROUND THE TOP PORTION OF THE GLOBE AND THE WORD "INTERNATIONAL" IS WRITTEN IN RED AROUND THE BOTTOM PORTION OF THE GLOBE. THE GLOBE IS DEPICTED WITH BLACK AND GRAY GIVING A THREE-DIMENSIONAL EFFECT.

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP IN THE FIELD OF PUBLIC SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR POLICE, MILITARY, FIRE AND EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE ENTITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


A NEW ENVIRONMENT FOR MEDIA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING, PREPARING, DESIGNING, AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF SUPPORTING EDUCATION AND FUNDING FOR CLEANING AND PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-213,797. LADY AMERICANA ASSOCIATES, INC., OKLAHOMA CITY, OK. FILED 2-12-2003.

LA HOME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,257,588 AND 1,630,077.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME!", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FURNITURE AND HOME FURNISHINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).


GREAT MEDIA, GREAT PEOPLE, GREAT SERVICE

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE BROADCASTING, COMMUNICATIONS, AND PUBLICATIONS INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ONE PURPOSE. INFINITE PERKS.

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF DISCOUNT CARDS TO PARTICIPATING MEMBERS, PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY AWARDING PURCHASE POINTS FOR CREDIT CARD USE TO PARTICIPATING MEMBERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


1-800-A NEW YOU

FOR MEDICAL AND COSMETIC SURGERY REFERRAL SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PACULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MARKETING REBEL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MARKETING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

ORDERVERSION


FOR BUSINESS INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PREPARING SHIPPING DOCUMENTS, INVOICES AND TRACKING DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO SHIPPING AND INVENTORY OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND INTERNETS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

!NPULSE


FOR CONDUCTING BUSINESS AND MARKET RESEARCH SURVEYS WHICH USE DIRECT RESPONSE MARKETING METHODS; CONDUCTING MARKETING STUDIES WHICH USE DIRECT RESPONSE MARKETING METHODS; MARKET RESEARCH WHICH USE DIRECT RESPONSE MARKETING METHODS; COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AGENCIES WHICH PROVIDE BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC MARKETING DATA FOLLOWING THE CONDUCTION OF MARKETING CAMPAIGNS; CONDUCTING BUSINESS AND MARKET RESEARCH SURVEYS FOLLOWING THE CONDUCTION OF MARKETING CAMPAIGNS; CONDUCTING MARKETING STUDIES FOLLOWING THE CONDUCTION OF MARKETING CAMPAIGNS; MARKET RESEARCH FOLLOWING THE CONDUCTION OF MARKETING CAMPAIGNS; MARKET ANALYSIS FOLLOWING THE CONDUCTION OF MARKETING CAMPAIGNS; PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION FOLLOWING THE CONDUCTION OF MARKETING CAMPAIGNS; PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR BUSINESS OR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES FOLLOWING THE CONDUCTION OF MARKETING CAMPAIGNS; MANAGEMENT OF CALL CENTERS TO CONDUCT MARKETING FOR OTHERS; OPERATION OF CALL CENTERS TO CONDUCT MARKETING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2003.

CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOODS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WHOLESALE GROCERY DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES; WHOLESALE OFFICE SUPPLIES DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES; PROVIDING COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; SERVICES FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS OF OTHERS THROUGH DISTRIBUTION OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS VIA PRINTED PUBLICATIONS AND ON-LINE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS; ADVERTISING MATTER DISSEMINATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1993.

JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MACHINERY TRADER

SN 78-220,902. SANDHILLS PUBLISHING COMPANY, LINCOLN, NE. FILED 3-3-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,434,674, 2,623,136 AND OTHERS.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE ELECTRONIC DATABASE ON THE INTERNET IN THE FIELD OF ADVERTISING HEAVY MACHINERY FOR SALE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-31-1978; IN COMMERCE 3-31-1978.

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-221,325. LITTLE BUCK'S, INCORPORATED, ALPHARETTA, GA. FILED 3-4-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "99 CENTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE NUMBER 99 AND THE CENT SIGN WITHIN A DIAMOND OVER THE WORD LITTLEBUCK.
FOR RETAIL STORES SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL INEXPENSIVE MERCHANDISE AND GROCERIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-223,186. DIAMOND SHAMROCK REFINING AND MARKETING COMPANY, SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 3-7-2003.

CORNER STORE EXPRESS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,128,014, 2,493,916 AND 2,661,186.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STORE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR RETAIL GASOLINE AND CONVENIENCE STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GREEN CARAT

FOR RETAIL AND ONLINE JEWELRY STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CENTEGO MARKETING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MARKETING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROMOTION OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS VIA CONSUMER PROMOTION PROGRAMS THAT PROVIDE REWARDS ON DEFINED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
AMERICANS FOR A FREE WORLD

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED TO ADDRESS A VARIETY OF SOCIAL CONCERNS, NAMELY, WAR AND PEACE, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY OF GOVERNMENT, EDUCATION, DEMOCRACY AND ELECTIONS, TRADE, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, AND SOCIAL SECURITY; LOBBYING TO ADVOCATE CHANGES IN LEGISLATION REGARDING A VARIETY OF ISSUES OF GENERAL PUBLIC INTEREST, NAMELY, WAR AND PEACE, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY OF GOVERNMENT, EDUCATION, DEMOCRACY AND ELECTIONS, TRADE, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, AND SOCIAL SECURITY; LOBBYING TO ADVOCATE CHANGES IN LEGISLATION REGARDING A VARIETY OF ISSUES OF GENERAL PUBLIC INTEREST, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF VOTERS, PARENTS AND CHILDREN, INVESTORS, SENIOR CITIZENS, AND RETIREES; POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF VOTERS, PARENTS AND CHILDREN, INVESTORS, SENIOR CITIZENS, AND RETIREES IN THE FIELD OF POLITICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EVOCATALK

FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS CONSULTING SERVICE THAT USES MODERATED DISCUSSIONS TO PROVIDE INDIVIDUALS, INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS WITH A MEANS OF IDENTIFYING RELEVANT ISSUES AND PROBLEMS, AS WELL AS STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PREVENTING OR RESOLVING THEM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DOING IT RIGHT

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR RESPONSIBLE COAL BED METHANE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2001.

TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POWERPROGRAM

FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-233,759. BOOTIE BREWING COMPANY, WINTER PARK, FL. FILED 4-3-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,702,676, 2,756,104 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONLINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE WHOLESALE STORES AND RETAIL STORES FEATURING BEER AND BEER RELATED PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ONYA MATE

"ONYA MATE" IS SIMPLY A SLANG FORM OF THE EXPRESSION - "GOOD ON YOU MATE!".
FOR DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EPICSEARCH

FOR PROVIDING EMPLOYMENT SEARCH AND PLACEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-236,769. IIR COMMUNISPOND, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-11-2003.

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2003.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

OSIM NUTRITIONFOCUS

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING SPORTS, EXERCISE AND FITNESS APPARATUS, MEDICAL, DIAGNOSTIC AND HEALTHCARE APPARATUS, THERAPEUTIC AND PHYSIOTHERAPY PRODUCTS; HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS; DIRECT MAILING ADVERTISING SERVICES; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES AND PREPARING PROMOTIONAL AND MERCHANDISING MATERIAL FOR OTHERS; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER VIA MAIL ORDER PUBLICATIONS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, FITNESS AND NUTRICEUTICAL GOODS AND EQUIPMENT; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES FOR THE BUSINESS OF SELLING HEALTH, FITNESS AND SPORTING GOODS AND EQUIPMENT; ALL OF THE FOREMENTIONED SERVICES BEING OFFERED AND OR PROVIDED IN PHYSICAL LOCATIONS AND ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE, CABLE MEDIUM OR VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ORGANIZED AND CONDENSED BUSINESS INFORMATION RELATING TO THE SELECTION AND PURCHASE OF ITEMS RELATING TO SPORTS, EXERCISE AND FITNESS APPARATUS, MEDICAL, HEALTHCARE, THERAPEUTIC AND PERSONAL NATURE BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INKJETS.COM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INKJETS.COM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INKJET PRINTER CARTRIDGES, INKJET PRINTER INK, AND FILLED INKJET PRINTER INK CARTRIDGES, AND RELATED ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-13-1998.
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ALWAYS-ON MARKETING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MARKETING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-238,527, MOR FUNITURE FOR LESS, INC., SAN
DIEGO, CA. FILED 4-16-2003.

MOR KID'S FURNITURE FOR LESS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,462,769, 2,495,005 AND
2,511,096.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "KID'S FURNITURE FOR LESS", APART FROM THE
MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FOR RETAIL FURNITURE AND MATTRESS
STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-241,222, GENZYME CORPORATION, FRAMING-
HAM, MA. FILED 4-23-2003.

THE ADHESION BARRIER SURGEONS RELY ON

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "THE ADHESION BARRIER", APART FROM THE
MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMMERCIAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD
OF ABDOMINAL AND PELVIC SURGERY MARKETS
(U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOANNA MATEJA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-243,380, 1 SMART PUPPY, LTD., SILVER SPRING,
MD. FILED 4-29-2003.

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING, CONSULTING AND
MARKET COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY,
PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION, MARKETING
STRATEGIES AND TACTICS, AND CREATIVE IDEAS
FOR OTHERS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY,
CREATING ADS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
102).
LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-243,856, O2 WORLDWIDE, LLC, SCOTTSDALE, AZ.
FILED 4-30-2003.

O2 WORLDWIDE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "WORLDWIDE", APART FROM THE MARK AS
SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR
OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF HOSPITALITY SERVICES
(U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-244,441, WIELAND, ROBERTA, LAGUNA HILLS, CA.
FILED 5-1-2003.

QUIET ENTREPRENEURS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "ENTREPRENEURS", APART FROM THE MARK AS
SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES FOR RE-
SERVED, INTOVERTED OR SHY BUSINESS OWNERS
OR PROFESSIONALS CHARGED WITH THE RESPONS-
IBILITY FOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS.
100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-26-2003.
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-244,442, WIELAND, ROBERTA, LAGUNA HILLS, CA.
FILED 5-1-2003.

LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-244,657. DELIGHTFUL DELIVERIES, INC., SYOSSET, NY. FILED 5-1-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DELIVERIES.COM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE AND CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF EDIBLE PRODUCTS, CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS, GIFTS, BASKETS, FRUITS, NUTS, BAKED GOODS, CANDIES, CHOCOLATES, PREPARED MEALS, MEATS, SEAFOOD, POULTRY, WINES, CHEESES, COSMETICS, BATH AND BODY PRODUCTS, HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, BABY GIFTS, FLOWERS AND PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OPTIMIZATION MATTERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OPTIMIZATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING OPERATIONAL ADVICE TO, AND PERFORMING OPERATIONS-RELATED MODELING FOR THOSE IN INDUSTRIES PERTAINING TO OR INVOLVING MODES OF TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-245,842. LIFESTYLE FASCINATIONS INC., LAKEWOOD, NJ. FILED 5-5-2003.

4LF

FOR ELECTRONIC CATALOG SERVICES AND MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES ALL FEATURING COSMETICS, ELECTRONICS, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES, PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT, TELEPHONES AND OTHER CONSUMER ITEMS, NAMELY, GARDENING TOOLS, WATCHES AND CLOCKS, AND HEALTH AND FITNESS PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,000,854 AND 2,552,020 FOR ORGANIZING, ARRANGING, SPONSORING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF ANIMALS AND PETS; AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIALS THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


enVisioning Business

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PET SHED

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PET, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL PET SUPPLY STORE SERVICES; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PET SUPPLIES; RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING PET SUPPLIES, NAMELY, ANIMAL MEDICATIONS, PET CARE PRODUCTS, PET FLEA CONTROL, PET TICK CONTROL, PET ACCESSORIES, PET TOYS, PET TREATS, PET FOODS, PET LEASHES, PET COLLARS, PET COATS, PET JUMPERS, PET GROOMING AIDS, PET BONES AND PET ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-251,970. YELLOW STEEL, PORSTMOUTH, NH. FILED 5-20-2003.

YELLOW STEEL

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-21-2003. PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INTERCLARITY

FOR MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES, MARKET RESEARCH CONSULTING SERVICES, MARKETING STRATEGY CONSULTING SERVICES, BUSINESS STRATEGY CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 3-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-26-2003. DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GLOBAL OUTREACH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GLOBAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ADMINISTERING OF EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMS; PROVIDING INTERNSHIP PLACEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF AGRICULTURE, AGRIBUSINESS, AND HORTICULTURE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 3-0-1994; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1994. ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 35—(Continued).

FOR SERVICE MARKETING, NAMELY, BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES AND CUSTOMER SERVICE, IN THE FIELD OF RESIDENTIAL HOME IMPROVEMENTS FOR CLIENTS AND MEMBERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-257,478. 7-ELEVEN, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 6-3-2003.

7-ELEVEN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 896,654, 920,897 AND 1,083,007 FOR RETAIL CONVENIENCE STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-257,790. AUTO LOAN TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, FORT WORTH, TX. FILED 6-3-2003.

AUTO ZOOM

FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING TRADE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2003. APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-259,579. BEN'S COOKIES (U.S.), INC., SALT LAKE CITY, UT. FILED 6-6-2003.

BEN'S COOKIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COOKIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RETAIL BAKERY STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PERFORMANCE RECOGNITION ONLINE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONLINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND CONDUCTING ALL ASPECTS OF INCENTIVE PROGRAMS, RECOGNITION PROGRAMS AND CONTESTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NAAKWAMA ANKRRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YOUR PANT HEADQUARTERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PANT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES FEATURING PANTS AND CAPRIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

RALLY TO RESULTS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR FLEET LEASING COMPANIES, NAMELY, COST ANALYSIS, EXPENSE REPORTING AND TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; FLEET VEHICLE ACQUISITION CONSULTATION; FLEET VEHICLE PROCUREMENT AND PURCHASING SERVICES; PROVIDING ASSISTANCE RELATING TO THE AUTHORIZATION OF MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF VEHICLES; BILLING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING BILLING RELATING TO AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF LEASED VEHICLE FLEET MANAGEMENT; DATA PROCESSING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LEASED VEHICLE MANAGEMENT, COST ANALYSIS AND ACCOUNTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SAFE CLICK SHOPPING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHOPPING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ONLINE RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING GENERAL CONSUMER MERCHANDISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-270,441. SACHA WILBANKS, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 7-3-2003.

NANNIES AND MORE...

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NANNIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RECRUITMENT AND PLACEMENT OF DOMESTIC EMPLOYEES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
Michele Swain, Examining Attorney


PRIORITY INSIGHTS

FOR CONDUCTING BUSINESS AND MARKET RESEARCH SURVEYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-272,637. DH, INC., RENO, NV. FILED 7-10-2003.

ANTIQUITY STONE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE STONE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR IMPORT AGENCIES IN THE FIELD OF NATURAL STONE; DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF NATURAL STONE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-274,079. HALL, SAMANTHA LEE, ST. PETERSBURG, FL. FILED 7-14-2003.

SECRET BOUTIQUE

FOR PROVIDING LINKS TO THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS FOR GIFT PURCHASING ONLINE AT SPECIAL RATES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-274,730. GAYLE MARTZ, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 7-16-2003.

THE SHERPA SHOP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,044,070, 2,574,335 AND 2,786,891.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHOP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORES IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCTS FOR ANIMALS, NAMELY, ANIMAL LEASHES, COLLARS, HARNESSSES, TOYS, BAGS, POUCHES, ANIMAL CARRIERS, CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, TRAYS, FAUX LAMBSKIN LINERS AND TRAVEL KITS CONSISTING OF WATER BOTTLE, FOOD DISH, BOWLS AND FLATWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-8-2003.
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TIPPING POINT

FOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING SERVICES FEATURING ADVISING CLIENTS IN THE FIELDS OF ACCOUNTING, FINANCE, MARKETING, ADVERTISING, PUBLIC RELATIONS AND BRAND DEVELOPMENT; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES FEATURING DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING BUSINESS STRATEGIES; BUSINESS PLANNING; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ETHICAL ISSUES IN BUSINESS ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WEBVENTURI

FOR PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION IN DIGITAL FORMAT VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-8-2003.
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE RIGHTTHING, INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYMENT HIRING SERVICES FOR EX-EMPT AND NON-EXEMPT CANDIDATES WHICH FEATURES CANDIDATE SCREENING, INTERVIEWING, APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING AND TESTING TO DETERMINE EMPLOYMENT SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-277,236. THE RIGHTTHING, INC., FINDLAY, OH. FILED 7-22-2003.
CLASS 35—(Continued).

**EVE**

**DRIVE**

**Guaranteed Used Parts**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GUARANTEED USED PARTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF USED AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, NAMELY OFFERING USED AUTOMOTIVE PARTS THROUGH KIOSKS AND/OR POINT OF SALES TERMINALS THAT ARE LOCATED AT RETAIL AUTOMOTIVE PARTS STORES OWNED BY OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**AUTOBE**

FOR USED AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**THE NEW AMERICAN GALLERY**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICAN GALLERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ART GALLERY FEATURING PAINTINGS, DRAWINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS, OR OTHER ART OBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**IDEAL FOR YOUR BUSINESS, YOUR FAMILY, YOUR LIFE.**

FOR PROMOTING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS (SPECIFICALLY IN THE CITY OF ELMHURST, ILLINOIS) (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-280,035. IDEA OUTPOST, LLC, APPLETOWN, WI. FILED 7-29-2003.

**ZIPZONE**

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING; DIRECT MAIL CONSULTING SERVICES; DIRECT MARKETING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING INFORMATION AND BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**NEW YORK'S**

**FINGER LAKES**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEW YORK'S FINGER LAKES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROMOTING TOURISM OF THE NEW YORK FINGER LAKES REGION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-282,405. INTERNATIONAL CLAIM ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 8-4-2003.

**INTERNATIONAL CLAIM ASSOCIATION LEADING THE WAY IN CLAIM EXCELLENCE**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,368,315.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL CLAIMS ASSOCIATION AND CLAIM EXCELLENCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF INSURANCE CLAIM ADMINISTRATORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.

DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-282,406. INTERNATIONAL CLAIM ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 8-4-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,368,315.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SINCE 1909", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF INSURANCE CLAIM ADMINISTRATORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.
DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-282,423. ASSET HORIZON CORP, AUSTIN, TX. FILED 8-4-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSET" AND "CORPORATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING FOR THE TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2003.
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HISPANIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "MARCA" IN THE MARK IS "MARK".
FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES DIRECTED TO THE HISPANIC AND LATIN AMERICAN MARKETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NA L T - N E T A C T I O N L E A R N I N G T E A M

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NET ACTION LEARNING TEAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DREAM

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES FOR REGULATED COMPANIES, NAMELY, CREATING, RESPONDING TO, AND TRACKING INFORMATION REQUESTS FOR COMPLIANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MR. B. WISE

FOR DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
WIN TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STRATEGIC ORGANIZATION SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION AS IT RELATES TO HELPING COMPANIES TO ADDRESS ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES AND IMPROVE OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ONCE UPON A SILVER MOON
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ARTIST REVOLUTION
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND MUSICAL ARTISTS’ MERCHANDISE, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, STICKERS, HATS, POSTERS, KEY CHAINS, CIGARETTE LIGHTERS, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, AND BUTTONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SISTERS ITALIAN CHARM . . . A CHARMED LIFE!
FOR RETAIL GIFT STORES FEATURING GIFTS, ACCESSORIES, AND JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2003.
P AULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LEARN TO PROFIT
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROFIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATED TO PROFIT IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MORE THAN SEATING AND EATING
FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS; PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIAL AND PROMOTIONAL CONTESTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRAND, NOT BLAND
FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS; PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIAL AND PROMOTIONAL CONTESTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUST AROUND THE CORNER GIFT SALE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,971,169, 2,571,606 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIFT SALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL HARDWARE STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROI TRAX
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ROI, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH SEARCH ENGINE REFERRAL TRAFFIC ANALYSIS AND REPORTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-6-2003.
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ESF

FOR PREPARING AUDIOVISUAL DISPLAYS AND AUDIOVISUAL EXHIBITS IN THE FIELD OF SCIENCE FICTION, POPULAR CULTURE, ART, PERSONALITIES, HISTORY, TELEVISION, MOTION PICTURES AND THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY; RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE STORES/OUTLETS AND MAIL ORDER SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, INTERACTIVE COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMS, CD-ROMS, CASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO TAPES, VIDEO TAPES, ELECTRONIC BOOKS, NAMELY, BOOKS ON COMPUTER DISCS, TOYS, ART AND PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS ON PAPER, POSTCARDS, CALENDARS, PAPER BAGS, PAPER SHOPPING BAGS, CARDBOARD CONTAINER TUBES, CARDBOARD GIFT BOXES, NOTE CARDS, GREETING CARDS, STATIONERY, POSTERS, APPOINTMENT BOOKS, DIARIES, TOTE BAGS, UMBRELLAS, DRINKING GLASSES, COFFEE CUPS, MUGS AND CLOTHING; ALL PROVIDED BY, IN PROMOTION OF, AS PART OF THE PROGRAMS OF, OR IN CONJUNCTION WITH A MUSEUM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TOP DOG

FOR AWARD PROGRAM TO ENCOURAGE AND REWARD SAFETY IN THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY BY AWARDING DRIVERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GIZMODO

FOR PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

KEYON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ENTERPRISE PLUS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FATFREE FUNDRAISING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FUNDRAISING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FUNDRAISING COMPANY BUSINESS MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES OF OTHERS THAT DO NOT INCLUDE CANDIES OF UNHEALTHFUL PRODUCTS FOR CHILDREN BY OFFERING PROGRAMS AND MATERIALS FOR CONDUCTING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOL FUNDRAISING EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AUCTIONVALET

FOR RETAIL CONSIGNMENT SERVICES FOR CUSTOMERS WISHING TO SELL ITEMS VIA INTERNET AUCTION SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EPICENTER

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-294,000. OFFICE FOR MARKET TECHNOLOGY, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 8-29-2003.

TRADER DNA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRADER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS EVALUATION SERVICES, NAMELY,
PROVIDING A PERSONALIZED PROFILE OF INDIVIDUAL FINANCIAL TRADERS TO DETERMINE THE LEVEL OF ABILITY, COMPETENCE, AND PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WEB ONLY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEB ONLY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, HEADWEAR, FOOTWEAR, HANDBAGS, BELTS AND JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LOW CARB XPRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LOW CARB, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FOR LOW CARBOHYDRATE DIETARY FOOD AND DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUN SOLVER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SUN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS, WHOLESALE STORES AND WHOLESALE ORDERING SERVICES, ALL FEATURING SOLAR PROTECTION PRODUCTS, NAMELY, AWNINGS, SHUTTERS, PATIO AND DECK SHADING AND SUNSCREENS, WINDOW SHADING AND SUNSCREENS, WINDOW TINTING PRODUCTS, AND SLIDING PANELS FOR ROOFS THAT OPEN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1999.
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Easier Living
For Everyone

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SUN WITH RAYS IN SHADES OF ORANGE AND THE WORDS EASIER LIVING FOR EVERYONE IN SHADES OF BLUE.
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE FEATURING ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS SUCH AS AMPLIFIED PHONES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOFABILITIES

FOR RETAIL FURNITURE STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NOVELLA

FOR RETAIL CLOTHING BOUTIQUE FOR WOMEN, FEATURING SHIRTS, PANTS, T-SHIRTS, DRESSES, JACKETS, SHOES AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

CATALYST

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, CONSULTING, AND ADVISORY SERVICES, IN THE NATURE OF: TURN-AROUND MANAGEMENT, CRISIS MANAGEMENT, AND TRANSITION MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIALLY AND/OR OPERATIONALLY TROUBLED COMPANIES; RESTRUCTURING ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY DEBTOR AND CREDITOR CONSULTING CONSISTING OF FINANCIAL ADVISORY, RESTRUCTURING ADVISORY, OR REORGANIZATION ADVISORY SERVICES; PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT SERVICES FOR UNDER-PERFORMING COMPANIES, NAMELY, STRATEGIC PLANS ADDRESSING REVENUE AND MARGIN ENHANCEMENTS AND OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS AND EFFICIENCIES; ALL OF THE ABOVE SERVICES FOR MIDDLE MARKET COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,028. TRACEY, AIDAN, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 9-4-2003.

BRANDSELL

FOR MARKETING AND SALES SERVICES, NAMELY THE RECRUITMENT, TRAINING, AND PROVISION OF PEOPLE TOWARDS THE DAILY MANAGEMENT OF PROMOTION EXECUTION, IMPLEMENTING CUSTOMER STRATEGIES, MERCHANDISING, EVENT MANAGEMENT, IN-STORE SALES, DEMONSTRATIONS, ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS, BUDGET MANAGEMENT, ANNUAL PLANNING, AND CONSULTING FOR A COMPANY'S PRODUCT OR LINE OF PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,094. CAREMARK INTERNATIONAL INC., NORTHBOURK, IL. FILED 9-4-2003.

SAFE AND EFFECTIVE. BETTER VALUE.

FOR PROMOTING AWARENESS OF THE VALUE OF USING GENERIC DRUGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,248. 3PR CORPORATION, RENO, NV. FILED 9-4-2003.

3PR

FOR BUSINESS EVALUATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

CLEARFOCUS


YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AUTOWEB

FOR LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JO5A

FOR RETAIL CLOTHING STORE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DANIELLE MATTESSICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JANGSOO JADEMATTRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JADEMATTRESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "JANGSOO" IN THE MARK IS "LONGEVITY".

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FURNITURE, BEDS, MATS AND PUBLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


CWARDDFS

FOR FACILITATING THE EXCHANGE OF NEEDED INFORMATION FOR FINANCIAL COMPENSATION VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-1-1989; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1989.
AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ISLAND DISPLAY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DISPLAY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS, SPECIFICALLY IN CEILING MOUNTED DISPLAYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUITS TO YOU

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, AND MOBILE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF IN-HOME AND IN-OFFICE RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2000.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KIDS CONSTRUCTION BUILD-A-DESSERT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,733,818.
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF FOOD SERVICE BUSINESSES THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2002.
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WICKES SURPRISINGLY WICKES

FOR RETAIL FURNITURE STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-299,549. @WEB SITE PUBLICITY, INC., PETERBOROUGH, NH. FILED 9-12-2003.

WEB THAT WORKS

FOR DIRECT INTERNET MARKETING ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHERE GREAT TASTE BEGINS

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING PROMOTING THE GRAPES AND WINES OF MONTEREY COUNTY VIA THE INTERNET, RADIO, TELEVISION, PRINTED MATTER, AND IN PERSON AT TASTINGS, FAIRS AND CONFERENCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-301,015. GC INVESTMENT HOLDINGS, INC., STONE MOUNTAIN, GA. FILED 9-16-2003.

GoodCents Solutions

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MARKETING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2001.
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EROSTOYS

FOR PROVIDING DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY MEANS OF OPERATING AN ON-LINE SHOPPING MALL WITH LINKS TO THE ADULT-THEMED RETAIL WEB SITES OF OTHERS; PROVIDING ONLINE SHOPPING SERVICE FEATURING ADULT THEMED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). 
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY 

WHAT MATTERS TO YOU MATTERS TO US

FOR WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES SPECIALIZING IN FOODS AND BEVERAGES AND RELATED FOOD SERVICE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). 
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE PLEASURE SHOPPER

FOR HOME SHOPPING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL MERCHANDISE BY MEANS OF TELEVISION, TELEPHONE AND INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). 
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GOODSON

FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF TIRES AND OTHER AUTOMOBILE RELATED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). 
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PAC-RATADS

FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). 
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EZSKINS

FOR DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). 
FIRST USE 3-11-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-11-1999. 
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MIGHTYVARIETY.COM

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING AND MAINTAINING AN INFORMATION DIRECTORY ABOUT ORNAMENTAL PLANTS FOR OTHERS ACCESSIBLE THROUGH THE USE OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING ORNAMENTAL PLANTS; MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING ORNAMENTAL PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). 
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,759,034 AND 2,794,797.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AND SON" AND "HARDWARE & LUMBER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HARDWARE AND RELATED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.
K. MARGARET LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STICKY CONCEPTS
FOR DESIGNING LOGOS FOR BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PLANTSPOTTERS.COM
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING AND MAINTAINING AN INFORMATION DIRECTORY ABOUT ORNAMENTAL PLANTS FOR OTHERS ACCESSIBLE THROUGH THE USE OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING ORNAMENTAL PLANTS; MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING ORNAMENTAL PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FINGERS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,610,684, 2,782,562 AND OTHERS.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL FURNITURE STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-310,158. FAIRE WATERS LTD., CAMDEN, DE. FILED 10-7-2003.

CUTTIN’ THE CHEESE
FOR RETAIL GOURMET CHEESE SHOP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MOMENT IS TRULY YOURS. MARKMAN’S
FOR RETAIL JEWELRY STORE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CEO FOCUS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING TO MANAGERS AND BUSINESS OWNERS IN OPERATING THEIR BUSINESS AND OPERATING CONSULTING GROUPS TO ASSIST IN MANAGEMENT OF COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION INDUSTRY ALLIANCE BILLING METHOD PRINCIPLES DEFINABILITY INTEGRITY MEASURABILITY VERIFIABILITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TRADE ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION OUTSOURCING AND HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT COMPANIES AND PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-11-2003.
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZETA SIGMA PHI

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF WOMEN ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES BY ORGANIZING A SORORITY TO BETTER PROMOTE FRIENDSHIP, CHARITY AND PHILANTHROPY ON CAMPUS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COOLZOO

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES, MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES, DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING SERVICES, AND ONLINE RETAILING VIA THE INTERNET FOR EYEGLASSES AND SAFETY GLASS HOLDERS AND CLIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-745,047. INTERNET TRANSACTION SOLUTIONS, INC., COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 7-29-1999.

PAYMYBILL

FOR ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, DEBT RESOLUTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-14-1997; IN COMMERCE 10-17-1997.
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SMART INVESTMENT BANKING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INVESTMENT BANKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-268,239. INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL GROUP, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 6-7-2001.

GLOBAL MEDICAL INSURANCE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICAL INSURANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MEDICAL INSURANCE PLAN ADMINISTRATION SERVICES FOR NON U S CITIZENS AND U S CITIZENS LIVING OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE OF AND OPTION FOR SELECTION OF TREATMENT PLANS IN AND OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JENNIFER CHICOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 76-296,757. CREDIT SUISSE GROUP, 8001 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND, FILED 8-8-2001.

CSFB EUROPEAN TECHNOLOGY INDEX


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EUROPEAN TECHNOLOGY INDEX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BANKING FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION ABOUT FINANCIAL MARKETS AND MARKET TRENDS AND PROVIDING INDEXES OF SELECT SECURITIES TO ENABLE CONSUMERS TO EVALUATE INVESTMENTS, FINANCIAL MARKETS, MARKET TRENDS, FINANCIAL INDEXES AND SECURITIES, OPTION, FUTURES AND OTHER DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY FUTURES, OPTIONS, SWAPS, FORWARDS AND STRUCTURED PRODUCTS RELATING TO AN INDEX FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF INDIVIDUAL STOCKS AND INVESTMENT FUND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102), ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF SWITZERLAND REG. NO. 484113, DATED 4-26-2001, EXPIRES 11-2-2010.

THE STIPPLING IN THE DRAWING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "MONEY-NET.CH" ON A DARK BACKGROUND WITH A GRAPHIC OF A FINGER POINTING AT IT.

FOR FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, NAMELY, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION, FINANCIAL EXCHANGE, FINANCIAL FORECASTING, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL PLANNING, FINANCIAL RESEARCH, AND FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN INVESTMENT SECURITY; MONETARY AFFAIRS, NAMELY, MONETARY EXCHANGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102), WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SCHNEIDER MANAGEMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MANAGEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102), MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 76-351,309. LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE PLC, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 12-20-2001.

TECHMARK MEDISCIENCE


FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, THE PROVISION OF A STOCK MARKET IN THE NATURE OF A FINANCIAL MARKET FOR OTHERS IN THE TRADING OF SECURITIES, SHARES, AND OPTIONS AND OTHER DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS; MONETARY SERVICES, NAMELY, SETTLEMENT OF SECURITIES FOR CURRENCY; FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY PAPER PUBLICATION AND ELECTRONIC MEANS; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS SERVICES; PROVISION OF SHARE PRICE INFORMATION FOR SECURITIES, STOCKS, OPTIONS, BONDS AND OTHER DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS BY PAPER PUBLICATION AND ELECTRONIC MEANS; STOCK EXCHANGE QUOTATION AND LISTING SERVICES; RECORDING AND REGISTERING THE TRANSFER OF STOCKS, SHARES AND SECURITIES; MAINTAINING AND RECORDING THE OWNERSHIP OF SHARES, STOCKS, AND SECURITIES; SETTLEMENT SERVICES RELATED TO THE TRADING OF SECURITIES, SHARES, OPTIONS AND OTHER DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS; TRADE MATCHING SERVICES FOR FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS; PREPARATION AND QUOTATION OF STOCK EXCHANGE PRICES AND INDICES; AUTOMATED TRADING OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS, SHARES, OPTIONS AND OTHER DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS; ELECTRONIC FINANCIAL TRADING SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, THE TRADING OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS, SECURITIES, SHARES, OPTIONS AND OTHER DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS; STOCKS AND BONDS BROKERAGE; THE PROVISION AND DISSEMINATION OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND INDICES BY PAPER PUBLICATION AND ELECTRONIC MEANS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT FINANCIAL BUSINESS APPRAISALS, INVESTMENTS, STOCKS AND SHARES VIA COMPUTER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102), CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 1, 2004 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 657
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 76-380,978. NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-12-2002.

THE MARK IS LINED FOR THE COLOR BLUE.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A QUADRILATERAL DESIGN THAT CONTAINS A PROGRESSIVE COLOR FROM A LIGHT BLUE IN THE UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER OF THE DESIGN TO A DARKER BLUE COVERING THE REST OF THE DESIGN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR CONDUCTING A SECURITIES EXCHANGE AND RELATED STOCK MARKET SERVICES, NAMELY, COLLECTING, ORGANIZING, PROCESSING AND DISSEMINATING FINANCIAL AND SECURITIES INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TERESA M. RUPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 76-444,961. PENDARVIS, EDWARD T., MT. PLEASANT, SC. FILED 8-16-2002.

AMERICAN REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, LEASING AND RENTAL OF REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-1976; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1976.
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-454,593. VIE FINANCIAL GROUP, INC., PHILADELPHIA, PA. FILED 10-1-2002.

VIE FINANCIAL GROUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ELECTRONIC TRADING OF SECURITIES TO INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS AND BROKER DEALERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZETE KIDZ

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FURNISHING SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, OR OTHER FINANCIAL AID TO ORGANIZATIONS, INDIVIDUALS, CHARITIES, OR OTHER CAUSES FOR THE PURPOSE OF AIDING IN THE PROCUREMENT AND ENHANCEMENT OF HEALTH OR EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES DIRECTED TOWARD CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-10-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-463,726. AMERICAN HOMES REALTY, INC., JERSEY CITY, NJ. FILED 11-1-2002.

AMERICAN HOMES REALTY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOMES REALTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**GREENVILLE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, GREENVILLE, SC. FILED 12-17-2002.**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GREENVILLE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FINANCIAL BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 76-478,330. SIMMER, MAXINE, DBA MAXIMUM CARDS, HIAWATHA, KS. FILED 12-26-2002.**

MAXIMUM BIRTHDAY CARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BIRTHDAY CARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DEBIT AND CREDIT CARD SERVICES, ISSUING DEBIT AND CREDIT CARDS, AND TRANSACTION PROCESSING FOR DEBIT AND CREDIT CARDS, ALL DONE FOR USE WITH THE CELEBRATION OF BIRTHDAYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 76-480,483. MBNA AMERICA BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 1-3-2003.**

ELITE LINE OF CREDIT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LINE OF CREDIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 76-485,124. SPIEGEL, BRAD W., PHOENIXVILLE, PA. FILED 1-24-2003.**

**KEEP ME ON YOUR RADAR SCREEN**

FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, REPRESENTING TENANTS IN THE NEGOTIATION AND RENEGOTIATION OF LEASES AND SUBLEASES AND THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 76-487,442. DELHOMME FUNERAL HOME, INCORPORATED, LAFAYETTE, LA. FILED 2-5-2003.**

**DELHOMME FUNERAL HOME**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FUNERAL HOME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR UNDERWRITING PRE-NEED FUNERAL INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1985.

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 76-489,474. SPIEGEL, BRAD W., PHOENIXVILLE, PA. FILED 2-11-2003.**

THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF A STYLIZED SKYLINE OF A CITY.

FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, REPRESENTING TENANTS IN THE NEGOTIATION AND RENEGOTIATION OF LEASES AND SUBLEASES AND THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING THROUGH ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING GROUP ACTIVITIES, NAMELY PARTICIPATION OF A GROUP WALK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-4-2002.
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


WEST COAST ASSET MANAGEMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ASSET MANAGEMENT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


WASATCH MICRO CAP FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,431,471.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MICRO CAP FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT ADVICE SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES, AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES NAMELY INVESTMENT ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1995.
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-491,452. WASATCH ADVISORS, INC., SALT LAKE CITY, UT. FILED 2-20-2003.

WASATCH CORE GROWTH FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,431,471.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CORE GROWTH FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT ADVICE SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES, AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES NAMELY INVESTMENT ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


WASATCH ULTRA GROWTH FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,431,471.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ULTRA GROWTH FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT ADVICE SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES, AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES NAMELY INVESTMENT ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SANTA CLARA FAMILY HEALTH PLAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF PRE-PAID HEALTH CARE PLANS FOR THE PROVISION OF MANAGED HEALTH CARE SERVICES TO FAMILIES AND CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2002.
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
WASATCH SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,431,471.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT ADVICE SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES, AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES NAMELY INVESTMENT ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WASATCH INTERNATIONAL GROWTH FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,431,471.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL GROWTH FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT ADVICE SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES, AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES NAMELY INVESTMENT ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WASATCH GLOBAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,431,471.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLOBAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT ADVICE SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES, AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES NAMELY INVESTMENT ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WASATCH FUNDS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,431,471.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FUNDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT ADVICE SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES, AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES NAMELY INVESTMENT ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1996.
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WASATCH ADVISORS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,431,471.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ADVISORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT ADVICE SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES, AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES NAMELY INVESTMENT ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-4-1975; IN COMMERCE 9-4-1975.
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
WASATCH-HOISINGTON
U.S. TREASURY FUND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "U.S. TREASURY FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL CONSULTATION SERVICES; MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT, BROKERAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES; AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-491,979. TRILEGIANT CORPORATION, NORWALK, CT. FILED 2-24-2003.

COVERING YOU AND YOUR PURCHASES!

FOR PROVIDING TO CONSUMERS A COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE WHICH ENTITLES THEM TO EXTENDED WARRANTIES, FULL AND PARTIAL PURCHASE PRICE REIMBURSEMENT, REIMBURSEMENT FOR POST-PURCHASE PRICE REDUCTIONS, AND REIMBURSEMENT FOR PRODUCT REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT IN CONNECTION WITH A WIDE RANGE OF CONSUMER MERCHANDISE; AND COMPUTER ONLINE SERVICES, PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, NAMELY, ARRANGING FOR CONSUMERS TO RECEIVE EXTENDED WARRANTIES, FULL AND PARTIAL PRICE REIMBURSEMENT, REIMBURSEMENT FOR POST-PURCHASE PRICE REDUCTIONS, AND REIMBURSEMENT FOR PRODUCT REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT IN CONNECTION WITH THEIR PURCHASE OF A WIDE RANGE OF CONSUMER MERCHANDISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VAUGHAN MILLS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,868,590, FOR LEASING OF SHOPPING CENTER SPACE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-494,016. ZURICH INSURANCE COMPANY, 8002 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND, FILED 3-3-2003.

ZURICH BANK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,213,689, 2,630,207 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "ZURICH".
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-12-2001; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2001.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,312. NORTHLAND NETWORKS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 3-6-2003.

LEAD LENDER ADVANTAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LEAD LENDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PLACEMENT AGENT SERVICES, NAMELY PLACING COMMERCIAL LOANS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-496,652. MEMBERS BUSINESS SERVICES, LLC, SAN BERNARDINO, CA. FILED 3-3-2003.

MEMBERS
BUSINESS SERVICES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEMBERS BUSINESS SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE BACKGROUND SQUARE OF THE "COIN-M" LOGO IS DARK GREEN. THE LOGO TYPE "MEMBERS BUSINESS SERVICES" IS DARK GREEN. THE ELIPTICAL SLICES BENEATH THE DARK GREEN AREA ARE GOLD.
FOR BANKING SERVICES; COMMERCIAL AND CONSUMER LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-14-2002.
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

WEALTH WATCHERS
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STRATEGIC FINANCIAL PLANNING BRAINSTORMING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WEALTH WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STRATEGIC FINANCIAL PLANNING BRAINSTORMING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GE ACCESS OPENLINK
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,105,488, 2,756,598 AND OTHERS.
FOR FINANCING AND ARRANGING FOR THE FINANCING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, STORAGE DEVICES AND NETWORKING DEVICES; PROVIDING FINANCING AND ARRANGING FOR THE FINANCING OF EXTENDED WARRANTY MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT SERVICE CONTRACTS FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES AND NETWORKING DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CONGRESSIONAL BANK
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, INSURANCE BROKERAGE AND SERVICING IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE, DISABILITY, PROPERTY AND CASUALTY, HOMEOWNER'S, MORTGAGE PROTECTION, AND SPECIAL HAZARDS INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-512,627. GOLDEN WEST FINANCIAL, OAKLAND, CA. FILED 5-8-2003.

WORLD SAVINGS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,188,909, 2,649,217 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SAVINGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, INSURANCE BROKERAGE AND SERVICING IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE, DISABILITY, PROPERTY AND CASUALTY, HOMEOWNER'S, MORTGAGE PROTECTION, AND SPECIAL HAZARDS INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-513,427. NYCE CORPORATION, WOODCLIFF LAKE, NJ. FILED 5-8-2003.

SUM BUDDY
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,391,336 AND OTHERS.
FOR BANKING SERVICES WHICH PROVIDE FOR USE OF AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES WITHOUT INCURRING A TRANSACTION SURCHARGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INSIDEOUTLOOK
FOR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-512,759. OMEGA ADMINISTRATORS, INC., SHERWOOD, AR. FILED 5-8-2003.

Omega Administrators
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ADMINISTRATORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR THIRD PARTY INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-513,428. NYCE CORPORATION, WOODCLIFF LAKE, NJ. FILED 5-8-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DRAWING OF AN AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE WITH HUMAN FEATURES (ARMS, LEGS, FACE, CLOTHING), BOTH STILL AND IN MOTION.

FOR BANKING SERVICES WHICH PROVIDE FOR USE OF AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES WITHOUT INCURRING A TRANSACTION SURCHARGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ST. LOUIS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SHOPPING CENTER SERVICES AND LEASING OF SHOPPING MALL SPACE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BORING IS BEAUTIFUL, BUILD WEALTH OVER TIME

FOR INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MUTUAL FUNDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POWERED BY HOME CONSTRUCTION LENDING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME CONSTRUCTION LENDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSTRUCTION LENDING SERVICES; BANKING SERVICES; MORTGAGE AND LOAN ORIGINATION AND SERVICING OF MORTGAGE LOANS; COMMERCIAL AND CONSTRUCTION LENDING SERVICES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE AND LENDING; TITLE INSURANCE SERVICES; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; AND PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION BY MEANS OF A WEB PAGE FEATURING INFORMATION REGARDING THE APPLICATION PROCESS FOR CONSUMER CONSTRUCTION LOANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ORPHAN SUNDAY

FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES THROUGH RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE BENEFIT OF CHILDREN IN NEED (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-17-2003.

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REALTICK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,405,718.

FOR FINANCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF SECURITIES AND STOCK BROKERAGE, RESEARCH AND TRADING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 0-0-1986; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1986.

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROBATE", "A DIVISION OF DECEASED CREDIT MANAGEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF THE LETTERS "PF" WITH THE WORDS "A DIVISION OF DECEASED CREDIT MANAGEMENT" WITHIN A LOGO DESIGN.

FOR CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH CREDIT RECOVERY, MANAGEMENT AND COLLECTION; DEBT RECOVERY AND COLLECTION AND RELATED CONSULTING ALL IN CONNECTION WITH PROBATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-522,296. AMSOUTH BANCORPORATION, BIRMINGHAM, AL. FILED 6-12-2003.

50+ ABSOLUTELY FREE CHECKING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "50+" OR "FREE CHECKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY CHECKING ACCOUNT SERVICES, OVERDRAFT CHECKING, ELECTRONIC BANKING SERVICES, ELECTRONIC BILL PAYMENT SERVICES AND ELECTRONIC TRANSFER OF FUNDS ON BEHALF OF OTHERS; INTERNET BANKING, TELEPHONE BANKING, ATM AND DEBIT CARD SERVICES, AND THE WIRING OF FUNDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-522,484. INTOHOMES, LLC, RENO, NV. FILED 6-13-2003.

INTOHOMES

FOR FINANCIAL AND LOAN FINANCING SERVICES, NAMELY, LOAN FINANCING, MORTGAGE LENDING, MORTGAGE BROKERING, ESTABLISHING LINES OF CREDIT, HOME EQUITY LENDING; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, CONSULTATION, PLANNING, AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-4-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1999.

NAKWAAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK IS THE LOGO SHOWN IN THE DRAWING HAVING A GLOBE, A DOVE ON BLACK BACKGROUND.

FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2003.

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,588,144.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FAIR," THE LETTER "I" APPEARING IN STYLISTED FORM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK INCLUDES THE WORD "FAIR" WITH THE LETTER "I" APPEARING IN STYLISTED FORM.

FOR CONSUMER LENDING AND MOTOR VEHICLE FINANCING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE SOURCE FOR HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BROKERAGE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL MALPRACTICE INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1998.

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EUSTIS BENEFITS


DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-525,158. REGAL FINANCIAL GROUP, LLC, KENTWOOD, MI. FILED 6-24-2003.

REGAL FINANCIAL GROUP


GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JUDGMENTWEB.COM


MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-528,273. OPTION ONE MORTGAGE CORPORATION, IRVINE, CA. FILED 7-7-2003.

ORIGINAL COMMON SENSE NON-SCORE DRIVEN PROGRAM


ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VITAL, VALUABLE. EVERY DAY.

FOR ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH, MEDICAL AND HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-529,224. CALVERT WORLD VALUES FUND, INC., BETHESDA, MD. FILED 7-14-2003.

CALVERT WORLD VALUES FUND, INC.


CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-532,113. OMNIUM WORLDWIDE, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 7-14-2003.

DECEASED CARE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DECEASED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DEBT RECOVERY AND COLLECTION AGENCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 9-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 9-1-1996.

CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-533,531. WAL-MART STORES, INC., BENTONVILLE, AR. FILED 7-30-2003.

THE SERVICE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN DEPICTING AN ANIMATED COMPUTER SCREEN WITH EYES AND ARMS ATTACHED TO A COMPUTER MOUSE. THERE ARE NO INTEGRAL COLORS.

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE DATABASES FEATURING EMPLOYEE BENEFITS INFORMATION ACCESSIBLE TO EMPLOYEES AND BENEFITS VENDORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,554. INTEGRITY BANK & TRUST, MONUMENT, CO. FILED 6-30-2003.

INTEGRITY BANK & TRUST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK & TRUST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONEY LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,555. INTEGRITY BANK & TRUST, MONUMENT, CO. FILED 6-30-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK & TRUST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONEY LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIVING INSURANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS IN THE FIELDS OF UNDEREMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT, HEALTH, DISABILITY, TRAVEL, SEVERANCE AND EMPLOYEE WELFARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 0-0-1983; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1983.

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS IN THE FIELDS OF UNDEREMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT, HEALTH, DISABILITY, TRAVEL, SEVERANCE AND EMPLOYEE WELFARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
INHERITOR'S TRUST

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRUST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ESTATE PLANNING; FINANCIAL INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING INDIVIDUALLY CUSTOMIZED RETIREMENT PLANS; ESTATE TRUST MANAGEMENT; TRUST SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT AND TRUST COMPANY SERVICES; FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY, THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGHLY SPECIALIZED TRUST DOCUMENT USED TO MINIMIZE OR ELIMINATE ESTATE TAXES AND GENERATION SKIPPING TRANSFER TAXES FOR SEVERAL GENERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BEACHSHARE

FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE, LAND ACQUISITION, NAMELY REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, LEASING OF REAL ESTATE, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE BY MEANS OF LINKING THE WEBSITE TO OTHER WEB SITES FEATUREING REAL ESTATE INFORMATION, REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION SERVICES, REAL ESTATE AGENCIES, REAL ESTATE APPRAISALS, REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, REAL ESTATE EQUITY SHARING, NAMELY, MANAGING AND ARRANGING CO-OWNERSHIP OF REAL ESTATE, REAL ESTATE ESCROW SERVICES, REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT, REAL ESTATE LISTING, REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, REAL ESTATE PROCUREMENT FOR OTHERS, REAL ESTATE SYNDICATION, REAL ESTATE TIME-SHARING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


UNCOVERING REAL VALUE IN REAL COMPANIES

FOR PROVIDING INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES AS A REGISTERED INVESTMENT ADVISOR UNDER THE INVESTMENT ADVISORY ACT OF 1940, AS AMENDED, AND PROVIDING BROKER/DEALER SERVICES AS A REGISTERED BROKER/DEALER AND NASD MEMBER, NAMLY TO RETAIL AND INSTITUTIONAL CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2003.
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHESAPEAKE LIFE INSURANCE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFE INSURANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The mark consists in part of a square with three waved lines.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, ADMINISTRATION, MANAGEMENT, CLAIMS ADJUSTMENT, CLAIMS PROCESSING, AND BROKERAGE IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE INSURANCE, HEALTH INSURANCE, ACCIDENT INSURANCE, DISABILITY INSURANCE, AND ANNUITIES; HEALTH INSURANCE CLAIM ADJUDICATION, ELIGIBILITY AND BENEFITS DETERMINATION AT THE POINT OF SERVICES; INSURANCE CLAIMS PAYING SERVICES FOR THIRD PARTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-5-2003.
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-540,038. OTC INNOVATIONS, LLC., MARINA DEL REY, CA. FILED 8-12-2003.

KEEP THE QUICK IN QUICK SERVE

FOR BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC CHECK, DEBIT AND CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CALDIRECT DREAM LOCK

FOR REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE BANKING AND LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SCOTT OSLICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

MESSENGER REAL ESTATE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REAL ESTATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ARETHA MASTEISON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOME COMMAND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE BANKING AND LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POPULAR CHECK PROTECT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,564,662, 2,592,967 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHECK PROTECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING LINE OF CREDIT TO PROTECT AGAINST OVERDRAFTS ON PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SELECTIRA

FOR BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, GENERAL FULL SERVICE BANKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,418,583, 2,778,260 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT ADVICE, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT CONSULTATION AND INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-552,624. METAVANTE CORPORATION, BROWN DEER, WI. FILED 10-20-2003.

CREATE IT DISPLAY IT PAY IT

FOR ELECTRONIC BILL PAYMENT AND PRESENTMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CORPORATE POWER

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, AN EMPLOYEE RELOCATION AND RETENTION PROGRAM OFFERED TO CORPORATE CLIENTS FOR THEIR EMPLOYEES CONSISTING OF A DOWN PAYMENT GUARANTY, PAYMENT SUBSIDIES AND DIRECT BILLING OF CLOSING COSTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WELENDNOW

FOR MORTGAGE LENDING AND BROKERAGE SERVICES; MORTGAGE LOANS, HOME EQUITY LOANS; CONSTRUCTION LOANS; HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS; DEBT CONSOLIDATION LOANS; CONSTRUCTION LOANS; REFINANCE LOANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SCORE CARD
FOR FINANCIAL AND BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY, DEBIT CARD AND CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LONGVIEW 500 LARGECAP INDEX FUND
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,056,805, 2,133,260 AND 2,586,211.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE 500 LARGECAP INDEX FUND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-556,455. MILLIMAN USA, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-4-2003.

FOR PROVIDING FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ACTUARIAL SERVICES AND LIABILITY ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE MARK IS PRESENTED IN STANDARD CHARACTER WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, EXCHANGING POSTAGE STAMPS FOR CASH REDEMPTION, THUS ALLOWING OTHERS TO PURCHASE THIRD-PARTY PRODUCTS USING POSTAGE STAMPS AS LEGAL TENDER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-574,635. AMALGAMATED BANK, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-5-2004.

LONGVIEW INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,056,805, 2,133,260 AND 2,586,211.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, THE COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT AND REINVESTMENT OF ACTIVELY MANAGED FUNDS OF ELIGIBLE TRUSTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ICE
FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE EXCHANGE SERVICE FOR PURCHASING AND SELLING COMMODITIES AND COMMODITY DERIVATIVES, PROVIDING ONLINE COMMODITIES AND COMMODITY DERIVATIVES PRICING AND RELATED INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANDREW BENZMILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

USMED

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,923,029.

FOR FACILITATING AND ARRANGING CONSUMER FINANCING FOR MEDICAL AND DENTAL SERVICES, AND PROVIDING RETAIL INSTALLMENT SALES FINANCING FOR MEDICAL AND DENTAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-147,978. ABN AMRO BANK N.V., AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS, FILED 7-26-2002.

TELEOS

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-0-1991; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1991.

ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MASTERCARD FAMILY ACCOUNT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,186,117, 1,604,606 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FAMILY ACCOUNT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY BANKING AND CREDIT IT SERVICES; PROVIDING CREDIT CARD, DEBIT CARD, CHARGE CARD AND STORED VALUE PREPAID CARD SERVICES, NAMELY, PROCESSING ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS MADE THROUGH PREPAID CARDS, REMOTE PAYMENT SERVICES, NAMELY ELECTRONIC COMMERCE PAYMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ESTABLISHING FUNDED ACCOUNTS USED TO PURCHASE GOODS AND SERVICES ON THE INTERNET; STORED VALUE ELECTRONIC PURSE SERVICES, PROVIDING ELECTRONIC FUNDS AND CURRENCY TRANSFER SERVICES, ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS PROCESSING SERVICES, PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARD SERVICES, CASH DISBURSEMENT SERVICES, AND ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION AUTHORIZATION AND SETTLEMENT SERVICES; PROVISION OF DEBIT AND CREDIT SERVICES BY MEANS OF RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION DEVICES KNOWN AS TRANSPONDERS; TRAVEL INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES; CHEQUE VERIFICATION SERVICES; ISSUING AND REDEMPTION SERVICES ALL RELATING TO TRAVELLERS CHEQUES AND TRAVEL VOUCHERS; THE PROVISION OF FINANCIAL SERVICES FOR THE SUPPORT OF RETAIL SERVICES PROVIDED THROUGH MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS MEANS, NAMELY PAYMENT PROCESSING SERVICES THROUGH WIRELESS DEVICES; THE PROVISION OF FINANCIAL SERVICES FOR THE SUPPORT OF RETAIL SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE, THROUGH NETWORKS OR OTHER ELECTRONIC MEANS USING ELECTRONICALLY DIGITISED INFORMATION, NAMELY PAYMENT PROCESSING SERVICES; SERVICES IN THE ACCESSIBILITY, STORAGE AND UTILIZATION OF A STORE OF DIGITISED ELECTRONIC PAYMENT IN THE NATURE OF INFORMATION REPRESENTING MONETARY VALUE IN HAND-HELD TECHNOLOGY ACCESSIBLE TO USE BY AN INDIVIDUAL; BILL PAYMENT SERVICES PROVIDED THROUGH A WEB SITE; ON-LINE BANKING; FINANCIAL SERVICES PROVIDED OVER THE TELEPHONE AND BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

AMERICA’S LENDING LEADER

SEC. 2(F).
FOR BANKING SERVICES; MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES; MORTGAGE LENDING FOR LOW INCOME AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING; CONSUMER LENDING SERVICES; COMMERCIAL LENDING SERVICES; EQUIPMENT FINANCING SERVICES; SPECIALTY FINANCE LENDING SERVICES; LOAN PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 9-27-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-27-2002.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TALKTONE TELLER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TELLER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION VIA THE TELEPHONE; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF BANKING, MORTGAGES, LOANS, FUND TRANSFERS, FUND PAYMENTS, ACCOUNTS, AND TRANSACTION HISTORY VIA TELEPHONE; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING BANKING SERVICES, MORTGAGES, LOANS, BILL PAYMENT, LOAN PAYMENT, MORTGAGE PAYMENT, FUND TRANSFERS, DEBIT AND CREDIT TRANSACTIONS, AND REORDER CHECKS, ALL VIA TELEPHONE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-190,637. SAFECO CORPORATION, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 12-3-2002.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,057,198.
The drawing is lined for the color red for administration of and underwriting of professional liability, property and casualty, fidelity, surety, life, accident, disability and health insurance; financial services, namely, asset management; structured settlements; funds investment, investment management of and distribution of mutual funds and annuities; business loan financing services; administration of employee pension and retirement plans (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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EXCLUSIVE WASHINGTON D.C. MARYLAND-VIRGINIA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WASHINGTON D.C. MARYLAND-VIRGINIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARD AND DEBIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 9-4-1998; IN COMMERCE 9-4-1998.
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-197,089. FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION, DBA FANNIE MAE, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 12-21-2002.

MI DIRECT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MI, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LESLEY RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-197,098. FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION, DBA FANNIE MAE, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 12-21-2002.

3MAX EXPRESS

FOR MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LESLEY RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NAANKWA AMUKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FOR SECURITIES BROKERAGE AND BROKER-DEALER SERVICES, NAMELY, STOCKS, COMMODITIES AND FUTURES BROKERAGE SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND BROKERAGE SERVICES, INVESTMENT BROKERAGE SERVICES, INSTITUTIONAL EQUITY AND FIXED INCOME INSTRUMENT BROKERAGE, FINANCIAL ADVISOR SERVICES TO PUBLIC ENTITIES, AND TRADING OPERATIONS, NAMELY, COMMODITIES TRADING SERVICES FOR OTHERS; INVESTMENT SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF STOCKS, BONDS, MUTUAL FUNDS AND UNIT INVESTMENT TRUST; MUTUAL FUND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES; AUTOMATED SECURITIES BROKERAGE SERVICES; COMMODITY POOL SERVICES, NAMELY, COMMODITY POOL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, COMMODITY TRADING ADVISOR SERVICES, INVESTMENT FUND TRANSFER AND TRANSACTION SERVICES, AND TRUST FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES; FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, ANALYSIS, ADVICE AND CONSULTATION; INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES, CORPORATE FINANCING ADVISOR; PRIVATE EQUITY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING EXPANSION AND GROWTH CAPITAL IN THE FORM OF PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTMENTS, VENTURE CAPITAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FINANCING TO EMERGING AND START UP COMPANIES; INVESTMENT SECURITY AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS CONSULTATION SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, BANKING SERVICES, ELECTRONIC BANKING SERVICES, PAYMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, BILL PAYMENT SERVICES, TRADE FINANCING SERVICES; COMMERCIAL AND CONSUMER LENDING SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES WITH RESPECT TO INVESTING IN SECURITIES, CURRENCY EXCHANGE SERVICES, FINANCIAL GUARANTEE SERVICES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND ADVISORY SERVICES, LEASE FINANCING SERVICES; ESTATE TRUST AND TRUST COMPANY INVESTMENT SERVICES AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES; TRUST INVESTMENT AND TRUST COMPANY SERVICES; MONEY MARKET FUND INVESTMENT AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES, PROVIDING CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT SERVICES, AND ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFERS; INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ACTUARIAL SERVICES, ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE, FINANCIAL ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES, ANNUITY UNDERWRITING, INSURANCE BROKERAGE, ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS, FIDUCIARY REPRESENTATIVES SERVICES, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION, LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, INVESTMENT ADVICE, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES, MONEY MANAGEMENT SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES, ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE PENSION PLANS, POOLED INVESTMENT FUND MANAGEMENT, UNDERWRITING REINSURANCE, AND MORTGAGE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RENT TO OWN HOMES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF RENT TO OWN REAL ESTATE LISTINGS ACCESSIBLE VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING A PAPER REAL ESTATE LISTING; MATCHING RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY RENTERS AND BUYERS TO RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY OWNERS AND SELLERS; AND RENTAL OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MARSHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RESOURCES TRADING GROUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRADING GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INVESTMENT TRADING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIAMOND PLUS

FOR PROVIDING EXTENDED WARRANTIES AND UNDERWRITING WARRANTY PROGRAMS FOR THE TRUCK AND BUS INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1996.

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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NEUBERGER BERMAN HIGH INCOME BOND FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,939,554, 2,022,839 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HIGH INCOME BOND FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INVESTMENT ADVISORY AND MUTUAL FUND SERVICES, NAMELY, SPONSORING MUTUAL FUNDS, PROVIDING ADMINISTRATION AND SHAREHOLDER SERVICES TO MUTUAL FUNDS, DISTRIBUTING MUTUAL FUND SHARES AND MANAGING FUNDS AND BONDS AND OTHER INVESTMENTS FOR INSTITUTIONS AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,462. TRIDENT INSURANCE SERVICES, LLC, AUSTIN, TX. FILED 3-4-2003.

TRIDENT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,479,808.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, INSURANCE AGENCY AND INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PROPERTY, INLAND, MARINE, CRIME, GENERAL LIABILITY, PUBLIC OFFICIALS LIABILITY, LAW ENFORCEMENT LIABILITY, AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY, AUTOMOBILE PHYSICAL DAMAGE AND EXCESS LIABILITY INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS, NAMELY, CITIES, COUNTIES AND TOWNS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-221,593. RESIDENTIAL CAPITAL PARTNERS, LLC, BELLEVUE, WA. FILED 3-4-2003.

RAPS

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INVESTMENT SECURITIES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INVESTORS WITH ASSET-BACKED SECURITIES ISSUED BY ACTIVELY MANAGED FUNDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2002.
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KIWILOAN

FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-8-2003.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


1.5 ADVANTAGE

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA ONLINE WEBSITE, TELEPHONE AND PRINTED MATERIALS TO REAL ESTATE CUSTOMERS AND CONSUMERS ABOUT REDUCING THE COST OF COMMISSIONS FOR REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YOU NOW HAVE A CHOICE

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION TO REAL ESTATE CUSTOMERS ABOUT REDUCING THE COST OF COMMISSIONS FOR REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIRECTORS MORTGAGE INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE LENDING AND MORTGAGE SERVICING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CYPRESS LANDING REALTY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REALTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY SERVICES AND REAL ESTATE LISTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2003.
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CAST

FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FIXED INCOME SECURITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2003.
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACCEL CAPITAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CAPITAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE LOAN BROKERING, PROCESSING AND FUNDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BIG INDUSTRIAL, LLC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INDUSTRIAL" AND "LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEDGECO

FOR INVESTMENT ADVICE AND CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF HEDGE FUNDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-236,697. BUSINESSUITES, LLC, AUSTIN, TX. FILED 4-11-2003.

BUSINESSUITES
Providing the Freedom to Succeed

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESSUITES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING FULLY FURNISHED AND FULL-SERVICE OFFICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-7-2002.
KEVON CHISOEM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EASTERN INVESTMENT ADVISORS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INVESTMENT ADVISORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING AND RELATED FINANCIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "THE NEW TOWN AT ST. CHARLES" BELOW A DRAWING OF A NEIGHBORHOOD ROW OF TREES AND TWELVE HOUSES. THE DRAWING AND WORDS ARE SEPARATED BY A SOLID LINE, AND THE MARK IS SURROUNDED BY A RECTANGULAR SOLID LINE. THE ENTIRE MARK IS IN BLACK AND WHITE.

FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY AND BROKERAGE SERVICES OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A NEIGHBORHOOD ROW OF TREES AND SIX HOUSES IN BLUE ABOVE A RED BAND WITH THE WORDS "THE NEW TOWN" IN WHITE ABOVE THE WORD "AT" CENTERED IN BLUE WITH A THIN BLUE LINE EXTENDING FROM THE WORD TO EACH SIDE OF THE MARK, ABOVE A BLUE BAND WITH THE WORD "ST. CHARLES" IN WHITE, ALL SURROUNDED BY A RECTANGULAR SOLID BLUE LINE.

FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY AND BROKERAGE SERVICES OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-249,529. WHITTAKER BUILDERS, INC., ST. PETERS, MO. FILED 5-14-2003.
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 78-258,837. HEARTLAND PAYMENT SYSTEMS, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 6-5-2003.

HPS EXCHANGE

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CREDIT CARD PROCESSING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102);
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-260,628. C.V. STARR & CO., SAN FRANCISCO, CA.
FILED 6-10-2003.

C.V. STARR & CO.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,570,227 AND 1,601,345.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE & CO., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STAR WITH A LINE AND C.V. STARR & CO.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES, NAMELY COMMERCIAL PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-260,636. C.V. STARR & CO., SAN FRANCISCO, CA.
FILED 6-10-2003.

C.V. STARR & CO.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,570,227 AND 1,601,345.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE & CO., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES, NAMELY COMMERCIAL PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-1953; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1953.
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-263,491. GENC0 FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, WACO, TX. FILED 6-17-2003.

THAT’S WHERE I GO!

FOR FEDERAL CREDIT UNION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-269,984. ROCKLAND TRUST CO., ROCKLAND, MA.
FILED 7-2-2003.

PEOPLE DO BUSINESS
WITH PEOPLE

FOR BANKING SERVICES, NAMELY OFFERING DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS AND CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT; COMMERCIAL AND CONSUMER LENDING AND THE OFFERING OF INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-23-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2004.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-270,139. CAPITAL ONE FINANCIAL CORPORATION, GLEN ALLEN, VA. FILED 7-3-2003.

CAPITAL ONE
CHALLENGE
1-877-680-0373

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,992,626, 2,234,148 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CAPITAL AND 1-877-680-0373, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2003.
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 78-270,351. SECUREWEALTH SOLUTIONS LLC, MESA, AZ. FILED 7-3-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HIGH RISK INCOME, MEDIUM RISK INCOME, LOW RISK INCOME, HIGH RISK GROWTH, MEDIUM RISK GROWTH, LOW RISK GROWTH, HIGH RISK ESTATE, MEDIUM RISK ESTATE, AND LOW RISK ESTATE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, RETIREMENT PLANNING, ESTATE PLANNING, BROKERAGE OF INSURANCE, BROKERAGE OF ANNUITIES AND PROVIDING INVESTMENT ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-270,356. ACCEPTANCE CAPITAL MORTGAGE CORPORATION, SPOKANE, WA. FILED 7-3-2003.

ACCEPTANCE CAPITAL MORTGAGE CORPORATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAPITAL MORTGAGE CORPORATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE AND MORTGAGE LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOT TRADES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRADES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING GRAIN AND LIVESTOCK FUTURES BY ELECTRONIC MEANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIRST NATIONAL WARRANTY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATIONAL WARRANTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EXTENDED SERVICE CONTRACTS FOR AUTOMOBILES, NAMELY, PROVIDING EXTENDED WARRANTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INVESTING TO INTEGRATE YOUR MONEY AND YOUR LIFE.

FOR INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GAP KEEPER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GAP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR VENTURE CAPITAL FUNDING SERVICES TO EMERGING AND START-UP COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1997.

SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

FORT LEE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CREDIT UNION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE VACCINE FUND EVERY CHILD. EVERYWHERE.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE VACCINE FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHARITABLE AND PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES, NAMELY, RAISING AND DONATING MONEY TO PROVIDE IMMUNIZATION AND VACCINATION PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE WORLD'S POOREST COUNTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE VACCINE FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHARITABLE AND PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES, NAMELY, RAISING AND DONATING MONEY TO PROVIDE IMMUNIZATION AND VACCINATION PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE WORLD'S POOREST COUNTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE VACCINE FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHARITABLE AND PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES, NAMELY, RAISING AND DONATING MONEY TO PROVIDE IMMUNIZATION AND VACCINATION PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE WORLD'S POOREST COUNTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-284,398. LAZERSON, JEFF, LAKE FOREST, CA. FILED 8-7-2003.

GUERRILLA RATES
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RATES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE PROCUREMENT FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, SELF-EVALUATED MORTGAGE APPLICATION PROCESSING AND QUALIFICATION SERVICES; MATCHING OF BORROWERS WITH POTENTIAL LENDERS IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER AND MORTGAGE LENDING AND PROVISION OF INFORMATION REGARDING CONSUMER MORTGAGES VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KING HARBOR REALTORS
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOURCEONE
FOR CREDIT UNION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARThA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CASH BONUS ELITE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CASH BONUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING, CLAIMS PROCESSING, CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION, CONSULTATION AND BROKERAGE, IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE INSURANCE AND ANNUITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-290,650. JHG TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, ATLANTA, GA.

CAPITAL INTELLIGENCE IX
FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURE MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY, NAMELY, HOTELS, MOTELS, AND LODGING ESTABLISHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ULTRAGAP
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING EXTENDED SUPPLEMENTAL INSURANCE COVERAGE IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOBILE FINANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WE ALWAYS FIND THE NICE ONES
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES FOR CONDOMINIUMS, TOWN HOMES, SINGLE FAMILY HOMES, COMMERCIAL PROPERTY, VACANT LAND; REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2000.
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FundKids.com
FOR CHARITABLE FUND-RAISING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-295,042. THE MAHER TEAM, LLC, LEAWOOD, KS.

WE'RE NOT #1...YOU ARE.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2001.
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-295,365. PPC MARKETING, LTD., PITTSBURGH, TX.
FILED 9-3-2003.

PILGRIM'S BANK
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1997.
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-295,455. FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION, DBA FANNIE MAE, WASHINGTON, DC.
FILED 9-3-2003.

BUILDING COMMUNITIES THROUGH FAITH AND HOUSING PARTNERSHIPS
FOR MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-295,646. 4% REALTY, INC., SEATTLE, WA.
FILED 9-3-2003.

UPERA
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE AND ARRANGING FOR TITLE INSURANCE AND ESCROW SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-295,646. 4% REALTY, INC., SEATTLE, WA.
FILED 9-3-2003.
FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE IS AS MUCH ABOUT ACCESS AS IT IS ABOUT MONEY

FOR BANKING AND RELATED FINANCIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIMENSIONAL

FOR INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OPEN HOUSE EXTRAVAGANZA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OPEN HOUSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCIES SERVICES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES; REAL ESTATE LISTING SERVICES; OPERATING MARKETPLACES FOR SELLERS OF GOODS AND/OR SERVICES; AND PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE BY LINKING THE WEB SITE TO OTHER WEBSITES FEATURING REAL ESTATE INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INC

FOR PREPAID CALLING CARD AND DEBIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EVERYLOAN

FOR LENDING, NAMELY, MORTGAGE LENDING, HOME EQUITY LOANS, INSTALLMENT LOANS, LEASE-PURCHASE LOANS, AND TEMPORARY LOANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PROPRICING A+

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,670,526.
FOR COMMODITY CONTRACT SERVICES; NAMELY, RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES WHICH PROVIDE MARKETING AND PRICING ALTERNATIVES TO FARMERS AND PRODUCERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIDELITY NEXT RETIREMENT INCOME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,277,373, 1,481,037 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RETIREMENT INCOME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, RETIREMENT FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF RETIREMENT PLANNING; RETIREMENT PLAN ADMINISTRATION SERVICES; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES; SECURITIES BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHECKFREE WAY TO PAY

FOR PROVIDING ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.
DANIELLE MATTESSICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PROMETHEUS

FOR MANAGING PRIVATE EQUITY, LEVERAGED BUYOUT FUNDS AND MUTUAL FUNDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1996.
JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PROMETHEUS V

FOR MANAGING PRIVATE EQUITY, LEVERAGED BUYOUT FUNDS AND MUTUAL FUNDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEARTSTONE

FOR FINANCIAL PLANNING AND ADVISORY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CAROL SPIELS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GREYBULL

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INVESTMENT ADVICE AND THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF INVESTMENT FUNDS AND ACCOUNTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SEE, MOVE AND MANAGE

FOR INTERNATIONAL TREASURY MANAGEMENT AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BELLS

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF TRADING, PURCHASING, SELLING AND STRUCTURING INVESTMENT SECURITIES, AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING THERETO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIFE AFTER DEBT!

FOR MORTGAGE LENDER AND BROKER SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).


BENEFITTRAC

FOR BANKING SERVICES; SAFE DEPOSIT BOX SERVICES; DEPOSITORY SERVICES, NAMELY CHECKING ACCOUNT SERVICES, SAVINGS ACCOUNT SERVICES, CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNT SERVICES, HOLIDAY AND VACATION CLUB ACCOUNTS, INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS, SELF EMPLOYED QUALIFIED RETIREMENT PLANS, RENT SECURITY ACCOUNTS AND MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT SERVICES; DIRECT DEPOSIT SERVICES; MUTUAL FUNDS SERVICES; TRUST SERVICES; LENDING SERVICES, NAMELY MORTGAGE, CONSUMER, RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL LOANS; FIDUCIARY SERVICES AND TRUST ADMINISTRATION; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL CLEARING HOUSES; FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN INVESTMENT SECURITY; FINANCIAL INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF RATES OF EXCHANGE, FINANCIAL FORECASTING AND FINANCIAL GUARANTEE AND SURETY; FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL PLANNING; FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL RESEARCH; FINANCIAL VALUATION OF PERSONAL PROPERTY AND REAL ESTATE; LOAN FINANCING; LEASE-PURCHASE FINANCING; FINANCING SERVICES, INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY INVESTMENT BROKERAGE; CAPITAL INVESTMENT CONSULTATION AND ADVICE; FUND INVESTMENT CONSULTATION; INVESTMENT CONSULTATION; INVESTMENT BROKERAGE; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT; MAINTAINING ESCROW ACCOUNTS FOR INVESTMENTS; INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS; INVESTMENT OF FUNDS, MUTUAL FUNDS AND REAL ESTATE; CAPITAL INVESTMENT; INVESTMENT OF TRUST FUNDS FOR OTHERS; INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR MODERATE INCOME CITIZENS; INVESTMENT AND FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE AND SECURITIES; INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, BROKERAGE AND EXTENDED WARRANTY CONTRACTS IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE, HEALTH, ACCIDENT, FIRE, MARINE, MEDICAL AND PRE-PAID HEALTH CARE AND LEGAL SERVICES; INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION IN THE FIELD OF LIFE, HEALTH, ACCIDENT, FIRE, MARINE, MEDICAL AND PRE-PAID HEALTH CARE AND LEGAL SERVICES; INSURANCE AGENCIES, IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE, HEALTH, ACCIDENT, FIRE, MARINE, MEDICAL AND PRE-PAID HEALTH CARE AND LEGAL SERVICES; APPRAISALS FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY AND REAL ESTATE; INSURANCE BROKERAGE, CONSULTATION, SUBROGATION AND ACTUARIAL SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE, HEALTH, ACCIDENT, FIRE, MARINE, MEDICAL AND PRE-PAID HEALTH CARE AND LEGAL SERVICES; DEBIT CARD SERVICES; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; ELECTRONIC INTERACTIVE BANKING SERVICES; INTERNET BANKING SERVICES; TELEPHONE BANKING SERVICES; AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE SERVICES; AND INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF BANKING, INVESTMENT AND INSURANCE PROVIDED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WAGEPASS

FOR ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIDELITY ADVISOR FREEDOM 2025 FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,970,099, 2,568,304 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "2025 FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO ADVISOR.

FOR MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT AND BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANN LINNHEAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIDELITY ADVISOR FREEDOM 2030 FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,970,099, 2,568,304 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "2030 FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO ADVISOR.

FOR MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT AND BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANN LINNHEAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIDELITY ADVISOR FREEDOM 2035 FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,970,099, 2,568,304 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "2035 FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO ADVISOR.

FOR MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT AND BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANN LINNHEAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).


FIDELITY ADVISOR FREEDOM 2040 FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,970,099, 2,568,304 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "2040 FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO ADVISOR.
FOR MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT AND BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-309,156. ALLIANZ LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA, MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 10-3-2003.

5% BONUS POWERDEX ELITE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,791,477, 2,808,861 AND 2,832,430.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "5% BONUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING, CLAIMS PROCESSING, CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION, CONSULTATION AND BROKERAGE IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE INSURANCE AND ANNUITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAGA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "MAGA" IN THE MARK IS "ENCHANTRESS" OR "WITCH".
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION TO CONSUMERS, FINANCIAL PLANNERS, INSURANCE AGENTS, EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SPECIALISTS AND HUMAN RESOURCES PERSONNEL RELATING TO LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE; INSURANCE AGENCY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LENDER'S CORNER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LENDERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMMERCIAL LENDING SERVICES; CONSUMER LENDING SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONEY LENDING; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY MONEY LENDING; MORTGAGE LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WELLCHOSENHOME

FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Sea Bright Insurance Company

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INSURANCE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION, ADJUSTMENT, CONSULTATION, PROCESSING AND INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE; HEALTH INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES; HEALTHCARE BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES; WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING SERVICES; ANALYSIS OF EMPLOYERS INSURANCE NEEDS, ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS OF INSURANCE RESERVES AND PAYMENTS, ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS OF WORKERS MEDICAL SERVICES AND CHARGES; ACCIDENT INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES; PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE UNDERWRITING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GOOD SPIRITS

FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING EVENTS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TINTORERIA 24 HORAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "TINTORERIA 24 HORAS" IS "24 HOUR DRY CLEANERS".

NO CLAIM IS MADE FOR SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY; LAUNDRY SERVICES FOR CLOTH, CLOTHING, FABRIC LINEN AND TEXTILES; AND DRY CLEANING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STEEL MANAGEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ERECTION OF STRUCTURAL STEEL AND SHORT AND LONG SPAN JOIST FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-487,570. NATIONAL AUTOMOTIVE PARTS ASSOCIATION, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 2-5-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A REPRESENTATION OF A ROADSIGN DISPLAYING A STETHOSCOPE.

FOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE DESIGN OF A HOSE HAVING A NOZZLE AT ONE END AND BEING COILED INSIDE A TRUNCATED TRIANGLE. FOR BUILDING EXHAUST SYSTEM CLEANING SERVICES AND INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF COMMERCIAL KITCHEN EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 10-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-4-1998.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-490,792. W.B. WALLACE, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC. FILED 2-12-2003.

FOR MOBILE WASHING AND DETAILING SERVICE FOR CARS, BOATS, PLANES, MOBILE HOMES, TRAILERS, AND VANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,993. LANIER, DEBORAH J., WOODSTOCK, GA. FILED 3-10-2003.

BIOSCAPES FOR LAND RECLAMATION SERVICES FOR WETLANDS, UPLAND, AND HABITAT RESTORATION. (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPARKY EXPRESS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXPRESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BOILER CLEANING AND REPAIR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DELIVER MORE PAY LESS
FOR VEHICLE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE, NAMELY VEHICULAR AIR PRESSURE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


XHAIL AUTO HAIL DAMAGE REPAIR
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUTO HAIL DAMAGE REPAIR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIR, NAMELY, DENT REMOVAL AND REMOVAL OF DAMAGE CAUSED BY HAIL; REPAIR SERVICES, NAMELY, REPAIR AND REMOVAL OF HAIL DAMAGED SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-507,503. WAYNE'S SCREEN MACHINE INC., LIVERMORE, CA. FILED 4-3-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCREEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REPAIR AND INSTALLATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF WINDOWS, WINDOW COVERINGS, DOORS AND SCREENS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONYXPAX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,427,845.
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, LAMPS, BALLASTS, BATTERIES, AND COMPUTER MONITORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EAGLE'S PRIDE

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GARAGE ENVY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GARAGE". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSTALLATION OF CUSTOM DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED CLOSETS, GARAGE COMPONENTS AND CABINETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,142. WYNDHAM HOMES, INC., CARMEL, NY. FILED 9-16-2003.

DETAILS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

FOR RESIDENTIAL HOME CONSTRUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2000.
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,551. GARAGE ENVY, INC., PASADENA, CA. FILED 9-17-2003.
CLASS 37—(Continued).


THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE BRUSH

FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR BUILDING PAINTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 8-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-14-2003.
MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSTALLATION, RESTORATION, AND MAINTENANCE OF RIDING RINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-204,142. ALSTOM, PARIS, FRANCE, FILED 1-16-2003.

ECOFIT

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FRANCE APPLICATION NO. 023177058, FILED 7-29-2002, REG. NO. 023177058, DATED 7-29-2002, EXPIRES 7-29-2012.

FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR AND UPGRADE OR ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY SWITCHGEAR AND SWITCHBOARDS, RELAYS, METERING AND MONITORING EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING RE-LAYOUT OF FOUNDATION AND BUILDING LAYOUT; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF CONSTRUCTION, SUPERVISION AND MANAGEMENT OF WORKS OF CONSTRUCTION; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF REPAIR AND ELIMINATION OF INTERFERENCE OF ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF COMPUTERS OR COMPUTERS RELATED TO METERING, MONITORING; REPAIRING OF USED MACHINES OR PARTIALLY DESTROYED AND MAINTENANCE OF USED MACHINES IN THE TREATMENT AGAINST RUST (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ONE OF A KIND

FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION OF HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,345,498 AND 2,680,564.
FOR DEVELOPING, PLANNING AND LAYING OUT OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES, RECREATIONAL FACILITIES, SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY FACILITIES, OFFICE COMPLEXES, SHOPPING CENTERS AND MEETING AND CONVENTION CENTERS, AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY CONSTRUCTIONS OF RESIDENCES, RECREATIONAL FACILITIES, SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).


RETHINK URBAN

FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR; BUILDING DEMOLITION; CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT; CONSTRUCTION PLANNING; LAND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES NAMELY, PLANNING AND LAYING OUT OF RESIDENTIAL AND/OR COMMERCIAL COMMUNITIES; LAND RECLAMATION; MARINE CONSTRUCTION; PIER CONSTRUCTION; PLANNING AND LAYING OUT OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES; REAL ESTATE SITE SELECTION; ROAD CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-256,880. CERTIFIED AIR CONDITIONING, INC., KENNER, LA. FILED 6-2-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CERTIFIED AIR CONDITIONING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR SERVICES FOR HVAC EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 6-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-5-2002.

JOHN E. MICHO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-280,983. COBBLESTONE LAKE DEVELOPMENT, LLC, APPLE VALLEY, MN. FILED 7-30-2003.

YOUR NEW HOME TOWN

FOR RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-292,582. BURT RICHARD TATE, SANTA ROSA, CA. FILED 8-26-2003.

FOR PEST CONTROL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 1-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1996.

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DECKING COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PATIO AND DECK BUILDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 6-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-6-2001.

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 78-292,716. VERIDIAN HOMES, LLC, MADISON, WI.

VERIDIAN HOMES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HOMES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-292,801. VERIDIAN HOMES, LLC, MADISON, WI.

VERIDIAN

FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
(U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-292,876. BOYLAN, KEVIN G., FRISCO, CO.

A KINDER CARPET

FOR CARPET CLEANING SERVICES FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SPACES, CARPET REPAIR;
TILE AND GROUT CLEANING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-293,228. VERIDIAN HOMES, LLC, MADISON, WI.

DREAM. BUILD. LIVE.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUILD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
(U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-296,986. SHINE TIME EXPRESS, LLC., LAS VEGAS,
NV. FILED 9-6-2003.

SHINE TIME EXPRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHINE" AND "EXPRESS", APART FROM THE MARK
AS SHOWN.
FOR CAR WASH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 78-297,909. RIVOLTA ENGINEERING AND MARKETING, INC., SARASOTA, FL.

RIVO

FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
(U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
SN 76-199,838. STENOGRAPH, LLC, MOUNT PROSPECT, IL.

IEXPRESS

FOR PROVIDING ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, NAMELY
AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, LANGUAGE TRANSLATIONS, SPOKEN LANGUAGE TRANSCRIPTIONS, AND DATA;
PROVIDING ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA CONTENT AMONG COMPUTER
USERS, NAMELY AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, LANGUAGE TRANSLATIONS, SPOKEN LANGUAGE TRANSCRIPTIONS,
AND DATA; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES IN A TALKSHOW FORMAT
(U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-450,516. METROCALL USA, INC., ALEXANDRIA, VA.
FILED 9-16-2002.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COURTROOM ", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO BOWL SHAPES CONNECTED BY AN ARC.
FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO AREA NETWORKS AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPRINT BUSINESS CONNECTION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,104,943, 2,488,675 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BUSINESS CONNECTION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER WIRELESS ACCESS TO GLOBAL AND PRIVATE COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR THE EXCHANGE OF TEXT MESSAGING AND INFORMATION AND TO SEND AND RECEIVE ELECTRONIC MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 8-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-30-2002.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-493,945. ONE2CONNECT, INC, ROSWELL, GA. FILED 3-3-2003.

ONE2CONNECT

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CALL FORWARDING, RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS VOICE AND MESSAGING SERVICES, CONFERENCE CALLING, PREPAID DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL LONG DISTANCE SERVICES; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, GRAPHICS BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPHIC, CABLE OR SATELLITE TRANSMISSION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LA QUE PONE EL AMBIENTE

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "LA QUE PONE EL AMBIENTE" IS "THE ONE WHO SETS THE TONE".
FOR RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR WEBCASTING SERVICES FEATURING TOPICS OF INTEREST TO MAYORS, THEIR STAFFS, AND THEIR CONSTITUENTS; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING TOPICS OF INTEREST TO MAYORS, THEIR STAFFS AND THEIR CONSTITUENTS, NAMELY, BIO-TECHNOLOGY, HOMELAND SECURITY, TRAVEL, BUDGETS, FUNDING, ELECTIONS, HUNGER, HOMELESSNESS, ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES, EDUCATION, LAW ENFORCEMENT, AND GENERAL NEWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

U.S. MAYORVISION

THE NON LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "AL SAFWA" AND THIS MEANS "THE ELITE".

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "U.S.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WEBCASTING SERVICES FEATURING TOPICS OF INTEREST TO MAYORS, THEIR STAFFS, AND THEIR CONSTITUENTS; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING TOPICS OF INTEREST TO MAYORS, THEIR STAFFS AND THEIR CONSTITUENTS, NAMELY, BIO-TERRORISM, HOMELAND SECURITY, TRAVEL, BUDGETS, FUNDING, ELECTIONS, HUNGER, HOMELESSNESS, ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES, EDUCATION, LAW ENFORCEMENT, AND GENERAL NEWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


CHRISTOPHER ADKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-542,616. OCC ESTABLISHMENT, FL-9490 VADUZ, LIECHTENSTEIN, FILED 9-4-2003.

THE NON LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "AL YAWM" AND THIS MEANS "TODAY".

FOR TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ASPEN PUBLIC RADIO

THE NON LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "AL SAFWA" AND THIS MEANS "THE ELITE".

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PUBLIC RADIO, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "ASPEN".

FOR RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


METRODATA

THE NON LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "AL SAFWA" AND THIS MEANS "THE ELITE".

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, WIRELESS TELEPHONE AND WIRELESS BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE AND DATA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RADIO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR RADIO BROADCAST SERVICES OFFERED OVER THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR DELIVERY OF MESSAGES BY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION; ELECTRONIC MESSAGING SYSTEM, NAMELY ELECTRONIC QUEUING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND DATA; PROVIDING ON-LINE FORUMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING A WIDE VARIETY OF TOPICS; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING A WIDE VARIETY OF TOPICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). FIRST USE 12-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2002.

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, OFFERING BROADBAND SERVICES, INCLUDING VOICE, DATA AND VIDEO; VIDEO ON DEMAND BROADCASTING SERVICES; TELEVISION TRANSMISSION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). FIRST USE 9-9-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-9-2002.

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 38—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOUISIANA INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR GROUND TO SATELLITE DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, AUDIO AND VIDEO TRANSMISSION SERVICES VIA SATELLITE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CHRISS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VERIZON FREEDOM EXTRA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EXTRA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TELEPHONE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSMISSION OF VOICE AND DATA VIA ELECTRONIC MEANS; AND PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COMMUNICATING PERFORMANCE

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA AND GRAPHICS; LEASING OF TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT; AND PROVIDING COMMERCIAL TELEMUNICATIONS CONSULTING SERVICES BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, CABLE, WIRELESS, WIRED, INTEGRATED AND OR INTERNET TRANSMISSIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-245,525. LANDING TECHNOLOGY GROUP, LLC, FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ. FILED 5-5-2003.

LANDING TECHNOLOGY GROUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TECHNOLOGY GROUP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-246,286. ALLTEL COMMUNICATIONS, INC., LITTLE ROCK, AR. FILED 5-6-2003.

DO WE THINK ALIKE OR WHAT?

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF WIRELESS AND WIREDLINE VOICE, TEXT, FACSIMILE, VIDEO AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS, AND LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA AND GRAPHICS BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPHIC, CABLE, AND SATELLITE TRANSMISSIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


GWEN STOKOLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WPB

FOR PAGING SERVICES, NAMELY NUMERIC, ALFA NUMERIC AND VIDEO RADIO PAGING; AND ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND DATA, NAMELY, RECEIVING OF PAGES, E-MAIL, COMMUNICATIONS, INFORMATION, DATA AND SIGNALS ALLOWING AT LEAST ONE PERSON TO COMMUNICATE WITH ANOTHER BY SENSORY MEANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 9-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 9-1-1997.

ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
AV-GRAM

FOR SYNCHRONIZED ELECTRONIC DELIVERY ON DEMAND OF AUDIO, IMAGES AND OTHER VISUAL CONTENT VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.
BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIMETIME LOCAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PRIMETIME, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BROADCASTING SERVICES, NAMELY A CABLE TELEVISION CHANNEL FEATURING TALK SHOWS, LIVE INTERVIEWS, PANEL DISCUSSIONS, PRODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS AND INFOMERCIALS RELATING TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES SOLD VIA NETWORK MARKETING AND A MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING ORGANIZATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 6-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-6-2003.
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

802Link

FOR PROVIDING WIRELESS INTERNET ACCESS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CAMUNICATE

FOR VIDEO CONFERENCE AND VIDEO COMMUNICATION SERVICES VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ESF

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING SCIENCE FICTION, POPULAR CULTURE, ART, PERSONALITIES, HISTORY, TELEVISION, MOTION PICTURES AND ENTERTAINMENT, ALL PROVIDED BY, IN PROMOTION OF, AS PART OF THE PROGRAMS OF, OR IN CONJUNCTION WITH A MUSEUM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MOBITV

FOR BROADCASTING SERVICES, NAMELY, DELIVERING LIVE STREAMING INTERACTIVE AND NON-INTERACTIVE TELEVISION, MEDIA, DATA STREAMS, AND PRERECORDED VIDEO AND AUDIO PROGRAMMING IN REAL-TIME TO WIRELESS RECEIVERS, WIRELESS HAND SETS, AND CELLULAR TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MOBYTV

FOR BROADCASTING SERVICES, NAMELY, DELIVERING LIVE STREAMING INTERACTIVE AND NON-INTERACTIVE TELEVISION, MEDIA, DATA STREAMS, AND PRERECORDED VIDEO AND AUDIO PROGRAMMING IN REAL-TIME TO WIRELESS RECEIVERS, WIRELESS HAND SETS, AND CELLULAR TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UBU TV

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TV", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CABLE AND TELEVISION AND COMPUTER ONLINE BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HELLO WEST MICHIGAN

FOR TELEVISION BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JAVELIN JET

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR AVIATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF TRANSPORTING PASSENGERS AND/OR GOODS BY AIR; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY ARRANGING AND SCHEDULING FLIGHTS ON AIRCRAFT; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY ARRANGING AND SCHEDULING TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS TO AND FROM AIRPORTS; TRANSPORTATION RESERVATION SERVICES; PROVIDING TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AND/OR GOODS TO AND FROM AIRPORTS BY AUTOMOBILE, BUS, RAIL AND AIR; PROVIDING INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS REGARDING FLIGHTS ON AIRCRAFT AND TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM AIRPORTS BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, MAIL AND TELEPHONE; PROVIDING ARRIVAL, DEPARTURE AND PRICING INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF NOTIFICATIONS AND ALERTS REGARDING FLIGHTS AND RESERVATIONS BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, MAIL AND TELEPHONE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MINI MOVER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOVER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RENTAL SERVICES, NAMELY, RENTAL OF TRUCKS AND MOVING VANS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MOVING, TRANSPORTATION, AND RENTAL OF TRUCKS AND MOVING VANS VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FLIGHT2GROUND

FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY ARRANGING VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FOR ELECTRONIC SCHEDULING AND RESERVATIONS FOR GROUND TRANSPORTATION, LODGING, CATERING AND ENTERTAINMENT, IN CONNECTION WITH AVIATION TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AIR FRANCE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 610,072, 1,947,835 AND OTHERS.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR TRANSPORT SERVICES BY AIR AND BUS, PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION, ANIMAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES BY AIR AND TRUCK, ARRANGING TRAVEL TOURS, WAREHOUSE STORAGE, AIR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY AIR AND TRUCK, TOURIST AGENCY SERVICES, BUS TRANSPORT SERVICES, RENTAL OF CARS, CHAUFFEUR SERVICES, PARCEL DELIVERY, RENTAL OF STORAGE CONTAINERS, MESSAGE DELIVERY, FREIGHT BROKERAGE, TRANSPORT BROKERAGE, DELIVERY OF NEWSPAPERS, DELIVERY OF GOODS BY AIR AND TRUCK, PROVIDING STORAGE INFORMATION, RENTAL OF WAREHOUSE SPACE, PROVIDING INFORMATION AS TO TRANSPORTATION SCHEDULES, TRANSPORTATION FARES AND TRAVELING CONDITIONS, PROVIDING ANIMAL AND MERCHANDISE TRANSPORT INFORMATION, RENTAL OF WHEELCHAIRS, RENTAL OF PARKING SPACES, RENTAL OF AUTOMOBILES AND TRUCKS, COURIER SERVICES, AIRPLANE PILOTING, TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION, TOUR GUIDE SERVICES, MASS TRANSIT FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC, TRANSPORTATION RESERVATION SERVICES, ANIMAL AND MERCHANDISE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, GUARDED TRANSPORTATION OF VALUABLES AND MONEY BY AIR AND TRUCK, TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS BY AIR, CAR AND BUS, SHUTTLE SERVICES BY CAR AND BUS FOR AIRPORT PARKING, ASSISTANCE IN LOADING AND UNLOADING OF AIRPLANES, LEASING AND RENTAL OF AIRPLANES, AIRPLANE CHARTERING, AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES PROVIDED ON A REPRESENTATIVE OR PARTNERSHIP BASIS FOR OTHER AIRLINE COMPANIES NAMELY, PROVIDING FLIGHT SCHEDULES AND FARES, FLIGHT CONDITIONS AND AMENITIES OF OTHER AIRLINE COMPANIES ON A REPRESENTATIVE OR PARTNERSHIP BASIS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 0-0-1946; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1946.

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,666. COSTA, T. JEFFERY, ROCKLIN, CA. FILED 3-7-2003.

JAVA 2 U

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JAVA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEVERAGE AND FOOD DELIVERY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 6-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


E.E. WARD

THE NAME E.E. WARD SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS BY TRUCK AND GROUND TRANSPORTATION, PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION, AND GENERAL STORAGE OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND OTHER ARTICLES FOR CONSUMER, GOVERNMENT, AND CORPORATE CONSUMERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 4-1-1899; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1950.

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).

DISTRIBUTION OPTIMIZER

FOR MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTION SERVICES FOR PUBLISHERS IN THE NATURE OF POSTAL SERVICES, UTILIZING DROP SHIPPING, CO-PALLETIZATION, DYNAMIC ENTRY AND TRACKING TO INCREASE THE POSTAL EFFICIENCIES FOR PUBLISHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DYNAMIC ARCHIVE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ARCHIVE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AUTOMATED ARCHIVING SERVICES FOR THE STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 3-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2003.
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FEDEX ASIAONE

FOR PICK-UP, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES AND FREIGHT BY LAND AND AIR (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-552,423. MY3IA INTERNATIONAL HOLDING (CAYMAN) LTD., JHONGLI CITY, TAOUYUAN COUNTY 320, TAIWAN, FILED 10-17-2003.

my3ia

FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; DATA TRANSMISSION SERVICES THROUGH INTERNET ACCESS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
KAREN M. STRZYZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HSEATS

FOR TRANSPORTATION OF KEY EMERGENCY PERSONNEL AND PRIORITY CARGO TO DISASTER SITES BY AIR (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DOCK-TO-DOC

FOR PREPARATION OF STERILIZED PRODUCTS FOR SHIPMENT AND OVERSEEING OF SHIPMENT OF STERILIZED PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COSTOURICA

FOR ARRANGING TRAVEL TOURS TO COSTA RICA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
KIDDIECARGO

FOR BACKPACKS, WITH OR WITHOUT WHEELS, FOR TRANSPORTING CHILD CAR SEATS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHESAPEAKE MOVERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MOVERS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FURNITURE MOVING AND STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SEMPRA ENERGY UTILITIES

FOR ENERGY DISTRIBUTION SERVICES, NAMELY, NATURAL GAS AND ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LETSGOAMERICA

FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KANGAROO EXPRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EXPRESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY SERVICES, NAMELY, SAME DAY SHIPMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 1-1-1983; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1983.
KEYON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BRIDGING THE PACIFIC

FOR PROVIDING WATER, AIR AND LAND TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BUSTONIAN

FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS BY BUS; CONDUCTING SIGHTSEEING TOURS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EXCURSIONS AND SIGHTSEEING TOURS FOR TOURISTS, STUDENTS AND OTHER GROUPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ELITE ACCESS

FOR AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ELITE FOR THE DAY

FOR AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "42ND STREET TOURS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR TRAVEL SERVICES - NAMELY, BOOKING TRAVEL TOURS FOR DANCE AND MUSIC GROUPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


A FLIGHT ABOVE THE REST

FOR PRIVATE AIRLINE CHARTER TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, SOIL, WASTE AND/OR WATER TREATMENT SERVICES, RECOVERY OF METHANE AND OTHER GASES FROM LAND FILLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF THE LETTERS "MMD".
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURING OF FABRICATED WOOD AND METAL HOME ACCESSORIES, SIGNAGE, FURNISHINGS AND DISPLAYS TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 11-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2000.
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STEEL MANAGEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FABRICATION OF STRUCTURAL STEEL AND SHORT AND LONG SPAN JOIST FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SMALL UPSIDE DOWN DROPLET INSIDE OF A LARGER RIGHT SIDE UP DROPLET; ALL ENCLOSED IN A SHADED OVAL.
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF IN VITRO DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTS, SPECIFICALLY INSTRUMENTS FOR IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY, FLOW CYTOMETRY EVALUATION AND TESTS FOR CLINICAL CHEMISTRY AND MICROBIOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-540,212. LIGHTNER, CAROL, DBA LITTLE BEAR BINDER, LINVILLE, VA. FILED 8-26-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BINDER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The name CAROLE LEWIS IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
The MARK CONSISTS OF ALL THE WORDS IN BLACK LETTERS WITH A GREENISH GREY SHADE CIRCLED AROUND LB HEAD.
FOR BOOK BINDING AND PRINTING SERVICES, NAMELY, PRINTING BOOKS, PAGES AND BOOK COVERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE DEERBERG COMPLETE GREEN SHIP PHILOSOPHY 21

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPLETE GREEN SHIP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF SHIPBOARD WASTE, REFUSE, WASTE WATER AND RECYCLING MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-147,121. PRINTCO., INC., GREENVILLE, MI. FILED 7-24-2002.

CATALOGS2ONLINE

FOR DESKTOP PUBLISHING FOR OTHERS; FILE AND DOCUMENT IMAGING AND CONVERSION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONVERSION OF HARD COPY DOCUMENTS INTO ELECTRONIC FORMATS FOR USE IN WEB PAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
GINNY ISAACSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).
SN 78-147,124. PRINTCO., INC., GREENVILLE, MI. FILED 7-24-2002.

FOR DESKTOP PUBLISHING FOR OTHERS, FILE AND DOCUMENT IMAGING AND CONVERSION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONVERSION OF HARD COPY DOCUMENTS INTO ELECTRONIC FORMATS FOR USE IN WEB PAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 7-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2002.
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-147,127. PRINTCO., INC., GREENVILLE, MI. FILED 7-24-2002.

FOR DESKTOP PUBLISHING FOR OTHERS, FILE AND DOCUMENT IMAGING AND CONVERSION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONVERSION OF HARD COPY DOCUMENTS INTO ELECTRONIC FORMATS FOR USE IN WEB PAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 7-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2002.
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,735. MONTOLA GROWERS, INC., CULBERTSON, MT. FILED 4-3-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BOTANICALS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BOTANICAL OILS REFINING, FEATURING CUSTOM PROCESSING OF VARIOUS SEEDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 2-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2003.
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,735. MONTOLA GROWERS, INC., CULBERTSON, MT. FILED 4-3-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DENTAL RECYCLING NORTH AMERICA INC, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DENTAL WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 8-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1993.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TINT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR AUTOMOBILE WINDOW TINTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CLASS 40—(Continued).
SN 78-233,878. EDGE SYSTEMS, LLC, DOWNERS GROVE, IL. FILED 4-4-2003.
CLASS 40—(Continued).


PROPOINT

FOR CUSTOM IMPRINTING OF NAMES AND LOGOS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, DIRECTLY ON PROMOTIONAL NOVELTIES SUCH AS KEY TAGS, PENS, CUPS, BAGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


T-MAG

FOR ALUMINUM EXTRUSION AND FINISHING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

BARBARA A. LOUGHRAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IMMEDIA

FOR CONTRACT MANUFACTURING, NAMELY CUSTOM FABRICATION OF PLASTICS, PRINTING ON PLASTICS AND PROTOTYPE FABRICATION OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


JULIA HARDY COFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-292,480. TRANSPORT LABOR CONTRACT/LEASING, INC., ARDEN HILLS, MN. FILED 8-26-2003.

TOTAL LOGO CREATIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOGO CREATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CUSTOMIZED PRINTING OF COMPANY NAMES AND LOGOS FOR PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES ON GOODS OF OTHERS ORDERED THROUGH AN INTERNET WEBSITE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-299,947. 1-800 CONTACTS, INC., DRAPER, UT. FILED 9-12-2003.

TRUFORM

FOR MANUFACTURE OF CONTACT LENSES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 40—(Continued).

SN 78-301,589. NFP CORP., BLACKLICK, OH. FILED 9-17-2003.

LINTONIZING

FOR FOOD PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-808,631. SOUTHEASTERN NEWSPAPERS, INC., DBA NATIONAL BARREL HORSE ASSOCIATION, AUGUSTA, GA. FILED 9-24-1999.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

DOUBLE BARREL DASH FOR CASH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,960,032 AND 2,050,383. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BARREL DASH FOR CASH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING HORSE RACES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1999.

TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).


MYOFFICEONLINE
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, INSURANCE AND OTHER FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS SERVICES VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; DISTRIBUTING ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-140,395. AZPB LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 10-4-2000.

D-BACKS
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LIVE BASEBALL GAMES, EXHIBITIONS AND COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PROGRAMS FEATURING BASEBALL GAMES, EXHIBITIONS, AND COMPETITIONS AND OTHER PROGRAMS RELATING TO BASEBALL PROVIDED THROUGH TELEVISION, RADIO, COMPUTER VIA THE INTERNET, AND PRIVATE COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF BASEBALL, PROVIDING MULTIUSER INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAMES ALL VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND PRIVATE COMPUTER NETWORKS; AND EDUCATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF BASEBALL SKILLS INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-31-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-31-1998.
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-140,396. AZPB LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 10-4-2000.

ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARIZONA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LIVE BASEBALL GAMES, EXHIBITIONS AND COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PROGRAMS FEATURING BASEBALL GAMES, EXHIBITIONS, AND COMPETITIONS AND OTHER PROGRAMS RELATING TO BASEBALL PROVIDED THROUGH TELEVISION, RADIO, COMPUTER VIA THE INTERNET, AND PRIVATE COMPUTER NETWORKS; AND EDUCATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF BASEBALL SKILLS INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JOHNSON ATELIER
SEC. 2(F) AS TO DIGITAL ATELIER AND ATELIER.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING INSTRUCTION, CLASSES, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF SCULPTURE DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, AND INSTRUCTION IN COMPUTER SERVICES FEATURING A PROCESS THAT LASER SCANS AND DIMENSIONALIZES OBJECTS, INFORMATION OF DESIGNS VIA A COMPUTER AND COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGNS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLORS BLACK, YELLOW, RED, BLUE, AND BROWN ARE CLAIMED AS A DISTINCTIVE FEATURE OF THE MARK.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


FOR RECORDING STUDIOS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-290,322. CAMBRIDGE COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY INC., BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 7-26-2001.

SECURE YOUR FUTURE WITH TECHNOLOGY


FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTIONS AT THE POST SECONDARY LEVEL AND CONDUCTING CLASSES IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER NETWORKS, SECRETARIAL SKILLS, OFFICE ADMINISTRATION, MEDICAL ADMINISTRATION, DENTAL OFFICE ASSISTANCE, WORLD WIDE WEB PUBLISHING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

Toni Hickey, Examining Attorney


ATMOSPHERE

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY A PERFORMER OR GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 9-7-1993; IN COMMERCE 9-7-1993.

Rudy R. Singleton, Examining Attorney

SN 76-325,441. NICHOLS' DEFENSE ACADEMY, INC., ALEXANDRIA, VA. FILED 10-4-2001.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DEFENSE ACADEMY", "TAE KWON DO", "JUDO", AND THE DESIGN OF A FIST, BANNER WREATH, AND THE KOREAN WORDS TRANSLATED AS "KOREAN KARATE". THE NAME NICHOLS IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD. THE KOREAN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK ARE TRANSLATED AS "KOREAN KARATE" OR "THE WAY OF THE HAND AND FOOT".

THE KOREAN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK ARE TRANSLITERATED AS "MOO DUK HAE".

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EUROPEAN SCHOOL OF ONCOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF THE WORDS "EUROPEAN SCHOOL OF ONCOLOGY", WHICH APPEAR IN THE LOWER RIGHT CORNER OF THE SQUARE DESIGN.

FOR ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

Steven R. Foster, Examining Attorney
ELMCREST COLLEGE

SN 76-367,195. ZEHAVA BEAUTY CENTRE LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 2-6-2002.

ELMCREST COLLEGE

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,117,870, FILED 10-9-2001, REG. NO. TMA596490, DATED 12-4-2003, EXPIRES 12-4-2013.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLEGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS AND VOCATIONAL SCHOOL SERVICES ALL IN THE FIELD OF HYDROTHERAPY, AROMATHERAPY, REFLEXOLOGY, MAKE-UP ARTISTRY, SKIN CARE, FACIAL CARE, NAIL CARE, DERMATOLOGY, MANICURES AND PEDICURES, ESTHETICS, COSMETOLOGY, ELECTROLYSIS AND MASSAGE THERAPY, AND SPA MANAGEMENT (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) SALON MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-394,315. HIGH PERFORMANCE DRIVING FOR THE MIND, LONG BEACH, CA. FILED 4-12-2002.

High Performance Driving
For the Mind

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CONFERENCE, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF JUDGMENT AND DECISION-MAKING, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-419,490. HERNANDEZ, ALFONSO, MEXICO CITY, DF 01000, MEXICO, FILED 6-10-2002.

For entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting musical concerts (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-426,239. KONAMI CORPORATION, CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 6-26-2002.

Konami

OWNER OF U.S. REG. Nos. 1,227,667, 2,584,516 AND OTHERS.

FOR AMUSEMENT CENTERS; PROVIDING CASINO FACILITIES; DISCOTHEQUE SERVICES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF TRAINING REFEREES FOR CARD GAME CONTESTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF GAME SHOWS, PRODUCTION OF ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS FEATURING VOICE ARTISTS AND CONDUCTING CARD GAME CONTESTS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS; RENTAL OF MOTION PICTURES; RENTAL OF SOUND RECORDINGS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ONGOING RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF GAMES, TOYS AND SPORTS; VIDEOTAPE FILM PRODUCTION; RENTAL OF VIDEO TAPES; RENTAL OF TOYS; RENTAL OF FACILITIES FOR AMUSEMENT PARK; RENTAL OF RECREATION FACILITIES; PACHINKO, NAMELY JAPANESE STYLE PINBALL AND PINBALL GAME ARCADE CENTERS; OPERATION OF INTERACTIVE ELECTRONIC MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES; MULTIMEDIA ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE PRODUCTION SERVICES; MUSIC PUBLISHING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF TEXT AND GRAPHIC WORKS OF OTHERS ON CD, DVD; ON-LINE FEATURING GAMES, TOYS AND SPORTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC COMPUTER GAME PROGRAM VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC COMPUTER GAMES VIA COMMUNICATION BY CELLULAR PHONES AND PERSONAL HAND PHONE SYSTEM; PROVIDING USER INFORMATION REGARDING COMPUTER GAMES VIA COMMUNICATION BY COMPUTER TERMINALS OR CELLULAR PHONES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC, INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, AND COMMENTARY AND ARTICLES ABOUT MUSIC, ALL ON-LINE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND CELLULAR PHONES; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE REVIEWS OF MOVIES; PROVIDING COMPUTER GAME INFORMATION TO GAME PLAYERS ABOUT RANKING OF THEIR SCORES OF GAMES THROUGH THE WEB SITES; EDUCATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COURSES AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL; PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION THE GRADE SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL IN A BOARDING SCHOOL SETTING; CINEMA THEATER FACILITIES; GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTION; HEALTH CLUB SERVICES; INSTRUCTION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF A WIDE VARIETY OF SPORTS; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KAREN M. STRZYZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KAREN M. STRZYZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


CLUB-TIX

FOR ARRANGING FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS FOR SHOW AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS THROUGH MEMBERSHIP IN AN ON-LINE TICKET EXCHANGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR GOLF CLUB AND GOLF COURSE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING ADULT-ORIENTED ENTERTAINMENT, AND PROVIDING ADULT-ORIENTED VISUAL IMAGES AND INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF FILM CLIPS, PHOTOGRAPHS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-446,950. POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO, INC., SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO, FILED 9-5-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POLYTEC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE PROVISION OF COURSES OF INSTRUCTION FOR VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, COMPUTER ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-14-1968; IN COMMERCE 6-14-1968.
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLD TAEKWONDO" AND "CHANGMOOKWAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ASIAN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO TAE KWON AS IN TAE KWAN DO AND THIS MEANS ART OF HAND AND FOOT FIGHTING IN ENGLISH. THE ASIAN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO CHANGMOOKWAN AND THIS MEANS SCHOOL FOR THE PROPAGATION OF MARTIAL ARTS IN ENGLISH.
FOR MARTIAL ARTS INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STIFF WHITE GUY YOGA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "YOGA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR YOGA INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
INTERNATIONAL AID

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,528,978.
SEC. 2(F).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MEDICAL EDUCATION INITIATIVES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICAL EDUCATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING MEDICAL EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NYMPHETTE

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY, PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE WEB SITE IN THE FIELD OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT, PROVIDING ONLINE MAGAZINES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK IN THE FIELD OF ADULT ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "SIGMA THETA TAU INTERNATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY OF NURSING".
FIRST USE 6-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.
NAAKWAMA ANKRHA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-480,455. HAIR-SEGURA, LYNN, LAFAYETTE, LA. FILED 1-6-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF THE FANCIFUL DESIGN OF A CROSS.
FOR CONDUCTING SEMINARS ABOUT HEALTH AND WELLNESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHAKING HANDS ON THE INTERNET
FOR EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING PROGRAMS, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND MENTORING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS AND SALES, AND DISTRIBUTION OF TRAINING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-484,057. UNIVERSIDAD IBEROAMERICANA, SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REP, FILED 1-21-2003.

UNIBE
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COURSES AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL; PROVIDING TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER EDUCATION TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF UNIVERSITY THEATER PRODUCTIONS; SPORTING AND CULTURAL SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES, NAMELY, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS, ORGANIZING COMMUNITY CULTURE EVENTS AND ORGANIZING COMMUNITY ART SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SASSY
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,560,718.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS SAFETY TO ATHLETES AND HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS, CONDUCTING SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS SAFETY AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH AND DEVELOPING AND DISSEMINATING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS SAFETY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
M. E. BODSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REVIVER AED
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE REVIVER AED, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING TRAINING AND SEMINARS IN THE AREA OF CARDIO TRAUMA RESCUE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ARTISTFILMS

FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF FILM AND DIGITAL LONG AND SHORT FORMAT MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AFTER BANKRUPTCY FOUNDATION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,702,349.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF FINANCIAL EDUCATION, BANKRUPTCY INFORMATION, AND CREDIT RE-ESTABLISHMENT AND CREDIT ACQUISITION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-14-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-14-1997.
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CONSUMER 360

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONSUMER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN MARKET, ADVERTISING, AND CONSUMER RESEARCH AND CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2003.
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FAKING IT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATING AND PRESENTING INFORMATION ON THE SUBJECTS OF ART, LITERATURE, WINE, HISTORY, POLITICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GRAVITY Personal Training

FOR EXERCISE SERVICES, NAMLY, PERSONAL TRAINER SERVICES, PHYSICAL FITNESS CONSULTATION, PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTION, PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING, EXERCISE TRAINING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 76-494,110. ENGINEERING FITNESS INTERNATIONAL CORP., DBA TOTAL GYM, DBA EFI, AND DBA EFI MEDICAL SYSTEMS, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 3-3-2003.

FOR EXERCISE SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL TRAINER SERVICES, PHYSICAL FITNESS CONSULTATION, PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTION, PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING, EXERCISE TRAINING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,073. INTERNET EDUCATION EXCHANGE INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 3-6-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING NEWS, INFORMATION AND LINKS TO OTHER WEBSITES VIA THE INTERNET IN THE FIELD OF IMPROVING PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 7-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2002.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-495,080. METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER LION CORP, SANTA MONICA, CA. FILED 3-6-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,642,359, 2,758,014 AND OTHERS.
FOR CASINO SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAMMERHEAD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING GAMES, ACTIVITIES, PROJECT IDEAS, PHOTOGRAPHS, STORIES AND INFORMATION ABOUT FISH AND OTHER AQUATIC ANIMALS AND AQUARIUM FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ENETWORKS.COM
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,645,542, 2,600,728 AND OTHERS.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF THE PRODUCTION OF PROGRAMS TO BE BROADCAST OVER TELEVISION, CABLE AND SATELLITE, AND RELATED CONTENT DISTRIBUTED THROUGH GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JARVIS CLUTCH
THE NAME JARVIS CLUTCH DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAM IN THE NATURE OF AN EDUCATIONAL CHILDREN'S PROGRAM; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF THEATER PRODUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-497,867. GUERRERO, EDWARD DANIEL, WEST HOLLYWOOD, CA. FILED 3-17-2003.

GAYTINO
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF STAGE PLAYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BASS MOUNTAIN MUSIC PARK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MUSIC PARK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF A LIVE MUSIC FESTIVAL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-0-1978; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1978.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO FUSHI, AND THIS MEANS IMMORTALITY IN ENGLISH.
FOR MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WILLIAM TELL

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMING PROVIDING ATHLETIC CONTESTS AND COMPETITIONS NAMING SPORTING, HUNTING AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION CONTESTS AND COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CONTESTS AND COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF ATHLETICS, SPORTING, HUNTING AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC, SPORTING, HUNTING AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION CONTESTS AND COMPETITIONS; ORGANIZING ATHLETIC, SPORTING, HUNTING AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION CONTESTS AND COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PAAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 76-500,860. ARCHERY TRADE ASSOCIATION, INC., VIENNA, VA. FILED 3-3-2003.

ATA RETAILERS EXPO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RETAILERS EXPO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS, CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS AND EXHIBITIONS, DISPLAYS AND INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS ON SPORTING AND HUNTING AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-500,862. ARCHERY TRADE ASSOCIATION, INC., VIENNA, VA. FILED 3-3-2003.

ATA BOW SHOW

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOW SHOW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS, CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS AND EXHIBITIONS, DISPLAYS AND INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS ON SPORTING AND HUNTING AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "NORTE-NO" IN THE MARK IS "NORTHERN".
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DANIELLE MATTESSICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PLANET FLEX

FOR HEALTH CLUB AND SPA SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION, AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND FITNESS ESTABLISHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-502,735. MERRIMACK VALLEY VENTURE FORUM, INC., NORTH CHELMSFORD, MA. FILED 3-17-2003.

PRIMETIME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,021,913.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A SERIES OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FEATURING NEWS AND OTHER SUBJECTS OF CURRENT INTEREST; AND PROVIDING ONLINE NEWS INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-504,787. NGC NETWORK INTERNATIONAL, LLC, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 4-7-2003.

INSECTS FROM HELL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INSECTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION SHOWS, AND PRESENTATION OF ONGOING TELEVISION SHOWS RELATING TO THE SCIENTIFIC DECONSTRUCTION OF A SUBJECT MATTER SUCH AS ANIMAL AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR, NATURAL PHENOMENA, STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AND BATTLE SCENES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 76-505,141. BAGDASARIAN PRODUCTIONS, LLC, MONTECITO, CA. FILED 4-9-2003.

LA LU

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A TELEVISION SERIES FEATURING LIVE ACTION, PUPPETS AND ANIMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STAND OUT


TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,322,761 AND 2,383,500. THE NAME "JIMI HENDRIX" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL. FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO MUSICAL PERFORMANCES; A TOURING PRODUCTION FEATURING LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY MULTIPLE ARTISTS AND RELATED VISUAL DISPLAYS; AN ONLINE INTERACTIVE SERVICE FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT A TOURING PRODUCTION FEATURING LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY MULTIPLE ARTISTS AND RELATED VISUAL DISPLAYS; PRODUCTION OF A TOUR OF LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY MULTIPLE ARTISTS AND RELATED VISUAL DISPLAYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-512,523. STARKES, CLEA, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 5-8-2003.

MOTION POTION DANCE AND FITNESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DANCE AND FITNESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DANCE AND PHYSICAL FITNESS STUDIOS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIE BACK AND GET COMFORTABLE


CATHERINE FAINT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK IS COMPRISED OF A FANCIFUL LOGO DEPICTING GOLF BALL ON TEE WITH LETTERING D&D SUPERIMPOSED.
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 76-514,881. HASTINGS ENTERTAINMENT, INC., AMARILLO, TX. FILED 5-16-2003.

OWNED OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,557,356.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "YOUR ENTERTAINMENT SUPERSTORE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO HASTINGS.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES, RECORDS, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE ACCESSORIES, AND GIFT ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-4-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-4-1997.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CARS CHAMPIONSHIP AUTO RACING SERIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CHAMPIONSHIP AUTO RACING SERIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF AUTO-MOBILE AND TRUCK RACES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-518,201. DEVILS LAKE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT, DEVILS LAKE, ND. FILED 6-2-2003.

DLVFD TOURNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOURNEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING FISHING COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SLATT

FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH RELATING TO ANTI-TERRORISM AND ANTI-CRIME ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-31-1997; IN COMMERCE 3-31-1997.
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE INTERNATIONAL FOOD & BEVERAGE FORUM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FORUM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR CONDUCTING NON-ONLINE FORUMS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF HOSPITALITY FOR CULTIVATING FOOD AND BEVERAGE EXECUTIVES, AND ENHANCING GLOBAL DIALOGUE, KNOWLEDGE AND Viable CREATIVITY AS WELL AS TO AID IN THE GROWTH AND EDUCATION OF FUTURE CULINARY AND HOSPITALITY PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-14-1995; IN COMMERCE 7-14-1995.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ODAN

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL TRAINING, NAMELY, PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL, OUTREACH AND SUPPORT TRAINING PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FITNESS PROS", "FITNESS TRAINING AND HEALTH EDUCATION SERVICES" AND "LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HEALTH AND FITNESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TRAINING, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF PHYSICAL FITNESS, HEALTH, NUTRITION, WEIGHT MANAGEMENT AND SPORTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-528,776. BALLINGER, JACKIE, WOODSIDE, CA. FILED 7-9-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HEALTH AND FITNESS CONSULTANTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PERSONAL TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL FITNESS, HEALTH AND FITNESS ASSESSMENTS; PROVIDING FITNESS WORKSHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2003.

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RACE FOR THE ROCK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RACE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING A CONTEST IN THE NATURE OF A RACE FOR CLUES TO ARRIVE AT AN ULTIMATE DESTINATION TO WIN A PRIZE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2003.

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PROSPECTING TO THE TOP

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, TRAINING, AND CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MARKETING AND SALES AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-534,536. ROBERT W. WOODRUFF ARTS CENTER, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 7-17-2003.
THE STRATEGIC MINDSET

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STRATEGIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, AND ONE-ON-ONE MENTORING IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS AND PLANNING TOOLS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Baking Bandits

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BAKING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE FORM OF ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF FOOD PREPARATION AND COOKING INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LAVERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NAPH SAFETY NET AWARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AWARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING RECOGNITION BY THE WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF PUBLIC HOSPITALS AND HEALTH SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1990.
MATTHEW KLINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CRANKY CONSUMER

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY AN ONLINE NEWSPAPER COLUMN FEATURING INFORMATION AND EVALUATIONS OF VARIOUS CONSUMER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-9-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2002.
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE STRATEGIC MINDSET

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STRATEGIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, AND ONE-ON-ONE MENTORING IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS AND PLANNING TOOLS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,995. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC HOSPITALS AND HEALTH SYSTEMS, INC., WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 8-4-2003.

CAREER INVESTMENTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAREER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CAREER COUNSELING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


E! ONLINE INSIDER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,030,152 AND 2,545,008.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "E" OR "ONLINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; NAMELY PROVIDING A SUBSCRIPTION PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT AND NEWS THROUGH GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-7-2003.
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIRECTBET

FOR CASINO SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,991,140 AND 2,561,693.
FOR MUSEUM SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, EXHIBITIONS, PRESENTATIONS, DEMONSTRATIONS, PERFORMANCES AND INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELDS OF HISTORY, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND INNOVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,064,445 AND 2,561,693.
FOR MUSEUM SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, EXHIBITIONS, PRESENTATIONS, DEMONSTRATIONS, PERFORMANCES AND INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELDS OF HISTORY, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND INNOVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ELIZABETH J. WINTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,082,490.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY A CONTINUING VARIETY SHOW BROADCAST OVER TELEVISION, SATELLITE, AUDIO AND VIDEO MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ELISSACISE
FOR PROVIDING FITNESS AND EXERCISE FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JUNIOR MASTER GARDENER
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,499,189.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED TO YOUTHS IN THE FIELD OF HORTICULTURE THROUGH CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION, HOME SCHOOL INSTRUCTION AND VIA PARTICIPATION IN YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS AND CHILD CARE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1998.
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PLP
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING PROFESSIONAL PAINTBALL EXHIBITIONS AND PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PROFESSIONAL PAINTBALL EXHIBITIONS FOR TELEVISION, RADIO AND VIDEO TAPE REPLAY BROADCASTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-541,948. PROMO INK, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-29-2003.

METRO INVITES
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INVITES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING AND CONDUCTING PARTIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS FOR BUSINESSES AND INDIVIDUALS IN A VARIETY OF LOCATIONS INCLUDING BARS, RESTAURANTS, SHOPS, AND THE LIKE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


CAPTURING THE MOMENTS THAT CAPTURE OUR HEARTS

FOR PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIVING MOMENTS

FOR PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIESTA DEL SOL

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "FIESTA DEL SOL" IS "CELEBRATION OF THE SUN".
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING COMMUNITY ETHNIC FESTIVALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-6-1974; IN COMMERCE 8-6-1974.
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIGHTNIN’ BUGZ

FOR MINIATURE GOLF RECREATIONAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.
CHERYL STEPLIGHT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EL REGRESO DE LAS CURVAS PELIGROSAS

THE PHRASE "EL REGRESO DE LAS CURVAS PELIGROSAS" IN ENGLISH MEANS "THE RETURN OF THE DANGEROUS CURVES".
FOR RADIO ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, RADIO PROGRAMS FEATURING INFORMATION AND ADVICE ON NUTRITION AND HEALTHY EATING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-7-2003.
P AUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SANTANA

FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY MUSICAL LIVE PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRESSING PROBLEMS

FOR EDUCATIONAL TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
P AULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEXT GENERATION EDUCATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EDUCATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY LEVELS AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

APPLYING EASTERN WISDOM AND WESTERN PRACTICALITY

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND PROVIDING SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF SELF-DEVELOPMENT AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT, STRESS REDUCTION AND STRESS MANAGEMENT, SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE AND TRAINING, HEALING AND MEDITATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROCK, ROLL & REAL ESTATE

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, A RADIO PROGRAM FEATURING REAL ESTATE ISSUES AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,087. SPORTSPLEX MANAGEMENT GROUP, LLC, YORK, ME. FILED 9-3-2003.

PLAY IT INDOORS!

FOR PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,391. JANA CURCIO PHOTOGRAPHY, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 9-4-2003.

JANA CURCIO PHOTOGRAPHY
WWW.JANAPHOTO.COM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHOTOGRAPHY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 10-4-1997; IN COMMERCE 10-4-1997.

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROFESSIONAL ICE HOCKEY EXHIBITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SWEEPSTAKES POKER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,717,880. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POKER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CASINO CARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SWEEPSTAKES HOLD 'EM POKER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,717,880. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOLD 'EM POKER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CASINO CARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SINGLE MEN GETTIN' DOWN IN THE KITCHEN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KITCHEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF COOKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MYBALLY.COM

FOR HEALTH CLUB SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


UBLISOFT


FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER GAME FOR OTHERS OVER GLOBAL AND LOCAL AREA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND PROVIDING INFORMATION ON-LINE RELATING TO COMPUTER GAMES, VIDEO GAMES AND COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES RELATED PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-547,376. CARAMEL PRODUCTIONS, INC., NEWPORT RICHEY, FL. FILED 9-12-2003.

HOT CARAMEL

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND/OR AUDIO PERFORMANCE, NAMELY A MUSICAL BAND; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, MUSICAL VIDEOS, PHOTOGRAPHS, PRERECORDERD MUSIC, INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, ALL ON-LINE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-547,663. LAMPMAN, ROBERT WILLIAM, PORTERSVILLE, PA. FILED 9-4-2003.

SABERINGRAD PRODUCTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR AUDIO RECORDING AND PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHY AREN’T YOU MARRIED?

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND COURSES IN THE FIELDS OF SELF IMPROVEMENT, SELF MOTIVATION SELF HELP AND HUMOR AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED COURSE MATERIALS THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IT COULD HAPPEN.

FOR LOTTERY SERVICES AND LOTTO GAME SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


YOU CANT LIVE THE DREAM IF YOU DON’T PLAY THE GAME.

FOR LOTTERY SERVICES AND LOTTO GAME SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IF YOU DON'T WIN, SOMEONE ELSE WILL.

FOR LOTTERY SERVICES AND LOTTO GAME SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

CHANGE. FOR A DOLLAR.
FOR LOTTERY SERVICES AND LOTTO GAME SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHY NOT YOU?
FOR LOTTERY SERVICES AND LOTTO GAME SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GO! FIGHT! WIN!
FOR PERSONAL SERVICES AND ONLINE SERVICES PROVIDING CUSTOM CHEERLEADING MUSIC, CHEERLEADING TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION, AND CUSTOM CHOREOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


XENTOPIA
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING FESTIVALS; AND, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF LIVE ACTION TELEVISION PROGRAMMING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR FUTURE
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY CONSULTING OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION, CONSULTING STUDENTS WITH RESPECT TO UNIVERSITY AND CAREER CHOICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 11-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 11-1-1996.
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-552,162. MOTOVENTURES, INC., AGUANGA, CA. FILED 10-17-2003.

MOTOVENTURES
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF DIRT BIKE AND TRIALS RIDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE LINING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESOURCES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOTTO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COUNTRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRICELESS MOMENTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON MEXICO APPLICATION NO. 410795, FILED 2-14-2000, REG. NO. 410795, DATED 2-14-2000, EXPIRES 2-14-2010.

"EL TRI" IS SPANISH AND THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION IS "THE THREE" OR "THE TRIO".

PRICELESS MOMENTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,370,508.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION AND INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, BASEBALL GAMES, COMPETITIONS AND EXHIBITIONS RENDERED LIVE, THROUGH BROADCAST MEDIA, NAMELY, TELEVISION AND RADIO AND VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND COMMERCIAL ON-LINE SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT; PROVIDING MULTI-USER INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAMES, ALL VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR A COMMERCIAL ON-LINE SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VICTORY OVER SELF


INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SEMINAR UNIVERSITY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SEMINAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF OFFERING CLASSES FOR FINANCIAL ADVISORS SPECIALIZING IN THE SENIOR MARKET, AS TO THE MEANS AND METHODS TO PUT ON INSTRUCTIONAL WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL SERVICES GEARED TO THE NEEDS OF SENIOR CITIZENS, AND FINANCIAL PRODUCTS AVAILABLE TO MEET SUCH NEEDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-172,856. DATACUPID INC., ETOBICOKE, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 10-10-2002.

CUPIDEX

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPMENT, ORGANIZATION AND PROVISION OF COURSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER DATABASE DESIGN, ANALYSIS, AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MAVERICK EDUCATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EDUCATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY LEVELS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EDUCATION AS TRANSFORMATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EDUCATION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF RELIGIOUS PLURALISM AND SPIRITUALITY IN EDUCATION, AND DISTRIBUTING RESOURCE MATERIALS IN CONNECION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACTIVEPEG

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING AN ELECTRONIC TRADING SYSTEM FOR THE PURPOSE OF TRADING COMMODITIES, STOCKS, BONDS, AND SECURITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RAINBOW RECORDINGS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDINGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR SOUND RECORDING STUDIOS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-199,668. GANYMEDE PERFORMING, INC., ORLANDO, FL. FILED 1-3-2003.

MEGAN MCCAULEY

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S), SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, MUSIC PUBLISHING SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF LIVE VARIETY SHOWS; RECORD, COMPACT DISCS, DVD'S, AND AUDIO TAPE PRODUCTION; MOTION PICTURE FILM PRODUCTION; PRODUCTION OF VIDEO CASSETTES AND DVD'S FOR OTHERS; PRODUCTION OF LIVE MUSICAL CONCERTS; COMPOSITION OF MUSIC FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, WRITING AND SCORING OF MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NAAKWAAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.


PLEISTOSCENE

FOR LIVE ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF A MUSICAL ROCK BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LOS ANGELES DOG JUDGES EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION (LADJEA)

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOS ANGELES DOG JUDGES EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TRAINING INDIVIDUALS TO BE LICENSED AS DOG SHOW JUDGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Megan McCauley

Gold Leaf Vineyards

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, WINE TASTINGS AND SPECIAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 78-204,376. DECISIONMARK CORP., CEDAR RAPIDS, IA. FILED 1-17-2003.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,554,842.
The mark consists of a stylized satellite television reception dish and human eye.
For computer information service featuring information on a wide variety of topics, namely, a database of television and radio programs, reception, antenna selection and programming descriptions and listings concerning news, television, movies, music and sports (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
First use 12-17-2002; in commerce 12-17-2002.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ICHTHUS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,190,807 AND 2,190,808.
The mark consists of the wording Ichthus and a stylized representation of a fish.
The English translation of the Greek word Ichthus in the mark is Fish.
For entertainment in the nature of live performances by musical groups, live music concerts, organizing community festivals featuring a variety of activities, namely, outdoor movies, musical concerts, art exhibitions and providing motivational and educational Christian speakers; arranging and conducting educational services, namely classes, seminars, and workshops, and exhibiting and distributing written materials in connection therewith, in the field of Christianity and its relation to evangelism, self awareness, spiritual awareness, moral and personal character, lifestyle, theology, and social awareness (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).
THINK FLORAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLORAL" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
For floral design instructional courses, materials, books, tapes sold as a unit therewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
P A U L A M A Y S , EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TURBO CHALLENGE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,753,447.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CHALLENGE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
For entertainment in the nature of surfing competitions; and arranging and conducting surfing competitions (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).
M. L. HERSHEYKOWITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY A LIVE BAND, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, MUSICAL VIDEOS, RELATED FILM CLIPS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
P A U L A M A Y S , EXAMINING ATTORNEY
WEBDECK

FOR EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION AND REMINDERS TO PROSPECTIVE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS REGARDING ENROLLMENT AND PROVIDING REQUESTS FROM PROSPECTIVE STUDENT ADMISSIONS OFFICES VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.
STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOPTHIS!

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER GAMES FEATURING HIGH SCORE COMPETITIONS TO BE PLAYED OVER ELECTRONIC NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
DECADES OF COLLEGE DREAMS

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY TUTORING, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS AND PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELDS OF COLLEGE PREPARATION, COLLEGE ADMISSIONS, COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMS, COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID, ESTABLISHING AND FORMULATING COLLEGE COURSE CURRICULUM, ENGLISH, ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE, MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, HISTORY, SOCIAL SCIENCE, WORLD LANGUAGES, AND WRITING, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AND CONSULTING SERVICES RELATED THERETO; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF TEACHING AND TUTORING COLLEGE PREPARATION, COLLEGE ADMISSIONS, COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMS, COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID, ESTABLISHING AND FORMULATING COLLEGE COURSE CURRICULUM, ENGLISH, ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE, MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, HISTORY, SOCIAL SCIENCE, WORLD LANGUAGES, AND WRITING, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AND CONSULTING SERVICES RELATED THERETO [BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE]; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY TUTORING, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS AND PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AND CONSULTING SERVICES RELATED THERETO; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF TEACHING AND TUTORING COLLEGE-LEVEL SUBJECTS, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AND CONSULTING SERVICES RELATED THERETO [BASED ON INTENT TO USE] (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-26-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2002.

APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THREE CARD 21", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A GAME OF CHANCE PLAYED WITH PLAYING CARDS IN A CASINO AND/OR GAMING ENVIRONMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JOHN E. MICHEOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WEST VIRGINIA WINE & JAZZ FESTIVAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WINE & JAZZ FESTIVAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR ORGANIZING FESTIVALS FEATURING WINE, LIVE ENTERTAINMENT, FOOD, AND MERCHANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1994.

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEST VIRGINIA WINE & JAZZ FEST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ORGANIZING FESTIVALS FEATURING WINE, LIVE ENTERTAINMENT, FOOD, AND MERCHANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 2-16-1993; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1994.

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

GET SCHOOLED TOUR
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; NAMELY, CONDUCTING TRIVIA CONTESTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HALL OF LAME
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; NAMELY, CONDUCTING CONTESTS THAT SELECT THE BEST OF THE WORST PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2003.
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ICE
FOR GYMNASIUM; ATHLETIC CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE, GYMNASTICS, CHEERLEADING, INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING IN THE FIELDS OF ATHLETICS, CHEERLEADING, WEIGHT LIFTING, AND TUMBLING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-228,945. BOREALIS INSTITUTE, INC., FAIRVIEW, PA. FILED 3-24-2003.

BOREAL IDENTITY
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF PERSONAL LIFE AND PROFESSIONAL LIFE, AND DEVELOPING A PERSONAL IDENTITY; CONSULTATION, PERSONAL COACHING AND ONE-ON-ONE MENTORING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF PERSONAL LIFE AND PROFESSIONAL LIFE, AND DEVELOPING A PERSONAL IDENTITY; PROVIDING GUIDANCE IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND ACHIEVEMENT OF PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GOALS AND ASSISTING OTHERS IN ORGANIZING COMMITMENTS FOR ACHIEVING PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GOALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TECH JUICE
FOR PUBLICATION OF MAGAZINES WHICH PROVIDE INFORMATION, RATINGS, EVALUATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 239,120, 2,500,530 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CENTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, NAMELY, MUSICAL CONCERTS, SPORTING EVENTS, AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WEB CONTENT WITH A SPINE
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS AND GUIDE BOOKS FEATURING TOPICS RELATING TO TRAVEL, COOKING, SPORTS, GARDENING, COLLECTING, FIRST AID, AND HOBBIES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS FEATURING TOPICS RELATING TO TRAVEL, COOKING, SPORTS, GARDENING, COLLECTING, FIRST AID, AND HOBBIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ZURIMEDIA

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS AND GUIDE BOOKS FEATURING TOPICS RELATING TO TRAVEL, COOKING, SPORTS, GARDENING, COLLECTING, FIRST AID, AND HOBBIES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS FEATURING TOPICS RELATING TO TRAVEL, COOKING, SPORTS, GARDENING, COLLECTING, FIRST AID, AND HOBBIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IMAGIMOTION

FOR MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES AND RECORD MASTER PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROBOSAPIENS

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MOTION PICTURES, TELEVISION, CD/DVD, VIDEO AND AUDIOTAPE PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHARLES JOYNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CREAM OF THE CROP BAND SEARCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAND SEARCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING A SERIES OF MUSICAL CONTEST EVENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY MUSICAL CONTEST EVENTS, BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2001.
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ABEL RECORDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES AND DISTRIBUTION OF MUSIC VIA RADIO, TELEVISION, VIDEOS, AND A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WALKWAY GROUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CAREER COUNSELING; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CAREER AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT, CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND FAMILY COUNSELING. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROYAL AMERICAN CONSERVATORY EXAMINATIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICAN CONSERVATORY EXAMINATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TEACHING, EDUCATIONAL TESTING, CONDUCTING EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONS, GRADING AND MARKING EXAMINATIONS, EDUCATIONAL TESTING FOR THE PURPOSES OF ISSUING MEDALS, CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS ALL IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC; AND TRAINING MUSIC TEACHERS TO BE EXAMINERS AND EXAM MARKERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 78-238,001. THE ROYAL CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "AMERICAN CONSERVATORY EXAMINATIONS"
AND "2003", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TEACH-
ING, EDUCATIONAL TESTING, CONDUCTING EXAM-
INATIONS AND EVALUATIONS, GRADING AND
MARKING EXAMINATIONS, EDUCATIONAL TESTING
FOR THE PURPOSES OF ISSUING MEDALS, CERTIFI-
CATES AND DIPLOMAS ALL IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC;
AND TRAINING MUSIC TEACHERS TO BE EXAMI-
NERS AND EXAM MARKERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
107).

STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,568. CARRILLO, RYAN, S., NORTH HOLLY-
WOOD, CA. FILED 4-17-2003.

NOTHING YET

FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE CONCERT
PERFORMANCES OF ORIGINAL MUSIC BY A MUSI-
CAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-6-1992; IN COMMERCE 1-6-1992.
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-239,897. TEAYS PHYSICAL THERAPY CENTER, INC.,
HURRICANE, WV. FILED 4-21-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT", APART FROM
THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The icon in the left corner and words
"PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT" are white and
are placed in a blue "PLUS DESIGN". The word
"POTENTIAL" appears in blue above the "PLUS
DESIGN" and the red word "PLUS" appears below
the "PLUS DESIGN".
FOR TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ATH-
LETIC PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100,
101 AND 107).
JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-240,870. ALDERETTE, KIXX, HEMET, CA. AND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE MAGAZINE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE NON-DOWNLOAD-
ABLE MAGAZINE FEATURING BEAUTY, DIET, TRA-
VEL, HOME AND FASHION, HEALTH, NEWS,
ENVIRONMENT, FINANCE, PARENTS, MUSIC, SPORTS
AND GENERAL FEATURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
107).
FIRST USE 4-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-20-2003.
MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-241,655. LOCAL PROFIT SYSTEM, INC., BEND, OR.
FILED 4-24-2003.

LOCAL PROFIT SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CON-
DUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS
IN THE FIELD OF RETAIL SALES VIA THE INTERNET
(U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 78-245,199. WNBA ENTERPRISES, LLC, SECAUCUS, NJ. FILED 5-2-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CONNECTICUT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL AND RENDERING LIVE BASKETBALL GAMES AND BASKETBALL EXHIBITIONS; THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTS OF BASKETBALL GAMES, BASKETBALL EVENTS AND PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; CONDUCTING AND ARRANGING BASKETBALL CLINICS AND CAMPS, COACHES CLINICS AND CAMPS, DANCE TEAM CLINICS AND CAMPS AND BASKETBALL EVENTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PERSONAL APPEARANCES BY A COSTUMED MASCOT AND/OR DANCE TEAM AT BASKETBALL GAMES AND EXHIBITIONS, CLINICS, CAMPS, PROMOTIONS, AND OTHER BASKETBALL-RELATED EVENTS, SPECIAL EVENTS AND PARTIES; FAN CLUB SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING THE FOLLOWING CONTENT: TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS, INTERACTIVE TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS, VIDEO RECORDINGS, VIDEO STREAM RECORDINGS, INTERACTIVE VIDEO HIGHLIGHT SELECTIONS, RADIO PROGRAMS, RADIO HIGHLIGHTS, AND AUDIO RECORDINGS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL, BASKETBALL NEWS IN THE NATURE OF INFORMATION, STATISTICS, AND TRIVIA ABOUT BASKETBALL, ONLINE COMPUTER GAMES, VIDEO GAMES, INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAMES, ACTION SKILL GAMES, ARCADE GAMES, ADULTS' AND CHILDREN'S PARTY GAMES, BOARD GAMES, PUZZLES, AND TRIVIA GAMES, PROVIDING ONLINE MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, COLORING BOOKS, GAME SCHEDULES AND GREETING CARDS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL OVER THE INTERNET, PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-246,360. TUCKER, BRENDA, MILFORD, MA. FILED 5-6-2003.

WRITER RESCUE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WRITER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CUSTOM WRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.
STEPHANIE DAVIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-246,452. ROBERTS, FRANK, MICHAEL, TOLUCA LAKE, CA. FILED 5-6-2003.

*FOTO NITRO HEADSHOTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOTO" AND "HEADSHOTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING HEADSHOT PHOTOGRAPHY AND MODELING COMPOSITE PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2003.
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-247,158. TRIPP LAKE CAMP LLC, ARMONK, NY. FILED 5-8-2003.

FOR SUMMER CAMP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-15-1911; IN COMMERCE 6-15-1911.
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ETMD

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND OR CONFERENCES ON ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS SUCH AS CERLA, RCRA, SITE CLOSURE, ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS, MANAGEMENT OF PCB'S, HAZWOPER, DECON ACTIVITIES, APPLIED CLEAN AIR ACT AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES CONCERNS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2002.
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
UNIVERSAL SELF

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS ON THE SUBJECT OF PERSONAL AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH; DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS, NAMELY, WORKBOOKS, VIDEOS, CHARTS, AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS USED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; INTERNET SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA AN ELECTRONIC GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH; PROVIDING GENERAL INTEREST NEWS, ENTERTAINMENT, AND EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FUNHOUSEPARTY.COM

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PARTIES IN NEW YORK CITY BARS AND NIGHT CLUBS FOR INDIVIDUALS OVER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN YEARS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BOLDT YACHT HOUSE

SEC. 2(F).

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, GUIDED AND SELF-GUIDED TOURS OF A YACHT HOUSE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1996.

HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-262,745. SMITH, AMY JORDAN, KEY BISCAYNE, FL. FILED 6-16-2003.

THE FINE LINE BETWEEN LOVE & STALKING

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURE FILMS AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SHOOTING CLUB, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF PART OF A CROSS EMBLEM OVERLAPPING THE LETTER "V" IN VALHALLA.

FOR GUN FIRING RANGES; PROVIDING TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE USE AND OPERATION OF FIREARMS; TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SELF-DEFENSE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE KINGSTON TRIO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRIO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF PERFORMANCES BY A LIVE MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 0-0-1957; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1957.

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WHISKEY CREEK FILMWORKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FILMWORKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


CRITICAL FUSE

FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ADOPT-A-SCOREBOARD

FOR FUNDRAISING SERVICES FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NIPPIES

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD OF NEWS, ENTERTAINMENT, CELEBRITIES, AND OTHER TOPICS OF INTEREST TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-9-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2002.
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CHIP HERTZ

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING HUMOROUS, ON-LINE ANIMATED CARTOONS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 78-279.988. LIFETIME GUARANTEE, INC., FORT WORTH, TX. FILED 7-29-2003.

eLumiNations
at Lifetime.org

FOR EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF CHRISTIAN LIVING RENDERED THROUGH ONLINE CORRESPONDENCE COURSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE HIGHER ELEMENTS

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCE BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Leafy Oak

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DOG RACES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MAD FISHERMAN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FISHERMAN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF OUTDOOR SPORTING ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1995.
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TETON WELLNESS FESTIVAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WELLNESS FESTIVAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING FESTIVALS AND WORKSHOPS FEATURING EXHIBITIONS, DEMONSTRATIONS, DISPLAYS, FOOD, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS, AND LECTURES IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL FITNESS, MENTAL HEALTH, HEALTH CARE, AGING, ALTERNATIVE AND PREVENTATIVE MEDICINE, HEALING ARTS, YOGA, MEDITATION, RELAXATION, MASSAGE, NUTRITION, HEALTHFUL LIVING, TAI CHI, AROMA THERAPY, AEROBICS, MINDFULNESS, MINDFUL MOVEMENT, JOURNAL WRITING, MARTIAL ARTS, WEIGHT TRAINING AND STRESS MANAGEMENT AND INJURY PREVENTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SONS OF SOUL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOUL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CUTLOSS, INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS ON STOCK AND OPTIONS TRADING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEW ENGLAND ECONOMIC ADVENTURE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEW ENGLAND ECONOMIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF ECONOMICS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING ON-LINE EXHIBITIONS AND DISPLAYS AND INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS IN THE FIELD OF ECONOMICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2003.
TRICIA THOMPKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MISS SOUTHWEST FLORIDA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOUTHWEST FLORIDA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING AND PROMOTING BEAUTY PAGEANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DESERT REIGN

FOR ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1997.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
AGING WITH ATTITUDE

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS THAT ASSIST PARTICIPANTS TO EXPLORE THEIR FEELINGS, BELIEFS AND VALUES AND THE CULTURAL MESSAGES AND INFLUENCES RELATED TO AGING, YOUTH, ATTRACTIVENESS, HEALTH AND WELL-BEING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


QUACK-O TOBACCO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOBACCO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF TOBACCO AND HEALTH AWARENESS. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

RONALD AIKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TALENT SPROUTS

FOR INSTRUCTION IN THE PERFORMING ARTS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE STUDIO, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TEXT AND DARK BORDER OF FLASH ARE PURPLE - PANTONE 2597 CVC, SOLID WHITE OBJECT IS YELLOW GRADIENT - PANTONE YELLOW FADING TO PURE WHITE AT CENTER, WHITE OUTLINE IS GREEN - PANTONE 361CV.

FOR PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES, PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO DOING FAMILY AND INDIVIDUAL PORTRAITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


D1

FOR SPORTS TRAINING IN THE FIELDS OF FOOTBALL, BASEBALL, HOCKEY, BASKETBALL AND SOCCER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE PROS IN AMATEUR SPORTS

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING AMATEUR ATHLETIC LEAGUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BRIDAL MAN

FOR RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, A RADIO PROGRAM FEATURING PERFORMANCE BY STEVEN A; DINES ON THE SUBJECT OF WEDDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROAD TO THE CHAMPIONSHIP RING

FOR PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TIME OF GRACE


AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HIS GRACE

FOR ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EARTH'S BIGGEST BEAUTY DATING NETWORK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAUTY" AND "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ON-LINE MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PERSONAL CARE, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, HEALTH, AND PERSONAL FITNESS, AND PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET ABOUT THE PURCHASE OF FRAGRANCES AND COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LOS YES-YES

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A MUSICAL GROUP; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A LIVE MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JUDITH GRUNDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VTOP

FOR SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING AND CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EKN WORLDWIDE KIDS NEWS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLDWIDE KIDS NEWS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, TELEVISION NEWS SHOWS; NEWS REPORTING SERVICES; NEWS SYNDICATION FOR THE TELEVISION BROADCAST INDUSTRY; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTS, AND NEWS OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VH1 RECONNECTED

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,353,809, 1,401,613 AND OTHERS.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ONGOING TELEVISION SERIES FEATURING LIVE ACTION; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT FEATURING LIVE ACTION RENDERED VIA COMPUTER BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SPONSORED FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE ON ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND LEISURE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THEATER OF INCLUSION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THEATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS IN THE THEATRICAL AND PERFORMANCE ARTS TO FOSTER INDIVIDUAL SELF-EXPRESSION AND CREATIVE COLLABORATION AMONG PARTICIPANTS REGARDLESS OF AGE, ABILITY OR DISABILITY; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF DANCE PERFORMANCES AND THEATER PRODUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-294,017. OFFICEFORMARKETECHNOLOGY, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 8-29-2003.

TRADER DNA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRADER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR CONDUCTING TRAINING COURSES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF IMPROVING FINANCIAL TRADER PERFORMANCE, NAMELY TO ASSIST TRADERS IN DEVELOPING AND FURTHERING THEIR ABILITY AND PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-294,274. IMPULSE JAPAN INC., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 8-29-2003.

FOR TRANSLATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRECISE SELLING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SELLING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SALES TRAINING PROGRAMS AND SEMINARS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE CAPIRO ENSEMBLE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE CAPRICCIO ENSEMBLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A LIVE MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-25-1984; IN COMMERCE 6-25-1984.
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BACKBONE OF HEALTH

FOR PERSONAL TRAINER SERVICES AND SPORTS TRAINING, FITNESS AND HEALTH CLASSES, YOGA AND PILATES INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


"RACING FOR DOLLARS"

FOR CASINO SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2000.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
HOME AND LIVING
BROADBAND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,602,165 AND 2,737,968.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BROADBAND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF LIVE AND ON-DEMAND TELEVISION PROGRAMS INTENDED FOR DISTRIBUTION VIA TELEVISION, SATELLITE, WIRELESS, AUDIO AND VIDEO MEDIA, FIBER OPTICS, CABLE AND A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

I’LL TAKE MANHATTAN

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A COMEDIC TELEVISION SERIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PHOEF SUTTON PRODUCTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME PHOEF SUTTON IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE ACTOR’S MENU

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ACTOR’S, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN ACTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SWING BY LOU

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY COMBINING GOLF INSTRUCTION WITH TEAM BUILDING AND A PERSONAL GOAL-SETTING PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-3-2003.
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MEGA FLIX

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MOBILE DIGITAL VIDEO TAPE AND DVD PRODUCTION FACILITIES WHICH SUPERIMPOSE INDIVIDUALS INTO MUSIC VIDEOS AND MOVIE SCENES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RATS IN THE ATTIC

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SACRED RIDE

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE FORM OF A TELEVISION SPORTS PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SECAD

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION WORKSHOPS RELATING TO ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


SHADOW WOLVES

FOR MOTION PICTURE/TELEVISION SERIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRAVELSCOPE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,750,179.
FOR VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BACK-EDIT

FOR LANGUAGE TRANSLATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-298,808. GOLDEN GAMING, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 9-10-2003.

SIERRA GOLD

FOR CASINO SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROCKIN’ ROADIES

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF VIDEOTAPES, MOTION PICTURE FILMS, MOTION PICTURE SHORTS, STILL IMAGES AND FILMS, AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS, AND PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION, NAMELY, PROVIDING BEHIND-THE-SCENES MUSICAL CONCERT PERFORMANCE INFORMATION, MUSICAL VIDEOS, RELATED MUSIC VIDEO FILM CLIPS, AND PHOTOGRAPHS, ALL SUCH INFORMATION PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
MARCE LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TSUNAMI

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING AND SALES TRAINING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS, AND DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS ASSOCIATED WITH THESE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AMERICANA CAFE

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, A RADIO PROGRAM FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZIGITY

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY INTERACTIVE ONLINE GAME SHOWS, ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF GAME SHOWS AND GAMES ENTERTAINMENT, TELEVISION SERIES, AND SPECIAL TELEVISION PROGRAMS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING GAMES THAT TEACH PHYSICAL SKILLS, SOCIAL SKILLS, LEARNING SKILLS, MATH SKILLS AND LANGUAGE SKILLS AT THE PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY SCHOOL LEVELS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
WHERE GLOBAL THOUGHT LEADERS GATHER

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, COLLABORATIVE SESSIONS, FACILITATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS IN THE FIELD OF INDIVIDUAL AND BUSINESS POTENTIAL, INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY, PLANNING AND ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, AND DISTRIBUTING EDUCATIONAL AND COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 8-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2003.

KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOLLYWOOD VIDEO ACCESS PASS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VIDEO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RENTAL OF AUDIO AND AUDIO-VIDEO RECORDINGS, AND VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RHYTHMS INTERNATIONAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PLANNING, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING MUSIC FESTIVALS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CLINICS AND WORKSHOPS RELATED TO MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE REVENANTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,305,573.

FOR SERVICES RENDERED IN THE FORM OF LIVE ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY A "ROCK" BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE SCI FI ZONE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SCI FI, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY HOSTED AND UNHOSTED RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF SCIENCE FICTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EDUCATING AMERICA'S TECHNICAL WORKFORCE

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, LECTURES, AND INSTRUCTION SESSIONS TO TRAIN PERSONNEL IN REPAIR, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE FACILITIES IN THE INDUSTRIAL SECTORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THINFITY

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING LECTURES, WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS RELATED TO BARIATRIC SURGERY, DIET PLANNING, NUTRITION, WEIGHT REDUCTION, WEIGHT MAINTENANCE, AND EXERCISE. INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELDS OF BARIATRIC SURGERY, DIET PLANNING, WEIGHT LOSS, NUTRITION, EXERCISE AND PHYSICAL FITNESS; DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN THE FIELDS OF BARIATRIC SURGERY, DIET PLANNING, NUTRITION, WEIGHT REDUCTION, WEIGHT MAINTENANCE, AND EXERCISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 41—(Continued).

FOR RECREATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF THE OPERATION OF A CYCLING TRAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1996.
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GOLFAPALOOZA
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING GOLF TOURNAMENTS (U.S. CLS.100, 101 AND 107).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
SN 75-307,621. PEDIANET, INC., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 6-12-1997.

FOR COMMERCIAL ART DESIGN; GRAPHIC ART DESIGN; ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF PEDIATRICS; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR PEDIATRIC INFORMATION; NEWS SYNDICATION FOR THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; ON LINE BATCH COMPUTER SERVICES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE FACILITIES FOR REAL-TIME INTERACTION WITH OTHER COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING TOPICS OF GENERAL INTEREST; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING GENERAL AND LOCAL NEWS, AND INFORMATION OF INTEREST TO SPECIFIC GEOGRAPHIC AREAS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SITE DESIGN; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NETWORK WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF PEDIATRICS; NEWS ANALYSIS AND FEATURES DISTRIBUTION, PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION; PROVIDING HEALTH INFORMATION; PROVIDING MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER DATA BASE IN THE FIELD OF PEDIATRICS; PROVIDING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PEDIATRIC USE THAT MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-307,622. PEDIANET, INC., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 6-12-1997.

PediaNet
FOR COMMERCIAL ART DESIGN; GRAPHIC ART DESIGN; ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF PEDIATRICS; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR PEDIATRIC INFORMATION; NEWS SYNDICATION FOR THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; ON LINE BATCH COMPUTER SERVICES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE FACILITIES FOR REAL-TIME INTERACTION WITH OTHER COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING TOPICS OF GENERAL INTEREST; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ON-LINE BULLETIN BOARD IN THE FIELD OF PEDIATRICS; COM...
SECOND EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-736,046. AMERICA ONLINE, INC., DULLES, VA. FILED 6-23-1999.

YOU’VE GOT PICTURES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,693,599.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO COMPUTER NETWORKS AND BULLETIN BOARDS FOR THE TRANSFER AND DISSEMINATION OF A WIDE RANGE OF INFORMATION; PROVIDING A WIDE RANGE OF GENERAL INTEREST INFORMATION VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-777,768. INNOVATIVE IT SOLUTIONS, INC., OKemos, MI. FILED 8-16-1999.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-927,674. MEDITHER GROUP INC., MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 2-24-2000.

MEDITHER

OWNER OF CANADA REG. NO. TMA51781, DATED 10-7-1999, EXPIRES 10-7-2014.
FOR CORPORATE, EXECUTIVE, INDUSTRIAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES, NAMELY, MEDICAL AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS, FITNESS EVALUATIONS, NUTRITIONAL CONSULTATIONS, PRE-EMPLOYMENT DIAGNOSTIC TESTING, THIRD PARTY HEALTH ASSESSMENTS AND HEALTH INSURANCE EVALUATIONS AND TESTING; OPERATION OF MEDICAL CLINICS FOR THE PROVISION OF MEDICAL AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS, FITNESS EVALUATIONS, NUTRITIONAL CONSULTATIONS, PRE-EMPLOYMENT DIAGNOSTIC TESTING, THIRD PARTY HEALTH ASSESSMENTS, HEALTH INSURANCE EVALUATIONS AND TESTING AND CARDIAC PREVENTIVE EVALUATIONS; AND NURSING PLACEMENT AND HOME CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NURSING SERVICES TO PATIENTS AND PARAMEDICAL NURSING VISITS TO LIFE INSURANCE APPLICANTS TO COMPLETE MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRES AND ADMINISTER MEDICAL TESTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-016,764. EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES GROUP, INC., DIX HILLS, NY. FILED 4-4-2000.

ETG

FOR PROVIDING COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES DIRECTED TO USERS OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE IN THE MARKET RESEARCH AND MARKET ADVISORY SERVICES FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ICPLAZA

FOR TECHNICAL RESEARCH SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SEMICONDUCTOR AND ELECTRONIC PARTS; PROVIDING NEWS REPORTS VIA AN ONLINE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK IN THE FIELD OF SEMICONDUCTOR AND ELECTRONIC PARTS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NETWORK WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER DATA RECOVERY SERVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS SERVICES; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; TRANSLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER HARDWARE CONSULTING SERVICES; DATABASE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

SN 76-142,638. XENON GENETICS INC., BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 10-6-2000.

XENON

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,054,498, FILED 4-7-2000, REG. NO. TMA596,725, DATED 12-8-2003, EXPIRES 12-8-2018.
FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY, NAMELY, DEVELOPING DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF TREATMENTS FOR HUMAN DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


H & H TOTAL CARE SERVICES INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARE SERVICES" OR "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETIREMENT HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FDR FRANKLYN D. RESORT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESORT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VACATION RESORT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANS- LITERATE TO "MAHN" AND THIS MEANS "FULL".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
YSA DEJESUS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SERENGETI TRACKER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRACKER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING LEGAL SPENDING AND BUDGETING, WORK PRODUCT, PROJECT STATUS AND RESULTS, AND FOR PRODUCING MATTER MANAGEMENT REPORTS, PRODUCTIVITY REPORTS AND ATTORNEY PERFORMANCE RATINGS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-409,500. MARTIN, JASMIN, COOROY QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA, FILED 5-8-2002.

EUROFENG

FOR INTERIOR DECORATION CONSULTATION FEATURING FENG SHUI AND GEOMANCY TO HARMONIZE THE HOME AND GARDEN; ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN FEATURING ALLERGY FREE HOUSING AND BIOARCHITECTURE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 76-421,819. LONE STAR STEEL COMPANY, DALLAS, TX. FILED 6-17-2002.

TUBULAR SOLUTIONS FROM THE TUBULAR EXPERTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,248,090 AND 2,552,909.
FOR TECHNICAL CONSULTATION SERVICES AND ENGINEERING SERVICES, NAMELY, ENGINEERING AND METALLURGICAL CONSULTATION REGARDING METALLIC PIPES, METAL TUBING AND STEEL CASING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


XP ONLINE EDI INNOVATIONS FROM QUADAX

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONLINE EDI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER FEATURING ONLINE HOSTED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROCESSING HEALTHCARE CLAIMS AND TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PARENT CONNECTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PARENT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-448,962. NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, BETHESDA, MD. FILED 9-12-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NATIONAL CHILDRENS STUDY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-452,894. EISNER TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 9-20-2002.

VELOCITY OUTSOURCING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OUTSOURCING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR APPLICATIONS SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) SERVICES, NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF ACCOUNTING, BUDGETING AND FINANCIAL REPORTING SOFTWARE, HUMAN RESOURCES AND PAYROLL SOFTWARE, PROCUREMENT AND MATERIALS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, SERVICE PROCESS AUTOMATION SOFTWARE, RETAIL AUTOMATION SOFTWARE, HEALTHCARE AUTOMATION SOFTWARE, EDUCATIONAL AUTOMATION SOFTWARE, PUBLIC SECTOR AUTOMATION SOFTWARE, NON-PROFIT AUTOMATION SOFTWARE, ADVANCED PLANNING AND REPORTING SOFTWARE, AND OFFICE AUTOMATION AND MESSAGING APPLICATION SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “IRVINE WEB”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY THE DESIGNING OF WEBSITES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.
JENNIFER CHICOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER SERVICES, NAMELY HOSTING AND OPERATING FOR BANKS, FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND FIDUCIARIES COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR TRUST ADMINISTRATION AND ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR CONSULTATION, DEVELOPMENT, MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT SERVICES VIA TELEPHONE, ELECTRONICALLY, IN PERSON AND IN PRINT, IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE ENABLING THE ARCHIVING, MAINTENANCE, EVALUATION, PROCESSING, DEPICTION AND OTHER MANIPULATION OF RELATIONSHIPS OR OTHER CONNECTIONS BETWEEN PEOPLE, ORGANIZATIONS, PROPERTY, COMPOUNDS, STRUCTURES, VALUES OR OTHER TANGIBLE OR INTANGIBLE OBJECTS WHICH MAY EXIST DIRECTLY OR REMOTELY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-23-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-23-2002.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR ENGINEERING AND PRODUCT DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF FIRE SPRINKLERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TRACY WHITAKER-BOWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

BLUE DIESEL FUEL YOUR BUSINESS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,749,759.
FOR INTERNET CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, 
CONSULTING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE 
FIELDS OF DESIGNING, CREATING, MAINTAINING, 
OPERATING, AND MANAGING ONLINE WEB SITES 
FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-504,360. VAULT SYSTEMS, LLC, KENT, WA. FILED 4-
8-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO 
USE "IT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. 
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLLIZED LETTERING; AN 
ARCH, AND A BEE ABOVE THE LETTERING. 
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN FOR OTHERS; 
COMPUTER SITE DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS; COM-
PUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; CONSULTING 
SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, 
IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARD-
WARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. 
CLS. 100 AND 101). 
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 76-504,361. VAULT SYSTEMS, LLC, KENT, WA. FILED 4-
8-2003.

VAULT SYSTEMS LLC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO 
USE "SYSTEMS LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS 
SHOWN. 
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERING. 
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN FOR OTHERS; 
COMPUTER SITE DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS; COM-
PUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; CONSULTING 
SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, 
IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARD-
WARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. 
CLS. 100 AND 101). 
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-509,230. WOODIN, DAVID E., CATSKILL, NY. FILED 
4-23-2003.

GUNGAWEB

FOR ONLINE RESEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVID-
ING ON-LINE ACCESS TO COMPUTERIZED LEGAL 
DATABASES AND AN AUTOMATED COMPUTERIZED 
SYSTEM FOR RETRIEVAL OF LEGAL TEXT AND 
PERFORMANCE OF LEGAL ANALYSIS, AND PROVID-
ING LINKS TO WEBSITES OF OTHER FEATURING LEGAL 
DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). 
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-509,356. EPITOMICS, INC., BURLINGAME, CA. 
FILED 4-25-2003.

EPITOMICS

FOR TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH 
IN THE FIELD OF BIOCHEMISTRY, NAMELY THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PRO-
DUCTION OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES AND THE 
PRODUCTION OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES FOR 
RESEARCH, DIAGNOSTIC, AND THERAPEUTIC PUR-
POSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). 
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002. 
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
accelerate your innovation

FOR ELECTRONIC DESIGN SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING APPLICATION-SPECIFIC ELECTRONIC DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS, FOR GENERAL APPLICATIONS IN EMBEDDED, NETWORKING AND CONSUMER MARKETS, IN THE AREAS OF BOARDS, SYSTEMS, APPLICATION SPECIFIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS, SYSTEM ON A CHIP, INTERNET PROTOCOLS, COMPACT-PCI, HANDHELD EMBEDDED SOLUTIONS, DIGITAL VIDEO APPLICATIONS, INTERNET APPLICATIONS, AND NETWORKING DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

I.T. INSHORE CONSULTING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE I.T. AND CONSULTING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INSHORE CONSULTING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND CONSULTING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PSYCH SHUI

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SHUI, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF SHUI IS WATER.
FOR INTERIOR DECORATION CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GLOBAL HUMANITARIAN INNOVATIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLOBAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIAMOND TEAM FANTASY BASEBALL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEAM FANTASY BASEBALL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE FOR PARTICIPANTS TO COMPETE IN FICTITIOUS BASEBALL GAMES OVER THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.
CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MODYDETX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,720,002.
FOR MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLINICAL TRIALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.
G. MAYER SCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COUNTERCAT.COM

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES, AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS; SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION, SITES, AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING A SEARCH ENGINE BASED ON USER QUERIES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

SN 76-540,527. IE LIMITED, EASLING, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 8-14-2003.

RIGHTCLICK DEPLOYMENT

FOR TECHNICAL CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY ASSISTING BUSINESSES IN THE IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE OF SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATED UPGRADES OF OPERATING SYSTEMS FOR DESKTOP COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


UBISOFT

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND PROVIDING INDEXES OF INFORMATION SITES, AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND NEW COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


UNLEASH MY FUTURE

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE BY INDIVIDUALS FOR USE IN PLANNING AND MANAGING THEIR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LIVES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EASYHOST

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING, CREATING, MAINTAINING, IMPLEMENTING AND DEPLOYMENT FOR OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS DEPLOYMENT FOR OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPPORT FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK USERS, NAMELY TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS, BY TELEPHONE AND ON-LINE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE; DOMAIN NAME REGISTRATION SERVICES FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF USERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-20-1997.
CLASS 42—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTIONS" AND "INCORPORATED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PATENT AND TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER GRAPHICS SERVICES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEBSITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NETWORK WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; GRAPHIC ART DESIGN; GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS; ANIMATION AND SPECIAL-EFFECTS DESIGN FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-552,424. MY3IA INTERNATIONAL HOLDING (CAYMAN) LTD., JHONGLI CITY, TAOTUAN COUNTY 320, TAIWAN, FILED 10-17-2003.

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND CONSULTANCY RELEVANT TO THESE SERVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR THIRD PARTIES; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THIRD PARTIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1996.
KAREN M. STRZYZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INFOWORLD KNOWLEDGELINK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,191,161.
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS FEATURING NAVIGATIONAL POP-UP MENUS WHICH PROVIDE RELEVANT INFORMATION, NAMELY, DEFINITIONS, TRANSLATIONS, EXPLANATIONS, HYPERLINKS, GRAPHICS, AUDIO, VIDEO ON SUBJECTS RELATING TO THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-144,946. EDG, INC., METAIRIE, LA. FILED 7-17-2002.

EDG
FOR CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, TECHNICAL AND DESIGN CONSULTATION AND DRAFTING IN THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-180,792. FUSCO, CHRISTOPHER, JAY, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-1-2002.

SECRET SOCIETY
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER SERVICES, NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE AND DIGITAL CONTENT RELATING TO CUSTOMIZED CHAT ROOMS, BULLETIN BOARDS, FOR ACCESS VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR THE CREATION AND DISSEMINATION OF CUSTOMIZED COMMUNICATION TOOLS, NAMELY CHAT ROOMS, MESSAGE BOARDS, VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; COMPUTER CONSULTING FOR OTHERS AND CUSTOM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT RELATED THERETO (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PSI

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,644,555.
FOR LABORATORY TESTING OF POSSIBLE CONTAMINATION SOURCES IN THE NATURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISOLATES, PATHOGENS AND SPOILAGE ORGANISMS FOR THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF LABORATORY TESTING WITHIN THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NYPOWER
FOR SAFETY INSPECTION SERVICE FOR CONSUMER ROCKETS; CONSUMER ROCKET PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PART OF THE SOLUTION

FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2003.

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CUESOL

FOR CUSTOM DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND HARDWARE FOR OTHERS FOR COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN CONSUMERS AND RETAILERS; ANONYMOUSLY PROFILING CONSUMER INFORMATION; CONDUCTING BUSINESS AND MARKET SURVEYS, RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

YOUR PARTNER IN PAPERMAKING

FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR CUSTOMERS IN THE PAPERMAKING INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONELEGAL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,629,148.
FOR LEGAL SUPPORT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WINDLOGICS

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO STUDYING, MODELING AND FORECASTING METEOROLOGICAL AIR FLOW (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLOR(S) RED AND GREY ARE CLAIMED AS A DISTINCTIVE FEATURE OF THE MARK. THE COLOR RED APPEARS IN A STYLIZED TRIANGLE ABOVE THE LETTER "I" IN THE WORD "DESIGN" AND IN A CRESCENT TO THE RIGHT OF THE WORDING. THE COLOR GREY APPEARS IN A SPHERE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CRESCENT.


CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AMS 360


APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,448. AXONTOLOGIC, INC., ORLANDO, FL. FILED 3-6-2003.

AXONTOLOGIC

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IMAGINE SONOMA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF RED COLOR FOR "IMAGINE" AND YELLOW-ORANGE COLOR FOR "SONOMA".

FOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-224,266. INVOQ, LLC, BALTIMORE, MD. FILED 3-11-2003.

INVOQ

FOR MEDIATION SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, COMPUTERS, AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS; CONSULTING IN THE AREAS OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGN OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT; INSTALLATION, IMPLEMENTATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR SERVICES WITH RESPECT TO COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 2-4-1999; IN COMMERCE 2-4-1999.

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-228,093. ISP SERVICES, LLC, SALT LAKE CITY, UT. FILED 3-20-2003.

MAX.COM

FOR FULL SERVICE INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). KENNETH D. BATTLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-228,544. GLOBAL SPORTS CONSULTANTS, LLC, DBA JET SET SPORTS, FAR HILLS, NJ. FILED 3-21-2003.

OMS

FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, FOR USE IN FACILITATING ON-LINE PLANNING OF ALL ASPECTS OF HOSPITALITY PROGRAM, INCLUDING MANAGEMENT OF PROGRAM SCHEDULE, TIMELINE, TRANSPORTATION, CATERING, ACCOUNTING, TICKETING, GUEST REGISTRATION, AND ACCOMMODATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 78-228,882. CFS INTERNATIONAL INC., IRVINE, CA.

XPORT MANAGER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EXPORT MANAGER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR FOREIGN RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT, INTERNET-BASED REPORTING, CREDIT AND OPERATIONS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, FORMS AND AGREEMENTS, CREDIT INSURANCE BROKERAGE AND ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT, AND INSTRUCTION AND POLICY MANUALS PROVIDED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-229,343. SILVEROFFICE, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA.

SILVEROFFICE

FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER, (ASP), NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-232,755. TOTAL QUALITY DESIGN, INC., JOLIET, IL.
FILED 4-1-2003.

FOR DRAFTING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 12-7-2001.
P AULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,766. MICRO INDUSTRIES CORPORATION, WESTERVILLE, OH. FILED 4-17-2003.

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE SO SWEET

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,578,386 AND 2,618,719.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ON-LINE WEB SITE FOR VIRTUAL DESIGN OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).

COPS-N-DOCS

FOR LEGAL CONSULTING SERVICES PROVIDED TO THE HEALTHCARE PROFESSION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PROJECTDESIGNSTUDIO

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-246,787. N.V. ORGANON, OSS, NETHERLANDS, FILED 5-7-2003.

MICHELANGELO

FOR CARDIOVASCULAR STUDIES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL SCIENCE, NAMELY, CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICAL RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ELECTRO-MEDIA DESIGN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ACOUSTICAL DESIGN, AUDIO DESIGN, AUDIO-VISUAL DESIGN, CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN, LIGHTING DESIGN, NETWORKING DESIGN, PROJECTION DESIGN, STAGING DESIGN, VIDEO DESIGN, AND VISUAL DESIGN FOR BUILDINGS, ROOMS, STRUCTURES AND PRESENTATION AND ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).


SPOTME

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; RENTAL OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT; CONSULTATION IN THE DESIGN, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF COMPUTER FACILITIES, COMPUTER NETWORKS AND COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-262,647. COMMONTIME LIMITED, DERBY, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 6-16-2003.

COMMONTIME

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.
ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGNS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMMERCIAL ART DESIGN, GRAPHIC ART DESIGN, TEXTILE AND FASHION DESIGN FOR OTHERS, AND STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES, NAMELY, LEASING REPRODUCTION RIGHTS OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND TRANSPARENCIES TO OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BLUE, A DESIGN COMPANY

FOR INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ELECTRO-MEDIA DESIGN, LTD.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN, LTD.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ACOUSTICAL DESIGN, AUDIO DESIGN, AUDIO-VISUAL DESIGN, CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN, LIGHTING DESIGN, NETWORKING DESIGN, PROJECTION DESIGN, STAGING DESIGN, VIDEO DESIGN, AND VISUAL DESIGN FOR BUILDINGS, ROOMS, STRUCTURES AND PRESENTATION AND ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VIBSCO

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BOTTOM LINE SECRETS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,240,265 AND 2,146,079.
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, NUTRITION, FITNESS, PERSONAL, FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STUDIOSTREAM

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR MULTIPLE USERS IN VARIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS THAT ALLOW COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY IMAGES TO BE TRACKED AND VIEWED FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAKING JOINT IMPROVEMENTS AND COMMENTARY ON SAID IMAGES IN REAL-TIME OVER A WORLDWIDE COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LOGICALIS

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS, NETWORK MANAGEMENT, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PQ STAR

FOR TESTING, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE SEMICONDUCTOR AND/OR INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF CERTIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-29-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2000.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

DORRIT

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC ACCOUNTING AND ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT FOR CREDIT COUNSELING AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 11-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2002. CATHERINE CAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PHARMOTIF

FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TESTING, ANALYSIS, AND RESEARCH SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003. MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POWERING LEAD ADVANCEMENT

FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TESTING, ANALYSIS, AND RESEARCH SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003. INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MYPC@WORK

FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION; TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND HELP DESK SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; MONITORING THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS OF OTHERS FOR TECHNICAL PURPOSES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE BY MEANS OF AN INTERNET WEB SITE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ACTIVE ITINERARY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ITINERARY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES REAL-TIME, PERSONALIZED TRAVEL INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET AND WIRELESS DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 5-18-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-18-2000. JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PATRONUS

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS PROTECTOR FROM THE LATIN WORD PATRONUS.

FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTATION, NAMELY, CONSULTING SERVICES TO ASSIST OTHERS IN IDENTIFYING, ACQUIRING, DEVELOPING, MANAGING AND LEVERAGING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASSETS; INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTATION IN THE NATURE OF PATENT PREPARATION, PATENT PROSECUTION, PATENT SEARCHING AND PATENT RESEARCH SERVICES; INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY CONSULTATION; LEGAL SERVICES; AND LEGAL RESEARCH SERVICES TO SUPPORT PATENT LITIGATION AND TO SUPPORT THE WRITING OF LEGAL OPINIONS, NAMELY PATENT VALIDITY, INFRINGEMENT AND FREEDOM-TO-OPERATE OPINIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-300,735. PATRONUS CONSULTING LLC, EVANSVILLE, IN. FILED 9-16-2003.

VITAL SIGNS FOR DIGITAL TIMES

FOR DESIGNING AND MANAGING CLINICAL TRIALS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE IT COMMONWEALTH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE IT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

STEVEN BERK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BE MORE DIGITAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIGITAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES; ANIMATION AND SPECIAL-EFFECTS DESIGN FOR OTHERS; AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 10-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-12-2003.

KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CRAWDADDY'S

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRILLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-385,123. 6 SOUTH BROADWAY CORP., IRVINGTON, NY. FILED 3-20-2002.

MYHOTEL

SN 76-398,405. MY HOTEL LIMITED, WC1B 3EL, LONDON, GREAT BRITAIN, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 4-22-2002.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 002566628, FILED 2-6-2002, REG. NO. CTM2566628, DATED 7-10-2003, EXPIRES 2-6-2012.

FOR FOOD PREPARATION; HOTEL; RESTAURANTS; CAFE AND BAR SERVICES; ARRANGING AND PROVIDING TEMPORARY HOUSING ACCOMMODATIONS AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PIZZA PRODIGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIZZA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING PIZZA, BREADSTICKS, CALZONES, LASAGNA, GARLIC BREAD, COOKIES AND SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 4-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-29-2002.

DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TM 758
CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 78-312,585. MOORE, BRIAN C., MASON, OH. FILED 10-12-2003.
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CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
SN 76-068,397. MIZSU, CORPUS CHRISTI, TX. FILED 6-9-2000.

CRAWDADDY'S
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-6-1993; IN COMMERCE 2-6-1993.
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Kohl's
FROZEN CUSTARD & JUMBO BURGERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FROZEN CUSTARD & JUMBO BURGERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING FROZEN CUSTARD, ICE CREAM, HAMBURGERS, SANDWICHES INCLUDING CHICKEN SANDWICHES AND HOTDOGS, CONVENIENCE FOOD ITEMS, INCLUDING FRENCH FRIES AND SIMILAR FAST FOOD ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-20-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-4-1996.
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-414,592. FIGARO'S ITALIAN PIZZA, INC., SALEM, OR. FILED 5-31-2002.

PIZZA PRODIGY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIZZA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING PIZZA, BREADSTICKS, CALZONES, LASAGNA, GARLIC BREAD, COOKIES AND SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-29-2002.
DARLENE BULLOCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

SN 76-418,396. LANDRY’S TRADEMARK, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 6-7-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOOD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES EXCLUDING PIZZA RESTAURANT SERVICES AND PIZZA RESTAURANT CARRY-OUT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 8-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1996.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE DESIGN OF A SUGAR CRYSTAL.
FOR DESSERT BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).


"THE LINING AND STIPPLING IN THE MARK ARE FEATURES OF THE MARK AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR."
"THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF AN IMAGINARY MYTHICAL CREATURE AND THE WORDING 'VLAD'.
TRACY FLETCHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-479,823. BWIA WEST INDIES AIRWAYS LIMITED, PIARCO, WEST INDIES, TRINIDAD/TOBAGO, FILED 12-31-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEST INDIES AIRWAYS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
FOR ARRANGING AND BOOKING OF RESERVATIONS, NAMELY MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKING FOR TEMPORARY LODGING AND MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR RESTAURANTS AND MEALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
STATE SIDE GRILLE


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,623,689.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GRILLE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, BAR SERVICES, COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STATE SIDE GRILLE


H.K. YUMCHA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "YUMCHA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE WORD "YUMCHA" IS THE CHINESE LANGUAGE WORD THAT IS EQUIVALENT TO "DIM SUM".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GREAT AMERICAN BURGER


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 983,518.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BURGER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IT'S THAT GOOD


FOR RESTAURANTS FEATURING PIZZA; PIZZA RESTAURANT SERVICES; PIZZA TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DADDY'S FINE BARBEQUE


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINE BARBEQUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SILVER LINING

SN 76-516,223. KIDS' STUFF FOUNDATION, ASPEN, CO. FILED 5-23-2003.

FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CHILDREN WITH CANCER AND LIFE THREATENING MEDICAL CONDITIONS WITH A WEEK LONG ADVENTURE VACATION AT A RANCH IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS IN ASPEN, COLORADO (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1993.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JOHN'S OF THE HAMPTONS

SN 76-522,992. KIDS' STUFF FOUNDATION, ASPEN, CO. FILED 6-17-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CHILDREN WITH CANCER AND LIFE THREATENING MEDICAL CONDITIONS WITH A WEEK LONG ADVENTURE VACATION AT A RANCH IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS IN ASPEN, COLORADO (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1999.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CHAYA BRASSERIE

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE JAPANESE WORD "CHAYA" IS "TEA HOUSE", "TEA DEALER", OR "TEA BOOTH".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-527,842. MCG VENTURES, INC., BIG BEAR LAKE, CA. FILED 6-26-2003.

MISTER (MR.) IS THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORD "SEÑOR".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2003.
TANJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-528,320. WARME, HERB, GLENDALE, CA. FILED 6-30-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOURMET PIZZA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-528,674. ROLY POLY FRANCHISE SYSTEMS, LLC, JACKSONVILLE, FL. FILED 7-1-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,128,651 AND 2,156,336.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SANDWICHES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CATERING SERVICES AND RESTAURANTS FEATURING EAT-IN, CARRY-OUT AND DELIVERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-536,186. DARDEN CORPORATION, ORLANDO, FL. FILED 8-12-2003.

EL SABOR DE COMPARTIR

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS THE TASTE OF SHARING.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
J. TINGLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,499,125 AND 2,574,316.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-26-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-26-2002.
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FLAT STANLEY’S, INC.

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2003.
ANN LINNEHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FONNBIA’S

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REDROCK CANYON GRILL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,169,420.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRILL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BELWOOD FRENCH BAKERY & CAFÉ

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FRENCH BAKERY & CAFÉ, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-29-2003.
JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STOA

FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOPE NETWORK

FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FOOD TO DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-544,199. KOLBIE, JAMES E., PELHAM, GA. FILED 8-27-2003.

HOBO’S STATION

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JEFFREY S. MOLINOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-544,361. OTG MANAGEMENT, INC., PHILADELPHIA, PA. FILED 9-12-2003.

JETBAR

FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,045. PREPAID VACATION INTERNATIONAL INC., MIAMI LAKES, FL. FILED 9-2-2003.

DORSAN SUITES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUITES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOTELS AND RESORT HOTELS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2003.
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BAJA SIZE IT!

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAJA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING SEAFOOD AND MEXICAN FOOD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE REAL FLAVOR OF BAJA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BAJA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, NAMELY SEAFOOD AND MEXICAN FOOD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "HECHO EN" IS "MADE IN".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING SEAFOOD AND MEXICAN FOOD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LA PANTERA ROSA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF LA PANTERA ROSE IS THE PINK PANTHER.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LET'S HELP, INC.
"BUILDING A BETTER COMMUNITY"

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FOOD TO NEEDY PERSONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GYOZA NO OHSHO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,181,272 AND 2,184,775.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GYOZA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
IN ENGLISH, THE JAPANESE WORD "OHSHO" MEANS "KING".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LAMPLIGHTER

FOR HOTEL AND LODGING SERVICES, CONFERENCE AND BANQUET FACILITIES, AND RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-1965; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1965.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 76-549,943. NANDO’S INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, DUBLIN, IRELAND, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 10-7-2003.


SLICES AS BIG AS YOUR HEAD!

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-182,918. TALCOTT, GREGORY L., BETHANY BEACH, DE. AND HALEY, MATTHEW, BETHANY BEACH, DE. FILED 11-7-2002.

REDFIN

APRIL L. RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DIVA ESPRESSO

P A U LA M A Y S, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NOAH’S SHMEARS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,838,799, 2,755,745 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHMEARS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE NAME "NOAH" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR RESTAURANT, DELICATESSEN AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LESLEY RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-222,121. CHI-LOONG LLC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 3-5-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIZZA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING PIZZA. (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).


HUSKY’S

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LEADING HOTELS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,433,355 AND 1,516,816.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOTELS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, SEC. 2(F).
FOR MAKING HOTEL RESERVATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HIGH NOON

FOR RESTAURANT, CATERING AND QUICK-SERVICE LUNCH SHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-4-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-4-2000.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HIGH NOON FRESH & READY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRESH & READY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT, CATERING, AND QUICK-SERVICE LUNCH SHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-4-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-4-2000.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-233,046. HIGH NOON ALWAYS, INC., ROCKVILLE, MD. FILED 4-2-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRESH & READY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT, CATERING, AND QUICK-SERVICE LUNCH SHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-4-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-4-2000.
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MIPANADA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EMPANADA, OVEN BAKED EMPANADAS, & AUTHENTICAS DE ARGENTINA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A HUMAN FIGURE DANCING WITH AN EMPANADA, SET WITHIN A CIRCLE, APPEARING BEHIND THE WORD "MIPANADA".
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "THE ORIGINAL FROM ARGENTINA".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES AND TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.
KARAN CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**PUB WITH NO NAME**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BAR AND PUB SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BRIAN BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**MECKY’S BREAKFAST AROUND THE WORLD**

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**WILLY’S FOXFIRE GRILL**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GRILL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**IT’S OK, I HAD SUBWAY**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,174,608, 1,307,341 AND OTHERS.

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES; CATERING SERVICES; TAKE OUT FOOD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**THE SANDWICH OF CHOICE ACROSS AMERICA**

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE SHONEY’S**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,088,370, 1,862,936 AND OTHERS.

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

FOR HOTEL AND MOTEL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


APOCALYPSE LOUNGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOUNGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES FEATURING SELECT BEERS, FINE WINE, CHAMPAGNE, FRESH COFFEE, SOFT DRINKS AND A VARIETY OF HORS D’OEUVRES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-293,851. DAMON’S RESTAURANTS, INC., COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 8-29-2003.

IT ALL COMES TOGETHER AT DAMON’S

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,241,615, 2,749,525 AND OTHERS.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 78-299,520. COLD STONE CREAMERY, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 9-12-2003.

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-299,705. CONSILIENT RESTAURANTS, LP, DALLAS, TX. FILED 9-12-2003.

HIBISCUS

FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LOSTMISSION

FOR CATERING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CASA LUNA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "CASA LUNA" IS "MOON HOUSE".
FOR RESTAURANT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**CLASS 43**—(Continued).


**MICROFOODERY**

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**CLASS 44**—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES


**AHHS IN SPAHHS**

FOR DAY SPA OFFERING FACIALS, MASSAGE, MANICURE, PEDICURE AND SKINCARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-421,831. GAILEY EYE CLINIC LTD., BLOOMINGTON, IL. FILED 6-17-2002.

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DESIGN OF THE LETTER “G”**.

FOR OPTOMETRY SERVICES, OPHTHALMOLOGY SERVICES AND MEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, GENERAL EYE SURGERY AND LASER SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1997.

ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


**INTERNATIONAL AID**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,528,978.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INTERNATIONAL AID, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AND MEDICAL CONSULTATION TO PEOPLE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES; PROVIDING VOLUNTEER HEALTH CARE AND EYE SURGERY SERVICES; AND PROVIDING PSYCHO-SOCIAL INTERVENTION FOR POST-TRAUMATIC VICTIMS OF DISASTER (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 06-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 06-1-1999.

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-463,753. WINIFRED MASTERS BURKE REHABILITATION HOSPITAL, LLC, WHITE PLAINS, NY. FILED 11-4-2002.

**BURKE**

SEC. 2(F).

FOR PHYSICAL REHABILITATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 4-6-1915; IN COMMERCE 4-6-1915.

ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 76-481,486. JOHN MUIR MT. DIABLO HEALTH SYSTEM, WALNUT CREEK, CA. FILED 1-10-2003.

**BISHOP RANCH URGENT CARE CENTER**


No claim is made to the exclusive right to use PRIMARY CARE AND URGENT CARE CENTER, apart from the mark as shown.

For pediatric and family health-care services; laboratory and X-ray services for non-life-threatening medical conditions which require immediate medical attention (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE NEW BARBERING EXPERIENCE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BARBERING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEAUTY AND HAIR SALON SERVICES FOR MEN AND SPA SERVICES FOR MEN, NAMELY COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PsycEXTRA

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE DATABASES IN THE FIELD OF BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LA POMPONNEE

THE MEANING OF LA POMPONNEE IS "DOLLED-UP".
FOR HEALTH SPAS, HAIR DESIGN SALONS; MANICURING SERVICES CONSISTING OF PROVIDING HAND AND FOOT TREATMENTS; COSMETICIAN SERVICES CONSISTING OF PROVIDING SKIN WAXING SERVICES AND SKIN CARE; AND MASSAGE THERAPY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-4-1992; IN COMMERCE 2-4-1992.
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Orthodontic Associates

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORTHODONTIC ASSOCIATES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ORTHODONTIC SERVICES, ORTHODONTIC CORRECTIONS AND DENTOFACIAL ORTHOPEDICS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Drug Infonet

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRUG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ON-LINE COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE MEDICAL DRUG AND DISEASE INFORMATION TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-534,142. DEILY, MARIA NICHOLETTE, MACUNGIE, PA. FILED 8-4-2003.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THERAPY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR REHABILITATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PHYSICAL THERAPY AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JUST HELP YOURSELF!

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,795,151. FOR WEIGHT REDUCTION DIET PLANNING AND SUPERVISION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOPE NETWORK

FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES TO DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NEXUS SYSTEMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR MEDICAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Caring Canine Rehabilitation Center


ROBERT LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-545,121. HEALTH MANAGEMENT CORPORATION, RICHMOND, VA. FILED 9-16-2003.

BABY BENEFITS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,618,162. FOR CONSULTING SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES CONCERNING PRE-MATURE BIRTH AND PRE-NATAL CARE FOR EMPLOYEES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 4-4-1989; IN COMMERCE 4-4-1989.

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "M.D." AND "COMPREHENSIVE PAIN MANAGEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES "RICHARD N. SIEGFRIED, M.D.", WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER WILL BE SUBMITTED.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERING OF THE TEXT; PARTIALLY ENCLOSED WITHIN A RECTANGLE IS A MAN DEPICTED RUNNING WITH 4 LINES DISPLAYED BEHIND HIM REPRESENTING SPEED.

FOR MEDICAL SERVICES NAMELY, TREATING AND COUNSELING PATIENTS SUFFERING WITH ACUTE AND/OR CHRONICALLY PAINFUL ILLNESSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


LAURA KOVAISKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE DENTURE SOLUTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DENTURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DENTISTRY SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF DENTAL IMPLANTS FOR SUPPORT OF DENTURES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE G-SHOT

FOR MEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY GYNECOLOGIC SERVICES FEATURING INJECTIONS TO ENHANCE SEXUAL PLEASURE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

I'M A CHICAGO KID

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF OBESITY IN CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NATURAL MOLECULAR COMPOSITION (NMC)

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NATURAL MOLECULAR COMPOSITION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HEALTH CARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BEAUMONT HOSPITALS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,382,845, 1,391,952 AND 2,638,762.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOSPITALS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MORE THAN EVER

FOR HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING HAIR STYLING AND BEAUTY CARE SALON AND BODY SPA SERVICES; TEETH WHITENING SERVICES; HERBAL SKIN TREATMENT SERVICES; FACIALS; COSMETIC AND MAKEUP SERVICES; MASSAGES; NAIL CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, MANICURE, PEDICURE, AND POLISHING; WAXING; PARAFFIN TREATMENT SERVICES; AND WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
G. T. GLYNN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LANDSCAPE GARDENING; LANDSCAPE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; SPREADING OF FERTILIZERS BY SURFACE MEANS; WEED KILLING; AND LAWN CARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1999.
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WE CARE PET CARE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET SITTING/DOG WALKING SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ASSOCIATED SURGICAL & MEDICAL SPECIALISTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSOCIATED SURGICAL & MEDICAL SPECIALISTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES; HOSPITALS; MEDICAL CLINICS AND HEALTHCARE FACILITIES; AMBULATORY SURGICAL CENTERS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SUELLEN HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE LEASHED WE CAN DO

FOR PET SITTING SERVICES, NAMELY FEEDING, WATERING, PLAYING, WALKING, AND ADMINISTERING MEDICATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STAYING ALIVE CLINIC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLINIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELIZABETH PINNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KARING BY KRISTINA

FOR PET SITTING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INVISIVEIN

FOR NON-SURGICAL LASER TREATMENT FOR VARICOSE VEINS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Q CHIROPRACTIC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHIROPRACTIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHIROPRACTIC AND ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.
MICHELE S. WISEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
IF IT'S PHYSICAL, IT'S THERAPY

FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MUSIC36

FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR MEDICAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COSMETIC SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR HOME HEALTH CARE SERVICES; PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR HOME HEALTH CARE SERVICES; PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR PROVISION OF RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL MENTAL HEALTH AND BEHAVIORAL COUNSELING AND TREATMENT TO CHILDREN AND FAMILIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-11-1995; IN COMMERCE 5-11-1995.
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR PROVISION OF RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL MENTAL HEALTH AND BEHAVIORAL COUNSELING AND TREATMENT TO CHILDREN AND FAMILIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1892; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1892.
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).

DEPELCHIN CHILDREN'S CENTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CHILDREN'S CENTER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDE RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL MENTAL HEALTH AND BEHAVIORAL COUNSELING AND TREATMENT TO CHILDREN AND FAMILIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

THE OASIS EXPERIENCE

FOR DIVORCE SUPPORT COUNSELING SERVICES FOR WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2000.
P.A. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-525,125. BALANCING ACT, LLC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 6-16-2003.

Balancing Act

FOR ERRAND RUNNING, AUTO CONCIERGE, PERSONAL ASSISTANT SERVICES, NAMELY, GROCERY SHOPPING AND DELIVERY, CORPORATE CONCIERGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-8-2003.
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—(Continued).
SN 76-530,541. DAVIS UNLIMITED, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 7-17-2003.

HANDES OF GRACE

FOR PROVIDING PERSONAL ORGANIZING SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS IN HOMES AND OFFICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEART OF ADOPTIONS, INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ADOPTIONS, INC. APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADOPTION SERVICES, NAMELY, ADOPTION AGENCIES AND ADOPTION AGENCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2003.
DEZMODA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JACK ABOUT TOWN

FOR ON-LINE INTERACTIVE CONCIERGE SERVICES FOR A GUEST OR TENANT TO MAKE PERSONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND RESERVATIONS AND PROVIDING THEM WITH SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS RENDERED TOGETHER IN HOTELS, MALLS, SHOPPING CENTERS, THEME PARKS, AND APARTMENT COMPLEXES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 45—(Continued).
SN 76-543,370. IRC SYSTEMS, LLC, MARIETTA, GA. FILED 9-8-2003.

DON'T KNOW JACK
FOR ON-LINE INTERACTIVE CONCIERGE SERVICES FOR A GUEST OR TENANT TO MAKE PERSONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND RESERVATIONS AND PROVIDING THEM WITH SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS RENDERED TOGETHER IN HOTELS, MALLS, SHOPPING CENTERS, THEME PARKS AND APARTMENT COMPLEXES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BECAUSE EATING ALONE IS BORING
FOR PROVIDING SOCIAL NETWORKING AND MEETING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-578,520. SECTECGLOBAL, INC., SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 6-25-2003.

SectecGlobal
FOR SECURITY TRACKING SERVICES FOR LOCATING OR OBSERVING THE MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE, ANIMALS, OR PERSONAL PROPERTY OTHER THAN VEHICLES, USING GLOBAL POSITION SATELLITE DEVICES AFFIXED TO OR CARRIED BY SUCH PEOPLE, ANIMALS, OR PERSONAL PROPERTY; SECURITY SYSTEM MONITORING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-210,809. VALENTINE LLC, MANCHESTER, CT. FILED 2-4-2003.

VALENTINE GIRLS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SOCIAL INTRODUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONNECTING MEN WITH WOMEN FOR SOCIAL CONTACT VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KARLA PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—(Continued).

RELATIONSHIPS THAT CLICK
FOR DATING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FORTRESS AMERICA
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRIVATE INVESTIGATION SERVICES AND INFORMATION GATHERING RELATED THERETO (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EYE-DEED
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SECURITY PRINTING, NAMELY, ENCODING IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION ON VALUABLE DOCUMENTS AND PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-238,518, ET AL., INC., DBA IDRESPONSE, OLEAN, NY. FILED 4-16-2003.

Idresponse
FOR ON-LINE AGE VERIFICATION AND IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION FOR MAIL ORDER AND SERVICE BUSINESSES FOR USE BOTH IN FACE TO FACE TRANSACTIONS AND SITUATIONS IN WHICH THE CUSTOMER IS NOT PRESENT IN PERSON (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2003.
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 45—(Continued).


DEPELCHIN

FOR ADOPTION SERVICES; CHILD AND FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES; MARRIAGE COUNSELING; FOSTER CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 6-0-1892; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1920.
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CITY OF FULLERTON CALIFORNIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WE’RE THERE FOR YOU

FOR CONCIERGE ARRANGEMENTS AND RESERVATIONS AND PROVIDING CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS, RENDERED TOGETHER VIA THE TELEPHONE, RENDERED TOGETHER VIA THE TELEPHONE, REMINDER SERVICES IN THE AREA OF UPCOMING IMPORTANT DATES AND EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-284,671. THE NAVIGATORS, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 8-7-2003.

CAM DATE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVISION OF DATING AND INTRODUCTION SERVICES VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
NA AKWAMA ANKR AH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEARTFELT MEMORIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MEMORIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, ONLINE COMMEMORATIVE TRIBUTES HONORING PERSONS, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS FEATURING INFORMATION AND DISPLAY OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND TEXT IN THE NATURE OF TRIBUTES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LA VERNE THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—(Continued).

EARTH'S BIGGEST BEAUTY DATING NETWORK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BIGGEST" AND "DATING NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE DATING SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MY BEAUTY TIPS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAUTY TIPS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE DATING SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MY FASHION TASTE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FASHION TASTE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE DATING SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HEAVEN U

FOR ONLINE DATING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FRIENDZY

FOR SOCIAL INTRODUCTION AGENCY SERVICES AND SOCIAL CLUB SERVICES FEATURING A WEB SITE CONNECTING PEOPLE WITH COMMON INTERESTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MITCHELL FRONT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AUDITSCAN

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING WEB-BASED SCANNING AND ASSESSMENT OF COMPUTER NETWORKS AND INTERNET SERVERS WITH RESPECT TO SECURITY AND SECURITY VULNERABILITY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
The High Heeled Chef

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHEF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN,
FOR PERSONAL CHEF SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNE
SECTION 4.—PRIOR UNITED STATES CLASSIFICATION

APPLICATION IN ONE CLASS

COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS

CLASS 200—COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 943,033.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUERTO RICO PRODUCTS" AND "MADE IN PUERTO RICO" AND "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INDICATING MEMBERSHIP IN AN ORGANIZATION OF PUERTO RICAN MANUFACTURERS.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR INDICATING MEMBERSHIP IN AN ORGANIZATION OF YOUTH BASKETBALL LEAGUES.
FIRST USE 5-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2001.
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-527,752. ISSSP, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 7-8-2003.

ISSSP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,672,644.
FOR INDICATING MEMBERSHIP IN AN ORGANIZATION COMPRISING SENIOR BUSINESS LEADERS, BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS, AND ACADEMICS TRAINED IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT METHODOLOGIES.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR INDICATING MEMBERSHIP IN AN ORGANIZATION OF SUPPLIERS OF INLINE INSPECTION SERVICES FOR PIPELINES.
FIRST USE 6-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2002.
A LIFE OF FAITH GIRLS CLUB

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRLS CLUB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INDICATE MEMBERSHIP IN A FAITH FORMING ORGANIZATION FOR GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN.


ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR INDICATING MEMBERSHIP IN AN ASSOCIATION OF FUND RAISING ORGANIZATIONS ENGAGED IN ELEEMOSYNARY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONETARY DONATIONS FOR HEALTH, WELFARE, RECREATION AND OTHER HUMAN CARE SERVICES.

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS A—GOODS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DENOMINACION DE ORIGEN PROTEGIDA " OR "CONSEJO REGULADOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE FOREIGN WORK "CABRALES" IN THE MARK IS THE NAME OF A REGION IN SPAIN. "CABRALES" IN THE MARK TO A REGION OF SPAIN LOCATED IN ASTURIAS.

THE CERTIFICATION MARK, AS INTENDED TO BE USED BY AUTHORIZED PERSONS, CERTIFIES THAT THE GOODS BEARING THE MARK ARE PRODUCED IN THE REGION OF CABRALES, SPAIN.

VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ELECTRICAL

THE CERTIFICATION MARK, AS INTENDED TO BE USED BY AUTHORIZED USERS, IS INTENDED TO CERTIFY THAT MANUFACTURERS AUTHORIZED BY THE CERTIFIER WILL MANUFACTURE THE GOODS IN CONFORMITY WITH STANDARDS ADOPTED BY CERTIFIER.

FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, FIXTURES, COMPONENTS, AND MATERIALS.

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED
PRINCIPAL REGISTER
SECTION 1.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION
The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not
an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of
practice.
The designation ‘‘U.S. Cl.’’ appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international
class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL

CLASS 2—PAINTS

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
2,847,090. NANOGATE ON TOP AND DESIGN. NMT GESELLSCHAFT FUR NEUE MATERIALIEN UND TECHNOLOGIEN MBH, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 1, 2, 4, 6,
7, 9, 11 AND 42), (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 31, 34, 35, 36, 38, 46, 50, 100 AND 101). SN
2,847,093. LAFTI. DSM IP ASSETS B.V., MULTIPLE CLASS,
(INT. CLS. 1 AND 5), (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 18, 26, 44, 46, 51
2,847,101. LIBIOL. LIBIOL, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 1
2,847,134. HTTP. IDENTIGEN CYF, MULTIPLE CLASS,
(INT. CLS. 1, 5, 40 AND 42), (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 18, 26,
2,847,142. ROSSITOL. QUEST INTERNATIONAL BV, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 1 AND 3), (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 5, 6, 10,
1-17-2001.
2,847,170. STAREM. CHEIL INDUSTRIES INC., MULTIPLE
CLASS, (INT. CLS. 1, 2, 9 AND 17), (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 11,
12, 13, 16, 21, 23, 26, 35, 36, 38, 46 AND 50). SN 76-303,578.
2,847,217. DORSENE. BREYNER S.R.L., MULTIPLE CLASS,
(INT. CLS. 1 AND 40), (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26, 46, 100, 103
2,847,236. LAVRI. DSM IP ASSETS B.V., MULTIPLE CLASS,
(INT. CLS. 1, 5 AND 29), (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 18, 26, 44, 46,
2,847,331. DRY-FLO. INDOPCO, INC., DBA NATIONAL
STARCH AND CHEMICAL COMPANY, (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6,
2,847,467. CECOFILL. POLY-FIBER, INC., (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6,
2,847,468. CECOBOND. POLY-FIBER, INC., (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6,
2,847,478. SUPERTAC. CROWLEY CHEMICAL COMPANY,
INC., (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). SN 78-187,972. PUB.
2,847,494. NOVEXIUM. SLPARKHURST CORPORATION,
2,847,548. HRC-X. REGENESIS BIOREMEDIATION PRODUCTS, (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). SN 78-263,475.
2,847,569. RV-TEC. A & V, INC., (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND
2,847,577. WARCO. API INTERNATIONAL, INC., MULTIPLE
CLASS, (INT. CLS. 1 AND 4), (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 15, 26

2,847,090 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
2,847,095. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. KAO KABUSHIKI
KAISHA, TA KAO CORPORATION, (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND
2,847,166. SOLJET. ROLAND DG CORPORATION, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 2 AND 9), (U.S. CLS. 6, 11, 16, 21, 23,
2,847,170 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
2,847,279. SILOPUR. KERAKOLL S.P.A., (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING
PREPARATIONS
2,847,083. BIOTECTION. QUEST INTERNATIONAL B.V.,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 3 AND 42), (U.S. CLS. 1, 4,
FILED 6-11-1998.
2,847,086. GREEN LIGHT TRICOCOSMESI E NATURA GL
AND DESIGN. BEAUTY SERVICE S.R.L., (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6,
2,847,101 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
2,847,104. HERBAN OILS AND DESIGN. ROCKING K ENT.
INC., (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). SN 75-915,722. PUB.
2,847,105. LA CITY AND DESIGN. LA CITY, MULTIPLE
CLASS, (INT. CLS. 3, 9, 14, 18 AND 25), (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 4,
2,847,106. COUP DOUBLE. BOURJOIS, (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50,
2,847,142 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
2,847,175. [MEMOIRE D’HOMME]. PARFUMS NINA RICCI,
2,847,180. MEMOIRE D’HOMME. PARFUMS NINA RICCI,
2,847,181. HYDRA FLEX. BIOTHERM, (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51
2,847,201. REALINE. NEVER A DULL DO LIMITED, (U.S.
FILED 4-19-2002.
2,847,224. NIRVEL. NIRVEL COSMETICS, S.L., (U.S. CLS. 1,
2,847,286. CONTOURS. CREATIVE NAIL DESIGN, INC.,
2,847,294. RICEFORCE. SIMREE CO., LTD. (KABUSHIKI
2,847,328. APPLE BRAND. EXCELDA MANUFACTURING

TM 783


CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS

2,847,090 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
2,847,353. SKATERSTOPS, INTELLICIBET, DBA SKATER-
CLASS 14—JEWELRY

2,847,105 (See Class 9 for this trademark).

2,847,130 (See Class 9 for this trademark).


2,847,295. (See Class 9 for this trademark).


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER


2,847,080 (See Class 9 for this trademark).

2,847,084 (See Class 9 for this trademark).


2,847,130 (See Class 9 for this trademark).

2,847,131 (See Class 9 for this trademark).


CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
2,847,109 (See Class 4 for this trademark).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
2,847,105 (See Class 3 for this trademark).
2,847,130 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,190 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
2,847,281 (See Class 14 for this trademark).
2,847,288 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,295 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
2,847,309 (See Class 6 for this trademark).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
2,847,099 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
2,847,124 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
2,847,183 (See Class 6 for this trademark).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
2,847,099 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
2,847,183 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
2,847,309 (See Class 6 for this trademark).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
2,847,375. (See Class 6 for this trademark).
2,847,125. (See Class 16 for this trademark).
2,847,190. (See Class 8 for this trademark).
2,847,295. (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,309 (See Class 6 for this trademark).

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS

CLASS 24—FABRICS
2,847,087. (See Class 5 for this trademark).
2,847,276. (See Class 18 for this trademark).
2,847,277. (See Class 18 for this trademark).
2,847,295. (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,309 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
2,847,347. (See Class 20 for this trademark).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
2,847,087. (See Class 5 for this trademark).
2,847,114. TORTUGA PROTECT YOUR HIDE AND DESIGN. TORTUGA SURF CO. (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). SN 76-
CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS


CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS


2,847,347. (See Class 28 for this trademark).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS


2,847,099. (See Class 6 for this trademark).

2,847,133. (See Class 9 for this trademark).

2,847,162. (See Class 25 for this trademark).


2,847,309. (See Class 6 for this trademark).


2,847,458. (See Class 9 for this trademark).


CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS


2,847,236. (See Class 1 for this trademark).


CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

CLASS 39—WINE AND SPIRITS

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES

SERVICE MARKS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
2,847,143. (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,156. (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,206. (See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,227. (See Class 7 for this trademark).
2,847,229. (See Class 20 for this trademark).
TM 794
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2,847,496. 6 QUESTIONS. KHQ-TV, INC., (U.S. CLS. 100, 101
2,847,580. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. GENEVA MEDIA,
LLC, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 38 AND 41), (U.S.
FILED 12-1-2000.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND
STORAGE
2,847,087 ( See Class 5 for this trademark).
2,847,107. CLICK Y VIAJA. VIAJO.COM INC., MULTIPLE
CLASS, (INT. CLS. 39 AND 43), (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
2,847,111 ( See Class 16 for this trademark).
2,847,116. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. AIR CANADA, (U.S.
2,847,117. AIR CANADA AND DESIGN. AIR CANADA, (U.S.
2,847,118. AIR CANADA AND DESIGN. AIR CANADA, (U.S.
2,847,120. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. BRITISH AIRWAYS
PLC, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 39 AND 42), (U.S. CLS.
2,847,222 ( See Class 36 for this trademark).
2,847,263 ( See Class 35 for this trademark).
2,847,346. 3P DELIVERY. 3P DELIVERY, LLC, (U.S. CLS. 100

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
2,847,087 ( See Class 5 for this trademark).
2,847,134 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
2,847,150. CHARLES HEIDSIECK. CHAMPAGNES P. & C.
HEIDSIECK, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 40 AND 42),
2,847,173 ( See Class 16 for this trademark).
2,847,197 ( See Class 11 for this trademark).
2,847,217 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
2,847,218 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,240 ( See Class 35 for this trademark).
2,847,421 ( See Class 4 for this trademark).
2,847,493 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,509. SELLUTIONS. ECONOCO CORPORATION, (U.S.
FILED 3-17-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND
ENTERTAINMENT
2,847,080 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,087 ( See Class 5 for this trademark).
2,847,125 ( See Class 16 for this trademark).
2,847,128 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,130 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,156 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,171 ( See Class 7 for this trademark).
2,847,202. THE YOGA WAY. DIANA FORMISANO, (U.S. CLS.

JUNE 1, 2004

2,847,213. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. VELVET LIFESTYLES INC., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 41, 43 AND
2,847,214. MIAMI VELVET. VELVET LIFESTYLES INC.,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 41, 43 AND 45), (U.S. CLS.
2,847,219 ( See Class 35 for this trademark).
2,847,231 ( See Class 38 for this trademark).
2,847,246. THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION
AND DESIGN. COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOUNDATION,
2,847,250. TEXAS ALLIANCE FOR LIFE AND DESIGN.
TEXAS ALLIANCE FOR LIFE, (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
2,847,260. EVEN BETTOR. BOYD GAMING CORPORATION,
FILED 11-7-2002.
2,847,264 ( See Class 35 for this trademark).
2,847,267. THECFI.COM AND DESIGN. MECHSNER, MICHAEL D., DBA THECFI.COM, (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
2,847,269 ( See Class 35 for this trademark).
2,847,281 ( See Class 14 for this trademark).
2,847,285 ( See Class 16 for this trademark).
2,847,289. CREATORS OF AMAZING EVENTS. P.W. FEATS,
2,847,295 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,309 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
2,847,318 ( See Class 35 for this trademark).
2,847,324 ( See Class 35 for this trademark).
2,847,326. NEGOTIATION TECHNOLOGY. MICKEYJAY,
2,847,329 ( See Class 35 for this trademark).
2,847,337. REWARD CREDITS. HARRAH’S LAS VEGAS,
2,847,358. WHEN SECONDS COUNT. THE PUBLIC SAFETY
2,847,362. FIFTH THIRD RIVER BANK RUN. FIFTH THIRD
2,847,369. FALLACY BASEBALL. DENNIS PUBLISHING,
2,847,380. YOUR ONLINE TRAINING SOLUTION. TEACHER
EDUCATION INSTITUTE, INC., (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
2,847,390. GOAL-STORMING. WIESEN, JEREMY, (U.S. CLS.
2,847,395. SUNKIST SUNLAB. SUNKIST GROWERS, INC.,
FILED 6-26-2003.
2,847,402. BUSINESS EMPOWERMENT. PROGRESS SOFTWARE CORPORATION, (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). SN
2,847,403. DUSTED. DUSTED MEDIA, LLC, (U.S. CLS. 100,
2,847,410. AMERICAN COMPOSERS FORUM. AMERICAN
COMPOSERS FORUM, (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). SN
2,847,412. AWAKE AT WORK. CARROLL, MICHAEL, (U.S.
FILED 7-21-2003.
2,847,424 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
2,847,439 ( See Class 38 for this trademark).
2,847,440. A PLACE FOR THE CHILD. BATZLE, JANINE, L.,


CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES


2,847,296. (See Class 9 for this trademark).

2,847,313. (See Class 36 for this trademark).


2,847,530. (See Class 42 for this trademark).

2,847,535. (See Class 30 for this trademark).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

2,847,213. (See Class 41 for this trademark).

2,847,214. (See Class 41 for this trademark).

2,847,222. (See Class 36 for this trademark).

2,847,227. (See Class 7 for this trademark).

2,847,232. (See Class 29 for this trademark).


2,847,527. VALOR, VALOR SECURITY SERVICES, INC., (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). SN 78-251,768. PUB. 3-9-2004. FILED 5-
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED UNDER SECTION 1(d)

The following marks have registered on the Principal Register pursuant to the intent-to-use provisions of Section 1(d) of the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended.

SECTION 1.—INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in more than one class

2,847,582. FUENTE MARKETING, LTD., TORTOLA, BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS. SN 75-069,032. PUB. 11-7-2000, FILED 3-7-1996.

ARTURO FUENTE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 943,947.
THE NAME "ARTURO FUENTE" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LUGGAGE, BRIEFCASE TYPE PORTFOLIOS, UMBRELLAS AND WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2000.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HAIR BRUSHES, HAIR COMBS, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE AND SHAVING BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

CLASS 34—SMOKERS' ARTICLES
FOR ASHTRAYS NOT MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS; CIGAR CUTTERS, CIGAR PROTECTORS, HUMIDORS, LIGHTERS NOT MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS AND MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

2,847,583. NEUS, CRAIG SCOTT JR, RUSKIN, FL. SN 75-139,006. PUB. 5-12-1998, FILED 7-24-1996.

GLOBAL DIGITAL UPLINK (GDU)

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLOBAL DIGITAL UPLINK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CREATING WEBSITE DOMAIN NAMES FOR OTHERS; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING CUSTOM BUSINESS CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; ON-LINE CUSTOM DESIGN OF BUSINESS CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TEHAMA


CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE NY BALLOON AND BASKET CO.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MAIL ORDER PREPARATION OF GIFT BASKETS AND BALLOONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-4-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-4-1997.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR DELIVERY OF GIFT BASKETS AND BALLOONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 8-4-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-4-1997.


BEAUTYPEX

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR BEAUTY SALON SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


WINTERMINT

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR NON-MEDICATED MOUTHWASH, GARGLE AND MOUTH RINSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR MEDICATED MOUTHWASH (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ACCOUNTING SERVICES, TAX CONSULTATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-0-2003, THE MARK WAS FIRST USED ANYWHERE IN A DIFFERENT FORM OTHER THAN THAT SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED ON 12/00/1998.; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2003, THE MARK WAS FIRST USED IN COMMERCE IN A DIFFERENT FORM OTHER THAN THAT SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED ON 12/00/1998..

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR MEMBER FINANCIAL BENEFITS PROGRAM, NAMELY PROVIDING A VARIETY OF AMENITIES TO MEMBER ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONALS, COMPUTER CONSULTANTS, TAX PROFESSIONALS, AND BUSINESS CONSULTANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-0-2003, THE MARK WAS FIRST USED ANYWHERE IN A DIFFERENT FORM OTHER THAN THAT SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED ON 12/00/1997.; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2003, THE MARK WAS FIRST USED IN COMMERCE IN A DIFFERENT FORM OTHER THAN THAT SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED ON 12/00/1997..

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-0-2003, THE MARK WAS FIRST USED ANYWHERE IN A DIFFERENT FORM OTHER THAN THAT SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED ON 12/00/1997.; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2003, THE MARK WAS FIRST USED IN COMMERCE IN A DIFFERENT FORM OTHER THAN THAT SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED ON 12/00/1997..

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, NECKLACES, EARRINGS, BRACELETS AND PINS, AND JEWELRY BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HANDBAGS, WALLETS, CHANGE PURSES, BILLFOLDS, KEYCASES, BELTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR GLOVES, HATS, SCARVES, RUANAS, WRAPS, MUFFLERS, EARMUFFS, NECKWEAR, HOSIERY, STOCKINGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

THE UNDERGROUND AUTHORITY WORLDWIDE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLDWIDE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR METAL DRILL PIPES, PIPE ADAPTERS (U.S. CLS. 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR EQUIPMENT FOR EXCAVATING, MOVING, FILLING AND RESTORING EARTH AND MAKING BURIED UTILITY INSTALLATIONS, NAMELY, TRENCHERS, VIBRATORY PLOWS, FRONT END LOADERS, BACKHOES, EARTH BORING MACHINES, HYDRAULIC PIPE PUSHERS, BACKFILLER BROOMS AND BLADES, POWER OPERATED EARTH SAWS, POWER PAVEMENT SAWS, HYDRAULIC BREAKERS, DRILL BITS FOR POWER DRILLS, BLADES FOR POWER SAWS, REAMERS AND BACKREAMERS FOR ENLARGING AND COMPACTING UNDERGROUND BORE HOLES, ADAPTERS FOR DOWHNOLE TOOLS, NAMELY, TOOLS TO CONNECT DOWHNOLE TOOLS TO DRILL PIPE, TOOLS FOR PULLING PIPE, CABLE OR CONDUIT, NAMELY, SWIVELS AND PULL TABS FOR ATTACHMENT TO DRILL STRINGS ON UNDERGROUND BORING MACHINES, TOOLS FOR ATTACHMENT TO DRILL STRINGS FOR CAPTURING AND RETRIEVING DOWHNOLE SOIL SAMPLES, IMPACT WRENCHES, BELT CONVEYORS AND SCREW CONVEYORS, REEL CARRIERS, AND CABLE PIPE AND TUBING INSTALLATION MACHINES; GUIDED EARTH BORING MACHINES, NAMELY, DRILLING RIGS, HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLIES, DRILLING FLUID MIXING AND HANDLING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF PUMPS, HOSES, PIPES, STORAGE CONTAINERS AND TRAILERS SOLD AS A UNIT, AND MECHANICAL MIXING MACHINES AND PUMPS USED WITH EARTH BORING MACHINES, ALL SOLD AS A UNIT, AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC LOCATORS, NAMELY, DEVICES USED TO LOCATE UNDERGROUND CABLES, PIPELINES, UTILITY LINES AND OTHER UNDERGROUND EQUIPMENT; TRACKING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BEACONS AND BEACON HOUSINGS, ELECTRONIC SIGNALLING DEVICES AND TRACKING DISPLAY UNITS USED TO ENABLE ACCURATE UNDERGROUND GUIDED EARTH BORING; FAULT-FINDING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, DEVICES FOR DETECTING FAULTS IN UNDERGROUND CABLES, PIPELINES, UTILITY LINES AND OTHER UNDERGROUND EQUIPMENT; MEASURING WHEELS, ENGINE SPEED CONTROL APPARATUS FOR TRENCHERS, VIBRATORY PLOWS, FRONT END LOADERS, BACKHOES, TRACTORS, EARTH BORERS AND EARTH SAWS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF MAPPING AND PLANNING BORE PATHS AND TRACKING DOWHNOLE TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR TRACTORS, TRAILERS AND TRANSPORT TRAILERS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR MAGAZINES IN THE UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY THAT RELATE TO PRODUCTS, EQUIPMENT SAFETY, USE, AND MAINTENANCE TIPS, AND INDUSTRY SUCCESS STORIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 3, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-1994; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1994.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR REPAIR AND PARTS REPLACEMENT SERVICES FOR MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT USED FOR CONSTRUCTION, EARTH MOVING, EXCAVATING AND BORING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 106).
FIRST USE 5-31-1995; IN COMMERCE 5-31-1995.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE SERVICE OF BORING, DRILLING, TRENCHING AND TRENCHLESS EQUIPMENT AND SAFETY PROCEDURES THEREFOR, LOCATION AND TRACKING TECHNIQUES, PROPER MIXING TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS OF DRILLING FLUIDS, BACKREAMING THEORIES AND PROCEDURES, SERVICE INSTALLATION COMPLETION GUIDELINES, ADVANCED BORING TECHNIQUES AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-31-1995; IN COMMERCE 5-31-1995.
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR COMPUTER INSTALLATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-17-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-17-1999.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR SEARCHING INFORMATION ON COMPUTER NETWORKS; ON-SITE COMPUTER ENGINEERING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE INSTALLATION; COMPUTER TROUBLESHOOTING AND COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-17-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-17-1999.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR RENTAL OF FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED ACCOMMODATIONS, NAMELY, APARTMENTS OR FLATS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1998.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY SHORT AND MEDIUM TERM ACCOMMODATIONS, NAMELY, ROOMS OR HOUSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1998.

ODOREYES

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR GAS ODORANT LEVEL MEASURING GAUGE; ELECTRONIC GAS ODORANT MONITOR AND TRANSMITTER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

COCOPOT


CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PLANT SEEDING CONTAINERS MADE OF PLANT FIBERS AND LATEX FOR COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR POTS PRODUCED FROM PLANT FIBERS FOR PLANTING PLANTS; DOMESTIC PLANT CONTAINERS, NAMELY, ROOT PACKAGING PRODUCED FROM PLANT FIBERS FOR PLANTING BUSHES AND TREES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

TAKE COMMAND PROGRAM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROGRAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE FOR INDEPENDENT DEALERS OFFERING EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT INFORMATION, MARKETING AND SALES PROMOTION INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SWITCHING, EXTENSION AND REMOTE ACCESS PRODUCTS BY RESELLERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, RENDERING SALES PROMOTION ADVICE AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS; AND CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SWITCHING, EXTENSION AND REMOTE ACCESS PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES, TOYS, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY; DOLLS, THEATRICAL MASKS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

DRALION
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON AUSTRALIA APPLICATION NO. 788,698, FILED 3-17-1999.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED MEDIA FOR THE STORAGE AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND AND/OR VIDEO, FEATURING MUSIC AND/OR THEATRICAL OR DRAMATIC PERFORMANCES, NAMELY; AUDIO CASSETTES, VIDEOCASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS, DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS, DECORATIVE MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 22, 26, 36 AND 38).

USA-DIRECT.COM
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,628,567.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MAINTAINING DIRECT MARKETING LIST DATABASES FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING DIRECT MARKETING FOR OTHERS IN THE NATURE OF CREATING, LABELING, SORTING, AND ROUTING OF MATERIALS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1998.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HOUSEHOLD AND NOVELTY ITEMS, NAMELY; MUGS, CANDLESTICKS AND CANDLE HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS, AND HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-30-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1998.


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROMOTING MUSICAL PERFORMERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED, AUDIO AND VIDEO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND SOUND RECORDINGS AND PROMOTING THE CONCERTS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1998.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR RECORD PRODUCTION SERVICES; VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES; AND FILM PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1998.

ENCYC-LAW-PEDIA

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION, SITES, AND OTHER RESOURCES ON COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, A DIRECTORY OF INFORMATION, SITES, AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS IN THE LEGAL INDUSTRY AND ALL FIELDS OF LAW (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF LAW BY PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS AND PROMOTIONAL DISPLAYS ON A WEB SITE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING AN ONLINE DIRECTORY OF LEGAL RESEARCH TOOLS; PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE DIRECTORY OF LEGAL EXPERT SERVICES; LEGAL REFERRAL SERVICES PROVIDED OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING AN ONLINE DIRECTORY OF LEGAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS BY PROVIDING ICONS FOR THE WEB SITES OF GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, LIBRARIES, LAW FIRMS AND REFERENCE MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 1-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES, AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS; SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION, SITES, AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE IN THE FIELDS OF LEGAL INFORMATION, LEGAL DOCUMENTS AND RELATED INFORMATION ON FILING LEGAL FORMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.

SHEFTEX SIGNATURE COLLECTION

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1022942, FILED 7-20-1999, REG. NO. TMA547766, DATED 7-6-2001, EXPIRES 7-6-2016.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) SHOWER LINERS AND FITTED TOILET LID COVERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1999.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) PILLOWS AND CUSHIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1999.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) BED WARES, NAMELY, BED BLANKETS, BED SPREADS, QUILTS AND DUVET COVERS, BED LINENS AND SHEETS, PILLOW SHAMS AND PILLOW CASES; WINDOW TREATMENTS AND COVERINGS, NAMELY, CURTAINS, FABRIC VALANCES, PRISCILLAS; TABLE LINEN; BATHROOM WARES, NAMELY, SHOWER CURTAINS AND SHOWER VALANCES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1999.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) BED WARES, NAMELY, BED BLANKETS, BED SPREADS, QUILTS AND DUVET COVERS, BED LINENS AND SHEETS, PILLOW SHAMS AND PILLOW CASES; WINDOW TREATMENTS AND COVERINGS, NAMELY, CURTAINS, FABRIC VALANCES, PRISCILLAS; TABLE LINEN; BATHROOM WARES, NAMELY, SHOWER CURTAINS AND SHOWER VALANCES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1999.
CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) BATHROOM CARpets (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1999.

2,847,660. UNITED STATES SOCCER FEDERATION, INC., CHICAGO, IL. SN 75-802,472. PUB. 4-3-2001, FILED 9-14-1999.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,912,928, 2,170,631, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OPEN CUP EST. 1914", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME "LAMAR HUNT" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING SERVICES; PRESS AND INFORMATION AGENCY SERVICES; AND PROCUREMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PURCHASING APPAREL FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-17-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF SOCCER EXHIBITIONS AND GAMES; PUBLICATION OF NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES AND BOOKS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING SOCCER CLINICS; AND SPORTS OFFICIATING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MEMBER SOCCER CLUBS; SCHEDULING GAMES AND PROMOTING INTEREST IN SOCCER; AND DRUG TESTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR GLOVES FOR USE IN CLEAN ROOM AND PERSONAL PROTECTION ENVIRONMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AVAILABLE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FEATURING SPORTSWEAR AND FITNESS PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR FITNESS PRODUCTS, NAMELY HEALTH AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMINS, PROTEIN POWDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STERILE" AND "RADIATION PROTECTIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR FITNESS PRODUCTS, NAMELY HEALTH AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMINS, PROTEIN POWDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) BATHROOM CARpets (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1999.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STERILE" AND "RADIATION PROTECTIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR GLOVES FOR USE IN CLEAN ROOM AND PERSONAL PROTECTION ENVIRONMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AVAILABLE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FEATURING SPORTSWEAR AND FITNESS PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR THE COLOR(S) RED, BLUE AND GOLD, BUT COLOR IS NOT CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR DECALS AND STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHES, NAMELY, PANTS, SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, NECKTIES, BLOUSES, SWIMWEAR; SHOES; HEAD WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


LACTOMUNE

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS IN CAPSULE AND POWDERED FORM; MEAL REPLACEMENT DRINK MIXES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENT DRINKS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENT DRINK MIXES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-12-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-12-2001.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS, NON-CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT-FLAVORED SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES, VEGETABLE JUICES, STILL WATER, CARBONATED WATER, SPORTS DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 5-12-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-12-2001.


THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "AKIZU", AND THIS LOOSELY MEANS "DRAGONFLY" IN ENGLISH.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BACKPACKS; DUFFEL BAGS; ATHLETIC BAGS; BEACH BAGS; BRIEFCASES; BUSINESS CARD CASES; CREDIT CARD CASES; COLLARS FOR ANIMALS; DOG COLLARS; GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL; HANDBAGS; HARNESSES FOR ANIMALS; POCKET WALLETS; PURSES; PURSES, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; RUCKSACKS; SATCHELS; SCHOOL BAGS; SCHOOL SATCHELS; SHOPPING BAGS OF TEXTILE; SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS; SUITCASES; TRAVELING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY: JACKETS; SKIRTS; TROUSERS; SWEAT PANTS; SKI WEAR; CARDIGANS; SWEATERS; VESTS; OPEN NECKED SHIRTS; SPORT SHIRTS; BLOUSES; POLO SHIRTS; SHIRTS; CAMISOLE; APRONS; SOCKS; STOCKINGS; GLOVES; MUFFLERS; BANDANNAS; HATS; AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "BAMBI-NO" IS "BABY".
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR SOUPS, NAMELY TOMATO SOUP, VEGETABLE SOUP, SAMBAR SOUP AND CORN SOUP; BADAM MILK MIX, NAMELY, A MIX OF NUTS AND SPICES TO ADD TO MILK; RAWA IDLI MIX, NAMELY, A MIXTURE OF GROUND LENTILS, RICE OR WHEAT FLOUR TO MAKE "IDLI", A TRADITIONAL SOUTH INDIAN DISH; INSTANT VADA MIX, NAMELY, A MIX OF GROUND LENTILS SPICES TO MAKE "VADA", A TRADITIONAL INDIAN SNACK (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SEVIYAN, NAMELY, THIN STRANDS OF WHEAT FLOUR OR SEMOLINA USED FOR MAKING A MILK BASED DESSERT / SWEET DISH; GULAB JAMUN MIX, NAMELY, A MIX OF MAKING A TRADITIONAL INDIAN SWEET; INSTANT KHEER MIX, NAMELY, A MIX FOR MAKING INDIAN RICE PUDDING; RASAM POWDER, NAMELY, A MIX OF SPICES TO MAKE "RASAM", A SOUTH INDIAN SOUP; SAMBAR POWDER, NAMELY, A MIX OF SPICES TO MAKE LENTILS SOUTH INDIAN STYLE; KESARI MILK MIX, NAMELY, A MIX OF SAFFRON AND OTHER SPICES TO ADD TO MILK; INSTANT DOSA MIX, NAMELY, A MIX OF GROUND RICE AND LENTILS TO MAKE "DOSA", A TRADITIONAL SOUTH INDIAN DISH; PAYBHAI MIX, NAMELY, A MIX OF SPICES TO MAKE VEGETABLES IN A PARTICULAR STYLE; SPICES, NAMELY, ASAFOTODIA; PASTA, VERMICELLI, MACARONI, SPAGHETTI AND NOODLES (U.S. CL. 46).

LANGESCAPES
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY PHOTOGRAPHS AND BOOKS OF PHOTOGRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING PHOTOGRAPHS AND PORTFOLIOS OF PHOTOGRAPHS OVER THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

AGILENT EXPRESS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,461,406, 2,643,345, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXPRESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING, MEASURING AND TESTING EQUIPMENT, CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ANALYTICAL EQUIPMENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CALIBRATION SERVICES; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION, RESEARCH, CONSULTATION, INSPECTION, SUPERVISION, TROUBLESHOOTING, AND DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES FOR SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL, SIGNALING, MEASURING AND TESTING EQUIPMENT, CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ANALYTICAL EQUIPMENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT, SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, VIA TELEPHONE, E-MAIL, AND A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.

THE WORLD'S NEWSSTAND
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEWSSTAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF JOURNALS IN A WIDE RANGE OF FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF TEXT AND GRAPHIC WORKS OF OTHERS FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF SUBJECTS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE JOURNALS IN A WIDE RANGE OF FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For computer programs for embedding and detecting information in electronic signals, namely, digital data streams, and audio, video, audiovisual, and multimedia signals; encoders for embedding and transporting auxiliary data and information streams in digital data streams, and audio, video, audiovisual, and multimedia signals; decoders for recovering auxiliary data and information streams from digital data streams, and audio, video, audiovisual, and multimedia signals; computer programs for use in verifying the authenticity and integrity of electronic communications, communicators and content; integrated circuit chips for electronic communications; computer programs and algorithms for cellular telephony and wireless communications; set-top boxes for receiving television and audio programming; CDs, DVDs, flash memory, computer disks, tapes, optical storage media, magnetic storage media and digital storage media featuring music, voice, audiovisual, multimedia, and digital data streams together with embedded information; interactive computer games recorded on electronic media and interactive entertainment software provided together with information embedded in audio, video, audiovisual and multimedia portions thereof (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, and 38). First use 1-0-2001; in commerce 1-0-2001.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For market research services, namely, providing audience data, viewership data, listener data, and proof of performance data to advertisers and media buyers relating to broadcast content; conducting online business research, namely providing searching, cataloging, and reporting services, for purposes of finding the global computer network locations of audio, video, and audiovisual content for owners and providers of the audio, video, and audiovisual content (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102). First use 2-0-2003; in commerce 2-0-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


MAKE 'IT' HAPPEN

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For computer education training services; educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of computer programming, computer networking, telecommunications, and computer architecture (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107). First use 9-26-2001; in commerce 9-26-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For computer consultation; computer software design and development for others; computer site design (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101). First use 9-26-2001; in commerce 9-26-2001.

SMILE TIME

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For mechanical and electric household timers for various purposes (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38). First use 1-8-2004; in commerce 1-8-2004.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS


DIGITAL JOURNEY

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "DIGITAL", apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For prerecorded audio and video tapes for educational and entertainment purposes featuring topics of specific and general interest, namely, technology, business, society, e-commerce, culture and the environment (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38). First use 10-1-1999; in commerce 10-1-1999.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For entertainment services, namely, production and broadcasting of prerecorded audio and video tapes featuring topics of specific interest and general interest, namely, technology, business, society, e-commerce, culture and the environment (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107). First use 10-1-1999; in commerce 10-1-1999.
HARP AND EAGLE


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES FOR HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 1-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1996.

ENTERSELF


SUPPORTMATE.COM

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION FOR PROVIDING ONLINE CHAT ROOMS AND ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2004.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES FOR ONLINE SOCIAL INTRODUCTION SERVICES CONCERNING HEALTH AND WELL-BEING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2004.

VETERANS LIFE

SEC. 2(F).


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL FOR UNDERWRITING MORTGAGE INSURANCE; UNDERWRITING ACCIDENTAL DEATH INSURANCE; UNDERWRITING WHOLE LIFE INSURANCE; AND UNDERWRITING TERM LIFE INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1998.

SAINT'S ALP


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON HONG KONG APPLICATION NO. 99/15929, DATED 11-4-1999, REG. NO. 08902, DATED 11-4-1999, EXPIRES 11-4-2006.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON HONG KONG APPLICATION NO. 99/15928, DATED 11-4-1999, REG. NO. 08901, DATED 11-4-1999, EXPIRES 11-4-2006.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS FOR COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR AND PROCESSED CEREALS, TOASTS, NAMely BREAD TOASTS AND FRENCH TOASTS, PANCAKES, BISCUITS, BUNS, CAKES, PIES AND COOKIES; BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, NAMely PINEAPPLE CAKES, FLAVORED ICES, EDIBLE ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, CONDIMENTS, NAMely SALCES AND VINEGAR, SPICES; ICE; TEA BASED BEVERAGES WITH MILK; TEA BASED BEVERAGES WITH PEARL TAPIOCA; TEA BASED FRUIT FLAVORED BEVERAGES; TEA BASED BEVERAGES WITH HERBS; MILK SHAKES; GREEN TEA BASED BEVERAGES; GREEN TEA BASED FRUIT FLAVORED BEVERAGES; GREEN BARLEY BASED FOOD BEVERAGES; CHOCOLATE-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES NOT BEING DAIRY-BASED OR VEGETABLE-BASED; COCA BASED FOOD BEVERAGES NOT BEING DAIRY-BASED OR VEGETABLE-BASED; COFFEE BASED BEVERAGES, COFFEE BEVERAGES WITH MILK, FLAVORING SYRUP, TABLE SYRUP, TEA LEAVES (U.S. CL. 46). FIRST USE 7-2-1994; IN COMMERCE 4-8-1999.
CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; FRUIT JUICE CONCENTRATES; DEHYDRATED FLAVORED POWDER FOR USE IN MAKING SOFT DRINKS; NATA DE COCO, NAMELY, COCONUT DRINK CONCENTRATES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 7-2-1994; IN COMMERCE 4-8-1999.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-2-1994; IN COMMERCE 4-8-1999.

HYLAND COLLECTION
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES AND SHOWROOM STORES FEATURING WALLCOVERINGS, TRIMMINGS, FURNITURE, LIGHTING, ACCESSORIES, RUGS AND OTHER HOME FURNISHING PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-1981; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1981.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CUSTOM DESIGN OF WALLCOVERINGS, TRIMMINGS, FURNITURE, LIGHTING, ACCESSORIES, RUGS AND OTHER HOME FURNISHING PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-0-1981; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1981.

KID'S KREW
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STATIONERY; ART SUPPLIES, NAMELY, MARKERS, WATERCOLORS, FINGER PAINTS, PAINT BRUSHES, PENCILS, COLORED PENCILS, PENS, ERASERS, RULERS, CRAYONS, GLITTER, GLUE, TAPE, SCISSORS, STAPLES, STAPLE REMOVERS, PAPER CLIPS, PAPER, CONSTRUCTION PAPER, STENCILS, STAMPERS, DESK SETS, DESK ORGANIZERS, PENCIL HOLDERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, NOTEPADS, JOURNALS, DIARIES, CONFESSION; PAPER PARTY INVITATIONS; PAPER PARTY TABLE CLOTHS; TREAT BAGS AND CONFETTI (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 27, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, BLOW-OUTS, NOISEMAKERS, HORNS, TOY INSTRUMENTS, WHISTLES, STICKERS, TOY JEWELRY, BALLOONS, TOY CAMERAS, TOY KALEIDOSCOPES, TOY TELESCOPES, TOY CARS, SMALL TOY FIGURINES SUCH AS ANIMALS AND SOLDIERS, TOY TELEPHONES, TREASURY BAGS, HOBBY CRAFT SETS FOR MAKING MODEL AIRPLANES AND CARS, TOY SPINNERS AND TOPS, BALL AND PADDLE SETS, TOY KEY CHAINS, TOY ERASERS, BUBBLE SETS CONSISTING OF BUBBLES AND BUBBLE WANDS, MAGNETS, TOY PUZZLES, TOY MEDALS AND BADGES, SUCTION DISC DARTS, HIGH BOUNCE BALLS, PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING PERSONAL COMPUTER-BASED ONLINE ORDERING SERVICES FOR INDUSTRIAL DOORS, AS WELL AS RELATED INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT; INVENTORY CONTROLS SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF VENDOR MANAGEMENT OF CUSTOMER INVENTORIES AND RECEIPT OF THE AFORESAID GOODS; PROVIDING ON-LINE MAIL-ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC QUOTATIONS REGARDING THE AFORESAID GOODS (CLASS 35) (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1998.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA AND FUNDS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1998.

BLUETIE.COM
FOR EMAIL AND ELECTRONIC MESSAGING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF FACSIMILE COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA FEATUREING ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF BUSINESS INFORMATION STORED ON NETWORK-CONNECTED SERVERS AND MADE AVAILABLE TO AUTHORIZED RECEIVERS AND SENDER USING NETWORK-CONNECTED DEVICES, THE BUSINESS INFORMATION COMMUNICATIONS INVOLVING RETAIL SALES AND AUCTIONS, HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING, PROCUREMENT, CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, CALENDARS, WORK LISTS, AND BUSINESS FILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DATA ENCRYPTION OF BUSINESS INFORMATION IN THE AREAS OF RETAIL SALES AND AUCTIONS, HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING, PROCUREMENT, CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, CALENDARS, WORK LISTS, AND BUSINESS FILES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


BLUETIE

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR EMAIL AND ELECTRONIC MESSAGING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF FACSIMILE COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA FEATURING ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF BUSINESS INFORMATION STORED ON NETWORK-CONNECTED SERVERS AND MADE AVAILABLE TO AUTHORIZED RECEIVERS AND SENDERS USING NETWORK-CONNECTED DEVICES, THE BUSINESS INFORMATION COMMUNICATIONS INVOLVING RETAIL SALES AND AUCTIONS, HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING, PROCUREMENT, CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, CALENDARS, WORK LISTS, AND BUSINESS FILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR AUTOMOTIVE DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES, NAMELY, MEASURING MONITORING AND ANALYZING VEHICLE OUTPUT OF VARIOUS ENGINE COMPONENTS, AND PROVIDING AN ON-LINE INTERACTIVE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS AND INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 11-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-14-2003.


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CHARITABLE FUND-RAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH RELATING TO WORLDWIDE HUNGER, AND CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND PROGRAMS IN THE AREA OF WORLDWIDE HUNGER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR THE ELIMINATION OF WORLDWIDE HUNGER, NAMELY, NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION ENGAGED IN THE SOLICITATION AND COORDINATION OF MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC, RELIGIOUS, POLITICAL, CORPORATE AND MEDIA GROUPS TO TAKE ACTION VIA E-MAIL, LETTER WRITING AND OTHER FORMS OF COMMUNICATION TO RAISE PUBLIC INTEREST AND POLITICAL ACTION AGAINST WORLDWIDE HUNGER (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2002.

2,847,795. CHILDREN'S MUSIC NETWORK, INC., KILDEER, IL. SN 76-065,208. PUB. 12-3-2002, FILED 6-7-2000.

KIDS MUSIC NETWORK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KID'S MUSIC", IN CLASS 009 ONLY., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES FEATURING CHILDREN'S MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR COLORING BOOKS AND CRAYONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR PLUSH FINGER PUPPETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

2,847,810. PAULINE O'MALLEY ENTERPRISES INC., VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, SN 76-085,033. PUB. 11-5-2002, FILED 7-7-2000.

THE REVENUE BUILDER

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRERECORDERED AUDIO TAPES, COMPACT DISCS AND ELECTRONIC RECORDING MEDIA ON THE SUBJECT OF CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2002.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS ON THE SUBJECT OF CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION TO INDIVIDUALS AND CORPORATIONS, NAMELY, IMPROVING PERSONAL AND CORPORATE PERFORMANCE IN THE AREAS OF MANAGEMENT, SALES, NEGOTIATING AND BUSINESS SKILLS; BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS TO CORPORATIONS REGARDING PERFORMANCE OF THEIR PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND PROVIDING SPEAKERS IN THE FIELD OF IMPROVING PERSONAL AND CORPORATE PERFORMANCE IN THE AREAS OF MANAGEMENT, SALES AND BUSINESS SKILLS; PROVIDING ONE-TO-ONE TEACHING TO INDIVIDUALS IN IMPROVING THEIR BUSINESS, SALES, NEGOTIATING AND MANAGERIAL SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


EAST VALLEY TRIBUNE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EAST VALLEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWSPAPERS FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-12-1999; IN COMMERCE 12-12-1999.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE NEWSPAPERS, JOURNALS, AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELDS OF NEWS, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, MUSIC, LIFESTYLE, FASHION, BUSINESS, REAL ESTATE, EMPLOYMENT, EDUCATION, COMEDY, ROMANCE, POLITICS, RELIGION, WEATHER, SHOPPING, TRAVEL, HEALTH, FOOD, COOKING AND PSYCHOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR LITERATURE, NAMELY, PAMPHLETS RELATING TO COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


SMARTMIPS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,493,963 AND 1,734,429.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN, AND FOR USE IN THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF, COMPUTING DEVICES, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND CODE; EXTENSIONS TO INSTRUCTION SET ARCHITECTURES FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, NAMELY, MICROPROCESSORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR LITERATURE, NAMELY, PAMPHLETS RELATING TO COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


QSENT

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


RXSOLUTIONS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,888,829 AND 1,917,044.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


VINUM EXTREME
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "VINUM" IS "WINE".

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR GLASSWARE FOR THE HOUSEHOLD, KITCHEN AND FOR THE HOTEL AND RESTAURANT INDUSTRIES, NAMELY, GLASS BOWLS, GLASS PLATES, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE AND GLASS STOPPERS; DECORATIVE STAINED GLASS, MOSAICS OF GLASS NOT FOR BUILDINGS; ARTIFICIAL OBJECTS AND DECORATIVE OBJECTS OF GLASS, NAMELY, GLASS ORNAMENTS FOR USE AS SUNCATCERS, STAINED GLASS FIGURINES AND GLASS SCULPTURES; SHEET GLASSWARE, NAMELY, SILICONE COATED GLASS FABRIC SOLD IN THE FORM OF ROLLS AND SHEETS FOR GENERAL USE IN THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND GLASS SHEETS FOR PICTURE FRAMES; PIECES OF CUT AND UNCUT CRYSTAL-GLASS, NAMELY, DECORATIVE CRYSTAL PRISMS, CRYSTAL FIGURES AND FIGURINES, CRYSTAL STATUETTES AND CRYSTAL SCULPTURES, HOLLOW GLASSWARE, NAMELY, GOBLET; CUPS; DECANTERS; POTS; BOWLS AND VASES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50). FIRST USE 10-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 10-1-1999.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,888,829 AND 1,917,044.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL PHARMACY SERVICES; PROVIDING ON-LINE RETAIL PHARMACY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF A PRESCRIPTION DRUG BENEFIT PLAN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR MANAGED HEALTH CARE SERVICES; HOME HEALTH CARE SERVICES; HEALTH CARE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING PERSONALIZED HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES, AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS, ALL FEATURING THE PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS OF OTHERS; PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTANCY FOR PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES; PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION RELEVANT TO THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY; BUSINESS RESEARCH ON PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA AN ON-LINE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MARKETING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACEUTICALS; PROVIDING AN ONLINE BUSINESS DIRECTORY FEATURING INFORMATION ON THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-26-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2000.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR DELIVERY OF PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS TO HOSPITALS AND PHARMACIES BY MEANS OF LAND, AIR AND SEA TRANSPORTATION; ELECTRONIC STORAGE FOR OTHERS OF PHARMACEUTICAL DATA; WAREHOUSE STORAGE OF PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 6-26-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2000.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACEUTICALS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER TIME-SHARING SERVICES AND PROVIDING AN ON-LINE DATABASE ON GLOBAL NETWORKS IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACOLOGY; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-26-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2000.

VELVET STRINGS

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON SWITZERLAND APPLICATION NO. 02873/2000, FILED 3-10-2000, REG. NO. 477903, DATED 11-6-2000, EXPIRES 3-10-2010.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, NAMELY– VCRS, STEREO AMPLIFIERS, RECEIVERS AND TUNERS, SLIDE PROJECTORS, PHONOGRAPH RECORD PLAYERS, CD PLAYERS, AUDIO CASSETTE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS; BLANK RECORDING DISCS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

NATIONAL COMEDY THEATRE

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, NAMELY– TRADING CARDS; STATIONARY; PICTURES, POSTERS, PUBLICATIONS; NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, AND BULLETINS FEATURING COMEDY, HUMOR, COMEDIC PERFORMANCES AND ENTERTAINMENT; PENS AND PENCILS, NOTE, AND BLANK CARDS, WRITING AND NOTE PAPER AND PADS; NOTEBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SWEAT SUITS; SWEAT PANTS AND SWEAT SHORTS; GYM SHORTS; TOPS; JACKETS; COATS; SHIRTS; SPORT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; KNIT SHIRTS; POLO SHIRTS; PULLOVERS; SWEATERS; VESTS; TANK TOPS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS; FOOTWEAR; HEADWEAR; HATS, CAPS, VISORS, HOODS, UNDERSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


FOLIA, INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF AMINO ACIDS TO THE ORDER AND/OR SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF AMINO ACID POLYMERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1999.


CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL SHELVES, RACKS, BINS, AND CONTAINERS FOR THE STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2000.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR CONVEYORS AND PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY ROLLERS, BEARINGS, CONTAINER DECKS, SUPPORTS, BEAMS, GATES, TANKS, BINS, CHUTES, SPIRALS, LADDERS, CAGES, CATWALKS, AND LIFT TABLES; SORTERS, NAMELY POP WHEEL, CLEAR-OUT SORTER, SLAT-SHOE SORTATION, LINE-SHAFT AND DRIVE-OUT BELT CONVEYORS; DIVERSETERS, TILT TRAYS, CROSS-BELT SORTERS, PUSHERS, COMPACT AND HIGH SPEED SORTERS; LIGHT-DIRECTED PICKING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF COMPUTERIZED OBJECT ORIENTED ROBOTS WITH LIGHT DISPLAYS FOR PAPERLESS ORDER PICKING AND FILLING WITH; PALLETIZERS AND DE-PALLETIZERS, NAMELY PALLET AND UNIT HANDLING CONVEYORS; AUTOMATED STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF AUTOMATED SHELVES, RACKS, BINS AND CONTAINERS; INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS FOR USE IN MATERIAL HANDLING; GANTRY-MOUNTED AND INSERTER/EXTRACTOR INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2000.


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "QUADRIGA" IS "A CHARIOT, DRAWN BY FOUR HORSES HARNESSCED ABREAST" IN LATIN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR MANAGEMENT OF A HEDGE FUND ON BEHALF OF INTERNATIONAL INVESTORS; FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL IN PRIMARILY DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, OPTIONS AND FUTURES ON ALL MAJOR INTERNATIONAL STOCK MARKETS, CURRENCIES, COMMODITIES, AND INTEREST RATE PRODUCTS, AS WELL AS SECURITIES; FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES PROVIDED WITH REGARD TO ASSET ALLOCATION, TREND ANALYSIS, AND MONEY MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

THE EUROPA WORLD YEAR BOOK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLD YEAR BOOK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF BOOKS FEATURING LISTINGS OF ORGANIZATIONS, SURVEY INFORMATION, STATISTICAL ANALYSES, AND DIRECTORY INFORMATION ABOUT COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR SERIES OF BOOKS FEATURING LISTINGS OF ORGANIZATIONS, SURVEY INFORMATION, STATISTICAL ANALYSES, AND DIRECTORY INFORMATION ABOUT COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1959; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1959.


FILEDIRECT

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,056,342, FILED 4-25-2000.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, ARTICLES, GUIDES, AND NEWSLETTERS FEATURING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION PROCEDURESRecorded on CD-ROM. DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF ARTICLES, GUIDES, AND NEWSLETTERS FEATURING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTATION SERVICES AND PATENT AGENCY AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY CONSULTATION; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE ARTICLES, GUIDES, AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.


INTELLISEND

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SOFTWARE PROVIDING AN INTERFACE OR GATEWAY TO NETWORKS THAT ALLOWS MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION NETWORK CONNECTED BY COMMON PROTOCOLS FOR THE EXCHANGE, TRANSFER AND DISSEMINATION OF VOICE, DATA, FACSIMILE, EMAIL, VOICE MAIL, CROSS MEDIA MESSAGING, VIDEO, AUDIO, DOCUMENTS, FILES AND INFORMATION, AND SOFTWARE ENABLING USERS OF AN ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEM TO CREATE MESSAGES IN MULTIPLE FORMATS CAPABLE OF BEING ACCESSED BY RECIPIENTS REGARDLESS OF THE FORMAT REQUIRED BY THE RECIPIENT'S ELECTRONIC MAIL SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; NAMELY THE EXCHANGE OF VOICE, DATA, FACSIMILE, EMAIL, VOICE MAIL, CROSS MEDIA MESSAGING, VIDEO, AUDIO, DOCUMENTS, FILES AND INFORMATION VIA COMPUTER, FACSIMILE, TELEPHONIC, OR OTHER ELECTRONIC HARDWARE WITH THE GLOBAL INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION NETWORK; AND A DEVICE INDEPENDENT MESSAGING SERVICE THAT ENABLES USERS TO SEND AND MULTIPLE DESIGNATED RECIPIENTS TO RECEIVE MESSAGES SIMULTANEOUSLY AND ENABLES USERS TO SEND MESSAGES IN MULTIPLE FORMATS CAPABLE OF BEING ACCESSED BY RECIPIENTS REGARDLESS OF THE FORMAT REQUIRED BY THE RECIPIENT'S MESSAGING SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 8-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.


DELIVERING INNOVATIVE PROJECTS AND SOLUTIONS WORLDWIDE

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROCUREMENT, NAMELY, PURCHASING GOODS AND SERVICES ON BEHALF OF OTHERS IN CONJUNCTION WITH PERFORMANCE OF CONSULTING SERVICES, PURCHASING CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, AND REMEDIATION AND WATER TREATMENT GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2000.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR FINANCING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2000.
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR CONSTRUCTION CONSULTING SERVICES; CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION; CONSTRUCTION PLANNING; AND CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION AND STRUCTURE RENOVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2000.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH ENVIRONMENTAL TREATMENT; ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES; NAMELY, SOIL, WASTE AND/OR WATER TREATMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2000.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ENGINEERING CONSULTING SERVICES; ENGINEERING AND DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF ENGINEERING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2000.


CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CUPS AND MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR HERBAL AND NON-HERBAL TEA, HOT TEA, ICED TEA, TEA-BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING HERBAL AND NON-HERBAL TEA, HOT TEA, ICED TEA, TEA-BASED BEVERAGES, FRUIT, FRUIT SHAKE, JELLY, SALADS, ASIAN CUISINE, CUPS, AND MUGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT, CAFE, AND CARRY-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.


AIRBORNE RANGER

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS AND SHIRTS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH THE PROMOTION OF MONSTER TRUCK RACES AND COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY MONSTER TRUCKS, MODEL TOY MONSTER TRUCKS, AND DIE-CAST COLLECTIBLE TOY MONSTER TRUCKS, ALL FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH THE PROMOTION OF MONSTER TRUCK RACES AND COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF MONSTER TRUCK EXHIBITIONS AND COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

2,847,902. ROLLERCAR SWEDEN AB, SE-415-09, SWEDEN. SN 76-175,039. PUB. 9-17-2002, FILED 12-4-2000.

ROLLER CAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR MOTORIZED SCOOTERS, BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES, TRANSPORT CARTS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF; CONSTRUCTION KITS FOR CHILDREN'S MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED SCOOTERS, BICYCLES, TRICYCLES AND TRANSPORT CARTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2003.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR NON-MOTORIZED SCOOTERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2003.


EXPECTUS
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30043165.1, FILED 6-7-2000.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES, namely, corporate consulting services; personnel placement services; book keeping services; business auditing services; computerized database and data management services; business valuation services; accounts receivable services; expert business consultation services; public relations services; recruitment services; corporate development services; business consultation in the field of transportation of passengers and freight and logistical matters, namely, freight forwarding (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES OF PASSENGERS BY MEANS OF BUSES, TRAINS, SHIPS AND AUTOMOBILES; FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION SERVICES FOR GOODS BY LAND, AIR, NAVIGABLE WATERS AND RAIL; COURIER MAIL AND PACKAGE DELIVERY SERVICES; STORAGE SERVICES, NAMELY, WAREHOUSE STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

FUTURO
SUPPORT YOUR ACTIVE LIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 435,147, 2,596,644, AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE TERMS "FUTURO SUPPORT YOUR ACTIVE LIFE" IN BLACK LETTERS AGAINST A YELLOW BACKGROUND.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "FUTURO" IN THE MARK IS "FUTURE".

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR METAL BATHTUB SAFETY RAILS AND METAL BATHTUB SAFETY SUPPORT BARS, SOLD SEPARATELY (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR INVALID WALKERS AND FOLDING WALKERS; CRUTCHES; CANES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; BEDPANS AND URINAL VESSELS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR BAR CODE READERS; BAR CODE OPERATING SYSTEM HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; LABEL DESIGN SOFTWARE; OPTICAL SCANNERS; THERMAL AND LASER PRINTERS; STANDARD AND CUSTOMIZED ELECTRONIC FORMS AND DOCUMENTS FOR USE IN BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR COMPUTER PRINTER INK RIBBONS; STATIONERY; ENVELOPES; PRINTED FORMS AND STANDARD AND CUSTOMIZED BUSINESS DOCUMENTS; IDENTIFICATION CARDS, NAMELY RELATIONSHIP CARDS, MEMBERSHIP CARDS, EMPLOYEE CARDS, LOYALTY CARDS, APPOINTMENT AND REMINDER CARDS, RETAIL GIFT CARDS; LABELS, NAMELY SHIPPING LABELS, INVENTORY CONTROL LABELS, SHELF LABELS, PRICE LABELS, PRESCRIPTION LABELS, PRESCRIPTION PADS; PAPER TAGS, NAMELY INVENTORY CONTROL TAGS, PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION TAGS, PRODUCTION CONTROL TAGS; PRINTED TICKETS; COPY PAPER, PLASTIC IDENTIFICATION CARDS, NAMELY RELATIONSHIP CARDS, MEMBERSHIP CARDS, EMPLOYEE CARDS, LOYALTY CARDS, DISCOUNT CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR NON-METALLIC IDENTIFICATION WRISTBANDS FOR USE IN HOSPITAL PATIENT ADMISSIONS; PLASTIC KEY TAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, RECEIVING, ASSEMBLING, PICKING, PACKAGING, CONSOLIDATING, AND PREPARING MERCHANDISE AND MARKETING COLLATERAL ORDERS FOR SHIPMENT; ADVERTISING AGENCIES; DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, DOCUMENT SCANNING, ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DATA PROCESSING, DOCUMENT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION AND ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DATA TRANSFER; BUSINESS DATABASE MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES; BUSINESS MARKETING DATA ANALYSIS AND MODELING SERVICES; DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING SERVICES; DIRECT BUSINESS MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING MARKET STUDIES; RESPONSE MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY LEAD GENERATION, INQUIRY HANDLING, AND FULFILLMENT; MARKETING RESPONSE ANALYSIS SERVICES, NAMELY, MEASUREMENT, ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT OF THE RESPONSES AND EFFECTIVENESS OF MARKETING, SALES AND ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS, AND PROVIDING REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING SUCH CAMPAIGNS; TELEMARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CALL CENTER SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, ENHANCED CALL CENTER, VOICE RESPONSE, TELEPHONE CUSTOMER SERVICES REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTIONS, AND OTHER CALL ANSWERING CAPABILITIES TO USERS; ADMINISTERING THE CUSTOMER SERVICE PROGRAMS OF OTHERS IN THE RETAIL, HEALTH CARE, MANUFACTURING, COMMUNICATION AND GOVERNMENT FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC MAIL AND TELEPHONE CALL CENTER SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR ELECTRONIC SCANNING OF DOCUMENTS, ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DATA TRANSFER AND PHYSICAL CONVERSION SERVICES FROM ONE MEDIA TO ANOTHER; DOCUMENT DATA TRANSFER AND PHYSICAL CONVERSION SERVICES FROM ONE MEDIA TO ANOTHER, NAMELY, CONVERSION TO ELECTRONIC FORMAT OF PRINTED DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DEVELOPMENT OF DOCUMENT SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA OR INFORMATION, NAMELY, CONVERSION TO A NEW ELECTRONIC FORMAT OF ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS; COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER BAR CODE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS VIA TELEPHONE AND E-MAIL; PRINTING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL PRINTING SERVICES; COMPUTER SERVICES NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR THERMOSTATS FOR CONTROL OF HOT WATER IN WATER MIXERS AND WATER FAUCETS; THERMOSTATICALLY, ELECTRICALLY OR ULTRASONICALLY CONTROLLED WATER MIXING VALVES AND PARTS THEREOF FOR ALL OF THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR WATER VALVES, WATER MIXING VALVES, WATER MIXERS AND WATER FAUCETS, SHOWERS, HAND-SHOWERS, SHOWER HEADS AND BATHTUB GRIPS, ELECTRICAL LIGHTING FIXTURES; A FULL LINE OF PLUMBING FIXTURES FOR WATER VALVES, WATER MIXING VALVES, WATER MIXERS, WATER FAUCETS AND SHOWERS AND PARTS THEREOF FOR ALL OF THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR BATHROOM AND WASHROOM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY TOWEL RINGS, TOWEL BARS, TOILET PAPER HOLDERS, TOILET BRUSH SETS, TOWEL RING GLASSES AND HOLDERS; KITCHEN ACCESSORIES, NAMELY POT AND PAN SCRAPERS AND BRUSHES HAVING A WATER HOSE COMPONENT THEREOF; KITCHEN, BATHROOM AND WASHROOM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY WATER POWERED BRUSHES, WASTE PAPER BASKETS, SOAP HOLDERS, SOAP DISPENSERS, SOAP DISHES, TISSUE AND PAPER TOWEL DISPENSERS AND PARTS THEREOF FOR ALL OF THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BOOKS AND ARTWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO GREECE AND GREEK CULTURE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


ISIMA

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTATION SERVICES; BUSINESS NETWORKING AND PLANNING SERVICES; AND REFERRALS TO ITS BUSINESS CUSTOMERS TO OTHER BUSINESS SERVICE PROVIDERS, NAMELY, BANKERS, ACCOUNTANTS, MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS CONSULTANTS, LAWYERS, TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANTS, AND Mergers and Acquisitions Consultants to Other Business Service Providers (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES; AND BUSINESS BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


THE STIPPLING IS USED TO INDICATE SHADING OF THE DESIGN AND NO COLOR IS CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A ONE-SIDED SURFACE THAT IS CONSTRUCTED FROM A RECTANGLE BY HOLDING ONE END FIXED, ROTATING THE OPPOSITE END THROUGH 180 DEGREES, AND JOINING IT TO THE FIRST END.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR GENERAL PURPOSE DATABASE MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DYNAMIC AND STATIC CONTROL, ADMINISTRATION, MANAGEMENT AND PRESENTATION OF MULTI-MEDIA CONTENT VIA ELECTRONIC MEANS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF AND MANAGEMENT OF RULES FOR THE SELECTION, PRESENTATION AND PERSONALIZATION OF DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTENT MANAGEMENT ON WEBSITES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DYNAMIC PERSONALIZED CONTENT DISPLAY AND RAPID CONTENT CONTRIBUTION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE CONTROL OF WEB OR CONTENT SYNDICATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTENT LIFECYCLE CONTROL, INCLUDING CONTRIBUTION OF ON-LINE EDITING OF CONTENT AND DESIGN AND DELIVERY; WEBSITE DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MANUALS AND INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLETS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SERVICES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND DATA VIA THE TELEPHONE, THE INTERNET, OTHER TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK, AND A WIRELESS DIGITAL MESSAGING SERVICE; EVENT DRIVEN MONITORING AND ALERTING SERVICES VIA ELECTRONIC AND OTHER DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS; CELLULAR TELEPHONE SERVICES; WIRELESS APPLICATION PROTOCOL (WAP) ENABLED TELEPHONE SERVICES; AND DELIVERY OF MESSAGES BY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION, NAMELY, THE DELIVERY AND CONTROL OF DATA VIA ELECTRONIC, DATA AND OTHER TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR OTHERS; WEB-BASED CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN AND GENERATION; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING BROWSER-BASED SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF CONTENT MANAGEMENT; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA OR INFORMATION; COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES FEATURING THE INTEGRATION OF BACK-OFFICE COMPUTER FUNCTIONS; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS VIA TELEPHONE AND E-MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.


CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR PIEZOELECTRIC DRIVES FOR SINGLE-AXIS AND MULTI-AXIS, ELECTRONIC POSITIONING APPARATUS; PIEZOELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MACHINES; LINEAR ENCAPSULATED AND NON-ENCAPSULATED MULTILAYER ACTUATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2003.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DATA PROCESSORS; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS FOR ADJUSTING AND POSITIONING APPARATUS; ELECTRONIC DISTANCE SENSORS FOR MECHANICAL POSITIONING APPARATUS; ENCAPSULATED AND NON-ENCAPSULATED MULTILAYER ACTUATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR THE USE OF OFFICE EQUIPMENT MACHINERY, NAMELY, TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS, SUPPLIES AND SYSTEMS FOR USE ON INTERNET, EXTRANET OR INTRANET NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; BROADCASTING AUDIO, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR REGISTRATION OF DOMAIN NAMES FOR IDENTIFICATION OF USERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; HOSTING WEB SITES OF OTHERS IN A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS; CO-LOCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, LEASING OF FACILITIES FOR COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.

PLAATO

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES


CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


LOUVERLEVEL CONTROL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONTROL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MECHANISM FOR OPENING AND CLOSING WINDOW BLINDS, NAMELY, A TOUCH PAD FOR OPENING AND CLOSING WINDOW BLINDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 5-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-4-2001.

2,848,003. STARLINK WORLDWIDE, INC., DALLAS, TX. SN 76-241,313. PUB. 4-8-2003, FILED 4-10-2001.

CARGO TRACKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARGO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR TRACKING, LOCATING, MONITORING OF TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES AND ITS CARGO VIA A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM; LOCATING, POSITIONING AND NAVIGATION SERVICES FOR TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES AND ITS CARGO UTILIZING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS, GLOBAL NETWORK SYSTEMS, WIRELESS TERRESTRIAL AND NON-TERRESTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK SYSTEMS; LOCATING POSITIONING AND NAVIGATION SERVICES FOR TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES AND ITS CARGO UTILIZING TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND GLOBAL NETWORK SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


BREAK THE SILENCE ON VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS, CAPS, BLOUSES, BOOTS, BELTS, SPORT COATS, DRESSES, FOOTWEAR, HATS, JEANS, JOGGING SUITS, JACKETS, LINGERIE, NECKTIES, PANTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SOCKS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SWEATERS, TURTLENECKS, UNDERWEAR AND VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2001.

COLDWELL-WILCOX TECHNOLOGIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR FLOW CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR REGULATING WATER, NAMELY, LOCK AND DAM GATES, SLUICE GATES, VALVES, WATER CONTROL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, HYDRAULIC GATES; HYDRAULIC, ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ACTUATORS USED TO CONTROL WATER FLOW (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR METAL FABRICATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

MISSING IN HISTORY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED GUIDES IN THE FIELDS OF HISTORY, ASIAN HISTORY, ASIAN-AMERICAN HISTORY, ASIAN STUDIES, ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDIES AND POLITICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FIRST USE 6-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.

BRIJ

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PREPARATION OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS AND BROCHURES OR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT AND ONLINE APPLICATIONS; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SPINNER TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGIES, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES FOR DEVELOPING FACULTY AND NON-FACULTY START-UP COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR LEASING REAL ESTATE, NAMELY, LABORATORIES, INDUSTRIAL AND OFFICE SPACE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINESTAR

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR ADVISORY SERVICES RELATED TO THE APPLICATION OF ISOCYANATE ADHESIVES TO PROCESSES AND EQUIPMENT OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 5-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2001.

ECOTURBO

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

NM BABY
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,232,018, 1,558,605, AND OTHERS. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

A REASON TO HOPE

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES BY MEANS OF DIRECT MAIL, E-MAIL, ONLINE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, TELEVISE, PERSONAL VISITS, RECEPTIONS, PARTIES, AUCTIONS, GALAS, GAMES, GOLF TOURNAMENTS, SPORTS EVENTS, EDUCATIONAL EVENTS, COOKING EVENTS, LECTURES AND USE OF FAMOUS PERSONS; FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES WITH RESPECT TO CHARITABLE GIVING; AND CHARITABLE FUND RAISING FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ENDOWED CHAIRS FOR RESEARCH AND TESTING IN THE FIELDS OF SCIENCE, MEDICINE, CANCER, CANCER DIAGNOSIS, CANCER PREVENTION, CANCER TREATMENT, AND CANCER PATIENT AND FAMILY SUPPORT; AND CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING PAYMENT OF MEDICAL BILLS FOR THE UNINSURED AND UNDERINSURED (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 11-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2001.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
TRUE SITE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SITE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS THAT ALLOW USERS TO BUILD, ACCESS, AND CONTROL SYSTEMS, POLICIES, AND PROCEDURES FOR THE SECURITY AND MONITORING OF DATA IN THE FIELD OF AUTHENTICATION, PRIVACY, AND CONFIDENTIALITY OF DATA ON A COMPUTER WEB SITE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION AND DATA BASES FOR SECURITY AND MONITORING OF DATA IN THE FIELDS OF AUTHENTICATION, PRIVACY, AND CONFIDENTIALITY OF DATA ON A GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES; RATINGS OF WEB SITES, BUSINESSES AND INDIVIDUALS FOR THE SECURITY OF DATA AND MONITORING THE PRIVACY, AUTHENTICITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY OF DATA ON A COMPUTER WEB SITE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CASE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR CASES, ALBUMS, BAGS, STORAGE TRAYS, POCKETS, AND SLEEVES FOR COMPACT DISCS, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, BLANK DVDS, PRE-RECORDED DVDS, DVD PLAYERS, BLANK AUDIO CASSETTES, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES, AUDIO CASSETTE PLAYERS, MINIDISCS, MINIDISC PLAYERS, BLANK DIGITAL AUDIO TAPES, PRE-RECORDED DIGITAL AUDIO TAPES, BLANK DIGITAL DISKS, PRE-RECORDED DIGITAL DISKS, DIGITAL MEDIA PLAYERS, MP3 PLAYERS, VIDEO/COMPUTER GAME DISCS, PERSONAL ORGANIZERS, PORTABLE TELEPHONES, COMPUTERS, BLANK CD-ROMS, PEE-RECORDED CD-RAMS, BLANK FLOPPY DISCS, PRE-RECORDED FLOPPY DISCS, SOLID STATE MEMORY CARDS, BLANK VIDEOCASSETTES, PEE-RECORDED VIDEOCASSETTES, CAMERAS, AND CAMCORDERS, COMPUTER MOUSE PADS; WRIST RESTS; CABLE TIE WRAPS AND CORD TIE WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR SEAT BELT PADS FOR USE IN VEHICLES; VEHICLE CARGO BAGS AND CASES; VEHICLE TRUNK ORGANIZER BAGS AND CASES; VEHICLE GLOVE COMPARTMENT ORGANIZER BAGS AND CASES; VEHICLE CONSOLE ORGANIZER BAGS AND CASES; ORGANIZER BAGS AND CASES THAT ATTACH TO A VEHICLE SEAT; REUSABLE TRASH CONTAINERS FOR USE IN VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 29, 31, 35 AND 37).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, POSTERS, NOTE PAD HOLDERS, FOLDERS, PENS AND CATALOGS FEATURES STORAGE AND ORGANIZATION ACCESSORIES FOR AUDIO, COMPUTER, PHOTO, VIDEO, DVD, WIRELESS AND AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR LUGGAGE, NAMELY, DUFFEL BAGS, ROLLING DUFFEL BAGS, WHEELED UPRIGHT BAGS, BACKPACKS, SHOULDER BAGS, AND BRIEFCASES; WALLET; BILLFOLDS; BRIEFCASE-TYPE PORTFOLIOS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE ClassIFIED

FOR STORAGE CABINETS AND RACKS FOR COMPACT DISCS, DVDS, MINIDISCS, DIGITAL MEDIA, VIDEOCASSETTES, GAME DISCS, CD-ROMS, SOLID STATE MEMORY CARDS AND FLOPPY DISCS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 35).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, HEAD WEAR, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR CASES, ALBUMS, BAGS, POCKETS, AND SLEEVES FOR HAND HELD GAME PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

SUR LA TABLE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,026,307 AND 2,036,386.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "SUR LA TABLE" IS "ON THE TABLE".

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FOOD PRODUCTS, NAMELY, PROCESSED NUTS, COOKING AND SALAD OILS (U.S. CL. 46). FIRST USE 4-9-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2003.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR CANDY, PASTA, VINEGAR, SPICES AND SEASONINGS, SALT AND CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46). FIRST USE 6-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2003.

BLUEVOLT

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTERS, NAMELY BUSINESS CARDS, CALENDARS, POSTERS, MEMO PADS, BINDERS, STICKERS AND GREETING CARDS; PAPER BAGS; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AND THE INTERNET, PLASTIC MATERIALS NAMELY PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 2-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-6-2004.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE SUBJECT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION, INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT, ADVERTISING; COMPUTERIZED DATA PROCESSING; COMPUTERIZED DATABASE MANAGEMENT; COMPUTERIZED FILE MANAGEMENT; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PROVIDING INFORMATION TO CUSTOMERS VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS IN THE FORM OF SHOPPING GUIDE; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH ONLINE ADVERTISING AND PROVIDING WEB SITES OF RETAIL STORES WHERE USERS CAN LINK TO; ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES; PROVIDING DIRECTORY INFORMATION ON RESTAURANTS, BARS, THEATERS, PLACES OF INTEREST, SPORTS EVENTS, GIFTS, MUSIC, COMPANIES AND BUSINESSES OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-6-2004.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE FORUMS AND CHAT ROOMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS ON A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS SUCH AS SOCIAL ISSUES, TRAVEL, COMPUTER, BUSINESS, FINANCE, ENTERTAINMENT, AND INTERNET TELEPHONY; THE RECEIPT AND DELIVERY OF MESSAGES, DOCUMENTS, IMAGES AND OTHER DATA BY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION; PROVIDING A COMMUNICATIONS LINK TO GLOBAL INTERACTIVE NETWORKS; PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER DIAL-UP AND DEDICATED ACCESS TO THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 2-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-6-2004.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ON WEATHER VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGNING AND UPDATING FOR OTHERS; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND GENERAL INFORMATION OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ASSISTING OTHERS IN CREATING AND DESIGNING WEB SITES AND HOMEPAGES; ONLINE MAPPING SERVICES AND ELECTRONIC GREETING CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 2-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-6-2004.

BAD DAY FISHING

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR FLAGS AND BANNERS MADE OF FABRIC (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR APPAREL, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, HATS, SWEATERS, BANDANAS, AND BUTTON-DOWN SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NUT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR BROWNIES, COOKIES, CAKES, CANDIES, BAKERY GOODS; GIFT PACKAGES CONTAINING BROWNIES, COOKIES, CAKES, CANDIES, AND BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 12-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MAIL ORDER FOOD CATALOG AND RETAIL FOOD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2003.

2,848,092. FRIENDS OF THE HUNLEY, INC, CHARLESTON, SC. SN 76-296,331. PUB. 6-4-2002, FILED 8-7-2001.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY PRINTED SIGNS, DECALS, PATCHES, PAPERWEIGHTS, PENS, PENCILS, NOTE PADS, LETTER OPENERS, POSTERS, NOTE PAPER, BOOKS RELATING TO A HISTORICAL CONFEDERATE SUBMARINE, BOOKLETS RELATING TO THE CREW OF A CONFEDERATE SUBMARINE, MOUNTED AND/OR UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS, CALENDARS, POSTCARDS, STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CERAMIC ARTICLES AND GLASSWARES, NAMELY COFFEE CUPS, MUGS, DRINKING GLASSES, INSULATED BEVERAGE CONTAINERS, COMMEMORATIVE PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SWEATERS, BASEBALL CAPS, SHORTS, POLO SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JACKETS, VESTS, SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

SHILOH APRIL 6TH 1862 MY LIFE PRESERVER G.E.D

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY PRINTED SIGNS, DECALS, PATCHES, PAPERWEIGHTS, PENS, PENCILS, NOTE PADS, LETTER OPENERS, POSTERS, NOTE PAPER, BOOKS RELATING TO A HISTORICAL CONFEDERATE SUBMARINE, BOOKLETS RELATING TO THE CREW OF A HISTORICAL CONFEDERATE SUBMARINE, MOUNTED AND/OR UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS, CALENDARS, POSTCARDS, STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CERAMIC ARTICLES AND GLASSWARES, NAMELY COFFEE CUPS, MUGS, DRINKING GLASSES, INSULATED BEVERAGE CONTAINERS, COMMEMORATIVE PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SWEATERS, BASEBALL CAPS, SHORTS, POLO SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JACKETS, VESTS, SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

MILLER DUNN

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DIVING HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2004.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, WETSUITS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JACKETS, DRESSES, BLOUSES, WARM-UP SUITS, SHORTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, BELTS, DRESS SUITS, SPORT COATS, PANTS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE, SWEATERS, GLOVES, ROBES, SUSPENDERS AND SLEEPWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2004.

ALLAROUNDPHILLY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ADVERTISING SPACE IN A PERIODICAL; PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER; KIOSKS FEATURING MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR DELIVERY OF NEWSPAPERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ON-LINE LIBRARY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ELECTRONIC LIBRARY SERVICES WHICH FEATURE NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, PHOTOGRAPHS AND PICTURES VIA AN ON-LINE COMPUTER NETWORK, PUBLICATION OF NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

OVERTURE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL AID AND STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES FOR THE PURPOSE OF CREATING A MORE EFFICIENT STUDENT FINANCIAL AID PROCESS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-16-2001.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF CUSTOMIZED ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL AID AND STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES FOR THE PURPOSE OF CREATING A MORE EFFICIENT STUDENT FINANCIAL AID PROCESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-16-2001.
THE FUTURE OF NATURE

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SHORTS, HATS, CAPS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SANDALS, BEACH-WEAR, SURF-WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 25).
FIRST USE 7-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2000.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF WATER RIDES AND WATER THEME PARKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1999.

TURN ON NEW YORK

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 7-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2001.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TELEVISION PROGRAMMING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2001.

CROCKERCOTE

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR FOIL LIDS FOR CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR CUSTOMIZED PRINTED LABELS NOT OF TEXTILE AND PAPER CARTONS, FOR USE BY CONSUMER GOODS AND PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2002.

SMARTSTEPS

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR ODONTOLOGICAL IMPLANT, NAMELY DENTAL IMPLANTS, ARTIFICIAL TEETH, AND DENTAL IMPLANT ATTACHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF ODONTOLOGY, NAMELY, DENTAL IMPLANTS AND RESTORATIVE DENTAL IMPLANT ATTACHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SURGICAL ACTIVITIES; AND PROVIDING SURGICAL INFORMATION, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE SURGICAL FIELD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

2,848,162. CENTERPULSE DENTAL INC., CARLSBAD, CA. SN 76-324,979. PUB. 4-9-2002, FILED 10-12-2001.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR ODONTOLOGICAL IMPLANT, NAMELY DENTAL IMPLANTS, ARTIFICIAL TEETH, AND DENTAL IMPLANT ATTACHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF ODONTOLOGY, NAMELY, DENTAL IMPLANTS AND RESTORATIVE DENTAL IMPLANT ATTACHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SURGICAL ACTIVITIES; AND PROVIDING SURGICAL INFORMATION, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE SURGICAL FIELD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING SERVICES FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS AND ARTISTS; LICENSING, ASSIGNMENT, SYNDICATION AND DISTRIBUTORS IN THE FIELDS OF DIGITAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA, NAMELY, STILL IMAGES, MOVING IMAGES, AUDIO AND TEXT, FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF ELECTRONIC AND PRINT PUBLISHING, GRAPHIC DESIGN, ADVERTISING AND INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA; PROVIDING ACCESS TO AN ON-LINE DATABASE OF STILL IMAGES, MOVING IMAGES, AUDIO AND TEXT FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR PRODUCTION AND POST PRODUCTION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF DIGITAL IMAGING, PHOTOGRAPHY AND GRAPHIC DESIGN, NAMELY, RESTORATION AND ENHANCEMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND ELECTRONIC IMAGING, SCANNING, DIGITIZING, ALTERATION AND RETOUCHING OF PHOTOGRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES, NAMELY, LEASING, SYNDICATING AND DISTRIBUTING REPRODUCTION RIGHTS OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND DIGITAL IMAGES TO OTHERS; PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES, NAMELY, PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING ACCESS TO AN ON-LINE DATABASE OF STILL IMAGES, MOVING IMAGES, AUDIO AND TEXT FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF GRAPHIC DESIGN AND INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, COSMETIC PENCILS, EYEBROW PENCILS, LIPSTICK, MASCARA, BLUSHER, EYELINER, EYESHADOW, NAIL POLISH, NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL POLISH KITS COMPRISING NAIL POLISH OF VARIOUS COLORS, MAKE-UP KITS CONTAINING LIPSTICK, LIPGLOSS, EYELINER, EYEBROW PENCILS AND COSMETIC CASES CONTAINING SUCH MAKE-UP KITS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR TOILET BRUSHES, NAMELY, HAIR BRUSHES, COSMETIC BRUSHES AND BRUSHES FOR EYEBROWS; NAIL BRUSHES; POWDER PUFFS; SPONGES FOR APPLYING FACE POWDER; COSMETIC TOOL KITS COMPRISING HAIR BRUSH, NAIL BRUSH, COMB AND PUFF SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF REFERENCE TABLES, CHARTS AND GUIDES TO INFORMATION ON PRODUCTS, TECHNOLOGIES, COMPANIES, TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS IN MEDICAL DEVICES, BIO-TECHNOLOGY AND PHARMACEUTICAL AREAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, REFERENCE TABLES, CHARTS GUIDES TO INFORMATION ON PRODUCTS, TECHNOLOGIES, COMPANIES, TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS IN MEDICAL DEVICES, BIO-TECHNOLOGY AND PHARMACEUTICAL AREAS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR EXTERIOR WINDOW SHADES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR DO-IT-YOURSELF, PRE-FABRICATED AWNING KITS FOR FABRIC AWNINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).


JPM

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR PASTE FOR THE JOINTS OF GYPSUM-FIBER SHEETS, FOR USE IN INSTALLING WALLS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR MORTAR FOR USE IN INSTALLING CERAMIC FLOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.


SEGUNDA JUVENTUD

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "SEGUNDA JUVENTUD" IS "SECOND YOUTH".
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MATURE INDIVIDUALS AND IN THE FIELDS OF LATINO AND HISPANIC COMMUNITIES, RETIREMENT, MATURE OR RETIRED LIFESTYLES, FINANCE, HEALTH, AGING, FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS, CONSUMER ISSUES, EMPLOYMENT, INDEPENDENT LIVING, CAREGIVING, EDUCATION AND TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE MAGAZINE IN THE FIELDS OF LATINO AND HISPANIC COMMUNITIES, RETIREMENT, MATURE OR RETIRED LIFESTYLES, FINANCE, HEALTH, INSURANCE, CONSUMER ISSUES, EMPLOYMENT, INDEPENDENT LIVING, CAREGIVING, MEDICINE, TRAVEL, VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES, AGING AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

PARA SIEMPRE

THE MARK MAY BE TRANSLATED FROM THE SPANISH AS "EVERLAST."

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY MEN'S FOOTWEAR, PANTS, ROBES, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SLEEPWEAR AND UNDERWEAR; WOMEN'S BLOUSES, FOOTWEAR, PANTS, ROBES, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SLEEPWEAR, SWEATERS AND UNDERWEAR; GIRLS' AND BOYS' BLOUSES, FOOTWEAR, PANTS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SLEEPWEAR, SWEATERS AND UNDERWEAR; TODDLERS' AND INFANTS' FOOTWEAR, PANTS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SLEEPWEAR AND SWEATERS; BOXING JERSEYS, BOXING SHOES, BRIEFS, ELASTIC BELTS, EXERCISE SUITS, GLOVES, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, KNIT HEADWEAR, KNIT SCARVES, MITTENS, MUSCLE SHIRTS, SAUNA SUITS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, SUSPENDERS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWIMWEAR, T-SHIRTS, THERMAL UNDERWEAR, BOXING AND BATHING TRUNKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR EXERCISE BELTS, WEIGHT LIFTING BELTS AND WEIGHT LIFTING GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, LEASING AND MANAGEMENT FOR OTHERS AND LEASING OF RESORT REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR PLANNING AND LAYING OUT RESORT RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES OF HOMES AND CONDOMINIUMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING RECREATIONAL FACILITIES FOR OTHERS AND PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES FOR RESORT GUESTS AND OTHERS NAMELY, GOLF CLUB AND COUNTRY CLUB SERVICES, AND GOLF COURSES; ORGANIZING AND ARRANGING WATER SKIING, TENNIS AND GOLF TOURNAMENTS, SCHOOLS AND CLINICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING RESORT LODGING, AND PROVIDING BANQUET, SOCIAL FUNCTION, CONVENTION AND EXHIBITION FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS AND GENERAL USE; HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH, IN THE FIELDS OF ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING, SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT, CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, SUPPLY CHAIN INTEGRATION, CONTACT MANAGEMENT, QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGEMENT, AND FINANCIAL SYSTEMS RELATED TO ENGINEERING DATA MANAGEMENT, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, MATERIALS MANAGEMENT, CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGEMENT, PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-14-2003.
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGN OF COMPUTER NETWORKS, AND INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2001.


MILITIS

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR SECURITY CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL PROTECTION SERVICES; SECURITY GUARD AND SECURITY PATROL SERVICES; SECURITY BODYGUARD SERVICES; PRIVATE INTELLIGENCE GATHERING AND ANALYSIS SERVICES; SECURITY SURVEYS AND DESIGN SERVICES, NAMELY, INSPECTION OF PROPERTIES TO BE PROTECTED, ADVISING OF CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS NECESSARY TO INSURE INCREASED PERSONAL AND PROPERTY SECURITY AND DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF PROGRAMS OF SECURITY MEASURES AND SERVICES TO BE IMPLEMENTED; PERSONAL AND PROPERTY SECURITY CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, THREAT EVALUATION SERVICES AND SECURITY CRISIS MANAGEMENT SERVICES; COMPILING INVENTORIES OF PERSONAL ITEMS AND CORPORATE PROPERTY, EXCLUDING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, FOR OTHERS FOR INSURANCE OR SECURITY PURPOSES; REMOTE SECURITY ALARM RESPONSE AND VERIFICATION SERVICES; REMOTE MONITORING OF BURGLAR AND SECURITY ALARMS FOR OTHERS; REMOTE MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INCLUDING MONITORING OF VIDEO PATROLS AND MONITORING OF DATA, VOICE AND IMAGING SYSTEMS FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; SECURITY PRINTING, NAMELY, ENCODING IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION ON VALUABLE DOCUMENTS AND PRODUCTS; AND SECURITY CONSULTING IN RELATION TO EACH OF THE IDENTIFIED SERVICES; FRAUD DETECTION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CREDIT CARDS FOR ON-LINE PURCHASING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

2,848,230. SINAI, ANDREA MICHELE PICCIOTTO, NEW YORK, NY. SN 76-357,723. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 1-10-2002.

MICHELE SINAI INCORPORATED

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INCORPORATED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR INFORMATION AND NEWS SERVICES TO ENTREPRENEURIAL HIGH TECH COMMUNITIES, NAMELY, DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION THROUGH TELEVISION, WEB BROADCASTING, MAGAZINES, RADIO BROADCASTING, AND BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


FASHION 21

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FASHION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-21-1984; IN COMMERCE 4-21-1984.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR EYEWEAR, NAMELY, SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-21-1984; IN COMMERCE 4-21-1984.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF HOME FURNISHINGS, TEXTILES AND APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF DESIGNING HOME FURNISHINGS, TEXTILES AND APPAREL; CONSULTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF HOME FURNISHINGS, TEXTILES AND APPAREL DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

STARTUPNATION

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR INFORMATION AND NEWS RELATED PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; NAMELY, MAGAZINES, AND BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF ENTREPRENEURIAL HIGH TECH COMMUNITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, BRACELETS, EARRINGS, NECKLACES, RINGS AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-21-1984; IN COMMERCE 4-21-1984.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 4-21-1984; IN COMMERCE 4-21-1984.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, GOWNS, SCARFS, BELTS, ROBES, PAJAMAS, VESTS AND HATS; TUBE TOPS, TANK TOPS, CORSETS, BRAS, UNDERWEAR, SHOES, AND SHAWLS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-21-1984; IN COMMERCE 4-21-1984.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COSMETICS; EYEWEAR, NAMELY, SUNGLASSES; JEWELRY, NAMELY, BRACELETS, EARRINGS, NECKLACES, RINGS AND WATCHES; ACCESSORIES, SHOES, HANDBAGS; AND CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, GOWNS, SCARFS, BELTS, ROBES, PAJAMAS, VESTS AND HATS; TUBE TOPS, TANK TOPS, CORSETS, BRAS, UNDERWEAR AND SHAWLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-21-1984; IN COMMERCE 4-21-1984.

CLASS 22—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR HEATERS FOR ELEVATING THE TEMPERATURE OF RECEPTACLES FOR PREPARATION AND SERVING OF FOOD (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

CLASS 23—VEHICLES
FOR DELIVERY CARTS FOR USE IN THE FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 24—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR BUFFETS INCLUDING FOOD COUNTERS; FOOD SERVICE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, PLASTIC UNDERLINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-29-2002.

CLASS 27—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DISH COVERS, CUPS, MUGS, BOWLS, AND INSULATED BASES FOR MAINTAINING FOOD AT ELEVATED SERVING TEMPERATURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 34 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-29-2002.


PROMETHEAN

CLASS 30—CHEMICALS
FOR COMPRESSED BREATHING AIR GASES SOLD FOR BREATHING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2003.

CLASS 41—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR BREATHING AIR CHARGING SYSTEMS DESIGNED FOR MEASURING AND ANALYZING AIR FOR BREATHING, AND PRESSURIZING RESPIRATORY BREATHING AIR CYLINDERS USED BY SCUBA DIVERS AND EMERGENCY PERSONNEL, COMPRISING AN AIR COMPRESSOR ASSEMBLY, DRIVE MOTOR, AIR PURIFIERS, AIR STORAGE CYLINDERS, AND AUTOMATIC CONTROLS; BREATHING AIR STORAGE CYLINDERS FOR USE BY SCUBA DIVERS' INSTRUMENTS FOR BREATHING AIR GAS HANDLING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 25, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2003.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR BREATHING AIR STORAGE CYLINDERS FOR USE BY EMERGENCY PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2003.

PAC TEAM

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION OF RETAIL POINT OF SALE DISPLAYS FOR WATCHES AND JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 2-0-1975; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1990.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CUSTOM DESIGN FOR OTHERS OF RETAIL POINT OF SALE DISPLAYS FOR WATCHES AND JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-0-1975; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1990.


SCOTT

CLASS 3—CHEMICALS
FOR COMPRESSED BREATHING AIR GASES SOLD FOR BREATHING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2003.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR PORTABLE COMBINATION AIR COMPRESSOR, FILTRATION AND PURIFICATION APPARATUS FOR CHARGING TANKS WITH AIR FOR BREATHING (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2003.
ALLIANCE FOR ORPHANS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTEREST OF ORPHANS BY FACILITATING COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIP AMONG VARIOUS ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS TO PROVIDE SUPPORT AND CARE FOR ORPHANS AND DESTITUTE CHILDREN WORLDWIDE, AND BY FACILITATING, NETWORKING, COMMUNICATIONS AND CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES TO MOBILIZE INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES, ASSOCIATIONS, NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, CORPORATIONS, BUSINESSES, FOUNDATIONS, TRUSTS, GOVERNMENTAL AND HUMANITARIAN AGENCIES TO PROVIDE CARE FOR WIDOWS, ORPHANS AND NEEDY CHILDREN WORLDWIDE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES TO MOBILIZE INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES, ASSOCIATIONS, NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, CORPORATIONS, BUSINESSES, FOUNDATIONS, TRUSTS, GOVERNMENTAL AND HUMANITARIAN AGENCIES TO PROVIDE CARE FOR WIDOWS, ORPHANS AND NEEDY CHILDREN WORLDWIDE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DIGIMARC

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,085,032.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING OTHERS TO PRODUCE IDENTIFICATION, CERTIFICATION, LICENSING, PERMISSION, DRIVER’S LICENSES, PREMISE ACCESS, TICKETS AND EVENT ACCESS DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR PREPARATION OF IDENTIFICATION, CERTIFICATION, LICENSING, PERMISSION, DRIVER’S LICENSES, PREMISE ACCESS, TICKETS AND EVENT ACCESS DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

DIGIMARC

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,085,032.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PRODUCING, TRACKING AND ISSUING DRIVER’S LICENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR PRODUCING, TRACKING AND ISSUING DRIVER’S LICENSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCING, TRACKING AND ISSUING DRIVER’S LICENSES AND IN THE USE OF SOFTWARE AND EQUIPMENT TO PRODUCE, TRACK AND ISSUE DRIVER’S LICENSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PRODUCING, TRACKING, AND ISSUING DRIVER’S LICENSES; PROVIDING TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES VIA THE TELEPHONE AND ON-LINE, NAMELY TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER HARDWARE THAT IS USED FOR PRODUCING, TRACKING AND ISSUING DRIVER’S LICENSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.
CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PREPARATION OF IDENTIFICATION CARDS, NAMELY, DRIVER'S LICENSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, BOOKS, PRINTED MANUALS, AND PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS FEATURING INFORMATION ON EXERCISE, EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, FITNESS, HEALTH, AND/OR THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF EXERCISE MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR EXERCISE MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ELLIPTICAL TRAINERS, TREADMILLS, STATIONARY EXERCISE BICYCLES, STAIR STEPPERS, AN EXERCISE MACHINE OR STATION FOR TONING, AEROBIC, STRENGTH AND RESISTANCE TRAINING, AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PHYSICAL HEALTH AND FITNESS INSTRUCTION; TRAINING IN THE USE AND OPERATION OF FITNESS EQUIPMENT; CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS ON EXERCISE, EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, FITNESS, HEALTH, AND/OR THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF EXERCISE EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.


VIRTUAL PERSONAL TRAINERS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING AND NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-31-2003.


LANGUAGE FOR LIFE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED MEDIA AND DEVICES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL AND LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION SUBJECT MATTER, NAMELY AUDIO TAPES, MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES, VIDEO TAPE, DIGITAL AUDIO TAPES, AUDIO CASSETTES, VIDEO CASSETTES, MAGNETIC ENCODED CARDS, OPTICAL DISCS, AUDIO DISCS, DVD, COMPACT DISKS, CD-ROMS, VIDEO DISCS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TEACHING, INSTRUCTIONAL, AND EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS USED IN CONNECTION WITH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION, NAMELY, PRINTED COURSE MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION, WORKBOOKS DIRECTED TO LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION, EXERCISE BOOKS, GRAMMAR GUIDES, DICTIONARIES, REFERENCE MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF LANGUAGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY FOREIGN LANGUAGE TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,322,052, 2,512,987, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE WEBSITE IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL AND REAL ESTATE INFORMATION, AND ALSO FEATURING LINKS TO THE WEBSITES OF OTHERS IN THE FINANCIAL AND REAL ESTATE FIELDS; FINANCIAL AND REAL ESTATE INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF FORMS, DATA, IMAGES, GRAPHICS, AND PICTURES PROVIDED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1998.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE INSTALLATION AND REPAIR FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1998.

AUTOGUARD

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR VEHICLE WASHING MACHINES AND VEHICLE POLISHING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1998.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF VEHICLE WASHING AND VEHICLE POLISHING MACHINES LEASED TO OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1998.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR REMINDER SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MAINTENANCE OF VEHICLE FINISHES, NAMELY, R E M I N D I N G V E H I C L E O W N E R OR LESSEE TO RETURN TO DEALERSHIP FOR PERIODIC MAINTENANCE OF VEHICLE FINISH AND NOTIFICATION OF DEALER OF SUCH CUSTOMER NOTIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL KEY RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR DUFFEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CUPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR VESTS AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR FLOOR MATS FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY VEHICLES, NAMELY, PEDAL CARS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

Z4

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR NECKLACES, BRACELETS, ANKLETS, RINGS AND BADGES OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) BAGS, NAMELY, SHOULDER BAGS, HANDBAGS, BOSTON BAGS, RUCKSACKS TRUNKS, SUITCASES, CARRIER BAGS, DRESS BAGS, HIP BAGS, PURSES, SMALL HANDBAGS AND CARRYING BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, LEATHERWEAR AND SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, SUITS, JACKETS, COATS, PARKAS, SHIRTS, SKIRTS, PANTS, OVERALLS, DRESSES, VESTS, BERMUDA SHORTS, SHORT PANTS, SWEATERS, SWIMSUIT, SWEATPANTS, UNDERWEAR, GARTERS, SCARVES, APRONS, HOISERY, SHAWLS, GLOVES, MUFFLERS, HATS, CAPS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, CROSS-TRAINERS, SHOES, BOOTS, HALF BOOTS, LONG BOOTS, WOMEN'S SHOES, RAIN SHOES, WOMEN'S AND MEN'S DRESS SHOES, WORK BOOTS, SANDALS, SPORT SHOES, SLIPPERS; BELTS; BANDS, NAMELY, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, SWEAT BANDS, NECK BANDS; SLEEPWEAR AND EVENING WEAR, NAMELY, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, NEGLIGEE, BATHROBES AND NIGHT CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

THAI KITCHEN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,052,494 AND 2,062,532. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THAI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY COOKBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2000.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR PRESERVED AND PROCESSED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, NAMELY CURRY VEGETABLES, COCONUT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, COCONUT MILK, EDIBLE OILS, AND SOUPS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-6-1993; IN COMMERCE 6-6-1993.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR FOOD PRODUCTS, NAMELY SAUCES, SPICES, NOODLES, AND RICE (U.S. CL. 46).

BACKYARD JUNGLE

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION SHOWS PROVIDING AN ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER IN THE FIELDS OF SCIENCE, NATURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

LAMAR DIXON EXPO CENTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXPO CENTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME "LAMAR DIXON" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, CAPS, SUN VISORS, SCARVES, JACKETS AND HEADBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR EXHIBITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LAMAR DIXON EXPO CENTER

2,848,375. EPICUREAN INTERNATIONAL, INC., OAKLAND, CA. SN 76-391,413. PUB. 5-13-2003, FILED 4-4-2002.


IT'S ABOUT PEOPLE, PLACES AND PASSIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PEOPLE" AND "PLACES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR GENERAL FEATURE MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ONLINE GENERAL FEATURE MAGAZINE SERVICES ACCESSIBLE VIA COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR BLADES AND BRUSHES FOR ELECTRIC CLIPPERS FOR SHEARING LIVESTOCK; POWER OPERATED SHEARS FOR SHEARING OR TRIMMING LIVESTOCK; AND MECHANIZED LIVESTOCK FEEDERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 5-21-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2001.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR CLIPPERS AND HAND OPERATED SHEARS FOR SHEARING OR TRIMMING LIVESTOCK (U.S. CLS. 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC FENCES FOR LIVESTOCK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2002.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MICROPHONES, SOUND AMPLIFIERS, ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR HEARING AIDS, MEDICAL DEVICES AND ASSISTIVE HEARING DEVICES, ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS, BATTERY ADAPTERS, REMOTE COMPUTER KEYBOARDS, REMOTE CONTROLS FOR TELEVISIONS AND STEREOS, WIRED AND WIRELESS HEADSETS, USB CONVERTERS, CELLULAR AUDIO ADAPTERS, TELEPHONE ACCESSORY INTERFACE; MINIATURE TRANSDUCERS, NAMELY, MICROPHONES AND RECEIVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2002.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR HEARING AID COMPONENTS, NAMELY, VOLUME CONTROLS, SWITCHES, TELECOILS AND TRIMMERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2002.

2,848,432. RED ANGUS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, DENTON, TX. SN 76-400,155. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 4-25-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ANGUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR LIVE CATTLE, NAMELY, A BREED OF CATTLE DEFINED AS THOSE CATTLE THAT ARE BRAHMAN/ANGUS DERIVATIVES WITH A MINIMUM OF FIFTY PERCENT RED OR BLACK ANGUS, EXCLUDING THOSE CATTLE THAT ARE PUREBRED RED ANGUS, CATEGORY 1A/1B CATTLE (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTEREST OF CATTLE PRODUCERS, GENETIC SUPPLIERS AND BREEDERS BY PROVIDING PRODUCT MARKETING, MANAGEMENT METHODS AND GENETIC IMPROVEMENT INFORMATION TO ITS MEMBERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.

2,848,441. AFNI, INC., BLOOMINGTON, IL. SN 76-401,188. PUB. 1-14-2003, FILED 4-24-2002.

UPSOURCE

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


TELECOACH

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR DEBT COLLECTION AND RECOVERY SERVICES; DEBT PURCHASING SERVICES, NAMELY PURCHASING THE DEBT AND ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101A AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCE TO EDUCATE HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF CHILDHOOD DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION TO HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF CHILDHOOD DISEASES AND PROVIDING REMOTE MEDICAL CARE VIA BI-DIRECIONAL AUDIO-VISUAL TRANSMISSION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTEREST OF CATTLE PRODUCERS, GENETIC SUPPLIERS AND BREEDERS BY PROVIDING PRODUCT MARKETING, MANAGEMENT METHODS AND GENETIC IMPROVEMENT INFORMATION TO ITS MEMBERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.

2,848,452. GLOVCO (M) SDN BHD, SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN, MALAYSIA. SN 76-403,740. PUB. 6-10-2003, FILED 5-3-2002.

EBONY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PROTECTIVE LATEX GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2002.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR LATEX GLOVES FOR MEDICAL, SURGICAL AND DENTAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2003.


CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR UMBILICAL CORD BLOOD (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR COLLECTION AND STORAGE OF UMBILICAL CORD BLOOD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

2,848,481. CERIDIAN CORPORATION, MINNEAPOLIS, MN. SN 76-406,711. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 5-1-2002.

EBONY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,868,786 AND OTHERS.
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MANUALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RESOURCES, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR USE BY EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES IN MANAGING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION RELATING TO EMPLOYMENT, PAYROLL, PAYROLL CHECKS, PAYROLL TAXES, FUNDS TRANSFERS, WAGE DISBURSEMENTS, BENEFITS, TIME AND ATTENDANCE, RECRUTING, AND TRAINING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MANUALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH DESIGNED FOR USE IN SEARCHING FOR ELDER CARE FACILITIES AND SERVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROVIDING LEGAL AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE INFORMATION RELATING TO HUMAN RESOURCES; PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPE, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO TAPE, AND MOTION PICTURE FILMS FEATURING TOPICS IN HUMAN RESOURCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, PRESS RELEASES, DATA SHEETS, AND BROCHURES FEATURING LEGAL AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE INFORMATION; NEWSLETTERS AND REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RESOURCES; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, NAMELY, TEXTBOOKS, WORKBOOKS, USER MANUALS AND GUIDES FEATURING TOPICS IN HUMAN RESOURCES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RESOURCES, PAYROLL AND BENEFITS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING IN-PERSON AND ONLINE CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, IN THE FIELDS OF HUMAN RESOURCES, PAYROLL, AND BENEFITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ON COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS RELATING TO HUMAN RESOURCES, PAYROLL AND BENEFITS; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RESOURCES, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR USE BY EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES IN MANAGING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION RELATING TO EMPLOYMENT, PAYROLL, PAYROLL CHECKS, PAYROLL TAXES, FUNDS TRANSFERS, WAGE DISBURSEMENTS, BENEFITS, TIME AND ATTENDANCE, RECRUTING, AND TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2002.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR COUNSELING IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONAL HEALTH, WELL BEING, NUTRITION, MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE; PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET FOR EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES AND THEIR FAMILIES RELATING TO FAMILY MATTERS, ELDER CARE, HEALTH, WELL BEING, AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2002.

JUDY VILMAIN

THE NAME "JUDY VILMAIN" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR CUSTOM PEWTER AND ENAMELED PEWTER ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BOTTLE STOPPER ORNAMENTS, FIGURINES, KEY CHAINS, AND MONEY CLIPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2004.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY CHARMS, ORNAMENTAL PINS, DECORATIONS, MEDALLIONS, MEDALS, BADGES AND INSIGNIA OF PRECIOUS METAL, AND NON-PRECIOUS METALS, NAMELY GOLD, GOLD FILLED, SILVER, STERLING SILVER, BRASS, BRONZE, PEWTER (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 29 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2004.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2004.
2,848,490. GATEWAY, INC., POWAY, CA. SN 76-407,621.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER PERIPHERALS,
PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISC FEATURING EDU-
CATIONAL TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS
AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE, TELEVISION SETS (U.S.
CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED
MATTER
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY PRODUCT AND IN-
FORMATION CATALOGS AND EDUCATIONAL TRAIN-
ING BOOKS AND MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF
COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS.
2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND
LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION; TECHNICAL
SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY TROUBLESHOOTING
OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PRO-
BLEMS VIA TELEPHONE, E-MAIL, AND IN PERSON
(U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

2,848,501. CARLISLE INTANGIBLE COMPANY, SYRA-
CUSE, NY. SN 76-409,757. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 5-20-
2002.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR BELTS FOR MACHINES, NAMELY, POWER
TRANSMISSION BELTS, DRIVE BELTS, SYNCHRO-
OUS BELTS, TIMING BELTS, AND CLEANING BELTS
(U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR BELTS FOR LAND VEHICLES AND SNOWMO-
BILES, NAMELY, POWER TRANSMISSION BELTS,
DRIVE BELTS, SYNCHRONOUS BELTS, AND TIMING
BELTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

2,848,502. MEDICA HEALTH PLANS, MINNETONKA, MN.
SN 76-409,796. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 5-17-2002.

MEDICA DENTALCHOICE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,761,828, 2,392,584, AND
OTHERS.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR DENTAL HEALTH INSURANCE UNDERWRIT-
ING AND ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
102).
FIRST USE 6-1-1991; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1991.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICUL-
TURAL SERVICES
FOR DENTAL HEALTH CARE IN THE NATURE OF
HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION; MANA-
GED DENTAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES; PROVIDING
DENTAL HEALTH CARE BY DENTISTS; DENTISTS
SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-1991; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1991.

2,848,515. BETTER WORLD TELECOM, INC., RESTON, VA.

AMERICA’S
TELECOMMUNICATION
CHOICE FOR SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARD SERVICES (U.S.
CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-8-2002.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY,
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION
SERVICES, TOLL FREE SERVICES, CONFERENCE-
CALLING SERVICES, UNIFIED MESSAGING SER-
VICES, AND INTERNET DIAL-UP ACCESS SERVICES
(U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 2-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-8-2002.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK IS NOT LINED FOR ANY COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CIRCLE WITHIN A CIRCLE WHERE THE NAME "BEYOND CONTROL RECORDS" IN WRITTEN IN THE INNER CIRCLE IN STYLIZED LETTERS.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, NAMELY, PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO TAPES, ENHANCED CD'S, COMPACT DISCS, PRE-RECORDED VIDEOCASSETTES, PRE-RECORDED DIGITAL AUDIO TAPES, DVD'S, AND LASER DISCS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-26-2001.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, CAP, JACKETS, SHORTS AND RAIN COATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-26-2001.

SPRAYWATCH

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SCIENTIFIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING AND CHECKING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY THERMAL SPRAY MONITORING AND MEASUREMENT DEVICES CONSISTING OF ELECTRONIC IMAGING DETECTOR; COMPUTER AND MONITOR, NAMELY COMPUTER MEMORIES, COMPUTER HARDWARE, MICROPROCESSORS, COMPUTER MONITORS, KEYBOARDS, MICE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE ALL SOLD AS A UNIT TO BE USED FOR ON-LINE IMAGING DIAGNOSTICS OF THERMAL SPRAY FOR MONITORING, DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF THERMAL SPRAYING PROCESSES AND FOR MEASUREMENT OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE THERMAL SPRAY IN THE FIELD OF COATING INDUSTRY AND FOR RESEARCH OF PARAMETERS OF THERMAL SPRAY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-2-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-8-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH RELATING THERE-TO, NAMELY SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CONSULTATION SERVICES AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF THE THERMAL SPRAY INDUSTRY; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH OF THERMAL SPRAY IN THE FIELD OF THE COATING INDUSTRY; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, NAMELY DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE TO BE USED FOR ANALYSIS, MONITORING AND RESEARCH OF THERMAL SPRAY AND FOR MEASUREMENT OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THERMAL SPRAY IN THE FIELD OF THE COATING INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PIC
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,497,204.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, BROCHURES ON RESORT AND HOTEL LODGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1987; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1987.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR ARTICLES OF CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, TEE SHIRTS, HEADWEAR, HATS, CAPS, FOOTWEAR, SHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, SWIMSUITS, SUN VISORS, BELTS AND DRESSES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-1987; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1987.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, ADVERTISING OF RESORT AND HOTEL LODGING FOR OTHERS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, SOUVENIRS, DRINKS, SNACKS, BEAUTY PRODUCTS, SUNGLASSES, AND SHOES; AND PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION COMMERCIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-1987; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1987.
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CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESORT LODGING SERVICES AND MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-1987; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1987.


FISHER OF MEN

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR SCULPTURES AND FIGURINES OF BRONZE AND PEWTER (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR SCULPTURES AND FIGURINES OF RESIN (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).


WINTER GARDEN

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR TEXTILES, NAMELY, NAPKINS, PLACEMATS, HAND TOWELS AND TABLECLOTHS, AND CANDLE-HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 29, 38, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.


FUNDWORKS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES, NAMELY, ISSUING GIFT CARDS FOR THE PURCHASE OF RETAIL CONVENIENCE STORE PRODUCTS WHICH RAISE MONEY FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES, NAMELY, ISSUING DEBIT CARDS AND CREDIT CARDS FOR THE PURCHASE OF RETAIL CONVENIENCE STORE PRODUCTS WHICH RAISE MONEY FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.


MELISSA & DOUG


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS, CALENDARS, MAPS, CHALK BOARDS, DRY ERASE BOARDS, RESPONSIBILITY CHARTS, WEATHER DISPLAY BOARDS, PENS, PENCILS, MODELING CLAY, CHALK, ERASERS, GLUE FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD USE, ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS, PAINT BRUSHES, STENCILS, RUBBER STAMPS, PAPER, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; AND MAGNETIC LEARNING BOARDS, NAMELY CALENDARS, MAPS, CHALK BOARDS, DRY ERASE BOARDS, RESPONSIBILITY CHARTS AND WEATHER BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-31-1989; IN COMMERCE 8-31-1989.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR JIGSAW PUZZLES; TOY VEHICLES; DOMINOS; MARBLES; BOWLING PINS AND BALLS; TOY BUILDING BLOCKS; TOY CONSTRUCTION BLOCKS; TOY PATTERNS BLOCKS; TOY ALPHABET AND NUMBER BLOCKS; TOY BEADS; PUPPETS; TOY MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; JUMP ROPE; YON-LYONS, SPINNING TOPS; CONSTRUCTION TOYS; MODEL VEHICLES AND RELATED ACCESSORIES SOLD AS A UNIT; CHILDREN'S MULTI-MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS; BATH TUB TOYS; CHESS SETS; CHECKER SETS; ACTION-TYPE TARGET GAMES; MAGIC TRICKS; PULL TOYS; MAGNETIC TOY FIGURES IN THE SHAPE OF LETTERS AND NUMBERS; MEMORY AND BRAIN TEASER BOARD GAMES; MANIPULATIVE GAMES CONTAINING LATCHES, LOCKS AND LACES; HOBBY CRAFT SETS FOR MAKING WOODEN VEHICLES; TOY ANIMALS; PRETEND PLAY KITS, NAMELY, TOY KITCHENS, TOY TOOL BENCHES, TOY BARNS, TOY CASTLES, TOY PARKING GARAGES AND TOY HORSE STABLES; TOY FOOD ITEMS AND TOY UTENSILS FOR PREPARING FOOD, SOLD AS A UNIT; TOY ABACUSES; TOY POUNDING BENCHES; TOY COBBLE BENCHES, SHAPE SORTING TOYS; TOY BOATS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-31-1989; IN COMMERCE 8-31-1989.

CAPTAIN NEUTRON

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS; ADVERTISING SLOGAN AND CARTOON CHARACTER LICENSING; CARTOON CHARACTER LICENSING; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION COMMERCIALS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING TELEVISION ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS; PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


FRANCISCAN FOUNDATION FOR THE HOLY LAND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRANCISCAN FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT CHRISTIANS LIVING IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND FUND RAISING AND HUMANITARIAN EffORTS FOR SUCH INDIVIDUALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2002.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES, NAMELY, RAISING FUNDS FOR EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS AND HOUSING FOR CHRISTIANS LIVING IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND FOR THE RESTORATION OF RELIGIOUS AND HISTORICAL SITES IN THE MIDDLE EAST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2002.


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, INFORMATIONAL BOOKLETS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES, COLORING SHEETS AND NEWSLETTERS ON THE SUBJECTS OF ARTHRITIS, DIABETES AND CARDIAC-VASCULAR DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-29-2002.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION ON THE SUBJECTS OF ARTHRITIS, DIABETES AND CARDIAC-VASCULAR DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-29-2002.


THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF A STYLIZED STOPWATCH.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL DOOR LOCKS; METAL PANIC BARS FOR EXIT DOORS AND METAL MULLIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR EXIT ALARMS; LOGIC CONTROLLERS AND POWER SUPPLIES; GUARD TOUR VERIFICATION SYSTEMS, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL WATCH CLOCKS; ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS, NAMELY, READERS AND KEYPADS; SECURITY SYSTEMS COMPRISING THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


MOUNTAIN SILHOUETTE AND REFLECTION

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR MAGAZINES, BROCHURES, BOOKS AND PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS ABOUT OUTDOOR RECREATION- NAMELY, FISHING, HUNTING, SHOOTING, OUTDOOR SAFETY, SNOWMOBILING, USE OF ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES, BICYCLING, BOATING, WATER SKIING, SAILING, PADDLING, RECREATIONAL WATERCRAFT, WILDLIFE IDENTIFICATION, AND CONSERVATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, BROCHURES AND MAGAZINES ON OUTDOOR RECREATION- NAMELY, FISHING, HUNTING, SHOOTING, OUTDOOR SAFETY, SNOWMOBILING, USE OF ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES, BICYCLING, BOATING, WATER SKIING, SAILING, PADDLING, RECREATIONAL WATERCRAFT, WILDLIFE IDENTIFICATION AND CONSERVATION; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL, WILDLIFE IDENTIFICATION AND CONSERVATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE ARTICLES IN THE FIELDS OF OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL, WILDLIFE IDENTIFICATION AND CONSERVATION; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CLASSES, WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING IN THE FIELDS OF OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL, WILDLIFE IDENTIFICATION AND CONSERVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


T-REX TECHNOLOGY CENTERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY CENTERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT, ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION SERVICES; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT, LEASING AND REAL ESTATE CAPITAL PLANNING SERVICES; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, CONSULTATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES; FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT RESEARCH SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TARGETING, STRUCTURING, PARTNERING AND MANAGEMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY REAL ESTATE AND OF INVESTMENTS IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY REAL ESTATE; AND REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY FACILITIES; CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING RENOVATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


T-REX
WETBLU

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PDA HOLDERS; COMPUTER CARRYING CASES; AND WHEELED COMPUTER CARRYING CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR DAILY PLANNERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LUGGAGE; SOFT-SIDED LUGGAGE; PORTFOLIOS; BRIEFCASES; BRIEFCASES-TYPE PORTFOLIOS; BACKPACKS; PURSES; ATTACHE CASES; CARRY-ON BAGS; AND DAYPACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

ORDERFRONT

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RECEIVING, PROCESSING, AND FULFILLING CUSTOMER ORDERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-16-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ORDER RECEIPT, PROCESSING AND FULFILLING CUSTOMER ORDERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-16-2002.

ISLAND B.O.B.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DECORATIVE MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2002.

A SHARP-ENDED DESIGN INSINUATING THE LETTERS "A" AND "R" WHICH CONSISTS OF A SHORT, BROAD HORIZONTAL LINE WHICH SLANTS UPWARD INTO A SHARP PEAK, THEN SLANTS DOWNWARD FORMING ANOTHER SHARP PEAK BELOW THE ORIGINAL HORIZONTAL LINE, THEN SLANTS UPWARD AGAIN TO THE SAME LEVEL AS THE ORIGINAL HORIZONTAL LINE AND THEN ENDS WITH A SHORT, BROAD HORIZONTAL LINE.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDING AND PRODUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC, INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC AND COMMENTARY AND ARTICLES ABOUT MUSIC, ALL ON-LINE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-17-2004.
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY SKIN AND FACE CREAMS, LOTIONS AND GELS; HAIRCARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, RINSES, LOTIONS, TONICS, GLOSSING AND SHAPING GELS; TOILETRIES, NAMELY TALCUM POWDER, TOILET WATER, SHOWER GELS, BATH GELS, BATH SALTS, BATH OILS, SOAP AND SOAP POWDERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2003.

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 2-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2003.

OUTSOURCING’S GLOBAL RESOURCE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OUTSOURCING’S", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RESEARCH AND CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF OUTSOURCING FOR THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF OUTSOURCING FOR BUSINESS EXECUTIVES AND MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR RAILROAD SIMULATORS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ASSIGNING FREQUENCIES TO USERS OF A RADIO FREQUENCY SPECTRUM; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR REMOTELY MONITORING THE RADIO FREQUENCY SPECTRUM TO IDENTIFY UNAUTHORIZED USERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CO-LOCATING NUMEROUS ANTENNAS BY PREDICTING INTERFERENCE BETWEEN THE VARIOUS SYSTEMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN TRACKING USERS IN A DEFINED AREA BY USING LOW COST ANTENNAS AND BADGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR INVENTORY MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF WEAPONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESEARCH IN THE FIELDS OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, DEFENSE OPERATIONS, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY, CHEMICAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND BIODEFENSE TECHNOLOGIES, EXPLOSIVE SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORT SYSTEMS; ENGINEERING, NAMELY SPECTRUM ENGINEERING; TECHNICAL AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELDS OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING, SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT, ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, RADIO TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS AND ANTENNAS, MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, AND EXTENDING PRODUCT LIFETIMES; TESTING OF COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, RADAR, AND SPACE SYSTEMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING, NAMELY TESTING OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETISM ON THE ENVIRONMENT; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF MILITARY OPERATIONS; DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF WEAPONS SYSTEMS, REMOTE MEDICAL PROCEDURES, INCLUDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROBOTS FOR USE IN REMOTE MEDICAL PROCEDURES, AEROSPACE MATERIALS, AND TECHNOLOGIES FOR HANDLING UNEXPLODED ORDNANCE; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; FACILITATING THE EXCHANGE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION, NAMELY, PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING MEDICAL DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF LIGHTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2002.
CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES
FOR PYROPHORIC LIGHTERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR SOCIAL CLUB SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A COLLECTOR’S CLUB OF PYROPHORIC LIGHTERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2002.


THE NAME "BETSY FIELDS" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL CABINET HARDWARE, NAMELY PULLS AND KNOBS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL CABINET HARDWARE, NAMELY PULLS AND KNOBS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).


FLUORIDEX DAILY RENEWAL
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,521,163.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DAILY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR DENTIFRICES, TOOTHPASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR MEDICATED MOUTHWASH, MEDICATED DENTAL RINSE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.


OPTIMAL PLUS

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR FERTILIZERS CONTAINING NUTRIENTS FOR PLANTS, DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 1-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-17-2003.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR CATS, DOGS AND HORSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-17-2003.


GRAEBEL RELOCATION SERVICES WORLDWIDE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RELOCATION SERVICES WORLDWIDE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PERSONNEL AND EMPLOYEE RELOCATION SERVICES; COMMERCIAL, OFFICE AND INDUSTRIAL RELOCATION SERVICES AND INFORMATION PROVIDED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR RELOCATION PACKING, MOVING AND STORAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


COZYCHIC

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR INFANT’S AND CHILDREN’S BED BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR INFANT’S AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY, BABY BUNTING, CLOTH BABY BIBS, BONNETS, BOOTIES, COVERALLS, CREEPERS, HEAD WEAR, JACKETS, MITTENS, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, PANTS, PULLOVERS, ROBES, ROMPERS, SHORTS, SLIPPERS, SWADDLING CLOTHES, T-SHIRTS, TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.
VESTA

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PILLOWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR COMFORTERS, BED BLANKETS, FEATHER BEDS, MATTRESS PADS, DUVET COVERS, PILLOW SHAMS, BED SHEETS AND PILLOWCASES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

LOANGEVITY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SEARCHING, COMPARING, AND REPORTING REAL ESTATE LISTINGS FOR USE IN THE REAL ESTATE AND MORTGAGE BANKING FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE REAL ESTATE AND MORTGAGE BANKING FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2002.

THE MAX MEALS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEALS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FROZEN MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF BEEF, PORK, POULTRY, AND/OR VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FROZEN MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

OPTALUX

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR MODULAR AMBIENT LIGHTING SYSTEMS FOR USE IN THE OFFICE ENVIRONMENT COMPRISING ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 2-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF MODULAR AMBIENT LIGHTING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2003.

MAMMA LEONE’S

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,313,964.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR SALADS EXCEPT MACARONI, RICE AND PASTA SALAD (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR PIZZA (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1906; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1906.

FAST TRACK

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ONLINE ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, ADVERTISER CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH THE CREATION, OPTIMIZATION AND MAINTENANCE OF SEARCH RESULT LISTINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2003.
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINE SERVICES FOR OBTAINING DATA VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2003.

GROWN WITH FAMILY PRIDE FOR 3 GENERATIONS

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR PRE-CUT FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES AND PRE-CUT GARDEN SALADS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-3-2003.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR FROZEN CARBONATED BEVERAGES, NAMELY, FROZEN SODA (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 4-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-25-2003.

ELECTRIC ICE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR ITALIAN WATER ICE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-25-2003.

CENTERPLATE
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CONCESSION STANDS, RETAIL KIOSKS AND ROVING VENDOR SERVICES FEATURING FOODS, BEVERAGES, SOUVENIRS, NOVELTIES AND/OR SUN-DRIES, AND OPERATION OF A BUSINESS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, MANAGEMENT OF SPORTS STADIUMS, ARENAS AND OTHER SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF TELECOMMUNICATION, DATA BASE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION, INTERNAL AUDITING AND ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING, NAMELY, MANAGEMENT OF SPORTS STADIUMS, ARENAS AND OTHER SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ONDA 92
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "92", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE SPANISH WORDS IN THE MARK TRANSLATE TO "IN THE GROOVE".

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC AND MUSICAL AND TALK VARIETY PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


TITLE TRIUMPH
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TITLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, QUESTION AND ANSWER CARDS AND INSTRUCTIONAL SHEETS, FOR A BOARD GAME THAT FEATURES REAL ESTATE, SETTLEMENT, AND LAND TITLE INSURANCE TERMINOLOGY, CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES; PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY EDUCATIONAL, TEACHING AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS RELATED TO REAL ESTATE, SETTLEMENT AND LAND TITLE INSURANCE TERMINOLOGY, CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR BOARD GAME DESIGNED TO ENHANCE TRAINING AND KNOWLEDGE OF REAL ESTATE, SETTLEMENT AND LAND TITLE INSURANCE TERMINOLOGY, CONCEPTS, AND PRACTICES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS RELATED TO REAL ESTATE, SETTLEMENT AND LAND TITLE INSURANCE TERMINOLOGY, CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 5-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS ON TOPICS OF HUNTING, FISHING, CAMPING AND OUTDOOR SPORTS; RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMING SERVICES; AND PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET ON TOPICS OF HUNTING, FISHING, CAMPING AND OUTDOOR SPORTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2003.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCRAPBOOK" AS TO CLASS 16 ONLY. APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRERECORDED AUDIO TAPES, COMPACT DISCS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, AND VIDEO TAPES RELATING TO MOTORSPORTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-6-2003.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For albums, namely scrapbooks, loose leaf binders, calendars, blank cards, note cards, playing cards, trading cards, children's activity books, children's books, coloring books, desk pads, markers, pens, pencils, memo pads, note books, note paper, printed paper labels, stationery writing paper, envelopes, photographs, magazines, books, brochures and pamphlets relating to motorsports (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 90).

First use 3-6-2003; in commerce 3-6-2003.

FEORI

The English translation of the mark is "TORNADO".

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

For commercial and domestic laundry, dry cleaning and wet cleaning equipment, all for clothes, namely clothes washers, dry cleaning machines for clothes, non-perc dry cleaning machines for clothes, wet cleaning machines for clothes, spotting tables for pre-treating spots on clothes prior to further cleaning and commercial clothes pressing machines (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 and 35).

First use 5-5-2003; in commerce 5-5-2003.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

For commercial and domestic use clothes dryers (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

First use 5-5-2003; in commerce 5-5-2003.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

For athletic wear, namely, shorts, jerseys, warm-up jackets and pants, t-shirts, sweat suits and uniforms (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).


CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

For protective equipment for sports, namely, knee pads, elbow pads, ear guards and shin guards (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).


STITCH-IN-TIME

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For computer software for monitoring, analyzing, and reporting on changes to business data stored in business computer databases (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First use 3-14-2003; in commerce 3-14-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For professional consulting services delivered to businesses for the purpose of improving the integrity of business data stored in business computer databases and/or enhancing the effectiveness of processes which create, maintain, modify, or remove business data from one or more business computer databases (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).

First use 3-14-2003; in commerce 3-14-2003.

TOWNSTEEL

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

For door locks and parts thereof made primarily of metal parts; mechanical metal safes and safe deposit boxes; metal tool storage units, metal tool boxes, metal tool trays, metal boxes (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 and 50).


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For electric and electronic locks; electronic safes; microprocessors for lock mechanisms; electric and electronic door access controls; lock programming units comprised of computer terminals and hand-held keypads; lock management and control software; integrated circuits for locksmithing and control of accesses (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).


VILLAGER


No claim is made to the exclusive right to
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR VIDEO AND AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES AND COMPACT DISCS, CDS, ALL FEATURING INFORMATION RELATING TO WEIGHT LOSS, DIET, FITNESS, AND HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-12-2002.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR SERIES OF NON-FICTION BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, AND PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, ALL FEATURING INFORMATION RELATING TO WEIGHT LOSS, DIET, FITNESS, AND HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-12-2002.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR HOUSEHOLD CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES FOR SENIOR CITIZENS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

SIZE-A-WEEK SLIM DOWN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SLIM DOWN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR VIDEO AND AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES AND COMPACT DISCS, CDS, ALL FEATURING INFORMATION RELATING TO WEIGHT LOSS, DIET, FITNESS, AND HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-12-2002.
CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING SENIOR HOUSING AND ASSOCIATED SUPPORTIVE SERVICES ON THE PREMISES, NAMELY, RETIREMENT HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PERSONAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE ALARM SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

HEALTHLADDER

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS IN THE NATURE OF PAMPHLETS IN THE FIELD OF EXERCISING; BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF EXERCISING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR EXERCISE; EQUIPMENT PRINTED MATERIALS; BOOKS; VIDEOS; AUDIO TAPES; CLOTHING AND FITNESS SERVICES, NAMELY MEDITATION, EXERCISE CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR FITNESS SERVICES, NAMELY EXERCISE CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.

INNOVATION AND QUALITY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR ROOM FRAGRANCES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR AIR DEODORIZERS; HOUSEHOLD DEODORIZERS; DEODORIZING COMPOSITIONS; ROOM DEODORIZERS FOR USE IN VACUUM CLEANERS; HOUSEHOLD DEODORIZANTS FOR USE IN REFRIGERATORS AND DISHWASHERS; AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

TIME & PLACE

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR LEASING AND MANAGEMENT OF REAL ESTATE PROPERTIES TO OTHERS; REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SPECIAL EVENT SERVICES, NAMELY SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR CONCIERGE SERVICES FOR OTHERS COMPRISING MAKING REQUESTED PERSONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND RESERVATIONS AND PROVIDING CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS RENDERED TOGETHER IN A LEASED REAL ESTATE ENVIRONMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

INNOVATION AND QUALITY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR ROOM FRAGRANCES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR AIR DEODORIZERS; HOUSEHOLD DEODORIZERS; DEODORIZING COMPOSITIONS; ROOM DEODORIZERS FOR USE IN VACUUM CLEANERS; HOUSEHOLD DEODORIZANTS FOR USE IN REFRIGERATORS AND DISHWASHERS; AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR IMPRINTED PAPER AND PLASTIC TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,813,147.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "CALLEDGE" WHERE THE "CALL" IS IN YELLOW AND THE "EDGE" IS BLACK AND THE WHOLE MARK IS CAPITALIZED.
CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER, INTERACTIVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET AND INTRANETS TO TRANSMIT, RECEIVE AND OTHERWISE ACCESS AND USE INFORMATION; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF SERVICES PACKAGES FEATURING ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING: MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO THE INTERNET AND INTRANETS, LOCAL TELEPHONE SERVICE, LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE, CALLER ID, CALL WAITING, CALL SCREENING, FRAUD PREVENTION, CALL RETURN, VOICE-MAIL AUTO REDIAL, PRIORITY CALL, CALL REJECTION, REJECTIONS, CALL FORWARDING, CALL BLOCKING; AND THREE-WAY CALLING; TRANSMISSION OF VOICE DATA IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO AND INFORMATION VIA TELEPHONE AND THE INTERNET AND INTRANETS, AND OTHER MEANS; PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING HIGH SPEED AND SCALABLE SPEED INTERNET AND INTRANET ACCESS; TRANSMISSION OF DATA, AUDIO, VIDEO AND OTHER SIGNALS OVER TELEPHONE, CABLE, AND FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 8-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER, INTERACTIVE ACCESS TO THE INTERNET AND INTRANETS, TO TRANSMIT, RECEIVE AND OTHERWISE ACCESS AND USE INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 8-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.


COMPLETEIT

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR GLOBAL COMPUTER MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY AN INTEGRATED SET OF SERVICES COMPRISING COMPUTER NETWORK INSTALLATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR GLOBAL COMPUTER MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY AN INTEGRATED SET OF SERVICES COMPRISING COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


MATREX

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR A DIABETES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR INFORMATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS RELATING TO DIABETES AND DIABETES MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR BACKPACKS, CANVAS BACKPACKS, ATHLETIC BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, GYM BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, BEACH BAGS, BRIEFCASES, PURSES, SUITCASES, TRUNKS, LUGGAGE, WAIST PACKS, AND WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


ESI[TRONIC]

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30051563, FILED 7-11-2000, REG. NO. 30051563, DATED 10-24-2000, EXPIRES 7-11-2010.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM AND DVD FOR USE IN THE AUTOMOTIVE AND MOTOR VEHICLE REPAIR INDUSTRIES FOR USE IN ANALYZING AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND FUNCTIONS, FOR ANALYZING DEFECTS AND MALFUNCTIONS IN MOTOR VEHICLES, FOR PRICING PARTS AND SERVICES, FOR MANAGING A DATABASE FOR DETERMINING AVAILABILITY OF PARTS, SUPPLIES AND MECHANICS' SERVICES, AND FOR THE GENERATION OF COST ESTIMATES TO PERFORM REPAIRS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION CONCERNING THE AUTOMOTIVE AND MOTOR VEHICLE REPAIR INDUSTRIES; REPAIR OF MOTOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR BACKPACKS, CANVAS BACKPACKS, ATHLETIC BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, GYM BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, BEACH BAGS, BRIEFCASES, PURSES, SUITCASES, TRUNKS, LUGGAGE, WAIST PACKS, AND WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BELTS, CAPES, CAPS, COATS, SHOES, HATS, GLOVES, SKI GLOVES, GOLF CAPS, BELTS, GOLF JACKETS, GOLF PANTS, GOLF RAIN COATS, GOLF SHIRTS, GOLF SHOES, GOLF SOCKS, GOLF VESTS, JACKETS, JEANS, KNIT SWEATERS, KNIT SHIRTS, PANTS, RAIN COATS, SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SLEEPERS, SOCCER SHOES, SOCKS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, SPORTS SHIRTS, STOCKINGS, SUITS, SWIMSUIT, T-SHIRTS, TANK-TOPS, TIES UNDERWEAR, UNIFORMS, SPORT FOOTWEAR, BASEBALL CAPS, AND WRISTBANDS (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR CLOTHING BUCKLES, BUTTONS FOR CLOTHING, ORNAMENTAL NOVELTY BUTTONS, SHOE BUCKLES, SHOE LACES, AND ZIPPERS (U.S. Cls. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, KITES, SOCCER BALLS, BASKET BALLS, VOLLEY BALLS, GOLF BALLS, TENNIS BALLS, GOLF BAGS, TENNIS RACKETS, ABDOMINAL EXERCISERS, STAIR CLIMBERS, WEIGHT LIFTING BELTS, EXERCISE WEIGHTS AND BENCHES, HAND GRIPS FOR GYMNASIc horizontal BARS, GLOVES FOR ATHLETIC USE IN THE SPORTS OF BASEBALL, GOLF, BOXING, AND GYMNASIcS, AND SHIN GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE (U.S. Cls. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CONTROL SOLUTIONS FOR USE WITH MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTS (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 3-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2002.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 2-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-24-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING; ENGINEERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEATING VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING (U.S. Cls. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-24-2002.

CHARACTER ARTS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT, MANAGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT AND TRADEMARK LICENSEES, MANAGEMENT OF CREATIVE SERVICE PROVIDERS, NAMELY, MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS AND MANAGEMENT OF WRITERS IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THEATRICAL MOTION PICTURES, TELEVISION SHOW PRODUCTION; DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; PRODUCING LIVE THEATRICAL EVENTS; PRODUCTION OF VIDEO DISCS FOR OTHERS, AUDIO RECORDING AND PRODUCTION (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR PROCESSED FRUITS AND/OR VEGETABLES AND/OR BEANS AND/OR NUTS IN SOUP; PROCESSED FRUITS AND/OR BEANS AND/OR NUTS IN SYRUP; JELLIES; MILK AND MILK-BASED BEVERAGES; FLAVORED MILK; SOY-BASED BEVERAGES USED AS A MILK SUBSTITUTE (U.S. Cl. 46).
FIRST USE 4-9-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2002.
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR BEANS AND/OR NUTS PASTES; FERMENTED RICE; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES; COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; NON-ALCOHOLIC FOOD BEVERAGES CONTAINING TAPIOCA AND/OR SAGO AND/OR BARLEY; TAPIOCA AND/OR SAGO AND/OR BARLEY IN SYRUP (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-9-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2002.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS; NON-ALCOHOLIC NON-CARBONATED FRUIT AND VEGETABLE-BASED DRINKS AND BEVERAGES; FRUIT JUICES AND VEGETABLE JUICES; CONCENTRATES, EXTRACTS, POWDERS, AND SYRUPS FOR MAKING NON-ALCOHOLIC NON-CARBONATED BEVERAGES, NAMELY FRUIT AND VEGETABLE-BASED DRINKS AND BEVERAGES, FRUIT JUICES, AND VEGETABLE JUICES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 4-9-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2002.

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR POLYURETHANE FOAMS FOR INCORPORATION INTO MATTRESSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR MATTRESS PADS AND MATTRESS TOPPERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR GAS OPERATED BRAZING TORCHES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, NAMELY, TORCH TIPS AND NOZZLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR HAND-HELD GAS OPERATED WELDING TORCHES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, NAMELY, TORCH TIPS AND NOZZLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DELUXE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,219,337 AND 2,483,503.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR SERVING AS A HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT FOR OTHERS; MAINTAINING EMPLOYEE TIME AND ATTENDANCE RECORDS; WAGE PAYROLL PREPARATION; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RESOURCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2002.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR BABY CARRIAGES, BABY STROLLERS, CHILDREN’S CAR SEATS, COVERS FOR BABY STROLLERS, LUGGAGE CARRIERS FOR VEHICLES, VEHICLE SEAT COVERS, CAR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY CUP HOLDERS, STEERING WHEEL COVERS, VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY SUN VISORS, BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-30-2003.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR BEDS, BABY FURNITURE, NAMELY PLAYPENS, PICTURE FRAMES, MIRRORS, JEWELRY BOXES NOT OF METAL, FIGURINES MADE OF PLASTIC, RESIN, PLASTER, WAX OR WOOD; ORNAMENTS MADE OF PLASTIC, PLASTER, WAX OR WOOD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-28-2003.

FREE TO BE

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS; PAYROLL TAX DEBITING AND CREDITING SERVICES; TAX PAYMENT PROCESSING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2002.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, NAMELY COUNSELING IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONAL HEALTH, WELL BEING, NUTRITION, MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE; PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET FOR EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES AND THEIR FAMILIES RELATING TO FAMILY MATTERS, ELDER CARE, HEALTH, WELL BEING AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2002.

MOTHER GOOSE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,871,889, 1,878,691, AND 1,893,167.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY TOWEL HOLDERS, WASHING CLOTHS, BATH SPONGES, SHOWER CADDIES, BABY BATH TUBS, PLASTIC BATH RACKS, POTTY PANS FOR CHILDREN, SOAP DISHES AND SOAP DISPENSERS, TRASH CANS, CONTAINERS NOT MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS FOR HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN USE, BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY, SERVING-WARE FOR SERVING FOOD, THERMAL INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD OR BEVERAGE, ORNAMENTS MADE OF CHINA, CRYSTAL, GLASS, PORCELAIN OR TERRACOTTA, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, LUNCH BOXES, BUCKETS, GARBAGE CONTAINERS FOR USE IN CARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-30-2003.


IT'S JUST A SMARTER WAY TO DO BUSINESS

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS, SOLD AS A UNIT, FOR USE IN CREATING AND IMPLEMENTING DECISION PROCESSES USING MODELING, SCORING, AND ANALYTICS IN THE FIELDS OF MARKETING AND SOLICITATION, ACCOUNT ORIGINATION, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT, RISK MANAGEMENT, PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT, AND DATA MANAGEMENT, SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS FOR USE IN CREATING AND IMPLEMENTING DECISION PROCESSES USING MODELING, SCORING, AND ANALYTICS IN THE FIELDS OF MARKETING AND SOLICITATION, ACCOUNT ORIGINATION, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT, RISK MANAGEMENT, PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT, AND DATA MANAGEMENT, AND FRAUD MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 11-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-6-2002.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED GUIDES, MANUALS AND TEACHING MATERIALS FOR USE IN THE CREATION AND EXECUTION OF BUSINESS DECISION PROCESSES USING MODELING, SCORING, AND ANALYTICS IN THE FIELDS OF MARKETING AND SOLICITATION, ACCOUNT ORIGINATION, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT, RISK MANAGEMENT, PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT, DATA MANAGEMENT, AND FRAUD MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR COMPUTERIZED DATABASE MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES AND DATA PROCESSING SERVICES, FOR USE IN CREATING AND IMPLEMENTING DECISION PROCESSES USING MODELING, SCORING, AND ANALYTICS IN THE FIELDS OF MARKETING AND SOLICITATION, ACCOUNT ORIGINATION, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT, RISK MANAGEMENT, PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT AND DATA MANAGEMENT, STATISTICAL FORECASTING AND ANALYSIS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION, AND PREPARING BUSINESS REPORTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS, CREDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT; INSURANCE CONSULTATION; INSURANCE IN DEBT RECOVERY AND COLLECTION; FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, AND CONFERENCES IN THE NATURE OF CREATION AND EXECUTION OF BUSINESS DECISION PROCESSES USING ANALYTICAL MODELS, DATA MANAGEMENT AND SOFTWARE FOR MARKETING, CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ACCESSING AND SEARCHING DATA BASES USING MODELING, SCORING AND ANALYTICS IN THE FIELDS OF MARKETING AND SOLICITATION, ACCOUNT ORIGINATION, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT, RISK MANAGEMENT, PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT AND DATA MANAGEMENT, COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; WEB-HOSTING SERVICES; DATA MINING AND COLLECTION SERVICES USING PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE TO EVALUATE, ANALYZE, COLLECT AND WAREHOUSE DATA FOR USE IN THE CREATION AND EXECUTION OF BUSINESS DECISION PROCESSES USING ANALYTICAL MODELS, DATA MANAGEMENT AND SOFTWARE FOR MARKETING, CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT USING MODELING, SCORING AND ANALYTICS IN THE FIELDS OF MARKETING AND SOLICITATION, ACCOUNT ORIGINATION, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT, RISK MANAGEMENT, PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT AND DATA MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CREATING AND IMPLEMENTING DECISION PROCESSES USING ANALYTICAL MODELS, DATA MANAGEMENT AND SOFTWARE FOR MARKETING, CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ACCESSING AND SEARCHING DATA BASES USING MODELING, SCORING AND ANALYTICS IN THE FIELDS OF MARKETING AND SOLICITATION, ACCOUNT ORIGINATION, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT, RISK MANAGEMENT, PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT AND DATA MANAGEMENT, COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; WEB-HOSTING SERVICES; DATA MINING AND COLLECTION SERVICES USING PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE TO EVALUATE, ANALYZE, COLLECT AND WAREHOUSE DATA FOR USE IN THE CREATION AND EXECUTION OF BUSINESS DECISION PROCESSES USING ANALYTICAL MODELS, DATA MANAGEMENT AND SOFTWARE FOR MARKETING, CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT USING MODELING, SCORING AND ANALYTICS IN THE FIELDS OF MARKETING AND SOLICITATION, ACCOUNT ORIGINATION, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT, RISK MANAGEMENT, PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT AND DATA MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR CONSULTATION IN THE IDENTIFICATION OF FRAUD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.


WINGS 'N THINGS

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS, INFORMATIONAL BROCHURES AND PROGRAMS REGARDING AVIATION, AIR SAFETY AND SUBJECT MATTER DIRECTED TO AVIATION ENTHUSIASTS, POSTERS, CALENDARS AND DECALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, CAPS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, JACKETS AND SWEAT-PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR EMBROIDERED PATCHES FOR CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF AIR SAFETY AND EDUCATION, AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING AN ANNUAL AIR SHOW (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR MAKING TELEPHONE AND ONLINE RESERVATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS FOR LODGING IN HOTELS, MOTELS, RESORTS, AND LODGES AND CAMPGROUNDS LOCATED IN FEDERAL, STATE, AND PROVINCIAL PARKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2002.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE RESERVATION OF LODGING IN HOTELS, MOTELS, RESORTS, AND LODGES AND CAMPGROUNDS LOCATED IN FEDERAL, STATE, AND PROVINCIAL PARKS, AND FOR USE IN THE RESERVATION OF ACCESS TICKETS FOR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND THE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN SUCH FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ARRANGING FOR TELEPHONE AND ONLINE TICKET RESERVATION SERVICES FOR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN SUCH FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR MAINTAINING, HOSTING, AND UPDATING DISPARATE DATABASES OF OTHERS ALL RELATED TO COMMERCIAL BILLING AND ACCOUNT INFORMATION, EMERGENCY SUPPORT INFORMATION, LOCATION OF INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES; PROVIDING MAINTENANCE OF EMERGENCY INFORMATION DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2002.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR MAKING TELEPHONE AND ONLINE RESERVATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS FOR LODGING IN HOTELS, MOTELS, RESORTS, AND LODGES AND CAMPGROUNDS LOCATED IN FEDERAL, STATE, AND PROVINCIAL PARKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, CAPS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, JACKETS AND SWEAT-PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR EMBROIDERED PATCHES FOR CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF AIR SAFETY AND EDUCATION, AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING AN ANNUAL AIR SHOW (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

2,849,293. INTRADO INC, LONGMONT, CO. SN 78-133,223. PUB. 11-4-2003, FILED 6-4-2002.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING AUTOMATIC NUMBER AND LOCATION AND IDENTIFICATION MICROPROCESSORS AND FOR COLLECTING AND REPORTING CALL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND EMERGENCY TELECOMMUNICATION FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF COMMERCIAL BILLING AND ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND LOCATION OF BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR MAINTAINING, HOSTING, AND UPDATING DISPARATE DATABASES OF OTHERS ALL RELATED TO COMMERCIAL BILLING AND ACCOUNT INFORMATION, EMERGENCY SUPPORT INFORMATION, LOCATION OF INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES; PROVIDING MAINTENANCE OF EMERGENCY INFORMATION DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2002.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR MAKING TELEPHONE AND ONLINE RESERVATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS FOR LODGING IN HOTELS, MOTELS, RESORTS, AND LODGES AND CAMPGROUNDS LOCATED IN FEDERAL, STATE, AND PROVINCIAL PARKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2002.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF COMMERCIAL BILLING AND ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND LOCATION OF BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR MAINTAINING, HOSTING, AND UPDATING DISPARATE DATABASES OF OTHERS ALL RELATED TO COMMERCIAL BILLING AND ACCOUNT INFORMATION, EMERGENCY SUPPORT INFORMATION, LOCATION OF INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES; PROVIDING MAINTENANCE OF EMERGENCY INFORMATION DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2002.

2,849,319. PHILLIPS, INC., TULSA, OK. SN 78-137,601. PUB. 4-8-2003, FILED 6-21-2002.

AUTOCLONE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR AN ELECTRONIC SYSTEM COMPRISED OF CAMERAS, LENSES, IMAGE STORAGE MEDIA AND A SIGNAL PROCESSOR FOR USE IN IMAGE ACQUISITION, STORAGE AND TRANSMISSION THAT PERMITS THE CAPTURING, AUTHORIZING, RECORDING, AND TRANSMITTING OF IMAGES FROM MOVABLE, STATIONARY OR ROTATING PLATFORMS; VIDEO AND AUDIO RECEIVERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE HAVING IMAGE AND SOUND GENERATING CAPABILITY FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND MOTION PICTURE CREATION RECORDED ON DIGITAL STORAGE MEDIA, NAMELY, DISCS, CD-ROMS, AND INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, CD-VIDEO, DVD AND VIDEO TAPES; MULTI-CHANNEL SIGNAL PROCESSORS; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; VIDEO AND AUDIO-VİDEO AMPLIFIERS AND RECEIVERS; TELEVISION RECEIVERS; VIDEO MONITORS; AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDERS; AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE AND DISC PLAYERS AND AND, AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE AND DISC DUBBING DECKS; CABLE TELEVISION RECEIVERS AND DECODERS; COMPUTERS; ELECTRONIC BROADCAST SIGNAL PROCESSORS; AND ELECTRONIC SATELLITE BROADCAST SIGNAL PROCESSORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING A WEB SITE ON THE INTERNET FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE, FEATURING THE COMPOSITION AND CREATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES FOR OTHERS IN THE FORM OF A VIRTUAL TOUR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL DEALERSHIP SERVICES FEATURING USED CARS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-12-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EZ TERMS CAR COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, VEHICLE LOAN FINANCING FOR RETAIL CONSUMER LOANS FOR TITLED VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-12-2002.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH" AND "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR HEALTH CARE CLAIMS PROCESSING; AND ADMINISTRATION OF PRE-PAID HEALTH CARE PLANS, POINT OF SERVICE PLANS AND MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTARY AND POINT OF SERVICE PRODUCTS, IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

DAILY APPLICATIONS

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR TRAVEL BAG (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR COSMETIC BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


SAN JUAN DE LOS OLIVOS

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "SAINT JOHN OF THE OLIVES".

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR OLIVE OIL AND PROCESSED OLIVES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR UNPROCESSED OLIVES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.
CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY EARRINGS, PENDANTS, NECKLACES, BROACHES, RINGS AND BRACELETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 30).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL JEWELRY STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


KISMET
CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC WATER HEATING KETTLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF BLACK TEA, GREEN TEA, FLAVORED TEAS AND OTHER TEAS ORIGINALLY GROWN IN INDIA, SRI LANKA, KENYA AND OTHER COUNTRIES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.


SwissPro
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR INSULATING AND SOUND ABSORBING PLATES AND SLABS; ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS OF SWISS ORIGIN (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR BUILDING MATERIALS NOT MADE OF METAL, NAMELY, ROOF PLATES AND SLABS, FACADE PLATES AND SLABS, COMPOSITE PLATES AND SLABS, DECORATIVE PLATES AND SLABS, DECORATIVE PLATES AND SLABS, ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS OF SWISS ORIGIN (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAKE COUNTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, POSTERS, SCOREBOOKS, SCORECARDS, PRINTED PAPER SIGNS, NOTE PAPER, MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF BASEBALL, BOOKS AND BOOKLETS FEATURING INFORMATION ON BASEBALL, CALENDARS, WALL CALENDARS, POSTCARDS, UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS AND PRINTED GAME SOUVENIR TICKETS, TRADING CARDS, BUMPER STICKERS, STICKERS, DECALS, WRITING PADS, AUTOGRAPH BOOKS, PRINTED BASEBALL GAME PROGRAMS, PRINTED BASEBALL SCHEDULES, STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, PENS AND PENCILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2003.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, CAPS, HATS, SHIRTS, TEE SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, SHORTS, SOCKS, INFANTWEAR, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, DRESSES, TANK TOPS, RAINCOATS, VESTS, PANTS, UNDERWEAR, UNIFORMS, BODYSUITS, PARKAS, PONCHOES, VISORS, COATS, OVERALLS, CLOTH BABY BIBS, ROMPERS, JUMPERS, HEADBANDS, AND BANDANNAS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2003.
BUFFALO EXCHANGE, LTD., TUCSON, AZ. SN 78-163,302. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 9-12-2002.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,455,879, 1,719,067, AND 2,130,579.

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR HOUSEHOLD GOODS MADE FROM TEXTILES, NAMELY, TAPESTRIES, WALL HANGINGS, BED SPREADS, BED SHEETS, BLANKETS, CURTAINS, PILLOWCASES, TABLE CLOTHS, PLACEMATS, AND NAPKINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-4-2002.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, MEN'S TOPS AND PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


THE STIPPLING IN THE DRAWING INDICATES SHADING AND IS NOT A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 34—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ECZEMA DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 9-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-6-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF ECZEMA DISORDERS AND TREATMENT THEREOF; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF ECZEMA DISORDERS AND TREATMENT THEREOF AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION SERVICES OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FEATURING INFORMATION, NEWS AND ITEMS OF INTEREST IN CONNECTION WITH ECZEMA DISORDERS AND TREATMENTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JOSE PADILLA

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MUSICAL SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDINGS, NAMELY COMPACT DISCS, CASSETTE TAPES AND VIDEOS FEATURING PRE-RECORDED MUSIC AND MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF A DISC JOCKEY COMPILATION, NAMELY, WRITING, COMPOSING, RECORDING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HOME APPLIANCES; PORTABLE KITCHEN APPLIANCES; KITCHEN ACCESSORIES, TOOLS AND GADGETS; KITCHEN LINENS AND TEXTILES; HOME FURNISHINGS; FLATWARE; TABLEWARE; KITCHEN CULINARY; JOURNALS, WRITING MATERIALS, BOOKS, ADDRESS BOOKS, PHOTO ALBUMS; APRONS; ORGANIZATIONAL CONTAINERS; APPLIANCE ACCESSORIES AND CLEANING PRODUCTS; PROVIDING PRODUCT USE, WARRANTY AND SPECIFICATION INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HOME APPLIANCES; PORTABLE KITCHEN APPLIANCES, KITCHEN ACCESSORIES, TOOLS AND GADGETS; KITCHEN LINENS AND TEXTILES; HOME FURNISHINGS; FLATWARE, TABLEWARE; KITCHEN CULINARY; JOURNALS, WRITING MATERIALS, BOOKS, ADDRESS BOOKS, PHOTO ALBUMS; APRONS; ORGANIZATIONAL CONTAINERS; APPLIANCE ACCESSORIES AND CLEANING PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-10-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF INTERIOR HOME FLOOR PLAN DESIGNS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-10-2002.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, WAIST PACKS, BACKPACKS, FANNY PACKS, DUFFEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 10-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2002.


CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SOCKS, SHORTS, SWEAT PANTS, PANTS, TANK TOPS, GOLF SHIRTS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, SWEAT SUITS, WARM UP SUITS, HEADWEAR, HEADBANDS, SUN VISORS, UNDERWEAR, BEACHWEAR; FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 10-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2002.


GO WHERE THE WIND TAKES YOU

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR VACATION REAL ESTATE TIME-SHARING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR ONLINE TRAVEL BOOKING AGENCIES; ONLINE TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 4-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; CUSTOM COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


IRON SPEED
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION SERVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT CONSULTATION AND TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2002.


CREATIVE ACCESSORIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACCESSORIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR CASES, ALBUMS, BAGS, POCKETS AND SLEEVES FOR COMPACT DISCS, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, BLANK DVDS, PRE-RECORDED DVDS, DVD PLAYERS, BLANK AUDIO CASSETTES, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES, AUDIO CASSETTE PLAYERS, MINIDISCS, MINIDISC PLAYERS, BLANK DIGITAL AUDIO TAPES, PRE-RECORDED DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE, BLANK DIGITAL DISKS, PRE-RECORDED DIGITAL DISKS, DIGITAL MEDIA PLAYERS, MP3 PLAYERS, VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAME DISCS, PERSONAL ORGANIZERS, PORTABLE TELEPHONES, TWO-WAY RADIOS, CAR STEREOS, COMPUTERS, BLANK CD-ROMS, PRE-RECORDED CD-ROMS, BLANK FLOPPY DISCS, PRE-RECORDED FLOPPY DISCS, SOLID STATE MEMORY CARDS, BLANK VIDEOCASSETTES, PRE-RECORDED VIDEOCASSETTES, CAMERAS, AND CAMCORDERS; STORAGE TRAYS AND RACKS FOR COMPACT DISCS, DVDS, MINIDISCS, DIGITAL MEDIA, VIDEO CASSETTES, GAME DISCS, CDROMS, SOLID STATE MEMORY CARDS AND FLOPPY DISCS; COMPUTER MOUSE PADS; WRIST RESTS; ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER CORD TIE WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-26-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-26-2002.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR VEHICLE CARGO BAGS AND CASES; VEHICLE TRUNK ORGANIZER BAGS AND CASES; VEHICLE GLOVE COMPARTMENT ORGANIZER BAGS AND CASES; VEHICLE CONSOLE ORGANIZER BAGS AND CASES; ORGANIZER BAGS AND CASES THAT ATTACH TO A VEHICLE SEAT (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 12-26-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-26-2002.

JUST ORANGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORANGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS

FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR AIR FRESHENERS; CARPET AND ROOM DEODORIZERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


FUSE

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR CABLE TELEVISION AND INTERNET BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMMING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


JUST ORANGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORANGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "BABY HEALTHTEX" ACCOMPANIED BY THE DESIGN ELEMENT OF A SQUARE SUBDIVIDED INTO SMALLER SQUARES CONTAINING A PICTURE OF A TOY DUCK, A BABY RATTLE, A BABY PIN AND A BABY CARRIAGE.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR DIAPER BAGS, TOTE BAGS, BABY BOTTLE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR TOWELS, WASHCLOTHS, RECEIVING BLANKETS AND BED BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR AFTER BATH COVER UPS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, BABY RATTLE AND STUFFED TOY ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

2,849,596. WESTLAKE CLUTCH USA LTD, CHICAGO, IL.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS "IRON FLOW".

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, STARTERS, ALTERNATORS, AND GENERATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR CLUTCHES FOR LAND VEHICLES, PRE-PACKAGED TRANSMISSION MOUNTING PLATES FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, FRICTION PLATES, HEAVY DUTY FRICTION PLATES, AND HEAVY DUTY REACTION PLATES, AXLE BEARINGS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE CALIPERS, BRAKE DRUMS, BRAKE LINES, BRAKE PADS, BRAKE ROTORS, BRAKE SHOES, AND BRAKES ALL FOR LAND VEHICLES; AERO-DYNAMIC FAIRINGS, CLUTCH LININGS, DISC BRAKE PADS, DISC BRAKES, ENGINES, INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES, MOTORS, UNIVERSAL JOINTS, WHEEL BEARINGS, ALL FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 44).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORS, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS, AND RETAIL WHOLESALE STORES Featuring AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, CLUTCH LININGS, CLUTCHES FOR LAND VEHICLES, PRE-PACKAGED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FRICTION PLATES, STEEL REACTION PLATES, HEAVY DUTY FRICTION PLATES AND HEAVY DUTY REACTION PLATES, AXLE BEARING FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE CYLINDER REPAIR KITS SOLD AS A UNIT FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE HARDWARE, BRAKE BLOCKS, BRAKE CALIPERS, BRAKE DRUMS, BRAKE LINES, BRAKE PADS, BRAKE ROTORS, BRAKE SHOES AND BRAKES FOR LAND VEHICLES; AERO-DYNAMIC FAIRINGS, CLUTCH LININGS, DISC BRAKE PADS, DISC BRAKES, ENGINES, INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES, MOTORS, UNIVERSAL JOINTS, WHEEL BEARINGS, ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

2,849,601. COMMSCOPE PROPERTIES, LLC, SPARKS, NV.

COMMALERT
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYEE RELATIONS; TELEPHONE HOT LINE COUNSELING, NAMELY OFFERING ADVICE REGARDING EMPLOYEE RELATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF STANDARDS AND PRACTICES TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH CORPORATE, ADMINISTRATIVE AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS LAWS AND REVIEWING STANDARDS AND PRACTICES TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH CORPORATE, ADMINISTRATIVE AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS LAWS AND REGULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.


DPC
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BEVERAGE GLASSWARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
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PENNIES FOR TWENTY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS CALLING CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.


AAA GLOBAL ADVANTAGE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 849,165, 2,659,703, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLOBAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR ISSUING TRAVELERS CHECKS AND STORED VALUE CARDS; REPLACING LOST AND STolen CREDIT CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRAVEL SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSISTING IN REPLACING LOST AND STOLEN PASSPORTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


SERVING YOU TODAY.
PLANNING FOR TOMORROW.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR UTILITY BILL MANAGEMENT AND PAYMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, TRACKING, REPORTING, ANALYZING AND DELIVERING ENERGY INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF UTILITY BILLS AND UTILITY METER DATA RATE SCHEDULES; UTILITY RELATED SERVICES, NAMELY, ENERGY USAGE INFORMATION AND ENERGY PRICE COMPARISON INFORMATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICES; PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRICITY AND GAS DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.


EXPRESSION SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC SOUND AND VIBRATION SENSORS, PICKUPS, TRANSDUCERS, AND AMPLIFIERS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 15—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, GUITARS; AND CARRYING CASES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).


STORTEX

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR SACHETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2002.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR STORAGE BOXES MADE OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PAPER, PAPER AND CARDBOARD LINERS AND SEPARATORS; PAPER USED FOR STORING AND PRESERVING TEXTILES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2002.
BEVERTAINER

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING AUDIO AND VISUAL PERFORMANCES, PERFORMANCES BY LIVE BANDS AND CONDUCTING A LIVE VARIETY SHOW; AND CASINO GAMING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SALENTO

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR COFFEE AND COFFEE BEANS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR COFFEE HOUSE AND RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

APT. 5

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIPSTICK, NAIL ENAMELS, LIP GLOSS (IN CONTAINER AND WAND), EYE SHADOWS, EYE PENCILS, LIP PENCILS, MASCARAS, FOUNDATIONS, EYE LINERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 30, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2002.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR COSMETIC BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 8-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2002.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR COSMETIC BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.
SECTION 2.—INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in one class

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS


DHACAM
FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS AND PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).


THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR THE COLORS PURPLE AND GREEN.

FOR INORGANIC, ELECTRO-CONDUCTIVE CERAMIC POWDERS HAVING ANTIMONY DOPED TIN OXIDE THAT PROVIDE STATIC DISSIPATION IN COATINGS AND PLASTICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

CLASS 1—(Continued).


VEGETABLE GARDEN BOOSTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VEGETABLE GARDEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FERTILIZERS FOR DOMESTIC USE; FERTILIZERS FOR AGRICULTURAL USE; POTTING SOIL; SOIL CONDITIONERS FOR AGRICULTURAL USE; SOIL CONDITIONERS FOR DOMESTIC USE; SOIL CONDITIONERS FOR HORTICULTURAL USE; AND SOIL ADDITIVES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 2-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2001.


ADVACOAT

FOR WATER-BASED ACRYLIC COATINGS FOR USE IN THE PRINTING INDUSTRY AND OTHER ALLIED INDUSTRIES, NAMELY THE CONVERTING, METAL DECORATING AND PACKAGING INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

2,848,401. 21ST CENTURY INNOVATIONS, INC., DOWNERS GROVE, IL. SN 76-394,199. PUB. 5-27-2003, FILED 4-8-2002.

MAGNA BOX

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR LIQUID PURIFICATION SYSTEM CONSISTING OF A DISPOSABLE BOX-SHAPED DISPENSER CONTAINING LIQUID PURIFICATION CHEMICALS, NAMELY MICRO BIOCIDES CONSISTING OF DICHLOROISOCYANURIC ACID, DIBROMOPROPIONAMIDE, AND CHLORINE DIOXIDE AND ANTISCALANT COMPOUNDS NAMELY PHOSPHONATE, POLYPHOSPHATES, AND ASPARTIC ACID (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
AG-GUARD

FOR CORROSION INHIBITING ADDITIVE FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING UREA AMMONIUM NITRATE CHEMICAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 12-20-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

NOVA SOY

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR OR SHADING.

FOR SOY EXTRACTS AND ISOFLAVONES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD PRODUCTS AND BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 2-5-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-20-1998.

EAST SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEM". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN THE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF BOATS AND WATERCRAFT, NAMELY, SYNTHETIC POLYMERS AND RESINS, PLASTIC IN THE FORM OF POWDERS, LIQUIDS AND PASTES, EPOXY RESINS, CURING AGENTS OR HARDENERS FOR EPOXY RESINS, CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR THICKENING RESINS, GRAPHITE FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, CHEMICAL SOLVENTS FOR RESINS AND PLASTICS, FIRE RETARDANT CHEMICALS, ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY, POLYMERIC BONDING AGENTS; GRAPHITE POWDER, FIBERS AND FILAMENTS, COLLOIDAL SILICA, VERY SMALL PLASTIC SPHERES AND CERAMIC SPHERES FOR ADDITION TO PROTECTIVE COATINGS; SYNTHETIC POLYMERS, RESINS AND PLASTICS; EPOXY RESIN BOAT REPAIR KIT CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF THE RESIN, CURING AGENT FOR THE RESIN, SOLVENT, THICKENING AGENTS AND FILLERS AND OTHER INCIDENTAL CHEMICALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

K-MAG NATURAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATURAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FERTILIZERS WHICH INCLUDE SULFATE OF POTASH MAGNESIA FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

MELTIUM

FOR CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MELTING SNOW AND ICE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
FRAY NO MORE

FOR ADHESIVE FOR HOME-CRAFT APPLICATIONS FOR USE IN BONDING TOGETHER FABRIC, FIBERS AND PAPER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

UTELITE E-SOIL

FOR SOIL TREATMENT COMPOSITIONS NAMELY A BLEND OF SOIL CONDITIONERS, PEAT MOSS AND KILN FIRED EXPANDED SHALE AGGREGATE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 5-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-14-2002.

Ioditech

FOR INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PHARMACEUTICALS, FEED ADDITIVES AND NYLON AND ENGINEERING POLYMERS, NAMELY POTASSIUM AND SODIUM IODIDE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FLORGIB

FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FERTILIZERS, HERBICIDES, AND PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS; FERTILIZERS FOR AGRICULTURAL AND DOMESTIC USE; SURFACTANTS FOR HERBICIDES; PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

VORACTIV

FOR CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PLASTIC FOAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 12-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-10-2003.

FUSAL

FOR GRANULAR FUSED ALUMINUM Refining FLUX (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

SUSTANE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 873,924 AND 1,295,334 FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD AND COSMETICS IN THE NATURE OF WEIGHTING AGENTS AND FLAVOR EMULSION STABILIZERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

UPSCALE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,695,647 FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN SCIENCE SPECIFICALLY FOR THE PURIFICATION OF BIOMOLECULES, REAGENTS FOR USE IN THE BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY, AND CHROMATOGRAPHY CHEMICAL SUPPORTS FOR USE IN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-3-1990; IN COMMERCE 6-23-1992.

FUEL FX

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FUEL" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR FUEL TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.
CLASS 2—PAINTS


**FLOGEN**

FOR FLUORESCENT PIGMENTS FOR USE IN ASSAYS AND DIAGNOSTICS FOR CLINICAL AND MEDICAL LABORATORY USE; FLUORESCENT PIGMENTS FOR USE IN ASSAYS AND DIAGNOSTICS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16). FIRST USE 10-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2003.


**ENSEMBLE**


**CORAFLON**


**DURABED**


**WRAPTITE**


**AQUA-GW**


**AQUA-FM**


**AQUA-PT**


**UVX**


**AQUA-WR**

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS


VIENNA SPRINGS NATURALS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATURALS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BATH AND BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHOWER GELS, FOAM BATHS, FRAGRANT BODY SPRAYS, BODY LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MATUILLAJE ARTISTICO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A FANCIFUL MASK DESIGN.
THE WORD "CARETAS" WHICH CAN BE TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH AS –MASK– AND "MATUILLAJE ARTISTICO" WHICH CAN BE TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH AS –ARTISTIC MAKEUP–
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, EYE SHADOWS, LIPSTICKS, FACE POWDERS, EYE AND LIP LINERS, LIQUID MAKE-UP BASE, COMPACTS CONTAINING POWDERS, SKIN CLEANSING LOTION, GEL MAKEUP REMOVER, TONIC MAKEUP REMOVER, ARTISTIC MAKEUP, WAX FOR STYLING ARTIFICIAL HAIR, GLUE OR ADHESIVE FOR ATTACHING ARTIFICIAL HAIR, DISSOLVENT TO REMOVE THE ABOVE MENTIONED GLUE OR ADHESIVE, PERFUMES, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, HAIR LOTION, DENTRIFICES, TOILET ARTICLES, NAMELY, TOILET SOAP, AND TOILET WATER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


JOAN RIVERS BEAUTY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAUTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
"JOAN RIVERS" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM; BLUSHER; COSMETIC PENCILS; ENAMEL FOR NAILS; EYE CREAM; EYE MAKEUP; EYE MAKEUP REMOVER; EYE PENCILS; EYE SHADOW; EYEBROW PENCILS; ARTIFICIAL EYELASHES; EYELINERS; FACE POWDER; ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS; LIP GLOSS; LIPSTICK; LIP PENCILS; HAND CREAM; CUTICLE REMOVAL PREPARATIONS; EMERY BOARDS; MAKEUP FOUNDATION MAKEUP; MASCARA; NAIL BUFFING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL POLISH; NAIL POLISH BASE COAT; NAIL POLISH REMOVER; NAIL POLISH TOP COAT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


FINAL ANSWER

FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


BROWNING SILK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BROWNING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SUNTANNING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 11-4-2000; IN COMMERCE 11-4-2000.


GUIDE AND OUTFITTER ISSUE

FOR SUNTAN LOTIONS, SUNTAN OILS, SUNBLOCK AND SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS, LIP BALM CONTAINING SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-20-2003.
CLASS 3—(Continued).


**MOSQUITO COAST**

FOR SUNSCREENS CONTAINING INSECT REPELLENT; SUN BLOCKS CONTAINING INSECT REPELLENT; AND SKIN MOISTURIZERS CONTAINING INSECT REPELLENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.


**TREVIE**

FOR HAIR SHAMPOO; BODY SOAP; HAIR CONDITIONERS; NON-MEDICATED HYDRATING BODY LOTIONS FOR USE AFTER SUN TANNING, GLYCERIN BODY SOAPS; LIQUID BODY SOAPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 9-13-2001; IN COMMERCE 9-13-2001.


**PRODIGY**


CLASS 3—(Continued).


**CHOCOLATE TEMPTATION**


**CRAYON VISAGE DUO**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRAYON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY LIP COLOR, BLUSH AND EYE COLOR (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 4-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2002.


![Bond Street](image)

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOND STREET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR PERSONAL SOAP, PERFUMERY, NAMELY, PERFUME, EAU DE COLOGNE, EAU DE TOILETTE; COSMETICS, ESSENTIAL OILS, BATH ITEMS, NAMELY, BATH SALTS, BATH OILS, BATH GELS, BATH FOAMS; TOILETRIES, NAMELY, TALC, SKIN AND BODY CREAMS AND LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 9-30-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-14-2000.


**AUPRES**

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "AUPRESS" IS "CLOSE TO". FOR SKIN SOAPS, DEODORANT SOAPS; PERFUMERIES, NAMELY, PERFUME, COLOGNE; COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIPSTICK, BLUSH, ROUGE, MAKEUP, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, HAIR GEL; SKIN CARE AND BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SKIN CONDITIONER, BODY MASKS, BODY OILS AND BODY POWDER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 9-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2003.
CLASS 3—(Continued).


COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR COMPANY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,344,400, 2,462,882, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPORTSWEAR COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SHOE CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, POLISHES, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, ODOR REMOVERS, CONDITIONERS, PROTECTIVE COATINGS; APPAREL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CLOTHING CLEANER AND PROTECTIVE COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


OPULENCE

FOR BATH PRODUCTS SOLD IN BULK TO HOTELS/ MOTEELS FOR DISTRIBUTION TO HOTEL GUESTS WITHOUT CHARGE, NAMELY HAIR SHAMPOO AND HAIR CONDITIONER, BATH GEL, BODY LOTION, FACIAL SOAP AND BATH SOAP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-3-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2001.


RASH GUARD

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,990,142 AND 2,298,754.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RASH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The stippling is a feature of the mark and does not indicate color.
FOR LUBRICATING AND MOISTURIZING LOTION AND GELS FOR THE SKIN (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


SWEET HARMONY

FOR FABRIC SOFTENER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


BIO-BASE

FOR ALL PURPOSE COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.


ACTIVILONG

FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, CREAM, LOTION, POMADE AND RELAXER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


STREET CLEANER

FOR SOLVENTS USED FOR THE REMOVAL OF SPRAY PAINT ON EXTERIOR SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2002.
CLASS 3—(Continued).


LIQUID HARD CANDY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,987,262, 2,552,029, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIQUID, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
*THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS LIQUID HARD CANDY AND THE DESIGN OF A HEART, WITH PORTIONS OF THE LETTERS 'I,' 'Q' AND 'U' IN THE WORD 'LIQUID' MISSING.
FOR PERFUME, COLOGNE, TOILET WATER AND ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.


SENSE

FOR FOUNDATION MAKEUP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.


WEMBLEY

FOR COLOGNES, PERFUMES AND EAU DE TOILETTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-12-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-12-1998.


LIFE’S BASICS

FOR SKINCARE LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1999.

CLASS 3—(Continued).


NATURAL PROTECTOR

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON REPUBLIC OF KOREA APPLICATION NO. 40-2002-0000, FILED 1-5-2002.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATURAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SUN CREAMS; SUNTAN LOTIONS; SUNTAN OILS; SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NON-MEDICATED SKIN MOISTURIZING SERUM; SKIN LOTIONS; NON-MEDICATED STIMULATING LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; BODY SHOWER GELS; HAIR SHAMPOOS; COSMETIC SOAPS; SKIN MOISTURIZING CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-5-2002.


SEPIWHITE

FOR BLEACHING PREPARATIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, NAMELY, SKIN CARE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.


PHYRIS

FOR COSMETICS, PERSONAL DEODORANTS, SKIN CLEANSING CREAMS, SKIN MOISTURIZING CREAMS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CREAMS FOR VARIOUS SKIN TYPES, SKIN CARE OILS, SKIN CARE LOTIONS, SCENTED BODY SPRAYS, PERFUME AND COLOGNE, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, SOAP AND DENTIFRICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.
DEVA

The English translation of "DEVA" is "DIVINE BEING".
FOR FULL LINE OF HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
NAMELY, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, HAIR CLEANING PREPARATIONS,
HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR GEL, MOUSSE, DYES, RINSES, BLEACH,
RELAXERS, LIGHTENERS, AND STRAIGHTENERS
(U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

HI BABY

FOR CHILDREN'S SKIN CARE AND HAIR CARE PRODUCTS,
NAMELY, BABY OIL, BATH LOTIONS,
MOISTURIZING LOTIONS, HAIR SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS
(U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2003.

CONCEAL WHEEL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "CONCEAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSMETIC CREAM TO CONCEAL BLEMISHES
AND OTHER UNDESIRABLE FACIAL MAKINGS
(U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-17-2002.

OPTISHAPE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,394,580, 1,394,581, AND 1,644,205.
FOR HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS
(U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

OPTISHINE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,394,580, 1,394,581, AND 1,644,205.
FOR HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS
(U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

LAZER OUT

FOR CLEANING SOLUTIONS FOR USE ON CARPET
(U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ZOHAR

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF ZOHAR IN THE MARK IS BRIGHT OR SHINING
FOR SKIN CARE PRODUCTS,
NAMELY, FACE CREAMS, FACIAL EMULSIONS, MOISTURIZERS,
AND LOTIONS
(U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

REAL

FOR DISH DETERGENTS,
DISHWASHING DETERGENTS,
AUTOMATIC DISHWASHING DETERGENTS,
DETERGENT SOAP, LAUNDRY DETERGENTS,
LAUNDRY BLEACH, ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATIONS
(U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 3—(Continued).


FOR CHLORINATED LIQUID DETERGENT FOR USE IN COMMERCIAL DISHWASHERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-8-1980; IN COMMERCE 4-8-1980.


EYE PATCH TOTAL
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,159,181 AND 2,526,123.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EYEPATCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.


SWIRL, TAP, BUFF
FOR COSMETIC SKIN CREAMS, LOTIONS AND GELS, PERFUMES, ESSENTIAL OILS USED AS COSMETICS, BODY LOTIONS, CREAMS AND GELS, BATH LOTIONS, COLOGNES AND TOILET WATERS, AND COSMETIC POWDERS FOR THE SKIN AND EYES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


PRECIOUS CHANDAN
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,379,324.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHANDAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "CHANDAN" IS "SANDALWOOD".
FOR TOILET SOAPs (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


RED HOT OUTLAW
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,170,038.
FOR SUNTAN PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SUNTAN OILs, SUNTAN LOTIONS, SUNTAN GELS, AFTER-SUN LOTIONS, MOISTURIZERS, SUN BLOCKS AND SUNSCREENS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


BEFORE & AFTER
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,904,877.
FOR NATURAL PROGESTERONE TRANSDERMAL CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

2,848,780. MULTITASK LLC, NEW YORK, NY. SN 76-457,055. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 10-7-2002.
PHYSICIAN MANAGED SKIN REJUVENATION SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SKIN REJUVENATION SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY SKIN CREAMS, ACIDS FOR SKIN PEELS, SKIN CONDITIONERS, AND SKIN CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.

KLERAVITEX

FOR NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, HAIR RESTORER TREATMENTS, SILICONE TREATMENTS, GELS FOR STRAIGHT AND CURLY HAIR, HAIR SPRAYS AND HAIR LOTIONS; BEAUTY AIDS, NAMELY, COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.

MENTADENT ONE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,827,994, 2,418,338, AND OTHERS.

FOR TOOTHPASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

FROZEN FIRE

FOR INDOOR TANNING LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


ACAPULCO GOLD

FOR INDOOR TANNING LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


LA ORQUIDEA LATINA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS "LATIN ORCHID".

FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


LATIN ORCHID

FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


MICRO-LIFT NETWORK

FOR ANTI-WRINKLE AND FIRMING CREAMS FOR THE FACE AND NECK (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

STYLZ

FOR SUNLESS SKIN TANNING LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

COLOR 4 YOU

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY ADHESIVES FOR ATTACHING ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS, FALSE NAILS, FINGERNAIL SCULPTURING OVERLAYS, Hand CREAM, HAND LOTIONS, HAND SOAPS, NAIL BUFFING PREPARATIONS, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAIL CREAM, NAIL ENAMELS, NAIL GLITTER, NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER, NAIL HARDENERS, NAIL POLISH, NAIL POLISH BASE COAT, NAIL POLISH REMOVER, NAIL POLISH TOP COAT, NAIL STRENGTHENERS, AND NAIL TIPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

BONE DRI

FOR NON-MEDICATED LOTION TO PREVENT SWEATING (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2003.

NICE-N-WHITE

FOR TEETH BLEACHING/TEETH WHITENING KIT COMPRISED OF DENTAL BLEACHING GEL, MOUTH TRAY AND STORAGE CASE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

HEADCASE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR SHAMPOOS, HAIR CONDITIONERS, HAIR STYLING AND FINISHING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HAIR MOUSSE, STYLING GELS, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR WAX, HAIR CREAMS, HAIR POMADES, AND HAIR STYLING CLAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

GINGER SPICE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,423,854, 2,468,118, AND 2,594,600.

FOR SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY GELS, LOTIONS, OILS, MOISTURIZERS, FOAMS, MOUSSES, CLEANSERS, SPRAYS, MISTS, CREAMS, POWDERS, AND FOUNDATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


SPIKED BUTTER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,139,877, 2,671,385, AND OTHERS.

FOR SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, TOPICAL PRODUCTS WHICH PROVIDE COSMETIC SKIN EFFECTS WHILE TANNING THROUGH EXPOSURE TO UV RADIATION, TOPICAL PRODUCTS WHICH PROVIDE A TAN APPEARANCE WITHOUT THE NEED FOR EXPOSURE TO UV RADIATION, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY GELS, LOTIONS, OILS, MOISTURIZERS, FOAMS, MOUSSES, CLEANSERS, SPRAYS, MISTS, CREAMS, POWDERS, AND FOUNDATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


SMOOTH SEAS

FOR HAIR CONDITIONER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


LASTING CREATIONS

FOR ARTIFICIAL NAILS; FINGERNAIL CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.


VELVET POWDER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POWDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PERSONAL DEODORANTS/ANTI-PERSPIRANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


CITRUS MAGIC 5 IN 1

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CITRUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH ALL PURPOSE CLEANER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 1-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2003.


GAPGIRL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,129,294, 2,003,751, AND 2,070,168.

FOR SHIMMER POWDER FOR FACE AND BODY, LIP GLOSS, LIP BALM, NAIL POLISH, SKIN SOAP, SHOWER GEL, LOTION, BATH FIXTURES IN THE NATURE OF BATH SALTS, EAU DE TOILETTE, NAIL, FACE AND BODY GLITTER AND SHIMMER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


COLOR RETENTION TECHNOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLOR RETENTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, HAIR COLORS AND HAIR COLORING PREPARATIONS, SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, ADDITIVES FOR HAIR CARE AND HAIR COLORING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


ACRYLISAFE

FOR TANNING BED CLEANERS; LAUNDRY DETERGENT; WINDOW AND HARD SURFACE CLEANERS; TANNING BED POLISHER; FLOOR CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 9-9-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-7-2002.
CLASS 3—(Continued).

DAILY RESULTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,912,156.
FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HAIR SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, STYLING GEL, AND HAIR SPRAY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.

CUBITS

FOR KITS FOR MOLDING SOAP, NAMELY, MOLDS, SOAP, FRAGRANCES, COLORS, INSERTS, AND INGREDIENT ENHANCERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

EGG CREAM

FOR PERFUMES, COSMETICS, AND SKIN TREATMENTS, NAMELY, SKIN CLEANSERS, SKIN TONERS, SKIN MOISTURIZERS, SKIN ENHANCEMENT TREATMENTS, NAMELY, CREAMS, GELS, LOTIONS, SCRUBS AND NON-MEDICATED SERUMS; SKIN CREAMS, SKIN LOTIONS, FACIAL MASKS, SKIN CAMOUFLAGE TREATMENTS, NAMELY, CREAMS, GELS, LOTIONS, SCRUBS AND NON-MEDICATED SERUMS; NON-MEDICATED ACNE TREATMENTS, NAMELY, CREAMS, GELS, LOTIONS, SCRUBS AND NON-MEDICATED SERUMS; EYE TREATMENTS, NAMELY, EYE CREAMS, EYE GELS, EYE SHADOWS, EYE PENCILS, EYEBROW PENCILS, EYEBROW CONCEALERS, EYEBROW POWders, EYE LASHES, EYE LINER POWders, EYE LINER LIQUIDS; LIP TREATMENTS, NAMELY LIP STICK, NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM, LIP PENCILS, LIP GLOSS; SKIN FOUNDATIONS; FACE POWders; BLUSHES; BLEACH CREAMS FOR THE SKIN; BODY BATH PRODUCTS, NAMELY BODY CLEANSERS, HAND CREAMS, BODY MOISTURIZERS, BODY OILS; NAIL CREAMS, GELS AND NON-MEDICATED SERUMS; FOOT CREAMS, GELS, SCRUBS, AND NON-MEDICATED SERUMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

LASTING LUXURY

FOR HARDWOOD FLOOR FINISHING PREPARATION DISTRIBUTED THROUGH EQUIPMENT RENTAL STORES FOR USE BY DO-IT-YOURSELF CONSUMERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 3—(Continued).

FOR ANTI-AGING CREAM, HERBAL ANTI-AGING CREAM, HERBAL ANTIBACTERIAL SKIN SOAPS, ANTI-WRINKLE CREAM, HERBAL ANTI-WRINKLE CREAM, COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RE-NEWAL, EYE MAKEUP REMOVER, EXFOLIANTS FOR SKIN, . SKIN LOTIONS FOR OILY SKIN, SKIN LOTIONS, MEDICAL CLEANSERS FOR SKIN, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NON-MEDICATED STIMULATING LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN, PATCHES CONTAINING SUN SCREEN AND SUN BLOCK FOR USE ON THE SKIN, SKIN ABRASSIVE PREPARATIONS, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NON-MEDICATED SKIN SERUM, SKIN CLARIFIERS, SKIN CLEANSERS, SKIN CLEANSING CREAM, SKIN CLEANSING LOTION, SKIN CONDITIONERS, SKIN CREAM, SKIN EMOLLIENTS, SKIN GELS FOR ACCELERATING, ENHANCING OR EXTENDING TANS, SKIN LIGHTENERS, SKIN LIGHTENING CREAMS, SKIN LOTION, SKIN MASKS, SKIN MOISTURIZER, SKIN MOISTURIZER MASKS, SKIN SOAP, SKIN TEXTURIZERS, SKIN TONERS, SKIN WHITENING CREAMS, SUN BLOCK, SUN SCREEN, TONERS, TOPICAL SKIN SPRAYS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, . WRINKLE REMOVING MOVIE SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

HI REZ

FOR HAIR COLOR (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

FACE SECRETS

FOR CLEANERS FOR COSMETIC BRUSHES, NAIL BRUSHES AND HAIR BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 3—(Continued).


CAPTIVATING
FOR PERFUMES, COLOGNES AND AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.


FLASH
FOR HOUSEHOLD LIQUID FLOOR CLEANER (U.S.
CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

COLOUR ADAPT PARTICLES
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, FOUNDATION (U.S.
CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


FANTASY MINT WASH
FOR FACIAL CLEANSERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-29-2003.


HUGGIES NEWBORN ULTRA-GENTLE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,078,967, 2,257,298, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEWBORN ULTRA-GENTLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BABY WIPES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 3—(Continued).


AQUA REEF
FOR ANTIPERSPIRANTS AND DEODORANTS (U.S.
CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2003.


FOUR PEAKS
FOR DISPOSABLE OR REUSABLE WIPES IMPREGNATED WITH CHEMICALS OR COMPOUNDS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND COMMERCIAL CLEANING (U.S.
CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


CURLMEMORY
FOR HAIR CARE AND HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2004.

TEEKA TAN
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SUN TAN LOTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


ANCIENT ALCHEMY
FOR HANDCRAFTED SKIN SOAPS, BATH SALTS, SKIN BODY MISTS, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN CREAMS, SKIN BALMS, SKIN DUSTING POWDER, SKIN SCRUBS, SKIN MASKS, BATH TEAS, SOLID SCENT SKIN PERFUMES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
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ENVY MY DRAMATIC DARKNESS

FOR SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY GELS, LOTIONS, OILS, MOISTURIZERS, FOAMS, MOUSSES, CLEANSERS, SPRAYS, MISTS, CREAMS, POWDERS AND FOUNDATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 30, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 9-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2003.


CLEARLY FUN SOAP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SOAP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLEAR HAND SOAP WITH TOY INSIDE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 30, 51 AND 52).


OPTI SMOOTH

FOR HAIR STRAIGHTENERS, HAIR RELAXERS AND NEUTRALIZERS, AND HAIR TREATMENT PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 30, 51 AND 52).


BARING IT ALL

FOR SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY GELS, LOTIONS, OILS, MOISTURIZERS, FOAMS, MOUSSES, CLEANSERS, SPRAYS, MISTS, CREAMS, POWDERS AND FOUNDATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 30, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 9-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2003.


STRETCHING THE TRUTH

FOR SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; NAMELY GELS, LOTIONS, OILS, MOISTURIZERS AND CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 30, 51 AND 52).


SATIN SHINE

FOR NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


A FRIENDLY FLOSS REMINDER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLOSS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ORAL CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY COMBINATION TOOTHPASTE AND DENTAL FLOSS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


SAME ROUTINE. MORE BENEFITS.

FOR SHAVING CREAM, SHAVING GEL, DEODORANT, ANTI-PERSPIRANT, FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE, BODY SPRAY, BODY LOTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


WAY BEYOND

FOR HAIR COLOR (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2004.


FULL FRAME

FOR HAIR MOUSSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 3—(Continued).

2,849,820. L’OREAL USA CREATIVE, INC., NEW YORK, NY.

SHARP EDGE
FOR HAIR STYLING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS

2,848,090. AROMATIQUE, INC., HEBER SPRINGS, AR.

THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

2,849,216. CONOCOPHILLIPS COMPANY, HOUSTON, TX.

CONOPURE
FOR MINERAL OILS FOR USE AS PROCESS OILS AND EXTENDERS IN THE RUBBER, PLASTICS, AND ADHESIVE INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

SUPERNATURAL
FOR WAX BLENDS OF MINERAL BASED WAX AND VEGETABLE BASED WAX USED PRIMARILY FOR MAKING CANDLES, WAX BLENDS OF MINERAL BASED WAX AND ANIMAL BASED WAX USED PRIMARILY FOR MAKING CANDLES; CANDLES MADE FROM A WAX BLEND OF MINERAL BASED WAX AND VEGETABLE BASED WAX; AND CANDLES MADE FROM A WAX BLEND OF MINERAL BASED WAX AND ANIMAL BASED WAX (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

2,849,748. LUMI-LITE CANDLE COMPANY, INC., NORWICH, OH.

SERRANA
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS FROM THE HILLS.
FOR FIREWOOD (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 10-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2003.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

2,847,604. PR PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., FORT COLLINS, CO.

THERAPHASE
FOR VETERINARY PREPARATIONS FOR LIVE STOCK FOR THE CONTROLLED DELIVERY OF HORMONE REPLACEMENT AND AUGMENTATION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

2,847,705. PRAECIS PHARMACEUTICALS INCORPORATED, WALTHAM, MA.

PLENAXIS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, PHARMACEUTICALS FOR TREATMENT OF HORMONALLY RESPONSIVE CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

2,847,717. CURIS, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MA.

CURIS
FOR DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS AND REAGENTS FOR CLINICAL OR MEDICAL LABORATORY USE; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF DISEASES AND DISORDERS, NAMELY, DIABETES, SKIN, NERVE AND PANCREATIC CONDITIONS, CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISEASES, ACUTE DISORDERS, NAMELY, STROKE OR TRAUMA; AND BONE AND CARTILAGE DISORDERS, SKELETAL DISEASES, IMPLANT FIXATION, OSTEOARTHRITIS, CANCER AND INFERTILITY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-31-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2000.

2,847,775. AXELGAARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LTD., FALLBROOK, CA.

DERMAFLOW
FOR MEDICAL ADHESIVE FOR ATTACHING VARIOUS DEVICES, NAMELY MEDICAL ADHESIVE FOR MEDICAL ELECTRODES, MEDICATED PATCHES AND PADS, TRANSDERMAL DELIVERY DEVICES, WOUND COVERINGS, BANDAGES, PADS TAPES, COMPRESSIONS, DRESSINGS, SUTURES AND PLASTICS, DIAPERS, GOWNS, INCONTINENCE GARMENTS AND PADS, SANITARY NAPKINS AND PADS, PANTY LINERS AND SHIELDS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 5—(Continued).

2,847,778. CPC HEALTH CORPORATION, HAUPPAUGE, NY. SN 76-050,480. PUB. 4-3-2001, FILED 5-17-2000.

ARTHRI-HEALTH


THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT, CURE, PREVENTION, MITIGATION AND DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES AND CONDITIONS OF THE ALIMENTARY TRACT, METABOLISM, BLOOD, CIRCULATORY SYSTEM, CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS, GENITO-URINARY SYSTEM, SEX HORMONES, IMMUNE SYSTEM, MUSCULO-SKELETAL SYSTEM, NERVOUS SYSTEM, RESPIRATORY SYSTEM AND SENSORY ORGANS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER; ANTIBIOTIC AGENTS FOR SYSTEMIC USE; HORMONE SUPPLEMENTS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TREATMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF DERMATOLOGICAL CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 8-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2001.

ENO


DVM Pharmaceuticals

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,149,925, 2,305,068, AND 2,315,549. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHARMACEUTICALS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


PERQUE WELL GUARD


MUSCLE DEFENSE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MUSCLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


EVALU8

KIDFIT

FOR NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2002.

2,848,127. BIODERM, INC., MADISON, WI. SN 76-310,838.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOPICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN DISORDERS, NAMELY, MEDICATED SKIN SHAMPOOS, MEDICATED HAIR CONDITIONERS, MEDICATED SKIN CREAMS, MEDICATED SKIN LOTIONS, MEDICATED OINTMENTS FOR PSORIASIS ROSACEA, SUN-BURN AND DERMITITIS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 12-12-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-28-2002.


MONTMORENCY CHERRYPOWER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MONTMORENCY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-12-2002.


FOR PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER, DIABETES, DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS, HIGH BLOOD LIPID LEVELS, COMPLICATIONS DUE TO HIGH BLOOD LIPID LEVELS, AUTOIMMUNE DISORDERS, ANTI-ANGIOGENESIS, WOUND HEALING, AND TISSUE REGENERATION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-29-2002.


CANDACLEAR

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, NAMELY, SUPPOSITORIES, VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES, MEDICATED VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES, VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES BEING PESSARIES, CREAMS, CAPSULES, POWDERS AND TABLETS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF CONDITIONS ARISING FROM YEAST AND FUNGAL INFECTIONS AND IMBALANCES IN THE NATURAL MICROFLORA; PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL OR THERAPEUTIC USE, NAMELY, SUPPOSITORIES, VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES, MEDICATED VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES, VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES BEING PESSARIES, CREAMS, CAPSULES, POWDERS AND TABLETS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF CONDITIONS ARISING FROM YEAST AND FUNGAL INFECTIONS AND IMBALANCES IN THE NATURAL MICROFLORA; NATUROPATHIC AND HOMEOPATHIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, NAMELY, SUPPOSITORIES, VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES, MEDICATED VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES, VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES BEING PESSARIES, CREAMS, CAPSULES, POWDERS AND TABLETS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF CONDITIONS ARISING FROM YEAST AND FUNGAL INFECTIONS AND IMBALANCES IN THE NATURAL MICROFLORA; ENZYME PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF CONDITIONS ARISING FROM YEAST AND FUNGAL INFECTIONS AND IMBALANCES IN THE NATURAL MICROFLORA; VITAMIN AND MINERAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2002.


REKINDLE

FOR NUTRITIONAL, DIETARY AND HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
COLOSSAL


H•E•BUDDY


RECLEANSE


EVERSURE

FOR HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS; HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR MALE SEXUAL POTENCY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 7-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2002.

DIAGNOSIT

FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC TESTS, NAMELY, IN VITRO TESTS FOR THE DETECTION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 3-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-6-2003.

PRIMARY TOXIN SHIELD

CULTURETECH

FOR ANIMAL FEED ADDITIVE IN THE NATURE OF YEAST DERIVED BYPRODUCTS FOR USE AS A NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT, NAMELY, KILLED YEAST, LIVE YEAST AND PROBIOTICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.

ISORINS

FOR MEDICAL CLEANSERS FOR WOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

NUTRITIONAL ASSETS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NUTRITIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VITAMINS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2003.

F.A.S.T.

FOR APPETITE SUPPRESSANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

VCF

FOR DISSOLVING VAGINAL DEODORIZING INSERTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.

PERFECT PORTION!

FOR MEAL REPLACEMENT BARS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 51 AND 52).

ZEN STRESS RELIEF

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STRESS RELIEF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOMEOPATHIC SUPPLEMENTS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS THAT RELIEVE OR PREVENT STRESS OR ANXIETY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-12-2003.

HEMSPRAY

FOR HEMORRHOID TREATMENT PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 12-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2003.
CLASS 5—(Continued).


QUILT
FOR AGRICULTURAL FUNGICIDES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


HEALTH RENEW
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT CONTAINING SOY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


XYLOSIN
FOR NATURAL EXTRACT FROM TAMARIND SEEDS SOLD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND MEDICATED TOPICAL SKIN TREATMENT PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 12-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-10-2003.


VITABLUE
FOR HERBAL SUPPLEMENT, NAMELY WILD BLUE-BERRY POLYPHENOL EXTRACT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


O
FOR CLITORAL STIMULATING GELS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-7-2001.


FLEX-ZYME
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

2,849,333. GULF SOUTH MEDICAL SUPPLY, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FL. SN 78-141,022. PUB. 3-4-2003, FILED 7-3-2002.

NIGHTINGALE
FOR DISPOSABLE INCONTINENCE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2002.

2,849,362. BETCO CORPORATION, TOLEDO, OH. SN 78-152,228. PUB. 6-10-2003, FILED 8-8-2002.

PERFECT SCENTS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCENTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-14-2002.


EQUINE DIRECT
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EQUINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HORSE CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, FLY SPRAY, LINEMENTS, LINIMENT WASHES, LEG LINEMENTS, NUTRACUTICALS NAMELY GLUCOSAMINE, CHONDROITIN, MSM, BIOTIN, PROBIOTICS AND PREBIOTICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.


POUNDS OFF
FOR MEAL REPLACEMENT BARS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2004.
CLASS 5—(Continued).


RENEWAL FOR SANITIZING PREPARATION, NAMELY, A TEAT DIP, USED FOR LIVE STOCK (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


OVACYST FOR VETERINARY PREPARATION FOR TREATING OVARIAN CYSTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-8-2002.


FRUIT ADVANTAGE NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRUIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS CONTAINING FRUIT EXTRACTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.


SOY DELITE NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VITAMINS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


VIGRO FOR MEDIA USED FOR THE COLLECTION, CULTURE, REPRESENTATION, RECOVERY AND TRANSFER OF MAMMALIAN EMBRYOS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


AFTER BITE XTRA OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,335,075.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "AFTER BITE".
FOR ANTI-SWELLING AND ANTI-ITCH TOPICAL SOLUTION FOR THE TREATMENT OF INSECT BITES, INSECT STINGS, IRRITATIONS FROM POISONOUS PLANTS, AND JELLYFISH STINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2003.


AFTER BITE KIDS OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,335,075.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "AFTER BITE".
FOR ANTI-SWELLING AND ANTI-ITCH TOPICAL SOLUTION FOR THE TREATMENT OF INSECT BITES, INSECT STINGS, IRRITATIONS FROM POISONOUS PLANTS, AND JELLYFISH STINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 12-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2003.


AMAZING GRASS NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRASS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CEREAL GRASS NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION MADE FROM WHEAT GRASS, BARLEY GRASS, RYE GRASS, OAT GRASS, SPELT, AND ALFALFA (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


PROSTAPROTEK FOR PROTEOGLYCAN-CONTAINING COMPOSITION FOR ORAL USE IN TREATING CHRONIC PROSTATIS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 5—(Continued).


**KWIK VITES**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VITES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR LIQUID VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.


**LEAN MYSTIQUE**

FOR NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


**ACTI-SOOTHE**

FOR ANTACIDS WITH CALCIUM (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


**SPN**

FOR NUTRITIONAL HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS


**TAPERTUFF**

FOR METAL SCREW THREAD INSERTS USED IN PLASTIC BODIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


CLASS 6—(Continued).

2,847,638. EVENING STAR INVESTMENTS, L.L.C., SPRING, TX. SN 75-756,908. PUB. 4-4-2000, FILED 7-21-1999.

**SPRING BLADE**

FOR FASTENERS, NAMELY, METAL PIERCING BODY FOR SECURING WORK PIECES TOGETHER (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.


**VACODUR**

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 39934038,6.0, FILED 6-14-1999, REG. NO. 39934038, DATED 7-30-1999, EXPIRES 7-30-2008.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,141,112, 2,268,263, AND 2,273,495.

FOR RAW AND PARTIALLY PROCESSED METALS AND ALLOYS WITH MAGNETIC PROPERTIES, INCLUDING METALS AND ALLOYS SOLD IN RIBBONS, WIRES, BARS, RODS, TAPE WOUND CORES, PARTS AND INDUCTIVE COMPONENTS, ALL FOR FURTHER MANUFACTURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


2,847,768. TYLOK INTERNATIONAL, INC., EUCLID, OH. SN 76-040,816. PUB. 2-6-2001, FILED 5-3-2000.

**CS-LOK**

FOR METAL COUPLINGS AND FITTINGS FOR TUBING (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.


**NAUTICAL TIME**

FOR FIGURINES MADE OF COMMON METAL, NAMELY, METAL FIGURINES IN THE SHAPES OF SHIPS, LIGHTHOUSES, DIVE HELMETS, SHIP WHEELS, PORTHOLES, MARINE LIFE, LIFE PRESERVERS, ANCHORS, TREASURE CHESTS AND GLOBES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


DRI-DESIGN

FOR METAL EXTERIOR WALL PANELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-3-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-3-2004.

2,848,547. SANDVIK AB, SWEDEN. SN 76-416,366. PUB. 7-8-2003, FILED 6-3-2002.

SANDVIK NANOFLEX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,097,910, 2,559,057, AND OTHERS.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "SANDVIK" IS "SAN-DY BEACH".
FOR STEEL ALLOYS IN THE FORM OF CASTINGS, BILLETS, SLABS, BARS, TUBES, WIRES, SHEETS, PLATES, BANDS AND STRIPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.


PETBRELLA

FOR PET PRODUCTS, NAMELY, METAL TIE-OUT STAKES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


FLEXNAMEL

FOR STEEL SHEET AND STRIP FOR PORCELAIN ENAMELING APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

2,849,298. SSP FITTINGS CORP., TWINSBURG, OH. SN 78-133,937. PUB. 12-3-2002, FILED 6-7-2002.

FLO DIRECTOR

FOR Metal FitTINGS FOR TUBING AND HOSE USED WITH NON-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.


FOR METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, CLAMPS, SIDING CLIPS, TOGGLE CLIPS, BOLTS, SCREWS, PLATES, LATCHES, BARS, METAL RAILS, METAL LATHS, AND METAL SIDING (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


RESCUE BLUE, WHEN EVERY MINUTE COUNTS

FOR KITS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF METAL TUBES, METAL ALERT TAGS, EMERGENCY INFORMATION SHEETS, REFLECTIVE DECALS, NYLON CASES AND HOOK, AND LOOP FASTENER STRIPS, WHICH ARE SOLD AS A UNIT TO PROVIDE EMERGENCY PERSONNEL WITH VITAL INFORMATION ABOUT A PERSON DURING AN EMERGENCY (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2003.


CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR MACHINE FOR CONDITIONING SLURRIES PRIOR TO PUMPING (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 5-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1997.
CLASS 7—(Continued).

SUPERPRESSOR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 999,222. FOR MECHANICAL SCREW PRESS FOR USE IN RENDERING SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

ACCU-SET

FOR AUTOMATED MACHINES TO FORM BENDS IN RUBBER EXTRUSION USED IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY OR ANY OTHER INDUSTRY THAT REQUIRES BENDS IN RUBBER EXTRUSION (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 3-5-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2001.

MICROSPAN

FOR CONVEYOR SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF CONTINUOUS CONVEYOR BELTS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

SOFT TOUCH

FOR FLOOR CARE APPLIANCES NAMELY VACUUM CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

SPROLLER

FOR LUBRICANT AND COOLANT APPLICATORS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

HEIDELBERG

FOR INDUSTRIAL MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY GAS SPRINGS; SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLUB & BALL WASHER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MACHINES FOR CLEANING GOLF CLUBS AND GOLF BALLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAIWAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRIC MACHINES; MOTORS FOR SEWING MACHINES; FANS FOR MACHINES; DIESEL ENGINES FOR MACHINES, DIESEL ENGINES NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; BELLOWS FOR MACHINES; BLOWING MACHINES FOR COMPRESSION, EXHAUSTION AND TRANSPORT OF GASES; ELECTRIC BLOWING ENGINES; TRANSMISSION GEARS FOR MACHINES, NAMELY GEARS CHANGING MECHANISMS FOR MOTORS AND MACHINES; GEAR BOXES FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR USE WITH INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY; SAWING MACHINES; WOODWORKING MACHINES; WATER PUMPS FOR USE IN MOTORS AND ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 3-29-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2004.


POSITURN

FOR BOX FORMING MACHINES AND CONVEYORS USED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

2,848,373. LEYBOLD VAKUUM GMBH, 50968 KOLN, FED REP GERMANY. SN 76-391,216. PUB. 5-20-2003, FILED 4-3-2002.

SCREWLINE

FOR VACUUM PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
TRUCKSTAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRUCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INDUSTRIAL BLOWER INSTALLED ON TRUCKS FOR TRANSPORTATION OF DUST (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 8-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-25-2002.

LAZER VAC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VAC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VACUUM CLEANERS AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-24-2002.

CBS

FOR BALL BEARINGS FOR TRANSMISSION_shafts FOR MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

PICCHI

THE ITALIAN WORD "PICCHI" IS TRANSLATED IN ENGLISH TO "WOODPECKERS".
FOR BORING MACHINES; PARTS OF MACHINES NAMELY CONVEYORS; DIE-CUTTING MACHINES; DIE-STAMPING MACHINES; DRILLING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREFOR; LATHES; PARTS OF MACHINES NAMELY LOADERS; UNLOADERS; METAL AND OTHER MATERIAL WORKING MACHINES; INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS; BROACHING MACHINES; GRINDING MACHINES USED FOR SMOOTHING METALLIC CYLINDERS; SUPERFINISHING MACHINES WITH DIAMOND TOOLS USED FOR POLISHING METALS AND PVC; TAPPING MACHINES; TRANSFER MACHINES, NAMELY MULTIPROCESSING WORKING MACHINES TRANSFERRING PIECES FROM A WORK'S PROCESSING TO ANOTHER (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

DESIGN-A-GROOVE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,109,094.
FOR INSERTS, CUTTING, GROOVING AND PARTING TOOLS, BORING BARS AND HOLDERS THEREFOR FOR METAL-WORKING MACHINE TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 3-2-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-2-2004.
CLASS 7—(Continued).

2,848,717. IRWIN INDUSTRIAL TOOL COMPANY, FREEPORT, IL. SN 76-448,643. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 9-6-2002.

LENOX RX +

FOR BLADES FOR POWER SAW (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


TURBO SCRUB

FOR CLEANING BRUSH ATTACHMENT FOR WEED TRIMMERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.


BEAUTYPOWER

FOR HAIR APPLICATION MACHINES WHICH SORT, SEPARATE AND WEAVE HAIR FOR USE IN THE SETTING OF WIGS, HAIR WEAVES AND HAIR EXTENSIONS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


nash_elmo

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 530,815, 1,782,408, AND 1,911,082.

FOR VACUUM PUMPS; COMPRESSORS, NAMELY, COMPRESSORS FOR TRANSPORT OF GASES; ROTARY PUMPS; CONVEYING SYSTEM EQUIPMENT; NAMELY, BLOWERS; FANS ATTACHED TO MOTORS FOR TRANSPORTING GASES; DRIVES FOR THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS; AIR EJECTING MACHINES; STEAM EJECTORS, NAMELY, SINGLE AND MULTI-STAGED EJECTOR WITH PRESSURIZED MOTIVE STEAM; VACUUM AND COMPRESSED GAS SYSTEMS COMPRISING DRIVES, SEPARATORS, HEAT EXCHANGERS, PIPING AND CONTROLS; AND STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 8-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-29-2003.

CLASS 7—(Continued).


NEODRIVE

FOR SQUIRREL CAGE MOTORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


POUCH PLUS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POUCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MACHINE FOR DISPENSING THREE-DIMENSIONAL PREMIUMS SUCH AS POUCHES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 31, 34 AND 35).


DIGIPRO

FOR VACUUM CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-8-2003.


THE PRINTALL

FOR PRINTING MACHINES, NAMELY, COMBINATION PADD AND SCREEN PRINTING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 12-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.


THE STRENGTH OF ONE

FOR AIRCRAFT BEARINGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
ATRA-JAW

FOR FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS FOR MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-28-2003.

MAGNUM LOAD

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,986,263.
FOR CLOTHES WASHING MACHINE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

SOFT 'N SAFE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SAFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VACUUM CLEANERS AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

RED ZONE

FOR OIL AND GAS WELL COMPLETION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, POWER-OPERATED GRAVEL PACK TOOLS WITH SAND OR PROPPANT INJECTION CAPACITY FOR USE IN THE FRACTURING PROCESS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

ULTIBURR

FOR ROBOTIC TOOLS USED FOR THE REMOVAL OF BURRS OR FLASHING GENERATED DURING VARIOUS MANUFACTURING PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

THE UNIVERSAL RUG RAKE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RUG RAKE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MANUALLY POWERED HAND-HELD RAKE THAT CLEANS SHEDDED PET HAIR FROM CARPET (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1999.

D’ARTAGNAN

FOR FLATWARE MADE OF PLASTIC OR STAINLESS STEEL, NAMELY, KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS AND CUTLERY, NAMELY, KITCHEN KNIVES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
BALCONY PRO


RETRACT-A-BIT


2,848,478. SPORTSFAGRANCE, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. SN 76-406,137. PUB. 6-10-2003, FILED 5-3-2002.

PERSONAL PLEASURES


PRINCESS TOOLS


PARROT VISE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE VISE. APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR VICES, NAMELY METAL VICES HAVING A BASE ADAPTED TO BE ATTACHED TO A WORKBENCH AND A JAW ASSEMBLY HAVING MOVABLE JAWS THAT MOVE RELATIVE TO EACH OTHER IN BOTH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL DIRECTIONS AND WHICH ROTATE RELATIVE TO THE BASE (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44). FIRST USE 10-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-31-2002.


DOT SHOT


CLEANCUT

**FIVEROPTIC**

FOR HAND TOOL FOR STRIPPING INSULATION FROM A CABLE (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

**HIGH ENDURANCE**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,032,407 AND 2,606,043.
FOR RAZORS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

**OLD SPICE**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 214,575, 1,712,946, AND OTHERS.
FOR RAZORS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

**BITINIT**

FOR MULTIPLE BIT SCREWDRIVER (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

**EASY OFF**

FOR MANUALLY OPERATED RELEASE MECHANISM FOR USE WITH PAINT ROLLER FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
CLASS 8—(Continued).


TACK-MATE


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


CELLPAK


MAXXBASS

FOR SOFTWARE AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR PROCESSING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING AND REPRODUCING AUDIO SIGNALS IN ORDER TO ENHANCE BASS QUALITIES, NAMELY, DIGITAL AUDIO WORK STATIONS CONSISTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR REPRODUCING AUDIO SIGNALS IN ORDER TO ENHANCE BASS QUALITIES; DIGITAL AND ANALOG MIXING CONSOLES; DIGITAL AND ANALOG RACK-MOUNT PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSORS; AUDIO PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR BROADCASTING AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK TRANSMISSION AND COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE USED TO ACCESS AND TRANSMIT AUDIO INFORMATION FROM WEBSITES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; HOME AUDIO APPLIANCES, NAMELY, RADIOS, TELEVISION SETS, CD PLAYERS, AUDIO CASSETTE PLAYERS, STEREO SYSTEMS, MINI STEREO SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, RECEIVERS, CD AND AUDIO TAPE PLAYERS; AND VIDEO CASSETTE PLAYERS; PORTABLE AUDIO APPLIANCES, NAMELY, RADIOS, CD PLAYERS, MINI-DISK PLAYERS AND MP3 PLAYERS; MAGNETIC AND OPTICAL MEDIA CARRYING AUDIO SIGNALS THAT WERE SUBJECT TO BASS ENHANCEMENT, NAMELY, RECORDS, CD'S, AUDIO TAPES, MINI DISK FEATURING MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; DOWNLOADABLE BASS ENHANCED MP3 AUDIO FILES FEATURING MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 9-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1997.


IMAGILAB


ILUMIN


NASACOM

FOR SOUND TRANSMITTING APPARATUS, NAMELY, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS, TELEPHONE APPARATUS, NAMELY, INTERCOMS, AND CALLER IDENTIFICATION BOXES, MICROPHONES; DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, A COMPUTER MOUSE; INTERCOMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS, NAMELY, WIRELESS LAN (LOCAL AREA NETWORK), MODEM; HEARING PROTECTORS NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEADPHONES FOR COMMUNICATION PURPOSES; HEADSETS FOR COMMUNICATION PURPOSES; HANDSETS FOR COMMUNICATION, NAMELY, WALKIE-TALKIES, RADIO PAGERS, RADIO TELEPHONES AND WIRELESS HANDSETS FOR MOBILE PHONES; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; AND COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; ALL FOR THE CONSUMER MARKET, AND NOT FOR THE MILITARY OR GOVERNMENT MARKET, AND NOT FOR ANY SPACE RELATED ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 4-23-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2001.
THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF A HEART DESIGN.

FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEOTAPES FEATURING MUSIC, STORIES, ACTIVITIES AND OTHER SUCH EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT TOPICS FOR CHILDREN, RADIOS, BOOM BOXES, KARAOKE MACHINES, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, AUDIO CASSETTE PLAYERS, TELEVISIONS, PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS, TELEPHONES, ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS, SUNGLASSES AND BEEPER CARRYING CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-3-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-3-1999.


SHIFT

FOR MOTORCYCLE AND SAFETY HELMETS, AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR MOTORCYCLISTS AND CYCLISTS; PRE-RECORDED VIDEOS IN THE FIELD OF MOTORCYCLE AND CYCLE RACING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


THE MARK IS COMPRISED OF A HIGHLY STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF THE LETTERS CBC.

FOR CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION (CCTV) EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TELEVISION CAMERAS, MONITORS, YCRS AND MULTIPLEXERS, ALL FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE, AND MACHINE VISION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.


CONTENTKEY

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING DECRYPTION CODES THAT ALLOWS USERS TO ACCESS SECURED DATA FROM STORAGE MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


THE WORLD OF ENDOSCOPY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENDOSCOPY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENDOSCOPES FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL (INDUSTRIAL) PURPOSES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR AND PARTS THEREOF; ENDOSCOPIC PROBES FOR TECHNICS, ILLUMINATING AND LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS, IN PARTICULAR FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL (INDUSTRIAL) ENDOSCOPY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND APPARATUS FOR USE IN TRAINING, TEACHING AND INSTRUCTING TECHNICIANS ON INSTALLATIONS AND USE OF ENDOSCOPIC APPARATUS; COMPUTERS FOR USE IN DATA PROCESSING OF DATA OBTAINED FROM ENDOSCOPIC EQUIPMENT, TRANSPORT CONTAINERS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, ENDOSCOPES FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL (INDUSTRIAL) PURPOSES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; CAMERAS, IN PARTICULAR CCD-CAMERAS, IN PARTICULAR FOR USE IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL (INDUSTRIAL) ENDOSCOPY; MICROSCOPES; ADAPTERS AND CABLES FOR CONNECTING CAMERAS TO ENDOSCOPES FOR USE IN TECHNICAL PROCEDURES; PICTURE REPRODUCTION AND PICTURE RECORDING APPARATUS, IN PARTICULAR FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1990.


GSMART

FOR DIGITAL VIDEO DISK PLAYERS, LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY PROJECTORS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, COMPUTER SCANNERS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, PC VIDEO CAMERAS, COMPACT DISCS FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN OPTICAL SCANNING AND USER MANUALS SOLD THEREWITH AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

INFORM WIRELESS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,998,766 AND 2,081,999. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WIRELESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR LIGHT LEVEL DETECTION SYSTEM COMPRISED OF WIRELESS ELECTRONIC SENSING DEVICES AND ELECTRONIC MONITORS THAT CONVEY DATA TO A MONITORING AGENT AND USED FOR SECURITY, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, AND BUILDING SYSTEMS CONTROL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 6-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-22-2004.

ROBOPOD


SPS STUDIOS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STUDIOS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC, POETRY, AND BOOKS; MAGNETS; AUDIO TAPES FEATURING MUSIC, POETRY, AND BOOKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CREATING CUSTOMIZED GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 12-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-24-2003.

MAHI NETWORKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE, NAMELY, OPTICAL ENTRANCE ENCLOSURES; OPTICAL COUPLERS; OPTICAL FIBER FRAMES; SPLICING SHIELS, SLICE TRAYS, AND SLICE CABINETS; OPTICAL JUMPERS AND PIGTAILS; FIBER OPTIC SPLICE CLOSURES; FIBER RECEIVER SERVICE CABLES; FIBER LOOPS; INTEGRATED OPTICAL CIRCUITS; TRANSCEIVERS; OPTICAL SWITCHES; OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES; PRESSURE SENSORS; INTERFEROMETERS; OPTICAL GYROS; OPTICAL DELAY LINES; OPTICAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS; DISTANCE MEASURERS; TEMPERATURE SENSORS; CHEMICAL SENSORS; BIOLOGICAL SENSORS; FIBER OPTIC COUPLERS; MULTIPLEXERS; WAVELENGTH FILTERS; OPTICAL MODULATORS; FIBER OPTIC TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS; FIBER OPTIC CABLES; FIBER OPTIC CABLE ASSEMBLIES; FIBER OPTIC INDICATORS; AND FLEXIBLE FIBER OPTIC LIGHT GUIDES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 2-28-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-8-2003.

MIDTRONICS


SPATIAL INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

HANDYLAB

FOR LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY AN APPARATUS FOR SCREENING SAMPLES, DETECTING THE PRESENCE OF ANALYTES IN SAMPLES, AND IDENTIFYING SAMPLE TYPE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-28-2003.

INVESTING FOR KIDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOR KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COMPUTER GAMES SOFTWARE AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING COMPUTER GAMES USED FOR FINANCIAL EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.

NEARSTAR

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 12-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-17-2003.

SPATIALOBJECTS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING, CONFIGURING, AND/OR MANAGING TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


DRAGON’S GOLD

FOR GAMING MACHINES, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES WITH OR WITHOUT A VIDEO OUTPUT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-17-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-9-2002.

COLLEGE BROADBAND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLEGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE WHICH PROVIDES INFORMATION ABOUT COLLEGE TEST PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


OUTLAW RECORDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PRERECORDED PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, COMPACT DISCS MINI DISCS, VIDEO DISCS, ANALOG AND DIGITAL AUDIO TAPES, AND VIDEO TAPES FEATURING MUSIC AND SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-2-1998; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2000.

VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,040,793.

FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS; PRE-RECORDED AUDIO, VIDEO AND DIGITAL CASSETTES, TAPES AND DISCS ALL FEATURING DRAMATIC AND NON DRAMATIC WORKS, COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE OR ANIMATION; COMPUTER MOUSE PADS; MOTION PICTURE FILMS FEATURING SCIENCE FICTION, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE, ANIMATION OR DOCUMENTARIES; MOTION PICTURE FILMS FOR BROADCAST ON TELEVISION FEATURING DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE, ANIMATION OR DOCUMENTARIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-0-1984; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1984.
NETPLANE

FOR PORTABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CON-
TROLLING, INTERFACING, SIGNALING, AND MAN-
AGING NETWORKING ELEMENTS IN CONNECTION
WITH MULTISERVICE, WIRELINE AND WIRELESS
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS
COMPRISING NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE EQUIP-
MENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

OWNED BY U.S. REG. NOS. 2,150,674 AND 2,360,514.
FOR ULTRASONIC FLOW METERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23,
26, 36 AND 38).

DIAMONDWAVE

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR
ROUTING AND FORWARDING DATA AND COMMU-
NICATIONS AND FOR NETWORK MANAGEMENT
FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF OPTICAL TELECOMMU-
NICATIONS NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY, NAMELY
OPTICAL NETWORK APPLICATIONS, PHOTONIC
SWITCHING, EMBEDDED ROUTING AND SIGNALING
SUPPORT AND BANDWIDTH MANAGEMENT TOGETHER
WITH USER MANUALS IN PRINT AND ELECTRONIC
FORMAT PROVIDED THEREWITH; OPTICAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK COMPONENTS,
NAMELY OPTICAL AND PHOTONIC
SWITCHES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-5-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-8-2001.

AMD POWERNOW!

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,449,383, 2,338,898, AND
OTHERS.
FOR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS, MOBILE COMPUTERS, COMPUTER HARD-
WARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, AND CIRCUITS TO
ENABLE AUTOMATIC TRANSITIONS BETWEEN PER-
FORMANCE STATES, NAMELY, MANAGEMENT OF
OPERATING FREQUENCY AND VOLTAGE (U.S. CLS.
21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-26-2000; IN COMMERCE 9-5-2000.
CLASS 9—(Continued).

2,847,791. CBM JOC, INC., EAST WINDSOR, NJ. SN 76-064,569. PUB. 2-12-2002, FILED 6-7-2000.

JOURNAL OF COMMERCE ONLINE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 258,747 AND 1,927,514. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONLINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).


PROJECTRAC

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO MONITOR CONSUMER GOODS PACKAGING DESIGN PROJECTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2000.


EPICENTER

FOR NETWORK MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AND MONITORING NETWORK NODES, NETWORK DEVICES AND NETWORK SYSTEMS, NAMELY, CAPABILITIES FOR NETWORK CONFIGURATION, TROUBLESHOOTING AND STATUS MONITORING AND USERS MANUALS PACKAGED AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ONTRAK TESTCUP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,574,202 AND 1,974,019. FOR AUTOMATED CLINICAL LABORATORY INSTRUMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SPECIMEN READER FOR DETERMINING THE PRESENCE OF DRUGS OF ABUSE IN BODILY FLUIDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


PIXAROUND

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON SINGAPORE APPLICATION NO. T00/10415C, FILED 6-16-2000, REG. NO. T00/10415C, DATED 6-16-2000, EXPIRES 6-16-2010.

FOR COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES, NAMELY, CD-ROMS, DISKETTES, AND FLOPPY DISKS; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR THE CREATION AND VIEWING OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGES; COMPUTER MEMORIES, AND COMPUTER KEYBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.


MAGIN PRO

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN BUILDING COMPLEX MATHEMATICAL AND OTHER TYPES OF DOMAIN MODELS AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


LEGERITY

FOR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ENABLES PROGRAMMABILITY OF TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 9—(Continued).


QTA

FOR ANALYTICAL MEASURING DEVICE, NAMELY A TRANSPORTABLE UNIT FOR ANALYZING FATTY ACIDS, PATIENTS, NUCLEIC ACIDS, AMINO ACIDS, AND DRUGS IN AGRICULTURAL, FOOD AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS, CHEMICAL FERMENTATION PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES, MINING PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES, AND BODILY FLUIDS WHICH HAS AN ANALYTICAL SENSOR, AND INPUT-OUTPUT PORT TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO A DATA TRANSMISSION NETWORK AND A RESULT DISPLAY UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SMART CHOICE SOLUTIONS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,261,463 AND 2,398,208.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DISPLAYING ROOFING SHINGLES AND ROOFING VENTILATION PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


LIGHTCHIP

FOR WAVELENGTH ROUTING AND MANAGEMENT DEVICES AND EQUIPMENT FOR OPTICAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, NAMELY, MULTIPLEXERS, DEMULTIPLEXERS, ROUTERS, ADD DROP NODE UNITS, AND MANAGEMENT DEVICES FOR TRACKING, MEASURING, AND CONTROLLING LIGHTWAVES; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2000.

CLASS 9—(Continued).


VANTAGE

FOR SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER PROCESSING EQUIPMENT FOR THE PROCESSING AND PRODUCTION OF SEMICONDUCTOR SUBSTRATES, THIN FILMS, SILICON DISCS AND WAFERS; NAMELY, EPITAXIAL REACTORS, CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION REACTORS, PHYSICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION REACTORS, PLASMA ETHERS, ION IMPLANTERS, CHEMICAL MECHANICAL POLISHERS, AND OPERATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THIS EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.


ACUVUE2

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,458,177.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BRAND CONTACT LENSES COLOURS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The stippling in the drawing is for shading purposes only.
FOR CONTACT LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

2,847,871. DRESSER, INC., ADDISON, TX. SN 76-147,327. PUB. 7-3-2001, FILED 10-14-2000.

OVATION

FOR FUEL PUMP DISPENSER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, AND 38).
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VISION IQ


BENEFOCUS
FOR ELECTRONIC RECORDING MEDIA, NAMELY CD-ROMS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EDUCATING AND TRAINING MANAGED CARE ORGANIZATIONS ON THE TOPIC OF CONDUCTING HEALTH FAIRS, INCLUDING HEALTH SCREENINGS FOR CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 6-6-2001; IN COMMERCIAL 6-6-2001.


POWERCLOUD

CLASS 9—(Continued).


ANOTHER COUNTRY CALLING: THE ADVENTURES OF SIMON AND BARKLEE


MLB
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,055,315 AND 2,188,192. FOR ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS, NAMELY, PRE-RECORDED VIDEOTAPES RELATING TO BASEBALL, PRE-RECORDED VIDEODISCS RELATING TO BASEBALL, PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS RELATING TO BASEBALL, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO DISCS RELATING TO BASEBALL, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO TAPES RELATING TO BASEBALL, LUMINOUS SIGNS; NEON SIGNS; SUN GLASSES; MAGNETS; PROTECTIVE HELMETS; BASEBALL BATTING HELMETS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SCREEN SAVERS, VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAME DISCS, VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAME CASETTES, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASEBALL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 5-0-1998; IN COMMERCIAL 5-0-1998.


IHISTORIAN
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COMCELL


2,847,906. KYE SYSTEMS CORP., SAN CHUNG, TAIPEI HSIEN, TAIWAN. SN 76-177,993. PUB. 5-27-2003, FILED 12-8-2000.


TRANSPOWR


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VOICE RECOGNITION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


SEISSPACE

CLASS 9—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,363,139.


RAVE


DURABOXX


IMMEDIANET


JSTAMP

FOR ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS; BACKPLANE FOR USE WITH DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARDS AND BACKPLANE FOR USE WITH MULTIPLE DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARDS; DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES, NAMELY, BOARD LEVEL COMPUTERS AND CONTROLLERS AND INPUT/OUTPUT EXPANSION BOARDS, PROTOTYPING BOARDS, EMBEDDED CONTROL BOARDS; INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION AND CONTROL BOARDS AND MODULES; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS, NAMELY, EMBEDDED CONTROL APPARATUS. RAPID DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE FOR EMBEDDED CONTROL SYSTEMS; EXPANSION BOARDS AND MESSAGINE BOARDS, ELECTRICAL CABLES, SOCKETS AND ACCOMPANYING INSTRUCTION MANUALS, SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT; COMPACT COMPUTER PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE MODULES PROVIDING ON-BOARD PROCESSOR, MEMORY AND NATIVE EXECUTION OF PROGRAMMING CODE; AND, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR USE BY COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS, NAMELY, COMPILERS AND CROSS-COMPILERS, INTERPRETERS, LINKERS, ASSEMBLERS, DEBUGGERS AND DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE; AND ACCOMPANYING INSTRUCTION MANUALS, SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 4-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2001.


HECGEMS


IPBC
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MULTIFIL

FOR BATTERY WATERING APPARATUS, NAMELY, A BATTERY WATERING DEVICE HAVING SEVERAL FLOW OUTLETS TO PERMIT THE REPLENISHMENT OF WATER OF A SECONDARY BATTERY CONTAINING SEVERAL CELLS BY MEANS OF A UNITARY DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2003.


ADRENIUM

FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, PROGRAMS AND CARTRIDGES; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


HOCKEY RULES

FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES ON THE SUBJECT OF HOCKEY, EXCLUDING VIDEO TAPES RELATING TO THE RULES OF HOCKEY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIGITAL WORKSHEETS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES THAT ENABLES INFORMATION TO BE TRANSMITTED BETWEEN TEACHER AND STUDENT VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SMART BREATH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,170,846.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROGRAMMING, INSTALLING, MONITORING AND MAINTAINING ELECTRONIC BREATH-ACTIVATED IGNITION LOCK DEVICES FOR AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1999.


LEAD BY EXAMPLE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO DEVELOP AND MANAGE INSURANCE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING, RATING, QUOTE MANAGEMENT, PROPOSALS, APPLICATIONS, BROKERAGE, ENROLLMENT AND POLICY SERVICES, IN THE FIELDS OF COMMERCIAL, AUTO, HOMEOWNERS, FIRE, SPECIALTY, LIFE, HEALTH, PROPERTY, CASUALTY, ACCIDENT AND ANNUITY INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.


SIEBOSS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE BY SERVICE PROVIDERS IN THE FIELD OF VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AND INTERNET ACCESS, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT, CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT, SERVICE MANAGEMENT, PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT, ORDER MANAGEMENT, INVENTORY MANAGEMENT, AND BILLING AND OPERATIONS SUPPORT, NETWORK CONFIGURATION SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE FOR SERVICE ACTIVATION FOR TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK ELEMENTS, INVENTORY AND FAULT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE FOR INTEGRATING BUSINESS AND OPERATIONS APPLICATIONS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER PERIPHERALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


NVIDIA NFORCE

FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.
CLASS 9—(Continued).


HISTORYTREK

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GAME ABOUT UNITED STATES AND STATE HISTORY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAGNETIC BEARINGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK INCLUDES THE TERM "MECOS" IN STYLISTED FORM.
FOR ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVES, INVERTERS AND SENSORS FOR ELECTRIC MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-16-2001.

MECOS

FOR ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVES, INVERTERS AND SENSORS FOR ELECTRIC MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-16-2001.


LOANSTAT

FOR COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR TRANSMITTING FINANCIAL INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC MEANS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 9—(Continued).


SLIM-CHEK

FOR AUTOMATICALLY OPERATED VALVES, NAMELY, CHECK VALVES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


FFH HOME VIDEO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME VIDEO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COLLECTION OF VIDEO TAPES FOR USE IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND TRAINING FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE, BUSINESS, COMPUTERS, COMMUNICATIONS, CULTURE AND HISTORY, GOVERNMENT, HEALTH, HOME ECONOMICS, LANGUAGES, LITERATURE, MATHEMATICS, MUSIC AND DANCE, PHILOSOPHY AND ETHICS, RELIGION, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCES, TRANSPORTATION, URBAN STUDIES AND WOMEN'S STUDIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-12-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-12-1999.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,016,335.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOFTWARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER PRINTING SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PRINTING ON FOLDERS, AND FILE FOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARKET DIRECT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MARKET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ON-LINE DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF MARKETING THAT ALLOWS USERS TO EXTRACT DATA FROM A DATABASE IN ORDER TO DELIVER DOCUMENTS TO CUSTOMERS SELECTED ON THE BASIS OF THE EXTRACTED DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2000.

NXE

FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CELLULAR TELEPHONE ADAPTERS FOR AUTOMOBILES, CELLULAR TELEPHONE HANDS FREE ADAPTERS, CELLULAR TELEPHONE EAR PIECES, CELLULAR TELEPHONE ADAPTERS FOR HOMES AND OFFICES, CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMPUTER CONNECTORS, CELLULAR TELEPHONE TRAVEL CHARGERS, CELLULAR TELEPHONE DESK TOP CHARGERS, CELLULAR TELEPHONE BATTERIES, NOTEBOOK COMPUTER CIGARETTE LIGHTER ADAPTERS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTER CABLE CONNECTORS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTER BATTERIES, NOTEBOOK COMPUTER TRAVEL CHARGERS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTER COMPUTER CONNECTORS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTER TRAVEL CHARGERS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTER BATTERIES, NOTEBOOK COMPUTER CABLE CONNECTORS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTER HANDS FREE HEADSETS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT CIGARETTE LIGHTER ADAPTERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT TRAVEL CHARGERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT BATTERIES, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT CABLE CONNECTORS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT HANDS FREE HEADSETS, STEREO AND AUDIO HEADPHONES, VIDEO RECORDER CIGARETTE LIGHTER ADAPTERS, VIDEO RECORDER BATTERIES, VIDEO RECORDER CHARGERS, DIGITAL CAMERA CIGARETTE LIGHTER ADAPTERS, DIGITAL CAMERA BATTERIES, DIGITAL CAMERA CHARGERS AND CARRYING CASES AND STORAGE CASES FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS, VIDEO RECORDERS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS AND MP3 PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.

REQUEST SWITCHING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SWITCHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF INTERNET CONTENT, ANALYZING AND DIRECTING INTERNET TRAFFIC ACROSS LOCAL AND GLOBAL NETWORKS, DISTRIBUTION OF URL'S, LOAD BALANCING, IMPROVEMENT OF WEB SERVER PERFORMANCE, ELECTRONIC MAIL AND MOVEMENT OF OTHER GLOBAL NETWORK TRAFFIC FROM ONE NETWORK COMPONENT TO ANOTHER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LAMINA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CERAMICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRONIC PACKAGING FOR MICROPROCESSORS, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PACKAGES FEATURING MULTIPLE LAYERS OF CERAMIC ON METAL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2001.
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NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLOR PRINTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK IS LINED FOR THE COLORS PURPLE, RED, BLUE, AND YELLOW.

FOR LASER BEAM PRINTERS, LED PRINTERS, INK-JET PRINTERS, OTHER ELECTRONIC PRINTERS AND THEIR PARTS AND FITTINGS, NAMELY, TONER CONTAINERS, PAPER FEEDERS, PAPER CASSETTES, SORTERS, DUPLEX UNITS OR STACKERS; ELECTRO-STATIC COPYING MACHINES, PHOTOCOPYING MACHINES, DIAZO COPYING MACHINES, DIGITAL COPYING MACHINES, OTHER COPYING MACHINES AND FACSIMILE MACHINES AND THEIR PARTS AND FITTINGS, NAMELY, TONER CONTAINERS, PAPER FEEDERS, PAPER CASSETTES, SORTERS, DUPLEX UNITS OR STACKERS; FACSIMILE MACHINES; IC MEMORY CARDS; COMPUTER DISC DRIVES, INCLUDING HARD DISC DRIVES, FLOPPY DISC DRIVES, CD-ROM DRIVES, MAGNETIC TAPE DRIVES; IMAGE SCANNERS AND THEIR IMAGE SENSORS; PHOTOSENSOR DRUMS, INCLUDING AMORPHOUS SILICON PHOTOSENSOR DRUMS AND ORGANIC PHOTOSENSOR DRUMS, ALL FOR ELECTRONIC PRINTERS, COPYING MACHINES AND FACSIMILE MACHINES; THERMAL PRINTER HEADS, INK-JET PRINTER HEADS, LED PRINTER HEADS AND IMAGE SENSORS FOR ELECTRONIC PRINTERS, COPYING MACHINES AND FACSIMILE MACHINES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN OPERATING ELECTRONIC PRINTERS, COPYING MACHINES AND FACSIMILE MACHINES STORED IN DISCS, TAPES OR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR BACKING UP MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING COMPUTER TAPE LIBRARY SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2002.

CLASS 9—(Continued).


FOR ELECTRONIC BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE FOR USE TO INTEGRATE AND DEVELOP COMMUNICATION AND COMMERCE APPLICATIONS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATABASE CONVERSION AND INTEGRATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 10-3-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2001.


SQUADRON

FOR COMPUTER NETWORK SWITCHES AND TELECOMMUNICATION SWITCHES; COMPUTER NETWORK HUBS; COMPUTER MODEMS; COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SERVERS; COMPUTER TELEPHONE SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PERMITTING PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER SERVERS TO BE USED FOR VOICE AND FAX COMMUNICATION OVER TELEPHONE LINES; COMPUTER ROUTERS; COMPUTER NETWORK GATEWAY HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR ENABLING COMPUTER GATEWAY SERVICES, NAMELY, FOR PROVIDING NETWORK SECURITY, NETWORK MANAGEMENT, PROCESSING OF NETWORK TRAFFIC, PROVISION OF NETWORK SECURITY BASED APPLICATIONS AND APPLICATION ENHANCEMENT; PERSONAL COMPUTERS; COMPUTER FIREWALLS, NAMELY COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGNED TO ENFORCE NETWORK COMMUNICATION RESTRICTIONS; COMPUTER VIRUS PROTECTION SOFTWARE, NAMELY COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DETECTING COMPUTER VIRUSES; COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES, NAMELY, BLANK MAGNETIC DISCS AND CD-ROMS; TELEPHONES; COMPUTERS; NOTEBOOK PERSONAL COMPUTERS; LCD DISPLAYS; SLIDES PROJECTORS; AND SETTOP BOXES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


PLANETFONE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,437,890.

FOR TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
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POWEGATE


INTELLIFIT


STRATIFY DISCOVERY SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; CONTENT AND DATA MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE TO CREATE, ENHANCE, OPTIMIZE, IDENTIFY AND ORGANIZE TAXONOMIES, NAMELY, A HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE OF INFORMATION WHERE DOCUMENTS ARE GROUPED INTO SUBTOPICS AND THESE SUBTOPICS ARE CLUSTERED INTO LARGER TOPICS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT FOR COLLECTING, LINKING, ORGANIZING AND PRIORITIZING DATA FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES INTO A HIERARCHICAL DISPLAY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ENHANCING CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, SALES FORCE AUTOMATION SOFTWARE, CORPORATE PORTALS, SEARCH ENGINES AND NEWS AGGREGATION SERVICES BY ORGANIZING INFORMATION CONTAINED IN UNSTRUCTURED FORM AND IN STRUCTURED DATABASE FORM INTO TOPICAL SUBJECT MATTER HIERARCHIES FOR EASE OF ACCESS AND SEARCHING; DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, DATA COMPRESSENY SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; USER MANUALS AND INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF USER MANUALS AND INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 10-17-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-17-2001.


EUCLID

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMS USED TO COMPILE AND ANALYZE INFORMATION FROM VARIOUS SOURCES DEALING WITH SERVICES PROVIDED IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICE COMPLIANCE AND COSTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.


CTI
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FITEL OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,426,439 AND 1,457,201. FOR BAGS’S (ARRAYED WAVE GUIDE GRATING); ISOLATORS; CIRCULATORS; GAIN EQUALIZERS; SWITCHES; INTEGRATED UNITS COMPRised OF FILTERS, COUPLERS, SPLITTERS, CIRCULATORS, DETECTORS, ATTENUATORS, GAIN EQUALIZERS, BAGS’S (FIBER BRAGGY GRATING); BAGS’ S’ ASSESS, SOURCE LASERS AND OR PUMP LASERS; TELECOMMUNICATION SWITCHES; SPLITTERS; COUPLERS; FILTERS; ATTENUATORS; FIBER STRIPPERS; OPTICAL FIBER CUTTERS; OPTICAL FIBERS; PATCH CORD; PUMP LASERS; LASERS; AMPLIFIERS; OPTICAL FIBER CONNECTORS; BAGS’ ASSESS’S’S, MULTIPLEX ERS; EMULATIVE; FIBER WITH CONNECTORS; SOURCE LASERS; ADD-DROP MODULES; RE COATERS; HYBRID MODULES COMPRised OF FILTERS, ISOLATORS, COUPLERS, SPLITTERS, CIRCULATORS, DETECTORS, ATTENUATORS, GAIN EQUALIZERS, BAGS’ ASSESS’S’S, BAGS’ ASSESS’S’S, SOURCE LASERS AND OR PUMP LASERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 2-0-1981; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1985.

DANCE DANCE REVOLUTION KONAMIX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,227,667, 2,428,573, AND OTHERS. FOR COMPUTER PRODUCTS, NAMELY, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME CD-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, CASSETTES AND PROGRAMS FOR HAND HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; VIDEO GAME CD-ROMS; VIDEO GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH TELEVISION SETS; VIDEO GAME JOYSTICKS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC GAMES, DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAMES AND DOWN LOADABLE VIDEO GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 4-25-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-25-2002.

QUOTE MASTER

CLEAR METHODS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "METHODS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROGRAMMING, EDITING, DEBUGGING, ASSEMBLING, AND INTERPRETING OBJECT-ORIENTED WEB SERVICE PROGRAM CODE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS AND UTILITIES FOR ASSISTING USERS IN CREATING OBJECT-ORIENTED WEB SERVICE PROGRAM CODE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TITAN

FOR COMPUTER CHIP FOR SYNCHRONOUS OPTICAL NETWORKING, AND FOR SYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL HIERARCHY COMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2002.

MIGHTY SOUND WITH TRIPLE TONE

FOR SERIES OF MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND PRERECORDERED VIDEOTAPES AND VIDEODISCS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2002.

CRYPTOSTOR

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE USED FOR PROVIDING PROTECTION OF DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.

ALERT GUARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALERT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS FOR RECEPTION OF BROADCAST SIGNALS SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF TELEVISIONS, RADIOS, COMBINATION TV/VCR, COMBINATION TELEVISION, DVD AND CD PLAYER, COMBINATION TELEVISION AND RADIO, COMBINATION TELEVISION, RADIO, DVD PLAYER AND CD PLAYER, COMBINATION TELEVISION, VCR AND DVD PLAYER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SCANROUTER ENTERPRISE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE WHICH STORES, RETRIEVES, SENDS, IMPORTS, AND EXPORTS DOCUMENT FILES FOR MANAGEMENT OF DOCUMENTS FROM PAPER DOCUMENT VIA SCANNER TO IMAGE DOCUMENT ON A COMPUTER NETWORK FOR LARGE SCALE OFFICES AND MAJOR COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.


FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE-INTEGRATED SECURITY SYSTEM COMPRISING COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT COMBINES FUNCTIONS OF FIREWALL PROTECTION, INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM AND VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING FIREWALL PROTECTION, INTRUSION DETECTION, ENCRYPTION AND SECURITY INCLUDING PKI (PUBLIC KEY INFRASTRUCTURE) OR WIRELESS PKI (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

2,848,287. MIAMI TRIBE OF OKLAHOMA BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, MIAMI, OK. SN 76-376,515. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 3-1-2002.

FRESH FRUIT

FOR GAMING MACHINES, INCLUDING BINGO-RELATED GAMES AND SLOT MACHINES, BY MEANS OF EXTERNAL DISPLAY PANELS ON THE GAMING MACHINES, AND VARIOUS SCREEN DISPLAYS IN THE SOFTWARE USED TO RUN THE MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2002.

2,848,288. MIAMI TRIBE OF OKLAHOMA BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, MIAMI, OK. SN 76-376,517. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 3-1-2002.

REEL MAGIC

FOR GAMING MACHINES, INCLUDING BINGO-RELATED GAMES AND SLOT MACHINES, BY MEANS OF EXTERNAL DISPLAY PANELS ON THE GAMING MACHINES, AND VARIOUS SCREEN DISPLAYS IN THE SOFTWARE USED TO RUN THE MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2002.


ETHERMAP

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SEMICONDUCTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-4-2002.


PICOR

FOR POWER MANAGEMENT INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD BASED MODULES FOR POWER MANAGEMENT; SYSTEMS IN A PACKAGE, NAMELY, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS FOR POWER MANAGEMENT AND POWER MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
QUICKBITES

FOR WEB BASED DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR CREATING A TEMPLATE THAT ENABLES RAPID AUTHORING, DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT OF ANY ORGANIZATION SPECIFIC DATA FOR BUSINESS TRAINING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 11-12-2001; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2001.

LIBERTAS

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "LIBERTAS" IS "FREEDOM", "LIBERTY", "INDEPENDENCE" OR "FRANKNESS", "CANDOR".


PICOR


HELLERMANNTYTON CORPORATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY" AND "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


QUANTUM3D, INC.


UNION BIOMETRICA, INC.

ARMCHAIR ELECTRONICS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ELECTRONICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HOUSEMARK FOR A FAMILY OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC DEVICES WITH EMBEDDED SYSTEM SOFTWARE FOR THE MANAGEMENT, DISPLAY, PERFORMANCE, MANIPULATION AND STORAGE OF DIGITAL IMAGES, VIDEO, MUSIC, AND SOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2002.

UTILOCATOR

FOR SUBTERRANEAN ELECTRIC AND FREQUENCY DETECTOR USED FOR PIPES AND CABLE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SIX GUN

FOR ELECTRONIC MODULES FOR CONTROLS OF VEHICLE ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION OPERATING PARAMETERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MEMENTO

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE AS ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE TO IMPROVE EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFECT OPERATIONAL COST EFFICIENCIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SCADACAM

FOR REMOTE MONITORING AND SECURITY SYSTEM, NAMELY, VIDEO CAMERA AND COMPUTER HARDWARE AND WEB-ENABLED SOFTWARE USED TO MONITOR OR INSPECT THE SAFETY, SECURITY, AND OPERATION OF INDUSTRIAL PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

STORAGEBLADE

FOR DATA STORAGE DEVICES FOR USE IN A COMPUTER NETWORK, NAMELY, DEVICES CONTAINING DISK DrIVES, PROCESSORS, CACHE MEMORY, CONTROLLERS AND LINKS TO CONNECT THE DEVICES WITH COMPUTER NETWORKS AND SOFTWARE FOR DATA STORAGE DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ACTIVESCALE

FOR SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH COMPUTER NETWORK AND DATA STORAGE DEVICES, NAMELY, OPERATING SYSTEM, FILE SYSTEM AND CLUSTERING SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING COMPUTER NETWORK AND DATA STORAGE DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DIRECTFLOW

FOR SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH COMPUTER NETWORK AND DATA STORAGE DEVICES, NAMELY, CLIENT-SERVER SOFTWARE FOR OPTIMIZING PERFORMANCE OF COMPUTER NETWORK AND DATA STORAGE DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PLEXCOMBO

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WORD PROCESSING, TABLE-CALCULATION, DATA COMMUNICATION, DATABASE MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL USE, ACCOUNTING, VIDEO GAMES, COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND TRANSLATION; AUDIO REPRODUCTION AND AUDIO RECORDING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES AND COMPUTER DISCS; ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION MACHINES AND APPARATUS, NAMELY, RADIOS AND SATELLITE DISHES; AUDIO FREQUENCY APPARATUS, NAMELY, AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO DISK RECORDERS, PHONOGRAPH RECORD PLAYERS, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS; CD-ROM DRIVES, CD-R DRIVES, CD-RW DRIVES, DVD DRIVES, DVD-R DRIVES; COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR WRITING DATA IN CD-R AND CD-RW; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION MACHINES AND APPARATUS, NAMELY, MICROPHONES; PRE-RECORDED MAGNETIC DISKS AND TAPES, AND PHONOGRAPH MAGNETIC RECORDS AND COMPACT DISKS, ALL FEATURING MUSIC AND VOICE FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES IN THE FIELD OF MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS, SCIENCE, CHEMISTRY, LANGUAGES, POETRY, COMEDY AND NOVELS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

RUSH’N ATTACK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,394,184.
FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME CD-ROMS; VIDEO GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME CD-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; ELECTRONIC GAME CD-ROMS; ELECTRONIC GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; CARTRIDGES AND CASSETTES FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; CIRCUIT BOARDS CONTAINING GAME PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

LOWRIDER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,557,901, 2,258,796, AND OTHERS.
FOR INTERACTIVE COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MACHINES THAT HEAR THE WAY WE DO

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CREATING ROBUST HEARING SUBSYSTEMS FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONICS; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FOR USE IN CREATING ROBUST HEARING SUBSYSTEMS FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONICS; COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR USE IN CREATING ROBUST HEARING SUBSYSTEMS FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONICS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-17-2003.

QUICK STUDY RADIOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RADIOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE STORAGE, ARCHIVING, TRANSMISSION AND DISPLAY OF DIGITAL IMAGES IN THE FIELDS OF RADIOLOGY, CARDIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY, AND FOR USE IN MEDICAL BILLING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


20 MINUTE PROFESSOR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "20 MINUTE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR USE IN INSTRUCTING USERS IN THE FIELDS OF MATH, READING, SCIENCE, HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, TYPING, FOREIGN LANGUAGES, NATURE, LOGIC, CREATIVITY, ASTRONOMY, HEALTH, RELIGION, ECONOMICS, TIME MANAGEMENT, SPEED READING, HOMEWORK, SPORTS, MUSIC, ART, PSYCHOLOGY, WRITING, GRAMMAR, SPELLING, SELF-IMPROVEMENT, POSTERS, CALENDARS, TESTING AND EVALUATION, AND TUTORING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

2,848,430. TOWER MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, PROVIDENCE, RI. SN 76-399,490. PUB. 5-20-2003, FILED 4-24-2002.

OVERLOAD GUARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OVERLOAD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE DRAWING IS LINED FOR THE COLORS YELLOW; HOWEVER COLOR IS NOT A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

FOR ELECTRICAL OUTLET STRIPS, ELECTRICAL EXTENSION CORDS, ELECTRICAL OUTLET BOXES ALL WITH A BUILT-IN CIRCUIT BREAKER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2002.


AIR-1

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN TRACKING AIR QUALITY AND MONITORING COMPLIANCE WITH SPECIFIED AIR QUALITY STANDARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.


TALKER

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR USE IN NETWORKING MACHINES, NAMELY STAND-ALONE EXTERNAL HARD-WIRED OR WIRELESS MODULES COMPRISING MICROCONTROLLERS THAT FACILITATE SELF CONFIGURING NETWORKS FOR SHARING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION AMONG MODULES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2004.


STRIKE ENTERTAINMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRERECORDED VIDEO TAPES FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT AND MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


THE FIZZ FACTOR

FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, PROGRAMS AND CARTRIDGES; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 9—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “STUDIO”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR SCHEDULING AND MANAGING INTEGRATION OF DATA FILES AND APPLICATIONS IN THE FIELD OF DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING, AND EXCLUDING PRINTING SERVICES, INTERACTIVE TELEVISION, WAREHOUSE, INVENTORY, STORAGE MANAGEMENT, AND SPIROMETER DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 4-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2002.


SAT-CAM

FOR ELECTRONIC MONITORING EQUIPMENT COMPRISING TRANSDUCERS FOR SENSING TEMPERATURE AND OXYGEN LEVEL CONDITIONS IN EXHAUST GASES, AN ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER FOR CONVERTING EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE AND OXYGEN LEVEL SIGNALS INTO DIGITAL DATA SIGNALS, AND A WIRELESS TRANSMITTER FOR COMMUNICATING THE DIGITAL DATA SIGNALS TO A RECEIVING STATION, INTERCONNECTED FOR REMOTELY MONITORING AND REPORTING EXHAUST GAS CONDITIONS IN LAND-BASED INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.


XMOOLA

FOR MAGNETICALLY ENCODED PLASTIC ACCESS CARDS FOR USE IN BANKING, MAGNETICALLY ENCODED ACCESS CARDS, MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CREDIT CARDS, AND MAGNETICALLY ENCODED DEBIT CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 7-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2003.


CHILDPLUS


FLASHPLAYER


MOTIONFLASH


XMOOLA

RAPID JACKS

FOR SLOT MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

SECURITY BENEFIT RETIREMENT INCOME PLANNER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,516,668, 2,527,301, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RETIREMENT INCOME PLANNER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

GO BEYOND NORMAL LIMITS

FOR PORTABLE TRANSCIEVERS, REPEATERS, TELEPHONIC PATCHING UNITS, RADIO TELEPHONES, WIRELESS DATA COMMUNICATION LINKING UNITS, AMPLIFIERS/CHARGERS, BATTERY CHARGERS, WIRELESS CURRENT LOOP COMMUNICATION UNITS, WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS, COMPRISED OF PORTABLE TRANSCIEVERS, RADIO RECEIVERS, RADIO CALLBOXES, AND RADIO BASE STATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

POWER TO THE PIXELS

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, SEMICONDUCTORS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DIGITAL IMAGE FORMATION AND PROCESSING FOR USE IN DIGITAL IMAGING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

ADEPTRALINK

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ALLOWS FOR ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT OF CONNECTIVITY BETWEEN A COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEM AND A COMPUTER OR COMPUTER NETWORK; TRANSMISSION OF INSTRUCTIONS FROM A COMPUTER OR COMPUTER NETWORK TO A COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEM, TO ESTABLISH SPECIFICATIONS FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSIONS; STORING, QUELING AND FORWARDING ELECTRONIC MESSAGES AND TRANSACTIONS DURING INTERRUPTIONS IN CONNECTIVITY BETWEEN A COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEM AND A COMPUTER OR COMPUTER NETWORK; MONITORING AND CREATING AN ELECTRONIC RECORD OF ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS; MONITORING AND CREATING AN ELECTRONIC RECORD OF ERRORS IN ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION AND FAILURES IN CONNECTIVITY BETWEEN A COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEM AND A COMPUTER OR COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ESKAMEGA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,207,997.
FOR OPTICAL CABLES, OPTICAL FIBER CABLES, FIBER OPTIC CABLES, AND LIGHT CONDUCTING FILAMENTS, NAMELY, FIBER OPTIC LIGHT AND IMAGE CONDUITS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 10-0-1998.
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DOC1 PAY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,297,371. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DELIVERED BY PRE-RECORDED CD-ROMS, DVDS, ON-LINE/ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTION, OR DISTRIBUTION THROUGH OTHER ELECTRONIC OR OTHER COMPUTER MEDIA, FOR USE IN THE MAKING OF ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS, IDENTIFICATION OF PAYERS, DEFINED VENDING ACCOUNTS, MAKING DEBIT AND CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS, MAKING WITHDRAWALS AND DEPOSITS TO CHECKING AND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS AND FOR USE IN ACCESSING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC DATA, NAMELY, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, PAYMENT HISTORIES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DELIVERED BY PRE-RECORDED CD-ROMS, DVDS, ON-LINE/ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTION, OR DISTRIBUTION THROUGH OTHER ELECTRONIC OR OTHER COMPUTER MEDIA FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ASSISTS IN TRACKING THE DELIVERY OF GOODS; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DELIVERED BY PRE-RECORDED CD-ROMS, DVDS, ON-LINE/ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTION, OR DISTRIBUTION THROUGH OTHER ELECTRONIC OR OTHER COMPUTER MEDIA FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT ALLOWS USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ECHOSTREAM

FOR WIRELESS SYSTEMS, NAMELY, MULTIPLE POINT NETWORKS CONSISTING OF ON-SITE CENTRAL CONTROLLERS AND A PLURALITY OF REMOTE TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS AND/OR TRANSCIEVERS IN COMMUNICATION WITH THE CENTRAL CONTROLLER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.


S-GOLD


FOR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, NAMELY IC (INTEGRATED CIRCUITS); ELECTRICAL MICROCONTROLLERS; DSP (DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS); CODES AND DECODERS FOR ELECTRONIC CHIP CARDS AND SMART CARDS; TRANSCIEVERS FOR COMMUNICATION; FILTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SIGNALS OR OPTICAL SIGNALS; EQUALIZERS FOR AUDIO EQUIPMENT; BUS CONTROLLERS FOR COMMUNICATION; LIGHT EMITTING DIODES; SEMICONDUCTORS; MICROPROCESSORS; PRINTED CIRCUITS; TRANSMITTERS OF ELECTRONIC SIGNALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


GENESIFTER

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED BY RESEARCH SCIENTISTS TO ACQUIRE, MANAGE AND ANALYZE MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND LIFE SCIENCE DATA AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2002.

2,848,572. SOKKIA CORPORATION, OLATHE, KS. SN 76-420,019. PUB. 4-29-2003, FILED 6-14-2002.

TRIAX

FOR SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, LASER DISTANCE AND STRAIGHT LINE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS AND LEVELS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-24-2002.


SHOESTRINGS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CLIENT/CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS USED IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, ACCOUNTING, LAW AND AUTOMOBILE SALES AND SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

2,848,579. FES SYSTEMS INC., YORK, PA. SN 76-422,156. PUB. 6-17-2003, FILED 6-17-2002.

THE DESIGN PORTION OF THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "I" AND GRAPHIC DESIGN.
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ETHERMED

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS USED IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2003.


ISNAP

FOR STORAGE NETWORK ACCESS PROCESSORS, SOFTWARE FOR NETWORK STORAGE APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-10-2002.


TALARIS RESEARCH INSTITUTE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESEARCH INSTITUTE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VIDEO CASSETTE PROGRAMS, AUDIO TAPES, COMPACT DISCS AND INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAMES, ALL CONCERNING LEARNING, BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPMENT AND EARLY BRAIN DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.


HOTZONE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA STORAGE AND DATA MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


OLSON FLEX ZONE

FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS COMMERCIAL FURNACES COMPRISING A CONTROL PANEL AND AUTOMATIC DAMPERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-11-2002.


MAGICPLUG

FOR ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS USED FOR THE CONTROL OF ELECTRICITY OF LIGHTS, FANS, HOME APPLIANCES, HEATING AND COOLING EQUIPMENT OR AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2003.


ON-GUARD

FOR SWIMMING POOL SAFETY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, POOL PERIMETER ALARMS, POOL FENCE ALARMS, POOL ENTRY ALARMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 9-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-3-2002.


MPT900/2.4
FOR WIRELESS TELEMETRY SYSTEMS, COMPRISED OF DATA RADIO TRANSMITTERS FOR CONVERTING DATA TO RADIO FREQUENCY AND DATA RADIO RECEIVERS FOR CONVERTING RADIO FREQUENCY BACK TO DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 8-11-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-11-2003.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,180,914 AND 2,574,355. FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME CD-ROMS; VIDEO GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME CD-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; CARTRIDGES AND CASSETTES FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; CIRCUIT BOARDS CONTAINING GAME PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 1-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2003.


AZIMUTH

2,848,676. ALVIS ENTERPRISES, LLC, MIAMI, FL. SN 76-442,694. PUB. 4-8-2003, FILED 8-20-2002.

SMART SERENADES


VAULT


NANOSPACE
ABRA LearningAction
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,010,488, 2,434,817, AND OTHERS.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROVIDING INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA TRAINING PROGRAMS AND TRAINING DELIVERY AND TRACKING SYSTEMS THAT ARE RELATED TO WORKPLACE, EMPLOYEE AND HUMAN RESOURCE ISSUES, VIA GLOBAL AND LOCAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS ROMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

GALAXY LIMS
FOR COMPUTER DATABASE SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING AND MANAGING CUSTOMER SAMPLES AND DATA FOR GENOMIC SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

USASTAR
FOR AMPLIFIERS; RADIOS; STEREOS; COMPACT DISC PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; DIGITAL VIDEO DISC PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; LASER DISC PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; AUDIO CASSETTE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS; AUDIO SPEAKERS; SUBWOOFER AUDIO SPEAKERS; STEREO RECEIVERS; AUDIO AND VIDEO RECEIVERS; SIGNAL CONVERTER USED TO CONVERT DIGITAL SIGNALS TO ANALOGUE SIGNALS, ANALOGUE SIGNALS TO DIGITAL SIGNALS AND VOICE TO ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL SIGNALS; POWER CONDITIONERS USED TO PROTECT ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT; SPEAKER COMPONENTS, NAMELY, TWEETERS, MIDRANGE, CROSSOVER AND TUNER; AUDIO AND VIDEO CABLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 9—(Continued).


2,848,718. UNITED CHINA ELECTRONICS (HONG KONG) COMPANY LIMITED, SHATIN, N.T., HONG KONG. SN 76-448,870. PUB. 5-20-2003, FILED 9-12-2002.


TWEEN TUNES
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TWEEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CD PLAYERS, AM/FM RADIOS, KARAOKE PLAYERS, AND AUDIO MIXERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.


CLASS 9—(Continued).
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ID 500


KYOTO


2,848,748. DISCUS DENTAL IMPRESSIONS, INC., CULVER CITY, CA. SN 76-453,097. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 9-26-2002.

OMSVISION


MAPLESOFT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,385,087. FOR ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE FOR SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS, AND MATHEMATICIANS FOR SOLVING MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 3-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2003.

2,848,770. HEALTHCARTA, LLC, RALEIGH, NC. SN 76-455,295. PUB. 4-29-2003, FILED 10-3-2002.

WEBSCALE

FOR BODY FAT MEASUREMENT SCALE ADAPTED TO UPLOAD DATA COMPRISING BODY FAT PERCENTAGE, BODY WATER PERCENTAGE, AND BODY WEIGHT TO A WEBSITE IN ORDER TO ALLOW AN INDIVIDUAL'S HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL TO TRACK AND CHART THE DATA OVER A SELECTED TIME PERIOD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 1-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2004.


INTERWAVE

FOR PROJECTION COMPONENT WITH TEXTURED SURFACE, NAMELY A PROJECTION COUPLER WITH A GROOVED SURFACE THAT AFFECTS ITS OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR CONNECTING A PROJECTION TUBE TO A PROJECTION LENS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 12-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-10-2003.


HARBORGUARD

FOR SOFTWARE USED TO PROVIDE SECURITY IN HARBOR AND WATERFRONT ENVIRONMENTS BY CONTROLLING RADAR AND SONAR SENSORS USED TO DETECT AND TRACK MOVING OBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.


AIRMAX VS

CLASS 9—(Continued).

2,848,817. NETWORK VISION, INC., NEWBURYPORT, MA.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED YELLOW LETTERS (“INTRA”) SET IN A GREEN OVAL ORBITED BY A BLUE LINE TERMINATING AT A BLUE PLUG WITH YELLOW DETAIL AND STYLIZED BLUE LETTERS (“VUE”) DISPLAYED BELOW AND TO THE RIGHT OF THE OVAL, BUT NO CLAIM IS MADE TO COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING INFORMATION TO TRACK AND COLLECT DATA TO MEASURE, ANALYZE AND EVALUATE THE FUNCTIONS OF INDUSTRIAL DEVICES AND BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS IN THE FIELDS OF INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING AND BUILDING MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS, AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). 
FIRST USE 1-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-11-2003.


KIDZ ’N POWER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “KIDZ”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRE-RECORDED INSTRUCTIONAL SAFETY VIDEO FOR CHILD ABDUCTION PREVENTION; CHILD SELF-DEFENSE AND SAFETY AND WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). 
FIRST USE 2-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

CLASS 9—(Continued).

2,848,842. OPTRONICS, INC., MUSKOGEE, OK. SN 76-465,143. PUB. 6-17-2003, FILED 11-7-2002.

HORIZON

FOR OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, RIFLE SCOPES, PISTOL SCOPES, AND TARGETING SCOPES; SPOTTING SCOPES, BINOCULARS, MONOCULARS; TELESCOPES, AND MICROSCOPES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2003.


BUCK RIDGE

FOR RIFLE SCOPES, PISTOL SCOPES, TARGETING SCOPES, SPOTTING SCOPES, BINOCULARS, MONOCULARS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). 
FIRST USE 11-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2003.


BI CELLULAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “CELLULAR”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRONIC MONITORING DEVICE CONNECTED TO THE RADIO FREQUENCY RECEIVER IN AN OFFENDER’S HOME THAT DOES NOT REQUIRE A LAN PHONE LINE TO REPORT AN OFFENDER’S ABSENCE/PRESENCE TO THE HOST COMPUTER VIA CELLULAR UNIT UTILIZING ANALOGUE OR DIGITAL PHONE TECHNOLOGY TO CONTACT THE HOST SYSTEM TO REPORT OFFENDER ACTIVITY AND SCHEDULE COMPLIANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). 
FIRST USE 2-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2003.


RAVAGE

FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, BICYCLE HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). 
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.

ENGAGE

FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, BICYCLE HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.


RISC


FXML


SOVEREIGN GRACE


K9 FUSION


HELL FIRE
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2,848,922. SOUTHERN STATES, INC., HAMPTON, GA. SN 76-474,203. PUB. 8-12-2003, FILED 12-12-2002.

CAPSWITCHER

FOR ELECTRICAL SWITCHING GEAR, NAMELY, HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCHES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-5-2004.


NUTRIFINDER

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CALCULATING AND TRACKING THE NUTRITIONAL CONTENT OF FOOD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-26-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-30-2003.


ZHC

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GENERATING OBJECT CODE FOR MICROCOMPUTERS OR MICROCONTROLLERS DIRECTLY FROM GRAPHIC EXPRESSIONS OF CONTROL ALGORITHMS, WITHOUT MANUALLY WRITING TEXT-BASED CONTROL PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


LX

FOR SUNGLASSES, MOTORCYCLE GOGGLES AND SNOW GOGGLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.


MILT

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH PHARMACEUTICAL DOSE PACKAGING SYSTEMS FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-9-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-9-2003.


THE FIRST AND LAST WORD IN MEDICINE

FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS NAMELY, MEDICAL DICTIONARIES, MEDICAL WORD BOOKS AND MEDICAL REFERENCE BOOKS, RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2003.

CLASS 9—(Continued).


FOR UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SYSTEM COMPRISING GROUNDED OUTLETS WITH FULL-TIME SURGE PROTECTION AND OTHER GROUNDED OUTLETS HAVING SURGE PROTECTION AND BATTERY BACK-UP, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONNECTION THERewith; BATTERIES; ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLIES; INVERTERS; VOLTAGE SURGE PROTECTORS; MODEMS; NETWORKING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, LAN ADAPTER CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.


DIGITALMEDIC

FOR ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF A CAMERA, TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER USED TO RECORD AND TRANSMIT AUDIO AND VIDEO INFORMATION FROM EMERGENCY RESPONSE VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

G1 JOCKEY

FOR COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES, COMPUTER GAME CASSETTES, COMPUTER GAME DISCS, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO GAME TAPE CASSETTES, VIDEO GAME DISCS, INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISION SETS AND USER MANUALS PROVIDED TOGETHER THEREWITH AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-29-2003.

BRITECHANNEL

FOR ELECTRIC SIGNAGE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.

COMMUNICATOR

FOR HAND HELD ELECTRONIC TRANSLATOR THAT PROVIDES AUDIBLE WORDS AND PHRASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2003.

SMARTFIT

FOR EAR PLUGS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2003.

Aqua Real

FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SCREEN SAVER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-4-2003.

TALKING TIME

FOR PRERECOFORMED MEDIA, NAMELY VIDEOCASSETTES, VIDEO TAPE, DVD, CD AND CD ROMS FOR ENHANCING THE COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS OF CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

METAL GEAR SOLID 2

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,550,282 AND 2,155,182.
FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME CD-ROMS; VIDEO GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; COMPUTER GAME PRAGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME CD-ROMS; COMPUTEER GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; ELECTRONIC GAME CD-ROMS; ELECTRONIC GAME DIGITAL VERSATILE DISC-ROMS; CARTRIDGES AND CASSETTES FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DANCE DANCE REVOLUTION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,339,276, 2,503,887, AND 2,582,622.
FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-20-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2001.


COMPIERE

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "COMPiere" IS "TO CARRY OUT, FULFIL (BRIT), FULFIL (US)" OR "TO ACCOMPLISH, TO PERFORM (DO)."
FOR COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


EMISSION MASTER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EMISSION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR USE BY CHEMICAL COMPANIES FOR CALCULATING ENVIRONMENTAL EMISSION DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


TRUE BREW

FOR COMPUTER APPLICATION AND OPERATIONS SOFTWARE USED TO FACILITATE INTERFACES BETWEEN SOFTWARE AND/OR HARDWARE USED IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION APPARATUS, OR WITHIN MIXED NETWORKS EMPLOYING WIRELESS AND NON-WIRELESS COMMUNICATION APPARATUS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR STANDARDIZING SOFTWARE; COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE USED TO INTERPRET INFORMATION, AND TO INTEGRATE, INTERPRET AND ORGANIZE DATA BETWEEN DIFFERENT WIRELESS AND/OR NON-WIRELESS APPARATUS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR DEVELOPING AND MANAGING DISTRIBUTED APPLICATION SOFTWARE IN A WIRELESS OR MIXED NETWORK EMPLOYING WIRELESS AND NON-WIRELESS COMMUNICATION INTERFACES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2001.


TRUE BREW

VENTEx LCD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LCD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COLOR THIN FILM TRANSISTOR (TFT) LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY (LCD) FOR INDUSTRIAL MONITORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SRU BIND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BIND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BIOMOLECULAR SCREENING SENSORS; OPTICAL SCANNERS AND HIGH THROUGHPUT SCREENING INSTRUMENTS USED TO MEASURE THE OUTPUT FROM BIOMOLECULAR SCREENING SENSORS; LABORATORY WELL PLATES, NAMELY, LABORATORY WARE EMBEDDED WITH OPTICAL RESONANCE STRUCTURES USED FOR BIOMOLECULAR SCREENING; HOLOGRAPHIC DIFFRACTION GRATINGS USED FOR BIOMOLECULAR SCREENING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 9—(Continued).


BOOT POND

FOR SPORTSMAN'S EMERGENCY KITS CONSISTING OF A POCKET COMPASS, WHISTLE WITH LANYARD, NYLON LINE, WATERPROOF MATCHES, WATERPROOF FIRE IGNITER, EMERGENCY BLANKET, AND PRINTED INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR CONSTRUCTING A SHELTER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2003.


THE TWILIGHT ZONE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,398,021, 1,992,255, AND OTHERS.
FOR CURRENCY AND CREDIT OPERATED SLOT MACHINES AND GAMING DEVICES, NAMELY, GAMING MACHINES FOR USE IN GAMING ESTABLISHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


EONECONFIGURATOR

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND RETAILERS TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO CUSTOMIZE ORDERS FOR ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER AND MAKE-TO-ORDER PRODUCTS PLACED THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.


CALiper2

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PORTFOLIO ADMINISTRATION AND ACCOUNTING, NAMELY SOFTWARE THAT IMPORTS SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS FROM OTHER SYSTEM, TRACKS THE RETURN ON SAID TRANSACTIONS, COMPARES SAID RETURNS TO SELECTED BENCHMARKS, AND PREPARES REPORTS OF SAID COMPARISONS COMPLYING WITH INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION STANDARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


FOR MICROPHONE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

EONECONFIGURATOR

VoiceLink

FOR MICROPHONE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
**CLASS 9—(Continued).**


**IRIS**

Information Retrieval Interface System

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INFORMATION RETRIEVAL INTERFACE SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.


**SPEAK@ME**

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF AUDIO DATA OVER ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


**INTELLISPEED**

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MONITORING THE OPERATION AND ADJUSTING THE SETTINGS OF A COMPUTER MODEM TO OPTIMIZE COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN A COMPUTER AND AN INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE INSTALLATION AND SET UP OF COMPUTER MODEMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER MODEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2001.


**CYPRESS DATA MINING MODULE**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,109,739, 2,288,976, AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATA MINING MODULE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA MINING AND FOR DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR GENERATING COMPUTER FILES, REPORTS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2001.


**QVISION**

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN COMPUTER NETWORK PERFORMANCE MONITORING, AND NETWORK AND INTERNET VISUALIZATION AND VISUAL ANOMALY DETECTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.


**CROSS TOWN HEROES**

FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


**POLAR AB**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR POLARIZED EYEGLASS LENS FOR USE IN SUNGLASSES AND CLIPON SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM, NAMELY, SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES FOR THE SYNCHRONIZATION OF DATA WITH MUSIC OR VOICE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-12-2003.


THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "CELERICA" WITH TWO ARCS OF A CIRCLE OVER THE LETTER "I" INTENDED TO DEPICT ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FARM". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RADIO FREQUENCY AND OPTICAL SIGNAL CONVERTERS; RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS; BI-DIRECTIONAL WIRELESS OPTICAL LINKS FOR ENCODING RADIO FREQUENCY SIGNALING; CELLULAR TELEPHONY BASE TRANSCEIVER STATIONS; REMOTE WIRELESS BASE TRANSCEIVER STATIONS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE, NAMELY NETWORK MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, TELEPHONY AND WIRELESS TELEPHONY HARDWARE OPERATING SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FARM". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING FARM RECORDS AND FIELD-CROP LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-30-2002.


FOR GPS HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR GLOBAL POSITIONING SATELLITE TRACKING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA BACKUP (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


FOR REMOVABLE MAGNETIC AND OPTICAL MEDIA PRODUCTS USED FOR RECORDING AND STORAGE OF DATA, SOUND AND VIDEO, NAMELY, HALF INCH, QUARTER INCH, 4-MM DIGITAL DATA STORAGE, AND 8-MM TAPE CARTRIDGES/REELS, HIGH CAPACITY FLOPPY DISKS AND OPTICAL DISKS, NAMELY BLANK CD AND DVD-ROM AND RECORDABLE AND REWRITABLE CD AND DVD DISKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-29-2003.
2,849,274. BINDKEY TECHNOLOGIES, SANTA CLARA, CA.

RAPIDESIGNCLEAN

FOR ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DESIGNING INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, NAMELY FOR USE IN AUTOMATICALLY IDENTIFYING DESIGN RULE VIOLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-23-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

2,849,275. BINDKEY TECHNOLOGIES, SANTA CLARA, CA.

RAPIDRCFIX

FOR ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DESIGNING INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, NAMELY FOR USE IN AUTOMATICALLY ELIMINATING DESIGN RULE VIOLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-9-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2001.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,558,871, 2,124,146, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “HOUSE OF WORSHIP”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS, IN PART, OF A STYLIZED STREET SIGN.
FOR PRERECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTE TAPES, COMPACT DISCS, CD-ROMS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ALL FEATURING MUSICAL, DRAMATIC OR FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SMARTBLADES

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR SEARCHING FOR AND DETECTING SIMILARITIES IN DATA CONTAINED IN DISPARATE AND REMOTE ELECTRONIC DATABASES, FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS DATA EXCHANGES, BUSINESS-TO-CONSUMER DATA EXCHANGES, ALIAS IDENTIFICATION AND COMPUTER FRAUD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

2,849,292. KABUSHIKI KAISHA KOBE SEIKO SHO, TA KOBSTEEL, LTD., KOBE, JAPAN. SN 78-132,980. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 6-4-2002.

Heless

FOR CRYOGEN-FREE SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


VIRTUA

FOR PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "M", "I", "R" AND "O", WITH A UNIQUE DESIGN CONSISTING OF A WAVY LINE AND IRREGULAR DOTS IN FRONT OF THE LETTERS.

FOR ELECTRIC SWITCHES, ELECTRIC SWITCH PLATES, ELECTRIC LIGHT DIMMERS, ELECTRIC OUTLETS AND ELECTRIC OUTLET PLATES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SPICE BOSS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,642,449, 1,651,525, AND 1,657,443.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PORTION-CONTROLLED SALT AND OTHER POWDERED CONDIMENT DISPENSERS FOR COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2002.


AEROTRET

FOR AIR SAMPLING APPARATUS FOR TESTING FOR AIR POLLUTION, AIR QUALITY AND BIO AEROSOL ENVIRONMENTAL PARTICULATES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


EASYSHARE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,615,543.

FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND MEDIA, NAMELY, PRINTERS, IMAGE ENHANCEMENT HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, PRERECORDED COMPACT DISCS FEATURING DIGITAL IMAGING SOFTWARE, APPLICATIONS AND DIGITAL IMAGING INFORMATION, COMPACT DISCS FEATURING DIGITAL IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-17-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-17-2001.


NEW ATLAS PQ

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR MONITORING THE QUALITY OF MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, MEDICAL DEVICES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2003.


AUTOLINK

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PHARMACY AUTOMATION, NAMELY COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN OPERATING AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT TO COUNT, DISPENSE, REPLENISH, AND TRACK MEDICATION AND FOR USE IN PREPARING REPORTS ON MEDICATION INVENTORY AND PHARMACY PERSONNEL ACTIVITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
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SEA TALON


RICH LITTLE PIGGIES


THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE


POINT


MUCHO DINERO


THE NEWWWS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING WEB SITES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PERIODICALLY CHECKING SELECTED WEB SITES AND REPORTING CHANGES IN CONTENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 12-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-7-2002.


OPTISAND


BEEP INDUSTRIES

HEADHUNTER

For video game software; computer game programs; computer game discs; video computer game programs; home video computer game discs; computer game discs and circuit boards containing game programs for use with hand-held video game machines (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38). First use 0-0-2002; in commerce 0-0-2002.

KEEPIN’ UP WITH THE JONESES

For currency and credit operated slot machines and gaming devices, namely, gaming machines for use in gaming establishments (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38). First use 9-17-2002; in commerce 9-17-2002.

THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF THE WORDING "SPEEZE".

For cooling fans for use with CPU; coolers for use with personal computers and thermal accessories, namely, ventilation fans; and parts thereof (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38). First use 6-30-1997; in commerce 1-31-2003.

LOG P.I.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "LOG", apart from the mark as shown. For computer software and programs for transaction and database entry analysis in the field of database administration (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38). First use 10-1-2003; in commerce 11-11-2003.

C45


BIG HUGE GAMES

For computer programs, namely, game software for use on computers and video game players (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38). First use 11-7-2002; in commerce 11-7-2002.

The mark consists in part of the wording "GAMES". No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "GAMES", apart from the mark as shown. For computer programs, namely, game software for use on computers and video game players (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38). First use 2-0-2000; in commerce 2-0-2000.
CLASS 9—(Continued).

POLARAMIC

FOR SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

POLARPERFECT

FOR SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

RIVALCLASH

FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

M CLASS

FOR THERMAL PRINTERS, ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC SENSORS, ADAPTORS AND PARTS THEREFORE FOR USE IN PRODUCING AND PRINTING BAR CODES AND BAR CODE LABELS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

SPYSUBTRACT

FOR COMPUTER SECURITY SOFTWARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF FACILITATING INTERNET SECURITY, NAMELY, E-MAIL SECURITY; VIRUS SCANNING, DETECTION, AND BLOCKING; INTRUSION DETECTION; PRIVACY CONTROL; CONTENT FILTERING; FIREWALL PROTECTION; ENCRYPTION; SPYWARE DETECTION AND REMOVAL; AND NETWORK SECURITY MEASURES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

VIRTUAL SPEAKER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPEAKER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING CHIPS, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, DVD VIDEO PLAYERS, DVD AUDIO PLAYERS, SET TOP CABLE BOXES, SATELLITE RECEIVERS, TELEVISION RECEIVERS, DIGITAL TELEVISION RECEIVERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO PLAYERS AND RECORDERS, COMPUTERS, VIDEO GAME CONSOLES, AUDIO AND VIDEO SURROUND SOUND CONTROLLERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS, AUTOMOBILE SOUND SPEAKERS, MULTIMEDIA SPEAKERS, PORTABLE AUDIO EQUIPMENT; NAMELY, CASSETTE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS, COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR PROCESSING, RECORDING, REPRODUCING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, AND PLAYING AUDIO FILES, MP3 PLAYERS, AND MINIDISC PLAYERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING AUDIO AND VIDEO SOUND SIGNALS AND FOR PLAYING AUDIO FILES, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT DELIVERS AUDIO SOUND FROM DVDS LOADED INTO A COMPUTER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

KEYSECURE

FOR ELECTRONIC SAFES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

chipMate

FOR LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CENTRIFUGES AND MICROTUBE MIXERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2003.
CLASS 9—(Continued).


VALUDECK

FOR LOW PROFILE HEAVY DUTY FLOOR SCALE FOR USE IN INDUSTRIAL WEIGHING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.


SCOUTWARE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 32,925, 32,927, AND 1,978,277. FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR REPORTING, RECORDING, AND ANALYZING SPORTS DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2001.


PRINTCRYPTION

FOR PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH LASER PRINTERS; SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION IN THE FIELD OF PRINTING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


FACS

FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL, AUTOMATIC CONTROLS FOR OPERATING VALVES FOR DISPENSING CHEMICALS FROM STORAGE CONTAINERS THROUGH A MANIFOLD TO A SEMICONDUCTOR FABRICATION PROCESS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


BUZZIN’ BEE BAND

FOR GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES, GAMING MACHINES AND GAME SOFTWARE USED THERewith (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLASS 9—(Continued).


LUMIDIGM

FOR SPECTRAL SENSORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2004.


ATFILE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR REPORT MANAGEMENT PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.


JUICE

FOR BATTERIES FOR USE IN CONSUMER ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


M3D


INDUSTRIALTUFF


FLO-DAR

FOR OPEN CHANNEL LIQUID FLOW METER WITH RADAR AREA/VELOCITY MEASUREMENT FOR MEASUREMENT OF WATER AND WASTEWATER FLOW (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 4-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1999.


THINK IN COLOR

FOR PRINTERS FOR COMPUTERS; FACSIMILE MACHINES; OPTICAL SCANNERS FOR USE IN COPYING; AND PHOTOCOPIER MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 1-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2001.


TRADE SECRETS OF THE PROS


CHRONOCATH


DEVICEVIEW

CLASS 9—(Continued).


YOGA BY KIM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "YOGA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


APTURA


VINEYARD

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAM FOR CREATING GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 1-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.


ALLWAYS


YOGA BY KIM


POWERPIPE

CLASS 9—(Continued).


M-APS

FOR LASERS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CABINET SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CABINET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DESIGNING CUSTOM CABINETS, COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN NUMERICAL CONTROL FOR CUSTOM CABINET DESIGN; COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN AND DRAWINGS OF CABINETS, UNITS, FURNITURE, KITCHENS, BATHROOMS, BEDROOMS AND ROOM INTERIORS; USER MANUALS AND MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD ROMS FOR USE AS INTERACTIVE TUTORIALS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, MANUFACTURE AND DRAWINGS OF CABINETS, UNITS, FURNITURE, KITCHENS, BATHROOMS, BEDROOMS AND ROOM INTERIORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


HMS-QUALITY MANAGEMENT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,096,666, 2,689,425, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "QUALITY MANAGEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE STORAGE, MANIPULATION AND REPORTING OF DATA FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF MANUFACTURE OF PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2003.


FEDLINK

FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION HEADSET EQUIPPED WITH HEARING PROTECTION FOR USE IN INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


HD 147

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AMPLIFIERS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ULTIFIT

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT FITS STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE RANDOM PROCESS BASED ON AVAILABLE DATA SAMPLES THAT CAN BE USED FOR FORECASTING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


FEEDDEMON

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR READING AND ORGANIZING ONLINE RSS FEEDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ENERGIZER

FOR SURGE PROTECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.

Ralph's World

FOR CHILDREN'S PRERECORDED COMPACT DISCS AND DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-6-2001.

DBC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPINE CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REHABILITATION EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS FOR REHABILITATION OF LOCOMOTOR SYSTEMS, NAMELY, BRACES FOR LIMBS AND JOINTS, FOR MEDICAL USE, ORTHOPEDIC BRACES, CORSETS FOR BACKS AND NECKS, CRUTCHES, INVALID WALKERS, CANES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES AND ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC MASSAGE APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 11-0-1997.

SANARUS

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES AND INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN SURGICAL APPLICATIONS, NAMELY CRYOPROBES FOR THE TREATMENT, ABLATION, AND/OR REMOVAL OF TUMORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

SANARUS MEDICAL, INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICAL, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES AND INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN SURGICAL APPLICATIONS, NAMELY CRYOPROBES FOR THE TREATMENT, ABLATION, AND/OR REMOVAL OF TUMORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.

INOVISE

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY FOR USE IN INTERPRETING, STORING, PRESENTING AND COMMUNICATING, LOCALLY AND GLOBALLY, ECG DATA AND RELATED INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

ROSS LAP G

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,452,851, 1,772,893, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LAPAROSCOPIC PROCEDURE TRAYS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Use Date</th>
<th>Commerce Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,847,779</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BIOLUCENT</td>
<td>3-21-2001</td>
<td>3-21-2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,847,809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MUCOGRAFT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,847,816</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FILTERWIRE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,847,904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SKYPULSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,847,927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAXITEX DUPLEX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,848,083</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SENTINAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,848,095</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,848,229</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BONECRAFT

FOR BONE CUTTING INSTRUMENTS FOR CUTTING BONE FOR USE IN SURGICAL PROCEDURES, NAMELY BONE CUTTING JIGS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2002.

ENVISION

FOR ORTHOPEDIC IMPLANTS AND PROSTHESES, NAMELY SPINAL IMPLANTS AND PROSTHESSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

IBS

FOR ORTHOPEDIC IMPLANTS AND PROSTHESES, NAMELY SPINAL IMPLANTS AND PROSTHESSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

THE SURGICAL PROCEDURE COMPANY

FOR MEDICAL VIDEOSCOPIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS NAMELY A VIDEO PROJECTOR AND A VIDEO DISPLAY; SURGICAL SUTURING INSTRUMENTS; FIXTURES FOR RELOADING INSTRUMENTS FOR SUTURING (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-28-2003.

SMARTBUTTONS

FOR BLOOD GLUCOSE MONITOR, AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

POSTURE PILLAR I

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POSTURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR EXERCISE DEVICE USED FOR MUSCLE AND BODY ENHANCEMENT TO IMPROVE POSTURE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

THERM-MATE

FOR ELECTRICALLY ACTUATED HEATING PADS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 7-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-22-2003.

APOLLO

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,107,505.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES NAMELY, PAPILLOTOMES AND CANNULAS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-6-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-6-1996.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE COVERS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE DESIGN CONSISTS OF A FANCIFUL DEPICTION OF HUMAN EYELIDS IN THE CLOSED POSITION. FOR OPAQUE EYE COVERS FOR BLOCKING OUT LIGHT DURING REPOSE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
OMNICAD

FOR COMPUTER AIDED DETECTION SYSTEM COMPRISING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE TO ASSIST PHYSICIANS IN THE DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS OF CANCER AND OTHER ABNORMALITIES FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH MEDICAL IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


ESCADE

FOR NATURAL RUBBER LATEX CONDOM, KNOWN AS A PROHYALACTIC, FOR ALL TYPES FOR MALE USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-10-2003.


OK-CUP

FOR URINE VOLUME MEASURING CUP (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


SPACEKNEEDLE

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY NEEDLES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


SEPARATOR

FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, NON-BLADED TROCARS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


ELEKTA SYNERGY

FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS INCORPORATING X-RAY IMAGING TECHNOLOGY FOR TARGETING AND DELIVERING RADIATION FOR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


VOLARO

FOR LIFTS, NAMELY, LIFTS FOR ASSISTING AND MOVING HANDICAPPED AND INCAPACITATED HUMANS AND SUPPLIES IN BOTH HOME AND VARIOUS HEALTH CARE SITUATIONS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.


DO THE BLUE

FOR DENTURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

2,849,019. TP ORTHODONTICS, INC., LAPPORTE, IN. SN 76-494,942. PUB. 11-4-2003; FILED 3-6-2003.

PHANTOM

FOR ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCES, INCLUDING BRACKETS WITH OR WITHOUT POSITIONING JIGS, MOLAR TUBES, WIRES, AND ELASTOMERIC LIGATURES, SOLD INDIVIDUALLY AND IN KIT FORM (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
CLASS 10—(Continued).


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON MEXICO APPLICATION NO. 522041, FILED 12-6-2001.

FOR BANDAGES AND ELASTIC MATERIALS FOR ORTHOPEDIC AND MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, ELASTIC BANDAGES, ELASTIC BANDAGES TO SLIM, ELASTIC BANDAGES FOR BABIES, ELASTIC TUBE SHAPED BANDAGES, MATERIALS TO CURE, NAMELY, CATHETER, SPONGES FOR SURGICAL USE, CLOTH OR FABRIC SLINGS, DISPOSABLE SYRINGES, THIGH GUARDS, KNEE GUARDS AND ANKLE GUARDS FOR ORTHOPEDIC USE, RUBBER CUSHIONS OR PILLOWS FOR INVALIDS, BREAST PUMPS, NIPPLE-SHIELDS, SYRINGES IN FORM OF A PEAR, ICE BAG FOR MEDICAL USE AND WOOD TONGUE RETRACTORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 7-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2002.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,250,013.

FOR DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR THE MEDICAL ANALYSIS OF BODILY FLUIDS AND TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


COMPUMED

FOR COMPUTER CONTROLLED LOCAL ANESTHETIC DELIVERY APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2002.

CLASS 10—(Continued).


ABBOTT VASCULAR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 704,356, 740,515, AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VASCULAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HOUSE MARK FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, INCLUDING VASCULAR DEVICES, DISTAL PROTECTION DEVICES AND OCCLUSION DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CORPORATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES AND INSTRUMENTS USED FOR CHEST COMPRESSION IN CARDIAC RESUSCITATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


CX


FOR SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY SYRINGES FOR INJECTIONS AND NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

THE LINING IN THE MARK IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.

FOR OSTOMY APPLIANCES AND DEVICES, NAMELY, POUCHES, FLANGES, SKIN BARRIERS, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREFOR; FECAL INCONTINENCE DEVICES, NAMELY, POUCHES, FLANGES, SKIN BARRIERS, AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-17-2003.

2,849,270. ABERDEEN ROAD COMPANY, EMIGSVILLE, PA.

SURE-CHEK LO-SLIP

FOR LAMINATED SELF SANITIZING FABRICS FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, FABRICS FOR USE AS MATTRESS COVERS AND SEAT CUSHIONS FOR HEALTH CASE MATTRESSES AND SEATING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


DURAN ANCORE

FOR ANNULOPLASTY RING AND ANNULOPLASTY BAND (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

2,849,297. BTS HOLDINGS, HOUSTON, TX. SN 78-133,907.
PUB. 6-24-2003, FILED 6-7-2002.

CARDIOSOFT

FOR MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, SOLD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT THEREFORE, FOR USE IN INTERPRETING, STORING, PRESENTING, AND COMMUNICATING ECG DATA AND RELATED INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-8-2003.


GENTLERIDE

FOR MEDICAL STRETCHERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 12-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-17-2002.


SCRUBLAND

FOR MEDICAL APPAREL, NAMELY, SURGICAL SUITS, PANTS, TOPS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


FEMTEC

FOR OPHTHALMOLOGICAL AND OPTOMETRIC APPARATUS FOR DIAGNOSTICS AND TREATMENT, NAMELY, REFRACTOMETERS, KERATOMETERS, OPHTHALMOMETERS, TOPOMETERS, ABERROMETERS, REFRACTIVE SURGICAL LASERS, INTRAOCULAR APPARATUS FOR VISION CORRECTION/ENHANCEMENT, NAMELY, INTRAOCULAR LENSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,642,888.

FOR AUTOMATED MEDICAL APPARATUS THAT LOADS RADIOISOTOPE SEEDS INTO A CARTRIDGE USED FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
CLASS 10—(Continued).


OPTIBOLUS


SPECTRA


MAESTRA


ENPULSE


FORMULA


STRONGSORB


2,849,599. ERSKINE PRODUCTS PTY LIMITED, MACKSVILLE, AUSTRALIA. SN 78-190,687. PUB. 7-8-2003, FILED 12-5-2002.

DENTAGAUGE


FASTIPS

FOR DENTAL SYRINGE COMPONENTS, NAMELY SYRINGE TIPS FOR DENTAL SYRINGES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44). FIRST USE 6-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2003.
INNERLACE
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES AND APPARATUS, NAMELY, SELF ANCHORING SLING FOR THE TREATMENT OF URINARY INCONTINENCE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

SPRINTER
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES USED IN VASCULAR AND INTRAVASCULAR PROCEDURES, NAMELY STENTS, STENT DELIVERY SYSTEMS, CATHETERS AND BALLOON CATHETERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

BIOSPORTZ
FOR MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TRANSCUTANEOUS ELECTRONEURAL STIMULATORS, ELECTRONEURAL MUSCULAR STIMULATORS, MUSCLE STIMULATORS, AND A DEVICE FOR VASCULAR CAPILLARIZATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

SUREVISION
FOR ENDOSCOPES FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ACT PLUS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,705,460.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICE FOR USE IN THE MEASUREMENT OF BLOOD COAGULATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2003.

DURA-PLEAT
FOR CARTRIDGE FILTERS FOR DUST COLLECTOR UNITS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

WHISPER
FOR CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 12-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-10-2003.

MERRYCHEF
FOR MICROWAVE OVENS FOR THE CATERING TRADE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

VICTORIAN
FOR PLUMBING PRODUCTS NAMELY FAUCETS, SHOWER HEADS, BATH SPOUTS AND HANDLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2002.
KRUPS TOASTSUPREME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,241,799, 2,169,911, AND OTHERS.
FOR ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR COOKING FOODS, NAMELY, TOASTERS FOR DOMESTIC USE
(U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.

LUXURY LAVAGE

FOR SHOWER TOILETS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFOR; TOILET SEATS, TOILET BOWLS,
TOILET SEATS FOR HEATING, WASHING AND DRYING BODY PARTS; BIDETS AND REMOTE
CONTROLS, SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT; TOILET TANK ASSEMBLIES COMPRISED OF
TOILET TANK BOWLS FOR FLUSHING TOILET TANKS; TOILETS AND REMOTE
CONTROLS, SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT; TANKS, NAMELY, CISTERN TANKS; TANK
BALLS; WATER FAUCETS; FIXED SPOUTS USED DIRECTLY IN BIDETS AND TOILETS;
PLUMBING FIXTURES, NAMELY, SHOWER SPRAYERS FOR USE WITH TOILETS AND
NID GECTS; AND BIDET NOZZLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.

NOVALUCE

FOR ELECTRIC LAMPS, FREE STANDING ELECTRIC LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS,
DECORATIVE ELECTRIC LAMPS AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES
(U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-23-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-26-2002.
CLASS 11—(Continued).


MARISAN

FOR SHIPBOARD, SHIPYARD AND OFFSHORE BALLAST WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT; NAMELY, FILTRATION UNITS, ELECTRO-LIZATION UNITS, ELECTRO-CHEMICAL TREATMENT UNITS AND IONIZATION OF BALLAST WATER UNITS; WASTE WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRO-CHEMICAL SANITATION UNITS, DISINFECTION UNITS, COAGULATION UNITS, SOLID SEPARATION UNITS, FILTRATION UNITS AND SOLIDS SEPARATION FROM WASTE WATER UNITS; COOLING SYSTEM WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRO-CHEMICAL DESCALING OF COOLING WATER UNITS, DISINFECTION UNITS, SOLID SEPARATION UNITS AND FILTRATION UNITS; WATER DESALINATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRO-CHEMICAL SEPARATION UNITS, ELECTRO-LIZATION UNITS, FILTRATION UNITS, AND VAPORIZATION OF SALT WATER TO CREATE DISINFECTED FRESH WATER UNITS; SHIPYARD RUN-OFF WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRO-CHEMICAL SANITATION UNITS, DISINFECTION UNITS, COAGULATION UNITS, SOLID SEPARATION UNITS, ELECTRO-PLATING UNITS, FILTRATION UNITS AND SOLIDS SEPARATION OF RUN-OFF WATER UNITS; FRESH WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY ELECTRO-SEPARATION UNITS FOR REMOVING VIRUS AND BIOTA; SALT WATER POOL WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FILTRATION UNITS, ELECTRO-LIZATION UNITS, ELECTRO-CHEMICAL TREATMENT UNITS AND IONIZATION OF WATER UNITS; FRESH WATER POOL WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FILTRATION UNITS, ELECTRO-LIZATION UNITS, ELECTRO-CHEMICAL TREATMENT UNITS AND IONIZATION OF WATER UNITS; SALT WATER SPA WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FILTRATION UNITS, ELECTRO-LIZATION UNITS, ELECTRO-CHEMICAL TREATMENT UNITS AND IONIZATION OF WATER UNITS; FRESH WATER SPA WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FILTRATION UNITS, ELECTRO-LIZATION UNITS, ELECTRO-CHEMICAL TREATMENT UNITS AND IONIZATION OF WATER UNITS; ELECTRO-CHEMICAL SEPARATION UNITS, ELECTRO-LIZATION UNITS, AND VAPORIZATION OF WATER TO CREATE DISINFECTED WATER UNITS; OIL AND FAT IN WATER PRETREATMENT EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, IONIZED GAS INJECTION UNITS AND ELECTROLYSIS UNITS; WATER FILTRATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY ELECTRO-FILTRATION OF WATER UNITS AND ELECTRO-FILTRATION OF WASTE WATER UNITS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 2-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-20-2002.

CLASS 11—(Continued).


SPOUNTIN

FOR FAUCET ACCESSORY, NAMELY, A PERSONAL FOUNTAIN (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

ACTIVAL


FOR CONTROL VALVES FOR HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 1-29-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2001.

CITY LITES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,520,523.

FOR AUTOMOTIVE LIGHTING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY 12 VOLT NEON, FLUORESCENT AND INCANDESCENT DECORATIVE ACCENT LIGHTING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, STICKS, RINGS, TUBES, ROPES, WINDSHIELD WASHER LIGHTS, SPOTLIGHTS, ROIDS, STROBE LIGHTS, LICENSE PLATE HOLDERS, UNDER CAR LIGHTING KITS COMPRISED OF LIGHTS, ADAPTERS, TRANSFORMERS, AND TUBES, AND ATTACHMENT HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


TRICONTINENTAL

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES; ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES AND CONTROLS THEREFOR SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 11—(Continued).


CAMBAR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,549,696.


CIRCULON


TREVISIO


AEREX

FOR FILTERS FOR STERILIZING AIR AND GAS STREAMS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34). FIRST USE 3-6-1990; IN COMMERCE 3-6-1990.

CLASS 11—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SMART", "LIMIT" AND "PROTECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


DIVA


SOPRANO


PROTEGO

FOR DEVICES FOR REMOVING METALLIC ION CONTAMINANTS FROM LIQUID PROCESS STREAMS USED TO MANUFACTURE SEMICONDUCTORS, NAMELY, PURIFIERS FOR REMOVING METALLIC ION CONTAMINANTS AND COMBINATION PURIFIER/FILTERS FOR REMOVING METALLIC ION AND PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34). FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
METALLIST

FOR INTER-METALLIC EVAPORATORS AND RESISTANCE HEATING SOURCES FOR USE IN VACUUM METALLIZERS FOR VACUUM DEPOSITION OF METAL COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.


SAHARA

FOR ELECTRIC BOOT-SHOE DRYERS FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


ZEO-PURE

FOR INDUSTRIAL MINERALS FOR USE IN LIQUID MEDIA FILTRATION (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


SUN TWIST

FOR FLUORESCENT LAMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 5-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2002.

2,849,497. WHIRLPOOL PROPERTIES, INC., ST. JOSEPH, MI. SN 78-175,373. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 10-17-2002.

SURE WATER SYSTEM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATER SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WATER PUMPS FOR USE IN PUMPING DRINKING WATER TO SINK, IN REFRIGERATOR DRINKING WATER SYSTEMS, IN ICE MAKING DEVICES, AND IN WATER COOLERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


RIVERCAST

FOR KITCHEN SINKS AND SHOWER BASES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


ALPS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 991,859, 1,928,822, AND OTHERS.
FOR ANTI-THEFT WARNING APPARATUS FOR AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).


IN-DOOR-AIR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,466,692.
FOR REFRIGERATORS, AIR COOLING UNITS FOR REFRIGERATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 6-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2003.


V-KAT

FOR BOAT HULLS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-7-2003.
CLASS 12—(Continued).


DT PRO HEAD

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,631,512, 2,121,337, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRO HEAD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BICYCLE PARTS, NAMELY, SPOKE NIPPLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-17-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-29-2002.


CADNA PRO-FIT
AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LAND VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, WHEEL BEARINGS, DRIVE BELTS, AXLE BEARINGS AND TRANSMISSION BELTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-12-2004.


THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
FOR FORKLIFTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2003.


BROOKLANDS

FOR AUTOMOBILES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 12—(Continued).


UNIROOF

FOR TRAILERS, NAMELY, CARGO TRAILERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-20-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.


NATURALFLO

FOR FUEL SYSTEM VALVES FOR VEHICLES POWERED BY COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).


THUNDER FIRE

FOR MOTORCYCLES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).


FIRST CLASS TRAVEL FOR CHILDREN

FOR SAFETY SEATS FOR USE IN CARS AND OTHER VEHICLES; SAFETY HARNESS FOR THE SEATS OF VEHICLES; SAFETY BELTS FOR THE SEATS OF VEHICLES; CHILD RESTRAINTS FOR USE IN VEHICLES; STROLLERS, PUSHCHAIRS AND PRAMS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL OF THE FORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

WILD KART

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KART", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR FRAMES FOR GO-KART AND COMPONENTS FOR GO-KARTS, NAMELY, HUBS, ENGINE SUPPORT PLATES, SPINDLES, WASHERS, SHIMS, BEARING SUPPORTS, DISC HOLDERS, SPROCKET CARRIERS, BRAKE CALIPERS, BRAKE PUMPS, AXLES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.


NUCLEAR RACING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RACING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, WHEEL RIMS, HUB CAPS, STEERING WHEELS, STEERING WHEEL COVERS, FRONT DASHBOARD, ROOF, AND DOOR PANELS, SHIFT KNOBS, AUTOMOBILE SEAT COVERS, CUP HOLDERS FOR USE IN VEHICLES, BODY TRIM, AIRBAG COVERS, GLOVE BOXES, AUTOMOBILE SEATS, AUTOMOBILE ANTITHFET AND BURGLAR ALARMS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

2,848,409. UNIVERSAL POWER GROUP, INC., ADDISON, TX. SN 76-395,985. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 4-16-2002.

UB SCOOTIN'

FOR ELECTRIC POWERED VEHICLES, NAMELY, SCOOTERS AND CHAIRS WITH BASES HAVING TWO OR MORE WHEELS, USED FOR PERSONAL TRANSPORTATION AND RECREATION (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).


CERAMICOOL

FOR BRAKE PADS FOR LAND VEHICLES; BRAKE ROTORS FOR LAND VEHICLES; BRAKE SHOES FOR LAND VEHICLES; DISC BRAKE PADS FOR VEHICLES; DISC BRAKES FOR LAND VEHICLES; BRAKE DRUMS FOR LAND VEHICLES; BRAKE BLOCKS FOR LAND VEHICLES; BRAKE LINES FOR LAND VEHICLES; BRAKE CALIPERS FOR LAND VEHICLES; BRAKE PUMPS, AXLES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).


ENGAGE

FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.


RAVAGE

FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.

2,849,094. BRUNSWICK CORPORATION, LAKE FOREST, IL. SN 76-489,042. PUB. 9-30-2003, FILED 2-12-2003.

MAXIMUS

FOR MARINE PROPELLERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).


ULTRASHIFT

FOR LAND VEHICLE TRANSMISSION AND PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY, MANUAL TRANSMISSION SHIFT-ASSIST SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE TRANSMISSION (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FASTPATCH

FOR REPAIR KITS FOR USE WITH DE-ICERS APPLIED TO OR FORMING PART OF AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS, COMPRISED OF PRIMERS AND REPAIR PATCHES; REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR USE WITH DE-ICERS APPLIED TO OR FORMING PART OF AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS, NAMELY PRIMERS AND REPAIR PATCHES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.

INTUITIVE SHIFT

FOR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION CALIBRATION SYSTEM COMPRISED OF A TRANSMISSION, FUEL INJECTOR AND MICROPROCESSOR, SOLD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2002.

R-TECH

FOR AFTERMARKET AUTOMOBILE WHEELS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

CRAFTMATIC COMFORT COACH

FOR POWERED PERSONAL VEHICLES, NAMELY POWERED WHEELED CHAIRS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
CLASS 12—(Continued).


G300


Z-FORCE


MULTI-FLEX


KAZERA


NORTHSIDE TRAIL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRAIL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44). FIRST USE 6-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2003.

CLASS 12—(Continued).


CLASS 13—FIREARMS


VERTEC


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 002718294, FILED 5-31-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "100% LEAD-FREE BULLET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF CONCENTRIC OVANS, AS A CARRIER CONTAINING THE WORDS "LEAD-FREE BULLET" WITH A SMALL OVAL IN THE CENTER CONTAINING THE SYMBOL "100%" WITH LIGHT GREEN AND DARK GREEN SHADING, BLACK BORDERS AND WHITE LETTERS.

ATHENS 2004

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,952,198 AND 2,425,310.
FOR LAPEL PINS; NON-MONETARY COINS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CLOCKS; WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.

UHR-KRAFT

FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

GIGI

FOR JEWELRY, COSTUME JEWELRY, RINGS, EARRINGS, BRACELETS, ANKLETS, PINS, BROOCHES, WATCHES, WATCH BANDS AND STRAPS, JEWELRY PINS, JEWELRY CHAINS, WATCH CHAINS, CHARMS AND NECKLACES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1990.

SPOT-IT

FOR GOLF RELATED JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1994; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1994.

GENUINE SONOMA HOME GOODS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,373,492.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GENUINE" AND "HOME GOODS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOCKS, NAMELY, WALL AND TABLE CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-30-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2000.

AZURA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "AZURA" IN THE MARK IS A LATIN WORD MEANING "BLUE".
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

MLB

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,055,315 AND 2,188,192.
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, BRACELETS, CHARMS, EARRINGS, NECKLACES, PENDANTS, WATCHES, COSTUME JEWELRY, MEDALLIONS, ORNAMENTAL PINS, LAPEL PINS, MONEY CLIPS OF PRECIOUS METAL, CLOCKS, NON-MONETARY COINS OF PRECIOUS METAL, AND NON-MONETARY COINS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

RAKUWA

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "RAKU" IN THE MARK IS "COMFORT" OR "EASE". THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "WA" IS "RING" OR "LOOP".
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, BRACELETS AND NECKLACES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
INTRIGUE

FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

WATCHBAND HEADQUARTERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATCHBAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WATCH BANDS; WATCH BRACELETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

WINGS

FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, RING GUARDS FOR USE ADJACENT TO WEDDING BANDS OR OTHER FINGER RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-16-2003; IN COMMERCCE 4-16-2003.

LOVE TIES

FOR JEWELRY; NAMELY NECKLACES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
CLASS 14—(Continued).


WRIGHT & LATO

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,380,420.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OFFICIAL" AND "STANDARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WATCHES AND CLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).


BALL

OFFICIAL STANDARD

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "NALEDI" IN THE MARK IS "BEAUTIFUL STAR".
The lining shown in the drawing is a feature of the mark.
The mark consists of a representation of an African tribal shield.
For precious gemstones, namely, diamonds and diamond jewelry (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-30-1902; IN COMMERCE 9-30-1902.

CLASS 14—(Continued).


LAVELLO

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE ITALIAN WORD "LAVELLO" IN THE MARK IS "SINK" OR "BASIN".
FOR BRACELETS AND BRACELET CHARMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).


CASCADES

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).


WESTERN CHARM

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).


GOSSIP

FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-28-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-28-2003.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER


P.B.

FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS; PENCIL BOXES, NAMELY, CASES FOR PENS, PENCILS, ERASERS, RULERS, AND PENCIL SHARPENERS; ART PRINTS, POSTERS; RUBBER STAMPS AND INK PADS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS FOR CHILDREN, DECALCOMANIAS AND STICKERS, GREETING CARDS; HEIGHT CHARTS; CALENDARS AND DIARIES; WRAPPING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 9-0-1960; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1960.


DESIGN PARADIGM


AMERICA'S TEST KITCHEN


REBECCA TAYLOR


GRAPHICAMERICA


CURIS


HELEN STEINER RICE


LONGEVITY

FOR KITS FOR PACKAGING, NAMELY, CARDBOARD BOXES, POLYFOAM PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING, PACKING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.
VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM
OF THE SEA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,040,793.
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES, BOOKS AND NOVELIZATIONS IN THE FIELD OF SCIENCE FICTION, ENTERTAINMENT AND GENERAL INFORMATION OF INTEREST; SERIES OF ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN'S BOOKS; COMIC BOOKS; COLORING BOOKS; PLAY-ACTIVITY BOOKS; STICKER BOOKS; POSTER BOOKS; POSTCARD BOOKS; WORD PUZZLE BOOKS; PLAYING CARDS; POSTCARDS; FLASHCARDS; TRADING/TRIVIA CARDS; GREETING CARDS; CALENDARS; STATIONARY; DIARIES; SOUVENIR PROGRAMS; ARTS AND CRAFTS KITS; SCRAPBOOKS; ADDRESS AND SCHEDULE BOOKS; NOTEBOOKS, BOOK COVERS; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS; PAPER SUPPLIES AND DECORATIONS, NAMELY, PAPER HATS, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER GIFT BAGS, PAPER PLACEMATS, PAPER PLATES, PAPER CUPS, INVITATIONS, NOTE CARDS, PAPER DOOR SIGNS, PAPER PARTY FAVORS, PAPER PLACE CARDS, PAPER TABLE COVERS, PAPER BAGS, PAPER PENNANTS, PAPER BANNERS, PLASTIC BAGS, PAPER IDENTIFICATION NAME TAGS, DECORATIVE PAPER CENTERPIECES, GIFT WRAPS, RUBBER STAMPS, STAMP PADS, LOOSE-LEAF BINDERS; PAPER BOXES; CHILDREN'S BOOKS COMBINED WITH PRE-RECORDED AUDIO TAPE CASSETTES FEATURING STORIES AND MUSIC AND SOLD AS UNITS; CHILDREN'S BOOKS COMBINED WITH ELECTRONIC SOUND-EMITTING DEVICES AND SOLD AS UNITS; CHILDREN'S BOOKS COMBINED WITH DOLLS AND SOLD AS UNITS; CRAYONS; PENS; PENCILS; PENCIL CASES; PENCIL SHARPENERS, MECHANICAL PENCILS; NON-ELECTRIC ERASERS; INK MARKERS AND CASES AND HOLDERS THEREFOR; CHALK; CHALK ERASERS; CREPE PAPER; MODELING CLAY; PAPER BIBS; DECORATIVE PEN- AND PENCIL-TOP ORNAMENTS; PAPER DECALS AND STENCILS; CONSTRUCTION PAPER; TRACING PAPER; BOND PAPER; PICTURES; LITHOGRAPHS; PICTORIAL PRINTS; STICKERS; TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS NOT MAGNETICALLY CODED; BLACKBOARDS; CORK BOARDS; BULLETIN BOARDS; MEMORANDUM BOARDS; SLATE BOARDS FOR WRITING; BOOK HOLDERS; BOOKENDS; PAPER COASTERS; ENVELOPES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "SUNFLOWER".
FOR STATIONERY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NOTE-CARDS, ENVELOPES, PADS, AND BLANK JOURNALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

THE LINING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS, STICKERS, STICKER BOOKS, GREETING CARDS, FLASH CARDS, BOOKMARKS, TRADING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2002.
THE CROCODILE HUNTER

FOR POSTERS; POSTCARDS; DESK TOP ORGANIZERS; DESK SETS; DESK PADS; BLOTTERS; PERSONAL ORGANIZERS; DIARIES; PENS; PENCILS; PENCIL CASES; PEN CASES; DRAWING RULERS; BOOKMARKS; NOTEBOOKS; COLOURING BOOKS; NOTE PADS; DESK PADS; NON-ELECTRIC ERASERS; NON-ELECTRICAL PENCIL SHARPENERS; STENCILS; STATIONERY; FILE FOLDERS; RUBBER STAMPS; PAPER BAGS; WRAPPING PAPER; TRADING CARDS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; COMPOSITION BOOKS; STICKERS; DECALS; CALENDARS; NAMELY, DESK CALENDARS, WALL CALENDARS, STATIONERY KITS AND ARTS AND CRAFT PAINTING AND COLORING KITS; ART PRINTS; COLOUR PRINTS; PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; COMIC STRIPS; BOOKS FEATURING INFORMATION ON ANIMALS; MAPS; PLAYING CARDS; DECORATIVE STICKERS FOR WALLS AND WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 10-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2001.

SPECTRA


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "NOUVEAU" IS "NEW".

THE "WE CARE" DRIVERS ASSOCIATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRIVERS ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FACTS AND COMPARISONS’ OFF-LABEL DRUG FACTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE OFF-LABEL DRUG FACTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE TRAVEL BUG


ART EDITIONS


LEAP’S POND


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCHOOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SINCERELY, KIDS

FOR COLUMNS DEALING WITH CHILDREN AND CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,387,829, 1,397,997, AND 2,001,823.
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, BOOKS, BROCHURES, AND PAMPHLETS IN THE FIELDS OF MEDICINE AND HEALTH CARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

VEGAS

FOR MAGAZINES, BOOKS, NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS ABOUT ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, ART, DINING TRAVEL, LEISURE, GAMING AND NIGHTLIFE RELATED TO THE CITY OF LAS VEGAS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-26-1994; IN COMMERCE 4-26-1994.

VALIDATION: A TEST TO MONITOR MEMORY

FOR PRINTED BOOKLETS CONTAINING IMAGES USED FOR TESTING MEMORY, MEMORY TEST ANSWER AND SCORING SHEETS, AND BACKGROUND AND INTERPRETATION INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

BUSTER BACKFLOW

FOR COMIC BOOK (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

YOUR ROOM IN A BAG

FOR FOLDERS MADE WITH PAPER AND PLASTIC THAT WILL BE USED BY CONSUMERS TO ORGANIZE HOME IMPROVEMENT SAMPLE MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2003.


FOR ADHESIVE TAPES FOR HOME, OFFICE, SCHOOL, AND GENERAL USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2002.

FOR SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


IMPACT

FOR BINDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

2,848,265. KEYES FIBRE CORPORATION, WENATCHEE, WA. SN 76-368,714. PUB. 5-13-2003, FILED 2-8-2002.

KYS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 408,864 AND 408,909.
FOR MOLDED PAPER, PAPERBOARD AND CARDBOARD TRAYS FOR PACKAGING, SHIPPING AND DISPLAYING FRUIT, EGGS AND WINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-16-1936; IN COMMERCE 10-16-1936.


GLANCE

FOR QUARTERLY PRINTED MAGAZINES DIRECTED TO PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIOS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


TOTAL NONSTOP ACTION

FOR POSTERS, CALENDARS, NOTEBOOKS, BINDERS, DAILY PLANNERS, PERSONAL ORGANIZERS, MEMOPADS, PENS, PENCILS, STICKERS, ERASERS, COMIC BOOKS, PENCIL CASES, WRITING PAPER, ENVELOPES, GREETING CARDS, PAPER WEIGHTS, PAPER COASTERS, PAPER MATS, NEWSPAPERS FOR GENERAL CIRCULATION, BOOKS, MOUNTED OR UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS, POSTCARDS, TRADING CARDS, PRE-PAID NON-MAGNETIC PHONE DEBIT CARDS, PERSONAL CHECKS, RUBBER STAMPS, IRON-ON TRANSFERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


Family Savings
MAGAZINE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAGAZINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS, IN PART, OF A STYLIZED HUMAN IN THE FORM OF A LETTER "I" IN THE WORD "SAVINGS".
FOR PRINTED PRODUCT, NAMELY A MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD OF COUPONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.


MYRA J.
COLLECTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2002.

PERFECT GLUE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GLUE FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-26-2003.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,526,826, 1,849,276, AND 2,268,499.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VEGETARIAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RECIPE CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.


PARTY STARZ

FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY STICKERS, HEADBANDS, NAIL DECALS; BROCHURES, NAMELY COLORING BOOKS; BOOKMARK; AND REMOVEABLE TATTOOS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.


QUICK-UP

FOR CELLULOSIC BATH WIPES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2002.


CATALYST

FOR NEWSLETTER IN THE FIELD OF ACCOUNTANCY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


SPEED BLUR

FOR ARTISTIC WORKS, NAMELY, A SERIES OF ORIGINAL PAINTINGS AND REPRODUCTIONS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2002.


NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL MUSIC

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,089,508.
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, SHEET MUSIC, SONG BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.
THE NAME "G.S. HILL" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR ORIGINAL ARTWORK, NAMELY, PRINTS AND POSTERS; PRINTED MATERIALS CONTAINING REPRESENTATIONS OF ORIGINAL ARTWORK, NAMELY, POSTERS, PRINTS, GREETING CARDS, AND POSTCARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


FOR MAGAZINE ON THE SUBJECT OF "LOWRIDER" VEHICLES AND LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

GANDER PUBLISHING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLISHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS, TEXTBOOKS, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, AND KITS CONTAINING MANUALS, PRINTED CARDS, AND PRINTED CHARTS, ALL USED FOR TEACHING LANGUAGE, READING, SPELLING AND MATH COMPREHENSION, AND ADDRESSING OTHER LEARNING PROBLEMS; FICTION AND NON-FICTION BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.


COMFORTSTYLUS

FOR FINGERTIP PEN/STYLUS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


PROMISSOR

FOR BOOKS, NEWSLETTER, PAMPHLETS, MANUALS AND GUIDES IN THE FIELD OF TEST DEVELOPMENT, ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS; PRINTED TEST FORMS, TEST BOOKLETS, PRINTED CERTIFICATES, LICENSE FORMS, POSTERS, PRINTED REPORTS AND VOUCHERS FOR USE IN EDUCATIONAL, VOCATIONAL, OCCUPATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL ASSESSMENT, LICENSING AND CERTIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

2,848,635. MCDONALD, CLARE, KINGSTON, NY. SN 76-434,582. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 7-26-2002.

MY FATHER'S COOKIE CUTTERS 1947-1953 OMILIAN PRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "1947-1953" AND "PRESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GIFT WRAP MADE OF PAINTED AND PRINTED FABRIC (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


WINSTEP

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES AND MANUALS PERTAINING TO TECHNICAL STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE WOOD, METALS, AND PLASTICS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, AND TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES FOR THE COLLECTION AND EXCHANGE OF DATA IN THE WOOD, METALS, AND PLASTICS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

2,848,663. WILLIAMHOUSE LLC, LONG ISLAND CITY, NY SN 76-440,185. PUB. 10-7-2003, FILED 8-14-2002.

PRINTS COLLECTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTING PAPER; CARDS, NAMELY, BIRTHDAY CARDS, GREETING CARDS, SOCIAL CARDS, PERSONALIZED CARDS AND HOLIDAY CARDS; FOLDERS, AND ENVELOPES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-17-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-17-2001.
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2,848,664. TURNER CLASSIC MOVIES LP, LLLP, ATLANTA, GA. SN 76-440,204. PUB. 6-17-2003, FILED 8-12-2002.

HOLLYWOOD POOLSIDE

FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, CRAYONS, DECALS, FOLDERS FOR LOOSE WRITING PAPER, DESK SETS, NOTE CARDS, DAILY PLANNERS, DATA BOOKS, CALENDARS, CLIPBOARDS, PENCIL HOLDERS, POSTERS, BLANK WRITING JOURNALS; CARDBOARD VIDEO STORAGE BOXES; PRINTED AWARDS; HIGHLIGHTING MARKERS AND PENS; MARKERS; PAPERWEIGHTS; PEN HOLDERS; PENCILS; PENS; AND POSTCARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 10-22-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-22-2002.


2,848,729. CABIN CREEK, LTD., PLEASANT GROVE, UT. SN 76-449,821. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 9-12-2002.

MAKE IT FROM YOUR HEART

FOR MAGAZINES, CATALOGS, AND IDEA BOOKS RELATING TO SCRAPBOOKS, JOURNALS, AND RUBBER STAMPS, AND TO COMPONENTS, TECHNIQUES, AND METHODOLOGY FOR ASSEMBLING, CREATING, OR USING THE SAME (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.


PICK-A-POOP


DARE TO BE GREAT

CLASS 16—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BIBLE" AND "FOR KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS TO HELP TEACHERS AND PARENTS TEACH THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN CHARACTER TO CHILDREN AGED 5-10 (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-6-2002.

2,848,744. STOREY PUBLISHING, LLC, NORTH ADAMS, MA. SN 76-452,650. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 9-17-2002.

STOREY KIDS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,332,064, 2,000,949, AND 2,060,610.
FOR SERIES OF CHILDREN'S BOOKS IN THE FIELDS OF NATURE AND SCIENCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2002.


PREMIER ROMANCE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,170,599, 2,376,305, AND 2,474,370.
FOR MAGAZINE FEATURING LUXURY ACCOMMODATIONS FOR HONEYMOON, WEDDING AND VACATION DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.


COOL ADVANTAGE

FOR STAPLES, STAPLERS, MINI-STAPLER KIT CONSISTING OF A COMBINATION OF A SMALLER-SIZED STAPLER AND STAPLES, AND STAPLE REMOVER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 16—(Continued).


SUREPAK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 658,532, 765,292, AND 1,178,128.
FOR PACKAGING FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY BLISTER CARDS WITH AN OUTER PAPERBOARD COVER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2003.


1.6 maxum

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "1.6", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PENS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-11-2003.

2,848,851. ADVANSTAR COMMUNICATIONS, INC., DULUTH, MN. SN 76-465,979. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 11-12-2002.

SMARTER BUSINESS. BETTER PATIENT CARE.

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINE FEATURING NEWS AND INFORMATION OF INTEREST TO HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2003.


ROSAL

"ROSAL" TRANSLATES TO "ROSE BUSH" IN ENGLISH.
FOR TOILET PAPER, PAPER NAPKINS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
Brain Gain
Promoting Cognitive Vitality

FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, A SERIES OF WORKBOOKS WITH MENTAL EXERCISES FOR PEOPLE FIFTY (50) YEARS OLD AND OLDER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

Salute Our Military

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MILITARY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS, BUMPER STICKERS, POSTCARDS, TRADING CARDS, PRINTED PAPER LABELS, WRITING PADS, PLACE CARDS, POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

Furdmont

FOR COMIC STRIPS IN GENERAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

Frontierpages

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,979,446, 2,309,862, AND OTHERS.
FOR TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

Microshred

FOR OFFICE MACHINES, NAMELY, PAPER SHREDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-16-2004.

Kg

FOR PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

Masterwork

FOR BIBLE STUDY GUIDES, BIBLE STUDY BOOKS, BOOKS FEATURING BIBLICAL ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.

In Ministry with Kids

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MINISTRY" AND "WITH KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RELIGIOUS MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
STUFFED UPS

FOR STICKERS USED WITH SCRAPBOOKS, PHOTO BOOKS, MINI STICKER ENVELOPES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DRILL

FOR GENERAL FEATURE MAGAZINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

LEADING ADULTS

FOR RELIGIOUS MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

THE FIRST AND LAST WORD IN MEDICINE

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MEDICAL DICTIONARIES, MEDICAL WORD BOOKS AND MEDICAL REFERENCE WORKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

SMALL STEPS PRESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS, MAGAZINES, AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF DIABETES, GENERAL HEALTH, EXERCISE, WEIGHT LOSS, NUTRITION AND COOKING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ART FOR EVERY DAY

FOR CALENDARS, POSTERS, AND STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2003.

THE CLEAR PERSPECTIVE

FOR NEWSLETTER DIRECTED TOWARDS THE MEDICAL PROFESSION WHICH PROVIDES INFORMATION REGARDING THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF ACNE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

TRIO BOOKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOOKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SERIES OF EDUCATIONAL BOOKS FOR GRADES KINDERGARTEN THROUGH 8TH GRADE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
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LONGCHAMP


AUTOMOBILE RED BOOK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 764,854, 1,996,541, AND OTHERS. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO USE "BOOK" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR PRINT PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, USED-AUTOMOBILE VALUATION GUIDES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 4-0-1911; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1911.

PASS IT ON

FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PRINTED BOARDS OF PAPER OR VINYL FOR PLACEMENT ON BILLBOARDS, ALL ON THE SUBJECT OF PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED TO DO GOOD, TO PROMOTE ETHICAL AND CHARACTER VALUES, TO BE A GOOD CITIZEN AND TO PERFORM COMMUNITY SERVICES AND CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 11-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2002.


ALL ABOUT KIDS PUBLISHING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLISHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE SHEEP COMICS AT SHEEPCOMICS.COM


PIN ROLLERS


CHANGO COMICS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COMIC BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO COMIC BOOKS, NAMELY HARD COVER AND SOFT COVER BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF COMIC BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 7-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2001.


EZ FENG SHUI

CONKLIN CRESCENT FILLER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,484,809.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRESCENT FILLER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WRITING INSTRUMENTS AND FOUNTAIN PENS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

THE DO-IT-YOURSELF PRESENTATION KIT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRESENTATION KIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOLE PUNCHES AND BINDING KITS CONTAINING PRE-PUNCHED COPY PAPER AND PLASTIC AND METAL SPIRAL, HINGE AND LOOP BINDING ELEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

KID-A-PEEL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,272,263.
FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS, STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2003.

BRAWNY PROFESSIONAL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,062,207 AND 2,165,829.
FOR PAPER TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

BILL DANCE'S FISHING ILLUSTRATED

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FISHING ILLUSTRATED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The NAME "BILL DANCE" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR PERIODICAL MAGAZINE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF FISHING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

U.S. FOODS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "U.S.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INK PENS, STICKERS, AND LETTER OPENERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.

BORN ON THE BEACH

FOR CALENDARS, DECALS, PAPER BANNERS, PAPER PENNANTS, POSTERS, PICTURE POSTCARDS, SCORE SHEETS, SCRAPBOOKS, STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2003.

BRANDICAPPED

FOR BOOKS FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT BRANDING AND MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FOUNTAIN SQUARE PUBLISHING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLISHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FICTION AND NON-FICTION BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS; CHILDREN'S BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-5-2003.

BOBCAT

FOR PAPER, NAMELY, PAPER FOR PRINTING AND PUBLISHING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-4-2003.

FADDOG

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,602,818.
FOR PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, POSTERS, BUMPER STICKERS, STATIONERY, CHILDREN'S BOOKS, AND COMIC BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2003.

BROWNSTONE'S COMPLETE HIPAA PRIVACY STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,652,940.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPLETE HIPAA PRIVACY STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

WHAT'S TODAY?

FOR CALENDARS FOR CHILDREN FEATURING EDUCATIONAL THEMES, DATES, DAYS, MONTHS, SEASONS, FESTIVE OCCASIONS, HOLIDAYS, REMINDERS, AND ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

TINY TREASURES

FOR RELIGIOUS BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-17-2003.

NUPENZ

FOR PENS AND PENCILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2003.

ALT PICK MAGAZINE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,701,105 AND 2,515,216.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAGAZINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF GRAPHIC DESIGN, ADVERTISING, PHOTOGRAPHY, AND ILLUSTRATION DIRECTED TO PROFESSIONALS IN THOSE FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.
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ARRHYTHMIA INSIGHT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARRHYTHMIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED MAGAZINES AND NEWSLETTERS FOR CIRCULATION IN THE FIELDS OF ELECTRO-PHYSIOLOGY AND CARDIOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


FOR DESK TOP ORGANIZERS FOR BUSINESS AND OFFICE USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2003.

ADVENTURES OF SNOOKY

FOR SERIES OF CHILDREN'S BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


FOR PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, A SERIES OF CONTINUITY CARDS ON THE SUBJECT OF DESIGNING AND CREATING SCRAPBOOKS, FOR INSERTION INTO A BINDER AND A BINDER FOR USE IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2003.
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CHARMIN SCENTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 248,549, 1,772,338, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCENTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOILET TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


GOLDEN DELUXE

FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1982; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1982.

HANDS FREE BOARDING

FOR TRANSPARENT PLASTIC DOCUMENT HOLDER FOR USE WITH AIRLINE TICKETS, PASSPORTS AND IDENTIFICATION CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.


LASERBAND2

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,550,744.
FOR BUSINESS FORMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.


GET OFF THE FURNITURE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FURNITURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GREETING CARDS, NOTE CARDS, POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.
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NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUT ON LIKE A PANT OR PUT ON LIKE A DIAPER!", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF WORDS, CIRCLES, FEET, LEGS, HANDS, DIAPER.
FOR DISPOSABLE DIAPERS, DISPOSABLE TRAINING PANTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2003.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIAPER-PANTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DISPOSABLE DIAPERS, DISPOSABLE TRAINING PANTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2003.


RACE KID

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RACE!", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BROCHURES PERTAINING TO ALL FORMS OF RACING, POSTERS, INFORMATIONAL FLYERS PERTAINING TO ALL FORMS OF RACING, PROMO ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS, POSTER PAPER DESIGNED FOR USE AS BILLBOARDS, PAPER CD COVERS, STICKERS, DECALS, CALENDARS AND TRADING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


MH

FOR MAGAZINE PUBLISHED PERIODICALLY IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, FITNESS, DIET, EXERCISE, AND LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS


DINGGUARD THE ULTIMATE IN VEHICLE DOOR DING PROTECTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE ULTIMATE IN VEHICLE DOOR DING PROTECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REMOVABLE RUBBER PROTECTION STRIP WHICH PROTECTS AN AUTOMOBILE'S BODY AGAINST DENTING AND CHIPPING CAUSED BY ANOTHER AUTOMOBILE'S DOOR OPENING AGAINST THE PROTECTED AUTOMOBILE'S BODY AND PAINTED SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-12-1999; IN COMMERCE 2-16-2000.


EQUIFOAM

FOR PLASTIC FOAMS FOR USE AS CUSHIONING AND SHOCK ABSORBERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-2-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-2-2004.
CLASS 17—(Continued).

2,847,754. CANTAR/POLYAIR INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA. SN 76-025,547. PUB. 5-1-2001, FILED 4-12-2000.

**STARBOND**

Prioritize claimed under sec. 44 (D) on Canada application no. 1032157, filed 10-13-1999.

For packaging materials namely, cohesive polyethylene foam sheet material for use in packaging of articles (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50).

First use 2-8-2000; in commerce 2-8-2000.


**WRECKWRAP**

For self-adhering, rolled, polyethylene film that adheres to metal surfaces and protects them from the elements (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50).


2,848,388. ALPHA BETA INTERNATIONAL INC., BERNSVILLE, NJ. SN 76-393,118. PUB. 4-29-2003, FILED 4-9-2002.

**HAMLET**

For cellulosic fiber reinforced plastic composite material for use in manufacturing plastic parts (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50).

First use 6-0-2001; in commerce 6-0-2001.


**HOLD-IT FOR RUGS**

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "RUGS", apart from the mark as shown.

For rug tapes (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50).


**HYPERSOFT**

For polyurethane foam for use in manufacturing, bedding, furniture, pillows, mattress pads, lumbar supports, neck rolls, and consumer products, namely, sponges and wipes (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50).

First use 12-0-2002; in commerce 12-0-2002.

G+
DURASPEC
FOR BUILDING INSULATION CUSTOM ORDERED TO SPECIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50). FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

KERCITE
FOR INJECTION MOLDING PLASTIC COMPOUNDS IN THE NATURE OF SELF-LUBRICATING AND/OR ENHANCED STRENGTH GRADES CONTAINING MECHANICAL AND/OR CHEMICAL FILLER CONTENTS IN THE FORM OF PELLETS OR MOLDED SHAPES FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE AND FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50). FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.


NEVERKINK SELF-STRAIGHTENING HOSE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,331,071. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SELF-STRAIGHTENING HOSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INSEAL
FOR TUBULAR LINERS OF PLASTIC AND FELT FOR USE IN REPAIRING SEWER LINE JUNCTURES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50). FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2003.


STEMPLUG

2,849,244. ITTAUTOMOTIVE, INC., AUBURN HILLS, MI. SN 78-118,851. PUB. 6-24-2003, FILED 4-2-2002.

HYDROLOCK
CLASS 17—(Continued).


FOR ELONGATED TAPE HAVING A PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE ON ONE SIDE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).


THERMOFLEX

FOR FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT MADE OF METAL FOR USE WITH OIL AND NATURAL GAS WELLS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-14-2002.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,777,927, 2,283,506, AND OTHERS.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION FOR THE MARK IS LOVE FOR PURSES, AND HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


CONVERT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,923,813.
FOR FABRIC BAGS AND CASES, NAMELY WHEELED AND NON-WHEELED DUFFEL BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, UTILITY BAGS AND BACKPACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.


BRETTON

FOR SADDLES AND HORSE BLANKETS CUSTOM FITTED TO A HORSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 7-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2001.


AMOR


JAFFERJEE'S

FOR LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS; LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER SOLD IN BULK; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS, AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
CLASS 18—(Continued).


TAADOW

FOR HANDBAGS, ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, TOTE BAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS, MESH SHOPPING BAGS, TEXTILE SHOPPING BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, CLUTCH PURSES, ALL PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS, BACKPACKS, ATTACHES, SATCHELS, FANNY PACKS, BUSINESS CARD CASES, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, DRAWSTRING POUCHES, WALLET AND COIN PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.


JUSTICE UNDER GOD

FOR PURSES, NAMELY, CHANGE PURSES, COIN PURSES, CLUTCHES AND WRIST MOUNTED PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.


ADRIENNE VITTADINI

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,601,002, 1,912,150, AND OTHERS.
THE NAME SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL, WHOSE CONSENT TO REGISTER IS OF RECORD.
FOR UMBRELLAS; HANDBAGS; LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER GOODS, NAMELY, WALLETS, COIN PURSES, LUGGAGE, TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


GRANITE CANYON

FOR LUGGAGE AND BAGS, NAMELY, HANDBAGS, BACKPACKS, TRAVELLING BAGS, ALL-PURPOSE CARRYING BAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS, ALL-PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, BOOK BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, AND DIAPER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.


I TRAVEL

FOR LUGGAGE, ALL-PURPOSE SPORTS BAGS, TOTE BAGS, LEATHER AND NYLON SUITCASES, TRAVEL BAGS, CARRY-ON LUGGAGE, GARMENT BAGS, BACKPACKS, OVERNIGHT CASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


BROOKLYN PROUD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BROOKLYN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DUFFEL BAGS, TOTE BAGS, SPORT BAGS, HANDBAGS, WAIST PACKS, BACKPACKS AND GYM BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


CROSS BUCK

FOR ATHLETIC BAGS, BACKPACKS, DUFFLE BAGS, FANNY PACKS, GYM BAGS, LUGGAGE, NAP SACKS, SPORTS BAGS, TOTE BAGS AND WAIST PACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
NBDL

FOR ATHLETIC BAGS, SHOE BAGS FOR TRAVEL, OVERNIGHT BAGS, UMBRELLAS, BACKPACKS, BABY BACKPACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, TOTE BAGS, LUGGAGE, LUGGAGE TAGS, PATIO UMBRELLAS, VALISES, ATTACHE CASES, BILLFOLDS, WALLETs, BRIEFCASES, CANES, BUSINESS CARD CASES, BOOK BAGS, ALL PURPOSE SPORTS BAGS, GOLF UMBRELLAS, LUGGAGE TAGS IN THE SHAPE OF DOG TAGS, GYM BAGS, PURSES, COIN PURSES, FANNY PACKS, WAIST PACKS, COSMETIC CASES SOLD EMPTY, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, HANDBAGS, KEY CASES, KNAPSACKS, SUITCASES, TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY, TRUNKS FOR TRAVELING AND RUCKSACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 2-1-2003; IN COMMERCe 2-1-2003.

SPOTLEASH

FOR PET LEASHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

LETS GO COREA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COREA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SUIT BAGS, BRIEFCASES, WALLETs, TRAVEL BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS NAMELY, LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS, MESH SHOPPING BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS WITH WHEELS ATTACHED, TEXTILE SHOPPING BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, HANDBAGS, BOSTON BAGS, BEACH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 10-10-2003; IN COMMERCe 10-10-2003.

LETS GO USA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SUIT BAGS, BRIEFCASES, WALLETs, TRAVEL BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS NAMELY, LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS, MESH SHOPPING BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS WITH WHEELS ATTACHED, TEXTILE SHOPPING BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, HANDBAGS, BOSTON BAGS, BEACH BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 10-10-2003; IN COMMERCe 10-10-2003.

TERCEM 3000

FOR TERNARY COMPOSITE CEMENT FOR USE IN CONCRETE FLATWORK SUCH AS ROADS, SIDEWALKS, DRIVEWAYS, CURBS, GUTTERS AND INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL AND COMMERCIAL FLOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
CAST IN QUESTECH

FOR MOLDED RESINS CONTAINING CERAMIC, METALLIC AND/OR STONE POWDER IN FINISHED OR SEMI-FINISHED SHAPES FOR USE IN BUILDINGS AND ARCHITECTURE APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, TILE, TRIM, WALL PANELS, HOUSE NUMBER TILES, NAMELY, NON-METAL TILES THAT INCLUDE HOUSE NUMBERS AS A INTEGRAL COMPONENT, AND LUMINOUS NO-MECHANICAL SIGNS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

INLOC

FOR WOOD LAMINATED FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

ARCH-LOCK

FOR CONCRETE BLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-12-2004.

HOME IS YOUR BEST INVESTMENT

FOR PLASTIC MOULDINGS FOR BUILDING PURPOSES, PLASTIC MILLWORK EXCLUSIVE OF CABINETS, AND NON-METAL WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

EASYBOARD

FOR BACKERBOARDS AND UNDERLAYMENT FOR USE IN INSTALLING CERAMIC TILE, NATURAL STONE AND RESILIENT FLOORING, AND OTHER TILE, NATURAL STONE AND RESILIENT FLOOR INSTALLATION PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

SEALLAP

FOR WATERPROOF MEMBRANE FOR ABOVE-GRADE USE, NAMELY, AS A ROOFING MEMBRANE AND FOR BELOW GRADE USE, NAMELY, AS A NON-METAL FLASHING AROUND THE FOUNDATION OF A BUILDING; NON-METAL ROOFING SHINGLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.

MELBOURNE

FOR HARDWOOD FLOORING AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2003.
PHENOMEL

FOR ORIENTED STRAND BOARD (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

SCENIC SCAPIES

FOR VINYL SIDING PANELS FOR EXTERIOR SURFACES OF MOBILE HOMES AND RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIGHT PICTURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ILLUMINATED DISPLAY FRAMES FOR PICTURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

SHADETTE

FOR WINDOW COVERINGS; NAMELY, WINDOW SHADES AND WINDOW BLINDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
SMARTTRAY


SHOWER PROOF


CORDSOLVER


FOR SOCKS ONLY


POWER ZONE

LOVE ALWAYS
FOR JEWELRY BOXES NOT OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-22-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-25-2003.

WOOD BY DESIGN
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WOOD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INTERIOR WINDOW COVERINGS MADE IN WHOLE OR SUBSTANTIAL PART OF WOOD, NAMELY BLINDS AND SHADES, NAMELY WINDOW BLINDS AND SHADES, VENETIAN BLINDS, MINI BLINDS, TWO-INCH BLINDS, MICRO BLINDS, INDOOR SLATTED BLINDS, VERTICAL BLINDS, PLEATED SHADES, ROLLER SHADES, WOOD-LOOK BLINDS, WOOD BLINDS; INTERIOR WINDOW SHUTTERS; AND COMPONENT PARTS FOR ALL OF THE ABOVE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

COVADA
FOR SOLID-SURFACE CUSTOM KITCHEN COUNTERTOPS AND BATHROOM VANITY TOPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

NEATNIK
FOR STORAGE CABINETS, AND CLOSET STORAGE ORGANIZERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.

CLASS 20—(Continued).

GRANDWOOD PLUS
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,362,845.

BIPLANE
FOR NON-METAL HANDLES FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, SPORTING EQUIPMENT, GARDENING TOOLS AND KITCHEN UTENSILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

CLASS 20—(Continued).


LEGACY
FOR LABORATORY FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CLASS 20—(Continued).

IMF
FOR PLASTIC DRUM CLOSURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

SUPERGRIPS!
FOR PLASTIC AND WOOD ATTACHABLE HANDLES FOR USE IN CARRYING BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-30-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-30-1998.

2,849,172. BLUE RIBBON PET PRODUCTS, INC., DBA HAROME, COMMACK, NY. SN 78-088,105.
GARDEN & POND WONDERS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GARDEN & POND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR POLY-RESIN GARDEN AND POND ORNAMENTS TAKING THE FORM OF VARIOUS ANIMALS, BIRDS, FISH, REPTILES, AMPHIBIANS, FICTIONAL CHARACTERS AND STRUCTURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-29-2002.

2,849,198. MCNAMEE, BERNARD J., LAKE ST. LOUIS, MO.
POLLY
FOR PLASTIC SLIP SHEETS FOR USE AS WOOD PALLET SUBSTITUTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

PUB. 4-8-2003, FILED 8-30-2002.
EXTREMELITE
FOR SLEEPING BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 20—(Continued).

2,849,412. M/S UHIN HOLDING PTE LTD., SINGAPORE.

FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-6-1999.

2,849,437. UDY, DAVID B., SALT LAKE CITY, UT. SN 78-167,288.
SLEEP SOUNDLY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-METAL TOOL STORAGE HOLDER PRIMARILY FOR GARDEN TOOLS WITH ELONGATED HANDLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

2,849,487. BASIC COMFORT, INC., DENVER, CO. SN 78-173,799.
CO Z
FOR MATTRESSES AND BOX SPRINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.
SPEEDYSHADE
FOR WINDOW SHADES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-20-2003.

TOOL POD
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLASTIC TOOL BOXES FOR MOUNTING ON STEP STOOLS AND STEPLADDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

BONGO BAG
FOR HAMPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.

TERMICA USA
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR STYLING TOOLS, NAMELY, HAIR-BRUSHES, HAIR COMBS AND SQUEEZE AND SPRAY WATER BOTTLES USED TO STYLE HAIR (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR POTTERY, NAMELY, GARDEN DECORATIONS, POTS, PAILS, PLANTERS; FLOWER POTS, NAMELY, CERAMIC AND CLAY POTS AND POTS ENABLING GROWING OF PLANTS UPSIDE DOWN (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2002.

MLB
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,055,315 AND 2,188,192.
FOR MUGS, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, CUPS, TANKARDS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, DRINKING STEINS, PLASTIC INSULATED MUGS, THERMAL INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR BEVERAGES, SHOT GLASSES, PORCELAIN STADIUM REPLICA, VACUUM BOTTLES, INSULATING FOAM HOLDERS FOR BEVERAGE CANS, WASTEPAPER BASKETS, BOTTLE OPENERS, LUNCH BOXES, TRASH CANS, NON-METAL DECORATIVE BOXES, AND ALL PURPOSE PORTABLE HOUSEHOLD BEVERAGE CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

SOLE SAVER
FOR WIRE BRUSH FOR SUEDE SOLE OF SHOES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

HALLOWEEN ALLEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HALLOWEEN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR CANDLE HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

APPLITECH
FOR IMPREGNATED CLEANING AND POLISHING CLOTHS AND APPLICATORS FOR USE ON SHOES, CLOTHING AND SURFACES, NAMELY, CLEANING AND POLISHING MITTS, GLOVES AND APPLICATORS IMPREGNATED WITH CHEMICALS FOR APPLICATION TO SURFACES AND OPTIONALLY CONNECTED TO AN EXTENDABLE AND RETRACTABLE SLEEVE PROTECTING A PORTION OF THE USER'S ARM, SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT IN A RESALABLE PACKAGING CONTAINER FOR USE IN THE HOUSEHOLD, MEDICAL, PERSONAL CARE, VETERINARY, TRANSPORTATION VEHICLE AND INDUSTRIAL CLEANING FIELD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-25-2003.
IT'S NOT YOUR MOTHER'S

FOR CLEANING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SPONGES, CLOTHS, MOPS, AND BROOMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

APS

FOR FABRICS WOVEN FROM GLASS FIBERS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

PLANT’ABLES

FOR ALL NATURAL, BIODEGRADABLE POTTING CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

AQUALINE

FOR CLOTHS FOR CLEANING, IN PARTICULAR WINDOW CLOTHS, FLOOR CLOTHS, HOUSEHOLD CLOTHS MADE OF NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC FIBERS; SAUCEPAN SCOURING PADS MADE OF TEXTILE, FLEECE AND/OR SPONGE MATERIAL; HOUSEHOLD GLOVES, DUST GLOVES, POLISHING GLOVES, WASHING GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.

WINSPRAY

FOR WINDOW CLEANERS IN THE NATURE OF A COMBINATION SQUEEGEE/SCRUBBER AND TO BE ATTACHED TO A GARDEN HOSE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

ENVISIONS

FOR FLOWER POTS, FLOWER POT HOLDERS, HOLDERS FOR FLOWERS AND PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2004.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,613,827.
FOR BEVERAGEWARE AND MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERFUME ATOMIZERS SOLD EMPTY, COSMETIC BRUSHES, EYE BROW BRUSHES, HAIR BRUSHES, NAIL BRUSHES, SHAVING BRUSHES, HAIR COMBS, COMPACTS SOLD EMPTY, ALL PURPOSES PORTABLE HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS, COSMETIC REMOVING PAPER, COTTON BALLS, DISPENSERS FOR LIQUID SOAP, SOAP HOLDERS, SPONGE HOLDERS, PERFUME SPRAYERS SOLD EMPTY, POWDER PUFFS, SPONGES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2000.


CLEANMATE

FOR NATURAL RUBBER LATEX HOUSEHOLD GLOVES FOR NON-MEDICAL GENERAL CLEANING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-10-2003.


ROASTING WAND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ROASTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELONGATED HOLLOW CONVECTION PIPE FOR USE IN COOKING STUFFED POULTRY AND STUFFED WILD FOWL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2003.

2,848,639. PLAYBOY ENTERPRISES INTERNATIONAL, INC., CHICAGO, IL. SN 76-435,177. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 7-29-2002.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 643,926, 2,626,133, AND OTHERS.
FOR BEVERAGEWARE, NAMELY MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.


QUEEN OF THE GRILL

FOR COOKING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BASTING BRUSHES, GRILL SCRAPERS AND BRUSHES, GRILL COVERS, CUTTING BOARDS, LADLES, SERVING DISHES, PLATTERS, BOWLS, SERVING FORKS, AND SERVING SPOONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.
CLASS 21—(Continued).


NOAH'S

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,591,900.
FOR BEVERAGEWARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


SUMMER CITRUS

FOR DINNERWARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


CRT

FOR SANDING SPONGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


LOCK & LOCK AIR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,509,283.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY, SOAP BOXES, TRASH CANS, COOKING POTS AND FRYING PANS, BOWLS, DISHES, PLATES, PLASTIC CUPS, CRUETS, KITCHEN LADLES, NON-ELECTRIC KITCHEN CONTAINERS, SERVING TRAYS, BUCKETS, ICE BUCKETS, BASINS, DRINKING VESSELS, THERMAL INSULATED BOTTLES FOR BEVERAGES AND FOOD, PICNIC CONTAINERS FOR FOODS AND HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


LOCK & LOCK SNAP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,509,283.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY, SOAP BOXES, TRASH CANS, COOKING POTS AND FRYING PANS, BOWLS, DISHES, PLATES, PLASTIC CUPS, CRUETS, KITCHEN LADLES, NON-ELECTRIC KITCHEN CONTAINERS, SERVING TRAYS, BUCKETS, ICE BUCKETS, BASINS, DRINKING VESSELS, THERMAL INSULATED BOTTLES FOR BEVERAGES AND FOOD, PICNIC CONTAINERS FOR FOODS AND HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


ICING SCULPTOR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ICING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR KITCHEN TOOL FOR DECORATING CAKES AND OTHER BAKERY ITEMS CONSISTING OF A HANDLE AND VARIOUS BLADES FOR CREATING A VARIETY OF PATTERNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.


RTD

FOR DISPENSERS FOR CLEANING AND DISINFECTANT PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
KANSAS STATE POWER CUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KANSAS STATE" AND "CUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CUPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.

CULINARY INTEGRITY

FOR POTS, PANS, NON-ELECTRIC GRILLS, NON-ELECTRIC FRYING PANS, BOWLS, SAUTE PANS, MULTI-USE POTS, CLAM POTS, WINDSOR PANS, LASAGNA PANS, PAELLA PANS, TEA KETTLES, NON-ELECTRIC GRIDDLES, STOCKPOTS, NON-ELECTRIC ROASTERS, SAUCEPANS, NON-ELECTRIC CHICKEN FRYERS, NON-ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKERS, SERVING SPOONS, MIXING SPOONS, AND BASTING SPOONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.

PIK-UP-PAK

FOR DISPENSER FOR PET WASTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2003.

BUGNAPPER

FOR COMPACT TRAPPING UNIT FOR CAPTURING LIVE INSECTS FOR USE AS PET FOOD OR FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, SUCH AS SCHOOL PROJECTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2003.

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,120,617 AND 2,196,601.

FOR CONTAINERS FOR FOOD OR BEVERAGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-28-2003.

WELLMATE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,883,411, 2,626,017, AND OTHERS.

FOR DISPENSER FOR MULTIWELL PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

PIK-UP-PAK

FOR DISPENSER FOR PET WASTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2003.

E-ZDOCKER

FOR MOORING LINE, OF, NYLON CORDAGE FOR DOCKING BOATS TO A DOCK (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

TANGO

FOR RAYON EMBROIDERY THREAD (U.S. CL. 43).
FIRST USE 1-4-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-4-2000.
FREE SPIRIT

FOR PILLOW CASES, BED SHEETS, COMFORTERS, DUST RUFFLES, TABLE CLOTHS NOT OF PAPER, CURTAINS, DRAPERIES, VALANCES AND CURTAIN TIE BACKS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.


SUBURBAN SIDEWINDER SLEEVE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SLEEVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RETENTION AND PROTECTIVE FABRIC WRAPPING SLEEVE TO EXTEND AROUND HYDRAULIC HOSES ON HYDRAULICALLY POWERED EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2002.


NANO-PEL

FOR TEXTILE FABRICS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING; TEXTILE FABRICS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF HOME FURNISHING; TEXTILE FABRICS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FURNISHINGS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE; AND UPHOLSTERY FABRICS FOR HOME, INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2001.

2,848,164. BLACKBURN, TIM, LONDON, SE24 9NF, UNITED KINGDOM. SN 76-326,084. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 10-16-2001.

DUVETPOD

FOR SLEEPING MATERIALS FEATURING BED COVERINGS, NAMELY, DUVETS, QUILTS, BLANKETS, AND SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).


TULLE KIT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TULLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR TULLE FABRIC; FABRIC ARTICLES FOR DECORATING TABLES, NAMELY, TABLE CLOTHS AND TABLE SKIRTS; FABRIC TABLE TOPPERS; FABRIC TABLE RUNNERS; AND DECORATIVE FABRIC CENTERPIECES FOR TABLES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2002.


WE•R•FABRICS

FOR FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF DRAPERIES, FURNITURE, UPHOLSTERY, BEDDING, APPAREL AND HOME DECORATING ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-21-1993; IN COMMERCE 7-21-1993.


ULTRAMERINO

FOR FABRIC, NAMELY, 50/50 BLEND OF MERINO WOOL AND ACRYLIC (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-5-2002.


CLOUDETEX

FOR CLOTH; NAMELY, CURTAIN CLOTH, UMBRELLA CLOTH, FABRIC TABLE CLOTHS, TENT CLOTH, BED LINENS, RAINCOAT CLOTH, SOFA CLOTH, LEATHER CLOTH, ACRYLIC FIBER CLOTH, PLASTIC CLOTH, RUBBER CLOTH (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
CLASS 24—(Continued).


NATURALOFT

FOR INSULATING MATERIAL FOR CLOTHING INCLUDING GLOVES, MITTENS, JACKETS AND HEAD WEAR, SLEEPING BAGS, FOOTWEAR AND SPORTING GOODS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-12-2003.


LOVE FLOWERS

FOR HANDKERCHIEF; TEA TOWELS AND TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-8-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-8-2004.


NO BOUNDARIES

FOR TOWELS AND SHOWER CURTAINs (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).


KIDSTUFF

FOR TEXTILES, NAMELY, 100 % COTTON FABRIC, SYNTHETIC FABRIC AND FABRIC MANUFACTURED WITH VARYING PERCENTAGE BLENDS OF POLYESTER AND OTHER SYNTHETIC FIBERS COMBINED WITH COTTON FIBERS TO BE SOLD AT RETAIL BY THE YARD AND TO BE SOLD ON ROLLS TO MANUFACTURERS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING AND DOLL CLOTHING; HOME DECORATION ITEMS, NAMELY, COMFORTERS, CRIB BEDDING, BED SPREADS, CURTAINS; WALL HANGINGS; POT HOLDERS AND MITTS; TABLECLOTHS, TABLE NAPKINS AND PLACEMATS NOT OF PAPER; BED SHEETS, TOWELS, NAMELY KITCHEN, BATH AND BEACH TOWELS; SHOWER CURTAINS AND LAUNDRY BAGS; TABLE LINENS AND BED BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-29-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-29-2001.


CASHMINA

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,450,057.
FOR TOWELS AND BLANKET THROWS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).


ST. JAMES COLLECTION

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,550,184 AND 1,553,760.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FABRICS FOR CURTAINS, UPHOLSTERY AND GENERAL DECORATING USE (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).


MANOR HOME COLLECTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BED SHEETS, COMFORTERS, PILLOW SHAMS, COMFORTER COVERS, DOWN COMFORTERS, BED RUFFLES, BED SKIRTS AND QUILTS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).


COOL ZONE

FOR TEXTILES, NAMELY, OVEN MITTS AND POT HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2003.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING


SAF-T-NET

FOR OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, JACKETS AND VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CLASS 25—(Continued).


TAILWATERS


LACE IMPRESSIONS


SHS


SAHZA


CLASS 25—(Continued).


PLAYERS CHOICE


BARNEYS NEW YORK PROCREATION


COOK ’N GEAR


DJ DOG

CLASS 25—(Continued).

2,847,733. BARNEY'S, INC., NEW YORK, NY. SN 75-983,287. PUB. 8-8-2000, FILED 12-7-1999.


CLASS 25—(Continued).


CO-OP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 740,168, 2,130,404, AND OTHERS.
FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY JACKETS, COATS, BLAZERS, SWEATERS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS; SLACKS, SHORTS, BLOUSES, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, AND SWIMWEAR; MEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY OVERCOATS, TOPCOATS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, SLACKS, SPORTS SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SWIMWEAR AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

WORLD CREW

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLD CREW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE LINING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS INTENDED FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
FOR MALE, FEMALE AND UNISEX SPORTS AND CASUAL WEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS, DRESS SHIRTS, BLOUSES, PANTS, SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, JERSEYS, SWIMSUITS, SCARVES, HEADBANDS, JACKETS, SPORTS SHOES AND VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-17-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2000.

CRAGGY

FOR SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

WINEX

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, JACKETS, PANTS, JERSEYS, FOOTWEAR, BOOTS, BELTS AND GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ZACE

FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TIMBER FALLS

FOR SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DUAL MOTION

FOR CUFFS SOLD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF GOLF JACKETS, TENNIS JACKETS, SKI JACKETS, FISHING JACKETS, SNOW SKIING JACKETS, MOTORCYCLING JACKETS, BICYCLING JACKETS, BOATING JACKETS, AND JACKETS FOR HORSEBACK RIDING (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


OCEAN DREAM

FOR SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


TOTALLY TRIXIE

FOR GIRLS’ KNIT AND WOVEN COORDINATED SEPARATES AND SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATERS, TANK TOPS, SHORTS, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, COATS, JACKETS, SOCKS, BELTS, HATS, CAPS AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


IONACT

FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,386,870 AND 1,496,845.
FOR WOMEN’S AND GIRLS’ LINGERIE; SPORTSWEAR CLOTHING, NAMELY, LADIES’ SWEATERS, JACKETS, DRESSES, SHORTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, PANTS, BLOUSES; HATS; CAPS; ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BELTS, GLOVES, SCARVES, HATS, VESTS, HEADBANDS, BANDANNAS, AND NECKTIES; CHILDREN’S WEAR, NAMELY, SWEATERS, COATS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, WARM-UP SUITS, OVERALLS, LEGGINGS, PANTS, SHORTS, TOPS, ROMPERS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SWIMWEAR, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, SLEEPERS, LAYETTE WEAR, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, STOCKING, AND TIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

2,848,006. HATHOM PTE LTD, SINGAPORE 208574, SINGAPORE. SN 76-243,253. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 4-17-2001.

THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE MARK IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY AND SERVES TO INDICATE CONTRASTING COLORS. COLOR IS NOT CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND T-SHIRTS; FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2003.


YU YU HAKUSHO

"YU YU HAKUSHO" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHOES, CAPS, HATS, PAJAMAS, RAINCOATS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SLEEPWEAR, SLIPPERS, JACKETS, PANTS, AND SWEAT SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.


IONACT

FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
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BIA

THE NAME IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY JACKETS, SWEATERS, VESTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, T-SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SKORTS, DRESSES, HATS AND SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-14-1986; IN COMMERCE 3-14-1986.


KAKALACKBLU

FOR HATS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT BANDS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT SUITS, PANTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 6-27-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2002.


HANDS FREE BREAST PUMP BRA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BREAST PUMP BRA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BRASSIERES AND NURSING BRASSIERES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.

2,848,244. DRIFT BOARDWEAR, LLC, PORT WASHINGTON, NY. SN 76-360,783. PUB. 11-5-2002, FILED 1-17-2002.

NORSKA

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING AND APPAREL, NAMELY, SKI JACKETS, ONE-PIECE SKI SUITS, SKI PANTS; SWEATERS, HATS, SHORTS, PANTS, T-SHIRTS, KNIT SHIRTS; OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, INSULATED BomBER JACKETS, PARKAS, UNFILLED SHELL JACKETS, DOWN-FILLED JACKETS, INSULATED PANTS AND SHELL PANTS, POLYESTER-FILLED JACKETS; SKI WEAR, NAMELY, BOOTS, GLOVES AND HEAD WEAR; INCLEMENT WEATHER AND SKI APPAREL, NAMELY, JACKETS, PANTS, BIB OVERALLS AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.


PROJEKT REVOLUTION

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S T-SHIRTS, PANTS; TOPS, NAMELY, HALTER TOPS, TANKS TOPS, CROP TOPS, CAMISOLE TOPS, WRAP-AROUND TOPS; BOTTOMS, JACKETS, COATS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR, SWEAT-SUITS, HEADWEAR, NECKWEAR, SWEATBANDS, ARM BANDS, HEADBANDS, LEG WARMERS AND ROBES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.


SHAKE THEM HATERS OFF

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, BLUE JEANS AND JACKETS, ROBES, SWEAT SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, SHIRTS, SOCKS, GLOVES, JOGGING SUITS, SWEATERS, WRISTBANDS, AND BELTS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY CAPS, HEADBANDS, AND BANDANAS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY TENNIS SHOES AND BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 6-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.


BLAIN & CARTWRIGHT

FOR WOMEN'S GOLF CLOTHING AND SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, JACKETS, SHIRTS, PANTS SHORTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, RAIN RESISTANT JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-16-2003.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Applicant</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Mark</th>
<th>Goods</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>First Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,848,569</td>
<td>Bleu Bleu, LLC, Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>SN 76-419,581</td>
<td>Goa</td>
<td>Apparel, Namely Jeans, Trousers, Slacks, Pants, Shorts, T-Shirts, Tops, Blouses, Shirts, Jackets, Coats</td>
<td>11-30-2002</td>
<td>11-30-2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,848,576</td>
<td>PeterSEN, Mark C., Little Silver, NJ</td>
<td>SN 76-421,038</td>
<td>Serious Toys</td>
<td>Clothing, Namely, Shirts and T-Shirts; Headwear, Namely, Hats and Caps (US CLS. 22 and 39)</td>
<td>8-5-2002</td>
<td>5-30-2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,848,665</td>
<td>Noble, Donald C., Richmond, VA</td>
<td>SN 76-440,265</td>
<td>Girlie Buttcovers</td>
<td>Articles of Clothing, Namely Shorts, Swimwear, Pajamas, T-shirts, Jackets, Skirts, Headwear, and Footwear (US CLS. 22 and 39)</td>
<td>1-1-2003</td>
<td>1-1-2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GOLDEN GOAL


AIRWING


SPORTS FIGURE
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KUNG FOOT
FOR INSOLES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.


TWINSTRETCH
FOR WOMEN'S APPAREL; NAMELY PANTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, SKIRTS, DRESSES AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2003.

2,848,769. CATTELL, BERL, DBA CATTELL PRODUCTIONS, CHICAGO, IL. SN 76-455,291. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 10-3-2002.

WEAR A MEMORY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS, AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.


SARABIAZ
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, BLEUSES, SWEATERS, JACKETS, SKIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


PHF
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.


NEOTONE
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JERSEYS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SWEAT PANTS, SHORTS, JOGGING SUITS, PULLOVERS, SPORTSWEAR, SWIMWEAR, HEADWEAR AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


DREAM CURVES
FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, UNDERGARMENTS AND LINGERIE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.


T.A.S.A.R.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


VONDE
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "VONDE" IS "PAINFUL".
FOR CLOTHING, OUTERWEAR, NAMELY MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SHORTS SHIRTS PANTS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2003.
B.Q.E. SPORTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPORTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING, OUTERWEAR AND UNDERWEAR NAMELY MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SOCKS, PAJAMAS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SUITS, JACKETS, TIES, SWIMWEAR, LADIES UNDERWEAR, BRAS, PAJAMAS, GOWNS, SKIRTS AND DRESSES, NAMELY MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2003.


B.Q.E.

FOR CLOTHING, OUTERWEAR AND UNDERWEAR NAMELY MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SOCKS, PAJAMAS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SUITS, JACKETS, TIES, SWIMWEAR, LADIES UNDERWEAR, BRAS, PAJAMAS, GOWNS, SKIRTS AND DRESSES, NAMELY MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2003.


MERKAZ

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "MERKAZ" IS "CENTER".
FOR CLOTHING, OUTERWEAR AND UNDERWEAR NAMELY MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SOCKS, PAJAMAS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SUITS, JACKETS, TIES, SWIMWEAR, LADIES UNDERWEAR, BRAS, PAJAMAS, GOWNS, SKIRTS AND DRESSES, NAMELY MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2003.


SonomaJeans

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,893,669, 2,494,687, AND OTHERS.
FOR MEN'S WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S APPAREL, NAMELY, JEANS, PANTS, SKIRTS AND SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

2,848,920. KOHL'S ILLINOIS, INC., AURORA, IL. SN 76-474,139. PUB. 7-29-2003, FILED 12-2-2002.

LUXE TOUCH

FOR APPAREL, NAMELY, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, COATS, JACKETS, POLO SHIRTS, KNIT TOPS, WARM-UP SUITS, SWEATERS, CAPS, PANTS AND SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.


LIKE, LOVE

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATERS AND KNIT TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2003.
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MARIE ST. MONET

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,521,916.
THE NAME "MARIE ST. MONET" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR FEMALE CLOTHING; NAMELY, SHIRTS, JACKETS, SLACKS, PANTS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, SWIMWEAR, SKIRTS, SUITS, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, HALTERS, JACK SHIRTS AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2003.


MERITAGE

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, DRESSES, SUITS, SPORTSWEAR, BLAZERS, BLOUSES, COATS, GOWNS, JACKETS, PANTS, SLACKS, PANTSUITS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SKIRTS, SWEATERS, AND VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

OPEN MIND

FOR MEN’S AND WOMEN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY WOVEN AND KNIT SHIRTS, BLOUSES, DRESSES, SHORTS, JACKETS, SLACKS, PANTS, COATS AND VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

AKIMBO

FOR MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S KNITWEAR, NAMELY UNDERGARMENTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, HATS, COATS, SOCKS AND GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-4-2003.

CLASS 25—(Continued).


FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2002.


VERY SEXY

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BATHROBES, BUSTIERS, GARTER BELTS, GLOVES, GOWNS, NEGLIGEES, NIGHTGOWNS, SLIPS, SLEEPWEAR, TAP PANTS, AND TEDDIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 10-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2002.


DRI-LOGIC

FOR MOISTURE-WICKING ACTIVEWEAR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CLASS 25—(Continued).

2,849,084. GUND, INC., EDISON, NJ. SN 76-976,558. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 4-17-2002.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,743,975, 2,479,541, AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS, IN PART, OF THE OUTLINE OF THE HEAD OF A TEDDY BEAR.

FOR CHILDREN'S AND INFANT'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHORTS, SHORT SETS, TOPS, BOTTOMS, DRESSES, COVERALLS, ROMPERS, CREEPERS, OVERALLS, OVERALL SETS COMPRISED OF OVERALL AND TOP; INFANTS AND CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR; SHORTALLS; SHORTALL SETS COMPRISED OF SHORTALL AND TOP; T-SHIRTS; THREE-PIECE SETS CONSISTING OF DIAPER SHIRTS, TOPS AND BOTTOMS; COORDINATING SETS CONSISTING OF TOPS AND BOTTOMS; LAYETTE SETS COMPRISED OF GOWN AND CAP, TOP AND PANT, CARDIGAN, TOP AND PANT, SHORTALL AND TOP, OVERALL AND TOP, CARDIGAN AND PANT, CREPEＰER AND PANT, CREEPER AND SHORTS OR COVERALLS AND BLANKET; SLEEPWEAR; JACKETS, ZIPPERED PULL-OVER JACKETS, WINDSUITS, BUNTINGS, SNOWSUITS, RAINCOATS, SLICKERS, PONCHOS, RAIN JACKETS, RAIN SUITS, SWIM SUITS, SWIM COVER-UPS; SWIMWEAR SETS CONSISTING OF SWIMSUIT OR SWIM TRUNKS AND COVER-UP; SHORT SETS CONSISTING OF SHORTS AND TOPS; GIFT SETS COMPRISED OF INFANTS; TODDLER CLOTHING AND PLUSH TOYS; CLOTHING GIFT SETS COMPRISED OF A COMBINATION OF TWO OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING—SHORTS, TOPS, BOTTOMS, DRESSES, COVERALLS, ROMPERS, CREEPERS, OVERALLS, SHORTALLS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS AND/OR PANTS; BOOTIES, BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER, SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


FOR FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, BOOTS AND SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 9-12-1997; IN COMMERCE 9-12-1997.

CLASS 25—(Continued).


KUBLA KHAN

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,496,442, 2,507,230, AND OTHERS.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY HATS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS AND POLO SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


2,849,137. DADA CORPORATION, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA. SN 78-066,463. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 5-30-2001.

FLEXPLUS

FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, HATS, CAPS, HEADWEAR, HEADBANDS, BATHING CAPS, SHOWER CAPS, BEACHWEAR, JACKETS, JEANS, T-SHIRTS, OVERCOATS, SHOES AND CASUAL WEAR NAMELY, KNIT SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 8-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-14-2003.


EVERYWEAR

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY MEN'S UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 8-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2001.


LIZSPORT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,371,423, 1,768,101, AND OTHERS.

FOR FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, BOOTS, SNEAKERS, SLIPPERS AND SANDALS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 5-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2003.


HANES HER WAY ACCENTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,407,771, 1,462,934, AND 1,493,223.

FOR WOMEN'S AND GIRLS UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 6-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2002.
POLAR FUSION

FOR APPAREL FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN, NAMELY EAR WARMERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

LATIN DIVA

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, PANTS, JACKETS, HATS, HALTER TOPS, BLOUSES, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, DANCE PANTS, VISORS, BEANIES, APRONS, BANDANAS, NIGHT SHIRTS, DRESSES, PAJAMAS, BOXER SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, SWEATBANDS AND SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.

HENRYPARK

THE NAME "HENRYPARK" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS AND HEADWEAR, HEADBAND, BATHING CAPS, SHOWER CAPS, BEACHWEAR NAMELY, BATHING SUIT, JACKETS, JEAN, CASUAL WEAR NAMELY, SHORTS, PANTS, T-SHIRT, OVERCOATS, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JASSIE

THE NAME IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR CASUAL CLOTHING FOR URBAN TEENAGE GIRLS AND YOUNG FEMALES, NAMELY BLOUSES, SKIRTS, JACKETS, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

JEEP

FOR FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

LET'S GO COREA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COREA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, HATS, CAPS AND HEADWEAR, HEADBAND, BATHING CAPS, SHOWER CAPS, BEACHWEAR NAMELY, BATHING SUIT, JACKETS, JEAN, CASUAL WEAR NAMELY, SHORTS, PANTS, T-SHIRT, OVERCOATS, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

LET'S GO USA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, HATS, CAPS AND HEADWEAR, HEADBAND, BATHING CAPS, SHOWER CAPS, BEACHWEAR NAMELY, BATHING SUIT, JACKETS, JEAN, CASUAL WEAR NAMELY, SHORTS, PANTS, T-SHIRT, OVERCOATS, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CECIL & REED

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY CAPS, HATS, BEANIES, KNIT HATS, PANTS, JEANS, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, COATS, PONCHOS, VESTS, OVERALLS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PRPS

FOR CLOTHING AND APPAREL FOR MEN, WOMEN, YOUNG ADULTS, CHILDREN AND INFANTS, NAMELY SHIRTS, EMBROIDERED SHIRTS, TEE SHIRTS, SHORTS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SOCKS, VESTS, BELTS, LOUNGEWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, UNDERGARMENTS, UNDERPANTS, UNDERSHIRTS, BATHROBES, FOOTWEAR, UNDERWEAR, SWIMSUITS, BEACH COVER-UPS, WARM-UP SUITS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, TANK TOPS, SWEATERS, PANTS, JEANS, VESTS, SUITS, SPORT COATS, COATS, HEAD BANDS, OVERCOATS, RAIN COATS, TOP COATS, JACKETS, PARKAS, TIES, BOW TIES, NECKWEAR, VESTS, SCARVES, BANDANNAS, PAJAMAS, NIGHT SHIRTS, SUSPENDERS, GLOVES, HEADWEAR, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, EMBROIDERED CAPS, KNITTED HATS, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, SLIPPERS, BOOTS, SANDALS, SNEAKERS, BODY SUITS, JUMPSUITS, CLOTHING FOR WOMEN AND YOUNG ADULTS, NAMELY, BRASSIERES, BUSTIERS, CAMISOLE, CHEMISES, CORSELETTES, CORSETS, FOUNDATION GARMENTS, DRESSING GOWNS, DUSTERS, GARTER BELTS, GIR- DLES, HOUSECOATS, LINGERIE, NEGLIGEES, NIGHT GOWNS, NIGHT SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, PEIGNOIRS, ROBES, TEE-DIES, PANTIES, BLOUSES, DRESSES, SKIRTS, TOPS, SCARVES, SARONGS, HALTER TOPS, HOSIERY, JUMPERS, SHAWLS, STOLES, SCARVES, SHRUGS, BOLEROS, AND WRAPS; INFANTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

HHW SPORTY

FOR WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

BEYOND SEAMLESS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SEAMLESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEANS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, T-SHIRTS, SHOES, SWEATERS, SUITS, JACKETS, COATS, VESTS, SOCKS, SWEAT SHIRTS, HATS, NECKTIES, SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, SHOES, SOCKS, HATS, SKIRTS, DRESSES AND SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SKIRTS, T-SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, BATHING SUITS, UNDERWEAR, GYM SHORTS, GYM SUITS, BEACH COVERUPS, BEACHWEAR, SPORT COATS, AND SPORT SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-28-1989; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2003.

2,849,556. DADA CORPORATION, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA. SN 78-182,528. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 11-6-2002.

HISOLE

FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, HATS, CAPS AND HEADWEAR, HEADBAND, BATHING CAPS, SHOWER CAPS, BEACHWEAR NAMELY, BATHING SUIT, JACKETS, JEAN, CASUAL WEAR NAMELY, SHORTS, PANTS, T-SHIRT, OVERCOATS, SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.


STUDIO VUE

FOR WOMEN’S APPAREL, NAMELY, WOVEN AND SUEDE SHIRTS, BLOUSES, PANTS, SKIRTS, SWEATERS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-9-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-9-2003.
2,849,612. TRENDRIVER COMPANY LIMITED, KOWLOON, HONG KONG, CHINA. SN 78-193,672. PUB. 7-1-2003, FILED 12-12-2002.


EVOLUTION BODYFIT


5EP


SOXMATES


RXMANCE


TEMPERATURE ZONE

CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF THE DESIGN OF FLAMES WITHIN A PARTIAL CIRCLE.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, HATS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS


HALO
FOR HIGHLIGHTING FOIL MADE OF METAL; HIGHLIGHTING FOIL MADE OF METAL IN THE FORM OF DISCRETE STRIPS; HIGHLIGHTING FOIL MADE OF METAL IN THE FORM OF COILS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-20-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2000.


STELLA
FOR WIGS AND HAIRPIECES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).


STIK-A-BUTTON
FOR BUTTONS FOR CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-4-2003.

CLASS 26—(Continued).


THE INCREDIBLE THREADABLE EMBROIDERY BOX
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THREADABLE EMBROIDERY BOX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR THREAD BOXES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-3-2003.

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS


POLE ROLL
FOR PROTECTIVE PLASTIC AND VINYL COVERINGS FOR ARCHITECTURAL COLUMNS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

2,848,331. BI PROPERTIES I INC., GREENSBORO, NC. SN 76-384,167. PUB. 4-29-2003, FILED 3-7-2002.

FOR TEXTILE FLOOR COVERINGS, NAMELY CARPETS AND CARPET TILES (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2002.
RUGS FOR LIFE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RUGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AREA RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2000.

AREA RUGS FOR LIFE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AREA RUGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AREA RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2000.

CINTAS INTERIOR ACCENTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,003,590 AND 2,314,349.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERIOR ACCENTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FLOOR MATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-30-2002.

YOUR COLOR, YOUR LIFESTYLE

FOR CARPETS, CARPET TILES, RUGS AND FLOOR MATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2002.

COLORPODS

FOR CARPET SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.

TEXTUREPLUS

FOR CARPETS, CARPET TILES, RUGS AND TEXTILE OR RUBBER FLOOR MATS FOR USE IN RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

TEXTURESUITES

FOR CARPETS, CARPET TILES, RUGS AND TEXTILE OR RUBBER FLOOR MATS FOR USE IN RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

ATHENS 2004

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,952,198 AND 2,425,310.
FOR CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS AND CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

POT LUCK

FOR EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD AND DICE GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1999.
CLASS 28—(Continued).

2,847,681. TYMSTRA, ANTHONY, TIMMINS ONTARIO, CANADA. SN 75-850,444. PUB. 7-8-2003, FILED 12-7-1999.

COMPUTER BUGS


SHOOT A LOOP

FOR TOYS AND GAMES, NAMLY, GAMES CONSISTING OF A TRacked APPARATUS WITH MARBLES OR BALLS THAT CAN BE PROPELLED ALONG THE TRACK TO SCORING RECEPTACLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 7-17-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2000.


GINNETTE


BRIKETTE


ARRANBEE


CLASS 28—(Continued).


XLR8


GALACTIC ASTROS


ECHO MOTOR SPORTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,369,274. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOTOR SPORTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN:


SNOWDECK


BONGA


BLVD. BLASTERS


CLASS 28—(Continued).


BUBBLE BLASTER

FOR CHILDREN'S PLAY GYMS AND SWING SETS AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 3-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-7-2003.


CLASSICAL CUDDLIES


TRASHERS


FIRE HAWK


ROGUE ERRANTS

CLASS 28—(Continued).

2,848,228. SMART BROS. LLC, MAPLE VALLEY, WA. SN 76-357,293. PUB. 2-4-2003, FILED 1-9-2002.

SMART CADDY


DEPTHCHARGE


THUMB THING


SPOT GLOW


CLASS 28—(Continued).


WITCH'S WAND


SORCERER'S WAND


MAGIC MUSHROOM


"BRATZ FUNKY FASHION MAKEOVER KIT"


BACKYARD BATTER

HELBENDER


SKYMONSTER


BODY BY JAKE TOTAL BODY TRAINER


SAVINGS MACHINE


ABC ANNIE


B CUBE

CLUTTER DICE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR NOVELTY DICE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 1-7-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-7-2004.

HONEY PIE PONY


SUPER NANO-STEEL


MISSSTER WATER SNAKE


WIZARD FACTORY


MASTER OF MY FEELINGS


FLORALOONS


LASERBEAK

LIFTOR

FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES, TOY VEHICLES AND TOY ROBOTS CONVERTIBLE INTO OTHER VISUAL FORMS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-4-2001.

OVER-RUN

FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES, TOY VEHICLES AND TOY ROBOTS CONVERTIBLE INTO OTHER VISUAL FORMS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-4-2001.

PAYLOAD

FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES, TOY VEHICLES AND TOY ROBOTS CONVERTIBLE INTO OTHER VISUAL FORMS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-4-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-4-2001.

TYTIPS

FOR PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2002.

SUGAR PLANET

FOR DOLLS AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

BURDEN BEAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONCILIATORY TEDDY BEARS WITH POEMS ATTACHED TO BE SOLD IN GIFT SHOPS, CARD SHOPS, AND HOSPITALS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

ALABAMALOGISTICS

FOR NAME FOR BOARD GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
TRICK STICK

FOR LACROSSE STICKS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-24-2003.


SEAFAIRIES

FOR DOLLS AND TOY FIGURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.


FIRST USE 3-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2003.


AEROBIRD

FOR RADIO CONTROLLED MODEL AIRCRAFT AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,526,081.
FOR RADIO CONTROLLED MODEL AIRCRAFT, LAND AND WATER VEHICLES, AND PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2003.


SCHMOOOZE KIT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


MOTO CHUG

FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL FISHING LURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.
CLASS 28—(Continued).


MOTOLURE

FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL FISHING LURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.


MOTO

FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL FISHING LURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.


MOTO MINNOW

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MINNOW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL FISHING LURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.

2,848,779. PIXELBLOCKS LLC, GLENDORA, CA. SN 76-456,997. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 10-7-2002.

PIXELBLOCKS

FOR TOY BLOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


SKYWARP

FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES, TOY VEHICLES AND TOY ROBOTS CONVERTIBLE INTO OTHER VISUAL FORMS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-4-2002.


GUNBARREL

FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES, TOY VEHICLES AND TOY ROBOTS CONVERTIBLE INTO OTHER VISUAL FORMS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


ESSENTIAL

FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, EXERCISE CYCLES, ROWING MACHINES, WEIGHT MACHINES, TREADMILLS, STEP MACHINES AND ELLIPTICAL MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


SPASH AROUND

FOR DOG TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


GAZILLION BUBBLES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUBBLES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, NAMELY BUBBLE FLUID, BUBBLE BLOWER TOYS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2003.


CHAIN GANG

FOR FISHING LURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.
CLASS 28—(Continued).

2,848,839. EBSCO INDUSTRIES, INC., BIRMINGHAM, AL.

SWEET HEN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GAME CALL (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

[Signature]

2,848,840. TAYLOR PRITCHARD, INC, TALLAHASSEE, FL.

SAND BOSS

FOR DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

[Signature]


KATE SPADE NEW YORK

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,446,491, 2,537,318, AND 2,613,247.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEW YORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The name "KNICKS" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR PORCELAIN DOLLS, DOLLS; DOLL CLOTHES AND DOLL ACCESSORIES; DOLL CASES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

[Signature]


KATE SPADE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,064,708, 2,578,942, AND OTHERS.
The name "KATE SPADE" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR PORCELAIN DOLLS, DOLLS; DOLL CLOTHES AND DOLL ACCESSORIES; DOLL CASES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

[Signature]


XEVOZ

FOR TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

[Signature]


GOT HUGS

FOR STUFFED PLUSH TOY ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

[Signature]


NEXION

FOR PAINTBALL GUNS, AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR IN THE NATURE OF BARRELS, GRIP FRAMES, FRAME COVERS, EXPANSION CHAMBERS, SIGHT RAILS, TRIGGER ASSEMBLIES, BARREL PLUGS, AND TURBULENCE BOLTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

[Signature]


SOCcer GUYs

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOCCER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, NAMELY SOCCER ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

[Signature]


INFERNO

FOR BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL BATS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

[Signature]
WHITE PHOSPHOROUS

FOR BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL BATS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

GAZELLE POWER PLUS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,092,128 AND 2,672,921.
FOR MANUALLY OPERATED EXERCISE EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

SUNSHINE ZOO

FOR MUSICAL AND PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-6-2004.

THE WORLD IS YOUR SKATEPARK

FOR PLAY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, LAUNCH RAMPS, LANDING WEDGES, TRANSITION RAMPS, FLY BRIDGES, FLY BOXES, QUARTER PIPES, GRIND RAILS AND JUMP BARS FOR SKATE-BOARDERS, IN-LINE SKATERS AND BIKERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-28-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-28-2003.

B. MAX

FOR CHILDREN'S TOYS, NAMELY, PLUSH TOYS, DOLLS, TOY FIGURES, BALLOONS, TOY BUILDING BLOCKS, BOARD GAMES, COSTUME MASKS, JIGSAW PUZZLES, AND YO-YOS; AND CHILDREN'S SPORTS GOODS, NAMELY, PLAYGROUND BALLS, BASEBALLS, FOOTBALLS, AND FLYING DISCS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

SANA

FOR TOYS, NAMELY DOLLS, DOLL APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
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2,849,054. RAGGS LLC, CHARLOTTE, NC. SN 76-975,956.

B. MAX

FOR CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS, DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-9-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-9-2003.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ANIME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE FOREIGN CHARACTERS ON THE APPLICANT'S DRAWING ARE JAPANESE CHARACTERS WHICH MEAN "COLLECTOR". THE TRANSLITERATION OF THE "JAPANESE" LETTERING IN THE MARK IS "KOREKUTA".
Z CARDZ

FOR PUZZLES AND TOY MODEL HOBBYCRAFT KITS COMPRISED OF DIE CUT, PRE-CUT SHAPES FROM SHEETS OF PLASTIC OR OTHER MATERIALS, NAMELY PAPER, WOOD, FIBERBOARD, METAL OR FOAMCORE WHICH CONTAIN THE SMALLER COMPONENT PARTS OF LARGER PUZZLES, MODELS OR CONSTRUCTIONS THAT ONCE REMOVED AND ASSEMBLED CREATE VARIOUS ANIMALS, VEHICLES AND OTHER REAL OR IMAGINARY OBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

BROADWAY PREMIERE

FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-16-2001.

SKY GLIDER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLIDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-29-2002.

POSITRONS

FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY TOY VEHICLES THAT TRANSFORM INTO TOY ROBOTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

TALL TALES

FOR TRIVIA GAME BASED UPON URBAN LEGENDS AND TALL TALES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.

BULLSEYE

FOR PLUSH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

BOWLING FOR HUNNY POTS

FOR TOYS, GAMES, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, PARLOR GAMES AND BOARD GAMES FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

ARCTIC STRIKE

FOR TOYS, NAMELY, TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FAB FASHION!

FOR TOYS, NAMELY, DOLL CLOTHING, DOLL ACCESSORIES, MARKING PENS AND STAMPERS; SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.
ELLO

FOR TOYS, NAMELY, TOY CONSTRUCTION PLAY SETS, TOY CONSTRUCTION BLOCKS, CHILDREN’S CONSTRUCTION AND ART ACTIVITY TOYS; CRAFT KITS COMPRISING BLOCKS AND CONSTRUCTION TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ALL THAT GLITTERS

FOR TOYS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

RED-HOT IN RIO!

FOR TOYS, NAMELY, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-8-2001; IN COMMERCE 11-8-2001.

POP SENSATION

FOR TOYS, GAMES, AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-8-2001; IN COMMERCE 11-8-2001.

ATTACK SQUID

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SQUID", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

THE NAME "JOHN TOOLE" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FOR COLLECTOR TOY TRAINS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.
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THE OUTRAGEOUSLY FUN GAME WHERE EVERY SECOND COUNTS

FOR BOARD GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING A BOARD GAME; QUESTION SETS FOR BOARD GAME; CARD GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 7-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2002.


WIG OUT!


2,849,305. MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA. SN 78-134,998. PUB. 7-1-2003, FILED 6-12-2002.

SPIRIT OF THE EARTH


SPLASH-N-ROLL


2,849,326. MAURIZI, LISA M., CHICAGO, IL. SN 78-139,238. PUB. 7-8-2003, FILED 6-26-2002.

GRAB BAG KENPO


KITEWING

FOR KITES FOR USE ON DIFFERENT SURFACES IN CONNECTION WITH IN-LINE SKATES, SKATES, SKIS, SKATEBOARDS, MOUNTAIN BOARDS, SNOWBOARDS, SURFBOARDS, KITE BOARDS, OR WAKEBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2002.


WARBIRD


THE WHOLE FACE IS HOT


BURROWS


FOR GOLF CLUBS AND COMPONENT PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY, HEADS, SHAFTS AND GRIPS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


BEE
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 49,107, 1,771,384, AND OTHERS.
FOR POKER CHIPS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.


MISCELA
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "MISCELA" IN THE MARK IS "BLEND".
FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY GOLF CLUBS, PUTTERS, SHAFTS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF CLUB COVERS, AND GOLF BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.


BLONDIE
FOR DOLL ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, A HORSE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-29-2003.


ARCADE ALLEY
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, STAND ALONE SPORTS ARCADE STYLE GAME MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


RIGAMAROLE
FOR GAMES, NAMELY, CARD GAMES, PARTY GAMES, PUZZLE GAMES, BOARD GAMES, PARLOR GAMES, AND EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING ALL SUCH GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


HUCKLEBERRY PIE
FOR TOY FIGURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-10-1979; IN COMMERCE 10-10-1979.


SUPERPOWERS
FOR WAR STRATEGY BOARD GAME (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


CXN
FOR BASEBALL BATS, SOFTBALL BATS AND YOUTH BATS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 28—(Continued).


Flash Magic

For hand held electronic educational game machines that teach children basic concepts in math (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).


Core

For paintballs, paintball guns, and paintball gun accessories, namely, expansion chamber kits, bottom line kits, barrels, bolts (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).


Stakxchange

For equipment sold as a unit for playing a board game (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).


Quarry Critters

For plush toys, namely, soft sculpture figures (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "critters", apart from the mark as shown.


Spy Micro Listener

For toys and playthings, namely a toy listening device with ear bud connected to a handheld device amplifying sounds with case clipping onto included belt (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).


Thighmaster Comfort

For exercise machines (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).
First use 11-0-2002; in commerce 5-0-2003.
CLASS 28—(Continued).

HOTFLASH! (THE MENOPAUSE GAME)


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE MENOPAUSE GAME, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BOARD GAME TO BE PLAYED ON A FOLDING BOARD, WITH DICE, PLAYER PIECES, AND CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


PENNEAGLE

FOR GOLF PUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-26-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2003.


MARRY, DATE OR DUMP

FOR BOARD GAMES, EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES, EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.


PALISADE

FOR GOLF PUTTER (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-16-2003.


PAL PICK


HEALTHY CHOICE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,663,742, 1,783,153, AND OTHERS FOR SLICED HAM, CHICKEN AND/OR TURKEY; SOUPS AND SOUP MIXES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2004.


BACARA

FOR JAMS, FRUIT PRESERVES, DRIED FRUIT, OLIVE OILS, EDIBLE OILS, BUTTER, CAVIAR, SALMON FOR FOOD PURPOSES, SOUP (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2004.


PAL PICK


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PICK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLUSH STUFFED ANIMAL ATTACHED TO A STICK AND USED IN A FLORAL ARRANGEMENT OR GIFT ITEM (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS


BACARA

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,033,988 AND 2,338,247 FOR CANNED AND PROCESSED MEATS (U.S. CL. 46).


NATURA


GOURMET SALMON SIZZLERS


ASIAN CLASSIC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASIAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR SHRIMP (U.S. CL. 46). FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.


GATOR BITES


THE LUNCH CREW

CLASS 29—(Continued).


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "ONLY ONE DAIRY." FOR MEATS, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND CHEESE; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS (U.S. CL. 46).


THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES. FOR FRESH, FROZEN SEAFOOD, NAMELY, SHRIMP, CLAM STRIPS, CRAB CAKES, SCALLOPS, CALAMARI, FISH FILLETS, SPECIALTY SEAFOOD APPETIZERS, MINI CRAB CAKES, MINI SALMON CAKES, SEAFOOD DIPS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-14-2002.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 668,447 AND 741,694. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINEST QUALITY" AND "ON ST SIMONS ISLAND SINCE 1948" AND "SHRIMP CO". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IN THE DRAWING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
FOR FRESH, FROZEN SEAFOOD, NAMELY, SHRIMP, CLAM STRIPS, CRAB CAKES, SCALLOPS, CALAMARI, FISH FILLETS, SPECIALTY SEAFOOD APPETIZERS, MINI CRAB CAKES, MINI SALMON CAKES, SEAFOOD DIPS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-14-2002.


KIDSTERS
FOR YOGURT (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2002.

2,848,450. BIOTEST LABORATORIES, L.L.C., COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. SN 76-403,604. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 5-3-2002.

THE HONEST PROTEIN BAR
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROTEIN BAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROTEIN BASED NUTRITION DENSE SNACK BARS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2002.


TODAY’S HARVEST
FOR PACKAGED FROZEN VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 11-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2002.
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LUTOSA

FOR PRESERVED, DRIED, COOKED AND FROZEN VEGETABLES, MASHED POTATOES, POTATO CHIPS AND POTATO-BASED SNACK FOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

2,848,671. SWIFT BRANDS COMPANY, GREELEY, CO. SN 76-441,767. PUB. 7-1-2003, FILED 8-20-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRAND ISLAND BEEF" AND "969G", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEEF AND BEEF CUTS (U.S. CL. 46).


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1142992, FILED 6-6-2002.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REAL BERRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR APPLE-BASED DRIED FRUIT SNACK (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-8-2003.


FOR LIQUID AND POWDERED SOY MILK; LIQUID ALMOND-BASED BEVERAGES; VEGETABLE FLAVORED BROTHS; TOFU; TEMPEH; MISO; PROCESSED SOYBEANS AND PROCESSED SOYBEAN-BASED VEGETABLES; VEGAN MEAT ANALOGUES AND ALTERNATIVES, NAMELY CHICKEN FLAVORED FORMED TEXTURED VEGETABLE PROTEIN FOR USE AS A MEAT EXTENDER OR MEAT SUBSTITUTE; FORMED TEXTURED VEGETABLE PROTEIN TO BE USED AS AN EXTENDER OR MEAT SUBSTITUTE; VEGETABLE BURGER PATTIES; VEGAN CHEESE PRODUCTS, NAMELY SOY CREAM CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "100% PURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NATURAL FOODS, NAMELY EGGS AND ORGANIC EGGS (U.S. CL. 46).


TRECINI

FOR OLIVE OIL (U.S. CL. 46).
CLASS 29—(Continued).

2,848,830. CONAGRA FOODS REFRIGERATED FOODS CO., INC., DOWNERS GROVE, IL. SN 76-463,818. PUB. 5-20-2003, FILED 11-4-2002.

INSTA FINISH


2,848,831. CONAGRA FOODS REFRIGERATED FOODS CO., INC., DOWNERS GROVE, IL. SN 76-463,821. PUB. 6-17-2003, FILED 11-4-2002.

FRESH FINISH


VOLCANO


BAY WINDS


CLASS 29—(Continued).


NUTCASE

CLASS 29—(Continued).


**OCEAN DELIGHT**

FOR SEAFOOD; FISH; SHELLFISH; FROG LEGS; ALLIGATOR MEAT; FRESH, FROZEN, PASTEURIZED, AND PROCESSED SEAFOOD, FISH, SHELLFISH, FROG LEGS, AND ALLIGATOR MEAT (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.


**HIGH-O**

FOR SUNFLOWER OIL, VEGETABLE OILS AND VEGETABLE OIL BLENDS CONTAINING ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-6-2002.


**PROTEIN THAT GOES CRUNCH!**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROTEIN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FORMED TEXTURED VEGETABLE PROTEIN CONTAINING STRAINED PRUNES, FOR USE AS A MEAT EXTENDER OR MEAT SUBSTITUTE IN BURGERS, HOT DOGS AND CHICKEN MEAT PattIES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.


**PUREST CHOICE**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUREST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FORMED TEXTURED VEGETABLE PROTEIN CONTAINING STRAINED PRUNES, FOR USE AS A MEAT EXTENDER OR MEAT SUBSTITUTE IN BURGERS, HOT DOGS AND CHICKEN MEAT PattIES (U.S. CL. 46).


**VELVEETA**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 176,615 AND OTHERS.
FOR PACKAGED FOOD SIDE DISHES COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF CHEESE AND POTATOES (U.S. CL. 46).


**KING RO**

FOR PREPARED ENTRÉES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF POULTRY FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES; FROZEN ENTRÉES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF POULTRY; PREPARED MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF POULTRY AND VEGETABLES FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES; FROZEN MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF POULTRY AND VEGETABLES; PACKAGED MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF POULTRY AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).

2,849,571. RICHARD, JAMES, ENFIELD, CT. SN 78-184,925. PUB. 6-10-2003, FILED 11-14-2002.

**DIAMOND JIM’S**

FOR POTATO CHIPS (U.S. CL. 46).


**SAN DOMENICO**

FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).


**GREEN APPLE WAVE**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,243,906.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GREEN APPLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT BASED SNACK FOODS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-26-2003.
HEARTY BAKED

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAKED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DEHYDRATED INSTANT POTATOES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2003.

CEREAL TOPPERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CEREAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FREEZE DRIED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-20-2003.

ELECTRIC BLUE RASPBERRY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,784,945.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLUE RASPBERRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT BASED SNACK FOODS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

CHERRY ORANGE WILDFIRE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHERRY ORANGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT BASED SNACK FOODS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.


FOR FRESH, FROZEN, AND CANNED SEAFOOD; PROCESSED SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

ECONOMAX

FOR PASTRIES; COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS "MY BABY".
FOR FROZEN CONFECTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRAPE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT JUICE DRINKS (U.S. CL. 46).
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GOURMET VALUE PACK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOURMET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR CANDY, EXCLUDING BREAKFAST CEREALS BASED CONFECTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).

2,847,913. AMERICA'S DRIVE-IN CORP., WICHITA, KS. SN 76-185,150. PUB. 7-1-2003, FILED 12-21-2000.

THE BIG CHEESE

FOR CHEESEBURGER SANDWICHES FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES (U.S. CL. 46).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ESPRESSO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE TERM "PASSIONE D'ESPRESSO" IS "PASSION FOR ESPRESSO" OR "LOVE FOR ESPRESSO".
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).


EBAY

FOR CANDY AND DISPENSERS FOR CANDY, SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CL. 46).

DAD'S RECIPE


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECIPE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SAUCES, NAMELY BARBECUE SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 9-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-21-2002.


LETIZIA

FOR FLOUR AND ALIMENTARY PASTE (U.S. CL. 46).


ROCKY SHORES

FOR ICE CREAM AND ICE CREAM NOVELTY BARS (U.S. CL. 46).


SQUEEZE OUT THE BEST

FOR MAYONNAISE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2002.

2,848,205. WALGREEN CO., DEERFIELD, IL. SN 76-345,056. PUB. 6-17-2003, FILED 12-4-2001.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCOOPS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
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**KNOTT’S BERRY FARM**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 622,410, 1,537,507, AND OTHERS. FOR FRUIT FLAVORED ICE CREAM TOPPINGS (U.S. CL. 46).


---


**ARCOIRIS GAMESA**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,157,500 AND OTHERS. THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "ARCOIRIS" IS "RAINBOW".

FOR COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).


---


**RALPHACCINO**

FOR COFFEE FLAVORED FROZEN DRINKS, NAMely, ITALIAN ICES, MILK SHAKES, NON-ALCOHOLIC FRAPPES AND ARCTIC SHAKES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

---


**NUTRASOLV**

FOR CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR USE AS NON-NUTRITIONAL ADDITIVES TO FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AS FLAVORING, ADDITIVES, AND FILLER (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 4-23-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2002.

---


**TORY**

FOR BISCUIT STICK (U.S. CL. 46).


---


**A FLAVOR YOU WANT MORE OF**

FOR PEPPER-BASED MARINADES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

---

2,848,457. SCHWAN’S IP, LLC, MARSHALL, MN. SN 76-403,867. PUB. 5-20-2003, FILED 5-6-2002.

**WHAT YOU REALLY WANT**

FOR PIZZA (U.S. CL. 46).


---


**SUNHATS**

FOR GUM DROPS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 7-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2000.

---


**CARAT**

FOR CHOCOLATE AND CHOCOLATE BASED PRODUCTS, NAMely, CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATE FOR MAKING CANDIES, CAKE MIXES, CAKE DECORATIONS, FROSTINGS, FILLINGS, FOR CAKES AND PIES, SAUCES, AND COATINGS FOR USE ON BAKERY GOODS; COOKIES, PASTRIES, FLAVORED ICES, FUDGES, COCOA, CHOCOLATE BASED CREAMS FOR USE IN BAKERY GOODS, CHOCOLATE TOPPINGS, CHOCOLATE BASED FLAVORINGS, CHOCOLATE BASED PASTES FOR USE IN BAKERY GOODS, CHOCOLATE FOOD BEVERAGE MIXES NOT BEING DAIRY BASED OR VEGETABLE BASED, CHOCOLATE SYRUPS, AND CHOCOLATE BASED SPREADS AND BLENDS FOR USE IN BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

---


**JUICEHEADS**

FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 2-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-6-2004.
CLASS 30—(Continued).

2,848,525. ENTENMANN’S PRODUCTS, INC., LOMBARD, IL. SN 76-413,411. PUB. 5-20-2003, FILED 5-29-2002.

ENTENMANN’S DONUT SHOPPE DONUTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DONUT SHOPPE DONUTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DONUTS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.


HEINZ EASY SQUEEZE!

FOR KETCHUP (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2002.


MYSTERIOUSLY STRANGE UFOS

FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).


MOON ROSE

FOR RICE BASED BEVERAGES; BAKING MIXES; PANCAKE MIX; CEREAL; PREPARED DESSERTS, NAMELY MUFFIN MIXES, COOKIE MIXES, BROWNIE MIXES; CONDIMENTS, NAMELY VEGAN MAYONNAISE; SEASONINGS; SALAD DRESSINGS; VEGAN CHEESE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOY CHEESE SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).


pizzatas

FOR LAYERED FROZEN PIZZA SNACK FOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2002.


CITY STEAM

FOR COFFEE, ESPRESSO, HOT CHOCOLATE, ALL FOR SALE AND DISTRIBUTION TO THE INSTITUTIONAL FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY (U.S. CL. 46).


ECLIPSE FLASH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 210,386, 2,356,143, AND OTHERS.
FOR BREATH FRESHENING CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, BREATH MINTS, CANDY AND GUM (U.S. CL. 46).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COFFEE, COFFEE DERIVED BEVERAGES, COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES, NON-TOASTED COFFEE, FLAVORING SUBSTANCES FOR COFFEE, VEGETABLE PREPARATIONS TO SUBSTITUTE COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).

24-7 COFFEES


24-7 GREAT CAPPUCCINOS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAPPUCCINOS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46). FIRST USE 10-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-12-2003.

FOR RICE BASED BEVERAGES; BAKING MIXES; PANCAKE MIX; CEREAL; PREPARED DESSERTS, NAMELY MUFFIN MIXES, COOKIE MIXES, BROWNIE MIXES; CONDIMENTS, NAMELY VEGAN MAYONNAISE; SEASONINGS; SALAD DRESSINGS; VEGAN CHEESE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOY CHEESE SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46). FIRST USE 9-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2002.

BLAZIN’ ONION


PUFFABLE PASTA PUFFERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Filing Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>First Use Date</th>
<th>In Commerce Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,848,809</td>
<td>Dwayne Keith Brooks Co., Inc.</td>
<td>Orange-Vale, CA</td>
<td>9-23-2003</td>
<td>10-24-2002</td>
<td>No claim is made to the exclusive right to use &quot;bread&quot;, apart from the mark as shown. For bakery goods (U.S. Cl. 46). First use 8-1-2003; in commerce 8-1-2003.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CLASS 30—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,639,892.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POPPERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TWO-PIECE SANDWICH CRACKERS HAVING A CHEESE FILLING PACKAGED IN INDIVIDUAL SINGLE SERVE CELLOPHANE WRAPPERS OF SIX SANDWICH CRACKERS EACH, PARTICULARLY SUITED FOR VENDING MACHINE AND LUNCHEON COUNTER SALES, AND DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY APPLICANT'S EMPLOYED ROUTE SALES FORCE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2002.


HANDCRAFTERS
FOR PROCESSED MILLED AND WHOLE GRAINS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; FLOUR AND GRAIN-BASED INGREDIENTS FOR BAKED GOODS, PASTA, NOODLES, FOOD BARS, CEREAL, AND BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2002.


PRIDE OF THE PRAIRIE
FOR PROCESSED MILLED AND WHOLE GRAINS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; FLOUR AND GRAIN-BASED INGREDIENTS FOR BAKED GOODS, PASTA, NOODLES, FOOD BARS, CEREAL, AND BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2003.


JESUS CANDY CANES

CLASS 30—(Continued).


RAINDROP COFFEE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COFFEE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, COFFEE BEANS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-8-2003.


BLUE MAYA
FOR COFFEE, COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES, SPICES, TEA-BASED BEVERAGES AND CHOCOLATE FOOD BEVERAGES NOT BEING DAIRY-BASED OR VEGETABLE-BASED, HOT CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-7-2003.


COOL CREAMY STRAWBERRY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CREAMY STRAWBERRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-MEDICATED THROAT DROPS AND CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OATMEAL" OR "BREAKFAST SQUARES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE PORTRAIT IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR GRAIN-BASED BARS (U.S. CL. 46).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CASHEW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ICE CREAM, FROZEN YOGURT AND FROZEN CONFECTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ROASTED COFFEE BEANS; WHOLE OR PRE-GROUND; COFFEE; COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUPREME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SPICES AND SEASONINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MINI QUESADILLAS, TAMALES, BRUSCHETTA, EGG ROLLS, SPRING ROLLS, AND POTSTICKERS (U.S. CL. 46).
CLASS 30—(Continued).


FOR MINI QUESADILLAS, TAMALES, BRUSCHETTA, EGG ROLLS, SPRING ROLLS, AND POTSTICKERS (U.S. CL. 46).


PUT SOME ZING IN YOUR APPETIZER THINGS

FOR MINI QUESADILLAS, TAMALES, BRUSCHETTA, EGG ROLLS, SPRING ROLLS, AND POTSTICKERS (U.S. CL. 46).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIAMOND" AND "GOURMET COOKIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COOKIES, NAMELY SHAPED, NUT-BASED, FINELY-TEXTURED COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.


RANCH-UP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,079,500.
FOR SALAD DRESSING (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—(Continued).


IT'S YOUR ROLL TO VOTE

FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).


TEDDY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,508,468, 2,221,254, AND OTHERS.
FOR COOKIES, CRACKERS AND FRUIT SNACKS (U.S. CL. 46).


Sorini

FOR CHOCOLATE CANDIES (U.S. CL. 46).


TONY'S

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,255,465, 2,500,149, AND OTHERS.
FOR PRE-COOKED, READY-TO-EAT FROZEN BREAD CONTAINING ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING FILLINGS; MEAT, CHEESE, SAUCE OR VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2003.
CLASS 30—(Continued).

DOUBLES

FOR CRACKERS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-26-2003.


WINTERFRESH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,518,188, 2,690,635, AND OTHERS.
FOR CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, BREATH STRIPS, BREATH MINTS (U.S. CL. 46).


PERFECTLY PEAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TEAS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2003.


CLASS 30—(Continued).

CHOCO’LA

FOR CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS, NAMELY BARS, CANDY, AND CHEWING GUM (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.


BUBBA TWINS

FOR SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).


GRAPERMELON

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 105,032, 619,549, AND OTHERS.
FOR CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, CHEWING GUM (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.


COTTON CANDY SMILES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COTTON CANDY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHEWING GUM AND CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).


TUTTI FRUITI RAINBOW

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TUTTI FRUITI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHEWING GUM AND CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
CLASS 30—(Continued).


GRAHAM-WICHES

FOR COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-17-2003.


SOUR PUNCH OMEGAS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,904,559, 2,469,518, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOUR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2004.


MAGICAL TWIST

FOR FLAVORED, SWEETENED GELATIN DESSERTS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2003.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NR.1", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORD "VITAMINA" IS "VITAMIN".
FOR TANGERINES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 3-17-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2001.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AFRICAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES.
FOR LIVE FLOWERING PLANTS, NAMELY, ROSE BUSHES; LIVING PLANTS; DRIED PLANTS, NAMELY, DRIED PLANTS FOR DECORATION; FLOWER SEEDS; PLANT SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; LIVE FLOWERS; FRESH CUT FLOWERS; DRIED FLOWERS, NAMELY, DRIED FLOWERS FOR DECORATION; FLOWER BULBS; PLANT BULBS; DRIED FLOWER WREATHS; LIVE FLOWER WREATHS; FRESH CUT FLOWER WREATHS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).


LEAF N’ BUD

FOR LIVING PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2001.


BECAUSE A CHAMP IS MADE ONE MEAL AT A TIME

FOR PETFOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.


CHAMPTREE

FOR HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SAPLINGS CLONED FROM LIVING TREES OF RECORD OR HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OR HAVING OTHER SPECIAL MERIT (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-16-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-16-1998.
CLASS 31—(Continued).


FIRST USE 6-22-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2002.

LA CATALINA


FOR DRIED FLOWERS FOR DECORATION; SEED GERM FOR BOTANICAL PURPOSES; LIVING PLANTS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUIT; FRESH NUTS; UNPROCESSED PEANUTS; FRESH VEGETABLES; MALT FOR BREWING AND DISTILLING (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-20-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2001.

GEMCOAT


FOR SUGAR BEET SEEDS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 12-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-25-2002.

DOUBLE WAVE


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,263,276, 2,679,268, AND OTHERS.
FOR LIVE PETUNIA PLANTS AND SEEDS FOR PETUNIA PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRESH SPICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRESH HERBS, CUT OR WITH ROOTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.

MARTINIQUE


FOR LIVING PLANTS, LIVE FLOWERS AND PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY CUTTINGS, SEEDS AND LEAVES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

VISION YELLOW


FOR LIVING PLANTS, NAMELY, ROOTED AND UNROOTED CUTTINGS, PLANT SEEDS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, EXCLUDING ALFAFALF, FIELD BEAN, PERENNIAL RYEGRASS, SUGAR BEET, SUNFLOWER, TRITICALE, CAULIFLOWER, ONION, AND TOMATO (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.


NATURAL OFF SERIES PISS OFF!

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIVING PLANTS USED IN GARDENING TO KEEP ANIMALS INCLUDING DOGS AND CATS AWAY FROM OTHER GARDEN PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
CLASS 31—(Continued).

2,848,516. COOPERATIEVE VERENIGING WERKGROEP
HIBISCUS U.A., 1435 NL RIJSENHOUT, NETHERLANDS.

SUNNY CITIES

OWNER OF ERPN CMNTY TM OFC REG. NO. 000838110,
DATED 5-23-2000, EXPIRES 5-23-2010.
THE MARK CONTAINS STIPPLING WHICH IS INTENDED TO INDICATE THE SHADING IN THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE COLORS ORANGE, YELLOW, AND GREEN, AND COLOR IS CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. THE WORDING "SUNNY CITIES" IS DISPLAYED HORIZONTALLY ACROSS THE BOTTOM OF THE MARK IN YELLOW CAPITAL LETTERS OUTLINED IN BLACK.
THE WORDING APPEARS AGAINST A RECTANGULAR BACKGROUND WHICH IS A LIGHTER SHADE OF GREEN AT THE BOTTOM OF THE RECTANGLE AND WHICH SHADE GRADUALLY DARKENS NEAR THE TOP OF THE RECTANGLE. ABOVE THE WORDING IS A SKYLINE OF BUILDINGS WHICH APPEARS IN LIGHTER AND DARKER SHADERS OF GRAY.
ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE MARK APPEARS THE DESIGN OF A SUN RISING FROM BEHIND THE BUILDINGS. THE SUN CONSISTS OF YELLOW "SMILEY" FACE OUTLINED IN BLACK, YELLOW RAYS OUTLINED IN BLACK APPEAR IN THE SHAPE OF TRAPEZIOIDS AROUND THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE SUN. WHEN VIEWED CLOCKWISE, THE RAYS GRADUALLY CHANGE FROM YELLOW TO ORANGE.
FOR HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS, NAMELY, PLANTS OF THE SPECIES HIBISCUS L.; FLOWER SEEDS AND PLANT SEEDS; LIVE PLANTS AND FLOWERS AND PARTS THEREOF; PLANT MATERIAL, NAMELY, PLANT SEEDS, LEAVES, BUDS, FLOWERS, CUTTINGS AND TISSUE CULTURE MATERIAL FOR PROPAGATION, MULTIPLICATION AND REPRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

2,848,564. J.C. WATSON COMPANY, PARMA, ID. SN 76-

SWEETS THAT COOK

FOR UNPROCESSED ONIONS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

2,849,070. SHURFINE INTERNATIONAL, INC., NORTH-

YOUR FRIEND

FOR PET FOOD, EDIBLE PET TREAT, AND KITTY LITTER (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 12-12-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2000.

CLASS 31—(Continued).

2,849,396. KAYTEE PRODUCTS INCORPORATED, CHIL-

EXACT HAND FEEDING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,641,755.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAND FEEDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET AND ANIMAL FEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 8-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1989.

2,849,397. KAYTEE PRODUCTS INCORPORATED, CHIL-

EXACT CONVERSION & WEANING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,641,755.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONVERSION & WEANING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET AND ANIMAL FEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.

2,849,521. BIOLITE, INC., WINSTON, NM. SN 78-177,156.

KCZ

FOR NON-MEDICATED ADDITIVES FOR ANIMAL AND POULTRY FEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 1-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-12-2004.

2,849,528. MNSANTO TECHNOLOGY LLC, ST. LOUIS, MO.

POWERFUL SCIENCE.
POWERFUL SEED.

FOR AGRICULTURAL SEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

2,849,811. NATURAL POLYMER INTERNATIONAL CORP.,
PLANO, TX. SN 78-244,244. PUB. 12-9-2003, FILED 5-1-2003.

SENSIBLELY

FOR EDIBLE PET CHEW TREAT AND/OR BONE (U.S.
CLS. 1 AND 46).
CLASS 31—(Continued).


GETUP&GO

FOR EDIBLE PET CHEW TREAT AND/OR BONE (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).


HEIDI'S HOMEMADE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOMEMADE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

2,847,748. 02GO BEVERAGE COMPANY, NEPTUNE, NJ. SN 76-020,086. PUB. 9-24-2002, FILED 4-6-2000.

FOR FLAVORED AND UNFLAVORED, CARBONATED AND NON-CARBONATED, OXYGENATED DISTILLED DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).


WILD ON TEXAS

FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 5-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2000.


MALTA POLAR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,031,097, 1,035,093, AND 1,589,232.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MALTA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "MALTA" IS "MALT".
FOR NONALCOHOLIC MALT BEVERAGE (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).


CLASS 32—(Continued).


FOR NATURAL MINERAL WATER AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES MADE THEREFROM, NAMELY, SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 1-1-1940; IN COMMERCE 12-31-2002.
THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "DENOVA" IS "NEW".
FOR FRUIT DRINKS, CONCENTRATED FRUIT JUICES, AND NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS WITH FRUIT BASIS, NAMELY, PUNCH AND MALT COOLERS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48),

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,777,375.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EL SABOR DE EL SALVADOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "EL SABOR DE EL SALVADOR" IN THE MARK IS "THE FLAVOR OF EL SALVADOR".
FOR SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48),
FIRST USE 7-26-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-14-2002.

FOR FRUIT JUICE, FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT-FLAVORED SODA WATER AND FRUIT-FLAVORED DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48),

HOCKEY FALLS
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48),
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

FOR DRINKING WATER, FLAVORED DRINKING WATER, SPORTS DRINKS, SOFT DRINKS AND CARBONATED AND NON-CARBONATED FRUIT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48),
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

GROWN RIGHT
FOR FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48),
CLASS 32—(Continued).


ORDER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,236,870.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The mark consists of words, letters and/or numbers in a stylized format attached to bottles, cans and any other associated packaging containing the goods.

For beer, ale and lager (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 and 48).

First use 4-7-2003; in commerce 4-7-2003.

DRUNKI


For beer, mineral water, aerated water, fruit juices, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages, unfermented grape must, drinking water, preparations for making aerated water, powder for making lemonade, syrups for lemonade, essences for use in making soft drinks and essences for the manufacture of liqueurs, syrups for making soft drinks, extracts of hops for making beer (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 and 48).

First use 5-14-2003; in commerce 5-14-2003.

SUMMER HOURS


For alcoholic beverages, namely, beer (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 and 48).


EPIC ELIXIR


For beer and ale (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 and 48).


PRIVATE MEN'S CLUB


FOR BEER, ALE AND LAGER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

First use 2-7-2003; in commerce 2-7-2003.

DRINK IN THE GAME


For soft drinks (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 and 48).


WATERREADY


For emergency water, namely, drinking water (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 and 48).


CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS


INDOMITA

For wine (U.S. CLS. 47 and 49).

First use 6-1-2001; in commerce 2-0-2003.

THE TERM "INDOMITA" MEANS "INDOMITABLE" IN ENGLISH.
CLASS 33—(Continued).


ARTUS

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, VODKA, DISTILLED SPIRITS, POTABLE SPIRITS, BRANDY SPIRITS, LIQUEURS, HERB LIQUEURS, DISTILLED LIQUOR, EXTRACTS OF SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 1-29-1995; IN COMMERCE 3-25-2003.


BATHTUB

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.


PRINCEPS

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "PRINCEPS" IS "PRINCE".
FOR ITALIAN WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


QUANDARY

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

2,848,448. CRESTVIEW PTY. LTD., SOUTH AUSTRALIA 5159, AUSTRALIA. SN 76-403,531. PUB. 11-12-2002, FILED 5-3-2002.

CRESTVIEW

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 8-0-1992; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1996.


HIDEOUS

FOR WINE AND DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S FIREBALL

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,667,801.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FIREBALL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME "DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR WHISKEY-BASED LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORIGINAL", "VINTAGE CIDER", "AUTHENTICITAS" AND "IRISH CIDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN EMBLEM CONTAINING THE WORDING, "MAGNERS IRISH CIDER" APPEARING IN THE CENTER, "MAGNERS ORIGINAL VINTAGE CIDER" APPEARING ON THE BORDER, WITH THE TERM "AUTHENTICITAS" APPEARING ON A BANNER THAT IS LOCATED BELOW A REPRESENTATION OF THREE STYLIZED CIDER VATS WITH THE TERM "ORIGINAL" APPEARING BELOW "IRISH CIDER".
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "AUTHENTICITAS" IS "AUTHENTIC".
FOR HARD CIDER (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 7-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2000.


ARTUS

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, VODKA, DISTILLED SPIRITS, POTABLE SPIRITS, BRANDY SPIRITS, LIQUEURS, HERB LIQUEURS, DISTILLED LIQUOR, EXTRACTS OF SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


HIDEOUS

FOR WINE AND DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
CLASS 33—(Continued).

2,848,483. INDEPENDENT LIQUOR (NZ) LIMITED, PAPAKURA, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND. SN 76-406,834. PUB. 8-19-2003, FILED 5-8-2002.

For alcoholic beverages, namely, mixtures of alcohol from brewed or spirit base, with flavored soft drink or fruit juice (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

First use 11-30-1997; in commerce 5-30-2003.

KGB

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, MIXTURES OF ALCOHOL FROM BREWED OR SPIRIT BASE, WITH FLAVORED SOFT DRINK OR FRUIT JUICE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

First use 11-30-1997; in commerce 5-30-2003.

CLASS 33—(Continued).


Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 582,789, 2,418,109, and others.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "ORIGINAL HARD COLA" and/or "BRAND", apart from the mark as shown.

The name "JACK DANIELS" in the mark is not the name of a living individual.

For alcoholic beverage produced from a brewed malt base with natural flavors (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

First use 7-31-2002; in commerce 7-31-2002.


For wine (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


2,848,526. LUZHOU LAOJIAO STOCK CORPORATION, LIMITED, LUZHOU CITY, SICHUAN PROVINCE, CHINA. SN 76-413,567. PUB. 8-5-2003, FILED 5-29-2002.


No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the non-Latin characters that translate and transliterate to the word "CELLAR", apart from the mark as shown.

The non-Latin character(s) in the mark transliterates into "BAI NIAN LAO JIAO", and this means "ONE-HUNDRED YEAR OLD CELLAR" in English.

For wines, brandy spirits, potable spirits, and distilled spirits of rice, corn and barley (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


MASCARA

The English translation for "MASCARA" is "MASK".

For wines (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

First use 1-1-2004; in commerce 1-6-2004.
CLASS 33—(Continued).


RULE THE PARTY
FOR WINES AND SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

2,848,746. CERDA, ENRIQUE FONSECA, GUADALAJARA, JALISCO, MEXICO. SN 76-452,954. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 9-20-2002.

SACROMONTE
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "SACROMONTE" IS "SACRED MOUNTAIN".
FOR PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS MADE WITH TEQUILA AND FRUIT JUICE; LIQUEURS MADE WITH TEQUILA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


ROARING 20'S DIXIELAND
FOR WINE AND DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


CLASS 33—(Continued).

2,848,904. DAVIDS PINOT VINEYARDS, INC., DBA SEA SMOKE CELLARS, LOMPOC, CA. SN 76-472,830. PUB. 6-24-2003, FILED 12-6-2002.

GRATIS
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 12-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-17-2003.

2,848,905. DAVIDS PINOT VINEYARDS, INC., DBA SEA SMOKE CELLARS, LOMPOC, CA. SN 76-472,831. PUB. 6-24-2003, FILED 12-6-2002.

SOUTHING
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

2,848,906. DAVIDS PINOT VINEYARDS, INC., DBA SEA SMOKE CELLARS, LOMPOC, CA. SN 76-472,832. PUB. 6-24-2003, FILED 12-6-2002.

BOTELLA
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


TOMMY GUNS
FOR WINES AND SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


RINGSIDE
FOR WINES AND SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
CLASS 33—(Continued).


COPELAND CREEK


KUYA


ADAMS BROTHERS


COLLECTOR


MOHAI


CLASS 34—(Continued).


NOVA


2,848,647. PHILIP MORRIS USA INC., NEW YORK, NY. SN 76-436,984. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 8-2-2002.

ZANZIBAR CIGARETTES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CIGARETTES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CIGARETTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17). FIRST USE 9-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.


MOVE TO THE TASTE YOU DESERVE

CLASS 34—(Continued).
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CLASS 34—(Continued).


SERVICE MARKS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


A MEDIA MARKETING CONTINUUM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDIA MARKETING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


TELOGISTICS

HOME INTERIORS & MORE  
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,495,137 AND 1,531,380. SEC. 2(F) AS TO "HOME INTERIORS". FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING HOUSEWARES AND OTHER HOME DECORATIVE ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.  

CBUCKS  


SHEETMUSIC123.COM  
FOR ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE, PRINTED SHEET MUSIC AND SHEET MUSIC ON ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND CONSULTATION SERVICES PROVIDED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE, PRINTED SHEET MUSIC AND SHEET MUSIC ON ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND CONSULTATION SERVICES PROVIDED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE, PRINTED SHEET MUSIC AND SHEET MUSIC ON ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND CONSULTATION SERVICES PROVIDED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; AUCTIONEERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 11-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2003.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIABETIC SUPPLIES.COM" CROSS DESIGN PORTION OF ITS MARK IN WHOLE OR IN PART IN SHADES OF RED OR ORANGE, OR IN WHOLE OR IN PART IN WHITE ON A BACKGROUND SOLELY OF SHADES OF RED OR ORANGE, OR ANY COMBINATION THEREOF, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

2,847,734. BARNEY'S, INC., NEW YORK, NY. SN 75-983,420. PUB. 8-8-2000, FILED 12-7-1999.

CO-OP
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 740,168, 2,130,404, AND OTHERS.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


FRESH FROM THE START
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-12-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-12-2000.


SHIRT CONNEXXION
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHIRT" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING, OFFERED THROUGH MAIL ORDER, CATALOGS, AND THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2004.


BUY AND DRIVE
FOR AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK DEALERSHIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-22-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-22-1997.


MYTEAMFUNDRAISING
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING SCRATCH-CARDS, CHOCOLATES AND GIFT BROCHURES ALL FOR USE IN FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES BY SPORTS TEAMS AND LEAGUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2004.


SAQQARA POWERED
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,155,200.
FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER, COMMERCIAL, AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT INFORMATION FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-20-2002.


COLLABORATIVE COMMERCE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMERCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE OIL AUCTION SERVICES; OIL AUCTION SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ONLINE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING PHYSICAL OIL VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL OIL; ONLINE BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS AUCTION AND EXCHANGE SERVICES FOR BUYING AND SELLING OIL; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, FACILITATING TRANSACTIONS OF PHYSICAL OIL BY COORDINATION AND LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SHIPPING, FINANCING, STORAGE AND RISK MANAGEMENT IN THE PHYSICAL OIL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 35—(Continued).


SPM
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, BUSINESS PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

2,847,864. VETESSENTIAL LLC, HINGHAM, MA. SN 76-142,149. PUB. 4-9-2002, FILED 10-6-2000.

VETESSENTIAL
FOR PERSONNEL PLACEMENT AND RECRUITMENT IN THE FIELD OF VETERINARY MEDICINE; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES FOR VETERINARIANS, VETERINARY HOSPITALS, AND VETERINARY CLINICS; AND COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL DISTRIBUTORSHIP FEATURING PHARMACEUTICALS, SURGICAL AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES, ANIMAL FOOD AND NUTRITION PRODUCTS, AND PET SUPPLIES TO VETERINARIANS, VETERINARY HOSPITALS, AND VETERINARY CLINICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.


PARTICIPATE. ALERT. RESPOND.


CLASS 35—(Continued).

OWN OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,197,378 AND 2,368,337. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF THE LETTER "W" WITHIN A DARKENED SQUARE DESIGN.


TRAVELLOTTO


PAYLOW

PREFUR’D MEMBER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEMBER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEMBERSHIP CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY, ADMINISTRATION OF A DISCOUNT PROGRAM FOR PURCHASERS OF PLUSH TOYS WHICH ENABLES PARTICIPANTS TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS OR PROMOTIONS ON RELATED GOODS AND SERVICES, AND ADVANCE NOTICE OF INTRODUCTION OF NEW PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2000.

PERFORMANCE TRACKER

FOR SALES VOLUME TRACKING AND MARKETING MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING PROVIDED VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2001.

SONGSTER

FOR IMPORT AND EXPORT AGENCIES IN CONNECTION WITH LOUDSPEAKERS; WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING LOUDSPEAKERS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING LOUDSPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-1980; IN COMMERCE 3-2-1982.

BRIDGESTAR

FOR PERSONAL PLACEMENT AND RECRUITMENT, NAMELY, PROCUREMENT AND RECRUITMENT OF INDIVIDUALS FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS AND MATCHING INDIVIDUALS TO AVAILABLE POSITIONS AT NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 35—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MARKETSPACE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF MEDIA, MARKETING AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STARVISION

FOR LOCATING, POSITIONING AND NAVIGATION SERVICES FOR TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES AND ITS CARGO UTILIZING GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS, GLOBAL NETWORK SYSTEMS, WIRELESS TERRESTRIAL AND NON-TERRESTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK SYSTEMS, LOCATING POSITIONING AND NAVIGATION SERVICES FOR TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES AND ITS CARGO UTILIZING TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND GLOBAL NETWORK SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
ROAM THE EARTH

FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, MAIL-ORDER RETAIL STORE SERVICES, AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING EXCLUSIVE GEOGRAPHICALLY-ASSOCIATED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CLOTHING, SPORTING GOODS, CONSUMER ELECTRONICS, JEWELRY, AND DECORATIVE GLASS, METAL, AND WOOD ITEMS FOR THE HOME AND OFFICE; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING AND PROMOTING BRAND IDENTITY AND PRODUCT RECOGNITION FOR OTHERS BY MEANS OF COORDINATED MULTIPLE MEDIA ADVERTISING EMPLOYING PRINT MEDIA, BROADCAST MEDIA, EVENT SPONSORSHIP, AND THE INTERNET; FRANCHISING, NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF LOCALLY AND REGIONALLY-ASSOCIATED RETAIL STORES HAVING BRAND-BASED GLOBAL INTER-CONNECTIVITY AND SUPPORT IN THE AREAS OF SALES PROSPECTING AND ORDER FULFILLMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-23-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2004.

2,848,037. SERVICYS INC., BANNOCKBURN, IL. SN 76-264,082. PUB. 8-6-2002; FILED 5-30-2001.

CPD

FOR ARRANGING FOR DELIVERY OF PACKAGES AND PARCELS CONTAINING CLEANING SUPPLIES AND CLEANING EQUIPMENT VIA GROUND AND AIR CARRIERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2001.

GOURMETPRO

FOR ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES FOR RECIPES, FOOD AND WINE INFORMATION, AND DIET INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-17-2003.

LEADERSHIP SOFTWARE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOFTWARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS FOR PROMOTING COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES AND COMMUNICATIONS GOODS OF OTHERS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COMMUNICATIONS GOODS; ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES IN WHICH SELLERS POST COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES AND COMMUNICATIONS GOODS TO BE AUCTIONED AND BIDDING IS DONE VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

4SNAPSHOTS

FOR ON-LINE DIRECTORY SERVICE FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS, PRODUCTS AND DIGITAL PROCESSING SOFTWARE AND STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CONGRUENCE MANAGEMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MANAGEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.

USA CUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY ALLOWING SPONSORS TO AFFILIATE THEIR GOODS AND SERVICES WITH SOCCER TOURNAMENTS AND RELATED EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

Access Direct

FOR PERSONALIZED DIRECTORY SERVICES, NAMELY ENABLING A COMPANY'S EMPLOYEES TO CONNECT WITH THE INDIVIDUAL BENEFITS AND HUMAN RESOURCES PROGRAMS THAT ARE PROVIDED BY THAT COMPANY VIA TELEPHONE, HANDHELD DEVICES, AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-23-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-23-2002.

CLEAR CAPTURE

FOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, MANAGEMENT CONSULTING ASSISTANCE, MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES, COST/PRICE ANALYSIS, AND PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2000.

SPORTMART EXPRESS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 973,290, 1,455,882, AND 2,053,803.
FOR RETAIL SPORTING GOODS STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RETENTION", "PERFORMANCE" AND "MARKETING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED, AUDIO AND ELECTRONIC PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND PROVIDING OF MARKETING PROMOTION ADVICE TO OTHERS; COMPUTERIZED DATABASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE DEALERSHIP CUSTOMER INFORMATION USED TO PROVIDE VEHICLE MAINTENANCE REMINDERS TO CONSUMERS IN ORDER TO GENERATE ADDITIONAL BUSINESS FOR DEALERSHIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

THE LEARNING ODYSSEY
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE NATURE OF ASSISTING OTHERS IN ACQUIRING AND ESTABLISHING COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STYLEMATCHER
FOR SURVEY SERVICES FOR MATCHING AN INDIVIDUAL’S JOB SKILLS WITH AVAILABLE JOB POSITIONS AND JOB PREFERENCES, RENDERED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-2-2002.


FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CONVENIENCE STORE ITEMS AND GASOLINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-11-2002.

MAX WELL MEDICAL
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING PHARMACEUTICALS AND OVER THE COUNTER DRUGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2000.

DBM REAL WORLD 101
FOR PROVIDING CAREER CONSULTATION SERVICES VIA ON-LINE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS DESIGNED TO ASSIST RECENT GRADUATES FIND THEIR FIRST JOB (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

LEGENDARY MOTORCARS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOTORCARS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
EMPIRE HOME SERVICES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. Nos. 1,666,975, 2,516,389, and 2,554,738.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SHOP-AT-HOME SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF CABINETRY, CLOSET ORGANIZERS, DOORS, FENCING, FLOORING, ROOFING, SIDING, AND WINDOWS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF CARPETING, WINDOW TREATMENTS, CABINETRY, CLOSET ORGANIZERS, DOORS, FENCING, FLOORING, ROOFING, SIDING, AND WINDOWS; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF CARPETING, WINDOW TREATMENTS, CABINETRY, CLOSET ORGANIZERS, DOORS, FENCING, FLOORING, ROOFING, SIDING, AND WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SENIOR SECURITY SUPPLEMENT INITIATIVE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SENIOR SECURITY SUPPLEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH PROVIDING AND ARRANGING FOR DISCOUNT SERVICES THAT REQUIRE A MEMBERSHIP CARD, NAMELY, DISCOUNT TRAVEL SERVICES, DISCOUNT AUTO CLUB SERVICES, DISCOUNT WARRANTY PROGRAM SERVICES, DISCOUNT HEALTH INSURANCE SERVICES, DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTION SERVICES, AND DISCOUNT DENTAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CATALYSTS FOR CHANGE

FOR BUSINESS PLANNING IN THE NATURE OF STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

PAPERMATTERS

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, AVAILABLE THROUGH COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS AND INTERACTIVE TELEVISION, FEATURING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


INDIVIDUAL PERKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF BANKING SERVICES THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2003.

FB AUCTION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. Nos. 1,469,990, 1,612,451, and OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUCTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES IN WHICH SELLER POSTS PRODUCTS TO BE AUCTIONED AND BIDDING IS DONE VIA THE INTERNET; OPERATING AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


HUBBELLNET

OWNER OF U.S. REG. Nos. 723,015, 2,451,012, and OTHERS.

FOR PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE INTRANET WEBSITE THAT ALLOWS INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS TO EXCHANGE INFORMATION, NAMELY COMPANY INFORMATION, PRODUCT AND PRICE INFORMATION AND ORDER INFORMATION AND ALLOWS PLACEMENT OF ON-LINE ORDERS, ON-LINE INQUIRIES ABOUT PRODUCTS AND ORDERS AND ONLINE ORDER TRACKING IN THE ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, POWER SYSTEMS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, UTILITY, INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY, WIRING SYSTEMS AND LIGHTING FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2003.
SPACE CITY U.S.A.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CITY" OR "U.S.A.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING TOURISM, BUSINESS, AND CONVENTIONS IN THE GREATER HOUSTON AREA; CONSULTATION SERVICES REGARDING CONVENTIONS AND BUSINESS MEETINGS IN THE GREATER HOUSTON AREA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-16-2002.

PRINCIPAL MOVIEGOERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOVIEGOERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY, MEDIA RESEARCH SERVICES RELATING TO MOTION PICTURE AND MOVIE VIEWERSHIP DEMOGRAPHICS; COLLECTING, CORRELATING AND PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT CHARACTERISTICS, VIEWERSHIP AND HABITS OF MOVIE AUDIENCES, AND DEMOGRAPHIC DATA REGARDING MOTION PICTURE AUDIENCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 11-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2002.

THE MONOEAR GALLERY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE" AND "GALLERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MODELING AGENCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

WINCO

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION, NAMELY, DEVELOPMENT OF COLLABORATIVE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS IN THE FIELD OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE PLACEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SURPRISE REWARDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REWARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SUPERMARKET INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE THE SALE OF PRODUCTS OF OTHERS IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING CUSTOMER DISCOUNTS AT CHECKOUT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

GIFTIONERY TAIPEI

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAIPEI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES MADE OR RENDERED IN TAIWAN BY OTHERS, BY DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, BY ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EXHIBITIONS OF SUCH GOODS AND SERVICES, AND BY THE DISTRIBUTION OF T-SHIRTS, SHOPPING BAGS AND OTHER PROMOTIONAL GIFTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-10-1996; IN COMMERCE 4-10-1996.
GEOFFREY’S WISH LIST


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WISH LIST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


HOUSE OF BLUES


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,772,628, 2,550,199, AND OTHERS.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "BLUES".

FOR TICKET AGENCY SERVICES FOR CONCERTS, THEATRICAL PRESENTATIONS, AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS RENDERED ONLINE, THROUGH PHONE ORDERS AND THROUGH TICKET OUTLETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


HUNTS OUTDOORS, LLC


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HUNTS AND FISHES" AND "OUTDOOR SPORTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE LINING ON THE DRAWING IS INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.

FOR ELECTRONIC CATALOG AND MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES, MAIL ORDER SERVICES, AND ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HUNTING, FISHING, SHOOTING, CAMPING AND OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, GEAR, SUPPLIES, FOOTWEAR AND APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SITEADVANCE

2,848,577. DOUBLECLICK INC., NEW YORK, NY. SN 76-421,864. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 6-17-2002.

FOR PROVIDING MARKETING, BUSINESS AND RESEARCH INFORMATION IN THE AREA OF WEB SITE ANALYSIS AND MEASUREMENT VIA AN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER DATABASE OR WEBSITE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

AFRAME


FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES AND COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES FEATURES OUTDOOR PRODUCTS IN THE NATURE OF T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHORTS, SANDALS, BEACH AND PICNIC FOLDING CHAIRS, UMBRELLAS, SHADES, TOTES AND BAGS AND BLANKETS, BEACH, LAKE AND PARK ACCESSORIES, FEATURING FLYING DISC AND TOYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


PROMISSOR


FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE AND MAIL REGISTRATION SERVICES FOR PROFESSIONAL, OCCUPATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL TESTS; ISSUING AND TRACKING PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION AND LICENSES FOR OTHERS; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS AND PRODUCTS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


1-800-BACKACHE


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,664,523.

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES RENDERED TO MEDICAL DOCTORS CHIROPRACTORS AND RETAIL STORES FEATURING MEDICAL PRODUCTS; MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES RENDERED TO MEDICAL DOCTORS, CHIROPRACTORS AND RETAIL STORES FEATURING MEDICAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COSMETIC'S", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES.

FOR RETAIL/WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


OAK HAVEN

FOR ELECTRONIC AND MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING PRODUCTS IN THE FIELDS OF RELIGION, SPIRITUALITY AND WELLNESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


INCREDIBLE PRICE ROLL BACK

FOR RETAIL FURNITURE STORE SERVICES, MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES, ELECTRONIC CATALOG SERVICES, E-COMMERCE ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, AND RETAIL SERVICES BY DIRECT SOLICITATION BY SALES AGENTS VIA TELEPHONE, ALL IN THE FIELD OF FURNITURE AND FURNITURE ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SHE'S ANYTHING BUT PLAIN

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF JEWELRY, NOVELTIES, STATIONERY, JOURNALS, HANDBAGS, BELTS, BELT BUCKLES, SHAWLS, JACKETS, ANTIQUE MIRRORS, FRAMES, CANDLES, CANDLE HOLDERS, CERAMICS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.


AGGREGATE CONSULTING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONSULTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


LIVE SOUTH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,592,437.

FOR ARRanging AND CONDUCTING EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.


PARENTS MEDIA GROUP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 349,350, 2,631,504, AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDIA GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING ADVERTISING SPACE IN MAGAZINES FOR OTHERS; AND PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY ARRANGING FOR SPONSORS TO AFFILIATE THEIR GOODS AND SERVICES WITH APPLICANT'S MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 35—(Continued).


MACRO WORKSTATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MACRO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ECONOMIC FORECASTING AND ANALYSIS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-17-2003.


WHERE GEMS COME ALIVE

WHERE GEMS COME ALIVE

FOR RETAIL JEWELRY STORES AND/OR WHOLESALE JEWELRY DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.


POINTS OF DIFFERENCE

FOR CONDUCTING AN INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAM TO PROMOTE THE DISTRIBUTORSHIP OF FOOD PRODUCTS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES TO THE FOODSERVICE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.


Risk E-nalys...
CLASS 35—(Continued).

QUALCARD
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF REUSABLE DISCOUNT CARDS FOR FUNDRAISING FOR COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS, SCHOOLS, BUSINESSES AND INDIVIDUALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

BELTMAX
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP IN THE FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL CONVEYOR BELT PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

COMPRA CONTENTA, SAL FELIZ.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS "SHOP HAPPY"; "LEAVE HAPPY".
FOR RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-17-2003.

REFILLS ON TIME
FOR PHARMACY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

CLASS 35—(Continued).

YOUR INDUSTRY. YOUR SHOW.
FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS IN THE FIELD OF HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2003.

SARAH
THE MARK SARAH DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE FOR SEARCHING, MATCHING, AND TRACKING RESUMES AND CONTACT MANAGEMENT THROUGH STORAGE OF EMPLOYEE PERSONNEL INFORMATION, IN THE FIELDS OF EMPLOYMENT RECRUITING, HIRING, AND STAFFING VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BRANDS THAT BUILD
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FOOD AND ITEMS RELATED TO THE FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PLANETWEDDING.COM

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF THE WEDDING INDUSTRY THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED, AUDIO AND VISUAL PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTIONAL ADVICE VIA THE TELEPHONE OR ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, INCLUDING ADVERTISING THE FOLLOWING WEDDING INDUSTRY GOODS AND SERVICES - LIMOUSINE SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT, BANDS, DISC JOCKEYS, CLASSICAL ENSEMBLES, WEDDING GOWNS, TUXEDOS, JEWELRY, CATERERS, OFF-SITE CATERERS, RESTAURANTS, CLERGY, BAKERIES, INVITATIONIERS, CALLGRAPHERS, WEDDING FAVORS, BRIDAL, REGISTER - CORPORATE TRAVEL AGENTS - HONEYMOON PLANNERS, CRUISE LISTINGS, PARTY EQUIPMENT RENTAL, BRIDAL CONSULTANTS, HAIR DRESSERS, MANICURE SERVICES, FLORISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ADDRESS SOLUTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ADDRESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS AND PROMOTIONAL DISPLAYS IN AN ELECTRONIC ADDRESS MANAGEMENT SERVICE SITE ACCESSED THROUGH COMPUTER NETWORKS AND BY DELIVERING ADVERTISEMENTS AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS TO OTHERS VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-8-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-8-2004.

ADREACH CLICKS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,815,350 AND 1,816,354. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A FLAG DESIGN. COLOR IS NOT CLAIMED AS PART OF THE MARK. FOR ORGANIZING, ARRANGING, AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOWS, TRADE EXHIBITIONS AND BUSINESS CONFERENCES IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, HIGH TECHNOLOGY, AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SYSTEMS; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, COMPUTERS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, AND SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPANY AND PRODUCT DIRECTORY LISTINGS COMPiled IN AN ON-LINE RESOURCE GUIDE; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PROVIDING HYPERTEXT LINKS TO THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS; AND PROVIDING NEWS AND BUSINESS INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.
MARKETING THAT MOVES

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIAL, SAMPLES, ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGES AND THROUGH PROMOTIONAL CONTESTS; BUSINESS MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PERFORMING MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS, BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROMOTIONAL MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS AND COLLATERAL MATERIAL PACKAGING; TELEMARKETING; MAILING LIST MANAGEMENT; MAILING LIST PREPARATION FOR OTHERS; DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING; PROMOTIONAL ORDER FULFILLMENT WITH RESPECT TO PROMOTIONAL COUPONS, REBATES, REFUNDS, SAMPLES, CHANCE PROMOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.

BUILDING BETTER RELATIONSHIPS

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY ORGANIZING, ADMINISTERING AND CONDUCTING PROMOTIONAL, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.

SALONPAS

FOR IMPORT AND EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD COSMETICS, PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-0-1994; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1998.

FIBER TECH

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS CONFERENCES, TRADE SHOWS AND EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELDS OF COLOR AND ADDITIVE TECHNOLOGY FOR POLYMER FIBER APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-3-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-22-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC." APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, STRATEGIC BUSINESS CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 9-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND PREPARING CORRUGATED PRODUCT PACKAGING AND CORRUGATED PRODUCT DISPLAYS FOR OTHERS; AND MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, ANALYZING PRODUCT PACKAGING AND PRODUCT DISPLAY NEEDS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


FOR CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF MARKETING, ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS COMMUNICATION; SERVICES OF AN ADVERTISING AGENCY; MARKET RESEARCH AND OPINION POLLING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

RITE APPROACH

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES PROVIDED FOR MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT LEADERS IN BUSINESS CONCERNING THE DEVELOPMENT, APPLICATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS IN BUSINESS OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF CLEAN YOUR HOUSE MOUSE! IN PURPLE LETTERING, WITH YOUR IN GRAY LETTERING, A GRAY MOUSE WITH A YELLOW FEATHER DUSTER ON A WHITE CIRCULAR MOUSE PAD.
FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING TRADE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HOUSE CLEANING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

APPLE-A-DAY WELLNESS

FOR HEALTHCARE COST CONTAINMENT SERVICES, INCLUDING ACCESS TO A WHOLESALE PHARMACEUTICAL NETWORK, ACCESS TO A NETWORK FOR DISCOUNTED MEDICAL AND DENTAL SERVICES AND SUPPLIES, AND MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 35—(Continued).

GILLETTE STADIUM

GILLETTE STADIUM

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STADIUM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS MEETING AND CONFERENCE FACILITIES; ADVERTISING AND MARKETING, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE LEASING OF ADVERTISING SIGNAGE SPACE; PROVIDING STATISTICAL INFORMATION RELATING TO SPORTING EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


VERRADO

VERRADO

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTEREST OF HOMEOWNERS THAT RESIDE IN THE COMMUNITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SILVER SPECK.COM

SILVER SPECK.COM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SILVER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICE IN THE FIELD OF PRECIOUS STONES, JEWELRY, AND WATCHES; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORES FEATURING PRECIOUS STONES, JEWELRY, AND WATCHES; ON-LINE RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORES FEATURING PRECIOUS STONES, JEWELRY, AND WATCHES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


YESSION

YESSION

FOR OPERATING ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES; AUCTIONEERING SERVICES; PROVIDING ON-LINE AUCTION SERVICES FEATURING FINE ART, PHOTOGRAPHY, DIGITAL IMAGES, AND RELATED GOODS AND SERVICES; PROVIDING ON-LINE ART GALLERY SERVICES FOR THE DISPLAY, SALE AND LICENSING OF FINE ART, PHOTOGRAPHY, DIGITAL IMAGES, AND RELATED GOODS AND SERVICES; ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FINE ART, PHOTOGRAPHY, DIGITAL IMAGES, AND RELATED GOODS AND SERVICES; GIFT REGISTRY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2003.


DAIGGER SCI-ED WAREHOUSE

DAIGGER SCI-ED WAREHOUSE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,120,778.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WAREHOUSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, FURNITURE, MODELS AND CHARTS FOR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


JUSLYN VINEYARDS

JUSLYN VINEYARDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINERY SERVICES, NAMELY WHOLESALE, ONLINE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING WINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


THE SWEET-TOOTH SPECIALISTS!

THE SWEET-TOOTH SPECIALISTS!

FOR VENDING IN THE FIELD OF CANDY AND GUMBALLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
ANDES GROUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR; WHOLESALE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.

GRAB-N-GO

FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF GIFT SETS CONTAINING PERISHABLE AND NON-PERISHABLE ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

OWNERS IN EQUITY

FOR PROMOTING THE USE OF CREDIT CARDS OF OTHERS THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF AN INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAM TO RETAIL MERCHANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-29-2003.

REWARD YOURSELF EVERY DAY.

FOR ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION OF THE SALES OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH PURCHASE CONTINUITY PROGRAMS CONSISTING OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF POINTS FOR PURCHASES FROM PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS AND SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS, WHICH CAN BE REDEEMED FOR GOODS, SERVICES OR MONEY FROM A CATALOG, PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS OR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


PRO'S MAKING A DIFFERENCE

FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES AND BUSINESS MARKETING PROGRAMS TO THE ELECTRONIC, BROADCAST TELEVISION, MEDIA, INDUSTRIES, CABLE, SATELLITE, AND PRINT THROUGH THE USE OF A LOCAL MEDIA PROMOTED COMMUNITY MARKETING PROGRAM IN THE NATURE OF AN INFORMATIONAL RESOURCE FOR CONSUMERS, WHEREBY CONSUMERS CAN COMMUNICATE, BY TELEPHONE AND/OR ELECTRONICALLY THROUGH THE INTERNET, WITH PARTICIPATING EXPERTS AND PROFESSIONALS IN VARIOUS FIELDS OF INTEREST, TO ASK QUESTIONS REGARDING PRODUCTS AND/OR SERVICES WITHIN THE EXPERT'S OR PROFESSIONAL'S AREA OF EXPERTISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

LOYALTYWORKS

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2003.

LIFESTYLES HORIZON

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,707,392.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL GIFT STORE SERVICES, IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER PRODUCTS, FEATURING A RECOGNITION AWARDS PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MPC MANAGED PHARMACY CARE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MANAGED PHARMACY CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PURCHASING AGENTS FOR INDEPENDENT PHARMACIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.
CLASS 35—(Continued).


BOTTOM LINE LISTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,240,265, 2,605,165, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LISTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPILING AND PREPARING CUSTOMER AND SUBSCRIBER MAILING LISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


LIVESOURCE

FOR TELEPHONE OPERATOR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-26-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2001.

2,849,657. A.W. HEC, INC., KINGWOOD, TX. SN 78-199,244. PUB. 8-12-2003, FILED 12-31-2002.

FOR MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH CARE CLINICS FOR OTHERS; COST MANAGEMENT FOR THE HEALTH BENEFIT PLANS OF OTHERS; COST MANAGEMENT FOR THE HEALTH Care BENEFIT PLANS OF OTHERS; HEALTH CARE COST CONTainment; HEALTH CARE COST REVIEW; HEALTH CARE UTILIZATION AND REVIEW SERVICES; MANAGED CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING OF HEALTH CARE INFORMATION; COMPUTERIZED ACCOUNTING SERVICES; COMPUTERIZED DATABASE MANAGEMENT; LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2003.


THE NEW FARM ORGANIC PRICE INDEX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,606,503.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORGANIC PRICE INDEX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF GOODS OR SERVICES, PRICE QUOTATIONS, IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIC PRODUCTS VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING TRADE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIC PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.


OPX

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF GOODS OR SERVICES, PRICE QUOTATIONS, IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIC PRODUCTS VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING TRADE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIC PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.


TAINONG SEEDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SEEDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP FEATURING VEGETABLE SEEDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-10-1983; IN COMMERCE 4-10-1983.


UFPC SMALLWARES CONNECTION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SMALLWARES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROCUREMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, GROUP PURCHASING SERVICES FOR OTHERS OF SMALL WARES IN THE FOOD SERVICES INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-7-2003.
CLASS 35—(Continued).


SCOUT 24/7

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCOUT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SPORTS RECRUITING SERVICES FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT ATHLETES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ATTORNEYREFERRALNOW.COM

FOR PROVIDING ATTORNEY REFERRAL SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS, BUSINESSES, AND ATTORNEYS; PROVIDING ATTORNEY REFERRAL SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS, BUSINESSES AND ATTORNEYS OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING A WEBSITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS OF LEGAL GOODS AND SERVICES OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; UTILIZING A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK TO PROVIDE HYPERLINKS AND DIRECTORY SERVICES RELATED TO LAWYERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


URBICS

FOR TAX ANALYSIS AND REPORTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SHAREPOINT

FOR ORGANIZING, ARRANGING, CONDUCTING AND PROMOTING OF TRADE SHOWS, EXHIBITIONS AND BUSINESS CONFERENCES IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE, DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND WORKGROUP SOFTWARE; SMALL BUSINESS ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING DATABASES AND WEB SITE LINKS TO OTHER CONTENT PROVIDERS IN THE FIELD OF SMALL BUSINESS ISSUES; AND PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL


ALL TERMATIVE


OWNER CONNECTION

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF MOTOR VEHICLES; INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY THE DELIVERY OF FINANCIAL AND LEASING SERVICES FOR NEW AND USED MOTOR VEHICLES; MOTOR VEHICLE DEALER CAPTIAL, CONSTRUCTION FINANCING, MORTGAGES, FLOOR PLAN AND EQUIPMENT FINANCING AND LEASING; COMMERCIAL FINANCIAL SERVICES, MOTOR VEHICLE FLEET LEASING AND MOTOR VEHICLE SUPPLIER FINANCING; FINANCIAL SERVICES FOR HOME MORTGAGES, HOME EQUITY, AND PERSONAL LOANS; SUB-PRIME LENDING; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; INSURANCE SERVICES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, HOME, FIRE, FLOOD, HEALTH, TERM LIFE AND OTHER LIFE INSURANCE, DISABILITY INSURANCE, ACCIDENT INSURANCE, ANNUITY PRODUCTS, TRAVELER'S INSURANCE, CREDIT INSURANCE; INVESTMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONEY MARKET, TERM CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT, MUTUAL FUNDS, STOCKS, 401K ACCOUNTS, CHECKING AND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS; PERSONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES; AND FINANCIAL PLANNING, STOCK QUOTES PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, BILL PAYING, CASH MANAGEMENT AND TRUST SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK AND WRITTEN MATERIALS; AND FINANCING APPLICATION SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK AND WRITTEN MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


HUMANVALUES.COM

FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING AND PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF CHARITIES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2004.
FORTUNE 500

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 634,608, 1,904,600, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "500", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A STOCK INDEX, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A SELECT GROUP OF COMPANIES AND THEIR STOCKS; INVESTMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STOPS, MUTUAL FUNDS, OPTIONS, FUTURES AND COMMODITIES; INVESTMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES; AND PROVIDING INFORMATION ON FINANCE, STOCKS AND INVESTMENTS BY WAY OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

RETIREMENT YEAR COST

FOR FINANCIAL FORECASTING SERVICE PROVIDING INFORMATION BASED UPON FINANCIAL DATA AND GOALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WORLDVIEW

FOR ONLINE BANKING SERVICES; ONLINE FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL RESEARCH, INVESTMENT BROKERAGE, INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, FUNDS INVESTMENT, AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, BUT NOT INCLUDING MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES, EXCEPT FOR FINANCIAL ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ACC/DIS RTG

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RTG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF STOCKS AND INVESTMENTS VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

VESTIMA

FOR INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, NAMELY, FINANCIAL PLANNING AND FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; MONETARY AFFAIRS, NAMELY, BANKING, CHECK CASHING AND MONETARY CLEARANCE SERVICES; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE ESCROW SERVICES AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY SERVICES; PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF FINANCE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AVALAR

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "AVALAR" IS "GUARANTOR".
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-10-2001; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2003.

INTELLIS

FOR BANK SERVICES, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF POOLED INVESTMENT FUNDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.
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BALDWIN PARK

FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; REAL ESTATE LISTING; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE LEASING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-26-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-26-2002.


SELECT INDUSTRY RESEARCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INDUSTRY RESEARCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS IN THE FIELD OF SECURITIES, ON-LINE INVESTMENT BROKERAGE, FINANCIAL ANALYSES AND CONSULTATION AND PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION VIA AN ON-LINE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.

PROVIDIUM CONSULTING SERVICES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONSULTING SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EMPLOYEE BENEFIT CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR OTHERS; FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF RETIREMENT PLANNING SERVICES; INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES; ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS; AND ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE PENSION PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MONEYVILLE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,001,798, 2,061,972, AND OTHERS.
FOR ONLINE PERSONAL FINANCIAL CALCULATORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
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CHARGEPRO

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT SOURCES OF CREDIT AND ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEMS OFFERED BY OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SMART SOLUTIONS

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION AND ADVICE RELATING TO FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2003.

PSOLVE

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, FINANCIAL PLANNING, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL RESEARCH; INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT ADVICE AND CONSULTATION, INVESTMENT MANAGER APPRAISAL AND PERFORMANCE MONITORING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.


CLEANER STORMDRAINS CLEANER OCEANS

FOR RAISING FUNDS FOR CLEANING AND MAINTAINING STORM DRAIN SYSTEMS AND ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND WATER SHEDS THROUGH CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OR OTHERWISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

RELY ON THE STRENGTH OF PACIFIC LIFE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,309,321, 2,377,472, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE AND ANNUITY UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTRATION IN THE FIELDS OF LIFE, DISABILITY, HEALTH AND LOSS PREVENTION; RE-INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; INVESTMENT BROKERAGE; FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELDS OF SECURITIES, DERIVATIVES, REAL ESTATE, MUTUAL FUNDS, PRIVATE PLACEMENTS, FUNDING AGREEMENTS, AND VENTURE CAPITAL; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT; MAINTAINING ESCROW ACCOUNTS FOR INVESTMENTS; INVESTMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE PENSION PLANS; FUND INVESTMENT CONSULTATION; CAPITAL INVESTMENT CONSULTATION; MUTUAL FUND BROKERAGE INVESTMENT AND DISTRIBUTION; REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT AND MANAGEMENT; AND MORTGAGE LENDING AND LOAN SERVICING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

2,848,211. EASTER SEALs, INC., CHICAGO, IL. SN 76-347,299. PUB. 4-8-2003, FILED 12-7-2001.

PUTTING HOPE WITHIN REACH FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

FOR FUNDRAISING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

2,848,256. PHYSICIANs MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OMAHA, NE. SN 76-365,584. PUB. 7-30-2002, FILED 2-4-2002.

TRUST • INTEGRITY • PERFORMANCE

FOR UNDERWRITING OF HEALTH AND LIFE INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.


SECURITY BENEFIT MULTI-CHOICE ANNUITY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,516,668, 2,527,301, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MULTI-CHOICE ANNUITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING AND ISSUING FLEXIBLE PREMIUM DEFERRED ANNUITIES, PROVISION OF INFORMATION REGARDING SUCH ANNUITIES, AND ADMINISTRATION OF SUCH ANNUITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ECHO STREET CAPITAL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAPITAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR MANAGED ACCOUNTS WHICH ARE INVESTED IN VARYING GLOBAL FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS SUCH AS FUNDS INVESTMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2003.


ONE UNITED BANK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, DEPOSIT SERVICES, CONSUMER LOAN SERVICES, INSTALLMENT PURCHASE SERVICES, MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICES, CERTIFICATE OF DE-POSIT PURCHASE SERVICES, AND CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-17-2002.
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FOR FINANCING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MORTGAGE LENDING AND HOME EQUITY AND CREDIT LINE MORTGAGES; LOAN FINANCING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SIGNATURE ADVANTAGE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SIGNATURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY TRADITIONAL BANKING COMBINED WITH WEALTH MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.


TRIPLE PAYBACK

FOR MONEY LENDING IN THE FIELD OF STUDENT LOANS FEATURING CUSTOMER PROMOTION AND INCENTIVE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.


NORTHERN TRUST FUND PEEK THROUGH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, ASSISTING CUSTOMERS IN EFFECTIVELY MANAGING AND VIEWING THEIR INVESTMENT AND MUTUAL FUND PORTFOLIOS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.


DBOT

FOR VEHICLE FUTURES EXCHANGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

2,848,387. HANOVERTRADE INC., EDISON, NJ. SN 76-393,027. PUB. 6-24-2003, FILED 4-8-2002.

THE CRA SOURCE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL LOAN AND CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2001.


LONE KAURI

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "PINE".
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES; NAMELY, INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES; AND ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2002.


OMNIAMERICAN FINANCIAL SERVICES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CREDIT UNION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2002.
RETIREMENT ALLY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RETIREMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

WACHOVIA CORPORATION, CHARLOTTE, NC. SN 76-403,569. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 5-3-2002.

WACHOVIA CHAMPIONSHIP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 883,529, 1,250,007, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHAMPIONSHIP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SPONSORSHIP OF GOLF TOURNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-6-2002.

HOME LOAN WORKBENCH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME LOAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 7-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2002.

DRAWBRIDGE GLOBAL MACRO FUND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLOBAL MACRO FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.

DRAWBRIDGE SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES FUND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.
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2,848,562. ADVANCE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS INC., NEW YORK, NY. AND SHARE OUR STRENGTH, WASHINGTON, DC. SN 76-418,926. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 6-10-2002.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAKE SALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY RAISING MONEY TO FIGHT HUNGER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.


SMART MANAGEMENT OF YOUR HOME ASSET

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, HOME EQUITY FINANCING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INVESTMENT COUNSELOR", "MORTGAGE COUNSELOR", "TAX COUNSELOR", "CLIENT COORDINATOR", "LEGAL COUNSELOR", "INSURANCE COUNSELOR(S)", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN THE AREA OF MORTGAGES, INSURANCE INVESTMENTS, ESTATE PLANNING, RETIREMENT PLANNING, SHORT TERM AND LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLANNING, BUDGETING, COLLEGE FUNDING, RETIREMENT PLAN AND ANALYSIS, AND PENSION ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-12-2003.


AMERICA'S FIRST NAME IN AVIATION INSURANCE

FOR UNDERWRITING AND BROKERAGE OF AVIATION INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


RED MOUNTAIN CASUALTY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CASUALTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

2,848,649. FIFTH THIRD BANCORP, CINCINNATI, OH. SN 76-438,192. PUB. 3-4-2003, FILED 8-6-2002.

RETIRE.53 DIRECT

FOR FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

2,848,662. SECURITY BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, TOPEKA, KS. SN 76-440,106. PUB. 5-20-2003, FILED 8-7-2002.

SECURITY BENEFIT GROUP HEALTHCARE REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,516,668, 2,527,301, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, THE ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH CARE REIMBURSEMENT PLANS FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF HEALTH CARE EXPENSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
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HYUNDAI PLUS

FOR AUTOMOBILE FINANCING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


STONECREEK

FOR INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION; INSURANCE CONSULTATION; INSURANCE AGENCIES; INSURANCE AND INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-14-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2004.


ISI ONLINE ELITE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,939,326.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONLINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY AN INTERNET BASED ASSET ALLOCATION PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


BIRDS & BLOOMS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 243,914, 2,103,247, AND OTHERS.
FOR CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2003.


FAMILY FIRST FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FEDERAL CREDIT UNION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING AND CREDIT UNION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SECURITY ALPHA OPPORTUNITY FUND

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,505,125, 2,149,414, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MOBY HEALTH SCIENCES OFFSHORE FUND

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH SCIENCES OFFSHORE FUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY FINANCIAL ASSET MANAGEMENT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MAXIMUM STRENGTH CHECKING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHECKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING AND BANKING RELATED FINANCIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PROGRESSIVE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DEBT RECOVERY AND COLLECTION AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SOCIETY REWARDS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,851,679.
FOR PROVIDING WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE AND CONSULTATION SERVICES THERETO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-20-2003.


BANK2CONSUMER

FOR PROVIDING LOAN PROCESSING SERVICES FOR BANKS OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


BANK ACCOUNT IN A CARD

FOR DEBIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-26-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-26-2003.

FREEDOM EDGE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,487,792, 2,420,081, AND OTHERS.
FOR LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ANNUITY UNDERWRITING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-2-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2003.


YOU FIRST

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,652,856.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION, FORECASTING, PLANNING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

2,849,041. MAGNACARE, LLC, GARDEN CITY, NY. SN 76-505,611. PUB. 11-4-2003, FILED 4-10-2003.

WORKING HARD FOR WORKING FAMILIES

FOR ORGANIZING A NETWORK OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS TO CONTRACT WITH INSURANCE CARRIERS, UNIONS AND EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN PROVIDERS, THIRD PARTY ADMINISTRATORS AND CORPORATIONS FOR THE PROVISION OF HEALTH CARE BENEFITS, AND ADMINISTERING THE HEALTH CARE BENEFIT PLANS OF THE FOREMENTIONED ENTITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


EXCEL ECARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “ECARD”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FOR PROVIDING INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102); FIRST USE 11-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 11-0-1999.


POINT. CLICK. LEASE.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LEASE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION ONLINE DESIGNED TO PROCURE COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE FOR COMMERCIAL LEASERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102); FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.


ENCORE BANK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102); FIRST USE 9-5-2001; IN COMMERCE 9-5-2001.


FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES BY MEANS OF A COMPUTER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102); FIRST USE 6-30-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1998.


VERANDAH

FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102); FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2003.


PERKINS COIE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,825,410.

FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, TRUST AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT ADVICE; TRUSTEESHIP REPRESENTATIVES; FIDUCIARY REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES; FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL PLANNING; FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT SERVICES NAMELY, INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO ACCOUNT SERVICES; PROVIDING FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT AND SECURITIES INFORMATION AND INFORMATION RELATED TO FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT AND SECURITIES ACCOUNTS VIA THE INTERNET, INTRANET AND EXTRANET; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE WEB SITE IN THE FIELDS OF FINANCIAL RESEARCH, FINANCIAL INVESTMENT, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND CALCULATION OF FINANCIAL RISK, FINANCIAL FORECASTING, NAMELY, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE SIMULATION AND CASH FLOW FORECASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102); FIRST USE 8-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.
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C.O.E.S.

FOR FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-22-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2002.


FUNDING RADIOLOGY'S FUTURE

FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, RAISING FUNDS FOR THE AWARDING OF RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL GRANTS AND AWARDS IN THE FIELD OF RADIOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,139,014, 2,468,858, AND OTHERS.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
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BLUEPRINT TO BUILDING BUSINESS

FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT AND ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ANNUITIES, RETIREMENT PLANS AND LIFE INSURANCE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.


THE LINING AND STIPPLING ARE FEATURES OF THE MARK AND DO NOT INDICATE COLOR.


FOR HOME EQUITY LOANS AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.
GS $ INVESTOP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,394,892, 2,437,565, AND 2,532,433.
FOR FINANCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CALCULATION, PROVISION, AND UPDATING FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A FINANCIAL CREDIT INDEX (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WACHOVIA CORPORATION, CHARLOTTE, NC.

WACHOVIA ACCESS FIFTY CHECKING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACCESS FIFTY CHECKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-5-2002.

LEGACY PREMIER UL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PREMIER UL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, ISSUANCE, AND ADMINISTRATION OF ANNUITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DONORWARE LLC, WILMINGTON, DE.

GO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

DLODE

FOR SECURITIES RATING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
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B-CAMP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,077,740.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, BOND INVESTMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MERGER INSIGHT LLC, NEW YORK, NY.

DEBT INSIGHT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,161,472.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DEBT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL RESEARCH SERVICES FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS CONCERNING DEBT FINANCE, DEBT TRADING AND DEBT ISSUANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2003.

SIEGAL, ANDREW D, HALF MOON BAY, CA.

SUCCESS FEE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS BROKERAGE PROVIDING FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS INCLUDING SURPLUS ASSET DISPOSITION, BARTER FINANCE, AND STRATEGIC MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
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THE REGIONS MORGAN KEEGAN SELECT ANNUITY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,945,474.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ANNUITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING AND INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MANAGEMENT OF AND DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CROWN CLASSIC BANKING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,444,442, 1,522,073, AND 1,983,532.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-5-2002.
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GRADISON MCDONALD FINANCIAL GROUP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,377,889, 2,630,976, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME GRADISON MCDONALD SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY CHECKING AND SAVINGS ACCOUNT SERVICES; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; LENDING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC AND ON-LINE BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES; INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, BROKERAGE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT SERVICES; INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SOLICITATION AND SERVICING OF LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, PROPERTY, CASUALTY, MARINE, FIXED ANNUITY, VARIABLE LIFE AND ANNUITY, CREDIT, AND CONSULTATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE INSURANCE SERVICES; INVESTMENT ADVISORY CONSULTATION; MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES; RETIREMENT FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES; AND SMALL BUSINESS LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.


WACHOVIA ONE STOP

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,610,648.
FOR BANK ACCOUNT AGGREGATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2001.


HOMES...TO DINE FOR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOMES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, RESIDENTIAL LISTING AND REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE;
LEASING, APPRAISAL, BUYER AND SELLER AGENCY SERVICES FOR RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES, ALL UTILIZING A STRATEGY IN WHICH FOOD IS PREPARED AND PROVIDED TO POTENTIAL BUYERS AND/OR AGENTS; REAL ESTATE COMPETITIVE MARKET ANALYSIS SERVICES, PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES, RENTAL AND LEASING ASSISTANCE SERVICES, REAL ESTATE ESCROW SERVICES, AND MORTGAGE FINANCING COORDINATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BLDRS

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY OFFERING AND ADMINISTERING OPEN-ENDED UNIT INVESTMENT TRUSTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-12-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2002.

ACCERIS

FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.

THE SIMPLER WAY TO PAY

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY BANKING, CREDIT CARD, DEBIT CARD, CHARGE CARD PROVIDING, NAMELY, CREDIT CARD AND DEBIT CARD SERVICES; ADVICE RELATING TO ALL THE AFORESAID SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.

MARRIOTT VACATIONS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 899,900, 2,451,587, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VACATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, FINANCING, MANAGEMENT, BROKERAGE AND LEASING OF TIMESHARE PROPERTIES; TICKET BROKERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2001.
ACCOUNT SAVER


HOMEDREAMSUSA

FOR DEBT COUNSELING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREDIT REPAIR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DIAMOND EDITION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,480,694.
FOR CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

QUICK FX

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, AUTOMATED TRADE EXECUTION AND SETTLEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE; FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATE CALCULATION SERVICES; MANAGING, TRACKING AND REPORTING THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE; PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE BY ELECTRONIC MEANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PATRIOT EXTREME

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,661,903.
FOR MEDICAL, TRAVEL, LIFE, AND HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTRATION SERVICES DIRECTED TOWARDS INSURANCE COMPANIES AND OR INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES AND GROUPS LIVING AND TRAVELING INTERNATIONALLY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

HEALTH EDUCATION SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH EDUCATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONEY LENDING, NAMELY LOANS TO STUDENTS IN THE MEDICAL PROFESSIONS TO FINANCE THE COST OF EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

LAMPPOST REALTY
"GUIDING YOU HOME"

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REALTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-3-2003.

BELVIDERE NETWORKING ENTERPRISES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORKING ENTERPRISES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


PROADVICE SIGNATURE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRO ADVICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FINANCIAL CONSULTING AND PLANNING SERVICES PROVIDING ESTATE PLANNING, RETIREMENT PLANNING, NET WORTH ANALYSIS, DISABILITY INCOME ANALYSIS, PROPERTY AND LIABILITY ANALYSIS AND INVESTMENT RISK PROFILE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ADVICETRACK

FOR FINANCIAL ADVICE AND RETIREMENT INVESTMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CATTLE GUARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CATTLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES FOR THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.


TURN A DREAM INTO A DEGREE

FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION, ADVISORY, ANALYSIS, CONSULTATION, RECORD KEEPING AND INFORMATION SERVICES; MUTUAL FUND ADMINISTRATION, ADVISORY, DISTRIBUTION, INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION SERVICES; PROVIDING ADMINISTRATION AND INVESTMENT OF FUNDS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.


CAN’T FLUSH? WE RUSH!

FOR PLUMBING, HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING REPAIR AND INSTALLATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 37—(Continued).


2,848,366. GUARANTEE ELECTRICAL COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO. SN 76-390,253. PUB. 4-8-2003, FILED 4-3-2002.


GCP

FOR INSTALLATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF UNPAVED ROADS WHICH ARE CHEMICALLY STABILIZED TO REDUCE DUST AND PREVENT EROSION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 2-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2001.

KRATOS

FOR CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, REMOVAL, REPAIR, RECONDITIONING AND APPLICATION OF STUCCO TO BUILDING SURFACES; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR; BUILDING SEALING AND CAULKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 2-14-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2004.

GUARANTEE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,057,593.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "GUARANTEE".
FOR ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING SERVICES; PROVIDING ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION, CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR FOR ELECTRICAL, TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER WIRING AND CONNECTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

REGISTER’S AUTO GLASS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUTO GLASS" AND "GLASS SPECIALIST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSTALLATION, REPAIR, AND REPLACEMENT OF GLASS FOR AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
CLASS 37—(Continued).


MITEE CLEAN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLEAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ON SITE RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL MATTRESS SANITIZING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-25-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2002.


JANISTAR CLEANING SERVICES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLEANING SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JANITORIAL AND CLEANING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


DIRTY BLIND MAN

FOR REPAIR AND CLEANING OF WINDOW COVERINGS OF ALL TYPES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 8-26-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-26-1996.


GRANGER & GRANGER, INC.

FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION AND REPAIR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 10-4-1999; IN COMMERCE 10-4-1999.


NU-BATH

FOR BATHROOM REMODELING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 8-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2001.


A NEW STANDARD IN HOMEBUILDING

FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 12-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-6-2002.


ON WING SUPPORT

FOR REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF GAS TURBINE ENGINES AND COMPONENT PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


SOUNDREPAIR

FOR REPAIR OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, RADIOS, AMPLIFIERS AND SPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CLASS 37—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EST. 2002", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, THE DEVELOPMENT OF MASTER PLANNED COMMUNITIES, PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES, INCLUDING HOUSES, APARTMENTS AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES, INCLUDING INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS, OFFICE AND RETAIL SPACE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
FOR INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF SCALES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 2-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2003.


SPERRYRITE

FOR OIL AND GAS WELL DRILLING SERVICES, NAMELY, ADVANCED RESERVOIR DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE ARCHITECTURE, ADVANCED WELL CONSTRUCTION, RE-ENTRY, DIRECTIONAL AND HORIZONTAL DRILLING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION


iCommunity

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS, VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, IN THE FIELDS OF ON-LINE COMMERCE, NEWS, SPORTS, COMPUTING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, TRAVEL, LIFESTYLES, HOBBIES, AND ACADEMIC CURRICULA AND SCHOOL-RELATED SOCIAL ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


YOU'VE GOT AOL

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA, IMAGES, DOCUMENTS AND MESSAGES VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; AND FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION; ELECTRONIC VOICE AND DATA MESSAGING, NAMELY, THE RECORDING, STORAGE, AND SUBSEQUENT TRANSMISSION OF VOICE AND DATA MESSAGES VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
SUREWEST TELEPHONE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TELEPHONE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES NAMELY, LONG DISTANCE AND LOCAL DATA AND VOICE TELECOMMUNICATION, AUDIO AND VIDEO TELECONFERENCING SERVICES, AND PAY PHONE SERVICES; DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER LINE SERVICES, NAMELY, TELEPHONE SYSTEM BASED SERVICES TO PROVIDE MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK AND ISDN SERVICES; PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, WIRELESS TELEPHONE SERVICES, WIRELESS FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION SERVICES, WIRELESS ISDN SERVICES, WIRELESS DIGITAL MESSAGING SERVICES, AND PROVIDING WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; CABLE RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING AND TRANSMISSION; AND BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING BROADBAND CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


VONAGE DIGITAL VOICE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIGITAL VOICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TELEPHONY COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 3-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2002.

EXPANDOLINK

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, TELEVISION BROADCASTING AND SATELLITE TRANSMISSION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


HIP RELAY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RELAY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELAY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TELEPHONE SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE DEAF, HARD OF HEARING OR SPEECH IMPAIRED (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


SECURE FINANCIAL TRANSACTION INFRASTRUCTURE SFTI

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SECURE FINANCIAL TRANSACTION INFRASTRUCTURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING ACCESS TO DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, NAMELY, AREA NETWORKS, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND SATELLITE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 9-4-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2002.

AURORA FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FIBER OPTIC NETWORK SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 9-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-8-2003.
SECTION 1:

CLASS 38—(Continued).


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS "THE ISLAND".
THE ARABIC CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "AL JAZEERA" AND THIS MEANS "THE ISLAND" IN ENGLISH.
FOR TELEVISION, RADIO AND CABLE BROADCASTING; TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


VCSTIMELESS

FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; ELECTRONIC, ELECTRIC, AND DIGITAL TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, DATA, AND IMAGES; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 11-4-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-4-2002.


QWEST SELECT SOLUTIONS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,966,694 AND 2,210,992.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ACCESS TO A FIBER OPTIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; PROVIDING ACCESS TO A GLOBAL INFORMATION NETWORK, LEASING AND RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, FRAME RELAY SERVICES, ATM (ASYNCNODE TRANSFER MODE) SERVICES, AND VPN (VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK) SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 38—(Continued).


GAME SILO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GAME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, DIGITAL AND ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL, AUDIO MATERIAL, AND DATA, INCLUDING VIDEO GAMES AND DATA FILES, VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK WHICH INCLUDES WIRELESS TRANSMISSION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 8-16-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-16-2002.


SEARS CONNECT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,339,548.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONNECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, LONG DISTANCE SERVICES, BY TRANSMISSION OF VOICE BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


NEEDMYDOCTOR.COM

FOR EMAIL-BASED COMMUNICATION SERVICE TO FACILITATE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN PATIENTS AND MEDICAL PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


CATCH 22

FOR LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
CX2 TECHNOLOGIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WIRELESS DATA NETWORK SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

VIEWPOINTS AND BEYOND

FOR INTERNET WEBSITE PROVIDING A FORUM FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY PROFESSIONALS TO EX-CHANGE VIEWPOINTS, RESEARCH, EXPERIENCES, AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

TRAVELRAPIDLY

FOR VIDEO-ON-DEMAND TRANSMISSION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

SPRINT COMPLETE SENSE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,104,943, 1,603,860, AND OTHERS.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 1-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2003.

LIT

FOR GROUND TO SATELLITE DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, AUDIO AND VIDEO TRANSMISSION SERVICES VIA SATELLITE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
CLASS 39—(Continued).


REPUBLIC AIRWAYS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,133,046.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIRWAYS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, FOR PASSENGERS BY AIR (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 3-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2002.


PARTNERSHOP

FOR TRUCK TRANSPORTATION SERVICES; PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION; PARCEL DELIVERY; DELIVERY OF GOODS BY MAIL ORDER; STORAGE OF GOODS; RENTAL OF STORAGE CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


FOR MASS TRANSIT FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 12-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2000.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIRPORT PARKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR OPERATION OF VEHICLE PARKING LOTS AND GARAGES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 2-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2001.


ACCESSSAFE

FOR STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, NAMELEY, IMAGES, TEXT AND AUDIO DATA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


SCF

FOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERING THE GOODS OF OTHERS VIA TRANS. AIRPLANES AND/OR SHIPS; ARRANGING FOR THE STORAGE OF THE GOODS OF OTHERS; FREIGHT MANAGEMENT SERVICES; COMPUTERIZED FREIGHT MANAGEMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC TRACKING OF FREIGHT INFORMATION TO OTHERS; PROVIDING TRANSPORTATION DOCUMENTATION FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2000.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STORAGE & CARTAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WAREHOUSE STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


ABOVE AND BEYOND ALL EXPECTATIONS

FOR CRUISE SHIP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FAWARE

FOR TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES; NAMELY, COMPARING CURRENT TRANSPORTATION FARES WITH HISTORICAL FARES TO DETERMINE THE LOWEST FARE FOR GIVEN DESTINATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 2-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2003.

GIFT GARDEN

FOR DELIVERY OF FLOWERS, GIFTS AND CHOCOLATES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.

WINEGRAM

FOR MESSAGE AND WINE DELIVERY IN RESPONSE TO TELEPHONE OR OTHER ELECTRONIC ORDER (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 11-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-4-2003.

SPORTCAB

FOR TAXICAB TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
CLASS 40—(Continued).


JIMARI PACKING


PHOENIX COFFEE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COFFEE ROASTING AND PROCESSING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 4-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1990.


HYDROGEN SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HYDROGEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CONSULTING SERVICES RELATED TO POWER GENERATION IN THE AREAS OF FUEL CELLS, BATTERIES, AND COMBUSTION PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 11-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2002.


STORYLIFE


NETWORKING PRINTSHOP


GROWLL GRAPHICS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRAPHICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COMMERCIAL PRINTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.


DYELIGHTS

FOR CUSTOM SHOE DYEING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.
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PHOTO THEATER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHOTO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR ELECTRONIC IMAGING, SCANNING, DIGITIZING, ALTERATION, RETOUCHING OF DIGITAL IMAGES, PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES, ARTWORK, AND PAINTINGS; PHYSICAL CONVERSION AND DOCUMENT DATA TRANSFER FROM ONE MEDIA TO ANOTHER, NAMELY, TRANSFER OF DIGITAL IMAGES TO OPTICAL MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "A" FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF PHARMACEUTICALS FOR OTHER PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


TRASH TURTLE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TURTLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PULVERIZING AND COMPACTING SOLID WASTE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 12-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.


WE SPEAK SURFACE TECHNOLOGY WORLDWIDE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,664,156, FOR CHROMIUM PLATING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-8-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2004.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


BUZZBOX

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR OTHERS; LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS; AUDIO RECORDING AND PRODUCTION; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES, COMPOSITION OF SCREENPLAYS AND SCRIPTS FOR OTHERS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF THEATER PRODUCTIONS AND DANCE PERFORMANCES; DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN THE FIELDS OF DANCE, FILM, LITERATURE, MUSIC AND THEATER; AND PROVIDING INFORMATION CONCERNING DANCE, FILM, LITERATURE, MUSIC, AND THEATER BY ELECTRONIC MEANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-30-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1999.


THE HERO IN US ALL

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, AUDIO RECORDING AND PRODUCTION; LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND FOR OTHERS; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS; ORGANIZING FESTIVALS FEATURING A VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES, NAMELY, LIVE MUSICAL CONCERTS PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF AUDIO TAPES AND COMPACT DISCS FEATURING RECORDED MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 41—(Continued).


ENTERAKTION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,198,693 AND 2,271,293.
FOR NETWORK ENTERTAINMENT AND PROGRAMMING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROGRAMMING TO CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEMS, THE PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION AND SCHEDULING OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND PRODUCTION STUDIO SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


PROFUSION

FOR RENTAL OF PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO CDS, DVDS AND SOUND RECORDINGS; RENTAL OF AUDIO AND VIDEO PLAYING EQUIPMENT; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGE-MENT AND CUSTOM ARRANGEMENT AND EDITING OF MUSIC, AUDIO, VIDEO PROGRAMS; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF AUDIO AND VIDEO PROGRAMS VIA SATELLITE; PRODUCTION OF AUDIO AND VIDEO CDS AND DVDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


IFORCE

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, AND ONLINE CLASSES IN THE FIELDS ELECTRONIC COMMERCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2000.


DUALSTAR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,049,552.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONLINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WEBSITE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELDS OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PRODUCTION OF WEBCAST PROGRAMS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING WEBCAST PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF EDUCATION, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, THE ARTS, HISTORY, CURRENT EVENTS, NEWS, AND GENERAL INTEREST VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

2,847,792. EX LIBRIS (USA) INC., CHICAGO, IL. SN 76-064,689. PUB. 12-4-2001, FILED 6-7-2000.

METASEARCH

FOR RESEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TO OTHERS TO RESEARCH AND LOCATE LIBRARY SERVICES AND MATERIALS NAMELY, BOOKS, PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPERS VIA A WEB SITE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

2,847,793. EX LIBRIS (USA) INC., CHICAGO, IL. SN 76-064,694. PUB. 12-4-2001, FILED 6-7-2000.

SFXIT

FOR RESEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TO OTHERS TO RESEARCH AND LOCATE LIBRARY SERVICES AND MATERIALS NAMELY, BOOKS, PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPERS VIA A WEB SITE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BRANDI'S


HUMMINGBIRD NEST RANCH


WEJUSTCLICK.COM

FOR PROVIDING SOCIAL EVENTS FOR SINGLES TO MEET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 1-29-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2004.


CUTLASS


O TASTE & SEE

FOR EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, AND LECTURES FOR CHURCH OUTREACH INITIATIVE PROGRAMS USED TO REQUEST EDUCATIONAL FUNDING FROM CORPORATE SPONSORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 5-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-12-2003.


MOLE PATROL


LOVE AND KISSES PRODUCTIONS

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Productions", apart from the mark as shown.

For entertainment services, namely production of Children's programming for radio, television and Internet media (U.S. cls. 100, 101 and 107).

STAR
Students Terminating Abusive Relationships

For educational services, namely, conducting a program for students interested in learning more about and advocating for an end to dating violence in their schools and community through workshops, symposiums, conferences, and organizing and participating in community education festivals featuring activities and events related to the above (U.S. cls. 100, 101 and 107).

PEOPLEWATCH

For entertainment services in the nature of providing online information about celebrities and public figures (U.S. cls. 100, 101 and 107).

EXILE PARK

For entertainment services, namely, production of motion pictures and television shows; custom writing services; consulting services regarding the production of motion pictures and television shows of others (U.S. cls. 100, 101 and 107).
First use 6-0-2000; in commerce 6-0-2000.

SINCERELY, KIDS

For educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, field trips and workshops in the field of children's issues, childhood development, parenting issues and advice, for children, parents, and teachers and distributing course materials in connection therewith; organizing community festivals featuring a variety of activities, namely, arts and crafts, trail hiking, booths, animals, concerts, silent auctions, face painting, sale of food and merchandise, and the like; conducting entertainment exhibitions in the nature of family and nature festivals and advice; entertainment services, namely, providing a radio and television program in the field of children's issues (U.S. cls. 100, 101 and 107).

THE PARADOXICAL COMMANDMENTS

For educational services, namely, conducting classes and seminars relating to self-improvement and distributing course materials in connection therewith (U.S. cls. 100, 101 and 107).
First use 3-7-2003; in commerce 3-7-2003.

OUR BUSINESS IS SCIENCE. OUR PRODUCT IS LIFE.

For educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, and conferences in the fields of pharmaceutical and medical services (U.S. cls. 100, 101 and 107).
BOYS' TOYS

FOR ON-GOING CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMS FEATURING THE EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY IN THE FORM OF GADGETS, ELECTRONICS, AND VEHICLES, OF GREAT INTEREST AND APPEAL TO MEN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PRACTICE PLUS

FOR PROVIDING INCENTIVES AND RECOGNITION BY WAY OF MONETARY AND TRAINING ASSISTANCE AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE SALES OF OPHTHALMIC LENS PRODUCTS AND RELATED SERVICES, NAMELY AWARDS TO OPTOMETRISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

GIRL CAKES 2-40

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF READING AND WRITING SKILLS AND IN THE USE OF ART AND ILLUSTRATIONS TO TEACH READING AND WRITING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MPOWER

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES AND VARIETY SHOWS TO PROMOTE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF MENTAL HEALTH; EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF MENTAL HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 41—(Continued).


LEADERSHIP WEST PALM BEACH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEST PALM BEACH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL CLASSES TO COVER HISTORICAL, PRESENT, AND FUTURE ISSUES IN WEST PALM BEACH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

2,848,213. MSI PRODUCTS, LLC, MORRILL, ME. SN 76-348,057. PUB. 6-4-2002, FILED 12-12-2001.

TIME WISE

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 11-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2002.


SIT SAFE

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF CHILD SAFETY AND AUTOMOTIVE USE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.


SOUL JOURNEY

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY, PERSONAL GROWTH AND SPIRITUAL HEALTH PROGRAMS TO BUILD AWARENESS OF THE COMPONENTS THAT INFLUENCE OVERALL WELL-BEING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 41—(Continued).


JACK MAGIC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE JACK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; NAMELY, CONDUCTING GAMES OF CHANCE ON CASINO PREMISES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-17-2002.

2,848,306. EXPRESS YOURSELF INC., PEABODY, MA. SN 76-380,139. PUB. 3-4-2003, FILED 3-11-2002.

THIS HAPPENED TO ME!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR TELEVISION PROGRAMS FEATURING ADVENTURE AND HUMAN INTEREST STORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

2,848,400. TELEMUNDO NETWORK GROUP LLC, HIA-LEAH, FL. SN 76-394,131. PUB. 1-14-2003, FILED 4-10-2002.

AL ROJO VIVO

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "AL" IS "OF" OR "TO".
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "ROJO" IS "RED".
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "VIVO" IS "ALIVE".
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK AS A WHOLE IS "TO BE HEATED OR TENSE".
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AN ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAM FEATURING NEWS AND CURRENT EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-29-2002.

2,848,311. INTEGRITY PUBLISHERS, INC., BRENTWOOD, TN. SN 76-381,553. PUB. 6-17-2003, FILED 3-12-2002.

ENLIGHT PUBLISHING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLISHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PUBLICATION OF RELIGIOUS BOOKS, CHILDREN'S BOOKS, AND PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, PAMPHLETS BROCHURES, JOURNALS, WORKBOOKS, GUIDES, MAGAZINES, LEAFLETS, AND MANUALS, AND ONLINE PUBLICATION OF BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


VOYAGERU

FOR TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, EDUCATING ADULTS WITH RESPECT TO LEARNING PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN IN KINDERGARTEN, ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
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**TTOUCH CONFIDENCE COURSE**


2,848,455. LEDET ENTERPRISES, INC., HUMBLE, TX. SN 76-393,842. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 5-6-2002.

**THE OILPRO GAME**


2,848,456. LEDET ENTERPRISES, INC., HUMBLE, TX. SN 76-393,845. PUB. 6-17-2003, FILED 5-6-2002.

**SPRITE LIQUID MIX**


**NEW WAVE NATION**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEW WAVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF MUSIC RADIO PROGRAMMING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 6-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2002.

2,848,534. CHARLES AND HELEN SCHWAB FOUNDATION, SAN MATEO, CA. SN 76-414,204. PUB. 11-12-2002, FILED 6-3-2002.

**SPARKTOP**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SYSTEM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, AN ONLINE COMPUTER SERVICE
COMPRISED OF ACTIVITIES, PROJECTS AND GAMES IN CONNECTION WITH CHILDREN'S TOYS (U.S. CLS.
100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2004.

MAS LATINO

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK "MAS LATINO" IS "MORE LATIN".
FOR CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMMING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

RETIRED

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRAINING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE AREAS OF
INVESTMENT AND WEALTH MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, RETIREMENT SAVINGS, ASSET ALLOC-
ATION, ROLLOVER PLANNING, INCOME PLANNING, DISTRIBUTION PLANNING, TAX SAVINGS, CHARITA-
BLE GIVING, EDUCATION PLANNING, AND ESTATE PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

PRETTY BOY FLOYD

FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A VOCAL MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS.
100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-23-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-23-1997.

VLPS LIGHTING SERVICES, INC., DALLAS, TX.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, THE PROVIDING OF SOUND, LIGHTS, STA-
GING AND SPECIAL EFFECTS; THE LEASING TO OTHERS OF EQUIPMENT FOR LIGHTING AND
SOUND REPRODUCTION AND AMPLIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MONDAY MORNING SALES COACH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SALES COACH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS VIA EMAIL IN THE FIELD OF SALES ADVICE FEATURING PROBLEM SOLVING AND ADVICE IN SALES SUCH AS HOW TO GAIN ACCESS TO THE ULTIMATE DECISION MAKER IN A SALE, HOW TO DETERMINE THE NEEDS OF A PROSPECTIVE CLIENT MORE EFFECTIVELY AND HOW TO CLOSE MORE SALES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE $100,000 TELEPHONE CALL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "$100,000", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, IN THE NATURE OF A TELEVISION GAME SHOW (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE INSURANCE PROFESSIONAL'S DESIGNATION

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 2-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-20-2002.


SECRET STRANGE AND TRUE

FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION AND INTERNET PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


FOR STANDARDIZED TESTING FOR OTHERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF EDUCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE AND CERTIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


GIRLS ACTION NETWORK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRLS" AND "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, CAREER COUNSELING, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE, VOCATIONAL AND ACADEMIC MENTORING, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN SELF-AWARENESS, PERSONAL AWARENESS AND ECONOMIC AWARENESS FOR MOTHERHOOD AND LIFE ENDEAVORS, DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS FOR SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.


MIRACLE MOUNTAIN

FOR PROVIDING THEME PARK SERVICES FEATURING BIBLICAL THEMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.


STELLA CUCINA (STAR KITCHEN)

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUCINA" AND "KITCHEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, TELEVISION SHOW PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
A VITAL FEW

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SHREK 4-D PRESENTED IN OGRE-VISION

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,553,888, 2,586,563, AND 2,594,275.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "4D", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN AMUSEMENT PARK ATTRACTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-12-2003.

JUMBO BINGO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BINGO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CASINO SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-22-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-22-2001.

DOUBLE EDGE RECORDS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RECORDING OF LYRICAL AND MUSICAL CONTENT ON VINYL RECORDS, COMPACT DISCS, VIDEOS, MP3S, AND CASSETTES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-13-2003.

ECHOSOUNDER

FOR LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CECore

FOR ONLINE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK ON BEHALF OF THIRD PARTY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.

ROCK-N-MOTORSPORTS

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CUSTOMIZED TRUCK STUNT SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.
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MORNING AIR

FOR RADIO PROGRAM FEATURING NEWS, VARIETY, RELIGION AND MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-21-2003.


INCHES OFF FOR WOMEN

FOR HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INSTRUCTION, CONSULTATION, AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND FITNESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.


THE FIRST AND LAST WORD IN MEDICINE

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE MEDICAL DICTIONARIES, MEDICAL WORD BOOKS AND MEDICAL REFERENCE WORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.


GALAXIAN MINI

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,873,982 AND 2,095,564.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING VIDEO GAMES OR COMPUTER GAMES THROUGH INTERNET OR TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MONDO MEDIA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "MONDO" IN THE MARK IS "WORLD" OR "EARTH". IT ALSO REFERS TO ITS SLANG MEANING OF "HUGE", "IMPORTANT" OR "VERY".

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF AN ANIMATED CARTOON SERIES FEATURED ON THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


NAPA VALLEY LIVING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAPA VALLEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAM FEATURING NAPA VALLEY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2001.

AMEVIVE

THE MARK IS COMPRISED OF A STYLIZED COMPOSITE DESIGN INCLUDING TEXT AND GRAPHIC ELEMENTS. THE SHADING IN THE TEXT ELEMENT "AMEVIVE" AND IN THE GRAPHIC ELEMENT A IS INTENDED TO SHOW TONAL SHADING IN A SINGLE COLOR SCALE.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES FOR HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS AND PATIENTS, SUCH SERVICES BEING PROVIDED THROUGH AND OVER THE INTERNET, THROUGH SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP TRAINING, CONCERNING THE USE OF PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF DERMATOLOGICAL DISORDERS, AUTOIMMUNE DISORDERS, INFLAMMATORY DISORDERS, OR PSORIASIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


TALKING PICTURES COMPANY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE TALKING PICTURES COMPANY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK INCLUDES, IN PART, A STYLIZED DESIGN OF A REEL OF FILM.

FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES FOR DISSEMINATION BY ALL METHODS INCLUDING THEATRICAL, TELEVISION, CABLE, INTERNET, DVD AND OTHER ELECTRONIC MEANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-8-2003.

VIRGINIA SHOOTING SPORTS ASSOCIATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VIRGINIA SHOOTING SPORTS ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION ON FIREARM AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION; PUBLICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLISHING NEWSLETTERS, MANUALS, RULE BOOKS, AND ARTICLES OF INTEREST TO HUNTERS, FIREARMS COLLECTORS, COMPETITIVE SHOOTERS AND GUN OWNERS IN GENERAL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 10-12-1993; IN COMMERCE 10-12-1993.

STAY FRESH

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CABLE AND SATELLITE TELEVISION PROGRAMMING PACKAGES TO SUBSCRIBERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMING AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMING TO CABLE AND SATELLITE TELEVISION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.


SLEEPING GIANT FILMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FILMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MOTION PICTURE, TELEVISION, MUSIC VIDEOS, ANIMATION, VIDEOTAPE AND AUDIO RECORDING PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-6-2000.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MYSTERY SHOPPERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATION AND PROVIDING OF TRAINING, NAMELY, A TRAINING PROGRAM DESIGNED TO ASSIST BUSINESSES IN IMPROVING THEIR EMPLOYEES’ SALES AND SERVICE ABILITIES BY (1) FILMING THE INTERACTION BETWEEN A TRAINING CONSULTANT POSING AS A CONSUMER OF THE PARTICULAR BUSINESS AND AN EMPLOYEE OF THAT BUSINESS ENGAGED IN A SALES AND/ OR SERVICE CAPACITY VIA HIDDEN VIDEO CAMERA EQUIPMENT; AND (2) USING THAT FILMED INTERACTION AS A TRAINING TOOL IN AN OVERALL TRAINING PROGRAM TO EDUCATE AND TRAIN THE EMPLOYEE TO BE MORE PRODUCTIVE, EFFECTIVE AND HELPFUL, THEREBY ENHANCING THE OVERALL SALES AND SERVICE OF THE BUSINESS ITSELF (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


EPIC RUNS EVERYDAY

FOR PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR SKIING AND SNOWBOARDING; PROVIDING AREAS FOR SUMMER RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES, NAMELY, HIKING, MOUNTAIN BIKING, CLIMBING, HORSEBACK RIDING, SWIMMING AND SCENIC GONDOLA RIDES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2004.


JAMES THOMAS

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
TOTAL RELEASE


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 975,179, 2,175,991, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOTOCROSS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RECTANGULAR BOX WITH THE LEFT HALF OF THE RECTANGLE IN BLUE AND THE RIGHT HALF OF THE RECTANGLE IN RED AND THE MOTORCYCLE RIDER IN WHITE.

TEN BY TEN

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS AND DISTRIBUTING MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith IN THE FIELD OF MASSOTHERAPY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 2-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2004.

ASLET
American Society for Law Enforcement Training

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
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SONGSERMONS

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING LIVE CHRISTIAN MUSICAL PROGRAM PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.


HICK STEP

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL APPEARANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND, MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF LIVE MUSICAL SHOWS, VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


STORY PI

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STORY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE SHORT STORIES, NOVELS AND ARTICLES IN THE FIELD OF FICTION; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF TEXT AND GRAPHIC WORKS OF OTHERS ON-LINE FEATURING SHORT STORIES, NOVELS AND ARTICLES FICTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


YES! I CAN DO CANCER!

FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL AND SPIRITUALLY UPLIFTING GIFTS AND NOVELTY ITEMS IN THE NATURE OF TOYS AND BOOKS TO PERSONS SUFFERING FROM CANCER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


WISCONSIN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOUNDATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WISCONSIN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED "W" WITH A TRIANGLE IN BETWEEN THE LEGS OF THE "W" AND THE WORDS "WISCONSIN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOUNDATION".
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS ON ECONOMICS, BUSINESS, WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT, SCHOOLING AND SAFETY, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-8-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-8-2002.


VERRADO

FOR PROVIDING TENNIS COURT FACILITIES AND TENNIS INSTRUCTION; GOLF COURSES AND INSTRUCTION; HEALTH CLUBS; PHYSICAL FITNESS FACILITIES AND INSTRUCTION; COUNTRY CLUBS; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, PROVIDING GOLF AND TENNIS TOURNAMENTS; COUNTRY CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR GOLF; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING GOLF TOURNAMENTS; GOLF CLUB SERVICES AND FACILITIES, NAMELY, PROVIDING GOLF COURSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE ARTIST CONNECTION

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF HAIR SALON OPERATIONS AND SALON MANAGEMENT, AND DISTRIBUTING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2000.
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FAST RACE DICE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING A CASINO GAME OF CHANCE USING A GAME BOARD SHOWING THE WAGERING ODDS FOR A ONE ROLL BET, WITH DETAILED WAGERING NUANCES ACCORDING TO RULES IN EFFECT FOR THE GAME, THE WAGERS DEPENDENT ON ANY ONE DICE ROLL OR WHEEL SPIN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 12-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-11-2002.


LAS NENAS DEL SWING


CERT.AINTY PUBLISHING
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FAST RACE DICE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "2003", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR MUSEUM SERVICES; MUSEUM EXHIBITION SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR MOBILE LIVE PERFORMANCES AND LIVE CONCERTS; COMMUNITY SERVICES, NAMELY ORGANIZING AND PROMOTING MUSICAL FESTIVALS; EDUCATIONAL AND MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION SERVICES RENDERED BY COMPUTER BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; RENTAL OF AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO TAPES, VIDEO TAPES AND ELECTRONIC BOOKS, NAMELY COMPUTER DISCS, CD-ROMS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.


SERKOART


3-MINUTE WARNING
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**READ RIGHT AND RUN MARATHON**

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, STAGING PROGRAMS ENCOURAGING CHILDREN TO READ PROFICIENTLY, DO GOOD DEEDS AND STAY PHYSICALLY FIT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-6-2003.


**PIGSKIN PIXIES**

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF FOOTBALL INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.


**DATING FITNESS**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND ONLINE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING GROUP WORKSHOPS AND CLASSES IN THE FIELDS OF DATING, COMPATIBILITY, AND SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND PROVIDING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith; PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF DATING, COMPATIBILITY, AND SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS; PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELDS OF DATING, COMPATIBILITY, AND SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


**FCTI**

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTING RELATED COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2001.


**L. L. BEAN GUIDE TO THE OUTDOORS**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,621,531 AND OTHERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OUTDOOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF HUNTING, FISHING, CAMPING AND GENERAL OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


**ZONGA**

FOR AMUSEMENT AND THEME PARK RIDES AND ATTRACTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


**THE ROMANCE CHEF**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHEF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING ONGOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMMING AND IN THE FIELD OF COOKING, MUSIC, AND COMEDY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


**WESTCHESTER WILDFIRE**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WESTCHESTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "BEADS OF COURAGE" IN A STYLISTED FORMAT WITH A STRING OF BEADS AT EITHER END.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TRAINING RELATING TO PROGRAMS TO ENHANCE THE MEDICAL CARE OF CHILDREN WITH CHRONIC, LIFE-THREATENING OR TERMINAL ILLNESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


TIMBERHAWK

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, AMUSEMENT AND THEME PARK RIDES AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-5-2003.


MASS ELITE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MASS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LACROSSE GAMES AND LACROSSE CLINICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CANYATA

FOR GOLF COURSES, GOLF CLUB SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF GOLF TOURNAMENTS AND COUNTRY CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.


ART OF THE STATE

FOR CULTURAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ANNUAL JURIED ART EXHIBITION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1990.


PUPPET STEW

FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURE FILM AND VIDEO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.


TRULEADERU

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND ONE-ON-ONE PERSONAL COACHING, IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, AND DISSEMINATING COURSE MATERIALS USED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-23-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-23-2003.
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GENERATIONS OF VIRTUE

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS AND PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF SEX EDUCATION AND ABSTINENCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-29-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2004.


GODESS GALACTICA

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, A CONTINUING TELEVISION SERIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-14-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


A WIRED WORLD COMPANY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING INTERACTIVE COMPUTER DATABASES AND ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, WIDE AREA NETWORKS AND LOCAL AREA NETWORKS IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, COMMUNICATION, AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS MULTIMEDIA ART, DIGITAL AND INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS, AUDIO AND VIDEO SIGNAL COMPRESSION, AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPUTERIZED MORPHING AND HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION DESIGN; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR OTHERS; MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR OTHERS; WEB-HOSTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING AND DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS; RESTAURANT SERVICES; AND PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR CONVENTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2003.


SONGCODE

FOR ENCODING AND NUMBERING OF MUSICAL WORKS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, UTILIZING AN INTERNATIONAL STANDARD NUMBERING SYSTEM TO ORGANIZE AND CLASSIFY INFORMATION PERTAINING TO MUSICAL RECORDINGS AND RELATED ROYALTIES, COPYRIGHTS, AND PROMOTIONAL DATA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


MYMEDICALFILES

FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING PERSONAL MEDICAL HISTORIES, RECORDS AND FILES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.


WEB PROS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS, HOSTING WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


TECHNOLOGY SERVANTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DATABASE STORAGE AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
2,847,689. CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK OF COMMERCE, VANCOUVER, CANADA. SN 75-873,027. PUB. 6-12-2001, FILED 12-16-1999.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STEAKHOUSE & BAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT, DINING ROOM AND LOUNGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1995.


THE KEG STEAKHOUSE & BAR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STEAKHOUSE & BAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT, DINING ROOM AND LOUNGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1995.


IKNOSYS

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE DIRECTORY VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK THAT ORGANIZES AND INDEXES WEB SITES, ABSTRACTS, REVIEWS AND OTHER RESOURCES INTO A WIDE VARIETY OF SPECIALIZED TOPICS; PROVIDING A SEARCH ENGINE WHICH ORGANIZES AND ALLOWS USERS TO ACCESS A WIDE VARIETY OF INFORMATION ON THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


NUDE

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


THE KEG

FOR REGISTRATION OF DOMAIN NAMES FOR IDENTIFICATION OF USERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2001.


ADRDIRECT

FOR ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

2,847,805. TMAX SOFT CO., LTD., SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA. SN 76-080,726. PUB. 5-6-2003, FILED 6-29-2000.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON REPUBLIC OF KOREA APPLICATION NO. 2000-2223, FILED 5-4-2000.
FOR UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING INTEGRATED WEB MIDDLEWARE SERVICES COMBINING WEB SERVER, TP-MONITOR AND WEB APPLICATION SERVER (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2000.
E-ZSCRIPS

FOR GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NETWORK-BASED INTERNET SITE THAT ALLOWS HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS TO ISSUE PRESCRIPTIONS AND CERTIFY PRESCRIPTION AND PATIENT INFORMATION, PHARMACIES TO DISPENSE PRESCRIPTIONS AND CERTIFY PRESCRIPTION AND PATIENT INFORMATION, AND THIRD PARTY PAYORS TO CERTIFY PRESCRIPTION AND PATIENT INFORMATION AND ISSUE PAYMENT FOR PRESCRIPTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 12-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2001.

MANGOSOFT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,451,202. FOR APPLICATIONS SERVICE PROVIDER FEATURING BUSINESS SOFTWARE DESIGNED TO ENABLE MULTIPLE USERS TO ACCESS, SHARE AND STORE ON-LINE SOFTWARE FILES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 6-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-7-2000.

INTELLIGENT SOURCING FROM REQUISITION TO RECEIPT

FOR HOSTING WEBSITES OF OTHERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESELLERS A WEB STOREFRONT IN WHICH TO SELL INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO THEIR CUSTOMERS AND TO VIEW OTHER INDUSTRY CATALOGS FOR RESALE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

TAKE PICTURES AT THE SPEED OF LIFE


JURYS INNS


CAPITALSTREAM CENTERPOINT


UPTICK


INDEX FABRIC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INDEX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES; CUSTOMIZING, ADAPTING, AND INTEGRATING SOFTWARE INTO CUSTOMERS’ EXISTING SYSTEMS; HOSTING OF DATA FOR THIRD PARTIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 4-22-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-22-2003.
CLASS 42—(Continued).


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1078264, FILED 10-10-2000, REG. NO. TMA574982, DATED 2-4-2003, EXPIRES 2-4-2018.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BACKPACKERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BACKPACKER HOSTELS SERVICES; TRAVEL SERVICES, NAMELY MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TEMPORARY LODGINGS; BAR AND PUB SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1997.


CORRELOGIC SYSTEMS, INC.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR NONROMANTIC, NAMELY, APPLYING PROPRIETARY COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES TO ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL DATA FOR OTHERS; BIOTECH SERVICES, NAMELY, PERFORMING ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL DATA FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2000.


BUOY5

FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGIES IN PRINT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.

FOR COMMERCIAL PRINTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-12-2003.


MERCHANT MECHANICS

FOR INTERIOR DECORATION CONSULTATION, NAMELY INTERIOR SPACE PLANNING FOR COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 2-14-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2001.


VIRTUAL PRODUCT DESIGNER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VIRTUAL PRODUCT DESIGNER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF, IN PART, A DESIGN OF A CHECK MARK WHICH CONNECTS TO THE TOP PART OF THE CHECK MARK OF THE LETTER "V" TO THE LETTER "I" IN THE WORD "VIRTUAL".

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ON-LINE WEBSITE FOR DESIGN OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER HARDWARE COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VIRTUAL SYSTEM DESIGNER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF, IN PART, A DESIGN OF A CHECK MARK WHICH CONNECTS TO THE TOP PART OF THE CHECK MARK OF THE LETTER "V" TO THE LETTER "I" IN THE WORD "VIRTUAL".

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ON-LINE WEBSITE FOR DESIGN OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER HARDWARE COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAFFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RESTAURANT, PIZZERIA, CAFETERIA, COFFEE BAR AND COFFEE SHOP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "B2B", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE REGULATORY MATTERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VIRTUAL SYSTEM DESIGNER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF, IN PART, A DESIGN OF A CHECK MARK WHICH CONNECTS TO THE TOP PART OF THE CHECK MARK OF THE LETTER "V" TO THE LETTER "I" IN THE WORD "VIRTUAL".

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ON-LINE WEBSITE FOR DESIGN OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER HARDWARE COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VERVOS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR GRAPHIC ART DESIGN SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING VISUAL IDENTITIES AND BRANDING FOR CLIENTS THROUGH USE OF THE WORLD WIDE WEB, PRINT DESIGN SERVICES, AND OTHER MEDIA DUPLICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 4-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2001.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOYOTA.COM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "TOYOTA" IS "RICHFIELD".

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ON VEHICLES ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 42—(Continued).


MASKLINK

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING CUSTOMERS WITH ACCESS TO INFORMATION ABOUT THEIR ACCOUNTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 2-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2004.


ACCESSSECURE


WEB SHUI


RANDOM ACTS OF PIZZA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PIZZA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 9-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-0-2002.


HEARTLINKS

FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF HEART DISEASE PREVENTION, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN INTERNET BASED WEB SITE AIMED AT SECONDARY PREVENTION OF HEART DISEASE WHICH CONTAINS MULTIPLE INTERFACES FOR PARTICIPANTS, SUPPORT PERSONNEL, MENTORS, CASE MANAGERS, CONSULTANTS, ADMINISTRATORS AND PHYSICIANS WHICH PRESCRIBES A DIETARY AND LIFE STYLE REGIMEN FOR USERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 11-30-1998; IN COMMERCE 11-30-1998.
SWCA ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "SWCA ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS" AND A BACKGROUND MAP DESIGN.
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SCE ENERGY$MART THERMOSTAT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 761,079 AND 1,862,786.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THERMOSTAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENERGY MONITORING SERVICES, NAMELY MONITORING OF AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS TO OBTAIN INFORMATION REGARDING ENERGY USAGE TO PROVIDE IMPROVED ENERGY DISTRIBUTION DURING ENERGY SHORTAGES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.

DEVOS PLACE

FOR ARENA SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING EXHIBITION, TEMPORARY EXHIBITION, CONVENTION, AND MEETING FACILITIES; ARENA SERVICES NAMELY PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR SPORTS AND CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2003.

COOKSEY KEEPSAKES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KEEPSAKES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2002.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DEPICTION OF GEOMETRIC HUMAN FIGURES.
FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH, NAMELY CLINICAL TRIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2002.

2,848,345. DERWENT INFORMATION LIMITED, LONDON, WC2B 5DF, ENGLAND. SN 76-386,780. PUB. 6-3-2003, FILED 3-25-2002.

DERWENT WEB OF SOFTWARE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOFTWARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING A DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION ON PATENT AND NON-PATENT DISCLOSES RELATING TO SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND BUSINESS METHODS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


FIRST2PRINT
FOR PRINTING SERVICES AND TEXTILE DESIGN AND PROCESSING SERVICES, NAMELY, TEXTILE AND GRAPHIC DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2001.


PRO-TECH
FOR DATA ENCRYPTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FOR THE APPLICATION OF PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS, TAMPER RESISTANT SCRATCH-OFF LABELS, MAGNETIC STRIPE LABELS AND SIGNATURE PANELS TO THE DEBIT OR CREDIT CARDS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


CYNETLECT
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; CLINICAL RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS SERVICES; BIOINFORMATICS, GENOMICS, PROTEOMICS AND PHARMACOLOGY RESEARCH SERVICES; DRUG DISCOVERY AND DRUG SCREENING AND THE COMPILATION OF DATABASES FOR USE IN PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE BY OTHERS AS AN INTERACTIVE TOOL, TO OBTAIN INFORMATION ABOUT CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, NAMELY, A SEARCH ENGINE FOR OBTAINING DATA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.
CLASS 42—(Continued).

FLASKMAN

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE BY OTHERS AS AN INTERACTIVE TOOL, TO OBTAIN INFORMATION ABOUT CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS, NAMELY, A SEARCH ENGINE FOR OBTAINING DATA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

TOUCHSTONE ENERGY RESIDENTIAL ONLINE AUDIT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,346,937, 2,202,193, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENERGY RESIDENTIAL ONLINE AUDIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ENERGY AUDITING, ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT; PROVIDING TECHNICAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF ENERGY USE AND CONSERVATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

GENESIFTER.NET

FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2002.

CLASS 42—(Continued).

SYNTRONIX CORPORATION, TAIPei, TAIWAN.

FOR PROVIDING INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DESIGN SERVICE, NAMELY, REGISTER-TRANSFER-LEVEL, LOGIC, CIRCUIT AND LAYOUT DESIGNS, SIMULATION, DEBUGGING, INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PLACE AND ROUTE, AND VERIFICATION; PROVIDING TEST SERVICE OF INTEGRATED CIRCUIT FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING CONSULTATION SERVICE IN THE FIELD OF INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DESIGN, PROCESS AND TESTING TECHNOLOGY; INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, DESIGN FLOW, DESIGN METHODOLOGY, ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION TOOL AND ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION SERVICES; PROVIDING DESIGN SERVICES FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT MANUFACTURING COMPANIES, NAMELY, STANDARD/CUSTOM CELL LIBRARY DESIGN, TESTING PROGRAM, TEST KIT AND ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT; DESIGN OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, COMPUTER HARDWARE, Firmware AND SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR ANALOG, RADIO FREQUENCY, MEMORY, MICRO CONTROLLER UNITS AND INPUT/OUTPUT INTERFACE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-12-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2003.

GENELINK, INC., MARGATE, NJ. SN 76-454,721.

GENELINK NUTRAGENETIC PROFILE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROFILE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GENETIC AND GENOMIC TESTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS FOR THE CREATION OF CUSTOMIZED NUTRIENT AND VITAMIN PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

EXSAR CORPORATION, MONMOUTH JUNCTION, NJ. SN 76-462,460.

EXSAR

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL DRUG DISCOVERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number</th>
<th>Applicant</th>
<th>Class 42—(Continued)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>First Use</th>
<th>In Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,849,109.</td>
<td>Bravepoint, Norcross, GA.</td>
<td>SN 78-043,954. PUB. 6-24-2003, FILED 1-19-2001.</td>
<td>Bravepoint for computer consulting in the field of e-business applications which includes consideration of a client's processes, people, and supply chains and technologies, and on-going technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems via telephone, email or in-person services and consultation relating thereto (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).</td>
<td>4-10-2000; in Commerce 4-10-2000.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CABANA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE TRANSLATION OF "CABANA" IN TO THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE MEANS "CABIN" FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
...BECAUSE WE LISTEN

FOR CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.

FOR ENGINEERING DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF PLUMBING, HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING, CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ENGINEERING DESIGN AND ENERGY AUDITING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2004.

SIMPLESIGN
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LEGALLY-BINDING ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT SIGNING SERVICES USING DIGITAL CERTIFICATES AND PROVIDING DIGITAL SIGNATURE VERIFICATION, AUTHENTICATION OF SIGNER IDENTITY, AND DATA ENCRYPTION AND RELATED PUBLIC KEY INFRASTRUCTURE TO FACILITATE ELECTRONIC COMMERCE VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2002.


FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF HOSPITALITY AND APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE BY HOSPITALITY BASED COMPANIES TO ADVERTISE SPECIALS, MAKE RESERVATIONS, OFFER COUPONS, SPECIALS, DISCOUNTS, MENUS AND DIRECTIONS AND FOR USE IN ACCESSING INTERACTIVE CUSTOMER SERVICES OF OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; PROVIDING INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE BY HOSPITALITY BASED COMPANIES TO ADVERTISE SPECIALS, MAKE RESERVATIONS, OFFER COUPONS, SPECIALS, DISCOUNTS, MENUS AND DIRECTIONS AND FOR USE IN ACCESSING INTERACTIVE CUSTOMER SERVICES OF OTHERS; AND PROVIDING INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

GUESTCLICK
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF HOSPITALITY AND APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE BY HOSPITALITY BASED COMPANIES TO ADVERTISE SPECIALS, MAKE RESERVATIONS, OFFER COUPONS, SPECIALS, DISCOUNTS, MENUS AND DIRECTIONS AND FOR USE IN ACCESSING INTERACTIVE CUSTOMER SERVICES OF OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; PROVIDING INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE BY HOSPITALITY BASED COMPANIES TO ADVERTISE SPECIALS, MAKE RESERVATIONS, OFFER COUPONS, SPECIALS, DISCOUNTS, MENUS AND DIRECTIONS AND FOR USE IN ACCESSING INTERACTIVE CUSTOMER SERVICES OF OTHERS; AND PROVIDING INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

IOWA CITE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IOWA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE LEGAL RESEARCH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.
CLASS 42—(Continued).


BINDKEY


WAVBANK

FOR BIOTECHNOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF BIOTECHNOLOGY DEVICES, TOOLS AND REAGENTS, MOLECULAR SIGNAL DETECTION TECHNOLOGY, AND BIOACTIVATION TECHNOLOGY; PASSIVE SIGNAL DETECTION, RECORDING AND PROCESSING; MAPPING AND ANALYSIS OF DETECTED SIGNALS; GENETIC SEQUENCING AND ENGINEERING; DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE RELATED TO ALL OF THE ABOVE; DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF ELECTRONIC DATABASES AND LIBRARIES OF DIGITAL DATASETS AND SIGNALS RELATED TO ALL OF THE ABOVE; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND DATA FOR SCIENTIFIC AND OR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY THE IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF MOLECULAR SIGNALS AND SUBSTANCES; PROVIDING ONLINE USERS’ MANUALS ASSOCIATED THERewith; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC DATABASES AND LIBRARIES OF DIGITAL DATASETS AND SIGNALS RELATED TO ALL OF THE ABOVE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ON CALL, INC., SMALL OFFICE HOME OFFICE (SOHO) TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION SPECIALISTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER, SOFTWARE AND NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.


SPIRIT OF SERVICE

FOR COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING, INTEGRATING, OPERATING, MAINTAINING AND MONITORING VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; SOFTWARE APPLICATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES; DESIGNING, INTEGRATING, OPERATING, MAINTAINING AND MONITORING OF SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR OTHERS; WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT AND HOSTING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 9-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-30-2002.


WE HELP YOU GET JUSTICE

FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2002.


MARCARIA.COM NETWORK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NETWORK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR LEGAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.


SHELTERDATA

FOR SECURE DATA WAREHOUSING SERVICES; DATA ENCRYPTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 1-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.


DIAMOND TITLE

INFRANALYSIS

FOR EVALUATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURE AND PRACTICES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DATA WIRING PLANT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, NETWORK CONNECTIVITY HARDWARE, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, NETWORK SERVER COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, INTERNET CONNECTIVITY, LOCAL/WIDE AREA NETWORK DESIGN, DISASTER RECOVERY/CONTINGENCY PLANNING, AND BUDGETING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


THE FASTPATH TO ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING, MANAGING, AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR EMPLOYEES TO COMMUNICATE WITH EMPLOYEES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


FASTPATH LIFEEVENTS

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING, MANAGING, AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR EMPLOYEES TO COMMUNICATE WITH EMPLOYEES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


YOUR PARTNER IN INNOVATION

FOR COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND THE GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK: APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS; WEBSITE HOSTING, DESIGN, AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER NETWORK SECURITY, NAMELY, ANALYSIS, DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER NETWORK SECURITY POLICIES AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECURITY NETWORKS; COMPUTER AND NETWORK CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SECURING INFORMATION AND DATA AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS AND USE OF DATA; AUTHENTICATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AUTHENTICATION OF DIGITAL SIGNATURES; AUTHORIZATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AUTHORIZING USERS AND APPLICATIONS TO NETWORK RESOURCES; AND ISSUING DIGITAL CERTIFICATES FOR AUTHENTICATION OR ENCRYPTION OF DIGITAL INFORMATION; MONITORING OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR SECURITY PURPOSES; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER NETWORK SECURITY, NAMELY, ANALYSIS OF ACCESS TO COMPUTER NETWORK SERVICES AND PREVENTING ACCESS TO COMPUTER NETWORKS BY UNAUTHORIZED THIRD PARTIES; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO CREATE FILTER LISTS AND FIREWALL SOFTWARE; MANAGING, MONITORING AND SUPERVISING ACCESS BY OTHERS TO ON-LINE INFORMATION ON THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, INTRANET, AND OTHER ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS MEANS, NAMELY, ENCRYPTION OF ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTED INFORMATION ON GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, PROVIDING AND MANAGING ELECTRONIC ENCRYPTION KEYS FOR PRODUCTS OBTAINED VIA MEANS OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION, AND HOSTING THE WEBSITES OF OTHERS ON ENCRYPTION SECURED COMPUTER SERVERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 43—(Continued).


BYERLY'S

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,173,720, 1,175,538, AND 1,231,243.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1968; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1968.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAKERY AND CREAMERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING INDICATES SHADING.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,024,785, 1,453,392, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIZZA & ICE CREAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES MR. LAWRENCE "JOE" WHITTY, WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


HEALTHY DREAMER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTHY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING HEALTH FOODS AND LOW-FAT FOODS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


The House That Chicken Built

FOR CASUAL FAMILY DINING RESTAURANT SERVING CHICKEN AND A VARIETY OF FILIPINO DISHES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-12-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-12-2003.


FAT CANARY

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


PIAZZA GAVI

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "PIAZZA" IN THE MARK IS "MEETING PLACE".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WHERE LIFE IS CELEBRATED
FOR PROVIDING ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

LOU & MICKEY’S AT THE GASLAMP
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

AFFINIA DUMONT
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,511,176.
FOR HOTEL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-6-2003.

WINGERY
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-17-2001; IN COMMERCE 12-17-2001.

MASTERS IN THE ART OF VACATIONS
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKING FOR TEMPORARY LODGING, AND HOTEL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

OHHH-FISH-L
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CASTING CAFE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CAFE THAT IS USED AS A CASTING FACILITY FOR ASPIRING ACTORS WHERE COFFEE IS SOLD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

IRON THUNDER SALOON
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SALOON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DOOBEES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-21-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-17-2004.

BIG TEN SUBS & SALADS
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUBS & SALADS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING MADE TO ORDER SUBMARINE SANDWICHES AND GOURMET SALADS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.
CREATING AMAZING FOOD EXPERIENCES

FOR CATERING SERVICES, AND FOOD SERVICE SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF RESTAURANT SERVICES, AND CONTRACT FOOD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

ALWAYS FRESH, ALWAYS HOMEMADE

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

SURFCITY NETWORKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NETWORKS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF MEDICINE AND HEALTH CARE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

PACPLAN CHOOSER

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE TO ASSIST CONSUMERS IN CHOOSING A HEALTH PLAN AMONG A SET OF HEALTH PLAN PRODUCT ALTERNATIVES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2002.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,464,349.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "MAYACAMA" WITH THE DESIGN OF A SINGLE GRAPLE LEAF WITH AN ATTACHED VINE WRAPPED AROUND A CRESCENT APPEARING ABOVE.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "WATER FLOWING FROM THE SOURCE".
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES AND MASSAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIREGRL

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ONLINE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK TO BLACK YOUNG WOMEN AND GIRLS IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, SEXUALITY, HEALTH SERVICES, SOCIAL ISSUES AND YOUTH DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

COLLABORATIVE PSYCHOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PSYCHOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT, TESTING AND COUNSELING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
XYREM PATIENT SUCCESS PROGRAM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,249,959, 2,423,880, AND 2,472,156.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROGRAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING TELEPHONE SUPPORT SERVICES TO PATIENTS AND PHYSICIANS REGARDING THE SAFE AND APPROPRIATE USE AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICATIONS USED TO TREAT SLEEP DISORDERS; PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION VIA TELEPHONE AND IN THE FORM OF WRITTEN EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS TO PHYSICIANS AND PATIENTS IN CONNECTION WITH THE SAFE AND APPROPRIATE USE AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF SLEEP DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SINCERUS CARE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOSPICE AND HEALTH CARE REHABILITATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2002.

HEALTHY BODY HEALTHY SOUL

FIRST USE 4-2-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-2-2001.

HEALTHGATE ONSITE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,041,406 AND 2,051,571.
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE INFORMATION TO INSTITUTIONS FOR CUSTOMIZED HEALTH CARE INFORMATION AND RESEARCH TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-6-2003.

BUCKEYE COMMUNITY HEALTH PLAN

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMUNITY HEALTH PLAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MANAGED HEALTHCARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BIG LEAGUE HAIRCUTTERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAIRCUTTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR SALON SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BODY WRAPTURE

FOR MASSAGE TREATMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROOMING LOUNGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEN'S GROOMING SERVICES, NAMELY HAIRCUTS, SHAVES, MANICURES, MASSAGES, AND FACE TREATMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2001.


FOR CHIROPRACTIC CARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

MYSMILE

FOR PROVIDING HEALTH INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "BORGATA" IS "VILLAGE".
FOR BEAUTY SALON SERVICES; BARBER SHOP SERVICES; HEALTH SPA SERVICES; AND PROVIDING ON-LINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF BEAUTY SALON SERVICES, BARBER SHOP SERVICES, AND HEALTH SPA SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2003.


THE CURVES CONNECTION

FOR MEDICAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "DOCUVISION", WITH THE FIRST FOUR LETTERS OF SAID WORD BEING BLUE, ACCOMPANIED BY A STYLIZED DESIGN AS SHOWN, WHICH IS ALSO COLORED BLUE.

FOR COMPILING INVENTORIES OF PERSONAL ITEMS FOR OTHERS VIA DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND DIGITAL VIDEOTAPING FOR INSURANCE PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.


WE BUILD TOOLS, NOT TOYS

FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, NAMELY, MONITORING SECURITY SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.


READING BASKETS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BASKETS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PREPARATION OF CUSTOMIZED GIFT BASKETS FEATURING BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-0-2003.


SURGE

FOR MINISTERIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


CLASS 45—(Continued).


CPS SECURITY SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SECURITY SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SECURITY GUARD AND ALARM SERVICES, NAMELY, ON-SITE GUARD SERVICES, ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE SERVICES, AND ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE SERVICES USING THE WORLD WIDE WEB (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 11-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2002.


SUITEWATCH

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

FOR MONITORING SECURITY SYSTEMS FOR CONTROLLING ACCESS TO BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


SUITEWATCH

FOR MONITORING SECURITY SYSTEMS FOR CONTROLLING ACCESS TO BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 45—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,940,757.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA" AND "U.S. SECURITY ASSOCIATES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DETECTIVE AND INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES, SECURITY GUARD SERVICES, SECURITY PATROL SERVICES, SECURITY EQUIPMENT LEASING AND SECURITY ALARM MONITORING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

GOOD COMPANY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-MEDICAL, IN-HOME COMPANION CARE FOR THE ELDERLY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TEAM SHIELD


FOR SECURITY SERVICES, NAMELY, JOINT SECURITY SERVICES PERFORMED WITH BRITISH BUSINESS PARTNERS FEATURING RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE FOR MILITARY, HOMELAND SECURITY, LAW ENFORCEMENT, AND COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS ON LAND, AIR AND SEA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

* * * * *
CERTIFICATION MARKS

CLASS A—GOODS


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CERTIFIED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE CERTIFICATION MARK, AS INTENDED TO BE USED BY PERSONS AUTHORIZED BY APPLICANT, CERTIFIES THAT THE FOOD, FOOD PRODUCTS, AND BEVERAGES HAVE BEEN PACKED AND PACKAGED IN COMPLIANCE WITH GOOD AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES AS PUT FORTH BY THE FEDERAL DRUG ADMINISTRATION, FOOD SAFETY AND SECURITY INDUSTRY STANDARDS AND OTHER DIRECTLY RELATED GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS AND LAWS OR INDUSTRY STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES. FOR FOOD, FOOD PRODUCTS, AND BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. A).


* * * *
SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER

These registrations are not subject to opposition.

SECTION 1.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in more than one class


BAY HARBOR CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF “CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE” IS “COMPETITION OF ELEGANCE”.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR GOODS MADE FROM PAPER, NAMELY, POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-17-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-17-1999.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-17-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-17-1999.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR SPONSORING AND CONDUCTING AUTOMOBILE SHOWS AND AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-17-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-17-1999.


ELDERSPA

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTION; PROVIDING FITNESS AND EXERCISE FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR HEALTH SPAS, MASSAGE, AROMATHERAPY SERVICES, PHYSICAL THERAPY, PHYSICAL FITNESS CONSULTATION, HYDROTHERAPY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.


VANDENBRINK


CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY PASSENGER VEHICLES, NAMELY AUTOMOBILES, TRICYCLES, AND MOTORBIKES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

TM 1141
CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY TROUSERS, SHORTS, SWEATERS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, FOOTGEAR; HEADGEAR, NAMELY HATS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


MOLLERGROUP

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILE BUMPERS, AUTOMOBILE SEAT CUSHIONS, AUTOMOBILE INTERIOR TRIM, DOOR PANELS FOR LAND VEHICLES, DRIVE SHAFTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, FITTED COVERS FOR VEHICLES, FITTED DASHBOARD COVERS FOR VEHICLES, INSIGNIA FOR VEHICLE TRIM, PICKUP TRUCK CAPS, SUSPENSION STRUTS, BALL JOINTS, IDLER ARMS, SUN VISORS, WINDSHIELD VISORS, REARVIEW MIRRORS, SHOCK ABSORBERS VEHICLE SEATS, AND LAND VEHICLE SUSPENSION PARTS, NAMELY, LEAF SPRINGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS

FOR PLASTIC AND RUBBER FLEXIBLE MOLDINGS, NAMELY, PACKING PADDING OF PLASTIC AND RUBBER, PLASTIC AND RUBBER STUFFING, PLASTIC TUBES, GASKETS, RUBBER RINGS, RUBBER SLEEVES FOR PROTECTING PARTS OF VEHICLES AND MACHINES, AND NON-METALLIC SEALS; TECHNICAL PLASTIC PARTS MADE AS SEMI-FINISHED AND FINISHED PRODUCTS, NAMELY, PLASTIC INJECTION MOLDED PARTS, PLASTIC STAMPED PARTS AND PLASTIC BLOWN PARTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR LEATHER AND FINE LEATHER SOLD IN BULK FOR MANUFACTURING LEATHER GOODS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT MEANT TO INDICATE COLOR.


CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR BOOKS BAGS, BACKPACKS, HANDBAGS, WALLET, TRIFOLD BILLFOLDS, HIPFOLD BILLFOLDS, CREDIT CARD CASES, CREDIT CARD MONEY FOLDS, TRAVEL KIT BAGS SOLD EMPTY, LUGGAGE, PURSES, COIN PURSES, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, TOTE BAGS, CARRY-ON TOTE BAGS, BRIEFCASES, TRAVEL BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, CLOTH SHOPPING BAGS, ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, KEY CASES, TIE CASES AND UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, BOOTS, SNEAKERS, SANDALS AND SLIPPERS; HEADWEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS, VISORS; CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, SWEATERS, JERSEYS, TURTLENECKS, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, WARM-UP SUITS, BLAZERS, SPORT COATS, PANTS, JEANS, SKIRTS, SUITS, OVERALLS, VESTS, JACKETS, COATS, PARKAS, PONCHOS, SWIMWEAR, BIKINIS, SWIM TRUNKS, OVERCOATS, RAINWEAR, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, SLEEPWEAR, ROBES, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE, BELTS, TIES, SCARVES, HEARDBANDS, EAR MUFFS, WRISTBANDS, BATHROBES, BOXER SHORTS, PAJAMAS, CLOTH BIBS, SOCKS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, AND SUSPENDERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR TOYS, NAMELY, BABY RATTLES, PLAY BLOCKS, STUFFED AND PLUSH BLOCKS, STUFFED AND PLUSH ANIMALS, INFANT CRIB TOYS, PUPPETS, MOBILES, PLAY QUILTS, MUSIC BOXES, SQUEAKABLE SQUEAKING TOYS, WASHABLE PLAY BOOKS, BATH AND WATER TOYS, DOLLS, DOLL ACCESSORIES, TOY CLOCKS, FLYING DISCS, PAILS AND SHOVELS, GAMES, NAMELY, EDUCATIONAL AND PARLOR-TYPE BOARD AND CARD GAMES AND ACCESSORY PARTS FOR PLAYING SAME, JIGSAW PUZZLES, PLAY-THINGS, NAMELY, GOLF BAGS, BALLS, SPORTS BALLS, NAMELY, BASEBALLS, BASKETBALLS, GOLF BALLS, SOCCER BALLS, TENNIS BALLS, RUBBER ACTION BALLS, PLUSH BALLS, GOLF BALL GIFT SETS WITH DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS, GOLF TEES, BALL MARKERS, GOLF FLAGS, GOLF ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CLUB HEAD COVERS; GOLF BALL SLEEVES; TENNIS RACKET COVERS; KITES, BOOMERANGS, CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR ONLINE INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HONEYMOON TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ONLINE INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF WEDDING PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

CLE COUNSELOR

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION CLASSES VIA THE INTERNET, AND DISTRIBUTING ELECTRONIC COURSE MATERIALS THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE LEGAL INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY ON-LINE INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO MANDATORY CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

LENS DOCTORS

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR CLEANING SOLUTIONS AND PREPARATIONS AND OPTICAL CLOTHS, SOLD AS A UNIT, FOR EYEGLASSES AND CONTACT LENSES; OPHTHALMIC PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, CLEANING SOLUTIONS AND OPTICAL CLOTHS, SOLD AS A UNIT, FOR EYEGLASSES AND CONTACT LENSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR EYEGLASS CLEANING CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING EYE-GLASSES AND CONTACT LENSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FOR MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR OPHTHALMOLOGY SERVICES, NAMELY, EYE EXAMINATIONS AND PRESCRIPTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PROTOCOL CONSULTANTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF INTERNATIONAL PROTOCOL CONSULTANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS ON THE SUBJECT OF INTERNATIONAL PROTOCOL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

TRAFFICANALYST

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING DECISION SUPPORT SERVICES INVOLVING MAKING RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE USE OF WEB ADVERTISING BASED ON AN ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC AMONG WEB USERS ON DESIGNATED SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR MONITORING THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS OF OTHERS FOR PURPOSES OF TECHNICAL COLLECTION, ANALYSIS, QUALITY RANKING AND REPORTING OF USER TRAFFIC TAKING PLACE BETWEEN DESIGNATED WEBSITES ON A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2004.
SECTION 2.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in one class

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS


ACTIVATED BARLEY

FOR INTEGRATED BACTERIA ENZYME AND SUBSTRATE MATRIX FOR REMEDIATION OF PONDS, LAKES, AQUARIUM AND AQUACULTURE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS


HAZE FREE GLASS CLEANER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLASS CLEANER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GLASS CLEANER IN THE NATURE OF A VEHICLE CLEANER FOR REMOVAL OF FILMY RESIDUE FROM GLASS SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


GLOSS WHEEL CLEANER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WHEEL CLEANER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VEHICLE METAL WHEEL CLEANER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 3—(Continued).


BOTANICS OF AUSTRALIA

FOR SOAPS, PERFUMERY INCLUDING TOILET WATER; SHOWER GELS, BATH GELS AND SALTS; BODY DEODORANTS; COSMETICS, FACE, HAND AND BODY CREAMS, MILKS, LOTIONS, GELS AND POWDERS; SUN CARE AND SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS; MAKE UP PREPARATIONS; HAIR LOTIONS; SHAMPOOS; GELS, SPRAYS, LAQUERES, MOUSSES AND BALMS FOR HAIR STYLING AND HAIR CARE; PERMANENT WAVING AND HAIR COLOURANT PREPARATIONS; DENTIFRICES; TOILETRIES, NAMELY SHOWER GEL, HAND SOAP AND BODY OIL; TALCUM POWDER; AND NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

GUMA


FOR SOAPS, SHAMPOOS AND HAIR LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 11-17-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS


ARTERY CARE

FOR NATURAL PREPARATIONS FROM ANTIOXIDANT FRUIT PRODUCTS FOR TREATMENT OF ARTERIAL DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 5—(Continued).


ANABOL X

FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS


MOTORCYCLE SECURING SYSTEMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SECURING SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR METAL SECURING SYSTEMS OR METAL STORAGE RACK FOR CARGO FOR USE WITH MOTORCYCLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1996.


FOR METAL KEY HOLDERS, METAL KEY RINGS, METAL KEY CHAINS, METAL KEY CLIPS AND METAL MONEY CLIPS; IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS MADE OF METAL AND NON-PRECIOUS METAL BRACELETS; BAG CLOSURES MADE OF METAL, METAL PIGGY BANKS; BASKETS MADE OF COMMON METALS; CURTAIN METAL RINGS; DECORATIVE METAL BOXES, JEWELRY BOXES MADE OF METAL/NON-PRECIOUS METAL; METAL HAT RACKS; LETTER BOXES MADE OF METAL; FIGURINES OF COMMON METAL; AND DECORATIVE TIN CANS (MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL) (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE DESIGN OF A POOL CLEANING MACHINE.
FOR MECHANICAL POOL CLEANING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


SMARTDRIVE

FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROLS USED TO DRIVE THE SPEED AND DIRECTION OF SHAFTS ON INDUSTRIAL ROTARY SHEAR SHREDDERS, SOLD ONLY AS COMPONENTS OF SAID SHREDDERS, UTILIZED FOR SIZE AND VOLUME REDUCTION (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


ACTIVE ARCHIVE

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT, STORAGE, AND TESTING; NAMELY, SOFTWARE USED TO EXTRACT AND SAVE DATA FROM A DATABASE WHILE KEEPING IT RELATIONALLY INTACT, USED TO BROWSE AND ACCESS OFFLOADED DATA, AND SELECTIVELY DELETE AND RESTORE OFFLOADED DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.
ADVANCED PROGRAM GUIDE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROGRAM GUIDE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ACCESSING AND VIEWING TELEVISION PROGRAM GUIDES SOLD AS INTEGRAL COMPONENTS OF SATELLITE BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, AS COMPONENTS OF RECEIVERS, SATELLITE DISHES, ANTENNAS, AND REMOTE CONTROLS FOR TELEVISIONS AND TELEVISION RECEIVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2000.

WALLSCANNER D-TECT 100


FOR ELECTRONIC SCANNERS FOR DETECTING AND LOCATING CONCEALED MATERIALS SUCH AS PIPES AND WIRES IN THE WALLS, CEILINGS, ROOFS AND STRUCTURES OF BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2000.

VRENGINE

FOR ELECTRONIC GRAPHICS CONTROLLER BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2002.
TXPASS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SYSTEMS FOR IDENTIFYING MOTOR VEHICLES SUBJECT TO ROADWAY AND BRIDGE TOLLS
NAMELY, RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS FOR USE BY MULTIPLE REGIONAL
TOLLWAY AUTHORITIES FOR THE ELECTRONIC COLLECTION OF TOLLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND
38).
FIRST USE 2-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2004.

SUPERIOR PATTERN DISCOVERY SOLUTIONS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PATTERN DISCOVERY", APART FROM THE MARK
AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE DETECTION AND REPORTING OF RELATIONSHIPS
AMONG DATA SETS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA QUALITY ANALYSIS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE
FOR DATA ENCRYPTION, SECURITY, ENCODING AND DECODING, AND COMPRESSION; COMPUTER
SOFTWARE FOR INFORMATION AND SYSTEMS MODELING AND SIMULATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE
FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.

CZARNECKI ENGINEERING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENGINEERING", APART FROM THE MARK AS
SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS
TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-20-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1999.

E RESOURCE LEARNING CENTER

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRAINING PURPOSES WHICH CAN BE CUSTOMIZED WITH THE
CLIENT'S CONTENT REQUIREMENTS IN ANY SUBJECT MATTER, AND FORMATTED FOR VIEWING VIA
THE WEB, CD-ROM AND DVD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.

GRAIN STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ANALYSIS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING SUB-MICRON GRAINS ON WAFER SURFACE USING SEM
(SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE) IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FLEXREAMER

FOR DENTAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, REAMERS USED FOR ENDODONTIC PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 26,
39 AND 44).
TRASH TRAP


BENSON

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 473442, DATED 2-22-1935, EXPIRES 8-5-2013.

FOR STEAM POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT NAMELY, STEAM GENERATORS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 2-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2004.

ION TECHNOLOGY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,489,534.

FOR ELECTRIC HAND HELD HAIR DRYERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


LOW PRICE LEADER

FOR RETAIL JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND IS NOT MEANT TO INDICATE COLOR.


FOR PUBLICATIONS AND PRINTED MATTER NAMELY, BOOKS, PERSONAL ORGANIZERS AND PLANNERS, ADDRESS BOOKS, AGENDAS, PHOTO ALBUMS, CALENDARS, STATIONERY, DESK ACCESSORIES COMPRISING OF PENCIL HOLDERS, PENCIL CASES, ERASERS, PENCILS AND PENS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, PAPER FOLDERS, STATIONERY TYPE PORTFOLIOS, BOOK MARKS, POSTCARDS, STICKERS, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, GIFT BOXES, NAMELY, PAPER BOXES USED IN WRAPPING GIFTS, TISSUE PAPER FOR PACKAGING, SHOPPING BAGS MADE OF PAPER, AND CATALOGS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELDS OF FASHION, LIFESTYLES AND OTHER TOPICS OF GENERAL INTEREST, NAMELY, CULTURE, SPORTS, MODELING, COSMETICS, MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT; MOUNTED AND UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2001.

FOR PRINTED MATTER AND PAPER GOODS– NAMELY, BOOKS FEATURING CHARACTERS FROM ANIMATED, ACTION ADVENTURE, COMEDY AND/OR DRAMA FEATURES, COMIC BOOKS, CHILDREN’S BOOKS, MAGAZINES FEATURING CHARACTERS FROM ANIMATED, ACTION ADVENTURE, COMEDY AND/OR DRAMA FEATURES, COLORING BOOKS, CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY BOOKS; STATIONERY, WRITING PAPER, ENVELOPES, NOTEBOOKS, DIARIES, NOTE CARDS, GREETING CARDS, TRADING CARDS; LITHOGRAPHS; PENS, PENCILS, CASES THEREFOR, ERASERS, CRAYONS, MARKERS, COLORED PENCILS, PAINTING SETS, CHALK AND CHALKBOARDS; DECALS, HEAT TRANSFERS; POSTERS; MOUNTED AND/OR UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS; BOOK COVERS, BOOK MARKS, CALENDARS, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PAPER PARTY FAVORS AND PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS– NAMELY, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER DOILIES, PAPER PLACE MATS, CREPE PAPER, PAPER HATS, INVITATIONS, PAPER TABLE CLOTHS, PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS; PRINTED TRANSFERS FOR EMBROIDERY OR FABRIC APPLIQUES; PRINTED PATTERNS FOR COSTUMES, PAJAMAS, SWEATSHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2000.

BIBLICAL VIEWPOINT

FOR PERIODICAL PUBLICATION, NAMELY, MAGAZINES CONCERNING THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-0-1967; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1967.
OCULAR DRUG AND SURGICAL THERAPY UPDATE

FOR MEDICAL MONOGRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DATA FOR QUALITY CARE

FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF CARDIOLOGY AND CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE AND HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2000.

CRANKY CONSUMER

FOR NEWSPAPER COLUMN FEATURING INFORMATION AND EVALUATIONS OF VARIOUS CONSUMER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-9-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2002.

FUTBOL MUNDIAL

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "FUTBOL MUNDIAL" IN THE MARK IS "WORLD SOCCER".
FOR PUBLICATION, NAMELY PERIODICAL MAGAZINE FEATURING ARTICLES RELATED TO THE SPORT OF SOCCER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

HI GLOSS

FOR PAPER COVER STOCK FOR USE IN BINDING DOCUMENTS IN AN OFFICE OR SCHOOL SETTING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

HYDROGEN

FOR MAGAZINE, NAMELY, PERIODIC PUBLICATION PERTAINING TO HYDROGEN ENERGY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

TAGS-ON-A-ROLL

FOR LABELS MADE OF PLASTIC FOR USE ON CONTAINERS ADAPTED TO HOLD GASEOUS MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.
SUPER-WIPES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUPER" AND "WIPES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


KORE-VENT

FOR BRAIDED TEXTILE FIBERS USED FOR VENTING FOUNDRY MOLDS AND CORES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50). FIRST USE 8-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2003.

QUILT BY NUMBERS


FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


No claim is made to the exclusive right to use WEAR, apart from the mark as shown.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, SHIRTS, HATS AND BEANIES FOR MEN; SHORTS, TOPS, PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, JACKETS AND PANTS FOR WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 8-29-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-29-2000.


DELIVERY DAY GOWN

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "GOWN", apart from the mark as shown.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, GOWNS, ROBES, DRESSES, TOPS AND BOTTOMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


GLOW BRIGHT

FOR GLOW IN THE DARK TOY NOVELTY JEWELRY, NAMELY NECKLACES AND BRACELETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


PAINT POTTERY

FOR HOBBY CRAFT KITS COMPRISING POTTERY AND PAINT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


BORDERS

FOR JIGSAW PUZZLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.


CORNAL

FOR LINGERIE, SLEEPWEAR, BRASSIERE AND HOISERIE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.


CORNAL

FOR LINGERIE, SLEEPWEAR, BRASSIERE AND HOISERIE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.


URBAN STREET WEAR

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use WEAR, apart from the mark as shown.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, SHIRTS, HATS AND BEANIES FOR MEN; SHORTS, TOPS, PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, JACKETS AND PANTS FOR WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 8-29-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-29-2000.


CORNAL

FOR LINGERIE, SLEEPWEAR, BRASSIERE AND HOISERIE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 1-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.


DELIVERY DAY GOWN

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "GOWN", apart from the mark as shown.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, GOWNS, ROBES, DRESSES, TOPS AND BOTTOMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


GLOW BRIGHT

FOR GLOW IN THE DARK TOY NOVELTY JEWELRY, NAMELY NECKLACES AND BRACELETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


PAINT POTTERY

FOR HOBBY CRAFT KITS COMPRISING POTTERY AND PAINT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


BORDERS

FOR JIGSAW PUZZLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2003.
CLASS 30—(Continued).


FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2002.


MINT, MINT, CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATE CHIP

FOR ICE CREAM AND FROZEN YOGURT (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS


SELAH

FOR LIVE COMMERCIAL CHERRY TREES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE SHAPE OF THE BOTTLE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE DOTTED LINES IN THE DRAWING INDICATE THE PLACEMENT OF THE MARK ON THE CONTAINER FOR THE GOODS.

THE TRANSLATION OF THE WORDS POULET AND POLLO MEAN CHICKEN.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 6-25-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-25-1999.


ORIGINAL AMERICAN VODKA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE VODKA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR VODKA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


TWOMEY

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES
CLASS 34—(Continued).


KELNER


FOR CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).


HUMIDORFRESH

FOR CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

SERVICE MARKS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


SHARED SAVINGS

FOR ADMINISTRATION OF A DISCOUNT PROGRAM FOR ENABLING PARTICIPANTS TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS ON MEDICAL INSURANCE GOODS AND SERVICES THROUGH USE OF A DISCOUNT MEMBERSHIP CARD (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2000.

CLASS 35—(Continued).


BRANDLINKING


FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF INTERNET RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SALES, PROMOTIONAL SALES, AND MAIL ORDER SALES; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET, RELATING TO MAIL ORDER, RETAIL SALES, AND WHOLESALE TECHNIQUES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION ON BRAND EVALUATION; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL, ADVERTISING AGENCIES; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ADVERTISING SPACE IN PERIODICALS; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS IN ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS CONFERENCES AND TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF PROMOTION BRAND AWARENESS, BRAND PERCEPTION, AND BRAND VALUE; COMPUTERIZED DATABASE MANAGEMENT; MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES; AND COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ONE UNIVERSAL CONTENT RATINGS STANDARD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONTENT RATINGS STANDARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING RATINGS OF TELEVISION, MOVIE, MUSIC, VIDEO AND VIDEO GAME CONTENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2003.


B2BBUYER

FOR PROCUREMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, THE PURCHASE OF TEMPORARY LABOR, TRAINING, CONSULTING SERVICES, PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS ELECTRONIC COMMERCE PLATFORM OR MULTI-VENDOR MARKETPLACE, FEATURING AN ON-LINE PRODUCT AND SERVICES CATALOG, AN ON-LINE CATALOG OF RESUMES, ON-LINE ORDERING, ON-LINE PURCHASE ORDERS, ON-LINE INVOICING AND PAYMENT, ON-LINE VALIDATION OF TIME SHEETS, ON-LINE BUDGET REPORTING, ON-LINE ACCESS TO INTERNAL PERFORMANCE DATA, ON-LINE SUPPLIER INFORMATION, AN ON-LINE CUSTOMER FEEDBACK SYSTEM, ON-LINE DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRONIC BIDS AND REQUISITIONS AND AN ASSOCIATED RATE NEGOTIATION MODEL, AND CUSTOMIZED
CLASS 35—(Continued).

MANAGEMENT REPORTS; PURCHASING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF TEMPORARY LABOR, TRAINING AND CONSULTING SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY SUPPLY CHAIN, ASSESSMENT, OPTIMIZATION, PLANNING, SCHEDULING AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS ELECTRONIC COMMERCE PLATFORM OR MULTI-VENDOR MARKETPLACE TO INTEGRATE MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS, PURCHASERS AND DISTRIBUTORS IN THE PROCUREMENT, INVENTORY MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL, AND TRANSPORTATION OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES VIA THE INTERNET; NAMLY, STRATEGIC PRODUCT SOURCING AND PROCUREMENT, ASSESSING PRODUCTS AVAILABILITY, TRACKING AND MONITORING DISTRIBUTION OF SUCH PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO SALES ORDERING AND MANAGEMENT, IMPLEMENTATION OF ELECTRONIC PROCUREMENT SYSTEMS, INVENTORY MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL, PROCUREMENT INFRASTRUCTURE CONSULTING SERVICES, PRODUCTION LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT, AND AUTOMATION OF BUSINESS PROCESSES VIA THE INTERNET; OUTSOURCING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF TEMPORARY LABOR, TRAINING AND CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ONLINE MINUTE BOOK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONLINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ONLINE MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS AND FILES FOR CORPORATIONS, LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES, LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS, AND PARTNERSHIPS, CONCERNING THEIR BUSINESS AND LEGAL TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


THE ULTIMATE GAMERS EXPO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXPO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS, EXPOSITIONS AND CONFERENCES FOR THE VIDEO GAME AND CONSUMER ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2002.


THE SMART HOSPITAL

FOR HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS CONSULTATION; AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SUPERVISION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-29-2002.

2,849,891. EARLY AMERICAN PATTERN GLASS SOCIETY, COLUMBUS, OH. SN 76-494,506. FILED P.R. 3-4-2003; AM. S.R. 1-7-2004.

EARLY AMERICAN PATTERN GLASS SOCIETY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PATTERN GLASS SOCIETY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF ANTIQUE AMERICAN PRESSED PATTERN GLASSWARE COLLECTORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-14-1994; IN COMMERCE 7-14-1994.


VINTAGE HOME ENTERTAINMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME ENTERTAINMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING VIDEOS AND DVDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.


LEAD LOCATOR

FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING SALES REFERRALS AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES TO LENDERS AND OTHERS IN THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY; PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE DIRECTORY OF INFORMATION ON THE REAL ESTATE AND RELATED LENDING INDUSTRIES FOR OBTAINING DATA AND INFORMATION FROM OTHERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 35—(Continued).


**THE WOMAN'S PERSONAL HEALTH RESOURCE**

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MASTECTOMY PRODUCTS, NAMELY BREAST PROSTHESIS, BRAS, CAMISOLE, SPORTS BRAS, SWIMWEAR AND LINGERIE; HAIR COVERING PRODUCTS, NAMELY FULL WIGS, PARTIAL HAIR PIECES, TURBANS, HEADDRESS AND SCARVES; COMPRESSION STOCKINGS AND LYMPHEDEMA SLEEVES FOR LYMPHEDA AND VARICOSITIES; WASHABLE INCONTINENT UNDERWEAR; BOOKS, TAPES, VIDEOS RELATING TO BREAST CANCER; AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-14-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2000.


**BEHAVIORAL HEALTHCARE CONSULTING**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONSULTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HEALTH CARE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS AND MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1997.


**PRO DEVELOPMENT**

FOR BUSINESS EVALUATION OF ORGANIZATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


**MIDWEST BUSINESS BROKERS AND INTERMEDIARIES**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS BROKERS AND INTERMEDIARIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1998.

CLASS 35—(Continued).


**AREA PARKS BIKING AND HIKING TRAIL MAP**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AREA PARKS BIKING AND HIKING TRAIL MAP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS; PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS IN A MAP OF RECREATIONAL BIKING AND HIKING TRAILS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2001.


**PAIN INDEX**

FOR FINANCIAL CONSULTING AND ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, PENSION FUND SPONSORS, AND MUTUAL FUND MANAGEMENT COMPANIES FEATURING A SPECIALIZED TOOL TO EVALUATE INVESTMENT STRATEGIES AND PARTICULAR MANAGEMENT STYLES WITHIN DIFFERENT BENCHMARK PORTFOLIOS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


**WORKFORCE DIVERSITY INDICES**

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, UTILIZING A PROPRIETARY WEB-BASED METRICS SOFTWARE ALLOWING MEMBER COMPANIES TO FIND, ANALYZE, AND GRAPH NATIONAL WORKFORCE DEMOGRAPHIC DATA, AND TO COMPARE A SUBSCRIBER'S OWN PERFORMANCE AGAINST WORKFORCE DIVERSITY BENCHMARKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-6-2003.
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE RANKINGS


ELEARNAID


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

PLAZA MEXICO


DETROIT BOARD OF TRADE


EAUTOCLAIMS


VENDOR CREDIT RECOVERY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CREDIT RECOVERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR CREDIT RECOVERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

DENVER MORTGAGE COMPANY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 8-6-1991; IN COMMERCE 8-6-1991.

LTC ALLIANCE

REVOLVING ASSET-BACKED PORTFOLIO SECURITIES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSET BACKED" AND "SECURITIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INVESTMENT SECURITIES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INVESTORS WITH ASSET-BACKED SECURITIES ISSUED BY ACTIVELY MANAGED FUNDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2002.

AUTO FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES TO CONSUMERS FOR THE PURCHASE OR LEASE OF VEHICLES, NAMELY, PROCURING AND SERVICING AUTOMOBILE LOAN FINANCING TO CUSTOMERS WITH PROBLEMATIC CREDIT HISTORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2004.

EWIZARD

FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE RATING SYSTEM COMPRISED OF INFORMATION, COMPUTER DATABASES, AND COMPUTATIONAL CAPABILITY THAT ALLOWS BROKERS TO CALCULATE INSURANCE PREMIUMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.

MULCHSEAL

FOR ROAD REPAIR SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


DRYCLEAN MART

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRYCLEAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DRY CLEANING AND LAUNDRY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 7-9-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-9-2002.

RAPID RESPONSE ENGINEERING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ENGINEERING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


FIND-A-THERAPIST.COM

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC MAIL AND THE PROVISION OF ON-LINE ELECTRONIC CHAT SERVICES FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS IN THE AREA OF MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT, EXCLUDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC CHAT SERVICES FOR THE PURPOSE OF HELPING CONSUMERS LOCATE THERAPISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 5-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2001.

IMEET


CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE


ETHANOL EXPRESS

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "ethanol", apart from the mark as shown. For railroad transportation services, namely, railroad transportation of ethanol fuel to a refinery for use as an additive to gasoline as a replacement for MTBE (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105). First use 1-0-2001; in commerce 1-0-2001.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


MINORITY CORPORATE COUNSEL ASSOCIATION

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "association", apart from the mark as shown. For educational services, namely, arranging and conducting educational conferences, programs, seminars, workshops and training sessions for promoting and fostering diversity in the work place; conducting continuing legal education programs, seminars and conferences; distributing course materials in connection therewith (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107). First use 1-0-1997; in commerce 1-0-1997.


ARENA SOFTBALL


CLASS 41—(Continued).


PHOTOGRAPHY HALL OF FAME

For educational and entertainment services, namely, a photography museum established to pay tribute to, award and recognize photography and photographers (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107). First use 3-4-2004; in commerce 3-4-2004.


BALLADS & LULLABIES

For music production services (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107). First use 11-1-2002; in commerce 11-1-2002.


NEW HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "speedway", apart from the mark as shown. For entertainment in the nature of automobile and motorcycle races (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107). First use 7-14-1990; in commerce 7-14-1990.


OCULAR DRUG AND SURGICAL THERAPY UPDATE

For educational services, namely conducting symposia in the field of medicine (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107). First use 6-13-1998; in commerce 6-13-1998.
NEW MOM SHAPE-UP

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION AND ADVICE OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK IN THE FIELDS OF EXERCISE AND FITNESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

2,849,886. KENNETH ZAHN, INC., ST. PETERSBURG, FL.

THE FINANCIAL PLANNING INSTITUTE FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL PLANNING" AND "CONTINUING EDUCATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL PLANNING AND INVESTMENT ADVISING AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2003.

2,849,887. KENNETH ZAHN, INC., ST. PETERSBURG, FL.

KENNEL CLUB BOOKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOOKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PUBLISHING OF BOOKS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF PET CARE AND PET HUSBANDRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SENIOR SHAPE-UP

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION AND ADVICE OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK IN THE FIELDS OF EXERCISE AND FITNESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

2,849,889. DW EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, INC., FOWLER,

CURRICULUM CALIBRATION

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF EVALUATING THE EDUCATIONAL CURRICULA OF OTHERS AND ESTABLISHING AN INDEX FOR COMPARISON WITH OTHER CURRICULA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.


CAR COACH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAR" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING TRAINING AND NEWS RELATING TO AUTOMOTIVE DRIVING, CARE, REPAIR, RACING AND SAFETY BY PUBLISHING ARTICLES ON-LINE, AND THROUGH LECTURES, WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS ON RADIO, ON TELEVISION, AND IN PERSON, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE INSTITUTE FOR CHANGE LEADERSHIP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INSTITUTE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT, EXECUTIVE COACHING AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 41—(Continued).


HATFIELD-MCCOY RECREATION AREA


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


AUTOMATED BOX OFFICE


RUSSIAN AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DENTAL ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF THE DENTAL INDUSTRY, PROVIDING PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF DENTISTRY WITH CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES AND SERVICES REQUIRED TO SUCEED IN MANAGING THEIR CAREERS AND PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 7-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2000.

CLASS 42—(Continued).

2,849,903. UNITED COMMUNICATIONS GROUP LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, ROCKVILLE, MD. SN 76-514,808. FILED P.R. 5-16-2003; AM. S.R. 3-3-2004.

THE BOARD OF ADVANCED MEDICAL CODING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ADVANCED MEDICAL CODING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


TROPICAL NATURE


DO-IT-YOURSELF EMAIL MARKETING


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EMAIL MARKETING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCESS TO NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, NAMELY, AN APPLICATION THAT AUTOMATES TARGETED COMMUNICATIONS, NAMELY, ORDER AND SHIPPING INFORMATION, PRODUCT AND SERVICE INFORMATION, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL INFORMATION, AND REPORTING FUNCTIONS, ALL BASED ON CONSUMER PROFILES, BETWEEN ONLINE MERCHANTS AND CONSUMERS, OVER THE INTERNET AND OTHER GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 3-17-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2001.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
AROUND THE CLOCK

For hotel, restaurant, catering and cocktail lounge and nightclub services; providing facilities for exhibitions; providing convention facilities; providing banquet and special functions facilities (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).


NEW YORK’S FAMOUS PIZZA

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "PIZZA", apart from the mark as shown, for restaurant services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First use 1-0-2002; in commerce 1-0-2002.

GENERAL & COSMETIC DENTISTRY OF THE TREASURE COAST

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use GENERAL & COSMETIC DENTISTRY, apart from the mark as shown, for dental services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).


REHAB AT HOME

For rehabilitative therapy for persons recovering from drug and alcohol abuse related disabilities (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First use 7-0-2003; in commerce 7-0-2003.

* * * * *
COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS


HATFIELD-MCCOY TRAIL SCOUTS

FOR INDICATING MEMBERSHIP IN APPLICANT ORGANIZATION WHICH IS AN ORGANIZATION DEVOTED TO THE USE, MAINTENANCE, AND PROTECTION OF FACILITIES AND TRAILS IN WEST VIRGINIA FOR WALKING, HIKING, BIKING, TOURING, BACKPACKING, MOTORCYCLES, HORSEBACK RIDING, AND ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES. (U.S. CL. 200). FIRST USE 10-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2000.

* * * * *
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trademark</th>
<th>U.S. Class</th>
<th>International Class</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED**

The designation “U.S. CL.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).
1,824,782. INTRUSION DETECTION. INT. CL. 42. (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). REG. 3-1-1994.
Family vision care and design, INT. CLS. 3. 9 AND 42. (U.S. CLS. 26, 51, 52, 100 AND 101). REG. 3-22-1994.


TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED

The designation “U.S. CL.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

SECTION 7(D)

1,602,850. SECURITY PLASTICS, INC. INT. CL. 37. REG. 6-19-1990.
2,166,491. EDEN. INT. CL. 1. REG. 6-16-1998.
2,166,492. EDEN. INT. CL. 5. REG. 6-16-1998.
2,354,740. EDEN. INT. CL. 42. REG. 6-6-2000.
2,712,920. MI TEJAS SPICE AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 30. REG. 5-6-2003.

SECTION 8

170,003. MAMCO. U.S. CL. 23. REG. 7-10-1923.
170,056. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. U.S. CL. 43. REG. 7-10-1923.
170,152. BODY BY FISHER AND DESIGN. U.S. CL. 19. REG. 7-10-1923.
170,220. OLD DUTCH MILL AND DESIGN. U.S. CL. 46. REG. 7-10-1923.
170,310. QUADRIGA (STYLIZED). U.S. CL. 42. REG. 7-10-1923.
402,252. FOX. U.S. CL. 42. REG. 7-13-1943.
752,706. CELLU-AID. INT. CL. 1. REG. 7-16-1963.
752,797. PAGE BOY AND DESIGN. U.S. CL. 17. REG. 7-16-1963.
1,245,192. FOUR WHEEL AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,193. DEUTZ AIR DIESEL AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,196. SURELY SHEER. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,198. JELLY BEANS AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,199. CRYSTAL VALLEY. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,200. WORKBENCH. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,201. SAND GLIDER. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,202. SCRIBBLE SCREENS. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,203. AGRI-MONO RIB. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,204. SCRIBBLE SCREENS (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,205. AGRI-SUPER TRIB RIB. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,206. COUNTY LINE. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,207. IF IT'S STAINLESS, IT'S QUALITY. INT. CL. 21.
1,245,208. SCRIBBLE SCREENS (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,209. EW. INT. CL. 19. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,211. UNICON. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,212. NAL AND DESIGN. INT. CLS. 16 AND 36. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,213. GREEN MACHINE. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,216. OFFICE IMPRESSIONS AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,217. SUBLI-FLOCK. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,218. THE FALL GUY. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,220. SCRIBBLE SCREENS (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,221. GOLD CLASSIC. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,222. WINNER. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,223. ND SUPER LUGGER II. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,224. DURA-MASTER. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,225. GOLD CLASSIC (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,226. PRIVATE LETTERS. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,227. KÖNIG. INT. CLS. 16, 20 AND 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,228. MODERN FEDERAL PRACTICE DIGEST. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,230. SURI. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,231. LABOR. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,233. GABARDINE. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,234. MISSOURI. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,235. PALATABLE PLEASURES. INT. CLS. 29 AND 30. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,236. LA PETITE. INT. CL. 20. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,238. SANGOS AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 21. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,240. IF IT'S STAINLESS, IT'S QUALITY. INT. CL. 12. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,243. HUNTING WORLD. INT. CL. 24. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,244. SANGOS AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 21. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,245. SELECT "IN TAKE. INT. CLS. 24 AND 27. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,246. COUNTY LINE. INT. CL. 24. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,247. ACTION CLOTH. INT. CL. 24. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,248. ARNETTA. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,249. KIDS PORT USA (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,250. KIDS PORT USA (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,251. THE EAGLE'S EYE AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,252. SHEER CLASSIQUES. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,253. JOG TOGS. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,254. KOREA. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,245,255. THE EAGLE'S EYE AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,057. MANDARINE NAPOLEON AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 33. REG. 7-12-1993.
1,781,561. VINO ERICINO. INT. CL. 33. REG. 7-12-1993.
1,781,568. EXECUCOM. INT. CLS. 35 AND 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,572. PIPER HYDRO. INT. CL. 35. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,575. ITI (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 35. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,577. TARGET PRODUCTIVITY. INT. CL. 35. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,578. CENTEL (STYLIZED). INT. CLS. 35 AND 38. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,580. SUN AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 36. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,585. PHILIPP HOLZMANN AND DESIGN. INT. CLS. 37 AND 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,589. THE CIRCULAR ENGINEERS. INT. CLS. 37 AND 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,598. MORE THAN ELECTRICIANS—SOMEONE TO TURN TO ELECTRICALLY. INT. CL. 37. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,604. PAGENET. INT. CL. 38. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,608. SKYCAR. INT. CL. 39. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,609. "KLASSIK-KOTE" AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 40. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,618. THE 3 CS. INT. CL. 41. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,622. TLC. INT. CL. 41. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,631. LA CHAMPAGNE. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,633. PACIFIC RESEARCH LABORATORY. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,634. REQUESTOR. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,637. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,639. PLATOLOGY. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,640. CRITTER CUBBARD. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,658. FINGERS RESTAURANT & LOUNGE AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,659. SHOE SECRETS. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,660. MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MORN. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,674. THE CIRCULAR (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,675. INTELLIGENCE REPORTS IN CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE. INT. CL. 16. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,681. MILD CLIMATE. INT. CL. 31. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,682. GOLDPLAN AG AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 36. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,684. LODGISTIX. INT. CL. 41. REG. 7-12-1983.
1,781,969. PRINTERS INK & SUPPLY COMPANY, INC. AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 2. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,781,970. PATRIOT INT. CL. 2. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,781,000. APPLE PECTIN PLUS. INT. CL. 3. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,781,037. HP FRESHNET AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 5. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,781,045. WEST POINT PHARMA. INT. CL. 5. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,781,054. CHR AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 5. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,782,141. CHIHUAHUA TRAIL. INT. CL. 24. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,782,205. RENOMA. INT. CL. 34. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,782,212. RELAWCATION. INT. CL. 35. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,782,230. WE LOVE TO CLEAN. AND IT SHOWS. INT. CL. 37. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,782,245. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,782,275. OILSNARE ON A ROPE. INT. CL. 17. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,782,290. PITTERS. INT. CL. 33. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,782,296. KIDS RECOMMENDED VIEWING. INT. CL. 41. REG. 7-13-1993.
1,782,496. INACOM. INT. CL. 35. ONLY. REG. 9-28-1993.
1,808,682. HEALTHGUARD. INT. CL. 17 ONLY. REG. 12-7-1993.
1,824,885. CARSON. INT. CLS. 8, 9, 16 AND 28 ONLY. REG. 3-8-1994.
1,830,308. IT'S O.K. TO BE SMARTI. INT. CLS. 16 AND 20 ONLY. REG. 4-12-1994.
1,831,064. AKH AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 7 ONLY. REG. 4-19-1994.
2,078,840. INNERCIP. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,078,848. DINOSAUR ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION. INT. CLS. 9 AND 41. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,078,887. STORKS N' MORE. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,078,904. SBA.NET.WEB. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,078,907. MCS INC. AND DESIGN. INT. CLS. 37 AND 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,078,911. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. INT. CLS. 9, 16, 41 AND 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,078,924. CERTIFIED FOOT CARE AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,079,027. SCIENTIFIC CARE. INT. CLS. 37 AND 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,079,052. RV CITY USA. INT. CLS. 37 AND 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,079,411. HARBINGER GROUP INTERNATIONAL. WE LEAP WOULD TO SERVE YOU. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,079,449. HARBINGER GROUP INTERNATIONAL. WE LEAP WOULD TO SERVE YOU. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,079,452. HARBINGER GROUP INTERNATIONAL. WE LEAP WOULD TO SERVE YOU. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,080,155. MRSMARTANDDESIGN.INT.CL.9.REG.7-15-
2,080,390. PIKES PEAK CAMERA. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
2,080,416. CORPORATE INFORMATION PROTECTION PROGRAM. INT. CL. 42. REG. 7-15-1997.
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS AMENDED, CORRECTED, ETC.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Any change to the registration will be indicated at the bottom of each entry under ELEMENTS AMENDED, CORRECTED OR RESTRICTED. With the exception of changes to the goods and services, additions to the registration will appear in asterisks and deletions of the registration will appear in brackets. Elements which are only changed will be listed with no punctuation. As to the goods/services statement, amendments to the goods/services will appear in asterisks and deletions will appear in brackets. In addition if any change to the goods/services occurs, the element “Goods/Services” will be listed under ELEMENTS AMENDED, CORRECTED OR RESTRICTED.

771,180. REG. 6-9-1964. CHARMS MARKETING COMPANY (ILLINOIS CORPORATION) 7401 SOUTH CICERO AVE- NUE, CHICAGO, IL, 60629, SN 72-017-750, FILED 10-18-1956. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

INT. CL. 30/U.S. CL. 46 FOR CANDY.
FIRST USE 4-1-1924; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1924.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK


INT. CL. 16/U.S. CL 38 FOR TECHNICAL BULLETINS AND TRAINING MANUALS.

INT. CL. 16/U.S. CL. 102 FOR CASUALTY LOSS APPRAISAL SERVICES FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS.

INT. CL. 39/U.S. CL. 105 FOR VEHICLE SALVAGE, AND DISPOSAL SERVICES INCLUDING PICKUP, TOWING, AND STORAGE.

INT. CL. 41/U.S. CL. 107 FOR TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF VEHICLE DAMAGE APPRAISAL, REPAIR, SALVAGE AND DISPOSAL AND PROPERTY DAMAGE ESTIMATING, REPAIR, CLEANING AND RESTORATION.

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101 FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF AUTOMOBILE DAMAGE REPAIR AND SERVICE, AUTO BODY REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT, AUTO REPAIR TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT, AUTO REPAIR COST ANALYSIS, AUTO BODY SHOP MANAGE- MENT, AND AUTOMOBILE DAMAGE AND REPAIR TECHNICAL TRAINING; AND RE SALE OF SALVAGED, REPAIRED OR RECONDITIONED VEHICLES.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK


GORMAN

SEC. 2(F).
INT. CL. 5/U.S. CL. 6 FOR MEDIA USED FOR THE PRIMARY CULTURE AND GROWTH OF MICROORGANISMS AND FUNGI.
FIRST USE 6-0-1974; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1974.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME

1,294,960. REG. 9-11-1984. FREEMAN CAPITAL COMPANY (NEVADA CORPORATION) 3300 BIRCHER DRIVE, LAS VEGAS, NV, 89118, SN 73-399,030. FILED 9-30-1982. PRIN- CIPAL REGISTER.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE LETTERS "I & D", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO THE WORD "FREEMAN".
INT. CL. 37/U.S. CLS. 101 AND 103
FOR INSTALLATION AND DISMANTLING OF EXHIBITS AT TRADE SHOWS, EXHIBITIONS AND CONVENTIONS.
FIRST USE 4-7-1982, IN A DIFFERENT FORM SEP. 30, 1948; IN COMMERCE 4-7-1982, IN A DIFFERENT FORM SEP. 30, 1948.

ELEMENTS AMENDED

MARK

1,667,421. REG. 12-10-1991. MCKESSON CORPORATION (DELAWARE CORPORATION) ONE POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA, 94104, SN 74-090,539. FILED 8-23-1990. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

PHARMASERV

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,248,834.
INT. CL. 9/U.S. CL. 38
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE BY PHARMACIES.
INT. CL. 35/U.S. CL. 101
FOR COMPUTERIZED ACCOUNTING, BILLING, PRICING, CLAIMS ADJUDICATION, INVENTORY AND RECORD-KEEPING SERVICES RENDERED TO PHARMACIES.

ELEMENTS AMENDED

MARK

1,710,325. REG. 8-25-1992. FISHER, DONALD LEE (UNITED STATES INDIVIDUAL), DBA KIDS KORNER GIFT SHOPPE, 2705 - 185TH AVENUE E, SUMNER, WA, 98390, SN 73-798,833. FILED 5-9-1989. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

KIDS KORNER GIFT SHOPPE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIFT SHOPPE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR RENDERING TECHNICAL AID IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND/OR OPERATION OF IN-SCHOOL GIFT SHOPS FOR CHILDREN.
FIRST USE 2-14-1989; IN COMMERCE 2-14-1989.

ELEMENTS AMENDED

MARK


KATHLEEN'S BAKE SHOP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAKE SHOPS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
INT. CL. 16/U.S. CL. 38
FOR COOK BOOKS.
INT. CL. 30/U.S. CL. 46
FOR BAKED GOODS, NAMELY, COOKIES, MACARONS, SHORTBREAD, BREAD, CRULLERS, BROWNIES, LEMON AND PEANUT BUTTER SQUARES, MUFFINS, CAKES, SCONES AND PIES.
INT. CL. 42/U.S. CL. 101
FOR RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BAKED GOODS.

ELEMENTS AMENDED

MARK


MOBITEX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,528,747.
INT. CL. 38/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104
FOR [MOBILE RADIO] * WIRELESS DATA * TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES.

ELEMENTS AMENDED

GOODS/SERVICES

THERMAL TECHNOLOGY INC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 11/U.S. CL. 34
FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTRIC FURNACES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE.
FIRST USE 8-0-1984; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1985.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
CITIZENSHIP


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SILKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
INT. CL. 26/U.S. CL. 40
FOR ARTIFICIAL PLANTS AND TREES.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK

1,821,194. REG. 2-15-1994. SECURITY FILTER PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC. (VIRGINIA CORPORATION) 3701 BOULEVARD, COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA, 23834, SN 73-835,810. FILED 11-3-1989. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FILTERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 12/U.S. CLS. 19, 23 AND 31
FOR OIL, AIR AND TRANSMISSION FILTERS AND PCV VALVES FOR WHOLESALE END USE IN PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES AND LIGHT TRUCKS.
FIRST USE 5-16-1989; IN COMMERCE 5-16-1989.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK

1,841,188. REG. 6-21-1994. SABHI, INC. (MISSISSIPPI CORPORATION) 1303 RIVERWOOD DRIVE, JACKSON, MS, 39211, SN 74-016,795. FILED 1-8-1990. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

GORMAN
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,277,772.
SEC. 2(F).
INT. CL. 9/U.S. CL. 26
FOR SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL LABORATORY CONTAINERS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL USES; NAMELY, PETRI DISHES.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME

1,973,743. REG. 5-14-1996. UGG HOLDINGS, INC. (CALIFORNIA CORPORATION) 495-A SOUTH FAIRVIEW AVENUE, GOLETA, CA, 93117, SN 74-668,751. FILED 5-1-1995. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

UGG
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,460,992 AND 1,807,611.
INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY FOOTWEAR, T-SHIRTS, SWIMWEAR, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SHIRTS, HATS, GAITERS, GLOVES, SANDALS, SHEEPSKIN BOOTS AND SHOES.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
DATE OF FIRST USE
DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE


COMFEES
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,726,880 AND 1,863,531.
INT. CL. 3/U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52
FOR [OPTICAL HANDSOAP].
FIRST USE 1-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1993.
INT. CL. 8/U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44
FOR TABLET CRUSHERS WITH PILL CONTAINER AND PILL SPLITTERS.
FIRST USE 1-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1993.
INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR [CONTACT LENS CASES AND] EAR PLUGS FOR NOISE REDUCTIONS NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.
FIRST USE 1-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1993.
INT. CL. 10/U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44
FOR [ANESTHETIC HEATING MASKS FOR APPLYING EITHER HEAT OR COLD TO THE FACE, EYE BATH APPLICATING CUPS, MEDICINE SPOONS, MEDICINE DROPPERS FOR ADMINISTERING MEDICATION SOLD EMPTY].
FIRST USE 1-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1993.
INT. CL. 16/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50
FOR [LENS TISSUE].
FIRST USE 1-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1993.
INT. CL. 20/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50
FOR MEDICINE ORGANIZERS, VITAMIN DISPENSERS FOR PILLS SOLD EMPTY AND PILL CASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS.
FIRST USE 1-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1993.
INT. CL. 21/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50
FOR [BOTTLE OPENERS AND DRINKING CUPS WITH PILL CONTAINER].
FIRST USE 1-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1993.
INT. CL. 28/U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50
FOR [EAR PLUGS FOR SWIMMING USE, SWIM GOGGLES AND NOSE CLIPS FOR SWIMMING].
FIRST USE 1-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1993.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK
2,090,572. REG. 8-26-1997. IMG ACADEMIES LLP (FLORIDA LTD LIAB JT ST CO) 1360 EAST NINTH STREET, SUITE 100, CLEVELAND, OH, 44114, SN 75-044,444. FILED 1-16-1996. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE BASEBALL ACADEMY" OR "BRADENTON FLORIDA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS, IN PART, OF THE WORDING "THE BASEBALL ACADEMY BRADENTON FLORIDA".
INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107
FOR SPORTS CAMPS.
FIRST USE 4-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1995.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK

INT. CL. 6/U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50
FOR EXTRUDER SCREWS AND INJECTION MOLDING SCREWS OF METAL TO PROCESS PLASTICS AND/OR RUBBER.
FIRST USE 6-17-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-17-1997.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME
2,149,946. REG. 4-14-1998. COMMONHEALTH L.P. (DELAWARE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP) 15 EAST NORTH STREET, DOVER, DE, 19901, SN 74-527,909. FILED 5-23-1994. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102

COMMONHEALTH

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELDS OF ADVANCED MAKE-UP ARTISTRY, PROSTHETICS, AND SPECIAL MAKE-UP EFFECTS.


ELEMENTS AMENDED MARK

---

2,164,903. REG. 6-16-1998. TGI FRIDAY'S OF MINNESOTA, INC. (MINNESOTA CORPORATION) 4201 MARSH LANE, CARROLLTON, TX, 75007, SN 74-294,193. FILED 7-14-1992. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

T.G.I.F.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,432,509.
SEC. 2(F).
INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39
FOR HATS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, AND SHIRTS.

ELEMENTS AMENDED MARK

---


PRIMAX

INT. CL. 7/U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35
FOR DRILLS AND REAMERS * POWER OPERATED END MILLS *.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED GOODS/SERVICES

---

2,169,588. REG. 6-30-1998. INTERMAT, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) ONE GREENWAY PLAZA, SUITE 200, HOUSTON, TX, 77046, SN 75-310,007. FILED 6-16-1997. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

STRUXURE

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR STRUCTURING INVENTORY DATA.
FIRST USE: 4-1-1997; IN COMMERCE: 4-1-1997.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
"OWNER NAME*
"OWNER ADDRESS*
"CITIZENSHIP*
"ENTITY*

HOLLYWOOD HYPERLINKS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HYPERLINKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL ON LINE, COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK
DISCLAIMER


PRESS-PAK

INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52
FOR FOAM PAD ATTACHED TO THE OUTER SKIN TO ABSORB BLOOD DURING OR AFTER BLEEDING.
FIRST USE 10-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 10-0-1996.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME
OWNER ADDRESS

2,201,426. REG. 11-3-1998. LIGHT, MARK (UNITED STATES INDIVIDUAL), DBA FIRST LIGHT, 305 NORTHVIEW ROAD, DAYTON, OH, 45419, SN 75-368,774. FILED 10-6-1997. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

PUTTING YOUR FUTURE WITHIN REACH

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES.
FIRST USE 8-16-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-16-1997.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK

2,202,219. REG. 11-3-1998. LAMERS BUS LINES, INC. (WISCONSIN CORPORATION) 2407 SOUTH POINT ROAD, GREEN BAY, WI, 54313, SN 75-280,925. FILED 4-25-1997. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

THE GENUINE MILWAUKEE EXPERIENCE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MILWAUKEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 39/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105
FOR CONDUCTING SIGHTSEEING TOURS FOR OTHERS.
FIRST USE 11-13-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-10-1998.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
DATE OF FIRST USE
DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE


OGILVYONE WORLDWIDE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLDWIDE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR DIRECT MARKET ADVERTISING SERVICES; ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTION ADVICE; MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES; AND MARKETING CONSULTING.
FIRST USE 7-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1997.
INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO THE CREATION, DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF WEBSITES AND INTERACTIVE COMPUTER DATABASES.
FIRST USE 7-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1997.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK

2,214,934. REG. 12-29-1998. MAG INSTRUMENT, INC. (CALIFORNIA CORPORATION) 1635 S. SACRAMENTO AVE, ONTARIO, CA, 91761, SN 75-046,368. FILED 1-22-1996. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

FLAG-LITE

INT. CL. 11/U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34
FOR * FLASHLIGHT AND RELATED PARTS, NAMELY, REPLACEMENT FLASHLIGHT LAMPS, AND NYLON CARRYING HOLSTERS * [ COMPONENTS PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, NAMELY, REPLACEMENT FLASHLIGHT LAMPS, COMBINATION LENS HOLDER/ANTI-ROLL UNITS ADAPTED TO FIT THE HEADS OF FLASHLIGHTS, FLASHLIGHT MOUNTING BRACKETS, RUBBER GRIPPER SLEEVES ADAPTED TO FIT ON THE BARRELS OF FLASHLIGHTS AND LEATHER AND NYLON CARRYING HOLSTERS AND BELT HOLDERS ] . FIRST USE 6-22-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-22-1998.

Fountain of Youth Institute Anti-Aging Medicine

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INSTITUTE" AND "ANTI-AGING MEDICINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FIRST USE 8-29-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-29-1997.

ULTRACORE

FOR METAL STORM DOORS WITH WOOD CORES. FIRST USE 3-8-1983; IN COMMERCE 3-8-1983.

VFA

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR FACILITY AND REAL PROPERTY ASSESSMENT, INVESTMENT PLANNING, ANALYSIS, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, AND PROCUREMENT. FIRST USE 4-25-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-28-2000.
FOR CHILD IDENTIFICATION KITS FOR PARENTS IN THE NATURE OF A TRI-FOLDED PREPRINTED BOOKLET, WITH SPACE TO RECORD PERSONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION AND PHYSICAL FEATURES, MEDICAL INFORMATION AND DENTAL RECORDS; A PAGE FOR A CHILD’S PHOTOGRAPH; A FINGERPRINT CHART AND NON-TOXIC INK STRIP; A HEAVY GAUGE RESEALABLE PLASTIC BAGGIE FOR DNA HAIR SAMPLE; AND TWO PAGES OF DETAILED SAFETY TIPS FEATURING INSTRUCTIONS ON WHAT TO DO IF A CHILD IS MISSING.


PROLINE

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR X-RAY SCANNING APPARATUS FOR CHECKING CONTENTS OF CARRY-ON AND CHECK-IN BAGGAGE AND OTHER PORTABLE OBJECTS FOR USE IN AIRCRAFT SECURITY, OR AIRPORT LOCATIONS; POSTAL FLUOROSCOPIC OR TRANSILLUMINATION SYSTEMS, NAMELY, FLUOROSCOPIC IMAGING APPARATUS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FLUOROSCOPIC IMAGING OF LETTER AND PACKAGES; ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPLIANCES, APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, AND AUXILIARY COMPONENTS FOR THE X-RAY SCANNING APPARATUS, NAMELY, MONITOR [ LIGHTING ] *LIFTING* AND ERGONOMIC STANDING AIDS.

STATEMENTONE

INT. CL. 36/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE AND ON-LINE DATABASE ON GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS IN THE FIELD OF CLIENT INVESTMENT HOLDINGS AND TRANSACTIONS.
FIRST USE 1-17-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-17-2000.
FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOOS, SHAMPOO-CONDITIONERS, HAIR DYES, NON-MEDI-CATED BALMS, HAIR GELS, HAIR RELAXERS, HAIR RINSES, HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS AND HAIR BLEACHING PREPARATIONS.
FIRST USE 6-15-1991; IN COMMERCE 12-5-1996.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*OWNER NAME*
*OWNER ADDRESS*
*CITIZENSHIP*
*ENTITY*


COMMERCIAL CERAMIC FINISH

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CERAMIC FINISH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 19/U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50
FOR HARDWOOD FLOORING.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
CITIZENSHIP

2,645,357. REG. 11-5-2002. NILIT LIMITED (ISRAEL CORPOR-ATION) MAURIZIO LEVY ROAD, MIGDAL HAE-MEK, 10500, ISRAEL, SN 76-240,497. FILED 4-12-2001. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

SENSIL

OWNER OF ISRAEL REG. NO. 145931, DATED 1-21-2001,
EXPIRES 1-21-2011.
OWNER OF ISRAEL REG. NO. 145932, DATED 1-21-2001,
EXPIRES 1-21-2011.
INT. CL. 22/U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50
FOR TEXTILE FIBERS, RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS.
INT. CL. 23/U.S. CL. 43
FOR YARNS AND THREADS FOR TEXTILE USE.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
PRIORITY CLAIMED STATEMENT


PRO-MUSCLE

INT. CL. 10/U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44

FOR ELECTRIC MASSAGERS.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
ENTITY


WARM AIR

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL MASSAGERS,
NAMELY, HAND-HELD MASSAGERS AND FOOT MAS-SAGERS.
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
ENTITY


WARM AIR TECHNOLOGY

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL MASSAGERS,
NAMELY, HAND-HELD MASSAGERS AND FOOT MAS-SAGERS.
FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
ENTITY


NAVIGATING GENETIC DIVERSITY

INT. CL. 1/U.S. CLS. 1
FOR REAGENTS FOR USE IN GENERIC *, MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH, NAMELY ANALYZING, DETECTING, QUANTIFYING AND SEQUENCING POLYPEPTIDES AND POLYNUCLEOTIDES, INCLUDING POLYPEPTIDE VARIANTS, POLYNUCLEOTIDE VARIANTS, GENETIC MUTATIONS, SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISMS, HAPLOTYPES *, HAPLOTYPES * AND HETEROZYGOITY AND FOR USE IN IDENTIFYING DISEASES; ASSAYS AND KITS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF REAGENTS, WITH OR WITHOUT REAGENT * CARRIERS, FOR USE IN GENETIC, MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH FOR ANALYZING, DETECTING, QUANTIFYING AND SEQUENCING POLYPEPTIDES AND POLYNUCLEOTIDE VARIANTS, GENETIC MUTATIONS, SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISMS, HAPLOTYPES *, HAPLOTYPES * AND HETEROZYGOITY AND FOR USE IN IDENTIFYING DISEASES.


INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF BIOCHEMICALS; SERVICES FOR ANALYZING, DETECTING, QUANTIFYING AND SEQUENCING POLYPEPTIDES AND POLYNUCLEOTIDES, INCLUDING POLYPEPTIDE VARIANTS, POLYNUCLEOTIDE VARIANTS, GENETIC MUTATIONS, SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISMS, HAPLOTYPES *, HAPLOTYPES * AND HETEROZYGOITY; AND SERVICES IDENTIFYING DISEASES.

FIRST USE 4-3-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES

2,678,575. REG. 1-21-2003. GYROS AB (SWEDEN CORPORATION) DAG HAMMARSKOLDS VAG 54, SE-751 83 UPPSALA, SWEDEN., SN 75-872,798. FILED 12-16-1999. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

GYROS

INT. CL. 1/U.S. CLS. 1
FOR CHEMICALS, BIOCHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN MICROFABRICATION.

FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN MICROFABRICATION, NAMELY, COMPACT DISCS, SCANNERS, IMAGING APPARATUS, LABORATORY GLASSWARE NAMELY VIALS, MICROVIALS AND MICROMETER PLATES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO RETAIN DATA OF THE MICROFABRICATION PROCESS.

FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

INT. CL. 20/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, RELATING TO MICROFABRICATION.

FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES


SUMMERHILL & BISCHOP NORLAND

INT. CL. 20/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50
FOR MATTRESSES, BOX SPRINGS, BED FRAMES, AND FURNITURE.

FIRST USE 12-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2000.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
MARK


THE SPIRIT OF HOME

INT. CL. 16/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY A COMBINATION MAGAZINE AND CATALOG IN THE FIELD OF FURNITURE AND HOME FURNISHINGS.


ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME
OWNER ADDRESS
CITIZENSHIP
ENTITY


G-III

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,620,028, 1,854,354 AND 2,248,162.

INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES

2,710,670. REG. 4-29-2003. KABUSHIKI KAISHA SEGA (JAPAN CORPORATION), DBA SEGA CORPORATION, 2-12, HANEDA 1-CHOME, OHTA-KU, TOKYO 144-0045, JAPAN, SN 76-028,222. FILED 7-13-2001. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

ANIMANIUM

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON JAPAN APPLICATION NO. 2001-4091, DATED 2-22-2002.
INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38 FOR [ ANIMATION SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, COMPUTER GAME DISCS; VIDEO COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; HOME VIDEO COMPUTER GAME DISCS; GAME DISCS AND CIRCUITBOARDS CONTAINING GAME PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD OR ARCADE VIDEO GAME MACHINES WITH BUILT-IN SCREENS, *COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF COMPUTER GRAPHIC ANIMATION *. FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE.
ELEMENTS AMENDED
GOODS/SERVICES

2,713,299. REG. 5-6-2003. INTERACTIVE HEALTH, LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) 3030 WALNUT STREET, LONG BEACH, CA, 90807, SN 76-420,925. FILED 6-14-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

THE PERFECT CHAIR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,259,641. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHAIR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).
INT. CL. 20/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50 FOR FURNITURE, NAMELY, RECLINERS, MASSAGE CHAIRS, ELECTRIC MASSAGE CHAIRS AND MASSAGE RECLINERS.
FIRST USE 7-11-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-11-1997.
ELEMENTS CORRECTED
ENTITY

MOUNTAIN FIZZ


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ITALIAN GOLF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39
FOR (BASED ON USE AND ITALY REGISTRATION PULLOVERS, CARDIGANS, JUMPERS, KNIT SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SHIRTS, SPORTS JACKETS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS), (BASED ON ITALY REGISTRATION JUMP SUITS, TROUSERS, SHORTS, ANORAKS, RAINCOATS, TRENCH COATS, WATER-PROOF MANTLES, WATERPROOF PANTS, BATHING-SUITS, PAJAMAS, HATS, VISORS, COATS, OVER- COATS).

ELEME NTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES


SENSORET C
INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR MEASURING AND LABORATORY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS NAMELY SENSORS FOR COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL BODY FLUIDS AND SUBSTANCES AND MILK.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE.
INT. CL. 10/U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44
FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS NAMELY SENSORS FOR COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL BODY FLUIDS AND SUBSTANCES AND MILK.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE.

ELEME NTS CORRECTED
[PRIOR U.S. REGS.]

2,721,921. REG. 6-3-2003. LINDEN OAKS CORPORATION (DELTAKE CORPORATION) SUITE 200 103 FOULK ROAD, WILMINGTON, DE, 19803, SN 76-083,858. FILED 7-6-2000. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 117,152, 1,217,727 AND OTHERS.
INT. CL. 29/U.S. CL. 46
FOR CANNED FRUITS FOR USE AS PIE FILLING, CANNED LEMON CREAM PIE FILLING, BANANA CREAM PIE FILLING, CHOCOLATE CREAM PIE FILLING AND COCONUT CREAM PIE FILLING; CANNED PUMPKIN.

ELEME NTS CORRECTED
OWN ER ADDRESS

2,732,880. REG. 7-1-2003. CNF INC. (DELAKECORPA- TION) 3240 HILLVIEW AVENUE, PALO ALTO, CA, 94304, SN 76-222,827. FILED 3-8-2001. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

CON-WAY AIR
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,296,941, 2,145,098 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIR", APART FROM THE MARKS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR SUPPLY CHAIN, LOGISTICS, AND REVERSE LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, COMPUTERIZED TRACKING OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, RAW MATERIALS, AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS; INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, SHIPMENT PROCESSING, PREPARING SHIPPING DOCUMENTS AND INVOICES, TRACKING DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, AND FREIGHT, OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS, AND THE INTERNET; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY MANAGING LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES, SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILITY AND SYNCHRONIZATION, SUPPLY AND DEMAND FORECASTING AND PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION PROCESSES FOR OTHERS; AND BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION, OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, SUPPLY CHAIN, AND PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS.
INT. CL. 39/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105
FOR SUPPLY CHAIN, LOGISTICS, AND REVERSE LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, PICK-UP, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION, AND DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, RAW MATERIALS, AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS BY AIR, RAIL, SHIP OR TRUCK; WAREHOUSING SERVICES, NAMELY, STORAGE, DISTRIBUTION, PICK-UP, AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, RAW MATERIALS, AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS; FREIGHT FORWARDING SERVICES; AND TRANSPORTATION OF THE GOODS OF OTHERS BY AIR, RAIL, SHIP OR TRUCK.

ELEME NTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES
MARK TYPE
INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES)
DATE OF FIRST USE
DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE


SAFETY SLEEVE
INT. CL. 8/U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44
FOR MANUALLY OPERATED LONG-HANDED NON-POWERED LAWN AND GARDEN AND CONTRACTING TOOLS, NAMELY, SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES, CULTIVATORS AND POST HOLE DIGGERS. FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME

2,735,073. REG. 7-8-2003. M & S SYSTEMS, L.P. (TEXAS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP) 2601 CONGRESSMAN LANE, DALLAS, TX, 75220, SN 75-865,634. FILED 12-6-1999. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

PURELY POWERFUL

INT. CL. 7/U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35
FOR CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEM FOR RESIDENTIAL USE, COMPRISED OF CENTRAL VACUUM UNITS, TUBING AND FITTINGS. FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
GOODS/SERVICES
[INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES)]
[U.S. CLASS(ES)]
[DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE]
[FOREIGN COUNTRY OF ORIGIN]


CRD ABSOLUTE

INT. CL. 7/U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35
FOR [MECHANICAL ENGINE] PARTS FOR MOTORCYCLES, * FOR MOTORBIKES, FOR SNOW-BIKES, FOR MOTORCYCLES WITH FOUR WHEELS, FOR MOTORCYCLES WITH THREE WHEELS, AND FOR JET-SKIS, * NAMELY SILENCERS, MUFFLERS, AIR FILTERS, AS PART OF VEHICLE EXHAUST SYSTEMS, IGNITION SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF IGNITION WIRES AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF HEADERS AND SILENCERS; EXHAUST PIPES FOR MOTORCYCLES, * MOTORCYCLES, WITH FOUR WHEELS, MOTORCYCLES WITH THREE WHEELS, SNOW-BIKES, AND JET-SKIS *
FIRST USE 1-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-3-2002.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
GOODS/SERVICES

2,742,732. REG. 7-29-2003. LEXELNET.COM, LLC (NEW YORK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) 4 WHITE STREET, SUITE 5B, NEW YORK, NY, 10013, SN 76-025,232. FILED 4-13-2000. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

LEXELNET THE LANGUAGE MARKSPACE

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE MARKETPLACE FOR RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LANGUAGE TRANSLATION, INTERPRETING SERVICES, AND OTHER LANGUAGE-RELATED GOODS AND SERVICES; PROCUREMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PURCHASING GOODS AND SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LANGUAGE TRANSLATION, INTERPRETING SERVICES, AND OTHER LANGUAGE-RELATED GOODS AND SERVICES FOR OTHERS. FIRST USE 4-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
MARK

2,743,020. REG. 7-29-2003. NEW BREED CORPORATE SERVICES, INC. (NEW JERSEY CORPORATION) 4043 PIEDMONT PARKWAY, HIGH POINT, NC, 27265, SN 76-131,873. FILED 9-20-2000. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

NB

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102

INT. CL. 37/U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106

INT. CL. 39/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*
CITIZENSHIP
2,743,022. REG. 7-29-2003. NEW BREED CORPORATE SERVICES, INC. (NORTH CAROLINA CORPORATION) 4043 PIEDMONT PARKWAY, HIGH POINT, NC, 27265, SN 76-132,108. FILED 9-20-2000. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY THE CONTROL, MANAGEMENT, COMPUTERIZED AND MANUAL TRACKING, AND REPORTING OF INVENTORY AND GOODS IN TRANSIT; COMPUTERIZED DATA BASE MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES REGARDING PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION.

INT. CL. 37/U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106
FOR INSTALLATION, REPAIR, AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES FOR EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELDS OF TRANSPORTATION, MAIL PROCESSING, MAIL SORTING AND MAIL DELIVERY.

INT. CL. 39/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105
FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, NAMELY THE PACKAGING, LOADING, TRANSPORT, DELIVERY, AND UNLOADING OF FREIGHT AND GOODS OF OTHERS BY TRUCK, VAN, RAIL, AND AIR; AND THE TRANSPORT OF AIRPLANES OF OTHERS; LEASING SERVICES, NAMELY THE LEASING OF VEHICLES AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT TO OTHERS; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF TRANSPORTATION; STORAGE AND WAREHOUSE SERVICES, NAMELY THE PROVISION FOR OTHERS OF STORAGE AND WAREHOUSE SPACE; FREIGHT FORWARDING; FREIGHT BROKERING.

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR ENGINEERING AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF LOGISTICAL SOLUTIONS, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, ON THE SUBJECT OF TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICAL SOLUTIONS; AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICAL SOLUTIONS.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*


APURNA
INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52

FOR DIETETIC PRODUCTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES AND MEDICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING, NAMELY, DIET PILLS, DIET CAPSULES AND FOOD FOR MEDICALLY RESTRICTED DIETS, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, MEDICATED BATH SALTS, BABY FOOD, NAMELY, LACTEAL FLOUR, SOUPS, DEHYDRATED [SOUP], SOUPS, MILK, POWDERED MILK, FRUIT COMPOTES, VEGETABLE PUREES, DEHYDRATED VEGETABLE PUREES, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICE, PULP.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 29/U.S. CL. 46
FOR PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS IN GENERAL, VEGETABLES IN GENERAL, CHEESE IN GENERAL, DAIRY * DAIRY * PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT, DAIRY * DAIRY * BASED CHOCOLATE FOOD BEVERAGES, VEGETABLE BASED CHOCOLATE FOOD BEVERAGES, STEWED FRUITS JAMS, FRUIT PUREES, JELLY, SOUPS, MILK, POWDER MILK, FLAVORED GELLED MILK AND WHIPPED MILK, YOGURTS, SYRUPS, FRUIT AND MILK NUGGETS TO DRINK, FRESH CREAM, BUTTER, CHEESE PASTES.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 30/U.S. CL 46
FOR PASTRIES, BREAKFAST CEREALS, CEREAL BASED SNACK FOOD, READY TO EAT CEREAL DERIVED FOOD BARS, PROCESSED CEREALS, FROZEN, PREPARED AND PACKAGED ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA OR RICE, SALTED OR SWEET PASTRIES AND BISCUITS PASTRY APPETIZERS, FROZEN CONFECTIONERIES, COFFEES BASED BEVERAGES CONTAINING MILK, SORBET, PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING DRINKS, NAMELY, FRUIT DRINKS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, CHOCOLATE, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, FLOURS, PIES, PIZZAS, PLAIN, FLAVORED AND FILLED PASTA, CEREALS FOR BREAKFAST, PASTRIES, BREAD, RUSKS, SWEET AND SALTED BISCUITS, WAFFLES, WAFFLES, CAKES, ICE CREAM, HONEY, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES, SWEET SAUCES, PASTA SAUCES, SPICES, BAKERY DESSERT, DESSERT SOUFFLES, FLAVORED SWEETENED GELATIN DESSERTS.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 32/U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48
FOR BEER AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEER, STILL AND AERATED WATERS, MINERAL AND NON MINERAL WATER, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICE, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE BASED DRINKS, LEMONADE, TONIC WATER, GINGER BEER.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
FOREIGN REG. NO.
FOREIGN REG. DATE
2,747,149. REG. 8-5-2003. OMEGA SA (OMEGA AG) (OMEGA LTD.) (SWITZERLAND CORPORATION) JAKOB-STAMPFLI-STRASSE 96, BIEL/BIENNE, SWITZERLAND, 2502, SN 78-113,326. FILED 3-7-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 25,036, 1,969,071 AND OTHERS.

INT. CL. 14/U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50
FOR WATCHES, WATCHES MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS, WATCHES PARTLY OR ENTIRELY SET WITH PRECIOUS STONES AND PARTS THEREOF; WATCH STRAPS, WATCH BRACELETS AND PARTS THEREOF; CHRONOGRAPHS, CHRONOMETERS AND PARTS THEREOF;

FIRST USE 5-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER ADDRESS


RE-VIVE

INT. CL. 2/U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16
FOR FABRIC DYE CONTAINING LAUNDRY DETERGENT USED TO RESTORE COLOR TO GARMENTS.

FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER ADDRESS

2,753,469. REG. 8-19-2003. SEMCO ENERGY, INC. (MICHIGAN CORPORATION) 405 WATER STREET, PORT HURON, MI, 48060, SN 75-880,707. FILED 12-22-1999. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

ARETECH

INT. CL. 37/U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106
FOR INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR OTHERS.


ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER ADDRESS


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,344,498.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "TETAO" IN THE MARK IS "THE WAY TO VIRTUE".

INT. CL. 3/U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52
FOR NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, NAMELY DEODORANT SOAPS, PERSONAL DEODORANTS, ANTI-PERSPIRANTS, SHOWER AND BATH GEL, BODY LOTION, HAND LOTION, NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS, BEAUTY MASKS FOR USE ON THE FACE, BODY AND SKIN, CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR USE ON THE FACE, HAIR AND SKIN, MASSAGE OIL, BATH OIL, FACIAL CLEANSER, FACIAL SKIN WASH LOTIONS AND CREAMS, FACIAL TONER, FACIAL MOISTURIZERS, SKIN MOISTURIZERS AND EYE CREAM; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, NAMELY, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR SHAMPOOS, SHAMPOO-CONDITIONERS, HAIR MOUSSE, BLOW DRY HAIR LOTIONS, STYLING HAIR SPRAY, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR GEL, HAIR CONDITIONERS AND HAIR DYES; PERFUMERY, NAMELY, BODY SPRAY, EAU DE COLOGNE, PERFUME AND AROMA THERAPY OIL; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; AND COSMETICS, NAMELY, EYE MAKEUP REMOVER, NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM, LIPSTICK, NAIL POLISH, BODY SHADING POWDER, FACE MAKEUP POWDER, EYE SHADOW, MASCARA, MAKEUP, LIP LINER, EYEBROW PENCIL AND BLUSHER.


ELEMENTS CORRECTED
ENTITY


PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON SWEDEN APPLICATION NO. 98-05315, FILED 7-3-1998, REG. NO. 345519, DATED 4-12-2001, EXPIRES 4-12-2011.

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38

THINWIZARD
FOR COMPUTER PRINTERS, NAMELY LASER PRINTERS, LASER COLOR PRINTERS, INK-JET PRINTERS, INK-JET COLOR PRINTERS, MATRIX PRINTERS, PLOTTERS; DESKTOP COMPUTERS, SERVERS, LAPTOP COMPUTERS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS AND HAND-HELD PERSONAL COMPUTERS, KEYBOARDS, MOUSES, AND MONITORS; COMPUTER MEMORIES, MEMORY CARDS, SYSTEM BOARDS, AND PROCESSORS; EXTERNAL MODEMS, INTERNAL MODEMS, MODEM FOR USE BY LAPTOPS AS PCMCIA-CARDS, SCANNERS, BAR CODE READERS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, VIDEO CAMERAS, MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS, TELEGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS; BLANK VIDEO TAPES; UNEXPOSED CAMERA FILM; MOTION PICTURE FILM FOR FILMING, VIDEO RECORDERS, VIDEO PLAYERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR CREATING GRAPHIC AND ARTISTIC WORK, FOR IMAGE PROCESSING, FOR CREATING WEB PAGES, FOR WORD PROCESSING, FOR CALCULATING AND SPREADSHEETS, FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT, FOR OPERATING SERVERS, NETWORKS, WEB SITES, E-MAIL FUNCTIONS, FOR TIME SCHEDULING, FOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, FOR BROWSING, TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROJECTORS FOR USE IN VIDEO AND COMPUTER PRESENTATIONS; PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT FOR COMPUTERS, NAMELY, HARD DRIVES BACKUP DRIVES, CD DRIVES, CD-ROM WRITERS, SOUND CARDS, TELEVISION AND VIDEO CARDS FOR USE AND INSTALLATION IN COMPUTERS, 3D GRAPHIC CARDS, MOUSE PADS, EXTERNAL TELEVISION AND VIDEO CONVERTERS FOR CONNECTION TO COMPUTERS, INCIDENTAL COMPUTER MATERIALS, NAMELY, MAGNETICAL DISCS, OPTICAL DISCS, WRITEABLE AND RE-WRITEABLE CD-ROM DISCS, DAT TAPES, CASSETTE TAPES, BACKUP TAPES FOR USE IN BACKUP DRIVES, EQUIPMENT FOR USE IN COMPUTER NETWORKS, NAMELY, HUBS, ROUTERS, PROTOCOL CONVERTERS, PRINT SERVERS, PC-CARDS, CD-ROM SERVERS, FAX SERVERS, SWITCHES, CABLES, FACSIMILE MACHINES, TELEX PHONES, AND TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 16/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50

FOR PRINTED ARTICLES AND BOOKS, NAMELY COMPUTER MANUALS FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS, AND END-USERS OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS, MANUALS FOR INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS, POSTERS AND BROCHURES CONCERNING COMPUTERS, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTING, COMPUTER MAGAZINES, CALENDARS, CATALOGUES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTING; BLANK AND PICTURE CARDS, NOTE PADS, NOTEBOOKS, BINDERS, BOOK COVERS, MEMORANDUM BOOKS, PENS AND PENCILS, BULLETIN BOARDS; PRINTING PAPER, TYPWRITER PAPER, PAPER FOR USE IN LASER AND/OR INK JET PRINTERS, COMPUTER PAPER, COPY PAPER, FAX PAPER; BLANK OR PARTIALLY PRINTED LABELS, COMPUTER PRINTER RIBBONS; COMPUTER PRINTER FONTS.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 20/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 30

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE BULLETIN BOARDS, DEVELOPING, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES AND NETWORK WEB PAGES IN GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; UPDATING AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND NETWORKS; CONSULTATION FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT; TESTING AND CONSULTATION FOR NEW PRODUCTS AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS; ENGINEERING SURVEYS AND INVESTIGATIONS AND GENERAL ENGINEERING SERVICES; SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH; LEASING COMPUTERS OR COMPUTER FACILITIES; RENTAL OF COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE; LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
FOREIGN REG. EXPIRATION DATE

2,758,894. REG. 2-2-2003. HISAMITSU PHARMACEUTICAL CO., INC. (JAPAN CORPORATION) 408, TASHIRODAI-KAN-MACHI, TOSU-SHI, SAGA, JAPAN, 841-0017, SN 78-134,154. FILED 6-7-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

SALOKET


INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52

FOR MEDICATED TRANSDERMAL PATCHES, PLASTERS, PADS AND CATAPLASMS FOR THE TEMPORARY RELIEF OF ACHEs AND PAINs OF MUSCLES, JOINTS AND TENDONS; ANTI-INFLAMMATORY AND ANALGESIC AGENTS; OTHER PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND ANALGESIC AGENTS; OTHER PHARMACEUTICALS, JOINTS AND TENDONS; ANTI-INFLAMMATORY AND ANALGESIC AGENTS; OTHER PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND ANALGESIC AGENTS.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 38/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104

FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION LINKS BY WHICH CUSTOMERS MAY ORDER PRODUCTS OR SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION LINKS BY WHICH THE USERS CAN CONTROL ELECTRICAL OR ELECTRONICAL DEVICES AND APPARATUS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA, IMAGES AND DIGITAL DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; BROADCASTING TV-OR RADIO PROGRAMS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING SERVICES FOR TRANSMITTING FAX MESSAGES.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

HUNTER DOUGLAS HOSPITALITY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,384,964, 2,443,137 AND OTHERS.

INT. CL. 20/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 30

FOR WINDOW BLINDS AND WINDOW SHADES OF FABRIC AND OTHER NON-METAL MATERIALS. FIRST USE 2-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-6-2002.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
DATE OF FIRST USE
DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE


TEKMAX

INT. CL. 7/U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35 FOR POWER CORKSCREW.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
CITIZENSHIP


CC-CHEMPLORER

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30126457.0/0. FILED 4-25-2001. REG. NO. 30126457, DATED 10-16-2001, EXPIRES 4-30-2011.
INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; MAINTAINING AN EXCHANGE AND LISTING SERVICE FOR OTHERS, NAMELY PROVIDING PRODUCT AND SERVICE INFORMATION AND MATCHING BUYERS AND SELLERS IN THE FIELDS OF TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND PACKAGING MATERIALS FOR THE CHEMICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND RELATED INDUSTRIES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK; E-COMMERCE SERVICES, NAMELY ONLINE AUCTIONS FOR TECHNICAL GOODS IN THE CHEMICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND RELATED INDUSTRIES; ONLINE INVITATIONS TO TENDER FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS, AND INFORMATION SERVICES, IN PARTICULAR PROVIDING ECONOMIC INFORMATION; PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE DESIGNED TO ASSIST WITH THE OPERATION OF BUSINESS BY PROVIDING BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY NEWS, NAMELY INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF THE CHEMICAL AND RELATED INDUSTRIES; THE LIFE SCIENCE INDUSTRY, THE PROCESS INDUSTRY, AND INFORMATION ABOUT BUSINESSES IN THESE INDUSTRIES; LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT FOR THE CHEMICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND RELATED INDUSTRIES, RENDERED IN PARTICULAR VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT, NAMELY BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF MEASURES TO COORDINATE PROCESSES INVOLVED IN PRODUCING, SHIPPING AND DISTRIBUTING PRODUCTS; FREIGHT TRACKING, NAMELY MONITORING TRANSPORT CONTAINERS OR TRANSPORT VEHICLES BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING FOR DETERMINING THE CURRENT LOCATION THEREOF.


INTERNATIONAL UTILITY LOCATE RODEO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING A PUBLIC RELATIONS EVENT THAT PERMITS LOCATORS TO SHOW THEIR SKILL IN LOCATING UNDERGROUND FACILITIES.

2,775,000. REG. 10-21-2003. LA PAZ SIGARENFABRIKEN B.V. (NETHERLANDS CORPORATION) JOHN F. KENNEDYLAAN 3, 5555 XC Valkenswaard, NETHERLANDS, SN 76-448,229. FILED 9-4-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

COOL HIT

INT. CL. 34/U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17
FOR SNUFF, SNUFF BOXES, NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS.

2,775,532. REG. 10-21-2003. HISAMITSU PHARMACEUTICAL CO., INC. (JAPAN CORPORATION) 408, TASHIRO-DAIKAN-MACHI, TOSU-SHI, SAGA, JAPAN, 841-0017, SN 78-134,157. FILED 6-7-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

PRAF

OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 4657674, DATED 6-3-2002, EXPIRES 6-3-2012.
INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52
FOR MEDICATED TRANSDERMAL PATCHES, PLAS-TERS, PADS, AND CATAPLASMS FOR THE TEMPOR-ARY RELIEF OF ACHEs OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS, AND THE ACHEs AND PAINS OF MUS-CLES, JOINTS AND TENDONS; ANTI-INFLAMMATORY AND ANALGESIC AGENTS; OTHER PHARMACEUTI-CALS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF LUMBAR, NAMELY MUSCULAR AND [FACIAL] * FASCIAL * LUMBAGO, SPONDYLISIS DEFORMANS DISCOPA-ThY, AND SPRAIN OF LUMBER SPINE, OSTEoARTHRITIS, HUMEROSCAPULAR PERIARTHritis, TENDINITIS, TENDO-VAGINITIS, PERTENDINITIS, HUMERAL EPICONDYLITIS, TENNIS ELBOW, MYAL-GIA AND POST-TRAUMATIC SWELLING AND PAIN.
FIRST USE : IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES

2,776,053. REG. 10-21-2003. PACKERLAND PROCESSING COMPANY, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 2580 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, GREEN BAY, WI, 54311, SN 76-009,831. FILED 3-24-2000. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

GRAND RIVER RANCH

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,333,673.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RANCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 29/U.S. CL 46
FOR FRESH BEEF AND FROZEN BEEF AND BEEF CUTS.
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME
OWNER ADDRESS


PHARMEXCIPIENT

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR IMPORT AND EXPORT AGENCIES, WHOLE-SALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES AND MAIL OR-DER SERVICES, ALL IN THE FIELD OF SPECIALTY CHEMICAL-BASED PRODUCTS INCLUDING IN THE PRODUCT AREAS OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS AND RAW MATERIALS USED AS DISINTEGRANT, DISSO-LUTION AID, COMPRESSION AND COMPACTION AGENT, BINDER, CONSISTENCY AGENT, DISPERSANT, AGGLUTINANT, ABSORBENT, PROTECTOR, GUM BASE, SUSPENSION AGENT, THICKENER, VISC-OsITY AGENT, OPACIFIER, EMULSIFIER, AND STA-BILIZER USED IN FOODS, DRUGS, COSMETICS, HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS.
FIRST USE 8-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2000.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
MARK


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRIULI" AND "NEW YORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR. THE LINING IN THE MARK IS MERELY TO INDICATE SHADING.
INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS OF THE FRIULI REGION OF ITALY IN NEW YORK.
FIRST USE 3-5-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2002.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME


LUSTER-LOCK

INT. CL. 19/U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 30
FOR WOOD FLOORING WITH SCRATCH RESISTANT FINISH.
FIRST USE 7-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2000.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
CITIZENSHIP

IGUANA


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,021,110.

INT. CL. 18/U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41
FOR BAGS, NAMELY, ALL-PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, LEISURE BAGS, NAMELY OVERNIGHT BAGS AND TRAVELING BAGS
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 24/U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50
FOR HANDKERCHIEFS AND BATH TOWELS.

INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, LEISURE, SPORT, SKI AND BEACH CLOTHES, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS AND SWEATPANTS, BATHING SUITS AND COVER-UPS, SOCKS; LEATHER GARMENTS, NAMELY, SKIRTS, PANTS, COATS, AND JACKETS; HEAD COVERINGS, NAMELY, CAPS, HATS AND HEADBANDS; SHOES, NAMELY, SPORT AND LEISURE SHOES
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*

2,778,921. REG. 11-4-2003. PIERBURG AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (FED REP GERMANY CORPORATION) ALFRED PIERBURG STR. 1, D-41460 NEUSS, FED REP GERMANY., SN 76-196,687. FILED 1-19-2001. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR DRIVING FUEL PUMPS, AIR PUMPS, VACUUM PUMPS, WATER-CIR- CULATING PUMPS, OIL PUMPS AND, SERVO OPERATED VALVES, NAMELY, THROTTLE VALVES; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR LAND VEHICLES AND LAND VEHICLE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES, NAMELY, VACUUM BOXES AND VACUUM ACTUATORS, INTAKE MANIFOLDS, INTAKE AIR THROTTLE VALVE BODIES, THERMAL VALVES, FUEL PUMPS AND SWIRL POTS THEREOF, NAMELY, FUEL PUMP MODULES, FUEL VALVES, FUEL FILTERS, FUEL SEPARATORS, AIR PUMPS, AIR BLOWERS, AIR ON/ OFF VALVES AND AIR FLOW CONTROL VALVES, WATER-CIRCULATING PUMPS, OIL PUMPS, VACUUM PUMPS, VACUUM CONTROL VALVES, EXHAUST-GAS RETURN VALVES AND CONTROL VALVES FOR DETOXIFICATION OF EXHAUST GAS, EXHAUST-GAS VALVES FOR EXHAUST PASSAGES.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR MEASURING RECORDERS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE PARAMETERS, NAMELY, SEN- SORS FOR MEASURING THE INTAKE AIR FLOW RATE, TEMPERATURE SENSORS, PRESSURE SEN- SORS, MEASURING, SIGNAL, CONTROL AND MON- ITORING EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS USED IN EXHAUST-GAS ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES, NAMELY, INFRARED GAS ANALYZER, INFRARED EXHAUST GAS ANALYZER, DIESEL OPACIMETER; EMISSION MEASURING SYSTEMS, COMPRISED DRIVERS AID VIDEO MONITOR, EXHAUST GAS PARTICLE SAMPLING TUN-NEL, EXHAUST GAS PARTICLE SAMPLING GAUGE, CLEAN AIR CHAMBER FOR EXHAUST GAS PARTICLE WEIGHTING, TEST STAND COMPUTER AND TEST RESULT VIDEO MONITOR, EXHAUST GAS EMISSION GAUGE FOR LABORATORIES AND WORKSHOPS, SPE- CIAL PURPOSE TEST STANDS, VACUUM SWITCHES.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER ADDRESS
FOREIGN REG. DATE

2,778,947. REG. 11-4-2003. FLAGS UNLIMITED CORPORATION (CANADA CORPORATION) 364 ST. VINCENT STREET, BARRIE, ONTARIO, CANADA, L4M455, SN 76- 252,646. FILED 5-7-2001. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

TRUEDYE


INT. CL. 24/U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50
FOR CLOTH FLAGS AND CLOTH BANNERS.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,441,543 AND 2,060,140. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "METHODIST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE LINING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

INT. CL. 44/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101 FOR HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CARE SERVICES. FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.


INT. CL. 12/U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44 FOR INTERIOR PANELS * * * INTERIOR TRIM [ COMPONENTS ] * COMPONENTS * AND DECORATIVE GRAINED OR TEXTURED COVER STOCK SKINS. ALL FOR VEHICLES; AND DECORATIVE GRAINED OR TEXTURED COVER STOCK SKINS. ALL FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING INTERIOR PANELS AND TRIM [ COMPONENTS ] * COMPONENTS * FOR VEHICLES. FIRST USE 7-7-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-7-2002.

2,784,739. REG. 11-18-2003. CASCADE BIOLOGICS, INC. (OREGON CORPORATION) 1341 SW CUSTER DRIVE, PORTLAND, OR, 97219, SN 76-310,897. FILED 9-7-2001. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

INT. CL. 1/U.S. CLS. 1 FOR MEDIA FOR CELL/TISSUE CULTURES, CELL/TISSUE CULTURE GROWTH SUPPLEMENTS, REAGENTS FOR USE IN CELL/TISSUE CULTURES, AND CELLS. ALL FOR USE IN SCIENTIFIC, LABORATORY, AND MEDICAL RESEARCH. FIRST USE 11-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2001.


UNIACC LA UNIVERSIDAD DE LAS COMUNICACIONES


INT. CL. 38/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104 FOR RADIO BROADCASTING; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; SATELLITE TRANSMISSION SERVICES. FIRST USE , IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107 FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE PRIMARY, SECONDARY, COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LEVEL. FIRST USE , IN COMMERCE .
ANGEL EYES

INT. CL. 31/U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46
FOR LIVE PLANTS, FLOWERS AND PROPAGATION MATERIAL, NAMELY PELARGONIUM GRANDIFLORUM LIVE PLANTS, FLOWERS AND PROPAGATION MATERIALS.
FIRST USE; IN COMMERCE.

PRIORITY CLAIMED STATEMENT

SOLUBEX

INT. CL. 1/U.S. CLS. 1
FOR CHEMICALS PRODUCED USING SUPERCRITICAL FLUIDS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD, PHARMACEUTICALS, AND COSMETICS.
FIRST USE; IN COMMERCE.

PRIORITY CLAIMED STATEMENT

HARMLESS HAZARDS


ELEMEENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*


JONES SODA CO.


INT. CL. 32/U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48 FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC CARBONATED AND NON-CARBONATED BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SODA WATER, MINERAL WATER AND SPRING WATER; FRUIT JUICES; SOFT DRINKS.


ELEMEENTS CORRECTED
*OWNER NAME*
*OWNER ADDRESS*
*CITIZENSHIP*
*ENTITY*

2,792,717. REG. 12-9-2003. CLASSIC COFFEE CONCEPTS, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 6001 NORTH PARK BOULEVARD, CHARLOTTE, NC, 28216, SN 76-975,895. FILED 5-29-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

Classic Concepts


ELEMEENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES

2,793,387. REG. 12-16-2003. AL SAFA HALAL LTD. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 11610 YEATMAN TERRACE, SILVER SPRING, MD, 20902, SN 75-564,140. FILED 10-2-1998. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

AL SAFA

THE NAME "AL SAFA" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

INT. CL. 29/U.S. CLS. 46 FOR ALL MEAT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BEEF, POULTRY, LAMB, VEAL, GOAT, MUTTON AND OTHER HALAL SPECIAL MEATS; ALL PROCESSED MEAT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, DELI, SLICED MEATS, WIENERS AND SAUSAGE.

FIRST USE 5-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1998.

ELEMEENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*


WOOZLAB


INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38 FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR VISUAL MANAGEMENT OF INTERNET CONTENT, NAMELY, FOR VIEWING AND ORGANIZING INFORMATION AND CONTENTS INSIDE A WEB SITE AND DELIVERING NEW NAVIGATION TOOLS AND INTERACTIVE CONTENT PERSONALIZATION IN A NATURAL 3D FASHION.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMEENTS CORRECTED
*CITIZENSHIP *
*FOREIGN REG. DATE*
MILKOSCAN

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CI-
NEMATOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
AND APPARATUS, NAMELY SPECTROMETERS FOR
ANALYZING, MEASURING AND CONTROLLING FOR
USE IN THE FOOD, BEVERAGE, DAIRY, MICROBIO-
LOGICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY AND
FOR USE IN LABORATORIES; INSTRUMENTS FOR
WEIGHING, MEASURING AND CHECKING SUPERVI-
SION, CONTROLLING, AND ANALYZING, NAMELY
SPECTROMETERS FOR DETERMINATION OF THE
CONTENT OF FAT, PROTEIN, LACTOSE, ACIDITY,
TOTAL SOLIDS, BRIX AND MOISTURE FOR USE IN
THE FOOD, BEVERAGE, DAIRY, MICROBIOLOGICAL
AND PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY AND FOR USE
IN LABORATORIES; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING,
TRANSMISSION AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR
IMAGES, NAMELY SPECTROMETERS FOR USE IN
THE FOOD, BEVERAGE, DAIRY AND MICROBIOLO-
GICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY AND
FOR USE IN LABORATORIES; PRERECODED MAGNETIC DATA
CARRIERS, FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE
FOR STEERING AND CONTROLLING ANALYZING,
MEASURING AND CONTROLLING APPARATUS AND
INSTRUMENTS; CALCULATING MACHINES AND
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS;
RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN
CONNECTION WITH THE MENTIONED APPARATUS
AND INSTRUMENTS; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR
ALL THE ABOVE MENTIONED GOODS.
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

PIERO MILANO

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN
CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 1.525.831, FILED 2-
25-2000. REG. NO. 001525831, DATED 1-31-2002, EXPIRES 2-
25-2010.
THE NAME "PIERO MILANO" IDENTIFIES A LIVING
INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
INT. CL. 3/U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52
FOR LAUNDRY BLEACH, LAUNDRY DETERGENT,
ALL PURPOSE CLEANERS, POLISH, SCOURING LI-
QUIDS; SKIN ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SKIN SOAP;
PERFUMES; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE;
HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .
INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR NON-FICTION BOOKS FEATURING ENTER-
TAINMENT CONTENT; [ CALENDARS; CHILDREN'S
BOOKS; COMIC BOOKS; ] MAGAZINES REGARDING
VIDEO GAMES; MEMO PADS; [ NEWSPAPER CAR-
TOONS; NEWSPAPERS; ] NOTEBOOKS; NOTE PADS;
PAMPHLETS; [ PAPERBACK BOOKS FOR CHILDREN; ]
PAPER BANNERS; PAPER DECORATIONS MOUNTA-
BLE ON DOORS; [ PAPER NAPKINS; PAPER PARTY
FAVORS; PENCILS; ] PENS; [ PICTURE STORYBOOKS; ]
PLAYING CARDS; POSTCARDS; POSTERS; RING BIN-
DERS; SCRATCH PADS; [ STATIONERY; STATIONERY-
TYPE PORTFOLIOS; ] STICKERS.

TWINCOOLING SYSTEM

INT. CL. 11/U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FOR STORES FEAT-
URING ARTICLES OF JEWELRY, COSTUME JEW-
ELRY, HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS; BEVERAGE
GLASSWARE AND PERFUME.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .
FOR REFRIGERATORS.
FIRST USE 3-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER ADDRESS

2,801,118. REG. 12-30-2003. PACIFIC PREMIER BANCORP, INC. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 1600 SUNFLOWER AVENUE, 2ND FLOOR, COSTA MESA, CA, 92626, SN 76-411,888. FILED 5-24-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

PACIFIC PREMIER BANK

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PREMIER BANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 36/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102 FOR BANKING SERVICES; FINANCING SERVICES; REAL ESTATE LOAN FINANCING ON APARTMENT BUILDINGS AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE; LOAN FINANCING FOR CONSTRUCTION OF HOMES AND OTHER HOUSING; HOME EQUITY LOAN FINANCING.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER ADDRESS


HALLOWEEN COSTUME WAREHOUSE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WAREHOUSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102 FOR RETAIL SERVICES IN STORES, [ON-LINE OR BY MAIL] FOR PARTY SUPPLIES AND COSTUMES.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED [GOODS/SERVICES]

2,802,262. REG. 1-6-2004. PARTY CITY CORPORATION (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 400 COMMONS WAY, BUILDING C, ROCKAWAY, NJ, 07866, SN 78-140,220. FILED 7-1-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

SHoppers

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,305,515, 1,543,972 AND OTHERS.
AS TO "SHOPPERS".

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102 FOR RETAIL GROCERY STORE SERVICES.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED PRIOR U.S. REGS.

2,802,376. REG. 1-6-2004. SFW LICENSING CORP. (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 11840 VALLEY VIEW ROAD, EDEN PRAIRIE, MN, 55344, SN 78-188,649. FILED 11-25-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

ONIQUA

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING AND ANALYZING INVENTORY, PROCUREMENT AND MAINTENANCE, AND MANAGING SUPPLY AND VALUE CHAIN DATA.
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101 FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE INSTALLATION, CONSULTATION AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS.
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2002.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME
ENTITY

2,802,241. REG. 1-6-2004. ONIQUA PTY LTD (AUSTRALIA COMPANY) LEVEL 4, 303 CORONATION DRIVE, PO BOX 1119 BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND 4064, AUSTRALIA., SN 78-123,253. FILED 4-22-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.


INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39 FOR INFANTWEAR; CLOTHING FOR TODDLERS, NAMELY, ONE PIECE T-SHIRT AND DIAPER COVER, UNDERSHIRTS, NIGHTGOWNS, ONE [AND ] *PIECE PLAYSUITS* UNDERWEAR SETS, SOCKS, TIGHTS, CAPS, BOOTIES, BIBS, MITTENS, PANTS, TOPS.
FIRST USE 3-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED GOODS/SERVICES

PRIOR U.S. REGS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "X-RAY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR X-RAY SYSTEMS FOR NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY, NAMELY X-RAY APPARATUS WITH IMAGE RESOLUTION IN THE MICROMETER AND SUBMICROMETER/NANOMETER RANGE, X-RAY TUBES WITH FOCAL SPOTS IN THE MICROMETER AND SUBMICROMETER/NANOMETER RANGE FOR NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING, IMAGE PROCESSING AND CONTROL SOFTWARE FOR NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING WITH X-RAY SYSTEMS AND X-RAY TUBES.

INT. CL. 10/U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44
FOR ROENTGEN SYSTEMS FOR ANALYSIS AND INSPECTION OF MEDICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS AND SPECIMENS, NAMELY X-RAY APPARATUS WITH ELECTRICAL CONTROLLERS AND IMAGE RESOLUTION IN THE MICROMETER AND SUBMICROMETER/NANOMETER RANGE, AND X-RAY TUBES WITH FOCAL SPOTS IN THE MICROMETER AND SUBMICROMETER/NANOMETER RANGE FOR ANALYSIS AND INSPECTION OF MEDICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS AND SPECIMENS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUPPLY CHAIN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, THE CONTROL, MANAGEMENT, COMPUTERIZED AND MANUAL TRACKING, AND REPORTING OF INVENTORY AND GOODS IN TRANSIT; COMPUTERIZED DATA BASE MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES REGARDING PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION.

INT. CL. 39/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105
FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, NAMELY THE PACKAGING, LOADING, TRANSPORT, DELIVERY, AND UNLOADING OF FREIGHT AND GOODS OF OTHERS BY TRUCK, VAN, RAIL, AND AIR; AND THE TRANSPORT OF AIRPLANES OF OTHERS; LEASING SERVICES, NAMELY THE LEASING OF VEHICLES AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT TO OTHERS; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF TRANSPORTATION; STORAGE AND WAREHOUSE SERVICES, NAMELY THE PROVISION FOR OTHERS OF STORAGE AND WAREHOUSE SPACE; FREIGHT FORWARDING; FREIGHT BROKERAGE.

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR ENGINEERING AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF LOGISTICAL SOLUTIONS, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, ON THE SUBJECT OF TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICAL SOLUTIONS; AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICAL SOLUTIONS.
SAM SUSTAINABILITY


INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSET MANAGEMENT, CAPITAL INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, CAPITAL INVESTMENT FOR OTHERS; PENSION FUNDS, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS; INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION, INSURANCE BROKERAGE; INSURANCE CONSULTATION, INSURANCE UNDERWRITING IN THE FIELD OF LIFE INSURANCE; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 36/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSET MANAGEMENT, CAPITAL INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, CAPITAL INVESTMENT FOR OTHERS; PENSION FUNDS, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS; INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION, INSURANCE BROKERAGE; INSURANCE CONSULTATION, INSURANCE UNDERWRITING IN THE FIELD OF LIFE INSURANCE; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .


INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR ECONOMIC FORECASTING; BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE NATURE OF EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

INT. CL. 36/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSET MANAGEMENT, CAPITAL INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, CAPITAL INVESTMENT FOR OTHERS; PENSION FUNDS, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS; INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION, INSURANCE BROKERAGE; INSURANCE CONSULTATION, INSURANCE UNDERWRITING IN THE FIELD OF LIFE INSURANCE; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*
OWNER NAME


INT. CL. 14/U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50
FOR PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; GOODS FORMED OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS METALS, NAMELY, WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES, WATCH CASES, WATCH BANDS, WATCH STRAPS, BRACELETS, CUFF LINKS AND NECKLACES; JEWELRY, PRECIOUS STONES, NAMELY, DIAMONDS AND GEMSTONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES, CLOCKS AND CHRONOMETERS.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*
OWNER NAME


INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS, DIGITAL SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE, COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND MULTIMEDIA FOR USE IN THE MONITORING, ACQUISITION, RECORDING, ANALYSIS AND STORAGE OF VOICE, FAX, VIDEO, INTERNET, DATA AND DESKTOP SCREEN IMAGERY FROM MULTIPLE TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS, AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS, SOLD AS A UNIT.

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, DIGITAL SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE, COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND MULTIMEDIA.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*
OWNER NAME

2,803,673. REG. 1-6-2004. VISUAL IMPRESSIONS, LLC (NEW YORK LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION) 5 INEZ DRIVE, P.O. BOX 610, BAY SHORE, NY, 117060828, SN 78-142,236. FILED 7-9-2002. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

INT. CL. 11/U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES, NAMELY, CHANDELIERS, ACRYLIC FIXTURES, BEVELED GLASS FIXTURES, PENDANT FIXTURES, OUTDOOR FIXTURES, SECURITY LIGHTING, BATH AND VANITY FIXTURES, WALL SCONCES, TRACK LIGHTING, RECESS LIGHTING, HALOGEN LAMPS AND FIXTURES, FLUORESCENT LAMPS AND FIXTURES, [I.E;E.D] * I.E;E.D; * LAMPS AND FIXTURES, FLOOR LAMPS, TABLE LAMPS, MIRRORS WITH LIGHTS, DESK AND TRACK LIGHTING, HANGING FIXTURES, FLUSH FIXTURES, STAINED GLASS LIGHTING FIXTURES AND LAMPS.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES


INT. CL. 14/U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50
FOR PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; GOODS FORMED OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS METALS, NAMELY, WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES, WATCH CASES, WATCH BANDS, WATCH STRAPS, BRACELETS, CUFF LINKS AND NECKLACES; JEWELRY, PRECIOUS STONES, NAMELY, DIAMONDS AND GEMSTONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES, CLOCKS AND CHRONOMETERS.
FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*
OWNER NAME
THE CLEAR WAY TO BETTER PASTA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PASTA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 30/U.S. CL. 46
FOR PASTA, MACARONI AND CHEESE AND TOMATO AND NON-TOMATO BASED PASTA SAUCES.

ECONOMIST.COM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,363,349.
INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107
FOR ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FOR TELEVISION PROGRAMS; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MATERIALS VIA CD ROM TO AID IN PUBLICATION OF TEXT AND GRAPHIC WORKS OF OTHERS; PUBLISHING OF REPORTS, NEWSLETTERS, POLITICAL FORECASTS AND CHARTS.
FIRST USE 6-13-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-13-1997.

GAIA THE FIERCE KNIGHT

INT. CL. 28/U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50
FOR STAND-ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; HAND-HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; BOARD GAMES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH; CARD GAMES; DICE; PROMOTIONAL GAME MATERIALS; GAME EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CHIPS; TOYS, NAMELY ACTION FIGURES; DOLLS AND PLAYSETS THEREFOR.
FIRST USE 3-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2002.

DRIVE THRU

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRIVE THRU", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
INT. CL. 43/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR DRIVE [THRUM] * THRU * COFFEE CAFE SERVICES.
ASH RELIEF

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 3/U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52

FOR SKIN MOISTURIZER.


ELEMENTS CORRECTED
DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE

RACKETS

INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107


ELEMENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES

HUMMUS SNACKERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HUMMUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 29/U.S. CLS. 46

MOLECULAR PHARMING

FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS, BIOMATERIALS FOR USE IN THE BIOTECHNOLOGICAL INDUSTRY, FOR SCIENTIFIC USE, FOR USE IN PHOTOGRAPHY, AND FOR AGRICULTURAL USE, NAMELY, HORMONES, PEPTIDES, ENZYMES, PROTEINS, GROWTH HORMONES, GROWTH REGULATORS AND INHIBITORS, CELL GROWTH MEDIA, CELL REGULATORY AGENTS, AMINO ACIDS, DNA FRAGMENTS, RNA FRAGMENTS, DNA PROBES, RNA PROBES, GENETIC CLONING MATERIALS, GENETIC EXPRESSION AMPLIFIERS; BIOMATERIALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS; AND CHEMICALS EXTRACTED OR EXPRESSED BY GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF THERAPEUTICS AND COSMETICS.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES
HAUCK & AUFHAUSER PRIVATBANKIERS


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRIVATBANKIERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "PRIVATBANKIERS" IS "PRIVATE BANKERS".

INT. CL. 36/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102 FOR FINANCIAL AND MONETARY AFFAIRS, NAMELY, FINANCIAL RESEARCH, FORECASTING, PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; INSURANCE BROKERAGE AND ADMINISTRATION; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, APPRAISAL, LISTING, INVESTMENT, AND MANAGEMENT; BANKING SERVICES.

FIRST USE; IN COMMERCE.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED

FOREIGN COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

U THREADS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THREADS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


ELEMENTS CORRECTED

GOODS/SERVICES

CARDICA

INT. CL. 10/U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44 FOR [ DEVICES AND IMPLEMENTS FOR CARDIOVASCULAR AND VASCULAR PROCEDURES, NAMELY, ANASTOMOTIC CONNECTORS AND APPLICATORS ] * ANASTOMOTIC CONNECTORS AND APPLICATORS USED IN CARDIOVASCULAR AND VASCULAR PROCEDURES FOR CONNECTING BLOOD VESSELS *

FIRST USE 6-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2003.

ELEMENTS AMENDED

GOODS/SERVICES

ENERGY COMMANDER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENERGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR MONITORING, CONTROLLING AND MANAGING OF ENERGY USAGE FOR COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL CUSTOMERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND ENERGY USAGE TO COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL CUSTOMERS.
FIRST USE 3-11-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2001.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*ASSIGNMENT/NAME CHANGE*

2,815,380. REG. 2-17-2004. CHUNLAN (GROUP) CORPORATION (CHINA CORPORATION) 68 KOUTAI ROAD, TAIZHOU CITY, CHINA., SN 76-235,158. FILED 4-4-2001. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

INT. CL. 7/U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35
FOR WASHING MACHINES FOR CLOTHES; COMPRESSORS, AND MOTORS NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES.

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR TELEVISIONS, VIDEO COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISC PLAYERS, SUPER VIDEO COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, FILM AND VIDEO APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, VIDEO CAMERAS; COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TELEPHONE RECEIVERS, VIDEO RECEIVERS, SEMICONDUCTOR COMPONENTS, NAMELY, TRANSISTORS, DIODES AND LEDS.

INT. CL. 11/U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34
FOR REFRIGERATORS, DRYING APPARATUS, AND INSTALLATIONS, NAMELY, [DEHUMIDIER] * DEHUMIDIFIER * ; AIR CONDITIONERS.

INT. CL. 12/U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44
FOR AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, ELECTRIC VEHICLES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF, AND MOTORS FOR LAND VEHICLES.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES

* * * * *

Chunlan
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS—NEW CERTIFICATES

New Certificates issued under section 7(c) of the Trademark Act of 1946 for the unexpired term of the original registrations.

1,718,810. KELO. INT. CL. 38. MIDCONTINENT BROADCASTING CO., SIOUX FALLS, SD. REG. 9-22-1992. NEW CERT. SEC. 7(C) TO YOUNG BROADCASTING OF SIOUX FALLS, INC., SIOUX FALLS, SD.

1,862,689. ZERO TEA. INT. CL. 32. AMERICAN BODY BUILDING PRODUCTS, INC., LIGHTHOUSE POINT, FL. REG. 11-15-1994. NEW CERT. SEC. 7(C) TO AMERICAN BODY BUILDING PRODUCTS, L.L.C., AURORA, IL.

2,385,766. SHAR-LO. INT. CL. 19. CHIEF INDUSTRIES, INC., GRAND ISLAND, NE. REG. 9-12-2000. NEW CERT. SEC. 7(C) TO REGISTRANT.

2,754,741. ICELAND SPRING AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 32. THORSpring-ICELAND, INC., 103 REYKJAVIK, ICELAND. REG. 8-26-2003. NEW CERT. SEC. 7(C) TO REGISTRANT.

2,803,984. RECELL. INT. CLS. 41 AND 42. CLINICAL CELL CULTURE PTY LTD, BENTLEY, WESTERN AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA. REG. 1-13-2004. NEW CERT. SEC. 7(C) TO REGISTRANT.
### INDEX OF REGISTRANTS

**JUNE 1, 2004**

(Registered; Renewed;Canceled; Amended, Corrected, etc.; New Certificates; 12c Publications.)

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A &amp; M PRODUCTS INC., DANBURY, CT</td>
<td>2,079,348</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A &amp; V, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI</td>
<td>2,847,569</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>PUBLISHED</td>
<td>3-9-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. DAIGGER AND COMPANY, INC., VERNON HILLS, IL</td>
<td>2,849,429</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. LINK &amp; CO., NEW YORK, NY</td>
<td>2,848,507</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. MICALLEF &amp; CO., INC., PROVIDENCE, RI</td>
<td>752,945</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.C.X. TRADING, INC., ELLENBURG, WA</td>
<td>1,781,636</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.D. COOK + ASSOCIATES, INC., PORTLAND, OR</td>
<td>2,078,368</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.M. GILARDI AND SONS, INC., SIDNEY, OH</td>
<td>1,781,614</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.S RINGDAL PATENTER, 0975 OSLO, NORWAY</td>
<td>2,078,272</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.V. IMPORTS, INC., COLUMBIA, MD</td>
<td>2,848,565</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.V. SYNTEC PTY. LTD., A.C.N. 010 061 284, QUEENSLAND 4500, AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>1,824,815</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>RENEWED</td>
<td>4-17-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.W. HEC, INC., KINGWOOD, TX</td>
<td>2,849,657</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;E TELEVISION NETWORKS, NEW YORK, NY</td>
<td>2,848,052</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A &amp; N &amp; A NORD-SUD-INDUSTRIE VERTRIEBS, 35799 MERENBERG, FED REP GERMANY</td>
<td>2,847,273</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAA WIRE PRODUCTS, INC., POINT, TX TO TALBOT INDUSTRIES, INC., NEOSHO, MO</td>
<td>1,781,076</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.C. CORPORATION, IRVINE, CA</td>
<td>2,078,355</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAF-MCQUAY INC., LOUISVILLE, KY, AMERICAN AIR FILTER COMPANY, INC., LOUISVILLE, KY</td>
<td>985,491</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAL CAPITAL MANAGEMENT CORPORATION, APPLETON, WI</td>
<td>2,079,675</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRANTE, ALBERTO R., MIAMI, FL</td>
<td>2,848,036</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS FRICTION CORP., GUELPH, ONTARIO, NIH 3V4, CANADA</td>
<td>2,848,701</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABN AMRO NORTH AMERICA, INC., CHICAGO, IL</td>
<td>2,078,346</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB PRODUCTS, INC., ENGLEWOOD, NJ</td>
<td>2,847,830</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR INDUSTRIES, INC., WILLOWBY, OH</td>
<td>2,080,155</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS DATA CORP., PITTSBURGH, PA</td>
<td>2,847,989</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES, INC., MORRISTOWN, NJ FROM ACCESSCOLO, INC., MORRISTOWN, NJ</td>
<td>2,848,063</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS TO LOANS FOR LEARNING MANAGEMENT CORPORATION, LOS ANGELES, CA FROM S.E.L.M.C., INC., LOS ANGELES, CA, DBA ALL STUDENT LOAN GROUP</td>
<td>2,847,620</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESSORS ASSOCIATES, INC., SMITHTFIELD, RI</td>
<td>2,079,376</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESSORY NETWORK GROUP, INC., NEW YORK, NY, CALDOR CORPORATION, THE, NORWALK, CT</td>
<td>1,843,650</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>RENEWED</td>
<td>4-22-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCO WORLD CORPORATION, LINCOLNHURSE, IL</td>
<td>2,848,246</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCUDYNE CORPORATION, MELBOURNE, FL</td>
<td>2,079,103</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE HARDWARE CORPORATION, OAK BROOK, IL</td>
<td>2,848,987</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE INDUSTRIES CO., LTD., KYUNGNAM, REPUBLIC OF KOREA</td>
<td>1,848,681</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO POLYMER PRODUCTS, INC., CHARDON, OH</td>
<td>2,848,682</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACOME SOCIETE COOPERATIVE DE PRODUCTION, SOCIETE ANONYME, A CAPITAL VARIABLE, 75008 PARIS, FRANCE</td>
<td>2,848,683</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACOR PROGRAMS, INC., ENCINO, CA</td>
<td>2,078,276</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTAR AIRFORCE INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA TO VITAL SIGNS, INC., TOTOWA, NJ</td>
<td>2,078,353</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIFEX, INC., THE, LA JOLLA, CA</td>
<td>2,847,158</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>PUBLISHED</td>
<td>3-9-2003</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACH SEEDS, INC., EDEN PRAIRIE, MN</td>
<td>2,848,046</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO POLYMERS INC., CHARDON, OH, 2,078,353</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACOME SOCIETE COOPERATIVE DE PRODUCTION, SOCIETE ANONYME, A CAPITAL VARIABLE, 75008 PARIS, FRANCE</td>
<td>2,848,681</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACOR PROGRAMS, INC., ENCINO, CA</td>
<td>2,078,276</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>CANCELED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTAR AIRFORCE INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA TO VITAL SIGNS, INC., TOTOWA, NJ</td>
<td>2,078,353</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIFEX, INC., THE, LA JOLLA, CA</td>
<td>2,847,158</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>PUBLISHED</td>
<td>3-9-2003</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACH SEEDS, INC., EDEN PRAIRIE, MN</td>
<td>2,848,046</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>INTENDED</td>
<td>6-1-2004</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION AND TRADE, INC., SOMIS, CA, DBA UNDERWOOD RANCHES:
2,080,279, CANC. INT. CL. 31.
AIREN, LUKE T., SHEFFIELD, VT:
2,848,121, INT. CL. 20.
AIM HIGH ADVERTISING, INC., BATON ROUGE, LA:
2,080,288, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
AIM INTERNATIONAL, INC, NAMPA, ID:
2,078,727, CANC. INT. CL. 32.
AINSWORTH NOMINEES PTY LTD., NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA, TO ARISTOCRAT TECHNOLOGIES AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED, NEW SOUTH WALES 2066, AUSTRALIA:
1,995,925, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
AIR CANADA, SAINT-LAURENT, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC, CANADA:
AIR FORCE MEMORIAL FOUNDATION, ARLINGTON, VA:
2,078,686, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS, INC., ALLENTOWN, PA:
1,262,851, CANC. INT. CL. 8.
2,849,540, INT. CL. 9.
AIRMASTER FAN COMPANY, JACKSON, MI:
1,245,185, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
ALCOA INC., MOWGLYS, CA, DBA MOWGLYS, INC.:
2,849,510, INT. CL. 9.
ALDOPHILUS, J., GREAT FALLS, MT:
1,834,032. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 8.
ALEISTER FAN COMPANY, JACKSON, MI:
1,245,185, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
ALKAYF, LLC, APTO-CA:
2,079,355, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
AIRWAY INDUSTRIES, INC., ELLWOOD CITY, PA, UNITED STATES TRAVELWIRE CORPORATION, FITCHBURG, MA:
307,924. REN. 4-17-04, U.S. CL. 3 (INT. CL. 3).
ALIMEX CORPORATION, NEPEAN, ONTARIO K2C 3N6, CANADA:
2,078,240, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 2, 9, 16 AND 42.
AIL IA EDUCATIONAL HERITAGE, LLC, HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL.
2,848,655, INT. CL. 41.
AIR PRODUCTIONS INC., AVENTURA, FL:
2,849,741, INT. CL. 16.
AKE MARINE, INC., OCEAN CITY, MD:
2,848,310, INT. CL. 28.
AKI, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
1,831,064, PUB. 3-8-2004, INT. CL. 30.
1,831,064, PUB. 5-19-2004, INT. CL. 39.
AKI TSURUTA, CHONG AHN, ORIT MOLDOVAN AND AKH, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
2,847,601, INT. CL. 12.
ALLAN, DANIEL, NAPER, IL:
2,847,481, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 5.
ALINGE, LLC, MIDDLETOWN, CT:
2,849,088, INT. CL. 14.
ALAMAC ENTERPRISES INC., WILMINGTON, DE:
2,080,294, CANC. INT. CL. 24.
ALAMO, MANUEL MARTIARENA, 07820 MEXICO, D.F.:
2,848,865, INT. CL. 41.
ALEXANDER, FLORENCE, LONGWOOD, FL:
2,079,328, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
ALEXANDER ENGINEERING INC., SAN ANTONIO, TX, DBA ALEXANDER ENGINEERING, AE:
1,781,887, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
ALEXANDER, FLORENCE, LONGWOOD, FL:
2,848,741, INT. CL. 16.
ALEFA SKOFABRIK A/S, OSLO, NORWAY:
ALGOMA TUBES INC., SAULT STE. MARIE, ONTARIO:
1,244,981, CANC. INT. CL. 6.
ALINDA LEWIS, GREAT FALLS, VA:
2,849,928, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 41.
ALION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION, MCLEAN, VA:
2,848,699, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 35, 41 AND 42.
ALL ABOUT KIDS PUBLISHING, INC., SAN JOSE, CA:
2,849,105, INT. CL. 16.
ALL AMERICAN BRANDS, LLC, RICHMOND, VA:
1,865,026, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 42.
ALL-ONE-GOD-FAITH, INC., ESCONDIDO, CA:
2,078,540, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 18 AND 25.
ALLEN-STEVEN CORP., WEST HAZLETON, PA:
2,079,560, CANC. INT. CL. 6.
ALLESON OF ROCHESTER, INC., ROCHESTER, NY:
2,079,381, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
2,079,430, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
ALLIANT FOODSERVICE, INC., DEERFIELD, IL:
2,079,133, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 40.
ALLIANT TECHSYSTEMS INC., EDINA, MN:
1,826,448. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 28.
ALLIANT TECHSYSTEMS INC., HOPKINS, MN:
2,079,840, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
ALLIED SIGNAL INC., MORMONTOWN, NJ:
2,079,819, CANC. INT. CL. 27.
ALLISON ENGINE COMPANY, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
2,079,529, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 37 AND 40.
ALLOY ACCESS INC., AUSTIN, TX:
2,079,920, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
2,079,933, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
2,079,934, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
ALM PROPERTIES, INC., NEWARK, DE:
2,849,879, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.
ALPHA BETA INTERNATIONAL INC., BERNARDSVILLE, NJ:
2,848,388, INT. CL. 17.
ALPHAIQUEST, INC., SARATOGA, CA:
2,078,429, CANC. INT. CL. 37.
ALPS ELECTRIC CO., LTD., OTA-KU, TOKYO 145, JAPAN:
2,847,601, INT. CL. 12.
ALTAIR EYEWEAR, RANCHO CORDOVA, CA:
2,078,240, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 2, 9, 16 AND 42.
ALTICOR INC., ADA, MI, NUTRILITE PRODUCTS, INC., BUENA PARK, CA: 1,841,156. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 5.

ALTIER; ANTHONY L., HONESDALE, PA, DBA ALTIER ARCHERY MFG.: 1,282,121. REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 6.

ALTO U.S. INC., SPRINGDALE, AR: 2,849,511, INT. CL. 3.

ALTO-LAB, INC., ST. PAUL, MN: 1,244,949, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

ALUMINUM RECYCLING CORPORATION, GRAFTON, VA: 2,078,870, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7 AND 37.

ALUTA, INC., CINCINNATI, OH: 1,801,359. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 9.

AMAZE ENTERTAINMENT, INC., KIRKLAND, WA FROM KNOWWONDER, INC., KIRKLAND, WA: 2,848,013, INT. CL. 9.

AMERICA ONLINE, INC., DULLES, VA: 2,847,603, INT. CL. 38.

AMERICA'S COMMUNITY BANKERS, WASHINGTON, DC: 2,078,911, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 41 AND 42.

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF COSMETIC SURGERY, INC., CHICAGO, IL: 2,080,395, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS, ANNAPOLIS, MD: 1,781,904, CANC. INT. CL. 42.


AMERICAN BACKFLOW PREVENTION ASSOCIATION, BRYAN, TX: 2,848,102, INT. CL. 16.

AMERICAN BOWLING CONGRESS, INC., GREENDALE, WI: 1,244,969, CANC. INT. CL. 5.

AMERICAN COMPOSERS FORUM, ST. PAUL, MN: 1,244,949, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY, WAYNE, NJ: 1,244,966, CANC. INT. CL. 5.

AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT GROUP, INC., ARLINGTON, VA: 2,079,460, CANC. INT. CL. 34.

AMERICAN DIABETES ASSOCIATION, INC., ALEXANDRIA, VA: 2,847,882, INT. CL. 41.

AMERICAN ELECTRO-FOODS CORPORATION, NEW JERSEY, NJ: 2,079,960, INT. CL. 33.

AMERICAN FAMILY FEDERATION, PARK RIDGE, IL: 2,846,381, INT. CL. 35.

AMERICAN FROZEN FOODS, INC., ATLANTA, GA: 1,245,508, CANC. INT. CL. 29.

AMERICAN HARDWARE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, SCHAUMBURG, IL: 2,847,339, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 35.

AMERICAN HOME FOOD PRODUCTS, INC., NEW YORK, NY TO INTERNATIONAL HOME FOODS, INC., PARSIPPANY, NJ: 1,781,988, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 30.


AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 1,273,845. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 36.

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC., FAIRFAX, VA: 1,781,188, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

AMERICAN MOTORCYCLIST ASSOCIATION, PICKERTON, OH: 2,849,207, INT. CL. 41.

AMERICAN SIGNATURE, INC., COLUMBUS, OH: 2,849,807, INT. CL. 13.

AMERICAN SPIRITS INTERNATIONAL, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA: 2,079,966, CANC. INT. CL. 33.
ANGEO CORPORATION, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,079,857, CANC. INT. CL. 10.
ANGHEUSER-BUSCH, INCORPORATED, ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,847,838, INT. CL. 32.
2,848,694, INT. CL. 32.
ANNASA, INC., CHATHAM, CA:
2,848,704, INT. CL. 5.
ANNEDORES FINE CHOCOLATES, LTD., KANSAS CITY, MO:
1,829,715, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 42.
ANNEXUS MOBILE SOLUTIONS, INC., KING OF PRUSSIA, PA:
2,848,145, INT. CL. 39.
ANSCOTT CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC., WAYNE, NJ:
2,078,671, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
2,079,573, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
ANSELL HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS INC., RED BANK, NJ:
1,279,979, REN. 4-20-04, INT. CL. 10.
APARTMENTS & MORE, LLC, PHOENIX, AZ:
2,079,149, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
APD CRYOGENICS INC., ALLENTOWN, PA:
2,848,852, INT. CL. 11.
APERTEC, INC., TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
2,848,982, INT. CL. 9.
API INTERNATIONAL, INC., TUALATIN, OR:
APJET, INC., SANTA FE, NM:
APOLLO TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL CORP., LIVINGSTON, NJ:
1,780,960, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
1,780,961, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
APOTHECARY PRODUCTS, INC., BURNSVILLE, MN:
1,245,090, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
API INTERNATIONAL, INC., TUALATIN, OR:
2,847,892, INT. CL. 9.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INCORPORATED, ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,847,838, INT. CL. 32.
2,848,694, INT. CL. 32.
ANNASA, INC., CHATHAM, CA:
2,848,704, INT. CL. 5.
ANNEDORES FINE CHOCOLATES, LTD., KANSAS CITY, MO:
1,829,715, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 42.
ANNEXUS MOBILE SOLUTIONS, INC., KING OF PRUSSIA, PA:
2,848,145, INT. CL. 39.
ANSCOTT CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC., WAYNE, NJ:
2,078,671, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
2,079,573, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
ANSELL HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS INC., RED BANK, NJ:
1,279,979, REN. 4-20-04, INT. CL. 10.
APARTMENTS & MORE, LLC, PHOENIX, AZ:
2,079,149, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
APD CRYOGENICS INC., ALLENTOWN, PA:
2,848,852, INT. CL. 11.
APERTEC, INC., TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
2,848,982, INT. CL. 9.
API INTERNATIONAL, INC., TUALATIN, OR:
APJET, INC., SANTA FE, NM:
APOLLO TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL CORP., LIVINGSTON, NJ:
1,780,960, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
1,780,961, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
APOTHECARY PRODUCTS, INC., BURNSVILLE, MN:
2,056,592, AM. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 8, 9 AND 20.
APOTHECARY PRODUCTS, INC., BURNSVILLE, MN:
1,245,090, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
API INTERNATIONAL, INC., TUALATIN, OR:
2,847,892, INT. CL. 9.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INCORPORATED, ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,847,838, INT. CL. 32.
2,848,694, INT. CL. 32.
ANNASA, INC., CHATHAM, CA:
2,848,704, INT. CL. 5.
ANNEDORES FINE CHOCOLATES, LTD., KANSAS CITY, MO:
1,829,715, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 42.
ANNEXUS MOBILE SOLUTIONS, INC., KING OF PRUSSIA, PA:
2,848,145, INT. CL. 39.
ANSCOTT CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC., WAYNE, NJ:
2,078,671, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
2,079,573, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
ASH MEADOWS LLC, BERLIN, WI:
2,849,395, INT. CL. 11.
ASHLAND INC., COVINGTON, KY:
2,848,983, INT. CL. 20.
ASHLEY LYNN'S INC., OMAHA, NE:
2,847,192, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 44.
ASI BUSINESS SOLUTIONS INC., KING OF PRUSSIA, PA:
2,847,081, PUB. 9-4-2001, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9
AND 42.
ASI SOCIETY, THE, NEW YORK, NY:
2,078,507, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
ASICS CORPORATION, CHUO-KU, KOBE 650-8555, JAPAN:
2,848,000, INT. CL. 25.
ASK THE PROS INC., SAN DIEGO, CA:
2,849,513, INT. CL. 35.
ASPEN SKIING COMPANY, L.L.C., ASPEN, CO:
2,849,151, INT. CL. 41.
ASPEN TECHNOLOGY, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MA:
2,079,648, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
ASPHALT ADDITIVES, INC., EVANS CITY, PA:
2,847,310, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 19.
ASSIST ENTERPRISE, ANGWIN, CA, DBA ARROW GRAPHICS:
1,277,336, REN. 4-17-04, INT. CL. 35.
ASSOCIATED LEISURE PRODUCTS INC., NORCROSS, GA:
2,078,239, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
ASSOCIATED WHOLESALE GROCERS INC., KANSAS CITY, KS:
ASSOCIATION FOR CORPORATE GROWTH INC., THE, GLENVIEW, IL:
1,271,130, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 41.
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES, WASHINGTON, DC:
2,847,336, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 35.
ASSURE AMERICA CORPORATION, WEIRTON, WV:
2,847,189, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 36.
ASTRA TRADING CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY:
752,849, CANC. U.S. CL. 21.
AT HOME TIRE SALES INC., CORAL GABLES, FL:
1,830,008, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 42.
AT&T CORP., NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,616, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 36.
ATHLETE'S FOOT MARKETING ASSOCIATES INC., KENNESAW, GA:
1,781,509, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
ATKINS & PEARCE INC., COVINGTON, KY:
2,849,953, INT. CL. 22.
ATLANTIC LITTLENECK CLAM FARMS INC., JAMES ISLAND, SC:
1,781,885, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY, LOS ANGELES, CA:
170,147, CANC. U.S. CL. 14.
ATLAS COPCO AFS INC., STERLING HEIGHTS, MI:
2,078,507, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
ATLAS MICROSYSTEMS INC., LEBBONTOWN, PA:
2,847,184, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 9.
ATLAS TOOL & MANUFACTURING CO., ST. LOUIS, MO:
752,904, CANC. U.S. CL. 23.
ATMI ECOSYS CORPORATION, DANTURY, CT:
2,080,044, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
ATOMIC REFERRAL NOW PLLC, BYRON CENTER, MI:
2,849,774, INT. CL. 35.
ATWELL INDUSTRIES INC., AYDEN, NC:
2,079,206, CANC. INT. CL. 12.
ATWOOD, MICHAEL O., FOLSOM, CA, DBA SNAP-ART
PRECISION DENTAL PRODUCTS:
2,849,953, INT. CL. 22.
ATWOOD, MICHAEL O., FOLSOM, CA, DBA SNAP-ART
PRECISION DENTAL PRODUCTS:
2,849,953, INT. CL. 22.
ATARRY, MICHAEL O., FT LAUDERDALE, FL:
2,079,950, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
AUDIENCE, INC., LOS ALTOS, CA:
2,848,413, INT. CL. 9.

AUDIOLUX N.V., 2585 AV THE HAGUE, NETHERLANDS:
2,847,434, PUB. 11-4-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 10 AND 35.

AUDIT SECURITY BAGS, INC., WEST LEBANON, NH:
2,079,235, CANC. INT. CL. 22.

AUGAT PHOTON SYSTEMS INC., BURNABY BC V5A 4V8, CANADA:
2,078,610, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

AUGUSTIN, STEPHAN, 80796 MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY:

AUNA OPERADORES DE TELECOMUNICACIONES S.A., BARCELONA, SPAIN FROM RETEVISION, S.A., 08014 BARCELONA, SPAIN:

AURORA KONRAD G. SCHULZ GMBH & CO., D-69427 MUDAU/ODENWALD, FED REP GERMANY:
2,078,273, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6, 9, 11 AND 17.

AUSTRALIAN GOLD, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
2,847,976, INT. CL. 3.

AUTO FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, LLC, NEWPORT BEACH, CA:
2,849,941, INT. CL. 36.

AUTOBYTEL INC., IRVINE, CA:
2,848,217, INT. CL. 35.

AUTOGUARD, INC., ROLLING MEADOWS, IL:
2,848,357, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 37 AND 45.

AUTOMATED TRACKING SYSTEMS, INC., HUDSON, OH TO PASCO, INC., HUDSON, OH:
1,781,966, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.
1,782,214, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING, INC., ROSELAND, NJ:
1,782,062, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY, ALLENTOWN, PA, FROM RETEVISION, S.A., 08014 BARCELONA, SPAIN:
2,847,911, INT. CL. 36.

AUTOMOBILES PEUGEOT, PARIS, FRANCE:
1,245,195, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

AUTOTOTE SYSTEMS, INC., NEWARK, DE:
1,242,618, REN. 4-21-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.

AUTOTRANS, INC., EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA:
2,144,975, CANC. INT. CL. 37.

AUTOXRAY, INC., TEMPE, AZ:
2,847,780, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 37 AND 42.

AV MEDIA PTE LTD, SINGAPORE:

BAILEY, JAMES THOMAS, HOLLYWOOD, CA:
2,079,725, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

BAILEY, WAYNE E., WOODBRIDGE, VA:
2,079,098, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

BAKER HILL CORPORATION, CARMEL, IN:
2,080,097, INT. CL. 36.

BALA HILL CORPORATION, CARMEL, IN:
2,080,248, CANC. INT. CL. 5.

BALDOR ELECTRIC COMPANY, FORT SMITH, AR:
2,847,637, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 31.

BALBOA RECORDS, CO., CULVER CITY, CA:
2,078,616, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

BAMOR LTD., MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA:
1,279,732, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 11.

AVON PRODUCTS, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,476, INT. CL. 3.

AXELGAARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LTD, FALL BROOK, CA:
2,847,775, INT. CL. 5.

AXENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC., ROCKVILLE, MD:
2,079,553, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 37 AND 42.

AXIOS, INCORPORATED, GRAND RAPIDS, MI:
1,827,685. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 35.

AXIS AB, 223 70 LUND, SWEDEN:
2,757,779, COR. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 38 AND 42.

AZEPRITE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, PASADENA, CA:
1,245,277, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

AZIENDE RIUNITE COLONIALI ALIMENTARI E AFFINIS - ARCAFFE' S.P.A., 57121 LIVORNO, ITALY:
2,847,917, INT. CL. 30.

AZMITH SYSTEMS, INC., ACTON, MA:
2,848,650, INT. CL. 9.

B + V INDUSTRIETECHNIK GMBH, HAMBURG 11, FED REP GERMANY:
2,849,107, INT. CL. 25.

BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY, THE, NEW ORLEANS, LA:
752,758, CANC. U.S. CL. 12.

BABYPLANS, INC., BIRMINGHAM, MI:
2,078,659, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

BACK COUNTRY HORSEMEN OF AMERICA, GRAHAM, WA:
2,078,550, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

BACOU-DALLOZ USA SAFETY, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA, DBA HOWARD LEIGHT HEARING PROTECTION:
2,848,038, INT. CL. 9.

BAGWELL ENTERTAINMENT, INC., KNOXVILLE, TN:
2,079,725, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

BAILEY, JAMES THOMAS, HOLLYWOOD, CA:
2,847,855, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 25.

BAILEY, WAYNE E., WOODBRIDGE, VA:
2,079,098, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

BALADER, MICHAEL C., HOUSTON, TX TO PROTEQ ENTERPRISES LC, HOUSTON, TX:
2,078,242, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

BALBOA RECORDS, CO., CULVER CITY, CA:
2,078,281, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

BALBONI, JAMES J., FORT LAUDERDALE, FL:
2,079,235, CANC. INT. CL. 22.

BALDOR ELECTRIC COMPANY, FORT SMITH, AR:

BALDWIN, CECIL D., WEST HARTFORD, CT:

BALBONI, JAMES J., FORT LAUDERDALE, FL:
2,079,235, CANC. INT. CL. 22.

BALLARD, MICHAEL C., HOUSTON, TX TO PROTEQ ENTERPRISES LC, HOUSTON, TX:
1,781,308, CANC. INT. CL. 15.

BALLARD, MICHAEL C., HOUSTON, TX TO PROTEQ ENTERPRISES LC, HOUSTON, TX:
1,781,308, CANC. INT. CL. 15.
BALKARD, PAUL, COVINGTON, LA: 2,848,926, INT. CL. 43.
BALLETT MAKERS, INC., TOTOWA, NJ: 1,301,794, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 25.
BANCWIRE, INC., BOSTON, MA: 1,270,415, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.
BANDAI AMERICA INCORPORATED, CYPRESS, CA: 2,849,121, INT. CL. 28.
BANK ONE CORPORATION, CHICAGO, IL: 2,848,379, INT. CL. 35.
2,848,943, INT. CL. 36.
2,080,276, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
BANKAMERICA CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 2,124,674, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
BARRIERS ROUNDTABLE, THE, WASHINGTON, DC: 2,078,314, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
BANKS, ANDRE, DETROIT, MI: 2,849,340, INT. CL. 41.
BARE ESSENTIALS, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 2,848,678, INT. CL. 3.
BARNETT BANKS TRUST COMPANY, N.A., JACKSONVILLE, FL: 2,078,271, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
BARNEY’S, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,078,693, INT. CL. 35.
2,847,733, INT. CL. 25.
2,847,734, INT. CL. 35.
BARR LABORATORIES, INC., POMONA, NY: 2,080,614, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 5.
BARRIE HOUSE COFFEE CO., INC., MT. VERNON, NY: 2,080,040, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
BARUCH, JEAN M., TUCSON, AZ: 2,849,686, INT. CL. 41.
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, LUDWIGSHAFEN, FED REP GERMANY: 1,270,453. REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 1.
BASF CORPORATION, MT OLIVE, NJ, SANDOZ AG (SANDOZ LTD., SANDOZ S.A.), BASLE, SWITZERLAND TO REP GERMANY:
1,781,446, CANC. INT. CL. 19.
1,865,702. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 10.
BASF CORPORATION, MT OLIVE, NJ: 2,849,826, INT. CL. 43.
BAY HARBOR COMPANY, L.L.C., BAY HARBOR, MI: 2,849,830, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 25 AND 41.
BAY MILLS LIMITED, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA: 1,751,446, CANC. INT. CL. 19.
BAY CORPORATION, ELKHART, IN: 2,849,247, INT. CL. 9.
BAYER CROPSCIENCE LP, RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC FROM BAYER CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH, PA:
2,849,247, INT. CL. 9.
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, D-80788 MUNCHEN, FED REP GERMANY:
2,848,370, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6, 18, 21, 25, 27 AND 28.
BAYSHORE FOODS INC, HAMILTON ONTARIO, CANADA:
2,847,211, PUB. 3-2-2004. INT. CL. 30.
BAYTEK ENGINEERING CORPORATION, CORPUS CHRISTI, TX:
1,781,219, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
BB CO., INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,848,170, INT. CL. 25.
BBK, LTD., SOUTHFIELD, MI:
Bcube S.P.A., Cesena Frazione Macerone (Forlì), ITALY:
2,848,358, INT. CL. 28.
BDRCO, INC., WILMINGTON, DE:
BDV DESIGNS, INC., NORCROSS, GA:
2,078,497, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 20 AND 40.
BEACH, RICHARD J., TAMPA, FL:
2,078,276, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
BEARFOOT, INC., WESTVILLE, IN:
2,848,986, INT. CL. 41.
BEATRICE/HUNT-NESSON, INC., FULLERTON, CA:
1,245,549, CANC. INT. CL. 30.
1,245,550, CANC. INT. CL. 30.
BEAUMONT PRODUCTS, INC., KENNESAW, GA:
2,849,389, INT. CL. 3.
BEAUTY HOLDING COMPANY, INC., HAMILTON, BERMUDA:
2,849,567, INT. CL. 3.
BEAUTY INTERNATIONAL FRAGRANCES, LTD., NEW YORK, NY: 2,078,143, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
2,080,144, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
BEAUTY SERVICE S.R.L., BRESCIA, ITALY:
BECKER-UNDERWOOD, INC., AMES, IA:
1,873,478. REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 3.
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC., FULLERTON, CA:
1,244,930, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
BECKNER, RUTH, SAN RAFAEL, CA:
2,078,519, CANC. INT. CL. 8.
BEEBA’S CREATIONS, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA:
1,245,416, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
BEELEY CORPORATION, BRISTOL, CT:
2,078,532, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
BEEP23, LLC, KIRKLAND, WA:
2,849,418, INT. CL. 9.
BEFORE & AFTER COSMETICS, LLC, POMPTON PLAINS, NJ:
2,847,739, INT. CL. 3.
BEFORE YOU MOVE, INC., BOSTON, MA:
2,079,913, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
BEHREN’S, ALVIN J., KENT, WA, AKA BEHRCO TOOL & MACHINE:
1,245,037, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
BEIJING PEONY ELECTRONIC GROUP CO., HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, P.R., CHINA:
2,849,694, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
BEKINS, ANGELA M., OMAHA, NE:
2,847,327, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 35.
BELAN, LINDA, CHICAGO, IL; 2,078,345, CANC. INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.
BELDEN TECHNOLOGIES, INC., RICHMOND, IN; 2,849,623, INT. CL. 9.
BELDEN WIRE & CABLE COMPANY, RICHMOND, IN; 2,079,158, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 35 AND 40.
BELGIAN VILLAGE INN, MOLINE, IL; 2,079,457, CANC. INT. CL. 30.
BELKIN COMPONENTS, COMPTON, CA; 2,078,770, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
BELL ATLANTIC CORPORATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA; 2,080,168, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
BELL ATLANTIC NETWORK SERVICES, INC., ARLINGTON, VA; 2,079,792, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
BELLINO WHOLESALE, INC., RIDGEFIELD, NJ; 2,079,125, CANC. INT. CL. 24.
BELSOUTH INTELLIGENT PROPERTY CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE; 2,849,122, INT. CL. 35.
BELVIDERE NETWORKING ENTERPRISES, SANTA ANA, CA; 1,825,846, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 33.
BENCHMARK INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED, OLATHE, KS; 1,269,226. REN. 4-22-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 20 AND 42.
BENDER, LOIS, NEW YORK, NY; 2,080,364, CANC. INT. CL. 18.
BENECORP, INC., BROOKFIELD, WI; 2,080,213, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 36.
BEN MYERSON CANDY COMPANY, INC., CITY OF COMMERCE, CA; 2,849,634, INT. CL. 3.
BENJAMIN DUNLAP, INC., NEW YORK, NY; 2,079,760, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
BENTLEY, NANCY, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO; 2,847,970, INT. CL. 12.
BENETECH CORPORATION, TOLEDO, OH; 2,847,782, INT. CL. 16.
BEREFER, WILLIAM, LOS ANGELES, CA; 2,080,303, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
BERG, KATHLEEN, DUBLIN, CA; 2,080,304, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
BERGQUIST COMPANY, CHANHASSEN, MN; 1,842,374, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 17.
BERGSMAN, JODY, BELLINGHAM, WA; 2,848,711, INT. CL. 28.
BERKLEY INC., SPIRIT LAKE, IA; 1,245,899, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
BERKOFF, WILLIAM, LOS ANGELES, CA; 2,079,217, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 21.
BERLITZ INVESTMENT CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE; 2,848,305, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16 AND 41.
BERMINGHAM, ANDREW W., DENVER, CO; 2,849,233, INT. CL. 16.
BERN CHRONOMETER WORKS, INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO M5C 2C5, CANADA; 2,079,478, CANC. INT. CL. 14.
BERNE FURNITURE CO., INC., BERNE, IN; 2,849,537, INT. CL. 24.
BEROL CORPORATION, FREEPORT, IL; 2,849,499, INT. CL. 16.
BERTEN, VIRGINIA POWERS, CINCINNATI, OH; 2,849,371, INT. CL. 16.
BEST GAMES, INC., WILLOUGHBY, OH; 2,849,410, INT. CL. 41.
BEST PICTURE SHOW COMPANY PTY., LTD., THE, BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND 4000, AUSTRALIA; 2,847,781, INT. CL. 16.
BEST PRODUCTS CO., INC., RICHMOND, VA; 1,245,067, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
BEST PUBLICATIONS, LLP, AMARILLO, TX; 2,847,269, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 41.
BEST PUBLICATIONS, LLC, WILMINGTON, DE; 2,849,416, INT. CL. 9.
BEST SOFTWARE, INC., IRVINE, CA, PROSOFT CORPORATION, DALLAS, TX; 1,826,250. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 9.
BEST SOFTWARE, INC., RESTON, VA; 2,848,707, INT. CL. 9.
BETALLIC, LLC, ST. LOUIS, MO; 2,849,465, INT. CL. 35.
BETCO CORPORATION, TOLEDO, OH; 2,849,362, INT. CL. 5.
BETON BOLDUC CORPORATION, THE, AKRON, OH; 1,835,608. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 31.
BETTPAGE, INC., TIMONIUM, DE; 2,848,515, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 38.
BETTS, KELLY, KINGS PARK, NY; 2,848,051, INT. CL. 26.
BETZ LABORATORIES, INC., TREVOSE, PA; 2,079,296, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
BEVERAGE MARKETING USA, INC., LARCHMONT, NY; 2,849,594, INT. CL. 32.
BEYOND CENTURY, LLC, KANSAS CITY, MO; 2,848,966, INT. CL. 35.
BFS DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS, LLC, CARMEL, IN, FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, THE, AKRON, OH; 979,824. REN. 4-21-04. U.S. CL. 19 (INT. CL. 12).
BIG DOG HOLDINGS, INC., SANTA BARBARA, CA; 2,079,304, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
BIG CREEK GOLF LLC, WHEELING, IL; 2,848,701, INT. CL. 41.
BIG BUS, INC., SANTA BARBARA, CA; 1,842,765. REN. 4-21-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 37 AND 42.
BI INCORPORATED, BOULDER, CO; 2,848,852, INT. CL. 9.
BI PROPERTIES I INC., GREENSBORO, NC; 2,848,331, INT. CL. 27.
BIG BOY RESTAURANTS INTERNATIONAL LLC, WARREN, MI, MARRIOTT CORPORATION, WASHINGTON, DC; 1,300,991. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 42.
BIG BOY RESTAURANTS INTERNATIONAL LLC, WARREN, MI; 2,849,048, INT. CL. 43.
BIG CITY KNITS, INC., RICHMOND HILL, NY; 1,781,491, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
BIG CREEK GOLF LLC, WHEELING, IL; 2,849,720, INT. CL. 41.
BIG DOG HOLDINGS, INC., SANTA BARBARA, CA; 1,842,765. REN. 4-21-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 14, 16, 18, 21 AND 24.
BIG HUGE GAMES, INC., TIMONIUM, MD; 2,849,468, INT. CL. 9.
BIG LEAGUE BARBERS, INC., KENNESAW, GA; 2,849,707, INT. CL. 9.
BIG PENNY VINEYARDS, MECCA, CA; 1,835,608. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 31.
CARIBBEAN SEAFOOD, LTD., CARACAS, VENEZUELA:
1,825,902. REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 29.

CARL KARCHER ENTERPRISES, INC., ANAHEIM, CA:
2,078,386. CANC. INT. CL. 42.

CARL-ZEISS-STIFTUNG, 73446 OBERKOCHEN, FED REP
GERMANY, DBA CARL ZEISS:
2,078,739. CANC. INT. CL. 9.
2,847,244. PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 10.

CARLISLE FOODSERVICE PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED,
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK:
2,848,242. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 11, 12, 20 AND 35.

CARLISLE INTANGIBLE COMPANY, SYRACUSE, NY
FROM CARLISLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, SYRA-
CUSE, NY:
2,848,501. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7 AND 12.

CARLSON LEARNING COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,078,268. CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16 AND
41.

CARLSON MARKETING GROUP, INC., MINNEAPOLIS,
MN:
2,079,623, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
2,849,141, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
2,849,587, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

CARLTON, KAY, LAMAR, TX:
2,849,280, INT. CL. 29.

CAROL PIKINI MINISTRIES, CHATTANOOGA, TN:
2,879,280, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
2,879,281, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

CAROLE LEONARD, LOS ANGELES, CA:
1,245,356, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

CAROLINA CREATIVE PRODUCTS, INC., NORTH CHAR-
LESTON, SC:
2,080,298, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY, RALEIGH, NC:
2,078,804, CANC. INT. CL. 37.

CARR, BRIAN F., ST LOUIS, MO:
2,849,032, INT. CL. 17.

CARRERIO, PATRICK RYAN:
2,849,021, INT. CL. 17.

CARROLL, MICHAEL, WALLINGFORD, CT:
2,849,545, INT. CL. 17.

CARRIE ROYAL, LARGO, FL:
1,245,022, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

CASCADIA BIOLOGICS, INC., PORTLAND, OR:
2,784,739, COR. INT. CL. 1.

CASCADE COIL DRAPERY, INC., PORTLAND, OR:
1,833,106. REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 6.

CASCADES TISSUE GROUP INC., CASCADES GROUPE
TISSU INC., MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA FROM
PERKINS PAPERS LTD / PAPIERS PERKINS LTEE,
CANDIAC, QUEBEC, CANADA:
2,847,817, INT. CL. 16.

CASCA, LLC, CLEVELAND, OH:
2,849,411, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 25.

CASE LOGIC, INC., LONGMONT, CO:
2,848,056, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 12, 16, 18, 20,
25, 28 AND 35.
2,849,549, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 12.

CASEY HAWKINS, INC., JACKSONVILLE, OR:
2,805,579, COR. INT. CL. 43.

CASINO MAGIC CORP., BAY ST. LOUIS, MS:
1,782,242, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

CASIO KEISANKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA, SHINJUKU-KU,
TOKYO, JAPAN, DBA CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD.:
2,078,236, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

CASTELLO DELLE REGINE S.P.A., 05022 AMELIA (TERNI),
ITALY:
2,848,417, INT. CL. 33.

CASTILLO, LORENZO ANTONIO, NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,420, INT. CL. 41.

CATALINA MARKETING INTERNATIONAL, INC., ST.
PETERSBURG, FL:
2,078,891, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

CATALYST THERMAL ENERGY SYSTEMS CORPORATION,
IRVINE, CA:
1,245,572, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

CATTELL, BERL, CHICAGO, IL, DBA CATTELL PRODUC-
TIONS:
2,848,769, INT. CL. 25.

CAYAани, RANDY J., SCHAUMBURG, IL:
2,849,221, INT. CL. 9.

CAYLON-NICKEL MEDICAL CENTER, BLUFFTON, IN:
2,078,274, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

CAYUGA VENTURE FUND II LLC AS AGENT, ITHACA,
NY AND SHUL, ARTHUR, ITHACA, NY AND WID-
DING, FRED B., ITHACA, NY AND BARTELS, KENNETH
G., GREENWICH, CT AND BARTELS, PHILIP H., RIVER-
SIDE, CT AND BARTELS, HENRY E., NORTH HAVEN,
CT:
2,847,777, INT. CL. 9.

CBR CORPORATION, CENTRALIA, WA:
2,078,243, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

CBC (AMERICA) CORP., COMMACK, NY:
2,847,635, INT. CL. 9.

CBM JOC, INC., EAST WINDSOR, NJ FROM JOURNAL OF
COMMERCE, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,078,791, INT. CL. 9.

CBS BROADCASTING INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,149, INT. CL. 9.

CCLS - CULTURAL CENTER FOR LANGUAGE STUDIES
CORPORATION, MIAMI, FL:
1,782,106, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

CEBA L S.A., 92115 CLICHY, FRANCE:
2,078,502, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6, 9, 16,
17 AND 20.

CEDAR FAIR, L.P., SANUV, OH:
2,847,309, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6,
9, 16, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 28 AND 41.

CEDARAPIDS, INC., CEDAR RAPIDS, IA:
2,079,939, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

CEGELEC, 93000 LEVALLOIS-FERRET, FRANCE:
2,078,523, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
2,078,843, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

CEJAY ENGINEERING, INC., MARCO ISLAND, FL:
2,848,275, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,276, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,277, INT. CL. 28.

CELEBRITY CRUISES INC., MIAMI, FL:
2,847,624, INT. CL. 39.
CERELICA, INC., MORRISTOWN, NJ FROM CERELICA, INC., MORRISTOWN, NJ:
2,848,227, INT. CL. 9.

CELERITASWORKS, LLC, OVERLAND PARK, KS:
2,848,742, INT. CL. 9.

CELESTIAL SEASONINGS, INC., BOULDER, CO:
2,849,707, INT. CL. 30.

CELLCO PARTNERSHIP, BEDMINSTER, NJ, DBA VERI-ZON WIRELESS:
2,849,740, INT. CL. 38.

CELOTEX CORPORATION, THE, TAMPA, FL:
170,200, CANC. U.S. CL. 12.

CENTEL CORPORATION, CHICAGO, IL:
1,245,578, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 38.

CENTENE CORPORATION, ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,848,702, INT. CL. 44.

CENTERPOINTE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, INC., BEAVERTON, OR:
2,849,761, INT. CL. 9.

CENTERPULSE DENTAL INC., CARLSBAD, CA:
2,848,161, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 10, 41 AND 42.
2,848,162, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 10, 41 AND 42.

CENTRAL AND SOUTH WEST CORPORATION, DALLAS, TX:
2,090,007, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

CENTRAL LOUISIANA ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., PINEVILLE, LA:
2,078,874, CANC. INT. CL. 39.

CENTRAL MFG CO. CHICAGO, IL FROM CARREIRO, PATRICK RYAN, LA QUINTA, CA:

CENTRE DE TRAITEMENT ET DE REGENERATION DU CHEVEU JEAN-FRANCOIS LAZARTIGUE, CTRC, 92210 SAINT-CLOUD, FRANCE:
2,079,586, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

CENTURY PRODUCTS COMPANY, MACEDONIA, OH:
1,245,199, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

CENTURY PUBLISHING CO., EVANSTON, IL:
1,269,792, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 16.

CECOCENTER FOR EXECUTIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY, LLC, PINECREST, FL:
2,848,760, INT. CL. 44.

CERDA, ENRIQUE FONSECA, GUADALAJARA, JALISCO, MEXICO:
2,848,746, INT. CL. 33.

CERIDIAN CORPORATION, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,848,481, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 35, 36, 41, 42 AND 44.
2,848,322, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 36 AND 44.

CERTAINTEED CORPORATION, VALLEY FORGE, PA:
1,266,873, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 7.

CERVECIA POLAR LOS CORTIJOS, C.A., CARACAS, VENEZUELA:
2,847,873, INT. CL. 32.
2,847,875, INT. CL. 32.

CES COOPERATION, PANCHIAO, TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
2,847,951, INT. CL. 35.

CHALACO CORPORATION, THE, HOUSTON, TX:
2,848,444, INT. CL. 30.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE PALM BEACHES, INC., WEST PALM BEACH, FL:
2,848,186, INT. CL. 41.

CHAMBERLAIN GROUP, INC., THE, ELMHURST, IL:
2,079,755, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

CHAMPAGNES P. & C. HEIDSIECK, 51100 REIMS, FRANCE:
2,847,150, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 40 AND 42.

CHAMPION HOME BUILDERS CO., DRYDEN, MI:

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY, TOLEDO, OH:

CHAMPION TREE PROJECT, INC., COPEMISH, MI:
2,848,740, INT. CL. 31.

CHANCELLOR TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED, THE, HAMPShIRE GU31 4AF, UNITED KINGDOM:
2,665,232, COR. INT. CL. 34.

CHANDARIA, SACHEN, NAIRObI, KENya:
2,848,136, INT. CL. 16.
2,848,033, INT. CL. 3.
2,848,585, INT. CL. 3.

CHAPARRAL COMMUNICATIONS, INC., SAN JOSE, CA:
1,267,754, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 9.

CHARACTER ARTS, LLC, WILTON, CT:
2,849,186, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 41.

CHARLES AND HELEN SCHWAB FOUNDATION, SAN MARCO, CA:
2,848,534, INT. CL. 41.

CHARLES LEONARD, INC., GLENDALE, NY:
2,848,761, INT. CL. 16.

CHARLES MACHINE WORKS, INC., THE, PERRY, OK:
2,847,623, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6, 7, 9, 12, 16, 37 AND 41.

CHARLES REYSON INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,345, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 18 AND 21.

CHARLIE CHIANG'S, INC., GAITHERSBURG, MD:

CHARMING SHARK TROPICAL ACCESSORIES, INC., OSPREY, FL, DBA CSTA, INC.:
2,848,693, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 14.

CHARMS MARKETING COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
771,180, AM. U.S. CL. 46.

CHARTER LEASING CORPORATION, RICHMOND, VA:
2,078,999, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

CHARTER MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC., AUGUSTA, GA:
2,078,735, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 41.

CHASE ERGONOMICS INC., ALBUQUERQUE, NM:
1,859,138, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 10.

CHATHAM IMPORTS, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,079,564, CANC. INT. CL. 32.

CHAUDHARY, RAJNIKANT, NEW YORK, NY:
2,079,241, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

CHAUTAUQUA AIRLINES, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
2,078,302, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

CHAVES, LAWRENCE A., ROCKWALL, TX:
2,848,510, INT. CL. 28.

CHECKFREE SERVICES CORPORATION, NORCROSS, GA:
2,848,084, INT. CL. 9.

CHEF FRANCISCO, INC., EUGENE, OR:
1,245,502, CANC. INT. CL. 29.

CHEIL INDUSTRIES INC., KYOUNGSANGBUK-DO, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:
2,847,170, PUB. 7-8-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1, 2, 9 AND 17.

CHEM-REPORT, INC., KENOSHA, WI:
2,078,768, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

CHAPARRAL COMMUNICATIONS, INC., SAN JOSE, CA:
2,848,693, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 14.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CORPORATION, CHURUBUSCO, IN:
2,079,231, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

CHEMPLORER GMBH, BONN, FED REP GERMANY:
2,848,607, INT. CL. 1.

CHENGDU RAINBOW APPLIANCE (GROUP) SHARES CO., LTD., SICHUAN PROVINCE 610000, CHINA:
2,847,908, INT. CL. 31.

CHERNE INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1,851,411, REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 11.

CHERRY CAPITAL SERVICES, INC., TRAVERSE CITY, MI:
2,848,186, INT. CL. 9.

YELLOWSTONE'S RESTAURANT, INC., THE, CHESTER, ADAM, SHERMAN OAKS, CA:
2,847,919, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

CHERRY, PATRICK RYAN, LA QUINTA, CA:
2,079,231, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

CHESTERTON CORPORATION, THE, Installed Equipment, SAN MARCO, CA:
2,078,791, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
CHF INDUSTRIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY FROM CHF INDUSTRIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,087,836, INT. CL. 24.

CHILD CRAFT EDUCATION CORP., LANCASTER, PA:
1,277,927, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 28.

CHILDERS PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC., CLEVELAND, OH:
752,737, CANC. U.S. CL. 12.

CHILDHOOD COMPANIONS, INC., MANCHESTER, NH:
2,079,291, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

CHILDREN OF PROMISE INTERNATIONAL, ALMA, MO:
2,848,280, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CHILDREN'S MUSIC NETWORK, INC., KILDEER, IL:
2,847,795, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16 AND 28.

CHILDREN'S WORLD LEARNING CENTERS, INC., GOLDEN, CO:
2,079,793, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

CHILD M., WESTON, FL:
2,848,225, INT. CL. 35.

CHILEDA INSTITUTE, INC., LA CROSSE, WI, DBA CHILEDA HABILITATION INSTITUTE:
1,235,369, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

CHIMNEY SAFETY INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, PLAINFIELD, MD:
1,825,664. REN. 4-20-04. U.S. CL. B.

CHINA EXTERNAL TRADE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL:
2,848,225, INT. CL. 35.

CHONGQING EAGLE OPTICS CO., LTD., NANPING, CHINA:
2,849,530, INT. CL. 16.

CHRISTOPHER HYLAND, INC., NEW YORK, NY:

CHRISTOPHER FORD AND MICHAEL W. FORD PARTNERSHIP:

CHRISTIAN ART GIFTS, INC., LOMBARD, IL:

CHOU SHIH SHRIMP ROLL, TAINAN, TAIWAN:

CHOU FAMILY FOUNDATION, RALEIGH, NC:

CHROMOPRAC & SPINE CENTER OF AUSTIN, P.C., AUSTIN, TX:
2,849,281, INT. CL. 44.

CHLORIDE GROUP PLC, LONDON SWIV 1LT, ENGLAND:

CHONGQING EAGLE OPTICS CO., LTD., TAIPEI 110, TAIWAN:
2,849,800, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

CHILDREN EDUCATIONAL CORPORATION, SEATTLE, WA:

CHRONIC LEUCOCYTOSIS NUMEERA, INC., HOBOKEN, NJ:

CLINTON B. CARTER, LLC, WILMINGTON, DE:
1,298,050. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 36.

CLINTON UNIVERSITY, INC., BECKLEY, WV:

CLINTON UNIVERSITY, INC., BECKLEY, WV:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CLARK & PERKINS, INC., RALEIGH, NC:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:

CMC CORPORATION, LACROSSE, WI:
2,849,325, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.
CMI CORPORATION, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK: 2,732,880, COR. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 39 AND 42.

COACHING STAFF, INC., THE, JACKSONVILLE, FL: 2,847,924, INT. CL. 41.


COBALT ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, CHICAGO, IL: 2,080,047, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

COBRA GOLF INCORPORATED, CARLSBAD, CA: 2,079,467, CANC. INT. CL. 28.


COCONUT CODE, INC., DEERFIELD BEACH, FL: 1,798,444. REN. 4-17-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 12.

COGNIS CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OH: 2,847,833, INT. CL. 9.

COHEN ROLLER AND YORK LTD., THE, PORTLAND, OR FROM COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR NORTH AMERICA, INC., PORTLAND, OR: 2,848,863, INT. CL. 45.

COFLE SRL, MILANO, ITALY: 1,798,444. REN. 4-17-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 12.

COGNIOS CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OH: 2,847,833, INT. CL. 9.

COHERENT SOFTWARE CORP., GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS: 2,849,463, INT. CL. 9.

COLEBAY, MIKE, CO: 2,079,635, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

COLLINS & AIKMAN FLOORCOVERINGS, INC., DALTON, GA: 2,079,747, CANC. INT. CL. 40.

COLE TAYLOR BANK, ROSEMONT, IL: 1,859,964. REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 36.

COLEMAN PRODUCTIONS, INC., LOVELAND, OH: 2,079,724, CANC. INT. CL. 6.

COLD STONE CREAMERY, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ: 2,849,926, INT. CL. 30.

COLDWELL-WILCOX TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, CINCINNATI, OH: 2,848,007, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 11 AND 40.

COMPUTONE CORPORATION, ROSWELL, GA: 1,244,934, CANC. INT. CL. 2.

COLOPLAST CORP., MARIETTA, GA: 2,848,863, INT. CL. 41.

COMPUTER BUDDIES, GILBERT, AZ: 2,847,104, INT. CL. 3.

COMTEC INDUSTRIES INC., CHARLOTTE, NC: 1,824,058. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 4.

COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR NORTH AMERICA, INC., PORTLAND, OR: 2,847,713, INT. CL. 18.

COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR NORTH AMERICA, INC., PORTLAND, OR FROM COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR COMPANY, PORTLAND, OR: 2,848,104, INT. CL. 3.

COLUMBIA/TCHA HEALTHCARE CORPORATION, NASHVILLE, TN: 2,080,088, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

COLUMBIA/IKEA INC., PORTLAND, OR: 1,842,996. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 25.


COMBINE INTERNATIONAL, INC., TROY, MI: 2,847,865, INT. CL. 14.
CONTINENTAL GUEST SERVICES CORP., NEW YORK, NY: 2,079,264, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

COUNSEL SPRINGWELL COMMUNICATIONS LLC, STAMFORD, CT: 2,848,222, INT. CL. 42.

COOLUS, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,078,420, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

COOPER INDUSTRIES, INC., HOUSTON, TX: 2,849,057, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 11, 20 AND 25.

CORE-MARK INTERNATIONAL, INC., SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.


CORNELL VACUUM, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,080,259, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

CORE-MARK INTERNATIONAL, INC., SOUTHSANFRANCISCO, CA: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

CORTESCOPY SOFTWARE LTD, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA: 2,849,277, INT. CL. 11.

COTY INC., NEW YORK, NY: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COUNCIL OF CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS, SUN CITY, AZ: 2,849,277, INT. CL. 11.

COOKIMAGING CORPORATION, BLOOMINGTON, MN: 2,079,374, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 5, 40 AND 42.

COURTNEY & CO., BURLINGTON, IA: 2,848,676, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 24 AND 25.

COUTEAU, ANNE, NEW YORK, NY: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COUTEAU, ANNE, NEW YORK, NY: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COURTNEY, ANNE, NEW YORK, NY: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COOKSEY KEEPSAKES LTD., TOLLAND, CT: 2,079,074, CANC. INT. CL. 32.

COORS BREWING COMPANY, GOLDEN, CO: 2,079,374, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 5, 40 AND 42.

COORS BREWING COMPANY, SPRINGFIELD, MO: 2,079,726, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

CORE-MARK INTERNATIONAL, INC., SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COORS BREWING COMPANY, GOLDEN, CO: 2,079,374, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 5, 40 AND 42.

CORE-MARK INTERNATIONAL, INC., SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COURTNEY, ANNE, NEW YORK, NY: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COURTNEY, ANNE, NEW YORK, NY: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COOKSEY KEEPSAKES LTD., TOLLAND, CT: 2,079,374, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 5, 40 AND 42.

COORS BREWING COMPANY, GOLDEN, CO: 2,079,726, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

CORE-MARK INTERNATIONAL, INC., SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

CORE-MARK INTERNATIONAL, INC., SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COURTNEY, ANNE, NEW YORK, NY: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COURTNEY, ANNE, NEW YORK, NY: 1,834,123, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

COOKSEY KEEPSAKES LTD., TOLLAND, CT: 2,079,374, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 5, 40 AND 42.
COUNTRY HOME HANDCRAFTED Scented Candle Co., Inc., Delhi, Ontario, Canada: 2,643,118, Cancel. Int. Cl. 4.
Country Music Television, Inc., Nashville, TN: 2,849,155, Int. Cl. 41.
Courtalds PLC, Coventry CV6 5RS, England: 2,079,207, Cancel. Int. Cl. 22.
Courtaulds Textiles (Holdings) Limited, Manchester M28 3WR, United Kingdom: 2,078,704, Cancel. Int. Cl. 25.
CoverMaster Inc., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada: 1,826,358, Ren. 4-22-04, Int. Cl. 17.
Covex Farma, S.L., Madrid, Spain: 2,078,943, Pub. 4-30-2004, Int. Cl. 5.
Covey Leadership Center, Provo, UT: 1,781,357, Cancel. Int. Cl. 16.
Cow CO., Portland, OR: 2,078,878, Cancel. Int. Cl. 25.
Coyote-Crow Productions, Inc., Huntsville, TX: 2,079,620, Cancel. Int. Cl. 42.
CP Industries Inc., Salt Lake City, UT: 2,079,151, Cancel. Int. Cl. 3.
CP Heath Corporation, Hauppauge, NY: 2,847,778, Int. Cl. 5.
CPI Packaging, Inc., Marlboro, NJ: 2,849,972, Int. Cl. 17.
Crackle Creations, Inc., Stoughton, MA: 1,824,871, Ren. 4-23-04, Int. Cl. 4.
Crakymatic Industries, Inc., Trevose, PA: 2,849,346, Int. Cl. 12.
Cramer & Kligge, Wrightsville, PA: 2,847,491, Pub. 3-9-2004, Int. Cl. 16.
Crane, Thomas, St Paul, MN: 2,080,089, Cancel. Int. Cl. 41.
Crane Co., Stamford, CT: 2,848,068, Int. Cl. 9.
Crane Technologies Group, Inc., Daytona Beach, FL: 2,079,779, Cancel. Int. Cl. 7.
Craniun Inc., Seattle, WA: 2,849,279, Cancel. Int. Cl. 28.
Crawford Industries, L.L.C., Crawfordsville, IN, American Trading and Production Corporation, Baltimore, MD: 1,789,352, Ren. 4-20-04, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 16, 17 and 42.
Creationes Caracolle, Ltda., Antiquia, Colombia: 2,849,491, Int. Cl. 25.
Creasys, Inc., Richmond, VA: 2,849,512, Int. Cl. 16.
Create-A-Check, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT: 1,814,793, Ren. 4-22-04, Int. Cl. 9.
Creative Computers, Inc., Torrance, CA: 2,079,876, Cancel. Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 35 and 36.
Creative Hive, LLC, Los Angeles, CA: 2,848,126, Int. Cl. 27.
Credit Agricole Indosuez, 92920 Paris La Defense Cedex, France: 2,847,149, Pub. 11-4-2003, Int. Cl. 38.
Credit Suisse Life & Pensions (Bermuda) Ltd., Luxembourg, Luxembourg: 2,849,745, Int. Cl. 7.
Creest View Pty. Ltd., South Australia 5159, Australia: 2,849,488, Int. Cl. 33.
Cronlife America, Inc., Washington, DC from American Crop Protection Association, Washington, DC: 2,849,109, Int. Cl. 42.
Cross Match Technologies, Inc., Palm Beach Gardens, FL: 2,848,736, Int. Cl. 9.
Crs Holdings, Inc., Wilmington, DE: 1,271,512, Ren. 4-22-04, Int. Cl. 6.
Crucible Materials Corporation, Solvay, NY, Crucible Steel Company of America, New York, NY: 586,445, Ren. 4-17-04, U.S. Cl. 14 (Int. Cl. 6).
CS Crable Sportswear, Inc., Cincinnati, OH to Brazos Sportswear, L.L.C., Batavia, OH: 1,781,497, Cancel. Int. Cl. 25.
CSC Brands, Inc., Newark, DE: 2,079,586, Cancel. Int. Cl. 29.
CSELT - Centro Studi e Laboratori Telecomunicazioni S.p.A., 10148 Torino, Italy: 2,151,795, Cancel. Int. Cl. 9.
Csl Limited, Parkville, Victoria, Australia: 2,847,108, Pub. 4-3-2001, Int. Cl. 5.
Ctb, Inc., Milford, IN: 1,245,178, Cancel. Int. Cl. 11.
Cti Group (Holdings), Inc., Indianapolis, IN: 2,848,189, Cancel. Int. Cl. 9.
Cti Industries Corporation, Barrington, IL: 2,848,536, Cancel. Int. Cl. 28.
Cubicorp, LLC, Fort Lauderdale, FL: 2,848,215, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 9 and 42.
Cubillos, Luis Victor Torrealba, Curico, Chile: 2,849,662, Int. Cl. 33.
Culinary Alchemy, Inc., Redwood City, CA: 2,078,792, Cancel. Int. Cl. 30.
Cultech Limited, Swansea, SA1 3NJ, United Kingdom: 2,848,274, Int. Cl. 5.
Cunard Line Limited, Miami, FL: 2,848,873, Int. Cl. 39.
Cuno Incorporated, Meriden, CT, AMF Incorporated, White Plains, NY: 1,272,513, Ren. 4-20-04, Int. Cl. 9.
Cupertino Electric, Inc., San Jose, CA: 1,303,119, Ren. 4-19-04, Int. Cl. 37.
Curis, Inc., Cambridge, MA from Ontogeny, Inc., Cambridge, MA: 2,847,717, Int. Cl. 5.
2,847,718, Int. Cl. 16.
Custom Building Products, Seal Beach, CA: 2,848,498, Int. Cl. 19.
Custom Interiors Design & Remodeling, Inc., Golden Valley, MN: 2,849,650, Int. Cl. 9.
Custom Leathercraft Manufacturing Co., Inc., South Gate, CA: 1,794,993, Ren. 4-21-04, Int. Cl. 18.
Cutlass, Inc., New York, NY: 2,847,876, Int. Cl. 9.
Cutlass, Inc., New York, NY: 2,847,877, Int. Cl. 41.
Cyber Concepts, Inc., Orlando, FL: 2,079,656, Cancel. Int. Cl. 42.
Cybergum SA, Paris 5, France from 3P SA, F-91072 Bondoufle Cedex, France: 2,847,168, Pub. 10-28-2003, Int. Cl. 28.
C3 CAST.COM, INC., PASADENA, CA:

2,847,081, INT. CL. 35.

D & T, INC., THE, HAMDEN, CT:

2,149,480, CANC. INT. CL. 10.

D. & J.F. CELLARS, INC., SCHILLER PARK, IL:

2,849,231, INT. CL. 14.

D.V.F. INC., NEW YORK, NY:

2,079,486, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

D' ARTAGNAN TRADEMARKS, LLC, NEWARK, NJ:

2,849,197, CANC. INT. CL. 14.

DAMBLECT ON LIMITED, LONDON W1H, ENGLAND:

2,847,633, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 41.

DANCO CORPORATION, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:

1,781,766, CANC. INT. CL. 38.

DACOR CORPORATION, NORTHFIELD, IL:

2,078,369, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 25.

DAD'S RECIPE, GREENSBORO, NC:


DAVE'S FOODS CORPORATION, RICHMOND, VA:

1,244,946, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

DAVID C. COOK PUBLISHING CO., SILOAM SPRINGS, AR, DBA DAYSPRING CARDS:

2,849,495, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.

DAVIDE CAMPARI MILANO S. P. A., 20121 MILAN, ITALY:

2,080,715, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 39.

DAVID'S PINOT VINEYARDS, INC., LOMPOC, CA, DBA DAYSPRING CARDS:

2,080,070, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 21 AND 43.

DAIYAU, A., FUKUOKA, JAPAN:

1,781,774, CANC. INT. CL. 38.

DAIYAKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA, FUKUOKA, JAPAN:

2,849,495, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.

DAIWA GOLF CO., LTD., HIGASHIKURUME-SHI, TOKYO, JAPAN:

1,781,766, CANC. INT. CL. 38.

DAIWA SPORTS LTD., HIGASHIKURUME-SHI, TOKYO, JAPAN:

1,781,766, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
DAY 1 PTY LTD, BAYSWATER, VICTORIA 3153, AUSTRALIA: 2,848,494, INT. CL. 21.
DAY-TIMERS, INC., EAST TEXAS, PA: 2,079,785, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
DBC INTERNATIONAL LTD., 01510 VANTAA, FINLAND: 2,847,597, INT. CL. 10.
DBK PUBLISHING CORPORATION, MARINA DEL REY, CA: 2,849,843, INT. CL. 35.
DC COMICS, NEW YORK, NY: 2,849,228, INT. CL. 28.
DCI CHEESE COMPANY, INC., MAYVILLE, WI: 2,849,605, INT. CL. 29.
DCK WALLACE, LLC, RIDGEFIELD, WA: 2,849,733, INT. CL. 28.
DCV CHITIN TECHNOLOGIES L.P., WILMINGTON, DE: 2,079,520, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
DDS DISTRIBUTION SERVICES LTD., STRONGSVILLE, OH: 2,848,684, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 35.
DEB SBS INC., STANLEY, NC, BSB PRODUCTS, INC., SAGINAW, MI: 1,825,730, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 5.
DECA, INC., GUNTERSVILLE, AL: 2,079,403, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
DECI SCIENCE CORPORATION, ST. LOUIS, MO: 2,848,932, INT. CL. 35.
DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS, INC., LONGWOOD, FL: 2,078,360, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
DECKO PRODUCTS, INC., SANDUSKY, OH: 1,846,881, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 30.
DEGUSSA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, DUSSELDORF, FED REP GERMANY: 1,266,752, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 2.
DEICO LLC, KAILUA, HI: 2,848,398, INT. CL. 20.
DEKALB GENETICS CORPORATION, DEKALB, IL: 1,244,964, CANC. INT. CL. 5.
DEL LABORATORIES, INC., FARMINGDALE, NY: 2,080,299, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
DEL WEBB CORPORATION, PHOENIX, AZ: 2,079,545, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
DECO CREATIONS, LLC, GREENWOOD VILLAGE, CO: 2,079,772, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
DELATORRE & SONS ENTERPRISES, ORANGE, CA: 2,849,252, INT. CL. 25.
DELGADO, MARTHA C., NORTH BERGEN, NJ: 2,848,103, INT. CL. 29.
DELMARVA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY, WILMINGTON, DE: 2,078,853, CANC. INT. CL. 39.
DELTA AFFILIATES, L.L.C., GOLDEN VALLEY, MN: 2,079,617, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
DELTA BRICK & TILE COMPANY, INC., INDIANOLA, MS: 752,739, CANC. U.S. CL. 12.
DELTA DOCTORS GROUP, PORTAGE, MI: 2,848,803, INT. CL. 3.
DELTA ELECTRONICS, INC., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, DELTA ELECTRONICS, INC., TAIPEI, TAIWAN: 1,825,797, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 11.
DELTA INTERNATIONAL MACHINERY CORP., JACKSON, TN, ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH, PA: 1,275,846, REN. 4-17-04, INT. CL. 7.
DELTA NETWORKS, INC., NEIHU, TAIPEI 114, TAIWAN: 2,848,356, INT. CL. 9.
DELTA PRONATURA DR. KRAUS, DR. BECKMAN, GMBH & CO., D-63322 NEU-ISENBURG, FED REP GERMANY: 2,751,221, COR. INT. CL. 2.
DENAI CO., LLC, WAYLAND, MI, GENERAL CONTAINER CO. OF MICHIGAN, INC., HILLSDALE, MI: 1,826,516, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 30.
DENIHAM OWNERSHIP COMPANY, LLC, NEW YORK, NY: 2,848,862, INT. CL. 43.
DENTAL DUX, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,847,688, INT. CL. 21.
DENTSPLY INTERNATIONAL INC., YORK, PA: 2,849,614, INT. CL. 10.
DENVER MORTGAGE COMPANY, LAKEWOOD, CO: 2,849,933, INT. CL. 10.
DEPA BANC PLC. IE-IPSC, DUBLIN 1, IRELAND: 2,847,237, PUB. 10-21-2003, INT. CL. 36.
DEPUY INC., WARSAW, IN: 2,078,744, CANC. INT. CL. 10.
DERWENT INFORMATION LIMITED, LONDON, WC2 D5F, ENGLAND: 2,848,345, INT. CL. 42.
DES PLAINES PARK DISTRICT, DES PLAINES, IL: 1,781,843, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
DESIP S PIZZA, INC., WILKES-BARRE, PA: 2,079,091, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29, 30 AND 42.
DESIGN TOSCANO, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL: 2,079,440, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
DESIGNS BY FMC, INC., BROOKLYN, NY, DBA SILVER-SPECK.COM: 2,849,417, INT. CL. 35.
DESIGNS FOR VISION, INC., RONKONKOMA, NY: 1,004,744, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 10.
DETEX CORPORATION, NEW BRAUNFELS, TX: 2,848,636, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 9.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON GESELLSCHAFT MBH, HAMBURG, FED REP GERMANY, POLYDOR INTERNATION GMBH, HAMBURG 13, FED REP GERMANY: 1,279,674, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 9.
DEVACHAN HAIR & SPA, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,848,344, INT. CL. 3.
DEWEY TRADING COMPANY, SANTA FE, NM: 1,782,141, CANC. INT. CL. 24.
DEWTA ELECTRONICS, INC., JAPAN: 1,782,141, CANC. INT. CL. 24.
DExALL BIOMEDICAL LABS, INC., GAITHERSBURG, MD: 1,836,528, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 5.
DHC CORPORATION (DIAGAKU HONYAKU CENTER), SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 2,847,925, INT. CL. 3.
DHC CORPORATION (DIAGAKU HONYAKU CENTER), SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 2,849,223, INT. CL. 34.
DIAL CALL, INC., NORCROSS, GA: 2,849,733, INT. CL. 28.

DISTINCT MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, LLC, CORAL SPRINGS, FL:
2,848,437, INT. CL. 10.

DJ DOG, INC., SHERMAN OAKS, CA:
2,847,700, INT. CL. 25.

DBM WHITE TANK, LLC, SCOTTSDALE, AZ:
2,849,390, INT. CL. 35.
2,849,391, INT. CL. 41.
2,849,392, INT. CL. 37.

DNH ENTERPRISES, INC., DANBURY, CT:
1,245,640, INT. CL. 42.

DOCTOR ROOTER PLUMBING, SEWER & DRAIN, INC., FREEHOLD, NJ:
2,847,807, INT. CL. 37.
2,847,808, INT. CL. 37.

DOCUVISION, INC., BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,847,953, INT. CL. 45.

DOGLOO, INC., CORONA, CA TO DOSKOCIL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., ARLINGTON, TX:
1,781,451, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

DOLBY LABORATORIES LICENSING CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,849,494, INT. CL. 9.

DOLORES ROBLEDO-FARFAN, TRUSTEE OF ROBERTO ROBLEDO-PINAL 1994 TRUST, SAN DIEGO, CA, ROBLEDO-PINAL, LAS VEGAS, NV:
1,826,505. REN. 4-23-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 30 AND 42.

DOMESTICATIONS, LLC, EDGEWATER, NJ FROM DICK'S CLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS, CORP.

DOCTOR ROOTER PLUMBING, SEWER & DRAIN, INC., FREEHOLD, NJ:
2,847,807, INT. CL. 37.
2,847,808, INT. CL. 37.

DONOHUE, ROY, NORTH HAVEN, CT:
2,849,494, INT. CL. 9.

DORADO NETWORK SYSTEMS CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,849,240, INT. CL. 21.

DORADO NETWORK SYSTEMS CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,849,240, INT. CL. 21.

DORADO NETWORK SYSTEMS CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,849,240, INT. CL. 21.

DORADO NETWORK SYSTEMS CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,849,240, INT. CL. 21.
DOWELanco, Indianapolis, IN to Dow Agrosiences LLC, Indianapolis, IN: 1,781,791, Canc. Int. Cl. 1.

DOWNSKINS, INC., Belle Fourche, SD: 2,079,470, Canc. Int. Cl. 25.

Downtown Warehouse, Inc., Brooklyn, NY: 2,848,810, Int. Cl. 3.

Dphi, INC., Boulder, CO from Spinvision, INC., Boulder, CO: 2,847,643, Int. Cl. 9.

Dpt Laboratories, INC., San Antonio, TX to Healthpoint, LTD., San Antonio, TX: 1,781,037, Canc. Int. Cl. 5.

Dr. Grandel GmbH, 86150 Augsburg, Fed Rep Germany: 2,848,342, Int. Cl. 3.

Dr. Pepper/Seven Up, INC., Piano, TX: 2,847,767, Int. Cl. 30.

Dragamar S.A., Buenos Aires, Argentina: 2,079,951, Canc. Int. Cl. 25.

Drager Nederland B.V., Postbox 10100 5680 GA Best, Netherlands: 2,078,788, Canc. Int. Cl. 10.

Drake Beam Morin, INC., Stamford, CT: 2,848,298, Int. Cl. 35.

Draff, James H., III, Orlando, FL: 2,848,611, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 35 and 41.

Dreamtime, INC., Santa Cruz, CA: 2,848,788, Int. Cl. 44.

Dreamworks L.L.C., Universal City, CA: 2,848,805, Int. Cl. 41.

Dresser, INC., Addison, TX from Dresser Equipment Group, INC., Carrolton, TX: 2,847,871, Int. Cl. 9.

Dripboardwear, LLC, Port Washington, NY: 2,848,244, Int. Cl. 25.

Driil Publishing, LLC, Miami Beach, FL: 2,848,994, Int. Cl. 16.

Driving Obsession, INC., San Francisco, CA: 2,078,267, Canc. Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 35 and 41.

Dryden Oil Company, INC., Baltimore, MD: 2,078,508, Canc. Int. Cl. 35.

Dsc Telecom L.P., Plano, TX: 2,079,064, Canc. Int. Cl. 9.

Dsp, LLC, Tucson, AZ: 2,848,721, Int. Cl. 43.

Dsky andenbo, INC., 9282 NV Venlo, Netherlands: 2,078,337, Canc. Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 1 and 16.

Dsm High Performance Fibers B.V., 6422 PN Heerlen, Netherlands: 2,078,586, Canc. Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 17 and 22.


DSt Technologies, INC., Kansas City, MO: 2,079,644, Canc. Int. Cl. 9.

Dt Swiss Ag, CH-2504 Biel 6, Switzerland: 2,847,709, Int. Cl. 12.

Dualstar Entertainment Group, INC., Los Angeles, CA: 2,847,727, Int. Cl. 41.


Dubay, INC., Fort charlotte, FL: 1,781,099, Canc. Int. Cl. 7.

Duck Creek Technologies, INC., Bolivar, MO: 2,848,032, Int. Cl. 9.

Duck Delivery Produce, INC., Portland, OR: 2,847,765, Int. Cl. 35.

Ducmmun Incorporated, Los Angeles, CA: 1,244,989, Canc. Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 6 and 42.

Dumas and Associates Realty, INC., Chicago, IL: 2,847,475, Pub. 3-9-2004. Int. Cl. 36.


Duncan Enterprises, Fresno, CA: 2,848,962, Int. Cl. 1.


Dunn Edwards Corporation, Los Angeles, CA: 1,873,502, Ren. 4-22-04. Int. Cl. 2.


Dupps Company, THE, Germantown, OH: 2,847,640, Int. Cl. 7.

Duramed Pharmaceuticals, INC., woodcliff, NJ: 1,831,849, Ren. 4-21-04. Int. Cl. 5.

Durand Communications Network, INC., Santa Barbara, CA: 2,080,273, Canc. Int. Cl. 9.

Durand Limited, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands: 2,078,399, Canc. Int. Cl. 28.

Durango Sport and Travel, INC., Oakdale, MN, DBA Durango Medical Equipment: 2,079,522, Canc. Int. Cl. 10.


Durnin, Timothy, San Mateo, CA: 2,849,771, Int. Cl. 28.

Durnin, Timothy, P. San Mateo, CA: 2,849,731, Int. Cl. 28.

Duvet, INC., Blue Springs, MO: 1,781,045, Canc. Int. Cl. 5.

Dusted Media, LLC, Montpelier, VT: 2,847,403, Pub. 3-9-2004, Int. Cl. 41.

Dutch Ann Foods, INC., Natchez, MS: 757,004, Ren. 4-17-04. U.S. Cl. 46 (Int. Cl. 29).

Dvip Multimedia Incorporated, Rockville, MD: 2,848,514, Int. Cl. 9.

Dvm Pharmaceuticals, INC., Miami, FL: 2,847,926, Int. Cl. 5.

Dw Educational Research, INC., Fowler, CA: 2,849,835, Int. Cl. 41.

Dwayne Keith Brooks Co., INC., Orangevale, CA: 2,848,809, Int. Cl. 30.

Dyar, Billy K., Oakley, CA: 2,849,743, Int. Cl. 32.

Dynacraft LLC, San Rafaela, CA: 1,830,282, Ren. 4-21-04. Int. Cl. 12.

Dynamics Research Corporation, Andover, MA: 775,122, Ren. 4-22-04. U.S. Cl. 100 (Int. Cl. 42).

Dynasty Consolidated Industries, INC., Dallas, TX: 2,847,553, Pub. 3-9-2004, Int. Cl. 20.

Dynsyn, la Crosse, WI: 2,847,251, Pub. 3-9-2004, Int. Cl. 9.

Dynetics, LLC, Woburn, MA, Dynetics Corp., Woburn, MA: 981,954, Ren. 4-22-04. U.S. Cl. 23 (Int. Cl. 7).


E. A. Euroamerica, S.A., San Jose, Costa Rica: 2,848,200, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 17 and 19.

E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DE: 1,781,045, Canc. Int. Cl. 5.

E. A. Euroamerica, S.A., San Jose, Costa Rica: 2,848,200, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 17 and 19.

Ei. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DE: 1,781,045, Canc. Int. Cl. 5.

Ei. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DE: 1,781,045, Canc. Int. Cl. 5.

Ei. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DE: 1,781,045, Canc. Int. Cl. 5.

Ei. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DE: 1,781,045, Canc. Int. Cl. 5.
ELKAY INDUSTRIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,245,377, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
1,245,378, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
1,245,379, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
1,245,380, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

ELLE FOOTWEAR INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,822,924, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 25.

ELMA N. SMITH FOUNDATION, EUREKA SPRINGS, AR:
1,245,791, INT. CL. 41.

ELSEVIER INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,006, INT. CL. 16.
2,849,007, INT. CL. 41.
2,849,011, INT. CL. 9.

ELSNER PAC JUNGFPLANZEN, D-01279 DRESDEN, FED REP GERMANY:
2,875,495, COR. INT. CL. 31.

ELY & WALKER, INC., MEMPHIS, TN:
175,310, CANC. U.S. CL. 42.

EMANUEL UNGARO, PARIS, FRANCE:
1,238,303, REN. 4-20-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 14, 18 AND 25.

EMAX'S, LLC., BOULDER, CO:
2,880,506, INT. CL. 43.

EMBOLIC PROTECTION, INC., CAMPBELL, CA:
2,847,816, INT. CL. 10.

EMBOTTELLADORA LA CASCADA, S.A., SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR:
2,848,528, INT. CL. 32.

EMCO SPECIALTIES, INC., DES MOINES, IA:
2,315,199, AM. INT. CL. 6.

EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONSE CORP., RANDO SANTA MARGARITA, CA:
2,811,214, COR. INT. CL. 41.

EMERSON ELECTRIC CO., ST. LOUIS, MO:
1,282,509, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 20.

EMHART INC., NEWARK, DE:
2,079,945, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

EMHART LLC, NEWARK, DE FROM EMHART INC., NEWARK, DE:
2,849,199, INT. CL. 11.

EMI RECORDS LIMITED, LONDON W6 7EF, ENGLAND:
2,848,543, INT. CL. 16.

EMPIRE HOME SERVICES, LLC, LINCOLNWOOD, IL:
2,848,333, INT. CL. 35.

EMPIRE INDUSTRIES, INC., WOODSTOCK, GA:
2,880,316, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

EMPIRE STATE BEVERAGE CO., BROOKLYN, NY:
2,079,780, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

EMPIRE HOME SERVICES, LLC, LINCOLNWOOD, IL:
2,848,333, INT. CL. 35.

EMPIRE SPECIALTIES, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,902,011, INT. CL. 9.

ENBERG PARTNERS, L.C., OVERLAND PARK, KS:
2,847,460, PUB. 4-22-2003. INT. CL. 3.

ENERGY CONVERSION DEVICES, INC., ROCHESTER, NY:
1,822,924, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 25.

ENERGY CONVERSION DEVICES, INC., ROCHESTER, NY:
1,822,924, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 25.

ENCEC, INC., BOCA RATON, FL:
2,079,562, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

ENTEILMANN'S PRODUCTS, INC., LOMBARD, IL:
2,846,525, INT. CL. 30.

ENTERTAIK CORPORATION, POMPANO BEACH, FL:
2,847,653, INT. CL. 41.

ENTERTAINMENT CONCEPTS, INC., BRANSON, MO:
2,079,811, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

ENTERTAINMENT DIGITAL NETWORK, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,078,501, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 38.

ENVAC CENTRALSUG AB, S-117 68 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN:

ENVIRONMENTAL WASTE SERVICES, SAN JOSE, CA:
1,781,113, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

ENVIRONMENTAL FORENSICS INVESTIGATIONS, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
2,849,857, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 45.

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALTIES, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,848,326, INT. CL. 1.

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM & SOLUTIONS, INC., SANDY, UT:
2,848,620, INT. CL. 1.

EPIS, NATHANIEL, JR., JAMAICA, NY:
1,781,824, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

EPSTEIN, KARI A, DENVER, CO:
2,849,715, INT. CL. 28.

EPSTEIN, MERRIL JAY, LA JOLLA, CA:
2,849,359, INT. CL. 16.

EQ THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COMPANY, YPSILANTI, MI:
2,078,948, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, DC:
2,849,042, INT. CL. 35.

ERO婚纱 SUNSHINE PRODUCTS LTD., SURREY, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA:
1,826,953, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 32.

EREKINE PRODUCTS PTY LIMITED, MACKSVILLE, AUSTRALIA:
2,849,599, INT. CL. 10.

ERSAB AKTIEBOLAG, GOTEBOG, SWEDEN, OWXELD ACETYLENE COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
2,849,394, INT. CL. 9.

ERSG PARTNERS, L.C., OVERLAND PARK, KS:
2,079,780, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

ERSTE MULBRAUER GMBH & CO. KG, D-28705 NORDER-}

ETERNA, INC., POMPAO BEACH, FL:
2,847,653, INT. CL. 41.

ENTERTAINMENT CONCEPTS, INC., BRANSON, MO:
2,079,811, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

ENTERTAINMENT DIGITAL NETWORK, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,078,501, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 38.

ENVAC CENTRALSUG AB, S-117 68 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN:

ENVIRONMENTAL WASTE SERVICES, SAN JOSE, CA:
1,781,113, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

ENVIRONMENTAL FORENSICS INVESTIGATIONS, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
2,849,857, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 45.

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALTIES, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,848,326, INT. CL. 1.

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM & SOLUTIONS, INC., SANDY, UT:
2,848,620, INT. CL. 1.

EPIS, NATHANIEL, JR., JAMAICA, NY:
1,781,824, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

EPSTEIN, KARI A, DENVER, CO:
2,849,715, INT. CL. 28.

EPSTEIN, MERRIL JAY, LA JOLLA, CA:
2,849,359, INT. CL. 16.

EQ THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COMPANY, YPSILANTI, MI:
2,078,948, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, DC:
2,849,042, INT. CL. 35.

ERO婚纱 SUNSHINE PRODUCTS LTD., SURREY, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA:
1,826,953, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 32.

EREKINE PRODUCTS PTY LIMITED, MACKSVILLE, AUSTRALIA:
2,849,599, INT. CL. 10.

ERSAB AKTIEBOLAG, GOTEBOG, SWEDEN, OWXELD ACETYLENE COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
2,849,394, INT. CL. 9.

ERSG PARTNERS, L.C., OVERLAND PARK, KS:
2,079,780, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

ERSTE MULBRAUER GMBH & CO. KG, D-28705 NORDER-
FAMOUS LUBRICANTS, INC., CHICAGO, IL: 2,849,343. REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 35.
FAR EAST BIO-TEC. CO., LTD., TAIPEI 110, TAIWAN: 2,849,042, INT. CL. 2.
1,845,860. REN. 4-22-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 30 AND 32.
1,848,957. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 5.
1,849,543. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 32.
FARMEN S.R.L., 10036 SETTIMO TORINESE, TORINO, ITALY: 2,637,809. COR. INT. CL. 3.
FARMLAND FOODS, INC., KANSAS CITY, MO: 2,079,082, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
FASHION FOOTWEAR ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,029,791, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
FASHIONTEX INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,080,085, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
FATERA TECHNOLOGIES, INC., ANDOVER, MA: 2,849,543. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 32.
FEDERATED INVESTORS, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA: 2,849,093, INT. CL. 6.
FEDERAL TELECOM INCORPORATED, WEST PALM BEACH, FL: 1,782,117, CANC. INT. CL. 17.
FEDERATED INVESTORS, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA: 2,849,446, INT. CL. 36.
FEELUX CO., LTD., KYONGGI-DO, REPUBLIC OF KOREA: 2,847,996, INT. CL. 11.
FERREE & ASSOCIATES, INC., FEDERAL WAY, WA: 2,078,761, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
FES SYSTEMS INC., YORK, PA: 2,848,579, INT. CL. 9.
FERREE, DONALD LEE, SUMNER, WA, DBA KIDS KORNER GIFT SHOPS: 2,129,967, INT. CL. 19.
FIBER MATERIALS, INC., BIDDEFORD, ME: 1,219,967, REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 17.
FIBERLOCK TECHNOLOGIES, INC., ANDOVER, MA: 2,848,153, INT. CL. 3.
FANCY TIPS KITCHEN, INC., ADDISON, TX: 2,079,082, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
FACIAL PROSTHETICS, INC., WOODLANDS, TX: 2,079,681, CANC. INT. CL. 21.
FARRAG, FRED G., PACOIMA, CA: 1,777,511. REN. 4-18-04. INT. CL. 22.
FISCHER USA, INC., BOULDER, CO: 2,849,042, INT. CL. 2.
FIAT AUTOCORP, MANSFIELD, OH: 2,848,175, INT. CL. 35.
FEDERAL SIGNAL CORPORATION, OAK BROOK, IL: 1,243,575, INT. CL. 30.
FEDERAL TELECOM INCORPORATED, WEST PALM BEACH, FL: 1,803,406. REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 36.
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK, NEW YORK, NY: 2,849,785, INT. CL. 19.
FEDERAL SIGNAL CORPORATION, OAK BROOK, IL: 1,782,117, CANC. INT. CL. 17.
FEDERAL TELECOM INCORPORATED, WEST PALM BEACH, FL: 2,848,175, INT. CL. 35.
FEDERAL TELECOM INCORPORATED, WEST PALM BEACH, FL: 1,803,406. REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 36.
FEDERAL TELECOM INCORPORATED, WEST PALM BEACH, FL: 1,782,117, CANC. INT. CL. 17.
FEDERATED INVESTORS, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA: 2,848,446, INT. CL. 36.
FEELUX CO., LTD., KYONGGI-DO, REPUBLIC OF KOREA: 2,847,996, INT. CL. 11.
FERREE & ASSOCIATES, INC., FEDERAL WAY, WA: 2,078,761, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
FIBER MATERIALS, INC., BIDDEFORD, ME: 2,849,543. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 32.
FARMEN S.R.L., 10036 SETTIMO TORINESE, TORINO, ITALY: 2,637,809. COR. INT. CL. 3.
FIVE S PROPERTIES, LTD., BEVERLY HILLS, CA:
2,847,828, INT. CL. 41.

FIX, LAUREN J., WILLIAMSVILLE, NY:
2,849,907, INT. CL. 41.

FLEXIBLE P C COMPANY, LLC, THE, NORTHFIELD, MN:
1,245,307, CANC. INT. CL. 20.
1,245,308, CANC. INT. CL. 20.
1,245,309, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

FKI INDUSTRIES INC., FAIRFIELD, CT:
2,847,455, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6, 7 AND 9.

FLAT CREEK MOUNTAIN, INC., ASHEVILLE, NC:
2,849,040, INT. CL. 24.

FLEETSafe CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA:
2,079,140, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

FLETCHER COATING COMPANY, ORANGE, CA:
2,849,196, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 17 AND 24.

FOCUS ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTIONS, INC., STAMFORD, CT:
2,848,733, INT. CL. 41.

FOAMEX L.P., LINWOOD, PA:
2,080,013, CANC. INT. CL. 31.

FLYING COLORS TOYS, INC, MALIBU, CA:
2,849,793, INT. CL. 30.
2,849,794, INT. CL. 30.

FMT CORPORATION, INC., LONDONDERRY, NH:
2,080,396, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

FNIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY HOLDINGS, INC., SANTA BARBARA, CA:
2,849,899, INT. CL. 35.

FOAMEX L.P., LINDWOOD, PA:
2,849,196, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 17 AND 24.

FOOTSTAR CORPORATION, WEST NYACK, NY:
2,079,237, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION OF IRELAND, THE, DUBLIN 2, IRELAND:

FOOTSTAR CORPORATION, WEST NYACK, NY:
2,079,617, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

FORCE MODELS CO., LTD., SHUI CHIN LI, TAICHUNG, TAIWAN:
1,781,570, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

FORESITE FOODS, INC., EVA, AL:
2,846,655, INT. CL. 29.

FOREVER 21, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,848,238, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3, 9, 14, 18, 25 AND 35.

FOREST James OPERATING COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA:
2,849,925, INT. CL. 16.
2,849,299, INT. CL. 16.
2,849,675, INT. CL. 21.

FORTIS INTEGRATED HEALTH PARTNERSHIPS, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI:
2,079,839, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 36 AND 42.

FORTRESS INVESTMENT GROUP LLC, NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,499, INT. CL. 36.
2,848,500, INT. CL. 36.

FOOTACTION, INC., DALLAS, TX:
2,079,392, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

FOOTACTION, INC., DALLAS, TX:
2,849,174, INT. CL. 9.

FOONIVISA, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
1,781,167, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.

FORECAST OF IRELAND, THE, THE, PALM HARBOR, FL:
2,337,073, COR. INT. CL. 42.

FOUR SEASONS SALES AND SERVICE, INC., PARIS, KY:

FOUR STAR INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPANY, TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
2,847,991, INT. CL. 21.

FOUR STAR INTERNATIONAL, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,079,392, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

FOX BROTHERS & COMPANY, LIMITED, WELLINGTON, SOMERSET, ENGLAND:
402,252, CANC. U.S. CL. 42.

FOX RACING, INC, MORGAN HILL, CA:

FOX S.A.S. DI FOCHESATO EDOARDO & C, 37030 MONTECCHIA DI CROSARA (VR), ITALY:
2,849,036, INT. CL. 9.

FOSS ELECTRIC A/S, 3400 HILLEROD, DENMARK:
2,848,963, INT. CL. 3.

FOSS ELECTRIC A/S, 3400 HILLEROD, DENMARK:
2,848,376, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.

FOSS ELECTRIC A/S, 3400 HILLEROD, DENMARK:
2,794,581, COR. INT. CL. 9.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,793, INT. CL. 30.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,794, INT. CL. 30.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,794, INT. CL. 30.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,793, INT. CL. 30.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,793, INT. CL. 30.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,792, INT. CL. 30.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,791, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,790, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,789, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,788, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,787, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,786, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,785, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,784, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,783, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,782, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,781, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,780, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,779, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,778, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,777, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,776, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,775, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,774, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,773, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,772, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,771, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,770, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,769, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,768, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,767, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,766, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,765, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,764, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,763, INT. CL. 24.

FOSSIL, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,849,762, INT. CL. 24.
FRANKLIN RESOURCES, INC., SAN MATEO, CA:

FRANKLIN WIRE WORKS, INC., BELVIDERE, IL:

FRENCH BRAY, INCORPORATED, GLEN BURNIE, MD:

FRIENDS OF THE HUNLEY, INC, CHARLESTON, SC:

FU SHENG INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD., CHUNG-SHANG DIST., TAIPEI, TAIWAN:

FRIEDRICH GROHE AG & CO.KG, D-58653 HEMER, FED REP GERMANY:

GARRISON INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED, ST. HELIER, JERSEY JE48RR, CHANNEL ISLANDS, BEAR SURFWEAR INC.:
GENERAL MAGNAPLATE CORPORATION, LINDEN, NJ:
2,848,575. REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 9.
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION, HORSHAM, PA:
2,848,469, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16 AND 42.
GAUTHIER, ERIC, LOWELL, IN:
2,739,779, AM. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7 AND 12.
GAYHEART, STEPHEN PAUL, ST. PETERSBURG, FL:
2,848,878, INT. CL. 3.
2,848,879, INT. CL. 3.
2,848,944, INT. CL. 3.
GBDC, INC., HARRISON, OH:
1,266,936. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 9.
GIBS PARTNERS, INC., LOUISVILLE, KY:
1,222,132. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 29.
GE BUSCH VALVE GMBH, 79379 MULLHEIM, FED REP GERMANY:
GERBRUDER LODEGE MASCHINENBAU-GESELLSCHAFT MBH, D-33102 PADERBORN, FED REP GERMANY:
2,847,119, PUB. 7-8-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 11, 37 AND 42.
GELSTON, WAYNE T., RAYMOND, ME:
2,849,143, INT. CL. 9.
GEMELLI ENTERPRISES, LLC, HOUSTON, TX:
2,847,780, INT. CL. 21.
GEMINI INDUSTRIES, INC., CLIFTON, NJ:
GEN-X SPORTS SARL, SWITZERLAND, LAMAR, BERT V., WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA:
1,836,720, REN. 4-23-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 25 AND 28.
GENIAISSANCE PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., NEW HAVEN, CT:
2,897,688, AM. INT. CL. 42.
GENASYS II, INC., FORT COLLINS, CO:
2,078,810, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
GENELINK, INC., MARGATE, NJ:
2,847,923, INT. CL. 9.
GENERAL CABLE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, KY:
2,847,923, INT. CL. 9.
GENERAL CIGAR COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK, NY, WALTERS & COMPANY FROM INTELLUTION, INC., FOXBOROUGH, MA:
2,848,879, INT. CL. 3.
GENERAL CIGARCO., INC., NEW YORK, NY, WALTERS & COMPANY:
2,848,924, INT. CL. 25.
GENERAL CIGARCO., INC., NEW YORK, NY, WALTERS & COMPANY FROM INTELLUTION, INC., FOXBOROUGH, MA:
2,848,924, INT. CL. 25.
GENERAL CABLE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, KY:
2,847,923, INT. CL. 9.
GENERAL CIGAR COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK, NY, WALTERS & COMPANY:
2,848,879, INT. CL. 3.
GENERAL CHEMICALS INC., CREVE COEUR, MO:
GENERAL BINDING CORPORATION, SKOKIE, IL:
2,849,254, INT. CL. 16.
2,849,922, INT. CL. 16.
GENERAL CABLE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, KY:
2,847,923, INT. CL. 9.
GENERAL CIGAR COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK, NY, WALTERS & COMPANY:
2,848,879, INT. CL. 3.
GENERAL CONTAINER COMPANY, L.L.C., HILLSDALE, MI:
2,848,173, INT. CL. 30.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NY:
2,079,812, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NY:
2,079,812, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
GEORGIA NUT COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
2,849,360, INT. CL. 35.
2,849,206, INT. CL. 37.
2,848,470, INT. CL. 42.
2,849,206, INT. CL. 37.
2,849,321, INT. CL. 11.
GENERAL FIRE AND CASUALTY COMPANY, BOISE, ID:
2,849,758, INT. CL. 36.
GENERAL INNOVATIONS, LLC, MANSFIELD, TX:
2,848,772, INT. CL. 11.
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION, HORSHAM, PA:
1,266,936. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 9.
GENERAL MAGNAPLATE CORPORATION, LINDEN, NJ:
1,241,507. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 40.
GENERAL MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,078,769, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
GENERAL MILLS IP HOLDINGS II, LLC, MINNEAPOLIS, MN, GENERAL MILLS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1,787,030, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 36.
GENERAL MILLS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,849,610, INT. CL. 29.
2,849,631, INT. CL. 29.
2,849,632, INT. CL. 29.
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION, DETROIT, MI:
1,781,475, CANC. INT. CL. 21.
2,849,726, INT. CL. 12.
GENERAL TIRE, INC., AKRON, OH:
1,245,225, CANC. INT. CL. 12.
GENERATIONS MANAGEMENT LLC, TRAVERSE CITY, MI:
GENERATIONS OF VIRTUE, COLORADA SPRINGS, CO:
2,849,802, INT. CL. 41.
GENETICS & IVF INSTITUTE, FAIRFAX, VA:
2,848,473, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 5 AND 44.
GENEVA MEDIA, LLC, REDWOOD CITY, CA:
GENNA, PIETRO, DBA ACCADJI PELLEGRINO & C.:
1,245,563, CANC. INT. CL. 33.
GENSTAR CONTAINER CORPORATION, CHICAGO, IL:
1,825,453. REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 36.
GENTILLESSE FASHIONS INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,245,432, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
GEOFFREY, INC., WILMINGTON, DE:
2,078,910, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
GEOFFREY, INC., WAYNE, NJ:
2,848,535, INT. CL. 35.
GEOMETRICS, INC., SAN JOSE, CA:
2,848,361, INT. CL. 9.
GEORGE P. JOHNSON COMPANY, AUBURN HILLS, MI:
2,848,150, INT. CL. 41.
GEORGE SHINN SPORTS, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC:
2,078,370, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
GEORGIA NUT COMPANY, SKOKIE, IL:
2,078,310, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 30.
GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA:
1,244,912, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
1,245,281, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
GEOSCAPE INTERNATIONAL INC., MIAMI, FL:
2,847,185, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.
GEOSOFT LIMITED, LEEDS, LS2 8LN, UNITED KINGDOM:
2,079,763, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
GEOTRUST, INC., PORTLAND, OR:
2,848,045, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.
GFR NUTRITIONALS LTD., MAPLE RIDGE, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA:
2,848,519, INT. CL. 5.
GFSI, INC., LENEXA, KS:
2,848,924, INT. CL. 25.
GIANT KILLER, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,079,355, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 5 AND 25.
GIBSON, GREG R., COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA:
2,849,409, INT. CL. 16.
GIESE, MARY, BETH, CATONSVILLE, MD:
2,849,269, INT. CL. 35.
GIFFORD-HILL & CO., INC., CHARLOTTE, NC:
1,244,924, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
GIGI ACCESSORIES WHOLESALERS, INC., BURBANK, CA:
2,847,770, INT. CL. 14.
GILLETTE COMPANY, THE, BOSTON, MA:
2,849,360, INT. CL. 35.
GINSBURG, ROBERT J., DELRAY BEACH, FL:
2,848,892, INT. CL. 16.
GIOVANNI BEVERLY HILLS, INC., SANTA MONICA, CA:
2,079,215, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
GIVAUDAN ROURE FLAVORS, INC., BRIDGETON, MO: 1,781,521, CANC. INT. CL. 32.
GLACIER WATER COMPANY, FALL CITY, WA: 2,079,993, CANC. INT. CL. 32.
GLOBE MOUNTAIN SKI ASSOCIATES, INC., LONDON-DERRY, VT: 2,078,863, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
GLOBE HEALTHSHARE, INC., ST. PAUL, MN: 2,079,898, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
Gladstone, Richard, Glastonbury, CT: 2,848,055, INT. CL. 16.
Goldyear Holdings Limited, Hong Kong, Hong Kong: 2,849,189, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29, 30 AND 32.
Goldlinb, Peter, Matinecock, NY: 1,781,804, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
Goodrich Corporation, Charlotte, NC: 2,849,096, INT. CL. 12.
Gorman Company, Inc., The, Cedar Hill, TX: 2,848,146, INT. CL. 17.
Goulet, Rebecca, Minnetrista, MN: 2,849,372, INT. CL. 5.
Gozzano: Renato, Milan 14, Italy: 1,245,076, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
Gpc Biotech AG, Munich, Féd Rep Germany: 2,849,101, INT. CL. 42.
Gpmi Company, Gilbert, AZ: 2,849,680, INT. CL. 3.
Grabelle, David E., Columbia, MD: 2,848,603, INT. CL. 14.
Grand Rapids-Kent County Convention/Arena Authority, Grand Rapids, MI: 2,848,219, INT. CL. 42.
Grand & Gardner, Inc., Plano, TX, DBA NO SWEAT AIR CONDITIONING: 2,849,131, INT. CL. 37.
Grant, Laurie Jane, Honolulu, HI: 2,848,426, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 4.
Great American Fun Corp., Columbus, OH: 2,079,212, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
Great Southwest Distributing Co., Phoenix, AZ, DBA Intersan Manufacturing Co.: 1,827,932, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 21.
Great Woods Institute for the Arts, Ltd., Newton, MA: 1,781,838, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
Greater Bay Bancorp, Palo Alto, CA: 2,848,294, INT. CL. 36.
GREATER CINCINNATI TALL STACKS COMMISSION, INC., CINCINNATI, OH:
1,781,809, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
GREATER HOUSTON CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU, HOUSTON, TX:
2,848,476, INT. CL. 35.
GREEN DRAGON LTD., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,848,756, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,757, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,758, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,759, INT. CL. 28.
GREEN FLASH SYSTEMS, LLC, SAN DIEGO, CA:
2,078,447, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
GREENSPUN MEDIA GROUP, LLC, HENDERSON, NV:
2,848,022, INT. CL. 16.
GREEN TREE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, BETHESDA, MD:
2,075,363, CANC. INT. CL. 20.
GREENWOOD PUBLISHING GROUP, INC., WESTPORT, CT, CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE, INC., BELTHSDA, MD:
1,274,243, INT. CL. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 16.
GREER, JOHN PHILIP SHEA, BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WA:
2,848,075, INT. CL. 42.
GRESCO, INC., BALA CYNWYD, PA:
752,706, CANC. U.S. CL. 1.
GREINER, MAX G., JR., KERRVILLE, TX:
2,848,555, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 20.
GRETAMACBETH HOLDING AG, CH-8105 REGENSDORF, SWITZERLAND:
1,752,096, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
GRICE ENGINEERING, INC., JANESVILLE, WI:
GRIDIRON GIRLS, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA:
2,849,492, INT. CL. 41.
GRIGNARD COMPANY, INC., PORT READING, NJ:
1,781,012, CANC. INT. CL. 4.
GROVE U.S. L.L.C., SHADY GROVE, PA:
2,849,237, INT. CL. 44.
GROUP 1 SOFTWARE, LANHAM, MD:
2,848,530, INT. CL. 9.
GROVE U.S. L.L.C., SHADY GROVE, PA:
1,751,355, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
GRUND & MOBIL VERWALTUNGS AG, CH-6304 ZUG, SWITZERLAND:
2,847,840, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 19 AND 21.
GRUNWALD, GAIL, CHATSWORTH, CA:
2,848,075, INT. CL. 42.
GRUND & MOBIL VERWALTUNGS AG, CH-6304 ZUG, SWITZERLAND:
2,848,824, INT. CL. 35.
GRUNDWALD, GAIL, CHATSWORTH, CA:
2,848,813, INT. CL. 45.
GRYPHUS DIAGNOSTICS, L.L.C., BIRMINGHAM, AL:
2,848,661, INT. CL. 5.
GUANG, LUO CHI, GUANGZHOU, CHINA:
2,849,044, INT. CL. 18.
GUARANTEE ELECTRICAL COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,848,366, INT. CL. 37.
GUARANTEED IMPRESSIONS, PORTLAND, OR:
2,079,283, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
GUARINO, DAVID, CORAM, NY, DBA IMAGE NATION:
1,781,893, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
GUERRA, RENE H. GARZA, SAN PEDRO GARZA GARCIA, NUETO LEON, MEXICO:
2,847,420, PUB. 3-2-2004. INT. CL. 35.
GUEST SUPPLY, INC., MONMOUTH JUNCTION, NJ:
2,847,839, INT. CL. 3.
2,848,107, INT. CL. 36.
GUESTCLICK, INC., BONITA SPRINGS, FL FROM DOTTICOL, INC., BONITA SPRINGS, FL:
2,849,210, INT. CL. 42.
GULF SOUTH MEDICAL SUPPLY, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FL:
2,849,333, INT. CL. 5.
GULFSTREAM AEROSPACE CORPORATION, SAVANNAH, GA:
2,849,572, INT. CL. 12.
GUND, INC., EDISON, NJ:
2,849,084, INT. CL. 25.
GUNSITE TRAINING CENTER, INC., PAULDEN, AZ:
2,078,802, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 40 AND 41.
GUO, ARTHUR, SAN JOSE, CA:
2,453,574, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
GURIN, MICHAEL, GLENVIEW, IL:
2,849,729, INT. CL. 30.
GUY DE KELLER, DAVID, CONSTANTIA 7806, CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA:
2,847,651, INT. CL. 28.
GUYER, REYNOLDS WINSOR, ST. PAUL, MN, DBA WINSOR CONCEPTS AND DBA WINSOR RECORDS:
1,782,263, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
GWS TUBE FORMING SOLUTIONS INC., BOTHWELL, ONTARIO, CANADA:
H & G INDUSTRIES INTERNATIONAL, INC., CARSON CITY, NV:
2,079,712, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
H R INDUSTRIES, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,170,876, AM. INT. CL. 41.
H. H. CUTLER COMPANY, GRAND RAPIDS, MI:
1,245,365, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
H. LEE MOFFITT CANCER CENTER & RESEARCH INSTITUTE, INC., TAMPA, FL:
2,847,922, INT. CL. 41.
H. NAITO CORPORATION, PORTLAND, OR:
2,849,335, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 37.
H. P. HOOD INC., CHELSEA, MA:
2,848,947, INT. CL. 30.
H.S. CROCKER CO., INC., HUNTLEY, IL:
2,848,155, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 16.
HACKLEY, RICHARD CRAIG, WICHITA, KS:
2,849,256, INT. CL. 41.
HACKNEY, MORGAN E., WHITTIER, CA:
2,609,159, INT. CL. 16.
HADADDY CORPORATION, LANSING, IL:
752,832, CANC. U.S. CL. 19.
HADLOCK & FOX MANUFACTURING CO., NEW BRAUNFELS, TX:
2,848,021, INT. CL. 18.
HAESTAD METHODS, INC., WATERBURY, CT:
2,847,967, INT. CL. 9.
HAGEMEYER NORTH AMERICA, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
2,848,966, INT. CL. 11.
HAIGOOD, RAYMOND A., AUGUSTA, GA:
2,848,835, INT. CL. 41.
HAIJOPRECTIONS, INC., ENCINO, CA:
2,848,781, INT. CL. 7.
HALL OF FAME DEVELOPMENT, INC., COLUMBUS, OH:
2,849,098, INT. CL. 42.
HALLIBURTON ENERGY SERVICES, INC., CARROLLTON, TX:
2,849,724, INT. CL. 7.
2,849,751, INT. CL. 37.
HALLMARK CARDS, INCORPORATED, KANSAS CITY, MO TO HALLMARK LICENSING, INC., KANSAS CITY, MO:
1,782,271, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
HALPERN, MARCIA, PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL, DBA BERMAR GROUP AND MATOS, BERNARD, PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL, DBA BERMAR GROUP:
2,847,915, INT. CL. 21.
HALPERN, MICHAEL, WILMINGTON, NC:
2,849,664, INT. CL. 36.
HAMILTON RELAY, INC., AURORA, NE:
2,848,624, INT. CL. 38.
HAIGOOD, RAYMOND A., AUGUSTA, GA:
2,849,835, INT. CL. 41.
HAIJOPRECTIONS, INC., ENCINO, CA:
2,848,781, INT. CL. 7.
HALL OF FAME DEVELOPMENT, INC., COLUMBUS, OH:
2,849,098, INT. CL. 42.
HALLIBURTON ENERGY SERVICES, INC., CARROLLTON, TX:
2,849,724, INT. CL. 7.
2,849,751, INT. CL. 37.
HALLMARK CARDS, INCORPORATED, KANSAS CITY, MO TO HALLMARK LICENSING, INC., KANSAS CITY, MO:
1,782,271, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
HALPERN, MARCIA, PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL, DBA BERMAR GROUP AND MATOS, BERNARD, PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL, DBA BERMAR GROUP:
2,847,915, INT. CL. 21.
HALPERN, MICHAEL, WILMINGTON, NC:
2,849,664, INT. CL. 36.
HAMILTON RELAY, INC., AURORA, NE:
2,848,624, INT. CL. 38.
HAMILTON RELAY, INC., AURORA, NE:
2,848,624, INT. CL. 38.
HANCOBI CO., LTD., NAMDONG-KU, INCHEON, REPUBLIC OF KOREA: 2,848,900, INT. CL. 21.
2,848,901, INT. CL. 21.

HANDEL-SKWEKERI OLYMPIADE B.V., 1435 EX RIJSENHOUT, NETHERLANDS: 2,848,226, INT. CL. 31.

HANDYLAB, INC., ANNARBOR, MI: 2,847,725, INT. CL. 9.

HANKER CONSUMER ADHESIVES, INC., AVON, OH: 2,848,480, INT. CL. 17.

HANKY PANKY, LTD., NEW YORK, NY: 2,847,981, INT. CL. 25.

HANLEY-WOOD, LLC, WASHINGTON, DC: 995,709, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 16.

HANNA-BARBERA PRODUCTIONS, INC., SHERMAN OAKS, CA: 2,849,864, INT. CL. 16.
2,849,865, INT. CL. 9.
2,849,870, INT. CL. 6.
2,849,871, INT. CL. 24.

HANNAFORD LICENSING CORP., SCARBOROUGH, ME: 2,847,544, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 35.

HANOVERTRADE INC., EDISON, NJ: 2,848,387, INT. CL. 36.

HANSEN, DALE, PORTLAND, OR: 2,848,708, INT. CL. 3.

HANSON KIDDE CANADA INC., ST-FRANCOIS DE MONTRÉAL, CANADA: 1,981,358, CANC. INT. CL. 8.

HANSON, DANIEL, MAPLE GROVE, MN: 1,751,823, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

HAPPY GUESTS INTERNATIONAL, INC., SEATTLE, WA: 2,848,210, INT. CL. 3.

HARCOURT BRACE & COMPANY, ORLANDO, FL: 2,079,510, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

HARCO PRODUCTS CORPORATION, GRANDVILLE, MI: 2,847,900, INT. CL. 12.


HARRAH'S LAS VEGAS, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV: 2,847,337, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 41.

HARRINGTON, DANNY, HIGHLANDS RANCH, CO: 2,079,978, CANC. INT. CL. 9.


HASBRO INDUSTRIES, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI TO HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI: 1,245,123, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 11.
1,245,436, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

HASBRO, INC., PAWTUCKET, RI: 1,815,463, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 28.
2,080,214, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
2,080,238, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
2,080,295, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
2,848,235, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,548, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,549, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,550, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,551, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,782, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,783, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,877, INT. CL. 28.

HATFIELD-MCCOY REGIONAL RECREATIONAL AUTHORITY, LYBURN, WV: 2,849,936, U.S. CL. 200.
2,849,937, INT. CL. 41.

HATHOM PTE LTD, SINGAPORE 208574, SINGAPORE: 2,848,006, INT. CL. 25.


HAUCK & AFHAUSER PRIVATBANKIERS KGAA, FED REP GERMANY: 2,809,626, COR. INT. CL. 36.

HAULMARK INDUSTRIES, INC., BRISTOL, IN: 2,079,544, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

HAWK DESIGNS, INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA: 2,849,404, INT. CL. 18.

HAUFLER, SCOTT M., ORLANDO, FL: 2,079,386, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

HAYCO USA, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA: 2,848,537, INT. CL. 5.

HAYES, SEAY, MATTEN & MATTEN, INC., ROANOKE, VA: 2,849,125, INT. CL. 42.


HCC, INC., MENDOTA, IL: 1,781,109, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

HDN ACQUISITION COMPANY, LLC, SPRINGFIELD, OH: 2,847,927, INT. CL. 10.

HEALTH CENTER FOR BETTER LIVING, INC., NAPLES, FL: 2,080,009, CANC. INT. CL. 5.

HEALTH MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS OF VA, INC., BLACKSBURG, VA: 2,848,143, INT. CL. 42.

HEALTH RENEW INC., GLASGOW, IL: 2,849,169, INT. CL. 5.


HEALTHCALC.NET, INC., ADDISON, TX: 2,847,296, PUB. 3-9-2004, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 44.

HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT DIRECTIONS, INC., BRENTWOOD, TN: 2,849,688, INT. CL. 35.

HEALTHCARTA, LLC, READING, PA: 2,848,770, INT. CL. 9.

HEALTHCHECK INCORPORATED, SACRAMENTO, CA: 2,079,926, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

HEALTHDYNE TECHNOLOGIES, INC., MARIETTA, GA: 2,079,829, CANC. INT. CL. 10.

HEALTHFIRST MEDICAL GROUP, P.C., Portlad, OR: 2,079,154, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

HEALTHGATE DATA CORP., BURLINGTON, MA: 2,848,640, INT. CL. 44.
HEALTHSCAN, INC., CEDAR GROVE, NJ:
1,245,675, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

HEALTHTEX APPAREL CORP., WILMINGTON, DE:
2,849,578, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 18, 24, 25 AND 26.

HEALTH MIND & BODY, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,079,270, CANC. INT. CL. 5.

HEARST MAGAZINES PROPERTY, INC., GREENWICH, CT:
1,275,129, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 16.

HEARTH TECHNOLOGIES INC., MUSCATINE, IA, HEATILATOR INC., MT. PLEASANT, IA:
1,826,272, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 11.

HEARTS OF PALM LLC, NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,630, INT. CL. 25.

HEATH CUSTOM PRESS, INC., RENTON, WA:
2,078,822, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

HEAVEN SCENT PERFUMES INC, MIAMI, FL:
2,848,218, INT. CL. 3.

HEB GROCERY COMPANY, L.P., SAN ANTONIO, TX:
From H.E. Butt GROCERY COMPANY, SAN ANTONIO, TX:
2,847,605, INT. CL. 30.

HEB GROCERY COMPANY, LP, SAN ANTONIO, TX:
2,848,443, INT. CL. 29.

HEB GROCERY COMPANY, L.P., SAN ANTONIO, TX:
2,848,445, INT. CL. 5.

HEBREW HOME FOR THE AGED AT RIVERDALE, THE, RIVERDALE, NY:
2,849,838, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.

HEIDT CORPORATION, BEDFORD, PA:
2,848,011, INT. CL. 28.

HEIDT'S HOMEMADE, INC., CINCINNATI, OH:
2,849,016, INT. CL. 28.

HEIGOLD, CYNTHIA, ENCINITAS, CA:
2,848,418, INT. CL. 40.

HEINMANN SYSTEMS GMBH, D-65197 WIESBADEN, FED REP GERMANY:
2,579,352, COR. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.

HEISS, FRANK, NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,315, INT. CL. 41.

HELEN OF TROY TEXAS CORPORATION, EL PASO, TX:
1,825,667, REN. 4-22-04, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 21 AND 24.

HELSER ENTERPRISES, INC., OSCO, IL:
2,847,419, PUB. 2-10-2004, INT. CL. 5.

HELLMANNYNITON CORPORATION, MILWAUKEE, WI:
2,848,334, INT. CL. 9.

HELMAN GROUP, LTD., THE, OXNARD, CA:
1,825,657, REN. 4-22-04, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 21 AND 24.

HELPS FARM, INC., THE, SAN DIEGO, CA, DBA THE GREENHOUSE:

HERCULES CHEMICAL COMPANY INC., PASSAIC, NJ:
996,011, REN. 4-17-04, INT. CL. 1.

HERCULES CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC., PASSAIC, NJ:
1,272,249, REN. 4-17-04, INT. CL. 1.

HERCULES INCORPORATED, WILMINGTON, DE:
2,079,210, CANC. INT. CL. 1.

HERITAGE TREES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FL:
1,829,534, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 31.

HERLOCHER FLOODS INC., STATE COLLEGE, PA, HERLOCHER, CHARLES C., STATE COLLEGE, PA, T.A. HERLOCHER FOODS:
1,275,427, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 30.

HELMERMELIN, ARNOLD, KEY WEST, FL:
1,826,866, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 42.

HERNERING, SCOTT, SCRIBNER, NY:
1,274,940, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

HERMANN, JAN, PEORIA, AZ, DBA FIXXXATE CO.:
2,848,593, INT. CL. 25.

HERMELIN, ARNOLD, KEY WEST, FL:
1,826,866, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 42.

HERMANN, JAN, PEORIA, AZ, DBA FIXXXATE CO.:
2,848,593, INT. CL. 25.

HEMPHILL, SCOTT, SCARBOROUGH, ME:
1,275,129, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 1.

HEMPHILL, SCOTT, SCARBOROUGH, ME:
1,275,129, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 1.

HEMPHILL, SCOTT, SCARBOROUGH, ME:
1,275,129, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 1.

HERO, INC., COLUMBUS, OH:
1,781,734, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

HERB FARM, INC., THE, SAN DIEGO, CA, DBA THE GREENHOUSE:

HERCULES CHEMICAL COMPANY INC., PASSAIC, NJ:
996,011, REN. 4-17-04, INT. CL. 1.

HERCULES CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC., PASSAIC, NJ:
1,272,249, REN. 4-17-04, INT. CL. 1.

HERCULES CHEMICAL COMPANY INC., PASSAIC, NJ:
996,011, REN. 4-17-04, INT. CL. 1.

HERCULES INCORPORATED, WILMINGTON, DE:
2,079,210, CANC. INT. CL. 1.

HERO, INC., COLUMBUS, OH:
1,781,734, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

HERB FARM, INC., THE, SAN DIEGO, CA, DBA THE GREENHOUSE:

HERCULES CHEMICAL COMPANY INC., PASSAIC, NJ:
996,011, REN. 4-17-04, INT. CL. 1.

HERCULES CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC., PASSAIC, NJ:
1,272,249, REN. 4-17-04, INT. CL. 1.

HERCULES CHEMICAL COMPANY INC., PASSAIC, NJ:
996,011, REN. 4-17-04, INT. CL. 1.

HERCULES INCORPORATED, WILMINGTON, DE:
2,079,210, CANC. INT. CL. 1.

HERO, INC., COLUMBUS, OH:
1,781,734, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

HERB FARM, INC., THE, SAN DIEGO, CA, DBA THE GREENHOUSE:
HIRABILITY.COM LLC, SALEM, NH: 2,849,053, INT. CL. 35.

HISAMITSU PHARMACEUTICAL CO., INC., SAGA, JAPAN: 2,758,894, COR. INT. CL. 5.
2,775,532, COR. INT. CL. 5.
2,849,169, INT. CL. 35.

HITACHI AMERICA, LTD., FARMINGTON HILLS, MI: 2,848,941, INT. CL. 9.

HITACHI ELECTRONIC DEVICES (USA), INC., GREENVILLE, SC: 2,848,784, INT. CL. 9.

HITACHI SOFTWARE ENGINEERING CO., LTD., YOKOHAMA, JAPAN: 2,847,756, INT. CL. 9.

HMS SOFTWARE, INC., CONCORD, MA: 2,849,756, INT. CL. 9.


HOES, JACK EDGAR, PEARCE, AZ: 1,824,940, REN. 4-22-04, MULTI. CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.
1,828,071, REN. 4-22-04, MULTI. CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.

HOFMAN, SANDRA L., SAN ANTONIO, TX, DBA DASH COMPANY: 1,268,082, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 28.

HOGAN, MICHAEL H., FORT WORTH, TX: 2,847,393, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 9.

HOKE INCORPORATED, SPARTANBURG, SC: 1,829,182, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 6.

HOLDING COMPANY I, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,849,548, INT. CL. 3.


HOLLAND AND DAVIS LLC, HOUSTON, TX: 2,849,911, INT. CL. 41.

HOLLYWOOD RIVIERA RECORDS, INC., MALIBU, CA: 2,848,520, MULTI. CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 25.

HOLT, INC., MORROW, GA: 2,078,647, CANC. MULTI. CLASS, INT. CLS. 3 AND 5.


HOME ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS CO., STAFFORD, TX: 1,806,870, REN. 4-21-04, MULTI. CLASS, INT. CLS. 3 AND 21.

HOME INTERIORS & GIFTS, INC., DALLAS, TX: 2,847,617, INT. CL. 35.

HOME MORTGAGE NETWORK, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, THE, VERNON HILLS, IL: 2,078,708, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

HOME SHOPPING NETWORK, INC., CLEARWATER, FL: 2,079,199, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

HOMEFINISHERS, INC., DOWNERS GROVE, IL: 2,848,716, INT. CL. 20.

HOMEOWNERS MORTGAGE & EQUITY, INC., AUSTIN, TX: 2,079,349, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

HOMES...TO DINE FOR, INC., HOUSTON, TX: 2,849,520, INT. CL. 36.

HOMESTYLES PUBLISHING AND MARKETING, INC., ST. PAUL, MN: 1,781,365, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

HOMEWORX GROUP, INC., THE, ST. LOUIS, MO: 2,080,136, CANC. INT. CL. 37.

HONDA Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha (Honda HomeWorks Group, Inc.): 2,848,725, INT. CL. 28.
2,849,726, INT. CL. 28.
2,848,727, INT. CL. 28.

HOROWITZ, ANDREW D., NORTHBRIDGE, MA: 2,078,521, CANC. INT. CL. 6.

HORSESHOE GAMING HOLDING CORP., LAS VEGAS, NV: 2,848,495, INT. CL. 9.

HOS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, LITCHFIELD, IL: 2,849,584, INT. CL. 28.

HOSHI NO GAKKI CO., LTD., HIGASHI-KU, NAGOYA 461-8717, JAPAN: 2,849,364, INT. CL. 9.

HOSPITALITATION INTERNATIONAL, INC., TUCKER, GA: 766,075, REN. 4-17-04, U.S. CL. 100 (INT. CL. 42).

HOSPOSABLE PRODUCTS, INC., SUMMERVILLE, SC: 2,079,711, INT. CL. 41.

HOUSCHENS INDUSTRIES, INC., BOWLING GREEN, KY: 1,827,893, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 42.

2,078,427, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
2,847,929, INT. CL. 16.
2,848,612, INT. CL. 35.
2,848,613, INT. CL. 16.

HOUSE OF BLUES BRANDS CORP., HOLLYWOOD, CA: 2,848,540, INT. CL. 35.

HOUSEHOLD INTERNATIONAL, INC., PROSPECT HEIGHTS, IL: 2,849,627, INT. CL. 36.

HOYA CORPORATION, TOKYO, JAPAN: 2,078,441, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

HP INTELLECTUAL CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE: 2,849,364, INT. CL. 11.

HRB ROYALTY, INC., NASSAU, BAHAMAS: 2,848,069, INT. CL. 36.

HRK INDUSTRIES INC., ENGLEWOOD, NJ: 2,079,699, CANC. MULTI. CLASS, INT. CLS. 40 AND 42.

HT-SANTA BARBARA, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,847,711, INT. CL. 29.


HUBBELL INCORPORATED, ORANGE, CT: 2,848,389, INT. CL. 35.


Hudson Products Corporation, Houston, TX: 1,781,290, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

Huff, Susan, BELLVILLE, TX: 2,848,697, MULTI. CLASS, INT. CLS. 3 AND 4.

Huang, Patrick Yaw-Horng, Burnaby British Columbia, Canada: 2,849,236, MULTI. CLASS, INT. CLS. 12, 20 AND 21.


HUBBELL INCORPORATED, ORANGE, CT: 2,848,389, INT. CL. 35.


Hudson Products Corporation, Houston, TX: 1,781,290, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

Huff, Susan, BELLVILLE, TX: 2,848,697, MULTI. CLASS, INT. CLS. 3 AND 4.

Human Resource Solutions, Irving, TX: 2,079,711, INT. CL. 41.

HUMANCARE INTERNATIONAL, INC., EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ: 1,781,057, CANC. INT. CL. 5.
HUMES, JENNIFER, DALLAS, TX, DBA CLUTTER QUEEN: 2,848,159, INT. CL. 28.
HUMIDIRECT, INC., IRONWOOD, MI: 2,849,947, INT. CL. 34.
HUNGRY MINDS, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN: 2,080,108, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
HUNT HOLDINGS, INC., WILMINGTON, DE: 1,245,325, CANC. INT. CL. 21.
HUNT, ROBERT, DES PLAINES, IL AND HUNT, MARI BELLE, DES PLAINES, IL: 2,847,776, INT. CL. 25.
HUNTER DOUGLAS INDUSTRIES B.V., 3071 EL ROTTER DAM, NETHERLANDS: 2,759,874, COR. INT. CL. 20.
HUNTS OUTDOORS, LLC, HENDERSONVILLE, TN: 2,848,556, INT. CL. 35.
HUNTSMAN INTERNATIONAL LLC, SALT LAKE CITY, UT: 2,848,019, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1 AND 40.
HYATT CORPORATION, CHICAGO, IL: 982,652, REN. 4-21-04. U.S. CL. 100 (INT. CL. 42).
HYDROHEALTH COLON HYDROTHERAPY LIMITED, HONG KONG: 2,847,242, PUB. 10-14-2003. INT. CL. 44.
HYPERION SOFTWARE OPERATIONS INC., STAMFORD, CT: 2,078,401, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
HYSOQ, INC., SUNNYVALE, CA: 2,079,490, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
HYUNDAI MOTOR FINANCE, FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA: 2,848,675, INT. CL. 36.
H2O FRONT LLC, WESTERLY, RI: 2,848,111, INT. CL. 16.
I HUNT MEDIA, LLC, CHANHASSEN, MN: 2,803,110, COR. INT. CL. 16.
IACCC S.A., SANTIAGO, CHILE: 2,783,372, COR. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 38 AND 41.
IASD HEALTH SERVICES CORP., DES MOINES, IA, DBA BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF IOWA AND DBA BLUE CROSS OF SOUTH DAKOTA: 2,079,746, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
IBA S.A., 9700 MAISONS ALFORT, FRANCE: 2,849,079, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3 AND 5.
IBIT INTERNATIONAL BANKING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AG, 9404 SCHAAHN, LIECHTENSTEIN: 2,079,059, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
IBLAST, INC., BEVERLY HILLS, CA: 2,849,341, INT. CL. 38.
IBP FOODS, INC., DAKOTA DUNES, SC: 1,260,119, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 29.
ICE HUT CORP., LONG BRANCH, NJ: 2,080,275, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
ICELAND SPRING HOLDINGS LIMITED, ST. HEILER, TERRITORIES: 2,754,741 NEW CERT. 6-1-2004. INT. CL. 32.
ICI AMERICAS, INC., WILMINGTON, DE: 1,244,920, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
ICOM INFORMATION & COMMUNICATIONS INC., SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA: 2,078,481, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
ID IMAGING, INC., TENAFLY, NJ: 2,079,068, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
IDA CASON CALLAWAY FOUNDATION, PINE MOUNTAIN, GA: 2,848,212, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36, 37, 41 AND 42.
IDEASTREAM CONSUMER PRODUCTS LLC, PARMA, OH: 2,848,653, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16 AND 18.
IDENTIGEN CYF, WEST GLAMORGAN SA12 9EJ, UNITED KINGDOM: 2,847,134, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1, 5, 40 AND 42.
IGT, RENO, NV: 2,847,744, INT. CL. 9.
IKKO INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD., OSAKA 540, JAPAN: 2,849,401, INT. CL. 9.
ILLINOIS STATE DENTAL SOCIETY, SPRINGFIELD, IL: 1,834,932, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 41.
ILLINOIS TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, NAPE VILLE, IL: 2,079,797, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
ILUMIN SOFTWARE SERVICES, INC., RESTON, VA: 2,847,612, INT. CL. 9.
IMAGewear Apparel Corp., Wilmington, DE, Bulwark Protective Apparel Inc., Webster, TX: 1,826,220, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 9.
IMARCC LTD., ELGIN, IL: 2,080,399, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
IMAS LIMITED, ELGIN, IL: 2,078,950, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.
IMAX CORPORATION, CLACKAMAS, OR: 2,078,797, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
IMAX, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA: 2,849,846, INT. CL. 38.
IMMERSIVE EDUCATION LIMITED, OXFORD, UNITED KINGDOM: 2,847,424, PUB. 9-9-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 41 AND 42.
IMPERIAL TOBACCO LIMITED, MONTREAL, QUEBEC H4C 1B5, CANADA: 1,781,665, CANC. INT. CL. 34.
IMPERIAL TOY CORPORATION, RICHARDSON, TX: 2,847,541, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 35.
IMPEL, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA: 2,078,526, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
IMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY PTY LIMITED, CROMER, NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA: 2,849,453, INT. CL. 7.
IMS KUNSTSTOFF AG, CH-3063 ITTIGEN-BERN, SWITZERLAND: 1,782,162, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
IN GOLF WE TRUST, CHEYENNE, WY: 2,078,730, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 24 AND 25.
INAX CORPORATION, TOKONAME-SHI, AICHI, JAPAN: 2,849,144, INT. CL. 11.
INCHES OFF FOR WOMEN, INC., SEATTLE, WA: 2,848,949, INT. CL. 41.
INCOME ADMINISTRATOR SERVICES, INC., AUSTIN, TX: 1,781,303, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 12.
INDEPENDENT LIQUOR (NZ) LIMITED, PAPAKURA, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND: 2,848,483, INT. CL. 33.
INDEX INDUSTRIES, INC., GRAND RAPIDS, MI TO DRC, LTD., WILMINGTON, DE:
1,781,493, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 25 AND 26.
INDEXX, INC., GREENVILLE, SC:
2,849,030, INT. CL. 40.
INDIAN VALLEY INDUSTRIES, INC., JOHNSON CITY, NY:
2,848,984, INT. CL. 3.
INDIGITA CORPORATION, SANTA ANA, CA:
2,849,697, INT. CL. 9.
INDIGO N.V., 6629 GA MAASTRICHT, NETHERLANDS:
2,078,305, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 9, 16, 24 AND 37.
INDOPCO, INC., BRIDGEWATER, NJ, DBA NATIONAL STARCH AND CHEMICAL COMPANY:
INDUSTRIA DE PRODUCTOS QUIMICOS Y COSMETICOS, C POR A., SANTO DOMINGO, EAST TIMOR:
INDUSTRIAL BROAD-SPECTRUM LASER, INC., ORLANDO, FL:
2,849,779, INT. CL. 9.
INDUSTRIAL MAGNETICS, INC., BOYNE CITY, MI:
INDUSTRIAS ALEN, S.A. DE C.V., SANTA CATARINA, N.L., MEXICO:
2,849,604, INT. CL. 3.
INFICON GMBH, CH-7310 BAD RAGAZ, SWITZERLAND:
INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG, MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY:
INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG, 81669 MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY:
2,848,224, INT. CL. 9.
INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG, MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY:
2,848,553, INT. CL. 9.
INFINITE SPIRITS, INC., NAPA, CA:
2,849,939, INT. CL. 33.
INFLATABLE AND PROMOTIONAL MANUFACTURING, S.A., GUATEMALA CITY, GUATEMALA:
2,849,282, INT. CL. 35.
INFOGLIDE SOFTWARE CORPORATION, AUSTIN, TX:
2,849,284, INT. CL. 9.
INFOTRUM TECHNOLOGY INC., WATERLOO, ONTARIO, N2L 3E9, CANADA:
2,078,295, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
INFORMATION DECISION TECHNOLOGIES LLC, BEDFORD, NH TO CREATIVE OPTICS, INC., BEDFORD, NH:
2,789,184, COR. INT. CL. 9.
INFORMATION DIRECTIIONS, LTD., PROVO, UT:
2,078,318, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.
INFORMATION FOR YOUR FUTURE INC., RIVERWOODS, IL, DBA FRANCHISE SUCCESS SYSTEM:
2,078,738, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AUDIT AND CONTROL ASSOCIATION, ROLLING MEADOWS, IL:
2,848,936, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 41.
INFRAGAS NORTH AMERICA INC., EDMUNTON, ALBERTA, CANADA:
ING USA HOLDING CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE:
INGEAR CORPORATION, BUFFALO GROVE, IL:
2,848,745, INT. CL. 18.
INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY:
1,781,115, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
INGREDIENT TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION, PELHAM MANOR, NY:
1,244,918, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
INGUEZ, JAMES, WICHITA, KS:
2,849,211, INT. CL. 21.
INKINC., FARGO, ND:
2,078,962, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
INLINER TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, PAOLI, IN:
2,848,917, INT. CL. 17.
2,848,918, INT. CL. 17.
INN FOODS, INC., WATSONVILLE, CA:
1,825,313, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 29.
INNOVA PURE WATER INC., CLEARWATER, FL:
2,079,218, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
INNOVATION VENTURES LLC, WALLED LAKE, MI, DBA LIVING ESSENTIALS:
2,849,008, INT. CL. 5.
INNOVATIVE AUTOMATION, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA:
INOVONICS CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE, CO:
2,848,532, INT. CL. 9.
INPARADE MEDIA GROUP, L.L.C., SARASOTA, FL:
2,848,403, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 41.
INQUEST TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SOUTHBOROUGH, MA:
INSIGHT MANAGEMENT CONSULTING GROUP, INC., THE, KANSAS CITY, MO:
2,079,944, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
INSIGHT PUBLICATIONS, INC., VIENNA, VA:
2,078,591, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
INSGNIA SOLUTIONS INC., FLEMINGTON, NJ:
2,847,131, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
INSTANT EFFECTS, INC., SANTA BARBARA, CA:
2,848,875, INT. CL. 9.
INSTINET TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, BILLERICA, MA FROM B.D. OF NEVADA, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, RENO, NV:
2,847,988, INT. CL. 36.
INSTITUT PASTEUR, 75015 PARIS, FRANCE:
2,847,299, PUB. 12-16-2003. INT. CL. 42.
INSTITUTE FOR CIVIL SOCIETY, NEWTON CENTRE, MA:
2,848,345, INT. CL. 35.
INSTITUTE FOR INTERCONNECTING AND PACKAGING ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, NORTHBOUR, IL:
2,078,913, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
INSTITUTE FOR SAFE MEDICATION PRACTICES, HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA:
2,849,955, INT. CL. 16.
INSTITUTES FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF HUMAN POTENTIAL, THE, PHILADELPHIA, PA:
1,790,324. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 16.
INSTITUTION FOOD HOUSE, INC., HICKORY, NC:
2,092,512, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
2,092,513, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
INSTY-PRINTS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,080,199, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
INTEGRATED DECISION SYSTEMS, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,849,158, INT. CL. 9.
INTEGRATED HEALTH, INC., HAWTHORNE, CA:
2,079,742, CANC. INT. CL. 5.
INTEGRATED HOUSEKEEPING MANAGEMENT, INC., FISHERS, IN:
1,782,218, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
INTEGRITY INCORPORATED, MOBILE, AL:
2,848,278, INT. CL. 9.
INTEGRITY PUBLISHERS, INC., BRENTWOOD, TN:
2,848,311, INT. CL. 41.
INTELLECT, EL CAJON, CA, DBA SKATESTOPPERS:
INTER-CONTINENTAL HOTELS CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA:
2,849,924, INT. CL. 43.
INTER-PROBE, INC., NORTH CHICAGO, IL:
1,245,097, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
INTERACTIVE HEALTH, LLC, LONG BEACH, CA:
2,660,617, COR. INT. CL. 10.
2,673,375, COR. INT. CL. 9.
2,673,376, COR. INT. CL. 9.
2,713,298, COR. INT. CL. 20.
INTERNATIONAL TRADING HAWAII, INC., MIAMI, FL:
1,245,575. CANC. INT. CL. 35.

INTERCRAFT INDUSTRIES, L.P., TAYLOR, TX TO INTER-
CRAFT COMPANY, TAYLOR, TX:
1,781,461. CANC. INT. CL. 20.

INTEREX CORPORATION, FT. LEE, NJ:
1,245,083. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTEREX CORPORATION, FT. LEE, NJ:

INTERMAT, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
2,169,588. AM. INT. CL. 9.

INTERMUTE, INC., BRAINTREE, MA:
2,849,493. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ:
2,847,772. INT. CL. 35.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PLUMBING & ME-
CHANICAL OFFICIALS, ONTARIO, CA:

INTERNATIONAL AUTO PARTS, INC., CHARLOTTE-
VILLE, VA:
2,848,094. INT. CL. 3.
2,849,905. INT. CL. 3.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION,
ARMONK, NY:
1,781,402. CANC. INT. CL. 16.
2,079,627. CANC. INT. CL. 9.
2,848,184. INT. CL. 42.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRADING CORPORATION,
VERNON, CA:

INTERNATIONAL DATA GROUP, INC., FRAMINGHAM,
MA:
2,080,028. CANC. INT. CL. 35.

INTERNATIONAL DATA GROUP, INC., FRAMINGHAM,
MA:
2,080,393. CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

INTERNATIONAL FLAVORS & FRAGRANCES INC., NEW
YORK, NY:
1,244,950. CANC. INT. CL. 3.

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION OF EMPLOYEE BEN-
EFIT PLANS, INC., BROOKFIELD, WI:
1,001,802. REN. 4-21-04. U.S. CL. 38 (INT. CL. 16).

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
753,015. CANC. U.S. CL. 41.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTERS KULKAH, H-
82229 SEEVELD, FED REP GERMANY:
1,250,865. REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 5.

INTERNATIONAL HILL AND ENGINE CORPORATION,
CHICAGO, IL:
2,849,129. INT. CL. 12.

INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY, PURCHASE, NY:
2,846,654. INT. CL. 20.

INTERNATIONAL KERETOS, CA, DBA CUSTOM CRAFT COMPANY:
2,848,654. INT. CL. 20.

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE CORPORATION, THE, THE
LANGLEY, WA:
2,849,891. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK AND ENGINE CORPORATION,
MI:
2,849,129. INT. CL. 12.

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK AND ENGINE CORPORATION,
MI:
2,847,939. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK AND ENGINE CORPORATION,
MI:
2,847,939. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK AND ENGINE CORPORATION,
MI:
2,847,939. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK AND ENGINE CORPORATION,
MI:
2,847,939. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TOWING & RECOVERY CORPORATION,
SECATEA, WA:
2,080,326. CANC. INT. CL. 28.

INTERNATIONAL WINDOW TREATMENTS, INC., CER-
RITOS, CA, DBA CUSTOM CRAFT COMPANY:
2,846,654. INT. CL. 20.

INTERNATIONALIST, THE, THE LANGLEY, WA:
2,849,891. INT. CL. 9.

INTERMAT, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
2,847,721. INT. CL. 35.

INTERNET KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC., RICHMOND,
VA:
2,847,721. INT. CL. 35.

INTERNET WORLD BROADCASTING CORPORATION,
EVERETT, WA:
2,080,202. CANC. INT. CL. 42.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION, DAYTO-
NA BEACH, FL:
1,245,119. CANC. INT. CL. 9.
JACK FROST LABORATORIES, INC., FORT PIERCE, FL:
2,078,475, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

JACKAL DESIGNS, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,078,986, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

JACOBS, ALICE, GRANITE BAY, CA:
2,084,882, INT. CL. 16.

JACQUARD ASSOCIATES, INC., DEERFIELD, IL:
2,078,861, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

JADERS ASSOCIATES, INC., BROOKLYN, NY:
2,087,591, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 39.

JAFFE, RUSSELL M., VIENNA, VA:
2,087,946, INT. CL. 5.

JAFFEREE'S, KARACHI, PAKISTAN:
2,084,119, INT. CL. 18.

JAKOB J AKIN & KIMBERLY NETO-AKIN, PHOENIX, OR:

JAKS ENTERPRISES, INC., OMAHA, NE:
1,747,375, REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 35.

JAMES INDUSTRIES, INC., HOLLIDAYSBURG, PA:
1,781,409, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

JAMESTOWN BREWING, INC., DALLAS, TX:
2,080,109, CANC. INT. CL. 32.

JAN BELL MARKETING, INC., SUNRISE, FL:
2,079,681, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

JAN'S LTD., PARK CITY, UT:
2,078,967, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.

JAN'S WAY, INC., COLUMBUS, OH:
2,084,582, INT. CL. 43.

JANKE, JORG, MONROE, CT FROM ACCORTO, INC., MONROE, CT:
2,084,102, INT. CL. 9.

JANLYNN CORPORATION, INDIAN ORCHARD, MA:
2,089,935, INT. CL. 28.

JAPANX, LLC, CHATSWORTH, CA:

JARDEN CORPORATION, RYE, NY:
2,085,797, INT. CL. 30.

JARROW FORMULAS, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,084,229, INT. CL. 5.

JAS. D. EASTON, INC., VAN NUYS, CA:
2,084,554, INT. CL. 28.

JAVA MASTERS, INC., RACINE, WI:
2,078,530, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

JAY & JAMES PARTNERSHIP, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA FROM LEFT HOOK MUSIC, TORONTO, ONTARIO MP3 FIT, CANADA:

JAYCEEGEE, LLC, WESTON, CT:
2,084,768, INT. CL. 35.

JAYCO VENTURES, INC., FORT LAUDERDALE, FL:

JEAN CASTREJON, S.A., 75001 PARIS, FRANCE:
2,078,641, CANC. INT. CL. 32.

JEAN CHARLES, INC., THERMAL, CA:
2,078,968, INT. CL. 16.

JEAN CHARLES, INC., THERMAL, CA:
2,078,481, INT. CL. 3.

JEFFER, MANGELS, BUTLER & MARMARO LLP, LOS ANGELES, CA:

JEM INDUSTRIES, INC., EASTLAKE, OH:
1,781,430, CANC. INT. CL. 17.

JENIKE & JOHANSON, INC., WESTFORD, MA:
1,275,603, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 16.

JENNIE-O FOODS, INC., WILLMAR, MN:
2,079,489, CANC. INT. CL. 29.

JERNE-NEEN MANUFACTURING CO., INC., FOREST LAKE, MN:
2,078,408, CANC. INT. CL. 6.

JERRY KENNEDY, WESTMINSTER, CA AND KENNEDY, ANGELES, CA:

JILL & JAMIE PARTNERSHIP, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA:

JIM JOHNSON, SANTA MONICA, CA:
1,275,603, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 16.

JIM RAY, VARMIN, CA:
1,275,603, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 16.

JIM'S WAY, INC., COLUMBUS, OH:
2,084,582, INT. CL. 43.

JIN, SHU-HONG, OREM, UT:
2,084,102, INT. CL. 9.

JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:

JIRI JIRI, BOHUSLAV & ASSOCIATES, PRAGUE, CZECH REP.:
JIM KARAS INDUSTRIES, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,849,866, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 18 AND 25.

JIMENEZ, CARLOS, SCARSDALE, NY:
2,078,933, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

JIN SU, KANG, SUSUNG-GU, TAEGU, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:
2,847,785, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36, 41 AND 42.

JMB ENTERPRISES, INC., HARRISBURG, PA:
2,080,147, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

JM AUTO, INC., MARGATE, FL:

JMS ICES, INCORPORATED, STATE ISLAND, NY:

J.O.B. BOXER COMPANY, LLC, WESTPORT, CT:
2,849,399, INT. CL. 25.

JOE INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN:
2,849,291, INT. CL. 25.

JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, BOSTON, MA:
2,079,271, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

JOHN HINE LIMITED, ALDERSHOT, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND:
2,078,365, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

JOHN I. HAAS, INC., WASHINGTON, DC:
752,707, CANC. U.S. CL. 1.

JOHN INGLE INSURANCE GROUP INC., TOLEDO, OH:
2,849,074, INT. CL. 14.

JOHN J O H N S O N , RANDALL DAVID, SKOKIE, IL:
2,847,636, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36, 39 AND 41.

JOHN N. JOHNSTON, SCOTT J., SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA:
2,849,122, INT. CL. 36.

JOHN S. JOHNSTON, ST. HELENA, CA, DBA CALAFIA WINES:
1,268,732, REJ. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 33.

JOHN S. JOHNSTON, SKOKIE, IL:
2,847,798, INT. CL. 32.

JOHNSTON, RONALD, WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA:
1,781,339, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

JOHNSON & JOHNSON, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ, ETHICON SURGICAL LABORATORIES INCORPORATED, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ:

JOHNSON & JOHNSON, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ:
781,075, PUB. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 44 (INT. CL. 14).
976,090, PUB. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 51 (INT. CL. 3).
1,821,172, PUB. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 10.
1,831,225, PUB. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 10.
2,079,754, CANC. INT. CL. 10.
2,847,868, INT. CL. 9.
2,848,405, INT. CL. 10.

JOHNSON INTERNATIONAL, INC., RACINE, WI:
2,379,229, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
2,379,739, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
2,388,784, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

JOHNSON WORLDWIDE ASSOCIATES, INC., STURTEVANT, WI:
2,080,201, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

JOHNSON RANDLE, ST. HELENA, CA, DBA CALAFIA WINES:
1,268,732, REJ. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 32.

JOHNSON, HOWARD H., MONTGOMERY, AL, DBA JONIE & SONS, INC., RACINE, WI:

JORDAN, STEVE, CLARK, NJ:
2,848,431, INT. CL. 10.

JOSE GUMA S.A., COLONIA CAROYA, ARGENTINA:
2,849,929, INT. CL. 3.

JOSEPH E. SEAGRAM & SONS, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,808,058, CANC. INT. CL. 33.

JOSEPH WOLF GMBH & CO. KG, ALSBACH-HAHNLEIN 1, FED REP GERMANY:
1,245,541, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

JOSLYN ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS COMPANY LLC, GOTE, CA:
1,781,213, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

JOURNAL COMPANY, INC., ALTON, IL:
2,848,117, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 39 AND 41.

JOVAN DESIGNS, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV:
2,848,786, INT. CL. 14.

JUBITZ CORPORATION, PORTLAND, OR:
2,079,408, CANC. INT. CL. 38.

JUDY VILMAIN, PROVIDENCE, RI:
2,848,482, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6, 14 AND 16.

JUGUETES FALOMIR, S.A. (JUFASA), VALENCIA, SPAIN:
1,827,566, PUB. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 28.

JUICE PLANT, INC., SEATTLE, WA:
2,080,412, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

JULIUS, PATTA, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA:

JUNG BUNZLAUER GESMBH, A-1010 VIENNA, AUSTRIA:
1,826,034, REJ. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 1.

JURY’S DOYLE HOTEL GROUP PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY, DUBLIN, 4, IRELAND:
2,847,835, INT. CL. 42.

JULIA, PARIS, FRANCE:
1,831,020, PUB. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 3.

JUVENESSE BY ELAINE GAYLE, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,849,583, INT. CL. 3.

K.A.N.S. ENTERPRISES LLC, BOUNTIFUL, UT:
2,847,335, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 41.

K-SWISS INC., PACOIMA, CA:
1,782,153, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

K-SWISS INC., CHATHAM, CA:
2,079,870, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

K-TEL INTERNATIONAL, INC., PLYMOUTH, MN:
1,245,148, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

K-TEL, INC., PLYMOUTH, MN:
2,077,316, CANC. INT. CL. 21.

K-2 CORPORATION, VASHON, WA:
2,080,277, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

KABUSHIKI KAIASHA HATTORI SEIKO, TOKYO 104, JAPAN, TA SEIKO CORPORATION:
2,078,826, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

KABUSHIKI KAISHA KOBE SEIKO SHO, KOBE, JAPAN, TA KOBSTEEL, LTD.:
2,849,292, INT. CL. 9.

KABUSHIKI KAISHA SEGA, OHTA-KU, TOKYO 144-0043, JAPAN, DBA SEGA CORPORATION:
2,710,670, AM. INT. CL. 9.
2,849,426, INT. CL. 9.

KABUSHIKIGAIASHA NISHIZAWA, SHINJUKU-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN:
1,245,471, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

KAI CORPORATION, SHIYODA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN:
2,849,074, INT. CL. 8.

KAKOU INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD., SHIBUYA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN:

KALCHTHALER, THOMAS J., EIGHTY FOUR, PA:
2,848,698, INT. CL. 11.
LAMIN Corp., Uxbridge, MA, Johnson & Bassett, Inc., Worcester, MA:
984,445. Ren. 4-20-04. U.S. Cl. 23 (Int. Cl. 7).

LAMSON & SESSIONS CO., THE, CLEVELAND, OH, IN-
DIAN HEAD INC., NEW YORK, NY:
995,761. Ren. 4-20-04. U.S. Cl. 13 (Int. Cls. 6, 7, 11, 17, 20
and 21).

LAN SONG INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD., TAO-YUAN HSien,
TAIWAN:
2,848,731. Int. Cl. 24.

LANARD TOYS LTD., TSIMSHATSUI EAST, KOWLOON,
HONG KONG:
2,078,725. Canc. Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 16 and 28.

LANARD TOYS LTD., KOWLOON, HONG KONG:
2,079,957. Canc. Int. Cl. 28.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, MANCHE-
STER, NH:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, ROYAL,
MI:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, SPRINGHILL,
MD:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, TERRITORIAL,
MI:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, VENICE,
CA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WOODSTOCK,
GA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, ZEPHYRHILLS,
FL:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, CLEVELAND,
OH:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, FREDERICK,
MD:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, NEWPORT,
CT:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, NEWTON,
MA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, PORTLAND,
ME:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, CLEVELAND,
OH:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, PETERSBURG,
VA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, ROCHESTER,
NY:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, TULSA,
OK:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WINTHROP,
MA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, MILLERSBURG,
IN:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, ORANGE,
CA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, SPARKS,
NV:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, CANTON,
OH:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, DES MOINES,
IA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, MANSFIELD,
OH:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, PORTLAND,
ME:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WINDSOR,
CO:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, CLEVELAND,
OH:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, POTTSTOWN,
PA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, SPRINGHILL,
MD:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WOODSTOCK,
GA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, FREDERICK,
MD:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, NEWPORT,
CT:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, NEWTON,
MA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, PORTLAND,
ME:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, CLEVELAND,
OH:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, PETERSBURG,
VA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, ROCHESTER,
NY:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WINTHROP,
MA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, MILLERSBURG,
IN:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, ORANGE,
CA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, SPARKS,
NV:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, CANTON,
OH:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, DES MOINES,
IA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WINDSOR,
CO:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, CLEVELAND,
OH:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, POTTSTOWN,
PA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, SPRINGHILL,
MD:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WOODSTOCK,
GA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, FREDERICK,
MD:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, NEWPORT,
CT:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, NEWTON,
MA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, PORTLAND,
ME:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, CLEVELAND,
OH:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, PETERSBURG,
VA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, ROCHESTER,
NY:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WINTHROP,
MA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, MILLERSBURG,
IN:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, ORANGE,
CA:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.

LANEY'S DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, SPARKS,
NV:
2,849,145. Int. Cl. 30.
LENEXA INCORPORATED, LAWRENCEVILLE, NJ, GORHAM, INC., MOUNT KISCO, NY: 1,824,123, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 8.
LENI DOCTORS, P.C., PLATSTOW, NH: 2,848,966, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 5, 9, 35 AND 44.
LEO PHARMA A/S, DK-2750 BALLERPUP, DENMARK: 1,777,615, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 5.
1,782,361, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 5.
LEONARD VALVE COMPANY, CRANSTON, RI: 1,881,395, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 11.
LEPAGE, INC., DALLAS, TX: 2,079,305, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
LERNELL CO., LLC AND MASS MARKET IDEAS, LLC, BROOKLYN, NY, DBA LERNELL/MASS, LLC: 2,848,237, IN. CL. 28.
LES BOULANGERS ASSOCIATES, INC., SEATTLE, WA: 2,078,646, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 30.
LES IMPORTATIONS MALO INC., CHOMEDEY, CANADA: 2,079,399, CANC. INT. CL. 14.
LES PUBLICATIONS NOUVELLES, 75015 PARIS, FRANCE: 2,078,315, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 38.
LESKO, JOSEPH JOHN, NEWPORT BEACH, CA: 2,078,398, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 17.
LEVERAGE GROUP, INC., THE, GLASTONBURY, CT: 2,078,505, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
LEVI STRAUSS & CO., SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 2,849,366, INT. CL. 36.
LEWIS, JIMMY L., LAWRENCE, KS: 1,794,218, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 11.
LEVITAS, KARIN E., NEW YORK, NY AND EEN, ROBERT, NEW YORK, NY: 2,847,606, INT. CL. 41.
LEXAR MEDIA, INC., FREMONT, CA: 2,847,831, INT. CL. 42.
LEXCAR, LLC, NEW YORK, NY: 2,849,685, INT. CL. 41.
LEXELNET.COM, LLC, NEW YORK, NY: 2,742,732, COR. INT. CL. 35.
LEXINGTON FURNITURE INDUSTRIES, INC., MIAMI, FL TO LEXINGTON FURNITURE INDUSTRIES, INC., LEXINGTON, NC: 2,688,285, COR. INT. CL. 16.
LEXINGTON FURNITURE INDUSTRIES, INC., LEXINGTON, KY: 2,849,538, INT. CL. 9.
LEYBOULD VAKUUM GMBH, 50968 KOLN, FED REP GERMANY: 2,848,373, INT. CL. 7.
LGIC, INC., ASHEVILLE, NC: 2,078,879, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
LIBERTY CARTON COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN: 2,849,214, INT. CL. 35.
LIBERTY HARDWARE MFG. CORP., WINSTON-SALEM, NC: 2,848,720, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 20.
LIBERTY HOUSE RESTAURANT CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA: 1,781,945, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
LIBERTY OPTICAL, INC., NEWARK, NJ: 2,080,355, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 25.
LIBERTYVILLE SADDLE SHOP, INC., LIBERTYVILLE, IL: 1,825,147, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 18.
LICO BRANDS, INC., STOKKTON, CA: 2,079,147, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 30.
LIFE STORY VIDEO, STUDIO CITY, CA: 1,823,279, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 41.
LIFESTYLE INNOVATIONS, INC., OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA: 1,781,255, CANC. INT. CL. 10.
LIFESTYLE RETAIL INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL: 2,078,462, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
LIFETIME NUTRITIONAL SPECIALTIES, INC., ANAHEIM, CA: 2,848,285, INT. CL. 3.
LIFEWAY CHRISTIAN RESOURCES OF THE SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION, NASHVILLE, TN: 2,848,942, INT. CL. 16.
LIGHTED LURES, INC., NAPLES, FL: 2,080,402, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
LIGHTHOUSE SCHOOL, INC., CHELMSFORO, MA: 1,781,829, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
LIGHTS, CAMERA, INTERACTION!, INC., NORWALK, CT: 2,848,602, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 28.
LIGHTSTREAM TECHNOLOGIES, INC., RESTON, VA: 2,848,221, INT. CL. 11.
LILLY INDUSTRIES, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN: 2,080,011, CANC. INT. CL. 2.
LINCORN BENEFIT LIFE COMPANY, LINCOLN, NE: 2,849,366, INT. CL. 36.
LINDE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, 61589 WIESBADEN, FED REP GERMANY: 2,078,492, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1, 6, 7, 11, 37, 40 AND 42.
LINDEN OAKS CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE: 2,721,921, COR. INT. CL. 29.
LINE 6, INC., AGOURA HILLS, CA: 2,849,797, INT. CL. 9.
LINKIN PARK, LLC, SHERMAN OAKS, CA: 2,848,248, INT. CL. 25.
LINVATEC CORPORATION, LARGO, FL: 1,830,241, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 10.
LION OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC., GARDENA, CA: 1,245,257, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
LIPPER INTERNATIONAL, INC., WALLINGFORD, CT, LIPPER & MANN, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 584,845, REN. 4-22-04. U.S. CL. 30 (INT. CL. 21).
LIPSON ALPORT GLASS & ASSOCIATES, INC., NORTH HAVEN, CT: 2,848,285, INT. CL. 3.
LION OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC., GARDENA, CA: 1,245,257, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
LIPSTICK PRODUCTS, INC., MOUNT KISCO, NY: 2,078,879, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
LIPSTICK PRODUCTS, INC., MOUNT KISCO, NY: 2,078,879, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
LIPSTICK PRODUCTS, INC., MOUNT KISCO, NY: 2,078,879, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
LIPSTICK PRODUCTS, INC., MOUNT KISCO, NY: 2,078,879, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
LIPSTICK PRODUCTS, INC., MOUNT KISCO, NY: 2,078,879, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
LIPSTICK PRODUCTS, INC., MOUNT KISCO, NY: 2,078,879, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
LIPSTICK PRODUCTS, INC., MOUNT KISCO, NY: 2,078,879, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
LIPSTICK PRODUCTS, INC., MOUNT KISCO, NY: 2,078,879, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
LITTLE CAESAR ENTERPRISES, INC., DETROIT, MI:
1,207,916. CANC. INT. CL. 42.
LITTLE PLANET LEARNING, INC., NASHVILLE, TN:
LITTLEMORE, DOUGLAS R., LA JOLLA, CA:
2,848,112. INT. CL. 3.
LITTMAN, BERNARD, LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,849,957. INT. CL. 35.
LIVESTOCK SEED, INC., COLUMBUS, OH:
1,791,644. CANC. INT. CL. 31.
LOAN RECAPTURE SERVICES, L.L.C., CENTENNIAL, CO:
2,848,774. MULTIPLE CLASS. INT. CLS. 9 AND 35.
LOCAL FAVORITE, INC., IRVINE, CA, ARG ENTERPRISES, INC., LOS ALTOs, CA:
1,828,660. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 42.
LOCHTEFELD, THOMAS J., LA JOLLA, CA:
2,848,131. MULTIPLE CLASS. INT. CLS. 25 AND 41.
LOCKEED MARTIN CORPORATION, BETHESDA, MD:
2,849,358. INT. CL. 9.
LODESTAR ANSTALT, SI -9490 VADUZ, LIECHTENSTEIN:
2,847,163. PUB. 1-6-2004. INT. CL. 34.
LODGISTIX, INC., WICHITA, KS:
2,845,684. CANC. INT. CL. 41.
LOGICAL APPS, INC., IRVINE, CA:
LOGICAL CHOICE TECHNOLOGIES, INC., DULUTH, GA:
2,847,626. MULTIPLE CLASS. INT. CLS. 37 AND 42.
LOHMANN & RAUSCHER INTERNATIONAL GMBH & CO. KG, D-56567 RENGSDORF, FED REP GERMANY:
LOHMANN GMBH & CO. KG, D-56567 NEUWIEDE, FED REP GERMANY:
2,078,569. CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS. INT. CLS. 5 AND 10.
LOMBARD'S ORIGINAL PIZZA OF NEW YORK, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
1,245,192. CANC. INT. CL. 12.
LORD, JAY B., PHILADELPHIA, PA:
2,849,470. INT. CL. 10.
LONG TRAIL BREWING COMPANY, BRIDGEWATER CORNERS, VT:
LONGRAKE, HOWARD R., GRAFTON, OH:
LONZA INC., MAPLETON, IL:
2,848,829. CANC. INT. CL. 41.
LOOKING GLASS PARTNERS, LLC, GREENWICH, CT:
2,848,396. INT. CL. 36.
LONG TRAIL BREWING COMPANY, BRIDGEWATER CORNERS, VT:
LONGRAKE, HOWARD R., GRAFTON, OH:
LONZA INC., MAPLETON, IL:
2,848,829. CANC. INT. CL. 41.
LOOKING GLASS PARTNERS, LLC, GREENWICH, CT:
2,848,396. INT. CL. 36.
LONG TRAIL BREWING COMPANY, BRIDGEWATER CORNERS, VT:
LONGRAKE, HOWARD R., GRAFTON, OH:
LONZA INC., MAPLETON, IL:
2,848,829. CANC. INT. CL. 41.
LOOKING GLASS PARTNERS, LLC, GREENWICH, CT:
2,848,396. INT. CL. 36.
LONG TRAIL BREWING COMPANY, BRIDGEWATER CORNERS, VT:
LONGRAKE, HOWARD R., GRAFTON, OH:
LONZA INC., MAPLETON, IL:
2,848,829. CANC. INT. CL. 41.
LOOKING GLASS PARTNERS, LLC, GREENWICH, CT:
2,848,396. INT. CL. 36.
LONG TRAIL BREWING COMPANY, BRIDGEWATER CORNERS, VT:
LONGRAKE, HOWARD R., GRAFTON, OH:
LONZA INC., MAPLETON, IL:
2,848,829. CANC. INT. CL. 41.
LOOKING GLASS PARTNERS, LLC, GREENWICH, CT:
2,848,396. INT. CL. 36.
LONG TRAIL BREWING COMPANY, BRIDGEWATER CORNERS, VT:
LONGRAKE, HOWARD R., GRAFTON, OH:
LONZA INC., MAPLETON, IL:
2,848,829. CANC. INT. CL. 41.
M/S UHIN HOLDING PTE LTD., SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE:
2,849,412, INT. CL. 20.

MA-KA SALES/DISTRIBUTING, INC., GARDENA, CA:
2,078,599, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

MA, SYBOR, COVINA, CA:
2,849,046, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 9.

MAC ENTERTAINMENT GROUP, INC., MAMARONECK, NY:

MAC GOLF INTERNATIONAL, INC., SANTA CLARITA, CA:
2,849,348, INT. CL. 28.
2,849,416, INT. CL. 28.
2,849,435, INT. CL. 28.

MAC PAPERS, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FL:
2,848,335, INT. CL. 35.

MACDONALD, JESSE E., VISTA, CA, AND MACDONALD, JERE:
2,849,140, INT. CL. 41.

MACINTEGRAL, INC., GOTELO, CA:
2,848,438, INT. CL. 9.

MACKLEY, MARY BETH, ASHEVILLE, NC:
2,847,826, INT. CL. 25.

MACLEAN HUNTER MARKET REPORTS, INC., CHICAGO, IL TO INTERTEC PUBLISHING CORPORATION, OAKLAND PARK, KS:
1,781,389, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

MACMILLAN, INC., GREENWICH, CT TO PRENTICE HALL, INC., UPPER SADDLE RIVER, NJ:
1,772,861, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

MACMILLAN, INC., GREENWICH, CT TO JOUVE DATA MANAGEMENT, INC., IRVINE, DE:
1,781,177, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

MACMEDIA INC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA, ALTYS CORPORATION, RICHARDSON, TX:
2,842,467, REN. 4-20-04, INT. CL. 9.

MACPHELIN, INC., WOODBRIDGE, NJ, MANAGMENT DRIVES B.V., DRIEBERGEN, NETHERLANDS:
1,793,636, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 9.

MADGE NETWORKS, LTD., SLOUGH SL3 6PJ, ENGLAND:
1,792,601, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

MADGE NETWORKS, LTD., SLOUGH SL3 6PJ, ENGLAND, AND MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS COMPANY, GOLDEN, CO: 1,781,670, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 41 AND 42.

MAFECOTE INDUSTRIES, INC., NORWALK, CT, DBA ROYAL LACE:
2,809,352, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3 AND 25.

MAGIC HAT BREWING COMPANY & PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, INC., SOUTH BURLINGTON, VT:
2,847,959, INT. CL. 32.

MAGIN SOFTWARE, LLC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,847,822, INT. CL. 9.

MAGNACARE, LLC, GARDEN CITY, NY:
2,849,041, INT. CL. 36.

MAGNUM RESEARCH, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1,833,280, REN. 4-20-04, INT. CL. 13.

MAHJ, LAS VEGAS, NV:
1,805,579, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 42.

MAGGIO, CAROLE, REDONDO BEACH, CA:
1,805,579, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 42.

MAGGIO LONDON INTERNATIONAL, LTD., NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,667, INT. CL. 25.

MAGIC HAT BREWING COMPANY & PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, INC., SOUTH BURLINGTON, VT:
2,849,296, INT. CL. 32.

MAGIN SOFTWARE, LLC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,847,822, INT. CL. 9.

MAGNACARE, LLC, GARDEN CITY, NY:
2,849,041, INT. CL. 36.

MAGNUM RESEARCH, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1,833,280, REN. 4-20-04, INT. CL. 13.

MAHJ, LAS VEGAS, NV:
1,805,579, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 42.

MAIDENFORD, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,245,424, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

MAIN LINE TODAY, INC., WILMINGTON, DE:
2,080,176, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

MAIN STREET PUBLISHING CO., INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,781,378, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

MAINEY, ROCKVILLE, MD:

MAINLAND MARKETING, INC., HALF MOON BAY, CA:
2,078,776, CANC. INT. CL. 18.

MAJEED, MUHAMMED, PISCATAWAY, NJ:
2,849,202, INT. CL. 5.

MAJORITY BASEBALL PLAYERS ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK, NY:
2,847,672, INT. CL. 25.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL PROPERTIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,822,830, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 25.
2,847,892, INT. CL. 21.
2,847,893, INT. CL. 14.
2,847,894, INT. CL. 9.

MAJOR CONNECTION.COM INC., BOISE, ID:
2,847,574, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 5.

MAKE YOUR MARK GOLF ACCESSORIES, INC., CAPE CORAL, FL:
2,847,797, INT. CL. 14.

MALCO PRODUCTS, INC., BARBERTON, OH, LAUREL PRODUCTS, INC., CLEVELAND, OH:
594,076, REN. 4-22-04, U.S. CL. 6 (INT. CL. 3).

MALIBU DREAM GIRL, LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,849,096, INT. CL. 25.

MALIN + GOETZ INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,490, INT. CL. 10.

MALKEN, STEVEN H., RANCHO SANTA FE, CA:
2,848,167, INT. CL. 42.
2,848,539, INT. CL. 16.

MALOUF, COLETTE, NEW YORK, NY:
2,078,523, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 21 AND 26.

MALT-O-MEAL COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,848,820, INT. CL. 30.

MAMOU, DAN, F 75008 PARIS, FRANCE:
2,849,974, INT. CL. 42.

MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS COMPANY, GOLDEN, CO:
1,781,670, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 41 AND 42.

MANAGEMENT DRIVES B.V., DRIEBERGEN, NETHERLANDS:
2,847,542, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 35.

MANCHU WOK HOLDINGS, INC., MARKHAM, CANADA, JAMMEP CORPORATION, LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA:
1,279,286, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 42.

MANGOSOFT, INC., WESTBOROUGH, MA:
2,847,819, INT. CL. 42.

MANN, KERI, LAS VEGAS, NV:
2,080,219, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

MANN PRO CORPORATION, ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,080,190, CANC. INT. CL. 31.

MANNING OPAL COMPANY INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,079,037, CANC. INT. CL. 14.

MANNINGTON MILLS, INC., SALEM, OH:
2,848,544, INT. CL. 44.

MANTELFABRIK SALKO KG KOMM. RAT LUDWIG STEINDL, SALZBURG, AUSTRIA:
1,245,410, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

MAPEI INC., LAVAL, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC, CANADA, AND MANAGEMENT DRIVES B.V., DRIEBERGEN, NETHERLANDS:
1,279,286, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 42.

MARATHON ELECTRIC MFG. CORP., WAUSAU, WI:
1,269,659, REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 11.

MARCARI.COM S. A., SANTIAGO, CHILE:
2,849,608, INT. CL. 42.

MARIELLA BURANI FASHION GROUP S.P.A., 42025 CAVAGNA (REGGIO EMILIA), ITALY:
2,847,661, INT. CL. 25.
MARIN MOUNTAIN BIKES, INC., NOVATO, CA:
2,078,283, CANC. INT. CL. 15.
MARIA MACHADO, INC., HIGHLAND, CA:
2,848,545, INT. CL. 30.
MARRON, J., PORTLAND, ME:
2,849,222, INT. CL. 5.
MARRA, JAMES, FRANKLIN, CT:
2,079,827, CANC. INT. CL. 15.
MARSDEN, MARK, PASCAGOUA, MS:
1,233,138. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 25.
MARSHALL, RALPH, JASPER, TX:
MARSHALL, STEVE, ORLANDO, FL:
2,080,278, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
MARSHBURG, DICK, BANGOR, ME:
1,825,625, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
MARRICKS, NICKI, NEWTON, MA:
2,079,405, CANC. INT. CL. 18.
MARING, JIM, CARMEL, IN:
2,847,691, INT. CL. 44.
MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL, INC., BETHESDA, MD:
2,848,005, INT. CL. 18.
MARTIN, CRAIG, PORTER RANCH, CA:
2,849,112, INT. CL. 18.
MARTIN PICHA SOFTWARE, INC., PALO ALTO, CA:
2,849,020, Mult. CL. 16 AND 25.
MARTIN & CIA. LTDA. S.A., SARIENTO 650 ROSARIO-EN, ARG.
2,849,147, INT. CL. 28.
MARTEN, ANDREW, BOWLING GREEN, OH:
1,827,039, CANC. INT. CL. 18.
MARTIN & COMPANY, INC., CANTON, OH:
2,849,305, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, WINDHAM, NH:
2,079,714, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
MARTIN, ROBERT, AURORA, CO:
2,079,827, CANC. INT. CL. 15.
MARTIN, JAMES, SAN ANTONIO, TX:
2,079,827, CANC. INT. CL. 15.
MARTIN, JOHN, CALIFORNIA:
2,849,130, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, JACOBY, READING, PA:
2,849,479, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., AURORA, CO:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., NEWTON, MA:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., PORTLAND, ME:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., HIGHLAND, CA:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., WASHINGTON, DC:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., NEWTON, MA:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., PORTLAND, ME:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., BANGOR, ME:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., ORLANDO, FL:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., CLEARWATER, FL:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., WASHINGTON, DC:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., BANGOR, ME:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., ORLANDO, FL:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., CLEARWATER, FL:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., WASHINGTON, DC:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., BANGOR, ME:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., ORLANDO, FL:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., CLEARWATER, FL:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MARTIN, J., WASHINGTON, DC:
2,849,179, INT. CL. 28.
MAYACAMA GOLF CLUB LLC, SANTA ROSA, CA:
1,830,357, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 36.
1,831,542, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 24.
1,830,941, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 25.
MAYO FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH, ROCHESTER, MN:
2,848,560, INT. CL. 21.
MAZAK, KATARINAH, BEAVERTON, OR:
2,849,813, INT. CL. 41.
MAZDA MOTOR CORPORATION, AKI-GUN, HIROSHIMA-KEN, JAPAN, TOYO KOGYO CO., LTD., HIROSHIMA-KEN, JAPAN:
970,417, REN. 4-21-04. U.S. CL. 103 (INT. CL. 37).
MCAVOO, ROBERT, SAN DIEGO, CA:
2,078,493, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
MBNA AMERICA BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, WILMINGTON, DE:
1,743,542, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 36.
MCARTHUR PROFESSIONAL, INCORPORATED, WASHINGTON, MO:
1,830,941, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 24.
MCBRIDE ELECTRIC, INC., WICHITA, KS:
1,245,598, CANC. INT. CL. 37.
MCCALL HOLDINGS, L.L.C., SALT LAKE CITY, UT:
2,847,256, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 43.
2,847,257, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 43.
MCCARELL, PAMELA J., PHOENIX, AZ:
MCCLOSKEY CORPORATION, THE MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
MCCONNELL; JACK, NEW YORK, NY:
1,245,433, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
MCCORMICK FOOD SERVICE PARTNERS, CHICAGO, IL:
2,079,530, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 42.
MCDOAK, GAYE V., HOUSTON, TX:
2,849,449, INT. CL. 25.
MCDONALD, CLARE, KINGSTON, NY:
2,848,635, INT. CL. 16.
MCDONALD, I.M. MICKEY, DALLAS, TX:
2,079,122, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
MCDONALD’S CORPORATION, OAK BROOK, IL:
1,245,660, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
MCDONNEL DOUGLAS CORPORATION, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA:
2,079,322, CANC. INT. CL. 14.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA:
2,079,321, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
MCGRAW-HILL COMPANIES, INC., THE, NEW YORK, NY:
2,079,252, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
MCGREGOR, AYLSON, SEATTLE, WA:
2,848,120, INT. CL. 41.
MCI COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION, WASHINGTON, DC:
2,078,809, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
2,078,877, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
2,079,363, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
MCINTOSH & SEYMOUR, IRVINE, CA:
2,079,506, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
MCKEE, DEBRA JO, ACWORTH, GA AND MCKEE, IRA KEITH, ACWORTH, GA:
MCKEENAN EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY, PLYMOUTH, MI:
1,781,097, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
1,781,155, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
MCKESSON CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
1,667,421, AM. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 35.
MCKESSON CORPORATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,849,357, INT. CL. 9.
MCLEAREN INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, IRVINE, CA:
2,848,406, INT. CL. 21.
MCLEAN, BARI L., FLAGSTAFF, AZ:
2,079,083, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
MCLEODUSA INCORPORATED, CEDAR RAPIDS, IA:
2,849,099, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 36, 38 AND 42.
MCM SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS, INC., MIAMI, FL:
2,848,146, INT. CL. 9.
MCMULLEN ARGUS PUBLISHING, INC., ANAHEIM, CA:
2,848,402, INT. CL. 9.
MCNAMEE, BERNARD J., LAKE ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,849,198, INT. CL. 20.
MCNEIL, OLIVER, CHARLESTON, SC:
2,848,216, INT. CL. 25.
MCShANE, INC., BALTIMORE, MD:
2,078,907, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 37 AND 42.
MCWONG INTERNATIONAL, INC., WEST SACRAMENTO, CA:
MEAD CORPORATION, THE, DAYTON, OH:
2,849,063, INT. CL. 16.
MEADWESTVACO CORPORATION, STAMFORD, CT, TEXTRON INC., PROVIDENCE, RI, DBA SHEAFFER EATON TEXTRON:
1,269,780, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 16.
MEADWESTVACO CORPORATION, STAMFORD, CT, TEXTRON INC., PROVIDENCE, RI, DBA SHEAFFER EATON TEXTRON:
1,269,782, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 16.
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT INC., MIDLAND, TX:
2,848,461, INT. CL. 9.
MECHANICAL RESEARCH CORPORATION, TOKYO, 176-0023, JAPAN:
2,847,152, PUB. 3-4-2003, INT. CL. 9.
MECHSNER, MICHAEL D., AUSTIN, TX, DBA THECFI.COM:
2,847,267, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 41.
MECOS TRAXLER AG, CH-8404 WINTERTHUR, SWITZERLAND:
2,848,059, INT. CL. 9.
2,848,060, INT. CL. 9.
MEDALLION HARDWOOD FLOORING, LTD., LINDEN, NJ:
2,848,860, INT. CL. 19.
MEDI-DOSE, INC., WARWICK, PA:
2,848,953, INT. CL. 9.
MEDIASURFACE PLC, LONDON SE1 3XG, ENGLAND:
2,847,947, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 35, 38, 41 AND 42.
MEDICA HEALTH PLANS, MINNETONKA, MN:
2,848,502, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 44.
MEDICAL CENTER OF CENTRAL GEORGIA, INC., THE MACON, GA:
2,078,608, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
MEDICAL EXPRESS (UK) LIMITED, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX, UNITED KINGDOM:
2,849,182, INT. CL. 3.
MEDICAL LASER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, INC., THE DES PLAINES, IL:
2,078,639, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
MEDICAL RELIEF SERVICES, INC, BEDFORD, TX:
2,847,139, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 35.
MEDIMATRIX GROUP, INC., CLEVELAND, OH:
2,079,683, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
MEDINA MEMORIAL HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS, INC., MEDINA, NY:
2,847,313, PUB. 3-9-2004, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 44.
MEDIPLEX CUMBERLAND REHABILITATION, LP, VINEYARD, NJ:
2,847,414, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 44.
MEDSERV GROUP, INC., VISTA, CA:
2,849,654, INT. CL. 10.
MEDSOLUTIONS, INC., TEMPE, AZ:
2,849,661, INT. CL. 36.
MEDTRONIC INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,849,287, INT. CL. 10.
MEDTRONIC INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,849,063, INT. CL. 16.
MEDVED, RICK, R., LYNWOOD, WA, DBA RPM SERVICES:
2,849,545, INT. CL. 28.

MEGACAR AG, FED REP GERMANY:
2,847,131, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 38 AND 42.
2,847,132, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 38 AND 42.

MEGACAR AG, B7543 MUNCHEN, FED REP GERMANY:
2,847,132, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 38 AND 42.

MEI CORPORATION, PEACHTREE CITY, GA:
2,847,391, INT. CL. 36.

MELTROTT, RICHARD A., CASSVILLE, PA:
1,826,393, PUB. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 21.

MELCARR, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
1,273,997, PUB. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 42.

MELLION, MICHAEL J., COLUMBIA, MD:
2,848,723, INT. CL. 36.

MELLON BANK N.A., PITTSBURGH, PA, DBA BACKROOM SYSTEMS GROUP TO FISERV, INC., BROOKFIELD, WI:
1,781,798, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

MELNICK, ARTHUR L, NOVATO, CA:
2,848,618, INT. CL. 42.

MELTING PLATE, INCORPORATED, NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,320, INT. CL. 21.

MELVILLE CORPORATION, HARRISON, NY:
753,012, CANC. U.S. CL. 39.

MEMEC GROUP LIMITED, THAME, UNITED KINGDOM:
2,847,579, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 42.

MEMENTO, INC., CONCORD, MA:
2,848,391, INT. CL. 9.

MEMOREC STOFFEL GMBH - MEDIZINISCH-MOLEKULAR ENTWICKLUNG, KOLN, D-50829 KOLN, FED REP GERMANY:

MENARD; MARY L., PLYMOUTH, MI:
1,245,394, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

MENTOR CORPORATION, SANTA BARBARA, CA:
2,080,142, CANC. INT. CL. 10.

MENTOR INVESTMENT GROUP, RICHMOND, VA:
2,078,470, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

MERTTMEYER, JAMES K., LAKE FOREST, CA:
2,080,106, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

METCO PACKERS INC., KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA:
2,078,719, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

MERCK & CO., INC., WHITEHOUSE STATION, NJ:
2,848,086, INT. CL. 20.

METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT CO., INC., MONROE, MI:
2,847,001, INT. CL. 40.

MERCER HOSPITAL OF PITTSBURGH, THE, PITTSBURGH, PA:
2,078,539, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.

MEREDITH CORPORATION, DES MOINES, IA:
2,078,716, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
2,078,936, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
2,847,578, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 41.

MERGER INSIGHT LLC, NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,544, INT. CL. 36.

MERIDIAN BEVERAGE COMPANY, INC., NORCROSS, GA:
2,847,381, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 32.

MERITURN PARTNERS, LLC, RALEIGH, NC:

MERRICK INDUSTRIES, INC., LYNN HAVEN, FL:
2,080,386, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

MERRICK, JACK C., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,849,461, INT. CL. 45.

MERRILL LYNCH & CO., INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,272,654, PUB. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 16.
1,280,909, PUB. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 36.

MERRILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., STORM LAKE, IA:
1,826,267, PUB. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 11.

MERRYCHEF LIMITED, HAMPSHIRE GU12 5XA, UNITED KINGDOM:
2,847,890, INT. CL. 11.

MERZ + CO. GMBH & CO., 60318 FRANKFURT AM MAIN, FED REP GERMANY:
2,606,618, CANC. INT. CL. 5.

METALFIL SAS DI POZZA GIANFILIPPO & C., 36060 CASONI DI MUSSOLENTE (VI), ITALY:
2,849,618, INT. CL. 36.

METCON MEDICIN AB, 181 70 LIDINGO, SWEDEN:
2,847,422, PUB. 5-6-2003. INT. CL. 5.

METRO CHANNEL L.L.C., JERICHO, NY:
2,847,529, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 38 AND 41.

METRO INDUSTRIES, INC., WILKES-BARRE, PA:
2,085,046, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 43.

METROMEDIA STEAKHOUSE COMPANY, L.P., DALLAS, TX:
2,079,622, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

METROPOLIS PUBLISHING INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,079,380, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT CO., INC., MONTCLAIR, NJ:
2,079,011, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY:
2,079,463, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

MGI PACKERS INC., KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA:
2,793,387, CANC. CL. 29.

MGW TRANSPORT, TOTOWA, NJ:

MIAMI METAL PRODUCTS, INC., MIAMI, FL:
2,079,858, CANC. INT. CL. 6.

MIAMI TRIBE OF OKLAHOMA BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, MIAMI, OK:
2,848,287, INT. CL. 9.
2,848,288, INT. CL. 9.

MANSION, JAMES K., LAKE FOREST, CA:
2,079,459, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

MARRIOTT, WILLIAM J., SHAMONG, NJ:
2,848,696, INT. CL. 35 AND 41.

MICHELLE COPELAND SKIN CARE, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,533, INT. CL. 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MICHIGAN SILVER SPRINGS, LLC</td>
<td>SPRING LAKE, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIECKYJAY, LLC, MAHWAH, NJ</td>
<td>2,847,714, INT. CL. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICRO DESIGN INTERNATIONAL, WINTER PARK, FL</td>
<td>2,847,911, INT. CL. 42, 44, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICRO INDUSTRIES CORPORATION, WESTERVILLE, OH</td>
<td>2,847,961, INT. CL. 42, 44, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICRO INFORMATION PRODUCTS, INC., AUSTIN, TX</td>
<td>2,847,902, INT. CL. 42, 44, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROBEST, INC., BOCA RATON, FL</td>
<td>2,079,954, CANC. INT. CL. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROBOT INC., DARIEN, CT</td>
<td>2,848,128, INT. CL. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROGRAFX, INC., RICHARDSON, TX</td>
<td>2,079,894, CANC. INT. CL. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROSOFT CORPORATION, REDMOND, WA</td>
<td>2,079,871, CANC. INT. CL. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDWEST BUSINESS BROKERS &amp; INTERMEDIARIES ASSOCIATION, SCHAUMBURG, IL</td>
<td>2,849,914, INT. CL. 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDWEST INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY, INC., CANTON, OH</td>
<td>2,848,129, INT. CL. 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDWEST MOTORCYCLE SUPPLY DISTRIBUTORS CORP., ARNOLD, MO</td>
<td>2,848,122, INT. CL. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDWEST RECOGNITION, LLC, HOLT, MO</td>
<td>2,848,810, INT. CL. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDWEST WIRELESS HOLDINGS L.L.C., MANKATO, MN</td>
<td>2,849,783, INT. CL. 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIGHTY SOUND, LOS ANGELES, CA</td>
<td>2,846,227, INT. CL. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIHARA, YASUHIKO, TOKYO, JAPAN</td>
<td>2,848,371, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 14, 18 AND 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIKAIHAN MEAT PRODUCTS, INC., VALENCIA, CA</td>
<td>2,849,016, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 18 AND 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIKUK, MARCIA, W., ROCK HILL, SC</td>
<td>2,847,857, INT. CL. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLIKEN &amp; COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY</td>
<td>2,848,110, INT. CL. 1, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLIKEN &amp; COMPANY, SPARTANBURG, SC</td>
<td>2,849,753, INT. CL. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLIPORE CORPORATION, BEDFORD, MA</td>
<td>2,849,203, INT. CL. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILTON &amp; CO. MANAGEMENT LIMITED, OTTAWA, ON, CANADA</td>
<td>2,847,878, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILTON JOHNS COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL</td>
<td>2,847,576, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINDRAFT, SACRAMENTO, CA</td>
<td>2,078,442, CANC. INT. CL. 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINDEN GROUP, THE, LOS GATOS, CA</td>
<td>2,080,415, CANC. INT. CL. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINE SAFETY APPLIANCES COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA</td>
<td>2,849,655, INT. CL. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINIGRIP, INC., ORANGEBURG, NY</td>
<td>752,776, CANC. U.S. CL. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINIMAX CORPORATION, EAGAN, MN</td>
<td>2,848,392, INT. CL. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINK MART, INC., NEW YORK, NY</td>
<td>1,848,237, REN. 4-20-04, INT. CL. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNESOTA JOB SKILLS PARTNERSHIP BOARD, ST. PAUL, MN</td>
<td>2,078,482, CANC. INT. CL. 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNETONKA BRANDS, INC., CHASKA, MN</td>
<td>2,847,466, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINORITY CORPORATE COUNSEL ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC</td>
<td>2,849,837, INT. CL. 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINTY FRESH, INC., CHICAGO, IL</td>
<td>2,849,827, INT. CL. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA</td>
<td>2,847,722, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRACLE MAX, INC., NEW YORK, NY</td>
<td>2,847,572, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITCHELL SCIENTIFIC, INC., WESTFIELD, NJ</td>
<td>2,849,114, INT. CL. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITCHELL, JOHN R., WESTPORT, CT</td>
<td>2,847,524, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITCHELL RANCH LLC, PHOENIX, AZ</td>
<td>2,849,529, INT. CL. 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILES TECHNOLOGY LLC, ST. LOUIS, MO</td>
<td>2,849,528, INT. CL. 31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MULTI-FINELINE ELECTRONIX, INC., ANAHEIM, CA:
2,847,584, CANC. INT. CL. 40.

MULTI-PURPOSE STADIUM AUTHORITY OF LACKAWANNA COUNTY, SCRANTON, PA:
1,825,218, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 25.

MULTIV-REACH INC., LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA:
2,848,188, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 20 AND 22.

MULTIMEDIA SECURITY SERVICE, INC., WICHITA, KS:
2,078,451, CANC. INT. CL. 37.

MULTISALES, INC., CLEVELAND, GA:
2,848,040, INT. CL. 36.
2,848,041, INT. CL. 35.
2,848,065, INT. CL. 35.

MULTITASK LLC, NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,780, INT. CL. 3.

MURPHY, RONALD T., NEW BRITAIN, CT:
2,849,475, INT. CL. 42.

MURPHY, TANYA LAPIŃSKI, HOUSTON, TX:
2,848,485, INT. CL. 3.

MURRAY'S SUPERIOR PRODUCTS COMPANY, DETROIT, MI:
7,051,031, CANC. U.S. CL. 44.

MURTELFEDT KUNSTSTOFFE GMBH & CO. KG, D-44309 DORTMUND-BRACKELL, FED REP GERMANY:
2,079,012, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7 AND 17.

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY, THE, CHICAGO, IL:
2,079,002, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

MUSICIANS FOR MENTAL HEALTH, INC., ALEXANDRIA, VA:
2,848,137, INT. CL. 41.

MUSTEK SYSTEMS INC., HSINCHU, TAIWAN, R.O.C., TAIWAN:
2,847,655, INT. CL. 9.

MYERS, DOUGLAS A., OREM, UT:
2,848,209, INT. CL. 9.

MYHRONLINE, LLC, BILLERICA, MA:
2,849,732, INT. CL. 42.

MYSKROLIS CORPORATION, BILLERICA, MA:
2,849,302, INT. CL. 11.

N. G. HEINOS GREENHOUSE COMPANY, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,848,460, INT. CL. 31.

N.B.S.P., INC., STAFFORD, TX:
2,849,511, INT. CL. 16.

N.V. BOUCHARD L'ESCAUT, GHENT, BELGIUM:
2,096,827, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 5 AND 29.

NACKEL, JEFFREY, DELRAY BEACH, FL:
2,848,921, INT. CL. 35.

NADEL TRADING CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,918, INT. CL. 28.

NAHB RESEARCH CENTER, INC., UPPER MARLBORO, MD:
2,079,366, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

NAL FINANCIAL CORPORATION, PARKER, CO:
1,235,273, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 36.

NALGE NUNC INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, ROCHESTER, NY, SYBRON CORPORATION, ROCHESTER, NY:
1,269,796, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 16.

NAMCO LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN:
2,849,027, INT. CL. 41.

NAMMO LAPUA OY, 62101 LAPUA, FINLAND:
2,848,621, INT. CL. 13.

NANKAI SEIKO CO., LTD., SAKAI-SHI, OSAKA-FU, JAPAN:

NANO-TEX, LLC, GREENSBORO, NC FROM BI PROPER-
2,847,921, INT. CL. 24.

NANTUCKET ALLSERVE, INC., WHITE PLAINS, NY:
2,848,591, INT. CL. 32.

NARANJO, JUAN GUILLERMO CORREA, MEDILLIN, ANTIOQUIA, COLOMBIA:
2,078,330, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

NASACO ELECTRONICS PTE LTD., SINGAPORE 159552, SINGAPORE:
2,847,618, INT. CL. 9.

NASC, INC., NORWICH, CT:
2,079,420, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 41.

NASH-PRICE PRODUCTIONS, INC., EDINA, MN:
2,079,124, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

NASI—ELMO INDUSTRIES, L.L.C., TRUMBULL, CT:
2,848,877, INT. CL. 7.

NATHANSON, MOLLY, CAPE COD, MA:
2,079,246, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT, COLUMBIA, MD:
1,782,298, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

NATIONAL BREAKDOWN RECOVERY CLUB LIMITED, LEEDS, WEST YORKS, ENGLAND:
2,079,472, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

NATIONAL CITY CORPORATION, CLEVELAND, OH:
2,849,647, INT. CL. 36.

NATIONAL COURT OF THE ROYAL ORDER OF JESTERS, INDIANAPOLIS, IN:

NATIONAL FISHERIES INSTITUTE, ARLINGTON, VA:
2,078,886, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

NATIONAL FOOTBALL MUSEUM, INC., CANTON, OH:
2,079,447, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 25.

NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE, NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,014, INT. CL. 9.

NATIONAL LIVE STOCK AND MEAT BOARD, THE, CHICAGO, IL, AKA MEAT BOARD:
2,079,673, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
2,079,674, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

NATIONAL PRESTO INDUSTRIES, INC., EAU CLAIRE, WI:
2,078,590, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION, ARLINGTON, VA:
2,848,538, INT. CL. 42.

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION, SANTA CLARA, CA:
1,879,145, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 9.

NATIONAL SPORTS CENTER FOUNDATION, BLAINEx, MN:
2,848,109, INT. CL. 35.

NATIONAL STARCH AND CHEMICAL INVESTMENT HOLDING CORPORATION, NEW CASTLE, DE, NATIONAL STARCH AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY:
948,779, REN. 4-22-04. U.S. CL. 5 (INT. CL. 1).

NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE, SPRINGFIELD, VA:
1,818,777, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 9.

NATIONWIDE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, COLUMBUS, OH:

NATORI COMPANY INCORPORATED, THE, ARLINGTON, VA:
2,848,019, INT. CL. 35.

NATIONAL POLYMER INTERNATIONAL CORP., PLANO, TX:
2,849,811, INT. CL. 31.

NATIONAL POLYMER INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, PLANO, TX:
2,849,812, INT. CL. 31.

NATURE CREST WOODWORKS, INC., SANDPOINT, ID:
2,849,302, INT. CL. 11.

NATURE'S WAY, INC., ARLINGTON, VA:
2,078,886, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

NAUTURE OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY FOUNDATION, THE, NEW YORK, NY:
1,875,298, INT. CL. 25.

NATIONAL WHEEL INSTITUTE, ARLINGTON, VA:
2,079,674, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

NATIONAL WIDE ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY:
1,782,298, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

NATIONAL WIDE ELECTRIC COMPANY, SINGAPORE:
2,848,109, INT. CL. 35.

NATIONAL WIDE ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,109, INT. CL. 35.

NATIONAL WIDE ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHINA:
2,848,109, INT. CL. 35.

NATIONAL WIDE ELECTRIC COMPANY, SINGAPORE:
2,848,109, INT. CL. 35.

NATIONAL WIDE ELECTRIC COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,109, INT. CL. 35.
14.
NEW HAMPSHIRE SPEEDWAY, INC., LOUDON, NH, DBA NEW HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY:
2,849,880, INT. CL. 41.
NEW HETELVIA MERCANTILE CORPORATION, SACRAMENTO, CA, DBA NEW HETELVIA TRADE GROUP:
1,824,530, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 13.
1,824,351, REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 13.
NEW JERSEY STATE LOTTERY, THE, LAWRENCEVILLE, NJ:
2,079,462, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
NEW MARBAS S.P.A., 24020 PARRE (BERGAMO), ITALY:
2,718,391, COR. INT. CL. 25.
NEW PENDULUM CORP., WILMINGTON, DE:
2,078,397, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1, 17 AND 27.
NEW PIPER AIRCRAFT, INC., THE, VERO BEACH, FL:
2,079,895, CANC. INT. CL. 12.
NEW PRODUCTS, INC., FORT MYERS, FL:
NEW WORLD PASTA COMPANY, HARRISBURG, PA:
2,803,176, COR. INT. CL. 30.
NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY, THE, NEW YORK, NY, INTERSTATE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,826,630, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 38.
NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY, BRONX, NY, DBA NYZS THE WILDLIFE CONSERVATION SOCIETY (THE "SOCIETY"):
1,830,937. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 16.
NEWWAYS, INC., SALEM, UT:
2,848,749, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1 AND 5.
NEWBIDGE NETWORKS CORPORATION, KANATA, ONTARIO, CANADA:
2,078,282, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NEWELL OPERATING COMPANY, FREEPORT, IL:
NEWFREY LLC, NEWARK, DE:
1,809,896. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 6.
2,847,625, INT. CL. 6.
NEWLUND LABORATORIES, INC., GREENVILLE, SC:
2,079,385, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
NEWMARKET SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, INC., PORTSMOUTH, NH:
2,079,642, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NEWSLETTER ACCESS LLC, OLD GREENWICH, CT:
2,079,078, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
NEXT PHASE CONSULTANCY, INC., THE, REDMOND, WA:
2,848,178, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.
NEXT TECHNICAL STAFFING, NEWPORT BEACH, CA:
2,079,123, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
NG, ARNOLD, WILLIAM, RANCHO PALOS VERDES, CA, DBA INSIGHT LEARNING COMPANY:
NGC WORLDWIDE, INC., YALESVILLE, CT:
2,848,816, INT. CL. 28.
NBICO INC., ELKHART, IN:
2,080,102, CANC. INT. CL. 37.
NICHOLS, STEVEN A., ARCADIA, CA, DBA CHINO VALLEY RANCHERS:
2,848,818, INT. CL. 29.
NICKS, WILLIAM T., SOUTH BEND, IN, DBA WYZE RECORDS AND WALLACE, JOHN C., SOUTH BEND, IN, DBA WYZE RECORDS AND EL-AMIN, KAREEMAH, SOUTH BEND, IN, DBA WYZE RECORDS:
2,079,856, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,491, INT. CL. 35.
NILIT LIMITED, MIGDAL HAEMEK, 10500, ISRAEL:
2,846,537, COR. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 22 AND 23.
NIMS ASSOCIATES, INC., DECatur, IL:
2,079,255, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
NINA FOOTWEAR CORP., NEW YORK, NY:
2,079,905, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
NEWBURY COMPUTER CORPORATION, HAYMARKET, MA:
2,080,123, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
NEWBURY CONSUMER PRODUCTS, INC., NEW BOSTON, NH:
2,079,385, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
NEWBURY SOFTWARE SYSTEMS CORPORATION, MARYLAND, MD:
1,809,896. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 6.
2,847,625, INT. CL. 6.
NEWCROSS, INC., ORLANDO, FL:
2,848,178, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.
NEWDORF, INC.
2,848,178, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.
NEWEDGE TECHNOLOGY INC., WALLACE, JOHN C., SOUTH BEND, IN, DBA WYZE RECORDS:
2,079,856, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NEWELL OPERATING COMPANY, FREEPORT, IL:
NEWFREY LLC, NEWARK, DE:
1,809,896. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 6.
2,847,625, INT. CL. 6.
NEWHORSE LIMITED, MCGREGOR, IA, DBA WYZE RECORDS AND WALLACE, JOHN C., SOUTH BEND, IN, DBA WYZE RECORDS:
2,079,856, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NEWHORSE INC., NEWARK, DE:
1,809,896. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 6.
2,847,625, INT. CL. 6.
NEWLUND LABORATORIES, INC., GREENVILLE, SC:
2,079,385, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
NEWMARKET SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, INC., PORTSMOUTH, NH:
2,079,642, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NEWSLETTER ACCESS LLC, OLD GREENWICH, CT:
2,079,078, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
NEXT PHASE CONSULTANCY, INC., THE, REDMOND, WA:
2,848,178, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.
NEXT TECHNICAL STAFFING, NEWPORT BEACH, CA:
2,079,123, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
NG, ARNOLD, WILLIAM, RANCHO PALOS VERDES, CA, DBA INSIGHT LEARNING COMPANY:
NGC WORLDWIDE, INC., YALESVILLE, CT:
2,848,816, INT. CL. 28.
NBICO INC., ELKHART, IN:
2,080,102, CANC. INT. CL. 37.
NICHOLS, STEVEN A., ARCADIA, CA, DBA CHINO VALLEY RANCHERS:
2,848,818, INT. CL. 29.
NICKS, WILLIAM T., SOUTH BEND, IN, DBA WYZE RECORDS AND WALLACE, JOHN C., SOUTH BEND, IN, DBA WYZE RECORDS AND EL-AMIN, KAREEMAH, SOUTH BEND, IN, DBA WYZE RECORDS:
2,079,856, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,491, INT. CL. 35.
NILIT LIMITED, MIGDAL HAEMEK, 10500, ISRAEL:
2,846,537, COR. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 22 AND 23.
NIMS ASSOCIATES, INC., DECatur, IL:
2,079,255, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
NINA FOOTWEAR CORP., NEW YORK, NY:
2,079,905, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
NINE WEST DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE:
2,079,957, AM. INT. CL. 25.
NINGBO DELI GROUP CO., LTD., ZHEJIANG, CHINA:
2,848,692, INT. CL. 16.
NINGBO LAND TOOLS & MEASURING TOOLS CO., LTD.,
YUYAO CITY, ZHEJIANG, CHINA:
2,848,586, INT. CL. 9.
NINTENDO CO., LTD., KYOTO, JAPAN:
2,793,341, COR. INT. CL. 16.
NIRVEL, IL COSMETICS, S.L., 03800 ALCOY-ALICANTE,
SPAIN:
2,847,224, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 3.
NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC., GARDENA, CA:
2,847,974, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 42.
NM NEVADA TRUST, LAS VEGAS, NV:
2,848,030, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 24 AND 25.
NMT GESELLSCHAFT FUR NEUE MATERIALIEN UND
TECHNOLOGIEN MBH, SAARBRUCKEN, FED REP
GERMANY:
2,847,090, PUB. 12-23-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS.
1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11 AND 42.
NO MAGIC, INC., GOLDEN, CO:
2,847,220, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9
AND 42.
NOAH, MARK E., ATLANTA, GA:
2,079,275, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
NOAH'S NEW YORK BAGELS, INC., SAN LEANDRO, CA:
2,079,401, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
NOBLE, DONALD C., RICHMOND, VA:
2,846,665, INT. CL. 25.
NOESIS, INC., MANASSAS, VA:
2,849,781, INT. CL. 45.
NOFERI, LISA, BOTHELL, WA:
1,781,503, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
NOISE CONTROL SERVICES, INC., GREENSBORO, NC:
2,080,392, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
NOR-CAL INDUSTRIAL FLOORS & LINING CO., INC.,
SANTA CLARA, CA:
2,144,907, CANC. INT. CL. 1.
NORSK FITNESS PRODUCTS INC., MONTREAL, QUEBEC,
CANADA:
2,079,552, CANC. INT. CL. 10.
NORTHERN AMERICAN TRADING GROUP, INC., LONG
ISLAND CITY, NY:
2,078,968, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
NORTH TEXAS TOLLWAY AUTHORITY, PLANO, TX:
2,849,869, INT. CL. 9.
NORTHERN TELECOM LIMITED, MONTREAL, QUEBEC
H2Y 3Y4, CANADA:
2,080,350, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NORTHERN TRUST CORPORATION, CHICAGO, IL:
2,848,340, INT. CL. 36.
NORTHERN WESTCHESTER SHELTER, THE, PLEASANT-
VILLE, NY:
2,847,942, INT. CL. 41.
NORTHERNBLUES MUSIC INC., OTTAWA, ONTARIO K1K
3G5, CANADA:
NORTHROP GRUMMAN CORPORATION, LOS ANGELES,
CA:
NORTHSTAR EDUCATION FINANCE, INC., ST. PAUL,
MN:
NORTHSTAR ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC., EAST
LANSING, MI:
2,848,890, INT. CL. 3.
NORTHSTAR FLAMELESS LTD., CALGARY, ALBERTA,
CANADA:
1,822,574, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 11.
NORTHWEST NURSERY IMPROVEMENT INSTITUTE,
YAKIMA, WA:
2,849,874, INT. CL. 31.
NORTHWEST TECHNICAL INTEGRATORS, INC., CRYSTAL
LAKE, IL:
2,079,732, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NORTLANDER A/S, 2950 VEDBAEK, DENMARK:
2,847,174, PUB. 5-6-2003. INT. CL. 33.
NOURY & SONS, LTD., SADDLE BROOK, Nj:
1,795,113, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 27.
NOVA VERTA INTERNATIONAL S.P.A., 1-52100 AREZZO,
ITALY, NOVA VERTA S.R.L., 207-267/A 52100 AREZZO,
ITALY:
1,831,077, REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 7.
NOVADIGM, INC., MAHWAH, NJ:
1,836,075, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 9.
NOVAMED EYECARE SERVICES, LLC, CHICAGO, IL,
BELLE JORDON, LAGRANGE, IL:
1,827,134, REN. 4-19-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3, 9
AND 42.
NOVARTIS AG, BASEL, SWITZERLAND:
2,849,100, INT. CL. 5.
NOVASTOR CORPORATION, SIMI VALLEY, CA:
1,782,039, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NOVATEK, INC., PROVO, UT:
2,849,778, INT. CL. 9.
NOVATEL COMMUNICATIONS LTD., CALGARY, ALBERTA,
CANADA:
2,079,994, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NOXELL CORPORATION, HUNT VALLEY, MD:
2,080,314, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
2,849,628, INT. CL. 3.
NSGENE A/S, DK-2750 BALLERUP, DENMARK:
2,847,245, PUB. 10-28-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS.
5 AND 42.
NU SKIN INTERNATIONAL, INC., PROVO, UT:
2,849,803, INT. CL. 3.
NU-VIEW, INC., MANITOU BEACH, MI:
1,781,439, CANC. INT. CL. 19.
NUCCI INTERNATIONAL CORP, NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,913, INT. CL. 25.
2,848,914, INT. CL. 25.
2,848,915, INT. CL. 25.
2,848,916, INT. CL. 25.
NUDE LIMITED, DUBLIN 2, IRELAND:
2,847,729, INT. CL. 42.
NUPULSE, INC., OREGON, WI:
1,268,516, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 7.
NUTRITIONAL INDUSTRIES, LLC, MANHASSET, N.Y:
2,848,957, INT. CL. 5.
NVIDIA CORPORATION, SANTA CLARA, CA:
2,848,043, INT. CL. 9.
NXT GAMES, INC., LA JOLLA, CALIF:
2,079,967, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
NYDRILE, PETER, BEVERLY HILLS, CA:
2,849,250, INT. CL. 43.
NYNEX CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY TO BELL
ATLANTIC CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY:
1,782,232, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
O.I.S.MEDIA, INC., PENSACOLA, FL:
2,849,165, INT. CL. 42.
O'RITE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD, SANCHUNG CITY,
TAIPEI COUNTY, TAIWAN:
OAK GROUP, INC., THE, WELLESLEY, MA:
2,079,174, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
OAK TREE FARM DAIRY, INC., EAST NORTHPORT, NY:
1,845,777, REN. 4-17-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29,
30, 32 AND 42.
OASIS, A DIVISION OF DENTSU BUSINESS DEVELOP-
MENT GROUP, LLC, NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,323, INT. CL. 35.
2,849,324, INT. CL. 35.
OBSERVER & ECCENTRIC NEWSPAPERS, INC., LIVONIA,
MI:
OCEAN BEAUTY SEAFOODS, INC., SEATTLE, WA:
2,089,475, COR. INT. CL. 29.
OCEAN STAR INTERNATIONAL, INC., SNOWVILLE, UT:
OCEAN BEAUTY SEAFOODS, INC., SEATTLE, WA:
OBSERVER & ECCENTRIC NEWSPAPERS, INC., LIVONIA,
MI:
OMNI AIR INTERNATIONAL, INC., HOUSTON, TX: 2,847,395, INT. CL. 3.

OMEGA MARINE PRODUCTS, INC., STONYBROOK, NY: 2,848,321, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 42.

OLDDONZ INC. PAWTUCKET, RI, CAP TOYS, INC., BEDFORD HEIGHTS, OH: 1,797,177, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 28.

ODEYES TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SUGAR LAND, TX: 2,847,630, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7 AND 9.

OFFICIAL PILLOWEX LLC, COLUMBUS, OH: 1,782,129, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

OFFICIAL STARKER LLC, COLUMBUS, OH: 2,847,787, INT. CL. 28.


OGILVY GROUP, INC., THE, NEW YORK, NY: 2,211,813, AM. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

OGIO INTERNATIONAL, INC., BLUFFDALE, UT: 1,814,889, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 35.

OHKURA SEIYAKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA (OHKURA PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.), MINAMI-KU, KYOTO-SHI 601-8025, JAPAN: 2,848,948, INT. CL. 10.

OIL-DRI CORPORATION OF AMERICA, CHICAGO, IL, PRO'S CHOICE PRODUCTS, INC., BARRINGTON, IL: 1,824,801, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 1.

OILSPACE, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,847,856, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

OJI PAPER CO., LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN, HONSHU SEISHI KABUSHIKI KAIHA, CHUO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, TA HONSHU PAPER CO., LTD.: 2,079,635, INT. CL. 12.


OKI ELECTRIC INDUSTRY CO., LTD., MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN: 2,848,795, INT. CL. 9.

OKIOJI SOFTWARE INC., DEXTER, IA: 2,848,930, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 9.

OLAY COMPANY, INC., CINCINNATI, OH: 2,079,954, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

OLD WORLD INDUSTRIES, INC., NORTHBROOK, IL: 2,847,318, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 29.


OKI ELECTRIC INDUSTRY CO., LTD., MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN: 2,848,795, INT. CL. 9.

OLDENBERG LLC, BURLINGTON, VT: 1,297,495. REN. 4-21-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 21, 29, 30, 31 AND 32.

OLAY COMPANY, INC., CINCINNATI, OH: 2,079,954, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

OLD WORLD INDUSTRIES, INC., NORTHBROOK, IL: 2,847,318, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 29.

OLDCASTLE APG WEST, INC., PHOENIX, AZ, DRA SUPERLITE BLOCK: 2,848,833, INT. CL. 19.

OLIYO, AMANDO DIAZ, COLONIA PRADO COAPA, MEXICO: 1,245,513, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 30.

OLSTEN SERVICE CORP., AUSTIN, TX: 2,078,366, CANC. INT. CL. 35.


OMEGA MARINE PRODUCTS, INC., STONYBROOK, NY: 1,781,293, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 12, 20

OMEGA NUTRITION USA, INC., BELLINGHAM, WA: 2,848,423, INT. CL. 29.

OMEGA SA (OMEGA AG) (OMEGA LTD.), BIEL-BIENNE, SWITZERLAND: 2,747,149. COR. INT. CL. 14.

OMNI AIR INTERNATIONAL, INC., TULSA, OK: 2,221,835, COR. INT. CL. 39.

OMNI MOTOR SPORTS, INC., BALTIMORE, MD: 2,848,929, INT. CL. 12.

OMNIMERICAN CREDIT UNION, FORT WORTH, TX: 2,848,421, INT. CL. 36.

OMNILOW CORPORATION, WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA: 2,848,251, INT. CL. 28.

OMX, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV, OFFICEMAX, INC., SHAKER HEIGHTS, OH: 1,836,359. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 36.

ON-GUARD POOL PRODUCTS, LLC, SCOTTSDALE, AZ: 2,848,628, INT. CL. 9.


ONCALL TECHNOLOGIES, INC., STEWARTSVILLE, NJ: 2,849,373, INT. CL. 42.

ONCOSIS R&D, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA: 2,848,442, INT. CL. 42.

ONE NATION MUSIC, INC., STONE MOUNTAIN, GA: 2,847,749, INT. CL. 9.


ONEX CORPORATION, BOSTON, MA: 2,848,293, INT. CL. 36.

ONQIA PTY LTD, QUEENSLAND 4064, AUSTRALIA: 2,802,241, COR. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.

ONLINE JEWELRY, INC., BROOKLYN, NY: 2,848,682, INT. CL. 37.

ONLINE SECURITY SYSTEMS, LTD, COPPELL, TX: 2,847,482, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 37.

ONMONEY FINANCIAL SERVICES CORPORATION, WHITE PLAINS, NY: 2,813,564, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

ONSHERE, INC., CHICAGO, IL: 2,849,103, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 37 AND 42.

ONYX INDUSTRIAL SERVICES, INC., LAPERTE, TX: 2,847,556, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 37.

OPTCAL INC., WINSTON-SALEM, NC: 2,848,479, INT. CL. 9.

OPPORTUNITY TRADERS INC., VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA V5T 1E1, CANADA: 2,848,053, INT. CL. 29.

OPTIM NUTRITION, INC., SALT LAKE CITY, UT: 2,847,999, INT. CL. 5.

OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS, INC., NEDERLAND, CO: 2,848,930, INT. CL. 1.

OPTIMOL OLWERKE INDUSTRIE GMBH, D-8000 MUNCHEN 80, FED REP GERMANY: 1,781,015, CANC. INT. CL. 4.

OPTREL AG, CH-9630 WATTWIL, SWITZERLAND: 2,079,918, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

OPTIONICS, INC., MUSKOGEE, OK: 2,848,842, INT. CL. 9.

ORASURE TECHNOLOGIES, INC., BETHLEHEM, PA: 2,848,844, INT. CL. 9.

ORGANON INC., WEST ORANGE, NJ: 753,037, CANC. U.S. CL. 44.

ORIGINAL BEER CRUST PIZZA, LLC, THE, FRUITPORT, MI: 2,079,081, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

ORIGINAL DEHYDRATED WATER COMPANY, JAMESTOWN, NY: 2,079,999, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

ORION CORPORATION, O2200 ESPOO, FINLAND: 2,847,190, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 8, 9, 18, 21, 25 AND 32.

ORLANDO NTC PARTNERS, ORLANDO, FL: 2,847,964, INT. CL. 36.

ORLANDO WYNDHAM GROUP PTY LTD, SOUTH AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA: 2,079,605, CANC. INT. CL. 33.

ORPHINO, JAMES, NORTHPORT, NY: 2,848,850, INT. CL. 41.
ORPHAN MEDICAL, INC., MINNETONKA, MN:
2,849,521, INT. CL. 44.

ORTHO DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, DRAPER, UT:
2,848,349, INT. CL. 10.
2,848,350, INT. CL. 10.

ORTHO MATTRESS, INC., SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA:
2,844,412, COR. INT. CL. 10.

ORVAL KENT FOOD COMPANY, INC., WHEELING, IL:
1,791,055, REN. 4-22-04, INT. CL. 30.

ORVIS COMPANY, INC., THE, MANCHESTER, VT:
2,847,598, INT. CL. 25.

OSEIR OY, 33720 TAMPERE, FINLAND:
2,848,527, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.

OSHKOSH TRUCK CORPORATION, OSHKOSH, WI:
1,814,856, REN. 4-20-04, INT. CL. 12.

OSR OPEN SYSTEMS RESOURCES, INC., AMHERST, NH:
2,078,816, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.

OSRAM GMBH, MUNICH 90, FED REP GERMANY:
2,848,233, INT. CL. 35.

OUR SUNDAY VISITOR, INC., HUNTINGTON, IN:

OUTDOOR EMPIRE PUBLISHING, INC., SEATTLE, WA:
2,848,641, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 41.

OUTFIT SPORTS, INC., VERO BEACH, FL:
2,079,288, CANC. INT. CL. 5.

OVERNIGHT MOUNTINGS, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, NY:
2,079,442, CANC. INT. CL. 14.

OVERSEAS SPORTS GOODS CO., INC., TENAFLY, NJ:
2,079,370, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

OVERVEETE SERVICES, INC., PASADENA, CA:
2,848,857, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

OVERTECH, INC., EATONTOWN, NJ:
2,848,124, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 36.

OWEN, A. JAMES, JR., IPSWICH, MA:
2,078,901, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

OWEN'S CORNING FIBERGLAS TECHNOLOGY INC., SUMMIT, IL:
1,822,753, REN. 4-21-04, INT. CL. 17.

OWENS-IllINOIS, INC., TOLEDO, OH:
752,716, CANC. U.S. CL. 2.

OXY COMPANY, LTD., SONGPA-KU, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:
1,782,005, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

OY ACOMARIN ENGINEERING LTD., FIN-21160 MERI-
MASKU, FINLAND:
1,824,959, REN. 4-22-04, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7 AND 12.

OY NOKIA AB, HEISINKI 10, FINLAND:
1,245,387, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

OYAMA, NOBUO, TOKYO, 167-0031, JAPAN:

P H. BRINK INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, GOLDEN
VALLEY, MN:
2,848,972, INT. CL. 41.
2,848,973, INT. CL. 41.

P.P.S., INC., PAWucket, RI:
1,245,440, CANC. INT. CL. 26.

P W. FEATS, INC., BALTIMORE, MD:

PAC TEAM S.A., 1052 LE MONT SUR LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND FROM BORLE, ALAIN, 1009 PULLY, SWITZERLAND:
2,848,261, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 40 AND 42.

PACE AMERICAN, INC., MIDDLEBURY, IN:
2,848,057, INT. CL. 12.

PACIFIC BANK TECHNOLOGY, INC., PASADENA, CA:

PACIFIC COAST FEATHER COMPANY, SEATTLE, WA:
2,848,773, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 20 AND 24.

PACIFIC COLOR CONNECTION, INC., CARLSBAD, CA:
2,078,842, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

PACIFIC HEALTH ADVANTAGE, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,848,367, INT. CL. 44.

PACIFIC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, NEWPORT BEACH, CA:
2,848,196, INT. CL. 36.

PACIFIC PREMIER BANCORP, INC., COSA MESA, CA:
2,801,118, COR. INT. CL. 3.

PACIFIC RESOURCES FOR EDUCATION AND LEARNING, HONOLULU, HI:
2,847,737, INT. CL. 9.

PACIFIC WORLD CORPORATION, LAKE FOREST, CA:
2,849,363, INT. CL. 3.

PACIFIC-SIERRA RESEARCH CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CA:
2,078,434, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

PACIFIC HEALTH SYSTEMS, INC., SANTA ANA, CA:
2,847,829, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 36 AND 42.

PACKERLAND PACKING CO., INC., GREEN BAY, WI:
2,776,053, COR. INT. CL. 29.

PACON CORPORATION, APPLETON, WI:
2,849,839, INT. CL. 16.

PADDINGTON & COMPANY, HERTFORDSHIRE, SG14
1JA, UNITED KINGDOM:
2,847,593, INT. CL. 16.

PADILLA, JOSE, SANTA EULALIA (IBIZA), SPAIN:
2,849,458, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 41.

PAGING NETWORK, INC., DALLAS, TX:
1,245,604, CANC. INT. CL. 38.

PAH PARTNERS, LTD., SANTA ROSA, CA:
1,781,869, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

PAINTBALL ONLINE, INC., TIGARD, OR:
2,849,563, INT. CL. 28.

PALATABLE PLEASURES, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC:
1,245,511, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 30.

PALL CORPORATION, EAST HILLS, NY:
2,849,576, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

PANAMA JACK INTERNATIONAL, INC., ORLANDO, FL:
2,847,769, INT. CL. 3.

PANASAS, INC., FREMONT, CA:
2,848,393, INT. CL. 9.
2,848,394, INT. CL. 9.
2,848,395, INT. CL. 9.

PANENERGY LNG SALES, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
2,078,353, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

PANENERGY LNG SALES, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
2,078,353, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

PANGAEA MEDICAL INC., NEWBERG, OR:
2,847,662, INT. CL. 10.

PANSY ELLEN PRODUCTS, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA TO
KIDS II, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
1,782,125, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

PANTY, INC., THE, SANFORD, NC:
2,848,233, INT. CL. 35.

PANTS SET, INC., THE, LYNBROOK, NY, DBA JUST
SHIRTS:
1,245,396, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
PAPA MURPHY'S INTERNATIONAL, INC., VANCOUVER, WA:
2,847,400, PUBL. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 35.
PAPERFLOW'S INTERNATIONAL, INC., OXNARD, CA:
2,847,597, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 25.
PARES, GILLES, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND:
1,780,963, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 16.
PARKERVILLE, EDWARD, ORLEANS, VK:
2,847,534, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 20.
PARKER PLASTICS CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH, PA:
2,848,234, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 20.
PATHOGRAPHIC CORPORATION, SEATTLE, WA:
2,847,974, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 36.
PATRIOT PRINTING INK COMPANY, BROADVIEW, IL:
2,848,890, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 12.
PAUL LEWIS, L.L.C., ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,847,987, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 9.
PAUL STRONG ENTERPRISES, INC., VANCOUVER, WA:
1,781,987, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 42.
PASTOREK, BRENDA J., ORLEANS, ONTARIO, K1C 2V6:
1,780,970, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 30.
PASTA FACTORY COMPANY, THE, MIAMI, FL:
1,781,943, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 42.
PENSION ADMINISTRATION CORPORATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA:
2,847,709, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 25.
PENNINO CRUSHER CORPORATION, BROOMALL, PA:
2,847,741, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 35.
PENN FOUNDATION, INC., SELLERSVILLE, PA:
2,849,659, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 20.
PENFIELD CRUSHER CORPORATION, HARRISBURG, PA:
2,847,399, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 30.
PENN PRINTING SOLUTIONS, INC., WESTBURY, NY:
2,848,880, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 42.
PERSI, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
1,245,333, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 24.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,181, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 20.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PERSIS, ALFRED, BOWLING GREEN, KY:
2,849,515, CANCELLATION, INT. CL. 29.
PROTECTIVE ASSET MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., BIRMINGHAM, AL:

PROTECTO WRAP COMPANY, DENVER, CO:
1,781,548, CANC. INT. CL. 27.

PROUVOST S.A., ROUBAIX (NORD), FRANCE:
753,001, CANC. U.S. CL. 39.

PROVERBS, LLC, CLEARWATER, FL:
2,849,674, INT. CL. 9.

PROVIDIUM CONSULTING GROUP, LLC, FAIRPORT, NY:
2,848,010, INT. CL. 36.

PROYECTOS DE HOSTELERIA, S.A., 28006 MADRID, SPAIN:
2,078,684, CANC. INT. CL. 39.

PRUNITSC, KARL, HOPKINSVILLE, KY:
2,079,745, CANC. INT. CL. 8.

PSIGMA GROUP LIMITED, LONDON, ENGLAND:
2,848,098, INT. CL. 36.

PUBLIC LABEL BRANDS, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA:
2,079,935, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

PULPDENT CORPORATION, WATERTOWN, MA:
1,826,814. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 5.

PULPDENT CORPORATION, WATERTOWN, MA:
1,829,782. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 5.

PURITYS, INC., RICHMOND, ONTARIO, CANADA:
2,849,757, INT. CL. 7.

PRIMEDIA BUSINESS MAGAZINES & MEDIA INC., OVERLAND PARK, KS:
2,849,081, INT. CL. 16.

PRINTERS INK & SUPPLY COMPANY, INC., BIRMINGHAM, AL:
1,780,969, CANC. INT. CL. 2.

PRO TECT ASSOCIATES, INC., NORTHFIELD, IL:
2,848,245, INT. CL. 17.

PRO-PAK PROFESSIONAL PACKERS, INC., NORTH BROOK, IL:
2,847,745, INT. CL. 16.

PROOFREADING CORPORATION, BIRMINGHAM, AL:
2,848,648, INT. CL. 36.

PROCESS EQUIPMENT COMPANY, TIPP CITY, OH:
2,849,571, INT. CL. 7.

PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY, THE, CINCINNATI, OH:
1,781,999, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

PROTECTO WRAP COMPANY, DENVER, CO:

PROVISO-TINGTON MANAGEMENT, DENVER, CO:
2,849,116, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

PROVISO TINGTON MANAGEMENT, DENVER, CO:
2,847,930, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 35 AND 36.

PROVISO TINGTON MANAGEMENT, DENVER, CO:
2,848,347, INT. CL. 9.

PROWORTH, INC., BURLINGTON, MA:
2,849,331, INT. CL. 1.

PROTECH INTERNATIONAL B.V., 1411 GP NAARDEN, NETHERLANDS:
2,847,676, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 41 AND 42.

QLT INC., VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA:
2,848,044, INT. CL. 41.

QSENT, INC., LAKE OSWEGO, OR:
2,847,823, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

QSENT, INC., LAKE OSWEGO, OR:
2,847,824, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

QUADRIGA BETEILIGUNGS- & VERMOGENS- AG, A-1010 VIENNA, AUSTRIA:
2,847,866, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.

QUAKER OATS COMPANY, THE, CHICAGO, IL:
1,245,557, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

QUANTUM INCORPORATED, SAN DIEGO, CA:
2,078,684, CANC. INT. CL. 39.

QUANTUM INCORPORATED, SAN DIEGO, CA:
2,079,748, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

QUANTUM INCORPORATED, SAN DIEGO, CA:
2,849,116, INT. CL. 9.

QUANTUM INCORPORATED, SAN DIEGO, CA:
2,848,347, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

QUREQ CARNS MANAGEMENT, INC., FAIRPORT, NY:

QUEST INTERNATIONAL B.V., 1411 GP NAARDEN, NETHERLANDS:

PRIMEDIA BUSINESS MAGAZINES & MEDIA INC., OVERLAND PARK, KS:
2,849,081, INT. CL. 16.
QUEST INTERNATIONAL BV, 1411 GP NAARDEIN, NETHERLANDS:
2,847,142, PUB. 7-2-2002. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1 AND 3.

QUESTECH CORPORATION, MIDDLETOWN, VT:
2,847,965, INT. CL. 19.

QUESTEL-ORBIT, INCORPORATED, MCLEAN, VA:
2,079,880, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

QUICK STUDY RADIOLOGY, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,848,422, INT. CL. 9.

QUICK-TO-FIX FOODS, INC., GARLAND, TX, GORGES FOODSERVICE, INC., HARLINGEN, TX:
1,863,397, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 29.

QUIKJAVA, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,079,906, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

QVC, INC., WEST CHESTER, PA:

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS INTERNATIONAL INC., DENVER, CO:

R & S TECHNIK GMBH, 63073 OFFENBACH/Main, FED REP GERMANY:
2,784,722, COR. INT. CL. 12.

R. M. GALICIA, INC., WEST COVINA, CA:
2,848,950, INT. CL. 36.

R. W. BOZEL TRANSFER, INC., BALTIMORE, MD, BOZEL, MAURICE S., BALTIMORE, MD:
1,826,979, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 25.

R. D. SIMPSON, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,394,549, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

R. J. GATOR'S, INC., JUPITER, FL:
1,825,590, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

R & R TEXTILE MILLS, INC., LOMBARD, IL:

RACHEL PERRY, INC., VAN NUYS, CA:
1,849,757, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 3.

RACK ROOM SHOES, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC:
2,079,362, REN. 4-23-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 18 AND 25.

RADER, FREEMAN, MANITOU SPRINGS, CO, DBA CYBERTECH STATIONS:
2,078,139, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

RADO S.A.), 2543 LENGNAU BE, SWITZERLAND:
2,078,179, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 30.

RAYOVAC CORPORATION, MADISON, WI:
2,079,917, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

RAYDREAM, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA TO Meta-creations Corporation, Carpinteria, CA:
1,781,202, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

RAYMOND JAMES FINANCIAL, INC., ST. PETERSBURG, FL:
2,849,010, INT. CL. 36.

RAYNIE-DAYE ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INC., EAST BETHEL, MN:
2,849,127, INT. CL. 42.

RAYDREAM PRODUCTS AND FINANCIAL SERVICES COMPANY, FERNANDINA BEACH, FL:
2,848,159, INT. CL. 17.

RE:MAX INTERNATIONAL, INC., GREENWOOD VILLAGE, CO:
2,849,289, INT. CL. 36.

REALTY PRESENTATIONS, INC., WILMINGTON, NC:
2,848,793, INT. CL. 35.

RECKITT BENCKISER INC., PARSIPPANY, NJ:

RECKITT BENCKISER N.V., HOOFOEDDORP NY, NETHERLANDS, NORCLIFF THAYER INC., TUCKAHoe, NY:
1,268,110, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 30.

RED ANGUS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, DENTON, TX:
2,848,373, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

RED SPOT PAINT & VARNISH CO., INC., EVANSVILLE, IN:
1,781,996, CANC. INT. CL. 2.

RED, PANAMA, JUPITER, FL:
2,078,573, CANC. INT. CL. 18.

REDFIELD CORPORATION, MONTGOMERY, PA:
2,079,893, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

REED ELSEVIER PROPERTIES INC., WILMINGTON, DE:
2,079,379, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

REED, LANE ANDREW, LONG BEACH, CA:
2,079,334, INT. CL. 25.

REEDE, WALSH & MEILINGER, L.C., DALLAS, TX, DBA REEDIE & COMPANY:
2,078,985, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

REELS & DEALS GAMES, INC., SUNRISE, FL:

REEDIE & COMPANY:
2,078,184, COR. INT. CL. 41.

RAINFISHER PRODUCTS, INC., PALM HARBOR, FL:
2,079,760, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

RAITNER, EVAN S., OLD BRIDGE, NJ:
2,078,542, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

RAPTOR FISHING PRODUCTS, INC., PALM HARBOR, FL:
2,079,917, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

RANGER MARKETING, INC., RENO, NV:
2,079,901, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 25, 28 AND 41.

RAPIFORD PTY. LTD., PEAKFORD, NSW 2210, AUSTRALIA:
2,848,025, INT. CL. 26.

RAPIDFORMS, INC., THOROFARE, NJ:
2,079,034, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

RANSALL FOOD & DRUGS, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
2,079,456, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

RAPIDSHIP ENTERPRISES, INC., ESSINGTON, PA:
2,079,847, INT. CL. 35.

RANDALL'S FOOD & DRUGS, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
2,079,456, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

RAPIDSHIP ENTERPRISES, INC., ESSINGTON, PA:
2,079,847, INT. CL. 35.

REFFERT'S, INC., RICHARD J., BLUFFTON, IN:
1,268,110, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 30.

REELE & COMPANY:
2,078,184, COR. INT. CL. 41.

REALITY PRESENTATIONS, INC., WILMINGTON, NC:
2,848,793, INT. CL. 35.

RANGER MARKETING, INC., RENO, NV:
2,079,901, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 25, 28 AND 41.

RAPIDFORMS, INC., THOROFARE, NJ:
2,079,034, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

RAPIDSHIP ENTERPRISES, INC., ESSINGTON, PA:
2,079,847, INT. CL. 35.

RANGER MARKETING, INC., RENO, NV:
2,079,901, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 25, 28 AND 41.

RAPIDFORMS, INC., THOROFARE, NJ:
2,079,034, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

RAPIDSHIP ENTERPRISES, INC., ESSINGTON, PA:
2,079,847, INT. CL. 35.

RANGER MARKETING, INC., RENO, NV:
2,079,901, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 25, 28 AND 41.

RAPIDFORMS, INC., THOROFARE, NJ:
2,079,034, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

RAPIDSHIP ENTERPRISES, INC., ESSINGTON, PA:
2,079,847, INT. CL. 35.

RANGER MARKETING, INC., RENO, NV:
2,079,901, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 25, 28 AND 41.

RAPIDFORMS, INC., THOROFARE, NJ:
2,079,034, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
REGAZONE CORPORATION, MIAMI, FL:

REGENESIS BIOREMEDIATION PRODUCTS, SAN CLEMENTE, CA:

REGNEST DS INSTITUTE, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,078,574, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE, CA:
2,845,518, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

REGISTR’S AUTO GLASS OF RALEIGH, INC., RALEIGH, NC:
2,845,355, INT. CL. 37.

REGISTRY HOTEL CORPORATION, THE, DALLAS, TX:
2,845,631, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

REIMAN MEDIA GROUP, INC., GREENDALE, WI:
2,848,864, INT. CL. 36.

RELAXACIZOR PRODUCTS INC., ATLANTA, GA:
2,842,703, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 8.

RELIAL ENERGY, INCORPORATED, HOUSTON, TX:
2,813,513, COR. INT. CL. 42.

RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER, LOS ANGELES, CA:
1,781,976, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 41.

RELIZON SNE INC., WILMINGTON, DE FROM RELIZON COMPANY, THE, KETTERING, OH:
2,847,912, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 20, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40 AND 42.

REMO, INC., NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA:
2,847,982, CANC. U.S. CL. 36.

REMO, INC., VALENCIA, CA:
2,126,044, REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 15.

RENAISSANCE ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION, BOULDER, CO:
2,078,697, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

RENAISSANCE LEARNING, INC., WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WI:

RENAISSANCE SOLUTIONS, INC., LINCOLN, MA:
2,079,833, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

RENE BARBIER, S.A., BARCELONA, SPAIN:

RENTAL SERVICE CORPORATION, SCOTTSDALE, AZ:
2,078,774, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3, 18 AND 42.

REOTKIL INITIAL PLC, WEST SUSSEX RH19 2JY, UNITED KINGDOM:

RIPFAR, LTD., WILSONVILLE, OR:
2,849,018, COR. INT. CL. 7.

RIGGERT, JAMES E., CORALVILLE, IA, DBA LOSS CONTROL SPECIALISTS:
2,079,238, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

RICHARD KEENAN & COMPANY LIMITED, COUNTY CARLOW, IRELAND:
2,847,171, PUB. 12-30-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 41 AND 42.

RICHARDS GRAPHIC Communications, INC., BELLOw, IL, RICHARDS TYPESETTING & PRINTING COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
1,271,219, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 42.

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL SA, VILLARS-SUR-GLANE, SWITZERLAND:

RICHFIELD WINDOW COVERINGS, INC., CERRITOS, CA:
2,078,951, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3, 18 AND 25.

RICH-SEAPAK CORPORATION, ST. SIMONS ISLAND, GA:
2,845,312, INT. CL. 29.

RICH AND RARE, LA GRANDE, OR:
2,848,592, INT. CL. 30.

RICHARDS GRAPHIC Communications, INC., BELLOw, IL, RICHARDS TYPESETTING & PRINTING COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
1,271,219, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 42.

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL SA, VILLARS-SUR-GLANE, SWITZERLAND:

RICHFIELD WINDOW COVERINGS, INC., CERRITOS, CA,
2,847,171, PUB. 12-30-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 41 AND 42.

RICHARD, JAMES, ENFIELD, CT:
2,849,571, INT. CL. 29.

RICHARDS GRAPHIC Communications, INC., BELLOw, IL, RICHARDS TYPESETTING & PRINTING COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
1,271,219, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 42.

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL SA, VILLARS-SUR-GLANE, SWITZERLAND:

RICHFIELD WINDOW COVERINGS, INC., CERRITOS, CA,
2,847,171, PUB. 12-30-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 41 AND 42.

RICHARD JAMES, ENFIELD, CT:
2,849,571, INT. CL. 29.

RICHARDS GRAPHIC Communications, INC., BELLOw, IL, RICHARDS TYPESETTING & PRINTING COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
1,271,219, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 42.

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL SA, VILLARS-SUR-GLANE, SWITZERLAND:

RICHFIELD WINDOW COVERINGS, INC., CERRITOS, CA,
2,847,171, PUB. 12-30-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 41 AND 42.

RICHARD, JAMES, ENFIELD, CT:
2,849,571, INT. CL. 29.

RICHARDS GRAPHIC Communications, INC., BELLOw, IL, RICHARDS TYPESETTING & PRINTING COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
1,271,219, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 42.

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL SA, VILLARS-SUR-GLANE, SWITZERLAND:

RICHFIELD WINDOW COVERINGS, INC., CERRITOS, CA,
2,847,171, PUB. 12-30-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 41 AND 42.

RICHARD JAMES, ENFIELD, CT:
2,849,571, INT. CL. 29.

RICHARDS GRAPHIC Communications, INC., BELLOw, IL, RICHARDS TYPESETTING & PRINTING COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
1,271,219, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 42.

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL SA, VILLARS-SUR-GLANE, SWITZERLAND:

RICHFIELD WINDOW COVERINGS, INC., CERRITOS, CA,
2,847,171, PUB. 12-30-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 41 AND 42.
ROSE, JOHN R., PHOENIX, AZ: 2,848,546, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 25, 35 AND 43.

RMS I LIMITED, HAMILTON, BERMUDA: 2,848,546, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 25, 35 AND 43.

ROAD CHAMPS, INC., MALIBU, CA: 2,848,067, INT. CL. 28.

ROADMASTER (USA) CORP., EATONTOWN, NJ: 2,848,730, INT. CL. 11.

ROADWAY EXPRESS, INC., AKRON, OH: 2,847,628, INT. CL. 39.

ROBERDS, INC., WEST CARROLLTON, OH: 2,079,036, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

ROBERT BOSCH GMBH, D-76227 KARLSRUHE, FED REP GERMANY: 2,849,115, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 37.

ROBERT BOSCH GMBH, 70839, GERLINGEN, FED REP GERMANY: 2,849,859, INT. CL. 9.


ROBROY INDUSTRIES, INC., VERONA, PA: 2,847,939, INT. CL. 9.

ROCK OF AGES CORPORATION, GRANITEVILLE, VT: 766,054, REN. 4-7-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3, 9, 26.

ROCKBESTOS COMPANY, THE, NEW HAVEN, CT TO ROCKBESTOS-SURPRENANT CABLE CORP., CLINTON, MA: 1,781,157, CANC. INT. CL. 9.


ROCK BESTOS CORPORATION, THE, NEW HAVEN, CT TO ROCKBESTOS-SURPRENANT CABLE CORP., CLINTON, MA: 2,849,938, INT. CL. 30.

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH, PA: 2,848,128, INT. CL. 16.


ROGUE ERRANTS PRODUCTIONS, NORTH RIDGEVILLE, OH: 2,849,197, INT. CL. 28.

RODELE S.P.A., DELLO (BRESCIA), ITALY: 2,849,092, INT. CL. 42.

ROGUE ERRANTS PRODUCTIONS, NORTH RIDGEVILLE, OH: 2,849,197, INT. CL. 28.

RODER S.P.A., DELLO (BRESCIA), ITALY: 2,849,092, INT. CL. 42.


RODALE PRESS, INC., EMMAUS, PA: 2,080,303, CANC. INT. CL. 16.


RODRIGUEZ-MELANI, JORGE, HATO REY, PUERTO RICO: 2,849,092, INT. CL. 42.

ROGUE ERRANTS PRODUCTIONS, NORTH RIDGEVILLE, OH: 2,849,197, INT. CL. 28.


ROLLERBLADE, INC., MINNETONKA, MN: 2,080,320, CANC. INT. CL. 28.


ROLLS-ROYCE PLC, LONDON, ENGLAND, ROLLS-ROYCE LIMITED, LONDON, ENGLAND: 1,237,391, REN. 4-7-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6, 14, 16, 18, 21, 23, 26 AND 37.

ROMAN COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO: 2,848,807, INT. CL. 14.


ROSE, DAVID D., VAN NUYS, CA, DBA PET-TECH PRODUCTS: 2,079,324, CANC. INT. CL. 21.

ROSE, JOHN R., PHOENIX, AZ: 2,848,105, INT. CL. 5.

ROSEDALE PRODUCTS, INC., ANN ARBOR, MI: 1,304,896, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 11.

ROSE-MOUNT ANALYTICAL INC., IRVINE, CA: 2,847,545, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

ROSENFELD, JOAN, NEW YORK, NY: 2,847,704, INT. CL. 3.

ROSEVILLE COMMUNICATION COMPANY, ROSEVILLE, CA: 2,848,028, INT. CL. 38.

ROSYCO, INC., CHICAGO, IL: 2,079,735, CANC. INT. CL. 21.

ROTHCHILD, EDWARD L, COLUMBIA, SC: 2,078,793, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

ROVING SOFTWARE INCORPORATED, WALTHAM, MA: 2,849,938, INT. CL. 42.


ROY, RONALD R., BURBANK, CA: 2,849,130, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

ROYAL CROWN COMPANY, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL: 2,079,445, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 21 AND 25.

ROYAL Mouldings Limited, Marion, VA: 2,848,260, INT. CL. 19.


RUDEFSKA, S.A. DE C.V., MEXICO, D.F. 11850, MEXICO: 2,078,454, INT. CL. 5.

RUDEFSA, SA, DE C.V., COL. SN. MIGUEL CHAPULTEPEC, MEXICO: 2,849,057, INT. CL. 5.

RUFF RYDERS ENTERTAINMENT, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 1,245,064, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

RUBIN, CHRISTINE, M, NEW YORK, NY: 2,849,714, INT. CL. 25.

RUCI, CHRISTINE, M, NEW YORK, NY: 2,849,714, INT. CL. 25.

RUFF RYDERS ENTERTAINMENT, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,849,714, INT. CL. 25.

RUDEFSKA, S.A. DE C.V., COL. SN. MIGUEL CHAPULTEPEC, MEXICO: 2,849,866, INT. CL. 42.

RUSSELL AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,849,866, INT. CL. 42.

RVC CITY, USA INC., SANTA ANA, CA: 2,079,052, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 37 AND 42.

RYU, INC., SAN JOSE, CA: 2,849,861, INT. CL. 9.

RWC LTD., DALLAS, TX: 2,078,552, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.

RWT CORPORATION, MOUNT PROSPECT, IL: 2,080,186, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

RX STRATEGIES INC., WEST PALM BEACH, FL: 2,849,212, INT. CL. 35.

RX MANCE CLOTHING, INC., LAFAYETTE, CO: 2,849,756, INT. CL. 25.

RYAN BOYS NORTH, INC., HOBBS, NM: 2,847,319, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 43.

RYBAK, MARCIA, NORTH MIAMI, FL: 2,078,649, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

RYBAK, MARCIA, NORTH MIAMI, FL: 2,078,650, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

RYBAK, MARCIA, NORTH MIAMI, FL: 2,078,648, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

RYTA TECHNOLOGY, INC., SUNNYVALE, CA: 2,848,834, INT. CL. 10.

S & K CONCEPTS, PERRYVILLE, MO: 2,079,045, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 43.

S & K CONCEPTS, PERRYVILLE, MO: 2,079,045, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 43.
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD., SUWON-CITY, KYUNGKI-DO, REPUBLIC OF KOREA: 2,799,540, COR. INT. CL. 11.

SAMUEL, MARK, ORANGE, CA, DBA IMPAQ ORGANIZATIONAL IMPROVEMENT SYSTEMS: 2,080,324, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY, SAN DIEGO, CA AND SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY, SAN DIEGO, CA: 2,078,499, CANC. INT. CL. 39.


SAN DIEGO YACHT CLUB, SAN DIEGO, CA: 1,781,150, REN. 4-19-04, INT. CL. 34.

SAN FRANCISCO JEWISH COMMUNITY PUBLICATIONS, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 2,080,380, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

SAN FRANCISCO JEWISH COMMUNITY PUBLICATIONS, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA: 2,080,380, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

SAN JUAN DE LOS OLIVOS S.A., OLIVOS, PROVENCE OF BERN, SWITZERLAND: 2,849,342, INT. CL. 30 AND 43.

SAN JUAN DE LOS OLIVOS S.A., OLIVOS, PROVENCE OF BERN, SWITZERLAND: 2,849,342, INT. CL. 30 AND 43.


SCHERING-PLough VETERINARY CORPORATION,  
RENO, NV:  
1,269,608. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 5.

SCHINDLER AUTOZUG AG, 6030 EBikon, SWITZERLAND:  

SCHIRMACHER, MARTIN A. T., LORTON, VA:  
2,848,081, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 24 AND 25.

SCHLICHTING, MARY BETH, WARWICK, NY:  

SCHLUmBERGER TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION, HOUSTON, TX:  
2,078,344, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 41.

SCHOOL SPECIALTY, INC., APPLETON, WI:  
2,080,114, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

SCHLUMBERGER ELECTRICITY, INC., WEST UNION, SC:  
2,847,155, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 16.

SCHNEU'S IP, LLC, MARSHALL, MN:  
2,848,457, INT. CL. 30.

SCORE INTERNATIONAL, INC., LONGWOOD, FL:  
2,080,403, CANC. INT. CL. 8.

SCORE AMERICA, L.L.C., DEL MAR, CA:  
2,080,404, CANC. INT. CL. 8.

SCORE APPOINTMENTS (HOLDINGS) LIMITED, ST. ALBANS HERTFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND:  
2,080,046, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

SCRIPTURE UNION, WAYNE, PA:  
2,848,462, INT. CL. 41.

SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY LLC, SCOTTS VALLEY, CA:  
1,837,348, REN. 4-19-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 12, 25 AND 28.

SEALY TECHNOLOGY LLC, TRINITY, NC:  

SEAR WORLD, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:  
1,855,378, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 41.

SELECT TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, SYRACUSE, NY:  
2,848,799, INT. CL. 41.

SELECTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA, BALTIMORE, MD:  
2,848,685, INT. CL. 36.

SECURITY FILTER PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC., COLONIAL HEIGHTS, VA:  
1,821,194, AM. INT. CL. 12.

SELECT APPOINTMENTS (HOLDINGS) LIMITED, ST. ALBANS HERTFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND:  
1,269,608. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 9.

SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY LLC, SCOTTS VALLEY, CA:  

SECURE "R" CHILDREN INTL., YAKIMA, WA:  
2,078,626, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

SEACON, INC., KANGNAM-GU, SEOUL, 135-714, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:  
2,848,286, INT. CL. 9.

SECURITjS INDUSTRY AUTOMATION CORP., BROOKLYN, NY:  
2,848,660, INT. CL. 38.

SECG "R", CHILDREN INTL., YAKIMA, WA:  
2,078,626, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

SECURE "R", CHILDREN INTL., YAKIMA, WA:  
2,078,626, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

SECG "R", CHILDREN INTL., YAKIMA, WA:  
2,078,626, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

SECOFENT, INC., KANGNAM-GU, SEOUL, 135-714, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:  
2,848,286, INT. CL. 9.

SECOFENT, INC., KANGNAM-GU, SEOUL, 135-714, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:  
2,848,286, INT. CL. 9.

SECOFENT, INC., KANGNAM-GU, SEOUL, 135-714, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:  
2,848,286, INT. CL. 9.

SECOFENT, INC., KANGNAM-GU, SEOUL, 135-714, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:  
2,848,286, INT. CL. 9.
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SOURCING PARTNER, INC., MCKINNEY, TX:
2,847,922, INT. CL. 16.
SOURIS, MEA, NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA:
2,847,845, INT. CL. 21.
SOUTH BY SOUTHWEST, FT. LAUDERDALE, FL:
2,079,192, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, ROSEMERE:
2,848,192, INT. CL. 42.
SOUTHERN INDUSTRIES, INC., MIAMI, FL:
2,849,832, INT. CL. 11.
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION, NEW HAVEN, CT:
1,270,846, REN. INT. CL. 38.
SOUTHERN NOODLE CO., INC., HOUSTON, TX:
1,829,526, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 30.
SOUTHERN STATES, INC., HAMPTON, VA:
2,848,922, INT. CL. 9.
SOUTHERN TEA COMPANY, MARIETTA, GA:
1,245,526, CANC. INT. CL. 30.
SOUTHWEST PLASTIC BINDING COMPANY, MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO:
1,844,422, REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 16.
SOUTHWEST SUPERMARKETS, INC., PHOENIX, AZ:
2,079,582, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 30 AND 32.
SOUTHWORTH COMPANY, AGAWAM, MA:
2,848,435, INT. CL. 16.
SOVEREIGN GRACE MINISTRIES, INC., GAITHERSBURG, MD:
2,848,884, INT. CL. 9.
SPACENEEDLE TECHNOLOGY, LLC, LOS ALAMITOS, CA:
2,848,960, INT. CL. 10.
SPACETIME, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,847,602, INT. CL. 35.
SPAGHETTI WAREHOUSE, INC., GARLAND, TX:
2,078,872, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
SPANPRESS, INC., MIAMI, FL:
2,080,054, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
SPAN TECH LLC, GLASGOW, KY:
2,848,017, INT. CL. 7.
SPANISH BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC., COCONUT GROVE, FL:
2,848,959, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 38 AND 41.
SPANSET INTER AG, CH-6816 OTWIIL AN SEE, SWITZERLAND:
1,284,951, REN. 4-20-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 22.
SPANWORKS, INC., SAN RAMON, CA:
2,847,946, INT. CL. 9.
SPARKLING FRESH, INC., VALENCE, CA:
1,875,173, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 11.
SPATIAL DATA EXCHANGE PTY. LTD., BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA:
2,847,121, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 42.
SPATIAL DATA EXCHANGE PTY. LTD., BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND 4000, AUSTRALIA:
SPATIAL INTEGRATED SYSTEMS, INC., ROCKVILLE, MD:
2,847,724, INT. CL. 9.
SPECIALIZED BICYCLE COMPONENTS, INC., MORGAN HILL, CA:
1,269,133, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 12.
SPECIALTY CONCEPTS, INC., DANVERS, MA:
2,078,829, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS & SERVICES CORPORATION, SAN JOSE, CA:
1,826,375, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 19.
SPECTRUM HOLDINGS L.L.C., PARLIN, NJ:
2,078,944, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE, INC., ALAMEDA, CA:
2,079,557, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
SPEEDWORKS SOFTWARE, INC., SAN JOSE, CA:
2,849,948, INT. CL. 9.
SPELL C. LLC, VAN NUYS, CA, CHEROKEE SHOE COMPANY, INC., GARDENS, CA:
1,270,846, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 25.
SPENCE, SEILA MORGAN, BLACKSTONE, VA:
2,079,521, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
SPENCER, HARRY, TIGARD, OR:
2,848,304, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 44.
SPENCER, IVOR, DULWICH, LONDON SE21 8SE, ENGLAND:
2,078,931, CANC. INT. CL. 33.
SPICE MILL LTD, HOBOKEN, NJ:
2,078,334, CANC. INT. CL. 30.
SPICE MILL LTD, HOBOKEN, NJ:
2,078,335, CANC. INT. CL. 30.
SPINNER TECHNOLOGIES, INC., CHARLOTTEVILLE, VA:
2,848,018, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.
SPRING ENTERPRISES LIMITED, BILLINGSHURST, WEST SUSSEX, ENGLAND:
1,269,025, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 9.
SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS MARATHON, ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,849,467, INT. CL. 41.
SPIRO INTERNATIONAL SA, CH-3178 BOEISINGEN, SWITZERLAND:
2,079,631, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
SPIVAK, WAYNE, BELLMORE, NY:
2,079,804, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
SPARKLE & SEAS, INC., VANCOUVER, WA:
2,079,751, CANC. INT. CL. 29.
SPORTS AUTHORITY MICHIGAN, INC., THE, ROYAL OAK, MI:
1,245,417, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
SPORTS DIRECTORIES, INC., SPRINGFIELD, MO TO SPORTSWARE TECHNOLOGIES, INC., DALLAS, TX:
1,768,301, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
SPORTS FANATIC MARKETING, INC., THE, NORTH MIAMI BEACH, FL:
2,080,257, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
SPORTS MEMORIES, INC., VALENCE, CA:
1,781,462, CANC. INT. CL. 20.
SPORTSFRAGRANCE, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ:
2,848,478, INT. CL. 8.
SPORTSLINE USA, INC., FORT LAUDERDALE, FL:
2,079,855, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
2,079,859, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
2,079,942, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
SPORTWORKS, LTD., LIBERTYVILLE, IL:
2,079,503, CANC. INT. CL. 12.
SPRING INDUSTRIES, INC., FORT MILL, SC TO SPRINGFIELD LLC, ROCK HILL, SC:
1,782,138, CANC. INT. CL. 24.
SPRINT COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY L.P., OVERLAND PARK, KS:
2,849,642, INT. CL. 38.
SPS STUDIOS, INC., BOULDER, CO FROM SPS MEDIA, INC., BOULDER, CO:
2,847,685, INT. CL. 9.
SPS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., JENKINTOWN, PA, STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO., JENKINTOWN, PA:
2,079,910, REN. 4-21-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, U.S. CLS. 13 (INT. CL. 6) AND 23 (INT. CL. 8).
SPX DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, CHARLOTTE, NC, OWATONNA TOOL COMPANY, OWATONNA, MN:
994,988, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 6.
SQUEEZE BREEZE/CIRCULAR, CHICAGO, IL:
2,848,434, INT. CL. 28.
SRC VISION, INC., MEDFORD, OR:
2,080,216, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
SRU BIOSYSTEMS, LLC, WOBURN, MA:
SSI SHREDDING SYSTEMS, INC., WILSONVILLE, OR:
2,849,956, INT. CL. 7.
SP FITTING CORPORATION, TWINBURG, OH:
2,849,298, INT. CL. 6.
ST. IVES LABORATORIES, INC., CHATSWORTH, CA:
2,078,942, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
SPRING IT ON, INC., THE, ST. PAUL, MN:
2,849,190, INT. CL. 36.
ST. IVES LABORATORIES, INC., CHATSWORTH, CA:
2,079,192, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
ST. IVES LABORATORIES, INC., CHATSWORTH, CA:
2,079,859, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
ST. IVES LABORATORIES, INC., CHATSWORTH, CA:
2,079,942, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
ST. IVES LABORATORIES, INC., CHATSWORTH, CA:
2,079,942, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
STACHOWIAK, JOHN W., GRAND BLANC, MI, DBA
ADVERTILE: 2,079,383, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
STACKS, JAMES J., SAN DIEGO, CA: 2,849,768, INT. CL. 25.
STAEIDTLER, INC., CHATSWORTH, CA: 2,848,838, INT. CL. 16.
STAGED DIABETES MANAGEMENT LLC, FRANKLIN
LAKES, NJ, DBA MATREX: 2,849,110, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.
STAINLESS ICE-TAINER COMPANY, SAN ANTONIO, TX:
1,245,321, CANC. INT. CL. 21.
STANDARD PLYWOODS, INC., CLINTON, SC, DBA AN- 
derson HARDWOOD FLOORS: 2,644,718, COR. INT. CL. 19.
2,778,114, COR. INT. CL. 19.
STANDARD-THOMSON CORPORATION, WALTHAM, MA: 2,849,775, CANC. U.S. CL. 35.
STANLEY LOGISTICS, INC., NEW BRITAIN, CT: 985,421. REN. 4-22-04. U.S. CL. 23 (INT. CL. 8).
STARBOARD MEDIA FOUNDATION, INC., GREEN BAY, 
WI: 2,848,939, INT. CL. 41.
STARBUCKS CORPORATION, SEATTLE, WA, DBA STAR- 
BUCKS COFFEE COMPANY: 2,849,733, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
STARLINK WORLDWIDE, INC., DALLAS, TX: 2,848,001, INT. CL. 35.
2,848,002, INT. CL. 35.
2,848,003, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.
STATE STREET CORPORATION, BOSTON, MA: 2,849,649, INT. CL. 36.
STATE SYSTEMS, INC., NEW BRAUNFELS, TX: 2,080,297, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
STATION CASINOS, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV: 2,848,825, INT. CL. 41.
STAVIS SEAFOODS, INC., BOSTON, MA: 2,849,374, INT. CL. 29.
STAVROU, LEON P., ARLINGTON, VA: 2,080,012, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
STAYWELL COMPANY, THE, SAN BRUNO, CA:
2,848,241, INT. CL. 41.
STEEL, ADRENA L., BADEN, PA: 2,848,024, INT. CL. 42.
STEAMASTER CO., INC., RUTHERFORD, NJ: 2,080,012, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
STEELMASTER CO., INC., RUTHERFORD, NJ:
1,301,489. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 11.
1,312,316. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 11.
STEINWAY, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, NY: 1,838,411. REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 16.
STELLAR PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY INC., DAVEN- 
PORT, IA: 2,847,746, COR. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 32 AND 33.
STERM CELL TECHNOLOGIES INC., VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, CANADA: 2,079,534, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
STEP AHEAD CORPORATION LIMITED, LONDON, UNI- 
ITED KINGDOM: 2,847,472, PUB. 6-17-2003. INT. CL. 12.
STEPHENS, CHERYL, HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC: 
2,849,012, INT. CL. 18.
STERLING SOFTWARE, INC., DALLAS, TX:
2,079,790, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
STERNSON LIMITED, BRANTFORD, ONTARIO, N3T 5N1, 
CANADA: 2,079,639, CANC. INT. CL. 17.
STESTON, JAMIE, ALISO VIEJO, CA: 2,848,599, INT. CL. 28.
STEV E FABRIKANT & CO., INC., AUBURN, NH, DBA 
TECHNET SYSTEMS GROUP: 1,847,088, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.
STI LICENSING CORPORATION, BEACHWOOD, OH:
2,848,272, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1, 7, 9 AND 10.
STILES MACHINERY, INC., GRAND RAPIDS, MI: 
2,848,643, INT. CL. 16.
STILLWATER DESIGNS & AUDIO, INC., STILLWATER, 
OK: 2,080,084, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
STINNES AG, D-45472 MUHLHEIM AND DER RUHR, FED 
REP GERMANY: 2,720,265, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
2,722,952, CANC. INT. CL. 40.
STOCKHAUSEN GMBH & CO. KG, D-47805 KREFELD, FED 
REP GERMANY: 1,291,665, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 3.
1,291,666, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 3.
STOCKHAUSEN GMBH & CO. KG, D-47805 KREFELD, 
FED REP GERMANY: 1,291,667, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 3.
STONE AGE EQUIPMENT, INC., REDLANDS, CA, DBA 
FIVE TEN: 1,826,973, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 25.
STONE RIVER SOFTWARE, INC., GRAND RAPIDS, MI: 2,079,926, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.
STONE, PAT, FAIRVIEW, NC: 1,829,386. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 16.
STONEAGE CORPORATION, TROY, MI: 2,848,365, INT. CL. 36.
2,849,854, INT. CL. 36.
STOP & SHOP SUPERMARKET COMPANY, THE, BOSTON,
MA: 2,079,711, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3, 29, 30, 
31 AND 32.
STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE, 
CO: 2,079,247, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
STORETECH, INC., DELRAY BEACH, FL: 1,829,718. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.
STOREY PUBLISHING, LLC, NORTH ADAMS, MA:
2,848,744, INT. CL. 16.
STORK, RALPH L., MARGATE, NJ TO BEZANIS, RONALD, 
PLESANTVILLE, NJ: 1,781,788, CANC. INT. CL. 39.
STORM EDITIONS, INC., NEW YORK, NY: 2,849,033, INT. CL. 16.
STRANAK GROUP LIMITED, GALASHIELS TDI 2HB, 
SCOTLAND: 2,847,096, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 5.
STRATEGIC PRODUCTS AND DISTRIBUTION, LLC, 
WOODSTOCK, GA: 2,848,827, INT. CL. 17.
STRATIFY, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA FROM PURPLEYO-
GI, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA: 2,848,179, INT. CL. 9.
STRAWBERRYFROG B.V., AMSTERDAM, NETHER-
LANDS: 1,829,764, INT. CL. 36.
STRAWBERRYFROG B.V., AMSTERDAM, NETHER-
LANDS: 1,829,764, INT. CL. 36.
STROLLE WHOLESALE WINES & SPIRITS, INC., MELROSE 
PARK, IL: 2,079,734, CANC. INT. CL. 33.
STORM EDITIONS, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,033, INT. CL. 16.
STRUNK, PETER, DEL MAR, CA:
  2,847,397. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 21.

STRYKER CORPORATION, KALAMAZOO, MI:
  2,849,541, INT. CL. 10.
  2,849,358. REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 33.

STRYKER SPINE, CEStAS, FRANCE:
  2,849,299, INT. CL. 10.

STUART, JERALD, M, STUDIO CITY, CA:
  2,849,581, INT. CL. 28.

STUCCO RESTORATION SYSTEMS, INC., LAS VEGAS, CA:
  FROM PLASTER RESTORATION SYSTEMS LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV:
  2,848,194, INT. CL. 37.

SUBURBAN MACHINE CO., INC., MONTICELLO, MN, DBA
SUBURBAN MANUFACTURING, INC.:
  2,847,920, INT. CL. 24.

SUBURBANAIRe, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI:
  2,079,216, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

SUGAR BOWL, NEW ORLEANS, LA:
  1,297,054. REN. 4-23-04, INT. CL. 41.

SUIT-KOTE CORPORATION, CORTLAND, NY:
  1,245,301, CANC. INT. CL. 19.

SULZER MEDIZINTECHNIK AG, 8404 WINTERTHUR,
SWITZERLAND:
  2,078,413, CANC. INT. CL. 10.

SUMMERS, BARRY, NEWTOWN, PA:
  2,080,015, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

SUN ‘N FUN FLY-IN, INC., LAKELAND, FL:
  2,849,255, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 25, 26 AND
  41.

SUN APPAREL, INC., EL PASO, TX:
  2,079,847, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION, FORT LEE, NJ:
  979,739. REN. 4-22-04. U.S. CL. 11 (INT. CL. 2).

SUN COAST HOLDINGS, INC., HENDERSON, TX:
  2,078,444, CANC. INT. CL. 21.

SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., SANTA CLARA, CA:
  2,847,708, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 41.

SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., PALO ALTO, CA:
  2,847,726, INT. CL. 41.

SUN PET, LTD., ATLANTA, GA:
  2,848,935, INT. CL. 35.

SUN REFINING AND MARKETING COMPANY, PHILA-
DELPHIA, PA:
  1,245,580, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

SUN VALLEY WATERBEDS, INC., PHOENIX, AZ:
  2,079,874, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 20 AND
  24.

SUNBEAM CORPORATION, OAK BROOK, IL:
  402,360, CANC. U.S. CL. 23.

SUNBEAM PRODUCTS, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL:
  2,079,194, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

SUNKIST GROWERS, INC., SHERMAN OAKS, CA:
  2,079,495, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 41.

SUPINE FOREST PRODUCTS LTD., SUNDRE, ALBERTA
FROM PLASTER RESTORATION SYSTEMS LLC, LAS
VEGAS, NV:
  2,849,255, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 25, 26 AND
  41.

SUPRIMA LTD., INC., BOCA RATON, FL:
  2,079,983, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

SUR LA TABLE, INC., SEATTLE, WA:
  2,848,066, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 30.

SUREVISION EYE CENTERS - MIDWEST, LLC, BRIDGE-
TON, MO:
  2,847,397, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 44.

SURF CITY NETWORKS, INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA:
  2,848,324, INT. CL. 44.

SURGE, INC., WILSON, NC:
  2,846,826, INT. CL. 45.

SURGII-VISION, INC., COLUMBIA, MD:

SURIRRICK, CAROLYN A., BALTIMORE, MD:
  2,079,249, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

SUTTER HOME WINERY, INC., ST. HELENA, CA:
  2,079,835, CANC. INT. CL. 33.

SVT, LLC, HIGHLAND, IN:
  1,288,324. REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 42.

SWCA, INCORPORATED, PHOENIX, AZ:
  2,848,147, INT. CL. 42.

SWIFT BRANDS COMPANY, GREELEY, CO:
  2,848,671, INT. CL. 29.

SWIMC, INC., WILMINGTON, DE:
  2,078,476, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

SWISS ARMY BRANDS, LTD., SHELTON, CT:
  2,847,137, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 41.

SYSTRONIX CORPORATION, TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
  2,849,591, INT. CL. 30.

SYTRAN CORPORATION, HOUSTON, TX:
  2,848,590, INT. CL. 30.

SYNCORPORATION, HUATUHAN, UT:
  2,847,958, INT. CL. 9.

T C MANUFACTURING CO., INC., EVANSTON, IL:
  1,781,196, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

SUREVISION EYE CENTERS - MIDWEST, LLC, BRIDGE-
TON, MO:
  2,847,397, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 44.

SURF CITY NETWORKS, INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA:
  2,848,324, INT. CL. 44.

SURGE, INC., WILSON, NC:
  2,846,826, INT. CL. 45.

SURGII-VISION, INC., COLUMBIA, MD:

SURIRRICK, CAROLYN A., BALTIMORE, MD:
  2,079,249, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

SUREVISION EYE CENTERS - MIDWEST, LLC, BRIDGE-
TON, MO:
  2,847,397, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 44.

SURF CITY NETWORKS, INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA:
  2,848,324, INT. CL. 44.

SURGE, INC., WILSON, NC:
  2,846,826, INT. CL. 45.
THOMSON MULTIMEDIA, 92100 BOULGONE-BILLANCOURT, FRANCE:
2,847,182, PUB. 12-30-2003. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS.
9 AND 38.
THOMSON MULTIMEDIA INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
2,848,271, INT. CL. 9.
THORN DOMESTIC APPLIANCES (ELECTRICAL) LIMITED, HAVANT, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND TO KENWOOD LIMITED, HAVANT, HANTS, ENGLAND:
1,245,023, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
THORNEBURG, JAMES L., STATESVILLE, NC, THORNEBURG, JAMES L., STATESVILLE, NC, TO:
1,291,180, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 25.
THORNTONS INC., LOUISVILLE, KY:
2,848,955, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 36.
THOSE CHARACTERS FROM CLEVELAND, INC., CLEVELAND, OH:
2,848,466, INT. CL. 28.
2,849,170, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
TIKAL TRADING COMPANY, KEY WEST, FL:
1,803,313, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 25.
TIM ADAMS WINES PTY LTD, CLARE, AUSTRALIA:
2,849,455, INT. CL. 33.
TIME AND PLACE WORLD, LLC, WASHINGTON, DC:
2,849,080, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36, 41 AND 45.
TIME INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,847,706, INT. CL. 36.
2,848,012, INT. CL. 36.
TIME INDUSTRIAL, INC., EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA FROM EXCEEDIA, INC., EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA:
2,848,190, INT. CL. 35.
TIME RELEASE SCIENCES INC., NIAGARA FALLS, NY:
1,781,416, CANC. INT. CL. 17.
TIME WARNER CABLE INC., STAMFORD, CT:
2,849,561, INT. CL. 41.
TIME WARNER ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY, L.P.: See— WARNER BROS. ENTERTAINMENT INC.:
TIMECRUISER COMPUTING CORP., FAIRFIELD, NJ FROM WEBMAN TECHNOLOGIES, INC., MONTVILLE, NJ:
2,847,587, INT. CL. 38.
TIMESKETCH BY ALDERGRAF, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
2,848,327, INT. CL. 41.
2,848,561, INT. CL. 41.
TP ORTHODONTICS, INC., LAPORTE, IN:
2,847,719, INT. CL. 21.
TOBIUS, ANNA, AUS, DE-GRAND-LIEU, FRANCE:
2,849,428, INT. CL. 35.
TOC DOCENT, JOSIAH, CASPER, WY:
2,849,747, INT. CL. 12.
TITAN COMMUNICATIONS INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,245,246, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
TITCOMB, DOUG SHAWN, BOULDER, CO:
2,849,428, INT. CL. 35.
TIVOLI SYSTEMS, INC., AUSTIN, TX:
2,078,578, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
TXJ COMPANIES, INC., THE, FRAMINGHAM, MA:
2,848,965, INT. CL. 25.
TM ACQUISITION CORP., PHOENIX, AZ:
2,079,412, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
TM ACQUISITION CORP., LAS VEGAS, NV, COLDWELL BANKER CORPORATION, CA:
1,823,177, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 36.
TMAX SOFT CO., LTD, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:
2,847,805, INT. CL. 42.
TNA ENTERTAINMENT, LLC, DALLAS, TX:
2,848,318, INT. CL. 16.
TOAGOSIS CO., LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN, TOAGOSI CHEMICAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD., MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN:
1,835,093, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 2.
TOLEDO AREA COMMUNITY CREDIT UNION, INC., SYLVANIA, OH:
2,849,539, INT. CL. 36.
TOLLY GROUP, INC., THE, MANASQUAN, NJ, DBA INTERLAB:
2,079,578, CANC. U.S. CL. A.
TOY CONCEPTS, FREEHOLD, NJ:
1,245,046, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA, TOYOTA-SHI, AICHI-KEN, JAPAN, TA TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION:
2,848,726, INT. CL. 9.
TOURNEE, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
2,079,146, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.
TOURNEE, INC., THE, WOODLAND HILLS, CA:
2,847,140, PUB. 1-29-2002. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 35 AND 42.
TOO THORNTONS INC., LOUISVILLE, KY:
2,849,522, INT. CL. 9.
TOYON CABLE EQUIPMENT, INC., HORSHAM, PA:
1,781,210, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
TOOLZ, LTD., MONGKOK, KOWLOON, HONG KONG:
2,847,680, INT. CL. 9.
TOON-O-MANIA AND TOONIVERSAL COMPANIES, INC., THE, WOODLAND HILLS, CA:
2,078,307, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 41 AND 42.
TOOT man, JOHN W., ALEXANDRIA, VA:
1,803,313. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 42.
TOOT man, JOHN W., ALEXANDRIA, VA:
2,847,811, INT. CL. 9.
TORTUGA SURF CO., NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ:
1,781,604, CANC. INT. CL. 30.
TOYOTA, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
TOSHIBA AMERICA INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC., IRVINE, CA:
2,079,979, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
TOSHIBA TEC KABUSHIKI KAISHA, TOKYO, JAPAN, TA TOSHIBA TEC CORPORATION:
2,849,646, INT. CL. 9.
TOTAL MACHINE COMPANY, DETROIT, MI:
2,079,809, CANC. INT. CL. 21.
2,079,810, CANC. INT. CL. 21.
TOTAL WASTE MANAGEMENT ALLIANCE PLC, ABERDEEN AB12 3BQ, UNITED KINGDOM:
TOTALFORSVARETS FORSKNINGSINSTITUT, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN:
1,759,518. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 9.
TOURNEAU, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
TOURNEE, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
2,079,146, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.
TOWER MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, PROVIDENCE, RI:
2,848,430, INT. CL. 9.
TOWNSEND ENGINEERING COMPANY, DES MOINES, IA:
1,245,046, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
TOY CONCEPTS, FREEHOLD, NJ:
1,245,398, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA, TOYOTA-SHI, AICHI-KEN, JAPAN, TA TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION:
2,848,004, INT. CL. 42.
TP ORTHODONTICS, INC., LAPORTE, IN:
2,849,019, INT. CL. 10.
 Tracey, robert j., brooklyn, NY:
2,848,897, INT. CL. 18.
TRAEX COMPANY, TOLEDO, OH FROM MENASHA CORPORATION, NEENAH, WI:
2,849,301, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

TRALE, INC., DAVIE, FL:

TRANS-ATLANTIC COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA:
2,849,026, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

TRANSFER TOOLS WORKS, INC., GLENSHAW, PA:
1,817,713, REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 6.

TRANSO, INC., EL MONTE, CA:

TRANSIT CENTER, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,847,206, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 35.

TRANSLOGIC CORP., DENVER, CO:
1,245,035, CANC. INT. CL. 7.

TRANSTEK, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA:
2,847,897, INT. CL. 9.

TRANSWITCH CORPORATION, SHELTON, CT:
2,848,296, INT. CL. 9.

TRAVELRAPIDLY, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV:
2,849,622, REN. INT. CL. 38.

TREC BUILDING SYSTEMS CORPORATION, CHARLOTTE, NC:
2,079,046, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

TREE TOP, INC., SELAH, WA:
1,839,405, REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 16.

TREFFER VINEYARDS WINERY, INC., NAPA, CA:
2,848,433, INT. CL. 33.

TREK BICYCLE CORPORATION, WATERLOO, WI:
2,078,827, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 37 AND 39.

TRENDRIVER COMPANY LIMITED, KOWLOON, HONG KONG, CHINA:
2,849,612, INT. CL. 25.

TREVOR HOLDINGS, INC., SOMMERVILLE, NJ:
2,178,994, REN. 4-20-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CL. 20.

TRILLIUM DIGITAL SYSTEMS, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,078,564, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

TRIPP, BERNARD, RICHMOND HILL, GA:
2,849,419, INT. CL. 12.

TROEGS BREWING COMPANY, HARRISBURG, PA:
2,848,998, INT. CL. 32.

TROMBETTA & YOUNGS ENTERPRISES LIMITED, HONOLULU, HI:
1,824,529, REN. 4-17-04. INT. CL. 30.

TROPICAL JOE INC., HONOLULU, HI:
2,078,667, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 18, 25 AND 28.

TROPICAL NATURE, WASHINGTON, DC:
2,849,915, INT. CL. 42.

TRIS, INC., LAKE GENEVA, WI:
1,245,487, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

TRU CORPORATION, PEABODY, MA:
2,847,513, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 42.

TRUCE INTERNATIONAL, INC., RACINE, WI:
2,079,019, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

TRUE TEMPER HARDWARE COMPANY, CAMP HILL, PA:
2,079,976, CANC. INT. CL. 8.

TRUSTMARK INSURANCE COMPANY, LAKE FOREST, IL:
2,849,831, INT. CL. 35.

TRUTZSCHLER GMBH & CO. KG, MONCHENGLADBACH, 3, FED REP GERMANY:
1,266,163, REN. 4-22-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7, 9 AND 11.

TSA STORES, INC., ENGLEWOOD, CO:
2,848,198, INT. CL. 35.

TSCUDIN, INC., FORT LEE, NJ:
1,793,845, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 35.

TSHANG HINE OIL SEAL CORP. LTD., HUATAN, CHANGHUA, R.O.C., TAIWAN:
2,849,843, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 17.

Tsumura & Co., Tokyo, Japan:
2,078,710, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

TUBE TURNS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., LOUISVILLE, KY:
1,782,020, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

TUCKER-Rocky Corporation, Inc., Wilmington, DE:
2,848,958, INT. CL. 22.

TUCKER, MARY, NEW LONDON, IA:
2,848,742, INT. CL. 16.

TUFENKIAN IMPORT/EXPORT VENTURES, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,849,525, INT. CL. 27.

TUFTS MEDICAL DISTRIBUTION, INC., PROVIDENCE, RI:
2,078,394, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

TURBO BRAZE CORPORATION, UNION, NJ:
1,266,035, REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 1.

TURBOWORKS, INC., NEW HAVEN, CT:
2,847,889, INT. CL. 9.

TURF PRODUCTS CORPORATION, ENFIELD, CT:
2,078,021, REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 42.

TWAIN, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,849,663, INT. CL. 16.

TVN ENTERTAINMENT LP, SANTA MONICA, CA TO TVN ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION, BURBANK, CA:
1,781,763, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 38 AND 41.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-Fox FILM CORPORATION, LOS ANGELES, CA:
1,245,263, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

TVN ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION, BURBANK, CA:
2,849,419, INT. CL. 12.

TYENIC, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,236,468, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.

TYLER REFRIGERATION CORPORATION, NILES, MI:
2,078,529, CANC. INT. CL. 31.

TYLOK INTERNATIONAL, INC., EUCLID, OH:
2,847,768, INT. CL. 6.

TYMSTRA, ANTHONY, TIMMINS ONTARIO, CANADA:
2,847,681, INT. CL. 28.

TYNDALE HOUSE PUBLISHERS, INC., CAROL STREAM, IL:
1,292,259, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 16.

TYSON FOODS, INC., SPRINGDALE, AR:

TURF PRODUCTS CORPORATION, PEABODY, MA:
2,847,513, PUB. 3-9-2004. INT. CL. 42.

TURBOWORKS, INC., NEW HAVEN, CT:
2,847,889, INT. CL. 9.

U THREADS.COM, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,849,430, INT. CL. 45.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, DC:
2,078,537, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

U.S. FOODS, INC., WINNEMUCCA, NV:
2,849,390, INT. CL. 35.

U.S. HEALTHCARE, INC., BLUE BELL, PA TO AETNA U.S. HEALTHCARE, INC., BLUE BELL, PA:
1,781,751, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

U.S. MILLS, INC., NEEDHAM, MA:
1,245,035, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

TY INC., WESTMONT, IL:
2,848,552, INT. CL. 28.

TVN ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION, BURBANK, CA:
2,849,419, INT. CL. 12.

TYE ETIC, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,236,468, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.

TYLER REFRIGERATION CORPORATION, NILES, MI:
2,078,529, CANC. INT. CL. 31.

TVN ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION, BURBANK, CA:
2,849,419, INT. CL. 12.

TYE ETIC, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,236,468, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.

TAYLAND HOUSE PUBLISHERS, INC., CAROL STREAM, IL:
1,292,259, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 16.

TVN ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION, BURBANK, CA:
2,849,419, INT. CL. 12.

U THREADS.COM, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,810,939, COR. INT. CL. 25.

U.S. SECURITY ASSOCIATES, INC., ROSWELL, GA:
2,849,430, INT. CL. 45.

TURF PRODUCTS CORPORATION, PEABODY, MA:
UCB SOCIETE ANONYME, DROGENBOS, BELGIUM:
1,973,743. COR. INT. CL. 25.

UDY, DAVID B., SALT LAKE CITY, UT:
2,849,437, INT. CL. 20.

UGG HOLDINGS, INC., CARLSBAD, CA:
1,973,743, COR. INT. CL. 25.

UIS, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,245,194, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

ULTIMATE RISK SOLUTIONS, INC., OWINGS MILLS, MD:
2,849,905, INT. CL. 9.

ULTRAMAR EXPRESS S.A., BARCELONA 08007, SPAIN:
2,078,543, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

ULTRATERA CORPORATION, HSIN CHU, TAIWAN:

UMAC INCORPORATED, EXTON, PA:
1,840,099. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 41.

UNBEATEN PATH INTERNATIONAL LTD., RACINE, WI:
2,849,031, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.

UNCLE BEN'S, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
2,849,085, INT. CL. 35.

UNDERHOOD, INC., BUTLER, TN:
2,078,580, CANC. INT. CL. 37.

UNEEDA DOLL COMPANY, LTD., NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,336, INT. CL. 28.

UNGER, JEFFREY A., BEVERLY HILLS, CA:
2,849,960, INT. CL. 35.

UNIBANCO UNIAO DE BANCOS BRASILEIROS S.A., SAO PAULO, SAO PAULO, BRAZIL:

UNICON PARKING STRUCTURES, INC., VAN NUYS, CA:
1,245,304, CANC. INT. CL. 19.

UNICORN HOUSE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY:
2,079,555, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

UNIFIED FOODSERVICE PURCHASING CO-OP, LLC, LOUISVILLE, KY:
2,849,762, INT. CL. 35.

UNIFIED FILTERS, INC., ASBURY PARK, NJ:
1,245,203, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

UNION BIOMETICA, INC., SOMERVILLE, MA:
2,848,348, INT. CL. 9.

UNION SIDERURGIQUE DU NORD ET DE L'EST DE LA FRANCE, PARIS, FRANCE, DBA "USINOR" TO UGINE ACIERS DE CHATELLON ET DE GUEUGNON, PU- TEAUX, FRANCE:
1,244,996, CANC. INT. CL. 6.

UNIQUE COUPONS, INC., LAKE ZURICH, IL:
2,848,300, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 28 AND 41.

UNIST, INC., GRAND RAPIDS, MI:
2,848,050, INT. CL. 7.

UNIT RAIL ANCHOR COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
1,808,835. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 8.

UNITED AIR LINES, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,848,437, INT. CL. 20.

UNITED CALL CENTER CORPORATION, SEVIERVILLE, TN:
2,849,227, CANC. INT. CL. 8.

UNITED CHURCH OF RELIGIOUS SCIENCE, BURBANK, CA:
1,318,963. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 9.

UNITED COMMUNICATIONS GROUP LIMITED PART- NERSHIP, ROCKVILLE, MD:
2,849,903, INT. CL. 42.

UNITED CUTLERY CORPORATION, SEVIERVILLE, TN:
2,849,433, COR. INT. CL. 25.

UNITED DESIGN CORPORATION, NOBLE, OK:
2,079,454, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

UNITED DESIGNERS OF ALBERTA CO-OPERATIVE LIMITED, CALGARY, T2V 4J2 ALBERTA, CANADA:

UNITED FEDERAL CARRIERS, INC., CARSON CITY, NV:
2,848,841, INT. CL. 39.

UNITED FOODS PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED, BANGKOK 10150, THAILAND:
2,848,428, INT. CL. 30.

UNITED LOCK-BLOCK LTD., RICHMOND, BRITISH CO- LUMBIA, CANADA:
2,849,099, INT. CL. 19.

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN & REFORMED ADULT MINIS- TRIES, INC., FLUSHING, NY:
2,849,073, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 37, 43 AND 45.

UNITED RESOURCE RECOVERY CORPORATION, SPAR- TANBURG, SC:
2,078,691, CANC. INT. CL. 17.

UNITED STATES AVIATION UNDERWRITERS, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,600, INT. CL. 36.

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
1,244,913, CANC. INT. CL. 1.

UNITED STATES OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO:
2,847,589, INT. CL. 14.

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC:

UNITED STATES SOCCER FEDERATION, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,847,660, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 41 AND 42.

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH, PA:

UNITED STATES RADIO NETWORKS, INC., NEW YORK, NY:
2,848,533, INT. CL. 41.

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, BER- NARDSVILLE, NJ:
2,849,327, INT. CL. 36.

UNITEDS DEALER SERVICES CORPORATION, ROCHELLE PARK, NJ, UNISPHERETELLER, INC., MIDLAND PARK, NJ:
1,846,979. REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 36.

UNITY MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, SYRA- CUSE, NY:
2,079,100, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

UNIVERSAL COOPERATIVES, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1,245,205, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

UNIVERSAL MORTGAGE CORPORATION, BERN- NARDSVILLE, NJ:
2,849,233, INT. CL. 7.

UNIVERSAL ENTERPRISE MARKS AND PATENTS OVER- SEAS, INC., PANAMA CITY, PANAMA:
1,781,580, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 30.

UNIVERSAL WASTE INC., CHICAGO, IL:
1,781,581, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 30.

UNIVERSAL FILTERS, INC., ASBURY PARK, NJ:
1,245,179, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

UNIVERSAL PAPER & PLASTICS (BOP) (PTY) LTD., PRE- TORIA, 0001, SOUTH AFRICA:
2,848,691, INT. CL. 16.

UNIVERSAL POWER GROUP, INC., ADDISON, TX:
7,527,727, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

UNIVERSAL WASTE INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,846,049, INT. CL. 12.

UNIVERSAL FILTERS, INC., ASBURY PARK, NJ:
1,245,179, CANC. INT. CL. 11.

UNIVERSAL PAPER & PLASTICS (BOP) (PTY) LTD., PRE- TORIA, 0001, SOUTH AFRICA:
2,848,691, INT. CL. 16.

UNIVERSAL POWER GROUP, INC., ADDISON, TX:
7,527,727, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

UNIVERSAL WASTE INC., CHICAGO, IL:
2,846,049, INT. CL. 12.
UP COMPANY, INC., SHIBUYA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN:
2,079,035, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 18, 24 AND 25.

UP-STATISTICS CORPORATION, WOODLAND HILLS, CA:
2,847,950, INT. CL. 35.

UPTIME INC., HILTON HEAD, SC:
2,078,655, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

Urban Analytics, LLC, San Francisco, CA:
2,849,808, INT. CL. 35.

Urban Juice & Soda Company Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. V5L 1Y9, Canada:
2,790,050, COR. INT. CL. 32.

Urban Street Wear, Inc., La Mirada, CA:
2,849,932, INT. CL. 25.

USA DIRECT, INC., York, PA:
2,847,639, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

USA NETWORKS, LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,847,713, INT. CL. 41.

Ustar International Inc., Secaucus, NJ to OH, Hyung Keun, Norwood, NJ:
1,781,522, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

USWeb Corporation, Santa Clara, CA:
2,254,673, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 41 AND 42.

Utah Medical Products, Inc., Midvale, UT:
2,079,422, CANC. INT. CL. 10.

Utaq Thin Scientific, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT:

Utilite Corporation, Coalville, UT:
2,849,468, INT. CL. 3.

Utilities Protection Center, Incorporated, DULUTH, GA:
2,772,276, COR. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 41.

Uva International AB, S-161 11 Bromma, Sweden:
586,514, INT. CL. 33.

Uvest Financial Services Group, Inc., Charlotte, NC:
1,780,566, INT. CL. 36.

V Secret Catalogue, Inc., Wilmington, DE:
2,849,071, INT. CL. 25.

V Twin Motorcycle Apparel, Inc., Orlando, FL:
2,848,919, INT. CL. 25.

Vacheron & Constantin S.A., Geneva, Switzerland:

Vacuumschmelze GmbH, Hanau, Fed Rep Germany:
2,847,675, INT. CL. 6.

Vadilal International Private Limited, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, IN:
2,848,160, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 30.

Vail Trademarks, Inc., Vail, CO:
2,078,622, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

Val-E-D Joint Venture L.L.P., Moorhead, MN:
2,848,888, INT. CL. 38.

Valassis Communications, Inc., Livonia, MI:
2,078,737, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

Valcom, Inc., Omaha, NE to More Than Compurers, Inc., Madison, WI:
1,795,496, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

Valdenaire, Etienne, 88210 Senones, France:
2,078,069, CANC. INT. CL. 21.

Valenite Inc., Madison Heights, MI, Valenite Inc., Madison Heights, MI:
1,797,527, INT. CL. 7.

Valor Security Services, Inc., Marietta, GA:
2,847,527, PUB. 3-9-2004, INT. CL. 45.

Value City of Michigan, Inc., Westland, MI, MGRR, INC., Wilmington, DE:
1,845,682, INT. CL. 43.

Van Den Broeke - Lutosa, 7900 Leuze-en-Hainaut, Belgium:
2,846,670, INT. CL. 29.

Van der Bloon Sapp, Margret, Kennebunk, ME:
2,078,982, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

Van Hygan & Smythe, Inc., Niles, IL:
2,847,930, INT. CL. 16.

Van Straaten Chemical Co., Chicago, IL:
402,256, CANC. U.S. CL. 15.

Vanaver Tool Corporation, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada:

Vanderweil Facility Advisors LLC, Boston, MA:
2,404,857, COR. INT. CL. 9.

Vanessa Investments, Inc., Golden, CO, DBA Cacheux:
2,079,112, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

Vann, Polly Dawn, Littlefield, TX, DBA V-Tech Environmental Services:
2,080,197, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

Varco U.P., Inc., Houston, TX:
1,268,912, INT. CL. 7.

Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, CA:
2,847,814, INT. CL. 9.

Variform, Inc., Keeney, MO:
2,849,573, INT. CL. 19.

Vasilakis, Stelios, New York, NY:
2,847,933, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

Vaughan & Bushnell Manufacturing Company, Hebron, IN:
1,793,421, INT. CL. 8.

VDF FutureCeticals, Inc., Momence, IL:
2,849,217, INT. CL. 5.

Vector Tobacco Ltd., Hamilton, Bermuda:
2,849,708, INT. CL. 34.

Velvet Lifestyles Inc., Boca Raton, FL:
2,847,213, PUB. 3-9-2004, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 43.

Venera Corporation, San Diego, CA:
2,847,697, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 35 AND 42.

Vegetarian Times, Inc., Oak Park, IL:
2,848,364, INT. CL. 16.

Veghte, Robert, Boca Raton, Fl:
2,849,091, INT. CL. 42.

Velvet Strings S.A., CH-6850 Mendrisio, Switzerland:
2,847,830, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 15.

Venners Retail Systems (Holdings) Limited, Buckinghamshire, MK9 1DS, United Kingdom:
2,849,136, INT. CL. 38.

Venturcom, Inc., Waltham, MA:

Venturi Partners, Inc., Charlotte, NC:
2,848,232, INT. CL. 35.

Verance Corporation, San Diego, CA:
2,847,697, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 35 AND 42.

Verandah Development LLC, Bonita Springs, FL:
2,849,197, INT. CL. 36.

Verbatim Corporation, Charlotte, NC:
2,849,262, INT. CL. 9.

Verint Systems Inc., Melville, NY to Comversys, Inc., Woodbury, NY:
2,803,581, COR. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.

Verizon Communications Inc., New York, NY:
2,849,637, INT. CL. 35.

Vermont Teddy Bear Company, Inc., The, Shelburne, VT:
2,847,944, INT. CL. 35.

Verne Q. Powell Flutes, Inc., Maynard, MA:
1,254,910, COR. INT. CL. 9.

Vertex LCD Inc., Placentia, CA:
2,849,134, INT. CL. 9.

Vertical Line, Inc., Philadelphia, PA:
2,079,599, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

Vervos, Inc., Arlington, VA:
2,849,992, INT. CL. 42.

VeryFine Products, Inc., Littleton, MA:
2,848,822, INT. CL. 30.

Vetessential LLC, Hingham, MA:
2,847,864, INT. CL. 35.
VIA MURANO, LLC, NEWPORT BEACH, CA:
2,080,422, PUB. 10-11-2003. INT. CL. 32.
VIA NET WORKS, INC., RESTON, VA:
2,847,973, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 37, 38 AND 42.
VIABLE CONCEPTS AND LICENSING, INC., INWOOD, NY:
2,079,421, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 25 AND 42.
VIACOM INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW YORK, NY:
VIAJO.COM INC., LA JOLLA, CA:
VIAJET, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
2,847,530, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 42, 43 AND 44.
VICI, JOHN V., SANTA ROSA, CA AND VICINI, CATHLEEN W., SANTA ROSA, CA:
2,848,239, PUB. 6-12-2004. INT. CL. 29.
VICTOR EQUIPMENT COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,848,208, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 7 AND 9.
VICTORIAN HOMES, INC., MIDDLETOWN, IN:
1,251,203, CANC. INT. CL. 12.
VIDELOGIC LIMITED, HERTFORDSHIRE WD4 8LZ, ENGLAND:
VIENNA SAUSAGE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CHICAGO, IL:
981,269. REN. 6-4-2001. INT. CL. 42.
VIGNERONS DE LA MEDITERRANEE, 11100 NARBONNE, FRANCE:
2,849,759, INT. CL. 36.
VIKARI, JOHN V., SANTA ROSA, CA:
VENERO COMMUNICATIONS, INC., PALO ALTO, CA:
VISEON CORPORATION, MAITLAND, FL:
2,080,390, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
VISUAL ANALYTICS, INC., POOLESVILLE, MD:
2,849,906, INT. CL. 9.
VISUAL IMPRESSIONS, LLC, BAY SHORE, NY:
2,083,673, COR. INT. CL. 11.
VITA-MIX CORPORATION, CLEVELAND, OH:
1,849,802, PUB. 6-14-2004. INT. CL. 7.
VITALI, DANIELA, NEW YORK, NY:
2,847,753, INT. CL. 16.
VITASOY USA INC., AYER, MA:
VIVIDENCE CORPORATION, SAN MATEO, CA:
2,849,954, INT. CL. 35.
VIZX LABS, LLC., SEATTLE, WA:
2,848,512, INT. CL. 91.
2,848,559, INT. CL. 42.
VLPS LIGHTING SERVICES, INC., DALLAS, TX:
2,848,666, INT. CL. 41.
VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA, INC., FT. WORTH, TX:
2,847,750, INT. CL. 28.
VOLUME SERVICES AMERICA, INC., SPARTANBURG, SC:
2,847,511, INT. CL. 28.
VORTEX ENGINEERING, INC., OXNARD, CA:
2,847,752, INT. CL. 28.
VORTECH ENGINEERING, INC., OXNARD, CA:
2,848,829, INT. CL. 29.
2,848,991, INT. CL. 43.
VORTEX ENGINEERING, INC., OXNARD, CA:
VOYAGER EXPANDED LEARNING, INC., DALLAS, TX:
1,827,926. REN. 4-20-2004. INT. CL. 11.
VRL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, GEORGETOWN, GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS:
2,847,991, INT. CL. 43.
VRL INTERNATIONAL LTD., GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS:
2,506,659, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
VSM GROUP AKTIEBOLAG, SWEDEN FROM VIKING SEWING MACHINES AB, SWEDEN:
2,848,933, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 43.
VONAGE HOLDINGS CORP., EDISON, NJ:
2,848,239, INT. CL. 41.
2,079,637, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
1,808,682, CANC. INT. CL. 17.
2,848,239, INT. CL. 41.
2,848,666, INT. CL. 41.
1,808,682. REN. 4-20-2004. INT. CL. 1.
1,825,950. REN. 4-19-2004. INT. CL. 33.
1,827,926. REN. 4-20-2004. INT. CL. 1.
2,849,719, INT. CL. 20.
2,506,659, COR. INT. CL. 11.
2,849,191, INT. CL. 39.
VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA, INC., AUBURN HILLS, MI:
2,848,239, INT. CL. 41.
VOLUME SERVICES AMERICA, INC., SPARTANBURG, SC:
2,847,991, INT. CL. 43.
VOSTER HOMES, INC., MIDDLEBURY, IN:
2,847,750, INT. CL. 28.
VLPS LIGHTING SERVICES, INC., DALLAS, TX:
2,848,666, INT. CL. 41.
VWA  INTERNATIONAL, LTD., GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS:
2,506,659, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
VSM GROUP AKTIEBOLAG, SWEDEN FROM VIKING SEWING MACHINES AB, SWEDEN:
VOYAGER EXPANDED LEARNING, INC., DALLAS, TX:
2,847,752, INT. CL. 28.
VULCAN INC., SEATTLE, WA:
2,847,615, INT. CL. 42.
VUONG, CHAU MINH, GARDEN GROVE, CA:
2,847,738, INT. CL. 36.
V & W DAIRY PRODUCTS CO., INC., BROOKLYN, NY:
2,847,991, INT. CL. 43.
W.B. MARVIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, THE, URAL, KS:
W & W DAIRY PRODUCTS CO., INC., BROOKLYN, NY:
2,847,750, INT. CL. 28.
W.C. REDMON CO. INC., PERU, IN:
2,080,284, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
W.B. MARVIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, THE, URAWA, OH:
2,847,738, INT. CL. 36.
WATTS SCAFFOLDING CO., INC., MACHEN, NY:
2,847,991, INT. CL. 43.
WHARFEDALE ROAD SERVICES LTD., LONDON:
2,847,753, INT. CL. 16.
WICKMAN, WILLIAM, LAYTON, UT:
2,847,750, INT. CL. 28.
W. F. TAYLOR, INC., FONTANA, CA:
2,080,189, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
W. F. TAYLOR CO., INC., FONTANA, CA:
2,080,189, CANC. INT. CL. 11.
WESTIN HOTEL COMPANY, SEATTLE, WA:
1,004,249. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 11.

WESTLAKE CLUTCH USA LTD, CHICAGO, IL:
2,849,507, INT. CL. 28.

WESTPOINT STEVENS INC., LAS VEGAS, NV:

WESTVACO CORPORATION, STAMFORD, CT:
2,848,771, INT. CL. 16.

WESTWAY TRADING CORPORATION, NEW ORLEANS, LA:
1,226,825. REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 31.

WESTWOOD VENTURES LTD, NEW YORK, NY:
2,078,805. CANC. INT. CL. 36.

WESTWOOD/PENMBROKE CORPORATION, WESTWOOD, MA:
1,839,742. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 42.

Weyerhaeuser Company, Federal Way, WA:
2,849,381, INT. CL. 16.

Wheaton Inc., Millville, NJ, CP Packaging, Inc., Vernon Hills, IL:
1,726,953. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 5.

Wheeler Winery, Inc., San Francisco, CA, DeLoach Vineyards, Santa Rosa, CA:
2,079,660. REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 33.

Wheelgroup Corporation, Antonio, TX:
2,080,424, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

Wetstone Group, LLC, San Diego, CA:
2,849,690, INT. CL. 41.

Whirlpool Properties, Inc., St. Joseph, MI:
2,849,462, MULTIPLY CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.
2,849,497, INT. CL. 11.
2,849,730, INT. CL. 24.

Whitaker Brothers Business Machines, Inc., Rockville, MD:
2,848,923, INT. CL. 16.

Whitaker Corporation, The, Wilmington, DE:
2,079,814, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

White & Cross, Incorporated, Exeter, PA:
2,080,361, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

White Swan Uniforms, Inc., Yokner, NY:
1,245,375, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

White, Michael, Cumberland, RI, DBA White Materials Engineering:
2,078,994, INT. CL. 19.

White, Nikia, Van Nuys, CA:
2,848,594, INT. CL. 25.

Whitening Resources, Inc., Green Bay, WI:
2,849,025, INT. CL. 3.

Whole Earth Electron Inc., Sausalito, CA:
2,079,667, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

Wholescape Manufacturing Co., Taipei, Taiwan:
2,849,575, INT. CL. 20.

Wide Eyed Coffee, Inc., Covington, GA:
2,849,330, INT. CL. 30.

Wiesen, Jeremy, New York, NY:

Wigmans Mills, Inc., Shroygan, WI:

Wilbur-Ellis Company, San Francisco, CA, DBA Wilbur-Ellis Co.:
1,781,557, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

Wild Planet Toys, Inc., San Francisco, CA:
2,849,641, INT. CL. 28.

Wilhelm Altendorf GMBH & CO., KG, 4950 Minden, Fred Rep Germany:
2,078,293, CANC. MULTIPLY CLASS, INT. CLS. 40 AND 41.

Wilkinson, William T., Salem, NJ:
2,079,668, CANC. INT. CL. 12.

Willard Publishing, Inc., Kennebunkport, ME:
2,849,021, INT. CL. 16.

William Gold Refining Company, Buffalo, NY:
753,039, CANC. U.S. CL. 44.

William O'Neil + Co., Incorporated, Los Angeles, CA:
2,847,771, INT. CL. 36.

William Pitters International, 3310 Lormont, France To William Pitters-La Guilde Du Vin, Lormont, France:
1,782,290, CANC. INT. CL. 33.

Williamson Refining LLC, Long Island City, NY:
2,848,663, INT. CL. 16.

Williams Low Buck Tools, Inc., Norco, CA:

Williamson-Sonoma, Inc., San Francisco, CA:
2,079,597, CANC. INT. CL. 21.

Williams, Carlos A., Chicago, IL:
2,080,423, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

Williams, Keith S, Fairview, OR:
2,849,535, INT. CL. 22.

Willow Creek Association, South Barrington, IL:
1,828,606, REN. 4-21-04. INT. CL. 16.

Wilson & Welles Enterprises Inc., Burbank, CA:
1,781,712, CANC. MULTIPLY CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 38.

Wilson, Kendall P., Alexandria, VA:
2,847,191, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLY CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 42.

Wilton Industries, Inc., Woodridge, IL:
2,848,956, INT. CL. 21.

Wink Communications, Inc., Alameda, CA:
2,079,583, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

Winn-Dixie Stores Inc., Jacksonville, FL:
766,018. REN. 4-17-04. U.S. CL. 46 (INT. CL. 29).

Winnebago Industries Inc., Forest City, IA:
1,245,054, CANC. MULTIPLY CLASS, INT. CLS. 8 AND 20.

Winner International Royalty LLC, Sharon, PA:
2,849,592, INT. CL. 9.
2,849,593, INT. CL. 9.

Winston Company, Inc., Tulsa, OK:
2,079,390, INT. CL. 1.

Winthrop Corporation, The, Bridgeport, CT, DBA Wright Investors' Service:
1,781,740, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

Winzeler, Inc., Harwood Heights, IL:
2,847,470, PUB. 3-9-2004. MULTIPLY CLASS, INT. CLS. 7 AND 42.

Wisconsin Chamber of Commerce Foundation, Inc., Madison, WI:
2,849,380, INT. CL. 41.

Wisted, Roger L., Downey, CA, DBA Wisted's California Aces:
1,781,557, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

Witco Chemical Corporation, New York, NY:

Wizard Factory, LLC, Pacific Palisades, CA:
2,848,390, INT. CL. 28.

Wki Holding Company, Inc., Reston, VA, Corning Vitro Corporation, Corning, NY:
1,795,901. REN. 4-18-04. INT. CL. 21.

Wki Holding Company, Inc., Reston, VA:
2,848,790, INT. CL. 21.

Wm Enterprise Inc., Fayetteville, NC:
2,849,439, INT. CL. 35.

Wm. Steinen Mfg. Co., Parsippany, NJ:
1,004,249. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 11.

Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company, Chicago, IL:
2,848,618, INT. CL. 30.
2,849,694, INT. CL. 30.
2,849,705, INT. CL. 30.
2,849,791, INT. CL. 30.

Wma Group, Inc., Danville, CA:
1,781,353, CANC. MULTIPLY CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 28 AND 35.

Wms Gaming Inc., Waukegan, IL:
2,849,375, INT. CL. 9.
2,849,376, INT. CL. 9.
2,849,436, INT. CL. 9.

Wolfson, Diane, Telluride, CO:
2,849,507, INT. CL. 28.

World Vision International, Monrovia, CA:
1,268,749. REN. 4-23-04. MULTIPLY CLASS, INT. CLS. 36.
41 AND 42.
WOLTERS KLUWER HEALTH, INC., BALTIMORE, MD,
DBA LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WLKINS:
1,829,373. REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 16.
WOLTERS KLUWER HEALTH, INC., BALTIMORE, MD,
DBA LIPPINCOTT WILLIAMS & WLKINS, INC.:
1,828,633. REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 16.
WOLTERS KLUWER HEALTH, INC., PHILADELPHIA, PA:
2,847,846. INT. CL. 16.
WOMAN'S PERSONAL HEALTH RESOURCE, INC., THE,
MONSERY, NY:
2,849,900. INT. CL. 35.
WOOD WORLDWIDE INC., NEW YORK, NY:
1,693,476. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 35.
WOODLETS, INC., BUFFALO, NY:
1,244,957. CANC. INT. CL. 3.
WOODS INDUSTRIES, INC., CARMEL, IN:
2,079,800. CANC. INT. CL. 9.
WOODSTOCK INTERNATIONAL, INC., BELLINGHAM,
WA:
2,848,601. INT. CL. 8.
WOODWARD GROUP, INC., THE, OREM, UT, DBA ALPINE
HEALTH INDUSTRIES:
2,078,386. CANC. INT. CL. 40.
2,078,387. CANC. INT. CL. 40.
WOOG INDUSTRY U.S.A., INC., ANAHEIM, CA:
2,847,931. INT. CL. 25.
WORD JOE, NEW YORK, NY:
2,079,336. CANC. INT. CL. 35.
WORDCRAFT INTERNATIONAL LTD., EGGINTON, UNI-
TED KINGDOM:
2,849,403. INT. CL. 9.
WORK IN AMERICA INSTITUTE, INC., SCARSDALE, NY:
1,245,577. CANC. INT. CL. 35.
WORK WEAR CORPORATION, INC., CLEVELAND, OH TO
WORK WEAR CORPORATION, INC., CLEVELAND, OH:
1,245,405. CANC. INT. CL. 25.
WORK’N GEAR, LLC, WEYMOUTH, MA FROM JBI, INC.,
CANTON, MA, TO WORK WEAR CORPORATION, INC.,
CLEVELAND, OH:
2,847,698. INT. CL. 25.
WORKENDERS, INC., BOCA RATON, FL:
1,782,230. CANC. INT. CL. 37.
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT COMPANY, INC., NEW
YORK, NY:
2,848,513. INT. CL. 35.
WORKMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC., NEW
YORK, NY:
1,830,308. CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND
20.
WORKKNOWLEDGE LLC, ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, NJ:
2,848,315. INT. CL. 9.
WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT, INC., STAM-
FORD, CT:
2,849,451. INT. CL. 41.
WORLD-WIDE TECHNOLOGY INC.:
1,245,082. CANC. INT. CL. 9.
WORLD’S GOLDF AND DIAMONDS, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
2,849,946. INT. CL. 14.
WORLDLOC INC., JACKSON, MS:
2,080,313. CANC. INT. CL. 38.
WORLDSPAN, L.P., ATLANTA, GA:
2,848,808. INT. CL. 39.
WORTHHINGTON PRODUCTS, INC., CANTON, OH:
WRIGHT & LATO, INC., EAST ORANGE, NJ:
2,848,807. INT. CL. 14.
WRIGHT EXPRESS CORPORATION, SOUTH PORTLAND,
ME:
2,079,311. CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND
36.
WRIGHT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY, INC., ARLINGTON,
TN:
2,080,032. CANC. INT. CL. 10.
WRIGHT, MARTIN E., GLENDALE, CA:
2,080,262. CANC. INT. CL. 10.
WRP ASIA PACIFIC SDN. BHD., 43900 SEPANG, SELAN-
GOR DARUL EHSAN, MALAYSIA:
2,847,667. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 10.
WUESTMAN, PENNY M., WEST DUNDEE, IL:
WWF TECHNOLOGY, INC., HOPE, AR, DBA KLIPSCH
PROFESSIONAL:
2,079,958. CANC. INT. CL. 9.
WYLA, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FL:
2,848,236. INT. CL. 24.
WYN OIL COMPANY, AZUSA, CA:
979,762. REN. 4-20-04. U.S. CL. 15 (INT. CLS. 1 AND 4).
X CONCEPTS, LLC, ESCONDIDO, CA:
2,848,317. INT. CL. 28.
X-I-M PRODUCTS, INC., WESTLAKE, OH:
1,825,698. REN. 4-22-04. INT. CL. 2.
XEROX CORPORATION, STAMFORD, CT:
2,080,025. CANC. INT. CL. 9.
2,849,454. INT. CL. 9.
XL ADHESIVES, LLC, DALTON, GA:
1,824,786. REN. 4-19-04. INT. CL. 1.
XPEDITE SYSTEMS, INC., ATLANTA, GA:
2,847,879. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 38.
XYCOM AUTOMATION, INC., SALINE, MI:
1,210,295. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 9.
YAA, RAN, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANA-
DA:
2,849,648. INT. CL. 8.
YAMAROKE CORPORATION, TOKYO 150-8316, JAPAN:
2,848,578. INT. CL. 13.
YAMAUCHI, RICHARD K., SYLMAR, CA:
2,079,550. CANC. INT. CL. 42.
YAZAKI INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO., LTD., SHIZUOKA-
KEN, JAPAN:
1,824,834. REN. 4-17-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6,
12 AND 17.
YELLOW CANYON CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE,
TODAYS TEMPORARY, INC., DALLAS, TX:
1,830,880. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 35.
YERBA PRIMA, ASHLAND, OR:
YES! I CAN DO LLC, TULSA, OK:
2,849,366. INT. CL. 41.
YOKOHAMA RUBBER CO., LTD., THE, MINATO-KU,
TOKYO, JAPAN:
1,245,082. REN. 4-19-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16,
20 AND 42.
YELLOW CANYON CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE,
TODAYS TEMPORARY, INC., DALLAS, TX:
1,830,880. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 35.
YEOH, RAN, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANA-
DA:
2,849,648. INT. CL. 8.
YOKOHAMA RUBBER CO., LTD., THE, MINATO-KU,
TOKYO, JAPAN:
1,245,082. REN. 4-19-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16,
20 AND 42.
YELLOW CANYON CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE,
TODAYS TEMPORARY, INC., DALLAS, TX:
1,830,880. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 35.
YERBA PRIMA, ASHLAND, OR:
YES! I CAN DO LLC, TULSA, OK:
2,849,366. INT. CL. 41.
YOKOHAMA RUBBER CO., LTD., THE, MINATO-KU,
TOKYO, JAPAN:
1,245,082. REN. 4-19-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16,
20 AND 42.
YELLOW CANYON CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE,
TODAYS TEMPORARY, INC., DALLAS, TX:
1,830,880. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 35.
YERBA PRIMA, ASHLAND, OR:
YES! I CAN DO LLC, TULSA, OK:
2,849,366. INT. CL. 41.
YOKOHAMA RUBBER CO., LTD., THE, MINATO-KU,
TOKYO, JAPAN:
1,245,082. REN. 4-19-04. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16,
20 AND 42.
YELLOW CANYON CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE,
TODAYS TEMPORARY, INC., DALLAS, TX:
1,830,880. REN. 4-23-04. INT. CL. 35.
YERBA PRIMA, ASHLAND, OR:
YES! I CAN DO LLC, TULSA, OK:
2,849,366. INT. CL. 41.
ZACHRICH TRUCKING INC., HOLGATE, OH: 1,781,784, CANC. INT. CL. 39.

ZAK DESIGNS, INC., SPOKANE, WA: 2,849,050, INT. CL. 16.

ZAPF’S MUSIC STORE, INC., CHERRY HILL, NJ: 2,847,715, INT. CL. 35.

ZD INC., NEW YORK, NY: 1,782,115, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

ZELIKOVIC, CAROLYN, NEW YORK, NY: 2,079,569, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

ZENECA LIMITED, LONDON SW1P 3F, ENGLAND: 2,078,250, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1 AND 42.

ZENECA LTD., LONDON W1Y 6LN, ENGLAND: 2,079,136, CANC. INT. CL. 5.


ZHELEZNYAKOV, NIKOLAY ALEXANDROVICH, BALASHIKHA, MOSCOVSAYA OBLAST, RUSSIAN FED.: 2,849,056, INT. CL. 32.

ZIA, HELEN, OAKLAND, CA: 2,848,008, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16 AND 41.

ZIGGY & FRIENDS, INC., BROOK PARK, OH, UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE, MISSION, KS: 1,313,514, REN. 4-20-04. INT. CL. 25.

ZIMMER, INC., WARSAW, IN: 1,781,259, CANC. INT. CL. 10.

ZIPPMARK, INC., WILMINGTON, DE: 2,848,706, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 34 AND 45.

ZO MED LABORATORIES, INC., SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA: 2,849,639, INT. CL. 21.


ZUCKERMAN, ARTHUR, NEW YORK, NY: 2,848,971, INT. CL. 5.

ZUELLIG PHARMA HOLDINGS LTD, 87011 LABUAN F.T., MALAYSIA: 2,847,848, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 39 AND 42.

ZUZU, INC., DALLAS, TX: 2,078,291, CANC. INT. CL. 30.


02GO BEVERAGE COMPANY, NEPTUNE, NJ FROM TRI-WATER USA, INC., NEPTUNE, NJ: 2,847,748, INT. CL. 32.

1-800-YELLOW PAGES, INC., HUNTINGTON STA., NY: 2,079,471, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

1276683 ONTARIO LIMITED, BARRIE, ONTARIO, CANADA, DBA FLAGS UNLIMITED: 2,778,947, COR. INT. CL. 24.

14KT ONLINE INC., SUNRISE, FL: 2,848,605, INT. CL. 14.

1616 INVESTMENT, L.L.C., PEMBROKE PINES, FL: 2,846,302, INT. CL. 12.

20/10 PERFECT VISION OPTISCHE GERAETE GMBH, HEIDELBERG, FED REP GERMANY: 2,849,413, INT. CL. 10.

21ST CENTURY INNOVATIONS, INC., DOWNERS GROVE, IL: 2,848,401, INT. CL. 1.

3M COMPANY, ST. PAUL, MN: 2,847,839, INT. CL. 16.


3P SA: See— CYBERGUN SA.

3062957 NOVA SCOTIA LIMITED, KITCHENER, ONTARIO: 2,848,100, INT. CL. 12.

596573 B.C. LTD., VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA: 2,847,803, INT. CL. 41.

766884 ONTARIO INC., WATERLOO, ONTARIO, N2L 5J2, CANADA, DBA WATERLOO MAPLE SOFTWARE: 2,078,317, CANC. INT. CL. 9.

848733 ONTARIO LIMITED, RAVENNA, ONTARIO NOH 2E0, CANADA: 2,078,541, CANC. INT. CL. 32.

*****